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rimeText of S. 2570

0/1110NOLOGICAL4 [AST 01' WITNESSES
b'sratuArtr 16, 1078

Babcock, C. Patrick, director, Michigan Department of Labor, accompaniedby Richard Donohue----- . . _ifarelwood, Thomas, director, Si x County C2onsortluin foraor Employment andTraining, accompanied by Donald Wenn-tie, deputy director of theconsortium ------------ ____Brooks, Wendell, commissioner, Manistee County, former chairman, Man-power Committee for the Association of Counties, accomplinied by AlShipsted director, Region Ten
__ _ _ 221Taylor, Martin, director, Michigan Employment Commission, acconmaniedby Joe Kimble, director of employment services, Michigan UnemploymentSecurity Commission_____

_ ________ 2,32Tardy, Raymond IC, executive director, Tient Comity Action Program, Inc_ 23aGeyer, Beverly, director, Every Woman Place, Muskegon, Bleb________ 244Perm, Mary, president, Twin City Area Branch of the National Associa-tion for the Advancement of Colored People, and member, Berrien CountyAdvisory Council on CETA. Manpower Planning Council, accompaniedby Carl Brown ; and 'Meals Hume director, City of Benton liarbor,former monitor planner for CETA
248Consingharn, .7nmes, president, Michigan Community Action Agency andnational CAA community legislative _ __ 257Drasin, Abe L. mayor, Grand. Rapids, Midi., accompanied by KennethMurray', deputy manager, Grand Rapids, Mich- _ _ '264Kobrak. Dr. Peter, nssoclate professor, department of political science andacting director, center for public administration and public policy.Western Michigan University____________ _ _ 273Manning, Mr., CETA employee, assistant city planner for the city ofKellwood; Mr, ;incirson, CETA employee, educational coordinator for theBaxter Community Center; and Miss Lannen, CETA employee, urbanagent at the Went Side Complex with Kent Cap_ __ -__ v 207

FEBRUARY 17, 1978
Conyers, Eton. John, Jr., n Representative in Congress from the State ofMichigan

__ _________ SiHammel, Richard. chairman, Genessee County Board of Commissionersand president. Michigan Association of Counties; John Barr, chairman.Wayne Connty. Board of Commissioners, accompanied by Ed Cook ; andBeth Jordan, chairperson, Calhoun County Board of Commissioners. a
32fiYoung. Colemnit mayor, city of Detroit Mich_ ----___ 348

mJordan, Bess. chairperson, Calhoun County. accopanied hy John Mar-Uttar, CETA Director for Cnihous Counts: Pd MeNnmara. mayor, TA-vonin, aeon/monied by Jim Andrus, ("ETA vreetor for Livonia ; andPhil Masan program agent, Pontiac, necontpanled by 7irn Pruitt, di-rector. Pontiac's personnel division, a penal 353Daniel. Gerald;. administrative nssistant, accomminied by Mark Stepp. virePresident ; Grady StalIworth. assistant director, job development andtraining program; and Willis Starks, international representative.United Auto Workers; Mary Ellen Riordan. president Detroit Federn-tion of Teachers: and Malcolm Wright, assistant to the president. 'Mehl-
B01

grin Federation of Tenehers.



Iv

was
Salazar, Ignacio, executive director, Sor Wiry-Detroit Jobs for Progress,

licettawatiled by Jiin Brower. representing Rev, Itoy Alien, hair-
roan or the board, ()renter Opportunities Intiostra Motion Center of
Metropolitan ; Dan Mitchell, Ureutor Upport unities industruliza-
don Center; 314.1 Uranium, executive direetor, Urban League of Villit;
Mid William McGill, chairman of the board, Communities United for
Action, a 421

itrulaint, 'Ward. Chrysler institute, accompanied by Tom Sietovicr_____ 00
Moniteel, Louis, assistant superintendent of schools, Detroit, accompanied

fly lierscliel Fort, director, Federal and State programs; and Pete Matins.
program ()Ricer, Federal and State Projects tililee-- 501-

neAny 1978

rum, Richard, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Einploymeut and Tritio.
ng, accompanied by Arnold Packer, Assistant Secretary of Labor for

Polley, Evaluation arid Research; Bill llowitt Director, Olilee of Policy,
Evaluation 1111(1 iteseareli; Dick Johnston, Special AHMitlifint to the Assist-
ant Seerentry fur Polley, Evaluation and Hewitt-eh 517

Din hest, Ill professor of economies, Columbia University, 'Thunman, No-
thinal Commission for Manpower _ _ 016

FFuntrAiiv 25, 1978

Rice, Zel, NPerotary, deportincnt of industry, labor and hunion relations, Re-

vlon/m/11M /13' Stan Spencer, nnaintiod administrator for Job nrvleo; ond
bki Kehl, riding utiinistralor, division of manpower services, Wisconsin
Kinployineot, Service__ a 650

Ickes, Stove, acting director, Governor's Manpower Planning °Rice,
Wisconsin 667

outline, FltAll, Jr., director, office of intergovernmental programs, Wiscon-
sin Department of No torni itemouroes 661

O'Donnell, William, county executive, Milwaukee Comity, 668
Sim Felippo, Ronald S., 'Milwaukee area director, Wisconsin Job Service,

IViseonsili Store Department of Industry, Labor and Duman Relations__ (171

ohn, 1.nrvy, public relations director, National Association of Mea's and
isoy's Apparel Clubs and the National Association of Women's nod Chil-
dren's Apparel Clubs, representing the apparel industry ; and Fred Luber,
chairman, Super Steel of :Milwaukee and chairman, employment and
training conunittee. Nillwaukee Comity Resource and Development
Works _ _ _ =

673

Nrolerson, executive director, Madison-Done Count) Employment
and Training Consortioni, appearing on behalf of 'Mayor Sogliii______ 076

Cook, John. ('EA Director for Marathon County, representing the Wiscon-
sin Association of Counties Manpower OfileIrds from Wausau, cocain-
pniiicil by Helen Kenney, director, Winnebago County Fond dli Lac con-
sortium, mid vice chid rtrum. director's group, State of Wisconsin____ (184

Opfer. Leroy, executive director, Wisconsin Coulee Region Opportunity
Council, Community &dint' Agency, Westily, ; and Rosalie I., Tryon.
exi.eut ive di rector, ADVOCAP, a Community Action Agency serx-Ing Fond
du tic and Winnebago Comities_ _ 688

Pinteria, C.viithin, deputy director, Northwest Wisconsin CEP, 727

Andrew?. Kenneth, exeentive director, Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Council,
Inc., Ashland,

722

Lemma. Phil. endirecinr, University of Wisconsin Manpower Institute,
division of urban outreach, University of MtivnuiWe 723

thinks. T. r., eIeent lye. director, West Central Wisconsin Community Action

Agency (retired) --
727

Onlozan. Nlichnel, Jewish Vocntional Services, Milwaukee, Wis_ 734

Scott, Wesley. Sr., executive flireetor, Milwaukee Urban Izmglie, Nfilwan-
738

fenderson. Itutrlt board chnirninn. Opportunities Industrialization Center.
N191i-ankee, nirotripanied by Carl Nelson, associate director in
charge of Manpower Opportunities Dube trinlizatinn Division of Greater

Ilwa ultec
741



Halley, William, Jr., repreoe 1liral; the Milted Migrant ()prior( 1111.1y .. si.cryWolk, Ti tly , uritl Clot ries A. nil orison,
re presetill lig the ,A tut-Henn ttlerntlunof Slate, County, anti Monfelpel Employeest__

7:111

.:31Ancli 1, 11)7H
%Viso-non, Nilehnel, professor or economies, Ito

_ titNichols, Glenn W., ditl'otoe, it leho lieperlmont of Mnployment, nod presi-dent. Interstate Conference of Ormsby/wilt
Security Agencies', lite" ac-companied by Esther Miloliten, research program assist:int, ; andWilliam Ilrnriwell, Jr., esecatire vice president,

S32
Voting, ICennetli, associate dtrecter of legislation, American Federation ofLabor Ital 1ongreSS1 Of Industrial, argailiznt

ttet- 'muputitled hy 3farkHoherts. economist, APL-Cr(); nail :Hobert NieGlotten, legIslutliv repre-sentative, AFL44:10 _
1411:

Curry, Roger executive rice presiden t, TwItt Cities area, Chamber offorritnerce of the Unitt,ti SIntes of Americo ; Ninleolm B. Loy MI, Jr.. prod-(lent. Ittrhhcr litinufacturers iik_ssoeinlinn, and member of the Business'Roundtable; Frank W. Schi vied president mid chief economist, coin-mil tee for eeonennical
develop:nen t; and Iticlinril Ill Drahant, tonnage'.of tunticeling, Chrysler Institute, n pit nel of

883311rougoff, Willman', slimly dirt-mint Cozninitt ye on Cvaltitition of EmploY-men': Otd TrnittIng Program', Notional liesenreli _Council, NotionalAcademy of sciences, nceroupo TONI Lester Chalice, researchassimilate
_

1055

wale'
7t1

`i°

3tArt.cti 2, 1078
0113.1?, Ilan. Mirth, n RS- Ne el the Sinte of Indiana_

10137liarringtott, lion. Michael, in lt+3presenintivr in Congress from the State ofMassactinsett$
1070Flemming, Arthur S., Chairman, U.S. ( :on-mission on Civil Rights, aecom-puldol lay Lucy ]'livnrtis,

Cnmresnional Liaison trait, Director. Com-mission on c IvilRights ; and She rry Itlenastre. 'thrill director of U.S. Com-mission an Civil Rights, A.ge Discrilnixtlon ___ 1092thrinker. William J., president. 510 npoiver Ilenionstrotion Resenrch Corp__ 10P9Lubinsky, Rabbi Mennellem, director. Project COPT, division of AgudrithTsrael of Arnerkm__ _
_____ 110,Slioniphrey. Gregory A., director of leKislation, Aniericrin Poleration ofTeachers, accompanied by Gerald _ ___ 1114linidley. Thomas. Mit-lona] Connell on Aging, representing die employmenttank force of the All lloe Conlition of National Oro pizntions Concernedwith Older Atnericons, aorio.rnpnn Ruth Braver : and Cleat Nortlitip_De La Cruz, .Toe, chairman of the Quinn-It Indian Nation nail president ofthe National

Chairman's A.ssochatInn (N7C accompanied by CliffBlack, Alnskri Federation of Native's ..1F N) ; Louis R. Tirnee represent-ing the National Urban Lathan (NT:tel ; Jesse Fisher, Sr.,Chairman of the Region TX Section :1C Prime Sponsors ,1(Ivisary Commitand the CETA Director for rho. rolorndo River infirm Tribes: GusGroymountnin, State Coordinathr for the Arizarm Seetinn 302 PrimeSponsors and Special Projeets Cosorclinalnr for the Affiliation of Arizona[Nino Confers. Tar Don 3fathcsion, rice chairman of the rnyallupTillie of ructions; Michael- L. Relebert, elm irmnil of the Regina X. Section:102 Prime Sponsors and (ETA nirectar for the Puyallup Tribe of In-dians: Tames. C. Sanders, CF:TA Director for YupiktnIc-Rista, the Sertinn302 Prime Sponsor in the Pethel, _Ainska nren; and 'am nitt Ray, CF.T.ADirector for the North Pacific Tilin Section 102 Prinie Slionsor in the,lnehorage, .laskn _
114-2

Xinneit 0, cm's
foineh, Ilon. CHIT, Governor. Stale or 3tississippl, representing' the NationalGovernors Conference. accompanied by- It. J. Rodinan, nssistant secre-tary of economic affairs for manpower develoPinent, Commonwealth ofNfassarlitisetts; and Joan L. Wills, director, employment and vocationaltraining prorrern, Nrttional Governors _Associntion_.__________-__ 1150



VI

rags

house, Boa. battle' K., It U.S. Scholar from the State of 1210

lion. Moon, mayor, City of New Orleans, IA., IleCompailited by
Carol 1Cocheimen, counsel, National League of Cities; Emmett M. Alot
Jr., assistant (thief administrative officer, (Illy of New Orient's; 111 lie

Eitri)-, eity councilman, City of New Orleans; and Alleimel 1lePlierson,
assistant executive direetor, U.S. Conference of 1212

Plaweeki, Hon. David, n thaw senator from the State of f+lichigait, repre-
senting the National Conference of State Legislatures-- ...- 1256

Klein, Jolla V. N., comity executive, Suffolk County, N.Y., on behalf or the
National Association of Cauntico, accompanied by Jon Weintraub, LIMO-
elate director, National Association of Counties- 1262

Welsh, William B., executive director, governmental affairs, American
Federation of State, county, and :Municipal Employees,
Nimble MelkieJohn, assistant director of legislation_
virldoff, 1lltcnell, vice president, division of notional affairs, Ford Foun-
dation

1334

31Ancii 10, 1978

Logi', lion. Richard, a r.s. Senator from the State __ 1.353

Domenic', lion. Peter V, a U.S. Senator from the State of New Mexico. 1363
Hon. Lawton, u LI.S. Senator from the State or 1363

Glick, :duffle 11., director, employment development department, health
and welfare agency, State of California- 1350

R01110, A. Mike, executive director, National Congress of Hispanic American
Citizens!, accompanied by Richard Zoziletit executive director, Ser Jobs
for Progress

Herrero, Salvador, executive director, United Nligrants for Opportunities,
Grand Ledge, .111c11., accompanied by Jose Valdez, chairman of the board,
NAPO; rind Tom Jones, national representative of NAro 144

[lemon, Kim, associate director, Rural America, Inc., accompanied by
Kirk Kimball, staff member, Rural America, Inc 1436

Pueloski, Roman, chairman, legislative committee, National Advisory Conn-
ell on Vocational Education 145(1

Schmitt, Ann, director, Women in Employment, Women's Lobby, accent-
ponied by Carol Burris, president, Women's Lobby ; and Joyce Hartwell
timl Marilyn Adams. National Woman's Political Caucus__ 1121

STATENIENTS

Ad iloe Conklin' of National Organizations Concerned with older Ameri-

ADVOCAP, it community action agency serving Fond dim me and mime.
1130eons, 'Pholuns Bradley, representing, prepared statement-

lingo Counties. Rosalie. L. Tryon, executive director, prepared statement_ 710

Attachments to statement_ 717=-
American Federation of Labor nail Congress of Industrial Organizations

Executive Council, prepared stidement
American Federation of 1,abor and Congress of Industrial Organizations,

Kenneth Young, nssocinte director of tegislation, prepared statement 853

Amerienn Federatien of Stale. County, and Municipal Employees, William
R. Welsh, executive director. prepared 1312

American Federation of Teachers, Gregory A. Humphrey, director of legis-
don, prepared statement -__ -a_ 1119_

American Vocational Association, Dr. Gene Bottoms, execotive director,
Prepared statement

1464

Additional statement- _- 1512-

Anderson, MOWN, executive director, Madison-Hone County Employment
and Training Consortium. appearing on Imhoff of Mayor Soglin 611;

Prepared statement 681

Andrews, Kenneth. executive director, Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Connell,
Inc.. Ashland. _

722

Babcock. C. Patrick, director, Michigan Deportment of Labor, accompanied
by Richard Donohue 183

Prepared statement_ = 1S7



VI

8Villit nt. Jr., representing I tat indict(' rtligrilitt n triunity :Ivry-lees, ine_ _ 7.111Prepared mtnteinent _ _____ 747Bunks, J. C exemitive director, West CiIIIrt11 Wisconsin Community At-t ion Agency ( retired ) _
___. 727Prepared statement__ _

731lion. Birch, a t1.8, Senator from the State of 10(17Bradley, Thomas, National Connell on Aging, representing Ilte employ.merit tank force of the Ad floc Coalition of National Organizations Concerti(11 with Older Americitris, accompanied by Itti Eli Braver ; tol (Henn
Prepared statement

y -- 1130Brooks, Wendell, eotnntissloner, Manistee County, former Niati.power Committee for the Association of C111111 ties, neemelamied hy AlShipsted, director, Region Ten Consortitim___._____ 224Prepared statement____-_____ _ -
Calhoun County Board of Commissioners, Bess Jordan, chniriterson, prepared statement-

358California Health nail Welfnre Agency, Martin R. Glick, (Erector, employ-meat development department, prepared stntement____ . 1392lion. Lnwton, a U.S. Senator front the Male
13118Prepared statement _
1372Chrysler Institute, Richard M. Drabant, manager of marketing, preparedstatement

City of Detroit, Miell Mayor mayor Colean A. Young prepared statement_
407,1(11(i

351Cohn, Larry, piddle relations director. National Association or :11enfm andBoys Apparel Clubs and the Nationni Association of Womell'S mid Chil-dren's Apparel Chnha, representing the apparel inthistry ; and Fred Luber,chairman, Super Steel of Milwaukee toil ehalrinnu, employment andtraining corritnittee, Milwaukee County Resource and Development.Works
(1committee for Economical Development, Frank W. Schiff, vice president

73
mid chief economist, prepared statement

11(11Conmiunities 'United for Artion. Detroit, Mini., McC1111, chairmanof the hoard. prepared
4(11)Conyers, Hon. John, Jr., a Representative in Congress from, the State ofMichigan __ _ 315Prepared statement
323Cook, John, CETA Director for Marathon County, representing the Wiscon-sin Association of Counties Manpower Officials from Wausau, accom-panied by Helen Kenney, director, Winnebago County Fond du Lee Con-sorthun, and vice chairman. director's group, Slate of Wiseonsin (ISOCossingham, James, president, Michigan Community Action Agency andnational CAA community legislative chnirman 257Curry. Roger H., executive vice president, Twin Cities area Chamber ofCommerce of the United States of America ; :Malcolm R. Lovell, Jr presi-dent, Rubber Manufacturers Association, and member of the BusinessRoundtable; Frank W. Schiff, vice president and chief economist, Com-mittee for Economical Development ; and Richard M. Drnhant, managerof marketing, Chrysler Institute, it panel of business_____ 883Prepared statement_ _ ___ 901Daniel. Gerald, administrative assistant, accompanied by Mark Stepp, vicepresident ; Grady Stallworth, assistant director, job development andtraining program; and Willis Starks, international representative,United Auto Workers ; Mary Ellen (Riordan, president, Detroit Federa-tion of Teachers; and Malcolm Wright, assistant to the president, Michi-gan Federation of Teachers, n panel_ _ 391Prepared statement _ _ 397DeFoe, Mary, president, Twin City Area Branch of the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Colored People, and member, Berrien CountyAdvisory Council on CETA Manpower Planning Connell, necomparded byCarl Brown ; and Theotin Nurse, director, city of Benton Harbor, formermonitor planner for __ 248
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Bo In Cruz, Joe, chnieman of II le Quinn it Indian Nation and president
of the National Tribal Chairman's Association (N 'C), accompanied by
Cliff Black; Alaakn Federation of Natives (AFN) ; Louis R. Bruce repre-
senting the National Urban Indian Council (NUIC) ; Jesse Fisher, Sr.,
eltairman of the Region IX'. Section 302 Prime Sponsors Advisory Connell
nod CHM Director for the Colorado River Indian Tribes; Gus Grey-
mountain, State Coordinator for the Arizona Section 302 Prime Sponsors
and Special Projects Coordinator for the Affiliation of Arizona Indian
Centers, Inc. ; Doti AIM bosom vice elmirman of the Puyallup Tribe of In-
dians ; Miu hael L Beichert, chairman of the Region X, Section 302 Prime
Sponsors and Cl TA Director for the Puyallup Tribe of Indians; James
G Sanders, CETA Director for Yupiktak-Itista, the Section 302 Prime
sponsor in the Bethel, Alaska area ; rind Ms, l'att Kay, CETA Director
for the North Pacific Rim Section 302 Prime Sponsor in the Anchorage, 'Paso

Alaska area_____ __ _ __ _ _ _ ___ 1142
Detroit School District, Louis Monacel, assistant sup_ erintendent of schools,

prepared statement 507
nomenici, Hon. Peter V a U.S. Senator from the State of New Mexico 1363
Drai:int, Richard, Chrysler Institute, accompanied by Torn Metevier 900

Prepared statement. 407
Drasin, Abe L, mayor, Grand Rapids, Mich., accompanied V Kenneth 'Mur-

ray, deputy manager, Grillo! Rapids, Mich - 204
Finch, Hun, Cliff, Governor, State of Mississippi representing the National

Governors Conference, accompanied by B. J. Rudman, assistant secre-
tary of economic affairs for numpower development, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts; and Joan L. IVI Ils, director, employment and vocational
training program, National Governors Association..

Flemming, Arthur S Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, aceo-

1150
Prepared statement

-

Pulled by Lucy Edwards, Congressional Liaison Unit,
mm rn

, Director, Commis-

1166_

sion on Civil Rights; and Sherry iltemstra, staff member of U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights. ,ge Discrimination 10112

Ford Foundation, Mitchell Sviridoff, vice president, division of national
affairs, prepared statement_ 1336

(Miami), Michael. Seivisli Vocational Services, Milwaukee, Wis 734
Geyer, Beverly, director, Every Woman's Place, Muskegon, Mich 244
Ginzherg, Ell, professor of economies, Columbia University, chairman, Na-

tional Commission for :Manpower Polic_ 616
Summary remarks 626

Martin R., director, employ-moot development department, health and
fare agency, State of California

11338962Prepared staten3erit_
Greater Opportunities Indristrialization Center of 'Metropolitan Detroit,

James A. Brewer. representing Rev. Roy Alien, chairman of the board,
prepared statement_ 435

Green, Richard, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment and Train-
ing, accompanied by Arnold Packer, Assistant Secretary of Labor for
Polley, Evaluation and Research; Bill Hewitt, Director, Of of Policy,
Evaluation and Research; Dick .Tohnson. Special Assistant to the Assist-
ant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation and Research 517

Drinker, William J.. president. Manpower Uentnnstrntion Research Corp 1099
thilbrie. Pool. Jr., director, office of intergcvernmental programs, Wiscon-

sin Department of Natural Resources 661
Prepared Ma tcrlien t_ 665

Hammel, Riehn nl, rbairinfia,1:vtiesee County Board of Conlinksioners and
pre4ident. Mlebignu A.ssoplation of Counties; John Barr. chairman.
Wayne Comity Board of Commissioners. accompanied by Ed Cook: and
Beth Jordan, elirp.erson, Calhoun County Board of Commissioners, a
panel 328

Prepared statement_ 339
Barrington. Hon. Michael, a Representative in Congress from the State of

10876Prepared stateniont_ 10
Massachusetts
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Ilimelocal, 'Photons, director, Six Otaii0 Consortium fur Employmealmad Training, accompanied by Donald l leuune, deputy direvlor Dieclansortium
---- - _ _ -_--___ _ _ 20Prepared

_ o 205tient lermon, Hugh, board chairman, Opportunities Industrialization CP11-\111W11111 4., 1102111111/11111ed Ily Curl :Nelson, sissitelitle director incharge of 31napower Opporttinitics Indust rialimilloit Division of tirimterlllllaukee
741Prepared statement

Kirk 1:Inthit 11, staff member, Rural dt mericii,
I.71;11131

1 email, Kim, associate direetor, Hurd .kmerica, aecompanied by
Preprtrisl -

Orand Ledge, accompanied by Jose Valdez, elm Immo of the board.

14:1slierrera, Salvador, executive reetor, 31igra Ms for Opt-ffirt-irtiltles,
NAV(); and ,Tones, an 11(1/1111 representative id'

1iluniphrey, Oregory A director of legislation, .kinerivan Fislerallon ofnccompanied by Gerald :Morris_ ___Vrepared statement,
Ickes, Steve, acting director, (lovernor's :Manpower Maiming Office, Wis-eonsi n _Inouye, Hon, Datlici R a U.S. Senator from the State ofBess. chairperson, Calhoun County, accompanied by John Martin-off, CET.I Director' for Calhoun Cmmty ; MeNanianl. mayor. Livonia,aecoparded Icy .fiat CETA Director for Livonia; andMastin, program agent, Pontiac, accompanied by Pruitt, director,routine's personnel division,

41.111111e1 _
::1115Z

Prepared statement
Klein, Jolla I'. N, county executive, Suffolk County, N.Y., on behalf of theNational Association of Counties, accompunled by Jon NVeintrautr, asso-ciate director, National _Issociation of counties_ _ _ _ _ 12112Prepared statement_________ - 1275Kobrnk, Dr. Peter associate professor, department of 110111 i(111 Sciencv andnet ing director, venter fur public administration 1111(1 public policy, IVest-ern litchi an University
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P EFIENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OF 1978

TErUBWAY FEBRUARY

U.S. SENATE,
Suscogmrn ON EMPLOYmENT, Pawn

AND MIGRATORY LABOR
or TIIE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1 p.m. in room 310,Kent County Building-, Grand Rapids, Mich., Senator Donald W.Rieglejr presiding pre tempore.
Present: Senator Riegle.
Staff present: Scott IC. Ginsburg, and Stephanie Smith, profes-sional staff members.
Senator RtnoLe. This committee meeting will come to order. I amSenator Don Riegle. I serve on the Human Resources Committee inthe Senate and on the Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty, andMigratory Labor, This subcommittee and full committee bear theresponsibility for a, number of legislative areas, one being the area ofCET. As is well known, this is a program of considerable size andimportance to the country and to the State of Michigan. We are inthe process now of completing an examination of how the CETA pro-gram has been working the last few years to approach very soon thetask of reauthorizing this legislation, conceivably for as long as4-year period, although that is yet to be decided lit any Oent, in myexperience as a Member of the House in the Flint area, in the year thatf have been in the Senate, I have had the opportunity to hear a wealthof comments and feelings, observations, criticism, comment of one sortor another on how,/ the CETA program has worked, and I think nowwe have an opportunity, and the purpose of this hearing todayand I

appreciate the witnesses that are here and those that will be appear-ing as the day goes onand what we are after is your best sense ofhow this program has been -working, the parts that are strong and needto be kept and perhaps increased in size, where the problems Nevebeen, where the problems are, and the constructive changes that needto be made.
One thin, about Federal legislation, it has a tendency very oftento devolop in sort. of a patchwork fashion. I think it is safe to say thatCHPA, which is now a program that is up in the $12 billion a yearrange. has grown in that fashion. Parts have been added, and nu-ances have come into the picture, so we end up at this stage of the

game with a very large and variated program, but that not necessarily
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being what anybody had in mind when we started this, so we have the
opportunity now to sit down and take a very careful look at it, to ap-
praise what we have and make some judgments as to how we might
make some constructive changes and improvements.

I might just say that I have an opening statement myself for the
record which I will include in the record.

01 "INO STATENEXT OF SENATOR Rawee

The Senate Human Resources Subcommittee on Employment.
Poverty, and Migratory Labor today begins the first of 2 cloys of field
hearings in Michigan on the Comprehensive Employment and Ti ain-
ing Act CETA. I serve as a member of the subcommittee. The
chairman of the, subcommittee, Seliator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin,
has designated me to chair t her field hearings

One of the most severe and pervasive problems confronting the
Nation and our State is the continued high into of unemployment.
Overall national unemployment now stands at 6.3 percent, represent-
ing over 6 million unemployed workers. However, the percentage of
unemployed workers in Michigan is much higher, 8.2 percent

These figures do not begin to reflect the true picture of the unem-
ployment problem because they do not count the discouraged work-
ers, those who have given up looking for a job, the underrepresented
unemployment in rural areas, and they do not indicate the severity of
structural unemployment among certain sectors of the labor force,
including teenagers, women, and in Morities.

What these figures do represent is the failure of our economy to
provide job opportunities to individuals in our society who are willing.=
and able to work, who are actively seeking work, but who cannot
find jobs. This failure robs our Nation of billions of dollars every
year in lost productivity, and causes increased welfare payments, food
stamp allotments. and unemployment insurance.

In human terms, unemployment causes disruption and dislocation
among families, mental and physical stress, and increases cynicism
and the lose of faith of young and old alike in private and public
institutions. Unemployment. and concomitantly underemployment
of workers who could be employed in more productive and higher
skilled lobs Rivas is a tragic waste of this Nation's most precious na-
tional resourceits people.

I'm particularly concerned about the high rate of unemployment
among young people. today. Overall unemployment for all teenagers
is now officially at 16 percent, but for minority youth it is double
and sometimes treble this amount. There is a growing class of young
people in our society who are being denied job opportunities, some of
whom never hold a job during their lifet.imes.'I`lns is a political,social.
and moral failure that cannot and should not be tolerated.

It is our responsibility as a society to provide job opportunitiesand
training for those who cannot find them on their own. The Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act, better known as CE A, re
resents our national effort to provide many such opportunities. CETA
authorizes a 17ariety of employment and training programs to assist
unemployed and underemployed individuals increase their skills and
job opportunities. Programs authorized under CETA now include:

IS



1. A. program of financial assistance to States and certain local gov-ernments to plan and operate comprehensive employment and train-ing programs.
Pula lic service employment to provide communities with publicservice that would otherwise not be available.

3. Youth employment programs including the Job Corps, a yearround Young Adult Conservation Corps, and special youth demon-stration initiatives.
4. Special national programs focused on employment and training

for specific segments of labor force which include migrant and nativeAmerican programs among others.
The bulk of these programs are operated by prime sponsors. Prime

sponsors include the State, units or combination of units of local gov-
.ernment which have a population of 100,000 or more, and other pro-gram agents which serve native American, migrant, and other groups,which are specifically designated under the legislation. Prime sponsorsdirectly employ CETA. participants, but they also are directed andauthorized to subcontract operating funds with other nonprofit com-munity based organizations such as community action programs, 010,
Urban League, SIR, and the Mainstream older 'worker programs.CETA thus can be btst described as a broad coalition of flexible
employment and training programs which are operated by a decentral-ized group of prime sponsors.

At present there are over 430 prime sponsors nationwide. In Michi-
gan, we have 22 prime sponsors that are units or combination of unitsof general local government. The State also is designated as a prime
sponsor to serve in those areas not covered by other prime sponsors.

These 23 prime sponsors, in combination with the native American
and migrant programs, have been and will beresponsible for the dis-
tribution of some $430 million in CETA, programs over an 18-month
period ending October 1978.

These various employment and training programs and the vast sumof dollars devoted to them in Michigan and in every other State reresent a large part of this Nation's commitment to the needs and pro b-lees of the unemployed and underemployed.
Much more needs to be done and should be clone, however, and l in-tend to do whatever r can to see that more of this country's resourcesare utilized to assist in this important effort.
These held hearings and other hearing_ s that are to be held in other

States, as well tis in Washington, D.C., in the next few weeks are in-tended to explore the operation of the programsto find out which
programs work and which ones don't. We will receive testimony fromprime sponsors, individuals receiving assistance from CETA pro.grams, manpower experts, representatives of community based orga-
nizations and administrative agencies at both the State and nationallevel. It is through this process that the subcommittee will undertake
the important task of rewriting and revising the CETA. nrograrn.The subcommittee sincerely appreciates the time and effort that
each of the witnesses has taken to he here today to share their experi
once and knowledge on the related issues of employment and heCETA. programs.

I am here as a member of the subcommittee, representing the chair
man of the subcommittee, Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin, who
has asked me to chair these hearings onhis behalf.
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Certainly the problem of unemployment is a continuing and a -very
serious problem, in the country and here in the State of Michigan, but
the unemployed statistics, as we know, don't always tell the fa story
because, for example, in the case of people who have become discour-
aged after a pi nod of seeking jobs give iip that search, and, in fact,
get dropped out of the statistics, so we no longer count them. But we
know across the country today that we have at least something in ex-
cess of 6 million people unemployed, and the figure in fact is, r think,
very much 4trger than that, based on the way we total up the numbeis.

In any event, it is clearly a top national priority to devise ways and
means to get the people '8' ho are nnemployedand who have the capacity
to work trained and into job sitilations where they can work and where
they can be self-sallieient,

Are often think in terms of unemployed as dividing between at
part which is cyclical and which is related, to the economy and which
occurs as the economy goes into a downswing versus residual unem-
ployment, other than cyclical unemployment, which is structural un-
employment which is quite a different hind. This includes those in-
dividuals who for- censors of lack of skill or being in the wrong spot,
or because of certain other barriers or impediments in their way
sometimes it is racism, sometina:s it, is erne and other factor:, find that
they end up not being able to find work regardless of how the national
economy looks. So the task of dealing with the structural unemploy-
ment place is in some respects very different than it is dealing. with
'those people who otherwise have skills and can filoi.e into the Job, mar-
ket. if the economy is moving along at a fairly rapid into

In any event, now in CETA we have developed n variety of types, of
programs. Thee° area number of titles in this program which various
ones of you will comment on today, which are designed to represent
di tTerent kinds of sit nations. One of the questions that we har e to assess
is the issue of where we want to target, In other words, where do we
want to bring our CETA program money and opportunities to hear?:
Do we want to do it in terms of publie service employment opportuni-
ties? Do we want to do it in the area where we are coining into essen-
tially structurally unemployed 1 These an sonic of the basic trade-offs
that we have to consider.

At the present time in Michigan we luxe about 22 prime sponsors
that are units or combinations of units of general local governments--
the State also is documented as a prime sponsortat are actually ad-
ministering and carrying out a variety of (MTh program, These 23 .
then, prime sponsors here in the State of Nlicbigan will for the Irl
years ending in October of 1978 he spending here in the State roughly
$450 million. That is a. lot of money, It is nearly half a billion dollars,
so the potential for constructive impact in terms of the welfare of the
people of the State is enormous. So that is wby it is essential, I think,
that wo very carefully appraise our opernting experience to date so we
are in It position to make careful judgments as to bow we wont this pro-
gram to work in the State.

I mio.ht, say Hat after these 2 days of 6eld hearings in lliigan that
we will be having also a series of hearings beginning next week and the
weeks following in Washington where we will he calling in motile who
have been involved in the program from, across the Notion in the same
way to solicit their views and their advice as to bow we might make

17
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improvements that would . trengthen the program, so your put to
day is really essential to us in terms of giving us the opportunity to
weigh the experience here in Michigan.

Our purpose in coming is to want to reflect now us carefully ts
SR and as fully as we can on exactly what has taken phtee here. Row
has the program worked wdl ? Where has it fallen short? And how can
we make judgments which are zot.incl and Well advised?

[Text of S.2,570 allows:]

31-772 0= --
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IN TEE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

ReArey 23 ( legislative ,day, Ftoritiax 6),1878

:qr. Nut-440N ( for himself, fir. Wzu.zn >t®, Mr. JAYITS, 311% Fin-ronwAy, :fir.
Rirote, r. ICE.NNE.nr, and Mr. Cum.:stow) introduced the following bill ;
which VMS read twice and referred to the Committee On Homy! Fe-soaves

A BILL
To Amend the CompreLetisive .Eteploymea t Enid Trot ling fret

of 1973 to provide improved employment and training
services, to extend the authorization, and for other imposes.

Be it a trtt led by the Senate and Muse of I? epresenla-

2 lives of the United Slates of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act luny I e it I the.11.1 "COM prelICIISIVO Employ-

4 meet and Training Ainendets of 197$".

5 CONPRMIENSIrli F,31-1,1,01731ENT ..NI Tim No AcT

Ei REVUTI10111Z4\TION

7 SF.c. 2. The Comprehensive Employmet_ Training

8 Act of 1973 i nittended to read n follows:

IT-0
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"Sit t'r TITLV1

2 This Act, with the following table

3 tent. s, may lie cited as the "Cornrsreheasive Einiiloyintent and

4 Training Act ".

"'DM CON'L'ENTS
"Sec_ 1. Short title.
"Sec 2. Statement of pantos.

"TITLE IA. DNIINIS,'IltATIVE PROVISIONS
"Dart AOrgau tizational ProciNiolia

"See. 101. Triune sponsors.
"See. (02. Authority of Secretary io ilanritle services.
"set.. 103. rnmprelmIsivcelaploystan it said trtliningplan.
"See. 101. Iteview of plats.

ec. 105. (lovernar'm coon' inatioll Dud qa.cial services plan,
"Sec. 1011 Cooplaints and sane-flouts,
"Sec. 107. Judicial review,
"...Sec. 108. Ileallocution.
";Sec. 100, rrinie sponaaes ishutaitsgeutuncil.
"Soc. 110. State employment mid troilsingcootteil,
"See. 111. Consultation.

4.11. at-wiz:Aim anstopritstions.o .1

"Part 11-0e-1u:rot Procimialm
"Sec. 121. Conditions applienblv to till progenies.
"Sec. 1.22. Special coedit ions spoplicolde t 0 publ ic rrice ployment.
"Sec. 123, Special provisions.
"Sec. Wages runt allownmets.
"Se. 125. labor standards.
"See. 120. Definitions.
"Sec. 127. Secretary's authority.
"Se. 128. Reports.
"See. 129. Services and propel ty,
"sec. 130. Utilization of sere ices 'aid fault hies,
:sec. 131. Interstate agreements.
"Sec. 01:2. Prohibit ion igninst twilit Intl nrtivit es.
"Sec. 1313. Nondiscrimination.

14-1. Recordsondits, attilmiloo Is.
"Sec. 135. Criminal provisions

'-'TITLE IfCOMPRVILEtig WI tnirLoymExr AND
TIC11I NU, &E.:mulc1:8

Provision
"Sec. oh. rposoof program

Allocat ion of (toils.
"Soc. :203. Conditions for vervipt of flareorial assistotlee.
"See. 014. Supplemental vocational cal Intim. asstistance.

, 005. Joh search IINSIRtilller.
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"TABLE OF CONTENTSCont blued

itcompitzuENSIVE EMPLOYNIEINT AN!)
'FR: LNINO SERVICESContinued

"Part` iServices for the Economically DisadvantagedDisadaantal eI

"Sec. 211. Description of program.
"Sec. 212. Limitations on use of funds,
"Sec. 213. Eligibility for participation,

"Pan CUpgratlitig and Retraining

"Sec. 221.

"TITLE SP EC IA L EDE 11 RESPONSIBILITIES

"Part A Special National Programs anal Activities

"Sec, 301. Special programs and activities.
sen, 302 Employment and training progrants Inr Indians and outer

Native Americans.
"Sec, 303. nigrants and seasonal farmworker mployment and training

programs.
"Sec. 301. Programs for persons with !United English-speaking ability.
"Secs 305, Job KLIMA and relocation assistance.
"Sec, 300, Veterans outreach and information.

"Part 11Research, Training, and Evalt ion

311. Research.
312. Labor market information and job bank pn
313. Evaluation,

"Sec. 314, Tndning and technical assistance.

"TITLE I VY017T11 PROG AMS

c. 400. Intent.
- 401. tieneml provisions.

"Part AYouth Employnno

411. Report.
"Sec. 412, Distribution of fluids,:
"Sec. 413. Wage provisions.

411. Special condition.
415. Special provisions for subparts 2 and 3.

"Sec. 410. Academie credit, education credit, counseling
services, until basic skills development.

"Subpart I =Youth Incentive Entitlement

"Sec. 420. Entitlement pilot projects authorized,
"Sec. 421. Employment guarantees.
"Sec. 422. Selecting prime sponsors.
'Sec. 423. Special provision.
"Sec. 424. Report.

I/emon. l'rogrnnnns

find placement
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"TABLE or coNTENTs-conli.,
,rrrr.E V-YOUTH PlIOGItAIIS-Continuctl

"Part A-Youth Employment 16-moirst ration Programs-Continued

"Subpart 2--Yandi Community Conservation and
Improvement Project n

"Sec. 425. Statement of purpose.
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"STATEMENT OF I1P©

2 "SEC. 2. It is the purpose of this Act to provide job

3 training and enployment opporttluiti =u for economically

4 disadvantaged persons, unemployed or underemployed per-

sons which will result in an increase in their earned income,
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and to assure that training and other services lead to max-

2 imam employment opportunities and enhance self-sufficiency

3 by establishing a flexible, coordinated anti decentralized

4 system of Federal, State, and local programs, It is further

5 the purpose of this Act to provide for the maximum feasible

6 coordination of plans, programs, and activities under this

7 Act with economic development, community development

8 and related activities such as vocational education, voca-

9 tional rehabilitation, and social service programs.

10 "TITLE I---ADMINISTRATIVE PEOWIS

11 "Fnrt AOrganizational Provisions

12 SPOYSORS

13 "Sm. The Secretary may make financial

14 assistance available to a prime sponsor to enable it to carry

15 out all or a substantial part of a comprehensive employment

16 and training plan. Except as otherwise provided in the Act,

17 n prime sponsor shall be--

18 State;

19 a unit of general local government which has

20 a population of one hundred thousand or more persons

21 on the basis of the most satisfactory current data avail-

22 able to the Secretary;

23 "(3) any consortium of units of general local gov-

24 ernment which includes any unit of general local govern-

25 merit qualifying under paragraph (2)

24

of this subsection;
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1 " (4) any unit c,f ge ral local gover111neat or any

consortium of such units, without regard to population,

3 which, in Cxeol tiolal circumstances, and after consulta-

4 tin with imp Klatt! State and local officials, is deter-

5 mined by the Secretary

(A.) (i) to servo a substantial portion of

functioning labor market area, or (ii) to be a rural

area, having a high level of unemployment; and

9 " (II) to have demonstrated (i) that it has the

capability for adequately, carrying out programs

1 under this .Act, (ii). that there is a special need for

12 services 'tltion the area to be served, and (iii) that

13 it will carry out such programs and services in such

14 area, as ellectively as any larger unit of general local

15 government in which it is located or as the State;

16 "(5) a linked number of existing concentrated cot-

17 ploymeut program grantees serving rural areas having

18 a high level of unemployment which the Secretary de-

19 terines have special capabilities for carrying out pro-

20 grains in such areas and are designated by the Secretary

21 for that purpose..

22 (1) A State call not qualify as a prime sponsor

for any geographical area within the jurisdiction of an

24 prime sponsor described in pargrapb (2) (3) , (4) , or

25 (5) of subsection (a) unless such prime sponsor has not

25
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submitted an approvablc cot pre' .nsive eniploylucut and

training plan for such area.

" (2 ) A larger unit of general local goti eruuent shall not

I qualify as a prime sponsor with respect to the jurisdiction

within its area of any smaller unit of general local govern-

went eligible under paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of this

7 section unless uch smaller unit has not submitted an approv-

able comprehensive employment ;itd training plan fur such

9 area.

An applicant must submit to the Secretary a notice

11 of Mtc . o be a prime sponsor for a fiscal year by such date

32 as the Secretary shall prescribe. The Secretary shall designate

as prime sponsors those which qualify under this section.

id " (d) State prime sponsors shall make appropriate ar-

15 rangemes for appropriate area planning bodies to serve

10 subareas within the State prime sponsor's area for the pur-

17 pose of assisting in the effective planning and delivery of corn -

1 omployment and training programs in such sulk

9 in accordance Iith such regulations as the Secretary

20 nutty pre:--eribe.

21 "AFTU01{ITY o suurr4 1,1t0VME Si RVICE8

22 "SEc. 102. In any area fur which no prime sponsor

23 lifts been designated tinder section 101 (e), or where the

Secretary has taken an action tinder sectickn 104 (e) or see-
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thin I Oti hi 11 results in employment and training services

2 not being provided in site! area, the Secretary shall use funds

3 allocated to such prime sponsor to make payments directly

4 to public agencies or private nonprofit organizations as if the

5 Secretary were the prime sponsor for that area.

ti "COMPREHENSIVE EM r AND TEM NINO PLAN

7

under this Act, a prhne sponsor designated under section

9 101 I 1 1 11 1 t t1,e, .0 the Secretary a comprehensive

10 ployment and training plan. Such plan shall consist of-

11 " (1) a prime sponsor agreement;

nu annul l title II program supplement;

13 " (3) annual individual program supplements for

1 ti programs under other titles of the Act under which the

prime sponsor desires to receive financial assistance; and

in "(4) assurances that the prime sponsor will comply

with the provitions el the Act, the regulations of the

18 Secretary, and the plan.

19 " (b) ( 1) THE PICI3LE SPONEOlt ACREEMENT.Tho

20 ne sponsor agreement shall serve as the basic long-term

91 agreement between the prime sponsor and the Secretary and

92 shall he submitted only once by each prhne sponsor, except

23 for necessary modifications. Such agreement shall contain

24 tho following descriptions

"Sa% 103. (a) In ord to receive financial assistance
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graphic area to be served and the

economic conditions of the area;

"(B3) methods for recruiting and selecting par-

ticipants;

"(C) placement procedures;

6 "(1)) methods and criteria to lie used in the selec-

7 of the deliverers of services (including community

based organizations) and procedures to be taken to as-

9 sure that delivery of such services shall be under the

10 general supervision of the prime sponsor;

11 "(;'t) the role of the planning council;

12 " (F) procedures to assure nondiscrimination and

13 equal employment opportunities; and

14 "(0) such other information as the Secretory re-

15 quires by regulation.

16 " (2) The prime sponsor agreement shall also contain-

17 " (A) a copy of any joint agreement between the

prime sponsor and the State employment security agency

19 for carrying out job search assistance and payment of

20 allowances under this Act; or

21 " (B) if no such joint agreement has been reached,

22 the prime sponsor's proposed arrangements for carrying

23 out any or all such functions through the State employ-

24 ment security agency, other public agencies, private non-
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ti

7
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profit organisations (including tunity lutsed orgatti-

zations) , or directly.

TGE TiTLE II PROGRAM SVP ENT,The

title If program supplement shall describe the prime spon-

program plans for the fiscal year and shall include a

ion of the following

" (I) the services to be provided, the performance

and placement goals, and the relationship of such goads

to the Seeretary's performance standards;

( a unary of the anticipated services to

It he provided for the trvo subsequent fiscal years;

12 " (3) the participation of community based organ-

zations in the development of this program supplement;

(4) the eligible population and the s entitled

race, sex, national origin, mid age, and the proposed

activities and services for participants from these sig-

17 Avant segments of the eligible population ;

18 (5) data on, and efforts to encourage the partici-

lp p! ion of, disabled and Yietimin-era veterans;

20 " (() efforts to assure services will be provided

21 to these most in need of them, including economically

22 disadvantaged persons and persons of limited English-

23 speaking ability

24 " (7) jolt opportunities in the area;

29
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einpl--, nent and training services and fa-

2 cilities available from Federal, State and local agencies

and private nonprofit organizations which have demon-

} strated effe t veite s in providing employment and trai

ing services;

(9) prugratns to orient and prepare the partici-

pants fur their Job responsibilities;

) efforts to be undertaken to invo the

7

9 privat e sector;

10 " (11) the intended coordination of activities under

title with economic development, community de-

velopment and related activities such us vocational

13 education, vocational rehabilitation, and social set

14 prograt ; and

15 "(1`?) such other information as the Secretary re-

16 quires by regulation.

17 " (d) Mame SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PitoonAm SeT-

8 PLEMENTS.Prime sponsors designated under section 101

19 (c) which are applying for financial assistat to conduct

20 public Service employment programs under any title of this

21 Act shall submit a program supplement, which shall describe

22 the prime sponsor's public service employment plans for the

23 fiscal year and shall include a description of the following-

24 actions to. insure compliance with personnel

25 procedures and collective-bargaining agreements;
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la

elfo- rtilicial harrier-3 to etttlrloy-

he specific steps to provide special consider

filth to eligible disabled and Vietnam-ern

" (4) public service needs:

" (5) the types of jobs in each /wing agency,

7 including State. and loyal governments d local edu a

tionol agencies, and au explanation of how these jobs

relate to ltultlic son ice needs

" (n) wing ates

I " (7) how the pnitlie service nploymeta program

12 is integrated with other activities and services, including

13 education, training, and supportive so 1

1 t " (8) the itroeedures for funding and job allocations

to ti -sure an equitable distribution of such jolts among

10 units and agencies of government in the local area;

17 " (9) the eligible population and the staff identified

hr race, sex, national origin, and oge, and the proposed

19 employment opportunities for participants for partie-

20 ipauls front these significant segments ctf tht

21 population; and

(10) such other information as the Seeretery

requires by regulation.

24 OTHER PROCUIAM f trrPt,EM ENTS.Prinie sprat-
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3 sors designated under section 101 (e) applying for financial

2 assistance under any other title of this Act shall submit huh-

3 vidual program supplements hi conformance with the re-

4 quirements of such title and the regulations of the Secretary.

5 (f) Prime sponsors designated under section 101 (c)

6 shall utilize the planning councils established under this title

7 for the development of, review of, and comment on their

8 plans.

9 " (g) (I) A Native American entity designated as a

10 prime sponsor pursuant to section :302 (c) (1) , and an

11 agency or organii:ation designated to run a program pursuant

12 to section 308, shall submit to the Secretary a compre-

13 hensi -_ employment and training plan consisting of-

14 program agreement;

15 " (B an annual section :302 or 303 program set p 1)

anent, as appropriate ;

17 " (0) individual program supplements for progTams

18 under other titles of the Act under which financial a,:."

10 tam is desired; and

20 " (n) assurances that it comply with the pr vi

22

sions of the Act and the regulations of the Secretary.

"(2) Such plans shall meet such standards as the Secre-
23 tarp requires by regulation.
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OP P EMPLOY -NT AND

TRANI:NO PLANS

Each Prime sponsor designated pur104.

4 stink to ion WI (e) NIlial, at least forty-five days before

5 ltlil4ittIng its Inuprehensiv employment and training plan

ttt the SeeretatT-

7 (1) transmit !It Irl nt, in order to allow at least

thirty days of review attd in 11 o
" (A) the Governor ;

10 (B) the State employment and training

c ncil

12 "((1) the Fringe sponsor planning council;

(1)) appropriate auks of general local g

14 meta in its area ; and

Is ( Itibor organi ations in the area which

represent employees engaged in work similar to

17 that proposed to be lauded;

18 (2) make slteli 1tla a available to

community I rganiza-" (A) approf

tios of demonstr

21 ieitnt segments of tI

(B) the 0ett

used

effectiveness in serving. sigttif-

eliiltle ; and

public through such means

as public hearings. new-Tapers, bulletins, and other
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1 media includin g publications that primarily serve

signilieant segments of the eligible population.

(b) The prime sponsor shall consider any coalmen

4 or recommendations, provide reasons for rejecting any of

5 the Governor's or State employment and training council's

6 recommendations, and transmit to the Governor, the Stafe

7 employment and training council, and the Secretary copies

8 of the et nuents, recommendations, and reasons for rejection.

"(c) The Secretary shall review each comprehensive

cniployiuent and training plan to determine weter it is

11 complete, weter it meets the requirements of the Aet and

12 the regulations pron kilted under the Act and other appli-

113 cable law, and whether, taking into account such factors ns

1=1 past performance and the recommendations made by the

15 Governor and the State eployen nd training council,

16 it is adequately designed to carry out an effective nd well-

16 adinisterei program. The Secretary shall require the prime

18 sponsor to take such action as the Secretary deems neees-

19 sory to bring its plan and programs into conformance with

20 the Act and the regulations or to improve the adinistra-

21 tion mid effectiveness of its programs,

22 "(d) (l) The Secretary shall disapprove any plan that

23 does not fully satin y the review under subsection (e) pro-

24 vided n reasonable opportunity, but not less than thirty
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1 days, has been given to the prime sponsor to remedy any.

2 defect found in the phuii and the prime pontior has failed

3 to do so.

4 When a plan is disapproved, a notice of disap-

proval shall be transmitted to the prim sponsor and the

6 Governor, accompanied by a statement of the reasons for

7 the disapproval. Such disapproval shall not be effective,

8 however, until opportunity for a hearing leas been pro-. tied.

9 "GOVERNOR'S COORDINATI AN!) SPECIAL SERVICES MAN

10 "SEC. 105. (a) Any State seeking financial assistance

under this Act shall submit a Governor's coordination and

12 special lies plan to the Secretary.

13

14 activities shall consist of, but need not be limited to, the

15 folio wing--

16 (1) coordinating all employment and training

17 and related serx ices provided by the State, by prime

18 sponsors, and by other providers of such services within

19 the State;

20 coordinating programs financed under the

21 Wagner-Peyser Act and this Act including assisting in

22 the negotiation of any agreements between prime spon-

" (b) Governor's coordination and special services

23 sons and State employment security agencies;

24 (3) assuring that comprehensive employment and
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1 training plans do not unnecessarily result in the dupli-

2 cation of services;

3 " (4) assisting the Secretary enforcing the

4 requirements for Federal contractors and subcontractors

5 to list all suitable employment openings with local offices

6 of the State employment service agencies and to take

7 affirmative action, as required in section 2012 (a) of

8 title 38, United States Code;

9 (5) assuring the promotion of prime sponsor plan-

10 Ding that takes into account conditions prevailing in

11 labor market areas covering more than one prime spon-

32 sort- area, as well as related activities such as community

13 development, economic development, and related activi-

14 ties such as vocational education, vocational reliabilita-

15 tion, and social services;

16 "(6) exchanging of information between States and

17 prime sponsors with respect to State, intrastate, and

1E1 regional planning for economic development, human

resource development, education, and other subjects

20 relevant to employment and training planning;

21 " ( 7 ) developing and providing to prime sponsors

22 information on a State and local area basis regarding

23 economic, industrial, and labor market conditions;

4 (8) making available to prime sponsors, with or

23 without reimbursement and upon request, appropriate
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information and technical assistance to assist them n

developing and implementing their programs;

" (9) carrying out special model training and

4 employment programs and related services, which may

5 include programs for offenders similar to programs

described in section 301 (b) ; and

7 (10) providing financial assistance for special pro-

$ ©rams and services designed to meet the needs of rural

9 areas outside major labor market areas.

10 " (c) A Governor's coordination and special services

11 plan shall be approved by the Secretary only if the Secretary

12 determines that the plan satisfactorily implements subsection

13 (b) of this section, and has been reviewed by the State

14 employment and training council.

15 "COMPLAINTS AND SANCTIONS

16 "SEC. 106. (a) Each recipient of financial assistance

17 under the Act shall establish and maintain a grievance pro-

18 ccdure, including provision for hearings, for handling corn-

19 plaints about the program arising from its participants, sub-

...0 grantees, and contractors, and other interested persons.

21 b) Whenever the Secretary receives a complaint

22 from any interested person or organization (which has ex-

23 busted the prime sponsor's grievance system established

24 pursuant to subsection (a) ) which alleges, or whenever the
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Secretary has reason to believe (because of art urdit, report,

2 on-site review or otherwise) that a recipient of financial

3 assistance Ader the Act is failing to comply with the re-
4 quirements of the Act, the regulations under the Act, or the

terms of the comprehensive employment and training plan,

6 the Secretary shall investigate the matter.

7

8 comprehensive employment and training plan, including the
9 prime sponsor agreement, and terminate financial assistance

1.0 thereunder, provided that prior notice and opportunity for a
11 hearing is given, if the Seerciary concludes that the prime
12 sponsor is

" (1 practice of rind-13 intaini

14 nation in violation on 1:33, or otherwise failing

15 to make opportnaities available equitably among the

significant segments of the population in the area it
17 serves,

" (2) incurring unreasonable administrative costs

19 in the conduct of activities and programs, as determined

20 pursuant to the Secretary's regulations;

21 "(3) failing to give due consideration to continued

22 funding of programs of demonstrated effectiveness; or
23

14 the purposes nd provisions of this Act or the regulations

promulgated under it.

(c) The Secretary may revoke a prime Spoils

" (4) otherwise materially failing to carry out
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1 (d) In emergency situations, as determined by the

9 Secretary, when it is necessary to protect the integrity

3 of the program or funds, the Secretary may immediately ter-.

4 minute or suspend financial assistance in whole or in part

5 provided that notice and opportunity for a subsequent Bear-

6 nn'o immediately thereafter given to the recipient.i

7 "(e) If the Secretary concludes that any recipient of

8 funds under the Act is failing to comply with any pro-

p vision of the Act or the regulations under the Act, the

10 Secretary may terminate or suspend financial assistance

11 in whole or in p art or order such sanctions or corrective

12 actions as arc appropriate including, but not limited to,

13 the repayment of misspent funds, provided prior notice and

14 an opportunity for a hearing are given to the recipient.

15 " (f) If the Secretary concludes that any recipient

under this Act has discriminated against a participant, or

17 against any person in connection with the administration of

1:1 the program, or has otherwise unlawfully denied to any

18 person a benefit to which that person is entitled under the

20 provisions of this Act or the Secretary's regulations, the

Secretary may take such action or order such corrective ac-

tion as is necessary with respect to both the recipient and

23 the person who was wronged.

24 REVIIM

"SEC. 107. If any prime sponsor is dissa tisfied with
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the Secretary's final action with respect to the disapproval

2 of its comprehensive employment and training plan under

3 section 104 or with the Secretary's final action with respect

4 to a sanction under section 100, such prime sponsor may,

5 within sixty days after notice of such action, file with the

6 United States court of appeals for the circuit in which the

7 prime sponsor is located a petition for review of that action.

(b) The findings of fact .by the Secretary, if supported

g by substantial evidence, shall be- conclusive; but the court,

10 for good cause shown, may, in whole or in part, set aside

the findings f the Secretary or remand the case to the

12 Secretary in whole or in part to take further evidence, and

13 the Secretary may thereupon make new or modified findings

14 of fact and may modify the previous action, and shall certify

lv to the court the record of the further proceedings.

"REALLOCATION

17 "Sm. 108. (a) The Secretary is authorized to rcal-

18 locate any amount of any allocation under this Act to the

extent that the Secretary determines that the recipient will

20 not be able to use such amount within a reasonable period

21 of time

22 (b) (1) Any allocations to a prime sponsor designated

23 under section 101 (c) may be reallocated only if the Secre-

24 tart' has provided thirty days advance notice to the prime
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sponsor, to_the Governor, and to the general public during

q which time comments may be submitted to the Secretary.

3

4 such ti

After considering any comments submitted during

the Secretary shall notify the Governor and the

5 affected prime sponsor of any decision to reallocate funds,

and shall publish such decision in the Federal Register.

7 " (3) In reallocating any such funds, the Secretary

s shall give priority first to other prime sponsor areas within

9 the same State and then to prime sponsor areas within other

lo States.

11

12

13 s

"PRIME SPONSOR'S PLANNING COUNCIL

"SEc. 109. (a) Each prime sponsor designated under

tion 101 (c) shall establish a planning council.

14 "(b) Such council shall consist of members who are

15 representative of the eligible population (including signifi-

16 cant segments thereof), community-based organizations, the

17 employment service, veterans organizations, vocational edu-

18 cation agencies, other education and training agencies and

19 institutions, business, labor, and, where appropriate, agricul-

20 tural employers and workers.

21 " (e) The prime sponsor shall appoint the members of

the council, designate a public member as chairperson and

23 provide an independent professional, technical and clerical

24 staff accountable.solely to the council.

4
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d) The planning council shall meet no lass than four

Imes per year. The meetings shall be publicly announced,

3 and, to the extent appropriate, open to and accessible to the

4 general public.

5 The council shall participate in the development of

6 and submit recommendations regarding the prime sponsor's

7 comprehensive employment and training plan and the basic

8 goals, policies, and procedures of the prime spoil pro-

9- grams and oilier employment and training programs in the
10 prime sponsor's area; monitor, and provide for objective

n evaluations of, nployment and training programs conducted

12 in such area, and provide for continuing analyses of the need

13 for employment, training, and related services in such area.

14 Any final decision with respect to such recommendations

15 shall be made by the prime sponsor.

"STATE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COUNCIL

17 "SEC. 110; (a) (1) Any State which desires to receive

financial assistance under this Act shall establish a State

employment and training council. Funding for the council

20 shall he provided pursuant to section 202 (c) .

21 "(2) The council shall be appointed by the Governor,

22- who shall' designate one public member thereof to be chair-

23 - person. The Governor shall provide an independent profes-

sional, technical and clerical staff- accountable solely to the

25 council.
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1 The council shall be composed or-

2 "(A) representatives of the units or combinations

3 of units of general local government in such State, includ-

4 ing those which arc prime sponsors; who together shall

5 comprise at least one-quarter of the membership of the

6 council and shall be nominated by the chief executive

7 officers of the units or combination of units of general

8 local goverment in accordance with procedures agreed

9 upon by such chief executive officers;

10 (B) representatives of organized labor, business,

11 and agricultural employers and workers, who together

shall comprise one-quarter of the membership of the

13 council ;

14 "(C) representatives of the eligible population (In-

15 eluding significant segments thereof) and the general

16 public, who together shall comprise one-quarter of the

17 membership of the Council ;

18 "(D) representatives of service deliverers, who to-

19 gether shall comprise not more than one-quarter of the

20 membership of the council, including at least

" one representative each of the State board

22 of vocational education and the public employment

23 service of such State;

24 one representative of the Statte Advisory

25 Council on Vocational Education created pursuant to

43
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4

5

6

8
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section 105 of the Vocational Education Act of

1963;

" (iii) one representative of each such other

State agency as the Governor may determine to have

a direct interest in overall employment and train-

ing and human resource utilization within the State:

"(iv) representatives of community based

organizations; and

"(v) representatives of veterans organizations.

10 "(4) The council shall meet at such times (but at least

11 four times each year) and in such places as it deems neces-

12 sary. The' meetings shall be publicly announced, and, to the

13 extent appropriate, open and accessible to the general

14 public.

15 " (b) The council shall-

16 1) review continuously the operation of programs

17 conducted by each prime sponsor, and the availability,

18 responsiveness and adequacy of State services, and make

19 recommendations to the prime sponsors, to agencies pro-

20 viding employment and training services, to the Clover-

21 nor and to the general public with respect to ways to

22 improve the effectiveness of such programs or services;

23 2 make an annual report to the Governor which

24 shall be a public document, and issue such 'other studies,

reports, or documents as it deems advisable to assist

44
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prime sponsors or to otherwise help carry out the pur

2 poses of this Act;

A) identify, in coordination with the State

4
Advisory Council on Vocational Education, the employ-

5
rnent and training and vocational education needs of the

State and assess the extent to which employment, train-

7 ing, vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, and

other programs assisted under this and related Acts rep.

resent a consistent, integrated, and coordinated approach

to meeting such needs; and (B) comment at least once

11 annually on the reports of the State Advisory Council on

12 Vocational Education, which comments shall be included

13 in the annual report submitted by that Council pursuant

14 to section 105 of the Vocational Education Act of 1903;

15 (4) review the comprehensive employment and

16 training plans of prime sponsors pursuant to section 104,

17 especially with respect to nonutilization or duplication

18 of existing services; and

19 (5) review plans of all State agencies providing

20

21 comments and recommendations to the Governor, the

22 State agency and the appropriate Federal agency on the

23 relevancy and effectiveness of employment and training

24 and related service delivery systems in the State.

employment, training, and related services, and provide
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"CONSULTATION

2 "SEc. 111. (a) The Secretary of Labor shall consult
3 with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, with

4 respect to arrangements for services of a health, education,
5 or welfare character under this Act, and the Seeretary of
6 health, Education, and Welfare shall solicit the advice and

7 comments of appropriate State agencies with respect to
8 health education and welfare services. Such services include

9 but arc not limited to basic or general education; educational

10 programs conducted for offenders; institutional training;
1 health care, child care, and other supportive services; and

new careers and job restructuring in the health, education,

and welfare professions.

14 " (b) The Secretary of Labor, in carrying out or sup-
15 porting programs under this Act, shall consult, as appropriate
16 with the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of 'lousing
17 and Urban Development, the Secretary of Agriculture, the
18 Director of the ACTION Agency, the Director of the a0111-

19 inunity Services Administration, the Administrator of Veto--

20 arcs Affairs, and such other agencies as appropriate.

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEC. 112. (a) There are authorized to be appro-
23 printed such sums as may be necessary for the fiscal year
24 ending June 30, 1974, and for each of the eight succeeding

25 fiscal years for carrying out the provisions of this Act.
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Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

2 unless enacted in specific limitation of the provisions of this

3 subsection, any funds appropriated to carry out this Act,

4 which are not obligated prior to the end of the fiscal year

5 for which such funds were appropriated, shall remain avail-

s able for obligation during succeeding fiscal year, and

7 any funds obligated in any fiscal year may be expended

s during a period of three years from the date of obligation.

9 " (0) (1) For the purpose of affording adequate notice

10 of funding available under this Act, appropriations under

11 this ivet are authorized to to included in an appropriation

12 Act for the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which

13 they are first available for obligation.

14 " (2) In order to effect a transition to the advance

15 funding method of timing appropriation action, the provi-

16 sions of this subsection shall apply notwithstanding that its

17 initial application will result in the enactment in the same

18 year (whether hi the same appropriation Act or otherwise)

19 of kvo separate appropriations, one for the then current fiscal

20 year and one for the succeeding fiscal year.

21 " (d) Of the amount appropriated to carry out this Act

22 for nay fiscal year, not more than 20 per centa of such

23 amount (excluding any amount made available for carrying

24 out title VI) shall be available for carrying out the provi-

25 elons of title III.

4?
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1 `Tart BGeneral Provisions

2 "CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL PROGRAMS

3 "SEC. 121. Except as otherwise provided, the following

4 conditions are applicable to all programs under the Act.

5 ) No person with responsibilities in the operation

6 of any program shall exclude from participation in, deny

' the benefits of, subject to discrimination under, or deny

8 employment in the administration of or in PnnnArtinn with

9 any such program to any person because of race, color,

10 religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or political

affiliation or belief.

12 " (b) Participants shall not be employed on the con-

13 struction, operation, or maintenance of so much of any
14 facility as is used or to be used for sectarian instruction or
15 as a place for religious worship.

16 (c) Conditions of employment and training shall be

11 appropriate and reasonable in the light of such factors as

18 the type of -work, geographical region, and proficiency of

19 the participant.

20 (d) Every participant, prior to entering upon employ-

1 ment or training, shall be informed of that individual's rights

22 and benefits in connection with such employment or training;

23 acceptance of family planning services shall be voluntary

24 on the part of, the individual, and shall not be a prerequisite

25 to eligibility for, or receipt of, any benefit under the program.
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" (e) Appropriate health, safety and other standards

2 for work and training shall be established and maintained.

3 (f) Appropriate workers' compensation or equivalent

4 protection shall be provided to all participants.

5 (g) All persons participating in training under this

6 Act shall receive allowances pursuant to section 124; except

7 as provided by the Secretary, no allowances shall be paid

8 from funds under this Act to any participant for any week

9 of institutional or classroom training in excess of one hundred

10 four weeks if the participant had received allowances for

institutional or classroom training under this Act for one

12 hundred four weeks in the preceding five years.

13 (h) (1) The program shall result in an increase in

14 employment and training opportunities over those opportuni-

15 ties which would otherwise be available.

" (2) No currently employed worker shall be displaced

17 by any participant (including partial displacement such as

a reduction in the hours of nonovertLme work, wages or

19 employment benefits).

20 " (3) No program shall impair existing contracts o

21 services.

22 "(4) No funds shall be used to assist in relocating

23 establishments, or parts thereof, from one area to another or

24 locating new branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates unless the
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Secretary determines that such relocation or location will

2 not result in an increase in unemployment in the area of

3 original location or in any other area.

4 "(i) (1) All programs, to the maximum extent feasible,

shall contribute to occupational development, upward mobil-

6 ity, development of new careers, or overcoming sex-stereo-

7 typing.

8 (2) No person shall be referred for training- oc-

cupation which requires less than two weeks of preemploy-

10 merit training unless there are immediate employment op-

portunities available in that occupation.

12 "(3) All programs shall be designed, to the maximum

13 extent practicable, consistent with every individual's fullest

14 capabilities, to lead to employment opportunities enabling

15 participants to increase their earned income and to become

16 economically self-sufficient.

17 " (4) No person shall be referred for training unless

18 there reasonable expectation of employment in the °cm-

19 potion for which such p'erson is being trained.

20 (5) Programs of institutional training shall be de-

21 signed for occupations in which skill shortages ex

22 (1) No program shall substitute funds under this

Act for other funds in connection with work that would

24 otherwise be performed.

25 (2) Jobs shall be created that are in addition to those
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that would lie funded in the absence of assistance under this

Act.

To the extent practicable, funds shall be used to

supplement, and not to supplant, the level of funds that

5 would otherwise be made available from non-Federal sources

6 for the planning and administration of programs.

7 (k) Programs shall use services and facilities available

8 (with or without reimbursement) from Federal, State, and

9 local agencies to the extent they are effective.

10 "(1) No nongovernmental individual, institution, or or-

11 ganization shall evaluate any program under this Act if

12 such individual, institution, or organization is associated

13 with that program as a consultant, technical advisor or in

14 any similar capacity.

15 "(ni) No mem r of any council under this Act shall

18 cast a vote on any matter which has a direct bearing on

17 services to be provided by that member (or any organization

18 which that member directly represents) .

19 (a) Work experience programs conducted under this

20 Act shall not exceed a total of one thousand hours for any

21 individual, except in-school youth, in any twelve-month

22 period. Work experience shall only be for persons who

23 need assistance in becoming accustomed to basic work re-

24 quirements, including basic work skills, in order to be able

25 to compete successfully in the labor market.
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No funds shall lie used for contributions on behalf

2 of any participant to a State and local retirement fund

3 unless such benefits accrue to the credit of the participant.

4
ii (p) Small and minority-owned businesses shall be

5 provided maximum reasonable opportunity to compete for

6 contracts for supplies and services including, where appro-

7 priate, the use of set-asides.

8 (g) Household support obligations shall be taken into

9 account, and special consideration shall be given to altema-

10 tive working arrangements such as flexible hours of work,

11 work-sharing arrangements, and part-time jobs, particularly

12 for parents of young children and for older persons.

13 " (r) Suitable arrangements shall be made to provide

14 job search assistance to appropriate participants consistent

15 with section 205.

16 Employment and training opportunities for partic-

17 ipants, shall be made available by prime sponsors on an

18 equitable basis in accordance with the purposes of this Act

19 among significant segments of the eligible population giving

20 consideration to the relative numbers of eligible persons in

21 each such segment.

22 (t) In the administration of programs under this Act,

23 members of the eligible population to be served shall be

24 provided maximum employment opportunities, including op-
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portunities farther occupational training and career ad-j.

ter . Prime sponsors shall make special efforts to

nit and hire qualified persons reflecting the significant

4 demographic segments of the population residing in the

5 area.

Special consideration shall be given to eligible

7 disabled nd Vietnam-era veterans in accordance with pro-

s cedures established by the Secretary, and special emphasis

9 shall be given to the development of jobs which will utilize,

10 to the maximum extent feasible, the skills which such vet-

it crams acquired in connection with their military training

12 and service.

13 (2) Special efforts shall be made to acquaint such

14 veterans with the employment and training available under

15 this Act, and to coordinate efforts in behalf of such veterans

16 with those activities authorized by chapter 41 of

17 United States Code (relating to job counseling and

18 ploynient services for veterans), and other similar activities

carried out by other public agencies or organizations.

20 "(3) 'Prime sponsors shall provide such arrangements

21 as may be appropriate to promote maximum feasible use

22 of apprenticeship or other on-the-job training opportunities

23 available under section 1787 of title 38, United States

24 Code,
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(v) Programs shall contribute, o the ma.ximunt extent

2 feasible, to the elimination of artificial. barriers to employ-

3 went and occupational advancement

4 "(w) Prime sponsors shall make efforts to remove

architectural barriers to employment.

6 " (x) Programs shall meet such otter conditions as

7 Secretary by regulation may require.

S "SPECIAL CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO PUBLIC

9 SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

"SEC. 122. Except a-9 otherwise provided, the following

11 conditions shall apply to all public service employment pro-

12 grams receiving financial assistance under this Act:

13 " (a) Transitional entry level public service employ-

14 ment shall be provided which, to the extent feasible, enables

15 the participants to move into public or pr 'rate employment

16 or training not supported under this Act.

17 (b) Only persons residing within the area qualifying

assistance shall be employed, and the public services

19 provided by such jobs, to the extent feasible, shall be

20 designed to benefit the residents of such areas.

21 "(c) (1) An individual shall not be employed inn pub-

22 lie service job under this Act unless such person has been

23 unemployed for,at least five weeks prior to employment in

such position.
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(2 ) Silo:MI considera tioo iti tilling public service jobs

shall be given to eligible persons who nro the ntost severely

3 disadvantaged in terms uf their length of unemployment and

4 their prospects for finding employment.

"(d) No person shall be hired or job opening filled ( )

G
when any other person not supported under this Act is

7 on layoff from the sane or any substantially equivalent job,

8 or (2) when the employer has terminated the employment

9 of any regular employee not supported under this Act with

10 the intention of filling the vacancy so created by hiring a

public service employee.

12 No jobs shall be created in a promotional line

13 that will infringe in any way upon the promotional oppor-

14 tunities of persons currently employed in jobs not subsidized

15 under this let.

16 "(f) No public service jobs shall be substituted for

17 existing federally assisted jobs.

18 "(a) Prime sponsors shall analyze and reevaluate job

19 descriptions to remove artificial barriers to the public serv-

20 ice employment of participants, and, where necessary, revise

21 qualification requirements, including civil service require-

22 meats and practices relating thereto.

23 "(h) Lfinancial records relating to public service em-

24 ploy ent programs, and records of the names, addresses,
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1 positions, and salaries of all persons employed in public

2 service jobs, shall be maintained and made available to the

2 public.

4 (i) (1) All persons participating public service

5 employment shall receive wages in accordance with sec-

6 tion 124.

7 (2) No wages shall be paid from funds under this

8 Act to any participant for any week of public service em-

9 ployrnent in excess of seventy-eight weeks if the participant

10 had received public service employment wages under this

Act for seventy-eight weeks in the preceding five years,

12 " (3) For purposes of subparagraph (2), no more than

13 twenty-six weeks of public service employment financed in

14 whole or in part under this Act prior to October 1, 1978

15 shall be considered as part of the seventy-eight weeks.

16 " (4) The Secretary may waive the provisions of pare-

17 graph (2) to provide n temporary extension of time for a

18 limited number of persons who were originally hired in a

19 public service employment program prior to April 1, 1978,

20 and who continuo to be so employed on September 30, 1979,

21 in the case of a prime sponsor which the Secretary determines

22 has faced unusually severe hardships in its efforts to transi-

23 Lion public service employees into regular public or private

24 employment not supported under this Act.
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1) under this Act shall not be used to pay

wages to any person employed in a public service job under

3 this Act at n rate in excess of $10,000 per year.

(2) In order to provide the number of public service

5 job opportunities for which hinds are made available under

6 this Act, the Secretary stall issue appropriate standards to

7 be maintained with respect to average federally supported.

S wage rates for public service jobs on an area basis, taking

9 into account average wages in regular employment not sup-

10 ported under this Act in various areas, with the a m of

it maintaining nationwide annual average federally supported.

12 wage rates equivalent to $7,800 per public service jobholder

13 (consistent with the Inrotimum annual federally supported

14 wage rate under paragraph (1) of this subsection) .

15 " (3) (A) Except as otherwise provided in this Act,

16 public service employment participant may be provided

17 wages for any public service employment job from sources

18 other than this Act.

19 "(B) I otwithstending subparagraph (A ) nay person

20 in public service employment on September 3 1978 re-

21 ceiving wages from sources other than this Act. may eon -

22 finite to receive such wages.

23 " (k) Notwithstanding any eligibility limitation on pub-

24 lie rviee employment in this Act, a person who on Septem-
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her 30, 19T8, held a public service employment position

2 under this Net may continue in such position subject to sub-

3 section (i) of this section.

4 (1) All persons employed in public service jobs shall

5 be provided -workers' compensation, health insurance, triton-

ployrnent benefits, and other benefits awl working condi-

7 tions at the same level and to the same extent other em-

8 ployees working a similar length of time, doing the same

9 type of work, and similar-1y classified. Any such classification

10 mast be reasonable and must include nonfederally financed

11 employees.

The Secretary, through State employment se-

13 entity agencies, shall inform unemployment compensation

14 recipients and other applicants for assistance from the em-

ir) ployment security agency of any availnblo public set

it; Jobs for which they may be eligible.

17 "(n) To the extent feasible, public service jobs shall

18 he provided in occupational fields which are most likely to

19 expand within the public or private sector.

20 "(o) Programs shall meet such other conditions as the

21 Secretary by regulation may require.

"srEciAL pRovrstoNs

23 "SEC. 123. (a) No authority conferred by this Act shall

24 he used to enter into arrangemnents f rr, or otherwise estaly

25 lisp, any employmen t and training programs in the lower
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wage industries in jobs whore prior skill or training is typi-

ally net a prerequisite to hiring and where labor turnover is

3 high.

4 " (b) The Secretary shall provide for

5 comprehensive employment and

7

8

9

10

11

12

plans and proposals between the

recipients of financial ass

to sharing

training plan

printe spensors

and ulhor

and otl or

ace in the prime sponsor's area

under this Act in order to assure maximum feasible coordina-

tion of activities and programs within the area and to mini-

mize duplication.

"(c) Notwithstanding any other provisions- of law, en-

plbythent and training furnished under this Act in connection

]3 with weatherization projects may include work en projects

14 for the near poor, including families having incomes which

15 do not exceed 125 per contain of the poverty level as deter-

16 mined in accordance with the criteria established by the

Director of the Oka of Management and Budget, and proj-

18 ects approved by the Cout-aity Service Administration

19 pursuant to section 222 (a) (12) of the Economic Opvortu.

20 pity Act or the Department of Energy pursuant to title TV

of the Energy Conservation and Production Act of 1976.

22 "(d) All allocations under this Act shall be based on

23 the latest available data and estimates satisfactory to the

24 Secretary.

"0) Where the Secretary determines that a Dative
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1 American ntity otherwise qualified under section 302 (c)

2 (1) is unable to apply for or use any financial assistance for

3 which it may be eligible under this Act, the Secretary may

4 assist such entity in applying for or using such financial

5 assistance.

" (0 For purposes of eligibility for participation in a

' program under this Act, no person shall be considered as

8 unemployed unless such person has been unemployed for at

9 least seven consecutive days.

10 (g) All hinds received under any title of the Act,

11 which are allowed to be used for administrative costs under

12 the provisions of the title under which they were received,

13 may be pooled by the recipient so that they may be used

14 to administer all programs under the Act.

15 " (h) The Secretary shall by regulation establish such

16 standards and procedures as are necessary to assure against

11 program abuses, such as nepotism, conflicts-of-interest, and

18 the charging of fees in connection with participation in the

ig program.

20 " (i) Pursuant to regulations of the Secretary, income

21 generated under any program may be retained by the re-

22 cipient to continue to carry out the program, notwithstand-

23 mg the expiration of financial assistance for that program.

24 "WAGES AND ALLOWANCES

25 "SEC. 124. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the
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following allowances and wages shall y to all activities

financed under this Act.

" (a) The Secretary shall establish a basic hourly al-

4 lowance for an individual receiving training for which no

5 wngcs are payable at a rate which, when added to the amounts

of unemployment compensation, if any, received by the

7 trainee, shall be no less than the hourly minimum wage under

s section 6 (a) (1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,

9 as amended, or, if higher, under the State or local minimum

10 wage law applicable to most employees in the State.

(1) Pursuant to regulations of the Secretary, the prime

12 sponsor may increase, decrease, prorate or waive the basic

13 allowance.

34 "(2) A trainee receiving public assistance, or whose

35 needs or income is taken into accottnt in determining such

16 public assistance payments to others, shall receive an incen-

17 five' allowance for each hour spent in training, but no more

18 than 830 per week. Such allowance shall be disregarded in

19 determining the amount of public assistance payments under

20 Federal or federally assisted public assistance programs.

21 "(3) A trainee shall receive no allowances for hours

22 during which the trainee fails to participate without good

23 cause.

24 (I) A pe on in public service employment or similar

25 employment shall be paid wages which shall not be 1
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tllte highest of ( I) the minimum %cage under section

( ) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of as

amended, (2) the minimum wage under the applicable State

or local minimum wage law or (-I) the prevailing rates of

pay for persons e lo ploy ed in similar oecupations by the

same employer.

(c) Persons in on-the,joh training shall be compen-

sated by Ilut employer at such rates, including periodic in-

creases, ns may be deemed reasonable under regulations

prescribed by the Secretary, considering suchsttclr factors as in-

dusty, geographical region, and individual p ofici,ney, but

in no event less than the higher of the rate specified in

section G (a) (1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act or the

applicable State or local minimum wage law.

) Persons in work esperietiee shall be paid wages

not less than the higher of the rate specified in section

1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act or the applicable

r local minimum wage law.

"LABOR STAN n

-SEC. 1-25. All laborers and mechanics employed by

et MI-actors or snbcontriletots in tiny construction, alteration,

or repair, including painting and decorating of projects,

buildings, and works which are federally assisted under this

Act, shall be paid wages nt rates not less than those prevail-

ing on similar construction in the locality as determined by
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i the Secretary in accordance with the Davis-Bacon Act, as

2 amended (40 U.S.O. 276a-276a-5) . The Secretary shall

:; have, with respect to such labor standards, the authority

4 and functions set forth in Reorganization Plan Numbered

5 14 of 1950 (15 F.R. 3176; 64 Stat. 1207) and section 2

6 of the Act of June 1, 1934, as amended (48 Stat. 948, as

7 amended; 40 U.S.C. 276 (c) ).

8 "DEFINITIONS

9 "SEc. 126. As used in this Act, the term

" (1) 'community-based organizations' means pri-

vate nonprofit organizations which are representative of

communities or significant segments of communities and

which provide employment and training services

ample, Opportunities Industrialization Centers, the

National Urban League, SER-Jobs for Progress, Main-

stream, community action agencies, community develop-

ment corporations, union related organizations end cm-

ployer-related nonprofit organizations)

"(2) 'Covet means the chief executive of tiny

10

11

12

13

14

35

1G

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

`health care' includes, but is not limited

preventive and clinical medical treatment, family plan-

ning services, nutrition services, and appropriate psychi-

atric, psychological, and prosthetic services, to the extent
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1 any such treatment er services are neees my to enable

the recipient of employment and training services to oh-

3 Lain or retain employment.

4 (4) low-income level' mnenns $7,000 with respect

5 to income in 1969, and for any later year means that

amount which bears the nine relationship t o t 7,900 as

7 the Consumer Price Index for that year bears to time

8 Consumer Price Index for 1969, rounded to the nearest

9 $1,000.

10 4' (5) 'offend mans any adult or juvenile who is

or has been confined in any type of correctional institu-

12 ton; assigned to a community based facility; or subject

to pretrial, probationary, parole or other stages of the

14 judicial, correctional or probationary process for whom

15 employment and training services may be beneficial after

16 appropriate consultation with judicial, correctional, pro-

1.7 bationary, or other authorities.

18 "(6) 'public service' includes, but is not limited

19 to, work, including part-time work, in such fields as en-

20 vironnmental quality, health care, education, child care,

21 public safety, crime prevention and control, prisoner re-

22 habilitation, transportation, recreation, maintenance of

3 parks, streets, and other public facilities, solid waste re-

24 'novel, pollution control, housing and neighborhood

provements, rural development, conservation, beautifi-
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1 cation, veterans outreach, and other fields of human

errneut and community improvement,

(7) 'Secretary' means the Secretary of Labor.

(B) State' includes the several States, the District

of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto flee, the

Virgin Islands, Guam, northern Marianas, American

7 Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

8 (9) 'unit of general local government' means any

0 city, municipality, county, town, township, parish, vil-

10 Inge, or other general purpose political subdivision which

11 Tins the power to levy taxes and spend funds, as well as

12 general corporate and police powers.

13 " (10) 'underemployed persons' means-

14 (A.) persons who are working part time but

15 seeking full-time work ;

16 (B) persons who are working full

receiving wages below the higher of either (

18 poverty level determined in accordance with cri-

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

term as established by the Director of the Office of

Management and Budget or (ii) 70 per centnm of

the lower living standard income level;

" (C) in cases permitted by regulations of the

Secretary, persons who are institutionalized in a

sheltered workshop, prison, hospital, or similar insti-

tution; or
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" (I) adults who, or whose families receive,

supplemental security income or tummy payments

pursuit' plan approved under title I,

IV, X, or XVI of the Social Security Act or would,

as defined in regulations to I . issued by the Secre-

tary, be eligible for such payments but for the fact

7 that both parents are present in the home (i) who

are determined by the Secretary of Labor, in con-

sultation with the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare, to be available for work and (ii) who

are either persons without jobs, or person; work-

ing in jobs providing insufficient income to sup-

port their families without welfare assistance.

'unemployed persons' means persons who are

and who want and are available for work.

The determination of whetlter persons are without jobs

shall be made in accordance with the criteria owl by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department or Labor

in defining persons as unemployed, but such criteria shall

be applied differently on account of a person's pre-

vl us employment.

" (12) 'area of substantial unemployment' means

any area of sufficient size and scope to sustain public

service employment program and which has an average

10

11

12

13

4

15

JG

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

3t -210 0-.15 - 6
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2
rate of unemployment of at least 6.5 per cent= for the

2 most recent four quarters. Determinations of areas of

3
substantial unemployment shall be made once each fiscal

4 year by the Secretruy,

" (13) 'veterans outreach' means tlue veteran out-

reach services program carried out under subchapter IV

7 of chapter 3 of title 38, United States Code, with full

8 utilization of veterans receiving educational

9 or vocational rehabilitation under chapters 31. r 34 rf

such title 38.

11 " (14) 'project applicants' includes States an l agen-

12 cies thereof, units of general local government and agen-

13 cies thereof er combinations or associ ions of such gov-

4.
ernmental units when the primary purpose of such corn-

15 binations or associations is to assist such governmental

units to provide public services, special purpose political

17 subdivisions having the power to levy taxes and spend

18 funds or serving such special purpose within an area

19 served by one or more units of general local government,

20 local educational agencies, institutions of higher educa-

21 Um community development corporations, sisal

22 groups and organizations serving Native Americans,

23 other private nonprofit organizations or institutions en-

24 gaged in puhlie service.
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'Hawaiian native' means any individual any

of whose ancestors were natives of the area which con-

3 sisted of the Hawaiian Islands prior to 17 78.

"(10 'economically disadvantaged' means a per-

son who (A) receives, or is a member of a family

which receives, cash welfare payments under a Fed-

7 eral, State, or local welfare program; (B) has, or is
8 a member of a family which has, received a total fam-

ily income for the six-month period prior to application

10 for the program, (exclusive of unemployment cantina-

1 l salon and welfare payments ) which, in relation to

12 family site, wag not in excess of the higher of the

poverty level determined in accordance with criteria

14

15 and Budget or 70 per can turn of the lower living

16

17

18 or (D) in eases permitted by regulations of the See-

19 rotary, is institutionalized in a sheltered workshop,

20 prison, hospital, or similar institution. Except for per-
21. sons who would be eligible for assistance under title

IX of the Older Americans Act, any person claimed

23 as n dependent on another person's Federal income to

established by the Director of the Office of Management

standard income level; (C) is n foster child on behalf

of whom State or local government payments are made;

24 return under section e) of the Internal Revenue
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Co le of 1954 for the previous year shall be considered

part of, the person's family for the current year.

3
"(17) 'lower Thing standard income level' means

that income level (adjusted for regional and metropolitan

5
and urban and rural differences and family size) deter-

mined annually by tlic Secretary based upon the most

7 recent 'lower living family budget' issued by the Secre-

tary of Labor.

9 ( 1E1) 'local educational agencies' means those

10 agencies so defined in section 801 (f) of the Elementary

11 and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

12 "(19) 'institutions of higher education' and 'post-

13 secondary institutions' means those institutions defined as

institutions of higher education in section 1201 (a) of

15 the higher Education Act of 1965.

(20) 'Consumer Price Index' means the 'All Ur-

17 ban Consumer Index' as determined by the Secretary of

18 Labor.

19 "(21) 'entry level' means the lowest position in

20 any promotional line.

21 "(22) 'public assistance' means cash payments for

22 which eligibility is determined by a need or income test.

23 "(23) 'handicapped individual' means any India

vidhra1 who has a physical or mental disability which for
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eh individual constitutes or results in a substantial

"(24) 'Vietnam-era veterans means those veterans

4 defined in section 2011 ( ) (A) of title 38, United

States Code.

"(25) 'disabled veterans' means those veterans de-

7 fined in section 2011 (1) of title 38, United States Code.

"9ECRETARY'S AM:110RITY

"Sm. 127. (a) The Secretary may, in accordance with

10 chapter 5, title 5, 'United States Code, prescribe such rules

11 and regulations, including performance standards, as deemed

12 necessary. Such rules and regulations may include adjust-

ments authorized by section 204 of the intergovernmental

34 Cooperation Act of 1968. For purposes of chapter 5 of such

15 title any condition for receipt of financial assistance shall

be deemed a rule to which section 503 applies. Copies of

17 all such rules and regulations shall be transmitted to the
js appropriate e nnnittees of the Congress.

19 (b) The Secretary may make such grants, contracts,

20 or agreements, estahliA such procedures and make such

21 payments, in installments and in advance or by -way of

22 reimbursement, or otherwise allocate or espend funds made

23 available under this Act, as deemed necessary to carry out

24 the provisions of this Act, including (without regard to the
25 provisions of section 4774 (d) of title 10, United States
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1 'ode) entliturcs for construction, repairs, and capital

2

3 meats on account of overpayments or underpayments. The

4 Secretary may also withhold funds otherwise payable u r

5 this Act, but only in order to recover any amounts ex-

petaled in the current or immediately prior fiscal year in

7 violation of any provision of this Act, any regulation, or

8 any term or condition of assistance under this Act.

"R_EPotas9

"Sic'. 12S. (a) The Secretary shall make such rep r

and recommendations to the President as the Secretary de

12 appropriate pertaining to employment and oecupational

move and including necessary adjustments in pay-

1:3 (iturcutents, resources, use, and training, and the Presideot

14 shall transmit to the Congress a report on the same topics

15 Inter than April 1 of each year.

(b) The Secretary aid the Secretary of Health, Edu-

17 cation, and Welfare shall report to the Congress on the

to which social s unity colleges, area vocational

and technical schools anti other vocational edneatiou argecie

20 and institutions, and vocational rehabilitation agencies are

1 being utilized to carry out training programs supported in

22 whole or in part under this and related Acts; the extent to

23 which administrative steps have been taken or are being

24 taken to encourage the use of such facilities and institutions

N and agencies in the carrying out of the provisions of this Act;
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1 and my further legislation that may be required to miss

2 effective coordination and utilization of such facilities and

3 agencies to the end that all federally supported employment

4 and training, vocational education, and vocational rehabilita-

tion programs can more eiTectively accomplish their objective

o of providing employment and training opportunities to all

persons needing such employment and training.

"(c) The Secretary shall transmit to the Congress, as a

o part of the report required by snbsection (a) , a detailed re-

10 port setting forth the public service employment activities

11 conducted under this Act, including itrfor nation derived from

12 evaluations, and information on the extent to which (1) par-

13 ticipants in such activities subsequently secure and

14 public or private employment or participate in training or em

ployability development programs, and (2) segments of the

10 population of unemployed persons are provided public serv-

17 ice opportunities.

"(d) The Secretary may require each prime sponsor to

19 prepare, and make available to the public, periodic reports

20 on its activities under the Act. Such reports shall contain

21 such information as the Secretary may require, includiug

" (1) a detailed comparison of program perform-

23 with approved Om

24 (2) participant and stmrff oho ra et is tics (cross-

2a tabulated) including age, sex, race, notional origin, hand-
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1 icap, education level, and previous wage and employ-

2 merit experience;

3 "(3) total dollar cost per participant, ineluding a

4 breakdown. among salary or stipend, training and sup-

portive services, all fringe benefits and administrative

G costs; and

7 "(4) the types of placements h participants

ceive.

9

10

AND PROPERTY

"SEC. 12(= 4 Secretary is authorized, in carrying out

functions and responsibilities under this Act, to accept, par-

12 chase, or lease in the name of the Department, and employ

13 or dispose of in furtherance of the purposes of this Act, or

14 any title thereof, any money or property. nal, or

15 mixed, taigibie or intangth,o, received by gift, devise, be-

16 quest, or otherwise; and to accept voluntary and uncoin-

17 pulsated services, notwithstanding the provisions of section

18 3679 (b) of the Revised Statutes of the United States.

19 "UTILIZATION OP SERVICES ANT P&CILITIES

'20 "SEC. 130. (a) In addition to such other authority as

the Secretary may have, the Secretary is authorized, in the

22 performance of functions under this Act, and to the extent

23 permitted by law, to utilize the services and facilities of de-

21 partments, agencies, and establishments of the United States.

25 The Sceretary is also authorized to accept and utilize th.Q
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1 services and facilities of the agencies of any State or political

2 subdivision of a State, with its consent.

a "(b) The Secretary shall carry out responsibilities tia-

4, der this Act through the utilization, to the extent appro-
5 pinto, of all resources -for skill development available in

6 industry, labor, public and private educational and training

7 institutions, vocational rehabilitation agencies, and other
8 State, Federal, aid local agencies and other appropriate pub-

9 lie and private organizations and facilities, with their con-

10 sent.

11 NTERSTATE LENTS

12 'SOC. 131. In the event that compliance with provisions

13 of this Act would be enhanced by cooperative agreements be-

14 tweets States, the consent of Congress is hereby given to
15 such States to enter into such compacts and agreements to

16 facilitate such compliance, subject to the approval of the
11 Secretary.

18 "mum VON b.4.1.v!Nta I' .1,1' AL

19 "Svc. 132. (a) The Sec:- etr ry 5ball not provide fin

20 eiel assistance for any program under this Act which involves

21 political activities.

22 . ' ( b) Neither the program, the funds provided therefor,

23 I employed in the administration thereof, shall
24 be, in any way or to any extent, engaged in the conduct of

25. political activities in contravention of chapter 15 of title 5,
26 United States Code.
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.m m111 N

"Sic. 133. (a) o person in the United States shall

3 on the ground of race, color, religion, sex, national origin,

4 age, handicap, or political affiliation or belief be excluded

5 from participation in, be denied the benefits of, be subjected

6 to discrimination under, or be denied employment the

7

S

9

administration of or in connection with any program or

ity funded in whole or in part with funds made avail-

able under this Act.

(b) Whenever the Secretary

11 lent of financial assistance has failed to comply with sub-

12 section (a) or an applicable regulation, the Secretary, in

13 addition to exercising the powers and inactions provided

14 in section 106, is authorized (1) to refer the matter to the

15 Attorney General with a recommendation that iYU appro-

10 priute civil action be instituted; (2) to exercise the powers

17 and functions provided by title VI of the Civil Rights Act

18 of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000d) ; or (3) to take such other

1J action as may be provided by law.

d2.0

21 e. al pursuant to subsection

22 General has reason to believe that a recipient is engaged

23 in a pattern or practice in violation of the provisions of

24 this section, the ttomey amoral may bring a civil action

in any appropriate United States district court for such

26 relief as may be appropriate, including injunctive relief.

"(e) When a matter is referred to the Liar rney Gen -

or whenever the Attorney
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"(d) Iiu addition to other remedies, the Secretary is

authorized to enforce the provisions of subsection (a) deal-

ing with discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion,

sex, national origin, age, handicap, or political affiliation or

belief, in accordance with section 602 of the Civil Rights

Act of 1064. Section 603 of such Act shall apply with

respect to any action taken by the Secretary to enforce

such provisions of such subsection. This section shall not be

o construed as affecting any other legal remedy that a person

10 may have if that person is excluded from participation in,

11 denied the benefits of, subjected to discrimination under, or

12 denied employment in the administration of or in connection

13 with any program or activity receiving assistance under this

14 Act.

15 (e) No participant under this Act shall be discrimi-

16 nated against by reason of citizenship. Participation shall be

17 open to citizens and nationals of the United States, lawfully

18 admitted perm anent resident aliens, and lawfully admitted

19 refugees and parolees.

20 "RECORDS, AUDITS, AND REPORTS

21 "SE°. 134. In order to assure that funds provided under

22 this Act are used in accordance with its provisions, each recip-

23 lent shall-

24 use such fiscal, audit, and accounting proce-
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dunes as may be necessary to assure proper account-

2
ins for payments received by it, and (2) proper expend-

iture and disbursement of such payments;

4 " (b) provide to the Secretary and the Comptroller

ral of the United States access to, and the right to

6 examine, any books, documents, papers, or records as

7 required; and

(c) make such reports to the Secretary as required.

"CRIMINAL PROVISIONS

10 "SEC. (a) Chapter 31 of title 1$, United States

Code, is amended by adding a new section 665 to read as

12 follows:

1$ 'THEFT OR EMBEZZLEMENT FROM EMPLOYMENT AND

14 Trim:NINA vuxos: IMPROPER INDUCEMENT

15 'SEG. 665. (a) Whoever, being an officer, director,

16 agent, or employee of, or connected in any capacity with any

17 agency receiving financial assistance under the Comprehen-

18 sive EMployment and Training Act of 1973 embezzles, will-

19 fully misapplies, steals, or obtains by fraud any of the

20 moneys, funds, assets, or property which are the subject of a

21 grant or contract of assistance pursuant to this Act shall be

22 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than

23 two years, or both; but if the amount so embezzled, misap-

24 plied, stolen, or obtained by fraud does not exceed $100,
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1 such son shall be fined not more than $ l,000, or impris-

2 oiled not more than one year, or both.

3 " (b) Whoever, by threat or procuring dismissal of any

4 person from employment or of refusal to employ or refusal to

5 renew a contract of employment in connection with a grant

6 or contract of assistance under the Comprehensive Employ-

7 meet and Training Act of 1973, induces any persons to give

8 up any money or thing of any value to any person Delud-

ing such grantee agency) shall be fined not more than

10 $1,000, or imprisonettnot more thou one year, or both.'.

11 "(b) The analysis of chapter 31 is amended by adding

at the end thereof the following LIM item:

'665. Theft or emtozziewtent, from employ meat
ftmdm: improper inducement.'

13 "TITLE IICOMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT

14 AND TRAIMNG SKIVTICES

1- AFinancial Assistance Provisions

16 OSE OP euconax

17 "SEC. 201. It is the purpose of this title to establish

16 programs to provide comprehensive employment and train-

19 lug services throughout the Nation. Such programs shall

20 include the development and creation of training, upgrading,

21 retraining, education, and other services needed to enable

22 individuals to secure and retain employment at their maxi-

23 mum eapseities so as to increase their earned incomes.



1

2 SEe. 202. Eighty-five per centtun of the

3 amount available for tills title in any fiscal year shall be

4 allocated as follows:

5 "(A) 50 percentuni of the amount allocated antler

6

7

8 in the prior fiscal year compared to the st.mi' ,v-ceived

9 by all States under this title in that year; (except that,

10 for fiscal year 1979, the term 'under this title' shall mean

11 'under title I of the comprehensive Employment and

12 Training Act of 197:3 prior to the effective date of the

13 Comprehensive Employment and Training Amendments

of 1978')

15 " (B) 371 per coati amount allocated under

16 this subsection shall be allocated to each State on the

17 basis of the relative number of unemployed persons with-

18 in the State as compared to the number in all States,

19 0) 123 per cent= of the amount allocated

20 under this subsection shall be allocated to each State

21 on the basis of the relative number of adults in families

22 with an annual income below the low-income level with-

23 in the State compared to the total number in all States;

" (D) Not less than $2,000,(100 shall be allocated

66

61

"ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

this subsection shall be allocated to each State on the

basis of the sums received by the State under this title
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1 among Guam, the Virgin Island,, American Samoa, the

2 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and the Northern

3 Marianas in accordance with their respective needs.

4 "(2) The sum allocated to each State shall be allocated

by the Secretary among prime sponsors within the State on

6 an equitable basis based upon the factors set forth in para-

7 graph (1) .

"(b) Five per centum of the funds available fox this

title shall be allocated among prime sponsors in the manner

10 provided under section 202 (a) (2) to be used only for

11 supplemental vocational education assistance under section

12 204.

13 (c) One per cent= of the amount allocate under

14 this title shall be available to the Secretary to be allocated

15 in the same manner as provided under subsection (a) to

16 States for the costs of the State employment and training

17 council incurred in carrying out the provisions of section

18 110 except that no State shall receive an allocation of less

19 than $50,000. If any State does not need the amount al-

20 located under this subsection for any fiscal year, that amount

21 shall be available for the Governor's coordination and special

22 services under section 105.

23 " (d) Four per centum of the amounts available for this

24 title shall be available to each Governor in the same propor

25 Lion as that State's allocation under subsection (a) far the

26 Governor's coordination and special services under section



1 105, and, where deemec necessary by the Governor, for

additional support of State employment and training court-

3 cils.

4 (e) The remainder of the funds shall be available inn

5 the Secretary's discretion to be distributed among prime

6 sponsors (or where a prime sponsor's comprehensive ern-

7 ployment and training plan has not been approved, an area

8 served by the Secretary under the authority in section lf)2).,

9 The Secretary shall first utilize such funds to assure that

10 each prime sponsor is provided with an amount for ally

11 fiscal year equal to 00 percent of the funds allocated to the

12 prime sponsor under subsection (a) (2) of this section for

13 the preceding fiscal year. In utilizing such funds, the Secre-

tary shall provide continued support for concentrated em-

15 ployment program grantees serving rural areas having high

16 levels of unemployment, shall take into account the need

17 for continued funding of programs of demonstrated effect

18 tiveness, and shall use such funds to encourager after n.

19 sc.ltation with "nd receiving recommendations from the

20 Gilfernor d priate State, voluntary consortia

21 (formed eat: 101 (a) (3) ) where the Secretary

22 determines, pursuant to regulations, that such consortia

demonstrate advantages iu delivering employment and Min-

24 ing services to substantial portions of functioning. labor

25 market areas.
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f) As soon as practicable after funds are appropriated

carry out this Act for any fiscal year, the Secretary shall

3 publish in the Federal Register the allocations made pursuant

4 to this section,

5 (g) Prime sponsors are authorized to use funds allo-

ca led under this title to support prime sponsor planning

7 councils pursuant to section 109.

8 "CONDITIONS pOR RECEIPT OP FIN &NCI. ASSISTANCE

9 "SEC, 203. (a) The Secretary shall not provide finan-

ltd cia1 assistance for any fiscal year to a prime sponsor unless

11 the prime sponsor submits a satisfactey comprehensive

12 einployment and training plan pursuant to section 103.

13 b) :Not more than 5 per mann of each prime

14 sponsor's allocation under section 202 (a) (2) may be used

15 for programs and activities under part C of this title.

"SUPPLEMENTAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

17 "SEc. 204. (a) From the funds available for this sec-

tion, the Secretory shall provide financial assistance to prime

19 sponsors to provide needed vocational education services in

20 their areas, Such services shall be provided pursuant to

21 agreements between the prime sponsor and the State voca-

22 tional education board, or where such agreements cannot be

23 reached, and, with the concurrence of the Governor, with

24 alternative deliverers of vocational education services,

31410 Q.78 .e
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it'unds available under this section shall be use d

2 only for providing vocational education, services and aflow..

3 Mims to participants in programs under this Act.

4 "J Ott SEARCH ASSISTANCE

5 "SM 20ti. (a ) Joh search assistance tinder this At

shc01 consist of op priate services and avtivities, includ-

ing, but not limited to,

8 " (1) the administration, through arrangements with

the State employment security agency or other cora-

l() parable arrangements with other public agencies or

private nonprofit organizations, of an intake proc

12 including provisions for determining whether individuals

13 arc eligible for participation in programs under this

1 Act ;

15 Ilse of a computerized job matching program,

where available, pursuant to an agreement with the

17

18

19

20

_e employment security agency

the provision of assessment, counseling and

testing servis;

" (4) a program of job search grants to participants

21 to explore oat -of-area job opportunities, an 1 relocation

02 assistance grants to enable individuals to move from

23 areas where they are unable to find jobs to other geo-

2-1 graphic areas where there is a demand for their skills;
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" (5) information and referral to in -area and out-

of- ea job opportunities in the public and private sec-

tors, including long distance telephone referral service to

4 such job opportunities;

"(6) job development and related services, to be

G curried out through arrangements with the State employ-

7 ment security agency or comparable arrangements with

other public agencies or private nonprofit organizations,

9 including continuity based organizations; and

10 " (7) during employment, followup information and

11 referral services with respect to job opportunities not

12 financed under this Act, and, at the completion of train-

13 ing and employment, followup informatio, and referral

14 services with respect to job opportunitie both financed

15 and not financed under this Act.

16 J) Pursuant to regulations of the Secretary, the State

employment security agency shall be reimbursed only for

the cost of services under this section not normally provided

19 by the agency.

20 " Part BS.ervices for the 141,conomically Disadvantaged

21 "DESCRIPTION OP PROGRAM

"SEC. 211. Comprehensive employment and training

services may include, but need o limited to the f

24 ing:
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" (1) job search assistance;

" (-) outreach to make persons aware avail-

ability of, and to encourage them to use, employment

and training services;

sscssment cif the individual's needr-

and potential in the labor market;

" (4) education and institutional skill training to,

prepare persons to enter the labor market, or to qualify

9 for more productive job opportunities and increased

10 earnings;

11 " (5) on-the-job training;

12 (6) transitional entry-level public service employ-

13 meet opportunities 0; work experience only when com-

14 blued with appropriate training and supportive services

15 designed to enable participants to move into unsubsidized

15 employment;

17 " (7) payments or other ucements to public or

private employers to expend PP° unities, but pay-

ments to employers organiz .pr shall not exceed

20 the difference between the costs of reerniti , training,

21 and supportive service:land the costs of low productivity

22 fer eligible persons and the costs incurred for those reg-

niarly employed;
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" (8) services to individuals to enable them to re-

tain employment;

3 " (9) payment of allowances to persons in training

4 for which they receive no remuneration, and payment of

5 such allowances for transportation, subsistence, or other

expenses incurred in training or employment;

(10) supportive services, including necessary

health care, child care, - residential support, or assii,tance

in securing bonds, needed to enable individuals to par-

ticipate in employment and training.

(11) development of labor market information,

7

8

9

10

11

12 and activities such as job restructuring, to make the pro..

13 gram more onsive to tlme needs of the eligible popo-

14 lation;

15 (12) training, employment opportunities, and re-

lated services conducted by come: pity based ergo!

17 zations; and

18 (13) any programs or activities authorized by

19 part A of title III, title IV, and tire VII of this Act.

20 "LIMITATIONS ON USE OF FUNDS

21 "sm. (a) No prime sponsor shall use more than

22 50 centum of the funds allocated to it under section 202

23 (e) (2) for public service employment and work experience.

24 (1) For activities other than public service employ-

25 ment and work experience, each prime sponsor shall use an
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1 amount of funds no less than the amount of . manpower

2 allotment (as defined in the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973, prior to the effective date of the

4 Comprehensive Employment and Training Amendments of

5 1978) used for such purposes in fiscal year 1977.

"ELIGIBILITY FOB PARTICIPATION

"Sm. 213. A person shall be eligible to participate

8 in a grog and receiving financial assistance under this part

9 only if such person is economically disadvantaged and either

10 unemployed, underemployed, or in school.

it "Part CUpgrading and Retraining

12 "SEC. (a) Pursuant to regulations of the

13 tary, prime sponsors may conduct occupational upgrading

programs, including supportive services, through agreements

15 With public and private employers for employees of such

16 employers. Individuals eligible for such programs shall be

17 those operating at less than their full skill potential, primarily

18 those in entry level positions or positions with little normal

19 advancement opportunities. In any program receiving fi-

20 mm taint assistance under this section

" (1) the positions for which eiililoyees re being

upgraded shall he positions not regularly available to

entry level employees, or for which adequately trained

24 persons are not available;

(2) the selection of employees for upgrading shall
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1
be based upon potential and the look of availability for

2 advancement in a normal promotional line ;

3 the education and skill training content of

4 the upgrading program shall provide employees with a

enable: progression resulting in qualification for a

recognized position of greater skill, responsibility, re-

7 numeration, or career advancement in the service of

that employer;

9 (4) the training period for upgrading shall be

10 reasonable and consistent with periods customarily ro-

il (pared for comparable training;

adequate personnel, attendance rep

13 records shall be maintained;

(6) The program shall be designed, to the extent

15 feasible, so that additional vacancies are created fur new

16 entry level employees;

17 " (7) the employees shall receive such wages,

18 eluding periodic increases, as the Secretary deems men-

1.9 sellable, considering such factors as industry practice and

20 individual proficiency, but not less than received before

21 upgrading; and

22 " (8) successful completion shall be 'expected to

23 result in employment with the employer iii the occupa-

tion for which he or she has been upgraded and at not

less than prevailing wages.
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(b) (1) Pursuant regulations of the Secretary, prime

2 sponsors may conduct retraining programs, including sup-

3 porting services, directly or through agreements with public

4 and private employers or other organizations or agencies.

"(2) Entry into retraining programs shall be only for

6 individuals who have previously received a bona fide notice

7 of impending layoff, and who are determined, pursuant to

regulations of the Secretary, have little opportunity to be

9 reemployed in the same or equivalent occupation or skill

10 level within the labor market area.

(3) Retraining programs shall meet such standards

12 as the Secretary shall establish by regulation.

13 If upgrading or retraining is for or from jobs cov-

ered by collective bargaining agreements, agreements with

15 employers to early out such programs shall have the con-

16 currence of labor organizations representing employees in

17 those jobs.

"TITLE IIT- = 'i'ECIAL FEDERAL

19 RESPONSIBILITIES

20 "Part ASpecial National 1.-co-! ud Activities

21 "SPECIAL PROOLANIS MW fIVITIES

22 "5E 301. (a) The Secretary is authorized to

23 funds available under this title to provide services authorized

24 under all titles of this Act and for employment and training

25 programs that-
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) meet the employment-related needs of per-

sons who face particular disadvantages in specific and

general labor markets or occupations, including offend-

4 ers, persons of limited English- speaking; ability, handl-

5 capped individuals, single parents, displaced home-

makers, youth, older workers, and other persons whom

the Secretary determines require special assistance:

"(2) are most appropriately administered front

the national level, such as programs sponsored by public

agencies or organizations that conduct federally

assisted act_ .e than one State;

"(3)) foster new or improved linkaps between

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

rwieral, State, and local employment and training

agencies and components of the private sector, such as

the business community, organized labor, and commu-

nity based organizations;

" (4) provide continued support for programs of

demonstrated effectiveness;

(5) eliminate or reduce critical skill shortages in

the Nation's labor force; and

(0) serve those who become unemployed as

result of a large-scale loss of jobs in a locality, caused

by such things as the closing of a facility, mass layoffs,

rr natural disasters.

(b) With respect to programs e_ ders the See,re-
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1 shall provide training and related of i. and son rt

2 services (including basic edurmtion, al.:di,: 'ion c.

a lependency rehabilitation, and no ..11;11 car whie:1 vv:,1

4 enable them to secure and obtain meaning& =!mplc,

5 The Secretary may provide for appropriate ecrtaige7teas

6 with 4. plovers and labor organizations, and appropriate

7 parole, probationary and judicial authorities, for th:: utiliza-

g tion of training equipment comparable to that currEntly used

9 for the job for which training is furnished. To support such

10 programs, the Secretary shall develop information concern-

11 ing the special employment and training needs of offenders

12 and the means of meeting these needs.

13 (e) To the extent appropriate, programs financed

14 under this part shall be coordinated with programs conducted

15 by prime sponsors under this Act. Before funding an em-

16 ployment or training i-ropram under this section in a prime

17 sponsor's area, the Secretary shall afford the prime sponsor's

18 planning council an opportunity to comment.

19

20

NATIVE AMERICAN EMPLOYMENT AND THAI -I NO

PROGRAMS

"SEc. 302. (a) The Congress finds that there

27 exists serious unemployment and economic disc/I-vantage

23 among members of Indian and Alaskan native communities,

24 and among Hawaiian natives; (2) there is a compelling

25 need for the establishment of comprehensive employment and
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1 training programs for members of those communities; and

(3) such programs are ,:sscatial to the reduction of economic

3 disadvantage among members of these communities and to

4 economic and social development consistent with their goals

and life styles.

"(b) The Congress therefore declares that, because of

7 the special relationship between the Federal Government

8 and most of those to be served under this section, (1) such

9 programs shall he available not only to federally recognized

10

11

12

13

14

Indian tribes, bands, and groups, but also Co other groups

and individuals of native American descent such as the

Passamaquoddys and Penobscots In Maine, Eskimos and

Aleuts in Alaska, and Ilawaiian natives; and (2) such

programs shall be administered so as to maximize the Fed-

15 cral commitment to support growth and development as

16 determined by representatives of the communities and groups

17 served.

18 (1) In carrying out employment and training re-

19 sponsibilities under this sectif.u, the Secretary shall utilize

20 Indian tribes, bands, and groups on Federal and State reser--

21 vations, the Oklahoma Indians, and Alaska Native villages

22 or groups as defined in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement

23 Act of December 18, 1971 (85 Stat. (388 haviiig a govern-

24 ing body. When the Secretary determines that such a Native

25 American entity has demonstrated the capability to efTec-
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1 lively administer a comprehensive curployntent and training

2 program, such entity shall be designated as a prime sponsor

by the Secretary and shall submit a comprehensive

ment and training plan pursuant to section 103 (g)

"(2) The Secretary is authorized to arrange for pro-

grams to meet the employment and training needs of nonres-

7 ervation Indians, Hawaiian natives and other Native Amer-

s jeans through arrangements with those prime sponsors

9 designated under section 101 (c) , and th r t!bile agen-

1.0 cies and private nonprofit organizations, NO Secretary

11 determines will best serve such persons.

12 "(d) Whenever the Secretary determines it is not pos-

13 Bible to utilize Native American entities qualified under sub-

1-1 section (c) ( t) for the provision of programs and services

15 under this section the Secretary shall, to the maximum extent

16 feasible, enter into arrangements for the provision of such

17 programs and services with public agencies or private non-

18 profit organizations which meet the approval of the groups

19 to be served.

20 The Secretary shall establish administrative pm-

eedures and machinery (including personnel having particu-

lar knowledge and competence in this field) for the udmin-

23 istratton of Native American programs authorized under this

24 Act.

25 l or the purpose of carrying out this sect]
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Secretary shall reserve rom funds available for tiffs title

2 amount equal to not less than 4.2 percent of the amount al-

3 located pursuant to section 202 (a) (1).

" (h) No provision of this section shall abrogate in a

way the trust responsibilities of the Federal Government

6 Indian tribes, bands, or groups.

10 chronic seasonal unemployment and underemployment in

11 the agricultural industry, srdrstatitially affected by recent

12 advances in technology and mechanization, constitute a sub-

13 stantial portion of the Nation's rural employment problem

14 and substantially affect the entire '..wional economy.

15 " (b) (1) The Secretary is authorized to arrang

16 meet the employment and training needs of migrants and

seasonal farmworkers through those public agencies and pri-
18 vate nonprofit organizations, including prime sponsors desig-

19 rutted under section 101 (c), as the Secretary determines

20 have demonstrated the capability to effectively administer

a comprehensive employment and training program. Such

22 organizations shall submit a comp hensive employment and

23 training plan pursuant to section 103 (g),

24 "(2) To the maximum extent feasible, programs sup-

GRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORICER EMPLOY?,NT

AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

"SEc. 303. (a) The Congress finds and declares that
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ported under this scetic n shall emphasize training and other
_ ,

2 employment related services for participants that. are de-

3 signed to enhance their employability and earnings,

but not limited to services that Will help participants

r prepare for Wain nonagricultural employmen.

For the purpose of carrying out this section, the

7 Secretary shall reserve front funds available for this title an

s amount equal to not less than 5 per maim of the amount

9 allocated pursuant to section 202 (a) (1) .

"PROGRANLI FOR PERSONS WITH LIMITED ENGLISII-

SPBAEINO ABILITY

"Sm. 304. The Secretary shall, with respect to pre-

13 grams assisted under this Act, promote the development and

implementation of components that meet the employment-

related needs of persons with limited English-speaking 0;:o.

10 ity, including training taught in their primary language

17 occupations which do not require a high proficiency a

English, employmentrelated services in their primary h r-

1 gunge, and courses to :ncrease their English-speaking ability.

"JO iNARCII AND RELOCATION ASSISTANCE

:P-35. (a) The Secretary is authorized to carry

arch and relocation assistance through agreements

to agencies or prime sponsors.

24 Job search assistance shall consist of the

23 with St
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1 ac -14is, except relocation assistance, spec section

2 205 and shall meet se,- t1

3

4

5

6

7

ndards as the Secretary

"(2) Job search assistance shall be available to eco-

nomically disadvantaged, unemployed, and underemployed

persons,

1) Relocation assistance may be provided in the

8 fora, of loans or grants, or both, subject to such standards

9 tts the Secretary establishes,

10 " (2) Relocation assistance shall be available oolv

involuntarily unemployed individuals who c.,iot reas

12 be expected to secure full-time employiii _ 01211111-

13 niiy in which they reside, mid have bona fide offers of on-

14 ployment (other than temporary or seasonal employment)

15 "VETERANS INForm.vrioN AN0 ouTREAca

16 306. The Secretary, in consultation and cnopera-

17 tion with the Administrator of Veterans Affairs and the

18 Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, shall provide

19 for an out reach and public information program utilizing, to

20 the maximum extent, the facilities of the Departments of

21 Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare and the Veterans'

22 Administration to exercise maximum efforts to devOop jobs

23 and job training opportunities for disabled and Victual-

24 ern veterans, and inform all such veterans abet' employ-

ment, jab training, on-the-job training and educational op-
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portunities under this Act, under title 38, United Slates

Code, mid other provisions of law; nhil inform prime spon-

sors, Vederal contractors and subcontractors Federal agen-

cies, educational institutions, labor unions, and employers of

their statutory responsibilities toward ,4nlt veterans, and

0 provide them with technical assistance iii meeting those

7 responsibilities.

"Part 13-11esearch, Training, mid Evaluation

tl "nEsEmtett

10 "SEc, :311, (a) To ossist the :Cation in expanding work

11 opportunities and assuring aiT08 to those opportunities for

12 all who desire it, the Secretary shall establish a comprohen-

12 sive program of employment and training research utilizing

14 the methods, techniques, and knowledge of the behavioral

15 and social sconces and such other methods, teLliniques, and

16 knowledge as will aid in the solution of the Nation's m-

17 ploy ) t training problems, This program ',my include,

18 but need not be limited to, studies, the findings. of \Odell may

19 contribute to the formulation of employment and training

20 policy; development or improvement of employment and

21 training programs; increased knowledge about labor market

22 processes; reduction of unemployment and its relationships

23 to price stability; promotion of more effective worker (level-

21 opment, training, and utilization improved national, re-

25 gional and local means of measuring future labor demand



1 and supply: enhancement of job opportunities; skill train-

2 ing to quolify employee. Mr positions of greater skill, re-

3 sponsibility, and remuneration; meeting of worker shortages.

4 easing of the transition school to work, front intone

5 transfer payment, dependency to employment, front one jolt

6 to :mother, and from work to retirement ; nqefulness of shot-

7 tore:1 employment fur Ihe difficult in emplo y'; tpporIttnities

and services for older persons who desire to enter or rend:

0 the labor force; awl for improvement of opportunities for

10 employment and advancement through the reduction of dis-

11 elimination and disadvantage arising from poverty, igloo.-

12 mire, or prejttclicc.

13 (b) The Seerela.ry droll establi:-11 a program of eNperi-

14 mental, developmental, demonstration, and pilot projects.,

15 through grants to or vontrocts with public, agencies or other

16 private organizations, for the purpose of improving tech-

17 niques and demonstroting the effectiveness of speciulized

18 methods in meeting the employment and training problems:

19 however, nothing in this subsection shall authorize the Seere-

20 tory to carry out employment programs experimenting with

21 subsidized wages in the private sisAor or wages less than

22 those established by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,

23 as amended, for employment subject to that Act. In carry-

24 jog out this subsection, the Secretary shall consult with

25 such other agencies ns luny' be appropriate. Where programs

71.8 0 - 78 7
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under this section require institutional training, appropriate

arrangements for such training shall be klgreci to by the

3 Secretary of Loh or and the Secretary of ilettith, Education,

4 and Welfare.

5 (c) The Mary s authorized to conduct support

6 employment and training projects of an experimental and

demonstration nature for unemployed personrs with serious

S problems in the labor market, such its juvenile delinquents,

mentally and emotionally handicapped individuals, alcoholics,

10 and recipients of aid to families with dependent children, to

enable them, through temporary, highly structured and

supervised work experience. to make the transition to

13 employment.

" (d) The fiecrenuy is authorized to carry out a special

15 program to demonstrate the efficacy of providing vouchers

1p trr economically disadvantaged persons who are unemployed

17 or underemployed. Such vouchers shall entitle private

18 employers who provide employment or training to melt

19 individuals ,o payment in amounts equal to the value of the

20 voucher siring periods when, and to the extent that, such

21 persons are net fully productive, pursuant to regulations of

22 the Secretary.

23 ) The Secretaly is authorized to un fertake researclt

24 programs to (1) investigate the applicability of job - sharing,

25 work-sharing and other flexible hours arrangements in vari-
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ous settings, and of the incentives 1 mind assistance

2 required by enIpl yers to implement such alternative work-

ing arrangements; (2) investigate the extent to job

4 tuld wage classification systems undervalue certain skills and

responsibilities on the basis of the sex of persons who usually

6 hold the positions.

" The Secret 13 is authorized to demon-

8 stallion and experimental projects and prograllts to assist

9 persons, who might otherwise rely oil mblie assistance or

10 other income assistance, to find 11°16(1(41111y assisted unt-

il ployment in the private and public sectors, and to provide

12 federally assisted work lend training opi rtunitics for any

13 such persons who are unable to find nonfederally assisted

work or training opportunities. Such projects and programs

15 may include job search assist:ince as described in section

16 205. The Secretary, in coordination with the Secretary of

17 Health, Education, and Welfare and other appropriate

16 era!, State, or local oflicials, Wray nte};rate, coordinate, or

19 nit dify other employment training, public assistance, or

20 income tssiaanf c prouranis, ineluding provisions of such

21 In relating to work registration, job search, allow-

22 awes, va disregards, and sanctions for failure to par-

23 tiipate, to the extent necessary to carry out effectively

24 experimental and detnnustration projects mid programs under

25 this subsection on behalf of persons eligible for or receiving
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istance under ttar.11 other programq. The Sccretar.v shall

issue regulations establishing. appropriitte wages, vanee ,

mid working eonditiat for programs an41 projects nalli.r

this .tiot

' Ltitott IlitHE T NON kNiililt

ti
iisrt.. 312. (a) 'l'Itr s,,,,relary shall dec1.1 a conipre-

7 Inottsi'e syst )1. lahor arket information on n national,

1111' ulltrr ttlrlrt'rrlrt'itlW )M+1 Wlikh hi' 111;1111.'

t1 tru111 r13' nvni} biti 1t ;1 timely

1(1 " (I) Itt 11(1(1'1114111 hi Eh(' 1 11111111y 1111(.1011111 IIIIV1111)10\ 1111.111

11 sin the 81`cliihlry ,1111,1 1101101) r+ lirtl,lr lurllln +l:, ill

eluding the use of selected sample -.lir to produce mare

nrenrate data on inicmplovincill 1)v Shoo and
13 1

14 local areas and shall inve,tigate allerninivc method.- to

15 prOthict Mint' 111'10v 1171171 ilu mid inlitir

It; 411,111fliui Ili' Stun.. Will loi.:11 arras,

17 " (e) The Sei.tetary Ninth di. lop data for ail ltnnlull

8 statistical men-tire of labor markt. t relined economic hard-

in the NzIlifil tit(' hit tili, I I lit' roir4i(ierpd ill

20 developing stick :1 111(11,11re Mt' 1111011IIIIIVIIIrlIf. labor tutu

21 prticipatioar involanlor part-MIR cutploymeni, and

time employment III 10,44 Ifuut die poverty li.vel.

"(d) The Sovreinry slmll develop methods to p [oldish

24 and Inaintain more coniprellensiN-e lionsekold

25 at dilTerent I 'Is of living, iltrindiug a level of adequaey, to
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relleet the differences f lions liinu costs io regions mid

un urban and rural.

(e ) The Secretary shall set aside, out of sinus avoil-

_I able to the Department for any !isml year including sums

5 available for this title, an amount which the 'entry (1(.114.-

6 mines is necessary 1111(1 appropriate to earr mit the provi-

7 sinus of this section, and 511011, no later than sixty days after

such sums are appropriated and mink ovnilable, notify the

appropriate committees of Ow ("( ress of the amount so set

Itl aside and the hasis for the (1(qm-116111160n of need nod [wpm-

priaten

12 " (1) The Secretary shnll establish and carry out n na-

tionwide computerized job haul& and mutehing program

eluding the listing of all suitnle employment openings with

15 local °Slices of the State eployment service agencies by

, Federal eontractnt's and silks-infractors and providing for

17 the affn'nlative action as required by section 201`2 (n ) of title

18 38, United States end on a regionnl, State, and local basis,,

19 using eletrnnie data processing and telecommunications sys-

20 toms to the maximum extent possible for the purpose Of

it identifying sources of available persons and jab vacancies,

22 providing an expeditions means of matching the qualifier':

23 tions of unemploy,1 nn mployed, and economically dis-

advantaged persons employer requirements and job

25 opportunities, and referring and placing such persons in jobs.
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"(g) In carrying under this section

the Secretary of Labor shall, in, cooperation with the Na-

tional Ocettpatioal Information Coordinating- Connoinee,

4 give special attention to the labor inarket information needs

5 of youth, including activities such as, but not limited to--

II " ( I ) assisting and encouraging local areas to adopt

7 methods of translating national aggregate oueupational

tl outlook data into toed terms;

9 (2) providing technical assistance fur programs of

19 computer on-line terminals and other facilities to utilize

11 tool implement oceupational atnd cant outlook informa-

tion and projections supplied by State employment serv-

ice offices and to improve the match of youth caner

14 desires with available and anticipated labor demand;

15 (3) assisting and encouraging the development of

IG State occupational information systems, accessible to

17 local schools, including pilot programs in the use of com-

18 'miters to facilitate such access; and

19 "(4) in cooperation With State in local coffee-

20 tiona1 agencies, encouraging programs of counseling and

21 employment services for youth in co anal institn-

22 tions,

"EVALUATION

4 "SEC:. 313, The Secretary shall provide for the

25 continuing mkt at of all irrogranis and activities conducted



pilSllant to thin Act, ueluding llIeu 'IlVelleSs itt

2
achieving the purposes of this .kct. their ;input oil com-

munities and participants, their implication for related 1111)-

4 grams, the LINI0111 tO %Odell the meet the needs of persons

by age, ses, rune, taut tuitional origin, and Ilic nileipiney

6 of the mechanism for the delivery of servicos. In conducting

'7
evaltuttiot the T '01111)111V (he 1.11.1.1'1111`111,'S8 of

8 programs condi!

9

10

11

12

13

1 It prime MponsurM of the smile class

and of different classes, and shull compare the

of programs codtteted by prime sponsors with similar pro-

grams carried oat 1)3. the Seerelary under the .1ct. Tlw

Secretary skull also arrange for obtaining. the opinions of

porticiptints about the strengths and Nvealinessirs of the

program.

(1)) llto Secretary shall evaluate tlre .tiveness of

lit programs authorized under this -ket and part ( f title 1 V of

17 the Social Seeurit.- .ket with respect to the statutory goals

and objectives, int-lutlin increase, in employment and (411%-

19 logs for prtiripanb duration in training and employment

20 situations, information on the post-eniollinent labor market

21 experience of program participants for at least a rear

2:4 lug their termination from such in.ognints, and comparable

21 information ou other em ployee. or trainee,: of participating

24 employers.
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!NINO ANII TV.el I N 1. ASSIST 'I.:

"tibv. 314. The Heeretary, ill consultation %via( the Seerc-
..

tory of 11 Edurntion, IVelfore, or other appropriate

4 officials, shall provide direct ,s or through grants, eontraets,

5 or other arrangements, appropriate preservice and inservn

6 training for speeializod, supportive, sin (erv,,ory, or oilier per-

7 sonnel, and appropriate technical assistance Nith respect to

S programs under this Act.

9 "TITLE IN'Y LITIf PIZOGI{A:11S

10 "tyrENT

11 "144 c, 400. Ii is the intent of this title to pr .ide tt

12 broad range of coordinated employment anti training pro-

_13 grams for eligible youth in order to provide effectively for

14 comprehensive employment ild training .4( vices to improve

15 their future employability on n1 to xplore and xpel- intent

16 with nhernatiNT methods for purpo,(

17 PI;( r% 0514)NS

ltd "SEC, 401, '1) FOr 1110"10m's of this title, II .ertil

19 'eligible youth' means no o.otiontieolly disadvantaged youth

20 who is (1) either unemployed. underemployed, or in school,

21 and (2) either age 10 to 21 ineht,ive, or if authorized limier

22 regulations of the Secretary, age 14 to 1;3 inclusive.

23 "(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), out `eligible

24 youth' for purposes of subpart 1 of part A mean.; youth



1 between the ages of 1' and luelusive, the income of

whose family is at or belOW llie pOVVrty 1001 dVIATIIIIIIed

3 in accordance with criteria as established by the Director of

4 the Office of Management and Budget.

" (e) Earnings and allowances received Iii' imv eligible

tt youth under this title shall be disregarded in determining

7 the eligibility of the youth's family for, and the amount of,

any benefits based on need under n Federal or federally

9 assisted program.

10 "Part --1 otttl Employment Demonstratiou 1'i ii ririiis

11
it 'gum. (ii PURPOSE

12 "SEc. 410, It he purpose of tl is part to establish a

13 variety of employment, training and denicinstrat.ion program

14 to explore methods of dealing with the structural uneriploV-

nieiit problems of the Nation's youth. The basic purpose of

lG the demonstration programs shall be to -4 the relative

17 efficacy of different ways of dealing with these problems in

different local context, but tics basic purpose shall not pre-

19 elude the funding of programs dealing with the immediate

20 difficulties faced by youths who are in need of, and unable to

21 find, jobs. It is explicitly not the purpose of this part to pro-

22 vhle make-work opportunities for unemployed youth; instead,

it is the purpose to provide eligible youth with opportunities

24 to leant and earn that will lead to eaoingful employment

"5 opportunities after they have mpleted the program.
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"SEc. 411. Tit: Set Teltli'y 1411 prop icic to C+nigress

:3 Ma telt I , 1979, A thorough analysis of knowledge gained

4 from the programs in this part accompanied by recommenda-

lions for modifications of programs under this Act and other

6 relevant Acts.

7 "0 aniltuTION Putos

"SEC. 412. Of the sinus available for carrying out the

9 pr visions of this part for fiscal year 1979

10 " (1) 15 per manta shall be available for subpart 1;

11 " (2) 15 per mama shall be available for subpart

12 and

13 "(3) 70 per votam shall he for sub-

14 part 3.

15 WAGE PI

ltl "Sm. 413. Rates of pay under this part shall he no

17 less than the highest of

(1) the minimum wage under section 6 (a) (

19 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938; in the case of

20 an individual who is 14 or 15 years old, however, the

wage under this paragraph shall be the wage provided

in accordance with the provisions of subsection (b) of

23 section 14 of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938;

24 "(2) the State or local minimum wage for the

25 most nearly comparable employment; in the caise of an
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individual who is 14 or 15 years old, hot\Tver, the vnge

ender this paragraph shall be the vage provided iu

accordance with the provision of the State or rural mini-

(mon wage law allowing it le 1%1114,' i rate for any

5 youth; or

6 "(3) the prevailing rates of pay, if any, for mown-

7 lions and job classifications of individuals employed by

the saiue employer, except that
" (A) whenever a reciploit of financial ist-

ance has entered into an agreement with the em-

ployer and tie labor organization representing em-

ployees engaged in similar work iu the stone area

to pay less than the rates provided in this paragraph,

youths may be paid the rates specified in such

lit;

"(In whenever an existing job is reclassified

as restructured, youths employed in such jobs shall

Ire paid at rates not less than are provided under

paragraph (1) or (2) of this section, but if a labor

organization represents employees engaged in simi-

lar work in the same area, such youths shall be

paid at rates specified in an agreement entered into

by' the appropriate recipient, the employer, and the

labor organization with respect to such reclassified

or restructured jobs, and if no agreement is reached

10

13

14

1G

17

19

20

21

23
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within 30 days after the iuitiatio of the agreement

procedure referred to in this subtfaragraph, the labor

organization, recipient or employer may petition the

4 Secretary who shall establish appropriate wages for

the reclassified or restructured positions, taking into

account wages paid by the same employer to per-
6

sons engaged similar work;

9 cation or occupation is established and there is no

10

12

13

14 tio, but if there is a dispute with respect such

15 new or different job classification or occupation, the

10 Secretory of Labor shall, within 30 days after receipt

17 of the uotic e of protest try the labor organization

representing employees engaged in similar work in

19 the same area, make a determination whether such

20 job is a new or different job classification or oceupa-

pl don and

99 " ) the case of projects to which the pro-

23 vision of the Davis -Bacon NO, (or any Federal law

containing labor standards in accordance with the

25 Davis-Bacon Act) otherwise apply, the Secretary

(C) whenever a new or dilTererrt job lassiti-

dispute with respect tc Itch new or different job

classification or occupation, youths to be enploycd

in such jobs shall be paid at rates not less than

are provided in taragraplt (1) or (2) of this sec-

10 3
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1 is authorized, for projects financed under subparts

2 and 3 of this part under 85,000, to prescribe at

of pay for youth participants which are not less than

the applicable minimum wage but not more than

the wage rate of the entering apprentice in the most

nearly comparable apprenticeable trade, and to pre-

7 scribe the appropriate ratio of journeymen to such

S participating youths

9 "srEclAr, CONDITION

10 414..Funds under this part shall not be used to

11 provide full-time employment opportunities (1) for any per-

12 son who has not attained the age with respect to which the

13 requirement of compulsory education ceases to apply under

14 the laws of the State in which such individual resides, cxc

15 (A) during periods when school is not in session, and (13)

10 where employment undertaken in cooperation with school-

17 related programs awarding academic credit for the employ-

ment or (2) for any person who has not attained a high

19 school degree or its equivalent if such person left school in

20 order to participate in any program under this part

21 "SPECIAL PROVISIONS rOn NunrAns 3 AND 3

22 "Sh:o. 415, Appropriate efforts shall he made to insure

23 that youths participating in programs, projects, and activi,

24 des under subparts 2 and 3 of this part shall be t-nuths who
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are experiencing severe handicaps in obtaining employment,

including but not limited to those who lack credentials (such

as a high school diploma) , those who require substantial

4 basic and remedial skill development, those who arc women

and minorities, those who arc .eterans of military service,

6 those who are offenders, those are handicapped, those

7 with dependents, or those who have otherwise demonstrated

8 special need, as determined by the Secretary.

9 "ACADEMIC CREDIT, VDDcATION CREDIT, COUNSELIND AND

10 PLACEMENT SERVICES, AND BASIC SICELLS DEVELOPMENT

"SEC. 416. (a) In carrying out this part, appropriate

32 efforts shall be made toencourage the granting by the eduea-

13 tional agency or school invol

14 youths who are in school.

15 "(b) The Secretary, in carrying at

f academic credit to eligible

this part, shall

16 work with the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

17 fare to make suitable arrangements with appropriate State

38 and local education officials whereby ac demic credit may be

19 awarded, consistent with applicable State law, by educa-

90 tional institutions and agencies for competencies derived from

21 work everivnee obtained through programs established

22 der this part.

23 " (c) All activities assisted under this part shall provide

21 appropriate counseling and placement services designed to

5 facilitate the transition of youth from pnrticipation in the
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project to -ent jobs in the public or private

2 sector, or (2) education or training programs.

3 "Subpart r----Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects

4 "ENTITLEMENT PILOT PROJECTS AUTHORIZED

"SEC. 420. (a) The Secretary shall enter into arrange-

6 talents with prime sponsors designated under section 101 (e)

7 selected in accordance with the provisions of this subpart foi

8 the purpose of demonstrating the efficacy of guaranteeing

9 otherwise unavailable part-time employment, or combination

10 of part-thue employment and training. for eligible youth du-

ffle school year who resume or maintain attendance in

secondary school for the purpose or acquiring a high school

13 diploma or in a program which leads to a certificate of high

14 school equivalency and full -time plort part -time

15 employment and training luring die summer months to oath

16 such youth.

17 (b) Each prime sponsor who applies for and is selected

by the Secretary to carry t'ut pilot project under this sub -

lg shall guarantee such employment to each such eligible

20 youth who resides within the area or 11 designated part thereof

21 served by the prime sponsor and who applies to that prhne

22 sponsor for employment. The Seer

23

shall provide to each

prime sponsor, from funds appropriated for ca rryi lig out this

subpart, in combination with any lands made available by

such prime sponsor according to an agreement made pur-
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milt to section 42 (a) (4) IF), the amount to which that

2 prime sponsor is entitled under subsection (e) .

3 " (c) Each prime sponsor shall he entitled to receive,

4 for each youth -who is provided employment by that prime

sponsor, the costs associated with providing such employ.

Such costs shall ta'4e into neconnt funds made avail-.

7 able by such prime sponsor under scetion 422 (a) (4) (II,

" ((1) :Notwithstanding the limitations of title If and

part C of this title financial assistruttt, received under title 11

or part C of this title which is used for the entitlement pro.

11 gram may be used accordance %vial the provisions of this

subpart,

13 "EMPLOYMENT GUAluNTEEs

14 "Svc. 421, Employment opportunities guaranteed under

15 this subpart shall take the form of any one of the following

16 or eothination thereof:

17 Part -time employment or training or 'tun

18 bination thereof durinp; the selioni year, not to exceed

19 twenty hours per week for each youth employed, and

20 not to last less than si.y months nor more than rune, en

21 projects operated by community-based organizations of

22 demonstrated elfeetiveness which have a knowledge of

23 the needs of disadvantaged youth; local educational /mea-

n cies institutions of higher education; nonprofit private

organizations or institutions engaged in public service;



1

6

7

10

11 "(3) art -time employment on either a project or

12 individual basis. in any of the institutions and under the

13 same conditions as provided in douse (1 ) which in-

14 eludes as part of the employment on-the-job or appren-

ticeship training.

16 "(4) Vull-tine emph during the summer

17
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nonprofit voluntary youth orga>itizatious ! nonprofit pri-

vate associations, suck as labor organizations, educational

associations, business, cultural, or other private associa-

tions; units of general local government; or special im-

pose political subdivisions either having the power to

levy taxes and spend funds or serving such special pur-

pose in two or more units of general local government.

(2) Part-time employment on an individual basis

in any of the institutions and under the same eoaditions

provided for in clause (I),

20

21

22

23

25

naotatlts, not to exceed forty hours per week for each

youth employed, and not to last less than eight weeks,

in any of the institutions described in clause (1) of this

section.

"SELECIING PVIME sPONSOIZS

"SE0. 422, (a) In selecting priote sponsors to operate

uth incentive entitlement projects, the Secretary shall

(1) select prime sponsors from areas with differ-

ing socioeconomic and regional circumstances such as

31-279 0 - 78 - 9
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11

12

13

14

include-

-1G

17

18

19

20

21
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ire

differing ploymen rates, al dropout rates,

whim and rural variations, size, and otl factors
designed tt IL efficacy of it yauth job entitlement

in a variety of differing locations and circumstances;

" (2) take into consideration the extent to which

the prime sponsors devote funds made available under

title II and part C of this title for the purpose of carry-

ing ont a yont It incentive entitlement project r for sup-

portive services;

(3) take into consideration the cxtettt to %vhich

new and different job classifications, occupations, or

restructured jobs are created for youth;

(4) select only prime sponsors which submit pro-

gram supplements pursuant section 103, which

"(I) a description of the procedure to be

utilized by the prhne sponsor to publicize, consider,

approve, audit and monitor youth incentive projects

Or jobs funded by the prime sponsor ander this sub-

part including copies of participant application

materials, as well as examples of audit and client

characteristic's reports;

"(10 n statement of the estimated number ,o

24 Ode youth to be served by the prime sponsor,

25 assnrances that only eligible youth will he served;

1

ell-
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"(C) assurances that the provisions of section 413

are met relating to wage provisions and the applicable

provisions of this Act are met relating to general and

4 special conditions;

(D) assurances that the prime sponsor has °in-

sulted with appropriate public and private nonprofit

7 educational agencies including vocational and post-

8 secondary educational institutions and other agencies

9 which offer high school equivalency programs; public

10 employers, including law enforcement and judicial agen-

cies; labor organizations; voluntary youth groups;

community-based organizations; organizations of demon-

13 strated effectiveness with a special knowledge of the

14 needs of such youth; and with the private sector in the

15 development of the program supplement; and assurances

16 that arrangements are made with appropriate groups

17 to assist the prime sponsor in carrying out the purposes

18 of thi:L subpart;

19 (E) an agreement that title II funds planned for

20 eligible youth and funds a ailable for the summer yoath

21 program under part C for eligible youth will be used in

22 support of the project authorized under this subpart;

23 (F) assurances that the employment of eligible

24 youth meets the requirments of eligible activities under

25 section 423;
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(G) assurances that participating youth shall not

2
be employed more than twenty hours per week during

3
the school year and not more than forty hours per week

4
during the summer ;

"(II) assurances that whenever employment

involves additional on-the-Joh, institutional, or appren.

7
tieeship training provided by the employer, and if such

training is not. paid for in lull or in part by the prime

9 sponsor under any other program authorized under this

10
Act, wages may he paid in accordance with the provi-

li sions of subsection (b) of section 14 of the Fair Labor

12 Standards Act of 19:04, and with the balance being

applied to the cost of training:

"(I) assurances that, arrangements have been made

1 with the appropriate loyal educational agency or with

16 Ilio institution offering a certified high school equiv--

17 nlevey pro ram that sneh yontli iti enrolled and meet-

ing the iuiilimniii new elide and attendance requirements

19 of that school or 1turition program and with employers

20 that such youth meet the minimum work and attend -

21
requirements of such employment and that any

22 etnploymetit guarantee is conditioned on such enroll.

23 went; and

24 "('T) asst that the prime sponsor will make
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available the data necessary for the SC to pre-

2 . pare the report required by sect i011 424,

3 " (b) In approving a prime sponsor to operate a youth

I incentive entitlerent pilot project under this subpart the

5

6

7

Secretary may also test the t. fhieney of any such project

viag
(lie rise= a variety Of SObsilieS 1111 vitte fOr

8 profit em plovers, notwithstanding the provisions of sec-

9 tithe; 421 and 422, to encourage such employers to pro-

vide employment and training opportunities under this

subpart, but no such subsidy shall exceed the net cost to

employer of the wages laid and training provided:

"(2) arrangements with unions to enable youth to

10

11

12

13

14 cuter into apprenticeship training as part of the employ-

15 ment provided under this subpart:

16 variety of administrative mechanisms to fa-

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

cilitate the employment of youths under an nttitlem nt

arrangement;

"(4) the inclusion of otleilvise eligible youths he-

tweem the ages of twenty and twenty-five inclusive who

have 110t Meek-ea thei high school diploma;

the inclusion of occupational and career coun-

seling, outreach, career, explorntion, and on-the-job

training tarni apprenticeship as part of the cmployent

entitlement; and
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1 " the inclusion of special efforts for eligible

youth under the jurisdiction of the juvenile or criminal

3
justice system with the approval of the appropriate

4 authorities.

"SPECIAT, 1,RovisioN

u "Ssc. 423. Employment and training under, this sub-

7 part shall develop the participant's role as a meaningful

8 member of community, and may include, but is not

9 limited to, employment and training in such fields as en-

10 viroumental quality, health care, education, social services,

11 public safety, crime prevention and control, transportation,

12 recreation, neighborhood improvement, rural development,

13 conservation, beautificatim 9nniunity improvement

14 projects.

15 "itE1'0Ire

16 "SEc. 424, The Secretary shall report to the Congress

17 not later than March 1, 1979, concerning the youth incentive

entitlement projects authorized under this subpart. Included

19 in the report shall be finding, ivitlt respect to--

20 " (1) the number of youths enrolled at

21. the report;

" (2) the cost of providing employment oppo

23 ties to such youths;

24 " (3) the degree to which such employment opper-

11
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tunities have cause out-of-school youths vturn to

2 school or others to remain in school;

3 " (4) the number of youths provided employment, iti

4 relation to the total which might have been eligible;

(5) the kinds of jobs provided such youths and a

6 description of the employerspublic and private pro-

7 viding such employment;

" (6) the degree to which -I I --job .t

ship training has been offered is part of tic: employ-

10 ment ;

" (7) the estimated cost of such a program if it

12 were to be extended to all areas;

13 (8) the ffect such employment opportunities

14 have had on reducing youth unemployment in the arms

15 of the prime sponsors operating a project; and

16 " (9) the impact of job opportunities ed under

17 the project on other opporttmitics for youths in the area;

18 "Subpart 2Youth Community Conservation and

19 Improvement Projects

90 "STATEMENT OF 1'Wil'OSE

21 "SEc. 425. It is the purpose of this subpart to establish

22 a program of community conservation and improvement

23 projects to provide employment, work experience, skill

24 training, and opportunities for community service to eligible

youths, for a period not to exceed twelve mouths, supple-
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1 ntary to but not replacing opportunities ilable under

2 title II of this Act.

3

4

"DEF INI ICONS

426. As used in this subpart, the tern-

5 ) 'prime sponsor' means any prime sponsor

6 designated under section 101 (c) , Native American enti-

7 tics designated under section 302 (c) (1) , and sponsors

8 of migrant and seasonal fnrmworkers programs desig-

9 Wed under section 303.

10 "(2) `conunuuity improvem itt projects' means

11 projects providing work which would not otherwise

12 be carried out, including, but not limited to, the rehabili-

13 tation or improvement of public facilities; neighborhood

14 improvements; weatherization and basic repairs to

15 low - income housing; rehabilitation of low-income hens-

16 kg as part of a revitalization or stabilization effort;

17 energy conservation including solar energy techniques,

18 especially those utilizing materials and supplies avail-

19 able without cost; and conservation, maintenance,

20 restoration of natural resources on publicly held lands

21 other than Federal lands,

22 "ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

23 "SEC. 427. (a) Funds available to carry out this sub-

24 part for any fiscal year shall be allocated in such a manner

25 that not less than 85 per cent= of such funds shall be
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allocated among. the States on the basis of the. relative

number of unemployed persons within each State trs com-

pared to all States, except that not less thnn one -half of

1 per Cellttnil of such hinds shall be allocated fur projects

under this subpart within any one State, and not less than

6 one-half of 1 per centuat of such funds shall be allocated

7 in -the aggregate for projects in Guam, the Virgin Islands,

8 Amerman Samoa, the Northern Marianas and the Trust

9 Territory of the Pacific Islands.

10 " (b) Of the funds available for this sub mrt, yr per

11 centtnn shall be available for projects -r Native American

12 eligible youths, and 2 per centum shall be available for

13 projects for eligible youths in migrant and seasotntl farm-

14 worker families.

The remainder of the fuurls available for this sub-

part shall be allocated as the Secretary deems appropriate,

"YOUTII C IINETI: CONSERVATION' Al) N IMPROVEMENT

PROJECTS

19 428 The 'ct retary is anal-nixed, in accordance

16

17

18

20 with the prori IOUS Of this subpart, to enter into agreem

21 with prime sponsors to pay the costs of youth community
99 conservation and improvement projects to he carried out

3 by project applicants employing eligible youths and 111)-

24 prepriate supervisory personnel.
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"PlfOJECT A1'PLIC4TIONS

2 ,. 429, (a) Project applicants shall dui project

3 applications to the appropriate prime sponsor.

4 " (b) In accordance with regulations prescribed 1,,t the

5 Secretary, each project application shall--

8 "(1) provide a description of the work to he

7 accomplished by the project, the jobs to be filled, and

8 the appropriate duration fur which eligible youths would

g be assigned to such jobs ;

10 "(2) describe the wages or salaries to be paid

individuals employed in jobs assisted under this 8'11-

12 part; and

13 3) set forth assurances that there will' adequate

14 number of supervisory personnel on the project and dint the

15 supervisory personnel are eligible vcluths in migrant and

10 seasonal farmworker

17 '' (e) The remainder of the funds available for this sub-

18 part shall be allocated as the Secretary deems appropriate.

19 "YoUTII COMMUNITY CONSERVATION AND IMPROVEMENT

20 PROJECTS

21 "Sm. 428. The Secretary is authorized, in accordance

22 with the provisions of this subpart, to cuter into agreements

23 with prime spoosOrs to pay the cosI8 of youth commntiity,

24 conservation and improvement projects to be carried out by
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1 project applicants employing eligible youths and appropriate

2 supervisory personnel.

3 "PROJECT APPLICATIONS

4 "SEc. 429. Project applicants shall submit project

5 applications to the appropriate prime sponsor.

6 (b) In accordance with regulations prescribed by the

7 Secretary, each project application shall-

8 " ( i) provide a description of the work to be ac-

9 complished by the project, the jobs to be filled, and the

. 10 appropriate duration for which eligible youths would be

11 assigned to such jobs;

12 (2) describe the wages or salaries to be paid in-

13 dividuals employed in jobs assisted under this subpart;

14 (3) set forth assurances that there will he an ado-

15 gage number of supervisory personnel on the project

16 and that the supervisory personnel are adequately trained

in skills needed to carry out the project and can instruct

18 participating eligible youths in skills needed to carry out

19 a project;

20 "(4) set forth assurances that any income gen-

21 crated by the project will be applied toward the cost

22 of the project;

23 5 set forth assurances for acquiring such space,

24 supplies, materials, and equipment as necessary, includ-
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1 ing ryas table payment for the purcl Or rental

thereof;

3 (3 set forth assurances that, to the maxima

extent feasible, projects carried out under this subpart

shall be labor intensive; and

6 " (7) set forth such other assur rrangeents,

aattl euntlitiott s as the Secretary deems appropriate,

"1,1tonitAta tsUP1'LEMENT6

"Ste,c. 4J0. (a) Each prim Sponsor desiring funds under

10 this subpart shall submit a program supplement to the Sec-

11 rclary including copies

12 applications approved by

and summaries of, all project

and the recommendations of

13 the prime sponsor concerning the relative priority attached

34 to each project.

15 " ) The program supplement shall-

1.11 describe tile method of recruiting eligible

17 youths, including 0 description of how such recruitment

18 will be coordinated with programs muter other provi-

19 sions of this Art, including a des -ciptiou of arrangements

with school systems and the public employment service

21 (including- school cooperative programs)

provide a description of job training

skill development opportunities that will be made avail-

24 able to participating eligible youths, as well as a
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1 description of plans to coordinate the raining and work

2 experience with school-related programs, including the

3 awarding of academic credit; and

4 " (3) set forth such other tltisuratur us the Secre-

tar may require.

6 (1) la order for a project apliration submitted

7 by a project applicant to be sulanitted to the -iecretary Inv

8 any prime sponsor, copies of such application shall have

9 been submitted to the prime sponsor's planning council

10 established under scetiolt 109 of this Art (or an appropriate

11 planning organization in the case of Native American prime

12 sponsors under section 309, (c) (I) of this nigrant

13 and seasonal farrow program sponsors under section

14 :303 of this Act) for the purpose of affording such t tuncil

15 (and the youth council established under section 438) an

16 opportunity to submit comments tend rect uuneudatiotts with

17 respect to that application to the prink sponsor,

18 Consistent with procedures established by the

19 prime sponsor in accordance with regulations which the See

20 rotary shall prescribe, the prime sponsor shall not disapprove

21 a project application sulanitted by a project applicant unless

22 it has first considered any and recommendations

23 made by the planning council r organization and unless

24 it has providejl such project applicant and planning multi!

1 71 714 0-
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(or organization) with a written st ;ttentent of its reason

fur stith disappro

".0.19i0vm, 0to ettocui: t PI.EMI,' IS

4 "SEC. 431. (a) The Secretary may approve or deny on

an individual basis au of the project applications sttlmtittrd

6 as part of am; program supplement.

7 No funds shall he made available to env prime

ti sponsor except pursuant to 0 II supplement appr

9 by the Secretary in which the 7irinie sponsor provides assay-

10 twos satisfactory to the Secretary the_

11 " (1) the applicable standards set forth in this part

will be satisRed

(2) projects will be ccontlttctetl in such manner a

14 to permit eligible youths employed in the project who

15 are in school to coordinate their jobs with classroom in-

struction, and, to the extent feasible, to permit such eli-

17 youths to receive (lit from the appropriate edn-

cational agency, post-s( ondary institution, or particular

19 school involved: and

90 " (3) meet such other assume arrangements,

21 and as the Secretory deems appropriate.

"worm: LIMITATION

23 "Sm. 432: No eligible youth shall be employed for

94 than twelve months in work financed under this subpart.

95 except as prescribed by the Secretary.
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1 "Subpart 3 Youth Employment and Training Programs

2 "STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

3 "SEC. 433. It is the purpose of this subpart to establish

4 programs designed to make a significant long term impact on

5 the structural unemployment problems of youth, supple-

mentary to but not replacing programs and activities avail-

7 able under title II of this Act., to enhance the job prospee_s

and career opportunities of young persons, including employ-

9 meat, community service opportunities, and such training

10 and supportive services as are necessary to enable partici-

11 pants to secure suitable and appropriate unsubsidized em-

12 ployment in the public and private sectors of the economy.

13 To the maximum extent feasible, training and employment

14 opportunities afforded under this subpart will be interrelated

15 and mutually reinforcing sn as to achieve the goal of enbane-

16 ing the job prospects anti Ilrecr opportunities of youths

17 served under this subpart,

18 "pnoGuAms Au -114mm

19 SEC. 434. (a) The Secretary is authorize provide

20 financial assistance to enable prime sponsors to provide cm-

21 ployment opportunities and appropriate training and sup-

22 portive services for eligible youths including but not limited

23 to-
24 (1) useful ience opportunities in a
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5

6

7
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wide range of community betterment activities such as

rehabilitation of public properties, assistance in the

wea.therization of homes occupied by low-income fami-

lies, rehabilitation of low.incorne housing as part of a

community revitalization or stabilization program,

demonstrations of energy-conserving measures includ-

ing solar energy techniques (especially those utilizing

8 materials and supplies available without cost) , park

9 .establishment and upgrading, neighborhood revitaliza-

tion conservation and improvements, and related lie-

tiviti_:.

10

11

12
productive employment and work experience

14 transportation services, crime prevention and control,

environmental quality control, preservation of historic

16 sites, and maintenance of visitor facilities;

17 "(3) appropriate training and services to support

18 the purpose of this subpart, including but not limited

19

20 (A) outreach, assessment, and orientation;

21 (B) counseling, including occupational in-

22 formation and career counseling;

23 " (C) activities promoting education to work

24 transition;

in fields such as ednention, health care, neighborhood
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(1)) de%-elopment if information vouverning

tb- kbor market, and pro of occupational.

editcational, and training information;

(E) services to 3.outh to help limo obtain

and etain meat

" literacy training and bilingual training:

©tf attainment of certificates of p\. « \G

equivalency;

(11) jolt sampling. hiding vocational ex-

ration in the public and private sector:

11 "p) institutional and on-the-job training. in-

12 eluding. development of bole skills and job skills:

13 " (J) tran9ortation assistance;

14 l k child care and tit( r nceessan support-

15

16

17

18 ing aa#r to employers in developing job lad-

19 ders or new jolt opportunities for eligible y $&
20 in order to impore work relationships between m-
ot ployers and such youths;

22 " (M) commindtv-hased central intake and in-

23 formation services for eligible youth:

24 ®(N) job development. direct placement, and

25 placement as 'startee to scenic unsith-sidized employ-

ive

" (1) job r structuring to make jobs more

responsive to the objeeti of this subpart. indult-

91470 0 - 78 9
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meat opportunitiea for eligible youth to the max-

imum extent feasible, and referral to employability

development programs;

"(0) programs to overcome sex-stereotyping in

job development and placement; and

"(F) programs and outreach mechanisms to

increase the labor force participation rate among

minorities and women.

9 (b) In order to carry out this subpart, a Governor

10 or a prime sponsor may enter into contracts with project

11 applicants defined in section 126) or employers orgn-

12 nized for profit, but payments to such employers shall not

13 exceed the amounts permitted under section (7 or may

14 operate programs directly if, after consultation with appro-

15 priate community based organizations and nonprofit groups,

16 the Governor or the prime sponsor determines that such

17 direct operation will promote the purposes of this sal

18

19 "Svp. 435. (a) From the sums available for this

20 subpar V--

21

22

23 tion 101 (c) for programs authorized under section 434

24 of this Act;

-LOCATION OF PITNDS

part.

(1) an amount equal to 75 per centum shall be

made available to prime sponsors designated under see-
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1 an amount equal to 5 per centutn of the

2 amount available for this part shall be made available

3 to Governors for special statewide youth servieL under

4 subsection (c) of this section;

an amount equal to not less than 2 per comma

6 of the amount available fur this part shall be made avail-

7 able for employment and training programs for Native

8 American eligible youths (deducting such amounts as are

9 made available for such purposes under section 427 (b)

la of this Act)

11 " (4) an amount equal to not less halt 2 per centum

12 of the amount available for this part shall be made avail-

13 able for employment and training programs for eligible

youths in migrant and seasonal farrnworker families (d

15 ducting such amounts as are made available for such pur-

16 poses under section 427 (b) of this Act) ; and

(3) the remainder of the funds available for this

18 subpart shall be available for the Secretary's discretion-

19 ary projects authorized under section 439.

20 (b) (1) Amounts available for each of the purposes set

21 forth in paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a) shall be

22 allocated among the States in such a manner that--

23 "(A) 37.5 per centurn thereof shall be allocated in

21 accordance with the relative number of unemployed per-
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1 sons within each State as compared to the total windier

of such unemployed persons in all States;

3
" (B) 37.5 per centum thereof shall be allocated in

4
accordance with the relative number of persons residing

5
itt areas of substantial unemployment (as defined in e

tion 120 of of this Act) within each State as compared

7 to the total number of nnernploy persons residing in all

8 such areas in all States; and

9
" (G) 25 per eentnm thereof shall be allocated in

10
accordance with the relative lumber of persons in

families with an annual income below the low-income

12 level (as defined in secti 12G of this Act) within

13
each State as compared to the total number of such

14 persons in all States.

15 " (2) Amounts available to prime sponsors under para-

16 graph (1) of subsection (a) of this section shall, out of

17 the total amounts allocated to each State under such para-

18 graph, be allocated by the Secretary among prime spon-

19 sors within each State, in accordance with the factors set

20 forth in paragraph (1) of this subsection.

21 The amount available to the Governor of each

22 State tender paragraph! (2) of subsection (a) of this see-

23 don shall be used in accordance with a special statewide
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1 youth plan, approved by the Secretary, for such

2 purposes as--

3 " I) providing financial assistance for employ-

4 meat and training opportunities for eligible youths who

5 are 'tiier the supervision of the State;

"(2) providing lalwr market and ocrupatiolial in-

7 formation to prime sponsors and local educational ;Igen-

8 cies, without reimbursement;

9 "(3) providing for the establishment of coopera-

10 tive efTorts between State and local institutions, induct-

11 big occupational and career guidance and counseling and

12 placement services for in-school and ont-of-school

13 youth;

14 " (4) providing financial assistance for expanded

15 and experimental programs in apprenticeship trades, or

development of new apprenticeship arrangements, in

17 concert with appropriate businesses and labor unions and

18 State apprenticeship councils:

19 " (5) carrying out special model employment and

20 training programs and related services between appro-

21 priate State agencies and prime sponsors in the State,

22 or any combination of such prime sponsors, including

23 subcontractors selected by prime sponsors, with particu-

24 lar emphasis on experimental job training within the

25 private sector.

13
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of less than 22 per centum of the amount

2 allocated to each prime sponsor under paragraph (1) of

3 subsection (a) of this section shall be used for programs

4 under this subsection.

5 "(2) The amount available to each prime sponsor under

6 paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be used for the pro-

7 grams for iu-school youth carried out pursuant to agreements

8 between prime sponsors and local educational agencies. Each

9 such agreement shall describe in detail the employment

10 opportunities and appropriate training said supportive serv-

11 ices which shall be provided to eligible youth who are ea_

12 rolled or who agree to enroll in a full-time program leading

13 to a secondary school diploma, a junior or community college

14 degree, or a technical or trade school certificate of comple-

tion. Each such agreement shall contain provisions to assure

16 that funds received pursuant to the agreement will not sup-

17 plant State and local funds expended for the same purpose.

"(e) Programs receiving assistance under paragraph

19 (1) of subsection of this section shall give special con-

20 siderationn in carrying out programs authorized under section

21 434 of this Act, to community based organizations which

22 have demonstrated effectiveness in the delivery of employ-

23

24 dustrializntinn Centers, the National Urban League, SER-

25 Jobs for Progress, Mainstream, Community Action

and training services, such IA the Opportunities In-
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1 Agencies, union- related organizations, employer- related

nonprofit organizations, and other similar organizations.

"PRIME SPONSORS3

4 "SEG. 436, Prime sponsors for purposes of this sub-

5 part, are prime sponsors designated under section 101 (o)

6 of this Act, Native American entities designated under

7 section 302 (c) (1) of this Act, and sponsors of migrant

8 and seasonal farmworker programs designated under section

9 303.

10 IGIBILITY FOR PARTICIPATION

11 "SEC. 437. (a) To participate in programs authorized

12 under this subpart a person shall be an eligible youth, as

13 defined in section 401, except that, pursuant to regulations

14 which the Secretary shall prescribe, other youth who would

15 be eligible except that they are not economically disad-

16 vantaged may participate in appropriate activities of the

17 type authorized under paragraph (3) of section 434 (a).

18 " (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 401,

19 10 percent of the funds available for this subpart may be

20 used for programs which include non-economically dis-

21 advantaged youths.

22 "CONDITIONS FOR RECEIPT OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

23 "SEC. 438. (a) The Secretary shall not provide finan-

24 cial assistance to a prime sponsor for programs authorized

25 under section 434 unless such prime sponsor provides as-
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34

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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surances that the applicable standards will be met and

unless such prime sponsor submits a program supplement

pursuant to section 103. Each such program supplement

shall
describe the programs, projects r no

to be carried out with such assistance, together with

a description of the relationship and coordination of

services provided to eligible youths under this subpart

with similar services offered by local -educational agen-

cies, postsecondary institutions, the public employment

service, other youth programs, community based orga-

nizations, businesses and labor organizations consistent

with the applicable requirements of this Act, and assur-

ances that, to the maximum extent feasible, use will

be made of any services that are available without

reimbursement by the State employment service that

will contribute to the achievement of the purposes of

this subpart;

"(2) include assurances that services to youth under

title If shall not be reduced because of the availability

of financial assistance under this subpart;

(3) provide assurances, satisfactory to th

tary, that in the implementation of programs under this

subpart, there will be coordination, to the extent appro-

priate, with local educational agencies, postsecondary
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institutions, community based organizations, businesses,

labor organizations, job training programs, other youth

programs, the apprenticeship system, and (with respect

4 to the referral of prospective youth participants to the

5 program) the public employment service system;

6 (4) provide assurance satisfactory to the Secretary

7 that allowances will be paid in accordance with the

8 provisions of section 124 of this Act and such regula-

9 tions as the Secretary ni:/ prescribe;

10 provide assurances that the proposed program

11 supplement will be reviewed by the appropriate prime

12 sponsor planning council established in accordance with

13 the provisions of section 109 (or an appropriate plan-

14 ning organization under sections 302 or 303) ;

15 (6) provide assurances that a youth council will

16 be established under the prime sponsor planning coun-

17 cil or other appropriate planning organization in ae-

18 cordance with subsection (b) of this section;

19 "(7) provide assurances satisfactory to the Sec-

20 retary that effective means will be provided through

21 which youths participating in the projects, program,

22 and activities may acquire appropriate job skills and

23 be given necessary basic education and training, and

24 that suitable arrangements will be established to docu-
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1 [tient the competencies, including skills, education and

2 training, der=ived by each participant from programs

3 .
established under this subpart;

4 "(8) provide assurances that the prime sponsor

5 will take appropriate steps to develop new job elassi-

6 &Miens, new occupations, and restructured jobs;

7 (0) provide that the funds available under see-

8 tion 435 (d) shall be used for programs authorized

9 under section 434 for in- school eligible youth through

10 arrangements to be carried out by a local educational

11 agency or agencies or postsecondary educational institu-

12 tion or institutions; and

13

14

15

" (10) provide such other ormation and assur-

ances as the Secretary may deem appropriate to carry

out the purposes of this subpart.

16 (b) Each youth council established by a prime sport-

sor shall be responsible for making recommendations to the

18 planning council or organization, as appropriate, with

19 respect to planning and review of activities conducted under

20 this subpart and subpart 2. Each such youth council's mem-
.

21 bership shall include representation from the local educa-

22

23

24 public employment service, local government and nongov-

tional agency, local vocational education advisory council,

postsecondary educational institutions, business, - the
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emment agencies and organizations which arc involved in

2 meeting the special needs of youths, the community, the

3 prime sponsor, and eligible youths.

4 ) No Program of work experience for hi-school

5 youth supported under this subpart shall be entered into

6 unless an agreement has been made between the prime

7 sponsor and a local educational agency or agencies, after

8 review by the youth council established under subsection

9 (b) of this section. Each such agreement shall-

10 1 set forth assurances that participating youths

11 will be provided meaningful work experience, which

12 will improve their ability to make career decisions and

13 which will provide them with basic work skills needed

for regular employment not subsidized under this in-

school program;

be administered, under agreements with the

prime sponsor, by a local educational agency or agencies

or a postsecondary educational institution or institutions

within the area served by the prime sponsor, and set

14

15

16

17

is

19

20 forth assurances that such agreements have been re-

21 viewed by the youth council;

22 (3) set forth assurances that ob information, coun-

23 seling, guidance, and placement services will be made

24 available to participating youths and that funds provided

25 under this program will be available to and utilized by



1

2
necessary to pay the cost of school-based counselors to

3 carry out the provisions of this in-school program;

4 "(4) set forth assurances that jobs provided under

5 this program will be certified by the participating edu-

6
cational agency or institution as relevant to the educe-

7 tional and career goals of the participating youths;

(5) set forth assurances that the prime sponsor

9 will advise participating youths of the availability of

10 other employment and training resources provided under

this Act, and other resources available in the local COM-

12 'malty to assist such youths in obtaining employment;

13 and

14 forth assurances that youth participants

15 will be chosen from among eligible youths who need

16 work to remain in school, and shall be selected by the

appropriate educational agency or institution, based on

18 certification for each participating youth by the school-

19 based guidance counselor that the work experience pro-

20 vided is an appropriate component of the overall edu-

21 cational program of each youth.

22 "SECENTAIIVS DISCRETIONARY PEOJEOTS

28 "SEc. 439, (a) (1) The Secretary of Labor is author-

24 ized, either directly or by way of contract or other arrange-

25 mcnt prime sponsors, public agencies and private

128

123

the local educational agency or agencies to the extent
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1 organizations to carry out innovative and experimental

2 programs to test new approaches for dealing with the

3 employment problems of youth and to enable eligible

4 youths to prepare for, enhance their prospects for, or

5 secure employment in occupations through which they

6 may reasonably be expected to advance to productive v k-

7 ing lives. Such programs shall include, where appropriate,

8 cooperative arrangements with educational agencies to

9

10

11

provide special programs and services for eligible youths

enrolled in secondary schools, postsecondary educational in-

stitutions and technical and trade schools, including job

12 experience, counseling and guidance prior to the comple-

13 tion of secondary or postsecondary education and making

14 available occupational, educational, and training informs-

tion through statewide career information systems,

16 (2) In carrying out such programs, the Secretary of

17 Labor shall consult, as appropriate, with the Secretary of

18 Commerce, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

18 fare, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devololntient, the

20 Secretary of Agriculture, the Director of the ACTION

21 Agency, and the Director of the Community -Services Ad-

22 ministration.

23 " (3) Fonds available under this section may be mins-

24 ferred to other Federal departments and agencies rry
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out functions delegated to them pursuant to arrange

2 with the Secretary.

3 "(b) Special consideration in carrying out innovative

4 and experimental programs assisted under this section shall

be given to community based organizations which hove

6 demonstrated effectiveness in the delivery of employment

'7 and training services, such as the Opportunities Industrial-

ion Centers, the National Urban League, SEM-Jobs for

9 Erogress, Mainstream, Community Action Agencies, imam-

10 related organizations, employer-related nonprofit organiza-

11 tions, and other similar organizations.

12 "Part BJob Corps

3
(ENT OP PURPOSE

14 "SEC. 450. This part establishes a Job Corps for eco-

15 nomically disadvantaged young men and women, sets forth

16 standards and procedures for selecting individuals as enrollees

17 in the Job Corps, authorizes the establishment of residential

18 and nonresidential centers in which enrollees will participate

19 in intensive programs of education, vocational training, work

20 experience, counseling and other activities, and prescribes

21 various other powers, duties, and responsibilities incident

22 to the operation and continuing development of the Job

2 Corps. The purpose of this part is to assist young persons

24 who need and can benefit from an unusually intensive pro-
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gram, operated in a group setting, to become more respon-

2 sible, employable, and productive citizens; and to do so in

a way that contributes, where feasible, to the development

4 of National, State, and community resources, and to the de-

5 velopment and dissemination of techniques for working with

-5 the disadvantaged that can be widely utilized by public and

7 private institutions and agencies.

ii

8 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JOB CORPS

"SEC. 451. There is established within the Department

10 of Labor a 'Job Corps'.

11 "INDIVIDUALS ELIi IBLE FOR TILE JOB CORPS

12 "SEC. 452. To become an enrollee in the Job Corps, a

13 young man or woman must be an eligible youth who
.

14 (1) requires additional education, training, or

15 intensive counseling and related assistance in order to

16 secure and hold meaningful employment, participate sue-

17 cessfully in regular school work, qualify for other suit-

18 able training programs, or satisfy Armed Forces

19 requirements;

20 " (2) is currently living in an environment so

21 characterized by cultural deprivation, a disruptive home-

22 life, or other disorienting conditions as to substantially

23 impair prospects for successful participation in other

24 programs providing needed training, education, or

25 assistance;
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"(3) is determined, after careful screen pro-

2
vided for in sections 453 and 454 to have the present

3
capabilities and aspirations needed to complete and

4 secure the full benefit of the Job Corps and to be free

5
of medical and behavioral problems so serious that the

individual could not adjust to the standards of conduct,

7
'discipline, work, and training which the Job Corps

8 involves; and

9 " (4) meets I other standards for enrollment as

10

11

12
"SCREENING AND SELECTION OF APPLICANTS -

13
mtovtstotis

"SEC. 453. (a) The Secretary shall prescribe specific

15 standards and procedures for the screening and selection of

16 applicants for the Job Corps. To the extent practicable, these

17 rules shall be implemented through arrangements with agen-

cies and organizations such as community action agencies,

19 public employment offices, professional groups, labor organi-

20 zations, and agencies and individuals having contact with

21 youths over substantial periods of time and able to offer

22 reliable information as to their needs and problems; and

23 shall provide for necessary consultation with other individuals

24 and organizations,. including court, probation, parole, law

25 enforcement, education, welfare, and medical authorities and

the Secretary may prescribe and agrees to comply with

all applicable Job Corps miles and regulations.
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advisers. The rules shall also provide for the interviewing

2 of each applicant for the purpose of-

3

4

5 the Job Corps or an alternative program in the appli-

6 cant's home community ;

7 " (2) obtaining from the applicant pertinent data

8 relating to background, needs, and interests for deter-

9 mining eligibility and potential assignment; and

10 " (3) giving the applicant a full understanding of

11 the Job Corps and what will be expected of an enrollee

12 in the event of acceptance.

13 "(b) The Secretary shall make no payments to any

14 individual or organization solely as compensation for referring

15 the names of candidates for Job Corps.

16 ) The Sccretaly shall assure that Job Corps enrollees

17 include an appropriate number of candidates selected from

18 rural areas, taking into account the proportions of eligible

19 youth who reside in rural areas and the need to provide

20 residential facilities for such youth.

21 "SCREENING AND SELECTION-SPECIAL LutITA.Trotis

22 "SEc. 454. (a) No individual shall be selected as an

23 enrollee unless there is reasonable expectation that the indi-

24 vidual can participate successfully in group situations and

" (1) determining whether the applicant's edam-

final and vocational needs can best be met through

31270 0 78 . 10
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activities, is riot likely to engage in behavior that would

prevent other enrollees from receiving the benefit of the

program or be incompatible with the maintenance of sound

4 discipline and satisfactory relationships between the center

to which the individual might be assigned and surrounding

6 communities, and unless the individual manifests a basic

7 understanding of I otlt the rules to which the individual will

be subject and of the consequences of failure to observe those

9 rules. Before selecting an individual who has a history of

to serious and violent behavior against persons or property,

repetitive delinquent nets, narcotics addiction, or other major

12 behavioral aberrations, the Secretary shall obtain a finding

13 from a profesprofessionally qualified person who knows such

14 victual's situation that. there is reasonable expectation that

15 the laividal's conduct will not be inimical to the Job Corps

10 and that flue Job Coq %vill help to overcome the individual's

17 problem,

(h) An it ivit nal on probation or parole be

selected only if release from the supervision of the proba-

tion or parole officials is satisfactory to those officials and

the Secretary, aloes not violate applicable laws or regulations,

and the Secretary has arranged to supervise the individual

and provide all required reports to State Or other authorities,

1



1

2

3 Job Corps for more than two years, except as the Secretary

4 may authorize in special cases.

5 " (b) Enrollment in the Job Corps shall not relieve any

6 individual of obligations under the 31ilitary Selective Serv-

7 ice Act (50 U.S.C. App. 451 et seq.).

(c) After the Secretary has determined whether an

9 enrollee is to be assigned to a Job Corps Center or a Job

0 Corps Civilian Conservation Center, the enrollee shall be

11 assigned to the center of the appropriate type which is

12 closest to the enrollee's Inane, except that the Secretary

13 may waive this requirement for good cause, including to

14 insure an equitable opportunity for youth from various see-

n tions of the country to participate in the program, to prevent

6 undue delays in assignment, to adequately meet the eduea-

17 Conn' or other needs of an enrollee, and for efficiency and

18 economy in the operation of the program.

"JOB CORPS CENTERS

20 "SEC. 456. (a) The Secretary may make agreements

21 with Federal, State, or local agencies, or private organiza-

22 tions for the establishment and operation of Job Corps con-

23 tern. Job Corps centers may be residential or nonresidential

24 in character, or both, and shall be designed and operated so

25 as to provide enrollees, in a well-supervised setting, with

135

130

t0LLIt>ENT AND N IENT

'SEC. 455. (a) No individual may be enrolled in tl
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education, vocational training, work experience (either in

2 direct program activities or through arrangenncuts with em..

3 ployers) , counseling, and other services appropriate to tl

4 needs. The centers strap include Civilian Conservation Ceti

tent, located primarily in rural areas, whirl, shall provide,

at iu addition to other training and assistanee, programs of

7 work experience to conserve, develop, or umgo public not-

oral resources or piddle recreational areas or to develop eom-

inanity projects iu tine public interest. The centers shall also

10 include training voile located in either urban or coral

it which shrill provith hi:eluding training and other

12 services for spec llie types of skilled or soni-skilled rot-

13 ployinent.

14 " (h) To the extent feasible, Job Corps centers shall offer

15 education and vocational Ile aining. opportunities, together

6 with supportive services, tar a nonresidential basis to partici-

17 pants in other programs under this Act. Such opportunities

18 may be 'cred on a reinihur thle basis or through sad, other

arrangements as the ;.:ecretary may speeily.

20 "enoottan myetvcriEs

2t "Sec. 457 (a) Each Job Corps center shall provide

22 enrollees with on intensive, well-orgamzed and fully super-

23 wised program of education, vocational training, work ex-

24 perience, pinned vavational nail recreational activities, phys-

cal relmhilitation and development, and counseling. TO rho
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1 feasible, the required pingrani shall includefullest

2 activities to assist enrollees in choosing realistic career goals.

3 coping with problems they may encounter in home cow-

4 munities, or in adjusting to new communities, and planning

5 and managing daily affairs in a manner that will best con-

tribute to long-term upward mobility Center programs shall

7 include required participation in center maintenance work

8 to aSaist enrollees in increasing their setts

9 responsibility and discipline.

10 " (6) The Secretary may arrange for 'mike ecuca..1 ti on

and vocational training through local public or private edo-

of contribution,

12 ational agencies,

13 nical institutes,

ional educational institntions, or tech-

uch institutions provide training

substantially egtivalein in cost and quality to that u

15 Secretary could provide through other means.

To the extent feasible, arrangeinctii ,: for education

both on and off center shall provide opportunities for quali-

fied enrollees to obtain the equivalent of a certificate of grad-

19 nation from high chord. The Secretary. with the enncurrenre

20 crf the Secretary of I fealth. Edni ation. and Welfare. shall

21 develop eertificates to he issued to each enrollee whn satisfar-

22 lorily completes his or her service in the Job Corps and

23 %%ilk!' will reflect the enrollee's level of educational attain-

24 inent.

18
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1
"ALLOWANCE _AND P POUT

"Si. Q 45S, (a) The Secretary shall provide enrollees

with such personal, travel and leave allowances, and such

4 quarters, subsistence, transportation, equiptnent, clothing,

5 recreational services, and other allowances as the Secretary

fi deterutto arc ap-update. Allowances shall he graduated

7 up to mnxinoun to encourage continued partieipation,

8

9

10

11

12

achievement. and the, best use of the funds by enrollees, and

may he reduced in appropriate cases as a disciplinary netts-

ore. To the degree reasonable, enrollees shall be required to

wth-dint from their personal allowances to costs associated

with their comfort and enjoyment.

13 "(II) The Secretary shall pesril rules g erning the

]4 accrual of leave by enrollees.

15 , 'The Secretary _may pr ,aeh enrollee upon

15 termination a readjustment allowance at an appropriate rate,

17 No enrollee who has not remained in the program at least 90

As days mk- be paid 3 readjustment allowance, except in tut-

19 usual virclausiauros detertnin by the Secretary. The

90 Secretary- may advance to or on behalf of an enrollee such

21 port;011s of the readjustment allowance as the Secretary

22 di,ents nece:-.ary to meet --aordiunry littaucial obligations

23 lueurre the enrollee; and. pursuant to regulations, may

r- hove the amount of an enrollee's readjustment allowance;
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1 as a 1 cualty for n Tudnet tluritig participnt ion. If an on-

2 dies during the period of seviee, the reatlnstent

3 allowance shall be paid ut with ion 5582 of

title 5, United States Code.

5 " (d) Such portion of tlw readjustment allowanet os

6 preseribed by the Secretary may be paid monthly daring the

7 period of service of the enrollee directly to a spouse or child

8 of an enrollee, or to any other relative who drays substantial

9 support front the enrollee, tuul ally minima so paid shall he

10 supplemeuted by the payment of an equal amount the

11 Secretary.

12

13

14 conduct shall be provided and stringently enforced. It iola-

15 Lions are committed by enrollees, dismissal from the Corps or

transfers to other locations shall be made if it is determined

17 that retention in the Corps, or in the particular center, \VW

18 jeopardize the enforcement of melt standards or diminish the

19 opportunities of other enrollees.

20 " (b) To promote the proper moral and disciplinary ow-

21 ditiens in the Job Corps, the directors of Job Corps centers

22 shall take appropriate diseiplinay nwasres against enrollees

23 including, but not limited to, dismissal frotn the Job Corps,

24 subject to expeditious appeal to the Secretary.

.1).11111S of I ON DUCT

S 45D. Vithin Jolt Corps centers standards of
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SEC. 4(30. The Secretary shall encourage and cooperate

in activities to establish a mutually beneficial reltionship

4

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

34

between Job Corps centers and nearby communities. These

activities shall include the ishment of community ad-

visory' councils to provide a -mechanism for joint discussion

of common problems awl for planning programs of mutual

interest. Youth participation in advisory couneil affairs shall

be encouraged and separate youth councils may be established

composed of enrollees and young people from the c -nulli-

ties. The Secretary shall assure that each er is operated

with a view tc, achieving, so tar as possible, objectives which

shall include

" (1) giving community officials appropriate ad-

15 vance notice f changes in center rules, procedures, or

10 activities that affect or be of interest to the

community;

" (2) affording the community a meaningful voice

ter alTnirs of direct concern to it, including policies

17

is

19

20

21.

22

governing the issuance and terms of passes to enrollees;

"(3) providing center officials with full and rapid

access to relevant community groups and agencies, in-

23 eluding law enforcement agencies and agencies which

24 work with young people in the community;
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8

7

S

11

12

13

14

15

18

17

10

20

21
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" (4) encouraging. the fullest practicable partieipa-

Lion of enrollee -. in progriuns for community improve-

' betterment, with appropriate advance con-

sultution .ith business, labor, professional, and Other

interested community groups;

nrmnrlgilig recreational, athletie, Or silailtir

events ni which enrollees and local residents may par-

ticipate together;

" (8) providing colrnntui ty residents with oppor-

tunities to vv erk with enrollees directly as --time

instructors, tutors, or advisers, either in the center or

in the community;

"(7) developing, where feasible, job or cure. cr op-

portunities for enrollees in the community; and

"(8) promoting interchanges of information and

techniques among, and cooperative projects involving,

the center and community schools, educational institu-

tions, agencies serving young l,eolile and recipients of

funds tinder this Act.

"couNstaING AND ,I01; PL

. 461. (a) The Secretary shall ttilinsel and test

22 each enrollee at regular intervals to measure progress in

23 educational and vocational programs,

24 " (b) The Secretary shall counsel nd test enrollees

25 prior to their scheduled terminations to determine their
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capabilities and shall make every effort place them in

2 in the vocation fur which they are trained or to assist them

itt attaining further training or education. In placing en-

4 rolIces in jobs, the Secretary shall utilize the public employ-

5 meat service system to the fullest extent possible.

"(c) The Secretary shall determine the status and

7 progress ctf ter-tuii,tees and make every elTort to assure that

their needs for further edueati training, and counseling

9 are

(d) The Secretary shall arrange for the readjustment

11 allowance to lir! paid to former enrollees ( who have not til

12 ready found employment) at the State employment service

13 office nearest the htitue of any such former enrollee who is

14 rewriting home, or at the nearest such olliec where the fmmer

1 enrollee has indicated :la intent to reside. If the Secretary

IG uses any other public agency or private orgraiimtiffil in lif'li

117 of the public employment service .stmt, the Secretary shall

1/3 arrange for that organization or agelley tar pay the ieadiust-

went allovance.

70 ".ENIPEiziNtENTAt, AND tim'E1.01.MENTAL t'lzt

"Ste. 41;2. (a) The Secretary may undertake experi-

n 10111t111, regeareh., ur deinOWtration projuetS to develop or

23 test ways of better using fa l ties, elleiqligilig a more rapid

24 ildjusltootil of eurolleeN lo comomity life that will permit a

-o reduction in their period of enrollment, reducing trnnsporta-

1
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1 Om' and support costs, cir otherwise promoting greater effi-

ciency, and effectiveness in the program. These projects shall

include one or more projects providing youths with educa-

4 tion, training, :old supportive services On n combined

residential and iuinresulcutiril li csis, The Secretary may un-

dertake one or morc pil projects -.signed to involve youth

7 who have a history of serious and violent behavior gainst

8 persons or property, relit titive delinquent acts, narcotics

0 addiction, or other behavioral aberrations. Projects under

10

11

13

this subsection shall he developed after appropriate consulta-

tion with other Federal or State agencies conducting sitii lilt

or related programs or projects and with the prime sponsors

in the communities where the projects will lie carivd

They may be undertaken jointly with other Peden') or fed-

erally assisted programs, and funds otherwise available for

16 [Jai under those programs shall, with the consent of the

17 head of any agency roncerned available for projects under

18
this Rea1011 to the cstcnt they include the lime or substan.

19
tinny similar activities. The Secretary may waive any pro-

20 vision of this part which the Secretary finds would prevent

21
the carrying out of elements of projects under this subsection

22 essential to a determination of their feasibility and usefulness,

23 The Secretary shall, iii the nunual report of the Secretary,

24 report to the Congress concerning the actions taken under

25
this section, including a full description of progress made in
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1 connection %vitli coathittli1 residential alai non

irojects.

(1) In .nlitie whether upgraded viten-

4
tiunal edtwation sellool, could eliminate or silk-411111:11111y re-

5 duet, the 41 id dropout problem, awl to deeniustrate how

ti vomminkities (wad make offixinolloi ii,e of cx

7

S

10

12

13

14

15

10

17

is

19

20

21

22

23

24

(twin) and training Ito the S.crelary, iu cool ration

\vitt' the Secretary of ilealth, l'.:thicatiott, and 11'ellare

[ter into one or wore ogr(Niilvii1-. %Viti1 Stole ctiIiviltio11111

ogeurit> to pay the ett,i of establishing and operating tuotlel

onnounity %-itca (tonal education ,,tioltils and skill eat tern.

".t1)11:-411:1' Ill 1:16 - (1)31NIITTEES

Sveretarl- way inake Ilse 01 advisor)-

committees ill council-ion the ra of thC ,I01)

Corps, and the operation of Jolt Corps centers, whettese

Secretary determines that the availability of outside advice

and counsel on a togiilar ho!.:1!4, would ho of hettelit,

id2ntifying and oven -lolling prolitcoe, in planning p

grant or eviller de%cloploctit. or ill ..-,treligthening. rclation-

ships lietwecit die did) Corps ;Intl :Igoiwjes. iII tittlt;ohs, or

ups engaged ill related acliviti

"mtan-II,ATIos TIM; 1

8I (a) The Secretary shall take action to foeili-

tta the effective participation of States in the Job Corps

Is, including, but not limited to, consultation
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1 ap)rolttittle Stu pucks on matters pertaining to the ctr

2 force cot of applicable State boys standards of enrollee con-

3 duet and discipline, the du !optima of meaningful w'ork

4 experience and other activities for ettrollcus, and coorditm-

5 troll with State-operated programs.

6 "(10 The Secretary tnay titter into agreements wills

7 Stzl(CS t in HR. Ornirl(111 ad11111(1,1r(10011 of State-

operated Programs which carry out the purpose of this pot

9 The 8ectetory luny. pursuant to regulations, ay part or

10 all of the costs of such programs.

Nu Job Corps center or Who!' shoihr facility

12 designed to carry out the purpose of this part shall he

13 established within a State unless a notice setting forth such

14 proposed establishment has been submitted to the (lover-

15 nor, and the establishment has not been disapproved by the

16 Governor within thirty lays of sueh submission.

17 "(d) property which would otherwise be tinder

18 exclusive Pcdend legislative jurisdiction shall In under

19 current jwistlictioti ivitlt the nppropriate State and locality

20 with resin:et to criminal law enforcement its long as it Job

21 Corps center is operated nit sirlt properly.

22 "At'vl.te.vrtos- or pi, FEnEttAr,

23 "Kw. -1115. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

24 subsection and in sertion (a) it title 5, Iluited States

25 Code, enrollees in the Job Corps shall not be considered
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1
Federal employees and shall not he subject to the provi-

2 sions of law relating to r.deral employment inelnding those

3 regarding hours of work, rates of compensation, leave, un-

4 employment compensation, and Federal employee benefits:

(h) The Secretary may enter into agreements with

States to assist in the operation or administration of State-

7 operated programs which carry out the purpose of this part,

8 The Secretary may, pursuant to regulations, pay part or all

j of the costs of such program-

10
o'{ (e J011 COl'ILS renter or other S1111110' 1.110114 de,

signed to carry out the purpose of this part shall he estan,

19 fished within a Stale unless it notice setting forth such pro,

13 posed estoblishment has !ken submitted to the Governor,

14 and the cstaldi hntettt Ins not been disappro 1 by the 7

15 ernor within thirty days of such cohmission.

16 "(d) All property which would otherwise be under cx

17 elusive Federal legislative jurisdiction shall be under con-

current jurisdiction with the appropriate State and lorality

19 with respect to criminal law enforcement as long as a Joh

20 Corps center is operated on such proper

21 "Aveldc.I.TioN of euovistoss PEnFutAtA LA.w

22 "Ste, 495. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

23 subsection and in section 8143 (a) of title 5, baited States

24 Code, enrollees in the Job Corps shall not be considered Fed-

25 eral emploverg and shall lint be subject to the provisions of
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law relating to Federal employment including those regard-

2 ing hours of work, rates of compensation, leave, unetoploy-

3 meld compensation, and Federal employee benefits

4

5 of 1954 (20 U.S.C. l et seq. mid title 11 of the Soeinl

Security Act (42 U.S.C. 01 et sect.) enrollees shall he

7 clecanetl employees :4;itos fflid ,any st.rvi"

8 performed by Shall be

9 deemed to be performed in the employ of the United

10 States.

11 " (2) For purposes of snl,nlaalttcr I of chapter tt 1 of

(1) For purposes of the _Interim' llevenue Code

title h of the United St 'ode (relating to compens

tio to Federal employee:: for k injuries) , enrollees

14 shall lie deemed civil .f the /1 States

15 within the meaning of the term utployee as defined

in section 5101 of title United :Stows Code, and the

provisions of that subchapter shall apply except as

follows:

19

20

21

22

23

24

A) The term 'performance of duty' shall

not include any an enrollee while absent front

or her ta~~signed post of ditty, except while par-

ticipating in an activity (including an activity

while on pass or during travel to or front such post

or duty) authorized by or tinder the direction and

supervision of the Jolt ('ores;
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4

6

7

9

10

11

12 he et usidered employees of the (lovernet.

13 (h) Whenever the Secretary finds a claim for damages

14 to persons or prperty resulting front the operation of the

15 Job Corps to be a proper charge against the United states,

16 and it is not cognizable under section 21172 of title United

17 States Code, the Secretory may adjust and settle it in an

18 amount not exceeding 81,500

19 " (c) personnel of the uniform ,d services who are.

20 detailed or assigned to duty in the performance of agree-

21 xn as made by the Secretary for the support of the Corps

22 shall not be counted in computing strength tinder any law

23 limiting the strength of such services or in computing the

24 percentage authorized by law for any grade therein.
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(B) in computing compensation benefits for

disability or death, the monthly pay of on enrollee

shall be deemed dint 'Teel Ved under the eutronec

salary for a. grade GS-2 employee, and sections

8113 (a) and (b) of title 5, l °nited States Code,

shall apply to enrollees; and

Compensation for disability shall not

begin to :Lecture until the day following th

which the injured enrollee is terminated,

3) For intpos f the Federal tort claims pro.

visions in title 28, Moiled States Code, enrollees shall
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4It

l'he fee ilifille(11:11ely fah'

3 steps to achieve an enrollment of 50 per centunt R'Ihhhhen in

4 the Job Corps consistent with (I) efficiency and e natty

5 in the operation of the program, (2) sound administrative

6 practice, he stienleronoltde, eiltleal hand, Mid Will-

7 ing needs (if the population to he served.

(I)) The Secretary shall assure that all studies. alna-

9 Lions, proposals, and data produced Or de%-eloped \rill] red -

10 funds in the course of the .101) l'orps prointa slhall

11 become the properly the United States,

12 (c) TraiNictions main( t 1 I%et. .1y 1)115;1k far- profit con

13 tractors for Joh Corps centers which they are operating

14 on behalf of S eretary shall not he voiNidered :Is

15 enting- gross

"c.F.NEtt.tt, l'uovisioNs

17 ''SE(. 4t;7. The Seeretary is :thlitorizeti to

" 111'4:40111.111:1tV, ilk l'eg;11(1 pioisioo,

19 01 section a 41:4 of title 39, rniied Slates ('ode. data

20 and infou tation ihh such forms the Secretary shall

21 deem nitprolniate, to public private organi-

22 zations, and the general

" (I)) collect, or 'promise all ohlivations to or

24 hehl by the Seerciar,. and ;ill legal or equitable rights

accruing to the Secretary in connectintt \V-1111 III('

31.279 0 . 78 -
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1 meat of obligations until such tithe as such obligations

2 may be referred to the Attorney General for suit or

collection; and

4
expend funds made available for purposes of

5 this

G
(l) for printing and binding, in accordance

7 with applicable law and regulation; and

8 (2) without regard to any other law or reg-

9 ulation, for rent of buildings and space in buildings

10 and for repair, alteration, and improvement of build-

ings and sp:,m in buildings rented by the Secretary;

12 but the Set ,,-tary shall not utilize the authority eon-

13 tained in this subparagraph

" (A) except when necessary to obtain an

1 itern, service, or facility, which is required in

the proper administration of this part, arid

17 which otherwise could not be obtained, or

could not be obtained in the quantity or quality

19 needed, or at the time, in the form or under the

20 conditions in which it is needed; and

(B) prior to having given written notifi-

22 cation to the Administrator of General Services

23 (if the exercise of such authority would affect

24 an activity which otherwise would be under

25 the jurisdiction of the General Services Admin-
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istration of the S

cisc such authority, the it

tendon to exec-

or facility

3 with respect to which such authority is proposed

4 to be exercised, and the reasons and justiti-

5 cations for the exercise of such authority.

"UTILIZATION OF Firsns

"SEC. 468. Notwithstanding the limitation, of title II

8 and part C of this title, financial assist. ance urider title II and

9

10

1

J2

part C of this title which is used for the Job Corps program,

may be used in accordance with the provisions of this part.

"PART C---Surruner Youth Program

"ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM

13 "SEc. 480. The Secretary shall provide financial

assistance to prime sponsors to conduct programs for eligible

15 youth during the summer months.

Programs shall provide eligible youth

17 'work and sufficient basic education and institutional or on-

18 the-job training to assist these youths to develop their maxi-

19 mum occupational potential and to obtain employment not

20 subsidized under this Act.

21 "PRIME SPONSORS

29 "SEC. 481, Prune sponsors eligible for assistance oder

23 this part shall be prime sponsors designated under section

24 101 (c) and Native American entities designated under see-

25 tion 302 (c) (1) .
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"FINANCIAL SS [STANCE

"SEe. 4 2. (a) In order to receive tam eial assista

3 under this part, a prime sponsor shall submit to the Secretary

4 a program supplement pursuant to sectio 10:1.

5 " (b) The Inds appropriated for this part y fiscal.

6 year shall lie allotted accordingg to the proemial. es set forth

in 1 section (a) except (lint the Secretary reserve up

8 to 5 percent of the appropriated fluids to be used in the See-

0 -NWT discretion.

10 In allocating funds under this part, the 8

11 shall add to the new appropriation the total amount of sum

12 trier funds naspeat in the previous year's summer program.

13 " (1) :Funds for prime sponsors designated under

14 tion 101 (e) shall he allocated as follows:

15 " (A) (i) 50 percent of such funds shall he allocated

itt

17

10

20

21

9

24

25

the basis of endi prii sponsor's proportion of the

funds allocated for the previous y'ear's summer program

:37- per eentum of the funds shall he allocated

based on the ra t -_ of the annual average number of un-

employed her -one itt the prime sponsor's area to the total

annual average number of unemployed person- in the

United States;

(lit) I21- per ceuturn of nd. shall he allo-

cated hosed on the ratio of the number of adults in lo-

income families in the prime sponsor's area to the total
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1 number of 'adults in low income families in the United

2 States; escept that

(B) each prime sponsor shall receive an alloca-

4 tion which, whet added to its unexpended allocation

for the previous fiscal year, shall be at least equal to

6 the amount available to it for its summer program in

'7 the previous fiscal year.

8 (2) Funds for Native American prime sponsors desig-

9 Hated Hader section :302 (e) (1) shall he allocated based on

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

the ratio of the number trf Native .t1merienn youths 14

through 21 years of age inclusive in the eligible prime

sponsor's area to the total number of Native American

youths 14 through 21 years of age inclusive in all Native

American prime sponsor areas, except that each Native

American prime sponsor shall receive an amount of funds

equal to the amount allocated to it in the previous

year.

The total allocation to Chun, the Virgin

American Samoa, Northern Marianas, and the Trust Ter-

ury of the Pacific Islands shall he equal to the sane per-

centage of the funds allocated to Gown, the Virgin Islands,

American Samoa, Northern Marianas, and the t Terri-

tory of the Facik Islands under the prerhars Tar's simmer

program.
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SECRIT.ARIAL AUTHORITY

2 "Sae. 483. nns under this part shall meet such

3 regulations, standards, gad guidelines its the Secretary shall

establish.

"TITLE VNkTIONAL COMMISSION FOR

6 EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICY

7 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

6 "Ste. 501. The purpose of this title is to establish

9 a National Commission for Employment and Training

10 Policy which will hove the responsibility for ex Wog

11 broad Issues of development, coordination and administra-

tion of cinployrnent Arid training programs, and for at

13 the Secretary on national employment at 1 training is, e&

"COMNUSSION EST._ DUSIIED

15 'SEC. 50.2 (a) There is established a National !Join

16 mission for Employment and Training Policy (forma

17 known ag the National Commission for Manpower Policy

18 and hereinafter referred to as the `Commission') which

shall consist of twenty- seven members selected as follows

20 "(1) The Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of

Itcalth, Education, and Welfare, the Secretary of 13e-

22 fence, tho Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of

23 Agriculture, the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary

24 of Energy, the Secretary of Transportation, the Score-
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tary of Ifousing and Urban JJevelopulent ,

istrater of Veterans Affairs, the Chairperson of the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, .mud the

4 Director of the Community Services Administration

and

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

44 ) A representative of the load Advisory

on Vocational Education 3rcated pursuant to sec-

tion 162 of the Vocational Education Act of 1963; and

" (3). Fourteen members broadly representative of

labor, industry, commerce, education (including voca-

tional and technical education) , veterans, State and local

elected officials, community-based organizations, persons

served by employment and training programs and of the

general public appointed by the President for terms of

two years beginning at the start of a Fiscal y

that (A) appointments to fill the unegpired portion of

any tenn shall be for such portion only and (13) the

terms, for which the first members are appointed, shall

begin October 1, 1978, of which seven terms shall be for

one year, and seven for two years.

4' (b) The Commission shall meet not fewer than three

22 times a year at the call of the Chairperson who shall he

23 selected by the President and who shall be one of the 14

24 appointed public members.

nce of the(e) The Chairperson -e



2

3

4

5

7

a

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2-4

25
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Commission) shall appoint a Director, who shall be chief

executive of of the Commission and shall perform stick

duties as are prescribed by the Chairperson. The Director

may appoint, with the concurrence of the Chairperson and

the Secretary of Labor, such clerical staff as are necessary,

The Commission may utilize such staff from the Department

of Labor, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

and such other Federal agencies as may be available to assist

the Commission hi t a 4Vyirig out its responsibilities.

" (d) :fission may accept in the name o

Departemi+' O'e and employ or dispose of gifts or be-

quests, to carry out its responsibilities under this title.

(e) Members of the Commissio. s who are not officers

or employees of the -Federal Goveriuueut shall be paid com-

pensation at a rate of up to the pet to the

rate for 1 13 when eNag

$lOtt, including travel time,

penses mat p

work of the Oentmis

an( shall be nihrved travel ex-

diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by

law (.ci U.S.C. 5703) for persons in the Government service

employed intermittently and receivitm compensation on a

per diem, when actually employed, basis.

"FUNCTIONS OF TILE COMMI

"&7,C 503. The Commission shall

" (1) identify the employment and training goals

and needs of the Nation and assess the extent to which
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oyment and training, vocational education,

2

3 portunity, and other programs under this and related

4 Acts represent a consistent, integrated, and coordinated

5 approach to meeting such needs and achieving such

goals;

7
<< (2) conduct such studies, hearings, research, or

8 other activities as it deems necessary to enable it to

9 formulate appropriate recommendations;

10 (3) examine and evaluate the effectiveness of any

11 federally assisted employment and t ming programs

2 (including those assisted under this Act ) , with particular

reference to the contributions of such progrivaas to the

achievement of objectives sought by the recomi tendit-

tious under clause (2) of this seetilin

(4) examine and evaalualter major Federal pro-

grams which intended to (or ) ()mildly could) om-

it-Ante 4LC. j(1 iv s f existing employ-

ment and troinim! aamid related legislation those set

titu-

tional training, vocational rehabilitation, economic op-

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 forth in the recignmeodations

21 particularly the prok,rranis which are der gried (or could

he designed) to develop information and knowledge

23 about employment and training problems through re-

24 search and demonstration projects or to train personnel

25 in fields (such as occupational counseling, guidance,

of Commission and
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and placement) which are vital to the success of em-

ployment and training programs;

"(5) (i) identify, after consultation with the Na-

4 fiend Advisory Council on Vocational Education, the

employment and training and vocational education needs

6 of the Nation and assess the extent to which employ.,

meat training, vocational education, vocational reha-

bilitation, and other programs assisted under this and

9 related Acts represent ii consistent, integrated, and co-

ordinated approach to ineetin, such needs; and

li comment, at least once annually, on the reports of the

12 National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

13 which comments shall be in luded hi one of the reports

submitted by the National ission pursuant to this

15 title and in one of the reports submitted by the National

iVdvisory Council on Vocational Education pursuant to

17 section 162 of the Vocational Education Act of 1963;

andis

19
"(ii) evaluate and continue to study and make

20

21
recommendations to the Congress on the impact of en-

orgy shortages and new energy developments upon
22

23
employment and training needs and include these find-

24
fags and recommendations with respect thereto in the

reports required by section 504.
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"REPORTS

"SEQ. 504. The Commission shall make least ally

3 a report of its findings and recommendations to the President

and the Congress. The Commission may make such interim

5 reports or recommendations to the Congress, the President,

6 Secretary of Labor, or to the heads of other Federal depart-

7 meats and agencies, and in such form, as it may deem

8 desirable.

9 "TITLE VIPUBLIC SERVICE d -P OYMEN

10 PROGRAM

11 "STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

12 "SEC. G01. It is the purpose of this title to provide

13 eligible persons who are unemployed with transitional em-

14 ploynient in entry level jobs providing needed public Eery-

15 lees in areas qualifying for assistance, and related training

16 and services to enable such persons to move into employ-

" meat or training not supported under this Act.

18 "AUTHORIZATION

19 "SEc. 602. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated

20 for fiscal year 1979, and each of the three succeeding fiscal

21 years, such sums as may be necessary to carry out the pur-

22 poses of this title. Amounts appropriated under this title

23 shall remain available until expended.

24 (h) Funds appropriated pursuant to this section for

25 fiscal year 1980 and each of the two succeeding fiscal
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years shall be made available for obligation only in the

following manner:

" ( t ) In each such fiscal year, the amount _ $1,000,=

4 0 -0,000 shall be made available for obligation.

In each calendar quarter, if the nattttuat

employment rate for the preceding calendar quarter wass

7 in excess of 4.75 perecut, additional amounts shall be made

8 available for obligation equal to the sum of-

9 " (A) 81,000,000,000; and

0 "(B) the product obtained when 81,000,000,000

11 is nultiplied by the number of whole one-half percentage

12 points by which the national unemployment rate for the

preceding calendar quarter was in excess of 4,7.5 per

centum except that the sum so calculated shall be re-

15 dueed (but not below zero) by an amount equal to any

10 funds already made available for obligation under the

17 terms of this paragraph (2) in the three calendar pun.-

is ters preceding the current calendar quarter.

19 "FINANCIAL ASS1STANC1

20 "SEc. 003. (a) In order to be eligible to receive financial

assistance rider this title for any fiscal year, a prime sponsor

22 shall submit to the Secretary a public service employment

23 program supplement pursuant to section 103.

24 "(b) Not less than 85 per annuli of the funds &lout

25 iu accordance with the provisions of this title which are Used
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by a prime sponsor for public service en 1 programs

2 under this title shall be expended only for wages and employ-

3 merit benefits to persons employed in public service jobs pur-

4 sunlit to this title. The remaining funds I used for

administrative and other allowable costs (such as supplies,

6 materials, and equipment) incurred by the prime sponsor,

7 program agents, project applicants or subgrantces or contract-

tors, in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary

9 may prescribe.

10 " (c) In filling teach' ng positions in elementary and

n secondary schools with financial assistance under this title,

12 each prime sponsor shall give special .onsideration to unem-

15

16

17

18

19

20

ployed persons with previous teaching rience who are

certified by the State in whic that prime sponsor is located

and who are otherwise eligible under the provisions of this

title.

"AL "rioN OF, FUNDS

"82c. 004, (a) ( l) The ry shall reserve an

amount equal to not less than 2 per contain of the amounts

made available pursuant to section 602 for any fiscal year

21 to enable Native American entities which are eligible section

22 000 (a) (2) prime sponsors to carry out public service

23 employment programs. Such funds shall be allocated by the

24 Secretary in accordance with paragraph (3)

25 " (2) Not less than 85 per een turn of the amounts made
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1 available pursuant o section 602 for any fiscal year shall

2 be allocated among eligible section 606 (a) (1) prime spon-

3 sors by the Secretary in accordance with the provisions of

4 paragraph (3) .

5 "(3) (A) Fifty per centunt of the amounts alloca

6 under this subsection shall be allocated among eligible prime

7 sponoors in proportion to the relative number of unenaploy-

moat persons who reside in areas within the jurisdiction of

9 each such prime as compared to ember of

10 unernployedl persons who reside in all such areas in all the

11 States.

12 " (8) Twenty-five per centunt of ount allocated

13 under this subsection shall be allocated among eligible prime

14 sponsors in accordance with the number of unemployed

15 persons residing in areas of substantial unemployment

16 within the jurisdiction of the prime sponsor compared to

17 the number of unemployed persons residing in all areas of

substantial unemployment.

19 (0) Twenty-five per ceutnm of the amount allocated

20 under this subsection shall be allocated among eligible

21 prime sponsors on the bask of the relative ekes; number

22 of unemployed persons reside within the jurisdiction

23 of the eligible prime sponsor as compared to the total ex-

24 cess number of unemployed persons who reside within the

25 jurisdiction of all eligible prime sponsors. For purposes of
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1 this subparagraph, the term "excess number" means the

2 greater of (i) the number of unemployed persons in excess

3 of 44 per eentum of the labor force in the jurisdiction of

4 the eligible prime sponsor in whose jurisdiction such per-

5 sons reside or (ii) the number of unemployed persons in

6 excess of 4f per cent= of the labor force in areas of sub-

7 stantial unemployment located in the jurisdiction of such

8 eligible prime sponsor.

9 " (b) (1) The remainder of the amount d available

10 pursuant to section 002 shall be available to the Secretary

11 for financial assistance to prime sponsors as the Secretary

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

deems appropriate, taking into account changes in rates of

mployment.

(2) Whcnev cr the Secretary allocates such funds

through a formula, the Secretary shall, not later than thirty

days prior to such allocation, publish the formula in the

Federal Register for comment along with the rationale for

the formula, and the proposed amount to be distributed to

l prune sponsor. After consideration of comments re-

ceived under the preceding sentence, the Secretary shall

publish final allocations.

(c) For purposes of allocating the funds made avail-

able pursuant to section 602 (b) (1) and the first billion

dollars appropriated in fiscal year 19 only prime sponsor
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aim containing an area of substantial unemployment shall

be eligible. Primo sponsors shall use such funds only for

3 residents of such areas of substantial un niployment.

4
"EXPENDITURE OF PUNDS

"SEe. 605. (a) Funds obligated for

6 providing public service employment under this

7 be utilized by prime sponsors for projects and ac

eluding projects to be carried out by project applicants as

fined in section 126 of this Act planned to extend for not

10 more than twelve months from Inc commencement of the

project.

12 (b) Each project nt shall submit a project

13 application to the appropriate program agent or prime

14 sponsor. Such application shall contain such information as

15 required by the Secretary's regulations.

16

17

shall

"PRIME SPONSORS AND PROGRAM AGENTS

"SEC. NG. (a) The Secretary shall provide it nein(

18 assistanee under this title only to-

19 prbne sponsors designated under section 101

20

21

(c), an

entities designa te s p

spolisom ue tlr=r section 302 (e) (1)

0 " (b) (1) Whenever a unit of general lncal government

24 or combination of suet, units having a population ;11 Airy

t,
ff.
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thousand or more (but less than

2 a prime sponsor under section 101) is within

3

4 d

o qualify as

span

ea, the prime sponsor shall if such elit or units so

suhgrant to such unit or units of general local govern

5 inent the functions program agent with respect to the funds

6 allocated to such prims sponsor on account of the area served

by the program agent,

8 " (2) For purposes of the ons of

9 program agent include the administrative responsibility for

10 developing, funding, overseeing, a nitoring programs

u within the area, but such functions shall be consistent with

12 the public service employment program supplement and the

13 subgrant which shall be developed by the prime sponsor in

14 cooperation with the program agent.

15 "(3) Whenever two or more units of general 1 gov-

16 ernment qualify as program agents with respect to the same

17 area qualifying for assistance, the provisions of Rection 101

18 (h) 101 m..1 11 1s. .2 applicable.

19 "ELM!

20 "Sm. 007. An individual eligible to be employed in a

21 position supported under this title shall be a person who has

22 been unemployed for at least five weeks (as provided in

23 section 122(c) (1) ) and who is economically disadvantaged

24 (as defined in section 121; (10) ) , except that family income

32.279 0 .78 .12
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bf: determined based on the th period (ir,

2 stead of rile six-month period ) prior to time person's applica-

3 tion for participation.

4 "wAot; VPLOIENTAT ION A

5 "Sec. 608, Notwithstanding section 122 (j)

6 this Act (which restricts supplementation of the

7 wages of public sk' ice employees under this title may he

8 supplemented from sources other than this Act if such em-

9 ploymo_ is for entry level position in appropriate nonpro-

fessional categories with State or local governments or local

n educational agencies, in a emsdance with regulations of the

12 Secretary. However, the total amount of -funds which may

13 be used to provide such supplemented wages may not ex-

ceed a stmt equal to 10 per centunt of such prime sponsor's

15 allocation under this title, The wages of persons whose

10 wages can be supplemented as a result of section 122 (1)

17 (3) (B) shall not be counted in the calculation of such 10

18 per centtttn limitation,

19 " UTILIZATION OF teuNnts

20 "SAC, Funds available under this title to a prime

21 sponsor may be utilized for residents of the area qualifying

22 for such assistance for programs authorized under title II,

23 part A of title III, and title IV and title V11,
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1 "TITLE VIIPRIVATE SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES

FOR THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

"STATEMENT OF vutwosE

"SEC. 701. It is the purpose of this title to secure n-

5 creased private sector job placement and training for par-

6 ticipants through increased involvement of the business

7 community, including small business, and labor organize=

8 tions in activities under this Act.

9 "PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES

10 "SEC. 7(). The Secretary is authorized to provide

11 linniieial assistance under this title to be used by prime

12 sponsors for augmenting activities supported under title II

13 which are designed to place moneinkally disadvantaged

34 individuals, including you wen and ix, 0, [v112 who face

15 special difliculties entering the labor tear t, in jolts in the

16 private sector of the economy, itncludittg arrangements for

17 on-the-job training with private for - profit emph

18 INANCIA ASSISTANCE

19 "SEC 703. The Secretary shall provide financial assist-

20 once to each prime sponsor designated wider section [01 (c)

%%la includes satisfactory provisions in its title II program

supplement for carrying out the purposes of this title. Funds

23 made available for carrying out this title shall be allocated

24 by the Secret-a au equitable basis amomr such prime
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1 sponsors, taking into a

2 202 (a) ( ) .

TE INDUST EY COUNII,

ortli in se .

'Si. c 704. (a) Any prime sponso ng financial

twee under this title shall establish a private industry

6 council. Such council shall consist of representatives front

7 industry and the business community (including small busi

8 'less) and organized labor. bitch council may be established

9 to cover two or snore prime sponsor areas pursuant to firs

12

13

14

rangernents between the sponsors for such areas and

the council.

"(6) Such council shall pttrti to with the prime

sponsor in the ;development of programs tender this title.

"ITIN krt.; SEC I l'110(1 NAM

15 "SF.c. 705. Each prime sponsor desiring to receive CI-

16 nancial assistance mulct' this file, as part of its title If I

17 gratn sltppletnettt, shall describe its Proposed privati, sector

1$ ittitiativca under this title a. he integration of such int-

'9 datives with other traininc placement activities under

this .het. The description ita.;, an analysis of private

1 sector opportunities, including estimates b tecnpation, in-

22 dnsty, and location of the potential tt t of individuals

"3 who could be served.
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1 "PROORLU! ACT V ITIES

"SEC. 706, Prime sponsors receiving financial ass

3 amen tinder this title shall carry out private sector initiatives

4 which shall include on-the-job tra;ring, and may include

5 related activities, such as-

6 " (1) job development etlorts imed at -la ittg CCO

7 noinically disadvantaged individuals, including young

and women and individuals who have participated

in employment and training programs under this Act

10 or other federally assisted programs, in jobs with private

11 for profit employers;

12 " (2) vocational and skill training, including voca-

13 tionnl exploration programs for young men and women;

14 (;) coordinated progroms of jobs and training,

15 enabling to work for a private employer

16 part-time while attending fta education or training pro-

17 gram part

18 " (4) improved linkages between employment and

19 training programs, educational institutions, and the pri

20 vote sector;

21 " (5) innovative cooperative education programs

22 for youths in secondary and post,secondary schools de-

23 signed to coordinate educational programs with work in

24 the private sector;

" (6) linkages with publicly supported such
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as public works, economic de-voloptnent and commitn4v

2 development programs, transportation revitalization, en-

3 orgy conservation projects, and rehabilitation of low-

4 income lions' _g as part of a community revitalization or

stabilization retort, which provide work through private

6 scl for contractors;

7 (7) the promotion of on-th training pro-

grams with private for -profit oployers, including the

cj marketing of model eontiliets designed to meet the needs

10

11

12

of specific occupations and industries

encouraging private for profit emplo

develop programs hiring economically disadvantaged

13 workers so as to qualify for MN in dive- dcsigued for

14 such purpose; and

15 " (9) coordinating programs under this title with

other job developiluvnt, placement, and other employ-

ment and training aetiritie --irried out by public and

private agencies.

A1/1" CONSEA 'PION

20 CORPS

21 "STAT ENT or vrIZPO8N

22 "SEC _01, It is the purpose this title to establish

23 a Young Adult Conservation Corps to provide employment

24 and other benefits to youths who would not otherwise he

currently productively employed, through 11 period of service
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during which they engage in useful conservation work and

2 assist in completing other projects of a public nature on

3 Federal and non-Federal public lands and waters.

4 "ESTABLMIMENT OP YOUNO ADULT CONSEIVATION COUPS

"SEC. 802, To carry out the purposes of this title, there

6 is hereby established a Young Adult Conservation Corps to

7 carry out projects on Federal or non-Federal public lands

or waters. The Secretary of Labor shall administer this title

9 through interagency agreements with the Secretaries of the

10 Interior and Agriculture. Pursuant to such interagency agree-

11. meats, the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture shall

12 have responsibility for the management of each Corps center,

13 including determination of Corps members' work assign-

14 milts, selection, training, discipline, and termination, and

15 shall be responsible for an effective program at each center.

16 "SELECTION OF ENROLLEES

17 "SEC. 808. (a) Enrollees of the Corps shall be Se-

18 lected by the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture

19 only from candidates referred by the Secretary of Labor.

20 " (1) Membership in the Corps shall be limited to

21 in lividuals who, at the time of enrollment-

22 "(A) are unemployed;

23 " (B) are etween the ages i f tc 23 inclusive ;

24 " (C) are citizens or lawfully permanent residents
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of the United States or lawfully admitted refugees or

2 parolees; and

3 "(B) are capable, s determined by the Secre

4 of Labor, of carrying ont the. rk of the Corps for the

estimated duration of each snob individual's enrollment.
5

6 (2) Individuals who, at the time of enrollment, have

7 attained age 16 but not attained age 19 and who have

8 left school shall not be admitted to membership in the

9 Corps unless they give r plate assurance, under criteria

10 established by the Secretory of Labor, that they did not

11 leave school for the purpose of enrolling in the Corps and

12 obtaining employment tinder this title,

13 "(0) The Secretory of Labor shall make a rtgen

14 for obtaining referral of candidates for the Corps from the

15 public employo nt service, prime sponsors designated. under

16 section 101 of this _Act, sponsors of -Native American pro-

17 grams designated under section 002 of this Act, sponsors

of migrant and seasonal fanoworker programs under see-

tion 303 of this ' the Secretaries of the Interior and

20 Agriculture, mid such other agencies and organizations as

21 the Secretary may decal ar Ate, The Secretary of

22 Labor shall undertake tc, iirtt, an equitable propor-

23 tion of candidates shall be referred from each State.

24 " (d) In referring candidates from each State in accord-
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1 ance with subsection (c) , preference shall be given to

2= youths residing in rural and 'alma areas within each such

3 State having substantial unemployment including areas of

4 substantial unemployment determined by the Swretary of

5 Labor under section 126 of this Act to have rates of itent-

6 ployment equal to or in excess of (1,5 per centum,

7 " (e) (1) No individual may he enrolled in the ups

s for a total period of more than twelve months, with such

9 maximum period consisting of either one continuous twelve-

10 month period, or three or less periods which total twelve

11 months, excei t an individual who fittaillS the maximum

12 permissible enrollment age may continue in the Corps np

13 to the twelve-month 14114 provided in this subsection only

14 as long as the individual enrolhnent is continuous after

15 having attained the maximum age.

lE " (2) No individual shall be enrolled in the Corp. if

17 solely for purposes of membership for the normal period

18 between school terms

19 ,TIvrrirs Tfit: cours

20 "Sr- 804* (a) Consist ni with e,telt intentgool

21 WC k_ Interior or Agritilnir alt-

22 tyoprinte, in eonsultrdion with the St e tory of Labor shall

23 determine the location of each r s dential and nonresndential

24 Corps center. The (.'orps shall perfnrta work projects

25 fields as-
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1(i9

tree nursery operathms, planting,

thinning, and other silviculture tw ,

wildlife habitat intro

4 lion;

" (3) range wattage ent impov:e--

6 " (4) recreation development, reliab end

7 maintenance;

8 fish habitat and culturo measures;

9 "(6) torest ins and disease ntion and

10 co rol;

(7) road and trail maintenance and improve-

12 rolem

13

15

16

17 (1) The tea ': ''.ry of the Interior end the &ere-

v of Agriculture shall undertake to assure that projects on

19 which work is performed under this title are consistent with

20 the Forest and Rangeland Renewal Resources Planning Act

91 of 1974, a emended by the National Forest Manageincut

22 Act of 1976, and sink other standards relating to such prof-

23 r shall prescribe oststenf. with other

24

general sanitation, cleanup, and mainte

"(1) erosion control and flood damage;

" (to) drought damage measures; and

( ) other natural disaster damage measures.

ions of Federal law.

The Secretary of the It rior and the Secretary
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1 of _Agriculture shall place individuals employed us Corps

2 members into jobs which will diminish the backlog of rela-

3 tively labor intensive projects which would otherwise be

4 carried out if adequate funding were made available.

5 " (e) To the maximum t Meat practicable. projects

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 the work performed and the benefit to the youths parti

14 ipating ;

15 '6) provide work experience to partici in

16 skill areas required for the projects;

17 "(7) if a residential program, be located, to the

18 maximum extent consistent with the objectives of this

19 title in areas where existing residential facilities for the

20 Corps members are -;;lable ;,and

21 "(t8) be similar to activities of persons employed

22 in seasonal and part-time employment in agencies such

as the National Park Service, United States Fish and

24 Wildlife Service, Bureau of Eeannation, _Bureau or

( I) be labor

" (2) be projects for Nylueh could be

readily developed;

( ;;) be able to be initiated pi tly ;

" (4) be productive;

be likely to have a lasting impact both as to
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Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Forest

2 Service, Bureau .of Outdoor Recreation, and Soil Con.

3 servation Service.

4 (d) (1) The Secretary of the Interior and the Seem-

5 tary of Agriculture,, pursuant to agreements with the Secre-

6 tary of Labor, may provide for such transportation, lodging,

7 subsistence, medical treatment, and other services, supplies,

8 equipment, and facilities as they may deem appropriate to

9 carry out the purposes of this title. To minim rawportit-

10 Lion :cost,. Corps members shall be asshr,,, projects as

11 near to their homes as practicable.

( Wit ccono ally fe,,,g0,, sting but

13 unoccupied or underutilized Federal, State, and local govern-

14 ment facilities and equipment of all types shall, where appro..

15 priate, be utilizeo for the purposes of the Corps centers with

16 the approval of the Federal non_ State, or local govern-

17 ment involved.

18 (e) The Secretary. of Labor, in carrying out the put-

19 pose of this title shall A ith the Department of Health,

20 Education, and Welfare to make suitable arangements

21 whereby academic credit may be awarded by educational

22 institutions and agencies for competencies derived front work

23 experience obtained through programs established under this

24 title,
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"CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO CORPS ENROLLEES

SEC. 805. ( pt as otherwise specific:111.y Iii

3 vided in this subsection, Corps members shall not be deemed

4 Federal employees and shall not be subject to the provision_s

5 of law relating to -Federal employment including those re-

6 garding hours of work, rates of compensation, leave, anew-

7 ploynient compensation, and Federal employee benefits:

(1) For purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 ( I et seq.) ant: title II of the Social Secu-

rity Act (42 401 et seq.), Corps members shall be

deemed employees of the United States and any service per-

formed by a person as a Corps member shall be deemed to be

13 perforated in the employ of the Uuitetl States.

For purposes of subchapter 1 of chapter 81 of

title 5 of the United States Cede, 7'-'ating to compensation

16 to Federal employees for work injuries. Corps members shall

17 be deemed civil employees of the United States within the

18 meaning- of the term 'employe Ius defined in section 8101 of

19 title United States t provisions of that subchapter

20 shall apply, except that the term 'performance of duty' shall

21 not include any act of a Corps meruher while absent from the

22 inorthor's assigned past of duty, except while participating

23 in an activity nn activity while on pass or during

24 travel to or from smil post of duty) antht:ezed by or under

25 the direction and sui vision of the Secretary.
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f chapter 171 of title 18 of tlr

United States Code, relating to tort claims procedure, Corps

3 members shall be deemed civil employees of the United

Stares within he meaning of the term 'employee of the

Government' as defined in section 2071 of title 28, United

8 States Code, and provisions of that chapter shall apply.

7 " (4) For purposes of section 5911 of title 5 of the

8 United States Code, relating to allowances for quarters,

9 Corps members shall be deemed civil employees of the

10 United States within the meaning of the term 'employee'

11 ns defined hi that section, and provisions of that section shall

12 apply.

(h) The Secretary of Labor shall, in consultation

14 with the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture, estab-

15 lisle standards fur

l) rates of pay 'hich shall be at least at th

17 required by section U (a) (1) of the Fair Labor S

18 neds ket of 1938, as amended;

" (2) reasonable hours and conditions

2.)

23

24

ployi and

fe and healthful working and living t

ATE ail PROGRAMS

8 800. (a) Consistent with interagency agreement

25 with the ry of Labor, the Secretaries of the Interior
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and Agriculture may malic grants or cute into other

2 agreet.7rits-

3 after con: with the Govetiaor, with

4 any State agency or institutIon;

5 "(2) after consultation with appropriate State and

6 local officials, with (A) any unit of general local gov-

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

ernment, or (Tr(i) any public agency or organization,

or any private nonprofit agency or organization

which has been in existence for at least two year or

the conduct under this title of any State or local corn-

ponent of the Corps or of any project on

lands and waters.

(b) No grant or other agreemen,

111311-Te7:!,

be entered

into under this section unless an application is zwInnitted to

the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Agriculture,

as the case may be, at such Limes as each such Secretary

may prescribe. Each grant application shall contain as-

surances that individuals employed nailer the project for

which the appli,ailion is snlanitted--

"(1) meet the qualifications set forth itt section

803 (b) ;

be employed in accordance with sec-

23 tion SQ5 (b) ; and

24 be employed in activities that--

25 "(A) will result in an increase in employs
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($3,000)!' For many retirees in need of extra laconic. however, it would
be far more desirable and equitable to earls the added Income through
productive work. To help deal with this problem, the newly enacted social
security legislation provides for a rise in the sod al seenrity earnings limit
for persons between age 65 and age 72 to ; i,009 iii 1974 and for subse-
quent annual increases of $500 in the limit until it rises to $8,000 in 1982.

Moreover, starting in 1982, the age at which the earnings limitation
no longer applies will be lowered Irons 72 to 70. However, the new law
does not provide for total elimination of the earrings limit. Nevertheless,
the issue of total elimination is likely to rentaio a subject ©f continuing
Congressional and public debate. Such a step, which would benefit the
well-to-do as well as the needy, would entail a net cost to the social se-
curity system of perhaps $2 to $3 billion a year," reriniring a further in.
crease in the combined employer-employee payroll Lax if it were to be
financed out of current revenues. This may not he the best -may to spend
several billion dollars in funds collected through the tax system, partici,.
larly in view of the fact that some of the added work perfumed by social
security recipients could result in increased oneinoloy-ment for groups in
the labor force that have more urgent needs for jobs. ° 'These issues will
be taken up more fully in it projected CFI) study of retirement reform.

These reservations do not apply to cases where added work by social
security recipients could help to overcome skill bottlenecks and other
labor shortages. We reiterate the recommendation made in our 1970 state-
ment Further Weapons Against Inflation that eonsideration be given to
raising the ceiling on earnings by social security recipients in eases where
such earnings are derived horn work in which certified. labor shortages
exist. The total current budgetary cost of such a provision would be rnotl-
est Moreover, as the economy moves closer to capacity and skill bottle-
necks increase, part of or all the extra budget cost is Nicely to he recouped
as the added availability of older workers with needed skills helps to
avoid potential inflationary pressures.

by persons on social security could in some cases torn out to helm than the oasts of
working, such as transportation and lunch money.

6./ This cost would arise became social security hellcats ,mall lave to be paid to
several million persons over ;ig, 6 who wink limit currently- ranno.t draw benefits be-
cause of the earnings limit. However, the net cost t" the federal tax system as 3 whole
might be less than the figure cited became social security weipient who otherwise
would not have worked beyond age 65 would now lieollues-.nbiect to inconie taxes.

'See memorandum by AIRS T. 1-11LIZ,J11., page 91
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Chapter 5
Expanding Training and Job Opportunities
for the Hardest-To-Employ:
Some Key Area for Action

IMPROVING THE TRANSITION
FROM SCHOOL TO WORK

ONE OF THE NiAjon soencEs of high youth unemployment has been the
inadequate transition between education and work Par a variety of re
sons, inchiding the greater complexity of the subjects to be learned, young
people today often stay in school longer than their parents and grand-
parents did and have little exposure to the experiences they s.vill face when
they enter regular employment. The difficulty of transition is further ag-
gravated by the time gap that exists between the age at which young
people complete their high school education ( 17 or 18) and the age at
which employers generally begin to hire them for regular entry-level jobs.
According to recent studies, about 80 percent of employers start to hire
personnel for such jobs at age 21 or 22.

For many youths, neither the experience gained in school nor inter-
mittent exposure to searching for a job and working at the Mods of jobs
usually open to teen-agers is an adequate preparation for an adult career.
Indeed, many are caught in a classic double bit id in which they are unable
to get a job because they lack the right lOncl of sork experience but cannot

52
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get the experience without a suitable job, Nor is the problem necessarily
resolved once they reach the age at which firms arc willing to otter them
regular adult jobs. Many of these youths prove to be far less productive
and adaptable than they could have been if the link between learning and

earning had been stronger,'
An improved transition that makes school and work mutually rein-

forcing calls for efforts involving all segments of the community and ex-
tending through all stages of life. This is an area in which business can

play an especially constructive role.

Improving Basic Education. Inadequate school preparation is prov-
ing increasingly costly for the private sector, which must often make up
for these educational inadequacies through supplemental training or suf-

fer the effects of a less productive work force. Central to preparing work,

ers for meaningful jobs is a significant improvement in the country's basic
educational services for both youths and adults. At a minimum, primary
and secondary schools should be given clear directions and should be held
accountable for seeing to it that no student is graduated who is not at least
functionally literate, klore generally, we consider it particularly important
that expectations regarding student performance be set at a sufkiently
high level and that laws for compulsory school attendance be more dee.
tively enforced. NVe also believe that in designing their curricula, sec-
ondary schools as well as colleges and graduate schools need to pay closer
attention to emerging changes in the types of jobs that are likely to be

available.

Improving Job Information, Counselitag, and Placement. One way to
improve the link between school and work is to help overcome the glaring
inadequacies in occupational guidance; counseling, and placement ser-
vices now available to young people. lu partie olar, there should be:

Better occupational information. Young people need much more
information about Jobs in their minium nitics, what these jobs are
like, and what kind of preparation employers want. We recommend

7./ Those who enter the i,tb marke=t its school dropouts are often still worse OW.
recently released report by the Ohio Statv Longitudits:11Snryey found that twer three-
fourths of high school dropouts who had aspired to mhlitional schooling in 1960 con-

tinued to feel the need for such schooling inn 1971.
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that government agencies, schools, employers, and unions undertake
an intensified cooperative effort to develop and distribute compre-
hensive occupational information. Moreover, as indicated by the
current oversupply of university graduates its various professional
fields, there is a major need for improved information on job pros-
pects for college and graduate students.

More effective career counseling. On average, the equivalent of
the services of only about one full-time counselor for the school year
is currently available for each 1,000 high school students. Moreover,
much of that time is spent helping college-bound students select
schools rather than helping youths who need jobs. The counselors
themselves are frequently unfamiliar with the jobs and careers avail-
able. To help overcome these gaps, we urge more active corporate
and union programs that make experienced executives and other
staff members available to students as career counselors on a re-
leased-time basis. Special emphasis should he placed on retirees who
can provide counseling assistance for extended periods.

_ Improved job placement assistance. Schools and public employ.
merit services have been slow to meet the needs of students desiring
work experience and high school graduates needirrg jobs. Im-
proved placement services should be developed in close cooperation
with employers and anions, drawing more extensively on specialized
private placement agencies and involving more effective cooperation
between local CETA prime sponsors and the state Employment Ser-
vice offices. Business firms can also do a great deal to give students
wider opportunities to visit plants and participate in special programs
to acquaint them with the types of tasks. these firrns perform.

Special counseling for the most disadvantaged groups, especially
minorities. These groups have far less access to the infonmd job
search network of employed friends and relatives that is available
to other groups; their friends also tend to he severely disadvantaged
in the job market. %I oreaver, many of these youths face special prob-
lems' in relating to the most basic elements and disciplines of the
adult workplace. They can benefit greatly from continuous counset
ing, starting early in their school career, that focuses on giving them
self-confidence, teaches them how to pursue attainable goals step by
step, and helps tlserrs deal with practical problems and disappoint-
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rnents after they obtain their initial jobs. For example, organizations
such as the Boys' Club of America conduct regular counseling ses-
sions for boys who start working while Still in school, enabling them
to share with counselors and their peers the special problems encoun-
tered in connection with their jobs.

In all these activities, there should he more stress on mobilizing the
Lance of retired executives and workers on either a volunteer or a paid

basis. Retirees can be of special help to youths because of their wide expe-
rience and contacts and their ability to provide special assistance for ex-
tended periods.

Integrating Classroom and Workplace. The most promising and po-
tentially far-reaching means of bringing schools, youths, and the world of
work closer together is through increasing the way_ s in which the teen-age
yews can become a time for gaining experience through both schooling
and working. Schools need to take as part of their responsibility tlfe
arranging of work-experience opportunities and the creation of flexible
classroom schedules that will allow youths to take advantage of those
opportunities. Employers need to create part-time work-experience oppor-
tunities for youths still in school and to enter into joint training_ -education
enterprises with their local school systems. Such arrangements have major
direct advantages for schools, youths, and employers alike.

Schools will be seen by youths as more relevant to the employment
world, of being able to demonstrate a clearer connection between
basic education and employment, andby bringing paid work
within the reach of studentsreducing the lure that employment
has in attracting youths out of the schools altogether.

Youths will have the opportunities to test the employment world
before leaving school, to gain exposure to one OT enure jobs before
making a choice, to work into a regular adult job on a junior appren-
tice basis, and to identify their educational weaknesses white there is
still time to correct them.

Employers will have the advantages of stabilizing their supply of
entry-level workers through close working arrangements with the
schools; of getting workers they have trained on the job and on their
equipment, rather than youths with schooling but without the matur-
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ity that comes: with job responsibility; and of being able to point out
to schools those educational defects in students that can be reme-
died by the schools before employers hire young people a regular
workers.

At the high school level, at least 400,000 youths are now enrolled in
some form of work or cooperative cducaltion program, and its use is ex-
panding in postsecondary education as well.

The Skyline Center in Dallas, Texas, is a joint effort of the schools
and the business community that involves business firms intensively
in career training and counseling.

The Continental Illinois ;National Bank and Trust Company
in Chicago has evaluated its last three years' experience with half-
time employment and Nib-tine schooling for about 500 youths and
has found that work study eraphrvees had better atterulance records,
retention rates, and overall performance than regular employees.

The General Electric Company has had a long involvement with a

wide variety of cooperative educa tion programs across the country.

A new engineering development program by Texas instruments
provides for four hours of employment each day and for four hours to
attend classes at one of the participating schools in Dallas. In addi-
tion to assisting youths who would otherwise not be able to pursue an
engineering degree, the program provides Texas Instruments with a
source of engineering talent for the future.

Thus, integrated education and work efforts have already proved
practical. They can be carried out locally. They can be started wherever a
school system and employers are willing to work together. There is no
need to wait for fcderal programs or govcrnmen.t money ( although added
assistance is now available under the new youth employment legislation).

But despite the proven advantages of integrated education-work ef-
forts, the total scope of existing programs is far fess than seems feasible.
For example, Chicago has a variety of wrell-rn n cooperative education pro-
grams, but they cover only 2 percent of the city's public school students.
Elsewhere, some of the more promising efforts in this field have been dis-
continued because of recession-induced cuts in city budgets. This hap-
pened to the pioneering continuing education program in Atlanta, which
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operated on a four-serne-ter basis and required high school students
to have at least one-quarter of respoosi hie work experience to he eligible

for a high school diploma.
We recommend that businesses, schools, unions, nouproat organiza-

tions, and other community groups work together to expand the volume
and scope of cooperative education programs linking school and work
and that the federal government make greater use of incentive funding to
encourage effective work-study programs. We urge business to take the
initiative in developing such cooperative arrangements.

DI course, the programs that may he developed should in no way
encourage youths to leave school prematurely in order to work, nor should
they downplay the inherent value of rr general education.

Strengthening Vocational Education. Much more needs to be done
to improve inschool vocational education. Vocational education should
be expanded and upgraded and shoal(' he brought into closer contact
with the world of work and the specific needs of employers. Moreover,

some of the most successful vocational training is conducted outside the
regular school systems, notably through career academies and through
programs run by such groups as the Boys' Club of America and by 7001
(an organization that concentrates on supplementary vocational educa-
tion for high school dropouts). in some cases, businesses, unions, and
schools cooperate to have vocational education programs help in rehabili-
tating deteriorated housing in inner cities, All such efforts deserve strong
encouragement and support. Scrions consideration should also be given to

the creation of a national extension service that would make available to
workers in urban and inner-city areas the types of basic training and edu-
cational services that have long been provided fur farmers through the
agricultural extension service,

Other Avenues for Improving die Transition. Not all youths are best
served by being in either Fromm! education or regular jobs. For many, the
important thing is merely to have work experiences that will in some way
be useful to them in Cater life; frequently, these are the youths who have

not yet made a definite career choice. Often, their main need is for expo-
sure to the kind of work, some of it quite simple in nature, that introduces
them to the elementary disciplines of a job. Others will benefit from wider
opportunities for community service, particularly if such service can be
usefully combined with various kinds of stipends nr delayed payments in

the form of tuition credits.
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We welcome the fact that the recently enacted youth employment
legislation substantially increases the range of such opportunities.
tant additional work experience will be provided through the expansion of
the Job Corps, a program that permits disadvantaged young people living
in inner cities to engage in useful community work. The legislation allows
other avenues for youths (primarily unemployed teen-agers from low-
income families ) to participate in, and obtain academic credit for, a wide
range of community projects, such as neighborhood improvements, weath-
erization and basic repairs of low- income housing, energy conservation,
and restoration of natural resources-.

We also believe that job opportunities in the armed services should
he taken into account in the formulation of a comprehensive policy to
combat youth unemployment. Although the military experiences difficul-
ties in attracting sufficient numbers of qualified applicants to fill the
400,000 annual vacancies, it nevertheless rejects more than 150,00) appli-
cants a year who cannot meet physical or mental standards. We recom-
mend closer cooperation between the new civilian programs for disadvan-
taged youths and the employment and training activities of the armed
forces.

job Corps centers could be used to work with rejected applicants to
help them meet military entrance requirements. In addition, the Depart-
ment of Labor might initiate pilot efforts to provide major assistance in
securing employment Or training opportunities for military personnel who
leave the service before completing their first term. Such a program could
help ensure that failure in the military does not result in a lifetime of fail-
ure for these youths.

Need for Conmunity Support. An effective attack on the problem of
the school-to-work transition requires strong backing and close collabora-
tion of all the major community elements, including businesses, educators,
union officials, voluntary agencies, and Inca! CETA organizations as well
as government youth service agencies. National public and private organi-
zations can help, but the principal drive for making the programs work
must come at the local level.

A number of promising initiatives have recently been instituted by
private national organizations to spur the development of collaborative
local efforts. The National Manpower Institute, as rioted in Chapter 4, has
organized a work-education consortium of twenty communities that is

forming community-wide education-work councils. Similar efforts are be-
ing supported in a number of other communities by the National Alliance
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of Businessmen and other business and educational organizations. These

programs can serve as models for greater involvement by national business

(inns in such community efforts.

PAAKIMG FULLER USE
OF THE OLDER WORK FORCE

Older workers (officially defined as workers over 40) often face par.

Ocularly serious problems of unemployment and underemployment. If laid

off in recessions, they tend to experience particularly long periods of job-

lessness. Many become discouraged about finding a job and drop out of
the job-seeking process altogether, Even in nonrecession periods, older

workers constitute a significant segment of the long-tenn unemployed,
partly because of the lingering effects of the prior recession, partly be.

cause of skill obsolescence, partly because of age discrimination in hiring,

and partly because of difficulties in finding jobs suited to their needs.
In addition, employment of older persons who want to continue

working is frequently curtailed by mandatory retirement at age 65 or even

earlier and by the severe limits on the total earnings permitted to social

security recipients after retirement.
The personal and social losses from unemployment or wasteful use of

the older work force are very serious. Many older individuals are faced

with sharply rising prices, skyrocketing medical costs, and an inability to

earn an adequate income through part-time or full-time work. Stress and

anxieties increase as the people involved become more dependent on the

financial resources of relatives and friends or on public assistance. For
these people, retirement can represent an abrupt and painful shift from
being able to keep up with changing economic conditions to becoming

subject to events beyond their control. For society, inadequate use of older

persons in the work force can represent the loss of ,highly valuable skills

and human resources.
A major obstacle to a more productive use of older workers and re-

tirees has been the persistence of numerous misleading stereotypes.
One such stereotype is that workers are bound to become obsolete as

they move into the middle and older age-groups. Actually, a great many

ways exist by which employers and government can enhance worker pro-

ductivity at all stages of life. There is a major need to strengthen programs

to prevent worker obsolescence while the workers are still employed, not
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after they have become unemployed. These programs involve effective
training and retraining for adult and older workers throughout their work-
ing lives, special opportunities for developing cond careers, and a va-
riety of efforts to make more productive use of the work capabilities of-
retirees. Much can also be done through more flexible approaches to re-
tirement and by creating a wider range of job opportunities specifically
tailored to the needs of middle-aged aod older workers.

A second widely accepted stereotype is that providing jobs for
middle-aged and older workers and retirees will necessarily take jobs and
income away from younger workers.* It is true, of course, that some com-
petition for jobs among different age-groups is bound to occur. But it is by
no means always true that extra work for older workers is against the in-
terests of other age-groups.

_ Many jobs especially suitable for older workers, particularly re-
tirees, do not compete with those suitable for other members of
the labor force. Frequently, they involve part-time or odd-hours jobs
that employers find difficult to fill. Many others call for skills or expe-
rience that younger persons do not have, Moreover, as the economy
moves closer to capacity and the labor market tightens, there will be
a growing need to use older workers and retirees who can provide
various types of services that will he in scarce supply.

* Older workers and retirees can increasingly be drawn on to
perform socially needed tasks that are now being sadly neglected,
including homemaker assistance to young families in which both
husband and wife are working, home care to toe rising number of
elderly persons living alone, hospital work, and specialized counsel-
ing and job placement assistance for persons of all ages.

in many cases, extra work and income for middle-aged and elder
workers or retirees is of direct aid to their children and families. It
often means that sons and daughters who would otherwise have to
drop out of school can continue their studies and that housewives
who had only started to look for work because their husbands were
unemployed have the option of returning to homemaking. The ability
of older persons to earn an adequate income in addition to their social
security benefits can relieve their children and others in the Family of
major financial burdens.

`S andurn by FRANCIS E. FERGUSON, page 91
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at There are 30 retired social security beneficiaries for every 100 tax-
payers today. If present trends remain unchanged, this ratio is ex-
pected to be 45 to 100 by 2030. Unless a larger number of older
workers and retirees contribute in some way to productive work and
total tax payments, the overall economic and tax burden on the rest
of the population will become increasingly heavy.

A third stereotype is that the early retirement of workers during re-
cessions 0s invariably less burdensome, more humane, and more effective
in coping with business slowdowns than full or partial layoffs of younger,
workers, Again, this is not necessarily valid. ( For a fuller discussion of
this issue, see the final section of this chapter, "Minimizing Unemploy-
ment fa Recessions.")

We urge business and government to increase training and job op-
portunities for niidcareer and older workers as well as for retirees in ways
that will make maximum use of these groups as a productive resource.
This can be accomplished through a number of approaches:

Continuing Education, Skill Renewal, and Retraining. Close inte-
gration of education and the workplace should apply to workers at all
stages of life, not merely to the young. Employees at all age levels should
have access to continuing education and periodic opportunities for skill re-
newal and retraining. This applies particularly to the broad spectrum of
industries and occupations where the processes of innovation and automa-
tion axe producing major changes in job tasks.

Responsibility for providing such opportunities falls jointly on public
and private educational institutions, employers, labor unions, and com-
munity organizations. Most communities need a substantial expansion of
publicly supported adult education and training facilities! As one way to
assist this process, we believe that serious consideration should he given
to recent proposals for using publicly supported universities to provide
the same wide range of adult education and technical training facilities
to urban wage earners that has long been made available to farmers
through the agricultural extension service. A constructive step in this
direction is the current effort by the American Association of Community

8./ Over the next decade, such an expansion should also help to offset the slack in
demand for the services of already trained teachers and for the use of existing educa-
tional facilities that might otherwise crocrge as a result of the slower growth of the
school-age population.
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and Junior Colleges to stimulate the provision of services by community
colleges to older adults who seek work or other meaningful service, The
use of government support of deferred educational grants for middle-aged
and older workers should also lw explored, particularly for those who
have never been able to finish high school.

Even if public education facilities are expanded, much of the task of
preserving and increasing the skills and interests of middle aged and older
employees must he carried out by employers, in many cases in close col-
laboration with unions. Many companies not only offer periodic oppor-
tunities for skill renewal and upgracliog but also provide training and
other assistance to employees who wish to develop a second career. Special
attention should also be paid to helping women in their middle years who
reenter the labor force after years as homemakers.

Reassignment and Second Careers. The extent of job changing and
movement into second careers in the American economy is growing, par-
ticularly for workers over 45. An increasing number of companies are
finding it cost-effective to support midcareer changes by their employees
through reassignment or retraining. Many firms also find it beneficial to
help employees change to new careers that they can pursue elsewhere or
after retirement. The mere knowledge that such options are available
often makes an important contribution to employee morale and produc-
tivity, particularly in jobs involving high stress and rapid obsolescence.°

In view of the growing number of second careerists in their forties
and fifties, filminess firms should reexamine their negative preconceptions
about older job applicants. Apart from the fact that firms have a legal ob-
ligation not to discriminate against workers between the ages of 40 and
Coil, many need to take fuller account of the skills, experience, and ma-
turity they can gain through hiring older workers.

The development of systematic career appraisal and planning sys-
tems can help detect changes in career interests, even among more expe-
rienced and skilled workers. Employees can then he assisted in reassessing
career choices and making better decisions about possible changes in job
assignments, work schedules, or levels of stress and responsibility.

J./ One of the oust comprehensive second-career programs in the nation is con-
ducted by the Federal Aviation Administration for its air-traffic controllers. The
agency actually pays the full cost of retraining and full salary for up to two years to
middle-aged air-traffic controllers who become disqualified. Although this program
Lovers highly specialized employees in the public sector, some of its elements may be
applicable to selected employment situations in the private sector.
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fob Retention. Business firms should avoid unnecessary dismissals or
early retirements of older and middle-aged workers because of techno-

logical changes or recessions (see "Minimising Unemployment in Re-

cessions"). Firms with many branches and locations can make sure that

persons no longer needed in one place will have the first opportunity

for openings elsewhere within the company, if necessary after some re-

training financed by the firm. Johnson and Johnson, for example, has

established a headquarters job bank that matches displaced or laid-off

employees with specific openings in any unit of the company. Other firms

that apply 'such practices extensively, such as IBM and General Electric,

report that older workers respond with a high degree of company loyalty

and a greater willingness to adapt to technological changes and reassign-

ments." Although the success recorded by these companies with such

policies cannot necessarily be duplicated by firms with different products

and vulnerability to cyclical patterns, elements of such policies can prob.

ably be effectively used by many more companies than is now the case.

Better Transition from Work to Retirement. Another major ingre-

dient of policies for more productive and humane use of the older work

force is to provide for a less abrupt transition from regular work to retire-

ment and to postretirenient activities. This Committee plans to deal in

greater depth with issues of retirement policy in a future study, However,

there are already trends that point to numerous options for improving the

transition from work to retirement.
Many firers and institutions have never adopted maridatory retire-

ment. Some have dispensed with such policies and substituted more
flexible arrangements. Proposed legislation would prohibit mandatory re-
tirement before age 70 for most workers. Exemptions arc being discussed

for special eases, such as college faculty members and senior corpo-

rate managers, Where mandatory age limits do apply, a great deal can

be done to provide for a more gradual shift to less demanding and stressful

work well before the formal retirement age is reached, including lateral

transfers, shifts to permanent part-time work, and greater flexibility in
work scheduling and assignments. For example, one firm permits its em-

10,1 111M, which since 1970 has retrained over 7.000 of its employees and relocated
about 11.000, also makes it a practice Ti, move work to facilities that have surplus
people. The company reports that. as a result lif its trittlitional policy of assuring ,voin-

pany-wide frill employment. Hu employee has lost any time thraiigh iiriVOltititaTy lay.

offs Miring the past thirty-five years, despite ri.r2uNsioos and major product shifts.
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ployees to shift to a four- or three-clay workweek one year
ent with comparable reductions in pay. In an in Teasin

r retire-
m oilier of
cases, firms are also arranging for retirees to return to work a part-time
or nonregular basis.

Tapered retirement help older workers and retirees to supple-
ment their income and retain a sense of continuing usefulness through
productive work. At the same time, employers are able to call on experi-
enced and reliable personnel for a variety of special tasks. Many com-
panies also report that a mingling of experienced older workers with
younger employees leads to significant net gains in efficiency and morale.

'There should also be new types of job opportunities especially tai-
lored to the needs of older people and their employers. One such tech-
nique is the use of a ready work force of experienced retired personnel
that is subject to recall on a part-time or full-time basis during periods of
peak work loads. Another is job sharing, in which two persons working
part time a t different hours during a given day or on alternate days, weeks,
or months arc responsible for carrying out one full-rime job.

Among noteworthy efforts by bosiness firms and financial institu-
tions to stinmlate postretirement careers for their former employees are
the following:

Several companies in the Los Angeles area have contracted with
a nonprofit agency called Second Careers to help place retirees in
paying jobs, in meaningful volunteer roles, or in training to form
small businesses.

rl The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States oper-
ates its own retiree volunteer program, through which retired man-
agers or agents are referred as consultants to community agencies
that need their expertise.

IBM provides ethic: um grants of $500 a year for live years to
any pre-retiree or retiree who wishes to develop a second career or
retirement interest.

One major reason for greater use of tapered retirement and the use
of retirees on a part-time or nonregular los IS is the growing evidence ()I
the adverse effects of abrupt retirement. For example, the highest suicide
rates in this country arc found among men aged 6,1 and over. Many re-
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tirees suffer from loneliness, alcoholism, or withdrawal from community

and social activities. Hence, in additiini to providing more part-tine or
nonregular work opportunities for older workers, an increasingnumte of
employers are developing extensive preretireolcat nod poslretirement
counseling assistance, often in cooperation with local onlionis,

We urge employers to foster a smoother transition From regular work

to retirement and to valuable postretirement activities.

JOB PREPARATION,
TRAINING, AND UPGRADIMG

TO AID THE DISADVANTAGED

We believe that greatly increased private and public tabling oppor-
tunities should be central to any attack on persislently high unemploy-
ment, particularly for the disadvantaged.° Instead of concentrating an
low-skill, dead-end jobs, the approach we favor would redvuee die chronic

structural mieniployment prolileni MI a imminent InAis, iricrease pro-
ductivity, and help avert potential inflationary' peessines Iran future skill
bottlenecks. Even now, many actual potential job °timings exist that
could he filled if properly trained personnel were available. As the econ-

omy expands more strongly, many more vacancies relit-tiding special skills

and capacities will emerge. These could be filled either by drawing di-
rectly on newly trained workers who are now indotplavel or by up-
grading currently employed workers and thus clipeniag new entry-level
job opportunities for the hard-to-employ.

More and better training is essential because the -extraordinary
longer-term changes in the economy and in the 000rwosit ion. of available

jobs are not being adegnately matched by needed adaptations int the work

force. The economy is becoming less dependent an muscle power and
more dependent on professional, technical, and clerical skills Al the be:
ginning of the century, over onehalf of the total vork f(nre +vas unskilled;
today, that figure is less than 10 pet-cent. Moreover, there is a continuing

shift from blue-collar to white-collar jolt openings, particularly in the

service field. Yet, there are large numbers of people in the work farce who
currently lack the most clopunitary qualifications for filling sech jots, and
existing training and education efforts ha these ncw types of jobs are sadly

inadequate.
If the disadvantaged art' help fill then nook a ivicle range of

'See memorandum by Fnusici$E. rEmeusom raw91
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special development efforts is required, aimed at job readiness, skill train-
ing, general education, counseling, job placement, arid skill upgrading.
As many manpower projects of the last five years have demonstrated, dis-
advantaged and inadequately skilled persons can be brought up to the
performance level of other employees given time, thorough training, and
special services. Many firms have found that the graduates of special pro-
grams for the disadvantaged perform as well as, or even better than,
people hired through normal channels.'

Clearly, the type of preparation and training suitable for the disad-
vantaged and other hard -to- employ groups must vary according to the
particular group involved. For young teen-agers and others with little
work experience, even menial work that introduces them to the elemen-
tary disciplines of the workplace may be adequate." Cabers need more
technical or professional training. In other cases, the emphasis should be
on upgrading. The following paragraphs outline key areas (in addition to
improved vocational guidance and training) in which we believe that sig-
nificantly stepped-up training and education efforts based on a construc-
tive government-private partnership are particularly desirable.

There should be a major increase in the volume and coverage of
apprenticeship and similar programs to enlarge the supply of highly
skilled workers. Apprenticeship programs do not exist in many growth
occupations in which there is a strong need for more skilled employees,
especially auto repair, health care, some energy.relatcd activities, and
numerous other service jobs. Moreover, systematic training in service-
sector management techniques is widely needed.

Some labor unions and some employers have been reluctant to sup-
port wider use of apprenticeship programs. We urge government, busi-
ness, and unions to cooperate in strengthening apprenticeship or corn-

IL/ A corollary is that job-entry requirements for such workers should be based on
their capacity for doing the jobs in question rilther than on high school diplomas or
purely academic tests. Although there is indeed a major need for better basic educa-
tion, disadvantaged youngsters in their late teens or eudy twenties who have dropped
out of school and arc in need of jobs to support themselves should not be barred from
useful work by excessive emphasis on academic credentials. A recent study by the
Vocational Foundation shows that this emphasis is often a principal barrier to needed
employment of the most clisadvrintaged inner-city youths. For many of these young
people, entry into a regular job can he the alternative to 'bustling'. or welfare and
can provide the best chance for giving them needed training and opportunities for
further education.

31475 0 78 92

'Seo raernorandurn by FRANCIS E.FENG rSf7N, peon 91
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parable high-skill-training programs and in using them in a much larger
number of occupations. Entry into such programs should be based solely

on merit; and the programs should be open to rnideareer and older work-

ers as well as to youths. We also recommend increased financial incentives
for apprenticeship programs, primarily M the form of training stipends
that would in some cases start below the minimum wage level and move
step by step toward the going wage rate for the jobs in question. In addi-
tion, we support greater experimentation with training vouchers in connec-

tion with apprenticeship and other skill-training programs. Such vouchers
could improve the quality of the training by enabling apprentices and
trainees to shop aroui.4 for the best available training opportunities.

Greater emphasis should 114_1 placed on expansion of on-the-job train-
ing programs. We believe that soch a step-up is possible if nonprofit or-
ganizations formed by major business firms and minority enterprises can
work under direct contract with CETA as turn-key operators for admin-

istering and monitoring the programs. Such an arrangement could help
secure the cooperation of a significant number of smaller firms, particu-
larly in inner-city areas. In addition, there should be wider use of training
subsidies, in the form of either simplified direct contracts (mainly for

larger business firms) or special incentives ( mainly applicable to smaller

firms ), In most cases, subsidies paid should be substantially larger daring
the critical first six months to a year.

More stress should be placed on privatesector training programs in

poverty areas, both urban arid rural. A number of such programs have
been conducted successfully in the past." Programs of this kind can be
particularly effective in reaching unskilled youth in inner-city or rural
poverty areas, where the highest unemployment rates are registered.

Federally assisted training programs should put more emphasis on
upgrading employees from entry-level jobs. appropriate career ladders

are needed, supported by both on-the-job and off-the-job training and
counseling. Equal employment and affirmative action programs can give a

major impetus to such employee upgrading, but additional financing for
CETA and related government assistance programs is also desirable.

Strong encouragement should be given to qualified private inter-
mediate organizations that carry out job-readiness and skill-training pro-

12.1 Examples are the IBM fiediordStuyvesant ineilily in Brooklyn. Control Data
Corporation plants in Minneapolis and in Washington, 1).C, and a computer plant in

Kentucky using a rural poverty work force.
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grams in simulated work settings. These include special skill- training,
centers, such as those conducted by OIC, and special institutes and
training centers sponsored by individual corporations. ,Much wider Ilse
should be made of highly focused technical training programs, such as
the Training and Technology program in Oak Ridge, Tennessee ( cited fur
Chapter 4). In that joint effort by government, universities, and private
corporations, training is closely linked to the employers' needs and to the
job market in technical occupations. In this instance, the trainees, most of
whom are young and disadvantaged, art trained in a factory setting, ac-
cording to actual plant rules and discipline, by instructors furnished by
Union Carbide.

There should be increased efforts to draw gifted minority individuals
and women into professional fields where they have been largely absent,
such as engineering, the higher levels of business administration, ac-
counting; taw, and medicine. These people need various kinds of special
training and support, often at younger ages. One excellent example is
provided by Inroads, Inc, an organization incorporated in five cities
( Chicago, Saint Louis, Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh) that is sup-
ported by government funds and by major corporations. Inroads provides
precollege and college training fur the gifted poor from black and Ills-
panic backgrounds to help prepare them fur business and engineering
careers. With the help of corporations and educational institutions, a con-
siderable number of other organizations have also been established to
increase the proportion of minorities entering engineering. With added
organizational efforts and incentives, the number and scope of such
programs could be substantially increased.

Very special kinds of training nitsrust he offered to the most severely
disadvantaged who have basic difficulties in relating to the world of work.
This type of training, often in the fonn of supported work, involves learn-
ing job discipline, punctuality, relatimiships to supervisors and peers, and
a sense of quality control. As indicated in Chapter 4, we believe that for
this group, a major expansion lathe use of jobs corporiltions is appropriate.

BETTER MATCHING OF JOIE SEEKERS AND JOBS

Increased employment for youths, older workers, and the disadvan-
taged depends on better education and trining as well as on breaking
down legal barriers to their employment, inflexible industry and union
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practices, and discrimination. ffut even when persons in the target groups
have become job-ready and when possible vacancies exist, there are often
major problems in,matching these job seekers with suitable job oppor-
tunities. This section focuses on a number of approaches for helping to
deal with this problem that we regard as particularly promising and that
call for greater private initiatives or public-private cooperation.

Strengthening the Employment Service. The United Stattes Employ-
ment Service (ES) has special responsibilities and opportunities to find
jobs far groups with particular difficulties in labor markets. Yet, its overall
contribution toward this goal has fallen far short of what seems either
possible or desirable, We believe there is need for a far more aggressive
effort than has yet been mounted to make the Service more effective. In
Chapter 6, we discuss ways in which the Employment Service can be
improved through organizational changes, notably much closer
tfon with federally assisted CETA programs. Various other improvements,
such as expansion of computerized job banks to include listing of both job
applicants and job openings, are also urgently needed,

A central requirement for increased effectiveness of theEmployment
Service is establishment of a more productive relationship with employers.
The Service has little chance of success if employers will not list their job
openings with it. This aspect of the Service's operations has often been
badly neglected, but in the last few years, ES has made a special effort to
improve its services to employers. Although some of these efforts have
been encouraging, they have been carried out in only about 10 percent of
the local ES offices. We urge that a much more forceful effort he made to
develop improved services to employers by Employment Service offices

throughout the country.
One of the best ways to cement a mutually beneficial relationship

between the Employment Service and employers is the use of Account
Representatives, Under this arrangement ( which has been used wiffi
particular success in Chicago and Pittsburgh), potential employers deal
with a single designated ES officer, a process that provides accountability
and continuity of service. Each ES Account Representative is assigned a
block of companies, preferably those with similar occupational lines, and
assumes full responsibility for all job orders, including screening, referral,
verification, and other follow-up functions.

This procedure permits the Account Representative to work closely
with selected companies and to develop expertise in filling their needs.
We urge further development and wider use of the Account Representa-
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live system. We also recommend further development of the practice,
already followed in some centers, that involves personnel exchanges be-
tween the ES dikes and given employers in the interest of a better
reciprocal understanding of needs and services.

The Account Representative system should be combined with in-
creased we of applicant officers in CEFA prime sponsor offices. These
officers would be responsible for a block of applicants and would follow
each applicant from admission to the program through training and re-
ferral for placement. Particular applicant officers should specialize in
handling older people, younger persons, or the disadvantaged. In effect,
these applicant officers would become ombudsmen for persons with spe-
cial difficulties in entering the labor market; they would advise Account
Representatives about the best strategy for placing such persons. The ap-
plicant-officer function en also be subcontracted to private employment
agencies that have special interest and expertise in the problems of par-
ticular groups, such as older workers. (See "A Larger Role for Specialized
Job-Finding Agencies.")

We believe that this arrangement will be more effective in placing
special client groups than the existing formal requirements for assigning
priorities to certain groups. By working closely with both employers and
CETA, Account Representatives may also be able to negotiate agreements
to hire more of the disadvantaged, old, or young. In this way, they not
only fill an employer's job needs but also help employers to fulfill their
affirmative action obligations.

A Larger Role for Specialized Private fob-finding Agencies. For
many of the hardest to-employ, in good times as well as in recessions, the
usual kind of job placement efforts carried out by the Employment Service
and regular employment agencies are simply not enough. These people
include our most severely disadvantaged youths, many of whom are school

. dropouts or have criminal records or drug problems or are handicapped,
and many older persons who may be entirely job -ready but who have
become discouraged fr ©m searching for a job because of the difficulties of
locating suitable opportunities on their awn.

For these groups:, it is not enough to point out job openings listed by
employers. Instead, an intensive effort is required to seek out or develop
job opportunities that fit their individual capabilities and requirements.
In many cases, it calls for special full-time or part-time jobs for which
somebody is willing to pay but which are currently nonexistent. Often, it
also calls for seeking out disadvantaged persons for whom job openings
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are available but who are unaware that such opportunities exist. In fact,
it is quite common for agencies specializing in this work to sum cd in
developing more job opportunities for disadvantaged workers than they
are able to fill from their current pool of job seekers.

Such tasks can in part be carried out through the vocational training
and guidance work of secondary schools, by CETA and other public
agencies, and by community-based organizations that also carry out other
functions. But we believe that there is particular promise in wider use of
specialized nonprofit job placement agencies for the difficult-to-employ
that receive partial support from public funds. A number of such or-
ganizations already exist and have had notable success in particular

communities.

The Vocational Foundation in New York City, which has operated
since 1936, finds jobs for disadvantaged youngsters 18 to 19 years of
age who have had some past trouble with delinquency and have few
marketable skills. In 1976, the foundation dealt with 2,400 youths,
developed 3,700 job openings, and placed about 1,100 youths in jobs.

(Before the recent recession and New York's financial crisis, the total
number of placements was about 3,000 a year.) Although this or-
ganization has had a remarkable record as an employment agency
of last resort, its specialized services reach only a small proportion
of the total number of youths in New York City who need this kind
of assistanck. Furthermore, in most cities, this type of service is
simply not available.

Various intermediary nonprofit organizations in many commu-
nities bring together employers and older workers. Two of the largest
of these are Retirement jobs, Inc., in the San Francisco area and the
Senior Personnel Employment Committee in. White Plains, New
York. Both operate a number of offices in their target areas arid use
both volunteer and paid older workers for job development and re-
ferral functions. The Senior Personnel Employment .Committee,
which has existed for about twenty-five years, currently finds jobs

for about 700 older workers annually.

These specialized agencies provide highly individualized counseling
and support services both before and after placement or training. The
-Vocational Foundation has found that such services make a critical dif-
ference in job-retentimi rates for the youths they place, Without such
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support, half of these yea ths usually drop out of the work force in the
crucial first six weeks.

Another important advantage of specialized private agencies is their
ability to develop suitable job opportunities with medium-sized and
smaller firms. Many of the jobs suitable for the hardest-to-employ are
with small firms, particularly in the service industries. Yet, these very
firms often do not use regular private employment agencies or the Em-
ployment Service. However, once contacted by a representative of a
specialized job-finding agency, smaller firms arc often more receptive
than larger ones to hiring youths as well as older workers because their
recruitment specifications tend to be less formal. Moreover, both young
and older persons who have had difficulty in securing jobs of ten respond
more favorably to the more informal atmosphere of smaller firms.

Although such agencies perform useful services, they reach only a
small proportion of the people who need assistance. We urge that govern.
meet and the private sector support wider use of specialized private job
placement agencies for hard-to-employ groups. Such an effort should in-
clude these major ingredients:

Business leaders, working with government and community
groups and federal manpower programs, should take the initiative
in encouraging the creation of such agencies in areas vhere they do
not now exist. Very often, all that is involved is the addition of this
function to programs of existing agencies.

Government agencies, including the Employment Service and
CETA, should subcontract with specialized private job-finding
agencies to help cope with the special placement needs of disad-
vantaged persons.

Financial incentives should be used much more aggressively to
encourage creative entrepreneurship in the placement of hard -to-
employ youths. We urge federal support, through CETA or other
suitable agencies, for responsible private job-finding agencies that
pay commissions to job developers working full or part time. The
amount of commissions payable under such government contracts
should be liberal enough to provide strong incentives for a major
increase in the volume and intensity of job-finding activities. Com-
missions would have to be contingent on verification of placement
and a minimum period of job retention. Moreover, the private job-
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ng agencies aided by public funds should be held accountable
for highquality service provided by its commission workers.

in staffing these agencies, major emphasis should be placed on
the use of qualified older persons, both as commission workers and

as volunteers. This practice is already successfully used by many
existing agencies. As a special incentive for increased reliance on
older persons, we urge that commissions or other remuneration paid

to job developers in qualified jobfinding agencies be exempt from
the limitation on earnings applicable to social security recipients.

This approach would help solve two persistent unemployment prob.

lems simultaneously. It would provide many older persons with part- or
full-time work and at the same time bring to the young the experience,
know-how, and network of contacts of people who have the time and
patience to find ways of remedying the deficiencies and removing the
obstacles that have made employment for young people so difficult.

Many older persons are already known to be efficient job developers,

in part because of their wide familiarity with employers.'3 With a special

stress on older staffers and greater financial incentives, it should be pos-

sible to enlist a much larger number of qualified job developers than is

now possible.

Adapting lobs to Peoples Alternative Work Patterns and Designs.
Often, a better match between people and jobs will call for basic changes
in the nature of the jobs themselves. Most jobs are still designed for prime-

age, full-time workers operating in a factory, office, or store on a relatively
rigid time schedule. However, because of changes in the composition of
the labor force and in life-styles, there are many people today who are
willing and eager to work but who find that they do not or eannot fit into
such a restricted job design. For these people, getting jobs and becoming
productive members of the labor force often depend upon the availability

of work opportunities more closely tailored to their needs, such as flexible

hours and part-time work.
Such people include youths who are still in school or are participating

in special training programs, working parents with children and other
home responsibilities, older workers who need relief from high-stress work

13./ According to 1974 Louis Harris survey, 135.000 Americans who are 65 or
older are already engaged as volunteers in providing employment services,
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schedules, and retirees who are only able to work part time and are sub-
ject to social security limitations on outside earnings. Such alternative
work arrangements are especially important for the disadvantaged, such
as women heads of households on welfare who want to work but must
devote part of their time to taking care of school-age children. But alter-
native kinds of work opportunities are often also needed to attract a larger
proportion of high-skilled workers into the labor force and thereby reduce
the risks of future skill bottlenecks.

Flexible working hours are now being used in over 6,000 European
companies and have been adopted by several hundred larger American
concerns. -Flexitime" is now being given a three-year test in certain fed-
eral agencies. Some of the larger private firms that have used this tech-
nique, such as the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in New York,
have found that it increases employee morale and sense of responsibility,
reduces absenteeism, and improves productivity.

Part-time employees are one of the fastest-growing components of
the U.S. work force. As recently as 1970, 1 out of every 8 workers was a
part-timer. Today, 1 out of every 5 employees works part time. About
two-thirds of all part-time employees are adult women. Bellance on part-
time work is widespread among teen-agers and persons over 80.

Although many part-time jobs are temporary and involve only short
hours, a growing number of part-timers work on a permanent schedule.
Permanent part-timers, many of whom are older housewives with rued
family responsibilities, are used on a large scale by department stores and
other retail outlets, insurance companies, and financial institutions. Many
manufacturers are also making substantial use of part-tinte workers. For
example, one large pharmaceutical company has a part-time work force
that is three times as large as its full-time work contingent. These em-
ployers find that part-timers do not fit the stereotype of marginal, tem-
porary, or uncommitted workers. They are a stable work force of individ-

ls who want regular but not full-time work.
Business firms are increasing their use of special work schedules that

equirernents of particular groups of workers as well as the require-
penis of the finn. For example, in some companies, older workers are em-
ployed on a schedule of two or three days a week as well as on special
shifts. Other special time arrangements that can be particularly helpful
to older workers include job sharing and job alternating and the use of
a ready work force of retirees subject to call during peak load periods.
Another promising arrangement enables parents to work only during those
months when their children are in school.
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Significant increases in work opportunities can also result from
changes in the design and location of jobs. As we have noted, some
firms make active efforts to taper down the, work responsibilities of ern.

ployees as they approach retirement age. Conversely, various techniques

can be used to gradually increase the demands on workers in supported-
work programs. In the future, technological changes may make it prac-

ticable for an increasing number of tasks now performed in factories and
offices to be carried out at home. This could apply, for example, to many

types of complex technical calculations that can be performed with the

aid of a computer terminal.
In our view, a broadening of options for the use of alternative work

patterns could make a significant contribution toward reducing the more
intractable forms of unemployment and underemployment. At the same
time, such options can do much to contribute to greater business efficiency

and flexibility in operations, We recommend that employers review the
organization and scheduling of their work flow to determine whether
more job opportunities could be created for youths, the disadvantaged,
older workers, and retirees through development of a wider range of
alternative work patterns, including more part-time work and nonregular

employment.

MINIMIZING
UNEMPLOYMENT IN RECESSIONS

Although recessions usually stem from widespread reductions in
overall demand and output, their adverse effects on jobs and earnings tend

to fall disproportionately on those members of the work force who lose
their jobs or who are unable to secure new jobs. For many of these people,
unemployment is compounded by the loss of medical and other social
benefits, reduced self-confidence, increased personal stress, and erosion of

skills.
The groups that suffer most in recessions are frequently the same

ones that are particularly vulnerable at other times. Youths and the dis-
advantaged are often among the first to be laid off. Older workers are more
protected through seniorityrides, but once laid off, they face greater difn-

culties in finding new jobs. They are also often pressured to opt for early
retirement, even when that is not in their own best interest.

Clearly, tire principal response to recessions should be a set of fiscal
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and monetary policies that will restore adequate levels of total demand
and output. Because it takes time before such policies can become fully
effective, antirecession measures should also include adequate provisions
to cushion the impact on individuals through unemployment compensa-
tion and other income-maintenance payments, plus steps to provide new
temporary job opportunities through public employment. Recent anti-
recession strategies have made active use of all these approaches.

We believe, however, that there is need for a harder look at an addi-
tional approach; namely, more systematic efforts to minimize outright
layoffs and forced idleness during recessions.

First, business firms should, wherever feasible, fully explore alterna-
tives to-outright layoffs when their sales volume is reduced as a result of
recessions. The scope of such alternatives will, of course, vary greatly for
different companies and in different situations. Firms should not be asked
to retain employees where this mns counter to the companies' longer-term
productivity. 'however, we believe that a careful assessment of longer-
term costs and benefits would uncover a larger number of instances in
which the companies would benefit from a reduced number of dismissals.

NVithout a careful cost - benefit analysis, companies may underesti-
mate the extent to which outright layoffs in recessions are now often more
costly or represent less of a saving than in the past, especially where in-
creased training costs have substantially added to the capital value of
current employees and where the cost of searching for qualified new em-
ployees is high. Conflicts between seniority and equal employment rights
have also increased the costs of layoffs, resulting in extra legal expenses as
well as morale problems. At the same tilde, the savings front layoffs have
of ten been reduced because of increased company contributions to unem-
ployment compensation and supplementary benefit payments.

Second, the federal government should actively encourage corpo-
rate policies to provide skill-upgrading programs and other training
opportunities as alternatives to layoffs in recessions. There should be
standby authorization :or enlarged government subsidies for such pro-
grams that could be automatically made available Nvilon national and area
unemployment rises above specified levels, These subsidies should be
available not only to companies that provide on-the-job training for their
own employees but also to firms that initiate special training programs for
unemployed persons who will subsequently be placed with other erne'
ere, The net cost to the government of supporting such training and re:1m_
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tion programs during recessions will be relatively low because the bene-

ficiaries of these programs would have received unemployment insurance

or some other form of government support in any ease."

Third, we recommend active exploration of possible legal and ad-

ministrative changes to facilitate work sharing as an alternative to
cyclical layoffs in cases where such a solution is desired by both manage-

ment and labor. Work sharing can be important in reducing the uneven
burdens that now all on a limited number of employees with the least

seniority during recessions. Furthermore, because work sharing avoids

layoffs altogether, it can be particularly useful in preventing conflicts be-
tween seniority and equal employment considerations during -recessions,

The needed administrative or statutory changes might include allow-

ing payment of unemployment insurance for single days in cases in which

work schedules have been cut to four days (although this arrangement
might have to be limited to companies that have bona fide work-sharing
programs and are located in areas of high unemployment), permitting
workers in plants operating at reduced capacity to work on alternate

weeks and draw unemployment insurance when not working (along lines

that have already been successfully tried in the state of Connecticut), and

compensatory payments to employers for increased per unit cost of medi-

cal and other fringe benefits that result from work-sharing arrangements.

It should be emphasized that our recommendations relate to work sharing

only as an alternative to cyclical layoffs; consideration of the issues in-

volved in wider use of work sharing and shorter hours over the longer term

is beyond the scope of this statenient. Moreover, our comments concern

the kind of work sharing that produces four days' work for four days' pay,

not four days' work for five days' pay.

Fourth, substantially greater efforts should be made to assure that

persons now receiving unemployment insurance payments during reces.

sions be given more active opportunities and encouragement to benefit

from useful training or work opportunities, More specifically, we recom-

mend that recipients of unemployment insurance be able to participate in

retraining and education programs within a reasonable period after they

14.1 In the case of programs of this type run during the last recession by Central
Electric and by Zenith Radio, net cots to the government came to only about One,

third of the east of normal government-funded training activities,
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receive their initial unemployment insurance checks. Participation in such
programs (where available) is now required for persons who have drawn
unemployment insurance benefits for more than thirty-nine weeks. We he-
lieve that, where feasible, such a requirement should he made effective
considerably sooner ( after twenty-six weeks or even earlier ). Moreover, in
future recessions, greater efforts should be made wherever possible to find
better alternatives to such extended eligibility periods for unemployment
benefits as the sixty-five-week maximum period used in the last recession.
In particular, more advance arrangements should be made to provide
training and subsidized public or private work opportunities to the unem-
ployed after their unemployment insurance has expired.

In applying any of these prescriptions, great care will have to be
taken to assure that there is no undue interference with layoffs and job
search efforts needed to allow permanent resettlement of workers whose
jobs have become outmoded or who are operating in distressed firms, in-
dustries, or localities. For such workers, more relocation and retraining
assistance will often be desirable.
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Chapter 6
More Effective Management

of Federally Assisted Employment
and Training Programs

AN N INITNSIFIED NATIONAL ATTACK on structural unemployment through

a strengthened public-private partnership not only requires changes in the

basic orientation of many public and private programs but also calls for

more effective organization and management of federally assisted em-

ployment and training programs. Despite recent improvements, the effi-

ciency of many of these programs is still seriously impaired by unclear

policy direction, overlapping or uncoordinated administrative structures,

and bureaucratic inflexibility.

THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

Since CED called for a range of reforms in the administration of
federally assisted employment and training programs in Training and

Jobs for the Urban Poor, a number of far-reaching changes in the admin-

istration of federal manpower ,programs have been instituted. Most im-
portant among these were the enactment of the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act (CETA) in 1973, the creation of a temporary
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countercyclical public-service employment ( PSE) program in l971 and
the revival of such a program in 1974, recent improvements in the legis-
lation governing that program, and the enactment of the 1977 Youth
Employment Act.

As its title implies, CETA was designed to substitute a comprehen-
sive and integrated approach to federally assisted employment and train-
ing programs for the more than twenty existing categorical manpower
programs that had been administered by a wide range of separate and
often competing bureaucracies, CETA's main features are decentraliza-
tion and decategorization. Primary responsibility for planning and de-
livery of manpower services was shifted from the federal government to
state and local government units, although these remain subject to
federal oversight. It was hoped that this change would make it possible to
gear these services more closely to the unique characteristics of local
labor markets. The basic focus of the overall program continued to be
on preparing the hard-to-employ for self-sustaining jobs. However, in
place of the many federal directives regarding categories of unemployed
to be served, decisions about priorities were to be made primarily at the
local level.

Some 445 prime sponsors (mostly state and local governments) have
been organized under the act. These prime sponsors engage in training
and placement programs, principally through subcontracts with various
public agencies and public or nonprofit community-based organizations,
including those that serve racial and ethnic minorities or other specialized
clienteles.

In an important number of instances, this arrangement has resulted in
more comprehensive and innovative approaches to the delivery of man-
power services at local and regional levels. But there have also been
many areas where performance under the program has been far from
satisfactory. The following arc some of the principal difficulties that have
been encountered:

Although CETA was created primarily to help the structurally
unemployed, the severe recession of 1974-75 resulted in a wide-
spread reallocation of CETA funds toward support of counter-
cyclical public-service employment. Thus, CETA funds originally
intended for disadvantaged groups were often used to avert layoffs
of regular city workers, particularly policemen, firemen, and other
essential employees. As a result, a high proportion of CETA clients
has turned out to consist of middle-income whites rather than mere-
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hers of minority groups or others who encounter chronic difficulty in

obtaining employment.

The rearrangement of functions among federal, state, and local
officials has in many cases proved to be less than ideal. tinder the
previous system, federal control over local activities may often have

been too tight and too narrowly pinpointed to particular categories

of the unemployed. The pendulum now frequently appears to have
swung too far in the other direction.

The fact that the U.S. Employment Service continues to he run as

a separate manpower system tinder state control continues to frag-
tnent federally assisted manpower services. At the local level, rivalry
between the Employment Service and CETA often remains intense,

resulting in considerable inefficiency and duplication of effort. For
example, in many jurisdictions, the local ES offices do not share job-
bank information with CETA prime sponsors.

KEY REQUIREMENTS
FOR IMPROVING THE SYSTEM

It is still too early fora full evaluation of the experience tinder CETA,
particularly because the special difficulties that have arisen as a result of
the recession are diminishing in importance and because recent basic
changes in the CETA legislation should help channel a higher proportion

of CETA funds to the disadvantaged and the long-term unemployed.
Nevertheless, we believe that there is need for a major effort to strengthen

and revitalize the structure and administration of federally assisted em-
ployment and training services. An effective system for planning and
delivery of these services should

be subject to clear and integrated direction at all levels of govern-

ment

place principal responsibility for delivery of services at the re-
gional and local community levels but provide for sufficient federal
direction to assure that appropriate local coordination is in fact car-

fed out

provide strong incentives for increased involvement of the private
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sector (profit as well as nonprofit) in the development and imple-
mentation of training and employment programs

clearly distinguish between broad categories of employment pro-
gams that are designed to serve different types of needs: the elimi-
nation of cyclical unemployment, the enlargement of training and
employment opportunities for groups that experience special difficul-
ties in the labor market but are basically able to cope with work, and
assistance to the most severely disadvantaged groups that are not
able to cope with the world of work without major additional aid

The following administrative improvements would be especially
helpful in fostering a stronger public-private partnership.

REALIGNING FEDERAL, STATE,
REGIONAL, AND LOCAL FUNCTIONS

To eliminate the existing duplication of U.S. Employment Service
and CETA functions, we recommend that appropriate administrative
and, if necessary, legislative actions be taken to bring the two organize-
tions into a closely integrated structure from the Department of Labor
down through regional, state, local, and neighborhood officesi This will
require strong directives to produce both the needed integration at each
level of government and adequate flexibility to allow for diverse needs and
circumstances in different states and local areas.

Our stress on stronger federal oversight does not mean that the trend
toward shifting responsibility for integrated delivery of manpower ser-
vices to regional and local levels should be reversed. On the contTary, we
believe that regions and local communities should be given increasing re-
sponsibility for carrying out these functions; they should, however, be
subject to federal standards and performance audits. But this increased
delegation of operational functions to regional and local jurisdictions that
receive federal assistance should not give such jurisdictions discretion to
adopt a do-nothing approach or to tolerate continued wasteful duplication
of services. Nor should it allow such jurisdictions to ignore the need for
greater and more imaginative efforts to involve the business sector, labor
unions, private nonprofit organizations, schools, and other elements of the
local community more fully in CETA activities along the lines recom-
mended in Chapter 4.

11-278 ft 7B - 63 9'92
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The federal government needs to give more forceful and explicit
encouragement to both CETA programs that foster active community par-
ticipation and an enlarged role for the private sector, It can do this
in part by technical assistance and incentive funding for community pro-
grarns that move in this direction and by more systematic efforts to provide
information about successful instances of public-private cooperation to
government units and private firms throughout the country. In this con-
nection, we recommend that the Secretary of Labor be authorized to allo-
cate up to 20 percent of CETA funds at his discretion to prime sponsors
whose performance merits special recognition and support. ( ThE would
be in addition to discretionary funds already available for other purposes.)

Tbe regional offices of the Employment and Training Administration
(ETA) should be a focal point for encouraging greater local community
participation in the design and administration of manpower programs.
Regional ETA offices should, at a minimum, develop explicit cooperative
arrangements between the Employment Service and CETA. Where possi-
ble, however, they should aim at developing arrangements that will allow
unified local agencies to become the operating arm-is of both the federal
and the state governments in providing a full spectrum of employment

and training programs.
This process should be started now. In some states and for selected

prime sponsors who have demonstrated strong administrative competence,
state governors could negotiate the assumption of Employment Service
functions by local authorities under subcontracting arrangements. More-

over, in local areas or neighborhoods where structural unemployment is
particularly acuteand eventually, in other areas as wellregional ETA
administrators should taka the initiative in establishing comprehensive
manpower service centers; this initiative could eventually be taken in
other areas as well. Such centers would bring under integrated administra-
tion the full range of federally assisted manpower services, including those

provided by ES and CETA. Where possible, private-sector agencies pro-
viding manpower services to structurally disadvantaged groups should
also be included in these centers,

CLARIFYING EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
AND CETA FUNCTIONS

The Employment Service should he clearly recognized as having the
main responsibility among public agencies for labor - exchange functions,
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including job referral and placement of the best-qualified candidates for
available employment opportunities. The role of CETA should be devoted
primarily to employability development of the disadvantaged and other
groups that encounter special difficulties in participating in the labor mar-
ket. Under this arrangement, the Service should normally screen appli-
cants, refer those who are not job -ready to CETA prime sponsors for
training and supplementary services, and be staffed and organized to offer
placement services to CETA participants who are job-ready.

The Labor Department should make the separate functions of
the Employment Service and CETA clear. We recommend, moreover,
that ETA regional administrators be authorized to require each prime
sponsor and re'ated State Employment Service office to avec on their
respective functions and on means of cooperation, subject to the approval
and subsequent monitoring by the regional administrator.

Putting most referral control in ES offices does not mean that CETA
organizations and their contractors would or should be prohibited from all
job development and placement activities. Many of these organizations
have unique capacities for opening job opportunities to their clients who
have completed periods of special training. Provided they are adequately
coordinated with ES, CETA placement efforts on behalf of the disadvan-
taged as well as young and older workers will remain highly useful.

FURTHER WAYS TO MAKE
THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE MORE EFFECTIVE

In addition to this clarification of ES functions and the use of Ac-
count Representatives and other reforms discussed in Chapter 5, the
effectiveness of the Employment Service can be increased by relieving the
Service of unnecessary requirements and functions.

The Employment Service has long been faced with a basic dilemma:
On the one hand, its effectiveness depends on inducing employers to list
suitable job vacancies with it. This, in turn, is likely to occur only if em-
ployers know that the Service will present the best available candidates
for placement in response to job orders. On the other hand, ES is tinder
legal and other mandates to give preference in job referrals to a wide array
of priority categories of people, thus reducing its ability to offer the best
candidates. The number of these mandated priority categories has become
so large that the whole preferential system has become counterproductive.
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We are convinced that more job opportunities will open up for the
disadvantaged as well as the other hard-to-employ groups under a system
that attracts a broader mix of employer job orders than those that can be
filled by applicants of marginal employability. We recommend that except
for veterans who must be accorded preference by statute and migrant
and seasonal workers under judicial mandate, the present list of place-
ment priorities stipulated by administrative regulation should be aban-
doned. Instead, provisions should be made to assure that sufficient con-
sideration is given to the long-term unemployed, those claiming unem-
ployment insurance benefits after fifteen weeks of unemployment, and
registrants under aid for dependent children.

Of course, the Employment Service must adhere strictly to th
quirernents of equal employment opportunity laws. Furthermore, the
changed policy should not relieve the Service of its obligation to cooperate
with CETA in the placement of the hard-core unemployed. However, such
referrals should meet basic qualification standards.

The ability of the Employment Service to carry out its basic labor-
exchange functions is currently also seriously impeded by its legal obliga-
tion to carry out a wide variety of enforcement and compliance responsi-
bilities not directly related to its basic mission. It is required to inspect
business premises for compliance with safety and health regulations, the
Civil Rights Act, and numerous other statutes. This not only preempts an
undue share of ES resources but also increases employer reluctance to rely
on the Service for job referrals. With the emergence of new regulatory
agencies in specific fields related to the workplace (e.g., the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, the Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission), numerous
ES enforcement and compliance activities have become redundant.

In the interest of upgrading Employment Service labor-exchange
functions, we urge that a systematic review be undertaken to determine
what enforcement responsibilities are not essential to those functions and
can be transferred to other federal or state agencies without in any way
weakening antidiscrimination and other protective social legislation.

COUNTERCYCLICAL AND STRUCTURAL
MANPOWER PROGRAMS

As we indicated earlier, many of the recent difficulties in implement-
ing employment and training programs aimed at the hard-to-employ and
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at securing greater private-sector involvement in this connection stemmed
from the fact that during the recession, cowl tereyelical public-service em-
ployment often tended to crowd out such 'migrants.

There is a clear need for both types of measures. Although they over-
lap to some extent, they tend to he directed at different segments of the
population, to involve different time horizons, and to call for distinctive
policy approaches and administrative structures.

To be most effective, programs to train and place thestructurally un-
employed should be clearly separated from countercyclical unemployment
measures in terms of both allocation and administration at the state and
local levels, although all such manpower services should he concentrated
under the direction of the Department of Labor. Specifically, funds pro-
vided under Title VI of CETA (which covers countereyelical public-
service employment assistance) should not be unduly mixed with or sub-
stituted for funds intended for the long-term structurally gniployed and
for reducing unemployment M distressed areas (Title I and Title II).

To meet these requirements, the legislation governing countercycli-
cal public-service employment was recently changed to assure that more
PSE jobs go to those most in need and that they are not simply used to
support ongoing government services. Thus, the law now requires that a
substantial and rising proportion of CETA enrollees meet an income test
and that they must have been unemployed for fifteen weeks or more, ex-
hausted their unemployment benefits, or be on welfare. Also, to minimize
substitution, most CETA public-service employment jobs must now be for
specific projects of no more than one year's dnration. In addition, the
project emphasis should permit significantly greater involvement of non-
profit and community-based organizations. These changes in the law are
laudable and should result in making PSE programs both more effective
and more directly responsive to needs.

However, we believe that additional changes are needed to make PSE
more countercyclieal and to avoid carrying enrollees in PSE jobs for
periods of several years, We recommend that no individual be retained in
a public-service employment job for more than a year (Or perhaps a
longer specified period at times when the national unemployment rate
exceeds a specified figure). This limitation would give many more
difficult-to-place participants an opportunity to gain valuable work experi-
ence and yet give them an incentive to continue their search for regular
employment.

Many of the recent problems with employment and training pro-
grams emerged because adequate countercyclical programs were not in
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effect when the recession hit, To reduce such problems in the future and
to increase the likelihood that needed steps will be taken on a systematic
rather than on an ad hoc basis, we urge that more advance thought and
preparation be devoted to the types and contents of measures that might
be called for and to procedures that would allow appropriate antireces-
sionary actions to be taken in a timely fashion and without adverse effects
on existing programs to cope with long-term structural unemployment.

Taken together with the other measures recommended in this state-
ment, we believe that the changes in the organization and administration
of federally aided employment and training programs proposed here
would do much to improve the job prospects of hard-to-employ Americans.
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Memoranda of Comment,
Reservation, or Dissent

Page 12, by R. STEWART nAucii, JR.

This statement is not valid under all circumstances, and it is not a helpful
guide to policy at the present time. Adequate demand is a sine qua non for
high employment; but the chief concern now is that many structural harriers
interfere with the job placement for the hard-to-employ. Such barriers have not
been destroyed by past periods of high demand for goods and services. In fact,
the speed and nature of technological change and geographical shifts have made
many structural barriers more resistant to generalized demand pressures.

Page 13, by HENRY B. SCHACHT

This statement effectively deals with structural unemployment on the
assumption that there is an additional need for labor in the private sector, if it
can be better trained and identified, Given this assumption. the private sector
experimentation on job related issues is gratifying; governmental programs
should be better organized to create additional incentives for these programs.
It is beyond the scope of this statement to analyze whether, given inflationary
pressures and prospective slower economic growth, private sector demand can
sustain full employment, If job demand should prove inadequate, then greater
consideration should he given to public jobs programs and/or other forms of
public assistance.

Page 15, by JAMES Q. RIORDAN

I disapprove of the Statement.
I do not think that the problems of employment can he achieved with

additional detailed initiatives developed in the public sector. In a public/private
partnership, the public ( i.e., the government ) is inevitably the senior partner.

88
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In our democratic society the senior partner's decisions must reflect political

compromises. Political compromises result in inconsistent push/pull directives.

The resulting administration is often costly and confused_
We should not be surprised in these circumstances to find that an elderly

citizen is "encouraged" to work but is penalized by having has social security
pension reduced when he does so. When he complains of the inconsistency, he

is told that the penalty must accompany the encouragement in order to keep

the social security fund fiscally sound.
We now all for increased hiring of disadvantaged youth and at the same

time mandate increases in the minimum cost of doing so in order that the youth

shall not take jobs from older unionized workers.
The seemingly intractable problems in our economy relating to employ-

ment (arid other issues) are not likely to be solved by increased push/pull

government participation. I um afraid that such increased participation would

be a major consequence of the proposed "new directions for a public/private
partnership" and it is for that reason 1 disapprove the statement.

20. by W. D. EBERLE

This recommendation misses the key point more study is not needed as

the estimates of the magnitude of illegal aliens is so large, taken together with

the new illegal alien flow, that a policy of action is needed promptly if more

jobs are to be available. The present and past two Presidential Administrations

have collected substantial background information and material both as to the

nature and the magnitude of the problem and possible solutions. The longer

laws go unenforced, you either get a breakdown in violating more laws or an

over reaction by new laws to correct the problem. The illegal alien problem

involves not only jobs, but the rights of people, foreign policy as to our neigh-

bors, and realism as to enforcement, It seems to me that CEO should have

urged prompt policy action by the President and Congress to (1) adopt a policy

as to future illegal aliens entering into the United States with consideration of

enlarging the quotas from certain nations but providing for return of new illegal

aliens who enter after ai certain date; ( 3) provide for a secure social security

card with strict enforcement by employers for employment; (3) a program to

make the adjustment to the new policy as is reasonable and appropriate.
This is not an easy action program is it involves foreign policy, jobs and

civil rights but postponing prompt action for such a sizable problem will only

create justified increased discontent in our democratic society.
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Page 41. by FRAZAR B. WILDS

From the employer's standpoint, it would be helpful if there were a single
point of contact with the many programs in esisteoce now and those proposed.
It is counterproductive to business and industry, mid therefore to the employ-
ment of disadvantaged groups, employers insist coordinate ninny pro-
grams with several groups who are concerned only with their own clientele. A
"United Way- or -Combined Health Appeal" of these groups would be helpful.

Page 50, by ROBERT R. NATHAN

If there were to be any exemptions From minimum wages there should be
experiments with alternatives rather than adopting exemptions without reason-
ably clear understanding of the consequences. Theoretically, minimum wage
levels might price some inexperienced youngsters out of the market. Hut there
are definite costs and dangers involved. Subminirnum pay for young people
may well serve to transfer jobs from workers at other age levels to those whom
employers can hire for less than the minimum standard. Analyses of this issue
are not very encouraging with respect to sizable additions to total employment
that might result from minimum wage exemptions.

The erosion in the setting of minimum wage standards could, over time,
be very costly. Perhaps many who favor exemptions would, in essence, like to
discard the whole concept of minimum wages. Until there is convincing evi-
dence that the net additions to employment is significant and outweighs the
undermining of reasonable labor standards, we should not tinker with this
measure. The burden of anti-inflation efforts and of stimulating jobs should not
be put primarily on the backs of those least able to hear that burden. The less
skilled young people and minorities want and need to work. Put our society
ought to be able to provide them with jobs without resorting to substandard
pay. We ought to be able to fight inflation successfully without focusing pri-
marily on those at the bottom of the pay scale.

Another consideration is the likely distortion among industries and em-
ployers within industries deriving from paying different wages for similar work.
If the marketplace were to function effectively, employers would tend to dis-
place present employees at minimum wage levels with those in the exempted
category. The resulting shifts and bitterness can be far more costly than the
claimed benefits of those favoring exemptions.
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Page 51, by JAMES T.

91

I would favor the total elimination of penalties on social security benefits

by reason of earned (i.e. employment ) income during the period between age

65 and age 72. It seems to me difficult, if not impossible, to justify the current
distinction between investment income ( in whatever form) which involves no

penalties, and the penalty currently imposed on earned income during the
period between age 6$ and age 72, The appropriateness of the elimination of

the penalty seems to me to be strongly reinforced by the present movement to

lift the mandatory retirement age to 70 in the interest of at least partially Miti-

gating current age discrimination policies. In short, I do not believe our recom-
mendations go far enough in this area or adequately address the grave inequity

to which I have adverted.

Page 60, by FRANCIS E. FERGUSON

I do believe that this is more than a stereotype and is dismissed too lightly

in the policy statement.

Page 65, by FRANCIS E. FERGUSON

I buy this as part of it, but far more central in my opinion is a return to

plain basic education in our public and private schools to readin', writin' and

'rithmetic.

Page 66, by FRANCIS E. FERGUSON

Our experience is not as favorable as indicated on page 66,

Page 82, by CHARLES KELLER, JR.

I hope the importance of Chapter VI will not be overlooked because it

comes last in the statement. The United States has no effective national labor

exchange, and it is essential that ES be reorganized to provide this essential

service, I would go further than the policy statement suggests and urge the

removal of ES from state control and its merger into CETA. The steps suggested

in Chapter VI are the minimum required.
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Totai 16 and over
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.:.Mono25 and over

Woolen; 25 and over

Number of Unemployed
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1965 1073 1976
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6,4
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21.0
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4.7
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Table 2. Total Populationi by Age and Sex (millions)

Age

Both S8x5S

1 years and over

1610 Mears
20 to 24 Mrs

25 to 44 years

45 to 54 yews

55 to $4 years

e5 years and over

mos
1$ years and over

16 (0 10 yens

2010 24 years

25 to 44 years

45 to 54 years

.55 to 04 years

85 years find over

ForriateS

10 yews and OW

16 to 10 years

2010 24 years

2510 44 years

45 to 54 years

5510 84 Years

45 yews and over

ACluni prowled

1960

1211

10±7

11,1

47,1

20±6

15±6

16.7

59.4

54

51

232

19.1

7.6

7.5

1910 1975 1980

141.1

152

17.1

ILl
211

115

19.1

67,7

7.7

8,6

238

11.1

811

LO

62.4

53
53

210
10.4

0,1

9.1

73±3

7,5

8.5

24.5

12.0

9.5

11,1

1516 1053

116 110

111 20±8

53±4 81.4

23±6 22±5

19.5 201

21.3 233

73.6

6.4

9.0

26.2

11,4

92
6,6

711

6.4

19.4

30.2

10.9

9.8

9±5

1985

1740
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20±4

701
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21±2

25.3

63±1

7.2

10±2

34,7

101

10.0

10.2

80.0 80,2 0010

6.2 6.2 7,0

9.5 10,4 10.2

27,2 311 35.9

12,2 11.6 11,4

10±3 11.0 11.2

12,5 116 15.1

Source: Bureau of Libor Statistics, Specie/ Labor Farce Projections to 1990, Spaclet Leeor Force Report 191.



Table 3, Percent Distribution of Total Labor Force, by Age and Sex

Ago

Both sexes
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Table 4. Total Labor Force, by Age and Sex (millions)

Age

Both $60$
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Table 5. Total Labor Force Participation Rates, by Age and Sex (percent)

Age Actual Projected

1960 An 1915 1980 1985 1990

Both 3exes

la years and QM 59.2 60.9 61,7 62,6 63.8 84,0

15 to 19 years 469 504 551 57,3 59,3 59,3

20 to 24 years 57.5 71,6 7I,9 77.0 78.5 79,5

25 to 44:years 67,8 71,7 710 79.3 77.9 49
45 to 54 years 715 73,6 72,7 73.6 74,4 74,9

55 to 64 years 602 . 61,1 57,4, 57,1 56,0 55.4

55 years end oysr 20,3 16,9 13.8 12.9 11,9 10

Mates

10 years end ow 82,4 80,0 78,8 NA 18.1 778

1610 19 years RA 57.3 50,9 62.6 62.7 63,2

2010 24 years 801 98,1 857 85,4 944 836

25 to 44 years 96,4 96;8 95.5 954 95,1 94,9

45 to 54 years 94,3 94.2 92.0 911 90.9 90,2

55 to 64 years 05,2 01,8 75,7 74;3 71.5 692

05 years and over 32.2 26.9 217 19,9 110 15;6
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16 years and oar 37.1 410 46,4 415 50.4 515
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20 to 24 yea 48.1 57,5 04.2 66.6 72,5 75.3

25 to 44 yenta 39,6 47,6 551 57,8 61.2 63.3

4510 54 years 49,3 54.5 54,6 57.1 59,1 60,5

5510 64 years 353 42,5 41,0 41,9 42.2 42.3

65 yearn and over 10,5 9.6 6,2 8;1 7,13 71
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Objectives of For thirty-five years, the Committee for Economic
Development has been a respected influence on

the Co- -mmithee the formation of business and public policy CED is

for Economic devoted to these two objectives:

Development m develop. through objective research and in
formed discussion, findings and recommendations

for private and public policy which will contribute to preserving and
strengthening our free society. achieving steady economic growth at high

employment and. reasonably stable prices, increasing productivity and liv-

ing standards, providing greater and more equal opportunity f_or even,
citizen, and improving the quality of life for all.

To bring about increasing understanding by present andfuture leaders in
business, government, and education and among concerned citizens of the

importance of these objectives and the ways in which they canbe achieved.

GEM work is supported strictly by private voluntary contributions from

business and industry, foundations, and individuals. It is independent,

nonprofit. nonpartisan, and nonpolitical,

The two hundred trustees, who generally are presidents or board chair.
men of corporations and presidents of universities. are chosen for their
individual capacities rather than as representatives of any particular Inter-
ests. By working with scholars, they unite business judgment and experi-
ence with scholarship In analyzing the issues anddeveloping recommenda-
tions to resolve the economic problems that constantly arise in adynamic

and democratic society.

Through this businessmcademic partnership. CED endeavors to develop

policy statements and other research materials that commend themselves

as guides to public and business policy; for use as texts in college econom-

ics and political science courses and in management training courses: for

consideration and discussion by newspaper and magazine editors, colum-

nists, and commentators; and for distribution abroad to promote better

understanding of the American economic system,

CED believes (flat by enabling businessmen to demonstrate constructively
their concern for the general welfwe, it is helping business to earn and

maintain the national and community respect essential to the successful

functioning of the free enterprise capitalist system.
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Statements on National Policy
Issued by the Research and Policy Committee

(publications in print)

Jobs for the Hard.to-Employi New Directions for a Public- Private Partnership

(January 1978)

An Approach to Federal Urban Policy (Dectinler 1977)

Key Elernenta of a National Energy Strategy aunt 1977)

The Economy in 19T7.7Eii Strategy for an Enduring Expansion (December 197h)

Nuclear Energy and National Security(September 1976)

Fighting Inflation and Promoting Growth (August 1976)

Improving Productivity In State and LOCO! GoVerliMellt (March 1976)

*International Economic Consequences of Iligh-Priced Energy (September 1975)

Broadcasting and Cable Television: Policies for Diversity and Chang_ e (Apr(1 1975)

Achieving Energy Independence (Deem/ter )671)

A New US. Farm Policy for Changing World Food Needs (October 1974)

Congressional Decision Making for National Security (September 1974)

Towmd a New International Economic System:
A Joint japianeta View(june 1974)

More Effective Programa fora Cleaner Environment (April 1974)

The Management and Financing of Colleges (October 1973)

Strengthening the World Monetary System (July 1973)

Financing the Nation's Housing Needs(April'(973)

Hutiding a National Health-Care System (April 1973)

`A New Mode Policy Tbward Communist Couniiics ( September 1972)

High Employment Without Windom
A Positive Program for Economic Stabilisation (fuly 1972)

ReducingCrime and Assuring Justice (June 1972)

Military Manpower and National Security (February 1972)

The United States and the European Community(November 1971)

Improving Federal Program Performance (Srpteniber 1971)
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Social Responsibilities of liminess Corporations (Jrrtie 1971)

Education for the Urban Disadvantaged;
Prom preschool to Employment (March 1971)

Further Weapons Against Inflation (November 1970)

Malang Conan* Mora Effective (September 1970)

%Ming and Jobs for the Urban Ponr(july 1970)

Improving the Public Welfare System (April 1970)

Reshaping Government In Metropolitan Areas (Februe 1970)

Economic Growth in the United States (October 1969)

Assisting Development In Low-Income Countries (Septerrarer 1%9)

'Nautili-a Distortions oilkode (September 1959)

Fiscal and Monetary Policies for Steady Economic Growth (Jarmarti 1901)

Financing a Better Election System (December MOS)

Innovation in Education: New Directions far the American 5clted (Jao 19

Modernizing State Government (July 19157 )

'Dade Policy Toward Low-Ineente Countries (Jr.nr 1967)

flow Low Income Countries Can Advance Thew Own Growth ptetohrr ')

Modernizing Local Government (July 196)

Sudgenng for National Objectives (laming,/ 190)

Educating Thrnorrow's Managers (October 1116.1)

Improving Executive Management in the Federal Government ado 1 mkt )

Economic Literacy for Americans (March 111 2)

Shaehttnh, jAh/V1( (fihS,MeinhOh Kith Cf.3) crnrnteltnrt hrgtIMZONO
foreign (Minh-jet.
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CED Counterpart Orgarilzatione
In Foreign Countries

Close relationships exist between the Committee for Economic Pevelop-

merit and independent, not research organtzations in other coun-

tries, Such counterpart groups are composed of business executives and
scholars and have objectives similar to those °ICED, which they pursue

by site/duly objective methods. CED cooperates ',MA these organiz_ations

on research and study projects of common interest to the various countries
cerned. 'This program bas resulted in a number of joint policy state-

ments Involving such international matters as East-West trade, assisumee

to the developing countries, and the reduction of nontariff harriers to

trade.
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Committee for Economic rievelopment of Australia

139 Macquarie Street, Sydney MI.
New South Wales, Australia

EUMPiiSche Vercinigung (Ur
Wrisehaftliche and SozialeEntwieldung

Reuienreg 14, 6000 Frank/Ur:Maio, West

Institut de l'Entreprise

6. rue Ckosent-Stacot, 7:3008 Pork, France

Doyekni
(Japan Committee for Economic Developrne t)

Japan industrial Club Bldg.
1 Afonmouchi. Chtyoda-ko, Tokyo, Japan

PEP Political and Economic Planning

12 Upper Betgraoe Street, Landon, SWIX SHB, England

SNS Studieforbonclet Niringsliv ocIs Somlfalle

Skoldortgagatoo, 2, 11427 Stockholm, Sweden
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Senator NtvioN. Our nest witness is l ichard Drab , manager of
marketing, Chrysler Institute.

Mr. Drabant.
Mr, briARANT. Thank you, Senator.
Chrysler Corp. is pleased to provide this written testimony to the

U.S. Senate Human ilesourees Committee hearing on the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act.

Our motivation in appearing before the committee is based, on our
general and long-standing eommitment to respond to community needs.
We believe that we have demonstrated that conunitment, in part
through the efforts of Chrysler Institute, ivhieli I represent, to im -

plement and to improre employment and training programs intended
to sol ve the unemployment problems of disadvantaged people.

We hope that our testimony will assist the Senate, committee to define
its position on CETA improvement. flowever, we readily admit that
the observations are those of it practitioner as opposed to someone
dealing isith the legislation line by line.

Chrysler Corp., through the Chrysler Institute, has a history of
manpower service beginning with the NAB JOBS programs under
MDT_A. Chrysler is appropriately, -we think, credited with writing
much of the literature in the training areas dealing with disadvantaged
clients. We made the transition front MDT..:V tot'CETA and are now
celebrating our lOth anniversary of successful programing and de-
livery of services to disadvantaged clients. Over the past 10 years,
Chrysler has served over 60,000 hard-to-employ disadvantaged
client&

Chrysler has learned to sere -e the most disadvantaged of client& In
many prime sponsors, we are well aware that to qualify for our pro-

f', they must have been ivjected or ineligible for other programs.
also deal with other agencies---lnindicapped, blind, deaf. WIN,

youth street gangs, others.
The viewpoint from which this testimony is offered is from a cor-

poration that is the largest employer in the city of Petroit from an
employment and training program deliverer tinder CETA, and most
inport antly, n5 n representative of the private hnsi floss sector.

I also note that we are offering testimony as one of the (FD's case
studies as mentioned in the previous testimony.

From its experience, Chrysler takes the position that CETA, is
Ind in principle and design. Generally, the theory of solving com-

munity problems at the community level, utilizing community-hased
resources, is most appropriate.

In spite of its proper design, it is recogniud that CETA, unfor-
tunately, has experienced difficulties in implementation. 'These difficul-
ties range front the devastated economy within which CETA, was
launched, to the necessity of developing an entire generation of man-
power expertise at the prime sponsor level, _Perhaps the most unfor-
tunate occurrence was the economically caused necessity to supplement
CETA so dramntically with public service employment that PSE is
frequently and we think currently viewed as synonymous with CETA
in many circles.

Chrysler Corp. recommends keeping CETAits intent, approach,
and directiongenerally intact. T lowever. several supplements or op-
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erational revisions are suggested, many of which have already been
mentioned by colleagues, private sector representatives

One. Communication about OTITA, programs to both deliverers and
clients allIce must be improved.

Two The advisory process specified in the lenislation must be made
more representative, more useful and more valid.

Three. Public service emplovrnent must be returned to its "emer-
gency only" definition. PSI?. should be implemented only when it is
accompanied by a plan for transition to reg-ular full-time nonsubsi-
dized employment.

Four. The frequently lielircl derriand to "via red tape" is appropri-
ate where such administrative detail is either duplicative or detract-
ing from sound manpower program dclivety.

Five. CETA quality control must be standardized, improved and
consistently implemented. Front our experience here, we think the
major result here could be to assist prime sponsors to remove ineffec-
tive, politically-installed deliverers of services that go year after year.

Six. More qualitative technical assistance must he provided to prime
sponsors. We understand there is more in the rewrite of the legisla-
tion, and we applaud that,

Also, initiatives must, be taken to encourage "cross fertilization" of
innovative tirogTarns and approaches between prime sponsors.

Seven. Finally, and most importantly, from the private business
perspective of Chrysler Corp., More oniphasis must be placed on in-
volving the private businN., sector in CETA efforts. Several specific
recommendations arc possible here rtinging from more focus on small
businesses, that heretofore feel they have been left out by the process,
to the installation of "catalytic" agencies its the process.

Many valid reasons, many of which have been mentioned here to-
day, exist to justify the increase in private business sector involvement.
The most, important of these is that now and in the future over 85
percent of the full-time self,sufficient nonsubsidized employment ex-
ists within the private sector.

But business has been and remains reluctant to participate in these
programs which may require compactnal involvement with the Gov-
ernment or which are perceived as tampering with their right to
ern ploy selecti rely.

ray other reasons for this relucta nee also exist. Chrysler encour-
ages mi analysis of the reasons that employers have been reluctant to
participate in employment, and t y:611411.1. programs as the appropriate
first step. Vevisions to CETA both its legislat ion and regulations are
possible to encourage and support rather thou discourage and ignore
private- sector= involvement.

Chrysler suggests that after reviewing the reasons for business
reluctance, perhaps the estuld isliment and maintenance of a local
catalytic organization to serve the goals of inclusion and involvement
is an answer.

A cautionary note might be inlded.
In pursuing the expansion find the legitimacy of private-sector in-

volvement in CP,T.N, it iiiisrlit Ire a lie Of `overkill" to develop a
separate title in the legislation to oversee private-sector involvement.
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8 ilarly, it< Ivold seem inappropriate to develop a. separate title
for any rested-interest group, regardless of tc needs of their con-
stituency or their contribution because the basic conceptual design of
CET A mig,ht be compromised, The local community should continuo
to have their right to decide which programs hest serve local commu-
nity needs.

With provision of 'supplements and energetic catalytic forces, the
natural pull of the process will include the private sector in every
title instead of restricting piivate sector inclusoa to just one title.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dral loll
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Chrysler Corporation is pleased to provide this

written testimony to the U. S. Senate Hunan

Resources committed Rearing on the comprehensive

Employment and Training Act,

our motivation in appearing before the oaittea

is based on our general and Ieng-standing nom,

tment to respond to ao%munity needs- We believe

we have demonstrated that commILment., in part

through the efforts of Chrysler Institute to

impldmeint and to iinprioe employment and trmining

programs intended to solve the unemployment problems

of the disadvantaged.

We hope that our testimony will assist the Senate

committee on itumao Resources position

on CETA iMprevemeet.
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Chryolar Institute, through ita Entry Lovel Training _e

has become a leader in Bid training and employment of the

disadvantaged, unemployedClient.
The program= used by Entry

Laval Training in its work have been successfully adapted to

the needle of both eMploYers deeiring thoroughly trained

employees and the various agenciee funded and mandated to

serve disadvantaged clients- Chrysler Institste'ri Entry Level,.

Training Department is eiSta important division of an organization

that began almost fifty years ago.

In 1.931. 'saner p. Chrysler and Fred %oder launched a two-

year werk(study program leading to a Baster.= Degree in Automotive--

Engineering. This marKeri trio birth of chryaler Institute.

Through the years. the IOStlteto boo eponsoea a variety of

educational offerings. gvening olassen for high sch001 cred

and diplomas, courses for employee advancement, tuition refund

programs, skilled trade programs and jointly sponsored classes,

loading 4) Bachelors Arid Masters Degrees are only a few

offerings.

of their

Currently, C al.er Institute is made up of six distinct de t-

men to

Aeadelntc Affairs has responsibility for overseeing

Chrysler Corporation's interface with various school
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yatems at all levels. It also manages a variety
agernent training programer d Pre-retiremesse

counseling program. the tuitio
end others_

urld program

management and rrofessional_rducation_ has funet nal
responsibility for programs from the top levels of
management down through fire t lino supervision.
Igiimbered among their offerings arc Management by
Objectives. Supervision of Supen/isore, Arabi=
Solving. Leadership Effectiveness TrainLng and
others.

T e c h n i c a l al251AmprerstietTrainli maintains functional
ty from first line 5 upezvi5ion through

_

level jobs. Program offerings include the
_

umr-n gotta tad Apprentice Program, fork truck driving
and repair, metrics, hydraulics, drafting, etc_

Auto Services Educ Lion through M %eh is an achieve.
rent mileetnno for Chrysler fnetituta. utilizing the
latest in instructional design technology, rioTech

offers programs in auto Mo4hanics. Auto nody Repair,
Drive Train Mechmnice and a series cif. Continuing
Educe tion programs_

3 70 0 76 d 6S
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(PSD) is 4 Department

serving others within Citry11er Ingtitute as well am

corporate and *Marna' cesstomars. PSO develops self-

paced, eoMpeteney-,based learning siesta:no, media

software and also dtlivers evaluation and validation

reeoarch.

is the

largest private sector deliverer of employment and

training services nationally .under cDTA. Entry. -1-,/

Level Training has earned an.impresaive record Of

accomplishment over more than ten years. During that

tine the Entry Level Training Department has servtd.

over 50,000 disadvantaged clients and helped *Inure ,

almost 40,000 fell-time non-subsidized johm,

Beginning in the 1960's, Chrysler Institute responded to the -..

problem of the nerd to e ley" job applicant and, through its

entry Level Training Department developed same of the firmest

preparatory programs for disadvantaged clients. most of these

efforts were sponsorod under the Konnower Development and Training

Act of 1962.. Specific use was made of the NAB/JOBS contract

format.

? very nigh percentage of the clients served by the Entry Level

Training De_prtnent have become successful in their careers.

> mployerefrecognize the graduates of Entry Level's training
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-og ae being highly trained. and motivated. This

recognition 10 appropriately ettrPbuted to the realistic,

training eocperiences provided at Chrysler.

prier to the enactment of CEP, Chrysler Institute was already

loeirig credited with writing mnch of the literature dealing

with novice to disadvantaged clientele-

Involvement with several thouaand rlt_5 by 1971 had produced

many rules of thumb which guided Chrysler Institute efforts

into the years of CETA.

One in. Don't_ nealmojoise" iverablg.

the vary early yearn of Entry level- Training encouraged many_
.

undeliverable promises in an enthusiasm to carry the tilkh/JohS-

banner. Much mere appropriate is the current approach which

has the client realizing the param. tore of the world of work-17

and Unat they are responsible for tbiei,r own success.

rule is: Don

_ d "training" connotes,

r

. imrting of skills.. "The. _

ed is in those areas wherering that should be

the client's marketable skills have boat, improved, and Clan

only if those skills are utilized; i.e., followed up by place-

ment on those jobs.
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still another _1 developed from our tariy experiante and

taiStaFtes use hasie edu t --rserea.tion un/gee

MIASMA t7re gaining and rnaintoining of the entry position

ainaplm in the very near littera. For years coma employers

to bave the ability to read and write

at a high school level for asseMbly line work. It is probably.

.4M4 mentality that now attempts .reading and writing

any programs. This deem not auggeat that the

ty ar desire to road is no important, but that for employ-

it must Include a tangible and fotemgeabla reward.gent prog.

For Cxar0pie. Chrysler programs utilize job-meaningful instrUe-

tiobai tools such an the co- ..ating of 4 betefit package to

math, the ese of a piL.Joetion "track sheer." to teach

reading. and the completion job application blank ND

ng-

Another rule is: Don't hsaamy dp- tandards

Doeblo standards have no place in dealing with people who stately

desito am opporlunity to share in the fruits of employment and

are xlrograMatically prepared to do SO Programs that demand

4-dayS-out-of-5 attendanee for clients get Just that. Yet the

same Programs demand that their Advisors be there every day.

It should be obvious that_ there is no way to speak to career

development Eithout demanding a single standard for all employees.

Anothor ruin that egorgce jet Ann'
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Some theorists s ta that absolutely
special support services is needed; the

training that companies have always provided., combined with

an opportunity to get inside the door, is ail the clients
need. There are others who pate that di antaged r lent
must be given great multitude of support eer-vices.

The Chrysler approach 'which. has been mast success -7. lies
between these two polaor but it has Dean difficult to negotiate
with thane aligned wi.tb eitaler theory,

We feel that euooe

provided by the Pr
the earliest posni

with a strong soon

ivy eervl _ should be cl-fined by the client.
ridninistratian, and discontinued at -

e tune. The Loral process should be combined
ling thrust, the goal being to replace all

dependence with independence as soon as possible whether or not
ail available soPpoet servicea have been provided.

A final rule relstee

efforts found it rec
a mistakeno partic

to lee
social aorviee tymes"_ arils was

__round is receaThended. What really
necessary for thaaa pro m, a strong 'trainer and counselor
knows the employment scene, who has novae ability to sort

through and prevail over traditional personnel Dractle6s, and
who is ccricerned about the einpleyability of people.
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CETA

The advent of ti Comprehensive Omployment and Training Act

(Mfr.) in 1973 provided.upportunities for Chrysler's Entry .

Level Training Department to refine and expand its service

offerings. The services provided currently benefit various

governaant -agencies, and companies of all sizes, all of which

have the common objective: thoroughly trained, reliable

employees.

The following list of service indicates flexibility

of tnt Institute's Entry Level Department. While no one

agency contracts for all the services listed,. these services .

are delivered in a variety of groupings in several locations -.-

across the country-

Outreach and Recruitment Is one of these services. In order

to perform this service the staff of the Entry Level Training

Department contacts local communities, court systems, sUbstance

abuse clinics, churches, schools and Civic organizations to

recruit cliantS for services and training openinge. The media

is also Used in this effort to'inshre that there will be an

equal representation of various disedvantagew.nes.representad.

the programs and that the overall program is presented in

mite feet possible light.
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Plan and Raferral is another

.functiern of Entry Level ?raining. This operation's, primary

responsibility is the selection, assessment, processing and

Atheduling of the most autteble -nts to benefit from the

'various eervico and training program openings. In order to

fulfill this responsibility. the Couneelers work with the

Clients on an individual herds to gather)siograrhicaldata,

This data will

any supportive a

financial or chi

sett to determine whethe need for

a such an medical, legal, dental,

rvte

.lostimg is also done to determine tbie olient'd_intereata,

abilities and aptitude levels. The counselors use these teat

to help the clients develop a Personal career plan.

Flare the client determinea long -range as well as short-range,

goals.' Next, the clients take part in a referral program where

they are directed to an available, service or training program

that beet suit interests and abilities.

Frequently before el advance t(2 ottie
Progress, Chrysler inetitote has then participate in

lied
Ile es -n

erd_C veer Guidance Leh a fourzdacion of Goal Directed Grove_

Counseling- This program is one of the most d erotic offering
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el Treini soma coax Directed croup Counseling

began, thoAdvieors taught besie reading, writing and arithmetic

are
s to disadvantaged _

however, they do lit

or cope with a position

he necessary as these sItiale

*pare clients to hold 4 job

in to industriel environment. Therefore,

the progress was changed and has evolved toward a aarriCaiWn

Which wants the steeds of both the client and the employer.

Directed Croup counseling addresses itself to idea that,

individuals are reeponsible for their own success.

The client is sot goals. to taudget time, to

responsibility and to develop a rapport with others. The daign

of a Personal. Plan of Action which plates for tho realiietion .

is is else part of the Program. Assessment end Career

Guidance also deals with the intricacies of tares, 1Arilsing,
-.--

it union, proper nutrition and Obtaining Credit_

h this counseling m the clients' feelin

eat' -vm ate raised to the level where they can honestly

"T can he succeesful. l must be successful- I wild. be succeesful

because x are responsible for my own success".

In Ord

Institute offors c

ire an industrial environment, Chrysler

basic skills treining.pregres called

ie part of Entry tmvel. Training.

For this trairsir g the olie ta ark its a simulated
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plant environment, involved rang mogul

t eventual ompIoyment opporunitiete.whi011 ore designed _

some of the modeles demonstrate the use of basic hand tons,

stroll parts sssesibly, engine assembly, press room operation,

stub frame aseenibly and Drake asserely. ether modules eLmslate

service mecOpatiens Employers have expressed 4 need for entry

level employees with basic skilin and these nodules cnKble

Pobsntial employees to acquire these akilL Similar to rale

world mf work. these modules also ftoalmtm n to learn

and work in specific stations where they are required to complete

assigned ranks in given periods of tinm.

Also selected to meet the needs of the employment c

Chrysler Institute designs and delivers speciEictr_

several areas: custodial maintertence,

Y.

forklift ovetetion# clerical skills, sower sewing. metal. cutt
=

-machine operation, armor piste and combination welding are bu

SO= Or title Orrrring5

usually af=ter acquirinq tine basic skills toaaght in the IlEanda-On

Troining segment, chrysier .elients easy move into training in one

of these ecmi-skillod arean4 learned in this oree

enable the clients to realize some of the goals out

Personal Career Plan=

The eooneelrste who worK orea or Devolsa rsent
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employers he their personal accounts. 'eh.ir job is
and securereploymeat for dieadvant aged clients,

Their goal is to serve the employer by Providing clients for
job interviews for positions that the clienta are qualified to
fill. and that viill offer the client upward career mobility.

The conoselora assigned to the acb Survey and Development of fo

intend to help the elienko realize LI-se tr longrange employment

goals rather than simply place a client in any job.
=

At the same t the Jo orvey and Ve -fflioprnent-stAff provides.

vary important inforrmation to tl-le other aspeotesof the fotry,,

Leval log Department Inay a-,cvey the labor market to

determine whet aroployar a' re and will be in the neer term
future. These needs are 5tor,s11-.. cad into otsrinuLtua development,.

service delivery, and `J. on to be shared vi_th other agencies.

Survey and Development ,rovirle= support esrvicea 1.411

qt oda client and employer counoelinge diopiate handling end
technical aosisthnce to the corporation, all vLtb the goal of
serving the employer and thereby mowing the 1113-Ag.1ged chart.

Another im -rthnt offering of the retry Towel- rean no Department
how

to got a job end in moat cheer; do get a 'ob. -'they uue the vi.ent-ads

end the telephoner they are also taught the skills necessary to
compose rogumes, write letters of application, and fill out

is the ,,yob search. thin Program,
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spelieation forms. While involved iii the deb Search

clients must cal i on at least two ptoupective elaplcsy

urn an interview and 1100efelly to obtain a job. Eeceuse of

the preparatory kph search tzeining, a high porteentage of the

interviews reeUlt in job effmrs. When the interview does not

result in a Jes offer, the counselor with the client determines

why and moves toward problem resolution. Every effort 1-0 made

to provide the client with job leads and jaa referrals consistent

with the Personal career Plan.

Through tie services of plaement and P-110 0 arse Level

Training Provides all the services necessory to ase-ime'the client

ol introduction to a new job.' client and coun- '

selor tontir.un< to work together to solve any problems of adjust- --

want to work environment. The client receives rouneelinetoth

related and not related to the job, but all of which solves

prepleas that could interfere with a new career. 'The fellow -up °.

doperttent is concerned with the total individnal and the adjust-

sent to allell arena of the'work environment. .

Another servIce of entry level T--ini-ng very oimiloz to Tlecenent

and 1-0110w-up, but for Chrysler hires only, is t]n9l9eT_7s Training.
This earviCe 16 provided am a suppler en to fhrysier supervtoors

to assure that Use new emoloy*le who has been referred by t?ie

Entry revel Training Department dill become a aueoe.6.oZuld contri-

buting Dart of use Chrysler work rum=p. T+Ics OnAlle-407:; "Trainimil
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red in that it outlines specific training

xpecrations.

staff Training, is a service irOvided by the 5ritry Love_ Training

Dtpartent which in Pettlarm one of the most critical,

titute eta f members can share their expertise in a

Tne Chrysler

the

areas listed with governmanm agencies. private corporations and

service organizations that mail upon t.1102m for an3istzznce.

Chrysler institutes £ncry tavol Training DePartMeOt Provides

Special Services in

offered.

all of thmir offerings. fOr years. Em5110.

d en liatie for 'both Arabic and Spanish clients hasImen

adaptations of several service offerings haver

Imen provided to individuals With a variety Of HZ

ranging frOODUta to deaf and from mcrntti lY

restored to era vice.

Among the ',nqa of YhtrY Level 'lleiniag which are worthy of ,.

special handling is Youth_BcovICes. Chrysler corporatiorlIsan

long realized that the yotitj Of Arsieirica ie Pz0bahlY Ois'Pationis

nosh valuable 4esource In ale sorvico of youth, creative con-

tribution to Our society is onlimired. Because of this realization.

Chrysler Institute has become involved in a Variety of program

offerings ever the years which provide 5upport to nogLety through .

its youth.
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Chrysler Institute's formal partntrthiga to asarat disadvantaged

youth began in the 19 It was during those troubled times

that Chrysler took th t and developed a P gram

in conjunction with a local inner city high school. In this

'acioot a school' program many educational and employment services

delivered. Creative approaches were adopted such as

AWNOVOIAS of the various departments of Chrysler Corporation

sharing their expertise with the students of the school,

During the years that 1_ vd,

to work with youth. Advisory offorts

disadvantaged youth, have underscored ti's

dr-

rding youth, e:

d fok career planning,

world-of-work counseling, goal-setting and value-Clarifiestion.

Chrysler Institute, through ite work with adult prograIns. bed

doVeloped the capertisc in 0 loltvering all of these services while

linking them to appropriate $ pportive and training curriculum.

Consequently. Agencies funded and mandated to work with youth

led on Chrysler Institute to collaborate in their offorts.

AS a result of this co 5n1Or gnat

Involved with numerous pilot and Ongoing-PrOject.0 for

moth in-school and out-of-school youth have been trained in the

various skills necessary la seeure and retain jobs. Those pro-

grama have included,eounseling sessions. interest and skills

assessments, as well as actual panda -on training in various

industrial skills and some part-tine work e:goerience. As w

been
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ether efforte, the foundation of the youth

is Goal Directed Group counseli

Rock

prcgrama

Chrysler has developed a Unique career &vele ant

format Which includekan intensive in-school classroms-deltvered

program linking motivational counseling with part-time work

experience and institutional support. some unusual aspects of

this effort are academie credit for counseling received, _ia

ellewepeos for work experience and staff training for the school

counseling staff,

inse to the united States Department of Labor's ongoing.

concern ,youth, Chrysler Inatitute.is
continuing to implement

fining peogrome for young people for many different circum-.

_ Ono of the more exciting
programale.dealgned to expese

teveral young people, who are
disadvantagadand who have dropped

out of school, to the capabilities of the various oBTA manpower

agencies. Through. this exposure, they are also encouraged to

resting their education for the express purpose of becoming man-

power paraprofessionals.

Chrysler Institute, through its experience in working with young

people, has vi ualizsd the dynamic results that occur when this

nation'o vo and Oncouraged to utilize their unique

potential= It ig with vision in mind that Chrysler Institute

continuos to design and implement programs to motivate young

people to bcuoac contributors to the community.
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FrOAk Lance Chrysler takee the position that GEV. i

sound in principle And design. Generally. tie theory of eel _ng

community problems, ineluding unemployment, at the community

level, et/lining Oceamunitybeeed resources is most APPropriate.

CETh provides an Appropriate legislative framework for that

Freesia to take glare. Specifically, 'there are several elements

to the MIA legislation and design that should be safeguarded and._
maintained.

, Placing the responeibility of planning and reemerce

allocation at the oomnernisty lavei is appropriate,

since the local political structure is most hnMedistely

concerned with and potentially responsive toward

employment related, community needs.

The =TA prooene outlines a client And employment

analysis and An assessment (1.4 service delive

at I level. CSTA resource eLlocation is

the gaps between employability and

ployability, by providing a number of

vice, Son caporiencial components.

deeigne

. GETt. outliners a d of adviitaUc.n_ to
take advantage of the various niomentm of information
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to malts the proco roaponaive Adv eory boards,

re ting sound, Oross-sactlan of commueityt

business, agency, government and educational needs;

ere mandated.

CrTA provides a direction and method balance

2Ea1Eem for sdlogidieed (P.S.E.. W_

and non-subsidized employment (comp _assive manpower

services).

cSTX continues an Office for National Projette

(Title III) to assure h sievelu nt and

demonstration_ programs as well as repres

groups that might not receive s-rvicos through Cork

rmnitieS (i.e., Indians, migrants)

GEV. e tablisbed M Flatianai Cn uniani n on Manpower

Policy (Title V) to direct, guide and evaluate mp101-

::rent and training efforts in a broad senec.

CE%A, in four fiscal Years. ham de-velopod ari entire

ceneration of employmont and training expertise at

the local levil which, in Ult post, had been, only

available nationally or pally. This mor

any other factor servos to move human reeoura

and employment and training efforts 1:4 tha rip

national priority

tanning
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Chrysler would be the first to alit that CM. during to

lauoeh years, was far from smoothly implemented. There are

a nugioae of reasons for these difficulties in implementatiOn.

Chrysler encourages the members of this committee to

remember that CE7h is really a brand new process_ CETA would

have had some difficulty in implementation due to the total

overnaul of Idie employment Arid training network

existed under Mfah, even if t number of other factors

the economy d5A not come into play.

several

implementation exp

intent. or providing so

meats

31-are o 76 = 65

'et outline ltie difficulties Cf: 'a

presented here with Eh

ur,cd and guidance toward revision.

d. The Se

CETA wan launched one of the wore° °Commie

eitestions poseihl produced some inoediatn

colnprcmises in Stn design and promise for balance

and, moved to w2io _conic use of Public: Service

Employment, without dva linkages needed Per oventu;

smvement toward non-subsidised jots.

A lack of coordination, and in some eases actual

competition, developed lse bdcan the letabliahud tab

bervice (formerly employmen service) and the

emerging Ct1,17. thrust.



fional and Regional Depart aunt

bah been ntxong on'the technical

implementation (reporting. deadlinoS.

bor guidance

to of WE

Allocations)

ogress design.

7heptialsbilsiness sector has ban ea ingly

reluctant to participate with employment and train

prngrems during CETP0o formative years and therm

have been vary few innovative ottamuts for including

Chem.

to

nod auPPinments and-fiscal appropriations

employed came in the form of additional

public service jobs, frequently With unrealistic

tiJanframes. The net result was that P.S.Z. has

become synonymous with MTN in the minds of many and--

the more seriously ItEtAmnsimml have ined uneery
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bunin
employer, business

aecfor firm actively

to offer several sUggeStions.

for CETS. process ImproveMent, it is readily admitted that the
.

suggestions offered are not immediately and directly applicable

to a legislative revision. rote typically. these suggestions

apply to the Regulations or the interpretation and adMinistration

of the Regulations in thw operatlom of qvgm. These are elle areas

where supplements and revisions could enhance what is regarded

as a basically sound concept and design.

Chrysler dots not recemnenti any sweeping new installation or

agency development, Chrysler does recommend efforts to better

dminishor, utilize and apply 'what carrently saute The cm

aponeored employment and wining arena needs some now dimensions

of emphasis. organization4 coordination and coo:potation.

The foil_

and improve the CtTA process;

aormuni

clients alike must be improv

pointy which should apply to

rams to both delis, nd

The claim that in emotion

'iS incorrect, inconsistent and tardy is 1 too frequently

all eepe ^ta of the employment and tr_eiriing equation and
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should he -Ter% -= t. simple printing of announoemento

as requi:-1 ny Procurement Rogulations in the legal

notice sec the newspaper is not sufficient.

Several pilot orograms around ihe country have taken to

bettor publicizing and promoting CETA programs. The should

be shared and expanded.

The Advisory Process opecirted in the legislation must be

made more representative, more useful and more valid=

Fragvently, Primo Sponsors either do not utilize the Advisory

Board in a timely fashion for deL6iton making or, worse yet,

in sae cases the Advisory Boards are not even convened=

rt it recognized that some of the difficulty lies with the

fiJotio time table for submission er.d expenditure as estab-

-
lishld by the National. and Regional effiCeS of,DOL. Nonethe

Iss, the Advisory Beards must be utilized in a more repre--

sentetive fashion if the CETA process is to ho evaluated as

Contributing to the community's good in general.

moloymerit must-be returned to its emergency-

poly definition. PSE should be Ltplomented only when it JO

accompanied br a plan for transition to regular fell-time=

non-subsidized employment= There must be a programmed blending

and linking of every comprehensive emploYment and training

service Lo t.. ultimate goal 1,f non-subsidized full -tire
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meaningful employment. Ail PSC and ework experience programs

should have a visible and monitored plan for such tranmition.

The frequently board demand to "cut " is

. where such administrative detail is eitlinr 'dduplicative or

detracting from sound manpower program delivery. :Chrysler

CorporatiOn as a large organization is among the first to

realize and recognize the neeo tor sauna amministrarive

process. However, it must be realized that CETA is imple-

mented througha fedoral and also a local, bureaucratic

organization. Consequently, the potential nom duplicative

reporting and double adherence to procurement regulations is

a definite possibility.

Also, paying allegiances to other organirati in the process

frequently causes a df,:vmma which ultimately disregards the

original intent of the program. An example of this et,fints

with one Skill Training Improvement Program (STIP) which was

originally designed to increase participation of the private
business sector in manpower programming. my a' An DOL's

Sureau of Apprenticeship Training veto power ct.:t propanain

submitted under STIP, the goal of private sector inclusion

be frustrated. lbc privates sector does not wish Ws have

the STIP program used to promote unrelated gnoln of other

egencies.
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5. CE mint be ataradardiaed, improved and

coneiatently implemented, The major result hero could be to

assist Primo Sponsors in improving or removing ineffective

politically- installed deliverers Of services. Frequently,

Chrysler has Observed that a Prime Sponsor its frustrated

with an ineffective yet politically-entrenched service

deliverer.

6. More alit clhnical_aanistunce must be provided to

Prime Sponsors. The CETh prime Sp©nsore actually need a

Mutual interest forum which can be a taYfished where issues

from prohleals to program design can be diacussed and worked

on without the watchful eye of the DOL. There is a need

for more conceptual arose fertilization between the Prima

Sponsors in the implementation of CET A. The National and

Regional levels of DOt should get an involved in the push for

quaUty programming as it has in the monitoring of the mechan-

: ical =aspects of CETa. The cross fertilization should also

include other elements that play heavily in the employment

and training arena. some excellent models of agency cooperation

and coordination already exist, such as the Work Incentive'

Frogres co-location afforts with HLW,

7. iho demonstration and seed money pr

C-=tLonal Projetm should be strength

si_tc. some resource commitment and

-3 is from the Office of

This would nacos-

i include programa
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=,partment cif ComMerce and job expansion.

fective models to involve the private business sector

appropriately in the employment and training process

art aloe necessary. .A prdblem exists with the way certain

demonstration monies.have been allocated since the heginning

of the current administration. The focus seem to he on

maneuvering for nuMbere and dollars expended es :

opposed to sound programming. The result has been devasting

time constraints and program development deadlines.`-

0 A more active evaluative and guiding role for the
Commission for Manpower Policy is also recommended.' ThiS can

only happen through, increased top-level involvement and

emphasis. Unfortunately, this Commission, for all its statersp,

merely served as an apolOgint ror the lack of manpower policy

in recent years. Hopefully. a new direction and impetus for

this group can be established.

g. Finally, and most importantly from the private business

perspeCtive, more emphasis must be placed oe involving

private business sector in CE efforts.' Increased involvement

and participation of the private 'business, sector in all Aspeeta

of employment and training programs must be ,scured. This

cannot be done by either invitation or edict. It must be

done by developing, emphasizing, demonstrating And promoting

the links to business self interest. Chrysler feels that



CE could even be viewed as en f4MPloyer service, ir. in

fact, in is so readily recognized that the majority of non-

subsidized jobs lie with the private business sector. Sowever,

as this testimony will go on to discuss, the natural outcome

from the codLination of business' reluctance, lobbies who

are attempting to avoid business benefiting from government

programs and the Doi, implementers of CETA who have never

really energized a private sector thrust, the results have

been devastating. The biggest contradiction in the CETA

process is to realize that most jobs lio with the private

business sector; and then to find that the language in both

the Legislation and the eventual Regulations relating to

inclusion and involvement of that sector is most restrictive.
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Cooperation and dialogue must be established at the local level

between the the elements which are served in any suteaseful

employm.nt=an1 treinimj configuration:

golayalliIveade - Employment related community needs

Are required for CETA's Comprehensive
Manpower Plan.

mese are typically defined in "significant segments"
for service, This must move beyond simply numbers of

unemployed and in the direction of knowledge and skill

essessmeiz.te.

Fsum Re -source .n-' s - every om unity has a myriad

of agencies funded and mandated to eervc human resource
needs. Most of these have been traditionally under-

publicized, under utilized and, most certainly, dupli-

cative of each other. The employment related agencies

of most importance are the Job Service, cETA, the public

school system and WIN.

for mnolo _ors 'goose Employers

held 86% pr the non- subsidised,
fc11-time job opoor-

tunities and, frequently
experience personnel shortages

during timel of high nnempleymsnt- Traditionally,
these employers have been too btssy, too threatened, too
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inward looking, too resetive negative, to .

unsophisticated or too'uninformed to interface with

either the Agencies or the community directly.

TO further expand the discussion on the irony of the private

business sector's lack of inclusion several obServatione oan be

offered. Both presidential candidates in the last election when

speaking of unemployment pointed to employment with primate

business as a Lop priority.' The new Administration. Specifically

Secretary. of Labor Marshall, Secretary of Commerce Kreps. Secre-

tary of the Treasury Blumenthal all J-peak to business as the most

important deliverers of non-subsidised jobs.

-
The second annual report by the National Commission on npownr

Policy pointed to private business and improvement of business

sector programs as the appropriate way,to go. Most of the Oxioting-
.

,czTA quality and cost effectiveness control measures indicate that

the private business sector is typically one-fourth of the cost

per placement of public service employment. The business sector

through organizationa like the Rosiness Roundtable, the

Xational Alliance of Businessmen, the U. S. chamber 0f.commarna

and others, indicate they are very interested in getting involved.

One doesn't have to look very fop payond the foot at 85% of the
non-sebsidised jobs new and in the future are With private business .

when looking for justifications for inclusion. Yet there are a
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number of other reasons why the privates business sector 'Media

be involved in the CE1A proCcis,,such as private business holds

firat-band exceriential input for occupational research. The.

knowledge of how many jobs will be coming open and more specifically

the knowledge and skill requirements to fill those jobs rests only

with this employer community-

niciodinp the private business sector on Advisory Boards makes

sense also. The fact that business is credited with creativity,

goal orientation and problem solving Lechniquesshould encourage

Primo Sponsors to deal with them.
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'NZ REWC NT rART/CIPAN7

Chrysler would lake to suggest to the eommitt,_ a tumovv

reasons why the ?rival:a business sector has trad4iionally been

reluctant to participate in CtTh programs.

The private business

EETA programs because of

In most organizations.

is reluctant to participate with

operational rigtditiee inhrent

Actually, the private business sector, especially medium and

scull -sized firms, are busy and frequently are without staff

resources for program or advisory contributions. This reluctance

to participate because of time constraints is exacerbated by

periodic involvement in processes like the typical cm Advisory

Board, where it is felt that meaningful timely input is neither

desired 6:r even requested. Nekt, and contrary to popular opinion,

the business sector is not veryLso histicated as it relates to

planning and delivering programs for huran resource development.

This is especially true in Lalking about programs to assimilate

disadvantaged clients into the wore Tha private business

sector by definition works from a persp_ctive of vested self

interest. Consequently, any programs which attempt to include

private business participation must be able to answer, "What's in

7
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Finally, Meat of the difficulties oc reatona for bsi.

relnetanee are compounded by the problems of paperwork,

adminiorr- i.9.th3 And rod t,Ape. FormAlity in eontraets is

foreboding duplicative adminiafccUlve detail in time oonsuming

mark tone" is threatening.
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PRIVATE BUS USIO

Chrysler Corporation 00ggesta that when viewing the _a ons for .

business relUotanceandrealizing
Chat a primary reason for t,:',4t

reluctance is the resistance to direct interaction with Cho

government, perhaps the estehlishment of a local force to sarVe

the business sector and serve the goals of inclusion and involYea-

ment is an answer- 'There are sevoral features that such a local

catalyst would haves

The local catalyst must have a private,:;';"' A0.212g=

or,ata-Lizatiolbase eo that business fa,- _tereste

are being represented in a secure. truun,

. the °cal catalyst must be prepared to answer

question when privatn employers Auk, "What's io it

for me ?" To that end, the catalyst must be prepared

to deliver certain grapilpa_r services and access to an

acing house in the human resources

field,

Although izcd as a businese-based oAAnization,

the local catalyst must have immediate access to an

involvement of the rimayy agencies in the local human

resources arena. At a minimum, a co- located staff.

resource from the non Service, CETA and WIN should be
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catalyst's organizational con-

figuration. Other agencies can be represented aloe.

. ee locally appropriate.

. The local catalyst must be tied tea a National Suet rt

staff to serve as a resource center Cor program

development. information dissemination. appropriate
-

national policy linkages. and staff development.

41fflei proven. organizational span of control should be

utiLized in establiahine the local catalyst network.

At a minimum, a Series of Regional Offices, with across-

the-board functional repreaentation, should be imPle'

manted. The Regional Offices must be more than aimply

coordinative in nature and. perhaps the appropriate

location for regional program development and evaluation.

In reviewing the organizational and operatinnl ::(-'date of a tmeal

Catalyst several elements seem to warrant ine

Espresentation of the private buainsun sector

masters dealing with publicly sponsored human resource

planning and utilization.

. Serving as a buffer between the business sector And the

Agencies, lewd and even door- knockers involved in the

local manpower equoLion.
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Serve as an inte.r rater between business and human
resource needs of agencies end the legislature.
other words, interpret for busir -.!gs and to busines

happenings in the employment and training field.

Serve as a provider of information ,nd direct employ
services. This is especially important if the goal .

is to expand and include the middle and small-sired
employer- -those employers who do not have the resource

Cor internally held technical tanee.

Serve as a cc ord work Ling duplications

as it relates to including the private business ffactor_
At the very least this coordinative buffer agency could
centralize contacts for job development- information and--
representation-

,ho catalyst would actually be a membership of private
business sector firms working together to improve local
or even national silua tions dealinn with human resources.
The Bret that Chrysler is no regularly seized upon for

ons of this type is not only indicative of
contribution to the field but probably also

.=;d1z.ative of the fact that spokesmen for private business
z,,L.tc., In employment sd training are few and far behdeen-
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Chrysler Corporation feeln that CE ie basically appro

and that some necessary supplements and adminintrative refine-

ments cculd aftsist it to function more smoothly and deal more

appropriately with the disadvantaged clients that it wae.intended

to serve. Chrysler, as has been obvious throughout thie testimony,

Is very interested In encouraging a more aggressive pvature toward

private'bosiness.sector involvement in the entire process. That

involvement is most importantly and appropriately linked.to the

provision of non - subsidized full-time employment.

A cautionary note most be added. to pursuing the exonny,

legitimacy of private sector involvement in CETh it wt,'

case of "over-kill" to develop a separate Title in the :Leg

to oversee private sector involvement.' Similarly, it would also

seem inappropriate to c1,01nlop a spar4tv. Title for any vented

intorest group regardless of the needs of their conetitueney or

their contribution to manpower in general because the bas%c con-

ceptuaL design of CETA would be compromised. The local community

should continue to have their right to decide which programs best

serve local community. needs. With the provision of supplements

ranging f'r-,m quality control to a local Cotayet the natural pull

of the process will include the private venter in every Title as

posed to restricting private soot= inclusion to Jost one

We would like to thank you for the opportunity you have

us to comment on the CETA program. We will he available to

discuss the subject further with you or with your staffs nt

convenience.

$1.270 0 . 78. 87
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Senator Itmot.E. 'I'laaulc you for your testimony.
We just had a vote start, so Senator Nelson lin. t gin

spend; then he will comeback i mined int el Y.
I have some quest ions.
110 you ?
Senator ,,lAvrrs. Tdco lin .e soniel biog.
I deeply appreciate the lest Manly, and 1 a pprecin le yftar Lovell's

testimony about. t he nereasary out reach i f we lire going to gi re I raining
it full part in this process, 1 would like, in writing, to ask pion
Minot the intermediation which my be required in order to bring
that about through other entities. like these vointuit tees we were
talking about.

I woold like to thank Ken Voting, for his very specific reference, his
point of the usefulness of those joint Wier iodustry committees to
itpprove plans with private employers and to gain, l hope, an out-
reach.

T think you both put your finger on the bid problem which I am
trying to n wet. T thank you very much.

Senator T'ItEnt,E. With regard to Molt Senator .Tavits just said,
we were Ode to discuss some of these problems hst evening, about the
whole way we perfect the connection process and the involvement
of the private sector ua a serious wily hi moving people out of strne-
tura] unemployment and into permanent jobs.

Let in ask you this ;After 10 years, or so, and 50.000 people coming
through your pro-_,From. IF it is the decision of the Chrysler Corp. that
this is n good business derision ? Ts it your exp(rienc.e, after this period
of time, despite the problems, ilatat. this lens been ti sound investment,
of time and effort, by the company ?

Mr. DRAB:1NT. There is no question we view it as II sound investment
of time and effort.

I might make the point I hat we treat the Chrysler Corp. plants the
way we treat other employers. We analyze the needs of their jobs,
prepare clients to fill those joins, and gilt thens full choice to accept
or reject the candidates.

One, of the reasons we have enjoyed snecess is Ow -Net tbot we have
not edieted disad van taLrl.(1 yin in at s. or formerly disadvantaged, I should
say. on the plants or other employers. Trowel-en we work a manpower
effort, in effect, in ft real sense. as an employer service. Ire provide
n service mid answer the questions that the employei.s have in terms
of their requirements.

Senator Thiel.. 1Vhat has been your placement rate over these
raono imuviehmis

Mr. DIIABAyr. It is it very difficult question to al iswer, because since
CETA our annual effort numbers with sonic 40 di ffisrent prime spon-
sors across the country, each having it different rate. However, the

largest of the contracts, entitled "Carvers," with the city of Detroit,
deals with entering sonic 1,200 clients to year, and, of those 1..200 cli-
ents a year, we work through it 5-week prepay tort' program before
job placement.

e actually place with employers sonic. 70 percent of the clients that
enter that pipeline 5 weeks before.

Senator Root n. This is crucial and, Senator ,T, its we had these
folks as witnesses before our hearings in Michigan. and they have hare
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(lied, throng-1i this instil utt., 5,000 individuals in I In. last It) years.
They 1)14)1)011y hove more direct knowledge or 1nm. Nvork os
airy Single private sector source we con lay our hands on.

1Nit the kind of plocement rote, with t he group you are getting,
from your one sont.en of candidnte coming our or I mit, ore these
all structurally unemployed people? These are tough pmple to place
under any ercimistances. You use 11 e.I nev.ng something like an
percent placement rote, wit II t he hardest to place clientele?

1.)ItAlf. NT, 1 Said over TO; .}'011 iie id SO.
SV1111101 1t11.311,E. In that range.
NET.. Do.m.%N.r. Definitely; espevial ly where relates t he city of

Litt volt. 1Vlion I referred to those prime sponsorships, -Detroit cer-
tainly was one example of t hat.

Senn( bliEca,E. ohorote t his :1-week program.
Dill I understand you to soy when you got those Iutrcl- to- erttploy

people, you undergo a pr ovess ofwindfor 5 weels?
NEr. I )1{.thAvr. The proress itself, I will talk abalit winttltere it came

from :111(1 \Villa it is right now.
1N Ire it clone from is to iniportont.
Ilre, like many praet it 'loners in I his field, mink a lot of mistakes, and

t he fact we ran more henk Ihrongh (or prugrnrit means \I probably
made more mistakes. We learned to the point where our curriculum
now- is really based on failure. It is based on a tot al analysis of what
causes disadvantaged clients Ihat ore perceived its hard to employ to
Nit particularly in the industrial set ting---their particular needs.

If the elements of 11u. curriculum do not answer I la. question of how
to gain and maintain employment, they are not in the curriculum.

Specifically, what we tin is bring the client into it very integ-Tated
approach, classroom approach. that has goal-directed counseling as the
foundation, in that Nye utilize our instructors not as preachers or
teachers. but nun :is group facilitators in that, process of value, clarifi-
cation and goal setting whereby- the clients themselves discover for
t livinsel yes and decide rm the cart anti must succeed,
bee Luse they are responsilde for it.

clients also )ate( set with their peers in forms of a series of
peer pressures.

Senntnr FitEnt,r... I am very interested in pinning thisclotvn,
1 have got to recess the hearing for just it moment, hes= use E have

to go or 1 will miss the vote.
So what I wiLut, to do. one of the issues I hat we really want to

mulerstaial as well as wo van, and we avant to draw nn your knowledge,
is exactly what seems to lxs the hest process for taking somebody out
of the ranks of the st Filet lividly Unemployed, WOr king with them
and getting them ready in terms of either motivation, attitude, or
jot: skills---not jolt skills: knowledge about w iwhat full-time orIc n-
volves. and other things, so we really understand exactly what it is
that we have to do sort of on the front end to facilitate a high suc-
cess ratio once eye actually get into a formal, on-the-job training
experience, or some other kind of training cape rionCe.

It is that in itiztl part which rte toy of Os think is natybe the single
most critical item. If you don't do that part right, no matey that the
t raining experience, it may not he sufficient.
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That is 1010 ire mint to gel under flit' microseo e and understand,
to know if we need to !mild something toore into fire CE1.1 frame-
work.

Let me just revess the committee for upproximately 5 to 7 iiiimires
until Senator Nelson comes linek. n nd then I want you to pursue that.

rpeess.]
Senntrir NErsox. clo nh end.
Mr. DirABANT. The last point. Sennt or 'Riegle made, the committee

has an interest in kind of inicroscopieully identifying Slime kinds of
things we have found sitcressful in dealing with disildriilltit$tod popa-
Int ions at the front end, especially 1 hose considered si plot Ira 11 y unem-
ployed.

I was only going to make one or two points on that.
The reason I think we are sileceiltvfill, we begin with very direct um/

vet' r intense contact with the employment community. That goes
back to the point about programs serving as an eni plover starrier,
all-nost. Once we couvince an employer or group of employers the
the program ran provide them with employees flirt have the altitude
and attendinice and the skills they require for entry criterion. we arc
moving into the direction of employing those si rueturill ly 'employed
people.

Senator Nr:r..sox. They do not have :Inv ?

:Mr. DtrAit,NT. That is correct. That is the i'e- llnll to the question
Senator Riegle asked.

Ton have to know what the deinninis of the commonitr are prior
to the provision of skills. Far too often W(' 1111.10 171 the past provided
skills on old data nr an impression. Link' iirY of a lob development
effort with firsthand, timer' in format ion about what t her are 10111Z to
to needing Monday morninor, having i responsive training_effort to
fill the gap between clients' rock of skills and employers' needs.

Senator NEr.soNr. Is Your program a Chrysler Institute program?
-Mr. DRABANT. Chrysler lust it ute runs the program, hut since CET:(.

Chrysler Corp. is just one of many employers flint we proviih, clients
for.

Senator NEr..sox. Prior to that. rout were dealing simply with
Chrysler?

Mr. DrrAnANT. Prior to that. WP e()11111 only deal with Chrysler be-
cause ns the legislation was frained--you hod to hire tlu In firstyes.

Senator NEr,soN. The instil lite now provirlos employees for Chrysler
as well as other employers?

IINATIANT. That is correct.
Senator NEr,soN. Are you talking a.hr,nt mostly ft exclusively st rue-

t rally unemployed, disadvantaged ?
Mr. DRABANT. xclusi elvdisadvantaged.
Senator NELsox. That figa, ire, 50.000, you use. then refers to ex-

clusively disadvantnged?
Mr. DrcAnArrr. Eight.
Senator NEr.soN. -Virile definition do you rise for 'disadvantaged?"
Mr. DRABANT. Tt has (-hanged frequently over these 10 years. always

the U.S. Dernartment of Labor's.
Senator NELsow. Do on ha `r a breakdown of the age pr oups f

these 50,000 persons?
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Mr. 1)1tAllANT, J1181. I nlprr sine st rally at. I hiS point, There 110VO
beat SO 10111 V different programs that 11 re all over the mop. 1N'e hove
currently got something like U) rime sponsors 1111(1 some 1 different
contracts.

S41111t01` YELSoN.1Vithill the area. serviced hy t Chrysler Institute ?
Mr. PRMIANT. Hight; prime sponsors (lint we service throng-1i
ryslor Institute.

Senator MEI...so N, 3:011 !MVO wtntc kind or iiii Old 1'01101 Vrivro.111?
Mr. I ni..isAx-r. Again, that vat ies. .1 II mit rearli program is jui relinsed

from us hy a. few prime sponsors; skill training program is pit rehased
hy scone ; ronnhi notion of progni ins plirehnsed hv others.

I oess, we hare evolved to is a hroml, full rouge manpower
delivery spy lee system and depending on I lie needs of tile In spon-
sor, we niv responsive to what they need,

Senator Yi.a.sos, 1)0 you have client s that you it feed reel! v t o voca-
tional training- of some kind ? 1)o you have people who have nn pre-
%Timis joh experience who you put into on-the-job I rain big or %lion( Iona I
training?

Nfr. T)11.%nAx-t...11 I of the nhove.
Senator Kn.sois.. no you have any liglin8 on retool inn rates after

placement
Mr. DitAitoz.r. Retention agnin varies by the various pr(igrains.
One of the programs thin I was just chatting aholt (hiring the break

was one flint we did for the work incentive program to pn?vide wel-
fare eripient ADO niothri.s to our I liryslor tank arsenal. That had
a, 100-percent placement rate and, still running 1 year later, 81) per-
cent.

Other progra ins are not as successful. \V find iliffieulty in discussing
retention rat es bectinse there is sucli a variety of pont mei s. We find that
the more skilled that we are able to impin t client, alai the more
directly related to 21 good job, like m.inor plate welder. the better the
rEtention rate.

Generally_ we are very, very pleased with out retention rates.
host of our programs., we experience smoothing close to TO- percent

placement rate. slightly over, I should say. The retention of those peo-
ple is pretty good because most of the. contracts we rim on a perform-
ance basis. Vtnr do not elionre, in most of those contracts. unless the
client has actically attained 31) days on the job for the placement
services.. which gives a little hit of a bet to the prime sponsor that is
attractive to thorn.

.k.ge of the clients. von asked earlier. I think it can generally be
said ivhat we are talking. about is it dwellers hetweon the ages of 1S
and 24, generally which falls in the youth definition.

Senator YEr.soN. IVIlat is your relationship to the prime sponsor ?
Are you a prime sponsor? Is your organization a prime sponsor?

\1r. I)n.kn.kx-r. No.
Senator Ne.r..sof.:. are il? now do von th,-wribe your

?

Nfr. T. As the entry-lerrl Ii ni t c1g department of C111.1,skr.
service and protluct. provider for a number of agencies. including
prime sponsors ; and I ant the manager of inarl:eting for those efforts.

Senator Ni:.soN How is the institute funded ?



Mr, %An ANT. The institute in general is funded refill y in I wo ways;.

one, by providing servietIs for the corporation that range from man-
.

wen-lent education programs
Sella tor Ni-...r.sor.r. You mean Chrysler?

DuAn.vx.r. Right.
And the Ivey that is most important to this test inlont is probably

dealing with the entry-level t raining lepa Onion( cif tlutt'irastitarte, and

is some Kt percent of its revenue is scoured from service (qua rnts With

turencies that arc funded and mandated to serve disadvantaged
clientele.

Senator NELsoN. Are there other at uizat ions in Detroit which
provide the same kind of nervier. or are you II kind of an umbrella
organization for that .1

DRABANT. are the only private -seri or business firm that does

that in Detroit. There are other organizat ions that can smile things
similar to what we do, typirally commturitv-Inved organisations.

Senator RIFAII.E. Thank you for waiting.
When T left, we were talking aboutSenator Nel:q)o was not able

to hoar me pose that questionwhat 1 wanted In have you describe

for us, heron:4e you live with this DOlikal and have had nn enormous
amount of experience with it when n hard-Olin' 4I rachIMIly 111Wrin-
ployed person conies in I want von to describe for us your sense for
the initial phases of how you lutve to deal wit ft that kind of situation
to get somebody ready fm. the job I taint fig and presumably. ready,

then, for after the training experience, full -time employment.
T want to understand the initial connecting process which you have.

had to develop PXpetise in and whieh. f think. generally we don't

know that much about and don't do that well in other places.
DuAnAxT. The piece that is most important to mention is as I

did get the oportamity to mention while you were outontof the room, our
job survey and development function invell.es otensiT contact with
the employer rr-,rnanunity, em uit t contact by a Ia vho considers the

employer their aren't:itdealing in -very specific terms, regarding-
entry-level critPria for employees, asking not only how many people
are going to he hired in the, very short fin, but also What, acre the qnali-

fications that in fact. yon arc going to he expecting, as nu employer.
Typically, through that, interaction, we diseov eyed that. for most

entry-level jobs in indlistry, once questions are zIsked of that employer
about entry criterion by Olir SlAff, tint attitude and attendance and

some basic skills are all they really care about.
Typically, an employer will say. "(tile, me somehod v with attitude

and attendance, rind f will train them,"
That information, both subjective and objective, is built into the

curriculum. this fi-week program.
Senator RrEor.r. Have you described that for the coal mi ttoe?

M_ DRAHAN-T. No: not yet.
Senator RIEGLE. To summary form. please To so. T real

this down,
Mr. DRARANT. Let me make one point that lictevier ged

roe not to miss out on. au invitation to anyone att the committee who

warts to come by. We would he llama- to host that kind of a fact-
anding group. You might he interested in having that happen.



Ite 1111 That, what ere have is a combination of elotnents built into
Ibis 5-week prova Ilit. ImKis or it is ;sited-directed grog) emu cl-
ing, whore decision for all action is placed nit tht indiv Mind. its op-
posed to haring it preached to theme by some finiet ion or some. organi-
zation. Our advisers are strictly f:ecilitittors in thal group process,

1 lung on the fret int work of the group comiseling provess is suport-
ire education in such minas ns budg-eting, in formation 00 unionism,
and how that applies --

Senator litnor,E, F'ersona 1 budgeting?
Mr. DamiAx-r. Of enorse,
Health and nutrition.
We hare analyzed ull those reasons why clients have lost jobs in the

Mast and tried to hui Id that into the etirrie0111111 in format iota on tlt
manufacturing process; information it a lower level, jost on Hie enter-
prise system itself: why an employer feels the way zin employer does,
done in such at way till. grnrnp counseli no- process. ivtlh individual deer
sign and peer (Tit joie carrying the 1-011.

The program ovcss from intensive, counseling- to more and more
hands-on work. Ire maintain in 111CA Of the places where we have
CIETA efforts t1 simulated facility- where, without t he pressures and
the rigors of a prod urtion work-a-day world. 0111 clients begirt to
practice the various t liing-s that, they are going to have to do -when in
fact they become employed. What we have done in some. ensos where
we have the rollil g! to support It simulated something close to 85
percent of the lor.81 inclustry's entry-level jobs.

main, it is a movement fi-orn the heavy, intensive coin/se-flag to the
employment situation.,

There is another option, depetaliny on whet her or not, t lie CETA
prime sponsor wanls to more in that direction, for a variety of semi-
skilled or skilled training otrprittgs to be coupled to that approach.
We have training programs on the tihel if and ready. We have to have,
Because we must. he immediately responsive to what the employer
community will belliring,

In Detroit. welding is always in demand, fork truck dri%iug being
another example.

Senator 1RiEGI.E. Yon are riot just donliiio- with Michigan clients?
You have got 1,500 ni. >siemployers out there who may call on you for

services?
Mr. DRA BA NT. tit 140 TOlt. alone over l.:-pOrt employers. lit St. Louis,

some 600. 'We aili in several !ovations across I lee Nat ion, depending
on the size of the effort we contract with the C'ET:l prime sponsor for,
determines our on treneh in t he community.

After a couple of yea rs in operation, (1 le employers definitely call
us.

Senator Rine.1,1-:. You represent a seale of operation that may be de-
sirable for its to think ahont. You can have packages on the shelf.
That is very different. from a loe.eil grotip not of a backroorn somewhere.
Not that they shonla not he part of the program. too.

in terms of the th roe egliput of large members of people. We may have
to think in terms of a facility of at eel-Lain scale to be able to handle
exactly what is required here.

I don't Want to interrupt you any more. I want you to finish what
that week program" doas.
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Mr. Dulill.ANT. To respond to that, point, We Rre hiking about, the
appropriate blend between the small, intense lutndholding etrort of

counseling to' the client, from the recruiter to the CETA program.
Those are very small, individualbted kinds of operations and we want

to be alit° to blend that to provide the kinds of programs you itiv talk-

ing about.
I think Iva can recall exam Iles iu the Department of Labor's past

where a large effort did not I itself all that suceessftdthe shill

centers, It did not work in all cases.
Senator Ituanx. That is why I think it is n l ey tct find modek that

work One of the problems is the sheer volume of -tle in that reser-

voir of structurally unemployed. A big part, of our problem, the end of

the line, who it is who trill get a chance to participate, even if we get
perfect programs, not just how to do it, but how you do a lot of it

efficiently,
I think the larger scale operation has to be considered a key pit.ce of

whether we ever make net progress against, the numbers.
Mr, DitMLANT. Iii keeping With the Cl TI design, our units vary

dramatically ft.= Cocoa Beach, Fla, to Toledo, Ohio; and they vary
depeadent, on the local complexirm of the manpower agencies and the

employers.
I guess what, I am cautioning, let us not try to build a blueprint.

Senator Itunt,E, 1 millet-1=4;1nd,
Mr. DaABANT. The only thing left in this system is the fact that we

also provide. scrviccs of trimsitum for t employee, oe the client, to
the job. What we do, WV 1U-ire summit ing called job search activity

actually involving the client past. this :I-weeks or phis skill training,
in the searching of employment, It het oines tlwir laboratory. We get

involved in a lot of dialogue, rolelihiy`iii counsel Mg, relative to how to

gain a job.
Now, -we get involved in appl icat ion ilevelom itinir6stutuls. They

hit on two employers a day, and they understand, because of the peer

relationship, they are not only finding- jobs for themselves but other

people in the. program. That expands our ability to go out and contact

employers.
If -we know jobs Ivry available and n client is nnsuceessfal, we go to

debriefing, back into the counseling process. ns to what his gene Wrong.

Once the placement occurs, we assign that client to a follow-up adviser

One', has the responsibility of making sure a successful assimilation

of the client into the wori<plae takes pla.ce.
We have actually provided, on sew occasions, services for the on-

PloYer and services for the other employees of that thin that are not
our own, only so Ave rail further enlornee the tadationship with that
employer, because that employer ultimately has to be the success of

our programs.
That is generally what the systent is
Senator NELsoy. How many cities ita the eoun s the Cl

Institute have programs in?
Mr. DrtartANT. Pardon the specific ignorance of a generalist.
I think we are in 9 or 10 cities, hilt that involves some :30 or 40 prime

sponsors. In other words, we might be in St. Louis, lint have three or

four prime sponsors, Detroit, as i cite, nine prime sponsors we deal

with.
Physical locations wit have a a ni t, I he) eve the answer is nine.
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Senator Btvoi.r. ip lien! ion pilot!! yott end lip dealing -with

sonic mother of thoiNinds of hid ividintl employers 1 11111 tilt seal torn I

tirotind ?
Aft'. I'llit.BAN"r.
1 f ot: take :t IDOL. III I Ile SI111111('St Of 011' units, (hp one 1 lat 1, at

Cocoa, Beach, Fla.. we only deal with about 50 employers down there
herons:, we have a Very S1111111 OOLItroot,

Senator Uttlot.E. IIti i yon mat le any elf fa-1- IO III In il() iii oninlysis
of %vital the costs to do this it I tycoon ize you have all 14iti(1:4of---ilini-
tions, In some eases, you nip programs off the shelf, penp,It II t.

di ticrent levels of job reinline.,is.
I lave on been able to figure out and pill cost li:o1 res on 1I1' oft' ?

Air. 1 )1z.ntANT. The Petroit careers prop-rant nuts a bruit $000 per
t'ntrunt ; and olds tip being It :out $1.5(I0 pct' pinvillont l'Ineettletit
really is It 30-day sueeessf 111 con till vl boo an I he jai),

Senator R-Aa..R. Would fn ir It, 8:1.1. IIO!-:e I WI e()tit I

added together ennst itute. in elteet, a total ens( per per4on
DRAIVNT. NO.

Sentitor littot.E.1Srluit else 'last o be firured in ?
Air. I )1:.%11. xi.. They nrc t he san le people. 11'Ita I I bras tit lki tig- al Knit .

what you have_ in drop -ill' process is what produces the higher rate.
The number of people entering the program, yon ha.-e got ahntil POO

per person. The ntunher of I hose people successfully placed. t cost

is ahout $1,500.
That does not include the skill .ru.1 i; ;mp% the welding or power slily-

mg or fork truck driving,. Thu t i 1111 above and beyond the nunibers;
I ion ientinniaz,

Senator R iKni,E. Who pnvs 'that
Afr. DitAa.v".:T. The pt-irne sponsor.
Senator 13 ttor,r.. Do yon know what that runs?
"Nfi.. DRAB About $2011 IL weIli tuition.
Senator T-Z ttint.P. Troll- many wel.k.s drys th:it period t in'
Mr. DIcAnANT. Dopentis. Weld

for Intel, (-Irking_
meeks.

Senator 13 mci,E. There are a lot of things about this Chat make It
very et niet iv:. to illy mind. ()tic, I think is cost -eilocli.e.
going out thotigh Ilti elaltorite Coverninent sort of chain of cow:nand.
T have watehed enough 6overnatent programs. Onee %e got o lit, of
public employees t r- in!, to this job tlonc. fliers is a tendency' for it
to get. inviliient in ternis of tittle. overhead I.ost pit plocentrai rates.

The thin!, I like ftliont the model you hale developed is the frtet it

sounds deadly serious, efrwient. cost -effecti ye. higher retention rnIes:
and it, seems to tile that Nve Inive -rot a model. under this progroni, iii
oi >era( ion of that settle. patterned after yours. that all ors its to handle.

Of t he large iltuniter of people WO bare to deal Willi.
Air, DitAit. NT. I think the -point want to coilsider, runeb

of what we do. the vouns-elin!y process., semi-skill t i iiu ri P process, all

of those processes done equally well in other (mg:Atli:4:a
are not private business sector. 'The point that T think \ye cannot rniss,

and made by tho izontleinti tit th is tulle. vo., are really falkiig a bout-
Private sector business responsiveness, finding the nirelittnisn, to get
the information from the private lino. the person making Cho hiring-
decision, how minty they will hire. what are the qualifications they
demand-getting involved in cliallen7ing of the coinlifientions, peril npn:
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getting it defined where it is objective so the system can respond and
prelim .° clients for that.

-Yon are servnur that employer. private business sector employer.
as a customer, almost. They will mune lincl Hurl purl ieiraite more, and
they will serve on advisory boards, if on provide that kind of service.

Senator ritErar.. What really conies through to me here is that we
don't linve to go out and invent the wheel in this situation. There have
'hero n lot of nennle out there w-lio have invented n wheel that works.
Rather thou having ourselves hack at the beginning of a process of
fig-uring out how to do this here is n very large-scalp operation that
has perfected this into a refined process and is generating the kind of
results we are after.

It seems to MP that the scale of operation for'fora certain segment of
this overall task is a key item,

I am going to see if we connot find a wily o develop capacity to have
sons additional ones of these that can he pot into ulace so we can start
handling the throughnuts we are really deniing with.

I am impressed, from Chrysler's paint of view, this has been ri good
liminess decision. You find it to he rewurling, satisfying, and some-
lh lag that you fully intend to vont inlio doing_ .

111 x. Dic,u,sx-r. No questicni n honk dist.
There are several factors that underline what have just said

Cliff-vsler Corn, is the hire-est et nplover in the city of Detroit, and the
kind of appliecints that. Chrysler gets tails is ilia-Vero/1r from years
ago, By virtue of where it is loot led, it needs to respond to that kind
of a question. :ki I of that is in keeping with their policy of community
SP nice. anyway.

We also enhance our technical ahilities to deal with not only dis-
advantaged clientele hut other programs of a technical nature. Those
kinds of invest inputs. per formed i nit in 1 I v for CETA sponsors, are held
within the lust it ut ion for flit iire use.

T also indicated that hack tinder I lie very early days of NABMOBS,
with top cmnorate commitment involved in the prop-i'am, and our
chairman at the tithe edit the plants would hill-, him so many disad-
vantaged people. and it -was our task to !let those people into the plants.
It was Mr more difficult to go flint wn y than now, go to the plants first,
acid then serve their needs. We are doing it fur mom effectively now,
too.

Senntrii liiFCI F, i would like lo sliggpst, 7%fr. Cho ii inn n, I would like
to see it we could persuade somebody on the adm in istrntive side, may-
be, to invest. soma time nod go out and look at, this model. I like the
notion of peer involvement. Sounds like the pet-son not only begins to
take on responsibility for themselves. but there is a growing process
that takes place within the prospective employee which seems to me
to be critical.

lfr. DitATIAN'T. Well stated.
Senator RiEnt I would like to have the achninist n see a 10-

year-old success story. T think the very lessons you are describing here
are the ones f think we ought to start applying on a broader basis soon.

Arr. Scrum I would like. to add one comment.
ks Mr. Drabant mentioned, we did put together a series of success

stories in our volume of case studies. This volume includes a section on
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his xperience, whip is vct;V, very valuable, We also Nprt on a series
of other experiences in colter evens that really lull very useful.

Let me make two broad points in this connection, One is that we
were impressed by the fact. that the Maine kind of organization is not
necessarily always the best for different communities, different groups
of the disadvantaged, and different shunt ions. Yon need to look at a
variety of eases.

Second, we think it is very important that local ImsineFA people and
local government, people in different eommunities become Mare of
what is already being clone elsewhere and train ft greater awareness
the kind of program Mr. Prebuilt has described. But they should also
know about other programs that they might be able to adapt to the
needs of their communities.

Incidentally, I might mentionend this is in one chance, to bring
in a. connection with Michigan at this hearing; T felt it little left out,
herethat one of the things that CEP is doing as a followup to our
statement is to start it series of policy forums in different major cities
of tine country to bring together the community leaders to find out
what would work hest in their community,

One of the eit ies we will have that on is Detroit,
think the key consideration here is that there have been programs

that have worked very well, but that these are still relatiVelY small in
terms of the total populat ion of all the disadvantaged, That, is why I
think it is important, in 'Illation to this proposed title VII, to have
something else, a focal point, i way of getting the leadership in indi-
vidual communities and businesses involved.

Second, we need more intermediate organizations of the right kind.
Amd third, we need some kind of economh:', incentives to facilitate more
training and jobs for the hard-to-employ.

When these elements all work together, you have a formula. that
can make the thing work.

Senator Tin'r r_r, Want. to again thank the witnesses that ar©
and especially this last testimony from Chrysler, and the invitation
from _Mr. Metevier, who is accompanying Mr, Drahant, We, will see
if we cannot get some administration people out to tale n rely tough
look at it. Tt has been very helpful test i MOI1V.

Senator Nm-sox-, Thank you very miwle The panel's contribution has
been very good.

The net witness is Willutm )firen citody Director, Committee
on Evaluation of Emproyment and Ming Programs, National.
Research Council.

Will you (realm-Ian please identify yourselves for the reporter?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MIRENGOFF, STUDY DIRECTOR, COM=

MITTEE ON EVALUATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PRO-

GRAMS, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, NATIONAL ACADEMY

OF SCIENCES; ACCOMPANIED BY LESTER RINDLER, RESEARCH

ASSOCIATE

Air. 31mExearr. My narrne is Waal") M icngntl,
of

of the
en evaluation study National Academy of Sciences.
me is Mr. Lester Rindler, who research associate.
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Set ator NELsoN fTflritti could not ate here for ;vont testi-
mony, but he asked me to extend his regrets. fie is very interested in
yonr testimony in reference to the need for increased targeting this
program.

Aft% Nhurgoopr, Thank you for the clinnce to appear at these
hearings.

There are throe things T would like to 11(

(1) Assess, briefly, the ()errill performance of CETA
There are three things I would like to do
(3) Summarize n few of elm major reeominendat ions,
These observations are based upon my experience as the former

director of the Public Employment Progiun--PEPmul Job Corps,
and as the director of a -I-year evaluation study of CETA. ,k1though
I have drawn heavily from the findings of this study, the observations
are my own,

We find that the central objeetive of CETA, decentralization, has
been achieved. Now for the first time. manpower programs in each
community ()VP MAR' a single authoritythe elected ollicialho
has built these programs into the local government structures. This is
no mean accomplishment.

Senator Nr.t.sox. Nifty Imminent on that ?
I heard testimony in Wisconsin. There uns trstitnonv frctnl the

representatives of the State of Wisconsin to the affect, that. deceit
tralization had been fine, hut that in the past couple of years, the
rules. regulations, naperwork. and report -nor reouired by the Federal
Government is bringing tis back into the endless mass of redtape.
These witnesses are going to submit doennwntation of that. The testi-
mony was supported by other witnesses, and f am gravely concelmod
that if that is correct. we will destro whit we were trying to do in
the first place. I ant going to ask the Labor Deportment to testify
specifically in I'Vtip(111S0 to this testimony. I AVRS astonished to hear it
The witness was very, very knowledgeable and Very persuasive.

Minnwiopp. MI- net sentence addresses that question.
The transfer of authority under (TETA_ occurred without- the abdi-

cation of Federal oversight responsibilities. The Feds did not simply
put the money on the st mnp and run. Indeed, the degree of Federal
presence continues to be a controversial issue.

Mt own view is that the degree of Federal intervention. like 'minty.
lies in the eyes of the beholder. Whei on stand depends on where

you sit.
I believe, that there is a considerable amount of contention between

the reach of prime sponsors on the one hand and grasp of the Feds nn
the other. I tun not slite that this kind of rivalry is necessarily bad.

This kind of cheek and balance may be useful in keepir,g the pro-
gram from swinging too far in either direction.

In my view there is more Federal invol vement and intervention
than was first contemplated under CI TA bloc grant program. Part
of this may be due to boreaucratie flexing of muscle ; but much is
tr eable to the conffressional act ion. Etch time CI TA is amended and
a new Program added, them are accompanying- regulations. guide-
lines, "do's and don'ts"' and red tape.

In short, yes, there is a large amount of Federal intervention. Part
of that is inevitable.
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Indeed, the basic issue of who is to be served in the structural programs
and who in the countercyclical prog-rams has been pretty badly
muddled. The hodgepodge of eligibility criteria should be sorted out

(2) Title I manpower programs which., historically, have been di-

rected to persons who are at a disadvantage in the labor market be--

cause of skill, educational, or other limitations, are being elbowed

aside by the burgeoningconntercyclical FM programs,
In the first year of CETA, title I accounted for 42 percent of all

expenditures; this year it will be 23 percent. There is an axiom in
economics, Gresham's law, which states that had money drives good
money out of circulation. I do not meau to suggest that title VI is bad,
but it has absorbed program resources as well as the time and at-
tention of prime sponsors. At issue here is the balancing: of resources
and program emphasis between comitercyclical programs and pro-
grams directed at the structural problems of the disadvantaged.

(3) Not only have title I prowl-nits been deemohasized, but the mix

of their employability services has been dilated. There is less emphasis

on programs that enhance human capital development and more on
work experience, which is largely income maintenance. And even
the more purposeful skill training, activities are moving toward short,
cheap programs;

(4) The substitution of Federal funds for local resources enfeeble

the job creation efforts of CETA. Tr the eyes of many local officials

wrestling With fiscal problems. all dollars, despite their program
labels, are green. It is devilishly aiflioult to track the fundilde Federal
dollars through the mazes of hundreds of local budgets.

Our best estimateand it is only nn estimateas that the direct
job creation effect of CFTA's PST', programs averaged about 70 per-

cent between mid-1974 and the each of 10711; that is, for each 100
positions funded, 70 are jobs that would otherwise not have existed,
These estimates were made prior to the PSIS expansion in 1977, and

prior to the new project design of title VI. They do not include posi-

tions allocated to nonprofit organizations where the job creation

impact is probably higher,
In addition to the direct job creation effects of CETA, there are

indirect results which economists call the "multiplier effect." Even
where substitution does occur, the local resources that are conserved,

find their way into the economic stream through lower taxes or capi-

tal expenditures. Admittedly, these are not the objectives of CETA
and may be better served by other revenue sharing programs.

The substitution issue illuminates the divergence between national

policy which is concerned with reducing the Nation's unemployment
levels and local priorities which are often centered on relieving fiscal

pressu res.
In an effort to control substitution. Congress took the occasion of-

fered by the Emergency Jobs Program Extension Act of October 1970,

to limit the use of the expanded title VI program to 1-year duration
projects for long-term unemployed aud low-income individuals and

welfare recipients.
It remains to be seen whether them constraints will prevent job

seepage. Early indications are that some of the effectiveness of the
new Legislation may have been sacrificed on the altar of speed and
expediency.
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Beyond substitution, the PSE program raises such issues as the
increasing dependence of local governments on CETA funds and the
multiplicity of PSE palyoses : reduce unemployment. hire the dis-
advanta.ged, provide essential services. provide job experience and

training to the long-term unemployed, provide short-term jobs
and income to the cyclically unemployed, encourage transition, et
cetera. All too frequently, the achievement of one objective is made
at the expense of another,

(5) Interorganizational 1,elationships, particularly between
prime sponsors and the employment services remain unsettled. In its

desire to rationalize the fragmented manpower structure and reduce
duplication, Congress has fashioned a Federal/local system that
parallels, in many respects the existing, Wagner-Peyser network with-
out anticipating the consequences of this duplication.

(6) The monitoring activities of the DOL have been directed more
at mechanics, 'umbels, and the speed -with which PSE's rnroll particd
ipants than at substantive matters such as program content and
maintenance of effort questions. There is a pressing need. In my
opinion, for a. stable core of Federal representatives adequately
trained in these areas.

(7) Finally, what about outcomes?
For adult-oriented title I programs, the ratio of those who en-

tered employment to those who terminated was 42 percent in 1976,
The pre-CETA 1974 estimate for comparable programs was r,7 per-
cent. The most comprehensive data on the experience of PSE partic3
ipants comes from the DOL's continuous longitudinal manpower
survey.

That study reports that 58 percent of a group enrolled in 1975 and
later terminated were employed 1 month after leaving the program,
A comparable study of PEP enrollees in 1972 reported st 71-percent
rate.

These then are seine of the issues that warrtmt your attention as
you deliberate on the reauthorization of CETJ1.. T would suggest, for
your consideration, several recommendations which t believe are
responsive to these issues :

(1) With respect to allocation or resources and the relationship
between structural and min terst n nil programs

CETA should establish an overall manpower policy that would
provide a basis for balancing resources between structural programs
to increase employability and counter eyelical programs to create jobs.

These levels should bear some relationship to the number of persons
in need of structural and ant irecessionary proginms; that is, 2 per-
cent of the labor force for rest/11011ml titles and 25 percent of the
unemployed for the public, service employment, titles.

B. Title VI should become continuing compound of CIET.,\ that
would trigger on when the national inwmployment rate reaches and
remains at designated levels fora months.

C. Areas of low unemployment should be excluded from PSE
prog-Tams.

Sharpen th ,reographic impact of the present title IT. The objec-
tive of tit le I I is to channel additional funds to areas with chronically
high-unemployment rates. Tn recent years. however, with the national
rate above 6 percent. a 6.5-percent trigger no longer discriminates in
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favor of areas which are most in need. For examnle. in 1976.97 percent
of all nrirme sponsors cumlified for title IT funds. CETA should

Replace the present 6.5-percent unemployment criterion with a slid-
ing trigger tied to the national averagefor example, 135 percent
above the national unemployment rate.

Senator Nrcsox. In parentheses tinder 91" that is 135 percent
above the national employment rateyou mean "of the, national em-
ployment rate?"

Mr. Mao:Neon% That is correct ; right.
Senn for Ntr,sow. Thank you.
Mr. MillF.NnOFF. -PSC of annual employment rates rather than 3

months' experience to rt void season infliienees.
E. Tie the distribution of funds more tightly to the target popula-

t ion to be served.
The elements in the allocation formula for all titles should he

related to the eligibility requirements of the participantsfor ex-
ample, if title VI is directed at loo- income pei.sons. the incidence of
low income should be used in allocation formula.

(2) A_With respect to persons to he served in CET programs:
Rationalize and simplify the hodeppodge of eli!ribility criteria of

the various OETA. titles so that requirements for entry into specific
programs is congruent with the population group to he served in that
t itle.

(3) With respect to program changes and outcomes.
A. Place the emphasis of title I on programs tint enhance huinan

capital development rather than on income maintenance programs;
B. Prohibit the Ilse of title T funds for PSE programs, except for

training purposes ;
C. Restore the earlier emphasis on the transition of PS1 prir

pants into unsubsidized lofts;
I). Establish a nationaltIlsk force of business and labor representa-

tives to develop ways to increase private-sector partieipzition iii CT TA
activities.

(4) CETA scrambled the roles and relationships of the organiza-
tions participating in manpower programs. This led to a vigorous
struggle for turf as agencies vied for a piece of the action. To insure
objectivity in choosing provider's of inns power services: CETA should :

A. Require PS's to establish standards for the selection of local pro-
gram deliverers; and

B. Prohibit council members who represent al'oinizations that have
or seek CET& contracts from voting on any action involving contract
a wards.

(5) The relationship between the State employment service agen-
eies ESand the CFT'A prime sponsors is a particularly sticky
issue. The DOT, is responsible for both offsprings. To harmonize this
relationship, consideration might be given to seveinl alternatives :

A. Laissez-faire. Let things alone. Permit prime sponsors and em-
ployment services offices to wort: out accommodations locally, based
upon local needs, ea nobilities and relationships; or

Divide responsibilities between the two systems. with the -ES serv-
ing the iob-readv and CETA sponsors concentrating on those who
need employability development set vices
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Senator Ni aim That would not change the current role o
employment service, would itgMr_ iRENooFF. irio, it would not,

C. Mandate the use of the ES as the exclusive provider of intake,
assessment, job development, and placement services; or

D. Earmark a proportion of CETil funds for State ES agencies,
These funds would be used by local offices to provide services to PS's
without cost ; or

E. Finally, consolidate the Cl TI and Wiigner-Pevser statutes and
c mate a new single superman power system.

The issues involved in the ES/CKTA relationship are extremely
complex and it would be unwise, in my opinion, to rush to a conclu-
sion at this time.

Congress should mandate an independent study that -would ex-
amine the manpower functions now being performed by both orga-
nizations, assess existing relationships, and explore the merits and
problems associated with beach of these alternatives.

(ii) To increase the effectiveness and inclepencicnee of advisory
councils

. Require that full.time staff be assigned to serve the councils;
B. Change the role of the State Alanpower Services Council to

strengthen its coordinating functions and eliminate its monitoring
responsibilities

(7) Proposals for a public service employment program generally
embilice several objectives : opening tip employment opportunities for
the disadvantaged, providing additional assistance to chronically
depressed areas, and combating cyclical unemployment.

A design incorporating all Olive elements would include
A. it continuing PSI' prog,Tam restricted to the structurally un-

employed; that is, the low-income, long-ten-it unemployed and wel-
fare recipients. This prognon should inchide a training component.

B. Supplemental funds for areas of substantial unemployment also
restricted to the st i l l ly unemployed.

C. Countercyclical funds triggering on automatically as the na-
tional unemployment rate rises. Tlw counte rev-lit-Nil component could
either be targeted to the low-income, long -term unemployed and
welfare casesas is presently the case for proiects----or, alternatively,
could be partially targeted. Bailer the a hermit ive pitm, prime sponsors

uld be required to reserve part of their slots for the d istdvantaged
proportion to their number among the eligible group in the prime

sponsors area.
In all three of the above models, consideration should be given to

excluding areas with low-unemployment rates,
(8) To contain this substitution of Federal for local resources,

Congress should ;
A. -Reduce time pressure for subst itution by eontinning to fund count-

encyclical, revenue sharing programs such as title Il of the Public
Works Employment Act of 1076, wIlich is exprosSly directed to the
maintenance of public services and tile regular work force in com-
munities;

B. Prohibit the use of title VI funds for projects winch are mere-
ly extensions of regular, ongoing governmental activities and, there-
fore, susceptible to substitution

31.779 4.78 -$9
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C. Limit ividual participation in title VI to I. year ;
D. ,Strengthen the DOL review and auditing capacity to

compliance with the maintenance of effort provisions. A. specified
percentage of PSF funds should be earmarked for auditing and
monitoring.

(9) Filially, the NAS study has identified a Timber of problem
areas in which additional independent research would help illumi-
nate the issues and suggest solutions.

Such areas would include:
A comprehensive examination of the CETA /ES connection.
Continued study of methods of dealing with maintenance of effort.
An assessment of the economic and noneconomic effects of the CETA

programs.
An examination of the content, duration, costs, and effectiveness of

various types of training in terms of programing participants for
economic self-sufficiency.

An explanation of the various types of program delivery patterns
in relation to quality of services and client preferences.

One percent of the CET I\ appropriations should be earmarked for
research and evaluation.

in summary, Mr. Chairman, I strongly support the reauthorization
of CFA; and with equal fervor urge you to consider the changes
necessary. to correct the program's shortcomings.

Thank you.
Senator NELSON. You say in your stilt emont. "The NAS study has

identified a number of problem areas in which additional independent
research would help illuminate the issues and suggest solution."

Do we have a copy of that study ?
AfillExcorr. A copy of the full ,tatty, which is rather

11011S, Will be mule available to the committee.
Senator NEsoN. Do you have a simunary '?
Hr. MillENGOF. We will try to malce one ay:6110)1e before ifatcii20.
Senator NELso.N. We would appreciate root iving it summary.
[The material referred to follows:1

Temp.. VII

In my opinion, ladies and gentlemen of the Committee, Title VII of tills bill
Is a cop-out It Is an invitation to you. the CongreM, to soWe a problem that
hat the Administration baffled. This Administration knows, IN we all know,
that the ultimate answer to unemployment cannot lie achieved without the
help of the private sector of our economy.

But the Administration does not seem to have found a satisfactory way to
Involve the private sector. tio they hove given you a blank piece of paper with
the title of "private sector Initiatives-. This tine lias a lot of vague language
about "providing assistance to priIIIP NIIiIIISOrS In carry oat programs designed
to place the economically disadvantaged in private jobs", it refers to on-the-
Job training and vocational skills training and Job development and a lot of
other things that are already being (Imo. lint It offers nothing new. Except $400

The Adudillistration, for whatever reasonperhaps fear of alienating loctil
prime sponsors (a false fear I would submit) or perhaps simply to maintain its
consistent reliance on the CI TA system bus overionked its single greatest link
with the private sector. The employment service has a woven track record of
placing people In the private sector. 1,118t year we placed 34 million peOple in
private jobs, and we did it for less than half the cost of what the Administra-
tion is requesting for 100.000 Jobs under this title.
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I submit to you that the best way to involve the private sector is to clearlyIdentify the State employment service as the primary private sector linkage. Iflike the Administration, you lack confidence in the employment service, I sug-gest that you give those S-100 million to the Governors to provide private sectorjobs exclusively for the economically' disadvanraged and through whateverVehicle the Governor deems appropriate. I nfil vonfldent that the Governors willturn to their employment service to du this Job for (hem. Ilecnuse they knowwe can and will do it And we will allot more than 100,000 lobs.

,2ETA-ES COORIMN ATI 0 N

The Administration proposal does riot ntienuntely deal tvitii the i.ssiao of CiE1TA.Employment Service coordination. As n matter of fact, it begs h e ion en-tirely and perhaps even aggravates the issue.There is apparently a general understanding that since TI.iCETA relationsare improvingand they arethe legislation should continue the current chaosrather than clearly delineating respousibilities"presumptive roles" believeIs the emotionally charged term that xvo have avoided in the hill.Instead of defining nito Is to do what, the bill pretty much leaves the questionopen. And It utsy even aggravate mutters by giving iirinie sponsOrs a vague chargeto do something in the private sector. The role of the employment service in n11this (Title II and VII) is pretty much left no to the individual prime sponsors.The Governor is permitted to review and comment on prime sponsor plansconcurrently with a Council which is supposed to advise 'Ifni but is now given adirect shot at the Secretary of Labor. And the Governor is also charged withthe responsibility for preparing a State "coordination and special services plan"for which he is provided neither authority nor resources to implement,The coordination NViliCh k not now present in the bill could he provided verysimply in one of two ways. The Governor Is in a unique position to providethat coordination. This is recognized in Section 105 %Odell calls upon the Governorto describe hots he hopes to enordinnte State ond local manpower activities withother State Operated :activities such as vocational eduention, vocational re-habilitation, economic Sevelopittent and others. The Governor is the key. But theGovernor is not given the tools rosonvees os authority to penult him to oehlevecoordination.
lie could be given the tool in one of two ways:1. Clive the Governor approval over prime spOnsor pinns. (We recognize thatthis is a controversial issue and even sonic governors may not want this au-thority . But it is one way. The alternative-
2. (21!:e the Governor the respousibility and 'the re scurees to provide the.101i search. assistance functions. 'Phis would enable the Governor to carry outhis coordinating responsibilities by placing hint in a position to exercise somepositive influence on local prime sponsors, Given some responsibility, and re.sources, the Cover:for can guide and persuade nini encourage coordination byproviding incentives and by negotint I ng ahhd colluialratifig with local officials,Without cesponsihillty and resources he :lin only irreinice meaning-less plans.

RESOURCE: Attoc,vrtos rotatut.A
l) es file RAF restrict us from serving those with barriers to ono oSc. what specifically /night he done to correct this?As yon know, the HAP floes emplInsiw placements, ,%ful it rewords us for pie-finetivily in winking- placements hy providing us w.itn increased stuff resources.Sort, of litre world ng on n commission,
Some hove suggested that this tumefies our ability to serve the disadvantagedify encolfrnging us to "cream" or seek out those easiest to pinee in order to ac-coulniednte the numbers game. Thus, the RAF is seen AIR 4111 OtRittltle to servingthe structurally unemployed. i believe that this case Is or erstahnl.Let's be careful not to select the Avrong solution to the problem. The problem is"flow do we bring Employment Service resonnes to bear, to better serve thehard-to-place it's been suggested that during. the IMO's 1,5 lutd more concernfor the tilsfulvantaged and the minority and the other target groups with liilior-market disadvantages. And now, we ore no longer concerned with these groups.Now we are concerned only with placemeatcold, sterile. impersonal numbers.Placements upon which our budgets are based.
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But before we Suggest a solution. let's look at the result of our concern during

the '60's, Tice result was that we did a poorer Slob of serving the disadvantaged

than we are doing today. In these days, the Department of Labor's priorities for

ES were on service to the disadvantaged. And they enforeed their priorities then

as now through the budget. ES agencies were rewarded for service to disail

vantaged people with more dollars, and dollars fur activities like employer visi-

tations were wit it went so far that the Cidifornia agency at one time issued

an order not to register unemployment insurance cluitnetits because they were

J_ ob ready and didn't need the service.
As a result of this emphnsie, employers netionwide perceived that ES was not

providing what they needed. And Job orders dropped. Between 1903 and 1070 Joh

openings listed with ES dropped from S.2 million to 0.6 million, Placements fell

from 6.0 million to 4.8 million. In the end, ES hurl fewer openings to offer any

Job applicantdisadvantaged or otherwise. Placements of disnolventriged in noti-

ng jobs fell from 970.000 in 1060 to 798,000 In IV71 oven though placements of

the disadvantaged as a percent of total pitmen-wets
increased front 18 to 25 per-

cent Minority placemente dropped front 1.0 million to 1.1 million, daring that

p_ etiod.My point Is that now, with our concern for cold hard numhesplacements

we are doing a better Job for the bard,to-place !lean when eve were concerned

about the special problems of these groups. So let's be careful not to select the

wrong solutions to the problem of how to improve our service to the disadvitn-

taged. Employer groups have reminded us on °erasion that they left us in the

late '80's because 'ac left them in the early -80 sand if we leave Went again.

they may not come hack.
. But, unless 1 overstate my case, let are geiy that eomething does seed to he

done about the Resource Allocntion
Formulaand I believe Hint the California

proposal Which attemptS to allocate the funds where the nerd is greatest is

step in the rightdirection.
This is a very difficult problem for us to deal well In the Interstate Conference,

We are trying. Our Administrative Finance Committee is meeting with fen/

ETA. officials in New Orleans this week on this very subJect. But we find It hard

to resolve because for 13 years we have been dealing with a fixed level of re-

sources. And no matter how you adjust the allocation formula. or what forrrada

you select, [lien you are dealing with a fixed level of resources, half of our mem-

ber States win and half lose.
Perhaps the solution Is to inove gredually in the directioa our colleagues in

California have saggestedtoward tying [Intention to aced expressed in unem-

ployment, labor force and incometied to do so with the additional resources

anticipated in Title VII, If that additional ..$400 million was given to Governors

to place the disadvantaged in private jobs, the pain and ehoek, of altering the

RIF would be mielieleed, We would have a whwin situation instead of a

win-lose. And in my estimation, the country would reap the added benefit of a

more logical approach to involving the private sector than that vaguely set out in

the Administration bill, melee To Tile viseuvezereosn

I think perhaps there Is some misconceptiott about the ability of the employment

service to serve the dieadvantaged. I think we are not doing nil that badly at

Placing those with labor market disadvantages. Look nt some of the statistics.

Youth : 43,6 percent of all the people we place are 22, 31 of every 100 who

receives counseling Is under 22.
handicapped : We place 10;000 handicapped people every mont]1,

Veterans: 10 percent of our new Joh apellenets 'ire veterans but over 18

percent of our placements ore veterans.

Sconomienlly
disadvantaged : In fiscal year 1011' we will place 7.4 minion.

I think our experience In the WIN Program is especially significant when dis-

cussing services to those with harriers to employment. The WIN population

represents the socioeconomic group least likely to obtain employmentwomen,

the unskilled, the undereducated.
In fiscal year 1977 welfare savings from WIN wore estimated nt $444 million

compared to a total WIN peogrnin budget for fiscal tear 1077 of $365 million.

During this period 271.271 welfare recipients wore Placed is employment With

the placements
verified at the end of 30 days, Average bout! 4e starting pay for

Inert was 7.3.70. The average for women was $2.73 or abeut '75 percent of that of

the men. In nee mainstream of labor force. women's earMngs areabout 60 percent
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of those of men, (hi the average, WIN beneficiaries were placed iii employment
at hourly rates about fill iencent above tlie federal minimum %raze ton approxi-
mately .5 percent of them were placed in jeks paying $4.00 ill Dour or more.
WIN retention rates are also good, with more than 75 percent of those svho coal.
tilete the verification period still working after six months.

The WIN program ham an enviable record on cost effectiveness_ D'or each dol-
lar spent in the wiNprogra in it is estimated that is-elf-are grants are reduced by
*LSO in the first year after placement.

Senator 1NTELAON. We appreciate your contribution here, I think we
have a number of eNeellent ideas we want to take into consideration in
marking up the legislation.

Tile hearings will resume tomorrow tit 9 o'clock in rooli, 4232.
[Whereupon, at 12 :55 p.m, the subcommittee recesseti, ti reconvene

tomorrow, Thursday, _March 2, 1978, at 0 nand



COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OP 1978

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1078

U.S. SENATE,
Suncommrrre O Ent rt.oym NT, Po v Et try ,

Amu /41-t0rocrour LABOR OF THE
DT-TCONUIM ON' liumAN REsotrucE

Washington, D.C.
The subcomittee met, pursuant to notice at 9 a.m. in room 4232,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Javits. and Chafee.
Senator NErser.r. The Senate Human Resources Subcommittee on

Employment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor will begin the third day
of Washington hearings on the reauthorization of the Comprehensive
Employment fold Training. Act, Ivith testimony from Senator Birch
Bayh. Following the Senator's statement the subcommittee will re-
ceive testimony. from Congressman Michael Harrington; Arthur
Flemming, Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights; William
Grinker, president. Manpower Demonstration Research Corp.;
Rabbi Meriachern Lubinsky, Project COPE. Division of Agudath
Israel of America ; Greg Humphrey, director of legislation. American
Federation of Teachers; Thomas Bradley. National Council on Aging;
and Joe De La Cruz, National Tribal Chairmen's Association.

We are pleased to Welcome you here. At this time I would like to
ask Senator Bayh to present his testimony.

Senator Bayh, the crmmittee is pleased to have you here this
morning.

STATEMENT OF EON. BIRCH SAYE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TEE
STATE OF INDIANA

Senator BANH. Mr. Chairman and menibets of the subcommittee,
I am very grateful for the opportunity to appear here this morning
to testify rtt your hearings on the reauthorization of the CETA pro-

em. While I know that this subcommittee is addressing the larger
question of the CETA program in general, I would like to take a few
minutes of your time today to address one particular aspect of the
President's legislation on CETA, and that is the inclusion of displaced
homemakers under title III of the administration's proposal.

As the author of the legislation to address the employment prob-
lems of this group of older workers known as displaced homemakers,

(1067)
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I wish to thank this subcorritriittee for holding 2 claays of hearings

on my legislation, S. 418, last fall. I and grateful for the interest, in

helping this category of disadvantaged job seekers expressed by you,

Mr. Chairman, and particularly by Senators Ci-anton and Riegle and

other members.
Senator Nuso.N. Toil referred to this group as older workers

There is no age factor in this proposal, is there
Senator 13A-mt. Yes, Mr. Chairman, Women over. the sage of 40.

Senator Nitenemr. I see.
Senator BATT!. displaced homemaker is defined as a person over

the age of 40 who has worked in the home for a substantial number of

years and suddenly, due to death or divorce, finds herself thrown into

the labor market without the necessary job training orskills.

Senator NEesoNr. From ray perspective those ire young people.

Senator BAT-rt. I hate to think of women or men being, categorized

as older upon reaching the age of 40. The Labor Depart melt, (toes cate-

gorize people by age, and the unique problem of women in this age

bracket is not only because of their age but because of the other defini-

tion which relates to their past homemaking relationship which has

been involuntarily terminated. This tends to make mebelieve that there

is a need to have the age description in there.
There is an estimated minimum of 3 million of these women across

the Nation. They span the speetrinn from former welfare recipients

who no longer qualify for benefits because their children have just

turned 18, to middle-class vomen who after divorce find themselves

left with a family to support and no tangible income. One displaced

homemaker from Detroit summed it up this way, "lire are too young

for social security but too old to ancl a decent paying job."

With all the advances we lime made in the area of employment for

women over the last decade, what have we done to assire the Oanncial

security of those 1t in illion run 'Tied women who have chosen to be full

time homemakers? 'The answer is not nearly enough. To begin with, we

have never adequately recognized the value of the hoineinaker's con-

tribution to our Nation's economy. 17e liaveneglec ted the homemaker's

contribution despite the fact that as early as 1018, the National Bureau

of Economic Research estimated the value of the I iornernaker's work as

one-fourth of the gross national product.
For the homemaker, who has spent a substantial umber of years

tarovrcling unpaid services to family member-s, we have provided. little.

it an assistance to become a productive member of the labor force
faced with sudden finaneial insecurity due to the death of her

spotrsc, clivorted, or loss of tin (lit ional family income.
What happened to these displaced horneakez-s once they lost their

traditional source of income? 'Amy of these women try to re-eater the

work force without marketable job skills or training. 'Unable to secure

employment on their owl,, some of these women nun to the Federal

(government for assistance. Sadly, the eligibility criteria for most Fed-

eral programs do not cover displaced homemakers.
In terms of social security, wives sire unable to collect on their hus-

band's benefits until the sze of CO. For wi to of a civil servant, slur

may get no benefits at all if she is divoi.ced or if her husband does trot
elect to take a reduced benefit at the time of retirement.
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he predicament, of the displaced homemaker is best illustrated by
two examples. Take Mrs. Trill. a 53-year-old widow who has -inst lost
her husband. After paying all the funeral expenses and the hospital
bills far his illness, she started looking at her financial situation. Mrs.
Trill called the social security office to find out approximately how
much she would receive in widow's benefits. Since. Mrs. Hill was not
disabled, the social security office said that she would not he eligible for
anything until she reached the age of 60. Mrs. Hill also inquired about
the new supplemental security income program but those benefits are
only kyallable to individnols who ILID blind disabled, or over 65. So
beion the ago of 60, social security offet.s no coverage for an able-
bodied widow.

Hrs. Hill was out of work and bad lost her job as a homemaker. She
ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits beeause home-

makers are not paid. Her other options were paid employment or wel-
fur. Raying, been out of the labor force for over 30 years. Mrs. Hill
experienced the following barriers: no recent work experience, age and
sex discrimination which is still n reality in employment practices. She
also went to the welfare awe to see if she would he elirible for any
assistance and found that she would he eligible for around $115 t
month and food stamps, if she met the requirements. To meet those
requirements she would have had to sell her home and MONT into a
house or apartment or public housing with a maximum housing pay-
ment of $96. Mrs. Hill really did not want to move from her home and
she did not want to have to take welfare assistance. She wanted to be a
productive member of society.

Or what happens to a woman like Mrs. :1cIn ms who lens not worked
since her marriage to Mr. Adorns 19 years ago. when her marriage ends
in divorce? She begins to look it existing pro rains to see if there is
any assistance available. Goinn. first to social security, she finds that
her natrriarre had to have lasted 20 years in order for lies to he eligible
for benefits on her foi-mer husband's earnings record. Had Mr. Adams
been a Government employee, she would not Bove had a right to pen-
sion 'benefits no matter how long their marriage had lasted. Assuming
Mr. Adams would have the opportunity to take out an individual
retirement account for Mrs. Adams, she would have had to have been
591A years old in order to receive her retirement account payments.
Mrs. Adams was awarded alimony by the court; however, she was un-
able to collect it regularly.

311.rs. Adams is not unique: according to a recent. poll of 1,
conducted by the Motional Commission on the Observance. of Tutor-
national Women's Year, about SO percent of divorced women are not
awarded alimony. Of the 14 precut who are. less than one-b nlf of them
collect it regularly. One might suggest that the Congress should enact
legislation to increase the enforcement of court-awarded alimony and
child support payments. However, from the results of this poll that 86
percent of divorced women are not awarded alimony. such a proposal
would not assist the large majority of divorced women.

En the case of divorced mothers, the commission poll reported that
44 -percent were awarded child support- by the courts. Again, less than
half of all divorced mothers were regularly collecting these child sup-
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port payments and these payments would end when the minor child

readied the age of 18.
flow can we best address the employment problems of this group of

disadvantaged workers? I strongly feel that the needs of these women

can be addressed through the special programs under title III of the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
Under title III, the Secretary of Labor is authorized to provide

special programs for segments of the community who are in need of

services beyond that offered by the prime sponsorship program under

title I. Among those groups already being served under title at the

present are youths seeking summer employinent, older workers, cx

offenders, and persons with limited English-speaking ability. Under

the administration's proposal, as I undei.stand it, these target groups

would be expanded to include handicapped workers, single parents, and

displaced homemakers, I understand that these are those who question

whether displaced homemakers are best served under title III pro-

grams as opposed to under the prime sponsorship program of title I.

I think this is a reasonable concern. I don't think there is any question

that the possibility exists, theoretically, of serving more women under

title I than title III, The larger authorization of funds would clearly

argue for the title I as compared with 20- percent limitation on the total

funds for titles III and IV combined.
While on the surface it would appear that more women could be

served by funding itisplaced homemakers under title I, there are sev.

eral problems with relyine. solely on this approach. The fist problem

one encounters with title is the eligibility criteria. Vly

understanding is that the administration and probably several mem-

bers of this subcommittee are interested in placing a greater emphasis

on the requirement of "economic disadvantage" in order to qualify for

title I funding. For displaced homemakers, this may present a,particu-

lar problem in that many of these women, while being cash-poor,

possess assets sneh as the ftmilly home which wooled make them

ineligible for funding under title I. Given the trauma these women

have experienced in terms of death or divorce, a sudden rupturing of

the relationship which they have chosen for themselves or their family,

I do not feel it serves any purpose to require the selling of the family

home before such women can receive employment training which may

keep them off the wel fare rolls.
One other major concern with title I has been the history of the

treatment of both women and older workers under the prime sponsor-

ship program in the past. In 19111. the women's equity action league

released a report of their study of the job related problems of women

over 40. According to the statistics from that report, from ,Tanuary to

November 1075, out of 14,284 participants under the title I prime

sponsorship program, only 3 percent, were older workers, either male

or female, over the age of 40. T notice lir. Arthur Flemming is going

to testify, and I have diseussed this particular problem with him as far

CETA is concerned. The report, also found that while 13 percent of

those running CETA programs considered older women in a positive

way, 73 percent had either no eontaet with them or described them as

people very difficult to place in jobs even after training.
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The last concern T would like to raise -ith the title T programs is
the limited ability of a prime sponsor to respond most effectively to
the needs of these older -women. The very nature of the prime sponsor-
ship program makes it less flexible to he able to address the issues of
employment training and job creation than community-hased non-
profit organizations. The fear that I beta continually expressed to me,
particularly from my State's own displaced homemakers program in
Fort Wayne, Ind., is that, these women do not want to be put into a
training program which limits their skills to being a. cleric- typist. They
need most a program which can address the unique problems of

women who may have been traumatically forced out of the home. This
can best be done through innovative resources and flexible staffing
patterns. I would like to quote from the testimony of Richard Batter-
ton, director of the Mn wland Hums zi Resources Department, de-
livered before this committee last fall

The Displaced Homemaker, by definition. is a person who has spent a substan-
tial number of years in the tinnily home, and as such is not prepared emotionally
to enter the job market rind yet is forced by circornstances to make the attempt.
The displaced homemaker NV; often suffered a traumatic experience. i.e., the loss
of a spouse. Additionally uur experience is that she has little idea about what
is available, what her skills and abilities are, and what she wants to do. Tt trs
this lack of focus and this fear that existing programs cannot address and what
is so crucial to meeting the goal of spit-sufficiency.

This brings up one other point Z irMild like to address. I know that
some members of the subcommittee have a concern over the concept of
funding "centers."

The administration, in its proposal, did not spell out the need to
fund centers. and I feel this is ft mistake. Curtsent experience in treirt-
ing the employment problems of displaced homemakershas shown that
the greatest success has been through tlic establishment, of displaced
homemakers centers, such as the one in Baltimore, Md. I notice
Cynthia Marano, the director of this program in Maryland, is in the
room.

The Mar ,land center. open since 1070. has served close to 2.400
persons. 90 percent of whom have incomes under $(1.000 a year. Those
who have run this hioilly successful program feel that, its effectiveness
has conic in no small part from the fact that it is a centralized place
inhere the displaced homeinnker can go for a variety of services.

It is not my intention. nor the intention of the other 21 cosponsors
of this legislation. that these renters duplicate existing programs or
services. I strongly feel that these centers must coordinate and utilize
existing services and resources wherever possible. Nor is it our inten-
tion that moneys be used to build or buy Vast new buildinos or com-
plexes to serve these women. `The Baltimore Center. T understand. op-
erates in an old townhouse in the downtown arca where it can best
serve the needs of its clients. 50 peirent of whom are from minority
groups.

Senator NELSON. What is the funding for that program?
Senator BAY11. A 3-year program. $19.0.000. a funding comes from

the State of Maryland.
Senator NELsox. $190,000 for :3 years?
Senator I3Arn. Per year. It has had rt remitriinble success ratio.
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Statistical evidence indicated clearly that women are entering the
labor force in increasing numbers for basic economic reasons. Older

wornen, whether to support their children or themselves. are often ill-

prepared to enter the job market. If they do breach the barriers of age

tied sex discrimination they are still likely to be employed at menial,

low-level occupations which provide only marginal income. This cycle

can he broken only by supplementing their inadequacies of earlier
education and training with counseling and training programs de-

igned to provide better paying job opportunities. It is this need whichpaying .

would be addressed by the Displaced Homemaker Act.
Mr. Chain/um, yon and I have been long-term supporters of the

equal rights amendment. I find it an interesting contradiction in our

society that whereas the opponents of the could rights amendment seem

to have rather effectively captured the understandable love and affec-

tion that we have for our home as an institution, and to have suggested
that if equal rights passes, that women are going to leave the home in

large numbers, which you and I know is poppycock. The fact of the
matter is there are large numbers of women who work today not be-
enIlse they like to get up and get out in the snow but because they must

do so to support themselves and their families. A. significant number

of these women are the kinds of women we are talking about who have

chosen the role as homemaker. who feel fulfilled as mother and wife

and suddenly that relationship is involuntarily terminated.
3fr. Chairman, what we are looking for hew is establishment, and

what we are asking your advice and counsel on is establishment of a

program that is a self-help program, a program that is not looking for

a handout.
We are looking for the kind of assistance that will make it possible

for _American citizens Who happen to be women confronted with a

unitive kind of traumatic emergency, to have training in skills neces-

sary to go out in the job market and provide for themsebs and their
families in the traditional way that people in this country like to be

able to :provide for themselves.
Senator NELSON. The staff advises me that about. 11 States have

passed legislation to assist displaced homemakers and that several
other States have legislation pending.

Now would it be your proposal that the Federal Government pre-

mot State services?
Senator ilAru. No sir. I think there is ra great deal of room for co-

onerative effort. I th7 ik the exact, number of States that have dis-
placed homemaker hg. ntion i. 14. Fn fortunately. number of these

States have authorized legislation and aarc waitin2 for wars to fund it

I think when we have a center iu as la Maryland. and it has been
workmg effectively, to preempt the State would not make much sense.

Bather we need to find a Way to supplement or complement and assist

in funding- or indeed make other centers uvailnble in Maryland that

are net now available, We need not go in and try to take the place of

the Baltimore Center.
Senator Nvas.oN Pid I undershInd to ate y thut there ti

m in Fort Wayne?
Senator 11.-vrit. Yes.
Senator Nri_soN. Is it a State program?
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Senator BAIN!. It is funded partly through CETA and partly
rough contributions from private, nonprofit organizations such ase YWCA.
Mr. Chairman, the reason behind the approach taken is based on, not
eory, but a practical way in which those women and these centers

ri ve. worked. The. Fort Wayne people have had rather long conversii-
, ins with me and I with them and. frankly, they wore very concealed
.d it took a lot of persuasion with them to support the concept of total
uding under the CETA program. They were concerned about this

'li cause they could see how the Fort Wayne CETA program had oper-
,fr ed. There was a great deal of initial ignorance as to the concept of

splaced homemakers.
.But that need not necessarily he. the case, it seems to me, if we are
:se enough to restructure our definition to specifically establish
ese women as a target of assistance. This is why we are concerned
at funding be put under title IiI because it has not al ways worked
ider title I. Older men and women have been discriminated a!rninst
ider the title I program of CETA. Mr. Chairman. Homemakers
trticularly suffer because of their lack of actual job experiences. You
tve a woman. could be a college graduate. mayl 10 with an advanced
gree, and after she has been a mother and householder for :20 years,
ose skills are regarded as antiquated. She has no practical skills and

4 ddenly her home is decimated by the loss of a sponse and she really
reds help to he able to go out in this stage of the jolt market and
-ovide for herself and her family.
Senator NEr..soN. How do von visualize administering the pro-
-am? I did not, conduct the hearings last fall because 1 had some
Aids in my sehedule so I ant not. as informed on the specific pro-
)sal as I should be at this time. Who is the sponsor? How do you
sign such a program ? How is it. implemented?

'1 Senator Myr'. The definition of "sponsor" under our bill would be
"communit v-oriented" not-for-profit sponsor, under title ITT. That
the way it is presently.
Senator NELSON. It rends : "Secretary is authorized to make
ants," and so on.

' Senator BAyir. If I might. say. and T realize this is only a part of
very comprehensive piece of legislation, we do not change the

-finition of title iII as it is in the legislation that you have been so
rise to. We just putt displaced homemakers into title TTI so that the
nds of sponsorship that now exist in the other areas for title TIT
ould apply to displaced homemakers.
Senator NEr.soN. Yesterday we heard interesting testimony from
representative of the Chrysler Institute. which runs job training
id placement programs in several States, They have in 10 years as-

:, ted about 50,000 people. From the testimony it would appear in
rms of job counseling, training placement, follow-through, and job
tention rates, in the private sector follow ino- training that flamer-
s economically disadvantaged persons, including-_a high percent-
!xi of youth, have been assisted. The program is able to place par-
--ipants in the private sector with a degree of success because theytj

-al with the individual in some depth and not simply as a referral
..;;
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Would this be an appropriate sponsor, say, in Detroit, or any place

where these are for this particular program?
Senator BA,m. I would think it would be I am not familiar with

that particular company.
Senator NEr.sox. This program was started just for Closler Corp.

It now administers special training programs for other businesses

which desire special employment assistance. Would a program similar

to Chrysler's be authorized under your proposal ?

Seri .tor BAYM Yes, sir. It sounds to me like that kind of particular

individualized attention is what unfortunately has been lacking in

this program.
SODOM.' NF-1,801

Identify yourself for the record.

Senator BAril She is Cynthia Marano.
Senator NELSON Yon represent the Baltimore program?

Ms. MARANO. I am director of the Baltimore, Center for Displaced

Homemakers.
Senator NEtsex. Did you wish to make any comment on the testi-

mony by Senator Bayli?
Ms. MARANo. I would specifically like to support Senator Bayh's

testimony. It reflects very much what our experience has been

Senator CHAFEE. I Would like to ask a question if I might, Senator.

I am familiar with this program. I think it has a lot of merit. I

think the eases you eittql art your testimony and the problems these

women have are veiy poignant. The only problem is under CETA,

tts we are considering it making it a special title, as I understand

you, is it your feeling that under the current CETA, programs
I missed a bit of your testimony ; I apologize for being lateis it

your suggestion that they are not being, serviced under the present

situation because of age, or sex discriniination. or what?

Senator BAyir. As you know, under title III, that is a program that

is designed to deal with the need for retraining and job opportunities

for grouips of people that have specific problems, as I recall,. ex-

offenders, young people seeking smnmer jobs, people with limited

English-speaking ability, and older workeis. The fact of the matter

is, ti.s I mentioned in my statement, only a very small percent, 3 per-

cent of those who have been serviced are older in the title I program.

So you see the reason we feel it should be hi-ought into title III
program is that the title I program has for all intents and purposes

ignored those job seekers once they get beyond a certain age.

Senator CrIAFEE. That it seems to me, is n, key part of this. It seems

to me so often in Government when something goes wrong, instead

ofAdmiral Moore used to have a saying in the Navy Department,

"When something goes wrong., it doesn't always mean we have to

change the law. Maybe we ought tochange the people."

If these programs in title I are not servicing older people, they are

being discriminated against. I tun just not sure that we ought to set

lip a special category for older people; we ought to straighten out

title I and see that they do what they are meant to do.

Is that a simplistic solution?
Senator BAyit. No. I would hope in your combined wisdoms you

could do that, but that does not get to the fact that title III was

designed to meet the needs of certain groups of people who had

4
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certain special employment, problems. Women historically who have
served as homemakers are faced with a unique kind of problem.

Many of these women would not fall under the traditional defini-
tion of economically disadvantaged even though all they leave left is
the family home,

Senator CuArgt. They may have a good house
Senator IlAyn. Yes.
Senator Nr.t,sox, het me say that title TIT d an assets

test.
Senator BAyll, Title i does. does it
Senator Ni sos. No. There are nt ttssets test. There is an incomes

test.
Senator BAytt. A divorced woman ? T think a Widowed woman

would not. he subject to a test: but is a di voreed woman?
Senator NEnsox, There is no assets test at 1111. There is an incomes

test.
Senator TIAVIr. Mr. Chairman. T think to he specifically accurate,

there is a problem under title T for a separated woman.
Senator CuArm.:. I ant not trying to quibble with what. you are say-

ing, fi think the problem you are raising is a very legitimate one.
But when you talk about, those who are separated. who are not di-
vorced, and whose husbands are lie ing,. you arc really talking about
a pretty limited group from the gl.olin we. are normally trying to
cover under displaced homemaker, Ivhieh is widow or which is the
divorced woman, The. only thing that hot hers ale again T am getting
hack to the original pointas von know so well from your vast
experience, that. eve r(1. always having people who Want, a special
category and that hying: up a multitmle of administrative problems,
and perhaps diserimination in tryiwr to administer the overall account.

For instance. under CETA. the prime sponsor. could now sub-
contract to displaced homemaker centers.

Senator B.kyIl. The lust don't. You 'ire absolutely right. I confess
I have on occasion succumbed to that categorization temptation my-
self, and this lerfislat ion is a good example. When we originally started,
we were thinking about separating these women out and creatinga new
categorical grant program. On reflection. on study We th011elt it made
a lot more sense to include them in a program that was al-ready there.
We are not establishing a new pogNun. We are saying: that these
women should be included in the program as a category that had spe-
cial problems.

One of the exciting things about title TIT. it semis to me is that this
permits a wider array more innovati re approaches to iob opportuni-
ties and training opportunities. Here yin' are talking about a class of
women. many of whom may be well educated by the diploma stand-
ard, but when thrust out, on the street they have no marketable skills.
To suggest all we are going to train these people to do is to be clerk-
typists and not take advantage of the mw material that is there in the
form of productive workers, who have very trainable skills, I think is
to lessen the real opport nnity of a training program.

Senator CHAFT.E. Do you have an age limitation --it must be over
a certain age?

Senator Blom-. Over age 40.
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Senator Cii.t, Flow are we working time vise?
Senator BATil, I have taken ton much time.
Senator CuAm, What do you thinkthis is kind of a big question

maybe I better not ask it. It is opening the flood gates. I will talk to you

privately about it sometime. 1Ve have to quit at twelve.

Thank you.
Senator NLSoN. The committee appreciates your testimony.

Our next witness is Congressman Michael Harrington.
Congressman Harrington, the committee is very pleased to have the

benefit of your testimony this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL HARRINGTON, A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS, FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Hmuuscrraisi. I do have a prepared statement which I would like

to have a part of your permanent record and would like to speak

briefly and Informally to the concerns which I hare,
Senator Nei.sos, It, will be printed in full in the record at the conclu-

sion of your testimony.
Mr. Hmauxoox, Let me say at the outset that the knowledge or

sense I have of this issue has been accidentally and perhaps reluctantly

acquired. I am not this morning, either in the testimony or in the re-

marks I am making to you, holding myself out as a source of long-term

interest or wisdom on the improvement of this program. But there are

some areas that I would like to make certain observations about,

First, in the category of opportunity, for the first time, since we are

able to talk in terms of being confronted with CETA-like programs

as a probably semipermanent part of out economic landscape, we will

have a. chance to have an executive and t legislative branch that are as

one, or let us suggest comparatively as one as tigainst -previous experi-

ence. A. few years ago, we attempted to write this and other economic,

stimulus legislation in the setting of divided government, which led

to many of the anomalous situations, pa rticularlyin public works, of

overcoming vetos and leaving, ironically, the writing of legislation to

people philosophically opposed to the program.
I think that the present opportunity- provides an interesting chance

to redeem some of the rather had standing that the program of this

kind now has, and I hope we take fullest advanttige of it, both in terms

of what we do and in the trust we place at the executive branch, level

to carry out what is perceived to he it somewlnit more aeq;iiescent philot

sophic view of the need for this kind of program, and not tend to view

this with the wariness, with the concern that has prompted us in the

past, I think, to get into too much detail.
Having said that, I have come from a couple sessions with statewide

subgrantee CET; types in Massachusetts, and a more intensive session

with my own CETA Sabg,rantee.
I am not at all sure that, we need new titles, or we need greater speci-

ficity, though I welcome the recognition in new title VII that there

will be an emphasis placed on attempting to link with the private sec-

tor more than lies been the case, I think wo need at the administrative

end far more flexibility of mind, far more daring as a quality of atti-

tude than we have had characterize this, and i do not knots how we

write that, and I do not know how we should be expected necessarily
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to do much more than tttter,rl,t= to intensively oversee implementation of
this with that kind of expressed mandate in mind to the people out
there in the State at the subgrantee level administering these programs.

I do think in some specific instances. instances reflecting on the fact
that we have some constraints on wage level. and looking- at basic dif-
ferences of cost of living that the Senator from Ithode Island shares,
that we should not continue this program without building in some
appreciation of those differences.

I think we have to do sonic work in areas suggested by Senator Javits
concerning the question of the relative level of structural unemploy-
ment that we are frequently not addreSSin ; letting this become a
public service vehicle for harassed mayors and governors to deal with
in some instances mindlessly.

I think these things can be it part of what we suggest in general
rather than specific language.

Furthermore, in keeping with the administration's effort to recog-
nize this as only one piece of a total urban policy package, to deal
with prolonged, severe, semi-permanent economic- dislocation, i would
like to encourage flexibility and have this coupled With other private
and public sector initiatives to auromplish smei fie goals.

I have seen mindless application of this progrton at the subgranteti
level in Massaehusetts, pieces of money with basically no impact. on
the serious economic problems or the more important problem of that
harassed and sat upon middle-ineoe type tylio feels he is paying for
these programs and getting nothing- bark when it comes to what he
tangibly sees.

In general the testimony that I have given this morning in me-
what more formal sense T think can be summarized by suggesting
that I think we ought to in any way we can, urge flexibility, urge an
effort on the part of the administration to encnurge the broadest pos-
sible leeway in What. they propose to do to promulgate regulations
dealing with whatever legislation emer p-es. and above all. On our end
not attempt to place ourselves mentally Or philosophically or chrono-
logically at a point in time where there perhaps is areat historic
justification from being Wary about people turning over to the riclyer-
ary, occupying another branch of a overnment to operateI think

we can do that 1 think it in an obligation WP have, having built an
expectation that this is closer to nor- philosophy as to how, as the
majority party, we should deal with these prohlems--I think we have
a test. we ought not fail in this area.

Senator NLsox. Thank you very much. Congressman Harrington.
What are y011 referring to as specificity. in general or just in this

bill?
H.utritscrios. I call it generic to the institution, but in particu-

lar to this hill. I think it is far too nuih of an effort in all of this
to try to deal with every potential nvea that we can conceive of and
not a willingness if we believe in that type of pincess, and have some
reason to trust. rather titan distrust those Who sire going to be ad-
ministering this program, to let them Have SOIlle I-anl; by the very
nature of the way we enact this le!rislation and by the language we
choose to characterize our philosophy as a bottom line in enacting
this legislation.

3I.Z7 7
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Senator NELSON. There are perhaps some questionable provisions

in the legislation.
Mr. HARRINOTON. I did not hear.
Senator NELSON. There are, I think, some questionable provisions

in the bill. I generally endorse the concept of authorizing a particular

legislative objective and then permitting some flexibility in the ad-

ministering of that objective. If they are good administrators, they

are much better qualified to address themselves to the accomplishment

of the objective we seek, if we give them flexibility rather than if we

tie their hands with a whole lot of specific provisions, _many of which

we find out later really do not work very well or compel people to

do things that have the result of not the most efficient expenditure of

funds, available to them.
Senator Chafee, any questions?
Senator CHAFEE. Well, first, Congressman Harrington, I want to

thank you for your statement and say we appreciate your coming

here today to give us your thoughts, because this is a complicated

matter. It is the old story. I philosophically believe in your flexibility

argument. Having come from State government, I always think that

the Federal Government imposes too many restrictions and look at us

down there in the trenches as rather stupid people who do not know

how to run our affairs.
But we do have a situation in which we had not only testimony but

personal experience with, in what really amounts to abuses in the

program by the veiy amount of flexibility that has been given.

You might have seen the Star report last night. It is too had that the

Washington City Council is being singled out for this, because I think

this is taking place all over the country. The school systems in many

communities are staffed by substantial numbers of CETA employees,

I mean 10,15. 20 percent of their teachers are CETA employees. The

city halls are filled with CETA employees, police and fire departments

as well, and this really was not the purpose of the program.

So to give this flexibility which we all want to do has undoubtedly

led to abuses. The question is, what do we do? I just do not think

that under CETA. from my experience, we are just really accomplish-

ing the goals of training people for jobs.
Mr. liamuxoToN. Senator, I do not disagree. I am not so sure that

the worst abuse is so rrincli either the person who tresnasses up the

line of criminal violation or the person who is attempting as a pro-

tege of the D.C. City Council to feather his own nest, as it is a timid

type to tell you what he or she cannot do. because of all the strict

regulations, and you end up with all of us diminished by a program

that has no appreciable impact because there is no vision, no

management on the part of those who run it

I would assign greater culpability there than I would on the

flagrant abuses that are uncovered. That is my own bias.

Returning to the chairman's comments, if you have the kind of

people who can oversee these programsI would oversee these but

give them all the running. room and say you run it, if we have anykind

of commitment to the Federal process working and not continuing

to aggrandize itself here,
Senator CHAFEE. Give flexibility but hold the administrators of

the program responsible for achieving results.
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Mr, ITAntusorroN. T do not want to make this a partisan observation,
though it will historically be made as one T think there is reason his-
torically for what has happened to these programs. T look at the expe-
rience in the Ford administration to get public works hills through,
and I sec what happened; we have a watered-don version in the fall
of 1975 pass, and we turn the operation of that program over to the
executive branch, which has been adamant in its philosophical opposi-
tion to it and we ended up in the New England area getting dpne in--
hostility and unemployment data which were at best suspe¢t. I can
understand that historically. I cannot understand why We persist in
believing that we have to take that same course.

If anything at all and I have said this about the welfare bill and
energy bill, I would give these guys one line, and in 1 week's time,
say run itand play overseer. rather than attempt to play executive
and wind up with nothing, and have the public wondering where the
jobs are.

Senator CITAFTR. Ate we not being a bit unrealistic in this program
which by its very nature is run by the locals? It is ft wonderful situa-
tion in which local people are spending Federal money. I suppose
when Senator Nelson was Governor of Wisconsin he would have looked
on that as a rery favorable situation. Certainly We did at home. Do yon
not have a conflict?

If you are saying to the mayor, here is this money ; you run it you
get people employed. and they will come in Monday. the Governors
and eyetybody, and I ain sure they will insist that, they are training
people by having them on their local flip departments. Now at the same
time it does relieve their city budgets of a groat stntin, but they all
insist that these people are being extremely well trained as firemen.

What do we do? That was not the purpose of the program to just
supplement the city income.

Mr. FIAnnixtrrox. This seems to exacerbate it In allow inp language
used by the Secretary of Labor last week.

Senator CHAFEE: When you say give them flexibility but oversee, it
the overseers are the mayors. We are sitting here, 'But they are the
administrators of the program or prime, sponsors. How do we handle
that?

Mr. HAnauscrrox. I do not think there is any kind of adequate
resolution to the question you pose, if you are prepared to go this direc-
tion. I am suggesting that the track reemil to date, I think, is so dubi-
ous and has acquired such a laek of lepitimacy. I would take the risk
of saying here it is; we are going+ to put you to the test. You decide.
We will give you the rank you need. We hope you will hire people who
are something more than timid nay sayers. and we are going to hold
you to it Take a chance. It has to he as good as what we have gone
through today, and the -kind of frustration that is attendant, with ad-
ministrators describing what they run into in dealing with the feds.

Senator CIIAFEE. Have we not given them a lot of flexibility?
Mr. HARRINGTON. The one repetitive thing I have heard in -Massa-

chusetts is that internally, the difficulty Joanna with sulxlivisions in
the Department of Labor and counterparts at the State level., if one is
dealing from the perspective of the subgrantee, and attempting to get
through the morass of regulations into degree. is what narrows the
opportunity for a range, for imagination.
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Again I think you can cure this by to hero theory, by the right people

who are going to be doing what they want to do regardless of this.

Senator CHAFEE. Would you have i. limitation on the time that

CET:' employees could hold a. public service job?

Mr. HAntaxoTox, Yes; but not rigid. I would give them so

twain. Not that it has to be 12 or 15 months.
'-Senator NELSON. rhis bill does provide a 12.mont

Mr. HARRINGTON. I understand that.
Senator CuArEE. I agree with your philosophy. I would rather see a

few scandals in a programs
Mr. ITAiiroNorox. And have a program.
Senator CnAFEE. I think we are overscared of scandals. The way to

prevent scandals is to have entanglement of redtape; you will not

have any scandals, and von would not get anything done. I do not want

reporters to write down I am encouraging scandals in the Federal

Government, but I think weought to expect a few.

Mr. HARRINGTON. I mean that Senator.
Senator CIIAFEE. Thank you, Congressman.
Senator Netsox. I agree with what Congressman Harrington had to

say, and I assume from your remarks that you do also. -We heard a

similar argnment when c were trying to get away from categorical

programs, run out of Wilshing:ton and give more responsibility to

prim© sponsors. I was in favor of that It took us about 3 years to

aemnplish that. And the argument of so ninny people was, well, you

cannot trust this State to do a good job or this government to do a

good job; therefore we ought to keep tight strings on it I think the

appropriate response to that is tliat just because there are tiOnle incom-

petent and dishonest CET _t program administrators, we should not tie

up all prime sponsors in the country with redtape.
Better oversight and withdrawal of funding for it prime sponsor

who wastes the money or spends it improperly, are appropriate meas.

tires. I think that is a much better approach than to have so many

rules and regulations which will affect all prime sponsors in an attempt

to correct a few problems.
Mr. HARRINGTON. If we really mean what we say about this process,

and we wait to give it something more than a civics textbook aura, we

better start to tnist people When it collies to letting them botch it, if

we are going to botch it and letting them be heroes if they are going

to be heroesbat we do not do it.
Senator NELsox. I agree thoroughly.
[The prepared statement of ('ongressniran Harrington
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MAKING CETA WORK

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE EMPLOYMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

BY: U.S. REPRESENTATIVE MICHAEL J. HARRINFTON

MARCH 2, 1978

With the specter of the ceal strike freshly before us this week, I

feel a bit like one of those ubiquitous negotiators conning between

cppcsing oaf. I have just spent per of the past week listening to

CETA adninistrators in my home district and in the State of MassaChusetts

Main bitterly about our legislation here in Washington which con-

strains Chem and interferes with their work. I did my best to emulate

the stern exanple of Secretary Marshall, advising the CETA workers that

not everything could be accomplished legislatively -- that for their part

they needed to be a lot more creative and a lot less institutional in

their responses to local problems.

But now I find myself returning from the "front" playing the mediator

from the other vantage point and I must say, in evaluating my role this

morning, that those on the local level with whom I've met have as many eon-

plaints to send back to Washington as I had for them. Indeed, there is

such in the CBTA program Which needs to be changed, and I an hopeful that

we in Congress can contribute to a USefUll 5ettleaVnt

Before we allow the imagery of confrontation to take over, I think we

need to make it clear that the battle in which we are engaged is not

among ourselves but one waged together against the persistent human tra-

gedy of high unemployment in a nation which has the means to do better.

Our record with four years of CETA as our principal vehicle in bridging

the unemployment gap has been one of mixed reviews at best. Mr. Chairman,

with the President's propOsal for CETA reauthorization now before your
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committee, let The briefly t
a dT of problems- which in

view have occurred during the last four years.

Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act of 1971 and its subsequent

amtmidireits attempted to alter in a fundamental way governmental
responsi-

bility for manpower policy
formation and delivery of services.

CETA was

enacted with the intent of forming a partnership behween local and federal

goverrmAt in a Manner which could be most beneficial to the Unemployed.

Di' this plan, the federal
government was to be the general overseer,

making sure prime sponsors followed
the guidelines as well as the

program's purpose, while local
governments would run their end of the pro-

gram aCoording to the specific needs of each locality. With this conw

mitMent to decentralization,
and a dissatisfaction with an accumulation

of fragmented piwgiame, the
authors of CETA hoped to limit the federal

sole and place greater control on the local level.

CE1A was expected to promote two types of change- It was anticipated that

the distribution of funds among major programs (e.g. classroom training, on

the job training) Could be
easily adjusted as sponsors began to adapt

existing approaches to the needs of their clients and the demands of their

labor markets. It was also helped that
elimination of categorical restraints

would release a flood of novel local ideas that would redesign programs.

When the program was implemented,
however, the idealistic conception of

CETA quickly began to show signs of inconsistencies.
The roots of CETA

difficulties began with federal
involvement, primarily in the area of

f?rogr regulations. In my recant discussions with Massachusetts program
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directors, the difficulty of following federal guidelines, emerged as

their number one complaint. They stress the fact that coping with

federal regalatiorva is so exasperating that the final result is the inn

plementstion of a pr ran far removed from original intentions. With all

the red tape and reporting requirements, the claim is that no time is

left to wit proposals or to plan a program. The ohoice which they

have faced was either to meet target goals for hiring or having the

goverment strip away their operation funds. Finally they came to the

conclusion that the federal regulations were more concerned with pro-

perly filed for than with helping the people CETA is supposed to help--

the unemployed.

Coe of the administration's moat eagerly anticipated prCpssale is the

revision and streamlining of federal regulations governing CETA. The

administration's proposal was to reduce significantly the over-emphasized

paper work requirements of the act. However, the promised revision has

not yet been realized although the Employment and Training MminiStration

has assured us that the streamlining of federal regulations is in progress.

I wish the administration luck, and hope their:effort reaches the level

of accomplishment it must in order to alleviate the nurerous problems

inherent in the present set of regulations.

Another concern expressed by _ tors was the lack of Federal

program integration. There is little effort on the part of the Federal

government to coordinate the vast number of Federally funded job related

Me. The problem of conflicting funding cycles coupled with the
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the Davis-Bacts Act has actually i hi

administrators from carrying out their

reauthorization bill seems to CO little.

It*

p

A major inequity Present in the ctrrent CSTA legislation wan retained

in the President's reauthorizatiOn
bill. Milo inequity revolves arcoUnd

the imams ceiling imposed an =A erriploryees. %This wage limitation of

$7900 for the average ETA worker,
with amaichman of $10,000 for any

worker does not reflect regional
differences in coot of living., The

failure to adjust for oust of living differences is a continuing problem

which plagues all Federal funding issues, but is particularly hzuamful in

the case of GEM 'which was established
to aid those in the low income

brackets. This failure has resulted in the de facto reduction of wages

of CETh workers in high coat areas'
largely in the Northeast and Midwest.

Without the legislative acknowledgement
of regional cost of living dif-

ferences through the adjustment of CETA wage ceilings, this inequity

will continue to hurt those least able to beer this economic hardship.

There are ft:1;1*r deficiencies with
the present program wh1eh are even

more serious and which the AtigninistxatiOh fails to address. Members of

this oonsittee know that for some time I have been involved in the issue

tif unemployment statistics and the question of altersallue=sasUres of

JUird.42. Ma issue represents far more than a dry brandh of statistics

to be debated and refined by
eacromic specialists. The memuvutes are

the basis for our targeting: of important programs and billions of dollars.

Given their significance, then, there
is much cause for concern in the
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negligent attitude evidenced by the federal government over

few years. This is particularly true in the as of CAA.

A little In but neveztheless significant sewn of the original

CETh legislation mandated that the Secretary of Labor develop "pre-

aminerY data for statistical measure of labor market related economic

hardship in the nation" which would go beyond the traditionally used

unemployment rate. Unfortunately, the Department of Labor never fu1-

filled this Obligation. The manpower commission's for 1974 made a

passing reference to its failure to do so and nothing has been heard

about:the problem from them since. As a result, the targeting of

structural unemployment programs under CETA is still achieved with a

straight unemployment rate that is less sophisticated and less sensitive

than it should be. In fact, a comprehensive review of the curA program,

undertaken last year by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations, severly criticized the effects of this rough targeting pro,

cess. The Commission revealed the startling fact that 14 of the 15

Largest Cities in the country have "experienced significant redUctions

in their pre-CNTA funding levels." Concluding that allocation formulae

"should reinforce rather than blur the spirit and intent of the act,"

the COmmission advocate a revision of the formulae "on the basis of

indices that gauge long term unemployment and low inoome." Mr. chairman,

I cannot express too strongly my support of that ststement -- it is a

position which I have espoused for over a year.

In the face of this critiqu e, cane would eft that the rtes Arkeirasation
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vlatlid be working
_tively towards the more refined nransLres

of hardship.
Unfortunately, the Administration has apparently aban-

doned this area Secre.pry of Labor Ray
Marshall stated in presenting the

new CEEN plan to Congress
last week lend I quote) , Concerned

about target-U1g mare money to areas
that most need it hooever, we have

not altered the edlOcatiorLfornulas
at this Lite." Despite this inaction,

I have teen Isoricing, through
the Northeut Midwest Economic Advancement

Coalition whirl I chair, in
conjtEctionwithsome federal agencies to

deftloo a rote sensitive sesame
of hm.dship which reflects a broader

range of economic factors to
get at the eta-Lica-trolly

declining areas of

'else ccuatry, I hope to have something
suirstantial to report to this and

other ocondttees on this subject in the near future.

Let me sad, at this point,
that although nay major concern

failure of ax simple urbenployment
rate to reflect deeply rooted etzronic

hardahip, there are several
oomplaints which I believe can he raised with

our =rent uncrployment
data even on its own terms. For example, the

fact that we do not count
discouraged workers as part of the labor force

is a serious shortcanim if we are to search out areas of particular need.

C further refusal to sufficiently expand the current pcmlation survey

to ovoid such heavy relianoe on
claims-based unemplOyMent statistics which

misrepresent urban areas, is at leastrevettable.

Along these I
theme which I pur-

sued last week before a House
COmnettee which was investigating the

r!cent methodological changes for un employment data. It is quite clear
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to Me that no one eithcr at the Bureau of Labor Statistics or at

the EMployment and Training Administration has given moh thought to

tbe_irapact of these recent changes on those cities and metropolitan

where B.L.S. has decided to abandon the use of the current population

survey. Preliminary work by the cities of Chicago and Philadelphia,

however, is anything but encouraging. Philadelphia, for example, has

calculated that with the new methodologY, its unemployment rate for 1977

would have decline 1.5% and its CETA allocations would have dropped p6.4

Milian. Such impacts could be disastrous and they again raise the

question of whether we are honoring the priorities established in the

MA legislation.

An equally isoilortant point which is related to the question of targeting

areas of structural decline concerns the problem of skills improvement

and training as opposed to public service employment. As you know, Mr.

Chairman, CM replaced three major assistance program, roe, of witiat

the Manpower Development and Training Act and the Economic Opportunity

Act were manpower pi,vL.ms, not public employment plans. In this light,

one can only be disappointed with the Administration's decision to permit

up to 50% of the funds for structural unemployment under COTA title XI

to be expended on public service employment. Coupled with the eUvady,

dominant expenditure under Title VI, this means that at Isest two thirds

of CETA funding will quite likely be spent on enployment programs-for

those who are "job-ready" as opposed to pr rare which aim at those sec-

tors of severe and persistent. unemployment -- where armence of skills

or education, poor work attitudes, and alienation from the labor force
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combine in stubborn resistance to ordinary employment programs. The simple

fact is that, since CETAPs inception, we
have moved further away from the

challenges of solving structural unemployment
both in toms of our training

and placement programs and in our omamitment of funds, Yet, this was pre-

cisely the area in which MA's basic philosophy of decentralization was

supposed to have its greatest effect in fostering creative approaches to

unemployment on a local level. Most importantly, in many cases the increasing

preoccupation with public service employment is now sustained by the constant

pressures from local officials to augment the public service commitment.

The CETA program hastin many instances, been largely a fiscal relief measure

for state and local governments.
Surely the collective wisdom of the Congress

and the Administration can devise a more direct means of providing badly

needed fiscal relief without diverting dollars
from our jobs and training,programs.

el to rededicate CETA to the creation of long-term jobs and dev

went of permanent skills to fit them.

Towards that end, I strongly commend the
Administration for its initiative

in strengthening the private sector
participation in CETA with the proposed

addition of Title VIL I fully concur with Secretary Marshall's appraisal that

'.the current CETA program is not yet successful enough in moving workers

from subsidized employment to the private sector." Frankly, however, I do

have adsgivings about the creation of a Separate title. In discussing this

proposal with CETA administrators in my own
state last week, I encountered

consistent, and I believe compelling opposition to Title VII- particularly
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to its creation of yet another planning council. With near rebellion occurring

in many local areas in response to the excessive bureaucracy and regulations of

the CETA program it hardly seems advisable to add on another advisory layer to

encumber the program,' Moreover, the isolation of private sector involvement

in one title threatens to undermine whatever cooperation business has thus

far provided under existing programs under Titles II and III. I solidly suppor

increased involvement of the private sector, butit is not clear to me or to

those on the local level why private business involvement in the planning

councils which already exist can not be increased.

Having talked a good deal this'imotrdng about the problems of attacking

unemployment in the economically distressed urban areas, let me express my

gratitude and admiration for the work which Senator Javits,has done in this area.

The Senator's bill goes precisely in the direction which I have suggested

I support, and I strongly urge this ccomnittee to consider its provisions

as you approach the question of reauthorization. As Senator Javits indicates,

with the recent decline in national unemployment, the structurally troubled areas'

visibility is increasing, We are faced with a situation of deteriorating private

sector involvement in itibaai areas, and large, disadvantaged populations without

marketable skills. This dilemma will not be solved by temporary, stop-gap

measures such as counter-cyclical public service jobs, whose indirect effect is

the artificial reduction of the unemployment rate for a limited time.

Senator Javits' bill has the important aim of targeting assistance to those areas

with the most serious structural decline. I would still caution the committee

in addressing this structural question, on the insufficiency of the data

we have. If, for example, you only look at the local unemployment rate, you
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ind that San Diego has a higher figure than the city of New York: 9.31

as opposed to 8,5%. As we all know, federal aid would be based on these

figures. however, if you begin looking at some of the other economic

.indicators you will perceive some of the complexities of the situation.

In terms of employment Moth) for example, the increase in San Diego

since 1972 has been over 24% whilellew York, during the same period, suffered

drop in employment of more than 111. These are the sorts of factors we

must bear in mind when designing our employment programs.

Mr. Chairman, if I have emphasized this morning the things which we have

not done, it is only through impatience and frustration, not gloom and despair.

The challenge of full employment and the placement of all willing and able

citizens into productive work is one which every advanced economy Mizati.cenfront.

If there is one generalized message which
I would leave you today, it is the

need for flexibility and vision in our employment programs -- flexibility

to let local areas deal as freely as possible with their unique employment

problems, and the vision which will allow us to blur the distinctions

between public and private sectors so that we can use the resources at our

disposal in both domains to bring some sort of economic fulfuillment to

those whom our economy has so far ignored or excluded. And to the extent

that we use public service jobs to supplement our
projects with the private

sector, the taxpayer should be able to
look out the window at o clean street,

a welltmanicured park,..a freshly painted
public building, or a newly wrought

statue in the square and say to himself that public service jobs contribute

something to the community.
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If we keep those guiding principles in mind, think we can approach the

future with conditional optimism. As a fellow New Englander, Henry David

Moreau observed, Min's capacities have never been measured; nor are we

to judge of what we can do by any precedents, so little has been tried." In

that spirit of trying new solutions, I look forward to all sectors of the

country working together to fashion a CETA progra- which will serve the

needs of America's unemployed.
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Senator NELEVN. Our next witness is Mr. Arthur Flemming, Chair-

man of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
The committee is pleased to have you appear here today. You may

present your statement however you desire. It will be printed in full in

the record.

STATEMENT OP ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, CHAIRMAN, U.S. COMMIS-

SION ON CIVIL BIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED BY LUCY EDWARDS, CON-

GRESSIONAL LIAISON UNIT, DIRECTOR, COMMISSION ON CIVIL

BIGHTS; AND SHERRY NIEMSTBA, STAPP MEMBER OP V.S. COM-

MISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, AGE DISCRIMINATION STUDY

Mr. FeEbutrivo. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to have the opportunity

of appealing before you and your colleagues in connection with this

very important legislation. 1 am accompanied by Ms. Lucy Edwards,

Who heads up the Coupressional Liaison Unit for the U.S. Commis-

sion on Civil Rights, and Ms. Sherry lliemstra, who vas one of the

members of the special staff that looked into the whole question of age

discrimination.
At the outset, Mr. Chairman, I would like to take note of the fact

that over a, period of the last week or 10 days. a good many articles

have been written built around the theme "Ten Years After the Werner

Commission Report." These articles have tried to identify pluses over

this 10-year period and minuses.
I think most of us would agree that the minuses outweigh the pluses.

I think most of those minuses relate to our failure as a nation to deal

with the employment problems in a positive and constructive manner.
Consequently, I welcome the attention that this committee is giving, to

these issues in connection with the pending legislation. The U.S. Com-

mission on Civil Rights recently issued its state of civil rights report

for 1977, and we identified this area as one of the most discouraging

areas in the whole civil rights area. It is certainly our hope that out of

your deliberations will come not Only reauthorization of the Compre-

hensive Employment and Training _Act, but a strenothening of that

act so that it will address itself more effectively to the issues that con-

front us.
As a result of a recent study of age discrimination in federally

assisted programs conducted in accorda-nce with the Age Discrimina-

tion Act of 1975, the Commission on Civil Rights concluded that older

persons are not receiving their fair slalv of resoni.ces under either the

training or the public service employment programs of the Compre-

hensive Employment and Training Act.
The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 directed the U.S. Commission

on Civil Rights to conduct a study of unreasonable discrimination on

the basis of age in the administration of programs or activities receiv-

ing Federal financial assistance.
This study was conducted between September 1976 and December

1977, and the Commission transmitted findings and recommendations

to the President, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the

House on January 10,1978.
The Comprehensive Employment, nd Training Act-programsspe-

cifically the title I manpower services program and the title II and

title VI public service employment programs were among 11 pro-
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gram areas selected for study because Of their importance as programs
intended by the Congress to serve the general population.

First, the Federal statutes, implementing regulations, administrative
policies and guidelines, participant data and other materials for each
of the Federal programs studied were analyzed in the following six
geographic areas: San Antonio, Ter.; St. Louis, Mo.; ,Tackson, Ass.;
Seattle, Wash.; Augusta and the State of faine; and Chicago,

(A) The State government agencies and the Federal regional offices
serving these areas and baying responsibilities for the programs studied
were also included, along with appropriate State and area agencies on
aging.

(B) During the course of the field study approximately 500 inter-
views were conducted.

Second, in addition, four public hearings were held at. San Ft incisco,
Calif.; Denver, Colo.; Miami, Fla ; and Washington, D.C., at winch
testimony was taken from more than 300 witnesses.

After weirrhinrrt, the evidence gathered from the field studies and the
public hearings we concluded :

First, that barriers have been erected by both public and private ad-
ministrators between persons falling within particular age groups--
especially children and older personsand services which are financed
in whole or in part by the Federal Government.

Second, that erection of these harrier's is having a serious adverse
impact on the lives of children and older persons who need these serv-
icesit is a depersonalized approach which is in direct conflict with
the concept of the dignity and worth of tin

We recognize that Congress from time to time has made provision
for special programs designed to meet the needs of specific age groups,
an approach which constitutes sound public policy.

We have examined the reasons that have been advanced for using
age as a barrier for the delivery of services supported by the Federal
Government and have concluded :

First, none of these reasons constitutes a valid basis for disregarding
the needs of individuals falling within these age groups.

Second. all such barriers constitute "unreasonable discrimination"
on'the basis of age and should be prohibited by law.

Third, exceptions to this principle should be made only by the Con-
gress and no authority should be granted to public or private adminis-
trators to make such exceptions.

Within the framework of this brief summary of our report I would
like to underline some of our specific findings regarding the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act programs and discuss some of
the Commission's recommendations on actions that could be taken to
eliminate discrimination on the basis of age.

There are marked age disparities in program participation under
titles 1, II, and VI.

`I'ITLE I TRAINING PROGRA)IS

In the title I training programs, persons under 19 participated dur-
ing fiscal year 1976 at twice their representation in the unemployed
population, 35.9 percent of enrollees,'

During this same period, persons 45 to 54, who comprised 10.9 per-
cept of the unemployed population, made up only 4 percent of title
enrollees.

31.2 0 70 . 70
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Persons 55 to 64 comprised 6.8 percent of the unemployed population

and 1.9 percent of enrollees in the title I training program.
Persons 65 and over, who made up 2.1 percent of the unemployed

population, comprised only 0.8 percent of title I training program

enrollees.

TITLE II AND TITLE; VI PUBLIC EM! O `ME NT PROGRAMS

In the titles II and VI public employment programs. a different

pattern of participation was found.
Persons under 19 had very little participation in the title H and

VI programs-4.4 and 4.6 percent, respective] y.
The highest concentration of enrollees was in the 22-to-44 age range.

Persons in this category who made up 46.5 percent of the unem-

ployed population age range comprised over 64 percent of enrollees in

both programs.
Enrollees in title II and title VI programs were 45 to 54 8.9 and

8.7 percentcompared to their measured rite of unemployment of

10.9 percent.
Persons 55 to 64 were 4 percent of enrollees in title TT and title VI

and 6.8 percent of the unemployed population.
Persons 65 and over made up 0.8 percent of enrollees, tine] 2.1 percent

of the unemployed population.
As these data indicate. the Commission compared participation rates

to the unemployed population. We believe that this is the best measure

currently available for assessing the extent to which different age

groups participate in the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act programs.
However, because of the way unemployment is measured. the rise of

unemployment data may understate the number of persons, and par-

ticularly older persons, who would be eligible to participate in the

CETA programs. It does not reflect the number of "discouraged
workers" in the labor force, many of whom are older. As Secretary of

Labor Ray Marshall testified before the Commission

No one is fully aware of the numbers of older workers who are not counted

in the unemployment statistics or the reasons they do not show up.

Senator NELsozy. I wish to be excused for about 3 minutes. The

Finance Committee needs a quorum to act on the budget resolution.

You may proceed. I will be hack in 3 or 4 minutes.
Mr. FLEMMING. In our overall findings. the Commission found mem-

bers of andminority groups, women a handicapped individuals are

often victims of compounded discrimination based on age, sex, race,

national origin and handicap. The Commission was not, able to assess

the extent to which older women participate in Comprehensive Em-

ployment and Training Act, programs compared to older men, because

the Department of Labor does not collect data on its program en-

rollees that permitted cross tabulation of sex and age. However, data

on participation of all women in the CETA training and public em-

ployment program is available. These data indicate, that while women

have comprised almost half of the participants of the title, I training

program, their participation in the title. TT and title VT public employ-

ment programs has been much lower.
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In fiscal year 1975, when they were 45.1 percent. of the unemployed
population, women comprised 45.6 percent of title I training program
enrollees, 52.2 percent of title II enrollees, and only 29.8 percent of
title VI enrollees. In fiscal year 1976, when women were 44.5 percent
of the unemployed population, 45.9 percent of title I enrollees; 36.2
percent of title II enrollees; and 34.9 percent of title VI enrollees were
women.

Data for the first 9 months of fiscal year 1977 show the same pattern,
women were 46.4 percent of the unemployed population and 48.4 per-
cent of title I enrollees; 40 percent of title II public employment pro-
gram enrollees, and 35.9 percent of title VI enrollees.

Clearly there has been some improvement in participation of women
in public service employment programs, but their rates of par-
ticipation do not yet equal their representation in the unemployed
population.

Although the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act in its
present form, and the proposed new legislation, contain -a--prohibition
against discrimination on the basis of age, it. is clear that such discrimi-
nation does occur as a result of policies put into effect by both public
and private administrators.

The Department of Labor and the units of local and State govern-
ments administering the titles 1, IT, and VI programs have interpreted
the goals of these programs to apply to particular age groups.

Training is interpreted as being an activity intended to develop the
skills of youth and prepare them, as program administrators say, for
"the world of work."

In the title II and title VI programs, the Commission found that the
employment goals of the programs meant in practice the concentration
of services on those indhiduals considered within the "employable,"
"prime working age" range. This is defined normally by prime spon-
sors as the age group between 22 and 44_.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act training and
public service employment programs restrict participation of older
persons because these programs rely for then "success" on the public
and private employment markets, which often discriminate in employ-
ment on the basis of age, and Which often maintain compulsory retire-
ment policies which encourage discrimination in employment on the
basis of age.

Performance standards employed by the Department of Labor re-
strict. participation of older workers in the training and public em-
ployment programs.

Federal title I, title II, and title VI program regulations require
that prime sponsors direct their activities primarily to placing pro-

am participants in unsubsidized employment; that is, jobs in the
public or private sectors financed from sources other than CETA.
While the Department of Labor considers these to be "goals" and not
requirements, they are interpreted by the units of State and local gov-
ernment operating their programs as measures of their performance.

In several instances, the Commission found that placement goals
were passed on to the agencies with whom the prime sponsors con-
tracted for training and jobs. If placement goals were not met, funding
could be cut off. In other instances, placement rates were set for specific
activities.
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Commission staff were told that as a result, program administrators

engaged in a process of "creaming" program applicants ; that is,

selecting persons easier to place in employment not, funded under the

CETA program. Among the groups considered difficult to place were

persons 45 and over.
Agencies and organizations administering the Comprehensive Em-

ployment and Training Act programs have continued to fund the same

agencies and organizations that operated manpower programs prior

to CETAagencies and organizations that, in a good many instances

operate in such a manner as to discriminate against older persons.
Prime sponsors depend foroutreach and referral on the employment

service.
Limited participation by older workers in the employment service

has long been recognized as a problem. As Secretary of Labor

Marshall testified before the Commission
The employment service has a mandate to provide n complete program of in-

tensive counseling, aSsessment, job development, placement, and training and
social services to meet the employment-related needs of middle-aced and older

workers with the use of staff specially trained to recognize rind to cope AvIth age-

related employment problems. However, time facts and statistics Indicate that the

results may not be adequate. The stntisttem show that time older workers are not

being placed in the same proportion as other job applicants.

For this reason, it would appear that the employment service needs

to concentrate more on outreach and services to older persons. and that

prime sponsors should contract with agencies and organizations that

deal with those segments of the population that may not be reached

by the employment service.
The employment service does not come under the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act. However, its close relationship to the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act programs, and the

requirements in the ComprehensiveEmployment and Training Act to

coordinate with the employment seryiee, make it important to insure

that adequate services and benefits are provided by the service to per-

sons regardless of their age. sex, or other status,
Senator CRAM. We had testimony here yestevany that everything

you say is so, that the employment service has not had an outreach of

the type we would like to see, but the rationale given by the employ-

ment service people was that they have had in essence level funding for

the past 10 years, and that they have 110 more people to deal With the

population that has increased by 25 percent than they had 10 years ago.

That is not an excuse. but that is just an explanation of their

problem.
Mr. PLE-mmtN-o. It is a rationale. as advanced by many program ad-

ministrators. Our contention as a Commission is that that is nott a valid

reason for an inequitable distribution of resources as between age

grow ps.
CETA prime sponsors focus on certain age groups because it is be-

lieved that by doing so there will be a better return on the Govern-

ment's investment.
At one site visited by the Commission. the 1 6-to.24 age group was

selected as the priority group to which the title I program would be

directed because consideration had been given to the work life remain-

ing for those individuals, compared to the work life remaining for 45-
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year-olds. Because more working years were potentially ahead for
them, 16-to-24 year olds were selected as the agency's priority.

The director at this site said that he believed that after an individ-
ual reached the age of 45, the limited tax payback ability of that indi-
vidual would make training no longer cost-effective. While the 45-year-
old might expect to work only 20 years after receiving training, a
younger person would presumably work, and pay taxes, for a longer
period of time.

Such policies are a denial of the dignity and worth of the older
person.

Age is a major criterion in determining access to the services pro-
vided under titles I, II and VI of the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act.

The introduction of this criterion is not only not authorized by the
act but is in fact prohibited by the act.

The Commission on Civil Rights has been unable to identify a single
Valid reason for using age as a criterion in denying access to any of the
services or benefits supported in whole or in part by Federal funds.

This includes the Comprehensh,c Employment and Training Act.
We would urge, therefore, that in extending the authorization for

the act that the Congress spell out in no uncertain terms its expectation
that in the future administrators Will not evade the prohibition against
discrimination on the basis of age but will see to it that both the letter
and the spirit of the prohibition is observed.

Furthermore, we urge the Congress to place upon those who admin-
ister the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act the affirma-
tive responsibility of requiring grantees or contractors under the act
to set performance goals and plans of action for the participation of
persons in the programs based on the relationship of the age groups
within the eligible population to the total population of the service
areas in question.

A commitment not to discriminate is not enough. A commitment to
implement an affirmative action program, including outreach activ-
ities, is essential if older persons are to be involved in titles I, II, and
VT, prourrnins in a uneningful manner.

Our Nation must open up opportunities for continued involvement
of older persons in the life of our clay.

That is why we have urged the Congress to enact the House of
Representatives version of IT.R. 5383.

If the Congress raises the upper limit in the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act from 65 to 70, and if it adds the Federal Government
to the list of public and private employers that prohibit compulsory re-
tirement on the basis of age irrespective of the merits of the individual
case, it will be opening up increased employment opportunities for
older persons.

This, in turn, will eliminate one of the primary reasons, namely non-
employability, assigned for the failure to make certain CETA services
available to older persons.

Noninvolvement in lice leads to rapid mental. physical, and spiritual
deterioration.

Noninvolvement deprives our Nation of a unique resource that we
can ill afford to pass up.

Thank you very much.
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Senator NeLsom. Thank you very much for your very thoughtful
contribution to the hearings, Mr. Flemming.

Senator Tavits, did you have any questions?
Senator Jams, I just wanted 'to mention again the rriiirvelous serv-

ice Arthur Flemming rendered in HEW in charge of problems of

the aging and the tradition which he is carrying on here today. I want
to assure him that I will give very strict attention to his views.

I believe that CETA has to be targeted to those who are the long-
term unemployed, and those who are really in great difficulty, but I am
confident that within that context there is plenty of room for recogni-

tion of the real factors respecting the aged and other groups that have

not had their equitable share of this opportunity. I will do myutmost

to try to help to correct that
Mr. PLENUMING. Thank you very much, Senator Javits.
I share your views in terms of targeting. I have noted your com-

ments relevant to this legislation as to the desirability of doing even

more precise targeting than is provided for by the bill as it is now
worded. I agree with you but it is our position as a Civil Rights
Commission that, within this targeting, age should not be a criterion.
We recognize, as I did earlier in my testimony, that title IV of this
bill deals with a specific age group, and we recognize that Congress

from time to time in passing legislation recognizes the problems of
specific age groups, and sets up programs designed to deal with those
problems. We regard that as sound public policy. When the Congress

passes legislation which is intended for the general population, where
it provides for services and benefits intended for the general popula-
tion, we do not think that administrators should take upon themselves

the responsibility of dividing up the resources on the basis of age, and

using age as a criterion for determining whether or not persons are

going to receive those services.
The fact of the matter is, we can find no authority in law for them

to do it In this particular instance current legislation prohibits it,

spite of the fact that it prohibits it, administrators have used age as a

criterion for determining whether or not persons are going to have

access to services. We regard that as a violation of the law.
Senator ,I errs. Thank you very much.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very- much. We appreciate your taking

the time to come here this morning.
Under the rules we have to finish by about -12.
Mr. FLEMMING. I might just make this statement. I have listened to

the discussion on oversight. At the present time there is pending in the

Congress legislation extending the authorization for the 'U.S. Commis-

sion on Civil Rights. The bill in both the House and the Senatepro-
vides for adding to our jurisdiction discrimination on the basis of

age and handicaps. If that legislation passes in that forin, the ILS.

Commission on Civil Rights will be in a position where it can assist

in this committee and other committees in monitoring provisions which

prohibit discrimination on the basis of age.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. William Grinker. president, Manpower

Demonstration Research Corp. All of the balance of the witnesses have

been allotted 10 minutes time If yen 11:1Ve tprepared .statemen

would be helpful to submit it for the record, and seminartze the major

points of your statement.
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TATEMENT OP WILLIAM J. GRINNER, PRESIDENT, MAIMOVVE
DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORP.

Mr. GRtN-Kna. Thank you. I serve as the president of the Man-
power Demonstration Research Corp., which is a nonprofit organiza-
tion whose purpose is to develop, oversee, and test large-scale, innova-
tive social demonstrations directed primarily toward those groups who

most often left behind in our society and whose accumulated eco-
nomie and social problems so severely affect society.

MDRC is an organization currently involved with four lame-scale
national demonstrations designed to thoroughly test a mime-her of
different approaches which might prove effective in dealing with these
groups. One, the national supported work demonstrittion, is a full-
time work experience type program in operation in 14 localities. It is
aimed at those who have had the most difficulty connecting to long-
term, regular employment.

A second, the national tenant management demonstration, sPon.
sored by the Department of Housing and Urban Development and
the Ford Foundation, is designed to turn over the management of
public housing to tenant boards in the expectation that if tenants
have a greater direct role in controlling their own lives, they will be
better able to improve physical and social conditions in their com-
munities, and to create employment opportunities within their com-
munities as well.

We are also just beginning a demonstration called the youth incen-
vie entitlement pilot projects under the recently enacted Youth Em-

ployment and Demonstration Projects 1.et, The program was designed
to keep low-income youth in school by guaranteeing them part-time
employment as long as, they, continue to advance toward high school
graduation. Finally, we are launching a series of experiments to im-
prove the connection of welfare mothers to employment in the private
sector under the sponsorship of the work incentive program (WIN).

While I would be glad to answer questions on any of these programs,
I want to focus my remarks, today, on the program which I mentioned
first, the national supported work demonstration- it is specifical-
ly authorized by section S-311 (c) of the administrations proposed
CETA extension bill.

Supported work is a voluntary work experience program for such
diverse groups as ex-offenders, ex-addicts, long-term welfare recipi-
ents, high school dropouts from poor families, alcoholics, and former
mental patients, all of whom share it traditionally severe difficulty
in getting or holding a job. Supported work is also an employment pro-
gram, and is operated primarily by locally based nonprofit corpora-
tions, which serve as temporary employers.

The basic purpose of the program is to instill in participants the
habit and discipline of work and to give them a history of stable em-
ploymenttwo prerequisites for employment in a competitive society.
The method by which this is being clone is a carefully structured system
of increasing encouragement for positive performance_ Typically, par-
ticipants are assigned to work in small crews, with foremen selected
from the target populations and under the direction of skilled super-
visors. This form of organization provides the peer group support
and close supervisory control which are essential elements of the
supported work concept. Participants do real work in situations that

109
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have been developed by each of the operating sites, and they must
meet certain performance and productivity standards established for

the particular worksite. After a maximum of 12 or 18 months, de-

pending on the site, participants are expected to move from supported
work into regular jobs on the open labor market.

The national funding of the demonstration represents a unique cons
lescence of interests among Federal agencies and the private sector, and

as such, I believe, merits special mention. While the Employment and
Training Administration of the Department of Labor is the lead Fed-
eral agency, six additional Federal agencies and the Ford Foundation
have joined as partners because of their interest in seeking answers
to how such a program can help meet the needs of their clientele. The
supported work funding, coordination, and management structure may
provide en example for other programs seeking to develop and re-
search ideas before launching full-scale, ongoing programs. To date.
almost $50 million has been contributed to fund the research and

operations of the 4-year demonstration.
The latest funding partner-. the Community Services Adininistra-

don, has directed its support to an additional, five-site demonstration
of the program in the State of Wisconsin, which should tell us a
great deal about the efficacy of expanding the program on a statewide

basis.
In addition to the $50 million in national funding, the 14 currently

operating sites have already raised over $20 million locally to help
sustain the program. During this year, local funds will contribute over
50 percent of the operating costs of the program. One major source

of such local_ support, and an.inereasingly significant one, is revenue
generated from the production of goods and services. Mmost $10 mil-

lion has been raised through contracts with either private corpora-
tions or public agencies. This Fource of income is very important to
ben' program operators in developing a greater degree of self-
sufficiency by reducing the level of public subsidy, which currently
averages about $0,300 per person-year. Perhaps eve's) more importantly,
this revenue generation creates a heightened sense of real work experi-

ence and real production goals and standards for program operators.

A final source of fends for supported work deserves mention. This

is the diversion of income transfer payments, which 'a0111(1 allOrWise

have gone directly to the recipients, into a wage pool. Diversion of such

welfare benefits has developed into an innovative funding source for

nine supported work corporations. Traditionally, our society has
viewed such transfer payments solely as a mechanism to provide

income support to individuals and families who for one risen or
another are unable to obtain full-time employment. I believe that
some transfer payments can also he used to help create employment
opportunities through programs such as supported work. This tech-

nique has been developed on an experimental basis with the coopera-

tion of HEW, and it deserves serious consideration as a permanent

part of any revision of the welfare laws designed to encourtige hrusl-
to-employ people to engage in prodective work,

Perhaps it is easiest to understand how supported work functions

when one pictures real people in real situations. Of course there are

a wide variety of possible experiences for participants in the program.

but let me try to describe what might he a typical one.
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Take an ex-addiet who enters the supported wort program in Oak-
land, Calif. Ile is about 28 Years old, has been using thugs for over

years and has been unemployed for almost as long a time He has
been arrested nine times and convicted three times, and spent over 21/3
years of his life in prison as a result. He has been referred to the pro-
gram by his chug treatment facility, where he is either undergoing
drag -fire therapy or receiving methadone.

He enters the program at an hourly rate just above the minimum
wage, and is assigned to Work at one of several jobsites, such as house
painting, paint deleading, packaging or assembly line work or land-
gaping. He will work with other program participants in crews of
from 4 to 10 members, under the direction of it skilled supervisor and
a foreman chosen from the group. if after to period of time, he shows
special ability as to worker and a leader, he will be promoted to fore-
man, or crew chief, himself.

At first, program supervisors are somewhat tolerant of a partici-
pant's imperfect punctuality, attendance, and quality of performance.
Hut the longer he stays in the program, the more demands are placed
on him, with a system of w'ag'e increases and bonuses to reward
proved performance. As a member of a crew, lie has both pressure and
support from his peers.

After perhaps 6 months in the program. if the participant has a
good 'Word of attendance, punctindity. and performance, lie will be
encouraged to seek regular employment in the open labor market. and
I he program will actively help in his job search.

The supported work experience varieS in some ways by site Some
of the demonstration programs offer experiences similar to those in
Oakland, while others are quite different. Most of the local corpora-
tions have developed work projects which combine the needs of the
individual participants and the public service needs of their com-
inunitiis. For _instance. light rehabilitation of low7income housing,
park and neighborhood be auttf t tton, building maintenance, health
and day ciao services security services. food delivery, and i variety
of other public services are all things which, in many cases, would be
left undone without the subsidies provided by the supported work
program.

Some programs place a greater emphasis on skills development or
remediationand others ha ve more extonsk.e job placement mecha-
nisms for the trimsition to the open labor market. But althonah indi-
vidual philosophies may differ from project to project, they have in
common the goal of offering to a person With 'little OP no prior_work ex-
perience a defined period of time in which to develop both the habits
and the discipline of Work and to develop a history of steady em-
ployment to use as to bridge and a credential to some kind of perma-
nent job. This _is first and foremost a work program.

To _isolate the effects of this kind of work experience on these groups
of individuals, a riftorons research and evaluation design has been de-
veloped as a crucial and integral part of the national demonstration.
T would like to take ti minute to outline the four basic components of
this research effort. First. we are testing It number of what are known
as behavioral hypotheses. such as long-feral earnings. recidivism,
dialer use welfare dependency and the like. To do this for the first
time in a national manpower demonstration, a control group
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methodology is being used This means essentially that a person re-
ferred to the program has a 50-5() chance of getting into it Through a
random selection process, supported work job applicants are assigned
to either an experimental group which is offered employment, or to it
control group whieli is not, although those in this group are williag
to work and are eligible in all other respects. Both groups are followea
through periodic, confidential interviews for a period of up to 3 years.
The total sample of people being followed through this method it-1

about 6,500. The second component of the research is a benefit-cost
analysis. This is a fairly straightforward type of economic value, anal-
ysis which will try to figure out What the program is worth to the tax-
payer, to society at large, and to the participants themselves. The
third part of the evaluation is known as the process analysis, which
is an innovative and experimental effort to try to figure out wlutt fea-
tures within the program seem to make a difference.

For example, does the type of work, the type of suliervisor, or the
size of a supported work Crew affect the performance of those enrolled?
And the final part of the evaluation is What we call documentation,
which is a look at some of the less nuantifiable dimensions of the pro-
gram, such as the effect of leadership and eonummity factors, political
structure, labor union involvement, and the like, on program success.

We are still almost 2 years away from the final evaluation of the
program. However, from both our management information system
MIS and some early coin parkons between participants and controls,
we have already learned a great deal ahout the program, and these
results are certainly eneourming. We have enrolled over 7,000 par-
ticipants. Of these, itirnosf 30 percent have made the transition to
permanent employment.

Senator NEr.so-N, Almost 80 percent. have?
Mr. GRINICER, Yes.
Senator NFEAsoN, Seventy pet ent ;ire not transit Toned?
Mr. Clamo. No; they have not. But about 2,000 of the 7.000 are

still in the program.
Senator NF.T.SoN% roes this group consist of youths?
Mr. GmNicEm That are not making it or are making it, youths, ex-

offenders, ex- addicts and ivel fare mothers.
Senator NELsON, Is it a mix I
Mr, Gnixata, It is a. mix, The lowest crimps are youths. and

addicts. The hirrhost grOn ps in terms of making it are AFDC part
pants and ex-offenders,

Senator Nst.sos, They are the highest ntage?
Mr. Gatx-ann. Yes.
Senator NELsox. Do you have a breakdown of the eligible popula-

tion in von!, statement?
Mr. Giusti-En. We can certainly supply that.
Perhaps even more significant are some of the in¢ program results.

Participants stay in the program an average of 8 months with an
overall attendance rate of above 80 percent. These numbers compare
favorably to those of other mttnpowe nroarnms generally directed
toward less "haul-core" populations. The findings of the research
which compare participants with a control group also show substan-
tial differences between those who have the advantage of the program
and those who do not, with time most impressive di fferences occurring
within the long-term welfare recipient groupAFDC.
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On the average, FDC women participants in supported work
rained seven times as much money over a _ month period as 11, com-
parable group of controls -- :3,673 Versus $532and received only 60
percent as much in AFDC transfer payments. AFDC women in sup-
ported work worked an average 1,245 hours during the 9 months, com-
pared to an average 194 hours wort ed by members of the control group.

Supported workers in the other three, target groups also fared far
better in terms of earnings and hours worked tai in members of the con-
trol group. Average earnings of participants were $3,333 compared to
$1,298 for controls; average hours Ivorked were 1,108 for participants,
363 for controls; average welfare income for participants was half
that of controls--$869 versus $723.

To some extent, of course, these large differences in earnings and
employment mast be attributed to the fact that participants were of-
fered supported work jobs while controls wore not Nevertheless, these
findings reflect impressive successes for a group of participants for
whom such a high performance could not have been predicted.

The performance of ex-offender, ex-addict, and V011tlipitrticipants in
a number of critical, nonwork areas was also better than that of con-
trol groups members, S percent fewer participants than controls re-
ported arrests during; the perioda 25 -percent difference between the
two groupsand almost 20 percent fewer participating youth reported
drI1Q: use than control youth. All of tlwse findings are what researchers
call _statistical ly significant hat is, they are riot likely to he the result
of chanee. For a numbth. of other measures of importanceon adult
drug use and illegal income the findings were promising but are not
as strongly pet-suasive. The larger sample size Hint will form the basis
of later Studies will allow for more conclusive findings for some of
those measures.

I also believe it is crucial to remember some of the things that won't
be learned from the current demonstration. For example, although
volunteers for supported work have far exceeded the number of jobs
available.. it is not known what participation rates Would he in a vastly
expanded program, whether yol untiuT or mandatory. Although sup-
ported work corporations have experienced re'ativelv little difficulty
in creating meaningful woksites for up to 250 people in given corn-
m unities. it is not known what would I town to finality stand') rds.re-
lationsbips with private industry or labor _organizations, or the ability
of the economy to absorb large numbeis of traditionally dependent in-
dividimls in a Vastly expanded progi=1. Furthermore, it is not known
how many persons could or should be maintained in a permanently
subsidized work setting because they simply aren't equipped to func-
tion in an open labor market situation. These are the kinds of issues
which deserve further exploration and testing.

Although there is much more to learn, l believe that the results
thus far fully justi fv_ the inclusion of supported work- in the proposed
CF,TA. legislation. There /UV certain technical changes we would rec-
ommend in the langnage and we would _welcome the opportunity to
-work with the committee t perfect these changes.

think that it is well Nvorth maintaining the current effort, and
worth building.. on that effort, as we continue to learn what works best
for different individuals and groups under different circumstances.

Thank you.
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Senator Nu: ',mom. IVlaat is the funding source for the Manpower
Demonstration Research orporation?

Mr. Gluxittn. It comes from a contbiriattiota of Pectoral agencies and

private foundations.
Senator Nmsox.. Was this as direct grant ft tit one of the Federal

agencies?
Mr. Gnmir,11. The money is given ander a grant. or contract to us

to run these demonstrations front in the raise of supported work, the
Labor Department, or in the case of another prop-ant, IRTD.

Senator Nut.sox-. But is the source of funding Perlernl grants?
Mr. ChnxicEn. That's right.
Senator INTELsoN.-. What is the nature of the supjoxted work. Are

participants placed in a job with a private employer?
Mr. Gnomett, They are on the pt toll of the local nonprofit corpo-

ration, which sort of bridges the gap between the private and public
sectors.

Senator Nr.r.scrs. They are on the payroll of your organization?
Mr. GraNrtna. No they are on the pityt.oll of the loco! organization.,

For example, in Oakland we have a program that carries out work at
the local level. It hires participants, emplo vs and pays them.

Senator NEr.soy. this an org,anizati on that contracts with the man-

power demonstration research group ?
Mr. GruNturt. Yes.
Senator NEtscay. You receive Federal funds and thon contract with

a local organization to administer tin' program ?

Mr. GaINKER. Yes.
Senator NELSON, A nonprofit otTanization
Mr. G

?

ursKEn. Almost in all cases.
Senator NntsoN. What functions does the nonprofit organization

perform ?
Mr. (larsion. It runs the program. It emplovs individuals.
Senator NEr.soN, Is it the employer?
Mr. GraNKER. Yes.
Senator Nr.r.soN. What jobs does it have?
Mr. GruNKEn. It creates jobs through working with the private sec-

tor and the public sector.
It varies by location. Each location creates its own set of jobs.
Senator NErso-N. What I ant trying to make elem. is that the argil-

tion with which you contract is not a private business?
Gnixttrit. 'Pin, groups we contract with develop the jobs.

notor NELsox. 'File contractor deals with either a unit of govern-
ment or private employer. is that correct?

Mr. Gainan. It will create jobs in needed public services or it may

cont nict with a pt' late employer to do certain specific tasks.
Senator NF.i.kioN. You say it does nnt have any jobs to orate, and

that it will seek employment opportunities from at inuniciptlity or

the State?
Nfr. GnisHr.n. Yes.
Senator Nr.r.scl. The mph v r is either the larrblie or the ri rate

sector. The job is thero. IS it 2 You do any j( . The

contractor has uo lobs?
Mr. Gnmur.n. They create the jol
Senator NELsox. Explain that to me.
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Mr. Ginn 3.-RF..u. For eKilltIple, in Massachusetts then, was
need for deleading houses that lard been painting with leml-hased
poisonous paint and the local program iorked out a deal with the
State an& with the court system to do that work. They are pind for
doing that work in Massachusetts.

Senator YEr.soN. How was the State hivolved?
Mr. GRINXER. The State also contracts with the I of

and speciFies what work will be done.

State do?
theSenator :CF.J.som. I do not quite have it clear. la

Mr. Cittori:Eit. The State will sign a contract with the local mlpo-
tiort in Nlassachusett s delead 1,000 houses.

mot- YELso.x. What is the State's funet ion ?
GUNNER They are interested in delending

enator NEtsey. Why do you have to contract with the State ti
all ? What is the State's role?

he f 1Oftwrar.11. The State's Iro.e is i

and to get the work done,
Senator N.Tur.sov. supervi: t he work
Mr. ChEIN HER. The local corporation.
Senator NF.Lsos. And what (I() they do ? l i in somebody .

supervisor?
Ntr. (IRTN-Krat. 'res. They will have their own structure or super-

vision ancl management.
Senlito In that particular ease what is the pay scale?
Ntr. GrayKER. For the workers, the jaiy scale is set slightly above

t he minimum tiff age generally, and it is g-raduated pay :-;cale so that
vldien it person completes the program he is still tanking lc s tinin the
local market opportunity wage. S;() in the case of Ntlissaelnesetts. a
oerson would start working- 'it perhaps $2.70. or $2.75 an hour. if he
!ontinues in the program for 12 mouth s. he would graduate at :Iliout

1. 1 q an hour.
Senator NELSON. Is there ant` training other than work tlir the job?
Mr. Cinrc-K-Ea. There is sorne ti aining. lint primarily the emphasis

is on work experience. learning how to get to work on time learn
how to meet production standards.

The latsie philosophy is that most private employers are more in-
terested in workers who know- how to nit time and ath-licinnee
nailmeats and who know what it means to function on n joh; then
the employer can provide more spec i fir tra mina,

Senator NELsos. :1.re arly of these jobs found in inunivipal or State
goeniments? In other words. does anybody go to city hall and go
out in work in the park or elsewhere ?

Mr. (unit lira. On some occasions. des. there an ,ill lic-ser
tYPe, jobs- Imt they ail- in the minority.

Senn for NELsoN. Yon would fund t hose. t ?

Mr. ernisicErt. They would he funded through its :tilt1 t lir g
local CETAsystem.

h the

Senator NKT,SOS. :Vre there any jobs with a priviite employer?
Mr. CruNKEK. Generally we have stayed away. from ontstationing

thr.-40 oconle in actual rare sate eittplOVntorit bevause it has been it very
diffieult it is a very difficult transition to make. On occasion there
are outthition crews working with it private employer. but generally
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what happens is that private errrployers will contract for supported
workers to do a piece of the particular activity. For ex , in
Hartford., Conn, the program contracts with several privatte etn-
ployeN to manufacture furniture. `They manufacture the furniture
under contract.

Senator NeLsom. Your organization supplies the furniture manufac-
turer with some employees?

Mr. GramkEft. No; we sup_ ply him with some furniture under
tract.

Senator Netsox. You manufacture the furniture,
Mr. GammEn. Yes.
Senator Nr.r.so-s. What kind of facility do you manufacture the

furniture in?
Mr. Gum.-KER. We have a small factory in Hartford.
Senator NELsox. You own the factory?
Mr. GRINKIX. The local program owns it.
Senator Nra.so.s. It rented the factory and anaachincry and hired

supervisory personnel?
Mr. GRIVKER. A. fully (TIM pped operation ; yes.
Senator NELSON. Would you submit for the record the kinds of jobs

and projects undertaken?
Mr. Garsicsa. I would he glad to.
Senator NELsoN 1)o you have any questions
Senator Clare. No. It is a fiu- rine ing program. I wish we had more

time to spend. Where are you physically located
CruNKErt. Our administrative office is in Ness York City.

Senator Cr rAFEE. If we wanted to get lilt° this some more.
von down again sometime.

Mr. Gnix}trat. I will he glad to come.
Seinztor NErso:c. How Many places do you have demonstra roj-

ects going on?
Mr. GurskEn. Fourteen throughout the country. We have an addi-

tional five that are opening lip under a special demonstration grant in
Wisconsin.

Senator NEtsoix. Is that in H different. States or 14 different munici-
palities?

Mr. GarNicea. There are 2 in New .Tersey. so it is 13 different States.
Senator NErsox. You are not neces-airily teaching a skill, you are

providing people with discipl Me, work habits. financial rewards, and
at the conclusion of some period you then seek an employer for pur-
poses of placing the individual?

Mr. Gatzikr.n. That is correct.
-Senator NELSON. And you say placed 30 percent. Now

y people have you assisted in 'our progra
N1P. GRtNKEP. 7,000.
Senator N-F.L.SON. Currently ?
MI% GruxuErt. No there ire about 2,000 enrolled at any (riven time.
Senator NELsozg. How many individuals are left?

GRENRER. 5,000. Of the ones who have left approximately 30 per-
cent have been fired for inadequate performance or other reasons. An-
other 15 percent or so have quit, either for health reasons, or because
they do not like the program, or they -would rather hustle or whatever.
Another 15 percent have left for neutral reasonsthey complete the
program without finding a job or they move away.
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Senator NELSON. These are nskilled, disadvantaged, and long-term
unemployed persons?

Mr. GamtEn. That is basically the criteria for getting into the pro-
gram, For example, you have to he tawmployed for at least lutlf of the
past, 8 months; ex-offenders have to have been in jail within the past 6
months, ex addicts have to be in treidment pow or in the last 8 mouths.
For welfare recipients, you have to have been on -welfare continuously,
for 30 months out of the last 36. We are trying to get to a group of
people who normally are not served by most, programs,

sSvenator
NrisoN. Do you have a bretikdown of the va Pions age groups

ed, which you could submit for the record ?
lir, GruNicea. Yes.
Senator NELSON. Is your contract with t he Departn _nt, of Labor

to Puri these demonstration projects for a tot al of I.000?
lir. GruNken. Our agreement is to manage the demonstrat hat over

4 -year period. We are going intot he fourth year now.
Senator NELsox. At the end of the f- u-th repo onfourth -No report _

rive results of the program ?
Gru_xint, We will have a report some time after the demonstra-

fiat has ended,
Senator Nrisox. Will yon know at the end of 4 years what tint re-

tention rate has been for those who completed the program ?
lir. (int:clam We will begin to get that inform:thou this thine on

the early sample.
Senator NEt.sox. When will your report be completed?
lir. (husitt:a. The final or the ,Tune report?
Senator NEt.soN. The final report.
lir. Grasp: a. The final report is due in early 1980.
Senator NELsON. Was your orgtmizafion eretne d specifically for this

purpose or is it an ongoing organization which administers outer
programs ?

GruNKEn. It is also miming several other programs.
Senator Cn,PEE. One question. 1 [nit do ym t get these supervism,

the fellow who runs the wiwk, not the forenten Avhich I undo stated are
taken from your trainees, but it seems to tie that supervisors as you
call them in your testimony ore key persons.

Graxitta. Well, gene! illy we look for people, or the local pro-
grams look for people with skilled b;u The local programs
try to work with the local labor unions to veer nit people who have
journeyman cards, or who have clone supervising before. They look
primarily for people, skilled in NOWever the activity is, and who have
some understanding in dealing wit h t his population.

Senator enAFEE. -You are certainly dealing with the toughest seg-
Wont of the population.

Thank you.
Ga xrn. Thank you.

Senator NELsox. Thank you very much. 1\ a ppreehite 'our testis
nanny. I think your study will be of great value to the mint tittee.

Our next witness is Rabhi lienachem Lithinsky.
Senator trAviTs. I am very pleased to introduce this witness. We re-

quested Ile testify, Rabbi llentte hem Lulti nsky is thi executive di-
reactor of Agin-lath -Israel of America. We t hi nk Ito is running a very
tight ship and an exemplary op e r at i on f attt very grateful to the
Rabbi for being here to ,give tri the details.
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STATEMENT OP RABBI MENACREN LIIBINSEY, DIRECTOR, PROJ-

ECT COPE, DIVISION OF AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA

Rabbi Lutinssr. Thank you very much, Senator Javits and Mr.
Chainnr,n and other members of the conimittee.

star 3renachem Lubinsky, the director of PrOjeet COPE,
Career Opportunities and Preparation fm- Employment, to job train-
ing and earecrguidance agency. COPE is a division of Agudath
Israel of America, ri 56.year old Orthodox Jewish movement with
chapters tilt ough.out the country. I ant very grateful to be (riven this
opportunity to testify about a matter of great concern turd interest
to onr organization: the reauthorization of CET A, the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act.

I express these thoughts from the perspective of an agency which
has used CETI title I funds to provide a broad olunnt of services
to nearly 15,000 applicants since 107T1 . As a broadly based commu-
nity organization, our New York City program elleetively utilized
CET: to develop a "one stop" service renter out of several neighbor-
hood locations to the unemployed. underemployed and economically
disadvantaged.

Generally speaking, Nve have found CETI to be an excellent vehicle
for employment and training programs for those who might other-
wise not be soved. The benefits of CET A_ have already been well
documented. One should stress CETA:s (11,11110ns human benefit that
is often lost in the scramble for productivity figures. Our agency and
I tarn sure hundreds of others all over the country have an over-
whelming number of case histories of C'ETA's effect, on people : How
it changed the lives of many front despair to hope, how it brightened
the day for entire family units, and how it prevented serious social
consequences for a larger number of unemployed. People ought to be

our prime consideration in drafting any specific_, manpower legisla-
tion and then concepts. Based on this introduction, I should like to
make the following observations:

One The very concept of CETA at this innet rerprii.es redefini-
tion and clarification. When this landmark legislation was enacted
in 1973, it replaced nil the categorical manpower training programs
that existed prior to that time. Those programs. focused on job tt-am-
ing arid were part of the American scene for nearly a half century.
They er.3 part of an ongoing net ional ofTort to train imskilled people
into jobs and careers. Over the yeat.s. Government- funded job train-
ing took its place with other career preparation vehicles such as voca-
tional edueatim or other career preparation, and during the recesssion
by a substantial number of college educated. Job training was the
best alternative for the loud-core unemployed. These pre-CETA
programs existed without regard to the figiires in the unemployment
rate. Whereas the programs may have bad their genesis in the depi-cs-
sion days, they continued to function in prosperity and in austerity,
in vox and in peace, and in periods of near full employment and
peak unemployment.

The advent of CETA resulted in the consolidation of all the
splintered job training programs, but while one of its key functions
Was to assist the poor, it continued to iv that national vehicle for
training a broadly defined glolip of unemployed, underemployed and
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economically disadvantaged. Justifiahly, CETA did not regitire its
consumers to pass a Means tell Nor did it inandftte programs ells
sively for those areas that were' poveity stricken. Rather, it focused
on geog-raphic locations with high unemployment because those were
the areas that required these services the most. The funds were appro-
priated in a revenue sharing concept, which gave local authorities or
prime sponsors control over the destiny of the program.

By 1075, there were disturbing vibrations from Washington and
elsewhere, Some legislators and manpower professionals began to
assess CET s performance by measuring its effect on the notional
employment rate. For the first time, they were attempting to wed
job training or career preparation with Ihe nal ionid joblessness situa-
tion. The focus shifted from job training as long -term appi.onch to
"jobs," immediate and short- torn, Ft.orn that point on public service
employment and other nntinnal programs. directly related to unem-
ployment were tacked onto CETA and thus its image began to
change.

It is important to remember that during the recession, and in great,
measure even today. Cl T,v is also iporoult to the hard hit middle
class. By virtue of its target definitionunemployed, underemployed,
and economically disadvantaged largo number of CE TA's users
are from middle class backgrounds. Not, coincidentally, those de-
pressed areas receiving large-scn le funding based on loon] unemploy-
ment wore also the scene or widoHlopnd joblessness amongst the
middle class.

While our agency Serves people without recard to ethnic origin,
our organization has a solid base in the .fewish community, What we
Lave learned in more than 3 Fears nF providing services is the extent
of the myth of .Jewish affluence. In New -York (=lily, for example,
15 percent of the .Jews are poor, a sithsiantial number of Working ago.
During the recession, Jews W1411, in Fact hum] hit. The traditional
areas of fewish employment were among those most affected in
recent years. Examples are, the loss of jobs in local government, educa-
tion, and the garment industry. The New York 'Philos recently re=
ported that in some sections of (110 ,Jewish community, namely Ortho-
dox Hassidic .TV,Ws, unemployment. was as high as 18 percent. .rews
also suffered more than other groups beeause. of their substantially
higher living costs such is for kosher foods. Once again, CETA
proved to be a lifesaver in this sitnat ion iuimd out nines to be a source
of hope and practical assistance to an ethnic community to overcome
a problem to which it was not necustolned.

CETA has strengthened ninny middle class eommunitips through
its local programs, but most importantly it has prevented a sizable
number of Americans from becoming the "neW poor." Its mission
should not be ended at a time wen it is doing so much for the social
and economic stability of mu. Nation, and especially as the squeeze
on the middle class continues.

CETA, 1978 should not be judged for its direct impact, on the
national unemployment rate, but for its social and economic effects
on the poor and on the middle class. While CETA may have taken
on many new amendments which are clearly targeted for the poor
and the long-term unemployed, it s!lould ids() continue to function
as the national training institution for those who cannot receive such
assistance elsewhere.

3t.219 0 18 ... 71
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This then the challenge that we face in reauthorizing
CETA for the next few years.

Two: I believe that careful attention should be paid to the targeting
of CETA. Currently a good portion of CETA is aimed at the un-
employed, underemployed, and economically disadvantaged. There
have been recommendations that certain titles of CETA be limited to
those persons with annual family incomes below the Bureau of Labor
Statistics' lower livirg standard and who are unable to secure employ-
ment leading to self-sufficiency. We believe that such action would
seriously distort tie intended purpose of the original act. It would be-
come a program t-eserve(1 for the hard-core unemployed from poverty
backgrounds. ft NvonIcl do further damage to middle working class
American families virlio have unemnloyed members in their midst and
would in effect calicci out the benefits of serving the poor by creating
new jobless people who can no longer benefit from CETA. One might
even speculate that there would be a new cry in many circles for new
legislation to deal with the nerdected target groups wliich would be un-
necessary if the spirit of CI43T.A. 1973 were maintained in 197B.

Restrictive eligibility would also seriously hamper the ability of
communitv-hosed, organizations to serve their constituencies. One of
the healthier side benefits of CETA has been the involvement of com-
munity agencies to deal with social problems locally. The delivery of
social services with it unique sensitivity is the hallmark of neighbor-
hood success. Their relationship with intended beneficiaries cannot be
emulated in any settinp. other than in the community.

y restricting eligibility, it would further force community-based
organizations vit,b other communities and in effect estrange them from
the communities that they are supposed to serve. In fact, restricting
the eligibility to the foot has in some measure had the same negative
effect on existinA. roblic service employment nonprofit sponsors but
would do the most datnage if the eligibility criteria for public service
employment were also required for the existing title I training

profirams.We agree, with the recent recommendations of the National Council
on Employment, policy that 'ETA not be »arrowly targeted on the
disadvant aged rind continue to serve a broad spectrum of clients.
Narrowing the i2oc-ns of CETA, the council Davy, "could incite serious
social derisiveness" Targeting provisions tinder title III have helped
prevent this "by allowing pursuit of national priorities related to
special problems while fnaintaining ft broad focus at the local level
throughg other titles,"

Three: Our experience has shown that the hest long-term approach
toward jobs is Noper career preparation and training -When the un-
employed are adequately prepared, CETA becomes a secure vehicle
toward an iinsubsidize_qi career of employment. In the absence of

training, or where the emphasis is "jobs" such as in public
employrrierit. the solution tends to be a, band-aid treatment

which will on1N, continue to drain the taxpayer's wallet in one form
or another in the future, It is our recommendation that CETA man-
date some form of training for all of its components regardless of its
short-term intent.

The current title I training x is an excellent example of effective
programing Ito fact, our agency's prhne reason for success is its



t 0 use different title I components in an effort to provide a
`teneiltop" service center for the unemployed, underemployed and

c..,onettlically disadvantaged. Oar the other hand, restricting the pro-
4ratatnii,tio mix only forces prospective CETA enrollees into a mold
`whiel-itlieV may or may not be suited for, Experience has shown ant
twit' training, vocational education, classroom training. and work
koetIcoce can be most effectively used when a vocational guidance
eitn.elor supported by modern means of testing and evaluation can
1-jooN., one of the components as a solution to long-term imemploy-

Inents-tr he STIP program, or the skilled t ;.ra.n.ntr ,inprnvelnent pro
4rata sc-RR an ingenious way to add to that mix. For the first t line. it
Inabl,;(1 CETA to focus on better jobs, This slight shift in emphasis
is an hoportant way to use CETA as a long-term remedial program
for t}nty disadvantaged, It is our hope that `TIP will be continued,
bel,..,5 not in the form of a separate program, but as part of that

r I Drograrnmatic mix.
g the $10,000 ceiling is yet another way to promote the

eareer-oriented jobs into CET.k. Providing. for an additional
s the maximum allowable subsidized wage, is a good invest-
d makes for sound. economics. It is once again a long-term

pi%aeli that is certain to pay off.
same time, one must commend the new cooperation between

)-eanbcwer and education which was Written into the Youth Employ-
tent Oa Demonstration Projects Act of 1977. That such cooperation
is ri0c9,..gary for in-sehool youth is obvious, but more is required for
chit -nf,5chool programs. If we intend to train youth, we will have to

education not merely as it "consultant" but as it partner.
Quality vocational education and guidance have been the hallmark
t)--1 th educational community and the use of its resources should be
t itili (Ted in all CETA titles,

It has been the contention of many that CETA ought to tie
_a closely with the employment service. Firm recommendations

en made that job research through agreements with the em-
service at entrance and exit should become an integral part

k, Requiring community-based organizations or even prime
vo

or" work with the employment service on it daily basis is in
bran ways a disservice to the agencies.

Fat, one, to broaden the operating sphere of a community agency
to itlitide an outside institution such as the Employment Service,
yyliiell bras little common ground With localized interests, is really ty-
ing tlin hrInds of the neighborhood agencies. Second, creating addi-
tionvi redtape for social service agencies by forcing them to work WWI
the ..,ioployment Service creates unnecessary delay in the processing
rrf t14 unemployed and is ultimately detrimental to the interests and
40aIN n C_IETA., Third, it is no secret that the Employment Service
lit sole areas has often been under criticism for the most part for its
tperktirig deficiencies, In many eases, the targets of the prime sponsors
arid the Employment Service have been contradicting. Civil service
laws nod reolittions have resulted in the deployment of Employment
service staff' in projects which .equire a specific cultural sensitivity

second language.
ecjdition. a recent study by the Employment and Training Ad-
ration of the U.S. Department of Labor found that 40 percent
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of previous placements by the Employment Service were no longer at

Llie job and were looking for workmore than three times the rate
for workers in general. On the other hand. many community agencies

have demonstrated that quality service, provided on the local level

can be effective and is in the best national interest.
To force a marriage between the Employment Service and com-

munity-based agencies is a step haelzwar-ds in the Nation's attempt to

respond to the needs of the unemployed. The strength of CETA is
the relegating of control over local activities to prime sponsors and

communities. It should not mandate alliances that may potentially

weaken the program.
Fifth, in recent years, public service employment has become one

of the important features of CETA. Its continued expansion and
potential for an even larger program makes it of primary concern
in the reauthorization of CETA. As mentioned earlier, one of the
chief shortcomings of PSE is its nontraining provisions. Generally,
such a policy merely dictates tint the tasks involved in a public
service job will be menial and not career oriented. There is a definite
need for introducing a training element in its future imnlementation.

Similarly, we believe that it was a good omen for CETA PSE to
involve community-based organizations, These organizations have

proven time and again that they are in a position to develop the jobs

necessary for the successful implementation of PSE. Yet the program
was less than enthusiastically received by these organizations. The
reasons: For one, they were forced to work with public agencies such

as the employment service, which proved restrictive for some of the

reasons outlined earlier. Second, its narrow eligibility for those un-
employed 15 weeks or longer and living below the poverty level

proved helpful to many poor, but in turn did not help some of its

intended benefactors. namely, the hard-core unemployed who may not

have qualified bemuse they were working for several days, or may
have come from a family that was slightly better off than the Bureau

of Labor Statistics' lower living, standard. In the future PSE should
be modified to be less restrictive so that the unemployed who need the

help most are served by this program.
It is also worthwhile to mention that there is a subtle tug of war

between municipal agencies and the comunity-based organizations

for public service employment programs. Natnrally many hard-
pre,ssed urban areas have looked with great anticipation to PSE but
have also been less thin encouraging to the nonprofit community--

based organizations to partake in this process. Yet there is no ques-
tion that for public service employment to be successful, it will require

a broad partnership of all the various sectors of our society. Public
service employment has the potential of rebuilding urban areas at

the nehrliborhood level : The sum total being a healthier urban area,

If local officials- were to probe deeper into the net effects of sharing

with nonprofit agencies, they would he far less reluctant to cooperate

with the CBO's.
Furthermore, the. General Accounting Office in reviewing public

service employment through 1075 found that :

Piddle employment programs have not helped much In reducing unemploy-

ment. Many of the participants come from predecessor programs, and whereas

sponsors should ruse ("ETA funds to create Jobs, many used these funds to all
vacant positions formerly financed With local funds.
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This study covered a period before community organizations wereinvolved at all and it should be a lesson to us that PbE can only be
,ffective with the participation of community-based organizations.

Sittli, the recently passed Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projects Act was naturally drafted to fight the menacing- youth prob-
lem of our Nation. Even without this major addition to CETA, manyhave been critical of the legislation for being too "youth oriented;'
On January 11, 1978, the New York Times quoted a 117,S. Commission
on Civil Rights report which said t lint older people anal teenagers were
discriminated against in time Government's CETA program with theemphasis placed on employable people between the ages of '22 :tad 44,"In opting to reach those easiest to eplo," it reported, "CI TA
programs are age discriminatory."

While focusing on the youth problem should be It goal of CETA
1978, it cannot continue to ignore the needs for programs for displaced
homemakers and older workers amongst Mlle's, The approach taken
toward middle and older aged workers in the pitst has indeed been
fragmented in that only several national agencies dealing with older
workers were able to provide limited employment for those 55 andolder, Sanilarly CFI was less than helpful to displaced homemakers
and even to teenage youth, as the report points out

't built in 1ectinrcnieiit triter a percentage of CET,V funds be
spent fo, youth, middle and ,, aged nnemployed, and displaced
homemakers, CETI will continue to discriminate against those groups
mem ioned by the U.S. Commis...shin on Civil Rights. In fact it might
have been proper to suggest a separate title in CETA to address the
weds of each individual group. lint the same can he accomplished if
the legislation would recognize those nt4,(Is and clealy mandate that
it portion of the money be set aside for those groups. Without such
built, iii assurances, Congress will tinm and again be taking up legis-
lation to deal with these groups and we may be headed back to a time
of categorical manpower train ing programs,

There are other issues on CE'l'A's future that I wmild have liked to
address, but. I feel that T should rest Het my testimony to those areas
that have to ditv,ct bearing on CET.,1. and service delivery agencies. For
many of its who have been int homely involved with CE"17.,1., this is
the first opportunity in 5 years to wally evaluate and propose changes
in the legislation. It is our belief that (`ETA should be retained in
its present form with the eluinges that I Inive outlined. and every
effort should be made to prevent a return to the categorical programs
of pre-CETA, Most important it is essential that the registration should
recognize the different substantial groups of needs and at the same
time also effectively deal with those who are most in need.

Regardless of the success of the Nations' efforts in reducing unem-
ployment, our country has a, responsibility to constantly prepare gen-
erations for the world of work, It is for that reitson that we have
been such a firm supporter of career education. Education, of_,couise,
is our frontline in preparing for the future, but we roust also rec-
ognize that a significant portion of our population will not be vo-
eationally prepared in the halls of education. These ,,mericans should
not be penalized because they are either not able or not willing to
participate in the traditional career preparation manner. CET A. then
is more than a national obligation, it is an institution which is part of
the American dream. Thank you very much.
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Senator 'NELSON. Do you have any questions, SenatorJavits?
Senator Jams. How do you crank in the training requirement

which appears on page 5 under item (5) of your statement ? How do

you do it in your operation which as I understand it is quite successful ?

Rabbi Linixsirr. Well, Senator ,favits, the training requirement

that I referred to exists in all title I programs, whether it is on-job

training or vocational education or some of the other programs. What

I am specifically referring to is public Fervice ernployment7 where there

is absolutely no emphasis on training, and in turn ends up being

Band-Aid treatment.
Even public service employment should mandate a significant por-

tion of the time be spent on training, is what I think should be done.

Senator Jams Do you have any specific ideas as to how that can

be done effectively or do you want to leave that to the Department and

to us to work out ?
rabbi LVIONSKY. I think that various jobs should be looked at

from. the point of view of whether they are training jobs or not, In

other words if they are what we call inertial tasks, and have no train-

ing, they ought not to be part of public service employment. But if

they require training, then they ought to become public service em-

ployment and in that way we will assure the long-term approach

toward jobs and careers.
Senator Javers. Do you have any experience or advice for us as to

how to crank the training into public service employment ?

Rabbi LurnxsKy. As I mentioned, the experience and advice is

that training should be fused with some other method. If it is public

service employment, then perhaps it should be joined with classroom

training, or on-the-job training or one of the other components, some-

how they should mesh more than one trainingcomponent.

Senator J..1%1Ts. In other words, the prime sponsor should be

charged with responsibility for training in connection with the job?

Rabbi Lurnxstcy. Yes, one good way would be to ask the prime

spensor to contract with those agencies that already are involved in

training, first of all as cost-saving measure and second, as a way to

fuse the trainingand employment.
Senator Javrrs. Thank you, Rabbi Lthiriskar.

Rabbi LtouNsicar. Thank you very ranch.

Senator NEesox. We appreciate your testimony.

Our next witness is Greg Humphrey. Your statement will be printed

in full in the record. We are operat ing on a 1.0- minute time limita-

tion. We have to complete by 12 o'clock.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY A. HNVIPIEREY DIRECTOR OF IEGISLA.

TON, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, ACCOMPANIED BY

GERALD MORRIS

31r. HuatrunEr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr, Gerald Morris is

accompanying me. I will stan ma rize the highlights of the statement and

the difficulties we would like to call to the committee's attention.

First of all, I would like to comet it mistalce in the testimony on

page 2, under the subheading. No '11. The statement says that there is a

current 20-percent limitation on the number of CETA jobs that can
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be supplemented, That is incorrect. I would like to at this point, point
that out.

Senator CHAFEE. Cross out that sentence.
Mr. 1-Iumruarr.. Yes, subhead 3 has a statement in there that 30 per-

cent of existing CETA jobs may be supplemented and that is a mistake.
It is not true. There is currently no limit on the number of CETA jobs
that can be supplemented.

Mr. Chairman, the American Federation of Teachers would like to
call your attention to several aspects of the administration's proposal
that causes difficulty in terms of the successful operation of the pro-
gram, and the participation of education and twIchers generally in
CETA jobs.

First of all, the exclusive priority established in the administration
bill for disadvantaged individuals would effectively exclude both from
the job aspect anefrom CET 11.-funded training many qualified indi-
viduals who have severe unemployment problems that are. essentially
related to countercyclical problems and not structural problems. We
believe it is wise to address the problems of hard-core unemployed and
structurally unemployed individuals as the law does but some pre-
vision should be made to continue to deal with cyclical problems that
continue to exist, especially in the larger cities. Nationwide unemploy-
ment is still well above 6 percent, and we do not believe that is a signal
to trim the program into something designed entirely for long-term
unemployed.

The second problem we would like I o call to yOur attention is the
78-week time limit on CETA jobs. 1Ve understand the committee's
desire to deal -with substitution, but haying a time limit, especially since
substitution is not easily def ned. when cities have genuine financial
problems, is detrimental, especially in education, where a personal re-
lationship develops between classroom personnel and children.

A third area is prohibition on hiring of professionals that is implied
in the administration bill. Certainly this would weaken CETA funded
training programs by assuring that t raining will be provided by non-
professionals and people who may or may not be qualified to deal with
training problems that exist under the program.

Entry level jobs for teachers in most cities are at or above the 10,000
job level.

Another concern we would like to call lo your attention is the open
ended grievance procedinv that exists in the administration draft.
Currently if someone is not an employee of a prime sponsor and has a

fievance, the regional office of the Labor Department is available for
ling of that grievance and for the processing of a problem. We wel-

come the establishment of a grievance procedure, but possibly the best
way to do it is either preserve the option to go to the Labor Department
or require a time limit Within Willa t lie grievance must be decided. We
have had a number of problems develop for our bargaining agents, and
they report to us that it sometimes takes months to set up the initial
meeting, final determination from the prime sponsor takes even longer.

'We would also like to call to your attention sonic problems that were
uncovered in a series of regional workshops that the AFT conducted
in conjunction with the Department of Labor. First is something called
out-stationing, whereby the prime sponsor sends employees to the
local education agency, and the employees are counted as employees of
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the prime sponsor. The result is that they work at a different rate of
compensation, they have different benefits, they belong either to a dif-
ferent union or are ineligible to join a union because of the fact that
their employment is not technically with the local education agency.
We would suggest that the committee require subcontracting by the
prime sponsor to local education agencies be carried out to assure com-
pliance with an existing collective bargaining agreement and also to
protect employees who cannot avail themselves of the rights available

to other teachers or other professionals under the collective bargaining

a cement. There is a question of good management that develops in

tlee cases; employees have been sent to a local education agency for

work on days when the school was closed because of a difference in the
prime sponsor's work calendar and the local education agency's

schedule.
Another problem is the way CETA training is provided. As you

know, the law provides that notification must be carried out. for
community-based. organizations and others, but there is no requirement
that local education agencies be notified of those programs conducted
by the prime sponsor in which they have a direct. interest. We believe

that this is a place where savings could be realized by eliminating
duplication because the local education agencies frequently provide the
type of training programs that the prime sponsors pay for elsewhere.

There is duplication of vocational and other job training services that
could be eliminated and could make the program more efficient if the

prime sponsor were required to avail himselrof those existing services

that are already provided by the local education agency. We believe

schools ought to be the prime providers of training. They are the prime

agency in the community for the provision of education and training,
and CETA ought to reflect this fact.

A final area r would like to address is the question of academic

credit. The proposal by the administration for academic credit to be

provided as a result of agreements negotiated bet-"een the prime spon-
sor nd the loco education agencies in conjunction with State law is
one we heartily endorse and strongly support. The provision of aca-
demic credit is a verY touchy subject rimier our Federal system, and

we believe States and localities are the appropriate bodies to decide

what sort of academic credit if any ought to lie available for CETA
programs. We also believe that having the more rigorous standards
that would apply under these conditions Would certainly benefit the

individuals in a CETA. training program, since an equivalency is only
as good as the standards that it was granted under. To grant academic
credit under other circumstances is something that would work to the

detriment of CETA trainees.
Thank you for the opportunity to present our views. I would be

happy to answer any questions,
Senator Nnesox. How would the Federal Government give academic

credit? It has to come from some educational institution, does it not?
Mr. FrUMPIIREY. The reason T mentioned this is that the original

youth employment proposal submitted by the Department of Labor
last year contained a -section which was ultimately deleted by the
committee, which said the Secretary of HEW and the Secretary of

Labor would get together and establish the conditions under which
academic credit would be granted, and while this proposed law does
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not do that, we are culling your attention to the problem because at one
point someone in DOL obviously decided that this is a good way to
go. We believe that the law as drafted does emphasize comparability
and credit ; that is, that there will probably be an impetus on the part
of the law for local education agencies for States that provide aca-
demic credit. We think that is probably what the Labor Department
wants. We would like to make sure some standards are maintained.

Senator NrEtsox. Under the pending legislation would the Labor
Department negotiate an agreement on the standards with the super-
intendent of public instruction or with a local educational district?

Mr. Ifti3triutin% The way the law is set up, it would have an aoree-
rnent with an accredited institution within the State, that is aerlemic
credit to be granted by I suppose a nonpublic its well as public educe,-
tion agency,but it would have to be in accordance with existing State
laws. That is something we can heartily endorse and urge the com-
mittee to approve.

Senator IS.;EISON'. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFF:E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You know, on page 2 of your testimony here, you say another se

problem is the 78-week limit. It seems to me that what you are im-
posing for CETA is quite different from the objective of the program,
certainly as I conceive it That is that it be a long-term employment
program for those who are skilled and have a good deal of education
and in fact are working at pretty high salaries, decent salaries. Ts, it
your suggestion, if you do not Want, the 78-week limit., wlitU, do you
want?

Mr. HUNIP1IRYY As in other aspects of the law, the committed .bas
set up targets that have been pretty rigorously observed. The inoblem
that we want to call to your attention is that because of the open:hot:
of the school year, and because there is no particular way that airy of
these individuals would he hired; that is, they come in at irregular
times and places, that you could very well have a teacher--

Senator CtrAF-FE. I am not talking about that part. I am talking
about out-stationing. Host long are we going to keep these people on
the program?

Mr. iluirrinEr. Well the countercyclical part of the program does
have triggers that go on and off with national unemployment. I would
say that given that fact, that the counter cyclical part. of the program
ought to have some more flexibility than a straight 78-week cutoff. I
think I do understand the question you are asking, and it is a. problem,
but the problem is thisthat while certain studies say that what has
happened is a vast amount of substitution of CETA jobs for regular
jobs, it seems from our point of view that what has happened is that
CETA has come at a time when services and jobs would have been emit.
back. The type of turnover in a large city and large school system that
would be required with this 78-week cutoff could sabotage the pro-
gram. The administrative costs of a constant turnover of this type
would, I think, militate agahist having it in there.

Senator CITAYEE. The 78 weeks or even the 52 does get vou through,
a year Your concern is that it is not tailored to a school year. But 78
weeks would certainly get you through a complete school year

Mr. }It-itrunrx. It would get you through 2 school years. What Jl am
saying is since you would not have all of the people coming on and off,
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having this sort of hard-and-fast time limit would have almost a con-
stant turnover effect within the employees of especially large cities.

You would have a constant process of trying to replace people who

would be running out of their eligibility.
Senator Cu Arm Somehow I
MI'. trIZIKEILTIEY. You could be up to 90,000 people a year for example

in New York City.
Senator Cure. Somehow I do not think this program is designed

to meet the problems of the group that you represent. That may be
discouraging, but that is the way I see the program_ That the group
you represent, it seems to me, we have got to try to reach through other
programs that this committee handled. the aid-to-education programs,
and all of those. I just cannot see, at least in my own judgment, that
your folks are the kind that we are trying to assist under the rules of

this program.
Mr. Iltntrunzy. I understand that, Senator.
Senator CRAM. That sounds harsh. I do not mean it that way.
Mr. 1-1v5IPIIRr. Currently there are not great numbers of teachers

employed under CETA. There are some And frequently they are in-
volved in providing CETA training as well as providing programs
that are conducted for regular education programs. I guess what Iva
are saying is we do not want to be prohibited from participation in the

program, not that we anticipate CET'A will be a big -windfall and pro-

vide job opportunities for thousands of teachers. mint. is not going to

be the case, It will provide job opportunities for other people that my

union represents; namely, paraprofessionals ancl school aides. They are

the primary recipient of CETI benefits within ,knierican Federation
of Teachers. We have thousands of paraprofessional members of the

union who do come from the background the CETI programs is seek-

ing to help. 'The fact is they have moved on to regular jobs and of

course are among the first victims when a cutback cones. The fact that
they may have received unemployment in the past 15 weeks we believe

should not disqualify them from a jab r think they are the type of peo-

ple the committee is aiming to help. 'There are teachers uncles the pro-

gram, and we hope there will continue to be Basically that is not what

we are discussing here.
Senator CHAvEr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank your very much, gentlemen. l Te appreciate

your taking the time to come.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Humphrey follows :]
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and Members of-the u semittee. On behalf of the American
ors, AEI, -CTOr I worst _ thank you for the OppOrtenity to pr ant

Our views on -title subject and to call to the Subcommittee's attention some of the
problems faced by educators with the ing law and the Administration'a proposed
changea.

Much of our testimony will be negative in nature because we ate calling to
Your attention problems that nave developed over the years and with the law. These
problems have hesperedthe proper functioning of OETA, and have worked to the dis-
advantage of our eembernhip. Before We get into these, hOwever, I would like to
may that corA hes been an invaluable program that has done a great deal for the
individuals who work in CM% jobs. CE7rA ham also augmented the quality of Services
provided by local governments and local education agencies. It is because of
Our belief that the program has been beneficial that we are disturbed by the radical
change in direetion evidenced in the Administration's proposal. A reading of the
Administration's Bill indicates that CUP. will no longer provide the United States
with 0 comprehensive manPOWer.policY as part of its arsenal against Unemployment.

The Administration's proposal guarantees that a comprehensive
policy will_ not result due to the mvelrAA' attention given to StrUctural unemploy,
went and thaptOblern of the homr-core .:,c-term unemployed. While the employment
problems of disadvantaged people Ilea0., must occupy center - stage, we believe
that failure to addrens counterclAc41 employment problems that effect the
entire population will result A-41re to Solve bah seta of problems. An

Unemployment rata in excebs of au 1. a t reason to shift emphasis so drastically.

There are mazy features of the Administration's proposal that outline this
direction. Prom the point of view from education, the following problems are
ParAssoune'

1. Testablishment of exclusive orlrrity for disadv ant
Over all other unemployed mmrkers w _1 effectively eualudo from the
Frogs-me teachers who are unemployed and many people wIth Aertoun
employment problems. The method of determination 3: 7ad fiery
well result in exclusion from eligibility Many ditu'dvf..ta'W.
duals, as well. For example, AFT represents nany :-vacho$s And pare-
Professionals who werh an1 other:awl-re work on a part-tine
basis. Under the current law, working a day or two in the a:countiog
period eliminates eligibility for job under CFIA. for Someone who
has worked In the education professions or an a paraprefetrional
this but represents a disincentive for seeking part-tine work if
one's employment goal is to return to the educational oyster'. The
work of 4 spouie also eliminates family Milk eligibility. TO Increase
Orin tendency as this bill proposes to do, will result in sarlous hard-
ships for trained and qualified educational personnel who cannot find
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Jobe. It will also make sure tliat education which le the largeat

siMgie local Public employer in the Nation will not participate

esolsably in the CETA program. Another result will be that

ern training will almost Surely be carried on by individuala

to provide it.

2. Another serial's problem its the
seventy-eight-week limit on CETA

employment. The T8 -week limit if it it established se A target

or goal, would be acceptable but as a hard - and -fast -rule it

siaplY aseures that'edueetion personnel will not be eligible for

c$Ta work and that turnover will be required in Jobs that will be

damaged by a lack of continuity auch as paraprofessionals whose

dealings with Children are improved and enhanced by time. There

10 ciao the question of how motivation and morale are affected

wimp employees are aware that their eligibility for employment

will be termineted regardless of their efforts.

3. A third problem in this area ConetitOten a direct clap of the

.

teaching profession that is the requirement that professionals

be prohibited and the proposal that eepplementation above the

$.10,000 ceiling may not exceed 101, of the prime sponsors, Title VI

payroll. As you are well aware, tide would result in Consider111Y

lane than 10% of the Title VI job" being available for supplementation.

This it a dramatic reduction in the current practice of permitting

4V to 20% of the iobe to be supplanted above the $10,000 salary

ceiling. We urge that the currant provision be retained and that

thin Stubcoriaittee permit teachers to work under the CM program.

Without eupplementatiOn, even entry level teachera will have to

receive leas money than they are entitled to or forego a CETA

job.

4. A fourth concern under the preeident'a
proposal is a new method of

processing grievances. We underUtend the necessity for processing

grievances through the priOc sponsors grievances mechanism for parsons

MoPloyed by the prime Sponsors in CETA lobs. However, for orgeni-

retions and people not employed by the prime sponsor, removal of the

opportunity to file a complaint directly with the regional office of

the Later Department is a guarantee of lack of revolution of grievances.

Because of the short-term nature of CEPA employment in this case,

justice delayed will certainly be justice denied. Currently, it

can take conthe before 'Wan a meeting with a prima eponser can be

arranged in a abort-term came. Thin is s4 Open invitation to ignore

collective bargaining agreements end other arrangements that the

prime 'sponsor in Oliqnted to Observe undeT the law.

There are also problems with the 'existing program that we would _ to call

to your attention. The AFT in conjunction with the D. O. L. conducted sprier

Of regional workshop_s for teaohlmand school administration
which provided informs=

tiOn about MAL and helped to At6G14$ A functioning of the law no it relates to

OduCation. The single greatest prclism celled to our attention is a prectice known
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as 'outetationing." OutstatiOnind occurs when the prime Spcneor employs workere
who actually perform their duties for a local education 4clancy. We assume this
is also a problem for other program agentri@

betstatiOning establishes, for example, teachers who are employees of the
county, e.g., at Nassau and SuffOlk Counties in New York and Ealtimere County,
Maryland but who work for local education agencies within the prime eloonsors'
Jurisdiction. These teachers are COOpenasted at a coakparsele rate with other
county eaployees, not with the teachers mnployed by the LEA with whom they work
side -by -aide. This results in two classes of employees and two standards of
compenreation and, of =urea, friction between CETA and regular employees. In
this case, CETA employees can and do undercut existing collective bargaining
agreements because the teachers bargaining agent cannot reptesent them since they
do net work for the school board. The prism sponsor or local education agencies
can use these inniViduele as a weapon against the regularly employed teachers
and try to erode the standards in the teacher collective bargaining agreement. e
Since the employees do not have the evailability of union mmmtmrship 45 a pre-
tection, they are not in a position to demand any of their rights and the possi-
bility of political abuse is obvious. A final result of the outstationing is
grossly_ inefficient and wasteful management. These individuals do not function
on the school work calendar but on the prime sponsor's work calendar. The
result is that they are expected to be available for work on days when the schools
are closed, such as during reeees_ lt is very unlikely that a principal or
assistant principal of a school will come to work Singly to supervise some CETA
employeee when there are no children in the school because of a recess. Con-
mersely, those wormers have days off when the ::shams are functioning which
predteeeadditiOnal costs for substitutes and other obvious problems.

The best way to deal with chic problem is to rewire subcontracting_ by
the prime sponsors whenever workers are going to be employed in a local education
agency. This would assure that these workers would have available to them all
the benefits that they are entitled to and that existing employees will not
see CETA people as a threat to their Standards. This is a problem that simply
must be addressed in order forETTA to Work properly

Mother problea very frequently raised in our conferences was the lack of
information provided by CETA prime sponsors. Local education agencies in the
final analysis are the institutions established by the community for the
vision of education and training An LEA has a vital interest in the prime
sponsor operations in these areas. unfortunately, Prime sponsors do not always see
it that way and LEA's are net provided in a timely fashion with information that is
routinely provided to others such as Commmnity-based organizations. we would
ask that the law include a requirement that such information be available to
local education agencies oe those matters which are of vital importance to them.
A related complaint was duplication of training programs. Prime sponsors
frequently sat up facilities through proprietary and private, non-profit organ-
izations for the provision of services and training already available through
local education agencies. SuCh duplication results in waste of scarce cETA
dollars and in the establishment of a costly duplication of effort. We ask
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that
cues where cam
ities0 the prise sponsor can

the providers of training in

t provide appropriate training opportun

The final question we wish to _ is that of academic credit _ T

and training. perhaps we should have said an at the beginning of this

stateme,,t but eS fair AZ the AFT is concerned the Single moat important job skill

is the ability to read and write and use math. Even if all of the structurally

unemployed 4401 provided with job Skills to match available eaployment opportunities.

4 lack of basic Skills mould still make them unemployable. Basic ekille, however,

do not result an a ommseguance Of Someone
with no expertise in the field granting

a high school espnvelency or
other certificate because of academic credit gained

through a CEA preormo. Academic Credits Moat be awarded out of agreement's between

prime eponnore and local education egenciee in accord nee with existing state lava.

lb provide academic credits tinder
other circumstancee would be a hoax and would

raeuit in a PiaCeof paper of no mere
value to the recipient than his lack of

ability already. It could Also result in an attraction away from school programs

to CerA programs because of the lees
rigorous standards to be found in a CM

program. We urge you to assure that this problem does not develop by requiring

that academic credit be furnished With the conditions previously
described and to make

sere that =TA deem not act as an inducement to leave School. The Administration's

proposal does deal with this problem adegNetely.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views. This statement hats

stied to it specific citations in the
Presidents proposal where we believe

ehangee are neceimeiry. Cerh has been a vital program over the last few years

and es believe many features of
the Administration.o proposal will strengthen

the operatiOna of 42E*. We have only addressed areas where we believe a problem

exiSta.

GAR%bdp
opeiu$2
afloio

attachment
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ATTAcThENT

Section 104. (a) (2) -- states that the prime sponsor shall Make its comprehensive
employment and training plan specifically available to appropriate community

based organizations, In order to enhance the coordination of school programa

with those of the prime sponsor, and in recognition of the particular interest

schools have in training programs,.the plan Should also he made specifically

available to local education agencies,

Section 106 (b) suggests that any interested person or organization" which has

a complaint against a prime sponsor must exhaust the prime sponsor's grievance
procedure just AS though it were a participant, subgrantee or subcontractor
before proceeding with the complaint to the Secretary. Many prime sp(msora

are uncooperative in resolving SOmplaintS, and this suggested change in the

law Will allow them to be less cooperative, it allows a prime sponger to
erect a time barrier between the Secretary (Regional Office of the Department
Of Labor) and complaints coming from outside of the CETA Program,

Section 121 (xi states that DSTA program shall use services and facilities
of federal. State and local agencies. "to the extent they are effective," This

phrmeireg provides an easy avenue for prime spOnsors, for their own political
reasons, to by -pads school programs and establish duplicate services and
facilities, Unnecessary duplication not only creates an inefficieny in the
CETA program, but it may entice students to drop out of regular educational

Programa. SeaViCes and facilities of federal, State and local agencies
should be used whenever the agencies are willing and able to provide the
services and facilities.

Section (ii (2) states that the public service employment of any individual
shall be limited to 70 weeks in a five year Period. While thin maximum length

of service may be desirable as a goal but if it is established as an absolute
rule, it will undoubtedly create many individual hardships, and will reduce
the flexibility of the CETA program,

Section 122 (L) states that employees in public service jobs will be provided
certain benefits and working conditions to the same level and extent as other
employees "working a similar length of time." These words suggest that

CETA employees hired at a different point LI time than other employees
could be denied fait benefit)) and working conditions. In any case, the

phrase "Writing a mimilff length of time appears to be unnecessary and

redundant with the other qualification= which are listed,

Section 124.(f4 Pk states that public service employees must not be paid
less than the prevailing rates of pay for persons employed in similar occu-
pations by the same employer." This statement, although it expresses a necessary
wage Standard, ignores the need to also recognile minimum standards at
a particular work sits. Thus, it is possible for the employees of one
employer to be placed at.the site of another employer and used to undercut
the standards of compensation.that have been established there by collective

bargaining. An addition to SectiM 124 (b) (3) stating or at the Same work

Site,' would seem to eliminate this problem,
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Section 2[4.(x1 statm that when an
agreement cannot be reached between

the pries sponsor Cr m the state
vccotional educatio a board, the prime

sponsor may eask0 4h 400-meet
with alternative deliverers

of vocational

education services,
Should also state that when an

agreement is not

reached between the (vie (Toner
and the state vocational

education board,

the reasons; for fai4w4
to reach an agreement must

be reported to the

Secretary, ilia Prime 6pcesor should
be Obliged to make a good faith

effort tit KattchUfg
opencast With the state

vocational education board.

Section 213 eed Settles
607, both state that to be

eligible for participation

in em programs Peve000 reuetbe unemployed or
under-employed and economically

dieadventeeed. In the case of public service employment, which
has an important

counter- cyclical nmetyon , the criteria should remain as in the pest; unemployed,

underemployed Or etthasitally disadvantaged, This will help maintain the

flexibility and bread saripneer
emphasis of CETh.

Section 602. (b) (z) egtablishes an unemployment
rate of 4.75 percent an the

trigger for additi,n41
counter-cyclical funds in public service employment.

This tate 14 unaWtvenatilY high and should be set
instead of 4.5.

Section 600. stete,
oat supplementation of wages for public service employees

will be albasond only
for non - professional employees

and in total cannot exceed

ten percent of a D,ime elannsce's allocation under Title v1. This

Proposed chenge *alio
Seriously damage CPTh.s

strength as a counter-cyclical

progrss - at a titer wbart cyclical unemployment
is, and may veil remain,

a sighificantprohie,,,
_This change would also deny,

nearly altogether. the

important iv not ref C/TA on the
significant and persiStant manpower problems

in the field of seheoloh.
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or NELSON. Our nest witness is Mr. Thomas Bradley, National
on Aging, repr.'esentrng the Employment Task Force of the
Coalition of National Organizations Concerned With Older
as, Your statement will be printed in full in the record.

krATIONT OF THOMAS BRADLEY, NATIONAL COUNCIL ON AGING,
HE10StNTING THE EMPLOYMENT TASK FORCE OF THE AD
140t COALITION OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS CONCERN-ED
l'ilabf OLDER AMERICANS, ACCOMPANIED BY RUTH BRAVER
Alik, &Lull NORTHVP

4i'. onAtaxr. As you know, Mr. Chairman, m y ame is Tom Brad-
ley- t am ao associate director of the National Council on Aging. I
4150 krv-e as chairman of the Employment Task Force of the Ad Hoc

of the National Organizations Concerned With Aging. With
1,113 t4diky are two other members of the coalition and the task force.

1(-)o in.y left we have Mrs. Ruth Braver. who is fly. executive director for
the [Irvin Elderly Coalition, and on an right. Mr. GlPni; Northup,
-who Is national director for the title IX program at ,Vinerican

of Retired Persons. National .Retired Teachers A!,soci at ion.
fr 11,41 hoe coalition has been in existence for nearly 2 years, and it

Illnosed of the Nation's leading organizations in the field of aging.
claition to the Nation's largest aging organizations, special pro-

foam units of broader interest organizations are also participants in
the wo.of the coalition and of the task force.

hve attached to our written testimony a I ;ct of those oriranizations.
Bet ore T attempt to summarize those points ;lint the majority of the
ttlitiori has come to agreement an I would like to express our sincer-

%t 1%reciation for the oppoitnnity to give testimony here today, as
Nve pleased with the leadership that you and the other
kliOtiltosbeci members of this subcommittee and the Human Resources
'orTItliirtee. have exhibited over the years in your efforts to make pee-
ble---borticularly the disenfranchised, not just piocess-----defense and

the major role of government. We are particularly aware of
\,our 1.01e, Mr. Chairman, in the creation and continued growth of what
is LIN one of the Nation's most successful programs operated by the

fliPloyinQnt and Training ration that program is title PC
)f tik) older Americans Act.

Bkoise of the rather short time limit that has been placed upon our
bresebtation, I shall submit for the record full testimony that has been
brePtkred by.the task force, and just taker few minutes to verbally re-
'iBS or molar points.

or NErsox . It will be printed in full in the record.
ORAnLEY. That is yon and the committee will have in

co fie questions which we can attempt to answer,
Tore I begin, I must emphasize that we represent the coalition,

licli will attempt to provide the prevailing views of the mem-
f Oa coalition. I have also taken the liberty of inviting the nem-

the coalition to submit to you individually their statements
leir organizations before the end of this month.
or CITAFEE. Did you submit some testimony ?
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Mr. BRADLEY. Yes, I did. It should be available to you. Our testi-
mony can be divided into two sections. The first part of the narrative
concerns ourself with some documented facts which define the prob-
lem.Middle-aged and older workers are pot well served by CETA

iand in general are very poorly treated by the 7.\'etion's labor market.
Many of the points I will hit here were brought up in previous

testimony by Commissioner Flemming, and by Senator Birch Bay 11,

and you will find that they are re-echoed here as I will go briefly

through them.
One. Age-related employment problems are universal and do not

exist exclusively in either the public or private labor force. Further,
they are not limited toany specific group such as men, women, minori-

ties, or blue or white collar workers.
Two Though the rate of unemployment for older workers is not

as high as that of other special target groups, the periods of jobless-

ness experienced upon unemployment average 7 to 10 weeks longer for

older workers than for younger persons.
Three Older workers account for the largest percentage of the Na-

tion's discouraged workersthose who leave the labor force because

of poor employment prospects or poor conditions within the labor
market itself. Thus, their true unemployment rate is not reflected in

the national figures. This was pointed out by Dr. Flemming.
Four. Most of the people who use their ma.xiinum supplemental Fed-

eral unemployment insurance benefits and subsequently drop out of
the labor force are 45 years of age and over

Five. Services of CETA and ES drop in direct proportion to age of

applicants. Services provided to older workers have not reflected their
numbers among the unemployed or in the labor force. Again, this was

pointed out by Dr. Flemming. We have numerous studies which are

also cited in our formal testimony that point out just that fact.
Six. Title IX is often used as an excuse for not providing a more

equitable proportion of CETA and ES services to older workers. This

WAS the excuse often given by the prime sprnsors at the local level and

that we have often heard in the previous administration from some

highly positioned labor employees.
Seven. Title IX, however, is an excellent program but it does not

begin to meet the needs of the largest group of older workers. It should

be just one aspect of a much broader range of public employment serv-

ices available to older workers.
Eight. Relatively few older workers fire seeking a handout. Most

want an opportunity to work, remain independent, and earn their

keep.
The second part of my testimony is related to changes tEat we would

like to see implemented in CETA in order to assure more equitable

distribution of services to the middle-aged and older worker:
First. CETA prime sponsorsand their agents should he reouired to

include an analysis of the universe of need of individuals based on

sex, race, and age groupings in their plans. Age groupings should in-

chide : Under N. 2249,40-54, 55-64, and 65 and over. This represents

a slight chance from the way they apparently keep their statistics.
Second. Prime sponsors and subcontractors should report compara-

tive services provided to each age group on a quarterly basis.
Senator NELSON. They should report on a quarterly basis?
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sir. Iln Amon% Right. The services provided to each of thes
oups.
Senator NEU: rte= Do they currently report which age groups receive

services?
Nkv, BriADLET. They do report on age groups now but as Dr.

pointed out, it is very difficult to track the services that
to the older workers. The specific percentage for titles

VI arc contained in our testimony and that of the Civil
nfs Commission which also pointed out the inequities and gross

age bias that you find in the CETA program as it is presently
operated.

Third. The Secretary of Labor should be granted clear authority
and responsibility to withhold CETA funds for or to bypass prime
sponsors and fund projects directly if the prime sponsor's reports
reveal continued pattern of inequitable service to middle-aged and
older workers. In reference to a comment made earlier about the fear
of what might happen, we are talking about facts as to what has
happened. Nothing has changed essentially in the way older and
middle-aged workers are treated within the CETA network from
what we found under the old manpower programs of the sixties.
There have been close to 20 years of negl:ct of older workers.

Fourth. Prime sponsors should assure that iniddle-aged and older
workers are represented in fair proportions on all planning
ommittees.

Fifth. By reason of their long neglect, middle-aged and older
workers should be regarded as a new minority., with prime sponsors
being required to submit specific plans for the assessment of their
needs and development of outreach capability and training capacity,
along with job placement strategies designed to meet the needs of this
significant segment of the work farce.

Sixth. CETA prime sponsors should demand that older workers
services be made available through an older worker unit in any con-
tracts they make with the local employnwnt service offices.

tt was also pointed out in our testimony that we feel that there
should be greater coordination between ES and CETA, because the
function of one is training, and the other is placement. In addition,
if CETA is goin to contract with ES, they should insist that ES

ld perform their function as it relates to the older worker.
Tenth. More ainplms is should be placed at the national and local

is on deternt ping the ,---iodoyment rate of middle-aged and
older workers.

Eighth. A male r goal of Labor and local prime
sponsors should he the acrto,-juo, r flexibility io the use of
educational funds, especially vGeatioaril, for the retraining of middle-
aged and older workers.

The above points summarize our statement, 1t this time ll would
like to stop and respond to any quest iciis that y ou, lfr. Chairman, and
tho committee miriht want to ask us.

Mrs. naAvErt, I would like to make one point with reference to your
question about the training. How do you build the training in that
yon asked the previous person? I think our point S is well taken with
reference to the use of educational funds, especially vocational for
retraining of middle-aged and older workers. But I also think in my

7
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experience that I have hadnot a lot, but I think sufficientthat I
have found that many CETA people do not get onthe-job training,
and what happens is when they leave that period after a number of
weeks, they really are not able to go out into the private sector and
retain a job or have the kind of skills they should. have

It would also seem to me that there should be sonic al' Unice, with the
business community. Since I speak mostly for older workers, that
those people who are going to be let out on jobs or he retired, that
there should be some linkage where they get second career training on
the job. I think it, would be less costly. CETA. funds could be used to
partially reimburse that training, the person is still working

arid being phased out of another job. 'With reference to that, I think
that is also an important point, that there should ben. greater attempt
of outreach on the part of CETA so that they (tea not only with the
local government or so-called prime sponsors, but that it begin to
develop an alliance with business groups, and particularly small busi-
ness groups. They do exist in the cities, and I think they would then be
able to utilize and train the older workers better and provide better

on-the-job training_.

'With reference to your requests in the letter Senator Nelson, that

you asked about innovative approaches, I would like to point out to
you that there are some voluntary organizations that are DOW begin-
ning to look at the work their volunteers do as potential job training.
This would be particularly applicable to what Senator Bay!) was talk-
ing about with reference to displaced homemakers. The National
Council of Jewish Women, for instance, is giving a, shzill profile to all
of their volunteers, so they can use it as job-related training when they
go out in the market if they should be so fovea to do.

The final point I would like to make is irith reference to the seesaw
effect of the time limitations on the public service jobs. I agree with
you that the purpose of CET\_ is not necessarily to provide jobs on iti
long-term basis. But I think something should be done either to see that
there is a bridge to another type of work. In n. study I did on title X,
rvitlr reference to discouraged workers. over 80 percent of those who
had not worked prior to being employed in title X. in the previous 2 to
7 years; but who needed work and wanted to work, over 80 percent of
those in title X programs. when we surveyed, said they would now be
looking for work, which indicates to you the kind of impact that is
going to be made by awareness of older per that they have a right
to, and they need and want work,

My last statement would have to do with the fact that in discussions
with very top Department, of Labor officials, they have said they really
have no enforcement policy with reference to enforcing what prime
sponsors do with regard to older workers, young people. In other
morels, we are here petitioning that older workers secitie their right-
ful and equitable Ain re of the CETA funds, regardless of what they
may be, there is at present no undersnindiag by the Department of
Labor of what their enforcement rights arc. yon vely mach.

Senator Nmsos. You say there is no departmental policy ? You are
not saying that the Department of Labor does not have authority to
act?

Mrs. BRAVER. I am not sure they feel they have the authority.
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Mr. Bamax.Y. We say clear authority, because in a meeting with
Secretary Marshall ,uusol.f. be pointed out that he felt he was con-
sidering at t-iat, point .4t, separate title in CETA for the older workers
which obvious,! . changA in the administration's proposed legis-
lation at this s there is presently a separate title for older
workers in the p: op.,..;4-::1 legislation. But in pointing out the fact that
he had problem; with enforcement, he also mentioned the fact that
he knew and was well aware, as pointed out in Dr. Flenuning's testi-
mony, that CETA had not served the older or middle-aged workers
well. He was unclear as to what might be done about it from a national
standpoint.

Senator NELSON. You would not want a rigid statistical formula
imposed upon every prince sponsor, would you

Mr. BRADLEY. We think that it is necessary to look at the distribution
of the various target groups wit bin a general area and we review the
plans of that prime sponsor to aake sure that in one way or the other
they do have plans, immediate plans for addressing the needs of all of
their special interest groups.

At this point the coalition per se is it in the position to say that
we will want a rigid formula. It may be that there are a number of
member organizations who want to take that stance.

Senator NELsox. Did you have anything?
Mr. NORTM:P. I would like to point out in CETA. regulations cur-

rently there is what is known as a sigqificant segment clause, which
requires the! prime sponsors serve those significant semienis of the
needy population. This particular segment of the regulations, how-
ever, to my experience has not been en forced in any remote way by
the Department of Labor. I think this is the section the Secretary was
speaking to in feeling that lie did not have the authority to enforce
this kind of statistical criterion on the prime sponsor.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much. We do have a time con:
straint on meeting with the Senate in session. We have some additional
questions. We will ask you to respond to them in writing.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bradley follows ;]
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An Ad Hoc Coalition of National Organizations Concerned

with Aging has been meeting in Washington, D. C., since Jan-

uary 1976, to discuss policy issues affecting older people.

The Coalition represents mass membership groups, prcfsional

associations, research institutes, state and community agencies,

and special program units of broader public interest organiza-

tions= From that group a somewhat smaller task force was

created to focus specifically on employment problems and

opportunities for the older worker. This is the one policy

area where our concerns include the middle-aged population as

well as persons over age 60.

Age-related employment problems are universal, being

neither an exclusive characteristic of the public or private

labor force nor of blue or white collar jobs. Obviously, the

solutions to these problems are not the exclusive responsibility

of an ,7:,ne group, including the Federal government. But, to

the extent that Federal policies and programs encourage

appropriate responses from private and other public employers,

the U. S. Department of Labor must be held accountable for its

efforts to secure work opportunities for middle-aged and older

workers.

There is only one identifiable Federal employment assis-

tance program for older workers the Community Service

EmplL741ment Program authorized by Titl< of the Older Americans

Act. The Title IX program provides p7 ime employment for

older economically disadvantaged ind !rl- aged 95 and older.
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Such a community service program not only ets the elderly

help themselves, but lets them help others to remain independent

and self-sufficient.

our experience with the pr ram convinces us that Title

IX is a truly successful Federal employment as,Astance program

that benefits a'limited number of program participants directly,

and a much larger group of the elderly population and the

general population through services provided by the program

participants. Title IX, however, should be just one aspect of

a much broader range of public employment services available

to older workers. Though its value in providing part-ijme

work experience and retraining should not be underestimated;

by itself, Title 1Xls ability to affect the severe employment

problems faced by older people is limited.

In fiscal year 1978, for example, the $190.4 million appro-

priation for Title IX programs will provide federally sub

sidized jobs for approximately 47,000 older persons. These

jobs, however, will provide employment c-pportunities to Fewer

than one percent c e 5.4 million older Americans eligible by

age and income for enrollment in the program.

Relatively few of these people are iterested in receiving

a handout. Many simply want an opportunity to work, remain

independent, and earn their keep. Unfortunately, they cannot

depend on the private sector to provide them with that opportun-

ity. A review of the current statistics reveals the severity

of the employment problems facing older workers.
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Though employment rates for most workers have risen

slightly in response to the improving economy, older workers

have not shared fully in the relative improvements in the job

market. On an average, older workers 45 years of age and above

represented 34 percent of the employed population in 1976, but

only 33 percent in 1977. The periods of joblessness are, on the

average, seven to ten weeks longer for older workers as com-

pared to their younger counterparts. In November of 1977,

workers 45 and over were 22 percent of those unemployed

15-26 weeks, and 32 percent of those unemployed 27 weeks or

more.

Even these alarming figures do not reveal the full extent

of older workers' unemployment. Dr. Marc Rosenblum of the

National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics

has measured the degree of job discouragement among workers

and found that those 55 and over have the largest proportion

c persons discouraged for job market reasons than any age

group. Among males, under age 55, there are four persons who

are discouraged for job market reasons to every person unem-

ployed; while among workers 55 and older, there are 37 discour-

aged to every urumployed worker.

Dr. Rosenblum concludes that this discouragement pushes

older workers out of the labor market and into involuntary

retirement where they are no longer recorded as job seekers,

even though they may desire work. The problem is not

diminishing despite recent job market improw,m.mts. According
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to Dr. Ros enblum, the average number of people discouraged

from seeking employment in 1977 because of poor employment

prospects was 1,010,000 and over a quarter (27 percent) of

those discouraged workers were 55 and over.

It is importc.t here to note that in a recent study of

the Supplemental Federal Unemployment Insurance Benefits,

most of the people who had used their maximum benefits and

who subsequently dropped out of the labor force were 45 years

and over - 70 percent were age 45 years and over, and 45

percent were 55 and over. It appears from this study that the

older the individual, the greater the chance that he/she will

have used all entitled employment insurance benefits and still

be unemployed or out of the labor force once all benefits have

expired. In essence, the older workers are usually the first

to be laid off or terminated when the economy slows, and the

last to be brought back into the market when the economy warms

and employment improves.

For many of these people, a part-time employment program,

such as an expanded Title IX program, could provide sufficient

opportunities to be useful to others and to supplement their

inadequate incomes. Others, however, might need more extensive

training or full-time employment opportunities, If so, they

could expect little assistance from the federal employment and

training programs supposedly
designed to meet these needs.

An analysis of 1973 and 1974 data from the Employment

Security Automated Reporting
System shows that the U. S.
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Employment Service consistently provided less service to older

job seekers. In 1974, 52 percent of applicants under age 22

were referred to jobs: this was true for only 27 percent of

those 45-54, 21 percent of those 55-64 and 18 percent of those

65 and older. Yet the older person was just as likely to be

employed after referral as his/her younger counterpart. Over

half of all workers 45 and over in each age category were

placed in jobs, nearly the SAMO placement rate as that for the

younger groups. Recent data show that no significant change

occurred in the age bias of Employment Service attention from

FY'74 through FY'76.

The Department of Labor defines the older worker as anyone

over 45 who, because of age, is having difficulty entering the

labor force or remair.ing in it. In fiscal 1977, persons aged

45-54 represented an average 4.2 percent of the recorded unem-

ployed: those 55-64, 4.0 percent, and those 65 and older, 5.0

percent. Despite the need for employment assistance, middle-

aged and older worker participation in the Federal Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA) programs was less than

their apparent need, as the following table (based on 90 percent

of prime sponsors reporting) shows:
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CETA VARTICIPATioN

Fiscal Year 1977

(October 1, 1976 - September 30, 1977)

Title I

Total Participants

Title II

Tot- articipants

Title VI

Total Participants

1,347,300 320,500 516,400

45-54 4.3% (581600) 9.4% (30,000) 9.1% (46,992)

55-64 2.3% (31,200) 4,E9 (15,500) 4.7% (24.270)

65 + 1.0% (13,400) 0.9% ( 3,000) 0.9% ( 4,647)

On the average, than 5 percent of those served by

CETA have been older workers. This figure has not Changed

since the original categorical "manpower" programs of the

sixties, And, despite the fact that CETA Title III specifically

designates older workers as a target group, they have not

benefited in any significant way under this title.

The findings of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission study of

age discrimination in federally funded programs corroborate

that older workers seekinv public service employment are not

proportionately represented in the federal employment and

training programs authorized under CETA, Program administrators

point to age discriminatory practices among private employers

and compulsory retirement
policies as reasons for not expect-

ing older applicants to be hired -- and, thus, reasons for

focusing services on younger people.
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In interviews and public hearings, CETA grogram main=

istrators admitted that the Title II and. Title VI p hl:.c

service employment programs concentrated on persell !te.-en

the ages of 22 and 44 -- those who were "Toloyab,t-' Of en

it could be blamed on administrative policies, sUch an placemen

requirements that exert pressures on program staff to 'ream"

applicants; that is, select only those who can be qu'-clely

placed in the como,itive job market.

For example, prime sponsors of programs under those titles

are required by Federal regulation to establish as an anmfal

goal the placement of half their terminated participants ia

unsubsidized employment. Because the goal is often misinter-

preted as an inflemible standard, program staff try to increase

placements by choosing job-ready and easy-to-place applicants

over those. such as the middle aged or elderly, who face employ-

ment barriers.

In response to questions from the Civil Rights Commission,

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall agreed it was a misiuterpretation

of policy, saying "prime sponsors should not feel the need to

"cream" in making participant selections in order to achieve a

satisfactory evaluation."

To correct such misinterpretations of policy, the Commission

made several recommendations, which we endorse and which can be

implemented immediately: Federal departments and agencies

should take administrative actions, such as encouraging more

effective outreach programs or requiring needs assessment and

program participation data to be broken down according to age.

Departments responsible for administering non-age-specific
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programs should take
affirmative action to open up parti pa-

tion opportunities for people of all ages.

In addition to
implementtnq the Civil Rights Commission

recommendations, the Department of Labor could focus more

attention or particular services of value to middle-aged and

older workers. These services would includet

1. Active recruitment
unemployed middle-aged and older

workers, who may have dropped out of the official and visible

unemployed population because of job discouragement.

2. Skill assessment and
training programs to enable those

workers whose skills may be outdated to return to the competitive

labor force.

3. Emphasis an practical, -the-job training programs,

including public service employment.

4. Careful referral coupled with accurate job assessment

to place older workers in positions appropriate to their

abilities.

5. Continuing 'access to employment i-nseling and other

supportive services to assist older workers retain their

jobs once placed.

6. Provision of adequate full-time public employment job

slots for older workers who might otherwise have poor employ-

ment prospects.

7. A Federal effort to promote the skills and abilities

of older workers
throughout the private sector.
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To begin improving services, the task force recommends the

following changes in CETA:

o To assure fair and equitable participation of middle-

aged and older men and women of all racial and ethnic

backgrounds in CETA, prime sponsors and their agents

should be required to include within any state plan

an analysis of the universe of need of individuals

they intend to serve by sex, race and age (groupings

of under 22, 22-39, 40 -54. 55-64 and 65 and over are

suggested).

o A standardized reporting system shoule i'vnoped

whereby prime sponsors and subcontract report

comparative services to age groups on o basis,

The Secretary of Labor should be given authority

and responsibility to withhold CETA funds, or bypass

sponsors to fund projects directly, if thane reports

reveal a continued pattern of inequitable service to

middle-aged and older workers.

o Prime sponsors should assure that middle-aged and other

individuals familiar with the manpower and employment

needs of workers over 40 are included in fair propor-

tions of all state and local manpower planning

committees. In addition, in order to receive CETA

funds, local Employment Service offices should be

required to have a trained older worker specialist
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on staff with exclusive responsi,ility for assistk,i'

middle-aged and older clients.

o Middle-aged and older workers, by reason of their long

neglect on the part of the Department of Labor, should

be regarded as a new minority. Each Prime sponsor,

therefore, should be bound to submit within his state

plan special training and technical assistance provis-

ions to agents, or
subcontractors on how to:

Assess the needs of middle-aged and older workers

within a comnunity;

Develop outreach capabilities to bring these older

workers into CETA training and employment programs;

Develop special training
methodologies and skill

conversion techniques for middle -aged and older

men and women;

Develop job placement
strategies, in cooperation

with other employment Yalasd agencies (e.g., the

State Emploinent
Security Agency) for those older

individuals;

Develop supportive interagency agreements with

private and public older worker employment services

and with the network of State and Area Agencies on

Aging.

ecause official
unemployment atatis ics do not reflect

the numerous discouraged
workers who have dropped out

of the labor market and who e.re frequently middle-aged
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and older worker, the Secretary of Labor should be

required under Title III of CETA to develop and imple-

ment specific techniques for recording discouraged

workers and for bringing them back into the employ-

merit system.

o There should be greater flexibility in the use of

vocational education funds unde- CETA so that middle-

Aged and older workers can be retrained in vocational

skills, if necessary, to improve their employability.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for consideration of our views

on this matter. We would be pleased to answer any questions or

to submit additional information at your request.

TLB:dh

February 2.1:
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Senator Nr.L.so;%:. Our final witness, Joe de la Cruz.
Mr. de In Cruz, if you would identify your associates starting_ over

at your right, so the reporterwill have an accurate record.

STATEMENT JOE DE LA CRUZ CHAIRMAN OF THE QITINALT

INDIAN NATION AND PRESTO'AT OF THE NATIONAL TRIBAL

7,11AIRKEN'S ASSOCIATION t `L'- ). ACCOMPANIED BY CHIEF

BLACK, ALASKA FEDERATION OP NATIVES (AFN) ; LOUIS R.

BRUCE REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL

(ame); JESSE FISHER, SR., CRAIRMAN OF TEE REGION IX SEC.

TION 302 PRIME SPONSORS ADVISORY
COUNCIL AND CETA. DI.

RECTOR FOR THE COLORADO RIVER INDIAN TRIBES; GUS

GREYMOUNTAIN, STATE COORDINATOR FOR THE ARIZONA SEC.

TION 302 PR SPONSORS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR

FOR THE AFFILIATION OF ARIZONA INDIAN CENTERS, INC

DON MATHESON, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE PUYALLITP TRIBE OP

INDIANS; IIIICEALI, L. REICHERT, CHAIRMAN OF THE REGION

X SECTION 302 PRIME SPONSORS AND CETA. DIRECTOR FOR THE

rtrrAritur TRIBE OF INDIANS; JAMES C. SANDERS, CETA

DIRECTOR FOR YUPIKTAK-BISTA, THE SECTION :r ;02 71VE
SPONSOR IN TEE BETHEL, ALASKA, AREA 41 Aril MS. 7.:51; :CAY,

CETA. DIRECTOR FOR TEE NORTH PACIri" 302

PRIME SPONSOR IN THE ANCHORAGE, AL. AREA.

Mr, DE LA CRUZ. I want to thank the chairman and members of the
subcommittee for granting us the opportunity to testify before this

committee.
I am The de la Cruz,, chairman of the Nat ional Tribal Chairmen's

Association. I am also representing the National Congress of American

Indians.
With me are:
Mr. Cliff Black of the Alaska Federation of Natives.
Mr. Louis R. Bruce, representing the National Urban Indian

Council.
Also serving on the panel are
Mr, Jesse Sr., chairman the region IX section 302 Prime

Sponsors Advisory Council and CETA director for the Colorado

River Indian Tribes.
Mr. Gus Greymountain, State coordinator for the Arizona section

302 Prime Sponsors and Special Projects Coordinator for the Affilia-

tion of Arizona Indian Centers, Inc.
Mr. Don Matheson, vice chairman of the Puyallup Tribe of Indians.
Mr. Michael L. Reichert. chairman of the rerridni X section 302

Prime Sponsors and CETA director for the Puyallup Tribe of

Indians.
Mr. James C. Sanders, CETA director for Yupiktak-Bista, the

tion 302 Prime Sponsor in the Bethel. Alaska, area.
Ms. Pitt Kay, CETA director for the North Pacific Rim section 302

Prime Sponsor in the Anchorage, Alaska, area.
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We are here to present our statement as a united front on sonic of the
problems that exist across the country with Native Americans.

I want to present our statement and have one of the gentlemen read
a statement. It is not that long of a statement. The previous %yitnesses
have testified. The Native people have some similar problems that they
have. I want to point out I was privileged to sit on the National For-
eign Relations Policy Conference on Human Rights, on Domestic
Rights in the United States, and it was very obvious that our peoples
are on the very bottom.

As some of the previous witnesses testified, some of the problems that
they present, ours are almost compounded.

I would like to have Mr. Gus Greymountain present our statement,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. GireymouxrAnc. Since the first draft of the new legislation, Na-
tive .American prime sponsors from all over the country have worked
diligently to document their performance under the current net and
to assess the potential impacts of the new legislation on our Indian
CETA. programs.

We are here today to supply you with a record of our past perform-
ance and to offer our finding_s and recommendations relative to the pro-
posed legislation.

The passage of the original CETA Act marked the first tine that a
comprehensive employment and training program serving Indians and
other Native American groups was authorized by Federal law. Tribes
had shared in the provisions of the Emergency Employment Act of
1971; there had been several limited programs operated by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs; and there had been some participation by Indian
groups in the categorical programs which preceded CETA.

However, none of these programs provided as sweeping a set. of
services as section 302 of CETA authorized. Neither did the priorpro-
grams guarantee the levels of funding now contained in the 4-percent
funding floor in section 302(g) and the 2-percent set-asides found in
the provisions in title VI and subparts 2 and 3 of part C of title TII of
CETA.

CETA. did the additional thing of great importance to Indian corn-
niunities. It explicitly mandated that the Native American program be
conducted "in such a manner as to maximize the Federal commitment
to support growth and development as determined by representatives
of the communities and groups served by this part." Section 302(b)
(3). This affirmation of the principle of self-determination, since writ-
ten into the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act
of 1975 (Public Law 93 -635) as the fundamental basis for national
policy toward Native communities, is crucial to the effective use ref em-
ployment and training resources in support of long-range development-
goals in Indian country.

CETA has worked well in owing Indian, Native Alaskan, and other
Native American communities. The attached performance records of
Indian CET.A. programs in the Western States show this conclusively.
With the minor changes to the law detailed below, and a better under-
standing of Indian unemployment problems, it can work even better-

In order to accurately understand the uniqueness of "Indian unem-
ployment," it is necessary to revise one's view of "unemployment" in a
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very drnstic In his testimony this past week, Secretary Afars all
emphasized the importance of "couniereyelical" public service employ-
ment and the role it plays in combating cyclical IIIIVIIIPIOTPIP/it.

BILSCCI an the amount of moneys set aside for short-term PSE under
title vr in the proposed legislation, it is clear that CETA. is designed

to primarily "target" "cyclical" unemployment. For States, counties,
and cities, that approach may be both effective and appl'opriate. In

Indian land, however, the villain is not ''cyclical" unemployment, id-

though we share that burden with 1101-Tia1inns. Roller it is chronic
structural unemployment. The average unemployment rate on Indian
reservations exceeds 45 percent and before CHTA it tuns closer to 50

percent. However, on some reservations, it still exceeds that For that
reason we find it necessary to request that Conares.s make provisions in
the act which will enable us to continue to flght structural unemploy-
ment with the most effective weapon available; namely, long-term
public service em ployment opportunities.

'Time proposed limitations on PSE and WE salaries, duration of par-
tieipation and supplementation will seriously inhibit our ability to
make permanent impacts on our tinemployment picture.

'The attached performance reports confirm the fact that Native
American CIETA programs hare been carefully planned, well man-
aged and highly successful. %% would like that trend to continue and
offer specific changes to the proposed act which will greatly increase

our chances for continued success.
The first major recommendation which we would like to pronose

concerns an adjustment in the funding formulae. Our recommendation
would target CETA services more ,ffectively on severely disadvan-
taged Indian and other Native American WOrkers. We lave already
referred to the incredibly high rates of structural unemployment in
Indian comitnities, The facts, substantiated by studies done for both

DCL and HEW, are that Indian unemployment rates nationally- are
double those for other disadvantaged groups anti over quadruple those

for riondisticlventutged workers.
In addition to the targeting factor, we are seeking increases in the

Native American program funding floors because Congress has in-

cluded. additional native workere, -native Hawaiiansas eligible for

Fection.302 and other Native American program services. Our analysis

indicates that the increase in the section 302 funding floor proposed by

DOL---frorn 4 percent to 4.2 nercentwill not be sufficient to even
cover the native Hawaiian eligibility.

As a- result, we recommend that:
One. The funding floor for the section 302 program be increased to

fi percent.
Two. The funding floor for the Native American provisions of the

public service employment and youth programs be increased to 5

percent.
Three. Special funds be allocated under section 302 program for

planning purposes.
Our second major area of concern relates to the proposed limitations

on PSE and work experience projects as they would be applied to sec-

tion 302 prime sponsors. The proposed limitations include :
First . limiting the duration of participation in PSE to 78 weeks in

any 5-year period and limiting the &oration of participation in WE
projects to 180 days in any 12-month period.
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SVC011(1. HIV r;lrtnlrc r rr f PS E participants whose mnges
nay be sit pplcii tented to 20 percent.

third. Limiting I he amount of PSI.: salaries In $10,000.
We recommend that section 302 prime sponsors be authorized to

slow PSE employees to remain as participants for it period not to
'aced 36 months in any 5 -year period and to allow work experience
articipants to remain in their slots for a period not to exceed 12
uontlis in any 3-year period, Our recominendation is based on the
tructutlilnature of Indian unemployment.

In our view the limitation on supplementation of salaries for those
PSE slots should be (teletext as there is no rationale for it
With respect to the $10,000 PSE salary limitation, we recommend

lint the bill be amended to require the Secretary to set higher limits
a high cost of living areas, such as Alaska and Hawaii, and to pro-
ide for an annual adi ustment of the general salary ceiling in propor-
ion to the annual increase in the cost of living index computed by the
lureau of Labor Statistics.
The third major area of concers is the language contained in the

ill's provisions concerning the "Governor's Coordination and Special
or vices Plan" and the "Suite Employownt and 'Training Council!'
'hese sections would require the Governors and State agencies to ex-
.vise certain powers over section :302 prime sponsors.
'The approach is untenable when placed in the context of Indian

ad Native American unemployment problems. The major thrust of
le State government -based ( l'A. programs is to deal with counter-
rclical unemployment: As ve stated previously, Indian and Native
rnerican unemployment probleres are st ructural.
'The rapid growth and regulatory complications involved in CETA.

we placed a. burden on all Indian and Native .luierican CI TA pro -
ant operators. To create an additional layer of bureaucracy over
etion 802 prime sponsors Would make an already difficult situation
tolerable.
In addition, giving State governments power over Indian tribal

tnetions would be contrary to the special relationship between Indian
,ogle and the Federal Government.
We would suggest, therefore, that the act place emphasis on cooper-
ion rather than enforced coordination between Indian and Native
merican prime sponsors and the States.
The last major area of concern relates to rite language of the bill
wing the Secretary the authority to reallocate funds. The ,Depart-
ent, of Labor is proposing t sweeping rule in section 108(A) which
nild give the Secretary the authority to transfer funds from any
ogram under the act. Such reallocation authority should be limited
insure that funds appropriated for services to special target groups,
:lading Native Americans are not used for other programs. Even
Duet transfers of Indian funds into other programs might not be
aternplated by the Department of Labor at this time, the reallocation
thority should not permit even the possibility of a transfer.
We recommend that section 108(A) of the bill be changed to pro-

t any reallocation of -fonds from any program expressly author-
d by any other provision of the act.
We have highlighted the nature of the employment problems con-
noting native American communities and have indicated OZ11' major
ieerns with respect to the bill before the subcommittee. We would
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like to submit for the record, within t he next week, a summary of the
progress which selected section 30'2 prime sponsors in the Western
States have achieved through the CETA program, We would also like
to submit for your considerniton a detailed list of our recommendations
for changes in the bill.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this matter. We would
be happy to answer any of your quest im s on Native American CETA
programs.

Thank you
Senator lietsoN.. Thank yon, Mr. Greymountain. 1 ou will have I

additional statistics available for the record within 10 days?
Mr. GREY:40E7VMM Within 10 days, yes.
Senator NEtsox. Mr. de In Cruz, do you have anything you -uld

like to add to the testimony?
Ur. n rot CRUZ, I do not have anything further to add, These areas

come from areas working with CETA programs, Maybe it couple of
them would like to make comments.

GrnEYMOLINTAIN. elini TIMM 1 SVO1/111 like to make an addi-
tional comment. The reason that we chose to come here as we did, we
represent programs serving many NatiVV Americans in Alaska. Alas-
kan villages. We represent programs in urban areas of the Western
States I myself am working with tu.lian groups in Arizona.

Mr. Jesse Fisher, who is regional chairperson for the Advisory
Council of Prime Sponsors in Region 9, works with the Colorado River
Indian Tribal CETA program.

We came together because Cl TA is the prime area resource for our
communities, for our people these days. In many instances it is used
to help develop and maintain economies. It is a very critical resource.

We felt it was important to conic together us a group representin
many people to show you how concerned we are over this piece

Senator NEosoN. We appreciate your coming rind giving,- us the bene-
nt of your viewpoint. You are correct, there are some special problems
unique to Indian unemployment. The cyclical unemployment prob-
lem is not as applicable, particularly on reservations since it is long-
term. chronic unemployment without much cycle, one way or the other
which is the problem. you face.

So we appreciate your taking the time to come.
Did you say, Mr. Gre2.-mountain, yon are not working on serve-

tions, you are working in the urban areas?
Mr. GitriouTMN S,7etion 302, does provide some CETA moneys

for urban prime sponsors that serve Indian communities in urban
areas.

Senator NELSO. Is that who you are working b ?

Gar'' tour. That is who I am working with, yes, in the
State of Arizona.

Senator Neosox, In the State, not on nationwide ?
Mr. GanruorsTarx. Just in the State ofArizona.
Mr. 13nAcx, Mr, Chairman, the basic thing I see in Alaska as our

major problem is the misinformation about Alaska that has permeated
the halls of Congress for a Ring period of time I have heard Sena-
tors as well as House Members make comments that Alaskans are rich,
they do not need all of this assistance any more We have the highest
level of unemployment in the country, surpassing that of Indian reser-
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rations on skin. 11 have the highest cost of living index in the
country. We have a lot of ransient people who caw to Alaska to woik
on the pipeline who have stayed now and are On our unemployment
rolls.

These matters have compounded the situation to the point where it
becomes also a disaster area.

I would just I ilce to chnify for the record t hat Alaska is not rich. Out
people out there have the lowest income of anyone in the country, ex-
cept for some specific pockets of poverty in Indinn reservations in the
Lower -18. This should be recognized.

Another thing that strikes us very strangely in the CETA program
is that we are going to now have in Alaska one person coming in to
assist Alaska in the CETA program. That person will be getting shat
we call cost of living allowance, because that person will he living in
Alaska, which means that they wi ll get their salary plus 25 percent cost
of living allowance. which all Federal jobs in Alaska get as a matter of
course, because of the high cost of living. Hut nowhere have we everhad that atidressed in the cEr, program for participants or for
people who work in CE`I'A pmgrauns in Alaska providing, services.

'I his type of disparity or tins type o f injustice, this type of of
certainly needs to be recognized also, needs to be taken care of I would
hope in some manner this committee would address that It certainly
leaves many people out of what we call a normal bureaucratic main-
stream.

We have ninny people who have to have that type of job to live in
Alaska, but they do not equal those other Federal jobs because they
do not get cost of living allowance, and it is it nontaxable portion, by
the way. It is a significant amount of dollars per year.

Those are the points I most wanted to make and I thank you for
your time.

Senator NEtsox. Did you have anything to add ?
REIciti RT. r am Michael Beichert, chairman of region X CETA.

I would briefly like to point out that unlike most cities, counties and
States, and title I prime sponsors, Indian CETA programs are de-
veloping entire new social stnicture gerviees on reservations and In-
dian communities. It is not expansion of an existing Government
function. It is not replication of functions of the Government. For
the first time in many Indian reservations, CETA is providing al-
coholism counseling services, narcotics counseling services that were
heretofore u nri oproached and unadd reFsed.

So in the light of the progress we have made, and I think our data
will support us on this I would like to point out that we would like
the Senate to keep this in mind that these are whole new programs,
which as I said. hertofore were never touched.

In closing I would like to say that CETA has greatly impacted
Indian life. It is a very good thing for us. The recommendations that
we are proposing today are meant to make your programs and our
programs more efficient. In that I will close. Thank you for the op
potunity with CETA to serve these Indian people. All these people
that you see are dedicated to that cause.

Senator NELSON. Thank you. Mr. Beichert.
Mr. GartmonNTAix. You asked me if I was working with urban

proiects. In regard to 302 prime sponsors in the State of Arizona,
we have 12. Of those 12, three of them are urban. I am working with
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ono of tt projects. 1 ann serving. the capacity of coordinator for
all 12 of those prime sponsorships iu the State of Arizona, and pro.
viding some stair assistance fee the total region, which is like 20 prime
sponsors foe region IX,

Senator NELSON% Thank you
Anyone else?
Thank you vemy much, gentlemen, for your very thought tel pres-

entation. We appreciate having the benefit of your v 10%1;4

The next hearing will be /Starch a, 9 in in this liearing room.
[Whereupon, at 12:16 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to be re.

convened at 9 a.m., Monday, Afaveli a, 1978, in room 4232, Dirksen

Senate Office Building.]
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1V askington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 0: 05 ani. in room 4232

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present; Senators Nelson, Riegle, Davits, and Chafee.
Senator NELSON. The Senate Flunian Resources Subcommittee on

Employine-lt, Poverty, and Migratory Labor, now begins its fourth
Clay of Washington hearings on the reauthorization of the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act.

Our witnesses includo Senator Daniel IC. Inouye; Governor Cliff
Finch of Mississippi, representing the National Governors Associa-
tion; Mayor Moon Landrien of New Orleans, representing the U.S.
Conference of May-ors; State Senator David Plan ecki of Michig-
representing the National Conference of State Legislatures ; William
Welsh, Executive Director of Governmental Affairs, American Fed.-
eration of State, County, and 'Municipal Employees; John V. N.
Klein, County Executive, Suffolk County, N.Y., representing the Na-
tional Association of Counties; and Mitchell Sviridoff, Vice President,
Division of National Affairs, Ford Foundation.

We are pleased to welcome you here.
Our first witness is Governor Cliff Finch, Chairman of the Man-

power Subcommittee of liurnan Resmirces, the National Governors
Association.

The committee is pleased to have you here this morning, Governor.
We appreciate your taking the time to represent the Governors
Association.

Your statement will be printed in full in the record. You may present
it however you desire.

If you would, for purposes of the reporter and the record, give us
the names of your associates at the witness table.

(1149)
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STATEMENT OP NON CLIFF PINCH, GOVERNOR, STATE OP NMI

SIPPI, itEpRzssamo TIM NATIONAL GOVERNORS ASSOCIA-

TION, ACCOMPANIER BY B. J. WUHAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY

OF ECONOMIC A.PPAIRS rim, MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT, COM-

MONWEALTII 01 EASSACEICSETTS; AND JOAN L. WILLS, DIREC-

TOR, EMPLOYMENT AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM,

NATIONAL GOVERNORS ASSOCIATION

Governor.Putei I. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to introduco at this time, representing Lieutenant

Governor O'Neill of Massachusetts, 111r, B. J!, Rudman, Assistant Secre-
tary of Economic Affairs for Manpower Development, Commonwealth
of Massachusetts; and here with me is .loan Wills, on my left., from
the National Governors Association.

Today, sir, we do have proposed before you as requested a brief
outline of the summary on the first page of the testimony for the
Governors Association.

As you know, I serve as the chMrinan of the organization's sub-
committee on employment and tram tug

Before I begin my portion of the testimony, I would like to point
out to the committee and to you, Mr. Chairman, that basically, the
four organizations -tine National Governors Association, the Mayors,
the League of Cities and the National Association of Countieshave
all gotten together on some basic parts of this particular proposed

CETI Act.
We have agreed to those, and they are part of the attached state-

ment that we have to present to you today in full.
Also, on any questions that we felt there was any conflict at all,

we did not present. any of our proposals on this particular conflict
between any of the associations. So anything that we agreed to in
total, we did, and have attached to part of our testimony that will be

made a part of the record.
Senator NF.t.sors. Are each of the organizations submitting te ti-

molly, on those points on which you have differing views?
Govei.nor FINCIL I am doing it for each of the organizations.
Senator NELSON. I see.
Governor Fxricit. I believe it has been signed and made a part. of

this particular record.
I would also like to point out that there are basically two recom-

mendations that we have agreed upon. really three, but primarily
that all the organizations agree. Arr. Chairman, that we should re-
write the Wagner-Teyser legislation at the same time you are review-
ing and rewriting CETA.

Second, the dominant supports the National Governors Associa-
tion's recommendations to combine two separate sections of the draft
CETA legislation, sections 10:i and 110. These sections, of course, as
you mow, focus on the role of the Governor, and of course, the State
employment and training council itself. We recommend those two be

combined.
We would like to point out another area we recommend that has

the full support of all the representatives of these organizations, that
area wage rates within States should he allowed in contrast to the
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truotimunt $10,000 that crow oxl..1s. This reemninendot ion simply rev-
izes the realities of the lahor market in the individual Slates

uselves. The remain v of remarks will focus nn tissovitition
recommendations regarding the cr.TA 1,gisInt on before you at this
time.

Yon are already aware that a great deal of our work hits been done
jointly by reprerentatiwes of the cities,it counties, and States. I will
give emphasis to those issues that we think nue of pa rtioular impor-
tance to Governors at this time.

NIP. Chair 11111 11, HS p1'01)01.10(1 in t it IV 1, WO 11 1'1' 1 11011S0( I to note that this
administration has attempted to organize the new legislation in such
as fashion that provides those, of us responsible for the administm-
t ion Of the program with one title wh eh combines all the management
issnes,

IVe would urge you to take full advantage of the permissive lan-
guage which supports the concept of advance funding for at least
2 to years. This we feel as Governors is very important in planning
for these particular CETA funds in the future.

P.,lected otlieials and program staff will then be able to not only
implement, cETA programs in as more rat Tonal manner, but the possi-
bility of coordinating CETA programs with more economic develop-
ment projects will become more realistic goals.

We woa ld like to emphasize four mtijor issues:
One The proposed requirement, under section 101(d) for balance

of State prime sponsors to make appropriate arrangements with sub-
a Ilia served by the. State to assist in the °Wert ive planning and admin-
istration 4f comprehensive and employment training programs in such
suli-areas is difficult to comprehend.

Ray Marshall is my friend. but T do not think he should have the
unlimited authority by regulations to set up administrative structure
for us. This authority should remain with the chief elected official of
the Statethe Governor.

Arany States already have a planning- mechanism which is divided
into areas with in the State making this requirement, as proposed by
the administration, unnecessai y. in our opinion.

The requirement to break down the administrative responsibilities
to sub-State areas ignores the fart that in many rural ai.ons in this
country, this is totally unrealistic because there is not a sufficient pop-
ulation base to establish such administrative arrangements in any
cost-effective manner.

To our knowledge, the administration has not, conducted any sys-
tematic evaluation which would justify their iAtionale for this
recommendation.

The National Governors Association is currently in the process of
conducting a study remit-dim-, rural manpower programs. We Nvill
be glad to share with you the results of this study.

One of the reasons the study was launched was because we are
aware that programs designed to meet the needs of an urban area,
and the suggested language in the proposed, legislation does not recog-
nizo sufficiently the rural areas As opposed to the urban areas.

In your letter to me, Aft-. Chairman. you asked for observations as
to whether the balance of State functions should be totally separated
from the special grant responsibilities_
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This should b left the Governor's d iscret ion. A. survey entithicied

by NG-A in 197E3 slaw 1 that 30 States have separate identifiable staff
performing the two distinct functions. in the other States, all small

and often single-State prune, sponsm'S, the planning responsibilities
for both the Governor special gt.ant and the prime sponsor activities
are carried out by many of the same individuals, but would suggest

von that such arrangements merely reflect appropriately thte reali-

ties of rural States.
Two: 'rho second point which we feel deserves emphasis is the nor-

tion of section 103 which requires a prime sponsor to develop a job
search agreement with the State employment service agency anti
submit it to the Secretary prior to any funds being provided for
services.

The word "Gaventor" is notably laeking in the reference for this
section.

This is one more example of the Federal bureaucracy trying to
dictate to both State and local governments what administrative ar-
rangements are best for them. The miinistrative and paperwork
nightmares which could result, in this proposed arrangement will
serve no one well.

If you want the State to be responsible for the initial intake of
clients and to be the primary cant act with I la. employers in our States,
then say so, and give the Governors the re,p.}71,41bility for doing so.

Mr. Chairman, you specifically asked the association to provide you
with observations about, coordinat ion between the employment secu-
rity agencies and CI TA prime. sponsors. You have lust heard me
say the proposed language in the legislat ion apparently attempting
to force such coordination is not, the solution.

L©t me explain in more detail why.
First, to be fair to the employment securit., agencies, it must be

recognized that for all practical purposes, them has not been any
increase in their funding in the past 13 tears. I have been told that
by various haws. Executive orders, and administrative mandates, the
number of groups the employment service, is supposed to give priority
or special emphasis to is 17 specific groups of individuals.

Senators, it is impossible for 17 di lb rent segments of our popu-
lation to have first, priority for jobs. an insufficient number of jobs
at that CETA funds and other special agencies. such as vocational
education, should be used to prepain people for jobs through increased
training and. education.

Another way to say this is C' TA resources should be focused on
the labor supply side of the equation.

The employment service on the other hand should focus most of
its attention and resources on the second !ant of the. equation, the
labor demand side. As Governors, we need, assistance nt. the State level
to help new or expanding industries find qualified workers, help estab-
lish appropriate lob specifications and help improve the quality of
labor market information.

I recognize, Senator Nelson, this is just, a brief highlight of the
distinctions we think need to be made. The subcommittee which I
chair for the Governors is currently reviewing vat-ions drafts of pro-
posed legislation regarding the rewrite of the Wagner-Pevser legis-
lation, and we will be most anxious to share the results of our joint
recommendations with you in the next few weeks.
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The third entrcern I would like to address is the into of the rnor
antler C ETA and the State advisory council, which arcs sections 10.1,
all of 105, and 110.

We are all aware that during the legislative debate, which created
CE LA in 1073, that one of the major issues was how to define the
appropriate responsibilities of the State. Compromises were devel-
oped that we know can be unproved upon today,

We the think it is indeed appropriate that prin le sponsors submit their
plans for review and approval at the. State level in order to I le p achieve
a more rational approach to tie all the progi.iims together. That is
definitely not. the whole of our concern.

We have all learned much since the passage of CE"171. We should
take the opportunity during this legislative review to refine and chili fy
functions for each level of government. We do not think the Depart-
ment of Labor's proposed language adequately refines and clarifies
the role, of Governors.

The National Governors Nssociaition has conducted two surveys
since 1073 regarding State activ it ies under cETA. In May of last
year, the org,nnization published "The Governor and CETA," a profile
of special manpower grant activities, A set of observations and recom-
mendations were contained in that report which boar your close
examination. A copy of the basic conclusions from that report are it
part of our attachment.

While the administration hill has accommodated some of our con-
terns for example, assuring that a State receive a minimum base
funding of at least $50.000 for comic ii activities there are many major
proposals that give us reason for concern.

The functions that we believe essential for the State to perform
include

(A) Improved information on labor market conditions, identifica-
tion of skills needed for the industries within the State, and knowl-
edge of other non-CETA resources which tare also available within the
State to train our citizens, Such. information is needed prior to the
development of any local prime sponsor /dun and obviously must be an
ongoing activity.

(B) Yet. another function must be the capacity to tie programs to
gether .ether with the obvious printery purpose to prevent overlap and dupli-
cation. This falls under the rubric of review and comment, evaluation
of programs. and/or grant approval.

(C) The third activity the State needs to take the lead on is the
publication of it comprehensive State employment :Ind training plan.
This should be a blueprint for action, not it (1(VMM/A that lies on a
shelf. Federal agencies as well as State and loyal progrillil priorities
should be a part of this plan.

(D) The fourth activity needs to be funding of special programs.
We need to be able to provide employment and training services to
individuals who are under the supervision of the State and/or provide
such services to those particular segments of the populatiort who are
most effectively served on ft statewide basis, such as the physically or
mentally handicapped.

This is also true in the area of programs for the elderly and 0:-
offenders, Excellent opportunities for linkage or programs exist here
where multifunding sources eon coiplement each other.
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'I ho second reason we need State funding should be for projects
that insure joint State and local prime sponsor programs within labor
market areas with special emphasis on private-sector job development
programs,

As you know, many employers hire their labor force from areas
which are broader than a single prime sponsor jurisdiction ; only the
State can serve as the broker in such instances.

Tim third type of funding necessary for State-sponsored projects
should focus on "glue money" to assure coordination of vocational-
education related programs with that of CETA resources. Finally, we
still need to be able to conduct reseach and demonstration programs,
particularly in rural areas.

All States have participated in an NGA-sponsored survey detailing
how the current 4-percent dollars are being used 18 different categories
of programs have been identified.

A summary of this study is attached; the total report will be sent to
you within the next few weeks. I run sure you will find the information
valuable and enlightenng and proof positive that flexible discretionary
moneys are indeed used to enhance the total employment and training
system within our country,

r want now to speak to you concerning the State advisory councils.
The administration's draft regarding membership composition can

cause mathematical nightmares fot starters. We question the need and
purpose for establishing a one-fourth formula Ivhich would be com-
posed of CETA prime sponsor membership, one-fourth for business
and labor, one-fourth for an undefined client community, and one-
fourth for an undefined set of service representatives.

Also, in essence, the proposed language would make a gubernatorial-
appointed advisory council equal with a Governor. This is absurd.
We want and need the advice of persons without our State. What the
Department of Labor would do with another set of papers is beyond
us, and is definitely not in the spirit of President Carter's commit-
ment to reduce paperwork.

As an alternative, we would suggest that in a combined section 105
and 110 of the legislation words be included which say: "All functions
under this section shall be accomplished by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the State Employment and Training Coun-
cil. ."

The detailed attachment, pages 2, through 4. contains specific legisla-
tive language we think is preferable to the proposed language. Only if
these sections are combined can we hope to even establish the bare
bones of a logical employment and training system in this Nation
which accommodates the different needs of the sections of our coun-
try. Even in this proposed language, gaps will continue to exist. For ex-
ample, due to varying Federal laws and regulations, a Governor's an-
thority will still be 1 imited. Ile/she. for example, only has signatory

over IIEW-funded title XX and adult basic education
programs. ETA itself does not even communicate with a Governor
regarding other ETA-administered programs, making the task even
m_ ore difficult.

Before I move on to our next series of concerns, I will address a
specific question you wished us to answer ; that is, how much does it
cost the State to monitor CETA programs ?
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The answer is, we do not know specifically, for a variety of reasons.
One, the staff advisory council which has provided the technical

analysis of the CETA program, has pointed out to us that one of the
major problems with the current system is the lack of common under-
standing about legislative intent regarding the State monitoring
mandate.

In some regions, the Department of Labor h. Ls interpreted such mai-
toring to mean almost the same as the Federal Government's compli-
ance monitoring; in other regions, it has been interpreted to mean
monitoring to eliminate overlap and duplication of services.

The staff advisory council has recommended that it be clearly under-
stood that the State's review of local prime sponsors plan not duplicate
the Federal Government's local compliance responsibilities. We think
our proposed language which seeks to clarify the responsibilities of
the Governor's role adequately address this problem.

In our attachment, beginning on page 10, there is a whole section
regarding the retirement benefit issue developed by Governor Dixie
Lee Ray and her staff ; and I urge you to study the material carefully.
The imposition of regulations has created extremely burdensorne ad-
ministrative and legal difficulties for prime sponsors. Current legisla-
tion, section 208(a) (4) is ambiguous and has led to various interpre-
tations.

We offer this important amendment for your consideration :
In order that CETA funds be applied exclusively to contributions on behalf

of participants to a state or local retirement plan which accrues to the benefit
of CETA participants, prime sponsors may he only reimbursed with CETA re-
sources in amounts equal to actuarially-determined of CETA participants.

Regarding title II, the joint document submitted by all the public
interest groups for the most part covers adequately our concerns.
That document deals with a wide variety of detailed issues but the
sum of the parts strikes a note of caution. Do not overlegislate, which
will further cause overregulation. The idea of establishing a title
especially targeted to serve the structurally unemployed T heartily
endorse.

Mr. Chairman, my No. 1 priority is to increase the income and decent
job opportunities in our State. We have the lowest per capita income
in the Nation. Our people need jobs but they also need education.

Actually, underemployment is a highly significant concern in my
State. If we can address a mechanism for upgrading the underem-
ployed, we simultaneously open the doors of opportunity for those
unemployed with lesser capability_

We would hope that you would make room for an additional pro-
gram activity: which would allow nonprofit organizations to retain
income generated by such organizations. Specific suggested language
is in the supplement.

Many urban and rural self-help organizations, such as community
development corporations and rural co-ops, could make significant con-
tributions if they were allowed to plow money back into their organi-
zational effor ts and create even more jobs.

This suggestion is also based on a review of the DOL-supported
work demonstrations which have taken the hard-core unemployeAl and
successfully trained them and also generated income for their own
growth.
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It is my understanding the supported work demonstrations have
been highly successful and we can find no logical, reason not to incor-
porate permissive language in this title for prime sponsors to expand
upon this program activity.

TIT-LE iii

The National Governors Association policy states that the only pro-
grams which should be funded through this title are ones that are
interstate in scope, such as migrants and Indians,

Problems of crosscutting geographical boundaries and serving
populations uniquely affected by other Federal legislation, such as im-
migrants, clearly need to be addressed. A national program account is
a reasonable 'wa.y to help solve the problems of such individuals.

It is also most appropriate for the Secretary of Labor to have the
legislative authority to conduct research and demonstration projects
of national significance such as the proposed welfare reform demon-
strations projects for next year

Funds also need, to be available to meet the emergency needs caused
by natural disasters, unexpected plant closings and the like, which
can never be anticipated at the local level.

All of the above mentioned activities we think belong within the
proposed title III.

What we object. to is the listing of particular segments of our popu-
lation such as offenders, single parents, older workers, et cetera. All
of these catch words really translate into people; people who live in
cities, towns, and villages to serve them within their local communities.

Facts do not indicate such individuals are better served by being a
special nationally significant population. The contrary is true. They
are perhaps ill served as a result of mentioning them.

For example, the Department has continued to reduce the amount of
dollars for correctional employment and training program since 1974
from $3.7 millionsmall even thento in 1977, only $250,000 for of-
fender prograrns and less than $50,000 of that was for direct client
services.

Another example of how the current language has generated a dis-
service to the client population and to the employment and training

stem as a vvhole is that they funded 1-year "National Programs for
elected. Population" segments for $20 million in fiscal year 1976. The

$20 million has come and gone. What has replaced those dollars for
services to these clients? To our knowledge, none are available.

We recommend substantial increases of funds to the prime sponsors
in title II, so they can serve more people in their home communities.
This is the only fair and reasonable solution to such a. disgrace

We also want to note that for any projects funded through title III
that States as well as any affected prime sponsor should have early
notice of possible projects and sign-off authority over such grants. This
is not a power play statement; the reverse is true. A part of the stated
purpose of the legislation is to have a flexible coordinated and de-
centralized system of Federal, State, and local programs. The purpose
of the r -t, is violated without the involvement of the State and local
powers in the system.
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TITLE IV-YOUTI/ PROGRAMS

The combining of all but the Youth Conservation Corps into a single
title is a step in the right direction.

We definitely hope that next year you will carefully review this
entire title and consolidate most of the activities into the title II pro-
grams, Technical comments regarding this title are in the supplement.

I would now like to turn my attention to the proposed title VI,
"Public Service Employment."

We applaud the purpose of having a permanent countercyclical
program, triggered by both national and local unemployment rates.
The on again, off -again uncertainty of past funding has been a gross
disservice.

We have a critical concern in addition to the ones already high-
lighted by the collective organizations. We need to be able to spend
money, not only for wages, but for training. The statement of purpose
'says it is the intent to provide funds for jobs and related training but
buried within the language of the bill prime sponsors are restricted
to paying wages. In Mississippi and all other States, people need both
a job and training.

TITLE VII ®PRIVATE SECTOR oproirrux (TIES FOR TILE ECONOM CA LUX
DMA OVA NTAA1 ED

Let me emphasize a critically important fact that seems to be ig-
nored in the proposed legislation.

CETX alone does not provide resources to train people for jobs in
the private sector. Vocational education funds, community college
funds, all using State general revenue dollars, are used every day- to
train people for specific jobs in specific industries.

State apprenticeship councils exist just to do what the Department
wants accomplished under this title.

Businessmen I know are tired of 15 different organizations knocking
on their doors pedaling one more governmental program.

This title will not help solve that problem. Let us invest of time,
energy and money wisely. Tie this prograin, to other resources in our
State, tie it to a program which attempts to target our collective re-
sources to rural and urban distressed areas; rewrite Wagner-Peyser
legislation giving Governors the flexibility we do not now have to
match our economic development growth plans to job-training pro-
grams. help us create a piece of legislation which builds upon the
local planning of prime sponsors in a bottom-up approach but do not
ignore that the States area part of the partnership. Ignoring this will
assure failure.

My final point, Mr. Chairman, relates to moneyof course, the most
important part of any particular piece of legislation.

Increased funding for title II must have first priority. Funds under
title II are totally insufficient. We are not even keeping pace with cost-
of-living increases for these types of people. Fewer people being served
is the result.

The proposed language regarding the role of the Governors' s eeial
responsibilities, even the antiqwit(J1 language proposed by 1 L, is
totally insafficient.

31.279 70 -74
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An absolute mini mnit of 15 percent funds needs to be allocated to
Governors. It Inc remind you the stated intent of the legislation is
not only establishing. a, mechanism for State and local units of govern-
ment to operate CETA-financed training and job opportunities, but to
provide maximal feasible coordination of plans, programs and ac-
t not les under this act with economic development, community develop-
ment and related activities, such as vocational education, vocational
rehabilitation, and social service programs. Let me remind you that
the last three programs I just mentioned are Suite-operated, creating
real linkages which are possible only at the State

There are particular parts of our population which must be served
such as of enders that can best be semed through State mechanisms.
Earlier, I mentioned what the Department of Labor has not done to
meet the apparent responsibilities they were charged with under title
III funding for offenders.

Many States, even though severely limited by inadequate resources,
have allocated 34 to 40 percent of their 4 percent funds, for offenders.
In minty instances, these funds have been supplemented by State
dollars, LEAA, ['Ault education. and vocational education dollars, but
the demand for services exceeds the available resources.

I would, like to speak to the NGA position, regarding the current
vocational education set-aside.

The essence of the position says that the current language should be
eliminated because the law and regulations have generated unneeded
reams of paperwork The position does not say that -vocational eduea_-

tion should not be deeply involved in the planning. programing, and
evaluation of CETA programs. We think our proposed language for
combining sections 105 and 110 addresses the broader needs of linkage
of the two programs together; and we urge you to carefully consider
our recommendations.

I stated to you in the beginning, I have come here today as n spokes-
man for the National Goi,ernors Association. May I now offer some
thoughts as the Governor of the State of Mississippi ?

During the past 12 months, We have become involved in rather major
fashion with the fob Corps program. On December 7. 1977, we dedi-
cated the first ,rob Corps center in all the history of the Job Co
which was established to serve oaly those who were residents of
State in which the facility was located.

It has been my privilege to observe a host of motivated youngsters
who are enjoying the thrill of success for the first time in their lives.
Because of what I have seen, am convinced that the dollars the De-
partment of Labor spends for Job Corps are well spent

The private sector is where the jobs "are. Thei.e is simply no reason
for the unrealistic requirements for documentation of extraordinary
costs which make it nearly impossible for participation in on the -job
training prograans by many bits-Mess firms, many of whom have the
potential for ideal work sites. The massive bureaucratic "red tape" im-
posed by the legislation practically prevents the utilization of the
priratesecton

Finally, allow me to express a real concern about the treatment of
veterans_

Please understand that I accept the universal contention that we
owe our veterans a vast debt of gratitude. However, the quota of vet-
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emits set by the Department of Labor for enrollment of veterans is
totally unrealistic.

agree that the veterans of our country should he given veterans-
preference. The present requirements for meeting this quota results in
numerous instances of "hobby trainin.r'' of affluent retired farms r miIi-
tart' off icers. There is no justilicution6for this practice and. hopcfulhy_
the Congress will address this mutter in a sane and reasonable manner.

The CETA program has done much for my State. and 1 not sure
for all the remaining 49 States. But it can be even more effective if we
design the legislation in such a manner that allows us to do what we
know ought to be done.

Thank you, Air. Chaim mit , for the opportunity to share our con-
cerns. I hope you vaderstand that the Governors are very concerned
about the outcome of your deliberati6ns and its basic importance to the
States and its people.

At this time, we would be glad to answer any questions, especially
the staff, as to any details of these remarks.

Senator NELsos. Thank you very much, Governor Finch.
on page 5, of your testimony the first sentence states:
We do think it is indeed appropriate that prime spom4ors submit their plans

Car ;review and approrta at the State level i n order to help achieve a more rational
approach to tie all the programs together.

Under current law, the prime sponsors' plans are presented forcom-
ment and then referred to rek,rional office.

Governor Fisch. Yes.
Senator Nmsos. Is this part of the testimony jointly agreed -upon(

Wita,s. No.
Governor FiNcir. Nfay I let -Joan answer that question?
Nis. From the public interest groups, when they got together

and developed their joint positions, what they agreed upon was a. corn-
['illation of sections 105 and 110 They did not agree upon the one
specific word "approval.''

rhey clearly understand. in the contexts of the National Governors
Association, the Government would prefer to have the word "ap-
pro.-al." There is no question from the joint publie-interest groups that
review and comment is certainly appropriate at gill wrnatorial levels.
and I think quite frankly the debate is how strong then that the State
responsibility should be_

Senator 'A Et..qoN, The positi rnt e, Of the ,Governors Assoeint ion is that
prime sponsors' plans cannot In :Idoptmi unle s. in fact. they were ajp-
proved by the Governor?

Nfs. WILLS. Senator Nelson, one of the problems we have found dur-
ing the last 4 years of CT,TA, quite frankly, really relates to the prob-
lems between the St ate and Federal Government more so than bet ween
the State and local prime sponsor.

For example, during the 30-day review and comment period, in the
first 2 years of cRr.t. the State services council, keeping in mind that
they are an advisory group of volunteers, many States found they got
volunteer -s together and went through a review and comment period
only to find that the Federal Government had already approved the
plan.

Frankly, it is a disservice to the people that you are asking to sit
on the State employment and training council to go through that
kind of exercise only to find out it did not make any difference anyway.



A crucial concern, which was rioted later on, was that they thought
the responsibilities of the States should be to prevent overlap and dup-
lication and not assume responsibility of the Federal Government in
terms of the monitoring, the compliance monitoring in the program,
but to be able to pull the resources together is the focus that we are
most concerned about.

Senator Javier. Would the Senator yield ?
This has been something 1 have taken a great interest in I think

you are going to have to meet some criteria, of approval, because eve
have had experiences where States seek responsibility, and when they
get it, they do not handle it Hence, we have to either reeapture it or
we break down. I know of nothing that will break us down in CETA
more than delay and exercise of political muscle.

We talked about polities in CETA, and the Governor is a political
officerso is the mayor and so is a Senator, for that matter. This is
a tricky one I would appreciateany creative thought you wish to give
as to how we can insure ourselves against these dangers.

I must tell you that I cannot see how you can do it with approval.
I think you can give time, hearing, et cetera, but approval, that is a
tough one for me.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ma- Wax& If I may, one of the things of the staff advisory council

that reviewed the proposed language of the legislation, and in our sup-
plement where we delineate what we think are appropriate roles of the
States, what we try to do is point out that there needs to clearly be
criteria at the State level in the legislation, that -would spell out ex-
actly what those responsibilities are Not just throwing in the word
"approval" just for the sake of throwing in the word "approval."

So you do indeed have some criteria that would help show for ex-
ample that in SMSA's where there are a multiple flambee of prime
sponsors serving the same labor market area, utilizing the same train-
ing facilities, that indeed we are not for example, overtraining.

Those are the kinds of detailed observations which could frankly
be made at the State level. That is why we are trying to identify those
responsibilities; for example, by identifying laber market conditions,
skill shortages, et cetera, so there is indeed that criterion.

We also assume bottoms-up planning approaches with local spon-
sors, We also put in our suggested language suggesting the Governor
with the active participation of the State Employment and Training
Council, which is composed in part of prime sponsors, all be a part
of that process, so that we accommodsre that political concern.

Senator .TArrrs. I am not necessarilysatisfied, but I hear yo_ u.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RmOLE. Mr. Chairman?
Senator Neesox. Mr Riegle.
Senator RIEGLE. In the administration proposal, the Department of

Labor is proposing a $20° million welfare demonstration project in

title III.
Are you familiar with that ?
Ms. Wier.s. Yes.
Senator ilmoe.t. As you probably know. that is designed to create

public service employment, but apparently, not training per se I
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mean, for about 50,000 ADC recipients. As I understand it, this is a
4-year project. I really have doubts about whether that makes sense.
In other words, we are quite far down the road in dealing with the
question of the various ways of trying to deal with structural unem-
ployment.

To take that big chunk of money and devote it to that kind of pro-
gram where we are going to be gathering data and information over a
4-year stretch, sounds to me like it is really off the point.

I wonder what reaction you have to it.
Ms. Wita.a. Well, Senator, it is my understanding that,
Senator JAvirS. It is very hard to hear you.
Ms. WILL& Senator, it is my understanding that the reason they have

the 4-year period in thereand I am not sure my facts are totally
correct--is that they don't plan for implementation, full implementa-
tion in any major welfare reform legislation to go into effect until I181.
In one respect, currently the proposal for administration is talking
about approximately 10 billion dollars' worth of job-training pro-
grams directly attached to any 'welfare reform initiative, $250 million
for some demonstration sites around the country that I can only speak
personally at this point seems fairly reasonable in terms of scale,

Senator RIEGLE. Let me tell you what disturbs me about it.
In other words, if we are going to have another one-shot demonstra-

tion project on public service employment that is not specifically train-
ing oriented for hard-core unemployed, it sounds to me like a water-
treading operation.

Wrus. It is my understanding, sir, that it is training and public
service jobs both. It is also my understanding that one of the reasons
they want to do the demonstrations is because there is not good linkage,
quite frankly, in the employment and training system today between
cash assistance and public assistance systems and that of employment
and training,

I am rather sure that training is in there also
Senator Rims.. In my event, the tiring that concerns me is I want

to get people who work in the private sectorgovernment grows SO
fastwe cannot keep track of it anyway, and to running demonstra-
tion projects of this scale, $200 million, in terms of public service em-
ployment for the structurally unemployed really starts to strain at
least my sense for what it is we are trying to do here. It is not as if
we are starting from scratch.

We have been at this business for some time I think we basically
know how to train people if we are serious aboire it It seems to me that
this is a rather indirect route that I would much rather just start cross-
wiring people in training processes into the privatP, sector and target
out hard-core unemployment. so much the better. I think that is where
the worst, problem is A $200 million cleinonstration project at this
stage of the game, stringing nut over a 4-yearperiOd, seems to me like
a very large percentage investment in something that I think is ques-
tionable.

Mr. Chairman, before I yield. i f I could soy one other thing
The Banking and Housing Committee is also holding heotings this

morning, and we have Mrs. liaris. Secretary of HUD, corning in to
lay out her proposals on national urban revitalization. Of course,
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that much awaited presentation, and I am o g to have to be
to be there.

Mr. Chairman arid. members of the committee, we have a witness
upcoming shortly, Senator Dave Pla.weeki, from Michigan, who inhere
to testify not just in behalf of the legislature of Michigan, but the
National. Conference of State Legislatures; and he is the chairman of
the labor committee in Michigan and has an exceptional record in that
capacity.

I want to recommend him to the committee and say that I mu de-
lighted that he is appearing, and I apologize that I will not be able to
be here when he comes forward.

I will have some questions for him and I will want him to submit
answers for the record.

I thank the Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CrIAFEt. Thank you, I11r, Chairman.
I would just like to ask Governor Finch, if I might, a couple of

questions.
First, on page 14, you talk about the Jobs Corps program, which

I think has a lot of appeal.
Now, in that particular Job Corps program, who actually runs

the facility ? Is it a private firm or is it the Federal Government?
Governor FiNcit. It is a privnte firm, contracting through
Senator CHATEE. Through the IF Government?
Governor FINCH. Right, kid quite effective, as I said, and one that

puts people to work faster than any other public funded training pro-
gram and I have ever seen in the State Federal or State money.

Senator CHAPEL In the last part, you say "The private sector is
where the jobs are There is simply no reason for unrealistic require-
ments for documentation of extraordinary costs which make it impos-
sible for participation in on-the-lob programs." I thought we were try-
ing to do that,

You are saying it is not working very well
Governor Firmir. It is not working, and as I understand it, this is

true in other States also Basically, on-the-job training, in my opinion,
is one of the better approaches of putting people into the private
sector, even though in our State I vas a little bit critical at the begin-
ning of public employment, but lF found for the first 3 months that our
people went from the public sector into the ptivate sector. We are find-
ing there is almost no way to comply with on-the-job training. I would
like for the gentleman from MassachusettsI understand he has de-
tailed information on thisif you would answer Senator Chafee nn
this point.

Mr. RUDMAN. I would like to reiterate the point, sir. It seems to me
the key to success of any kind of training program is to get the private
sector involved, get that private employer involved.

There are two essential factors here.
One is to train people for the jobs that exist and to meet the specifica-

tions of the employers; and, second. is to minimize, absolutely mini
mize, bureaucratic hassle for the employer.

Very often employers -want to hire graduates of our training pro-
grams or participate in on-the-job training programs arid are eorri-
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pletely turned off because they have to deal with reams of paperwork.
It is just not worth the investment of their time and energy and trouble
to do that. _

If we want to get the private sector involved in training programs,
which I think is essential, we have to insulate them from all those re-
quirements.

Senator JAvrrs. Would the Senator yield?
Just a question of fact so you emphasize the right point.
The extraordinary expense doctrine is in the tax law. We have to

amend the tax law, do we not, in order to facilitate what you are
asking for

Mr. REMMA.N. I am not that well versed on tax law, Senator. I know
in terms of implementing on-the-job training programs under CETA
that there are so many paper requirements put on the employer for
purposes of compliance that it is not worth their time and trouble.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you Senator.
Senator CHIME. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, this is one of the

real points we are trying to deal with in these hearings, is find out
why there is so much paperwork in these on-the-job programs and
getting private employers to take them.

Now what is the paperwork that drives themaway 1
Ms. Wrms. Could I respond?
Senator CTIATEE. You can. It is hard to hear you for some reason,

though.
Ms. WILLS. I think there are two parts to the answer.
One of them has evolved over the years in trying to define what is

extraordinary costfrankly, that is a judgment call by industry,
which is indeed, I think, fact. The regulations currently are that no
more than 50 percent of costs can he absorbed under what they call
extraordinary- extra training cost, It is very hard to define whether
or not that be the case in a particular plant. There are perhaps some
other kinds of language that could be inserted.

For example, one of the things you have under the Veterans' Ad-
ministration program that has worked quite successfully for veterans,
as a matter of fact, is over a 2-year period reducing the cost, for ex-
ampleit really would not make any difference if you were talking
about the first 6 months, the Federal Government paying, say, for
example, 75 percent of the training cost, the next 6 months, 50 per-
cent. 60 percent whatever the case nay be but in the Veterans Ad-
ministration's model it is over a 2-year period, reducing that then to
almost zero at the end of the last 6 months of that period. That hasthe effect of reducing indeed the paper cost ; it has the effect of also
training people for more complex jobs.

One of the interesting things that was pointed out in the Commit-
tee on Economic Development's proposal that I think our comment
about programs for hard-core unemployed andwell, it is often
overlooked when we are designing on-the-job training programsis
that over three-fourths of the industry in our Nation who are paving
into social security have 500 employees or less. Almost two-thirds of
those have 100 employees or less.

So indeed I think that there perhaps is a difference between the
Fortune 500 with large training centers of their own ; and it is my
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understanding that over $10 billion of private money goes into train-
ing the work forces of those industries tobegin with

One of the things that we perhaps should look to is to work in con-
cert with the smaller private sector firms, with 500 employees or less.
They do not have the same training resources and facilities available
as large industries do.

We can indeed develop intermediary organizations with public dol-

lars, somewhat modeled after the National Alliance of Businessmen,
though frankly I do not think that is the ultimate solution because it
covers a few parts of our country, does not address the problems of
rural areas.

Private sector involvement could be increased, I believe.
Senator Cleeeet. Is that not what the Job Corps centers are for?
Ms. Wrens. In part.
Senator Cu Arm Let me ask one more question, Governor, if I

might.
You have had some experience with public service employment. Do

you think that it really trains the people for anything, or is it just
getting some State and local work done on the Federal payroll?

Governor Fuser. We see in our State that they are actually
trained. We do not put them on payrolls to give them a payroll, even
though I think that, is past of the design of the program, that we are
able to get them or the payroll, but we also at the same time give the
people who have never actually held a fell-thne job an opportunity
to prove to their employer that they can hold a job and work full
time This is what we have found to be a real asset in the public fund
jobs that are made available through title VI.

Senator Cue*. Ee. Are these make-work jobs, or jobs that an really
helping to get things done? Could you give me a demonstration of
where you use them ?

Governor Fmn. These are not malre-work jobs. These are jobs
that actually accomplish particular programs within our State. We
have jobs dealing with -work in State government to assist in every
department of our State.

For example, in the welfare department, we have developed a
workfair system of putting people to workand of course, most
of our jobs are contracted to subcontractors in our State, to the
forest division, to the natural resources commission, to the game and
fish commission. These people are actually performing a set-vice to
the State and community in which the service is being performed.

Senator CHATE2. What happens at the end of the 18 months?
Governor FINcu. Fortunately, we have found that a third within

90 days have been transferred-4 am talking about in my State
nowtransferred from the public; in other words, they started to
work, for example, for natural resources and within 90 days they
were working for a full-time private employer, which is a thing that
ultimately we all seek to place into the private sector immediately.
This, to me, was good.

We have not run an 18-month course training in our State. We
feel Job Corps training, which is basically roughly 6 months to a
year, that we 101.40 their--that they go, and we actually for those
people, to the employers, in demanding that they be employed with
them.
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Senator CIIAFEE. That is an extraordinary record. I do not imagine
many communities or States could match. anything similar to that
I do not know if it is because of the type of employment that you
might have available from your lumber companies and so forth,
which probably makes more ready. pool of employers together

Governor FINCH. It does. I think it is more structurally unem-
ployed. This is what we are talking about needing additional funds
for, and it gives us an opportunity to place people in work who
would be otherwise drawing public assistance.

Senator JAviTs. Could I have 1 minute?
Senator Inouye is here. We wish very much to hear him. I hope he

will forgive me. but I um called to the Inite House for the coal strike.
But I have a little chore I would like to do; one, to thank Governor
Finch and his colleagues for their testimony, and to ask unanimous
consent to insert in the record at this point the excerpt from the laws
and regulations dealing with this question of how private employers
can deduct for tax purposes and qualifications for CET/ on-the-job
training and other training programs.

To me, I will tell you, Governor, and Ms. Wills, and associates, that
think there are two big things w e eon de in thus bill.
One, target the money to where it really is needed and, two, provide

the training. Those are the big things. I hope very much that with the
efforts of all of us we are going to come out that way.

Second, Air. Chairman, I would like to ask that these two introduc-
tions be placed at appropriate points in the record ; first, John Klein,
county executive of Suffolk County, one of the largest in New York,
and one of cair leading and most successful comitty executives_ not only

state but in the country : modern. progressive. and a great credit
to our State. We fake great pride in having hint testify.

And, second, the last witness, Mitchell Sviridoff, one of our most
distinguished New Yorkers, a top expert in the field of urbanism and
a former high official of our city. will give us the benefit of his exper-
tise for the Ford Foundation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank you. Senator ,Tavits.
Thank you very much for your thoughtful and useful testimony,

Governor. We will certainly use it and take your suggestions into con-
sideration when we mark up the legislation.

Ms. WILLS. Just for the record, we would like to note we are insert-
ing Lieutenant Governor O Neill's testimony from the State of Massa-
chusetts who, unfortunately, is in the hospital today.

Senator NEtsme. That will be printed in the appropriate place in
the record.

Thank you very much.
Governor FiNen. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[The repared statement of Lt. Governor O'Neill with attachments

follows:]

4
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TESTIMONY OF LT. GOVERNOR THOMAS P. NEILL

BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
EMPLOYMENT, POVERTY AND MURAT-WY LAeSt1R

MARCH 6 1978

Fir. Ohrtd.inwin and members or the Committee, T am pressed to be

here today. Creating jobs, and getting people to them, are very much

in the forefront of legislative attention this year. Mai asploy-

mnt, CUD, the jobs component or the Admdnistration's welfare

reform program, urban policy and balanced growth, and a Growing

interest in a review of the Wagrer-Peyser Act all attest to the

complexity and the importance of these issues.

U be persistence or long term unemployment, especially in urban

ur rr6ral areas, Is perhaps the most critical problem facing thld

country. Being out of work temporarily can he troublesome; boing

out cif work a year or longer can by devastating.

Congress first passed the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act deal with this serious structural proLlem, yet the nation was

trni inr roe set with st4-7gering levels or nnemploymmt,

Congress met this challenge too and created additional public

serivce jobs to put people hack to work. Cr TA was thro and wau

asked to deal with both problem. HM rom it had barely learned to

walk, we asked It to run.

Today, ec can conclude twit CE TA has Perform(' well. The

In passing through an adolescence phase -- still developing, 1101'

without Its shortcomings, but full or promise fin the future. It

will grow to maturity over the couroe or the next row yearn. We

are here to help fashion and direct that growth.

We have a system now that works where it counts where people

have a system that Is able to cope with .ho problems of those

without job skiliS Or reedy acces3 to thy labor market.

We have a system with the toola to offer people a chancre, to

upgrade their skills and help prepay,- m rer Netter' Join, t be

Income and a better lire.

We have a system that can put okilled pro
coney heads into a tailspin.

And finally, we have a rlystem rear to work alon

programs to stimulate the economy.

tics

when the
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With this system in place, and four years of experience behind
we have seen how it performs, where it has fallen abort, and
t Importantly, how it can work better in the stature.

I would like to address three broad areas of the Prograa:
ercloyability development tervices for the structurally unemployed;
short term public service emplorment; and the role of governors in
the CETA system.

StructurallylUnemployed

Comprehensive employment and training services for the structurally
unemployed, Title II of the Senate 2570, is really the backbone of
GEM. It will be Important When the economy is well along the road
to sustained growth and unemployment levels have receded. These services
should be targetted to the economically dtsadvantaged as the Adminis-
tration hem recommended. NOM also applauds the thrust of the legisla-
tion to emphasize training and skill development.

The set aside for upgrading and retraining is an Important addition
to the legislation. It attempts to help a person before they become
en unemployment statistic. It will also help employers build a skilled
workforce in the Ace of changing demands and new technologies. In
short; this is one way to make the program more responsive to employers,

The real solution to unemployment clearly lies in the growth of
the private sector. Government, through CETA, can provide temporary
jobs during periods of high unemployment. It can provide training
for skills in demand. But if these program operate off to one side,
apart frOm the regular main stream of job opportunities, the promiele
of CETA will be lost.

The real promise of CETA is its potential to act in concert with
other economic forces to create regular jobs. CETA must not become
a parallel employment program, idling along until the economy moves
forward to take over It must help the private sector create jobs
and offer a steady supply of trained workers,

The MIA, therefore, is pleased with the expanded statement of
purpose which encourages coordination with economic development,
cOmmunity development and related program to strengthen our economy.

Th shape the system in this direction, private sector employers
must be involved in all phases of employability development -- planning,
design, Implementation and evaluation, ,Mmployers rust have an
integrml role in the CETA system if we are to train people for real
jets. The Administration has proposed a new Title called "Private
Sector Opportunities for the Economically Disadvantaged." The outline
of program activities and the Private Industry Council point us in
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the riht direetion. However, this initiative and its potential for

really bringing business into the guts of the system, is too critical

to segregate into a separate title. It should be integrated into

Title IL Instead Of a separate Private industry Council, the

participation would be more valuable as part of the Prime Sponsor

Planning Council apparatus.

The Administration pr poses to retain the current Title I

allocation fOrmula.
While the NW has not taken a position, the

Coalition of Northeastern Governors has
adopted a policy statement

calling for changes in the proposed formula.

Public service jobs for the structurally unemployed are now

allocated based on "excess unemployment,"
The absence of this

factor in Title II is unmarTanted.
In better times private industry

can be expected to play a larger
role, on its awn, in offering

training and job opportunities to the long term usaarloYed.

Opportunities in an area blessed with an
unemployment of 2 or 3

Percent are hardly comparable
to those in an urban or rural area

strualing under a 7 or 8 percent rate.

The local econonv can deTmore on its own in the Consoler case,

while the latter needancregovernment resources. Using excess

unemployment is a better 'ray to target funds to areas in greatest

need, especially urban areas.

The formula also allocates 12.5 percelt
of the funds based on

the relative nastier of persons below the low Income level. While

the low Income measure is better
than others, any nationally uniform

figure is bound to be arbitrary
A given income level Is not the

Same throughout. It does not have the same purchasing, power

throughout the country and, therefore, does not accurately reflect

economic disadvantage.

While I reaegnize the difficulty in
developing accurate coat

of living measures, for trar, program,
each state's relative share

of public assistance caseloads is a reasonable substitute.

The formula In Senotor Javits, bill is preferable.

PUblis SO ice Eftployment

Ira rOzr,,nn,::! to the recession, most
of the attention has been

focused on h tinny Jobs can be created and how quickly can they

be filleth L first priority has bo=rn putting people to 1,,rrk

Uss attention has thus far been p:nren to what happens when a

person's time is up? 'Where do they go and how do they get there?

The Department of Gabor performance indicators for fiscal
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19(I Illustrate the Irl ur "e quite hi IT and tit,

nationally the number or enrollees exceeded ohelein-c
Our own experience in Massachusetts is similar. Yet tiv

of those entering regular jots after CEflA is trouble ecme.

In Title II, enrollees rinding jour ranged frail 13 to 20
percent of those who left the program. The Title VI flusher in
somewhat better, around 35% round a job after leaving CETA.

This is not the fault or the program. The system did what

it was asked to do. In fact, for both Titles, the number of
placement after CETA exceeded the planned placement rate.

The stress of start up efforts and earnest enrollment
programs have reached their peak. The Administration's proposal
gears authorization levels far the future to unemployment se the
economy is neither flooded with a stuplus of clots nor caught

with a shortage. it removes he need for Congressional action
each time unemployment dips or soars.

We can soon expect a new push to find regular jobs for those

now on board. The Administration's bill recognizes the need to
beef up our job search and placement assistance effort and it

should be supported. I would like to add a word of caution. The
bill encourages, as it should, links between thoDyloyment Sent tee
and CETA. While the two agencies should work closely together,
they cannot be force fit. 7110 WagnereVeyser Act has not been

reviewed for a long time. Adding new dimensions to the Employment
Service should not proee ! piecemeal and the National Governor's
Association urges a thorough review or the Wagnerfeyser Act.

The program also needs a stronger evaluation component, not
to cast criticism, but to gauge Inc effectiveness of the services
and to develop those parts of the system that work best. lie need

to know how many find and maintain regular jobs after leaving
CETA. We need to knew how they found them and whether the services
they received through CETA were useful. I would support efforts
to provide prime sponsors with Incentives to look at themselves
and their services, to find out which training prOgrOrris work and which
do not.

Public service employment has served a worthwhile purpose. People
have found work in jobs ihat n'elded doing. The rapid hiring has shown
the system responds. The exparmlon has had other consequences, how
ever, that haven't been ea oily resolved.

First, Title 1./1 was never intended as a form of revenue sharing
for state and local governments. Yet cities have gradually seen more
of their workforce paid through CiTA.. Labor unions, on the other
hand, have Questioned whether local gor rnments. are substituting
CETA staff for work normally done tycity tmployees.

Local governMents need support to maintain services during bad
economic tines. As long as this need enntinees it should be met
through countercyclical revenue sharing program =, not CETA which
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should remain an employment acid
training program for those out of

work.

Congress addressed part of this dilemma by adopting a project

approach. It has worked well in Massachusetts and should be

continued. It facilitates the distinction between regular municipal

activities and uJA activities. In Massachusetts it has enabled

=A officials and on leaders to screen out work that would

normally be done by contract through regular bidding procedures.

The project approach has helped to ensure maintenance of

effort. It enabled us to fUnd jobs that produce a tangible benefit

to the community. Projects could be improved even further by allowing

a greater percentage of funds for direct supervision, supplies and

equipment. Any increase should be available expressly for

administration of the project itself.

The most intriguing aspect of PSE projects is their potential

for stimulating self-sustaining jobs. Under clearly delineated

conditions, projects might generate permanent jobs if allowed to

retain and re-invest income. The bill allows retention of project

income, and it has our enthusiastic support.

Projects have another advantage. They have a time limit.

The limit reduces municipal reliance on CtTA to maintain their

regular services. It keeps pressure on the system, and the clients

themselves, to seek regular employment.

The Administration bill limits individual participation in

the program to "78 weeks within a five year period," This seems a

bit harsh in a tight economy. Instead, a person could be excluded

Cram re-entering the prop= for 12 or perhaps 18 months.

A few points need to be made about eligibility. Tom basic

factors are used -- income and length or unemployment. Moving along

each continuum affects who is eligible and when Too short a

durational requirement in Title VI may undermine private sector

job search efforts, yet too long a period has it problems too.

Who is economically disadvantaged depends more on the accountable

period and the percentage of lower level budget factor than a

person's real financial condition.

Title VI, while it serves those who are economically disadvan-

taged, is still different from Title 11. It has a different

purpose and serves different people. Raising the income gap from

70 percent of the lower level budget to 100 percent still serves

low income persons who have skills but simply can't find work.

If their problems were more severe, presumably they would be served

by Title II. Setting a 70 percent limit screens out too may

people for the intent of this Title.
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I also think the durational requirement should be used to
help screen out those who really do not need the Program. But
this varies from area to area depending upon unemployment levels
and the number of new jobs. On the one hand you want to give
the labor exchange process time to work, and a five week period
may be too short. Yet in areas of high unemployment too long
a period won't work well if the jobs just aren't available.

Role of the Governor

The final area I want to address is the role of governors,
There is no question that Congress has developed an effective,
locally-based delivery system. A more active role for governors
is consistent with the concept of local decision making and
delivery and, in fact, can strengthen the program.

First, the policies and activities of state agencies provided
by the delivery of employment and training services provided by
prime sponsors. Only the governor is in a position to shape
vocational education, rehabilitation, employment service activities,
public welfare functions and other related programs to complement
services offered by prime sponsors. The governor is in a position
to make sure agencies work and are working together.

Second, this array of programs, including CEPA, should operate
in a context that is consistent with other federal, state and
local efforts to foster economic development. and thereby create
Jobs. Governors should have sufficient resources under cerA to
assist in the formulation of an overall economic growth policy.
This policy, and data supporting it would be helpful to prime
sponsors who are interested in developing their programs as part
of a larger economic development strategy. CEPA and federal
efforts to create jobs through Community Development Block Grants.
1W housing programs, and projects funded under the Economic
Development Act should encourage Joint funding of projects in
this context.

CETA is also designed to address problems of a statewide
nature such as services to offenders or others in the care of state
agencies. Governors must have the resources under CETA to carry
out these responsibilities.

Finally, the quality of CETA and other employment and training
programs can be improVed through the provision of accurate and useful
labor market information, the evaluation of ongoing programs to
identify effective Models, and the testing of new approaches to
employment problems. The activities described in the Governor's
Coordination and Special Services Plan" will helO'strengthen the
syStem,
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It is important that sufficient resources be cade available

to governors to achieve the goals of the program. i recommend

that 15 percent of the funds available under Title II, after

allocations are made to prime sponsors, be allocated to the

governors, A portion of these fluids should be used to staff State

Employment and Training Councils. This body has a usefUl role

to play in advising the governor on employment and training policies.

However I am opposed to funding an independent staff for the

Council. This would result in an adversary role between tb
governor and the Council, or it would severely undercut the

Influence of the Council. Either situation is detrimental to the

operation of the program. Staff support for the Council should

come from a 15 percent governor's grant.

Mr. Chairman, your Committee can take pride in the performance

of CETA thus far. And I look forward to its continued growth

and SUCCOSS in the future.

Thank you.

a2
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IS ROLE OF THE COVEENOR (continued)
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vithio other RAW".

Rational@
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%WRY COICLIGICCIS OF MR SUED IIELIMOLOF_CfrA,.

LPICELILDEklir:2APEILICTIVIILFa

"THERE IS CLEARLY A DUPLICATIOM OF COORDINATION RESPONSIBILITIES wHicil

IS FURTHER coMPouNDED BY EXPLICIT ASsICNMENT OF FLNCTIONAL LINE RESPONSIBILITIES

TO AN AT/ISORV BODY WITH NO LINE AUTHORITY AND LIMITED RESOURCES,"

"FURTHER, THE MANDATED COOPERATIOM AND PARTICIPATION OF STATE AGENCIES.IN

PRIME SPONSOR PLANNING IS NOT A RECIPROCAL PROCESS BY WHICH PRIE SPONSORS HAVE

TO GIVE AN CONSIDERATION TO RECCMNDATIONS OF THE STATE AGENCIES."

"PARTICULARLY DIFFICULT FROBLEVs ALSO EXIST DUE TO PLANNING CYCLES BEING

DIFFERENT FOR EACH OF THE pROGRAkts DEN THOSE FLMED ONLY BY THE DEPARTTSNT

OF LABOR."

"SECTION 106 (0)(4) CALLS FOR CCORDINATICN OF WAGNER-FlYSER PROGRN IN

ACCORDANCE WITH SUCH RULES, REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES AS THE SECRETARY

DETERMINES ARE NECESSARY.... GDVERMR3 IN A POsITION MERELY TO RESPOND TO FEDERAL

DIRECTIVES RATHER THAN TO VIDRK IN PARTNERSHIP TO IHPROVE THE FUNCTIONING OF A

FEDERAL STATE AGENCY."

"THE PLAN'REQUIREMITS ARE DEFECTIVE IN THAT THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT FOR

THE- DEVELOPMENT OF STATEWIDE POLICIES, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES TO GUIDE AND ASSIST

ALL pRimE SPONSORS AND APPROPRIATE STATE AGENCIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAPS

AND SERVICES THAT WILL FEET THE OVERALL NEEDS OF THE STAN AND ITS LOCALITIES.

SUCH A STATE MANPONER POLICY STATEMENT DEVELOPED IN FULL CONSULTATION WITH AFFECTED

ENTITIES WOULD HELP PROVIDE FOR A FORE COiERENT AND RATIONAL APPROACH TO ADDRESSING

NAPLOyMENT AND TRAINING NEEDS."

"SECTION 107 REQUIRES SUBMISSION OP AN ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR HNICH

IN THEORY SHOULD BE AN ASSESSENT OF PLRDS VERSUS RESULTS FOR THE PRECEDING YEARS.

thlEvER, WITHOUT A COORDINATED SET OF STATEWIDE POLICIES GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES

INCORPORATED IN A TRULY COMZETENsivE STATEWIDE MPOWER PLAN, THERE IS NAT RAsiS

FOR OVERALL COMPARISON. HENCE, THE A. REPORT IS TRADITIONALLY A CC* ILATION

31-37e 0 =78 .7e
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2-

OF SEFERATE REPORTS 0,N mE Accommist-moTs OF INDIVIDUAL PRIME SPoNSOSS

WITHIN A STATE AND REPORTS QN THE SPECIAL GRANTS ACTIVITIES.:

"1. WHERE THERE IS A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ADVISORY ODUICIL
, . .

CHAIFTERsoN AND THE GOVERNOR IT RESULTS IN BETTER COPOUNICATION AND YORE

EFFECTIVE EXECUTION OF THE LAN."

'3, THE REVIEW AND CCOPENT PROVISIONS WERE BEING IMPLEFENTED BY STATES.

UNTIL IT WAS LEARNED THAT THE LABOR DEPARTPENT CONSIDERED IT A MEANINGLESS
.

.

PROCESS. ONE IMPEDNINT IS THAT THE TIMING OF THE REVIEW AND COMSAT PHASE
.

. . .

IS DLIT OF SYNCHRONIZATION WITH THE LABOR DEPARTMENT'S GRANT APPROVAL PHASE."

"5. IF THE SECTION 107 ACTIVITIES ARE TO REMAIN AS CURRENTLY OUTLINED,

THEIR FUMING AT A MINIMUM LEVEL OF $50jaii IN EAcH STATE IS ESSENTIAL,"

"6. THE UTILITY OF THE FIVE-PERCENT FUNS FOR SUPPLE4ENTAL VOCATIONAL
. . .. . .,

EZU:ZION, ASSISTANCE SHOULD BE REVIEWED AND CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO ESTABLISHING
. .

A GFERAL DISCRETIONARY SET -ASIDE FOR uoVERlopS WHICH INCLUDES THE FIVE-,

FOR -, AND ONE-pERCUIT FUNDS."



Although Section 103(2) is a step in the right direction and
essentially meets the Nations: Governors' Association policy,
the state still is not Blear! ;: established as the appropriate
unit of government to perform [ha job search responsibilities.
A total review of the Wagner-Peyser Act should strengthen their
function even more.

Delete. This section is unnotessary. Employees are often
subject to merit system proce4urea and all are covered by civil
rights legislation, etc.

Section 302 and 303 prime sposors should submit a copy of
their Plana to the Governor for information.

The legislation should clear:. that the Secretary cannot
approve or disapprove prior to ccosideration of the Governor/
SRTC recommendations,

add--"The Secretary shall not disapprove any plan holey because
of the Percentage of funds devoted to a particular program
or activity where there is no restriction elsewhere in the Act "

The words, "and to the Sec,", should be eliminated. If the
Department wishes to consider vhat the Council ha= said the
Governor can transmit when he/she sends in comments

We would recommend that Sec.10l, 110. and 202(2)(c) be collasped
into one section. These four distinct but related functions need
to be considered as a part of a whole.

The suggested language is as follows:

Governor's Coordination & Special Services Plan

State seoking financial assistance under this Act shall submit a
ination and special services plan to the Secretary, which shell
fornance of employment and training programs and agencies in the
a an annual report.
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(3)

e.nactioni wider this section shall he accomplished by the Governor with

r.a -3^; ice of the State Employment and Training Council Staff to enable the
7veraor and the Council to fulfill thona functions and shall be funded pursuant

to section 202(d), (This assumes combining 202(2)(c) funds into 202(07.

f3 ?ha Governor's coordination and spacial services plan:

1. shall identify chose activities co be undertaken during the grant

year tot

A. coordinate all 7 yment and training related service= provided
by the State, by prime sponsors, and by proVidees of such services

Within the State;

re that comprehensive employment and tr plans do not

unnccrossatily result in the duplication of

C. provide for the exchange of information between Staten and local
governments with respect to State, intrastate, and regional
Manning for economic development, human resource development,
education, and such other subjects that may h- relevant to employ-

ment and training planning;

D. make available, without reimbursement and upon request, to any
prime sponsor serving an area within the State, such information
and technical /insistence as may be appropriate to assist any such
prime sponsor in developing and implementing its programs under
this Ant and in accordance with this sorties;

shall setforth procedures, which the Governors will admin urn

that labor market Area planning is being done by Prime sponsors

continuous basin;

3. shall develop and provide to prime sponsor= information on a Stnto and
local area basin regarding economic, industrial. and labor market condi-
tions, battling but not limited to (A) multi,year numerical projections

of job opportunities and skill requirements; (B) labor supply in
various skills; (C) turnover rates in employment In varloen sectors of

the economy; (it) occupational outlook and employment trends in various
occupations; and (E) economic and business development and location trends;

shall identify, after consultation with the State Advisory Connell On
VoCatiOnal education, the employment and training and vocational education

needs of the State,

shall describe how he/she shall out special employment and training

related programs which;

1.
Provide employment and training servitor, to tndlviluals who ore under

the supervision of the state and /or provide services to particular
segments of the population which are most effectively nerved on a
gEntellide boots (for example physical or mentally handicapped).
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de fonds for employment and training prograwA tahan.s. ouy

!re/prime sponsor pro:rams within labor rcrhat arerA aAd
onpi invent the procedures ah outlined in Sec.(h)(2) ahev, 0L4

emphasis on programs which enhance private sector Jul training programs..

3. Provide funds, after consultation and agreement by the appropriate
state agencies responsible for vocational education related programs
to assure the maXimum utilization and con-duplication of vocational
education funds and CETA price sponsor funds within the state.

4. Carry out experimental and model employment and training pregrams with
special emphasis on private sector involvement and nodal union
sponsored projects.

(d) The Governor's evaluation fu tien shall consist oft

reviewing the comprehensive employment and training plans of prima sponsors
anent to section 104;

owing plans of all State agencies providing employment, training.
and related services;

3. assessing, after consultation with the appropriate education agencies
and other state agencies and advisory srectures, the extent to which
employment, training. vocational education, vocational rehabilitation.
and other programs assisted, under this and related Acts represent a
consistent. integrated, and coordinated approach to neeting the employ-
ment and training and vocational education needs of the State.

4. commenting at least once annually on the reports or the State Advisory
Council on Vocational Education, which co:tmenta shall he included in
the annual report submitted by that Council Pursuant to Section 105 of
the Vocational Education act Of 1063;

5. reviewing continuously the operation of programs conducted by each
prime sponsor. and the availability, responsiveness, and adequacy
of State services.

(e) The Governor's Annual Report. which shall be public document, shall
include at a minimum:

1. comments to prime sponsors, state agencies, appropriate ietirral agencies,
and the general public on the relevancy And effectiveness of employment
and training and related service delivery systems in the State in
relieving Yinemploymenc and poverty level Intones for oneaployed,
economically disadvantaged persons in the State; and

2. recommendations to prime sponsors, state agencies, and appropriate
federal agencies on ways to improve the effoctiveneAs of enploynent and
training programs and related services, including the delivery of each -

Programs and services.
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The State Employment and ?reining Council shall be appointed by the
Governors And nhall be composed of:

1. representatives of prime sponsors;

2. representatives of organized labor. bus/peas, and nit_ uIture, where

appropriate;.
3, representatives of the direct community and the general publict

4, representatives of service delivery agencies; and

5* representatives of general Academic and vocational education.

Only if these sections are combined can we hope to even establish the bare
bones of a logical employment and training system in this nation which simultaneously

aceomodates the pluial of varying parts of our country. Even with this proposed

languageggaps will eantinue to exist.'for onamPle, due to varying federal laws
and regulations a Governor's authority will still be limited. Neishe.for example,

only has signatory authority over Pied funded title XX and adult basic education

programs. ETA, itself, does not even Communicate with a Governor regarding
ocher ETA administered programs making the task even more difficult* We would

hope by your own current administrative authority you would correct this practice

immediately to show a good faith effort that you are willing to uphold your end of

the partnership.

Two additional points mu =t be emphasized:.

1. Legislatively specified percentages of representation _ OpprOp

for state flexibility and should be deleted.

2. There is no justification for requiring the Council chairperson 1, be

a public member.

If the Governor is to be responsible for effective planning and coordi
nation it in very inappropriate to mandate a ntrong, responsible state
role for nueb activity and to simultaneously tell the Governor who will

sit on the Council, in what proportion, and who will be the chairperson.
While the legislation might specify areas to he represented, the exact
constitution and leadership should be the responsibility of the Governor.

if there is to be reasonable accountability.

Section 108.

See

The Governor "comments", but the Secretary hoe decision
making pwer to reallocate funds. It is difficult, again,
to understand how the Governor can be expected to be
responsible for "coordinating" the delivery and equitabilitY
of services, if these decisions are to be made at the

federal level.

The provision to provide for an independent staff for councils
could be an unnecessary financial burden particularly for
small prime sponsors. if funds from title IT. Requirements

such as the number of meetings these councils will need and
Prohibitions on chairmanship are also unwarranted. Legislation
ahould outline the role and responsibility of the councils, but

much detail On their operation and membership limits fleetbility
and is most inappropriate.
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bee [oder S..ttlen 101.

"Fufluo two th=r AZ: :-1F apPlisd to retcduirse state asd total
governaents for Lhuit ccatributtooa to rdci:ement plant. 4nd
Shall he limited to actuarially calculated costa of accrued
benefits to CCTA participants."

Deletet.This provision would be unnecessary to state if Wagner-
Poyser were revised and the responsibility for providing job
search assistante properly placed at the state level.

56t.121 (s) Sae tot =tints in Section 103(c)(2).

Snc.122(j)(2) The 78 -week limitation should he tiod to the local unemployment
rate and flexible enough to allow for maintaining public service
employees in areas where high unemployment is sustained for a
longer Period of time and no jobs are available. Such a provision
would be particularly applicable in sparsely populated rural areas.

Sec.122(k)

Sec.122(1)

Add it provision to allow a maximum of 20 percent to be expended

for wage adiustmoots in accordance with 4, differentials.
such as 1111V burn dose An welfare reform.

Asstaoing that the phrase "other benefits" refers to retienment
plans, it would be sore appropriate to State that inclusion
accurately. See our comments on seetioo 121(d).
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(6)

Delete( this function in PliW17,td under the COVPrbn A pi realm

and coordinntion responsibilities.

Sec.123(_1)
Ws mould caution that it is 1-pertant to senors that there u

In need aro served first.

$ 123(1) The administrative cost flesb:lity proVlded under this a

is a positive. reinforcement ler developing a comprchenoiV0 and

Coordinated approach to delivery of services.

We assume this section will b= brought into Linn with welfare

refotmt jobs program criteria. etc.

Sec.127(a)
Performance standards should be locally. not n onolly. deterMined

to the in with local needs.

The requirement of 30 days in the Federal gegister notion by he

Secretary. prior to final rules and regulations. should be

coatinued

Sec. 2 (2

See-1213
The appropriate roles of levels of government must be clarified

and reporting which ignores appropriate roles should be eliminated.

f the system of a coordinated approval to planning and dplivery

of services is to be maintainer:, prime
Sponsor reports should he

made to the Governor, not directly to rho Secretary. SubminsiOn

of duplicate reports from a cousciland the COVernOr in contrary

Co'federel polity and the President's orders to simplify paper.

work and reporting processes.

Sec@202
Formulas should assure that funds go to

those. root in need.

SPotificnIlY, thin formula does
not address the inequitiea of funding

for rural arena. Poroulas should consider the geographic location

of unemployment. include, a need index for targeting funds, and provide

small states guaranteed minion
base funding levels.

Sec. 202 (d)

This section should be incorporated
inter the proviaions of Section

202(d).

Supplerreotal vocational edut -too aoatstance funds should he

combined with funds set-aside for the GovutneV, in order to nainkalo

support of the legislation's procedures or panning and atstowicie

coordination.

We are pleased that the
national Governors' Association recommondaties

Or a 550,000 minimum
fending to the Councils has been included.

This amount should be
considered 45 an absolute miaimes base to

accomplish the expanded
provisions in the legislation.
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(1)

705 p hll it for t 4earch assif.t.mee y holn.,
at mt.! lovot I be clarlriett if Wrigeur-reye,1
eoulay rewr it tun.

S .711(1) Public Service roiowy. and Work gsperi onto under this tit lc

must he ccitMlned with AtIon nod training.

The job rentructurinA sort ion. which requires a great deal of
sophrotrootod detour_' infornationand expel-tine Min smote appro-
priately he placed in oiler legiulation. specifically 0 revised
Wagilerrey00f hill. bee-Sane it will necessitate working with
employers who draw their work force beyond the boundaries of
moat local prime sponsors.

Sec.21 7 The dintinetion is unclear between on-the-job teal ing and
arrangements with employerS.

Set 211(12) Delete; inappropriate la tilt_ section.

Sec.212(b) The prime ,,ponsors waif; have almost no capacity to re-target any of
their fuser, F.0 iluvolen any now programs nor shift their s..rvice
plans to assume more equitable distribution of their fund, to any
other significant ner -n: of their population IF 212(b) ucatift an
written.

The Ai=r Associat Ion tecumneudn that cligibl lity
eritc;:.: be cleaz_l: rated ea.l that for all titles the basis. for
determination be family income below 125 poreent of the poverty
level. counter-cyclical programs should have an additional eligibilfi,
criteria of unempluynent at least l5 weeks nut of the pronoun
20 weeks continuous period.

TITLE

Sec.301(a) We do not understand the purpose of thin authorization "to
provide services aut.irized under n1i titles of thin Act "and
for chose specific in -Sections 1-7.

Sec.313 It would he more logical to thoroughly review Wagner-geyser and
clarify who should perform which funct innu and how payment should ba
made. instead of assizaing CETA funds to pay for tie employment

-vice job hank.
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01)

We_ lurseent In gdoral iinfle Fk, uluruld Include
for transition ru refhliar einilleyee atAitiU

Thin its an eseeli,nt p tav tele far new job nod ermitinr, oppor unit

IV 11.111'4 tuq

nth: Isf

uppott the of fort to per ynutl. lirtigti, under title, but hod
Gapnd that the categorical pepaiwerh Invite IL In all the oto3ram ikenilreeetA I0ead

e improved. Funding eyelos and isiantd thi epQ °Link aftifetiortzi moat he cannot ideted.

Standardised applirst len foreat non rotoftnitleo of the 101 lacy and unstefulness
of requiting numerous writ ton enntirailten Are 0011 ant tot. lit ntrongly object to the
onotoolmo P4Pftwork Witch hau boon retained.

Wu obi
decree-nen t

Tine V

et to inert federal Ageety e a t tat inn vttith nuhntantially
pateratill lot ohio ntiolty and tflopandento of thin iagturtant etJawitsaLA:t

TITLE: VI.

Set,,6- Tenni/ton to private hopleyecot, mobil ins the individual to
hefamo f, allatiN be the ultimate goal of puhl I r

service enploYmeer,

Sec,6i12 We era moor pleased that public aviaton anailoymont in not a permanent
sod dint jolt title with a counter-cyclical unahanlo

We concur vial tiro epptoprfOtiOry fermata, particularly los

the coarepta Of Hit SD

See. 4

Sec. 604( r)

Set 6(_17

See. 000

-eleVanee.

Witt, we are o ()act:reed that thin allocation formula Bosom consid-
seat ion of the geographic dint rihotIon of funds and equitable dis-
tribution to those moot in raped.

We 010 poritled by and at rordfly nhj art to the I percent intraaee
in Ole -F,,,Eretary.B tlintrAriOn4 ry funLig niVen to the stated lutontton
of providing tot it decent oilleed pror,ram.

The Infant of this atibuottiOn in hat lean,

We tett-Irma-id 01410111y hn
ant of the previous

1 upon IS oenhr.n unosploymeor

rite i.t 4a tinerseAhnary tint rot km in prime sponnoe's fiestlbliity tit
toot ttte naoda of tI fail to 110 101 ill Mill wage. arkaa,

Tint VII

Inc. 701 Tirr prepne,d e

704; few rrrnld gilArrul With
Its- 1

I audah I e, %peel fl cal I y See
nict !herr, to n eritieel 00011



tha prat;rn linitatict with priv;,t, c_
around pccce,c aryl potent ial

fun Et on

cc. 702 tie are concerned that the pm vl =ism inr 011% at 1;01. 04 ey
CoUneile Appaach CO p00aFtrpOce yet enathct adyleary cameit
vlthara`Iharshlp Wait tally identic.ii c!,int in mune ilh.
Theca ix no client rapcceaatet Lion. Fa attar , have difficulty
determining what the relationship would tic between the Private
industry Councils aid local prime spanner cauleils, the
Rote Employment and Tw=irling Council and Cay.mars also required
CO "earablIch procedures which they v111 ad7 in order to
assure_ that labor rarhot area planning is carried out an

antinuaus basis" (soction 105(h) CO)),
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The bet5 materials ware develo Pod and a oho ir od

on behalf of the Honorable L1 by Lee Ray , Governor of W4OlingtOrt.

The doeueedrs provide a elrev star roger of the problems

And difficulties related to the application Of C ETA f ends to

among plans on behalf of CET A, parole iPan s

The Governors' office has Also prepared recommendations

addresning &bort and long ranee oolutions which are worthy

Of onnoldetetion.
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Washington State idiot or Eomnonit!; Offic 0f rh,of Covnt:
Faploynent 11oveinpneni and Train inn.: (CTL-0 - 20B GOnaf al advW, ir.

Olympia. Washington 06504 (206) 7h3-5250
February If. 1#7d

Washington State's proposed short -term and long- term solutions t
the CETA Retirement Problem, pr ehea ted to tl-,u :e t iona I Governors'
Association on behalf of tbe Ronorahlti pixy Lee Ray. Coeornor:

The problem

A. The Department A Labor has de to reined that significant
ROOM is of GEM Wilda have boon Lined to pay pension contri-
butions to retirement systems from which most CETA
participant Members mill jerivm 000 benefit- Thin is a
meaningful concern.

S. The Department of Labor has adopted redu la t ions ENSOO
tinily requiring that CETA funds not be used to provide
retirement payments for CET;, nenbarg do not veer or
do not obtain u_omohaierrue eop lo-nent sFund formerly
paid by CETA into rot irement nysLeas on behalf of C0TA
participants are instead to be aced too create additional.
jobs.

CETA regulation 96.24 requires ihat (LTA employees he
given benefit s at the some els and to the same extent
an other employees nimiiorly -ogLOpod.

These rminirementn pot sehstanrial pressure on dmoloyorg
Of CEM employees to hay pension con tr ibut ions in exceSs
of those contribution new teiributtoble by CETA fundt.

2. asp - Short-tern saint Lenz
A. in order to allow on to nenoly revised regulations

on n basic consistent with the mannor in which retirement
eyst ems operate, on prop@ me the folio: ins be approved by
the Department of Labor as being consistent with their
revised retirement regulation 98.25 =
(1) An at tuarial study should be serf erased i

to determine the coat of honctitn for CE
of retirement tyccemo. based on the spec
reeteristies of such nombera.

order
in Cob er
ie tha-

(2) These specially doterhined retirenamL eoi,ts
be the basis of Department of labor r
to employers of CETA cmployee5.

ouid
n-
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An a result, the Daparement of
Labor rein tiu rfi anent

for CETA retirement benefits will probab_,

count the east actually charged to employers by

retirement systens. The Employer would then pay

the difference between the amount charged by the
retirement SySteM And the ariOnrit reirr'auroabit by

the Department of Labor through CETA.

sector employors will need significant amounts of

amply with the new CETA rerirezient regulation

addition, it is possibly that ooze additional

fends will he needed to comply. This is

(1) The determination nr the eon of re itoe^cnt benefits

to CETA e ployeos oust be developed based on the
character sties of CETA employees ar. a seporete and

unique gr up= Time and money oust be available to

perform tbo oEedica required to quantify these chn

reeteristies

*(2) Hefty etattO Other public employers have bittinial
budget periods is is Clear that the neu CETA regu-

lation on retirement tests (9D=25) will generate
additional Costs to state and local governments. 'How-

ever= thin additional cost May not be dealt with until

legislatures Convene and establish new levels of

opiarrorina 'non , As a result, additional time should

be id Intjed beyond oho October 1, 1978 extension date

in ardor that legislative bodies May art.
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inbroarY

7. Seel I golotiwa (continued}

Alnyer9 f CETA ...articipants have made employment
tar -_, h_ a .n. n _pi tma et -4 tJaan an t u zet on that full CETA
coding could be available. The revision of CETA te-

gtion 98.25 alters the grmunc: rules upon Whitt' such
-Ong Were hat=ed. It would only he fair to continue

de unaleg of CE7i tatirnaant ,contributions with rannaet
En

a41.--.ta meta nOrtantlY in Place=
to

1203

Commonit- OcV op

3

at s Office of bit Coverts
Edge 1w.

nry
oak ei ,9Pc017a- l from DOI. for our method of computing CETA
rSt,4,-00met of retirement co005.

crat $4dItion.1 tuns, beyond the October l. 1979
dendline, will ho granted by the Department of

to° and CETA public sector employers Lime to

Cl X on cba problem with legislatures which do not
,rent until after the October 1, 1978 deadline;

cod

Of SCeP I - Sho=t -teem Solorien;

ae 1"it levela of alsateltriations:
Red

from A new biennial budget Period which
opo account the revised CETA retirement regolat
in'

1 be provided by the Department of Labor
retirement Systems to:

of new
n 98.25:

funding of CETA retirem contributions for
loYeeS in an aflattad reel -m eyetem en
977, and on through an additional ertanplon
stares, poblir ampinyata and rerirement
had adequate time to coMpleta nov actuarial
ive to the reaped CETA reeireuent regulation,

work out necessary changes with legiolatures,
d time to implement pow budgets Which tolce into
n the revised retirement regulation.

1 studies requ_. 4 by

Leh have been addressed in a letter
- various Public interest grouper ar

erm solutions to the CETA retirement problem

nclmeac5 to CETA correntlY in the planning Process (Centres-
o-,fTA a) and With the possibility of expanded

rr

funded oblie service eatnioyflent tied in With ntanident
barn Pae4dgw, we feel that a long-term solution
also be developed. The remainder of this paper

conmendod loot -tern solution. We urge your careful
this propoeal,
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es:,=n3ton State Office of Community 00 n - Office of the Governor

ri.hruary la. 1978
Pogo Thtn,

3. EteP

A. A3 indicated above, eurrent CETA regula
CETA employees be provided with benefit

to the 34133 eXtellt tru other unployaen

On 4h.24 rognit05 Clot
of the same levels and

ly employed.

However, retirement Programs provide substantive benefits to

employees only at the time they become elip.ible for benefits,

Cenerally, this ocenta at retirement, disablement, or death

while employed. It to atkflOwledeed that CETA employees are
characteristically Short-term employees and will not generally

rennin in retirement programs to the point of retirement'. Thus,

retirement programa do not constitute a benefit LO
such as CETA eMplOyee$, who do not remain in the system until

eligible for retirement.

In addition, cont public employee retirement programs require

that the employee help pay for his or her pension through salary

deductions. Thus, it would seem that CETA employees, Who are
characteristically unlikely to tOnalal in employment in retifememt

are required to pay into o pension System from which no ietirement

benefit will normally be derived. (Of course, employee ventri-

betions are returned upon termination of employment or do.th.)

C. This implies that membership in a retirement system may riot be a

benefit to CGTA employees hut may in fact be a burden, on they OU5

pay employee CuptiihpliOON. For this reason we propose that
employers of CETA employees not be required to provide membership

In retirement programs for individuals filling positions funded by

CETA. We propose that CETA regulation 98.24 be revised to exempt

retirement.

This treatmen however, could work or hardship upon those few

individuals wire flow lbtOugh CETA ptuErLIMS, obtain permanent

employment, stay in such employment to retirement. and ultimately

receive A re irement benefit. At benefits under public cMplOym0
retirement systems ore booed upon period of service with an employ,

reductions in those benefits Would occur if CETA service in not

recognized. An order to resolve this problem. we propose that any.

CETA employee who is not a participant in his /her employer's re-
tirement system be given the opportunity to Obtain credit in that

system for CETA service upon transition to permanent employment bs
paying the contribution s/he would have Paid had 5/he been a mamba,

of the retirement system during his /het CETA service. The additio

al contribution which would have been Made by or party other than

the CETA partleipoot the_ employer) would be paid by the

bapartoeoi of Labor through CET& funds.
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ce of Communit y- Development = 'Office of the ,versa,
18, 1978

Page Fan.

This proposal has the following advatungesi

(l) It clistinaten moth of the problem of CETA reimbursement
for retirement contribction.

(2) It would alloy CETA employees to take home A greater portion
of their gross psych ^__r. at a time when they are most in nee;
of such funds.

It retains the opportunity for those CETA employees.who do
remain in service until retirement to obtain service credit
far Periods of CETA er,ployment by "buying both" into the
system.

(4) It reduces a potentla - devastating administrative burden to
the retirement *systems themselves no rapid turnover in retit
nent systems, which requires employee contributiOns, generse,-
extremely large odminis:rative costs.

Summary of Proposed Longcter:-. Solutions

(2)

Retirement systems are to be exempted from the equal benefits
requirements (regulation 98.24) of the Department of Labor
under the revised CETA Act.

If CETA employees are opeeifically exempted from partietpat
in retirement systems, they moat, at any time on or after the
date they obtain non-CI:TA employeant with the tome employer e
etnehee tilPiOyet in the same retirement system, be given rhn
opportunity to "buy bast" CETA periods of service. Provision.
should be madm for instalment payment of these contributions.

The employee cost of Adel') service would be the contributions
that such employee would have made had he or sho been a member
of the system during the period of CETA service, plus IfIteceel
Which would have been earned oo such fonds had they been con-
tributed during the period of CETA employment.

The additional contribution (and interest thereon) to the
retirement system for such periods of service should he b
by the Department of Labor under the CETA Act.

feel that this tt_pkosal holy es a Erehlen for:

buffo
yees who nay not be in a atialtio4 to pay the ntri-

required of nenbers of the retirement system:

Of the employer whose administration and coot of having CETA
employeeS is increased significantly hs the mined Department of
Labor regulation 98.25; 43a

The Department of Labor .__hied; is char-.
use funds appropriated to rice CET& prug
went of job opportunities for the on aria 1 oyed

5 0

317717 6 78 - 77

the' requirement
encourage establish-
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Su.minasy of fund j I,Qcnt loa 24 CoVarnars Dino

1 LATE CRY

nary crit :utter CETA (4%)

1971
TOTAL NATIONAL. ALLOCATION

(in thonoandh)

I. Of ttedete
non. 7 8.7

2. Aural Areas
.0 7.4

3. Ilandicapped
7.

4, Technical MailEariee 6 TtdteLeg 9.292,6 6.2

3. Staff Development
1 ,492 .6 1.7

6. Nescarch
2

7. Labor Marko. r lncormatina 9.266.3 6.3

A. Public Service Employment
2.469,4 2.9

9. Apprenticeship 6 Union 9.638.4 6.7

10. Affirmative Attlee 2,072.3

31. hazel at EETA Title 1
6.810.0

12. Coordination
6,091.6 7.2

!lodal and Innovative
10 ,639 .1 12.6

Specie/ Dogmata
1,674.3 16,2

19. trsopower-Related Supplementola
1,303.3 1.5

16. Inst itutional Training
,294.0 2.7

17. Economic Developmmt
5,135.6

16. Other
1,212.0 1.4

Some mrogra.mm o n into duolicai ive tatonntien,
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Governors Discretionary Cr,2nt ilnder CF.TA (42)

TECORY

1977
NATIONAL ALLOCATION

d-

1.

2. Rural &rasa

3. -Handicapped

14,829.1

4,714.6

7,082. 6

1.7.9

5.1

8.4
4. Technical "asietance 6 Tr ,540.4 4,2'
5. Staff Development

927,3

2,216.6 2.6
7. Labor Market Information

4 .430. 6 5.2
8. Public Service Employment

2,102.3 2.5
9. Appranticeship 6 Union 4,871,5 5.8

10. ive Action 1,902.3
12. Regular CITA Title I

5,51.3.1 6.5
Coordtnation

42 .698.2 5.1
Model L Innovaclve

8.107.5 9.6
14. Spatial Segments

12 ,160,1 14.4
15. lienpoverRelared Supplement 932.0 1.1
16, Institutional Training 2,093,8 2.5
17. Economic Development

4.008.2 4.7
18. Ocher

1.4
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I Fund A1lasatLGps CoVarriorr fiinsgnt #angry Grant Wider CM (4*

1977
tcrrAL NATIONAL ALLOCATION

Blasi-neat
$2,409.8 _2.9

2. .Ether 3,066.7 7.6

3. State C 38,676.4 45.8

4. Locet Government
7,275.7

5. private, Non-Profit 10,867.8 12.9

6. Co-cwity !laced OtRealzatlecs 15,139. 8 15.5

7. Higher Educational Inoticutinao 5,464.8 6.5

8. Secondary C Pont educational Toorttottoos 2,064.4 2_4

9. CO:oultants
877,1 1.0

10. Other
706.8
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Summary of Fund allocations Governors

ARr4KryyrJ

nay/ G rant ,Undo _F-FA (47.)

PE 3 TAT} CT;7_-7:;!LC4-AL-0.-cIF.5 e$ so3GRAMITCs

0:1
TATE D L. MATT-MAL. AL Lo 1

housands)

Mtn Revenue. Budget 6 Volt
Planning, Fir.: $1,900.4

Labor; Esc, DOS, 57t$G, AFL-G10, Manpower
Development .7

3. Natural gesuur re =try. Enviroo-
E 1.390.6 4.0

Economic _3 Commerce Industrial
Relations y Affairs 1._ 4.1 4.0

5. Cotroctiena: acrd and Probations 4.855.0 13.0
Harlan Resources; Social Services, Aging, Child
and Youth, "ealth, Alcohol 6 Drug AbLi8C . Cultut
Roaourcoa 4 .448.7 12.0

7. Governor' s Office: Exemutive 368.1 1.0
9. Porton:lei

9. Transoortaciep: aloway
0

10. 'Education: Setondary, Vocational 2,050.0 6.0
U. Rehabilitation: Recorded, Handicapped 2,405.1 7.0
12. CL.'ii service: EEO, affirmative Action,

Humeri Affairm 4.7 6.0
CoottiOsion far the Status of Woolen 234.4

Others: Auditor's Office, Migrant grairs,
rhy&leal. Fitness, Legal services 755.4 2.0
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Senator NEL-SON. Our next witness is Senator Daniel Inouye from
Hawaii.

We are pleased to have your testimony this morning, Senator Inouye.
It will be printed in full in the record and you may present it in the
manner you desire.

STATEMENT 01 NON. DAN EEL K. INOUYE, A U.S. SENATOR PROM

THE STATE OP HAWAII

Senator INOUYE. Hr. Chairman, members of the committee, I ap-
preciate this opportunity to testify in support of S. 2378, a bill Senator
Matsanaga. and I are sponsoring to increase the funds available for
Native American employment and training programs authorized
under title III, section 302, of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act of 1973. With this measure's passage, the funding level
for section 302 would be raised from 4 to 5 percent of the total fund-
ing for CETA's title I general population programs.

The need for S. 2378 became apparent with last year's passage of the
Youth Demonstration and Projects Act, which included a provision
making Native Hawaiians eligible for CETA title III, section 302,
benefits. For the Hawaiian people, this action represented further con-
gressional recognition of their native American status and a serious
attempt to address many of their severe and long-ignored needs.

Native Hawaiians today find themselves confronted by an acute
crisis of identity and survival. The long history of foreign encroach-
ment on Hawaiian soil has resulted in a staggering reduction in the
native population, the overthrow of this once sovereign nation, and a.
progressive dissolution of their culture. Today, the Native Hawaiian
feels alienated from his past. Yet, he has been unable to completely re-
solve the conflicts between his traditional values and practices and
those of the modern Western World. Consequently, the Native Hawai-
ian frequently occupies the bottom-most rungs of our social and eco-
nomic heirarchy.

Currently, Native Hawaiians comprise about 18 percent of the
Hawaii State population but represent the largest group on the welfare
rolls, the largest group incarcerated in correctional institutions, and
the largest proportion of high school dropouts. According to the 1975
State census update, 21 percent of the Native Hawaiian population in
Hawaii receive some form of welfare assistance, while 11.6 percent are
unemployed, The State average is SA percent unemployed, and 27.4
percent of ray State's Hawaiian citizens exist below the poverty line.
Though official published data is difficult to come by, communications
from State authorities and service organizations in other States indi-
cate that Native Hawaiians residing on the mainland are similarly
depressed. With their inclusion in legislation providing pro ms de-

signed to increase an individual's employability, Native liana
can begin to move out of, their current condition.

However, in order for native Hawaiians and other ntl we Ameri-
cans to reap the potential benefit that CETA title II can provide, the
resources made available for these programs must be adequate. Fund
allocations must take into account the number of people to be served
and the needs that must be met for all included groups without pitting
one native American against another.
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According to the 1970 U.S. census, the native Hawaiian populationof the United States was 100,179, This total included 71,375 in Hawaiiand 28,804 on the mainland. However, because race in 1970 was basedon either self-identification, race of the father orwhere two or morecategories were checkedon arbitrary editing, many individuals of
part-Hawaiian ancestry were included in other ethnic groups. Becausetitle III define, native Hawaiians as any individual who has ancestorsnative to the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, the 1970 census excludesmany eligible individuals.

Data taken from recent federally funded research indicates that thepopulation of native Hawaiian descent exceeds 150,000 in Hawaii.About 7.5 percent of the Hawaiian community are full Hawaiian.
An accurate official account of native Hawaiian residents elsewhereis difficult to come by However, private organizations, such as the LosAngeles-based Hawaiians United, Inc., and Tacoma's Native Ameri-

cans, Indians, and Alaskans, Inc., have conducted their own surveys.By contracting the many Hawaiian civic clubs and State societiesscattered across the country and the churches, schools and State rec-ords, these groups estimate that at least 150,000 individuals of full orpart-Hawaiian blood live within the Continental United Statesabout
60,000 on the west coast alone. This is, of course, a very rough estimate;but funds targeted for theseHawaiians is also essential.

Given the numbers and the unemployment and low-income rates ofour native Hawaiian citizens, my staff researchers, after workingclosely with experts with the Department of Labor and native Amen-can organizations across the country, inform me that $2.6 million willbe necessary for an effective jobs program for this group in Hawaii.An additional approximate $2.6 million is required by prime spon-sors located near the large Hawaiian concentrations on the west coast.Many sponsors have already been contacted by Hawaiians seeking
assistance. Additional moneys are needed for Hawaiians living in otherarts of the country. The 1 percent increase in funds provided by2378 will provide the approximately $6 million required for nativeHawaiians.

I am also informed that unless this money is obtained. the 164 primesponsors serving Indians and Alaskan Natives would suffer a 10-percent decrease in program funds. Funding for Hawaii's nativeAmerican jobs program now reduces funds available for non-Hawaiian
CETA grantees.

Further, since additional moneys for Native Hawaiians have notbeen made available to Mainland prime sponsors, the needs of Ha-waiians not living in Hawaii are either not met or, where met, CETA
organizations are forced to use resources earmarked for Indians orAlaskan Natives.

Mr. Chairman, it is not the intention of the Hawaiian people thattheir opportunity should come at the expense of other needy groups,especially those whose history, culture, social and economic situationis similar to that of the Hawaiians. Passage of S. 2378 will insure thatnative Hawaiians, Indians, and Alaskan Natives are fairly and justlytreated by authorizing the necessary additional funds for the title III,section 302, programs.
I thank you foryour consideration of this bill.



Senator. NEVION. 1 nmlenytand that the administration recom-

mending a two-tenths a 1 percent increase,_, from 4 to 4.2. You are
recommending an increase froto 4 percent to what 3

Senator bron-v-E. To 5 permit.
Senator NrzeON, To S percent ?

Would 5 percent provide adequate fends to meet the problem

were discussing?
Senator Into, Yes, sir.
Senator Ner,soN, Thank of verymucli Senator.
Senator Chafee, did you have any questions ?
Senator Cturrs. Thank you, Senator.
Of course, as you heard the prior spoaker, he was reducing title III

separatism, if you want to call it that, or specialized groups. But I
must say I was astonished by these statistics, not only statistics, but

the situation of native Hawaiians within Hawaii, the high unemploy-

ment, and high school dropouts and incarceration, and so forth. But
also, I never realized that such a substantial number of native Ha-
waiians, those with part Hawaiian blood, were or the _Mainland. That

carne as a complete surprise to me I guess I never thought about it
Senator IN'Ocy-x. Most of them reside on the west coast, primarily

in California, around the Los Angeles area
Senator CuArEe. So this is certainly etcellent testimony.
Thank you very muck
Senator Nom-E. Thank you very much,
Senator NELsoN. Thank you, Senator.
Our net witness is lion. goon Landrieu. mayor of New Orleans,

La., representing the Unite(' Conference of mayors, and the League

of Cities.
The committee is pleased to have yeti. If you will identify your as-

sociates, starting on your far right.

STATEMENT OP EON. MOON LANIAIEU, NANDI, CITY OP NEW

ORLEANS, LA,.; ACCOMPANIED EY CAROL NOCREISEN, COIMSEL,

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES; EXIIIETT S. IiIOTEN, IR, ASSIST-

ANT QUM' ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, CITY or NEW ORLEANS;

MIME EARLY, CITY COlniCILIEAN, CITY OF NEW ORLEANS; AND

MICHAELE, MePRERSON, .ASSISTANT BIECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TLS.

CONFERENCE OF XATOIs

Mayor LaIlDnrEtr. Thank you very such, Senator. I have brought a

great deal of moral support this rnorllimg.
On my far right is Ms. Carol Koebisen, with the National League

of Cities; to my immediate right is gr. Emmett Moten, assistant chief

administrati
m m

ve officer for the city of New OHeans; to my immediate

left is Councilman Mike Early of the city of New Orleans; on the far

left is Mr. Mike McPherson, with the U S Conference of Mayors.

Senator NELeort. We welcome 7ou bare. _

Mayor Lormirerr. I am speaking this morning on behalf of the Na-

tional League of Cities and the I.S. Conference of Mayors. I will t

as best I can, Senator Nelson, to surnbarize this statement out of de

erence for your time and hopefully provide you with additional op-
portunity to ask some questions.
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For the most part, Senator, we have found the CETA program to
be successful,

Despite the many criticisms that have been aimed at it, it has, in
fact, worked. It has its problems; it has its deficiencies, but it has
worked. It is a first effort, really, to decategorize and decentralize
training program employment programs.

We think the placing of primary authority for implementing malt;
power programs in the political jurisdiction was a wise action. The
creation of the prime sponsor mechanism for controlling, in an equi-
table, prudent, and logical fashion, the administration and delivery of
needed training and employment services has also been a wise courseof action.

Because it is in the political arena, it naturally is going to get a
great deal of ink in the Nation's press. :Much of that is going to be un-
favorable headlines where there appears to be a deviation from policy
or violation of the rules and regulations.

I am satisfied that any thoughtful and comprehensive evaluation of
this program would prove it is in fact an excellent program the Con-
gress has enacted and that locally we are doing a reasonably competent
job of implementation.

One of the major criticisms that has been aimed at the bill has been
the thought that somehow local government was substituting Federal
dollars for local dollars, and that we in fact were not employing the
unemployed, but rather using Federal dollars in lieu of localdollars.

It has happened in sonic instances, and it was a natural con-
sequence of this legislation coming into existence at a time when,
virtually every unit of local government was extremely hard-pressed
for funds; in fact, instead of expanding services, were actually laying
off or imposing job freezes.

Even. under those stressful circiinusta aces it :appears that only
about 18 percent of the dollars represented substitute dollars. All the
it represented legitimate jobs that were either created or would
have !ken taken out of the job market had those Federal funds not
been available.

Another problem arises because of the uncertainty of the purposes
of the act,.

Typical of most great pieces of legislation, the focus is not entirely
clear, Those who favor the legislation favor it for different reasons
and expect it to do all manner of things. \l'e expect to cure the struc-
tural unemployment, Some saw it as as.sistance to assist local govern-
ments in performing public services that would not have otherwise
been performed. Sonic felt the mast important aspects were training
provisions of the act. Others viewed its prirne purpose differently,

It would help, I think, if we tried to !arrow the foncs, tried toclarify precisely what Ave have been trying to achieve by thislegislation.
Another misconception is the fact that those people employed have

basically been white and middle class. I think the Brookings Institute
has disproved this. We think the vast number of people that have been
part of this program have in fact been from the disadvantaged ; and
we think there has been more than t proportionate share of minorities
who have been employed through this program.
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We believe many of the criticisms of t program can be eliminated
by clarifying the intent of public service jobs programs Two dis-
tinct programs, designed to address two distinct and very different
problems, will go a long way toward this end,

We firmly believe that regardless of the national unemployment
rate, there sliotsld be a public service jobs prognun available to in-
dividuals with little or no attachment to the labor force. By the
same token, we also believe that when national unemployment reaches
unacceptable levels, there should be an automatically, triggered ap-
propriation available to meet the need of cyclically unemployed

We think it is unwise to try to establish a separate wage scale for
those going into public service jobs Tie at the-local level think this
would give us unbelievable problems in trying to establish different
wage scales for those who are working in traditional general fund
jobs at the local level, and those who come in as CET-4. employees

When we initiated this program, we had very difficult problems of
identification. Certain employees clime in as if they had ai sticker on
their head and said, I ant a CE'i employee. They faced difficult times
in integrating themselves into the work force. They were viewed as a
different kind_ of body, a different hind of person, a special ease. We
have managed to overcome that

It is virtually impossible in New Orleans to determine without a
very careful review of the record who is a CETA employee and who
is not a ClirTA employee, so that any stile-elm that was initially attached
to this employment has been removed_

If in fact we de go to wage differentials, we think that that will
simply reinstate the stigmatism that ems once attached to public serv-
ice employrneet.

With your permission, I would like to rend a little bit of this state-
ment and submit for the record a fairly detailed and lengthy statement
on the administration's CETA reentectinent proposal on behalf of the
League of Cities and the Conference of Mayors.

I would also like to submit my testimony on BLS statistics before the
House Post Office and Civil Service Committee : ICLC's Employment
and Income _ecurity Policy Statement ; and 1JSCNI's policy on em-
ployment and training I am pleased eow to summarize the major
points on the CETX reenactment proposal.

We believe that over the past 4 years, CET.'. has been and remains a
pro_ rani of vital importance to the Nation's unemployed and under-
employed. It has been an effective instrument for responding to local
unemployment conditions and is a substantial improvement over in-
flexible categorical grants. The concept of prime sponsorship has
worked well and is a system which should he supported and built upon.

Our major concerns with the administration's proposal are that we
see a subtle and gradual erosion of those concepts -which have made
CETA work arid operate effectively.

In lieu of using its monitoring and enforcement capability, the De-
partment of Labor is proposing chipping away at the decentralized
and decategerized nature of the program by addressing limited
isolation problems through unnecessary and restrictive legislative
provisions_
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The most blatant examples of legislating what the Department is
unwilling to deal with through its administrative responsibilities are.:

Mandating a prime sponsor to continue its mix of employment pro-
grams as funded in fiscal year 1971 regardless of their continuing
relevance;

Forcing the prhne sponsor to justify to State governments its pro-
gram decisions which were based on local needs land conditions;

Encouraging the development of adversary relationships and dimin-
ishing the accountability responsibilities of prime. sponsors at the local
level by funding an independent staff for the advisory council;

Limiting the thne a participant ciin spend in a public-service job
re ardless of local economic conditions;

establishing unrealistic salary ceilings without regard to local cost-
of-living factors and restricting the use of local revenues to supple-
ment these ceilings; thus potentially tow ing 1)S1 participants into
menial, make-work jobs;

Establishing national performance standards which may or may not
be relevant to locally determined priorities, needs, and economic
conditions;

Allowing the Secretary to suspend or terminate a prime
sponsor's funding without du-.! pc4

Continuing the movement 1-'nwn.,(: designating certain coniiirunit
based organizations as pre, deliverers of service without tide
quate consideration of past perfoi,nance ; and

Expanding the Secretary's discretionary authority via regulations.
Recognizing the desire to dev6op a visible effort to involve the

private sector more snbstantially in employment programs, we can
appreciate the rationale for developing IL septm-ate tit le VII. I lowever,
we would like to raise the issue of the trend lo land further duplication
and recategorization that we believe this represent;_.

As you are aware, the Bureau of rAibor S.-tat isticN ni the proc-
ess of changing its method of colle,ting .ilea play statistics.

it would not be appropriate for me to go into the t oehnical de-
tails here of what is being done----we :lope this committee will review
very carefully those proposals and the testimony that has been made
before other committees on this matter.

It is vital that the polievinakers in Congi.es!=; meet witli the, statis-
ticians to determine whet objectives are to be Ltd sieved and how best to
collect the data necessary to achieve dies.° (y1,jert ivPs. Once that infor-
mation is obtained, Congress will then be in a position to determine
whether they wish to spend what is necesary to obtain the data On
which they base funding allocatit jell will treat recetpientS
equitably.

Mr. Chairman, members of the sill onirnittee, we irppreeiate this
opportunity to present our views. It has been oar experience in the
past that this subcommittee has been elitraordinarily responSive to
the concerns of the Nation's cities.

I wish to take this opportunity to flekil(Miedge and thank you for
that We would also hope that our confirming good relationship will
rt,alt in a cETA. reenactment, proposal that first and foremost will
-2-latt, the needs of all the Nation's unemployment and .:econdly win
result in a program that can be effctiel v Lind efficiently- operated at
the local level.
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Mr. Chairman, think that turns up as best I can the e iroonS,

ven.
will file a statement, for the record, together with more detailed

addenda attached thereto.
Senator Seism That will be printed in full in the record.
You heard the testimony of Governor Finch, representing the Na-

tional Governors A.ssociation, stating that, they believe ihe prime
sponsors' plans should be approved by the Governor. I take it that the
League of Cities and the Conference of Mayors does not agree to that,
or do they?

Mayor LAMMED'. No; and I do not know that anyone else
with that other than Governors. I am not so sure they agree vvitlh it.

We are perfectly willing to have States examine our plans and com-
ment on therm I think we will resist very strongly the concept of
giving them signed.

We think under that process we simply establish another point of
confrontation. We believe we understand our communities quite well
We are willing to consult ; we are willing to nieet. We are willing to
plan together. But we are certainly not willing to accord the States
a veto. I am sorry we are a little paranoid about our relationships with
the States, Mr. bbairman, but history has shown us that the States
and it is a general statement, of course, given to exceptionshave not
been the most sensitive bodies in the world to the needs of cities.

Until such time as we find a greater willingness to help, we of course
would have to resist that kind o f signoff action.

Senator Nfasorl. One of the points you question is the establishment
of what you consider to be unrealistic salary ceilinps without regard
to cost -of.living factors. Obviously in almost any part of any rural
State, cost of housing, and all other costs, are substantially below what
they would be in a major metropolitan area.

Would you recommend that the 13ureati of Labor Statistics try to
produce figures that would show an equivalent cost.of-living standards
throughout the country ?

Mayor LAisnatiz. Perhaps the stair person may have a technical
response to that, Senator Nelson.

My feeling is they :,heohl not prevent us from supplementing sal.
aries. It is an extraordinarily 1i11icait thing for a city to employ
hard-core unemployed and to ezuploy may liar] -cOre utiompioyerl.
There is' ot any question but ritlit this proaram hasbeen a great bene-
fit to cities around the country that have found themselves in reed of
additional personnel and have not ilren Lo these personnel
with their own funds.

On the other hand, p would riot want this committee to feel that it
is entirely a picnic when in filet we ate limited to the hardest core of
the structurally employed. T think the Senate and this Con-
gress would find it extraordinarily difficult to run a business if that
were the only pool from which you had to draw.

It is not the very hard -core disadv:Inttlged who are out of
work, there are significant numbers of highly trained, highly skilled
people out there who cannot find lobs. I suggest that unemployment
is just as difficult for there as it is for the hard -core unemployed when
you look at individual against individual, though statistics in total
might be quite different.
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It seetli% to e that 0 deprive those persons of ineaningiu
in the Gov ant that would be of benefit to them and sitbs
help to th% 1l units of government is a rather short-sighted %ap-
proach to It,

If we ig foot are limited in supplementing those salaries, 1 think
that is Fireets07, what vvould happen.

Senator ','Szrafsow. 111faybe we should not be considering structural and
cyclical 111140.,loyment within the 'purview of the same legislation..
You wooltl. an.rree that those who do have skills, trainin,g, and edu-
cation as° wil-14Q" to take n job Nvil e ri e v er employment jobs become
available: wheireas, We are dealing with a very difficult question. There
is a, ligif.,1 bercertage of unemployeci people among so- called struc-
turai.y tleb toyed who, if a job shoved up, could not take it, because
they do trot ltiptve any shills.

Mayor .I.4 von. PO question.
Senator olc. lit large part the purpose of this program is to

anti at th.0 we have /lot had the benefit of any training Or skill or
educatedlat" itoal eking a job in the public service field compared
have a uifyl .onnict, when you are lookint-r at the well-trained, well-
educated 111th ijual seeking a job in the public service field compared
to sorrieboqv 110 de{ not yet have a skill that would make hire or her
available an .a% employee in any_ classitiect job of public service or in
the private sector.

3rfayor ktlyroto-aa. Senator, you have obviously been one of the great
supporters of CET.ii- and one of the great friends of cities around
this countrN, but our experience has heel' that while the vast majority
of people ivi,L,) ilave been hired are 1 think it is 90 percent minorities,
disadvantsked_ there ate still what we consider to be a sig-niticant num-
ber out tinise ;110 do not fall into that category who are, ire fact, tin-
em loyecl not been able to find employnient.Ittld hilvehink tnost observers would be surprised when you got down into
local nnits, tyf covert-intent and seeing- the number of people who have

mein as a
been high* slated. Who eventually fcntud their way into local govern-

r,Nult of this program.
For inskkoec in "gew Or1enns. we have had a space program; ve

were builaihn, as0huttle down there; when that closed down, it is pretty
hard to time a,_other skate program to get into. It was the only game
in the cotinttvat the tune.

Our finflo4 direetoe came into city government direetly under one
of these Pro ills aryl now transitions onto the general fund payroll
as direct . I I-taleiked guy.

In an of examples in city hall, %Yliere this has taken place,
the assu think in your statement, that there are in fact jobs
out there ih rife rivate sector, if we aro in It nonexpandinz economy
rind, in filet* rrtrePelting economy; und it is quite possible for in-
dividuals 1 tpose 1-rinds of skills to go for very long periods of time
without 04,41,0, job.

I rim not .411 talking about a suitable job. w(. met once with the
legislative action committee, with which I think you are familiar. out
in Seattle II', file tittle they were closiilg down; and we personally
talked witll TA: 4iCiSt59 trigineers who were in fact performinfr in some
Instances C e - 1 )ohs o in many otherPr inst aI "11' b anti 11 faces ewer manual labor

- -
Ileajobs. Anti they were particularly disadvantaged because most employ-
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tars saw that individual from the private - sector standpoint as a person

who was in fact only waiting for another Job.
Consequently, they had a most difficult time of all getting a job be-

cause the employer 'knows that a person who is underemployed, em-

ployed well below his capabilities and his educational level, will likely

move on at the very first opportunity.
Many of them expain their own personal dilemma that they were

owSrly trained, overly educated for the work that "us available, and
consequently had a very difficult time selling themselves in that par-
ticular labor market.

Senator NELSON. Of course, they would encounter similar difficulties

once they took public-service jobs. One would find that seeking private

sector employment would be equally as difficult after their tenure in

a public service job.
M_fayor Lamm-men-. I do not think so. Most of the time in Government

we are looking for highly skilled people.
Senator Neesox. Arc you talking about permanent employment in

Government?
Mayor Loreererr. Yes, sir ; permanent employment.
Senator NeLsere, Which is fine, but that would mean that there would

be a transition from thiscprogram to permanent employment.
Mayor LA ?mum% But that is exactly one of the functions that this

program is supposed to provide; that is, bring people into the job and

hopefully they will be transitioned into the private sector or ti-nisi-

tioned into a Triblic job. Those public- jobs that are funded by cities'

revenues are not always available. It, may take 6 months, a month,
year, for one of those jobs to become available so that individual can
move up into something that he is perfectly capable of handlingwe
do not look upon that individual as the private sector would. We are

performing a service, and we understand that that individual may
very well move on out of the public sector. But that is what we are

there for We are a service institution. The private sector does not have

that social conscience. I do not condemn them for if They are oper-
ating on a profit 'motive; we are not We am there as an instrument of

the Federal Government. and we are there as a service agency. We can

stand the gap, that more than likely before that individual moves out

where you have a depressed private economy, we are moving them as

rapidly as we can into the permanent, job slots that become available

in Goverment.
It is more difficult to do that with those who are unskilled. I think

we do not fully appreciate the depth of the unskilled nature of many
of the workers out there.

I have heard the phrase used so often now that it almost becomes a

real thing, like a make-work job. I do not really know what that is We

but people to work cleaning out parks and streets at the very lowest
level; now if those are not meaningful jobs, then I do not know who is

going to do it It is a job that has to be done. It may not be the most
pleasant job in the world, or highest paying job, but it ishonest, decent

work.
It is difficult even to got some of the very chronically unemployed to

be able to perform in those levels. This does not, take any skill. What
it does take is a kind of discipline to get out of the bed in the morning

and to report to a certain place and to perform for a certain number
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of hours and, surprisingly, there are many, many thousands and thous-
ands of people who have had no work experience, who do not have
work ethic who find that extremely difficult to do.

We found some department heads in the city government who did
not want to employ CETA workers simply because they represent a
body in some instances, the difficulty of training and educating that
chronically unemployed person provided more of a hindrance than was
the benefit of having an additional body themselves.

We have overcome that. It does take some effort, even in those low-
level jobs, to provide basic training and counseling that makes that in-
dividual a productive worker.

Senator NELSON. I think there is some conflict of objective. The De-
-partinent of Labor statistics indicate that in title I 52.2 percent of
those involved have 12 years education or more; title II, 77.5 percent,
12 years or more education; title 6, 72.6 percent, 12 years or more of
education. So those rough statistics would indicate that those who are
the least prepared in the structurally unemployed field are getting the
least benefit of the program. The program should be targeted toward
those who lack skills and education.

Mayor LANDRIEU. Senator, I do not challenge those statistics, but are
they current ? Most of the studies that have been done in these pro-
grams are looking at figures that were developed in the very early
sta es of CETA and are now finding their way into publication.

t to make sure we are dealing with current status.
Senator NErsoN. The staff advises ine these were Labor Department

statistics for fiscal year 1977. The public is a big employertake the
Federal Government, State and municipal governments, and yet the
one place where the least opportunity exists, it seems to me, as a gen-
eral proposition, for people who are disadvantaged, is employment in
the public sector, with some rare exceptions here and there.

If these statistics are correct, they reinforce what I have stated,
with a very high percentage of public employees being those who have
12 years or more of education and a very low percentage of public
employees who lack skills, education, training, and other employment
op ortunities.

That is the reason that there are limitations on the amount of money
one can make and limitations on time one can spend in the program.

I realize one can have differing views about what the purpose or
objective of CETA ought to be. We are concerned about too much
emphasis on people with the best qualifications, best training, best
education, as against dealing with the very, very knotty problem of
structural unemployment.

Did you have any questions?
Senator CIIAFEE. It seems to me, mayor, that most of all it is a treat

to have you here, because certainly you have been on the firing line.
You know what you are talking about.

Also, I would like to commend you for saying you would abbreviate
your statement, and you did it.

We have so many witnesses who say I will abbreviate my statement
and then read the whole thing.

But it seems to me what we have got here is a quandary between how
youand I suspect your associates in the national municipal league
view the program and how we view it; at least I view the program as a
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program of training people who are in hard-core, the structurally un-
eployed we are always talking about, and I do not view it as a counter-
cyclical employment program, although obviously there is part of that
in the act.

And so when you say, for instance, "Limiting the time a participant
can spend in a public-service job, regardless of local economic condi-
tions"I can see why you and your associates are anxious for these
programs to give you a hand. Because cities have had a great deal of
problems, and all of these activities you mentioned have to be done.

Are we really training people? Are we getting anywhere when we
finish that? Is the participant better able to bold his own in the struggle
of life by getting a job somewhere ? That is where I am not sure I agree
with you.

Mayor LAmenerEo. Senator, I think that is so. I believe anyone who
goes into municipal government and gets work experience that he has
not had before is better equipped for life.

There are some who are going to fall between the cracks. We have to
face up to the fact that some folks do not want to work. I do not believe
that is the majority of people. There are some who do not want to
work, do not know how to work and do not want to work.

There are some who go front job to job and who earn a few bucks
and then are laid off and then earn a few snore d011at'S. I think they are
in the minority, but nonetheless they represent a significant number.
It is not just a. question of being lazy. I am not trying to suggest that
It is a question in many instances of coining out of a nonwork envi-
ronment, being confused, frustrated by a system.

Let me speak for myself and not for you as conference and na-
tional league of cities at this moment, just as a politician at the local
level.

I believe, Senator, that unemployment and the economy of this
country is a national problem and it is the responsibility of the Con-
gress, the President, and not of mayors amid local government. We
have no monetary policy; we cannot effect any national policy

Senator Neesome. Neither do xve.
Mayor LANteuerr (continuing]. We do not establish energy policy.
We will, and I think as units of government, we have the respon-

sibility to administer certain national programs that are developed.
But I think that there is an end to what It would be willing- to ad-
minister as a local public official if there were not something in there
of benefit to my local government; and if all you are going to do is
tell local units of government that we are going to establish this pro-
gram, and we do not expect it to be of benefit to local government,
but in order to discharge our responsibility to attack unemployment
in the Nation, you are going to be the instrument. through which we
train hard-core unemployed, I would tell you to go ahead arid train
them, Senator : do not give me the job. I do not want it

If you can do it through the Federal agencies, do it, because it is
costly, time-consuming and, inevitably, it represents a hassle. 'We
have got to have sane winners and some losers at the local level.

Part of our prohl"m has been that everybody wants to give us only
the losers. I do not mean to ramble on in other areas about urban
policy, but every time the private sector defaults in an area that has
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heretofore been profitable, such as a transportation system, they turn
in their franchise.

Councilman Early and I have been working on mass transit in New
Orleans. The private sector says, here, city, you run the system, and
all of a sudden we have' au entirely new expense on our hands that
we did not anticipate. You can multiply that over and over again,

If the Federal Government tells us all we are going to give you,
in addition to publicthe private sector giving you their losers
we are going to give you our losers; I an going to tell you to run it
yourself.

One rainof the benefits to us in administering a national prwr in is for
it to be of benefit to the unit of government that we represent to our
city and our constituents, and that is why we feel quite strongly that
this program, with a heavy public service component, do both.

It can provide jobs; it can provide meaningful training, and also
be a, benefit to us. But we wish that the Federal Government would
put something in there about permitting us to buy equip:lit-A and
give us a better break on administrative costs and a nurntnr of other
things. Right now, I think the program is reasonably suecessfal.

You are going to have constant questions about the effectiveness of
programs until we stop tinkering with them. If we put in the head-
lines every time we try

Senator Cif,true, The city council of Washington is an example.
Mayor LANDRIEt [continuing], No if we put in the headlines every

time Rod Carew struck out., if that made the headlines, then you would
think Rod Carew was not much of it hitter. The problem is, we reco
nine if that fellow is going to hit he is going to do pretty go
lie is going to hit one out of three tries. There is a performance level
that has to bo reasonable and acceptable.

To eliminate every last imperfection, you obviously burden it down
with some regulations that the overall program does not work. There
is a level of perfectionhnperfeetion that we have to accept in life.
I have to accept in life. I have learned to accept it with the Congress
of the 'United States and you have to learn to accept it with us a
little bit.

Senator Nmsox. If you have, you have learned more than anybody
else in this country.

Senator Cit.rEe. Mayor, you are talking my language. I agree with
everything you say; accept some imperfections. I am for that I do
not think the answer to known corrections is to have so much red tape
we would get nothing done, which would be imperfeotion in itself.
I guess the problem bothering me is that in so many of thewell,
the cities are helping thetnselves, but they are taking people, it seems
to us, who are relatively educated, relatively' well trained and using
them in fact to substitute. There is nothing against that-. except that
is not the purpose of the program. We have got re-venue sharing;
we have got the other things for that. I just do not think that when
you are through that we have made much progress, except we have
advanced the cause of city services; but that is not what this thing is
designed for.

It is designed for a person to be really trained so he can support
himself in life. If he can then move onto the city's payroll, that, is

31.279 0. 78 .78
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fine. I suspect, absent this program, if you had some money from
revenue sharing and other sources, yon would have hired hint anyway,
just like your finance director.

If you had the money, you would presumably have hired him.
CETA gave you a way to bring him on until the budget opened up
and there was a slot for him. Is that unfair?

Mayor LATTtntiEtr. Yea And not particularly accurate.
If the Brookings Institution study is rightand we think it is a very

comprehensive studyit indicates only 18 percent substit I
would have thought it was larger than that, to he honest vvith you
their study indicates only 18 percent.

Now, the presumption is that local government is either a static
or a growing source of employment. That is a fair assumption. Local
government for the most part is not static or a growing source. It
is a decreasing source of employment, except for these programs.

Senator Remota. Would the Senator yield just briefly
Senator CHAFES.. Sure.
Senator %mom. I thank you for yielding.
I do not put much stock in that 18 percent figure because there are

a lot of different ways that you can work at the sort of a substitution
impact. Let me give you one illustration in the State of Michigan.

Three cities the city of Detroit, 10 percent of the city payroll, city
employees, are now CBTA_ funded. The city of Livonia, which is a
suburban community, and it. is a satellite area of Detroitquite a
different profileshows the same 10 percent factor in terms of their
employees being CETA funded.

To the north, a smaller city than Detroit, but urban center, with
some distress, Pontiac, 20 percent of the city employees there are
CETA financed. So apart from the whole question of substitution, as
to whether or not a CE1 \. person is taking a job of regular em-
ployees, what as happening, at least in our region of the country, is
that the CET.Pe funded employees have become such a large percent-
age, and in fact sort of permanent component of the city municipal
work force, that it has taken on it different character.

So therefore I think, at least insofar as we look at it, that 18 per-
cent figure from Brookings starts to lose its meaning.

I thank the Senator for yielding.
Senator Creteer. 'Thank you, MP. Mayor.
Senator NELSON. Well Mesoillet me say I agree that yotr should

have as much flexibility as possible in administering programs at the
local and State level. In will of these programs, I have argued for
that for years. Categorical progrums that are run out of a Federal
agency, Labor Department, at cetera, have become a tremendous
tangle of reiltape. I have great confidence in gi vine. flexibility to
municipal and State government, I believe the jurisdiction will get
a far better overall result. Sonic programs are run well and some are
not When the Federal Government runs various programs, I believe
they encounter great difficulties.

Also there must be a benefit to State and local governments in these
programs, and I think there is One of the very large benefits, when
one deals with structural unemployment ; is that if structurally un-
employed persons receive training or get a job in government they
are not on welfare, Criminal problems are diminished. There are
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man's pen and important benefits whenever you employ sore
one who it -ally unemployed. For example, youth are either
going to get the opportunity to work at some time during their late
tec .hey may become a vezy serious problem to their COM-

=employment will be an extensive problem for many
I stow you understand that very well having dealt

With that kind of problem as a very distinguished mayor for
`L CA years.

Mayor LAxru-nEu. Senator, I think you hit upon something thathas
to be expressed; that is, we expect miracles out of these programs.
I promise, the programs in New Orleans, St. Louis, Newark, Detroit,
Cleveland, just to mention a few cities, are extraordinarily deep.

I think we do u disservice to the country when we feel that passing
of a program such as this has solved the problem. I know that is over-
implification, bat to come back and review a program if it has worked
he past 2 years, and we are distressed that great progress tipper.

ently has not been madeI remember immediately passing general
nue sharing President Nixon, in his Presidential message to

_ gress, declared the crisis in the cities is over, just because we
passed a$6.5 billion revenue-sharing bill $5 billion at that time

All this did was to give us sortie breathing time Even with the pas-
sage of that, most cities, most large cities, while they are responding
now with some downtown growth, and you can see it taking place in
downtown Boston; you can see it in New Orleans, St. Louis, Baltimore,
Detroit, there are some blossoms corning hack. 'There is no question,
those budgets are under enormous pi-VSSIll'e. They are going to be
-under enowlenis pressure fora long tune to come.

We are getting back now some new residential rehabilitation in cen-
ter cities. Neighborhoods are starting to bounce back. In my judgment
it is a 15- to 20-year program. We are not going to turn them around
overnight.

This program has been extraordinarily helpful to us in gaining some
time Mint is misunderstood, r think, is that cities somehow, they are
sitting there with surpluses and it always amazes me that the research-
ers at the national level do not grasp the difference between what is
construed to be local surplus and a Federal deficit,

The Federal Government like local government has one budget.
You buy all your capital asse (air operating budget and you
are not:L-well, a 20-year bent!, . a fire. station end to build a
police station, recreation cent,=,.. j-.1 are building post dices and
building Federal courth ouses nre-; :19ins and water projects and buying
military hardware out of yout operating e.,:pensts. You show a $60
billion deficit.

On the other hand, you go look at the 'weal government, very few
of us are permitted to run in an operating deficit, so it looks like r5k
have surpluses. What is not taken into account is, another Inidget,
which is the capital budget, which is the borrowing budget. To the
extent we borrow each year, the situation in New Orleans is we issue
$75 million worth of bonds, at the same year tlle operating budget is
balanced, that represents a $25 million deficit for that city- using
Federal Government accounting principles.

The other faetc.o- is that we have severe service deficits. If you ever
want to see a difference between local operation and a federal opera-

c
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tion, you take a. look at parallel systems where eve are operating
parallel systems, One place is the courthouses, looking at Federal
courthouses and the local courthouses, and you will find which one is
a Taj Mahal and which one is operating out of an outlmou-,e. Wherever
you are cnerating local and Federal on a parallel basis ----I have never
seen the Federal government operating out of a poor building, badly
maintained building. The local governments all over the country are
operating out of poor buildings and unsafe buildings. Why 'l Because
we are poor managers? No Ifecause we don't have the money. There
is not any question that the money is at the Federal level and not at the
local level.

I am not ashamed at all to say that this program has frequently
benefited our city. We believe that was part of the intention of the
legislation. We do not think we have abused the program, and we
have certainly tried not to cheat.

There is one other thing I would like to say; that is, it is impossible
for us to make these programs work if we keep changing the thrust of
the programs and keep changing the regulations and policies. It takes
us a long time to develop a process that will work. I do not think that
3 years or 4 years_ is frankly sufficient time We have not even had that
under these bills. We got into this stuff in the early 1970's because there
was a great recession on hand. The incumbent administration forced
Federal money into the cities, summer jobs programs, gave us quotas
that we had to hire 'c number of people, otherwise you lose your
money.

We did not have a structure set imp. We got very little technical as-
sistance from the Department of Labor in terms of how to handle these
programs. Nobody told us that we had tohave central intake divisions.

In order to absorb that ninny people, we had to contract, out with
charity hospitals, school systems, with agencies, uonprolit agencies that
worked. Now, 3 years later, we come back and say, hey, some of the
stuff did not work exactly like the regulations said it worked. They
always forget they force-fed you and made you do certain things at
that time An enormous amount of time spent at the local level doing
nothing other than meeting these regulations and having hassles with
the auditors and with the regional gays.

We want to be helpful, but also have Congress looking clown their
throats because they know sooner or later they are going to be called
back in an overnight hearing or called back on a re-enactment bill. I
think flexibility and patience and understanding that we are not going
to cure the world with this program or any other single program we
have is of paramount importance.

Senator Nr.isov. Thank you, Mayor.
Senator Iireatz. I have one question I would like to have you

rather than take more time nowI appreciate what X have heard in
your testimony, and there are other witnesses waitingand I would
ask you to submit this for the record.

I am interested in having this, in addition to what you have been
saying; that is, as you take your own experience in your own city. the
universe of CETA employees who have come through the CETA
process; then start with that number and determine what percent of
those have moved off the CETA_ payroll, say, onto the city on-line
budget; what percent has moved out of CETA into private-sector jobs,



and I would . "prIvate sector" as almost anything other than your
own shop. L. (-an be ate go,.,ernment; how many have we made sort
of revolving-door employees, where they become Flying
Dutchmen ?

We have hr r witnesses \Alio have been in CETA, programs
for as long as 4 .'t'1 do not end up going anywhere.

How many have spun out of the corA program, finally, and are
still unemployed? I do not know if there would be another category of
disposition other than those, but I think that would cover it I would
just like to know what your experience has been as measured by those
categories of disposition.

Mayor LANDRIEU. We will do that for you.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you.
Senator CIIAPEE I have one other question.
Mayor, let ma ask you a question here. I do not blame you for not

wanting to be a structurally liner. Ioyed employment agency, because
you have to get your work- done. As your park commissioner said, he
''td not Wityv a lot of these people around; it took more trouble than it

worth supervising.
Hut what would you think, if you do not want 100 percent, I think

any percentage, you can give us roughly that we might lay on the cities
to give us ft handle on this problem of what we at leasti consider
the fundamental objective of this which is so-called structurally un
employedand is there =ray statistical percentage you would go for

Mayor LANo ntEr. I would not try to grab a figure out of the air. I
think it may be an approach that is worthwhile looking at, just to make
it clone or( a percentage basis. I could not snap off a figure for you at
this point. I wish I could.

Senator CirArr.E. Thank you.
Mayor LANDRIEU. I will be happy to take it back have staff look at

it and see if we could not find some reztsonable position that would be
willing to advocate that.

Senator CRAPEE. Thank von.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator flt_Eor.E. I understood from what Senator Cha fee just said

t hat there was some concern about the kind of people you had to slot
into noAtions. and presumahly if you had to take the hid-core struN
turally unemployed. that there might coioe a. time et point at which
you would say benefits to the city trying to slot folks in was just less
than the time and etn:n t requied by the city. and therefore you would
have to really make a decision as to whether or not you would want
to participate or go ahead.

Mayor LANDfugo. That was a personal view. I was not speaking
for the conference : inst as a local politician.

Senator EtEntx.. That is your view ?
Mayor LiANortwx. Yes.
Senator Emory,. Is that really the same thing as saying if the pro-

,crrarti wore directed at the struetnrally inicInpolyed. hard-core unem
ploved. that was the universe von had to work wit'i and you were also
stuck with dollar ceilings that were relatively low so you could not
sort of break out in that part. arc vole saving if tills were the nature
of the program. you would basically do without?

Mayor L.,oznarEt.r.No; I would not be that strong.
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You would have to put in there the toughest part is the training
business; that is the toughest part of all to make that work.

Senator RLEou. Maybe we should not be trying to do it in the pub-
lic sector. I understand you need money, and almost in revenue-sharing
form. Maybe local governments are not the place, lind we ought to
try to do training for the structurally unemployed, and we ought to
pull money out of there and send it to other prime sponsors and other
really trained focus operations to get the hardeore unemployed trained
sufficiently so they_can go out and work.

Maybe it is not fair to ask you to do that job.
I know you would like the money and help if you could sort of work

out the match here.
Mayor LANDRIEU.. There is really a dilemma here. We think we have

been that route before and it has not worked. You may want to go
back to it again.

Senator RIEGLE. Which route? The route of your not doing the job ?
Mayor LANDRIEU. Yes. Of our not being prime sponsors, and Feds

dealing with other agencies out the to do the training We think we
are more capable than anyone else of doing it We are simply saying:
Do not hug us so tight that we cannot do it for you, We honestly be-
lieve if you are going to put your faith and trust in somebody, put it
in people who have been elected at the local_ level, who have responsi-
bility, who can be subjected to the kinds of things that all of us in pub-
lic office are subjected to.

But understand our limitations and do not expect us to work
miracles.

Senator RrEat.E. %S7 are sympathetic to that point of view. My
father was a Mayor of the city of Flint, and Y am very sympathetic
to that argument.

At the same time if we are going to target in on 11,- hard-core un-
employed, which is the toughest part of the issue, in ns of training,
retraining, getting people slotted into permanent work, if that is
where we are going to focus the program, and .you say it works a
particular hardship on local governments, it you use the PSE route,
maybe we should be It that is what we are going to target. are you not
in effect telling-ifs that maybe cities are going to have to play a smaller
role?

Mayor LixontEn-, No.
I would tell you from my personal standpoint I see a point at which

I would suggest to you that you get somebody else to handle the pro-
gram, from my personal standpoint. If in fact we get only hard-core
unemployed, if in fact we are not permitted to appropriate admin-
istrative costs to buy equipment and to provide for supervisors, you
would ultimately reach a point where r as a politician would say,
Senator, I appreciate your wanting to do this for us I think you ought
to get somebody else to do it I think it would be a tragic mistake
for the Federal Government to go that way.

I do not know who else is going to employ them.
1 would appreciate it if your would tell us who you feel would em-

ploy those unemployed, structurally unemployed folks.
Senator RIF:6LE. If we solved the tools of administrative supervisory

expenses, if we are going to be deal;.nir with that category of worker,
and so forth; if that part of the worker is taken care of, you are not
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testifying that you cannot get the job done with the person who fits
the profile of hard-core unemployed : you are saying you can do it it is
a tough job, and if you have got to do it within these tight confines,
you would still elect to do it rather than not to do it ?

Mayor LANDruEu. Yes. sir.
I vvould say to yon do not call us back and say, mayor, oil have

a failure because you have not taken those structuralt)
ployed people and moved them into accountants' aides and supervism'y
people. Moving those folks from out of that labor classification,
whether you call them raking leaves, -end believe me it you have got a
tree in your yard. raking leaves is important. if your wife wants you to
rake them. Somebody has to do that

I am saying to you it takes a long time to move that person out of
that level into something that I hear Congressmen talking about is
more meaningful work. It takes a very long time

There are people who work in our sanitation departmentforget
about CRTA.that want to work. They work in that sanitation depart-
ment. They started there 15 years ago, and they end up in the same
job 20 years later. It is not because they are not ambitious people;
they worked hard. They look at their jobs as a service job, and they
are proud of it They do not look at themselves as failures because they
have not become a supervisor in a white-collar job. The same thing is
true of the parkway commission.

Each month, we get x number of employees who retire from city
government, 7. think you would he amazed at the number of people who
went to work with parks and the parkway commission, people who had
limited education, who tuck enormous pride in their work. Somehow
or another when we get to the natio:ail level, we say, hey, that is-not
good employment.

Senator RIEGLE, I used to do that job myself, and there are days
when I am willing to give this one up for that one I have taken enough
time I do not want to cut on of with your response.

Mayor LANDRIEU. I know you have other people. We have gotten
so in theory not thinking that somehow or other we do not recognize
those jobs as meaningful jobs; many thousands and thousands of
people have raised their families on what we consider to be menial jobs,
$400 or F7!.-;00 a month. My father never made rivNue than $500 a month
in his life, !-)nt it was blue collar work, proth it, and now I am
proud of hill All of a sudden every person we into a program we
are supposed to show track work where that is a space scientist.
I cannot I r! that.

Senator NELSON. Thank yon very much, 7%,.. We appreciate
your very valuable testimony this morning.

[The prepared statement of Mayor Landrieu follows;]
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Senator Nelson, Members of the Subcommittee, my nen ! is

Moon Landrieu, Mayor of New Orleans, Louisiana. It is indeed a

pleasure to appear before you today to discuss the future of a

Program that has meant so much to the nation and its ability t6

cope with one of its most pressing problems -- unemployment

and to assist cities where the problem is manifested the most.

To achieve full employment, it is necessary to mix programs

and strategies. No single program can be expected to effectively

achieve all of the needed results. Current legislation before

this Committee will go a long way toward committing the nation

to this course of action. The Comprehensive Employmant and Trainin

Act is an example of a program that can help to bring about the

realities of full employment.

Mr. Chairman, despite the many problems facing CETA, and I

upon them later in my statement, the program has overall

been successful. On behalf of the National League of Cities and

tae U.S Conference of Mayors, I would like to commend you and

the Subcommittee for your past support of CETA.

CETA is a very unique program and it represents one of the

efforts of Congress to decategorize and decentralize the

feeral training and employment programs. The placing of primary

authority for implementing manpower programs in the political

jurisdiction was a wise action. The creation of the prime sponsor

mechanism for controlling in an equitable, prudent, and logical

fashion the administration and delivery of needed training and

employment servicve has also been a wise coarse of action.
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Over the last few years, there has been much the

effectiveness of cities in operating the public service employment

program. We are accused of using a federal program to bail out

the cities. That this impression has stood unchallenged so long

meant:, in part, that we have failed to explain adequate:4 what has

been happening and why. Part of the blame must also be shared by

the numerous report writers -- with the exception of t;te Brookings

study released last week --none of whom relied on direct observa-

tion of the program at the local level.

The impact of the economic recession of the last several years

was felt most keenly at the local level because cities have the

narrowest economic base. There is simply less room to make adjust-

ments in the public sector at the local level than there is

anywhere else. Faced with increasing unemployment and subsequent

losses of local revenues, a large number of municipal officials --

who in many cases are prohibited by state law from deficit spending --

were forced to' impose hiring freezes or for the first time to lay-

off public employees. The demand for the services provided by

these former employees does not leave with them and CETA parti-

cipants have been moved into some-of these positions. The need

to provide essential services, such as police and fire protection

and trash collection, cannot be deferred until the economy improves.

If using CETA funds to provide services which would not otherwise

be provided by hiring individuals who would otherwise be unemployed

is 'substitution," we are guilty as charged. In our view, a view

refreshingly shared by Brookings, thin- is not substitution: it

accomplishes the objective of the ugram by employing the iilemployed

and it allows cities to provide essential service to the community

that would otherwise be curtailed.
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Even where there is actual substitution or displacement--

in other words, hiring PSE participants for jobs. that otherwise

would have been funded with local revenues -- the total percentage

is only 18 percent. Such a figure is much lower than has been

generally perceived. Another way of putting it, is that 82 percent

of the dollars went for real job creation. And, Brookings points

out that the persons in substituted jobs are more structually un-

employed then those in non-substitutive jobs.

The most fundamental issue with regard to P58 which has led

to the controversy, is the uncertainty over its purpose -- as

stated in the law, as perceived by fadera policy makers, and as

actually implemented. It is viewed as a panacea for solving a

multitude of problems related to employment and to the economy,

for attacking structural unemployment and for reaching special

target groups. It is viewed as transitional employment with the

participants eventually moving into unsubsidized jobs- And it is

viewed as a means of pumping money into the system and thereby

stimulating the economy.

These goals are inconsistent. Overcoming structural unemploy-

ment cannot be done quickly. the persons affected have poor or no

attachment to the labor market- They need development services,

labor market orientation services and they need experience in a

working environment,

The participants in the program differ greatly accordin

their 't n prior to entering pv),'' service employment, The

welfa re recipient, one of the targets of the program, has all the

Problems related to lack of job skills I have just described. The

young adult, who may never have held a job, -AV offal pr:o
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blamebleme as well, which require a different kind of service. And

then the are persons who have been unemployed a relatively

short period of time, who have a history of stable employment,

and whose employer may have been adversely affected by the recession

Those persons are job-reedy.

In periods of high unemployment, we must not have false

expectations with regard to the results of public service employ-

ment. If the primary goal is to pump the economy, than cities

must place the cyclically unemployed, job-ready persons, to a

large degree, in the slots.

The Brookings study corrects another misperception -- that

the preponderence of PSE employees are white and middle class. The

report claims that as high as 75 percent of PSi participants in cities

are minorities and that amon prime sPonsor-., overall, the pro-

portion of minorities ticipating in the PEE is considerably

higher than the minority percentage in the general population of

the jurisdict!,,m in question. Many of the participants are also

high school drop outs. importantly, the data shows that about 60

percent of the PSi participants in citieo are economically dis-

advantaged.
We believe that many of the eritic mma n the program can be

ted by clarifying the intent of public service jobs programs.

Two distinct programs, designed to address two distinct and very

different problems will go a long way towards this end. We firmly

believe that regardless of the national unemplcr,ent rate, there

should be a public service jobs program available to individuals

with little or no attachment to the labor force. By the name

token, we also believe, that when national unemployment reaches

unacceptable levels, there should be an automatically triggered
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appropriation available to meet the needs of cycl!cal'-- yed

individuals.

Mr. Chairman, many have raised the

veraus the minimum wage in a federally fundu

prev...

It Would

be un fair and inequitable to pay public service employment iertici

pante at the minimum wage or anything less than the prevailii; wage

received by persons employed in the same or comparable occuPa=uns

of the same employe!, Certainly, it would, be contrary to tie

principle of equal pay for equal work. Moreover, it would make it

very difficult for an employer to be able to place a PEE particint

a similar to those of regular employe-ea; consequently, carer

development of the participants would be thwarted and essential

public service work would not be able to be performed by them.

With your permission, r would like to submit for the record

fairly detailed and lengthy statement on the Administration's
-

CETA re-enactment Proposal on behalf of the League of Cities and

the Conference of Mayors. I would also like to submit testimony on

BLS statistics before the House Post Office and Civil Service

Committee; ULC's Employment and Income Security Policy statement;

and USCM's policy on employment and training. I am pleased now

demmarise the major points on the CETA re-enactment proposal.

We believe that over the past -our years CETA has been and

remains a program ef vital importance ti _a nation's unemployed

and underemployed. it has been en a _ instrument for

responding to local unemployment conditions and is a substantial

improvement over inflexible categorical grants. The concept of

Prime sponsorship has worked well and is a system which should be

supported and built upon.
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Our major concerns with the
Administration's proposal are that

subtle and gradual erosion of those concepts which have

made ",TA work and operate effectivaly. In lieu of using its

monitoring and enforcement capability, the Department of Labor

is proposing ohIpPing away at the doc,,ntralized and decategorired

nature of the program by addressing limited and isolated problems

thru unnecessary and restrictive= legislative provisions.

The most blatant examples of legislating what the Department

is unwilling to deal with through its administrative responsibilities:

mandating a prime sponsor to continue, its mix of

employment programs as funded in FY 77 regardless of their

continuing relevance:

forcing the prime sponsor to justify to state governments

its program decisions which were based on local needs and

conditions;

-- encouraging the development of adversary relationships

and diminishing the accountability responsibilities of

prime sponsors at the local level by funding an independen'

staff for the advisory council;

limiting the time a participant can spend in a public

service job regardless of local economic conditions.

establishing unrealistic salary ceilings without regard

to local cost of living factors and restricting the use

of local revenues to supplement these ceilings: thus,

potentially rcing PSC participants into menial, make-

work jobs;

-- establishing national performance standards

cr may not be relevant to locally-determined
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needs and economic conditions;

-- allowing the Secretary to reallocate, suspend or terminate

a prime sponsor's funding without due process;

continuing the movement toward designating certain c m-

munity based organizations as presumptive deliverers of

service without adequate consideration of peat performance;

expanding the Secretary's discretionary authority via regu-

lations.

Recognizing the desire to develop a visible effort to involve

the private sector more substantially in employment development

programs, we can appreciate the rationale for developing a separate

Title VII. However, we would like to raise the issue of the

toward further duplication and recetegoriration that we

this represents.

As you are aware, the Bureau. of Labor Statistics

in the process of changing its method of collecting unempi

statistics. While it would not be appropriate for me to go into

the technical details here of what is being done, I do wish to

emphasize that the new procedures c?.;% have significant impact on

the distribution of CETA funds. Unfortunately, the data which will

be made available by BLS will not be adequate to assess the impact

of the new procedures. BLS representatives have acknowledged this

in m stings with our staff and CETA prime sponsors.

It is vital that the policy makers in Congress meet with the

statisticians to determine what objectives are to be achieved

and how best to collect the data necessary to achieve these ob-

jectives. Once that information is obtained, congress will then

be in a position to determine whether they wish to spend what is
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necenaary to obtain the data on which they Lae funding allocations

which will treat recipients equitably.
Kr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, ppreciate this

Opportunity to present our views, it has been our CXcperience in

past, that this Subcommittee has been extraordinarily responsive

to the concerns of the nation's cities. f wish to take thin op-

p.:ztunity to acknowledge and thank you for that. We would also

,pra that our continuing geed relationship will result in a cETA

re-en,-kstment proposal that first and fortmost will meet the needs

of all She nation's unemployed and secondlf will result in a

Program that can be effectively and efficiently operated at the

local level, Mr. Chairman, if there are any questions, I would

be pleased to answer them at this time.
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The Administration fill 2570 ) on first glance recog-

nizes the sucessase of the CETA syf!...m over the past few years

by callIng for a four year authors , , Providing the possi-

bility of advance funding to permit mri:e rational panning,

and Proposing a Permanent public service .employment title that

is partially tied to national ecommic conditions. Further,

there is an attempt to simplify and consolidate administrative

requirements and procedures by placing organizational and general

provisions into one title. However, the Administration Bill takes

potentially large steps backwards in several key areas from the

successful employment and training system set up in 1973. It is

because of these serious deficiences that thu U.S. Conference of

Mayors and National League of Cities have reservations about the

Bill as presently written.

The major problems fall into four general categories: de

creased local flexibility, increased Centralization s-ti egtCA,f,

tion, and increased administrative and paperwork The

categories obviously are not mutually exclusively gall dis-

cuss below, with an increased federal role being especially tied

to decreased ability of prime sponsors to design local programs

in addition, we believe that Title VI contains inadequate funding

mechanisms for public service employment programs and inadequate

provisions for dealing with cyclical unemployment. finally, many

important provisions are inappropriately vague, this vagueness un-

doubtedly will lead to lengthy and overly restrictive

regulations that are contrary to the intent of Congress.
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The two provisions which most drrunaticarlly reflect the de-
creased flexibility for prime sponsors are sections

nd 212 of the hill. Section 103 obligates prime sponsor

to include in its Title Tr program supplement a description or

"the services to be provided, the performance and placement
goals, and tnn re -ion h E such -pals to

performance standards." recognise that the federal government
has an important monitoring role, most properly carried out
through a rational and enlightened review and assessment process
at the federal regional. level. However, this provision goes
much beyond that by inferring that a prime -sponsor's Title II
plan will not be approved if the locally determined goals do not
conform to the Secretary's performance standards -- standards which
in all probability will not reflect accurately the nique economic and

social conditions in each of the prime sponsor' a individual

Jurisdictions.
Section 212 would not only prohibit public service employment

and work experience from constituting more than SO percent of a

prime sponsor's Title II allocation, but also prevent the prime
sponsor from deciding what is the best program mix for its area

by restricting other activities to the same share of Title II
as they made up in fiscal year 1977. This would be especially
damaging if this provision were interpreted in regulations to

mean that each individual program activity had to be no less than

the percentage allocated in fiscal year '77. It is clear that because c:

isolated program abuses, the Administration has proposed a pro-

vision which rune completely contrary to the principle of decen-
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tralization. Under section 106(c) of the P ,aent CtTA legislation,

the Secretary cannot disapprove Any plan solely because of the

percentage of funds tc a particular program or Activity authorized

under nection 101 of the Act." This section should he retained in

the DETA reenactment end the language of the proposed section 212

deleted. father than proposing such inflexible language and in

effect, abdicating its monitoring responsibilitiee, the Depart-

ment of Labor Mould aeshme its role in an effective and equitable

manner by ensuring through its application review process that

program activities involve adequate training and other programmatic

components and serve the proper clientele.

Another serious inroad is made on local flexibility under

sections 10l(c) (8) and 105 (c)(3) by o potential assumption by

the federal government in terms of which organizations are the

proper service deliverers. Under section 103, the prime sponsor

must lint organizations of "demonstrated effectiveness" and

under section 106 the prime sponsor's funds can be terminated

for not giving "due consideration to continued funding of pro-

gram of demonstrated effectiveness." No specifics are provided

on what "demonstrated effectiveness"means, but past experience

shows that the Labor Department interprets this phrase to refer

principally to longevity, rather than positive performance.

Presumptive service deliverers should not be part of CETA; conse-

quently, section 103 Cc) (8) should be deleted. Section 103(b)(1)(0)

Is sufficient Since it requires the prime sponnOr to describe

"methods and criteria to be used in the selection of the deliverers

of service."
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Section 103() of the Administration's hill requires Primo

sponsors to utilise the planning councils for the "dovelopment

of, review of, and comment on their plans" and section 109

requires sponsors to provide independent staffs to planning

councils which are accountable solely to the council. ctien

104 of the original Act gives the council an advisory role _

through monitoring and evaluation and requires the prime sponsor

to provide staff support. Advising on programs and staff soFport

are entirely different from developing plans and independent

staff. The proposed provisions would detract from the accounta-

bility responsibilities of the prime sponsor and create a potential

adversarial relationship between the prime sponsor and the plan-

ning council. We believe the proposed provisions are being ad-

vocated because of come situations which existed when the GETA

system was In its infancy. Planning council= generally are now

able to fulfill the role set out for them in present section 104.

Thereforee the language of that section in adequate: where that

is not the case, the Labor Department has sufficient enforcement

mechanisms to correct problems.

Section 103, section 104 and other sections of the Sill give

greater roles to the State Enploynent Service, the Governor, and

the State Employment and Training Council. Prime sponsors have

to give reasons for g any recommendations Of the Governor

or the Council. The Bill strongly implies that a prime sponsor's

plan may Very well not be approved if the prime sponsor foils to

adopt much recommendations. on these issues, it is very important

to point out that the four Public Interest Groups representing

prime sponsors unenimoe$1y agreed at a meeting in mid - February



that the legislative language should simply require sponsors to

submit their plane to the Governor for review and comment and

consider comments made by the Governor, Those grOtips else agreed

that the resource allocation formula under the Wadner-Peyaer Act

ahould be eliminated, funding through block grants should be

provided to the Governor for the Employment Service activities,

and the Wagner-Palmer Act should be ruwcitteh in concert with

CETA's reenactment. It was felt that the problems of coordination

between ES and CETA could not be solved by leaking at ETA alone.

In terms of the proper function of the Employment SOrViO and

the general role of the state, we wholeheartedly subscribe to the

principles of non-duplicatime services and coordinated planning

and programs. However, these situations can only evolve through

mutual trust and respect -- not through narrow, legislative

prescriptions_

Other major limitations on the prime sponsor's ability to

design and implement a program meeting the Local needs include

the provisions of sections 123(1), 123(1), and 60S. section 123(0

limits the time a participant can spend in a public service

employment program. It ignores local economic conditions which

prevent transitioning large numbers of public service employment

participants to unsubsidized jobs. EeCtiOn 123(1)(4) does allow

for a waiver of the 7S-week limit, but such Waiver would Only be

temporary, apply only to those persons now in the program, and be

granted in only limited circumstances, There is obviously the

strong possibility that the waiver would becOme very arbitrary

and political in nature. Most importantly, particularly in

economically depressed aoeas, the 70-week maximum duration

will place previously unemployed persons back on the
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unemployment rolls through no fault of their own, and thus cause

further hostility toward and disillusionment with government

programs on the part of the unemployed.

Section 123(j) and 600 tightly restrict the amount of local

revenues which prime sponsors may use to supplement the wages

of public service employment participants. it ignores the fact

that public employers in many sections of the country pay pre-

vailing wages for entry -level jobs higher than the slum()

limitation contained in the Sill. Thus, the supplementation

ions should be deleted and the 514,000 limitation increased

to reflect cost of living changes and geographical variations

The prevailing perception seems to be that supplementing salaries

enables prime sponsors to hire highly skilled persons for high

Level professional jobs. The facts show that participants are

increasingly the most disadvantaged and that supplementation oc-

curs for entry -Level jobs vith a good portion going for unskilled

jobs. What the proposed restrictions will do is place partici

pants in menial, make-work jobs where there is little possibility

for transitioning or career advancement, or even eliminate local

public service employment programs. Smnehow, it has been forgotten

Lhat one of the goals of the present public service employment pro-.

gram is that participants assured "career opportunities and

lob advancement potentialities' in both the private and public

sectors.

Furthermore, we are told that the supplementation and duration

restrictions -- along with the strict eligibility requirements --

are designed to prevent substitution. the Brookings study refutes

the widespread perception cn the extent of solstitution. more
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imtiorterrtly, these restrictions will net provost substitution where

it does exist. Wage supplementation is only =curing for entry=

level jobs in high wage areas and tha maximum limit on a person's

participation will not prevent any employer -from placing new partl-

otpants in these same jobs. vor, the hrookings researchers

found that e substinaticm is occoring, the participants are

more structurally unemployed than those participants in the non-

substituted jobs.

While the language in the Bill is or:ertenat iy aenhideous,

section 605 seems to require that public service employment (PR)

funds can only be spent on 11-month projects. Thls language

should be clarified to read that prime sponsors may expend funds

for regular-type public jobs Or on projects. also, projects

should not have a l2 month limit. On the question of only the

project duration, we wonder how the Administration expects the

prime sponsor to administer a program where prcjects can only

last 12 months, but participants can be in the program 78 weeks.

To allow only projects -- regardless Of their length -- would

be in many instances contrary to the sponsor's responsibilities

under the present CETA Legislation where it must assure that

jobs Will address the "priorities" among "Most public service needs,"

To allow onle projects and not jobs which would supplement the

regular wort force means that in areas with nerloun revenue

shortfalls, P88 will provide 'fringe" and non -essential public

services. This problem will become especially acute during times

of high unemployment when revenues lag due to the economy= To

addition, it overlooks the fact that one reason the FEE eupsoncie.n

bee not occurred as quickly as some might have hoped and as a
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responsive economic program ideally would call for g the

difficulty of designing and staffing projects rapidly.

There are several provisions dealing with services tc

significant segments and special groups which cause us concerns

relatiV to unreasonable burdens imposed on prime sponsors and

limitations on their local flexibility and ability to respond

to local conditions. For example, does the specific reference

to Vietnam-ere veterans in subsection Cu) (1) imply that a quota

system shall be established by the prime sponsor? Also, how

does tins requirement square with the requirement to provide

services to those most in need?

Finally, on the question of flexibility, even where the

Administration has added provisions to "loosen up" the present

systern, it at the same time has limited the chances of "success"

of the new provisions. For example, PAST C of Title /I now will

Upgrading and retraining programs without regard to other

eligibility requirements. This part removes one of the major

stumbling blocks to participation by the private sector. However,

section ?03 places an arbitrary 5t limitation on the amount that

a prime sponsor may use from its allocation for upgrading and

retraining programs. This provision could work to seriously

impede those initiatives under Title VII relative to the private

sector, Additionally, the arbitrary limitation could hamper

efforts to tie the local CfTA program to en EDA Title IX project

designed La overcome the adverse effects of sudden economic dis-

location or long-term economic decline. At the very minimum,

Congress should provide a mechanism to waive that limit when it

be effectively demonstrated by the prime sponsor that the
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purposes of the Art Will be furthered by upgrading and retraining.

A draft version of the Administration's Sill contained a

Part C that Would have permitted federal agencies,

AMTRAK and CONRAIL to Accept P50 enrollees. This would have

Provided more flexibility to prime sponsors and improved programs.

We wonder why it was deleted

As stated earlier, reduced flexibility in the dill usually

means a concomitant increase in centralization at the Federal

level. For example!, the Secretary is l owed under section 122(j)

(2) to 16.9U0 on an area bnsis,standerds with respect to average

federally-supported wage rates for public service jebs. PrestamahlY,

this means the secretary can net arbitrary job quotas for a prime

Veneer which, if not met, can be the justification for the

Secretary's reallocating the prime sponsor's funds.

One provision older section 104 in the Administration's Sill

goes beyond simply requiring a prime sponsor's plan to be in

conformance with the Act by giving the Secretary the authority

to disapprove a plan if the prime sponger does not take action

to "improve the administration and effectiveness of its program,'

as determined by the Secretary. This provision vests an extra-

ordinary amount of authority in the Secretary to require arbitrary

actions based lap= possibly very subjective determinations.

Section 106(d) provides that the Secretary can terminate or

suspend financial assistance when he determines that an "emergency

situation' exists. Very significantly-, the prime sponsor does

not receive prior notification or opportunity for hearing under

this section. Since the Administration's hill provides no

definition as to what constitutes an "emergency situation,'
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and since that determination is made at the Secretary's discretion,

this provision places an unreasonably powerful stick in the hands

of the Secretary to influence prime sponsor actions or force

compliance with secretarial demands. Certainly, it is unwarranted

by program experience.

Relatedly, section 10S provides the Secretary with the

authority to "reallocate any amount of any allocation under this

act to the extent that the Secretary determines that the recipient

not be able to use such amount within a reasonable period of

time*" It should be noted that these reallocation actions are

not subject to the judicial review process, and simply require

advance notice by the Secretary and publication of his decision

in the Federal Register. Additionally, the Secretary in not

required under the Bill to ensure that those program funds are

directed toward serving the unemployed, undo.employed and

economically disadvantaged in the prime sponsor area through an

alternative mechanism. Congress should not permit the Secretary

of Labor to deny vital services to those most in need on the basis

of his discretionary and subjective judgement that 'funds are not

being spent rapidly enough*" Indeed, such a circumstance strongly

warrants additional assistance be probided to the prime sponsor

by the Secretary so that vital program goals can be achieved.

Congress should insist that positive assistance, rather than

punishment, be rendered by the secretary.

ender section 1e6(c)(2), termination of funding also can

occur if the prime sponsor incurs "unreasonable administrative

costs in the conduct of activities and programs, as determined

pursuant to the Secretary's regulations." In order to protect
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local.

me Sponsors to design programs responsive to

conditions including those in which costs

may be higher OecaUse of the increased services which need to be

provided to the structurally unemployed -- Congress should provide

that funding termination based on administrative cost factors

can only occur in the event that a prime sponsor incura such

administrative coati in an amount significantly above that approved

in the grant plan. And, the amount approved in the plan should

be based on local neede and conditions. Likewise, section 106 allows

the Secretary to revoke a prime sponsor's plan for failure to give

"due consideration" to programs of "demonstrated effectiveness"

What is "due consideration" and "demonstrated effectiveness" is

properly determined by the prime sponsor's performance criteria

for such organisations.

There are a number of provisions which are subject to the

Seer '_ regulations and activities which are allowable

"pursuant to regulations of the Secretary." To the extent that

such regulations reflect the intent of congress, such provisions

are not unduly burdensome. However, as indicated below, many

sect f the Bill need to be clarified by Congress. ever,

since the Administration Sill deletes the requirement contained

in section 702 of the present CRTA legislation that "all rules,

regulations, guidelines and other published interpretations or

orders shall be transmitted to the appropriate committees of the

Congress at the same time that they are published in the Federal

Register, and shall contain with respect to each material provision

therein citation to the artitclar substantive section of law whi

he bapie therefore,^ there appears to be a sound basis for

concern about such provisions.
Prime sponsors should not be subject
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to Plan revocation And funding termination on the aals of non

compliance with regulations that may not reflect Cengreesional

intent and which have not been subject to Congreenional review to

determine their statutory validity.
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On the leave of What la required by regulation, Section 103

of the bill providea the Secretary with broad authorities to require

"such inforMAtlon" from prime sponsors in their comprehensive employ-

ment And training plane "as the Secretary requires by regulation".

Despite an rashaustiVe liar of information reclultementu which must be

Met by prima Sponsors under the legislation And Section 103, the

Secretary is allowed in Section 103 to broaden those requirements

at his cOMPaste discretion. Section 128 of the Administration's bill

states that 'the Secretary shall make such reports and recommendations

to the Preeident as the ecretar- deems _ate...," Out, the

Secretary,dhder paragraph (d1 of thin section, may require each

prime sponSer to prepare, and make available to the public, periodic

reports on its activities under the Act" with such reports containing

"such information es the ry may require". Thus, acretary

reserves the right to decide what reports the Labor Department will

submit to esident. but he can require prime sponsors to submit

detailed reports to the public when he chooses.

It is obvious that many of the above discussed provisions con-

stitute not only less local flexibility and more centralization, but

also point toward increased categorization. While the U.S. Conference

of Mayors and the National League of Cities laud the Administration's

recognition of the need for private sector involvement in employment

and training programs, Title VII itself amounts to a categorical thrust.

All the activities suggested in this title basically can be, and already

acre, conducted by prime sponsors, and should remain within their area

of authority. The private sector involvement suggested under Title VII

should be part of 441 CETA titles. The upgrading and retraining part
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of Title II, along with hopefully significantly reduced unemploy-

ment rates and fewer private sector layoffs than has been the tome

while CETA has been in effect should facilitate such involvement.

Indeed, isolation of this Important objective in a separate title

runs the danger of inhibiting coordination with the private sector

throughout the full range of CETA titles.

If Congress feels that a separate mechanism is needed to gain

the desired participation and commitments of the business community,

at least three areas need to be clarified in the hill. First,

it must be stated concretely in the Bill that the Private Industry

Council should perform an advisory role and not have veto power over

prime-sponsor proposed private-sector initiative's. Section 704(b)

says that the Council shall "participate" in the development of programs;

nevertheless, this provision, without further clarification, easily

can be interpreted as the authority to "nporove." Discussions with

Administration officials and Labor Department released documents in-

dicate that the Administration will be giving the Councils such a veto

authority in the regulations. Second,a particular Council membership

composition should not be mandated; prime sponsorsahould be allowed

to identify previously established local business advisory groups

as the Private Industry Advisory council. Third, it must be

clearly stated that funding will go to the prime sponsors on the

basis of the Title II allocation forMula. Section 703 in the Bill

only says that the allocation of funds would take into account

the factors set forth in Section 202(a)(1)."

Another indication of further categorization is the proposed

funding authority for Title III. Title III calls for national programs

run by the Secretary that are mainly categorical in nature. Section
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112(d) would call for 20 percent of the amount appropriated Under

the Act, excluding only amounts made available under Title Pt, to

be available to the Secretary for carrying out the provisions of

Title III. This 20 percent represents an increase over the amount

authorized by the present legislation and is entirely too high. We

suggest 20 percent of Title II or 10 percent, if the present language

is kept.

tt should be pointed out that the Administration's budget pro-

calls for $200 million in budget authority for welfare demon-

stration projects. Congress should make clear, through legislative

or report language, that the wage rate and other standards for PSE

under the demenstration projects should not be lower than that re-

quired for PSE elsewhere in the Act.

The decreased flexibility, increased centralization, and re-

Categorization all amount to our fourth broad criticism of the

Administration Dill; coupled with the already significant administrative

and paperwork burdens, the proposed changes impose excessive admin-

istrative and paperwork burdens. The Bill calls for additional

planning data and information, additional requirements to be met,

if a prime sponsor wants to avoid plan disapproval or revocation,

And an additional program through Title VII.

The U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League of Cities

believe that Title VI constitutes a recognition that PSE is an im-

portant part of employment and training programs, and that the "trigger"

approach suggested is a major step forward. However, we feel that the

funding, which would be authorized for PSE in future.yeers under the

provisions, are inadequate. The Si billion authorized under Section

602(b)(1) constitutes what can be described as the on-going or "per-

manent° PEE program. It is, thus, analgous to the original PSE
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component under CET, which was designed or concepuLalised to

serve the structurally unemployed. The jobs and activities funded

under Section $02(b)(1) are the ones which should be most closely

tied into or coordinated with the programs under the other Titles.

It is our position that the $1 billion proposed should be increased

to about $3 billion. The funds authorized under Section 602(b)(2)

constitute the countercyolical or anti-recessionary PSt program.

We believe that the 4.75 percent "trigger level" proposed is too

high and should be much closer to 4 percent. Also, the additional

amounts authorized as the Unemployment rate increases should be

trigger-ed at smaller components than for every "one-half percentage

Point " suggested in Paragraph S of Section 602Ab) (2).

The jobs which will be funded under the "permanent" level funding

of Section 602(b) (1) as stated above is in effect the structural P55

program. Therefore, eligibility requirements generally along the lines

suggested in Section 607 == unemployed and economically disadvantaged --

are acceptable. On the other hand, the countercyclical PSE programs

under Section 602(6) (2) should contain different eligibility require-

ments so that the truly short-term or cyclically unemployed population

can be equitably served. In Other words? Section 607 should contain

two %insertions spelling out two nets of eligibility requirements.

Only in this manner can the needs of the cyclically, as well as the

structurally unemployed and economically disadvantaged, be met and

the prime sponsor have the ibility to move toward solving local

economic dislocations. Again, in either case, the prime sponsor must

have the flexibility of creating "regular -type" public service jobs

or projects.

st,47 7 40
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In its preeentation of the Bill to the public and the Congress,

the Administration recognised the possible fund distribution

effects of the Bureau of Later Statistics (sLS) new procedures

for measuring employment and unemployment. The Administration

has stated that it may later submit proposals with respect to

C'ETA funding formulas after it has reviewed the effects of the

new procedures based on data which will be supplied by BLS.

Mr. Chairman, after some questioning of BLS officials, we

have learned that the data which will be made available by SLB

rill not be adequate to assess the impact of the new procedures.

Mese BLS representatives have acknowledged
this fact in meetings

with our staff and =A pace Sponsors. At the most, the data

to be made available will permit Congress to determine what

adjustments' are needed for the immediate FY 79 funding so that

prime sponsors are not adversely affected. Even in this case,

data will not allow such determinations for FY 79 funding

for probably more than half the prime sponsors. Given this fact

and the fact that the preliminary data we have been able to

gather shows that the new procedures will work to the disadvantage

Of cities. The Mayors made several recommendations
last week in

testimony before the House Bubcomaittee on Census and Population.

That testimony is submitted here for the record. For the purposes

he testimony today, we feel that St is imperative that congres_

deal with this funding distribution question satisfactorily prior

MI the reenactment of CETA.

One final overall point , wath respect to the leols

should be made here prior to our conclusions. The 8111 contra

unnecessary and appropriate vagueness In many of the key provisions.



For example, Sections 22 and 221(b ), which allow upgrading

and retraining activities, both are prefaced with the phrase

"pursuant to regulations cti the Secretary." we fear that unless

the desired provisions are very specific in the legislation, the

regulations will be written in a restrictive manner similar to

the guidelines for the present Skill Training Improvement Program

(STIP) where the labor Department has been able to allocate less than

half of the available funds. I have referred above to the pro-

vision for the role of the Private industry Council under Title

WI where the legislation says one -.4ing, but Labor Department

officials are saying and writing another. A third example is

Section 106 which allows a prime sponsor's funding to be revoked

based on the Secretary's determination of the "unreasonableness"

cf administrative costs and "due consideration" for various service

deliverers. The direction of programs should be determined through

legislation and not left to regulation.

ConcludAng, Congress should not return to a fragmented and

centralized delivery system that is insensitive and unresponsive

to local needs and conditions and which cannot serve the economically

disadvantaged and structurally unemployed With any degree of

effectiveness. The Administration's Bill represents such an

erosion of the successful CETA. system designed by Congress in

1973 that it may lead to the just described situation, and there-

fore, we have justifiable reservations about this present form.
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Senator Net..soN. Our next witness is State Senator David Plaweeki,
representing the National Conference of State Legislatures.

The committee is very pleased to have you here today. Your state-
ment will be printed in full in. the record and you can present it in the
manner you desire,

STATEMENT OF BOB. DAVID PLAVECKI, A STATE SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF MICHIGAN, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL CON-

FERENCE OP STATE LEGIGLATURES

Mr. Pkawnetto Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senators, I am going to by to summarize my statement in the inter-

est of time as I know you have other people who wish to testify_ .
I would like to thank Senator Riegle for his introduction. I am very

pleased that he is able to return here to be with the committee. I know
ho has a number of other important meetings going on

Let me just briefly give some background and summarize myself.
I have served 8 years on the labor committee in Michigan, 4 years as

chairman, and am here today representing the Michigan Legislature,
as well as the National Conference of State Legislat tires.

I would like to say at the beginning that, we wholeheartedly support
the concept of the CEPA program particalarly in Michioun, where
.tie have had an unemployment rate reach as high as 13Tii percent,
and 180,000 people that have had job opportunities in Michigan
through this program, ho have been pa rtical arly fortunate and would
not be employed or 'have been employed had it not been for this
program.

I commend Congress on its previous work on this program.
There are seine specific concerns I would like to share tvitlr this

committee as they relate to the program.
First, and perhaps most important, is the quelqt ion of narrowing par-

ticipant eligibility criteria. within this bill.
As originally passed in the legislation, CF,TA. was to provide jobs

to economically disadvantaged, tiriemployi-fl, and the underemployed.
The administration has suggested a, shift in CETA. to those who are
economically disadvantaged and unemployed orunderemployed. What
we will be doing in effect, therefore, is disqualifying many older or
eklerlv people, homemakers and youth from entering the job market.

In Michigan particularly we would have disqualified approximately
34 percent of those people who were employed during 1076-77 fiscal
year in our State who would have been ineliLrible to participate.

Senator Rrem.E. You are talking about the CETA program?
Mr. PLtwEcKr. res. the CET A program.
I might mention also that there is a typographical error in my testi

mon-v on page 3. It says "4l percent" and it should be "34 percent."
The second point I wish to make is the continuing trend in this pro-

gram toward categorization and centralization.
Originally, there was one specific categorical program, that being

the Joh Corps. Now, I think the way the program is structured. be-
tween those that can he classified snecifically as categorical and those
restricted to such an extent that they holder on categorical, we are
talking about nearly 00 percent of those people who would be hired
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under CETA, program falling into that category. And I would like
to recommend to this committee that at least 50 percent of those funds
that are in the CETA program be left to local discretion.

The reason I say that, I think it is obv leas to miny.
When you stop to think about it, different geogrii liica1 areas re-

quire only certain categories which are providedwhich I believe, in
fact, are necessary. These vary significantly from geographic area to
geographic area There arc more, as an example, youth unemployed in
certain areas of our State, and more econoroleall disadvantaged in
certain areas of the State. Trimly emphasis should be on those
individuals.

In other parts of the State, there are other groups that. are just as in
need of training and employment. i bel ieve should have the opportu-
nity to participate in Cl TA and should not be restricted simply by
percentage allocation or categorization.

The third point that I wish to raise is the question of coordination
between the Federal Government, State arid local government, as pro-vided for in this legislation. There are Bionerous references in thelegislation trying to provide n good coordination' mechanism. Yet.
throughout the legislat ion there is no reference to the involvement of
the State legislature: and se believe, it is wrong for the State legis-
lature to be excluded because Senators, just as you, in fact, have it right
and a duty to be involved in devising this In ograrn. so too do ninny of
the State legislatures who ail) iavolyed in other State programs involv-
ing other funds which should dovetai i into the proginin that you are
passing and talking about here, should have the seine right to become
involved in that program.

Specifically, I have a number of rc erornendattions that T. hope you
would consider.

Section 104(a) (1) be amended to authorize the legislative leadership
in the States to charge the appropriate le.eishit ivy committees to review
and comment on prime-sponsor comprehensive employment and train-inz Programs.

We are also recommending that section 10(a ) (3) be amended to spec-
ify that a member of the State legislature he included on the State
Employment and Training Council. problibly under subsection (4)1
which states that one-fourth of the council shall be representative of
the' eligible population and the general public, or subsea ion (d ), which
states that one- fourth of the council be mpresentative of servicedeliverers.

Additionally, we feel it is necessary for the legislature to receive,
notification under section lOS conceroing the Secretary's proposed
reallocation of CETA funds. Sinner the legislatnre is the body which
creates and funds other State initiativm which dovetail with the
CETA program, it is essential thot the appropriktc committees be
aware of any proposed elianges.

Finally, we would like to propose that, section 110(b) (2) be farther
revised to require that a copy of the council's annual report to the
Governor also be sent to the State legislative leadership, with a require-
ment that that document be assigned to the appropriate legislative
committees for review and comment.
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PUBLIC SERVICE MPLOrSIENT

A new provision in the administration's bill would limit ps rticipa
tion in the public service employment program to a maximum dura-
tion of 78 weeks during a 5.year period.

We agree with the effort to prohibit the use of CETA moneys to
subsidize normal city services and support the goal of opening the pro-
gram to individuals in need of a regular work experience. lowever,
we feel that the termination of CETA employees -who have been em-
ployed for the maximum duration should be tempered by the economic
and unernploym,ent conditions of the time and the area

While the ultimate goal should be to provide permanent employ-
ment for these newly trained people, definite time limits hinder its
achievement because of the variance in job opportunities availa.131e.

Furtherrnrere, we feel that some discretionary safeguards should be
allowed to protect the delivery of essential services.

For these reasons, we would recommend that each prime sponsor
be able to exempt some of its PSE positions from the 78-week
limitation.

A suggested formula would be to allow each prime sponsor in an
area with an unemployment rate of 5 percent to exempt 25 percent
of its PSE positions.

With each percentage point increase in the unemployment rate
we would recommend that an additional 5 percent of the positions ht;
exempted from the limitation. Similarly, with each percentage point
decrease in the unemployment rate, it 5- percent decrease in the number
of exempted positions could be allowed.

UNEIBPS0.11XENT IN SL iiA CF:

We applaud the current practice of the Federal Government
summg the costs of providing unemployment insurance benefits to
CETA PSE participants By doing this, employers have been al-
lowed to participate in CETA without being forced to use non-CETA
funds to subsidize their programs and thus be penalized for em-
ploying CETA PSE participants.

I would urge, however, that the "Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act Amendments of 1978" include language 1.vhicli explicitly
expresses your intent to continue thus practice for the duration of the

program.
We would recommend that simila r language to that adopted in

part B of Public Law 94-444, the Emergency Jobs Programs Ex-
tension Act of 1976, be used. Such would provide employers Irith the
security of knowing that they will never be ex-pected to incur an-
subsidized expense by participating in CETA PSE programs.

RETIRE3 ENT puocuAlls

Currently by Federal regiilatiori, employers are allowed the option

to either include or excuse PSE participants in their retirement pro-

grams. If an employer elects to permit PSE participation, they can,

under certain conditions, use CETA_ funds to aflame contributions

made by them.
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It is particularly important that this practice be continued, thus,
I would urge that the "Comprehensive Employment and Ti tdning Oct
Amendments of 1978" explicitly provide that employers will continue
to have this option and should they elect to Include PSE participants,
they will be assured of reimbursement, by CETA, for any contribu-
tions they make.

In conclusion. I thank you again for this opportunity to testify on
behalf of the Michigan Legislature and the National Conference of
State Legislatures.

In Michigan, the CETA program has gone far to increase produc-
tivity and more effectively utilize our State's labor force. As a member
of the Michigan Senate,

AI

want to assure you of our commitment to
assisting, in the implementation of an effective and efficient employ-
ment training program.

As a spokesperson for the National Conference of State Legisla-
tures, I want to reiterate our concern that State legislative bodies be
given a mechanism to carry out the act's stated goal of Federal. State,
and local coordination.

We will he watching' your programs with interest, and I
encourage you to call on us if we can be of forther ;1s:4st:ince in your
deliberations.

That concludes my statement.
Senator Nrs-soN. I am not sure I understand what you are saying.

If a CETA employee does not acquire a vested interest in the pension
during the period of time he is working, would you still have the
contribution nizule to the pension fund'?

Mr. Pomv-Ecrtr. Mr. Chairman, I do not think it is fair. I am aware it
has occurred in a number of circumstances, where contributions for
retirement hive continued to remain in the retirement system. What
I ask is that in the case where a CETA employee does become vested
that you continue the concept of allowing a portion of funds to be
set aside for retirement benefits.

What I am saving in effect is that somebody who is employed for
a period of time in CETA should allow that time period to be counted
toward the retirement system if he does in, fact find permanent
employment with that employer.

Senator NELSON. If a CETA employee is going to be an employee
for l year, and then goes to the private sector, what is the point of
halving a contribution to that retirement fund for that employee?
What is the point if he is going to be an employee for 1 year?

Mr. PLAw-Eciti. None. Mr. Chairman. Only in the case where in fact
be does continue on with that employer in another iob outside the
CETA prograrnI believe he should receive credit for that 1 year
as well.

Senator NELSON. }Tow would you do that unless you contributed
for all employees and gave all the money back again because nobody
knows at the beginning of employment whether any of the employees
are going to become employ-ees of a municipality?

Mr. PeAwEcia. That is exactly what we are recommending, Mr.
Chairman, that in fact he would contribute that as it occurs, and
then we would reimburse you for funds that--

Senator NetsoN. You mean you want the contribution made for all
CETA. employees to the pension fund ? For those who do not become
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employees of the municipality or State, do you suggest that the States
send the pension money back to the Federal Government ?

Mr. PL. avrecar. iitr. Chairman, there are two ways to handle that
The other obvious way is to provide that a certain percentage of

funds would be set aside to be paid into the retirement system, if this
employee does begin to vest in that retirement system. That is an
acceptable mechanism.

One of the problems we have and, in fact, one of the reasons I am
very happy that I was here to testify, is that most of our- retirement
laws in the State of Michigan provide no separate mechanism for re.
tirenent plans of CETA employees who may go on permanent
employment, so they would not have that credit.

We have a number of statutory changes that are going. to be re-
quired that I was not even aware of until I began gathering my
material for testimony before the subcommittee.

Senator Netso-le. I think a number of States have operated in a
manner in which contributions have been made to retirement funds.
The Labor Department is saying the States cannot continue that;
the States will have to pay it back unless you get a ruling from the
Attorney General that says the law had required the contribution,
but henceforth it cannot be done. That is under currentlaw.

Mr. Peawreitr. That is precisely the case with much of our State
law.

Senator Camas. Could I just ask a question?
It seems to me that every witness has come before here and said :

"Whatever you do, do not impose too much redtape; make this thing
as simple as possible."

As I understand your proposal here, suppose a CETA employee
goes into private employ -ment, would the private employer have to
pick him up under a pension plan while he was on a training. program

Mr. Pwv-scitt. NO, Senator. I am not sure how you would work
that I recognize that is a problem specifically.

Let me state generallyand r have to separate myself at this point
from the parties am testifying for perhaps, to respond to that
personallyone of the difficulties we have bad, that I have had in
fact, corning here, is that the State legislature, as I mentioned in my
testimony, has not been involved in the entire program. The process
has generally worked to the extent that we find out about what is
going on with the CETA program, who is going to be hired, where
the job is going to be provided, long after it is too late to effect our
own appropriations process: and what we are attempting to do is to
dovetail in economic conditions, and job-training conditions, in our
own StateI do not know how you would work a private pension
program. I am speaking today only on behalf of what, I think is a
reasonable requirement for public employers.

Senator CEAFTE. It Reins to me when we are wrestling with this
tremendous problem of the structurally unemployed, to tangle it up
with retirement benefits is adding another factor in hero that we
could do without. It would seem tt'o me that the normal thing would
he to not have retirement benefits he involved until the person is in
truth a full-fledged employee -without the Federal Government paying
part of the salary.

ti ow, does that make sense?
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PLAwsoxi. Senator, I can understand your concern. However,
eems to me, as an example, a CETA. employee who perhaps might

1 or 11/2 years or perhaps more, as a city employee, or State gov-
ent employee, should be entitled to some type of retirement bene-

: he is, in fact, trained as the same work continues on in that em-
p oyment. At least from my point of view, it seems only fair that

Senator CuArms. There are plenty of people in the world who are
not running up retirement benefits in various jobnever mind-1 get
your point.

Thank you.
Senator RTEGLE. Let me ask you this, if I may :
To what extent is the State now involved in manpower training

programs over and beyond what the Federal Government is doing
through. all its activities?

PLM%ECI1 Senator, the State has a number of manpower train-
ing programs outside of thisthe majority of those come from some
source of Federal funds, at least partially, We do not do enough,
think, in the entire area.

One of the difficulties we have quite frankly, is that to a large ex-
tent that has been ignored because of requirements of funds in other
areas, particularly in education and social services: so I feel at least
from my point of view as a legislator, that our State particularly is
not doing a sufficient job where we have allocated our resources to other
areas because the needs are there

Senator RIEGLE. When you wore making a pitch for having, State
legislatures sort of pulled into the process, not as decisionmakers in
terms of having yes or no say under the programwould y_ ou want
to be able to relate State-initiated efforts with fedet'ally initiated
efforts?

111.wilel.c.I. Yes, Senator; that is true. That is part of the rea-
son I would like to do that, as well as what I stated in terms of our
nroblem and involvement in this whole urea; because the State legis-
lature has not been involved to a large extent in job-training pro-

rns and because, as you know, many of the other needs that I have
mentioned often come to the appropriations, process and receive- a
sigaificant share of State funds.

-1 feel the major reason we have not concentrated on job training in
other areas as we should and in fact, could, if sic were to he able to
dovetail with the knowiedg., we have in this proalim into that, is the
fact we just are not aware of what is going on and what the priority
is I think this would help serve ns educating mechanism for many
lectislators as well.

'-.9ellaI01' RIEGLE. One other thins that is, one of the points youraisedwas the problems that at'a unique to displaced homemakers
trying to reenter a labor market. in many cases after a number of
years of not being in the work force, or maybe new being in the
work force.

There are some of ns here very concerned about that and we are
going to be drafting an amendment that would specifically target
funds to displaced homemakers through title III. We are in the final
stages of working that out and it would enable and authorize the
Secretary to make financial assistance available to private nonprofit
agencies and public agencies. including prime sponsors, to enable
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them to establish some multipurpose projects to provide employment
opportunities and appropriate training and support services to dis-
placed homemakers.

In terms of this problem of the program Baying gaps in
targeted that one specifically.

I appreciate your testimony.
Senator NELsov. Thank you very much. I appreciate your taping

the time to come.
Mr. PLAwEcici. Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Our next witness is John Klein, county

executive of Suffolk County, N.Y., on behalf of the National Associa-
tion of Counties.

Mr. Klein has an out-of-town schedule to meet.
Mr. Klein, we are very pleased to have you here this morning. If

you would identify your associates for the record, your statement will
be printed in full in the record, and you may present it however you
desire.

You are representing the National Association of Counties?

STATEMENT OP JOHN V. N. KLEIN, COUNTY EXECUTIVE, SUFFOLK

COUNTY, N.Y., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

Comm, ACCOMPANIED BY ION WEINTRAUB, ASSOCIATE DI-

RECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

Mr. KLEIN'. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
My associate here today is Jon Weintraub, a staff member and

associate director of the National Association of Counties.
With your consent, we will substantially abbreviate the statement

which you have before you and try to cmiserve some of the committee's
time.

I would also make one not terribly technical correction, but I am
not John Klein, jr. as is shown. You urn drop the "Junior" off my
name, if you will, please, My father is no longer living, but he was not
willing to share first names. [Laughter.]

We are here today because we feel that the administration's bill does
not meet its defined objective of establishing a flexible, coordinated,
and decentralized system of Federal, State and local programs. If we
were to add "clecategorized"---

Senator NExsox, Add what?
Mr. Knent. If we were to add `decategorized" to the list, the bill

would be in worse shape. We believe the bill would be less close to
meeting its objective.

Senator Neisox. I do not follow that
Mr. KLEIN. Perhaps I will get to it in a moment and amplify on it
The National Association of Counties has serious reservations about

S. 2570. We feel that significant changes need to be made to make the
bill meet its stated purpose and to allow for flexible administration of
the CE'I'A program at the local level without constantly changing pol-
icy through field memoranda and unnecessary and overbearing paper-
work and reporting demands.

We are concerned that the administration has apparently taken the
position that it is easier to respond to problems by legislative solutions
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which impair overall prime sponsor flexibility than by biting the bullet
and going after those prime sponsors whicli. are not performing.

A clear example of this posture is to have the planning council staff
"solely accountable" to the councilsection 109instead of DOL pro-
viding technical assistance and, if necessary, requiring corrective ac-
tion for those prime sponsors which fail to use their planning councils
according to the law.

In most prime sponsor areas, planning council staff Have program
or other responsibility, which makes their input to the council more
substantial.

This change represents one of many examples when o
program administration by DOI. would achieve a better result than
additional over prescriptive requirements affecting all prime sponsors,
good and bad. We would support language with prime sponsors pro-
viding staff that is responsive to the needs of the council.

rili3rE SPONSOR DECISIONATAXING

Representatives of Governors, counties, and cities unanimously agree
to the elimination of section 212 in the administration's proposal. Spe-
cifically, we reject any maintenance-of-effort language affecting the
level of program activities. Such language contradicts the purpose of
the administration's bill establishing a flexible, decentralized system.
One cannot have flexibility if funds are earmarked for program nc-
tivities and frozen based on fiscal 1977 levels by law.

rhis represents extreme recategorization of the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act.

When the language is coupled with the maintenance-of-effort lan-
guage on youth in sections 433 and 438(a) (2), prime sponsors are left
with decisionmaking authority over 10 percent of the resources of titleII.

Section 212 does not support the basic CETA concept that a locally
defined program design and mix best meets the needs of the CETA.
client population.

In deciding this issue, the Congress should understand that CETA
regulations require enrollees in any coupled program with 51 percent
or more work experience to be paid wages. 1 coupled program with
55-percent work experience and 45-percent skill training would be re-
ported as 100 - percent work experience. Thum national DOL data sig-
nificnotly undeuTeports other program activities.

The reference to "The Secretary's performance standards" should
be deleted from section 103 (c) (1). The prince sponsor's plan, after ne-
gotiation with and signature by the Secretary, should establish per-
formance goals for the prime sponsor to achieve based on that prime
sponsor's unique condition and approved mix of services and priorities.
Nationally uniform performance standard% tend to work against the
design of programs tailored to local conditions.

ExcEssrvE nr.ronnzio AND PArsitwonx

Currently, prime sponsors must submit 28 reports
Senator _NELSON. Twenty-eight ?
Mr. KLEIN. Twenty-eight, M r. Chairman.
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As local elected public officials, having signed reports since its in-
ception, I think we have been responsible for deforesting an entire
State with the paperwork that is required to comply with Department
of Labor requirements.

Senator NELso.N. Do you have the list of 28 reports?
\1i KLEIN. Yes, sir, and pages 4 and 5 of the testimony reflect this;

specifically
Senator NELSO:Y. This probably is a dangerous mistake to list them

because the Labor Department will add 10 to the list now that they
know how few reports they require.

3CLErrz. That is entirely possible.
They are set forth on pages 4 and 5.
Senator N=Ea7N. I hear this complaint everywhere, even in the hear-

ing I had in Wisconsin. I continue to be baffled ; we try to place ad-
ministrative responsibility at the prime sponsor level, but the Federal
bureaucracy rapidly contrives ways to haul it back in with a lot of
unnecessary paperwork. We will be asking the Labor Department to
respond in elaborate detail on what justification they have for the
reports.

Mr. KLEIN. May I say that I have been in local government for 20
years, and for the past 10 or 12, intimately involved in Federal pro-
grams. There is really no contest between the paperwork required
under CETA and any other Federal program in which a relatively
large local government such as mine participates. It just is staggering.
Sometime, if the committee chairman wishes, we could provide to you
1 year's reporting, a copy of 1 year's reports on CETA. to this commit-
tee, and have it shipped down, and it would take a truck to get it here.

Senator NELSON% You mean total pages inall ?

Mr. KLEIN. Yes.
One set of reports for 1 year, to be delivered here, I think, would

stagger the committee's imagination.
Senator NELSON. Maybe we ought to find out, first, where they are

hiding the reports, three that they do receive.
Senator CRAM. 1Then you say it is no contest, that is a supreme

tribute to this program ; because I always thought there are many other
programs that provided splendid competition ; but that is way ahead.

Mr. ICtErs. What we arc suggesting is that Congress define that in-
formation by lniir 0 it is required and prohibit the Department of
Labor from retpriring other reports. Our 'concern focuses on ever-
changing demands from the Department of Labor.

In fiscal year 1977, 458 field memos were sent to the regions by the
National office. So far, this fiscal year 167 field memos have been
issued. These are then reissued by each of the 10 regional offices, often
with modification or reinterpretation.

Senator NELSON. You are talking about field memos issued to re-
gional offices of the Department of Labor?

Mr. KLEIN. That is correct.
Senator N'Etsol..r. How many are issued to pri sponsors from re-

gional offices?
Mr. KLEIN. Probably 10 times that amount.
Mr. WmaTaim. If I can add, each regional office then takes those

field memorandum, puts it on its own stationery and reissues it with re-
interpretation; and that is what the prime sponsors get.
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So if you figure there are 458 field memoranda, and there are 230 ap--oximate working days a year, the prime sponsors are subject to two
:anges a day in either reporting requirements or interpretation ofti gulations.
Mr. KLEIN. We suggest that the Secretary of Labor and the Direc-
r of OMB be required by law to submit quarterly reports to the Con-

., ess on efforts they have taken to reduce paperwork and reporting and
le comply with Federal management circulars in administering theETA program.

Senator NELSON. Why don't we ever see the wacky reports they re-
tire from you?
Mr. KLEIN'. That would require you, Senator, to send out daily
illetins.
Senator NELSON. I have a place to file them.
Mr. KLEIN. With respect to public service employment, INTACo en-orses the need to establish two distinct public service employmentogramsone structural and one countercyclicalwith different,r lent eligibility requirements. We cannot accept the retention of the
:rrent wage ceiling of $10,000 for PSE and suggest a geographically
flexed wage ceiling, such as 135 percent of the BLS lower living
indard income level.

ri The project format was added in Public Law 94-144 primarily as a
3.1 to curb substitution. S. 2570 has added multiple legislative tools

are far more effective at curbing substitution such as the 18-month1) nit in a job and the 10 percent ceiling on supplementation.
Prime sponsors have found projects to have detrimental effects on
e affirmative action successes that they have had within the local41' vernments they serve.

0' Prior to projects, prime sponsors used PSE as an excellent tool toing minorities and women into entry-level jobs in the various public
alth and safety departments of county government.

`k Many prime sponsors have doubled, tripled, or even quadrupled par-!ipation of minorities and women in these departments through trim-
'; ion. This activity has been prohibited or made extremely difficult bya project mode.

Projects also make coupled activities extremely difficult, and render
Aion 609, on transferability of funds, useless. Thus, we recommend

elimination of projects in S. 2570.
We have always supported a triggered authorization approach to
nding PSE. However, we note that if the approach were applied
w as opposed to fiscal 1980 to the February 1978 unemployment rate
6.3 percent, only $5 billion would be authorized and prime sponsorsWild lose 225,000 PSE jobs.

iv Given this dilemma, we recommend a base authorization of $1 bil-
n regardless of national unemployment for the structural PSEagram.
For the countercyclical program we would recommend that the trig-
r start at 4 percent with $11/2 billion authorized for every 0.5 percent,

. to 5 percent ; we would further suggest that, as the national unem-
qment rate exceeds 6 percent, the amount of funds allowed for ma-
-leis and supplies be increased.
The proposed quarterly grant system is administratively unwork-

*I le and must be deleted. Local officials must know their PSE funding
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level for at least a year in order to properly plan, budget, and admin-.

ister the program.
The administration's bill fails to resolve the retirement issue, a

problem of major dimensions in over 2S States. Instead, section 121
(o), in conjunction with sections 106(f) and 122(1), gives force of
law to current CETA. regulation 98,25, Which we oppose.

The effect of the bill is to require State and local governments and
private nonprofit employers to contribute up to 20 percent of PSE
payroll costs out of local general tax revenues to provide retirement
coverage for most CETA enrollees, although enrollees are not likely
to remain with employers long enough to draw retirement checks.

PSE funds should be used to create jobs. However, State and local
government should not be forced, because of equal benefit provisions,
to pay into these retirement systems. The final CET.A. hill must resolve
this issue so that prime sponsors are not "taxed" for their PSE jobs.

Under provisions of Public Law 94-444, Federal general revenues
pay the cost of UI benefits to PSE participants. While we support this
provision, there are two additional problems which must be addressed :

Turnover among participants in the CETA program affects an em-
ployer's experience rating, thereby increasing the employer's total
liability for DUI' benefits to all employees:

This additional UI cost may cause employers to be reluctant in
hiring CETA participants, especially now that State and local gov-
ernments are covered by UI; we recommend that CETA participants
be treated as a separate eategoi y of recipients for III purposes;

States at their option may extend eligibility for ITT benefits to partic-
ipants in work experience programs in addition to the mandated PSE
coverage. Eighteen States currently require UI coverage for work
experience participants. Funds for this coverage must come from the
prime sponsor's CETA grant, thereby decreasing the funds available
for jobs and training. Again, employers' overall UI liability would
increase dramatically. We recommend that prime sponsors not be held
liable for the cost of UI benefits payable to program participants
enrolled in any CETA-supported activity.

CLIENT ELIGIBILITY

We endorse the administration's move to create a uniform client
eligibility criterion for all titles of CETA except the conntercyclical
PSE program. However, NA Co supports establishing the uniform
client eligibility criterion at 100 percent of the BLS lower living stand-
ard income level and cannot support the 70 percent level in the bill.

Tim common's ROLE AND ES

Governors and city and county officials unanimously subscribe to
the notion that the prime sponsor submit its plan to the Governor for
review and comment and that the prime sponsor should consider com-
ments made by the Governor.

Senator NELSON. What do you mean the "prime sponsor should con-
sider comments made by the Governor"?

Mr. lam. We think clearly- prime sponsors have a responsibility to
review, give consideration, and respond to Governors' comments in
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dealing with observation from the Governor; but we think decision-
making power should remain with the local level.

'This would eliminate sections 104 (a) (1), (b) and everything after
the First "recommendations" in section 104(1)).

We recommend a consolidation of the Governors' role in sections
105 and 110. We subscribe to the elimination of the resource allocation
formula under the Wagner-_Peyser Act and !rive to a bloc grant of
funds to the Governor for these activities, while requiring the Gov-
ernor and prime sponsors to engage in joint planning for the use of
these funds at the local level.

We recommend that the ills of the Wagner-Peyser Act should not
be corrected by amendments to CETA, but should be corrected when
the committee considers interrelationships between the Warner-Peyser
Act and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Thus, we object to the implied separation of the job research func-
tion, section 205 and 211(1). We presume that regulations would be
written to make it difficult for the prime sponsor to use anyone but ES
for the job search function. We recommend the inclusion of language
from sections 105 (a) (3), (b) of Public Law 03-203 for the utilization
of ES.

NACo recommends that any CETA program funded by the State in
a local prime sponsor area be reviewed and commented on by the appro-
priate prime sponsor prior to implementation and the Governor shall
make every effort to coordinate such programs with the prime sponsor
plan.

We recommend a continuation of the policy that one - third
representatives of the SETC be from the prime sponsors.

ROLE OF Tim speriETAlly

NACo would welcome a strong. properly defined role for the Secre-
tary. 'We see that role as being supportive of the prime sponsor delivery
system. We suggest that role take the form of responsible, aggressive,
and consistent management of the prime sponsor system.

As the first step we request that the Congress require the Secretary
to provide in-depth, on-site technical assistance to prime sponsors. We
suggest that this be accomplished either by i. percent set-aside of the
Secretary's discretionary funds or by report langcnage instructing the
Secretary to provide technical assistance.

Second. if after the technical assistance is provided and the prime
sponsor still cannot perform effectively. the Secretary should take cor-
rective action, including reallocation of funds or withdrawal of prime
sponsorship.

Third, in cases of withdrawal of prime sponsorship, section 102, the
Secretary should be required to seek first right of refusal from the next
highest level of Government, implied in sections 101(b) (1) and (2),
before assuming authority to grant funds ". . . to public agencies
or private nonprofit organizations . . . certainly. the stated de-
centralization purpose of the bill, section 2. would be better served
if, in a situation when a prhne sponsor city in a prime sponsor county
lost prime sponsorship, the prime sponsor county were given the op-
portunity to assume prime sponsorship before the Secretary looked
elsewhere.
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We recommend that the Secretary be required to seek review and
comment from the local prime sponsor on the work plan for any na-
tional or discretionary funds that the Secretary plans to spend in a
prime sponsor area to initiate employment and training programs.

By taking this step, the Congress would insure that national and
discretionary funds are spent in concert with and are not duplicative
of the efforts outlined in local prime sponsor plans.

We are concerned that too much of the bill is left undefined to be
determined by regulations issued by the Secretary. As in our earlier
comments on reporting and paperwork, prime sponsors would like to
be able to relate to annual regulations that are consistent with the
intent of Congress. 1Ve request that the appropriate subcommittees
of the House and Senate review and approve CETI regulations before
they can become effective.

'WC object to the amount of money available for title III, section
112 ( d)

Senator CHAFEE. Is that not putting us on an incredible chore here,
if We are going to review the regulations before they are put out I do
not think we have ever done that on anything, have we ?

Senator NELSON. No.
If you had to review them, I guess 95 percent of them might not

be drafted, so it might not be as big a job. They do that in the State
of Wisconsin. They have to submit regulations to the appropriate corn-
-mittee which means they do not get so many.

Mr. KLEIN. We think the education subcommittees do that.
I would respectfully suggest that the chairman's response is quite

accurate ; if they were reviewed by subcommittees, they would prob-
ably diminish in scope and size.

Senator- NELSON. There is some legislation around that addresses
itself to that I doubt whether we will be able to get it into this bill.

Senator CHAFEE. One of the problems, it seems to me is, we are going
through this testimony, and it seems to ine you are saying that
let there be flexibility, and if it does not work out then have the
Secretary, I guess, bite the bullet and go after those prime sponsors
who are not performing.

Here is the problem you do that in an area where there are very few
regulations set forth, and then you get into a quarrel with whether he
is performing or not according to whose standards.

Now, if the prime sponsor is not given some pretty clear direction
what he is meant to be doing, and you pull the rug out from under him,
he appeals and says, I was doing what I was meant to be doing, which
wasand I had very little guidance, so 3-nu cannot punish me

Mr. KLEIN. Well, what we are saying is two things.
First, there are two extremes, over-regulation and no regulation.

What we are suggesting is that the course pursued by the administra-
tion is on the former side, over-reolation.

In addition to that, the prime sponsor must develop and submit and
get approval of a plan with stated goals and objectives; and we think
it is possible to judge that prime sponsor's performance within that
context, rather than trying to establish for all the prime sponsors
across all of the country where they are enormously diversified in
characteristics, needs and responsibilities, uniform criteria by which
they will all be judged.
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It simply is not possible and results in what we see is crippling
over-regulation.

Senator CIIAFEE. I am sympathetic to you. The only thing I notice
is that some of the regulations you object to arehow many for dis-
abled veterans, how many hard-core and so forthyou want to get
rid of thoseyet, when you evaluate the program, these are the very
thing_ s you judge in order to get proper evaluation of the program.
You have to have some of these reports.

Mr. WEixTrevue. If I can elaborate a moment, each prime sponsor
submits a plan that must be approved by the Secretary. The Secretary
knows what the goals and objectives are as well as the clients targeted
to be served in each prime sponsor area. Then the Secretary can judge
whether or not that individual or prime sponsor is meeting those goals
and objectives based on how that individual prime sponsor is perform-
ing against his plan.

So the plan which the Secretary signs off on can be
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I can see whatthe Secretary pulls the rug

and the prime sponsor would be in here screaming and saying it has
to be "show cause." I believe Governor Finch in his testimony said they
had had to show cause in order to eliminate the prime sponsor. We
would be tied up in court around here forcver. I think the Secretary
has to have some pretty strong power.

Mr. KLEIN. I do not think we disagree with that We think it is
implementation of those powers that are critical, Senator.

We object to the amount of money available for title III, section
112 (d) (1) . Rather than 20 percent of all funds under the act, except
those from VI as in S. 2570, we recommend that being cut to 10 percent,
or 20 percent of title III.

Under S. 2570, $970.6 million would be available for title III when
only $459 million was requested, $200 million of which is for welfare
demonstration programs. Thus. $511 million would still be available.

We are concerned that part of title IV is extended for 4 years,caveated only by a report to Congress due on March 1, 1979, sec-
tion 411.

We recommend that Congress mandate that the Secretaey s report
to Congress explore how part A can be incorporated into title II of
the legislation.

We recommend that discretionary funds, section 482(b) in the sum-
mer youth program, be targeted to all city, county, and consortiaprime sponsors with unemployment rates that are 1.5 times the na-
tional average unemployment rate.

TITLE

We recommend that section 502(a) (3) be further specified to reserve
6 of the expanded 14 slots for "two Governors. two county officials,
and two city officials, who are currently serving in that elected office."

I would like to strike the succeeding sentence of recommending that
the legislation prohibit the chairperson and director from testify_ ing
on behalf of the Commission without approval.

I think that is an overreaction on our part and it is inherent in the
legislation. With your consent, Mr. Chairman, we would strike that
paragraph in the testimony.

31.375 0.78-S1
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Senator NELSON. It will be stricken.
Mr. KLEIN. With respect to private sector initiatives, NACo sup-

ports increased ties for CETA with the private sector.
We feel that the purpose of the title is identical with the basic

purpose of title II. We question whether a client participating in OJT
under title H will become a second-class citizen compared to a client
participating in title VII.

We wonder whether the placement chances for that title II client
will suffer, if title II is viewed as a "second class" operation by the
business community.

We are disappointed that, at a minimum, the rules governing OJT
were not simplified.

We applaud the fact that prime sponsors will be allowed to jointly
establish a private industry council, i.e., operate a consortium, for
purposes of this title. We reject a nationally defined council as the
single mechanism for private-sector involvement. Specifically, we re-
ject the notion that an active, functioning business council in a prime
sponsor area should be summarily rejected as the local vehicle under
this title if it does not meet national-defined criteria.

We are concerned that the administration is already moving to use
moneys previously targeted for a second round of STIP and an-
nounced in the regions for pilot efforts using design of this title.

TRANSITION

Since this legislation makes major changes in funding, client eligi-
bility, and reporting requirements, it is essential to consider what
means can be developed toeffect %smooth transition.

In this regard, a look back at what happened when the title VI
amendments were passed in 1976 might prove instructive. We note
that in 1976 changes were made in only one title of CETA, not all
titles as is now the case. The bill was signed into law, Public Law
94-444, on October 1, 1976, the beginning of the new fiscal year

Allocations were not available until the week of December 15, 1976.
The first draft of regulations was issued October 26th, which was
further amended and published December 10, to become effective Jan-
uary 10, 1977.

At that time, although the authorizing legislation reouirecl a change-
over from regular public service jobs to projects. DOL mesumed that
moneys were not sufficient to effect that transition. Regulations to effect
the changeover to projects were issned in draft form March 15. 1977.
and in final form May 13, 1977. Public Law 95-93, the youth bill, had
a similar history.

We note that it took a minimum of 3 months to put the law into
action and another 4 months to resolve additional problems of im-
plementation. We highlight this past experience, not to suggest that
the administration is slow to act. On the contrary, extremely competent
staff worked nonstop in order to translate the legislation into opera-
tional terms in ways that would be most consistent with existing pro-
grammatic realities.

What we need to appreciate is the highly complex nature of the
proposed legislation before us and the extent to which it represents a
radical departure from the current law.
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Therefore, we recommend that the Congress add a transition
tionsee section 3 of Public Law 934203to allow sun-le-lent timefor DUI to effect a smooth changeover to the new provisions. Wesuggest that the new law become effective on .Janary 1, 1079, whichwould allow a full quarter for DOL to develop necessary changes inregulations, reporting requirements. and other paperwork demands.

NACo supports most of the major structural changes in S. 2570, suchas the consolidation of the administrative provisions, the establish-ment of nn administrative cost pool. and the move to a uniform eligi-bility criterion.
Despite serious reservations about S. 2570. the Nat ional Association

of Counties looks forward to working with your committee to improvethe administration's CET -l. bill. We plan to work closely with you andyour staff to achieve a CETA bill that will better meet the needs ofindividuals it is designed to serve.
We would be happy to answer your questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Netsox. On page 8 you make reference to retirement plan.

I am not sure whether I understand what you are talking about.
You are saying the effect of the bill is to require State and local

governments and private, nonprofit eployers to contribute up to 20percent public service payroll cost out of local general to revenues?Are you talking about current law?
Mr. Wetx-ntAun. Within the current statute there are equal benefit.

provisions [section 208 (a) (4) j. those were interpreted b,, the regs intvetion 98-25 that we referenced. As of October 1, 1977, prime spon-sors could no longer use CET.A funds which Were primarily designed
to put people to work under titles II and VI to pay into State retire-ment systems.

While we are sympathetic to that notion, it makes a lot of sense.State and local governments are bound by collective bargaining agree-ments and State laws covering State requirement .systems. .thy personin a similar class must also receive retirement benefits because of theCET: ordinance. So that as of October 1. 1977. local governments wereforced to start using their local revenues to pay into State retirement
systems for CF TA participants,

They were given the option that if they could get the State at-
torney general to request a waiver, they could get that regulation post-
poned for a year. -. total of 28 States have requested that waiver and
have been granted it as a result of a direct request by the State attorneygeneral.

So we are in a dilemma, based on section 121 (o) in the new bill, that
says, CETA funds can no longer be used for this purpose.

-However, because of local agreements and equal - benefit provisions,
you still have to keep paying for it

Senator NELSON. I would assume in most instances it, is a. questionthat the statuto establishing it pension plan requires a contribution
from the State. If that is the case, the legislature has a year to change
the law. Tim Federal Government should nn4 be hiking Federal funds
and contributing into a municipal or State pension fund. This is a useof Federal money for people who are never going to draw off thepension. If I were running a pension fund, I would like that It is build-
ing a pension fund, but all the regulation says that no funds shall be
used for contributions on behalf of any participant to State and local
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retirement funds unless such benefits accrue to the credit of the
participant.

I think the problem is you have to change the statute.
Mr, Wzmrnarin, How about for all of those individuals who are

already_in the State retirement system ? Prior to the change of the State
statute? The only wi;-7 they can be covered is it they are grandfathered
in because otherwise 102.al governments would have to pay for the
State retirement contribution for all those folks who have been in the
program up to 1978._

Senator NELSON. It is my understanding that if you get, a ruling from
the attorney general that the law of your State requires the contribu-
tion, so that they will waive the past contributions that have been made
out of Federal funds and if you request, give you 1 year to change
the law. The money already paid for by CETA funds on behalf of
CETA employees who. o not vest, becomes eligible for any interest.
If left to the Government, those funds will remain there.

That ends up as a benefit an unearned benefit to the fund, or a con-
tribution to the fund for which there is no concurring obligation.
Henceforth, we are not going to permit Federal funds to be used to
make a contribution for a CETA employee unless the benefits are
accrued to the beneficiary.

If your State statute requires. as the State of Wisconsin does, the
legislature will have to change the law, but I do not see how we can
continue to contribute funds to the pension fund for people who are
not going to get any benefit.

Mr. Weimaarrn. No.
But should local governments be then required to pay into the pen-

sion fund for all those folks prior to 1978 when the State law would
change if in fact the State legislature were not meeting that year?

Senator NELSON. Aly understanding is if that is the law of the State
and the attorney general furnishes an opinion saying the law of the
State as of now requires these contributions to be made, the attorney
general will waive any obligation against pension funds for past con-
tributions made by the Federal fund. So, there is no problem there.

You have the 1 year to change the law under which you operate.
That is all within local and State control. I do not see how the Federal
Government can control that Certainly, we air not going to approve
Federal contributions to pensions that do not Vest to the interest of the
employee.

Mr. WEINMAUB. There should be a way that possibly the conunittee
staff and the staff of the various public interest groups who are con-
cerned about this issue could explore a solution, possibly through the
national level, that would affect the situation so that 50 different State
legislatures did not have to go back and change laws bemuse of con-
forming provision in a Federal statute, which requires equal benefits;
and there should be I hope, enough imagination among all of us to
figure out some solution to that.

Senator NELsoN-. Are you concerned then about the future or about
the past contributions?

Mr. WEINTRAtna. We are concerned about our responsibilities for the
past, the present, and the future in terms of local government contri-
butions.
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We would like to figure o it a way that uniformly eliminates any pos-
sibility for local governments to contribute, school boards to contribute,
private nonprofit to contribute, for PSE workers, that they give jobs to

Senator NELsoN. Well, if you have a memorandum you want to sub-
mit delineating the problem as you see it, we might be missing some-
thing, and we would be happy to have it All we are trying to get at is
the question of not contributing Federal funds to a pension fund unless
it vests to the interest of the person who contributed. I assume you
agree with that principle?

Mr. WEINTRAtru, Yes.
Senator NELSON. Maybe you can give us a memorandum outlining

the problem.
Mr. KLEIN-. I do not think you are missing anything. It is our prob-

lem; it is something of a Catch ?2 problem. We agree with the philoso-
phy that the CET.A. fund should not be used for retirement benefits. We
also feel that the CETA. program is conceptually one which should not
require local funds to be used for retirement. We seem to be trapped inthat.

Rather than beat that issue to death, if we may, we will take your
suggestion and try to put a memorandum to you identifying the issues
as we see it.

Senator CHAFEE. Could I ask a question?
Are you saying under this regulation, whatever it is 93-25, the Fed-

eral Government required that local communitiesthe prime spon-
sorprovide equal benefits? Is that it ? Do not read me the memo ; that
will confuse me.

Mr. WErNraArn. No It refers back to a section, I think it is section
208(a) (4), in Public Law 93-203.

Senator CHAFEE. Never mind.
You are going to submit a memo.
Briefly, what you would like is CETA employees be exempt from

having to have the retirement benefits that are given to other munici-
pal and county employees ; is that it?

Mr. WEINntAta. What we would prefer is that local governments
do not have to contribute out of local-generated revenues for retire-
ment benefits of PSE workers that they happen to have within their
government or placing in another authority.

Senator CHAFEE. I get it.
I probably will get another view on that from Mr. Welsh.
Senator NELSON. Is there a point here I have been. missing? A -munic-

ipality hires a CETA employee, and 1 year later, the CETA employee
is hired then by the municipality in their classified civil service, or one
of their job classifications, and is no longer a. CETA employee, Are you
concerned with that previous year?

Mr. ICt,EIN. Yes. Obviously, when that person becomes a permanent
employee, he or she becomes entitled to all the aspects of employment
as a permanent employee, but we are concerned about

Senator NELSON. That is the precise issue. I'm not talking about past
history. Your problem is that you have CETA employees, some of
whom will become employees of municipalities, and they now have a
record of 1 year of employment, and you are concerned about the
municipality having to go back and contribute a pension contribution
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for that previous year, prior heir becoming an employee of the city

in their classified service?
Mr. lam. Correct.
Mr. Weintraub keeps saying out of local revenues. I think I have to

fish or cut bait further than that and say as one local_ official that I
would not even put that qualification on it I would think that the con-
cept of a CETA program is PSE at least transitional, hopefully, the
situation, and one which should not require a contribution during that
period of time before permanent placement.

Senator Nmso.N. You would want the statute to read there is no con?
tribution obligation for any period of tune that an employee is funded
by CETA funds?

Mr. KLEIN. That is my opinion, Senator. I truly am not authorized
to take that position on behalf of NACo.

Senator NusoN. I see the problem.
Thank you very much.
If you would give us a little memorand : on that, maybe we can

handle it.
Senator CuArEt. Did you hear the welcome for you from Senator

Javits?
Mr. KLXIN. Yes.
Senator Cu Ile le sent his warm regards to you
Mr. KLEIN. Very gracious introduction.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Klein and material referred to

follows
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on z. stateren

"econcrnicall.v disadvantaced serann.:, ,neriaipr n underernlayed nert.uns.'
what is the point here?Theaddition of "oersons" and the chance

from and to or seem to strenothen the distinction between two

nrouos. Yet, the Administratinn's hill permits eligibility based
on one criterion only for the 5 percent of Title II which can he
used for unaradino. All other eligibility criteria couple the income

requirement with employment status.

"which will result in an increase in earned income." While this new phrase
is certainly an appropriate oal for GEM, its immediate fulfillment
must not be allowed to dominate the oroaratn. Lana -term earning power

and stability are more important than irrldiete lost-nlacement wanes.
riven the. Atoinistrati on 'a elms to implement ne done I ly sniComm

performance standards [sections 113(c)(1) ind 127!all, we see cnis

addition as the Imsii fication for undue enmhasis Cr' . irradiate placement
in hither wage Jobs (no natter how violatile the industry) and a
de- emphasis on programs that encourane a return to scnool or further
training outside of MIA. 'de recommend that the Phrase be deleted or

that "ultimately" be inserted before "result."

"coordinated. . _system." The addition of this word and the final sentence of

the section reflects the Administration's apparent belief that coordination
can be achieved by modifying the authorizing legislation of only one of
the partners in the or000sed coordination. While we aoplaud the intent,
we moose unilateral efforts to force coordination at the local level

when it can't be achieved nationally. Amendments to CETA alone cannot

solve the problem of ES-CETA coordination; the Wagner-Peyser Act must

be reviewed concurrently. The broader coordination mentioned in the last
sentence is not reflected in the osoes of the bill, no to our khowledge,
in proposals to amend the lenislation risted. Celetu the seccnd sentence.

Pro sed hew Transition Provisions

We sudgeSt a new section that would allow ciiill'iconsors to continua to
operate under existing law for a period not to exceed three months, or January

1, 1979. During that time the Secretary would be instructed to develop, publish
for review and comment and Finalize reoulations, reporting forms and other

instructions. The changed provisions would then no Into effect at a data
certain, to be set by the Secretary.

Ti tle I, Part A

Section 101(a)(2 ). We recommend that the Secretary be instructed in report
lanauane to .cceot special survey data, as well as Census Bereau poulation

utria tes
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2

*Section 101 (a )(3! ociecc to the e.r ltrraa_e oefef,e
unit Of caoleal Yca ove '.°ent oui a for

small city within a prime sponsor county to apoli for crime spcnsorship,creating a swiss cheese effeCt. Small units arc proteeted b
Section 101(1o)(2); larger units deserve eau& protection.

Section 101(c). The Secretary's desinnation of prime sponsors should be
automatic by virtue of population. Ile would orefer a direct reference to
sections 101(a) and (b).

Section 101(d). We support this approach and would like to see lang_uace requiring
sub-state allocations based on need, as defined by the formula or an
aooroximation thereof when data is unavailable.

on 102, Insert lanuada 'and for ,,,hicn no other "jt.j..2 JUal
Direct arodram operation by the Secretor, Would be a last resert, 'elre
Sponsorship should first be offered to the next hillier unit of coernment.

Section 103, In aeneral, this section writes modulations into law. We strunaly
endorse the notions of a one -tine acreement and of mall tiolo year planning
(and funding), at least for the Structural aspects or the orogram.,
However, we feel that the emphasis on detailed, catecorical annual program
supplements negate these past tive changes by moving away from the notion
of a truly comorehensive clan for an area.

Our specific recommendations are designed both to maximize the comprehensive
nos of the planning process and to reduce unnecessary paperaork,

Section 103(a)(1). The nr000sed prime sponsor aoreorrent should be the ban it
document outlining a comprehensive employnent and trainino plan for 3 11
formula grants to prime sponsors Seeci heal ly incl wino I t les IE , IV and VI,as well as necessary assurances and certifications.

Section 103(a)(2). 0eIete,

Section 103(a)(3). Rewrite as follows: "individual formula pro rare supplements,
limited to a Program Mannino Summary and a Sudaet Information Summary
for each formula araoram, and in rare cases, short descriptions of
program arrangements unique to the program and not mentioned in (1) above."

Section 103(a)(4). Delete and replace with the followinn: "orouram supplements
for non-formula grants to the extent that they differ from informationcontained in (I) above."

Mon 103(b)(1). ue aoolaud the one-tire submission of prime sponsor aore-
rnent and urne that the bulk of reouf,ed submissions be part of it.

iebtipn 1031.7.r1);1 ;, Replace the :-len-colqn with i -;ncsr 0
f 0110Aflu: of the aceri'
Growth patterns, ou77ic service needs and the e;iaio:a riaalaltfon nro'en
nut by such demon-alhip factors as =ex, race ale to the extent that
reasonably accurate data are available.' This wuld allow the deletion
of section 103(e)(4), (5) and (7), and 103(d)(4) and (9),
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- 3 -

*Sattion 1133ftr;1 1)ful. S-arrumeer the s$rti Jr eat. a a L.)

fctiCws : L,g.; Fnfl-C; nra.!!

T-rid oerfamugac poal Tilis Ii yr ti ic j cF P.L, .;3-2:23:

calls for an outline of the overall cra sysliem of Formula grafts as a
nenuipely comprehensive System and builds in a process of prime sponsor
DOL negotiation and agreement on the reassures for success at the
apPropriate tirre and place - when a legal agreement on the use of funds

and results expected is being grade and in the context of local needs and
program desion decisions.

*Section I03(b)(1/(01. Insert thefallowinq from P.L. 93-203; "including assurances

that this process : (I) provides for utilizing g those services and
'cciii ties which are available, witri or without ref mburserner Of the
reasonable cost, From Fed. ral , State, and locai afeno 95 ce the 2a tent
deemed aeprooriata tv/ the prime sponsdr, if niviris r$01 CanS1,1eratj:Ir. to
the effectiveness of such existing services and facili ties, Vic; udinu, bit
not limited to the State employment servi,treo, State vocational education

and vocational rehabilitation aciencies area skills centers, local educational

agencies, POstSecondary training and education institutions, and community
action agencies but nothing contained herein shall he construed Co limit
the utilization of services and facilities of private oven iris institutions
andorgani zations (such as private businesses, labor oroanizations, private
employment agencies . and private educational and vocational institutions)
which can, at comparable cost, provide substantially eouivalent training or
services or otherwise aid in reducing more quickly unemployment or current
prospective manpower shortanes; ) Provides that the reed to continue

programs of 'wally demonstrated effec tiveness is taken into account.''
insertion would reinforce the notion that effective performance in a
Particular Iota I ity is the prinaea concerti, fol lowed closely by the need

to utilize eyistinn rosources to the extent cons is 'Cent 'AO effectiveneSs.

Section 1153(b,10 (5) Co le ray tne seraico lon acid insert toe rot loving and arid- reorria te

arrangements xi its cormuni ,ty based croanizati ors se ilea the poverf,:l pope, IV. on
and other ipecial tarei,ert groups for tneir participation in the_planning of
proorams included in the plan." Dv including this descriptionrnow
105(e)(3)(A) j in the P5A, duplication in each proaram supplement Can be

avoided.

Section 103(b)(1)0). Delete. The SoCretary's bill incorporates current
regulations on this subject.

*Section 103(0(2) . Delete. The PSA requires a description of processes for the
selection of service deliverer's based on local effectiveness. The specific
aoreemenc, particularly if a transfer or fonds is involved, usually cannot
be finally executed until after the PS-4 1$ submitted. moreover,

°Dentine agreeTeats must be subleot to reply adiustrent Ourine the :fear
'n roSpoeSe ti 7,1rfnrafice ard ;SO.-flint, ,tro,icstleclo US:IL O.A

iygr. r.he :0 !) S?. tre rear

a cat mr I air -2,10. for
Tao inclusiv t-u r3a J.t.r.1 r.ranrassery.
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*Section 103(c). This should be limited to the PPS, the BIS and, rarely,
special program plans unioue to Title II and net mentioned in
the PSA.

*Section 10910(!). Pallets. This is sure do:woo-iota it PS,1 ens 'via
be covered by our proposed new section 103(b)(1). The :*eference
to the Secretary's performance coals must be deleted, his is a key
step in the movement away from orograms tailored to local communities

and toward nationally uniform programs that cannot meet any community's
needs. By necessity, any performance standards developed by the
Secretary will reflect a "norm." In practice, both Labor Department
and prime sponsor officials will be pressured to make prooram changes
that will result in "standard" outcomes at the expense of unique
local needs. We believe that each prime sponsor's grant should contain
performance goals, negotiated in light of the local situation. which
are the sole measure of that prime soonsor's success. It is imoossible
to design and measure programs both C,4 a nationallv uniform standard
and on locally determined coals.

Section 103(c)(3. Delete. Duplicates our recommended change to section
103(b)(1)(E .

Section 103(c)(4), Delete. Duplicates our recommended channe to section
103(b)(1)(A) in terms of the eligible population. This information on
prime sponsor staff should be submitted only once, not separately
for each title. Moreover we wonder how it will be used, Further.
has the Administration thought through how it will define and collect
information on "national origin"?

"Proposed activities and services" would be fully covered in the Prime
Sponsor Agreement and are not necessary here.

Section 103(c)(5). (6) and (?). Delete, These would be covered by
sections 1035/C1;f0 and (B).

'Section 103(c)(B). Delete. This is a list with no direct rel ationship to the
plan, Moreover, the intent would be covered by our recommended change
to section 103(b)(1)(D).

Sections 103(c)(9) and (10). Delete. These should be pert of our proposed
new section 103(b)(1)(13).

Section 103(c)(11). Delete, unless the Administration is prepared to require
comparable efforts on the part of the other agencies and to make program,
planning and definitional chanoes to facilitate the effort. Prime sponsors
are anxious to coordinate their efforts, but face consistent federal
barriers.

Section 109(c)(12) Delete. These crovisions are the Secrete s regulationS.
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'Section 103(d), The suoplerent should be limited to a Program Planning
Summary, 90dcet Information Summary and items jnique to this title and

rot covered by tns PSA.

Sections 103(d)(1) and (2). These are currently part of the RSA and should

be part of section 103(b)(1).

Section 103(d)(3). Delete. This should be part of section 103(b)(1)(9)

: Section 103(d)(4). Delete. Duplicates section 103(b)(1).

Section 103(d)(5). Delete. This should be part of the prime sponsor

agreement, but it would be most useful as an annual reoort of

actual jobs filled by generic type and numbers in each type of

agency. Moreover, if USDOL is to compile national statistics

on PSE jobs, it must be done generiea1ly, not by individual employers'

names or Joo classifications.

Replace "how these jobs relate to" with the expected Impact on."

Sections 103(d)(0. (7), (8), and (9). Delete. These items should be in the

PSA. Revise to read as follows: "Criteria to be used in distributing

funds and jobs among potential agencies and units of governments."

We think this is a clearer statement of the intent of section (8)..

Section 103(d)(10). Delete. As mentioned previously, these provisions are the

Secretary's regulations.

'Section 103(e). Requirements for Title IV formula grants should also be part

of the prime sponsor agreement, including at least YETP and summer jobs.

Section 103(f). We would prefer deleting this section to avoid confusion over the

role of the council as defined her versus section 109.

Section 103(g). We recommend that, where these programs operate in a crime

Sponsor area the prime sponsor be allowed to review and comment prior to

the Secretary's final action.

* Section 104. Overall, we Strongly prefer section 108 of P.L. 93 -203.

Section 104(a). The "45 days" has no olace in the law.- Normal practice has been

for the Labor Department to waive the current
30 day period of prior

review because its regulations, forms and
instructions are seldom available

sufficiently before grant applications are due to allow far any prior

review and comment, If, this provision remains, it should be coupled

with a requirement that Labor's instructions be
finalized no less than

90 days prior to the Submission date.

Section 1C4(a)(1). Insert "sunnarias 0" before such plan.'
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Section 104(8)(1)(8). Delete. The :love nor will as toiirci: to
review the 01en.

Section 104(a)(1)(C). Delete, ouncii involvement is_ different
per section 109.

Section 104(a)(1)(t). Clearly identify central labor ouncils as
appropriate, to avoid the Implication that each of hundreds of separate
unions must be sent individual elan wineries,

Section 104(1)(2)(8). This is more appropriate for regulations than the law.
In any event, it should be clear that each prime sponsor must choose
among these and other options how best to publicize its plan.

"Section 104(b). Delete everything after the first "recommendations." The
ducueentaticn is an inordinate and unnecessary burden an staff tine nd
resources. Submission to the Secretary compounds the emblem.

The plan itself is a massive documentation of the reasons for the choices
Made by the prime sponsor, who is required by law to solicit and respond
to a whole range of views. The Secretary Is required to insure that that
process takes place, presumably by on-site monitoring as well as peer
submission. Any disgruntlement at the prime sponsor's decisions can be
appealed to the Secretary for investigation. Therefore, the advance
documentation of choices not made merely adds paperwork without adding
to the orotection of dissenting views already built Into the system.

. *Section 104(c). Replace with section 105(c) of P.L. 93-203: The Secretary
shall provide finaicial assistance to each prime sponsor under this title
to carry out the plans submitted by each such orire spcnsor upon
determinine that -

the plan is consistent with the previsions of this title:
2 the plan was made public prior to submission to the Secretsry;
3) the prime sponsor has demonS tra ted mexiieurn efforts to implement

provisions in the prior year's plan."

At a minimum, delete the phrase, "taking into account. . .council." There
is no justification for presuming that comments from the state level carry more
weight than local considerations of need and service priority unless DUL
genuinely assumes that shoring up SETCs and SESAs, rather than providing
effective services to the client community, is the basic purpose of the Act.

Consideration of performance should reflect the language of section 105(c)(3)
in existing law.

Delete the last sentence. The Labor Department is prone to define a single
nationally uniform solution when confronted with a single operational
Problem. Prime sponsors need negotiatine leverage.

`Section 101(C.1. eelete. A precese If ritcnticticn i5 interdeJ.
T'de :s iN.011; en e)iltty to dictet1 izestific +tos:-this.
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g5.- en 104(d1(2i. ken1a=8 with 1;1i t) an. 10E(1

of n. 91-2)3,

Short of this solution, replace everythioo after "provided" in (0)(:)

with the following: that the prime sponsor has been afforded reasonable

notice, but not less than JO days* and an opportunity for a formal

hearing." In addition, this process must cover modifications as well as

Plans. Finally, we strongly urge the inclusion of section 108(c) of

P.L. 93 203.

*Section 105(b)(2). The Aovernor can play a role here. However, the ills of

the Wanner-Peyser Act cannot be cured by amending CETA, nor can the

ES-CETA relationship be clearly defined by amendments only to CETA. We

urge the simultaneous review Of CETA and Wapner-Poser to address this

issue.

Section 10(b)(3). Delete. This implies an authority the Governor does not

have.

Section 105(b)(5). Delete. Items (1) and (6) fully cover this,

Section 105(b)(7). Prime sponsors would welcome this.

Section 105(6)(9).' Add the following new sentence; "Any such model program-

or component of such program to be conducted within a local prime sponsor

area shall net be finally approved until the appropriate prime sponSoriS)

has a reasonable oppdrtunity to review and comment, and'the Governor shall

make every effort to coordinate such programs or components with the

prime sponsor(S) plat.,"

Section 105(c). Add, "anal any or 14r,;or; I

;,old ba eratse,"

special programs

Section 106(b), immediately after the aordS, "the Secretary Shall investigate,"

insert tne followino phrase. "and Or resolve." The prime sponsor

should be notified and Provided an opportunity for a hearing concerning

the findings of any such investigation.

*Section 106(c), Provide an option short of revoking the whole plan, See section

108(b) of P.L. 93-203.

Section 106(c)(1). Delete the reference to significant segments of the

population. These segments are identified and agreed to by the

secretary in the prime sponsor's avant. Thus, this should be dealt

with as a failure to live up to the orant agreement.

Section 105(c)(2). Change t o t aal. admini5trItive co at significOnTlY

ata4e tNe arigt.git ig tr,g sa,ca7aa ols:.'

3e4a,en ',WO), This shnia !War to Oa orce3s of cons4dewien spellec

Cut and approved in the prime sponsor agreement (section 101),
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Section 107(a). Restore the lamouage of section 109, O.L. 93-203
recurring the Secreery to "flte it fhe court tne ,etord the
S,OCett!InIS 01 acj,:n se5J1 his aotior." .t 15 tat
unreasonable for the Secretary to doc:.ment reasons fon strong
sanctions like terminating grants. In addition, tnis should reference
section 108 and the rejection of Modifications.

Section 107. Add a new subsection (c) using the language of P.L. 93-203.
section 109(0.

Section 108(a). Rephrase this section as follows! The Secretary is
authorized to reallocate any part of the unobligated amount of any
allotment under this Act to the extent that the Secretary determines
that it will not be used during the period of' time for which the allotment
is available. Allotted amounts c!aY not to reallocated far any reason before
:he expiration of the sixth month after oblicatior of he torus 'to the
Prim* soonsor.'

Our recommended chances would protect funds needed to meet the legal
obligations entered into in good faith by the prime Sponsor and would
provide six months of operations prior to italTocatiOn. The former is
obviously necessary. The latter is based on the assumption that
grants are signed only after the Secretary has been convinced that the
grantee can perform and that six months is a reasonably short period in
which to demonstrate a conclusive inability to use the funds as planned,

Section 108(b)(3). First priority should be the next larger unit of government
for services to residents of the original areas. The advice of the
Governor and the sErc should be sougnt in selecting other areas.

Se:tion 109(b). Insert the Phrase. 'to tqa extent practical."

ti3r. 109(0, Wnv mst the VIVroersn be j cuOlic 7,..77? The nlecte: official
should be able tf: Osionate the Chair 0 his Cr her advisory council.

The prime sponsor should be required "to provide staff support resocnsive
to the council." It is virtually impossible for a volunteer council to holdstaff accountable. Council staff must report to the prime sponsor staff
director who reports to the chief elected official.

Sections 109(b) and (e). Council functions and meMbership as outlined here
should encompass the entire Act, specifically including titles ly and VI.

Section 110(a)(2), For the reasons outlined above, it is impossible for the
SETC to hold staff accountable. The governor should be free to designate
the chairperson.

tltn 1 llf1;0) it 011nrf7:'11 d

ler:dnti4C,S c,.1-re0:1
or!ra

,

9.L. 93-203. secticn

110(b)(1). Change the first part of this sect
review Mime sponsor olans ana monitor the on

programs and the availability. ."

o include soeCific
ra-t!,i-o for

lano,aee of

to read as follows:
_tion of orbs sponsor
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Section 110(6)(4). Delete. This duplicates the revision above and is based

On section 104, which is totally unacceptable.

Section 1;2. We recommend that all authorizino lan4ua :e, such as that for

title VI, be Consolidated into similar sections
in :.his title.

*Section 112(c). Since other changes imply a move to three -year planning

and funding, this section should permit that possibility,

*Section 112(d). Change to read as follows: not more than 20 percent of the

amount appropriated under title II shall be available for title

As it is the draft would more than double the amount spent for title III prograMs.

LeSs acceotable '.00uld be to chanoe 20% to 10% and retain the existing lancluade.

Title I Part B

Section 121(a). What consideration has been oiven :o the Imoliostions of

aoe and handicapped provisions here, particularly In regard to Title VIII?

*Section 121(o). This requires that allowances be paid for all training. It

should exclude OJT. Prime soonsors should have the authority to waive

allowances in certain circumstances as soecified in section 124.

Sec

Delete "in any five year Period." while we aoree with the intent in

general, it is hard to envision a system of enforcement; and this is

impossible to administer. Prime sponsors with computerized information

systemS could Presumably run periodic checks of current enrollment

against total enrollment over five years by social security number,

presumfno they first enter all enrollees into the comouter system. A

manual system, however, would have to rely upon an enrollee's self-

certification and massive cross-referencino of enrollee records. We would

poets that over half of the prime sponsors use a manual system. Finally,

ime sponsors now retain records for three years. This would renuire

a five year retention of all enrollee records.

on 121(h)(4). This does too far. Certainly, 'new branches. subsidiaries

and affiliates" are not to be discouraged. It iithe use of CETA

funds to encourage the closing and relocation of firms that should be

prohibited. Don't place further obstacles in the way of CETA-private

sector linkages,

Section 121(i)(4). Change to read, "unless the prime sponsor determines that there

Section 121(j)(3) What the intent? We oppose matching reouirements.

* Section 121(k), Replace with lancluace from P.L. 93.203 quoted in our comment

on section 101(b)(1)(0).

'1r121 ove section

Se :two IZVo). Delete, This outliY: an/ coupled vicr%-stu0 offorts where don:

is more than half of the enrollee's hours (the usual erranaement); denies

the need for loncer-term confidence - guiding and experienCe for some

clients. such as discouraoed workers, displaced homemakerS, the handicapped,

and rely older clients; ignores the fact tnat 6 to 12 moths' experience

on a resume is necessary in some highly competitive labor markets; and

cruelly constrains the counselor/enrollee desion of a plan of action suited

to the individual's needs.
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*Section 121(o). Revise Wows: '
of env participant enrolled cn gr after

the date of moot ' entation set is setion 3 to a state. ur Iccal ret:rerent

fund, not-withstaoling the egaal beoafit orovisiaos 1,£ low, Fonds to asaa

to continue contriOutionS for oarticilonts enrolled orior to that date

in such a retirement system if the participant Is already a part of such

plan because of his or her status under the Act." It is essential that

this potentially destruCtuve issue be addressed.

Section 121(p). However meritorious the provision "to the extent consistent
with legally mandated SOU or local procurement procedures" must be added.

Section 121(r), Delete. It is inappropriate to determine nationally that each
of the millions of individual CETA clients renuires any ore of the possible

Services orovided For.

Section 121(u)(1) and (2). we recorme
that veterans be identified as a

that thi
nificant

of eCtion 171(s), srd

Section 121(x). Delete. This Is clearly unnecessary.

Section 122(6). Add lanouaae specifically allowing cross - enrollment agreements

between prime sponsors.

Wan 122(c)(1). Delete. Eligibility criteria hould be spelled out in the

appropriate title, not here.

Section 122(d)(1). It must be understood that, despite maintenance of effort
provisions. "substitution" Is mandated by law in area that have experienced

Significant lay-offs.

Section 122(o). This should include the oorase "to the extent feasible."
While the intentis laudable, crime sncloserS Should not be held accountable
for taking actions for which they may not have the authority. Specifically.

an Independent civil service board or state civil service corrission

frequently has the final say in these matters. The ills of the various

civil service systems cannot be cured solely through CETA.

Section 122(h). Delete "addresses" to protect enrollees from harassmen

their homes.

*Section 122(1)(2). Delete "in the pteceedinn five years." Although we understand

the intent, it would be virtually impossible to enforce, even by self-certi-
fication and particularly in areas without fully computerized records. Self-

certification that an applicant had held a PSE job presumably could not be
used to disoualify the aDolicant unless a record check showed a full 78 weeks'

enrollment. Otherwise, the applicant would have to to certified for up to

X number of weeks ind monitsred insividuAli to inslre termination fit

t! loorooriate 07,1. l'oreover, nom f"!,Zt ZS IL f:o trig_ e ',--zar% -o::

'i'i'i; hr, tre7bz4ozv imolizazianz ;r1 0' ta.i 0.::0,19nt 1,4 :Arione!

costs.
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.Section 122(,1);11. C6-4ndm 510.509 to :13,500 ` 1xcf Aec* incrt.ases
s1nce 1973. terescivelY, it -ay' 'e nc4alhe s711hcw Cc l*Ar
waca sdilincs atcerachicaIly, parn!ps et 12F-. twa 34; lo,.er lit tvcarg
budget. In light of sections 124, 122(5)(3) and em, tnis must be changed.

'section 122(j)(2). Delete. The Secretary has never been able to issue
satisfactory guidelines in this area. Further, PSE is effective
Partially because of prime sponsors' proven ability to respond
quickly to appropriations. No standard area data effectively
measures only those employers and jobs apropriate to PSE. Therefore.
this Is an unnecessary and destructive constraint on a triggered
program whose primary purpose is to respond quickly to fluctuations
in national or local unemPloyment,

wSection 122(j)(3l(A). Celete. Chile understand the desire to protect
against "substitution," this tnr,;.vs tPe baby out idsn the ba=r Wter.
.11th a S10.0110 ceillno, requirements that enrollee: receive prevailing
wanes and equal benefits (including salary increases), and the rise in
public pay scales in recent years this makes it almost impossible to
give the PSE enrollee the time in a job necessary to convince the employing
agencies to take the steps necessary (budget requests, etc.) to hire the
enrollee permanently.

'Section 122(1). Unemployment benefits for PSE participants, now that state
and local governments participate (P =E, 94-566), could have unexpected
results. i.e., ruining an emoloyer's experience rating and thus raising
its costs across the board or pushing a small non-oroflt into the U1- covered
category for Its full payroll. This could cause massive refusals to hire
PSE workers and must be addressed. Any reference to unemployment compensation
far oarticioants in Public service lops under the act should:
specifically exempt wages odd nubile service jobs enrollees from wages
reported by e7plcyors for ruTA csrooseta and
ssicifitally ortvide that such -tares snail re ronorted aeCsliat2ly from
any other wages reported by erployera for unemployment compensation
purposes; and

- specify that unemoloyment comoensation benefits paid based on wages
earned in public service employment under the act shall be paid from
federal general revenues; and
specify that unemployment compensation benefits paid based on wages
earned in public service jobs under the act shall not be taken into
account in computing the experience rates of contributing employers,
under state laws.

None of the above benins to deal with the oroblemS of work experience
coverage, however.

Delete the phrase. 'and must include nnnaederally
vclude retirement ssysrlde frcva 9,0.1 rene'it 0.0

7F, or cements f.;'. sect:on 121,e1,

inenced employees."
9hraild

ett:on 123(b). Ad2 the follouind new -Autence: '1-oraute, ths Setretacy
shall rake no oraotS, contracts or}r alrtoment in excess of S10,000 for
employment and training activities to be conducted in 3 prime sponsor
ores under his discretionary authority without first considering the
Cements and obtaining the aophaval of the prime soOoSer and Its planning
council,"
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Section 123(0. Add a ference to other WviCes frr the .Tgr and
near-poor, such as ,le- leading.

Section. 123d1. Add the followinn: "All allocations and gate from which
they wire derived shall be oublished in the Federal Register no
later than ten days after their announcement. Determinations concerning
the rate of unemployment shall be made by the Secretary at least once
each fiscal year."

'Section 123(8). This is a tremendous step in the direction of administrative
simplification. However, without SignifiCant Changes In the grant process
and section 103, in particular, the benefits may not be as great as we
exoect.

1roPoSed new section 123(j). "notwitnstanding any other federal or state law
to the contrary, no person shall be allgible for nemploment compensation
based on pertiCiPation in public service employment or work experience
activities under this aCt, except as and to the extent that such unemployment
compensation is specifically provided for by federal law and funded from
federal general revenues.

"places paid based on participation in public service employment or work
experience under this act shall be exempt from taxes under the Federal
Unemployment_ nsuranCe Tax Act MITA) Wages paid based on public service
employment or work experience under this act shall not be taken into
account in determinina the experience rate of employing eaencieS under
state unemployment compensation laws."

In 18 states, work experience Participants are covered by UI. With the
passaae of YEDPA, the prosoect of greatly increased work excerience for .youth
and public employers' new self-financlno ill responsibilities (p.L. 34-S60),
public and many private non-profit employers must peain to look at toe liabilities
associated with either work experience or ScP: the effect Of tmtarary
workers on their UI experience ration, in particular. 11 States that have
established special UI Contribution rates (usually well under 111, work
experience and PSE could force the rate uo to 3 or a oercent of the entire
government payroll, Anticipation of this effeCt alone could make CETA
worksites dry up quickly.

Section 124(a)(1). The prime sponsor is in the aporopriate position to set
allowances. Report languaae should indicate a desire for real flexibil
as well eslairness.

Section 124(4)(2). This provision has led to debate as the original
congressional intent and has created inequities in service delivery
to clients.

y

3ecause thr 1 eiSlat'in ir,Jica*.ec thlt 0,h1ic recinier% ih.117
at 4 S30 oee.: incer.:Ive eflowance, :elilatfons 0E2J E7rehibiZiM9

such recipients from receiving basic allowances equal to the minimum wage.
Certainly, the rationale for both the wording of the law and that of the
reoulations is to safeguard the rights of welfare recipients rather than to
abrogate these rights. Probably, the ourpose is to assure.thet recipients do
not forfeit public assistance by their participation in work and trainino programs,
and to assure that they receive some reward or incentive to participate. These
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assurances should cnntinue to he reflected in the low mle in 'he

However, care cnOUid be an in chq futo's :o pro :d c',0sh chnteh
of wording valich are actually contrary co crud oanco4er orogrammi .

One of the side effects of the wording referred to above has been to
force youth programs into a real dimemma. Most youth programs have been

designee/. to respond to major needs of youth: (1) the need for immediate

incomes for those youth who are economically disadvantaged and (2) the need
for gOod skills training. CETA programs for out of school_youth can provide
both of these for everyone except the youth from AFDC families.

Under current regulations youth from AFDC families can't have both income
and training. They have to choose one or the other. If these youth are
enrolled in good quality basic education or skills training [lasses 51 percent
of tke time they will only take home 510 each we theil' classmates wile are

not in AFDC families will take home 5106 for a 43 hour week, To those yek.ts

who'd like to boy some good clothes fo. a job interview or buy an old ear
and fix it up to get to and from work, the money makes a lot of difference.
Prime sponsors have realized this and some are advising these youth to limit
thgir classroom participation and increase their time in work experience
slOtS. This means that the youths can earn wages of $106 a week, thus meeting the'
immediate income needs. But those youths in AFDC families who want to break
out of the cycle of poverty and who see the way to do this is to invest time
in further education or in technical training, i.e.. the truly motivated
youth from AFDC families, can pursue these long range goals and objectives only
at the sacrifice of immediate income.

While those AFDC youth in out-of-school programs suffer because most
out-of-school programs run for more than 12-15 hour's each week, the opposite
As true for in- school youth and in-school programs. if the in-school youth
program happens to Provide only 10 hours of classroom activity under CETA,
then AFDC youth may be required to receive the full S34 (wnicn would amount
to 33.00 an hour) while their cla:smates win are not a part of Aur families
would receive only the minimum wage of 32.65 an hour for a total of 126,60
each week. Because of official rulings aceinst individual allowance waivers,

some Prime sponsors have found themselves caught up in what seems to be an
inequitable system.

Section 124(b). Change item (3) to read as follos: "the prevailing rates of

pay for other employees similarly employed."

Section 124(d). Prime sponsors should clearly have the option to pay more than
the minimum waae where appropriate.

Section 125, This still raises questions: Do Davis-Saco wanes apply to you'll

clean-up projects, to artists' mu-als, etc?

Sec ion 125(1). Add, "n the prime shonche
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* Section 126(5). This definition presents a dilemma: will it be used for
eligibility or reporting ourooseS? If for eligibility, it should
retain its Current brad d interpretaticr% Pomever. orine SOOnsors
are often Aced with legal restrictiens an whet info:motion can ae
requested and reoorted about an individual's involvement with the
criminal justice syStem, eSpelially prier to conviction. We recommend
that this section be reviewed with experts in LEAA or the Justice
Department, especially in terms of reporting requirements. Perhaps
there are terms, like "special referrals," that avoid the stigmatization
that many of the new state laws are designed to eliminate.

Section 126(10)(8). Change to 100% of the BLS lower living standard buds

Section 126(10)(C). Do not restrict this to people who are "institutionalized,
given the trend toward "in-community" care.

Section 126(11). Does the last phrase meal not to excInJa ^ew ur .o ant n

to the labor fared'

* Section 126(12). Change to 6 months or retain the current Title II language.
Area should not have to wait for a full year's average to qualify,

' Section 126(16)(B).- single income measure should be used. We strongly
prefer 100% of the BLS lower living standard budget.

Section 126(16)(C). Add the phrase, "onward of the court."

section 126(15)(0). The last sentence raises serious questions about the
potential eligibility of recently divorced or separated people, particularly
in light of a growing.numper of state laws designed to protect displaced
homemakers.

Proposed new section 126( ) (E). Include yogth _ lea:ino in pre-trial
diversion anti other non-institutional programs in criminal justice.

Section 126(20). Is this a cnanda? that is the 'All Urnan Consumer Index"?

Section 126(21). Delete. This is not neceSSar; and may cause further confusion.

Section 127(a). Delete, "including performance standards." Performance goals are
more appropriately built into each prime sponsor's grant so that they can
be oared to the oarticular economic situation, client groups and mix of
services designed specifically for that community. Moreover, it is both
fairer and more effective to insure that performance expectations are clear
and that there is a reasonable expectation of stability from the outset.
lationally uniform standards can appear et any time and, worse, will tend
to direct local plannino decisions away 'from unique local needs. The last
sentence should be meolaced with the followine: "All such mules, regulations
gulJelines and mt'iem oublishee interemetatiens 1 orders veer. Lois it shall

Oa putlishan in 7.,anral qssi-er nt l ye torn:' 01-nor m the!,
efeectiee d Cares .JF 11: 1:.1 rule:, egir.elin:s. are otner
published instr:retations or srers p!:a:1 no t.-,nsminti On :In aDerepriate
committees cf the COWOSS a tne same tire a d Shall contain with respect
to each material provision of such rules, reeulations, guidelines, and the
other published interpretations cr orders, citations to the oarticular
substantive section of law Which is he basis therefor."
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is

ad new section 127!e I. Ada: ion saeh .n..nns. cortete.t5 or

reerrents under 2n:, 7.:r z.ire'i P It
any employment and, rain Po ty in a prime sconsor nrca, cne
Secretary shall consider the suggestions and obtain the aparaval
of the prime sponsor, with the advice of its olannino Council, prior
to final action on the proposed °rant, contract or agreement, and shall
insure that the grantee makes regular reports to the prime sponsor on an

on-going basis."

*Proposed new section 123(d). Add: "No later than March 1. 1980. the Secretary
shall report to the Congress his or her proposals on how best to integrate
the CETA youth-efforts into the basic system of flexible- zed

and decentralized programs established under Title II."
Title IV is experinentai by Jesir it oust be al! te remain a
permanent pa,t of the law 1).a dera At.

' Section 128(d). Delete. Such "periodic" reports - over and above the normal
program reports, publication of plans, and internal rnanageent reporting
are duplicative and unnecessary.

'Section 128(d)(2). Delete "cross-tabulated," There may not be graph paper
made that could accomodate this - and it certainly would not fit in a
xerox machtne! Assume there are an averaoe of three break-outs for
each item. [Sex. race (white/other) and handicap (yes /no) are the only
ones that conceivably could nave only two.) This ,could result in a matrix
with 24 items on each side and a total of 578 data bits. Interesting?
Yes, but nowhere near necessary!

Section 133(a). With the full impleirentation cf federal aiie .2iscrimination law on

January I. 1979, CETA's traditional focus vi youth (is :lel! as the "youi;ii

hold harmless") mvs t to examined to decer-^ine if CETA seol.:d be exempted.
rf so, specific langva7e wou:d De r.ecess.zry ear

What is the implication of "handicap," cirticuleriy in Title VI-II?

'Section 134(a). In requiring outside audits of CETA sub-agreements. the
Secretary must provide additional financial assistance. PSE and YCCIP

"projects." in particular, have forced the number of subgrants and
contracts in many prime sponsor areas up into the hundreds. It is no
ioniser possible for most prime sponsors to pay for these audits out of
limited administrative funds.

*Section 134(c). Add the followino: ". . ., except that requirements for
submission of snorts mire fron-,intly than quarterly shall be published
in the Federal Rootiter for rtVieW and coment at least 20 days prior to tee
effective date of the -ea:A.-anent and :hall a sublaitvel iimt1tnne01151Y

tne 1.1t,2.-grup--72-:11 to 1 a

pc
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Title II. Part A

section 201, Sqe Ou0 objection to "increaseu earned " in CP.MT,a0t3
70 section 2 . 1,:u prefer the 1 anoti!go CP Pr

202(a)(1). roe El vocational education mcruy 70Cila increase too
.ula distribution try HI.

Section 202(b). Delete.

Section 202(c). One percent "off the top" of funds for the title is a lot
different from 11% of the formula amount as in the present law. Why not
keep the present language and make up the difference to 550,000 from
the Secretary's discretionary pot If the Secretary wants to strengthen SETCS?

*Section 202(e). Although a full S percent is no longer reserved for comsc-tium
bonuses, there should be no retreat from the 'ntent to rrovIda Incentives
cme onson*ii creation. We qustion tne qstro:ary's definition
"advantages". 'As thought the incentive was based on the notion it
is an advantage to limit the number of prime sponsors in a labor market,
if the agreement can be reached voluntarily.

Section 202(f). Publication in the Federal Register should include all
allocations made pursuant to this "title" and not "section".

Section 202(g). Money for advisory council support should clearly come from
the administrative cost pool.

Section 203(b). We object to an imposed ceding on use of funds for upgrading.
That should be a local decision, suoject to normal negotiation in the grant
approval process.

SR_c4inn 20d(a). We support the dIrett allocation of ocational couca on funds
to prime sponsors an onovided in section 2"31(0). hone r, 4e. 01 sag-et

to tie notion n' set asides dud feel trot tol: S',7,-17.1 1 sinoly rot
needed.

Section 205. Job search should be in the definitions in Title I.

`Section 205(a)(1). Choice of SOS should be conditioned on each local office's
demonstrated effectivenesS in relating to the CETA client comunity. The
language of P.L. 93.203, section 105(0(3)(3) is called for.

Section 205(b). We support the need for this statement in the Mt

Title Ely._ Part

*Section 211(3). We_ferr,n to aPprooriate emo;cyisent, training, or other
opportunities" language no peen eft-nrasco fom the is of sere Fos.
;hose are rot c. earl ,mc1udod it Z.S. he, :nou1d be b-pt of

s7ons;:i

sectl) 211(-),
accep tab e.

-I d. That is ma
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*Section 211(7). Why not make the limit "50 percent of the wages paid
during the period of training?" This would eliminate slime of the
Psperaork so often mentioned by private 2%i,) ers unwill in to
:wept OJT enrollees.

Section 211. Add a new item, "Other activities consistent mith the goals
and purpose of the Act."

.Se ion 212. This ction must be eliminated. Maintenance of effort language
of this nature makes no sense and des trays the programmatic flexibility
so important to this title.

.Section 213. We could support eligibility at 100% of BIS lower living standard
income for all titles of the Act, except countercycli cal PSE. Preferably,
eligibility should he economically disadvantaged or unemployed or under-
employed here.

Targeting makes Sense as long as you can really be sure of reaching
the most needy'. The first question to be asked in locking at this
section is ''who among the needy are being excluded?" For the first time
in LETA, eligibility for basic, comprehensive services such as vocational
training, OJT, work experience, etc., is limited to individuals who are
botn econumically disadvantaged and unemployed, underemployed, or In school.
This would exclude:

handicapped individuals whose incomes exceed OMB poverty guidelines,
youth who have experienced problems with the lase but who are neither
.Institutionalited, wards of the state, nor in families at OMB poverty
income levels. Yet these are youth who might most benefit from the
services anal lable under Title Ii.

For example, in one prime sponsor area the local planning council last
year allowed some :monies from current Title I to be used to support
summer youth work experience for handicapped youth. The decision was a
responsible ono, continuing services to economically disadvantaged youth
fifth Title ill summer youth Ironies but adding fonds to sup_ port lr additimial
handicapped slots for every 100 economically di sadvintaged slots. The
community was better served by this flexibility in terms of its assessment
of groups in need of manpower services.

The ability to serve needy population groups identified. ',locally would be
strictly limited by the proposed requirement of economically disadvantaged
status and unemployment, underemployment, etc. The irony In the increased
targetif or this ti tle is that it has always been the title to enroll
the most severely disadvantaged. The opportunities under this ti tle enhance
employability, but defer rewards. In other words, an enrollee can barely
expect to get poverty wages/all miances under this title, so only the most
desperate take advantage of the opportunities here and there are very few
cases of abuse.

ti Ii. Part C

221(a) ann (%)2; PAreltly, s: re or wjr,o j -n
determining eligibility for this part. so, it son,,,id he clearly toted.
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Title III, Part A

'Iect' on 331 ;a) ?-1jrar'S fueeee Lti". .1 ,hc
segments Of tne population tra-. hd/ oert,cula- iise.ivancaqes,
cross-cut geographical boundaries and are uniquely susceotable to
federal solutions. Such groups include but are not limited to
Indians, migrants and immigrants.

Further, we propose that language be added here to insure that any
Title III program which would operate in a prime sponsor's area
must demonstrate consistency with the local prime sponsor plan and
the Secretary must seek affected prime sponsors' review and comment
prior to funding such projects.

'Section 301 (a)(1). The Secretary should annually publish ll plan to
meet the p runs of this section.

'Section 301 (a) (2 ). We assume that national administrative led sions Would
be based more appropriately on the clients to be served, such as
immigrants, migrants and Indians, than on the organizations the
Secretary would like to finance.

*Section 301(u)(3). Why are prime sponsors omitted from this list?

Section 301 (a) (6). How is this defined? Would a Governor have to declare
an area a disaster? Would prime sponsors be able to ask the Secretary
for increased assistance?

Section 301(4), This section should be extended to allow far work with
offenders in federal, state, county and city jail facilities.

Section 301(c). Convents should be from the prise sponsor, taking into
consideration tre advice of it, adv i ca,:ne,l. ruin section bypasses
the local decision-making process estabilsaed by the ,let.

In addition, the section should refer to all of Title III. Delete "to
the extent appropriate." Specific exceptions should be listed instead.
Since "coordination" has been elevated to a part of the purpose of the Act,
there is no excuse for cuntinuing the current practice of funding programs
without even informing the prime sponsor or Labor Department regional office.

Section 304. Again, prior prime sponsor review and comment is essential,

Section 305. See comments on section 205.

*Section 305(a). Again, prior consultation with the prime so-nsor is essential.

Section 305(b)(2). If these
should 5a resto,%-d t;-
lass targnte.:1

the purpose?

'vow reents

ri:;t 0-

rare. they
J -,,va
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TitleII11 Part 8

-Again, projects thet %eill opera[., in a on e eeseisu nolr. to
subject to prior re,ies, and ccerent..

Section 311. The Secretary, going back to :IVA and EOA and including CETA,

has funded a variety pack of research efforts. We suggest that a
section be added to require the Secretary to catalogue, tabulate and
disseminate sceneries of these efforts so that programmatic, administrative
and structural suggestions are :nade easily available as a resource to
prime sponsors.

Section 311(c). This should be extended to all cash assistance program
recipients and not just limited to AFDC. This will help the Flexibility
OF the wel fare demonstration projects requested in the President's Budget.

Section 311(d), we support continued use o' thd eliceer approaen [P.L. 93-203

section 313(c)).

Section 311(e). Flexible hours, job - sharing, etc, was written into the title Vi
amendments, Some data on the use of this technique Particularly in PSL
Is vital for welfare reform jobs.

Section 312(b). We support the changes here.

Section 313(x), Should language classifying "types" of prince sponsors be in

the law' Prime sponsors would welcome technical assistance and informational
feedback on these evaluations.

*Section 314. A specific percentage of funos -ahould be reserved and targeted
for on -site technical assistance (similar in ccocept to reserves for
migrants and Indians). The first priori ti in the use of such funds
should be for prime sponsor to prime sponsor tecnnical assistance.

Ti IV

'This title, which comprises over one-third of the bill, is in desperate
need of revision and simplification. In addition, the Secretary should
follow federal procurement regulations and submit proposed discretionary
grants to the appropriate prime sponsors for review and comment prior to
funding.

Section 400. We suggest h the use of "improve their employability" language
is excellent.

*Section 401(a). Eligibility for ports A, B and C should be uniform with
Title II at 1001 of BeS lower living standard income lerel, ibis change
would be closer to the original congressional intent, especially when you
consider YCCIP. In addition uniform eligibility will ease the problems of
oeoviding participants with neeeed servicee 'eider other ti=les.
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fit V Part A

Sectico 4'20(d), This is extellent. FialN;iity

iecsi on 422(a)(4)(F). A tyOogrdahiCal error ,r3mt t;zd 'Section 422(a)(4)(.. Let-lion

42e(a)(4)(F) and subsequent sections should be redeeisr.ated accordingly.

Section 424(3). now would one measure this?

Section 430(a). We object to the. fact that prima sponsors and project
applicants must incur expenses to develop project appl icatiOns
without any assurance that the prime sponsor will receive any funding.
It seems that DOL is putting the "cart before the horse,"

In 401 on, rali.Orawent_Cr %MS iatiOn that O.,- a-imea. SpCaSar inc7sC
miles and sor'.-aiat, of all p-:jct cat io an uninecessory

additian to Daper4.srK.

Infonmation should be required only where it differs from the P54 in
section 103.

-Sect on 431(a). This provision runs counter to the concept of local decision=
making. Is the Secretary sufficiently knowledgeable of local needs
so as to be able to make informed decisi One concerning the approval
of individual projects?

-Section 433, Delete "but not
under Ti tle II of this ac
Title II programs.

acing Programs and activities available
This is interoretted as a rigid freeze on

Section 437(b). Add language prchibi Criptie rmgulataors by the

Secretary which lioivt Crime ScOnsdrs' use tr this provision. The current

regulations cant rad;tc 'Congressional intent,

Eliminate the "hold harmless' on titla li services to youth.

What relationship to federal age discrimination legislation.

Section 438(3)(6) and 438(b). The youth council Should be a subcommittee of.
Or the full, prime sponsor council, Move to section 109.

Section 438(c)(3). Change to read, 'and utilized to the extent necessary,"

El *nate this reference to the local education agents,.

TT tl , Part

Section 453(a), Ho, about di priire sponsors to the lies of organizations

trirough which screening Inv selectsnr be implerented?

Sectitn 060. Ho' about the nrils,e co

tructure? tt see's to 'se

Nrinw..5Lary ,iutl icatior,,

n 464(a) Effective part
in areas where Joe Corps o

Inc advisory council
F.Jrs ion and eliminaca

by crime sponsors, T5n2CiallY those
I oca tel, shoal d i %Sudan!,
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'Section 464k). the prime sponsor in
have an opportuni ty to torment on
to assure local

acted area Shahid also
posed .lob CVOS Site

Ti IV Part

`Section 480(b). This reflects current regulations which prohibit
the creation of sorrier Jobs apart from educational or trainingopportunities, Although coupled programs are attractive, themassive, short-tern nature of this effort often makes It difficult
enough simply to find enough productive lobs and insure adequatesupervision. It is our belief that this is primarily a summer
jobs program, with other activities provided if the prime sponsor
determines they are appropriate and feasible.

*Section 462(a). Why non make the sw.rmer program a part of the ov,±1-a1 I
plan in section 111(b)?

Section 422(b). We support a reserve up to assuming it is targeteoto section 482 (c)(1)(8). The first draw down on the reserve should
be to meet the hold harmless. After that, funds shall be allocated to all local
Prime sponsors with unemployment over 150 percent of the national rate. All
discretionary allocations along with the methodology for those allocationsmust be published in the Federal Register.

*Section 482(c)(I)(B). Funds for the hold harmless should come from section482(b). The hold harmless on enricloyment opportunities should be limitedto 905 of prior year's opportunities in Order to target funds based on need.

*Section 483, Delete 'standards', as explained previously.

Title V

*Section 502(a)(3). We suggestt :het membership it this section speci
Governors, two county officials, and too city officillS who ire cuelected in a prime sponsor area.

Title Vi

Section 611, This should be replaced with language establishing a permanent
program of Dublin service employment designed to assist the structurally
unemployed (defined at 1110% of the IlLS lower living standard budget) and
a national counter-cyclical effort triggered by the fluctuations of thenational economy.

The statement If purpose, as expressed here, implies more than can be delivered
under the sections which follow. Basically what follows is a program of
temporary, low wage, low skill, make-work Jobs far the economically disadvantaged:ow have also bean unemployed for 5 weeks. Although related training and
services are stecificaliy feerenCOO, u 35-15 spilt may rot a11,w suffiziann
monies for these aCtivItiel 3111 ire .Thoject approach, a Ccord eclrreht

into,'OreaJtio17,.. effecnive TY eliminates sett on 57)9,
public services similar to those 31-071Oect under previous IsqiSlatiOn fre' he
Emergency Bmoloyrrent Act through Titles II and Vi of [ETA would to 9113OdOut by the end of fiscal '79, nhe enrollees terminated, and only projects
would be authorized.
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Section 602(a). This section is straightforward and noses it possible
to honor the Pres4dent' 5 PeqUeSt or 65.95 bil '79

to continue 726.000 exi Sii raa PSE positions. '.;'1 i. ke fund:.

" available until extarced'7 acct 'Iraq can 2t17:n nose
funds before obligating them?

Section 602(0)(1), This should be 5 1 billion for a clearly loon

Permanent structural program.

*Section 602(b)(2). The trigger should be 4 percent. Quarterly obligation;
and, therefore, quarterly grants to prime sponsors must be deleted
as unworkable. Apparently the model is based on general and countercy-cli cal

revenue sharing. But while the obligation and allocation model proposed
is similar to these other programs, the desired programmatic effect is
radically different, Local Jurisdictions do not have to act instantly
to utilize general or countercyclical revenue sharing funds, If they
moose to do so. hp.;.ever. they aro nit restricted as to hov, ti.ej ,Jse

these funds and therefore they can apply the .7. direcVo tp an outstoncing
debt or capital improvement venture, i.e, single simple oirect one -time
expenditures. In order to operate PE Projects, on the other hand, oriole
sponsors roust issue bid specifications, accept bids, review proposals with
their council 's advice, Select deli very agents, write contracts, recruit
and hire enrollees, and then work on training and placing enrollees
in permanent jobs, This is impossible when funds are available only
in 3-month installments,

*Section 602(b)(2)(A) and (B). 14e would recononend that tne trigger start at

4%, with 51,5 billion dollars authorized for every 0,56 up to 6,
and two billion dollars authorized for every 0.5; over 5%. We would
further suggest that as the national unemployment race exceeds 5s,

the amount of funds allowed For materials and supplies be increased.

As -itten, these sections would not :i-ovide sifficient funds to do the
At the current national rate of !IA aencrit; this sects -in

provide only 55 billion; 2,g5,39,9 joss would have to be tonininatga.

Section 603(a), This section is misleading since it implies that a single
suoplernant is all that would be required yearly, In tend at least 4
such supplements would be required, and if Prime sponsors wished to modify
any of their plans or if the Administration so desired, additional documents
would he required.

'Section 603(b). Add "training and supportive services" after "benefits'', Add
sentence saying that this is not intended to limit the right to take

advantage of section 6.19

The 55.15 split language afiegt only hill the "related training and sar.iines"
referred to in section 501 unless these changes are Made. aaSica11Y ;Pis is
the sane language oseg in the Iasi, rcunZ of r1 Ie JI anertments, trien

analyzed by 125:Ini. it on deterininat chit any N:-..119.1 fo-

s_osoftive sa.ivicas rad to trn'-e 'cut > tre '5 J.-s,,err a its 7ist-ati,e

FA.: these ninnies are recni rel -111Si..s. Mqra3.,er
according to reduloticns funds :I.:sit be used or ASE pr-ojeuts cespite
current law's DrcvivAn similar to section F,19.
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Ti e specific -efererce to rental veto 'foe space as 11e7l s on
h!cn CCngre5S 'inserted fc ttie found 'itle aeots.

N5 been tef; sec' I1a3e
Congressional intent to permit these kinds of exonniSni'eS nn liar
IS percent administrative monies, or sic costs ray be disallowed
subsequently by USDOL in regulations.

Section 603(c). Eliminate. It is highly unlikely that teaching positions
can be filled, given wage limitations and eligibility requirements.

'Section 604(0(2). We support a 90 percent level for formula allocations
to prime, sponsors, with 10 percent for the Secretary's discretion as
currently in P.L. 93-203. There may be reason to allocate the first
structural pot of funds in a different way than the countercyclical

section 690(a)t3', Altnosgh we nave no particular concern Alin this section.
the reference to ihere uremployrd rersons reside might open the allocation
process up to legal challenge. This phrasing is basically a carbon copy
of the language in P.L. 93-203. However, the bureau of Labor Statistics
is implementing a change in its method of collecting sub-state unemployment
data so that such data will be based on place of work, not place of
residence. It is our understanding that during the pnase-in- period, some
data will be based on place of work and some on residence.

Section 604(b)(2). Delete "through a formula." Cmiheraise, WI strongly
approve this section.

Section 6041,c). See comments on section 602(h). We support the concept
of a oernanent nrOgrain for the structurally unemployed, but Peer
that the definition of area of subSSansial unemployment" in section
126(12) refer to 3 consecutt le f.ronths or lion Ii of unenoloyment ri r
than 12, which is too restritti.,e.

-Section 609(e). We strongly opooSe this section as currently oorded,
since it restricts expenditures (after FY '79) to projects alone and
effectively prohibits, not only the kinds of public service jobs which
have been the backbone of EEA and CETA Titles II and VI until now but
also the authority of Section 609, We would prefer the elimination of
"projects" as the mandated approach to FSE, particularly in light of the
18 month limit on individual participation. Instead of the current
win-ding, we recommend insertion of the words "public service jobs" before
the word "projects" and "except where the prime sponsor carries out
training and other activities authorized under section 699" at the end
of the sentence.

Section 606(b). Delete. Ever if oro!ects are required, this ignores the
possibility that local prime sponsors and program Ilents -cull save trete
own set of recuiremonts to C nro:eut dod) 33tiO1 li, b to re 3e.treSsed.
;,^ tniS slse I i I 0 aos s.ast tonfoir
-1.7Sf'ary's e,--,T4latiors, ft seef.:s. rd ao7,-oorS0 ta for Cie broject anti f.tations
to conform to local reguiresents -4nn to assilmn tha S sponsors ili tneir
on best interest ..vould legally :over themselvel by incorporating Such of
the Secretary's regulations as a-e applicable within their own statement
of requi rements.



-.Sec n 607. We recommend that el igibility for the St niCt
rr a=non 602(b)(1H tA Vie same as that for Title ...,l'Lrrti

of the BLS lower lie +n standard buoget. Inasts standard
5 izmosien, tie 'aia rat regui J.4r;i7.15

caPutatiOn: Strum everytning after 'co:t :sn

Eligibility for the large scale coot ercyol da 1 p rwrapi roust be

restrictive, out with preference for tnose 'most in need." Prime sponsors
constantly face the fact that in addition to providing jobs for the
unemployed, an over-riding purpose or countertycl ical PSE is fast,
responsive economic stimulus and the provision or 03tra, desperately
needed public services during hard times These objectives simply cannot
be net with the proposed requirements.

As oresented in the hi 11 , eligibility for Ti tle V T- requires that cl enss
to both nednninieniiy disadvantaged ma i,,deril)ye:_ de'imi tier. of
ecOnonlically in_- soeu section 26(15) lootaU to
include those wria in6tililtiLne, iz41 Sat ths de IF ,err of l,9E7cl
[section 1E6(11)1 nos rot been similarly eistanded- It is this latter
derinition which has Caused so many injustices and inequ V:

who are
in athe recent

Past. The aLs definition of unemployed eielunds individilit
institutionalized (Sheltered imarsshops orisons, hospital a, juvenile homes,
etc.) and those not in the labor force [women, youth). Correcting the
definition on the one hand for economically disaciantaged, but not on the
other for sanemol oyed, does these groupS no good, since they must meet
both criteria.

{Section 606. Eliminate, We feel it is inappropriate for tee federal covernment
to restrict -a°1a aril local government use of their can fuhds, of ti cat a °1y

in light of tie contradictions oetween tile 510.610 salary Ceiling and the
requirements ,.;nyt enrollees reCeiVe prevailing wages and oenefi ts and
raises bind vi7 ent tc those available to chose aysilaule to re.gi,lar employees.

509. 9C.215 that, arivio soansors ehe
. i5 option. LI.-:;Liage 011 ldr to that in 5-.`inns 51 ) anti cgs

current-1y interv-ettqd by the Labor Deuawtment o5 PrOeit'l tir10 t'ne 15C Of
Title VI - projects funds for training, 0J7 or other astivites unless clay
are coupled with PsE and oresnnted as projects, We bnl ibve that .Bents
are best served if prime sensors are allowed to tit" idlentage of otner
eoportunities as intended by sect:ice! 609,

Title V[1

Section 701. We wholeheartedly endorse every ext=ort to pr vide prime sponsors
more leverage. and flexibility to '.11)rk with the p

. sector. This could ba
encouraged effectively through flexibility in ill} do not need
another categorical layer in CETA.

- Section 712. 51 igi bi I is) shnla he 10M: of he BLS levier 1 i 'il r1n stenda rd bsdoet
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Section 703. This a reasonable encroach to funding, except that the
MI [section 103(h)] rather than 3 nrOgr3r1 3 .001e7ent. lhould be
referenced.

`Section 704. delete. On not overprescribe. A local industry jobs council
may work in some areas and not in others. The bast way to do this
is to require that the chief elected officials meet with local business
leaders and establish a process to implement the purpose of this title.
Don't overprescribe a structure. Let local decisions establish the
best process and structure in that prime sponsor area.

Section 705. The information in the last sentence should be part of the PEA
[sectiOn 102(b)1

*Section 706. We had hoped for some exnansion of already uthor d ites.
Even the simplification of OJT rules would ta an ,_sance.

an 706(a). This sounds a lot like recruitment and direct placament,
an activity the Labor Department currently discourages prime sponsors
from undertaking. We feel that it is often quite useful and endorse
the inclusion of this section.

Proposed new section 707. A section similar to section 401(6) should be
added to this title applying to anyone under 21.

Title vili
Section 806(a)(2)(B)(ii). Does the two year provision eliminate sore effe five

program operators?

Section 806(c). The Secretary should
are allocated equitably for use f
lands and waters.

lob a nleCnaniSn3 to ersure that funds
city and county non.fecerai publit

Section 80(a). What are tr.a implications of tno inclusion of "handicap"?
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ACTS HE
LEGISLATION

National Association Of Counties
1735 New York Ave.. N. W. Will th31)4785-0577

Demme t, tissowbrarat, Executive Director

ISSUE: octirenant anmarita

Federal law CP.L. 93-203; section 208 (a)(4)] created an obligation to pay
retirement benefits (which have been paid out of CETA funds from the beginning
of the program until October 1, 1977) on behalf of many CETA participants in
public service jabs. OOL regulations (section 98.25, effective October I, 1977)
stated that CETA funds could no longer be used to pay retirement benefits except
for those participants who are likely to accrue benefits through vesting or entry
into permanent enployment. This interpretation has merit since PSE funds should
be used to provide jobs and no t subsidize state and local re tirement systems.
However, for those currently on-board and enrolled in retirement systems, federal
law created an obligation to pay these benefits (a condition of employment for the
employer).

This policy forces state and local governments and private, non-profit agencies
into paying for retirement coverage for most current CETA enrollees. The reason is
simple. Once a CETA participant has been hired with the understanding that his
employer will make payments into a retirement fund an his behalf, no local, state
or federal law can change this situation without effectively changing a condition
of his employment and violating rules of personal contract law. Thus, state and
local retirement boards have ruled that CETA participants who have become members
of state and local retirement systems cannot be withdrawn unless their enployment is
terminated. When CETA funds are no longer available to pay for coverage, some other
source of funds must be found.

Sane states and local governments have chosen to place ROE workers in exempt
categories, circumventing the requirement of providing retirement benefits. In those
prime sponsor areas CETA funds do not support retirement systems nor do PSE partici.
pants who transist accrue those benefits for their time in PSE. Section 122 (1) of
the Administration's bill (1-1.8.11086; 5.2570) Prohibits this solution.

Independent retirement boards will not accept an escrow solution proposed in
section 98.25 of the CETA regulations.

The Administration's CETA bill (H.R.11086; 5.2570) tabs to resolve the retire.
Cent issue, a problem of major dimension in over 30 states. Instead section 121 (a),
in conjunction with section 106 (f) and 122 (1), gives farce of law to current CETA
regulation 98.25. The effect of the bill is to require state and local governments
and private non-profit employers to contribute up to 20 of POE payroll Costs out of
local general tax revenues to provide retirement coverage for most CETA enrollees,
although enrollees are not likely to remain with employers long enough to draw re-
tirement checks.

The issue is a complex one. To work out a solution which is i.ir to both
local taxpayers and CETA participants - currently enrolled and those to come -
may take considerable time and the input from experts in federal, state, and
local administrative law; experts in public and private, state and local retire-
ment system financing; experts in state and local Personnel classification
systems; and CETA program operators. It Would be a serious mistake to prevent a
possible solution by locking everyone now into the language of sections 121 (o)
and 122 (1).

31 -270 0 - 78 . 83
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MAGNITUDE OF P11051LE1M_

Governors and state attorney generals in twenty -seven states hay
record by requesting Waivers sta tang that they cannot legally comply
90,25 without changing state laws. These states are as fallow;:

Al ohms
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Georgia
Hawaii
11 linois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Louisiana
He fele

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico

Ohio
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washing ton
Wyoming

New York has gene on record also requesting a waiver of regulation 98.25, but the

U.S, Department of Labor has refused. Yet current New York State law violate=
Section 122 (1) of 1.1.11.11086 and 5.2570 since it creates a separate class for PSE

workers. So do state laws in Idaho, Oregon and Wisconsin, The following additional
States cannot comply but have not gone on record yet: Delaware, South Carolina,
and West Virginia,

KAGNIruoE Of PAOSLEM:cionza

Washington state officials have estimated that 52 million dollars annually will
have to be obtained from state taxpayers to cover the s of retirement coverage
for CETA public service employees in state and County administered CETA Programs.
These estimates do net include additional costs for CETA employees in eity.adminis-
terel CETA programs.

Officials In California estimate costs of 544 mil lion per year; In Arizona
11.2 mill ion per year; In Nevada, 5912,000 per year; and in Alaska 3400,000 per year.

Within states. local governments have reported estimated coots of 511,740 in
1977 and 563,4817 in 19 78 for the very small county cif Nevada Im California (papule.
lion 26,00) ranging on op to 540.408 in 1977 for the very large county of Orange
In Califurnia (population 1,a million).

Although these figures represent a slim sample. surprisingly, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor has not considered these costs a heriOuh enough problem to warrant a

systematic survey.

OACl40ROUN0: Kati, -:- vaunt?

Coring the first three years of CPA. the U.S. Department of Labor ruled
that [ETA enrollees should get benefits equivalent to those of toworkers in
state and local government and in private, non-profit agencies (section 208 (a)
(4) of P.L. 93-203 to be replaced ty section 122 (1) in I-La:11°05 and 5.25703.

Since retirement coverage was construed as a benefit, the U.S. Department of
Labor urged state and local goverrreents to register CETA enrollees for retirement
coverage under state or local plans, Many did so. State and local governments
which ignored this advice and which placed CETA participants into temporary, hourly
wage job classifications without benefits have into been exonerated; On the other
hsed state and local governments which trus ted the department's advice and treated
CETA workers as Other regular employees in permanent, salaried positions in civil
service merit systems with full benefits now feel betrayed. It is these jurisdic-
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dons which will have to tax local residents in order to continue to support theirCETA programs.

In October, 1977 the U.S. Oeparonent of Labor cnanged its o 1 lc. on benefi towifti the pUbl (Cation of federal regulation 98.25 (a-e). Basica y the eparorenr
determined that retireinent no longer constituted a benefit for most CETA enrollees
and that membership in state or local retirment plans was net to be encouraged. The
department's decision was based on a belief that CETA enrol lees are in likely than
regolar non.CETA employees to stay with state or local governments long enougn tocollect retirement pay.

Ironically this change in policy is not reflected in the language of section
122 (I) of H.R.1 10 86 and 5.2570.

In 19 77 the departsient also changed its on allowab le_use of CETA funds
witty the publication of federal regulation 98 is change wan tied on
the assumption that CETA was paying more than its fair share of state and local
retirement plan costs, and therefore continued use of CETA funds for retirement
coverage for nest CETA enrollees should be disallowed.

Thus Section 121 (o) of H.Ft.11096 and 5.2570 has been added to -rohibit use of
CETA funds for retirement coverage for public service, work esnerienee, an cin-tne-
.WITIT3rng enrollees 'unless such benefits accrue to the credit of the participant".
This phrase has been interpreted to mean unless participants "vest" or are "transi-tinned" as stated in federal regulation 98.25.

Enrol lees who "vest" and enrol lees who " trans i tion" represent very small numb
and a fairly small proportion of total CETA enrollees. The majority of CETA enrol
do not "vest" and are not likely to "transition'. ThuS, retirement costs for the
majority of CETA enrol lees cannot be covered with CETA funds.

This policy reversal forces state and local goverrinents and private, non-profit
agencies into paying for retirement coverage for most current CETA enrollees. As
mentioned earlier, once a CETA participant has been hired with tne understanding that
his employer will make payments into a retirement fund on his behalf, no local . sta
or Federal law can change this situation without effectively changing a condition of
his employment and violating rules of personal contract law. Thus, state and local
retirement boards have ruled that CETA participants who have become members of state
and local retirement systems cannot be withdrawn unless their employment in terminated.
When CETA funds are no longer available to pay for coverage, some other source of
funds must be found,

BENEFITS PACKAGED WITH RETIREMENT: say oh a'

Most state and local refitment plans are similar to private insurance plans,except that the public plans have a monopoly in law. Retirement coverage is gener-ally part of a "benefit" package which may include health, disability, andlor death
benefits depending on state and local law. In California the statewide Public
Employment Retirement System (PEW _includes health and tisabil icy insurance alongwith retirement. Statewide plans in .:aaine, north Dakota, and Oklahoma also includehealth benefits in their retirement 'packages".

The determination of the n.S. Department of Labor to isolate en infederal law and regulation conflicts with the common state practice of combiningbenefits Into comprehensive coverage plans. In practice a CETA participant in oneof these state plans is insured from his first day against health and disabilityeven though he may not "host" in the retirement system for allattlet five to ten years,
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In dealing second and Separately with all future CETA enrollees as of
October 1.1978. it would be best to establish legislative principles to guide
solutions which 'lay be developed only subsequent to enactment and which may be
extremely technical in nature. One such principle should permit a maximum or
lOcal flexibility and local option and a minimum of required changes in existing
state and local law. A possible solution far new participants would be for OIL
to negotiate an actuarial rate with each state retirement system and continue CO
pay benefits oat of CETA funds at a much lower rate.

We suggest that this bill (II.R. 11086; 5. 2510) be amended to insure that prime
sponsors and other employers do not have to pay retirement benefits out of local
funds. We reject the notion that cities. counties and states should be forced to
use local funds to lobby and seek relief in 50 different state legislatures and
countless independent authorities on the retirement issue when the federal law
caused the cinema.

there is Some real question as to whether a separation of health, disability
and death insurance from retirement insurance would work on behalf of the CETA par-
ticipant, whether it would result in lowered costs to CETA, and wheth,er it would be
administratively and politically feasible and/or desireable.

DURATION OF BENEFITS:arf Zit poor a fry PLaoo

Portability of benefits implies a long-term liability on the part of public
employers. In California which has one of the most liberal laws, public employees
may leave employment in one jurisdiction, move into the private sector or into un-
employment. and re -enter public anployment in another jurisdiction within the state
20 years later or more without losing their "personal" account of retirement system

credits.
In New York which has a more restrictive law. the Period in which an employee

must re-enter public employment is 5 years. In these situations, retirement may irk
fact constitute a benefit, i.e. credit may accrue to a CETA Participant, long after
the expiration of CETA legislation. The assumption by the U.S. Department of Labor
that only CETA participants who "vest" or 'transition" will benefit fails to acknow-

ledge the real value of portability or to reimburse state and local governments
for the longterm financial liability incurred.

AcTIO RECCMENDED

No one has proposed a solution to the problem. The fact that there is a
Problem is Just gaining national attention,

However a considerable portion of the problem can be resolved by dealing
first and separately wit/. all current CETA participants enrolled in state or local
retirement systems up to this point. The simplest and fairest solution here would
be CO "g ra nd thee In this group, permitting use or CETA funds to pay for their
continued coverage under existing plans, which would nut for a maximum of another

12 months.

' 3/23/78
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Senator NmsoN. Our next witness is Mr. William Welsh, executive
director, Governmentel A.trairs, American Federation of State. County
and Municipal Employees.

Your statement will be printed in full in the record at the conclusion
of your testimony.

STATENEFT OF WILLIAM B. WELSFE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE,
COUNTY, AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, ACCOMPANIED EY
NAME XXIELETORN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION

Mr. WEr.sir. Senator Nelson, I appreciate the chance to appear be-
fore you this morning. I am accompanied by Nanine Meiklejon, who
is our assistant director for legislation.

I might say that not only your service on this subcommittee but also
your service on the Senate Finance Committee place you in a unique
and very important role. The countereyclical revenue-sharing pro-
gram under the Finance Committee's jurisdiction is very pertinent
to some of the remarks I want to make this morning since it and CETA.
tie together v ey closely.

May I say ...st that we would liko I submit a detailed memorandum
on the issue of pension coverage whwli you have been discussing with
the county representatives. We have been dealing with employer rep-
resentatives and the Department of Labor on this problem. We think
we have come up with a reasonable solution. The essence is that we
think the payments which the Federal Government should make to a
pension fund should be determined by an experience factor based on
the number of CETA employees that are ultimately coming into the
permanent work force of that employer.

We have developed some information along those lines. We do not
take the position that a CETA employee should not get credit in a
pension program for the period he is on CETA if he becomes part of
that permanent work force.

Senator Nmox. Are you stating t hat you would use a nationwide
experience rating?

Mr. WEI,su. No, I would use local or State. Because of the very
incredibly complex pattern we have of local and State pension funds
in this country, it is very difficult to set any kind of national standard.

Senator NErsoy. A contribution would then be made to pension
funds and, if we made a contribution based upon an experience rating
of 15 percent being hired and it turned nut to be 10; what would hap-
pen to that pension fund obligation

Mr. WELsun Could adjust for the next payment period,
Senator NEt-soN. Or return it out of the pension fund ?
Mr. Wunsti. Yes. Sonic formula. We do not think it is an unsolvable

problem. We think it can be equitably handled.
I would like now to summarize our unions views on three or font.

of the principal policy issues that have been discussed today in terms
of the ex-tension of the manpower program.

First I would want to say that we believe that we are natural allies
of the Congress in wanting to deal with this problem of substitution.
We think the substitution issue is not unmanageable. I would like to
make a couple of points that we have covered In detail in our state-
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meet. Itre think one of the most difficult aspects of the substitution
problem is the practice of keeping or a, CETA. employee in a inn rwhat
separate position. In other words, if, instead, you bring a CETN ern-

, p.1.0-ce on line into the regular work force as an enti y level employee,
and you restrict the wages and benefits to that CETA employee as an
entry level employee, and you do not perimit supplementation of wages
above entry-level, you have pretty well solved the substitution prob-
lem in most jurisdictions.

We think, however, that you also have to deal with the distressed city
phenomenon of a very high concentration of structural unemployment,
with additional tools to limit substitution by CETA workers.

So, speaking generally, we believe if you bring a CPTA employee
on line at entry level pay and prohibit supplementation of that wage
ras you approach this problem of dealing with the strut:niftily !mem.
played, you will have handled most of the substitution that is =m-

ender YELSnN. What do you mean, "prohibiting supplementa-
tion" ?

Mr. INTELsn. What I would not perrnit is payment of additional
local salary for a higher classification. In other words, if the Federal
Government finds that the entry level wage in that jurisdiction is
say, $8,500, that would be the maximum that you could pay the GETS.
employee. You could not then add on an additional $2,000 or $3,000
of local government revenues to bring that person into a higher job
classification. In other words, yon would keep that structurally inn-
employed CETA employee fully federally subsidized in an entry level
position. and not permit the city to supplement the wage in terms
of dealing with the structurally unemployed.

Senator NELsoN. When you say "structurally unemployed," are you
talking about those only eligible for entry level positions ?

Mr. WELsn. I am referring to the kind of people eligible for title
If in the administration's bill the disadvantay,ed and unskilled.

Senator WELsoN. Would you or ivouid you not prohibit hiring of
somebody higher than entry level and supplementing the wage?

Mr. IVELsri. Not in that title of the prognou. I would deal with that
type of problem which arises primarily under the cyclical unemploy-
ment phenomenon, whether it happens to he as a result of a national
recession, or whether it happens to he a local phenomenon, such as the
closing of major defense install rations, which have an extraordinary
impact on the work force in a particular labor market.

That program should have different eligibility requirements, and
permit wage supplementation.

Senator NELSON. Since we are using national levels of money here,
you may not have an entry level in some city in which the salary
paid for the entry level is higher than the maximum ['flowed under the
statute?

Mr. WELsn. Yes, vou may. What we Avorilcl nrnpose. Senator, is that
the legislation provide adjustments to reflect that phenoo,,non. In
other words, we believe the entry level -wage should he adjusted to re-
flect, in effect, if you want to use the word, the prevailing entry level
wage in. that particular jurisdiction or community.

Senator IsTELsox. You would use that instead of a national limita-
tion?
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Mr. Wuxi. That is correct. We think that is a fair-handed and more
-rational way of approaching wage determination. for the program as it
relates to the structurally unemployed.

Senator CuAFEE You heard the mayor's testimony, if he going to
be limited to taking the structurally unemployed, that he is not very
enthusiastic about it.

Mr. WEesn. Senator, that is one of the things I would like to com-
ment on in some cb believe in a city like New Orleans or Newark,
Cleveland, ButIal, and so on, that it is unrealistic to design a program
which does not meognize the fiscal crisis iii those cities and their
inability through theirown revenue sources to maintain a minimum
acceptable level of public services. The conflict and the problem that
arises is that you are trying to find gainful employment for the dis-
advantage in those cities, where they are highly concentrated, and at
the same time the mayor is under great pressuiv to maintain a mini-
mum level of public services.

What I would like to emphasize to the committee is that I think
if you want to reach and really deal with the structurally unemployed
in those cities, you have to have a parallel program to stabilize the
regular work force. That program inky be one similar to counter-
cyclical revenue sharing which Congress will be considering for ex-
tension this year. And frankly, the way I would approach it would
be to build into your manpower and employment program the recog-
nition that _in many cities the structurally unemployed are highly
concentrated and there are these fiscal problems, by _including in the
manpower program itself a block of funds designed to stabilize the
existing work. force. I would in effect earmark funds simply for that
purpose, for areas where unemployment is running at 7 5, 10, or 11
percent. If you do not somehow stabilize the existing work force
through the infusion of some kind of Federal funds, whether it is
counterevelical revenue sharing or whether it is well-targeted fund-
ing through it manpower program, you will not be able to really
reach the structurally unemployed ; the city will be under such in--
c- edible fiscal pressure that it will do everything it can to take the
structural manpower program and use it to provide regular services,
move other people into the slots, and maintain its own ongoing
program.

We need to 1110Ve those kinds of funds in a tuitional recession to pick
up the more skilled unemployed, and, on an ongoing and Very targeted
way to the some 25 or 50 fiscally distressed major cities. We somehow
have to have the Federal Gove6Inrnt inalerwrite the stabilization of
public services and the work forces in those cities, and, you must have
that program built into the manpower programs. Otherwise, the com-
mittee and the administration's objective of reaching the structurally
unemployed, which are highly concentrated in these areas, simply
will not be achieved.

Let me use an example for you. I just looked at. the figures from
Ness York City. In 1975 the total number of workers in New York
City was 313,000. Today the total number of workers in New York
City is 245,000, and of those 2.15,000, 21,000 ore paid for under CETA
funds. But the work force has been reduced because of the fiscal
problems of the city of NOV Yol`k by somewhere. around 60,000 em-
ployees. I do not know where they went. But I bet you they are on
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unemployment, and on welfare. They have not just disappeared, and
you have not solved any problem. And the people who were laid off
tend to have low skills; they are from the hospitals or the park de-
partments and so on To design a Federal manpower program that
will reach the disadvantaged and structurally unemployed in a ease
like the New York City phenomenon, without recognizing you first
have to stabilize the basic work force of the city to provide regular
public setvir:s, just puts you on a treadmill.

That is wflere I would like to focus the committee's attention. The
Department of the Treasury about 1 month ago released what I con-
sider to be a very important study, It looked at 48 cities and the
impact on the maintenance of public services of the countereyclical
revenue sharing program, the CETA title VI program, and acceler-
ted public works. It concluded that in at least half of those 48 cities,

there would have to be a very substantial increase in local property
taxes running, for example, 20 to 25 percent in Newark and 17 per-
cent increase in Baltimore, if those Federal programs were not in fact
sustaining the actual viability of public services in those cities.

To try to deal with the concentration of the structurally unem-
ployed in those cities without an integrated urban program that
involves Federal help to stabilize the local budget and adequate re-
sources to help stimulate private sector jobs simply means that you
are not going to be able to design a. manpower program, by itself,
which can deal with the structuially unemployed in those cities. That
is the principal point to which I would like to call the committee's
attention this morning.

We have covered many. many other issues with regard to the CETA
program in our testimony.

Senator Itirotx. Might I interrupt you there?
Mr. WI:um Surely.
Senator RIEGLE. Talkincr about just hard-core unemployment and

not talking about the cyclical unemployment situation. how good a
training area do you think public service work is for the hard-core
unemployed, the structurally unemployed? In other words, should
we really be thinking about public sector activities ens the best train-
ing crround for these folks? Do we basically hist drift, into that busi-
nessr-because of the need. because, of the cyclical unemployment, and
are We to be thinking shout concentrating the trttininghard, tough,
training problems under some kind of another different set of
operations?

Mr. Wrisu. Senator. I think it is not, an either/or situation. I think
the problem is of significant magnitude that you are going to have
to do both totally. In other words, I would say that there is no reason
not to bring a structurally unemployed parson into a training pro-
gram that is going to provide f he work discipline that _Mayor Lan-
drieu referred to, or to train for ti hospital aide or other public sector
slot. That is a perfectly rational thing to do, and structurally unem-
ployed persons obviously can qualify with adequate training.

The problem is that the concentration of the disadvantaged unem
ployed happens to he in cities like Cleveland, Detroit. and Buffalo
which have other unemployment problems 'also. We do not under.
stand how you can train the disadvantaged and also expect to pro-
vide public sector employment opportunities for all of the others
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who are unemployed. So the two approaches certainly are parallel.
You need to have a very real and aggressive progTarn to create private
sector jobs. You are going to have to do that particularly if we are
going to'thlove in the direction that the administration has proposed
with the welfare program. We looked for example at the impact
of that proposal on Hartford, Conn. There is a present city work
force of about 2,200 people; about 200 or 300 of those are presently
on CETA lines.

The welfare bill-that the administration has proposed in Hartford
would have meant there would have been 8,000 persons in Hartford
eligible for the work requirement in the welfare bill. You would have
to create 6,000 public sector jobs and every 15 months you would
cycle them off and say, look around Hartford for private sector jobs.
You are just going to have It disaster of enormous proportions,
whether you call it CET S., or whether you call it -workfare or whether
you call it welfare, unless we understand the dimensions of the con-
centration of this problem in certain areas. and proceed to do enor-
mous things with private employment opportunities as well as the
public sector.

Senator EtECTg So you do feel very comfort thle With using public
service jobs as the place to do a certain amount. of CET..& training
work, and that yon think that is both necessary and sound.

3tr. lIrr.t.sir. Senator, sic think pore crrn maintain labor standards
and contract standards aud protect the civil service merit system
standard. The beet 'Way to do that is to bring the structurally unem-
ployed. person on line into the present system; bring them into an
entry level or a pre-entry level training position: give tlwin the pro-
tections that are there, and the machinery that is thei-e: subsidize the
job, do not permit the city to add on the $5,000 or 510,000 increment .
whatever it happens to be to 1111g-rade that position by local supple-
mentation. Then try to spin that trainee or person of into ,a regular
promotional line if that is possibl e. as you upgrade the person.
think in fact we should recognize in this country if '.\e am going to
truly deal -with the structurally unemployed. sir will have a perma-
nent, system of federally subsidized public service jobs, and we should
treat those positions as part of the regular State. county, local school
board -work force. We should deal with it purely in those terms,
hoping we can turn the people over fairly rapidly, but recognizing
there are going to be certain individuals and certain nlaces in the
country where that turnover is not going to occur rapidly. and the
jobs may be permanent.

Senator Ilmor,r.. May I ask one nrrmre question at that point?
Senator Nnt.sog. "Yes.
4enn tor Ernor.r.. If von do that let, us saw yon split it so half of

CETA activity or more is going to take place in the public sector. and
the ()flier half will be done under all these various other ornanizations.
It seems to me what in effect we lire doing is to decide that we will
populate the public service sector. To other words, one of the facts will
he that over a 10- or 20 ,year period, if we follow flint line of Clunking.
there: will be a growing proportion of public service employees who
would be peonle who are structurally unemployed. I wonder if there
is any consideration we ought to be giving to melding any one sector
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of the economy, public service, private, local government versus all
government. It seems to me that maybe we ought to he thinking about
here is that we do not want to he slotting hard-core unemployed in-
dividuals, all across the society, in all ditlerent kinds of jobs, and not
just public sector jobs, because I eau see considerations both for that
group of people in society, not a totally homogeneous group. It is
going to have a heterogeneous profile at least on a case-to-ease, but I
am just wondering if thought, has been given to what a 10- or 15-year
impact of that will be, in terms of rolling up one sector with people
who come that way.

Mr. WELsn. What we have tried to lay out in our detailed testimony
is the fact that we have to face that as a reality as a union. I do not
know that auto workers are coming before you and saying they are
prepared to take into auto plants in Michigan a proportion of their
structurally unemployed. I do not see General M-otors or General Elec-
tric or anybody else pounding on the doors to get involved.

Senator RrEarx. That is not exactly the ease. We had Chrysler in
here last week. They had run as an adjunct to t heir normal bnsiness,
job training center, and they have procewd 50,000 individuals over the
last 10 years.

Mr. Mum. That are structurally unemployed?
Senator RIF:cm The great majority were structurally unemployed,

exactly. They slotted most of them in private sector jobs_ It is tono-h as
hell. They had worked to work out the regime for doing it That is an-
other alternative for us to consider. I aro just saving it seems to me that
maybe we ought to be spreading hard-core unemployed much more
uniformly throughout our private sector.

Mr. WEtsit. Senator, I have no problem with that I would support
every effort and every training program and every reason ible subsidy
the committee is prepared to write. into the legislation to do that, and
encourage the private sector to do it I come back to the point again
that there were 8.000 in Hartford who would havo been eligible again
under the administration's approach to welfare. That is a very difficult
problem. It is a ouestion of major piddle re-kny os to whether you are
prepared to subsidize private labor force. This is a very serious prob-
lem, as compared to subsidization of nonprofits and the public sector.

We would be with yon on every approach you could think of that
would not undermine private sector labor standards in ternis of mov-
ing in that direction. But if Congress and government is committed to
anywhere near the objective of bringing the national employment
down to 41/2 percentit is unrealistic not to think there also will be a
large group of people in the public sector on an ongoing- basis.

If we are more generous in terms of creating; private sector oppor-
tunities, that is fine. I do not know how the committee feels in tern-us
of subsidizing some of those 8.000 in Mut foiA to move to those sections
of the country where there might be private sector employment. T. think
that is a very serious question that the committee should address itself
to If in fact there are all the job opportunities that the Governor of
Mississinpi described in the State of Mississippi, you might 'want to
think of a subsidy that vould not require, but be an incentive to move
to Mississippi to take one of those jobs.

I suspect the reason they are moving from public to private sector
in the State of Mississippi is that the private sector employer has to
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mttinimunt wage, the public sector employer in the State of
ippi pays below minimum wage. OK. 1...et us have' no luisunder-

stundiito. as to what happened when the Governor described that.
Senator &Eau. Thank you.
Senator NELsoN. Thank yea very much, N1r. Welsh. ff you 11 sub-mit that memorandum.

WELSH. Senator, we would like to submit one other n ()ran-dom that relates to the substitution problem. That would deal with the
very difficult delays we lutve as a union participating in en foreement of
regulations and standards, the kinds of time delays we Mil up against,
and the lack of information about what is going on 1 think that wouldhelp the Committee.

Senator NELsols. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mfr. 'Welsh and other material for the

record follow :]
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Statement by William 6, Welsh, Executive Director
for Governmental Affairs

-American

Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFLCIO

to the senate Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratory Labor

on S. 2570, The Comprehensive Employment and Training Amendments
of 1970

March 6, 1970

Mr. Chairmen and members Of the Subcommittee, my name is

William Welsh. I am Executive Director of Governmental Affairs of

the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees.

With me is Nanine Meiklejoho, Assistant Director for Legislation.

I would like to say first that we have not had as much time to

con0 der S. 2570 and prepare this Statement as we would have liked.

Therefore, we request the opportunity to submit a more detailed

statement later.

We are very pleased to have this opportunity to share With you

some of our thoughts on the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act and on S. 2570. It is probably no exaggeration to say that CETA

has become the one federal program which all 750,000 of our members

know. And it would be hard to find any federal program which causes

them more concern.

In past appearances before this committee and the House Manpower

subcommittee, we have presented AFSCNE's support for CETA as one

important tool for achieving a full employment economy. We do this

again today, despite the many problems it presents to our members.

We also in the past have discussed these problems with you and your

colleagues. We have tried to describe how our Dosses often use CETA

in a way that violates our motets' promotional rights, undermines

Wage and benefit ttandards, distorts
collective bargaining and erodes

our bargaining units.

The Congress has been syMpath and helpful by inc orating

into CETA many provisions designed to prevent thean abuses. We are

pleased to see that the administration's bill
adds a number of new

provisions that will be helpful. These include;

1. Restricting hiring to entry-level positions

2. Limiting work experience activities to A months
(although more couRrols Ought to be built into

the program);

providing for a uOmplaint procedure (which should

have time limits Loilt into
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4. Requring that affected unions receive the full
comprehensive employment and training plans for
comment 30 days before submission to the regional
office)

5, Limiting how much Title IX money can be used for
public jobs and work experience) and

Providing that CETA workers should be in cl
tions that are reasonable and that also cover
workers (although the language of the provision should
be clarified to reflect this intent).

Today, We would like to concentrate on several major issues
that are dominating the public debate on MTN: the substitution
problem; transition into unsubsidized work; and targeting on people
and places. Lot me strongly emphasize here that we are your natural
ally in the effort to control substitution where it exists. ClearlY,
we do not *OM to see our bargaining units eroded or our members
laid off or Shifted unnecessarily onto CET1 lines, We support better
transition for the meay CETA workers we now represent. We also want
to see the people and places that need hell bmnefit from the program.

Our experience with CETA over the last four years leads us to
several conclusions which we believe are important to keep in mind
in dealing with these issues.

First, it is impossible for a public service jobs program to
operate smoothly_ and effectively when it is placed in a government
structure which itself is crumbling because of either a national
recession or chronic local fiscal distress._ irreconcilable con-
flictS develop between protecting the jobs of regular public workers
and hiring the disadvantaged and other people unemployed in the pr v
sector. histortions in collective bargaining procedures and the
provision of services occur.

It becomes very 'hard in these circumstances to Judge what is real
substitution and what is a legitimate use of CETA funds to support
and maintain service levels that otherwise would be cut. In this
regard, we believe the Brookings preliminary study on public service
employment (prepared for the Notional Commission on Manpower Policy)
adds a very important point to the public debate on substitution.
It contends that the use of CETA funds to maintain service levels and
jobs in the financially distressed cities is not SUbStitUtiOo sub-
stitution, in fact, is more prevalent, the study suggests, in areas
with healthier economies. Our own eXperience tends to supports this
view. Many of our member's problems with substitution are in places
that do not have severe fiscal pressures.
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Trying to limit the use of CETA funds for basic services in
places with legitimate fiscal problems by forcing CETA fended

employees into "new`-and different" activities through a project

approach or similar method, simply ignores the reality of these

places. The fiscal pressure in these distressed cities is se groat
char any such attempt is likely to fail. Creating new or marginal

work in places that have essential service needs does not make

sense. Stabilizing regular public employment in financially dis-
tressed places is therefore, an essential precondition for an
effective public service jobs program.

Second, it is important to get away from the almost exclusive

concern about "rehiring public employees" as the major substitution

practice. While there has been some rehiring, it has not been wide-

spread. In most places where it has occurred, we believe a very
strong case can be made that it was a legitimate use Of CETA funds.

Certainly, no one would disagree that New York City has had a finan-

cial crisis of major proportions. Even there, rehiring was kept.

down to about ten percent of CETA jobs. The equity problems and
social conflicts, not to speak of the distortion of government
services, are acute if rehiring is not permitted in such cases.

Our experience suggests that the major substitution problem is

one of gradual attrition of the permanent work force and the use of

CETA workers to do work formerly done by regular employees. It is

the major substitution concern to AFSOME members.

A third general conclusion is that the wide variety of local

conditions makes it difficult to legislate national standards that

work equitably in all places. This point was driven home forcefully

during the Corman Welfare Reform Subcommittee's recent deliberations

on the wages and transition features of the Welfare Safaris bill.

A fourth lesson we have learned during the last four years in

that placing CETA workers in a separate parallel work force makes

it hard to enforce the law's labor standards, tends to isolate CETA

workers into a second-class status and often makes transition diffi-

cult. New job titles, abuse of work experience and the use of

"projects" are common devices that Primo sponsors have used. In all

of these cases, the argument is that because CETA workers are
"different," they can be treated differently. This trend also

ironically pulls CETA workers away from two control systems that

have developed over the last 75 years In reaction againgt patronage

abuses: the Civil service Merit Systems and Public Employee Unionism.
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A fifth general observation is that it is important to define
Clearly the structural and countercyclical purposes of the different
parts of CETA. In the past, the program has been unfairly criticized'
for not meeting one or the other of these purposes, Usually, the
criticism has been that the disadvantaged are being left out and
We concur with this concern.

These general conclusions lead us to question a number of featu
in the administration's bill: the use of projects. the 18-month
time limit on participation, the limitations on local supplements to
the federal wage payments and the eligibility criteria.

It is not clear that Title VI would restrict public service
employment exclusively to projects. We hope that it does not We
continue to have doubts about the effectiveness of projects as a
mean's of controlling substitution, especially since the CETA regulations
allow Prime sponsors to set up projects that involve normal public
Services as long as they constitute an expansion. We believe that
prime sponsors must have flexibility to create project and non-
project jobs, especially in times and places of high employment which
produce pressures to cut back regular services. Projects increase
our problems in maintaining labor standards, and we have evidence
from some of our local leadership that the segregation inherent in
the project approach makes transition to permanent employment systems
more difficult.

The /8-month time limitation on participation is intended to
improve transition and limit substitution.

While we certainly would not dispute the foot that an 18-month
time limit will produce a drastic increase in turnover rates to
100 percent, we do question its effectiveness in controlling slab,
stitution. The problem is not who is in the job, but rather whether
CETA is funding a job slot that the prime sponsor would otherwise
fund. The substitution problem here is one of attrition of the
Permanent work force or a slowing- of normal growth.

The time limit also raises serious problems. It penalizes the
CETA recipients for the failure Of the system to produce or help them
find jobs. It is insensitive to the fact that during high unemploy-
ment, job opportunities are scarce. it tric! CETA workers cannot find
a job, where do they go? on unemployment or weifare7 This arbitrary
limit also may become a cruel alternative to ongoing and legitimate
transition measures. Finally, turning over lamp numbers of people
(as many_ as 20,800 in New York city, for example) will be an adminis-
trative nightmare. The time limit also tends to move the CETA workers
further from the regular employment system. This practice, as 1 have
pointed out makes it hard to enforce employment standards.
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mother new feature in the administration's bill is a prohibi-

tion on supplementation of the 510,000 federal wage payment for

Title 11 and a percentage limitation on it for Title VI. It is in-

tended to stop prime sponsors from converting BETA into a revenue

sharing device to subsidize a whole range of jobs, including high-

skilled and administrative ones. It also is designed to stop
political patronage abuses and the practice of giving people who

clearly don't need assistance high paying jobs.

We recognize the political problems associated with high wages,

although we think there are very few of these oases. We also under-

stand the concern about substitution of this kind. Uowever, this

approach still won't prevent substitution in the lower level jobs

which is where We believe most of the CETA workers are In addition,

the $10.009 will not be adequate to comply with prevailing rate
standards in some parts of the country today, and it will be even

less adequate in four years.

The eligibility criteria in the bill also trouble us. We agree

that more needs to be done to help the disadvantaged, but we think

that a comprehensive employment and training program should respond

to cyclical as well am the wide variety of structural unemployment

problems. The needs of unemployed experienced Workers are also

iAwrtant. H.R. 11006 does not recognize this fact; it concentrates

almost exclusively on the disadvantaged.

these features are, we believe, the major flaws in H.R. 11086.

The bill does contain other provisions which we support. I would

like to mention them and offer some additional suggestions and changes

for your consideration.

There are a number of prow
control substitution.

ions in the bill that will help

The first is the proposal to limit hiring 1 entry-level jobs.

It will prevent prime sponsors from using CETA to find higher paying

promotional jobs.

Scoond, the bill contains most of the maintenance of effort pro-

visions now in CETA. The only glaring omission, which we do not

understood, is the absence of present language prohibiting the con-

tracting out of public services. The -law also should be strengthened

to prohibit substitution in the form of attrition of the permanent

work force.

Third, the complaint procedure, which is new,

a faster response to our complaints about substitut

this section, but think that it must have specific

help us get
We support
limits at
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both the local and regional office level to prevent long delays. In
order to make our job and that of the Labor Department easier, prime
sponsors must be required to provide in their plans, on an ongoing
basis, information on unsubsidised work force levels, layoffs, hiring
and promotion freezes and budget situations.

In a related matter, the Labor Department must be forced t4 en-
force the maintenance of effort requirements more aggressively, The
problem of substitution is essentially one of enforcement, and the
Department has done very little to monitor prime sponsors. It
generally has not taken the initiative to investigate for possible
substitution abuses except when there are attempts to rehire public
employees. If there are layoffs and no attempt to rehire, it will
respond to complaints. It never tries to do anything about attrition.

The final suggestion we have for reducing substitution is
changing the funding formula so that more money is concentrated
areas of greatest fiscal need, Substitution tends to be less in
these areas and greater in places with little fiscal pressure.
Another advantage of more concentrated geographic targeting will be
higher participation by minorities and welfare recipients in the pro-
gram. The large cities that have the most severe unemployment
problems also have the best record in employing these populations.

We think that the provision in the bill for placement goals is
a helpful way of promoting transition without hurting the CSTA workers.
There are other requirements that could be added to the bill to
encourage transition. Prime sponsors should be encouraged to place
CETA workers in public. agencies that have relatively high vacancy
rates arid be required to devote a certain percentage of those vacancies
to CET& workers. Jobs also should be created in activities similar
to private sector jobs for which there is a demand. CETA participants
should be encouraged to engage in ongoing job search activities. They
should be dropped from the CETA program if they do not take an avail-
able, suitable job in the private sector.

The wage provisions of the bill must be changed to accommodate
the effects of inflation and local variations in wages. Because of
inflation during the last four years, we think you should consider
raising the $10,000 federal wage payment. That payment should be
indexed to reflect local wage structures and future cost-of-living
increases. While we concede that some kind of limit on supplementa-
tion may be unavoidable, we are uncertain whether the formula in
Title VI is adequate. We are attempting to check its potential
effects in some local areas. However, limits on supplementation
are inadvisable without the indexing features,

As noted earlier, we do not think that the bill provides enough
of a balance and clear distinction between structural and counter-
cyclical programs. The bill appears to set up a counteryclicl

38.275 76 = 64
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unemployment by including a triggering mechanism based on unemploy-

ment under Title ST, but the Title VI eligibility criteria are

essentially structural in nature.

The only program in the bill which is net limited exclusively
to the dioadvantaged is the upgrading and retraining program under

Title II. We strongly support this program and think it should re-

ceive more fending. Upgrading programs are useful because they
open up law - skilled entry-level jobs for disadvantaged workers and

because they avoid the potential for giving unemployed workers unfair

promotional Advantages ever low-skilled employed workers.

This small program is not, however, an inadequate response to

the needs of cyclically unemployed workers, who need job opportunities

when unemployment is high. There should be different eligibility'
criteria for lobs programs for the structurally and cyclically un-
employed. The Title II eligibility criteria are appropriate for

people in a structural program, but they are too tight for a counter-
cyclical program. A countercyclical program should be available to
all people who becom unemployed, and it does not make sense to make

them wait a long time when jobs are scarce due to a national or local

recession. Therefore, we suggest an eligibility requirement of 30
days. Even this is more restrictive than the 14-day period for high

unemployment areas under the present sustainment program.

Another distinction that can be made between a countercyclical

and structural program can be wage supplementation. If the basic
federal wage payment is indexed to local wage structures and future
cost-of-living increases, we think it is appropriate to prohibit
Supplementation in the structural program.

We support the triggering mechanism for the countercyclical pro-

gram, but we think the Title VI formula is inadequate. It should be
changed to provide for a permanent base of 300,000 jobs and inere-
ments of 100,000 jobs for each one-half of one percentage increase

of unemployment over four percent. This is in line with the Humphrey-
Hawkins goal of four percent unemployment. It also will provide
adequate funds for high unemployment areas that will continue to

need help even when the national unemployment recedes or the nation

Pulls out of a reeessiee.

The use of public jobs funds should be flexible. Areas with

high, chronic or cyclical unemployment, regardless of the national

unemployment rate, should be able to determine their own mix of

project or non-Project jobs. It is important that they have the
ability to maintain basic service levels at the very time that they

are under the most pressure to cut back on needed services. ',riffle

sponsors also should be able to choose which method will best le,han

transition opportunities.
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'-;'s closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I think we
are at a critical juncture in the development of federal manpower
policy. We recognize that it is not easy to balance off the con-
fiictino goale of job creation, servicing target populations,
providing needed, useful public services and protecting public
employee concerns. unless we do that though. CETA will have an
extremely damaging effect on state and local government work forces
and on the labor standards and collective bargaining procedures
which public employees have fought long and hard to achieve.
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Appendix A

CONEENTS BY THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

on the

Comprehensive Employment and Training
Amendments of 1978

Sec. 103 Comorehen ve Em -m- it Plan

We view -the public service employment program supplement in
Sec. 103 (d) (which we eanume is submitted annually) as an
important source of information needed to help determine corn-
pliahoe with employment standards and maintenance of effort
requirements. To make such determinations. specifie inform-
ation in essential. We recommend thi following additions
to this section:

Change Sec. 203 (d)(6) to read "tiagsal,Lan
alari to_be aid _ersons em-10-ed I- bile
sery c and aucm -rapt' wi____:Lththeinglpj_kL

_ ub-ic oceu ati ns S the m
This lantuage is in current law. The corn arison
15 nekleSCiarY to dOtOrMille compliance witH nreva_1-
ing rate requirements. It also is a useful way to
identify excessive wages for political chronies.

Add a new provision: "bene s_to be_ rO N ded
ens ed in public

coalpar_r1 With benefits for almilariubliboccu-
pations byIllesymjuriggiumf-. This would help
determine compliance with equal benefit requirements.

Add a new provision:"in h
of on-loyment not au. -o
hiring. and rorpo_tinnhl freezes ". This information
is essential to dctermine c mellance with mainten-
ance of effort requirements. Presently, such in-
formation is not required on a regular basis. In
Atlanta, for example, where we are challenging
maintenance of effort violations, the city has not
been able to reconstruct from existing records
information on workforce levels and the dates and
scope of promotion and hiring freezes.

Add a new provision requiring actions to insure com-
pliance with the maintenance of effort requirements
In the law.



5. Aad a new provision; ecific steE2 to
Wferentiatg w0 r4 01.2LL_LEjla_LxfE2E,
cub? Sc !lerraFierigkom,pC"-.We want to make
Sur,: that tz-Je work etge.rlence, and not dis-
guL3ae pubilo suhvice employment, is created.
Sea our conmce on Sec. 121 (n) for more
detail.

6 Thc of Sec. 103 (d) are also relevant
to .xcer:-:aZe activities. The section
should

--

x....encd to cover work experience.

Sec. 104 Review of Devurehens_ive prnammTntand Training
Plans

We strongly support this section and view it as a signifi-
cant improvement over current law. Especially construc-
tive are the time limits and the requirement that the com-
plete plan, and not just x summary be transmitted to labor
organizations. Report language should clearly state that
a summary is not sufficient. Current regulations now re-
quire that only a summary be scr o labor organizations
even thcagh the 'taw makes no such ,Ilstinction. Summaries
provide little useful information.

We supprt the language of Sec. 104 (a)(1)(E) and oppose
any change that would allow prime spans cy to fulfill this
requirement simply by sending the plan to the central labor
council. Thl,; would inject an Urnecersary intermediate
step in review process that would seriously weaken the
union comazr.l requirement. Public employee unions must
receive the plan directly to have adequate time to FFVIew
public employment and work experience progrems and to
satisfy themselves that public service werk is not being
contractel cut.

We also Jucport Sec. 104 ( which, we hope wi11 result
in closer scrutiny by the Labor Department.

We suggest two clarifications:

1. Sec. 104 (a)(1): insert after the word "comment"
the phrase, to the rime s-onsor and the Secre-
tary,". This will bring the provision into
line with the current union cement requirement
that specifically permits comments to go simul-
taneously to the prime sponsor and the Secretary.

2. Sec. 104 (b): As we read the last part of this
provision, the prime Sponsor must transmit all
comments, including those from labor organizations,
recommendations and reasons for rejecticn to the
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Secretary. We think this Is an Important re-
quirement. We a.,) recommend the insertion of the
words "evidence or compliance with See, 104 (a) and"
Oetween the words w-gCiri" and "copies".

Se- 106 Com lainta and Sanctions

See Attachment I for a detailed discussion.

Sec. 121 Conditions A lic-bl- td All- Programs

121 (h)(2): Delete the word "overtime". We
have had complaints about reduction or overtime
work and, consequently, regular employees' income.

121 (h)(3): Expand this provision by adding
ollective bar aialailmements".

Sec. 121 (m): We assume this provision is intended
to prevent, for example, a person from voting on
whether his organization should receive CETA funds,
It should not be construed to restrict a public
employee union representative from voting on a
public service or work experience program.

Sec. 121 (n): major problem with work vaturl-
lence ham been he often vague distinction between
It and public :'service employment which has resulted
in substandard wages and benefits for people placed
in the work experience category but performing
regular work. Work experience must be clearly
differentiated from public service employment.

One way to achieve this distinction and to "inure
nerved

is to have tight eligibility requirement
that people who are most in need of heir

last sentence of this provision does How-
ever,we recommend deleting the words "shall only be

and inserting the phrase "shall be_generalll_p211
persons without significant past workbistorieS
and only" to tighten up the definition even more,

The time limitation imposed on work experience also
Is helpful, but It is unclear whether a person
could work in a part time capacity indefinitely
the way the provision reads. We suggest limiting
participation in the work experience category to
a year after which time the person could be up-
graded into a regular public employment slot. This
would not only provide some positive reward to the
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participant but also help protect employment
standards.

Sec. 121 WI See A
on retirement benefi

ment II for dirc s_

f. Sec. 121 (p): While we support the Intent of
this provision, we are concerned that the word
"services" could encourage the contracting out
of public services. What does the word "services"
mean? If it is limited to services provided
directly to SETA participants, we have no problem.
However, the language or the provision should
be tightened to reflect that meaning be reading
" services to_participants".

7. We strongly urge the addition to this section
of Sec. 328 (b) in the current law which pro-
hibits the contracting out of public services
to non-profit organizations. We do not under-
stand its omission since it Is an important
maintenance of effort requirement. In addition
the new Title VTI (especially Sec, 706 (6))
necessitates the broadening or Sec. 328 (b) to
prohibit contracting out to private contractors.
Developing private sector linkages must not
become a mechanism for contracting out public
services.

WA recommend the addition or a new subseution
%nat reads: " "Al l persona participatingintrein-

on-the-job-training and work esp2rienge
compensation in accordance with

Sec. i24",

Seq. 122 Conditions A Icabla lic Servic- Em to -met

1. Sec. 122 (d): We recommend changing the language
in this provision as follows: 1) substitute
in the first line the word "employed" for "hired"
and 2) insert between "employee" and "not" in
the second part "or otherwise reduced its work-
force". These changes arc consistent With Sec.,.
353 (s)(6) of the current law and are intended.
to specifically prohibit substitution resulting
from freezes and displacement or ref employees
ither before or after the CETA work. are hired.

122 (h): We recommend the add' or the
"job descriptions" as part of oformation

.,.it should be kept. current law OH- re-
quires this information. it is iu )

judge compliance with equal pay provisions ,.ithout
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See. 122 (i)(2)(3) and (4): Our opposition
to the participation limit on public employment

has been noted already. This provision should be
replaced by provisions requiring ongoing job

search activities, placement in departments with

relatively high turnover rates, a requirement
that half of the regular entry level vaniolcies

in the prime sponsor be earmarked for ouslie
service employment participants and a tquirement
that refusal to aecept a suitable unsubsidized
job will constitute grounds for dismissal from

the program.

Sec. 122 (j)t We have already urged indexing of
the $10,000 federal wage payment to accommodate

both coat of living increases over time and

geographic differences. With the two indexing

features, it is appropriate to prohibit
supplementation for Title 11 jobs. However,

some kind of waiver for exceptional circumstances

also should be provided to protect prevailing

rates.

We oppose average wage requirements because they

will artificially restrict the variety of jobs

that can be created. They also will restrict
participants to lower wage job occupations,

thereby limiting their opportunities. This will

be especially true in four year when the mini-

mum wage will not be much less than MOO.

Sec. 122 (1): As we interpret the general intent
of this provision, it Is to prevent the establish=

ment of new or artificial classificrtions to
justify different, usually lower, bfy.efits for

CETA workers. We strongly support t...at intent.
However, the phrase "working a similar length

of time" must be dropped. Problems will arise

as to its meaning, and it conflicts with the
requirment in the second sentence. In additions

it is likely to result in CETA recipients rece -

ing no benefits.

6. We recommend moving Sen. 122 ( (o) (r) and (1)

to in 121 with the appropriate language changes.

It in ,ssentini that thene
maintenance of effort

requirements and employment standards apply to
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all SETA programs and especially to work
experience and the upgrading and retraining
programs.

4 Wa es and Allo an:

1. Sec. 124 (w): Add the phrase. "priiapol-
cable_wa es under collective bar aininc a--
meats- at the end of this section to
recognition to union negotiated wage ra
collective bargaining exists.

2, Sec. 124 (d): We are very concerned that work
experience wage rates might be limited exclusively
to the minimum wage. While, in Moot cases, the
charaeteristiA of the participants and the work
they are doing will make minimum wage rates accept-
able, we think the going rate should be paid if
the participant is doing regular work. Therefore,
we strongly recommend the addition of the following
language re in the regulations: When a par-

ant in a work experience act v emform---
ink ular ublic ervice em lov
ment t e obe- must be comparable _c
thosed for the ula ublic service b
.11021111fd in "ec. 121 The addition of
this provision will proteet wage standards in
situations in which a participant is performing
very low sgilled work part or the time and re-
ceiving training (that may net be related to the
work performed) part of the time.

26 Definitions

Sec. 126 (10)(d): These people are not really
underemployed. Institutional programn are hard
to monitor. A (ranger exists, for example, of
having "work experience" in correctional facilities
which consists or the daily chores that residents
routinely perform anyway --- e.g. washing dishes,
lendry, etc.

Sec. 126 (12); Areas of substantial unemployment
should be der.ermined more than once a year Areas
hard hit by plant closings, for example, could have
a one-year lag before being eligible for more money.

Sec. 126 (16); The last sentence in this section
could cause a divorced or separated spouse (e.g,
displaced homemaker) to wait a year to qualify for
assistance.
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u. Sec. 126 (21): Add at the tnd of the sentence:
"as defined_locally_by collective hara010211
agreements, past practice and app1.3Table per-
sonndl rules", to avoid local dispute: over
nterpretation.

Title II --- part fl flnancia Asslstanef Programs

Sec. 203 (b): The percentage set aside for u
and retraining programs should be increased to at
15% and a waiver should be provided to allow for a higher
percentage If the prime sponsor can show adequate need and

Justification,

Title
01nadvantagla

Fart B Services far the Economically

1. Sec. 211 (C: We support better linkages between
training and public service jobs, but we oppor,
a requirement that all jobs must have a training
component, elen if it is not necessary. Such
a requirement would become a subterfuge to

avoid paying equal wages and benefits when a
participant Is performing full-time, regular
work. Very little training is needed, for
example, to do labovvr work. The requirement
could result in a waste of money. We think
language ought to be included that encourages
training linkages with public service employment.
Training could and should be required for work
experience. This can be done by deleting the
words "public service employment opportunities or
from this provision and adding an additional sub-
section that reads: "Uannitional ublicservice.
emplo -mt-nt w ichis combined Caplainbriate;

serVieeswith a-
lonntst'..tanve n o un-

,

Sec. 212: We support thin n on the use

of CETA funds for work experlep: and public

service employment. ft will prevent an over
reliance on these activitles, encourage greater

private sector involvement ond prevent prime

sponnors from uhifting Title Ii training funds
into public service empl-yment an Title VI job

levels drop due to leolintag unemployment.

8". 2M We support these eligibility criteria
as appropriate for Title II.
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Title 11 = -- -Part C Upgradla_And Hetrainking

We strongly support this part, but have ,overai recom=
mendationa.

1. Sec. 221 (a)(1): We are not clear what the
phrase "p0Sitions not regularly available to
entry level employees" means. If training is
not provided for movement from a lower to a
higher step in a promotional sequence, promotional
rights will be violated. We think this provio on
should be clarified.

Sec. 221 (a)(2): In order to avoid favoritism
from influencing the selection process we re-
commend the addition of 1) the word "maIJILUtz"
after the word "potential" ,n 2) the phrase
"and shall be consistent with :,cal collective
ba

ble -nnel rules at he end of this sub-
sec on

Sec. 221 (b)(2): The meaning of the last part
or this provision is unclear. Does it mean,
for example, that if a hospitnJ closes the workers
cannot be retrained to work in community health
centers since that Is the same "occupation"?

Add a new Subsection: The ro:;rmtr5 shall not in-
fringe npon the Tromotionalr,sofTersions
currently emploed and not artici ating-In the
program.'

Tit -7= Part A

Sec. 301
centratud
by mass layoffs.

and Activities

support better and more con-
help people adversely affected

2. See. 305: We stro gly support this < :rorram of job
search and reloeat ion assistance as ac such
assistance is accepted voluntarily _ by the indIvIdu

See. 311 (1): While we d, y. oppose In principle
experimental programs fr, welrare recipients, we
strongly urge that they conform to the same main-
tenance of effort requirements and wage and benefit
standards applicable to all DEW programs, The
wage provisions of Sec. 1211 (b) deo the -sefit
provisions of Sec. 122 (L)
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Title VI Public service Em .10

The major issues of eligibility for public service
employment, the trigger for the countercyclical program,
local wage supplementation and projects versus non-
projects already have been addressed. The following
supplements those points:

1. Sec. 605 (a): We support the limit of 12
months for the life of the projects as a way
to help force projects away from basic on-
going service activities. However, the
participants ought to be able to continue in
the program until they find other work.

sec. 608; We oppose the prohibition on supple-
mentation of professional salaries, which would
exempt most professionals from participation.
We prefer the approach in Sec. 205 (c)(22) of
the current law which limits professional en-
rollMent to one-third of the slots. This
percentage limitation could be reduced if
necessary. It ',xtremely dotbtful the
enrollment by prfessionals is this high pre-
sently.

NM :db

3122/78
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ATTACHMENT I

COMMENTS BY THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

on the

CETA CONFLAINT PROCEDURES

GENERAL BACKGROUND

Wit= original CETA at did not spell out provisions for complaint
pmscedures. However, current CETA regulations do provide for a complaint
proceas. The salient parts of these regulations are:

1. CETA ReaislamS1 must "exhaust (local) administrative
remedies" before. ,apealing to the Regional Administrator
(RA). No refers..-a is made to unions or other public
Merest groups having to exhaust local administrative
remedies. Almost all ten D.O.L. regional offices now
acknowledge that unions can immediately appeal after
only meeting once with the pram sponsors.

2. When a CETA complaint reaches the Regional Administrator.
he and his staff intAstigate it and decide to either dismiss
it or order corrective action. If the compl.lint is dismissed,
the complainant can appeal to the Secretary of Labor, who
can grant an Administrative Law Judge (ALI) hearing. The
respondent may appeal the ALJ finding to the Secretary of
Labor and then to the courts. The complainant may appeal the ALI
findings to the courts.

3. The current regulations do not make an ALI hearing mandatory.
It is granted only if the Secretary wishes. or if there is
"a substantial evidence of facts supporting a conclusion of
probable cause" that a violation has occurred.

AESCKE's experience with this complaint procedure generally_ has
been unsacisfacturv. especially at the Regional Office level, Of
particular concern have been frequent long delays caused by the absence.
of time limits in the procedure.

In Atlanta, for exmple, the Union
filed a major complaint alleging

substitution, above entry level hiring,And failure to pay prevailing
rates for 700 employees in May 1976. TheALJ hearing was nor held until January 1970.

Regional Office I nvestigations, themselves, often have been less
than rigorous, In Reading, Pennsylvania, for example, ,FSCME filed a
major maintenance of effort complaint on December 30. 1976, protesting
26 layoffs which were to occur on December 31, 1976. In a letter dated
January 12, 1977, the Regional Administrator said that he could not accept
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ti=c union's complaint because it was based on anticipated violations" of

CETA rather than actual violations. At I otittr, the 2h

people hat' lieen laid off for 12 days! hott had several incidents

in Alicia Regional Office "Invetigat.u," have not even bothored to contact
the local union whirl) made the complaia dnr log their ou site iriVertt igat
and before is-aiing a -tilling against the taint!

It should he emphasized that there are various other complaint and

grievance procedures already in place If Ehe local level in addition to
the CEPA complaint procedure. Those o: 'ter procedures often deal with

similar problems and of-tea can provide faster relief. Then inc lude: 1)

grievance procedures in local union contracts; 2) civil service appeals

processes; and 3) Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) procedures. Contractual

grievance processes, where applicable, have given union hargaining unit

members inilnding CETA workers, reasonably efficient, quick and binding

relief. Civil service appeals are wort' important to eMployeCO; where no

unInn contract exists. EEO processes also are sometimes used by CETA

and non -CETA employees. All if these procedures must_ be liept separate

from the CETA complaint Bare;.. !heir separate iotocrity must he maintained.

Ris-,y,;IENDATIONS

101) (it) To avoid vonfusion the word "grievance MOM he

Charigrd co "compTaint." Report language should
make It eloar that a problem can he dealt with
simultaneously through ocher local procedures
already in piaci-, and that ClIA, lu nn way, preempts

thou er precludes other renunlicn..

See, 106 ( mud (ii) lhe re ionic be Line limits hold t into the
procedure. We recommend A) 73 days for completion of

lo,-A ..ocp procedure: hi. MU-Otter ilays
the Regional Office to inveStigate and make its

' Ictcr ruination aftor which appeals of Recional ()Hive
determi nations can he mane to Secretary: c) b(1 more

days for the 5Ortreinry to decide whether to grain an

ri lig; and it) 20 tWrt tO OppOo I an ALT dee i
to the tdr:v. before tto lilt lu coort

d. Set; . (a) The oillttOrt nrov "tisparda ail '

i. Sec. 104(b) This provision muot I chinned to make il ionnistent
with corrent practices and prcseui draft regulations.
The droll rogul derail I local hearing priwess
wh rctill it es al r ett i m11,0.n I the local
complaint infore 1,...gh.onl Office,
hot permits it in other thAn A natlicipAW.. suh-
centractor or stihgrat,to to appeal to the Reioe.ml Office

after a 20 day opportunity For infern al rolioit.co at

the local level And heforc exhaustion of a more lengthy

local process. lhav also per1111t .nry complainant to go
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directly to the Regional Office without exhausting the
local process if the Regional Administrator determines
that delay will hurt the complainant's interests or
that an emergency situation exists.

Ti, is reasonable, for example, that an individual CETA
participant normally should exhaust local remedies, if
there is no emergency, kr there arc local deadlines, and
if there is a provision for a local impartial hearing
offteer, Minn t% participants problems involve
disputes with immediate supervisors. Then it makes
sesse to talk first to the participant's supervisor,
than tile department head, then the personnel director,
and then the mayor before riling, with the Regional Office.
(Most existing local CETA complaint procedures follow
this general progression.)

However, a local union or other orgauigatien or person
alleging corruption, substitution, or violation of
employment standards should net have to exhaust a

similar lengthy process before going to the Regional
Office. That wontd waste valuable time and would he
m drastic regression from existing practice. The issn.
byre ls differentiating between individual probires
malor programmatic violations,

kpAh) This tmdtnection should contain certain minimum pts

requirements including race requiring that Labor H.
investigators contact all interested parties, espto
the complainant, during an investigatio;.

Sec. 10 Add a new subsection Cleat provides that maintaining is

pattern or practice of sohNtihotion .11,1 nhall constitute
grounds for the Secretary In revoke the prime sponsor's
pima and terminate fending. The current eencQrn About
subStitutien justifies nent..,,ing the problem specific ill

See, lObiel_iod(f) We support these provisions which provide for
intermediate poorl11100 short of revoking m plan, We
particularly support See. 1011(f) that permits corrective
action for any "person who is wronged." This could
permit cl:JA participants to get hark pay. for example,
if they were receiving substandard wages.
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ATTACHMENT

COMMNTS BY FRE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

(ETA PENSION COVERAGE

Public and private pension plans are currently governed by Internal

',,enue Code rules which require any qualified plan to benefit employees im

al and to not discriminate against low-paid employees. AFSCME supports

principle and feels that any legislation to treat CETA participants as

-class citizens would be completely contrary to congressional pension

We agree with the intent of the Labor Department's CETA bill which

0
in Section 121(o) for payment of the cost of benefits which "accrue, to

the coedit" of CETA participants, This intent is that CETA funds may be usmil

to pay tibe costs of pension coverage but that any funds used for this purpose

oust reflect the cost of providing benefits tt CETA participants. To the

that CETA participants viii not receive benefits because of turnover

there is co cost that can appropriately be charged to CETA funds.

Unfortunately, the current language in Section 121(o) does not adequately

define this intent and is even grammatically incorrect. The language we

recommend to accomplish the intent of a fair payment of pension costs and Which

would more fully recognize the variety of funding techniques and situations in

the public sector is as follows;

ntributi,ons to retireman

Opponents of pension coverage for CETA 7ar., 1c4pants argue that CETA funds

should be used to Create jobs and not pay f r pen.oions that may never he re-

ceived. This argument, hSwever, implies chat benefits ate not part of the

normal cost of labor, and Mil, public employers, contrary to the intent of the

Act, have no iccention of drawing CETA participants into the regular work

force.

Pension costs, including the cotta of death and disability benefits that

are contingent on plan participation, are a normal cost of labor and only

"cost" if benefits are going to be 'DOW. Any contributions above the cost of

bnnefitn that are going to be paid are really extra contributions or intended

to pay the costs of someone who will receive beneit. Failure to understand

this is the major cause of confusion when it cotes to CETA pension financing.

When the Labor Depattment submitted its CETA bill, the National Associati_

of CountieL: claimed in its tentimony that this would "require state and local

governments and nonprofit employers to contribute up to 20% 1 PSt payroll

':stn pns_slUacal.__LIzes (emphasis added:. to provide refiremeot
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coverage for most CETA enrollees, although enrollees are not likely to remain
with employers long enough to draw retirement checks." This claim is repre
sentative of the confused belief that there are costs even when there are no
benefits that will be paid. Pension plans are usually funded on an actuarial
basis that computes an average cost for all employees, The contribution rate
is base on many assumptions, one of which is the number of employees expected
to stay long enough to collect a pension benefit. The number of employees who
are expected to terminate and never receive a pension help to hold down the
Contribution rate required to fund the plan. If pension coverage is extended
to a large group of employees who generally are not expected to receive a
benefit (for example, CETA participants), the percentage contribution rate will
go down, The effect of withdrawing these CETA workers from coverage would have
the oppc,eite effect, namely, the percentage contribution rate would go up.

In short, the NACO claim that fair cost reimbursement from CETA funds will
cost employers money is an inaccurate statement. Until the Labor Department
revised its pension regulations in section 98.25, CETA funds had been used to
pay costs far in excess of those actually required to cover CETA participants:
While these regulations are unclear and in parts contrary to other pension
principles and laws, this failure on the part of the Labor Department only
serves to highlight the need for a clear principle on which pension costs will
be paid. If the new lay calls for fair reimbursement of CETA pension costs
there should be no objection to equal treatment of CETA participants. In fact,
if the law does not clarify this issue, many jurisdictions will be required to
cover CETA participants anyway and will not have a cleat policy on the amount
of CETA funds that can be used to pay pension costs.

31 -279 .7 53
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Senator NELsoN. Our final witness today is Mr. _Mitchell Sviride,
vice president, Division of National Affairs, Ford Foundation.

STATEMENT 01? NIFICIALL SVIRIMOFF,1, ICE PRESIDENT, DIVISION
OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, Fk;.:77i 4111NRATION

Mr. Svnunor. Gentlemen, I have been Imre all morning and I
know how much time you have already spent on these matters.

Senator CIIAFEE. You heard the ini L t lc( inq Senator Javits gav
Arr. SvuunoFr. I did bear that I appreciate it very ranch. Since

the hour is so late, I am not going to summarize my testimony. I have
iattached a one-page summary to t Instead, I iould like to comment

on a few of the subjects that were discussed at some length here
this 7

morning particularly structural unemployment, and the use ofmorning,
public service employment--

Senator Nasox. 'Your statement will be printed in full in the
record, please proceed.

Mr. Svmmorr [continuing]. To conclude that sentence, use of pub-
lic service employment as ft means of training, the structurally.
unemployed.

The difficulty I have had with the discussion all morning is
there seems to be an assumption that the structurally rnemplop,
a homogeneous group, arid it is not If there is riny6.,...7
we know that What this means is that sonic of the - ,rally

menthow many, no one knows. Some cannot be trainidi -1111'1o)ilte.h

manage to get very good tniining in public

public service employment. How many, no one knows. Others annot
be trained through av conventional training service offered. Flow
many? No one really knows,

Now my second point is that there is a tendency to move from an
idea such as public service employment, which is a very good idea,
eitlor as a countercyclical device or as a device for employing struc-
turally unemployedfrom an idea to a national program. In doing
so, inevitably we flier! the kinds of problems and questions that are
raised here today, and for which we do not have answers. I do not
mean to suggest by this cotrunent that it is wrong to move to a na-
tional program. I streegly suspect that Oh; country has little or no
alternative in the abscitze of MOM Or better knowledge. We move
then to a national program, we fail to learn adequately while that
program is in process, and we drown in a sea of ignorance and con-
fusion, with question being raised which no one can answer except to
say that I think this, or I know that, but nothing can really be proved.

So my third and really final point, and it is the point I have tried
to stress in this testimony is that we need a separate parallel r,..search
and demonstration track; that is, a track knowledge-producing which
will run parallel to our massive programs, for which at the present time
we have no alternative, and I do h in my testimony that I support
CETA legislation as proposed. I rdso support the principle which
Senator .ravits awl other members of this committee have emphasized.
the importance of targeting. I support the expansion of the program
because we have no alternative. But we need in addition on it parallel
track a means of testing ideas; a means of monitoring the progress
of programs; a means of gaining knowledge,
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Not have made several important steps in that direct ion lit
recent years from Irina I think this Congress will learn a great deal.
In the recent Youth Employment, Act we set aside spec die funds ror
demonst ration purposes.

The Youth Employment Act, also provides and 1 believe this is 1 110

result of Senator ,Tavits's initintiveI am not certain of his-4
specific stun of money, $15 million, i f I rood, it correctly, lo rein-
force, monitor, test, expand successful school work prop:rams, An-
other $15 million for testing it set of private sector inilintives
another $15 million for testing a set, of urlw improvement initiatives,
and additional funds for demonstrations ill the private sector.

Now in the supported work demonstration, which started approxi-
tnately 3 or i years ago, there are seven Federal agenvies and the Ford
Foundation testing it set of ideas which had been tested of by
the Vera Institute of ,Fustice in New York, having to do with the em-
ployment of the hardest of the hard-core ex-addietes, ex-ottenclem,
AFDC mothers who have been out of the labor market for the past 3
years, which means this progilun deals only with the lowest 11) percent
of that AFDC population, delinquent youth, emotionally disturbed,
alcoholics, and others. We have learned a crreat deal from this pro-
gram. The program is being tested in 13 ttlrel.ent areas. It is being
tested with a control group methodology.

We now have the early results which tell us that this particular
technique which lay testimony describes has succeeded in successfully
transitioning :30 percent of the hardest of the hard-core in 13 different
areas of this country'. A very important item of knowledge. But an
item of knowledge which also sug(rests that we do not know what to
do about the remaining 70 percentnt is precisely that kind of testing,
testing to find what works, and what does not work that will help us
some day to provide reliable answers to the kinds of important clues-

ons you have asked t his morning.
'Aly testimony also refers to the unusually competent monitoring

which has been conducted by the National ikcademy of Science, with
the support of Labor Department funds and Ford Formant ion funds,
and suggests that a limited amount of resources be set aside, possibly
for the creation of is commission to conduct this kind of monitoring
of the CETA program on a continuing national basis so that there is
a steady flow of accurate and reliable information.

Senator Nmsox. 'Thank you very touch.
1,1,'hon you referred to the structurally unemployed as not, being a

homogeneous group, I would agree, I think one of the problems ye
have in discussing structut.ally unemployed is that it is a subjective
judgment being -made by each individual. We do not have an objec-
tive, conciTte specific definition of structurally unemployed that ev-
eryone would agree with. It can mean whatever you irlurt it to mean.
You have a situation which must concern Its. We do know that long-
term unemployed youth, or other disadvimt aged, nonskilled persons
would fit into the structurally unemployed category. Where do you
put that high school graduate, who is intelligent, who did a good job in
high school, whose grades were fine, who is out there now, and has
absolutely no skill whatsoever?

Mr. SIIIIIDOFF. But is motivated'?
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Senator Nmsor4, A youth who wants to rk. You say that one is
not eligible for some of thew jobs. There are a very large nutuber of
people who are there. They did their 12 yews in school they did fine,
they are intelligent, they are qualified with some training, and they ru'e
motivated. Are they structurally unemployed ? Are they among the
structurally unemployed?

Mr. Svuttootw. You picked a borderline ease_ Lea me tell you how I
react, first on how does one define strueltnally unemployed, I would
say that the individual tbo would nit be absorbed by a normally ex-
panding economy because of unusual eluracteristies of the labor mar-
ket or the job seeker is probably a y ict hn of swum-oral unent ploy went.

Now where does that put that high school graduate of normal in-
telligence and normal motivation who cannot find employment. rs it
a skill problem or a recession problem ? If the latter. the problem is
covered by the countercyclical program. r would not \I-Wry too much
about that individual being picked up by it public service employment
promm. Clearly he will not be a difiu tilt one to f tansition, Ile will
learn front a public service eiTiplo merit job.

Senator NELso-Nr. You said ()11 Would not worry about them being
picked up. You mean they sh011id be el igible mai should have the
opportunity?

Svflurior lie should be ,tinder°tr countercycli ea 1 pro-
gram and I WOilld suspect he would respond to that opportunity in a
very positive and constructive way. That individual is riot the rn.obl cm.
The problem is alto individual %vim given a normal labor market, has
dropped out of high school, who is prohabl v nonwhite, who has been
on drags, who has a record of del impieties.. et cetera.

What do von do about. him ? I would say ft public service employ-
ment job for Hutt individual probably will not work. However, 30
percent of that population I have just described has successfully
trans tinned into private and pub' ie sec toe tinder the supported work
program.

Now we know that. That is n bit of knowledge that is valuable, and
we know that front having tested it.

Senator is,rnrsox. I understand that I arrree with that. You also hnte
other programs, such as the Job Corns which has structurally UlleTTla
played. The youth in the good ,Tob Corps programs are transitioning
The question that gets raised is that if you had n well-moil \It Md high
school girl or boy and put them in the job, they are going to do all
right. What many people are saying, however, is are you doing any
thing for them ? It is one thing to it we know -we have to do something
and address ourselves to this very diflienit Stueturally unemployed
person. Yo it is a terrible thing for that bright high school graduate
1 year later to not haven job. Parents keep saying- to me, what. about.
my son and daughter?

I think we have to hi' careful that we do not establish a program that
defines such youth out of an opportunity to get into the public service
employment, for example. or any of the other training programs.

Mr, SviRIDOFF. I have no quarrel with that. Iloever, the line will
have to be drawn somewhere_ I assume you would be concerned about
the income level of the family.

Senator NEIL-sox. I do not know whether you can do that Somebody
can be making $16,000 or $20,000 a year, and there is an adult son
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or dt tighter and they cannot employ them, and they cunnot stay at
home.

Sytutoom Then we are talking about a univeisul prop. n, turd
that is it progran tliat would have to be many times larger in cost,.

Senator NntsoN.IVe are hiring people who are engin ev r,,-; and vaions
other things under the CET iv progrmo. They have got to fit some
place is all I arn saying.

Senator The man who is the head cif the program you are
partially funding, what is it referred to

Smut:Ivry, Supported work program.
Senator Citrnil, Ile testified here last '1.'11111.8day, Ile said there will

he some kind of report, coining forth in September.-
Mr. SviraDbort', rillat will he the second annual report.
Senator emmy, I thought he said he did not really uch to

go on.
Mr. SvuatiooFv, I clo not know who test ifled
Senator Nnsox. Air. thinker ?
Mr. Synnoopr. 'rime first annual report was issued several months

ago, and I have -with rue a collection of all the statistics out of that
report.

Senator CrayFIE I would like to get a look at that, if I could.
Mr. Syfraoorr, It gives the churacturistieS of all participants.
Senator en,1/4rra, lie went through the prograinvcry interesting.
Mr. SYttnoorr, Ile 'night have said a I-year report is not conclusive

le itself, I lvoul d owta I nly agree with that. Neither mill the second year
report be conclusive. This experiment runs for -t years with 3 annual
reports, you see, so we will not htive evidence of in conclusive nalli
until we see what the third report tells us.

The first, t-eport is very encouraging. The first report results com-
pare favorably with the normal CF.TA population. 'Mutt is. it shows
a 25- to :30 percent. successful job placement through this transition
experience, It shows a 20- percent redaction in recidivist rates com-
pared to the control group. It shows many other things which are
very encouraging but not conclusive.

Senator CTINVEF., In this proposed act we are dealing with here, the
revisions, does that provide the same typu of money that will en-
coUrage-

Mr. Svirtincrr. It does in fact provide for expansion of this particu-
lar demonstatim What I would like to see is 1 and 2 percent of the
total funds set aside for demonstrations and experiments and monitor-
ing, with the monitoring preferably under the supervision of a special
commission.

Senator ert,trm.,"Thank you,
Mr. Synatiory, :Not as an alternative to these other programs,
Senator CIVVIE.-, You like sonic wild card money in there,
Senator Nr.r,s4w. Thank you very much for your patience in wmt ing

to testify, and for your appearance here today. We appreciate it very
much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sviricloff foll :]
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itammery of Semite 'roetlmnny
Mnroh

Sviridoff
Vico [ronidant, The Ford Found I

The tentmony entlerrion expansion of the ci'rA program ati the
lentruntent of national manpower policy". It supports the recent

remarks of Senator hivite calling for tiharper targeting or CETA funds for
attacking structural unemployment problems In areas and for pooplo of

greatest need.

The major topic is the need to belabor manpower policy by I ocor-

porating mere eXpliet provisions for the development of now knowledge

and the generation of timely monitoring information on existitg programs.
Svtridoff suggests the operation of such activities oin parallel" with regular
programa, stresalog that Ruch "learning activities are not to substitute for
large-ocalo federal expenditures to attack unemployment".

Sviridoff,a testimony cites several examples of successful efforts

to develop new knowledge through the conduct of lirolted-scalo pilot
efforts accompanied by rigorous ovalontion denials. A leading current
example is the national supported work demonstration sponsored by novae

federal agencies, led by the Labor Department, and the Ford Foundation.

As an example of a timely and reliable source of monitoring
information but the operation or CETA programs, Evirploff cites the
four-year work of the National Research Council of the National Academy

of Solonevs,

Evirldoffra remarks underscore the value or using nen-broth,
government-allied, "intermediary" corporations on agencies to act in
behalf or the federal government to help micil ter. and assess knowledge

development activities. l',Itoples cited include the Manpower flonion-
stration Research Corporation which administers the supported work

demonstration and a portion of the new Youth Employment AM. Advantages

of the jibe-profit, working under the supervision of the responsible federal

agency. include Its flexibility, speed, and non-partisan impartiality aril
objectivity.

Evirldefi's Leotirriony concludes by auggestIng flint Norse modest

percentage of CETA [undo be legislatively earmarked for experimental
and monitoring nctivitieffl.
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Mr. Chairman and Tylemitera of the Committee;

Thank you for inviting ma to Matify with regard to various aspects of

the CETA program.

Thin atatute has become our main instrument of national manpower policy;

and f nupport the trend towarda expanding Its on and enlarging the arnounot

of funds devoted to it. i aloe Ruppert the .litoonry 25 remarku of Sertator Jades

covicemIng aharrer targeding of CETA ferule for norms and people of greatcoat need.

AB Senator .davits nail, CETA should be directed at the "atructurol ckfeete in our

labor markets". CETA can be Our 11100I potent weapon fur further substantial

reductions in unemployment without Incurring unacceptable oaten of inflation.

CETA ran attack hater market handleapa that do not readily yield to the traditional

economic stimuli of inereaned aggregnte demand.

The Committee has and will hour reueh on the details of the points I have mat

made. SO I Will not IWIllbor them hero. Rather, I would like to devote my time to

discussion of a vital element in a cornprehenalve national manpower pulley. an

element that ban not received enough attention. And that in the matter of developing

new knowledge about what works and what docana work. it lo this topic the generation

liable and timely information -- that I would like to explore with the committee today.

The auggetations I will be making deal with the development of knowledge In two

broad waye: one Ps through demonstration-reacarch, where we learn through oper-

ational settings_ The other In through nrenitardng and evaluation of mguiar, ongoing

manpower programs.
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Compared with the many billiona of (adornl manpower dollars that have been

anent over the past fifteen years, we have spent very little for learning how to

improve what we are doing, or to carefully chart the way to embark on new coo

Although much of the Work is of high quality, the evaluntione that have been carried

out art, to moot caa conducted after the fact, The information In frequently

received too late to help realign operation.

The problem la not no much that we hnve failed to learn anything = - we have

learned more than in anmetimea thought. But we don't learn quickly enough, and

the learning protean la not tumidly structured as an into dal element of program

Worsham.

Our normal course In social programs is to move from ground core directly

to large -scale operations, bypassing a time ,,f limited testing of new 'dens. This

ill understandable In light of urgent needs for new modal Initiatives. But In our haste,

WO may well ha nncriltutng long-run effectiveness.

There have been some notable exceptions to this pattern. Good examples of

demonstration research projects Include the negative Income tax experiment of CEO,

the housing allowance test of HUD, and the supported work demonstration now underway

with funding from several federal agencies, led by the tabor Department, and from the

Ford Foundation, if am especially pleased to know that the Community Services Admin-t
istration has recently decided to join the supported work funding coneortlum to enable

mansion of the program's eovrrage through community action agencies in the State of

Wisconsin.)

In thane experimental probes) Into pr !Bing areas of social reform, there is

(wet put In place a carefully-conceived, limited scale pilot last.

accompanied by ebervly-focused research denigne. The demonstrations takeplace
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red location In different parts of the country, no that the results may

renewably be extrapolated to national' policy, Put they are kept at a manageable

e to avoid raining exp elation which would he dashed It the that resaliti

do not Justify continuation an full-blown Instrumento of policy,

Of particular Interest to this Committee may be the supported work

atlon new being conducted In thirteen locations assess the country,

Thin demonstration In a teat of the nuiverted work concept Initially developed In

the United Suttee by the Vera Institute of ,iustiee In New York City.

Supported work Ina transitional employment experience for people with revere

handicaps to entering the labor market. mime Include ex-addicts, welfare mothers,

ex- criminal offersdere, and out-ol-tiehool youth, Supported workers gain work

experience under conditions of gradually Increasing employer or supervisor

expectations, standards, and demands. The supported workers also work in close

contact with others who share shriller employment disabilities.

The work done In usually of a public service nature, although some work

projects involve private firms who pay for goods and services received, At the

end of the supported work ex rtence, a period of between twelve and eighteen

months. the supported workers are expected to graduate to full-time, non--subsidized

employment.

The demomtration,a research component includes a miller quantitative and

ateactered armroach, wine a control grotto methodolont That effort in being

supplestenhad by a second element, which add-A-caeca the quetaiee of program variety

and replicability, While the rine' research remits I have to await the completion

of follow.up interviews, some initial results are cam:or-aging.



In two and a half yearn of ibt existence, the supported work demuradration

Man shown Interline Ive 'Oval that it enhanced the employability of very dinntivrtntaged

penmen. Junt over one quarter of its over nix thousand participants, for inatance,

have moved on to non-aubsidleed employment. Thin in a *cement record that

ectmpares favorably with other CF TA preanma, The succeen rate In oven more

ntriking when It In realized that supported work participanta enter the program with

ranch more severe employability handicaps then the average CETA enrolleea. Au

another example, the poeitive performance of A PDC mothers while In nupperted

work gigue that the work ethic among these penmen in stronger than many

had thought.

The supported work nstration nine Oluntrates another point I wink to make --

and that In the Yak*, of using private. non-profit corporations an emote to conduct

largo-scale demonatrntionn In close alliance with the restam 'hie federal departments.

In supported work, such a corporation acts as the central coordinating body in behalf

of the eta federal agoncien and the Ford Foundation which 'Mare in the funding.

This pubilely-numerted, tax-exempt organizedcn is known an the Manpower

Demonstration Research cm-pontoon. Ita Board of DIrectorn and staff include lending

manpower specialists with extensive experience in operating and evaluating governmental

Prea-mn at national, state, and local levels. The corporation MidtC hes ellmcbent

flownstlity and latitude to make the necessary megrim deciaioaz at the right time.

Moreover hocsans of its independent stabla, It la In a credible position to oversee

the thorn and Impartial evaluation component.
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The intermediary corporsuon has dernenelretect its value In the e

arpertillental AMMO, for reasons !have Just mentioned. it also Deem

y

although we haw not yet reached this point In the development of supported work,

that there is some hurdler rale for it In moving from the experimental to the Nil

operational mode. For teatime. Mew may well ho come intermediary depo In

that tranuition which would involve thrilled extension and expansion of the concept.

aimultaneothily with refinement of flame of the program mechanisms.

In view of the encouraging nu sorted wish evaluation data beOnnieg to come

to light, the lime seems appropriate this year to consider moving the concept from

Its present experimental statue to some larger scale cc part of the oxtontlon of CETA.

I underatand that the Administration's CF:TA hilt contains language which would permit

continuation and some expansion of the demonstration. The details of hew we

to these next stepe. including the exact whim of the etetetoey hose forsupported

work, will have to be diem-met] and considered carefully. To be considered are such

key Issues as loupe to be served. geographic mope, the level of appropriations, and

the difficult mention of how to extend ouch a demonstration in the context of a decentralized

ayntem like CETA.

An oualluiding example of Congressional initiative last ellicay

aimed at the development of knowledge in the field of youth employment. These new

efferlla era embodied In the Youth Employment and liernornitration ProJecte Act of 1917.

a Earreaching siottdm that goes fautiver than any previous marmoeur bill in mandating

cerium kinds thr deuteentxaticee,
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Severn' related oxperimeatil under the now Youth Act n o about to begin,

each under the guidance of the kind of government- flied non-profit corporation

I mentioned earlier:

-- The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot i rojeota in a tent of the concept of

a guaranteed Joh, In selected locations, for disadvantaged teenngers who remain

in or return to school, Implementation of this program IS being coordinated by the

-power Demonstration Research Corporation, which is also conducting the

supported work demonstration,

The Corporation for Public/Private Ventures, with funding from the Ford

and Edna McConnell Clark Foundations, a similar but more recent organization, is

assisting 10 developing two of the youth demonstrations. One is the Youth community

Conservation and Improvement Projects, a multi-location dernaretration which seeks

to replicate a Portland, Oregon, model project for youth working under the supervision

of skilled erkftarnen in carrying out emergency home repairs. The other experiment

test new approaches to enlisting private enterprise in finding solutions to youth

unemployment problems, One possade approach Is the Jobs for Youth program In

Now York and Boston, which provides tailor -made youth placements In small firms

which do not have a personnel department.

A now program of grants for local edueatiomA agencies for outstanding projects

combining education and exposure to the work place is being put together under the

leadership of Youthwork, a non-profit corporation with a broad base of funding and

support from the Field Foundation and other private foundationn. A major objective

of this demonstration is to enhance the working relationships between school systems
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sad mailmen agencies such as CEITA prime upon ru, and to improve Ike general

occupational readiaese of high school uludento.

These private corporations am carrying uut their aunignments uiuksr the

mice of the Labor Eloper 4uont's Office of Youth Program°. The work

hang done is In conformance with the Department's knowledge development plan

which was prepared pursuant to the Youth Act.

The government allied, nen-profit. "intermediary" comorations can be

excellent instruments for atarting, monitoring, and assessing experimental

Vallalrea. The comoratIons can attract talent that might otherwise not drawn

to width service. They can mobilize and receive support from philanthropic

organisations. Their private abitus enables them to move flexibly and quickly

to revolve problems. Their essential impartialitY Permits the conduct of an

objective evaluation. They are organized and staffed to bring Auer a good balance

between the needs of program operations and of evaluation. And their political

nen-partisanship and bureaucratic neutrality allow them to make the difficult

decisiona about delicate matters of the kind that can Immobilize public agencies.

Thu corporation's rclatiorui with the respormade federal agencies need to be

drawn in alien a way an to make it clear that the policy directim, overall supervision,

and noel authority are properly loud in the grwernment. And the connection between

the work of the nonprofit, on the ore hand, and the requirernente of the government.

should be no fashioned that the research and meultasring activities maintain the sharp

cuttire edge of Wiley relevance.
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Another advantage of the non - profit coxporotion in that it can test a _new

notice on a IttnibA basis with handing public ortaectations and constituencies

which then have a stake in program continuity and growth -- regardless of merit.

Roder the allied-corporation approach, an idea whose merit falls to prove out in the

experimental stages can be put to rest relatively quietly. The National Commission

for Manpower Policy alludes to thin point in its most recent Annual Report, when

it calls for more attendee to research and development. The Report observes

that it is

less expenaive for the nation to invest email sums in
determining whether a new approach would be effective
than to establish a new program end to learn later that
the approach is Inherently flawed.

My remarks to this point have emphasized the development of new knowledge

through the operation of national experimental and demorstration projects with

strong embolden elements. Another important aepect of knowledge development

Is Independent monitoring of ongoing CETA activities.

A leading example of effective work in this field in the CETA monitoring

and evaluation project of the National Academy of Sciences' National Research

Council. Thin project, whose work I have found to be scrupulously objective and

has been underway for nearly four years with funding from the Labor Department

and the Ford Foundation. It has resulted in several publications on various aspects of

CETA, such as the kinds of people served, the nature and extent of training. and the

methods of local operations and control. These reports hive, from all indications,

been of use to the Congress, government agencies, and the prem.



in mammon with the experrineonta, the monitoring activities' effectiveness,

timeliness, and credibility can be strengthened if tho work is under the aegis of

e respected and eon-partisan private eignniention. This is not to argue that the

government should in al cases delegate its monitoring andeval tuition functions to

private grnups. There will never be eriondi competent private organitstions for

Ms; and, more importantly, we shadd strive to develop a diversity of approadme

and ospobillties.

t rely on government alone, any more than we can rely on private

groom done. As we continue to build these capacities in the government-allied

private sector, we Deed also to strengthen the in-house ability of Congress and the

agencies to conduct their ova monitoring and evaluation. It Is important to the

functioning of our pluralistic, democratic system of government that there be a

variety of Information sources from which to learn.

odd like to turn r to the issue of the mspoosibilities of Congress In

assuring that reliable thformation is developed and put to good u in a timely

fenblen. Authority for work along the lines already Wats In Sections 311 and 313

of the CETA legisthdom. And the experimental portions of the 1977 Youth Act ace n

good precedent for fin-tber statutory Initiativen. Passage of angoceasd work legislation

would enamel as an example of translating experimental knowledge pined Into programs

enacted.

[night also madder taking furtUrr steps truth as legislative earmaddng

parceniere of CETA twain for esterimmanil, denim:okra:ion. evacuation,
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10 -

and raoellto er dude we hove been diecusstrg. The National

Commission for Manpower Polley. for instmice, has called for one percent of

program funds for research, and two percent for experimental end demonstration

projects. Allocations for research were enacted in the earliest yeara of manpower

programs. but often yielded the soils of fragmentary and eperadie evaluation

results I roettleeed earlier.

if such congressional allocations were to be trade now, they Should build

upon and extend the techniques wo have learned in the past few yearn in experiments

such as memorted work. and that we will be lemming through the new Youth Act.

Another reeaenre worth conalderation Is delegation to an Independent entity

resPormitality for cortharma monitoring and evaluation of manpower progratno.

Such net entity slight well be an existing agency. or it could take the form of a new

commtnalon.

In conclusion. let me stress that learning activities are not a substitute for

large -scale federal expendtheree to attack unemployment. We cannot wait for the

reoulte of research before legislating and acting in respoose to well-known social

and economic needs. What I am othwesting is the operation of sharply defined

demonstrations and monitoring in parallel track with the conduct of ongoing Frog-rams.

These parallel efforts should be tanning out new imowledge about the ongoing pommels.

as well as chipping away at the frontiers of little understood areas ouch as pro mining

for the severely diatelverniged.

A Maly comprehensive esti manpower policy Meet% to Income-frith all

these -len-meats. We have reached the point of massive ereamitment of resources

31478 0.78 88
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allertrtabY toemnployment; it iLit a complimentary

imowledge development ethaato that goneralue a oorktin a now or information fur

floe - tuning and adjusting U:n ("orating compments.

Thank you for your attention f would tan glad to lay to mewed to your medicos.
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Senator NRucfrN. We. ill adjourn until Friday,. March 10. The hear-
Lug- will be in room 424, Russell Senate Office Budding. We will meet
tomorrow on the Iluraphrey-Ilawicins bill and Wednesday in this
hearing room.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 105 pm. the lrourii g vas adjourned]



COMPREHENSIVE. EIIIPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OP 1978

DA.T, ICAROR 10, 1978

U.S. SEZZATE,
SUBCOS IPL nOYms-r, POVERTY,

AND - hediXfolir L.uioir op
CONMIDITE ON Ilt-ir.ts Reset aces,

IT'a.v/ihgton,
Tice subcor itt ittty mot, phrsunnt to notice at :12 a.m., in room 424,

Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Donald W. Riegle Jr., pre-
siding pro tempore.

Present Senators Riegle, s, and Chafee.
Senator Ilteoix. the subcommittee will come to order.
Let me welcome everyone and invite those who have not found

yet to do so, We have a long list of wit nesses this morning and we air
pleased to have the testimony that will he presented.

Senator. Lug Ar is here and is readv totestityandsothesubconiniittee
will hear front him at this time, We ore pleased to have you here_

STATEMENT OF HON, RICEARD ZtTGAR, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA

Senator Le-ce.A n. Mr. el lairrnail. it isu pleasure to belt
I appreciate this opportunity to discus:4 an act ivity 11 hes g-reat

significance for youth employmentboth presently and in the
As Mayor of Indianapolis, I presided over a ?mai administration of

the CETA program from its beginnings in 1373. I am well aeonainted
with the mechanics, its potential value in fighting chronic uemplo/-
meat, and the problems which have afflicted its implementation in
many cases .

I am certain that one principal goal addressed by this subcommittee
in evaluating CETA is that ©f assuring that the work ultimately per-
formed by those employed is productive work, in terms of the em-
ployee arid, of the benefit to society.

We are all familiar with misapFlications which have led to so-called
"dead-end" or "make--work" employment of little lasting value either
to the worker or to the employing community. As one who has
grappled with the task of hiring and utilizing effectively thousands of
persons in a short time, I can testify that the challenge requires the best
imagination which State and local administrators can summon.

During my tenure as Banking Minority Member of the Agriculture
Committee's Agricultural liesearch and General Legislation SUbeOrn-

(1353)
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tnittee, l have become deeply interested in a relatively new pest control
system known as Integrated Pest Management, or IPM.

IPM, by providing fanners With timely scientific evidence of the
incidence of pests in crops, enables farmers to use pesticides only when
necessary, and only in the amounts necessary to assure a healthy crop.

The potential cost savings to farmers are significant, especially in
this period of great concern about low farm net income. The potential
advantages in terms of environmental protection are obvious.

Of basic importance to this subcommittee's deliberations is the fact
that 1PM is an extremely labor-intensive endeavor, IPM relies for its
effectiveness on large teams of trained scouts, usually, but not neces-
sarily, young persons who work in the fields counting and tabulating
pest incidence

Analysis of the extensive data base obtained by the scouts guides the
fanners in applying pesticides only when they will be most effective,
and only at quantities necessary. There is no substitute for the
manual datacollection function performed by the scouts, and signifi-
cant numbers of scouts are required to do a thorough job.

For example, one trained scout working full time during the grow-
in ig season is able to collect data on about 1,500 acres of small grain
crops such as corn. soybeans, or wheat. Oa more specialized crops,
such as apples, which are prone to greater pest damage, one scout can
survey approrimately 500 acres.

With almost half a billion acres of cropland currently in production,
the employment possibilities clearly are sienificant. The training and
experience rewired by young IPM participants could well lead to
subsequent permanent employment in agriculture or elsewhere in the
private sector.

To suns up, it seems to me that an excellent match exists between
the needs of Int programs for large numbers of workers and the need
of the CETA program for work which is productive for society and
for individual employees.

In addition, r would submit that the rural orientation of IPM
would lead to more extensive use of CETA. funds by State govern-
ments and in smiler communities where utilization of the program has
been less satisfactory.

I have submitted S. 2088, the Integrated Pest Management Encour-
agement and Youth Employment At to the full Senate as a means of
acquainting n11100 Senators with the IPM concept.

I come today to request that this subcommittee incorporate S. 2688
as a part of the CETA authorization bill during the markup process.
1PM projects would thus become eligible activities for the Young
Adult Conservation Corps and other CETA programs.

I am hopeful that my colleagues on this subcommittee will recognize
the multiple benefits of S. 2688 and n.dd its provisions to the CITA,
reauthorization bill presently under consideration. I asic that a De-
partment of Agriculture publication entitled "Integrated Pest Man-
agementSaves Dollars and Environment" be included in the hearing
record at this time.

[The material referred to folio .)
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Cash gains tor farmers . tta vino for
consumers. . a better envIrOnMertt tor all
Of us . May con* out of a new approach
called "integrated peel marlagemenl- ter

Prar for short.

What Es Ineetraled pest management? It's a
system that relit-showily on - scoots- going into the
farmer's fields to examine erupt and check onor
predietthe nuMber at plant peso. Irmo grtputs-
eiom are always determined In scooting but other
pests, melt as tve-eds nernatodet, and Moose
arganistana ern ht included.

Expert agricultural consultants then consider
existing or predicted pot nurnher5,Along with data
on local weather. expected yield. harvest date,. etc.
They put all the available information together
into an integrated nianagCnora asstem and conie
up with scientific on management advice far
growers on the best strategies for suppressing_ the
Oen pests effectively And economically.

IPM man be tailored for each farmer. Consul-
tants advise the fanner on now to ow the tow
possible amount of pesticides required to onion
the pests in his Crop. and suggeat other manage-
ment practices that wilkraiisimire crop kisses from
peso.

That's good for Or total environment. ton
IPM means dollar savings for the farmer in

buying pesticides. and lower coats for the labor,
equipment. a old fuel to apply them. Ent consurncra.
IPM could lead to lower rood coals as farmers'
swings are passed alone

Pest Management
Is Not New

For many years farmers rotated thew crOps.
treated Mom with pesticides. and did what they
could to eliminate or at Oast reduce pest damage.
Hot they usually did not have infatuate knowledge
or pots or available lechnolotY,

oo often, tho'te used hooey. repealed applica.
lions of pesticides that created still more problems.
Often they applied pesticides According to the
calendar, without knowing whether- pests wete
serious or onto present 41 their fields. Wool
OilihtcAN are nut uniform in 0 community}. and
diller from field to field even on the woo farm.)

Some pots naill tip reSistance to chemicals.
Secondary smolt and weed peso emerged. And
unnecessary amounts of pesticides were introduced
Mira the environment. Too much pesticide, wrong
Ming. and conies that kill heneficial as well as pot
oronterm have tool farmers and the rest of us=
financially and environmentally.

I-ow,IPM Wor
Three keys to a successful integrated pest

management program ate nrevention, monitoring,
arid contral.

Prevention include, rotating crops, destroying
plant residue that Can harbor peso. conserving
natural enemies of pests by selective user of
ptoindes, plantirig resistant crop varieties, and
Oii1Cf cultural practices.

Monitoring uses stoma in the field to check plants,
animals, and soil for pots. Scouting fields can be
sapplemented by improved pot forecasting, using
knowledge of weather, crop history and groWth,
and pest behavior and development.

Control includes using chemical treatment only
when necessary to prevent economically important
damage to the Mr, ft includes saying beneficial
insects that may help destroy the pests Out damage
crops. The pUrpow is not In gel rid of all pests hot
to hold damage to an cc-rancid-neatly acceptable
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control includes planning to prekent or
reduce pest populations later in the year. on the
next crop, or In an adjoining kW:

Pilot Projects
I he (I'M idea has Nell hoduly Jet monxiiiiied or

reeent 13,5. Dern rInient Of Agriculture IUSIVAt
sponsored pilot projects in more than 30 stales.
IPM t= gainIng aCceplanee and is being pot to
practical me in mml slates

In 1071. USDA began pilot projects to demon-
shale In farmers and others that crop pc is can be
controlled at !OS Cu!! and more ellieiently through

oan IFNI nonrn.
IPAI started with two ptojects one in North

Carolina on tobacco insects and another
hrilona on cotton inseets. Since then there hat e
been more than its nrtiieets On 23 ere N and Inc
projects f nvols mg livestock pests.

Accurate records are kept for each held. In some
statex all the known data from a farmer's held gown
into a central computer, usually at the scale land-
grant tintverstik where III e Extension pest manage-
lllllll speeitiliSt is headquartered.

In Indiana. lor example weather dam Irian all
over I he state is automatiallk and Ountintioust)
recorded by the Purdue U nix coo x camp I) WilIhiM
silihOM This data. along hub the omit of insect
numbers, is used hr motto maraca 0 :MALI
meet!. If it 11)4, as id !Ave) its are ineicasing.lhO
pest Manilgone,1 trectalist maims the counts
agent. who then advises the farmer hi spas for
s) Mils. Of In eta hay an alternate control
method -depending on the stage id ASIAN gronth
and weather lorccasts,

harmers like the IPM program. (Inc I said

there aren't enough hours in the dat I ham to
check his many actux of cilfn ranee ts and wools.

Pesides. he said he isn't alwaSx Wire hhal lo hack
hrs. Runlets fed this is,Iii PeMsiMi 111,MIS. crop,

A Michigan apple grosser new sprakstrnIk +slum
insect and disease problems ate preibetcd, instead
of hy the calendar Ground cover under t he trees IN
managed to conserse natural enemies ill pest macs:

A pear grower an Ca liinruht, th rough careful and
reduced use of pesticides. has cased thousands ill

dollars a se al joined ihe program. Ile
applies inset mil ides. and tungicides 11011
ohen they r- needed.

Oklahoma, Virginia. and other slate= are using
ntohile diagnostic lahoratories to help Urine'
=kolas p11 rnn,e labs put the pest management
specialist. equipped huh modern seientille equip-
ment. thrall, into the field - +using saloahle we.
as problem= ran he C16100%141 Oil the spot

An Oklahoma counts EXteristilli agent Mill Ilt XI
has helped increase peanut yields tas as touch as
UM pounds an acre on farnts ptittleiriattng in the
program in hh eonnly

Formers are no) rhe orilk 0111, ill WM, A
number Maryland commercial sheet corn
procietSort rmplIih scant and "hlack light' traps to
check fields of contracted sweet Ctiril [Of insects
Maryland NtiShenn fanners are using a tint
parasitic hasp grown in 3 nurse crop of calls
planted beans on their !arms: the uash, spread In
other fields Mon the mow mom and kill the
Mexican nt,r, he -elk. Inn program has been oil
MigeeSitig ohm those Mimeo seldom trims pest
eidcs

Costs reit wonting or monitoring held, for p050
ma= he as lour 3i S2 per acre lor grain sorghum and
Cinn. Fug crops such as 3egetahles. lohileen. and
trlitt tree= 011NIS can he as high as $25 tin 4011 it
insects. diseases, heeds. and nematodes Ma
monitored. Thew programs are filiation:11h sound
hif Is designed to manage
key pest pioblerris tor each farmer.

PM educational program= ha stimulated
Merest In and Int:teased. the 1111llthef iii
vriltr +leant o!faring It'll ads ikors set) lees. Also,
many tar C,,,r)CfM01., 11,M% idret serti-

Benefits of IPM
harrnets ktho use disciwer mans heliehis.
Here are sonicol Ilan! .

Yields are rihtiiii.lined at the evrceted lescl of
hang aet lull) Increased. compared huh those
%here consentionat spras mow aim are used
In MR11111010 4here 110,0 1100£ %Cie not being

ellemit elk cram rolled, fa Mier s now hue
inCreased welds and Finns
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Natural a:mantles id do firsts are efits.med
111001,Vd 11111t0 11V11%,

Oh! ;mints nr larnler, nooaw Moo than
enough to 1111s01 the eon id I IN
*eta ass.
brit*. Are timed !or nia,Anciln
Meelente resistance ,Ilid sVe0f1,1a0 r01 1011,
gone monleim are 11101111111rd

I he belichis ol pear Wes tine
the enWOrillicni site oN1011., and are pralwal
la viers And the public I hoe ix loss potential or
pest do V0,114111011111011 01 Crifpx. soil, a lid %iller.

and t=ss 04,1001k 01 people 10 poneld0,,

A Promising Future
What about the (fitted! S000 chink M nil! do

i1W,11 %kith re,10SidCs . t his not the case.

renictdo silt he around or a log time and -are
osentiat to producing the rood and fiber this
wallas needs. or attest snips. pests cannot be
Managed estthefir highly elrecthe pctindts.. What
I pAY has thine is demonstrate that th-ere are /letter

to use It has also Wirral 'reduce the
am mot ref pesheidet Wino used on tarrnsi

11/4,1 problems will change tner the years, and as
the) change, WM pfograno- Must Change Ion. The
race hancen population gross th and food and
fiber piddlieliOn has led to a tremendoti. inten.ins
cation id agricfilturc. As pesticides heennie lesser
arid more CANCraw. integrated pest management
is helping fanners day ill the row.

I rim tiO 01 IPM eXpalid rapidly in the next

Ent !Sirs I he efifinettilme Extension Scrsiim, the
Male ,Nieldlairal Experiment Stationxi and the
LJ.S livpOntilgfil 01 Agriculture are conducting
research and edocattonal programs Its in-throw

I he COOperctlic L.itelis n Sers ice can teach
tn.: [infields:. fir to Inroiery Extension ald
works closets ,Adh rdf met Cdoperliii%O. cOnia
m sal agiadalitiral conUllanN and ifithi.tries
intereraed in pro. tding rarniers nab IPSO Ad 1.11e).
see ices.

cOrISUll 'm ',1001> agnoolll r d rxtenSion office
lord ililorrti itICHI chum Int progra nes in your
area.
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Senator Luomt. Mr. Clutirman, I would be pleased( to answer
questions,

Senator RIEGLE. Well, thank you very much, Senator Lugar, for
this presentation and certainly I will be interested in taking 41 closer
look at this and on the weight of recommendations that yon make.

Senator Chalee, do you have anything?
Senator CITAFEE. first, I would like to thank Senator Lugar for

taking the trouble to be with us today and give this constructive
thought. It touches on an area that is of interest to me because the
whole field of pesticides of course is a Silbjeet of great dispute in the
Nation, between those who want ovate'. growth mid those who feel
that pesticides, More.anie, are perhaps dangerous to bull Ii some-
where clown the food chain line. So this is a very constructive idea
and, Mr. Chniiman. what I would like to do, if we could, when we
finish questioning the Senato on this particular pointhe is a
gentlemen who has had to lot of experience on the local level with
CETAand I would like to just get some of his views on the general
CFTA program from his experience When he was a niztyor, if we have
a couple of minutes when we are finished with this point.

Senator Itmot..E. I think it would be tippopriate to do it right now.
Senator CuArEe. I know this is a big question. but yeti were on the

firing line as mayor of Indianapolis vith the cET,v progrn; and
what did von find out How did it Avork? Did it do any good? Did
you think we were getting, any where ? Do you think any of these
young peoplenot only young people, because we are thinking of the
young peopledo you think they went on to constructive, employment
subsequently?

Did you as a mayor find your:elfyou were a prime sponsor, I
sumedid you find that you were able to get good programs for
m, or were you so harassed that you would just do anything to

keep them busy?
Tell us a little bit about your own personal experiences.
Senator ritioAM Senator Cha fee, as you know, CET 1, programs

cover all persons and INickgrounds. Tlw city of Indianapolis tried to
use as many CFTA positions as we could.

We were the beneficiary of those not used by other cities or the
State of Indiana. From that standpoint, we had an aggressive pos-
ture and tended to employ people in city government. I would suspect
we had a milt:ed success to people moving on into private industry.

Clearly. the program was very helpful in meeting unemployment
needs at the time and in providing essential services in local govern-
ment. I am convinced that there was a certain amount of transfer-
ence from the local payroll to the Federtil pttyroll a problem that has
been commented on by others. I understand Brookings has defined
this as no more than 18 percent, I would have thought it was higher
from my own experience.

But even then, it maintained leVels of local government that could
not have occurred during the recession.

I would say that it is probably a very important bridge between
tier employment and employment in the private sector, and the
maintenance of some local effort in the meanwhile.

Now the degree of stopping that eharacterized the Department of
Labor's administration of the CETA program throughout this time
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was unfortunate because from timetitre to time certain things were be
phased out City governments were given the impression that we
would be winding up positions almost at the same time that new or-
ders would come out; that we were not fulfilling quotas of the De-
partment of Labor, and,I think this is well known, who have tracked
the terrain.

So to the egtent that there is some degree of certainty and coherence
of policy, there are helpful administrators.

I would add one final thought; and that is that. CETA, as well as
most programs that are laden with 33 different guidelines that cate-
goric grants have, is laden down with a great deal of bureaucracy in
terms of its enforcement and administration ; and local administra-
tions in this country, I think, will have a great deal of difficulty in
trying to make certain that all the persons who are slotted meet the
guidelines.

I think this is a recurring problem, which means that many local
governments, not well equipped to fight through all the bureaucratic
hassles, will simply not employ all the people that are contemplated.

Senator Crum. We have had testimony from the county execu-
tive the Suffolk County Executivethat of all the Federal pro-
grams that he dealt with this was the one most laden with redtape.
He said it was just incredible the number of weekly, monthly reports,
based on how many of such and such a race, how many disabled
veterans, how many veterans; he made it out; he indicated that it
really was a great burden redtapewise, bureaucracywise.

Did you find that?
Senator Lvoatt. Of course.
I would say that the committee has to try to wrestle with what the

basic objectives of CETA are, Clearly, many of the objectives have
been the employment of specified Americans, either by quota, or at
least by some specific legislative thrust. That does create enormous
problems in terms of both reporting and the identification of personnel
who might qualify for the various positions.

Senator lenAFEE. Now, one of the changes that is proposed in this
bill by the administration, the bill we are considering here today, as
perhaps you know, is that limitation on the length of employment.

Is it 18 months for those who are currently on? Andwhat is it, 12?
You can only keep somebody on 12 months in the future? Plus the
person must be low-income, from the deprived group ?

If you are middle-class, you are without a job, even though you
might not have any income, your family might have some, and you
cannot get on this program.

Now, what do you think of that ?
Could you first discuss the length of time that you would keep some-

body, the 12-month limit?
Senator Liman. Well, these are tradeoffs, I suppose, that the com-

mittee has to face. I suspect that this is a reasonable limit. This strikes
me as being in the ballpark of that which is reasonable.

I find much more problem with the other asnects that you just
mentioned. That being to the extent that the CETA reenactment be-
comes so targeted with regard to race or income or location, or any
number of other preferences, that it seems to me that ultimately many
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slots simply go unfilled. There also appears to me to be an endless
amount of hassle over those slots that have been filled.

I think we have to determine whether this is basically an employ-
ment program, a training program, or an attempt to meet a mixture
of other socialgoals simultaneously.

Obviously, it is both. But the weighing of the two ought to take
priority.

Senator CHAPEE. Well, there is a lot of objection in the testimony
that we have had, at least from the municipalities, to the fact that the

;ogle have to come in, in essence, the minimum wage, and under this
it could not be supplemented at all Well, 10 percent.

So that if you are taking the laid-off aerospace worker, who has got
a college degree, he comes in at the minimum wage; he is not somelacidy
that you could be training for assistant finance director or something,

What do you think of that? Does that make sense?
Senator Lova& Well, it makes sense, except that clearly, if you have

someone of high professional caliber of that variety, such a person
could be very useful in local government. I think there is no necessary
reason, however, why local government ought to try to escalate the
salary situation to meet his prior needs.

I think you would simply utilize the talents as you find it I would
hope that the person, because he was well qualified, would not be ruled
out This is the difficulty that the best talent available sipty cannot
make it under the guidelines.

Senator CHAFER. Thank you.
I look forward to talking with you more privately because I think

you have had about as much experience, practical experience, with
these programs as anybody that we have here,

Senator LUGAR. Thank you very much.
Senator RIEGLE. Senator Javits.
Senator Java-a. Well, I agree with Senator Chafee that your exper-

tise can be very useful to us and I will say one thing, Senator Lugar,
you are very fair about it Of course, the public service jobs and mu-
nicipal government are now going to be very much diminished. We are
going to put much more emphasis on the bill structurally on the floor,
and I think that may deal with a good portion of the problem. The
municipal employee aspect of it is always questionable to me, even
though in New York City we took more advantage of it in the sense
of having more people, and we were in a terrible financial crunch, and
saved such services aL :ould be saved.

But I, too, like Senator Chafee, will pay attention to your expertise.
Did you find the training aspects of the program adequate or in-

adequate
Senator Loonn. Clearly inadequate. But then that is no news, I sup-

pose, to all of us who have been in this field. Also, the fact that the
programs have been inadequate, that they have been beat over the
head and shoulder, that clearly there have not been many good train-
ing programs in America, requires us to keep trying in this area to
find successful avenues for productive training programs.

Senator Javrrs.,Senator. Private business really has to step up and
we have to make it practical for them.

Senator LUGAR. Precisely.
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Senator JAvrrs. That is, I think, the answer that I am sure you
would agree with.

Senator Rime. I might just say on that point, one of the hearing
witnesses we had earlier was the Chrysler automobile company, and
they have been in the CETA program now for a long time and into
specifically training the structurally unemployed people. In 10 years,
they have taken 50,000 people through this program. It is not just in
one location. The biggest one is in Detroit, but the bigger ones are
scattered around the country.

As Senator ,Tavits said, this is an exceptionally well-done operation.
You might be interested to know that what they have done in this

training program, they have developed that they need a -week front
end, intense effort of working with these hard-core unemployed people
and they were describing the process for us. The individuals in this
program are broken into groups, they work together, set some goals
for themselves, but through 10 years of 50,000 individuals worth of
experience, they have refined the technique that they have found that
works and we have asked the administration to go out and examine this
and the administration people and some staff people of our own4 will
be going out to look at that Because there are sonic success stories.

In other words, we do not necessarily have to re-invent the wheel
here, because a lot of people have done this task, so I think we are
coming in on that point.

Senator LuoAu. As a point of procedure, is this an amendment that
might be offered by a member of the subcommittee during markup, or
could it be incorporated?

Senator JAVITS. Will the chairman yield ?
I am the ranking member, as you know. What you want is quite

feasible, and Senator Chafer, and myself will make it our job to see
that we do something about it.

Senator Luoeu. Thank you very much.
Senator CRAFEE. Cold() I ask one other question, if I might?
The mayor of New Orleans gave us rather tine testimony 'here with

his experience on this program. One of the points he said was, if you
tell me that I have got to train only the structurally unemployed, hard-
core people, and that is it, I am going to tell you, forget it Because
my people spend more time trying to supervise these people and it is
not worth it So you have got to give me a little leavening in there.

Did you have any experience with real difficulties in just trying to
supervise some of these young people?

Senator LUG AR. Of course.
I think anybody involved in management of government or private

industry has difficulty in work problems and starting from scratch.
There has to be some appearance for a local government to under-
take the whole business, and clearly there have been some, I think, in
the previous years.

Senator CTIAYEE. Well, thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Rreoee. Yes. Thank you very much.
At this time, the subcommittee would like to hear froni Senator

Domenici, who is listed.
Senator Chiles is apparently en route, and I know is appearing and

presenting recommendations with you, Senator Domenici, and we are
delighted to have you here; and we will be pleased to hear from you.
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STATEMENT OF HON. PETER V. DOMENICI, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OP NEW MEXICO

Senator Dourgicr. Thank you very much, Senator.
I have Letitia Chambers, who has worked here with me before; and

both Lawton and I got caught in traffic jams. I must have escaped just
a bit ahead of him. I think he will be here shortly. I would prefer that
we be here together, but I am afraid, considering your schedule, that
I ought to take a few minutes of your time and proceed ; and I am sure
that Lawton will supplement and add to what I have added.

First, let me say that early next week, perhaps by Tuesday, Senator
Chiles and I will introduce a full CETA bill. We do that because we
have had a genuine interest for a long time and becausenot because
We want to infringe on this committee's bills or any of the members'
bills, but because we think that is the best wit.'' to present our ideas,
many of which will be ovetqapping and similar; but We hope that there
will be a few distinguishing characteristics that come out

As I indicated, LawtonSenator Chiles and I have worked on this
legislation which we will introduce next week.

The proposal, which consists of two separate bills, is designed to
attack the most difficult forms of structural unemployment which have
to date resisted lesser remedies. The measure. ;Ind the one that will
be referred to the subcommittee, is the "Comprehensive Employment
and Training Amendments of 1978."

The second oneand the reason that T will talk about it with you
is that it is tied to substantive law.

The second proposal would establish a voucher wm-Te, subsidy, then
the CETA time sponsor would have to entitle youth, and then the re-
imbursement mechanism would be in the form of a credit against the
withholding taxes.

For instance, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, let us
assume that you want to experiment with this approach in the private
sector for young people.

'What would happen would be that the prime sponsor would certify,
Jimmy Jones, 18 years of age, as a young person that qualifies; we will
tell you what we think our qualifications are, but it would be whatever
your substantive law is, that (Timmy Jones would be entitled to a vou-
cher from the prime sponsor that would clearly identify him, identify
the amount that the voucher was worth per hour of work, cents, $1,
or perhaps $1 for the first :3 months of work, 50 cents for the next,

That voucher would belowg to him and would be delivered to his
employer; his employer would only have to certify in his books and
records that he had Jimmy Jones on the payroll for a period of time;
and then on the. first quarterly withholding report to the Federal
Government, when that employer reports and submits the taxes
that that employer owes, he would subtract the voucher amount
from it administratively, and the only auditing required by IRS
would be to substantiate the voucher versus the number of hours,
versus the amount taken against, or as credit against, the withholding.

I would say to you that it has administrative case, from the econo-
mists that have been testifying with referenee to taxes. It has an instant
reduction in that employer's tax against that credit, voucher system
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and is very easy to administer as compared to anything that we have
recommended in the past.

repeat that the prime sponsors, as part of their overall plan in
their community would be the ones to determine the number of youth,
would be the ones to certify the youth, would be the ones to go out and
find the private-sector people that would be wanting to use the youn
people and we would say that the maximum credit is $1 per hour, an
then it could be reduced to 50 cents.

We will introduce a small tax bill along with this which will permit
this tax, this change in the tax code. The tax liability thus would have
an efficient, easy-to-administer mechanism that would open, in our
opinion, thousands of job opportunities for the unemployed youth
without appreciably increasing the paperwork burden either on the
prime sponsors or on the employers.

Senator Chiles will outline in more detail provisions which will
appear in our bill and I will not state them now, hoping that he will
tell them to you in due course today, I will focus on just a couple of
issues that are addressed in our bill.

Structural versus eountercyclical unemployment.
I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee_

and I heard some of Senator Javits' dialogue with Senator Lugara
former mayorI submit to you that it is time that we really tried to
structure CETA so that it attacks structural unemployment rather
than having a principal impact on comitercyclical unemployment. I
believe we know much better how to handle countercyclical and we
are making strides.

But I believe structural is not being given the attention that it
needs, and indeed I admit it is difficult.

It is agreed that a substantial portion of our unemployment is
structural. CETA, in my opinion, is the appropriate mechanism for a
targeted focus on this However, we must clearly differentiate between
remedies that are appropriate for the cyclically unemployed and those
that are suitable for structurally unemployed. A public service job
with no training or other services is suitable for the skilled individual
who is out of work due only to economic conditions.

That same remedy is totally inappropriate in my opinion for struc-
turally unemployed, which is caused by labor-force skills and be-
haviors that are not suited to employment opportunities in the labor
market.

For this reason, we in our bill have carefully separated structural
remedies into title II of our bill. The administration puts 725,000
job slots in a cyclical title with no training or service. Our bill recog-
nizes that much of today's unemployment is structural by nature by
transferring a substantial amount of funds from the temporary em-
ployment program in current law into our structural title, where a
range of coordinated services are available.

I would say to the chairman and members of the committee that
yesterday' in the budget hearings, which obviously were not supposed to

address the substance of the administration's CETA proposal, none-
theless found the Secretary of Labor before our committee on the

budget and this particular issue as to 725,000 job slots are basically

cyclical in nature in the President's bill, was addressed.
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The answer of the Secretary of Labor was that he agreed that
structural unemployment was the larger problem but that when he
looked at the whole bill, that he thought they had flexibility elsewhere
to approach structural. We disagree.

We think that almost by definition in the administration's bill, you
are taking 725,000 job slots and they are going to be cyclical and not
structural or directed at cyclical unemployment.

I will speak for a moment about local flexibility.
In a nation that is as large and diverse as the United States, one

quickly becomes aware that different strategies for combating unem-
ployment must be used in different areas of the country. The unem-
ployment situation in New York is much different from the one in
New Mexico, I assume that such is the case in many of our States.

We are therefore proposing that State .and local prime sponsors
retain a high degree of flexibility in shaping programs designed to
meet varying local conditions.

Those provisions of our bill, which are directed toward structural
unemployment, like title I of the current law, allow a broad range of
training, placement, supportive and employment activities. Thus, we
have sought to retain the existing administration arrangements which
permit a high degree of local priority setting.

In recent years, there has been a -,Trowing realization among employ-
ment specialists of the role of the private. sector in combating struc-
tural unemployment. The huge budget deficits and our inability to
further reduce the inflation rate below 0 percent has caused a diminu-
tion of support for massive increases in the public service employment
programs.

Our bill will seek, in a number of Ways, to encourage the private
sector to take a greater hand in efforts to train and employ the hard-
core unemployed.

If I were to suggest to this committee, known for producing gifted
legislation and innovative approaches. if I were to summarize, in my
opinion, its most significant challenge. it is to try to make the CETA
program involve itself more with the private sector.

There has been beautiful language ; our intention has been they are
good and there may be certain parochial examples where it has worked,
but ultimately its success is dependent upon your ability to come up
with the proper mix there, or I believe ire are in for some rather tough
sledding in the future in terms of CETA.

The tax credits- voucher program for youth I mentioned earlier in
my statement is one example of this new thrust.

Each prime sponsor will have a set amount of voucher authoriza-
tion based on the prime sponsor's allocation. The prime sponsor would
issue to eligible youth a voucher good for a credit of from 50 cents
to 1 dollar an hour.

The youth would then seek employment in the private market. The
voucher would entitle the employer to a reduction of his employees'
withholding tax equal to that 50 cents to 1 dollar for each hour worked.
The youth would be paid nt least minimum wage, or with higher -wage
rates if the employer considered that appropriate. The voucher would
be portable and valid for 24 months that is not necessarily what it
should be, but we had to set some dimension to oars. So it is good for
24 months.

31=270 0 =78 .87
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So that the youth and employer would not have to worry about
being locked into an unsatisfactory arrangement.

The employer would not have to go through the paperwork of
waiting for a grant or contract. lie would get the immediate cash
benefit at each payroll period. All he would have to do is add a column
to his withholding statement and attach the voucher along with his
W-2 forms at the end of his tax year.

The youth would have the benefit of a regular private sector job.
If he did not perform well, he could be fired, if he performed well, he
could get raises and promotions. After up to 2 years of private-sector
experience, the youth would in all likelihood be able to continue to be
employed or employable without continued need for service or sub-
sidized employment.

Senator JAvrrs. Mr. Chairman, could we ask the Senator a question?
Senator limee. Yes.
Senator JAvirs. The factswe will go into policy laterbut it did

not seem to me that you finished your sentence when you referred
to three sentences from the end of that paragraph. "All he would
have to do is add a column to his withholding statement and attached
the voucher along with his W-2 forms at the end of his tax year."

Now, what would he get? What does he get? In other words, if all
he is doing is cutting down the employee's withholding, he gets noth-
ing. The employee is getting more Unless he gets sonic cash.

What does he get?
Senator Dox-exicr. What does who get?
Senator .Titvrrs, The employer. What does lie get out of this d ?

Senator DomExici. The employer ?
Senator JAVITS. Yes.
Senator DOMENICI. Let us assume that he had 10 CETA employees

and he employed them for 1 week at 40 hours. If the voucher was $1,
he would have those 10 employees, $1 an hour, credit against the with-
holding, against his withholding to the Federal Government.

Senator JAvtis. But the withholding is pait of their money. It is not
part of his money, He does not get anything out of it The withholding
is deducted from their compensation, It is their tax.

If he makes less withholding, they get the benefit unless you say
something.

Senator DomExict. OK. You are right.
Well, the money that he does not pay in f he mployees is his

Of course, of course.
Senator JAvrrs. With all due respect --
Senator Do ME` I am sorry.
Senator JAMS [continuing]. That was the thing that puzzled roe.

What does he get out of it ?
Senator DOMENIC!. He gets to keep that much of the money that he

otherwise would have paid.
Senator JAvrrs. Now is it refundable?

of art
kind of cash?

yDoes he get it, regardless of whether he owes taxes or not

Senator Doemer. Yes, he should; but we are assuming that every
employer of this type would be in a position where he would owe some
taxes at the end of the year Obviously, if he did not, it should be a tax
credit..
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Senator JAVITS. it is refundable?
Senator DOMENICI. Indeed.
Senator JAN-ITS. So you should add that.
Senator Do3tExic1. Indeed.
Senator JAVITS. I will tell you why I say that. Senator. You know

how I am sympathetic to anything that you propose. We are going to
have to lay these all side by side. So I just. wanted to be sure that we had
the full details of yours.

Senator DOMENICL Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Cm E. I have a question, too. This of course is in no way

related to the profits of the company, the withholding. and in order to
have it work, you have to have substantial number of non-C. ETA eni-
ployees.

Senator DO3fENIC!. Sure.
Senator CnAPEE. Iii order to have enough ivitlillolihng to make any

difference.
Senator DoaLENrCI. Well, lie would owe taxes on the CETA employee

also.
Senator JAvrrs. Yes. He would o me taxes on the CE T A em-

ployee but, as 1 understand it, you take his total withholding funds
from all his employees, whatever bracket they are in, and he is with-

holding sonic money at the end of each quarter to send in to the Federal
Government; is that right?

senator DOMENICI. That is right.
Senator CHAFES. Now, then, in your case, he is entitled to $400 for

a week, 10 employees, 40 hours. So he is entitled to $400, So for that
week he just dips into his withholding fund and takes out $400 of cash
and substitutes these vouchers.?

Senator DOMENIC!. That is correct.
Senator CitAFEE. So he has got some immediate cash ?
Senator DOMENICI. That is correct.
Senator C trAFTE. And the Government gets a voucher?
Senator DOMENIC!. That is correct.
Senator CHATEE. SO that he does not have to wait until the end of

the year and the company may be losing money hand over fist, but he
till gets his cash?

Senator DOMENICI. We looked around for a mechanism which would
match the quickest time for the employer to get this subsidy in hand

and we merely chose his regular withholding payment scheme, because
that is the thing that isyou know, they are bound by law to do; they
must do it very-

Senator CnArm He would have it at the end of a week
Senator DOMENICI. He would have it at the end of the week and that

hit;
Senator CuArEE. Each week he would be able to do this
Senator DOMENICI. Whenever he files.
Senator CnArm But he can dip into it He is withholding from

all the employees every week.
Senator DomEmer. If he has got an officer that can tell him.
Senator CHAFEE. So he has some cash set aside. So each week he

can dip into that and in substitution. put in leis voucher. So I must
say it is a greatit is certainlythere is no lag time at all

Senator Douz.Nic-i. That is correct.
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Senator JAvrrs. May we ask again only on the question of fact so
that we get your plan ?

Normally, it is not necessarily true that the withholding represents
the full tax for an employer. Perhaps at the end of the year he owes
the Government more money than he is withholding, or the Govern-
ment may owe him money, based on his withholding.

Now, as far as the employee is concerned, under your plan it would
be presumed that he would pay the full withholding, even including
what the employer obtains; is that correct?

Senator DOMMTICI. That is correct.
Senator Jnvrrs. So we have answered that question.
Now the last detail of this is, perhaps you have not gotten to

it yet, but I would like to know your plan for determining when this
is extra employment over, above and beyond anything else that he
would get, that is what the employer would get.

Why pick this guy instead of somebody else for giving him that
credit?

Senator Do3rEstct. Well, Mr. Chairman, every time we attempt to
do this kind ofto come lip with something in this field, the question
of displacement versus adding on new people comes about I do not
have any significant way to define it here. I would be more than
willing, so long as we do not negate the very ease that is built into this,
that it is a. simple mechanism. Any way to assure that we are really
talking about new employment would be fine with me. But I think we
have to understand that if we are going to try to attack youth struc-
tural unemployment, we are going to have to take some risks and with
macroeconomic policies working well, I just heard this morning that
we have added 3.9 million new jobs to the American private sector in
a very short period of time, the most we have ever done, but youth
unemployment remains desperate.

Senator JAVITS. I have ft little news for you. It is going up. I am
just 'about to go to the hearing, and it has gone up. It has gone up from
16 something to 17 something within the la:a reporting period, whereas
general unemployment, has cone down.

Senator RIEGLE. Senator Chiles ?

STATEMENT OF EWA. LAWTON CHILES, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF FLORIDA

Senator Citthrs. I think we have to count some on the facts that the
prime sponsors aregoing to be doing their job. We have to make some
kind of reliance on the program and their giving this kid sort of an
opportunity with the voucher to go to try to he in a bargaining posi-
tion, but I think the prime sponsor is going to have to do some of the
checks.

Senator JAVITS. We will submit to you a study of some composite,
what our scheme is based upon, the unemployment compensation tax,
and what are called unemployment compensation wages. Maybe, you
know, it may be a marriage of these two ideas, solely designed to ascer-
tain what is truly an increase in employment, attributable to whatever
is our plan.

But I think we have the facts of record. You are open to some way
in which this might be done if there is any feasible way.
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Senator RIEGLE. Let me raise one additional question that goes to
technique here more than philosophy, although it blends to both, but
I guess it is essentially technique; that is, ifonce we identify who is
eligible for the voucher, that we dip into the group of essentially un-
employed and identify those who are going to give the voucher we
contact them or they come in and get their voucher. However, what I
heard from other witnesses who testified is that you have some unique
problems with people who are structurally unemployed, and very often
they are people who need the menial work with reading, writing, and
very often, the basic beginning patterns of job holding and doing work
and so forth are things that they really have not had any prior ex-
perience with no counseling with coaching with and so forth.

It seems to me that one of the strong arguments that various prime
sponsors and other public-interest groups that have handled CETA
activity, such as the Urban League, feel that they have developed the
capacity to take this young person who really needs to be helped and
sort of walk through the process and counsel with help, and if that first
part of the job is done, you just expect that you hand a kid a voucher
and he is going to find a job vacancy somewhere ; that maybe there
would be a breakdown in the process right there.

I wonder if you really take into =mint the question of motivation,
of counseling, of discussion, that would have to go on with a young
person who has the voucher so that they become in effect at least job-
training ready, if you will.

Senator Domeeici. Mr. Chairman. I would say that the full range of
needs are recognized in the Chiles-Domenici bill. All of that kind of
training and even education is permitted and only if the prime sponsor
finds that lie wants to put ,Jimmy Jones in one of these positions to go
out in the private world of work and look for a job, would it be done.
They would be the ones that would make the decision. We are not
setting any quotas. We are not sayine- 5 percent of the money or 40
percent. They have got to decide that is right for this, based on the
marketplace, and I would assume some outreach kind of contact with
the private sector for the kind of young people that they might be
looking for.

Senator Rieuee. You are saying that the prime sponsor would still
have the responsibility to make sure that each individual was talked to,
looked at, evaluated ; if certain remedial efforts had to take place, they
would take place and then they would finally get to the point where
they felt they were ready to begin this job training experience and they
would be given the job Voucher and maybe even a list of employers that
were identified as places that they might go to get hooked up; so you
would not be just handing them a voucher and sending them out the
door?

Senator Dome:mt. Right.
Senator Rteoee. Let me ask you another question in terms of train-

in responsibility on the part of the employers.
It would seem that somebody could make the argument that this

would be a good way for certain kinds of businesses to take and get
labor really available to it, below the minimum wage. Let us say they
were paying the minimum wage but because they get the voucher
credit, presumably they could take some Meek of their work and start
doing it on an ongoing basis with the CETA young people, with the
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vouchers, and then when they exhaust the time period, they spend
them out and they bring somebody else in and so forth.

But I can see that the potential is there, that would, I am sure, not
be with us; that you would not want to see happen.

I am wondering, to prevent that, would there be some requirement
that the employers see to it that certain kinds of training takes place
so that when they finish their work experience they are not where
they were when we walked in the door?

Senator CHILES. That is going to have to depend on the type of
em loyment.

_ n many areas, yes, I think that would be true. Again, that could
be something that the prime sponsor might require, and we discussed
this, that we did not want this to be a revolving-door policy and we
discussed that we would probably, in our final draft, go back and
look at some of the language that was talked about when there was
an attempt to make a minimum wage differential, and see what you
would need to do to put in some protection, to see that you did not
end up with that.

I think the training might be very important in some areas, but
there might be other cases where it would not be an absolute require-,
ment, depending on what the youth skills were when they came out
from the prime sponsor.

Senator RIEGLE. What you are saying is that something where there
is no training period, like someone working in a carwash, that it
would not be the notion that you would go into a job of that sort
where presumably you acquire as much skill as you are going to
have 1 year later.

Senator CHILES. You know, in some instances, by the time a youth
performs for 2 years, that employer has got some kind of investment
in that youth in many instances.

Senator RIEGLE. That is exactly my point. I want to make sure
that he does. Because if the bulk of the investment is that he is getting
his tax breaks, once the tax break expires, then presumably that kid
could become excess baggage and be dropped off.

Senator CHILES. I think that is one of the things that you would
have to determine, you are going to have to oversee it and see whether
this is happening; but we are never gollyy to really deal with the
structural unemployment if we do not get out and get into the area
and start really facing that we are going to take maybe some risk in
doing it Because what we have done in every instance that I have
seen since I have been here, we have said, yes, that is the problem,
but we are afraid of this or that but we better not do that And we
are watching these youth unemployment figures go up and up.

Senator RIEGLE. I must say that the one part of your idea that is
attractive to me, is the efficiency for dollars spent. Once we have a
youngster identified and ready to go, I like the idea of attaching to the
young person the dollar incentive which is going to promote an actual
training and job experience in the private sector.

Senator Climes. We think, too, that it is so important that if you
are hoping for these private jobs to be there, if you are going to put
that employer through 9 miles of paperwork to get his money and fill
out these forms and all, you arc just not going to have a lot of them do
it If we can get a more simplified structure, there are an awful lot of
opportunities out there.
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Senator Rt ix, Just to put some emphasis to your point, we have
had people who lived there, lived in this area, say to usand Senator
Javits has been present in some of these discussions, as I havethat
the paperwork burden has gotten so involved that it is actually sug
gested that to make your programs work, you need some sort of a
way house to handle the paperwork.

If the employers could unbundle that piece of a job and somebody
else could be inserted in the loop to get all the forms filled out and
suddenly the CETA employee becomes more attractive to the opera-
tion rather than put us through the burden of an extra step ; if we can
find a way with sufficient safeguards so that we can eliminate that
kind of additional burden, I think that is a plus for everybody.

Senator JAVITS, Senator, could I suggest a few things for you to
think about? You both know me very vrell. I am hot for new ideas find
this is an idea which we should inventory very carefully,

Senator CHILES. Well, the Senator from New York has talked about
vouchers for a long time.

senator JAMS, I thank my colleague; but I would ask you to think
about it This is a period of exercise and you do not have to finish it
right here. I think you should think about the open-ended character of
this operation because you have to think about that in terms of substi-
tutions; you have a lot of labor opposition, unless there is some limita-
tion on that.

Second, whether it should be confined not only to the structurally
unemployed for some given unemployment period or new entrants into
the labor force, which is a very serious matter, the impact here is on
minorities and new entrants into the labor force; and the third thing,
which I think is important is the qualification of the employer and
whether or not you leave it, because the employer has to have a certain
responsibility about training and breaking in new persons from whom
he is oetting a cash benefit.

Lashtly, it seems to me that you have to be concerned about prime
sponsors who might be proper with these vouchers, Without regard to
the ceiling. There, responsible employers could make a aerr_yy good
thine, out of this with people who do not have any great skills to be
employed.

But those are things to think about so that the idea as presented to
us may be as full bodied as possible.

Senator CHILES. Thank you.
just would like to

Senator RIEGLE. Senator Chiles, we tare delighted that you are here
and we understand that you have been detained, because we assume
that you were walking,

Senator CHILES. I would have gotten here quicker if I were walking.
Senator RIEGLE. We would be pleased to have you make any com-

ments.
Senator CHILES, I will submit my statement in full for the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Chiles follows :]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR LAWTON CHILES

TO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT, POVERTY AND MIGRATORY LABOR

SENATE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

MARCH 10, 1078

CETA REAUTHORIZATION

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR HERE TODAY TO PRESENT MY VIEWS ON THE

REAUTHORIZATION OF CETA -- THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

ACT. SENATOR DOMENICI AND I WILL BE SPEAKIM FROM A DRAFT BILL

WHICH WE EXPECT TO INTRODUCE AS SOON AS WE CAN IRON OUT SOME OF

THE DETAILED PROVISIONS. A COPY OF THE DRAFT HAS BEEN SHARED WITH

YOUR COMMITTEE STAFF. WE ARE PREPARED TODAY TO DISCUSS THE STRUCTURE

AND MAJOR PROVISIONS OF OUR PROPOSAL.

LET ME SUMMARIZE THE MAJOR FEATURES OF OUR APPROACH, THEM GO ON

TO DISCUSS THE REASONS FOR OUR RECOMMENDATIONS.

WE HAVE DEVELOPED A MISSION STRUCTURE FOR THE BILL, WHICH

WILL SET OUT CLEAR OBJECTIVES AND GROUP MULTIPLE PROGRAMS

SERVING SIMILAR GOALS, BY FOCUSING ON MISSIONS RATHER THAN

ACTIVITIES WE WILL INCREASE LOCAL FLEXIBILITY IN IMPLEMENTING

THE PROGRAMS, WHILE ALSO ACHIEVING GREATER PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

FOR THE OUTCOME.

WE EMPHASIZE STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT GOALS AND DIVIDE THEM

BY AGE GROUP:

PART A. FOR YOUTH (AGE 16-21) WE COMBINE INITIATIVES FROM

MANY TITLES OF CETA)

PART B. FOR ADULT DISPLACED WORKERS (AGE 22-54), YE RE-ESTABLISH

THE EMPHASIS ON DECLINING AREAS AND INDUSTRIES, AND

TIE TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PLANS; PROGRAMS ARE ALSO AUTHORIZED TO DEVELOP THE

SKILLS NECESSARY FOR LABOR FORCE ENTRY OR RE-ENTRY

FOR WORKERS DISPLACED FROM PRIVATE LABOR FORCE PARTI-

CIPATION BY MILITARY SERVICE, IMPRISONMENT, CHILD-

REARING, OR WELFARE DEPENDENCY.

)
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PART C. WE CREATE A NEW INITIATIVE FOR OLDER WORKERS (AGE S9+),

WITH A SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON LOCAL PROGRAMS TO MAINTAIN

PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AND ENCOURAGE INNOVATIVE WORK

ARRANGEMENTS. WE MAINTAIN THE COMMUNITY SERVICE

PROGRAM FOR OLDER AMERICANS AND THE ROLE OF NATIONAL

CONTRACTORS.

PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION -- WE PROPOSE TO BUILD IT INTO

THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE WHOLE CETA PROGRAM, NOT JUST TACK

IT ON TO THE PUBLIC PROGRAM WE PROPOSE AN INNOVATIVE TAX

VOUCHER MECHANISM TO ENCOURAGE PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT OF YOUTHS

WITHOUT ADDING TO PAPERWORK AND RED TAPE FOR THE EMPLOYER.

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE -*WE PROPOSE A LIMITED PROGRAM

TRIGGERING ON AND OFF AT 5.5% UNEMPLOYMENT, WHICH IS .6 ABOVE

FULL EMPLOYMENT AND THUS NOT INFLATIONARY, WE PROPOSE A FIXED

AUTHORIZATION LEVEL, RATHER THAN A QUASI-ENTITLEMENT MECHANISM,

SO THAT CONGRESS CAN ASSESS THE CHANGING ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

AND MAKE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSES,

HO ISSUE IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THIS COUNTRY'S OVERALL POLICY

ON ASSURING MEANINGFUL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE ENTIRE

POPULATION. AS A MEMBER OF THE BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES,

I HAVE SPENT A LARGE AMOUNT OF TIME CONSIDERING CETA BOTH FROM

THE VIEWPOINT OF ITS ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES AND OF ITS OPERATING

EFFECTIVENESS. MY OVERALL FEELING IS ONE OF FRUSTRATION. THE

GOALS AND POTENTIALS OF THE PROGRAM ARE ENORMOUS. BUT AS CONGRESS

HAS RESPONDED TO ONE OR ANOTHER SITUATION, WE HAVE CREATED AN

OBSCURE ARRANGEMENT OF PROGRAMS OF OVERLAPPING OBJECTIVES, MIXED

FUNDING AND CONFUSED ADMINISTRATION,

BY CREATING A MASSIVE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM IN RESPONSE TO THE

RECESSION, WE HAVE OVERWHELMED THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF OVERCOMING

STRUCTURAL BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT FACED BY CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS.

DUE TO A QUIRK IN THE POLITICS OF AVOIDING A VETO OF APPROPRIATIONS,

THE PROGRAM TO DEAL WITH THE ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF DISTRESSED AREAS

(THE ORIGINAL TITLE II) WAS COMPLETELY SUBSUMED INTO TEMPORARY

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT. IT SEEMS THAT EVERY NEW IDEA HAS BEEN ADDED
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ON AS A DISTINCT PROGRAM OR AN EXPERIMENTAL AUTHORITY. WHEN I ASK

WHICH PROGRAMS ARE EFFECTIVE, I AM TOLD THAT THEY HAVE SO MANY

OVERLAPPING OBJECTIVES THAT THEY CANNOT BE ADEDUATELY EVALUATED.

THERE HAS IN FACT BEEN NO SYSTEMATIC EFFORT TO SORT OUT THE MAJOR

OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATE HOW EACH OBJECTIVE IS BEING MET BY EACH

OF THE PROGRAMS. SETTING ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS LEVELS HAS BECOME

MORE A MATTER OF FAITH OF ANALYSIS AND JUDGMENT.

I AM VOICING MY FRUSTRATION NOT TO CRITICISE THIS COMMITTEE, BUT

TO MAKE A POINT ABOUT HOW PROGRAMS TEND TO GROW AND WHAT NEEDS

TO BE DONE TO RESTORE PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY. THIS IS A RESPONSIBILITY

WE ALL SHARE AS SENATORS.

THE BILL WE ARE PROPOSING TO YOU TODAY ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE ACCOUNTA-

BILITY IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

FIRST, THE TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM IS CLEARLY SEPARATED FROM

THE TITLE ADDRESSED AT OVERCOMING STRUCTURAL BARRIERS TO

EMPLOYMENT;

SECOND, THE STRUCTURAL TITLE IS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS, BASED

OH THE DIFFERING NEEDS OF YOUTH, OF DISPLACED ADULT WORKERS,

AND OF OLDER WORKERS;

THIRD, FOR EACH OF THESE PARTS, WE SPECIFY A SET OF MISSIONS FOR

WHICH THE PROGRAM CAN BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

ARE LJSTED FOR ILLUSTRATION AND GUIDANCE, BUT IF LOCAL SPONSORS

CAN MEET THE OBJECTIVES IN A DIFFERENT WAY, THEY ARE AUTHORIZED

TO DO SO)

FOURTH, CURRENT EXPERIMENTS ARE EITHER CONVERTED TO PERMANENT

AUTHORITIES OR SEPARATED INTO A DESIGNATED PART OF THE RESEARCH;

STATISTICS, EVALUATION, EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS TITLE

(III). EXPERIMENTS ARE LIMITED TO A DURATION OF THREE YEARS.

THE SECRETARY IS REQUIRED TO SUBMIT TO CONGRESS AN ANNUAL EVALUA-

TION PLAN TELLING US WHAT RESEARCH AND EVALUATION HE IS CONDUCTING

TO ADDRESS WHAT POLICY ISSUES, AND WHEN HE EXPECTS TO ACHIEVE

RESULTS.
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A GUIDING PRINCIPLE WE HAVE FOLLOWED IS TO GIVE AS MUCH AUTHORITY

AND FLEXIBILITY AS WE CAN TO THE LOCAL PRIME SPONSORS.

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE JUST A MINUTE TO EXPLAIN THE LOGIC OF DIVIDING

THE STRUCTURAL TITLE BY AGE GROUP. IT IS BASED PRIMARILY ON THE

RECOGNITION THAT YOUTH, ADULTS AND OLDER WORKERS FACE DIFFERENT

NEEDS, HAVE DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS OF WORK EXPERIENCE, ARE TREATED

DIFFERENTLY BY EMPLOYERS, AND RESPOND TO DIFFERENT KINDS OF PROGRAM

EFFORTS.

STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED YOUTHS MAY LACK THE BASIC SKILLS AND ATTI-

TUDES NECESSARY FOR OBTAINING AND KEEPING A JOB. THEY PAY NOT

EVEN KNOW HOW TO GO ABOUT LOOKING FOR A JOB AND GETTING. AN INTERVIEW,

THEY PAY BE CAUGHT IN THE CATCH-22 OF NOT BEING HIRED BECAUSE THEY

LACK EXPERIENCE. WE CURRENTLY SERVE YOUTH IN NUMEROUS PARTS OF

CETA:

57% OF TITLE

22% OF TITLE II,

50% TO 100% IN VARIOUS PARTS OF TITLE III,

100% OF TITLE IV,

22% OF TITLE VI, AND

17% OF THE WORK INCENTIVE (WIN) PROGRAM.

NO ONE CAN TELL YOU WHAT THIS ALL ADDS UP TO IN TERMS OF DOLLARS,

IN TERMS OF SERVICES RECEIVED, OR IN TERMS OF A COORDINATED STRATEGY

TO SOLVE THEIR PROBLEMS.

WHEN ADULT WORKERS ARE STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED, IT IS MOSTLY DUE

TO DISPLACEMENTS IN THE ECONOMY, THE AREA WHERE THEY LIVE RAY

BE SUFFERING ECONOMIC DECLINE, OR THE PARTICULAR INDUSTRY FOR WHICH

THEY POSSESS SKILLS MAY BE DECLINING. THEIR SKILLS MAY BE OBSOLETE

DUE TO TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE. THEY MAY HAVE BEEN SEPARATED FROM

THE WORK FORCE FOR A SUBSTANTIAL PERIOD DUE TO MILITARY SERVICE,

CHILD-REARING OR WELFARE DEPENDENCY. ADULTS NEED SPECIAL PROGRAMS

GEARED TO THEIR RE-ENTRY OR DELAYED ENTRY TO THE WORK FORCE. THOSE

PROGRAMS SHOULD BE RELATED TO LOCAL OR REGIONAL STRATEGIES FOR

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. IT IS USELESS TO RETRAIN A WORKER 'UNLESS
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YOU ARE ALSO LOCATING OR DEVELOPING AM INDUSTRY THAT NEEDS HIS

NEW SKILLS, WE THEREFORE PROPOSE REQUIREMENTS THAT STRUCTURAL

PROGRAMS FOR ADULT WORKERS BE RELATED TO REGIONAL AND LOCAL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT PLANS DEVELOPED UNDER THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT,

OLDER WORKERS ARE NOT CURRENTLY SERVED BY CETA -- ONLY 2% OF CETA

ENROLLEES ARE OVER AGE SS. I BELIEVE THAT THE DECLINING LABOR

FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE BY WORKERS AGE 55-64 IS A MAJOR SOCIAL

AND ECONOMIC PROBLEM, WE DO NOT NEED FULL-TIME PUBLIC JOBS FOR

THIS GROUP -- WE NEED PROGRAMS TO HELP OLDER WORKERS REMAIN IN

PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT IN THE FACE OF INSTITUTIONAL PRESSURES AND

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES TO RETIRE. WE NEED INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS TO

DEVELOP PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT, WORK SHARING, FLEXIBLE HOURS AND

OTHER ALTERNATIVE WORK MODES TO ALLOW THOSE OLDER PERSONS WHO CAM

AND WANT TO WORK TO CONTINUE TO DO SO. WORK PROVIDES THE KIND

OF CRITICAL SOCIAL SUPPORT WHICH WE ARE TRYING TO RE-CREATE IN

SENIOR CITIZENS CENTERS AND OTHER SUCH ACTIVITIES AFTER LETTING

OLDER PEOPLE BE PUSHED OUT OF THE WORK PLACE, WE CAN UTILIZE

VOLUNTEER EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE MANY OF OUR SOCIAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE

ELDERLY, BUT WE NEED A FEDERAL PROGRAM TO DEVELOP AND FOSTER THOSE

EFFORTS, WE ALSO NEED PEOPLE TO WORK WITH PRIVATE EMPLOYERS AND

TRAIN WORKERS IN NEW WORK ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE OLDER WORKER.

WHILE WE WOULD HAVE THE SAME LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR CONDUCT EACH OF

THESE THREE STRUCTURAL PROGRAMS, WE BELIEVE IT IS NECESSARY TO

HAVE A SEPARATE AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS FOR EACH

WE ARE CONCERNED THAT UNDER PRESSURE TO MEET PRIORITIES FOR ONE

AGE GROUP, THE OTHERS COULD BE NEGLESTED. MOST IMPORTANT, WE THINK

CONGRESS SHOULD BE ABLE TO CONSIDER THE CHANGING ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN ORDER TO ASSESS THE NEEDS FOR FUNDS IN

EACH PART. IF WE ARE TO HOLD THE PROGRAMS ACCOUNTABLE FOR MEETING

THE DIFFERENT PROBLEMS OF THESE GROUPS, THEN WE MUST BE ABLE TO

CONSIDER THE ANNUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN EACH OF THE SPECIFIED MISSIONS

AND SHOW THAT WE ARE BASING APPROPRIATIONS ON ACHIEVEMENT AS WELL

AS NEED.
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OUR FINAL BILL WILL CONTAIN RECOMMENDED AUTHORIZATIONS EQUALLING

CURRENT LEVELS, BUT SORTED OUT INTO APPROPRIATE NEW TITLES, WE

WILL ALSO RECOMMEND MODIFIED ALLOCATION FORMULAS WHICH TAKE ACCOUNT

OF THE PURPOSES OF EACH TITLE AND THE DIFFERENT STRUCTURAL PARTS.

AN INCREASED ROLE FOR PRIVATE EMPLOYERS IS A MAJOR THRUST OF OUR

BILL. IT HAS COME TO BE GENERALLY RECOGNIZED THAT IT DOES NOT MAKE

SENSE TO RELY ON PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYERS FOR A PROGRAM THAT IS

SUPPOSED TO PREPARE WORKERS FOR ENTRY INTO THE PRIVATE LABOR MARKET,

UNEMPLOYED YOUTH HAVE A CLUSTER OF ATTRIBUTES WHICH KEEP THEM OUT

OF JOBS: LACK OF SKILLS, NO EXPERIENCE, POOR WORK ATTITUDES AND

EXPECTATIONS, TOO LOW PRODUCTIVITY TO JUSTIFY THE FEDERAL MINIMUM

WAGE OR MINIMUM UNION SCALE. AN EFFECTIVE PROGRAM SHOULD SEEK TO

MODIFY ALL OF THESE FACTORS, INCLUDING THE EXCESSIVE COST TO

EMPLOYERS. WE THEREFORE PROPOSE THE FOLLOWING MEASURES TO INCREASE

PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION,

1. WE REQUIRE EACH LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR TO CREATE A PRIVATE BUSINESS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO FACILITATE AND DEVELOP PRIVATE EMPLOYER

PARTICIPATION)

2. EVIDENCE OF PRIVATE PARTICIPATION IS REQUIRED IN EACH PROGRAM

AUTHORITY;

WE CREATE A TAX VOUCHER SYSTEM TO PARTIALLY SUBSIDIZE THE

EMPLOYMENT OF UNEMPLOYED YOUTH WITH REPPISITE SKILLS. THE

CETA PRIME SPONSOR WOULD DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY AND ISSUE THE

YOUTH A VOUCHER, WHICH WOULD ENTITLE A PRIVATE EMPLOYER TO A

CREDIT AGAINST HIS EMPLOYEE WITHHOLDING TAX, WITH NO GRANT

APPLICATIONS OR PAPERWORK,

OUR FINAL RECOMMENDATION IS FOR A IMBELERELarat TITLE,

YOU WILL NOTE THAT WE DO NOT CALL IT "COUNTERCYCLICAL." WE HAVE

BEEN LOOKING AT ECONOMIC POLICY CAREFULLY AT BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR

THREE YEARS NOW AND WE ARE CONVINCED THAT PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT DOES

NOT WORK WELL ON A COUNTERCYCLICAL BASIS, THAT IS YOU CANNOT

PHASE IT UP OR DOWN RAPIDLY AS THE ECONOMY CHANGES. IT TAKES TIME

TO PLAN AND HIRE. ONCE WORKERS ARE ON PUBLIC ROLLS, YOU CANNOT

EASILY DROP THEM OFF.
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WE HAVE SEEN PROPOSALS TO VARY THE LEVEL OF PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT WITH

THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE OF THE PAST 2 OR 3 OR 4 OUARTERS, UNFORTUNATELY,

AS YOU CAME AROUND THE BEND TO RECOVERY, YOU WOULD STILL RE INCREASING

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT EVEN AS PRIVATE UNEMPLOYMENT DECLINED. THAT

WOULD AGGRAVATE THE CYCLE, NOT COUNTER IT I AM AFRAID WE ARE BEING

ASKED TO DESIGN THE RESPONSE TO THE LAST ECONOMIC CYCLE, NOT THE

NEXT ONE.

WE DO THINK IT IS USEFUL TO HAVE A BACKUP OF PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT

WHEN YOU ARE CLEARLY IN A RECESSION. THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL OF

ECONOMIC ADVISORS NOW CALCULATES THE HIGH EMPLOYMENT RATE AT 4.9%

OVERALL UNEMPLOYMENT. IN OTHER WORDS, AT4.9% YOU HAVE TO BEGIN

WORRYING ABOUT STIMULATING INFLATION IN THE JOB MARKET. WE THEREFORE

RECOMMEND A FIXED SUM AT 5.5% OR MORE UNEMPLOYMENT. IF WE APPRO-

PRIATE AT 5.5% WHEN THE ECONOMY IS RECOVERING, THEN THE PHASE

DOWN WOULD LAST UNTIL YOU GOT DOWN TO 4.9%. IF WE ALLOWED EXPENDI-

TURES AUTHORIZED WHEN YOU GOT DOWN TO 4.9%, PEOPLE WOULD STILL

BE EMPLOYED WHEN THE ECONOMY ACCELERATED PAST THAT. IN TERMS OF

THE PRESENT RECOVERY, THE TRIGGER WOULD BE THE SAME AS THE ADMINIS-

TRATION BILL, SINCE THEY DISCOUNT THE PREVIOUS THREE @DARTERS OF

ALLOCATION. THUS, THEY WOULD HAVE ZERO COUNTERCYCLICAL AUTHORIZATION

FOR THE PERIOD WHEN YOU ARE GOING DOWN FROM 5.5% TO 4.9% UNEMPLOYMENT.

IN GENERAL, WE THINK CONGRESS OUGHT TO LOOK AT THE ECONOMIC CONDI-

TIONS AND FORECASTS EACH YEAR AND DECIDE WHAT MIX OF SPENDING IS

APPROPRIATE, RATHER THAN MECHANICALLY TIE AN ANNUAL LEVEL OF

SPENDING TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE.

IN ORDER TO MINIMIZE FISCAL SUBSTITUTION AND MAXIMIZE THE NET JOB

CREATION IN THE TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT TITLE, WE INCLUDE THREE

IMPORTANT PROVISIONS;

1. EMPLOYMENT IS LIMITED TO 12 MONTHS DURATION;

2. THE MINIMUM PAYMENT IS SET AT THE HIGHER OF FEDERAL OR STATE

MINIMUM WAGE (NOT PREVAILING WAGE), WITH A MAXIMUM OF $10,000

PER EMPLOYEE),
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3. SUPPLEMENTATION OF CETA WAGES FROM OTHER SOURCES IS FORBIDDEN.

MR. ,CHAIRMAN, WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR VIEWS.

WE KNOW YOU HAVE A DIFFICULT TASK AHEAD OF YOU IN CONSIDERING

MAJOR CHANGES IN THIS IMPORTANT PROGRAM. SENATOR DOMEMICI WOULD

LIKE TO ADDRESS SOME MAJOR PROVISIONS, THEN ME WILL RE HAPPY TO

ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
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Senator CHILES. I would like to touch briefly on the fact that we
have tried to set up a mission structure for the bill and set out ort of
the clear objectives and the group multiple program serving similar
goals by trying to focus on the mission activities.

We think we can increase the local flexibility in implementing the
program and also have a better public accountability in the outcome.
We were trying to distinguish what needs to be done for youth, basi-
cally 16 through 21. Then for adult displaced workers, take that portion
that we have been dealing with in the various parts of 'CETA and de-
sign or make a mission for the adult displaced workers and that would
be age 22 through 54; in that area we tried to establish emphasis on
declining areas, industries, and tie training and employment to the
economic development plans and programs that are authorized to
develop the skills necessary for labor force entry or re-entry. For the
third part, we create new initiatives for older workers, age 55-plus,
with a special emphasis on local programs to maintain private em-

ployment and encourage innovative work arrangements,
We would try in every way we could to build private sector

participation right into the basic structure of the whole CETA pro-
gram, not just tack it on The voucher system is a way of really
attempting to do that Then we would propose a limited program of
temporary public employment, triggering on and off about 5.5 percent
unemployment, which is about .6 percent above full employment and
thus not inflationary. We propose a fixed authorization level rather
than a quasi-entitlement mechanism so that Congress can assess the
changing economic conditions and make the appropriate responses.

No issue is more important than this country's overall policy on
assuring meaningful employment opportunities for the entire popula-
tion, and serving on the Budget and Appropriations Committees, I
spent a large amount of time considering CETA, both from the view-
point of its economic objectives and of its operating effectiveness.

I will have to say that I have a feeling of frustration because I do
not think we really meet the goals or potentials of the program, but as
Congress has responded to one or another situation, we have created a
sort of an arrangement of programs and overlapping objectives.

I am voicing my frustration not to criticize this committee, but to
make a point about how programs tend to grow and what needs to be
done to restore public accountability. This is a responsibility we all
share as Senators.

The bill we are proposing to you today attempts to improve accounts-
bility in several ways.

First, the temporary employment program is clearly separated from
the title addressed at overcoming structural barriers to employment
and;

Second, our structural title is divided into three parts, based on the
differing needs of youth, of displaced adult workers, and of older
workers.

And for each of these parts, we specify a set of missions for which
the program can be held accountable. Right now we have a tough
time of assessing accountability in the program.

Then, fourth, current experiments are either converted to perma-
nent authorities or separated into a designated part of the research,
statistics, evaluation, experiments and demonstration titles. Then we
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limit those experiments to a duration of 3 years. The Secretary would.
he required to submit to Congress an annual evaluation plan telling
us what research and evaluation he is conducting to addi-ess what
policy issues, and when he expects to achieve results of that, and
I think we have a way of grading those experiments.

As it is now, we find that many of the experimental programs just
always grow into someone seeking a permanent program and they
do not turn out to be a specified study, of which you have a. mission
goal that you are trying to get an answer for, and you have a way
of trying to determine whether you have that answer or not Then
if it works, you build it into a permanent program apart from there.

We have again tried to provide as much flexibility as we could for
the local prime sponsor. Our rationale for dividing the title by age
group is based primarily on the recognition that the structural env
polyment or une-mplovment in youth, older workers, and in the adults,
all have different needs, and they face different problems.

If we could divide those into those mission [WM, we could better
attack the particular problems. Structurally unemployed youthsunemployed .

may lack the basic skills and attitudes necessary for obtaining and
keeping a job. They may not even know how to go about looking for
a job and getting art interview. So they are caught in sort of that
Catch 22.

We are now serving youths in numerous parts of CETA. 57 percent
of title T, 22 percent of title ET, 50 percent to 100 percent in varions
parts of title III, 100 percent of title TV, 22 percent of title VI, and
17 percent of the Work Incentive (WIN) program. But no one
can tell you what this all acids up to in terms of dollars, in terms of
services received, or in terms of a coordinated strategy to solve their
problems.

When adult workers are structinally unemployed, it is mostly due
to displacements in the economy. The areas where they live may be
suffering economic decline, or the particular industry for which they
possess skills may be declining. Their skills ,may be obsolete due to
technical change_ may have been separated from the work force
for a substantial period due to military service. child rearing or wel-
fare dependency. So those adults need special programs geared to
their re-entry or delayed entry to the work force. Those programs
should be related to local or regional strategies for economic
development.

Older workers are not currently served by CETA. and only 2 per-
cent of CETA enrollees are over a.,,fie, 55. We believe that the declining
labor force participation rate by workers age 55 to 64 is a major
social and economic problem and that we do not need to have full-
time jobs for this group. We need programs to help older workers
remain in private employment in the face of institutional pressures
and economic incentives to retire.

We need some innovative programs to develop part-time employ-
ment. work sharing, flexible hours and other alternative work modes
to allow those older persons who can and want to work to continue
to do so. Work provides the kind of critical social support which we
are trying to re-create in senior citizen centers and other such activi-
ties after letting old people be pushed out of the workplace.

31 379 0 - ea
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Some of the most beneficial programs that I have seen operate in
my State are Green Thumb, RSVP, these kinds of quasi- parallel vol-
untary prowamsi and I found that the people involved in those
programs are delighted. They do not want to work 48 hours; they
want to work 24 or 30 hours a week and they also know that they are
in a field that is providing a service and the recipients of that service
are delighted.

I held a number of hearings in rural areas on home health care
and found that the care that is being provided by some of these Green
Thumb workers is the most beneficial kind of care that older people
can possibly have and .you can go into areas that way and you are
not touching anyone as far as hurting anyone else, taking a job away.
It is a pure sort of a building program ; and so what we are trying
to do in some of our programs for older workers is to say that one
does not have to terminate at the end of 12 months or 24 months.
There is no reason to terminate that because we are really trying to
talk about how we build in this part-time employment for them.

So that again is a basic difference, by trying to take the mission
approach. I think the rest of my statement we talked about and a
appreciate your giving us this time

Senator Javrrs. Gentlemen, I have to be excused--
Senator MIDDLE. Senator Javits has to appear on another committee

dealing with the employment situation.
Let me thank both of you for your testimony this morning and say

that this committee, I think perhaps more tl,an most, is very much
open to ideas of this sort. Certainly. Senator Javits has a long history
in that regard and I know Senator Nelson is the same way as I am,
and' Senator Chafee and others on the committee are

So we will give very careful thought to this and we will have oppor-
tunity to discuss these ideas with you as we qo down the track. But like
you, we are looking for things that work. The record has been a mixed
one in the past. We have tried a lot of things and we are still looking
for formulas that give us a better return, in human terms, of dollars
and economics.

So your initiative in putting this set of ideas together and presenting
them is something that we will take and work with with the same
seriousness that you invested in it sr, that enmmitment to you is on be-
half of the subcommittee and the full committee.

Senator Do3rENter. Mr. Chairman, will you make our full statements
part of the record ?

Senator }norm. Yes, we will.
Senator DOMNICI. I want to share two thoughts with Senator .Tavits,

because we worked on a couple of these issues on the floor when the
CETA bill came out.

First, Senator, I hope in the youth employment, in the private sec-
tor, that while we attempt to address the issues that you raisedand
they are good onesthe local prime sponsor, making sure that we have
the right kind of employer, even if you only go with another experi-
ment for a year or so on the private sector, I hope we limit the rela-
tionthe ongoing everyday relationship between employer and
prime sponsor.

I hope they do not have to be audited every week and have some-
body from downtown prime sponsoring the plan, or the job, because
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I think you know being the entrepreneur, the person for the system, we
have to hull these people loose; because it is not working the way it is

The second point I want to make is that you and I have discussed
whether or not there ought to be more flexibility in terms of using the
youth money exclusively to disadvantaged youth relating their dis-
advantage to the income of their parents. We discussed that before on
the floor and I think went with almost exclusively the children of tbs.
advantaged parents.

I would hope that you wouliransider our bill which says we want
it predominantly for that but we want to give a little more flexibility
to the prime sponsor to determine that a youth can be structurally un-
employed and really looking for a job and not be from a disadvantaged
home and be a social problem a problem to his family; and we are try-
ing to go with a 70 mandated ratio, 70 percent 30 flexible. They could
use the whole 100 if they wanted it for all disadvantaged youths. We
are speaking not of the summer youth program but rather of the year-
round one.

I submit that we need a broader base of support in some cities for the
program, and I think this would have a good effect of having parents
say, well, at least my child was given an opportunity. He did not just
run down and they said you make $12.000, mama and daddy, therefore
I have no chance. Go home. That is what is happening in many cities,
because of the rigidity of the disadvantaged formula; and I would
hope that could look at that one together in terms of a broad concern.

Senator JAvrrs. I certainly can assure the Senator of all those things.
There are analogies. I do not want to hike the time of the committee.

Affidavits is one analogy, which means subsequent to prosecution,
rather than preliminary check, and child care centers. So I share your
words; they have not fallen on (leaf ears.

Senator RIEGLE. I might add one other thought. and hopefully we
can go on because we have a number of other witnesses.

But the discussion has been serious enough and focused enough that
I want to add one thing to this discussion of who is eligible; and this
gets to a problem that I call the end-of-the-line problem , and that is, if
you are not going to take everybody that is out there that is structur-
ally unemployed ; if you are just going to take some and you are going
to set eligibility requirements, then by definition you are deciding who
gets what spot in the line. Certain folks get a chance to participate. In
effect, you rule some people out of this program.

I am sympathetic with the idea that says some way, even if the pro-
gram is proportionately divided, so that it is aimed predominantly at
families of very low income, and I support that idea; I think there has
to be some other part.

You suggest maybe :30 as a maximum down to something far less
than that I do not know what the right proportions are, but I agree
with you that we have got to have some equity, some equity in terms of
the availability of the opportunity

Senator DOUENICL That is exactly the point.
Senator RIEGLE. If we are going to have sort of a situation where we

are not going to take everybody, which is what we ought to be doing,
the real answer is not a quota system, but to have a quota in effect that
covers the whole line, but short of that, it seems to me, we have to have
some way of making sure that every kid has some chance of partici-
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gating if he or she is bona fide
'

structurally unemployed and sloughed
out of the work system so that they do not walk away feeling tRat the
country cares about somebody- else and not about them.

Senator CHILS. W-6 are delighted that you raise that
We also feel that by breaking the program into separate parts, of

youth, adult unemployed, and older workers, you do that same thing.
You make that same determination. And then really we as Congress
debate the priorities of what percent goes into what area, and then I
think you would be able to look at that as your unemployment was out
there and whether you saw you were making any progress from this or
any other reasons in these particular areas in regard to what the per-
centage is of employment that we are doing and you could therefore
assign your resources so much better.

Senator DomENict. Mr. Chairman, your idea is exemplified by taking
two given families who might by accident come from the same neigh-
borhood, one having five children and one with two; and the one with
two happens to qualify because of an income, while right up the street,
four doors away they are making $4,000 more as a combined income
but they have five children and they both go down to get CETA help.

The first one qualifies because of an income text and what we are
suggesting is that the second one ought not to automatically be ex-
cluded as they are now They walk to the door and they say, your mom
and dad make $4,000 too much. Go home. They may be in worse eco-
nomic straits than the family up the road, but 'because of the test that
we have, one gets in the door and once the door slams in their face.
I think we have to solve that in some way.

Senator Cam. Mr. Chairman, I think one of the best points has
been made here--and I agree with their approach.

First of all, it is simple. Second of all, they are thinking about that
middle-class American who always seems to be excluded from all these
programs, but yet they have the problems that everybody else has

Finally, the point I think they made about, let us try something. If
we are going to be held in any fears that there will be displacement and
all these things, we would not get anywhere and let us take a chance.
Because whatever we are doing now is not working and I think you
have got an excellent idea, and certainly, we will give it every
consideration.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, hopefully, we arc wise enough to build in the
safeguards. We have not disagreed where the potential problems lie.
It is an issue of working out the arrangement so that we protect our-
selves in these areas.

Senator emus. And it is trying to work those out so that we do not
put so much paper work in that we end up without having private em-
plo ers that are ever going to take a chance.

enator Can. It seems to me that the way to have, eliminate all
problems, is to have so much paper work that no one will go do it We
do not want to get into that. I would rather take a. risk.

Let me just ask you one question.
Have you got any suggestions from your experiences with private

employers as to what would make them want to go into this program ?
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Would it be $1 or $1.25 or $1.50? Working with the struc-
turally unemployed is a tough job and when we come to the theory that
they do not come to work on time, they have no skills, do you have any
suggestions that this kind of bait, with which a $2.60 minimum wage
so they end up paying $1.60, do you think they would go for it?

Senator CULLY.% I think there are some economic studies that would
suggests 50 cents to $1 an hour is sufficient. I cannot tell you I have
specific hard findings because it has not been tried.

My feeling is that it is the ease of that private employer for being
able to get in the program is why he would take a chance.

If the local prime sponsor is really doing their job and they are talk-
ing about the needs of the community, an awful lot of this has to be on
the basis of somebody deciding this is the proper and good thing to do.
We are not really trying to attract the employer, it is an open gate
policy. So I think the simpler you can make it, the better opportunity
you have that out of good motives, private employers are going to say,
we will take a chance. And then our feeling has to be, you know, that
these kids do want a job. They do Want to get. into the work force.
They will attempt to do something, especially if they can feel a pride
about it, and they are going to be paid a private cheek; they are not
going to be getting any sort of government check. They go with their
voucher, which is different; they get paid back. We think those kinds
of things add to the program and to the building of some kind of pride
on the part of youth.

Senator CHArr.E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. I might say that in the youth employment bill, we

did specify that 10 percent of that bill will be open to youth from all
economic backgrounds. We try to build in that way so that nobody is
foreclosed.

Senator DomExict The existing one Yes, it was 90/10.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. Martin Glick, who is the director of the Em-

ployment Development Department, Health and Welfare Agency,
State of California.

Let me say to the other witnesses in the room, if you have been here
since the hearing started this morning, as you can see, there is a deep
and intense interest on the part of a number of Senators on these issues.
I take that as a very healthy and good sign. The fact that there is this
kind of concentrated interest and concern and desire to try to work
out formulations that can be effective and so while we are running be-
hind on our hearino. schedule this morningand I think it is not just
a normal tendency for Senators to talk too long, of which I and the
rest are all guilty to much of the timebut this is exactly the kind of
issue that we need to have Senators talking about, and so I take this
discussion this morning as a very constructive illustration of the fact
that we are on to the right things,

Mr. Glick, we have your testimony here. I am going to make your
testimony in its entirety part of the record. I know you have a summary
at the end of your presentation and I think in the interest of time and
getting 'down to the nub of what you have conic to say, if to the extent
that you can summarize, that would be helpful all around.
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STATEMENT OP MARTIN R. GLICK, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYMENT DE-
VELOPMERT DEFILEMENT, MBA TIM AND WELFARE AGENCY,
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Gucx. Thank you very much.
Senator RIEGLE. Senator Cranston has asked rue to express to you

his regrets that other commitments on his schedule this morning make
it impossible for him to be here. But he wanted me to extend to you
from a warm welcome and say that he knows that you will have some-
thing significant to say and that he will see that it gets consideration
by others.

Mr. Gmcit. I plan to speak generally from my statement rather
than try to repeat it, and to begin with a bit of background on the state-
ment as to the reasons why we felt it important to come and talk
to on.

irst, you might be interested in knowing that I administer in Cali-
fornia the State CETA program which includes the balance-of-State,
Governor's 4 percent discretionary grant program, the State Employ-
ment and Training Advisoi y Council, and the 5 percent vocational
education program. In addition, we administer the employment serv-
ice, the work incentive program, and the unemployment insurance, and
disability insurance programs.

I might also note for the record that prior to coming to this job, I
worked for a legal services program which was bringing suits against
the entities that I now administer. I have had a chance to look at these
programs from both sides.

As to the CETA Act, first, we support very strongly the idea that
local government should have the lead role in handling public service
employment, and we strongly support the reauthorization of CETA
for as long a period of time as is feasible, certainly more than a year

In my discussions with California city and county officials, I found
a great deal of frustration that the reauthorization issue is continually
coming up for discussion and that the guidelines vary as new pro-
grams and titles are added and subtracted. This uncertainty has caused
a lot of loss of support and loss of consistency in the program. So we
do support the idea of a longer authorization.

We also support a differentiation between the structural title and
the countercyclical title; however, we would like to see a sharper defini-
tion between them.

We firmly believe that the scarce resources should first go to those
with the greatest need, the structurally unemployed.

We support the notion behind the private-sector language embodied
in title VII, although we have problems with the way title VII is
structured; I will come back to that.

Finally, I would comment that the 18-month public service employ-
ment limitation is something that we imposed 2 years ago in our 29
balance-of-State counties in the State and found it to be extremely
helpful. The prime sponsor must plan to add that participant to the
county or State payroll and to start thinking of how the training is
going to promote that linkage to a county or State payroll. If the
participant is going to be moved out, then we must face that fact.

So we support alrof those things.



If I might, I'd like to describe the things we are very concerned
about in. the proposed act and make some suggestions.

No. 1 the act does not address the coordination problem that exists
in the States, including California. The State's labor exchange pro-

m, the employment security program, is not linked to CE TA and
iproblem is not addressed because it is not before this committee

for consideration.
I would like, if I can, to explain the effects of that
Senator RIF,C1L. We would like to hear that.
Mr. Glam. All right.
The biggest problem right now with the Wagner-Peyser Act is

that it has not been reviewed in 44 years. The act is the same as it
was in 1946. The problem we have with the Wagner- geyser Act is
that our funds are distributed by a resource allocation formula. That
formula is a numbers game, a State-to-State comparison in which the
total placement numbers that a State is able to achieve are compared
to the total placement numbers that other States are able to achieve;
in both cases as a percentage of staff ; new resources at the end of the
next year are allocated on that basis. Therefore, there is a direct dis-
incentive to work with anybody who is difficult to place. The more
time you spend per placement of client, the fewer numbers you make
and therefore you lose staff next year.

Senator RIEGLE. So this leads directly to this creaming, skimming
process that we heard so many testify about?

Mr. GLICK. Inevitably. It does that and also, of course, in larger
States with a greater concentration of those folks in urban areas, it
makes it very difficult to maintain your staff. In fact, the pattern
has been over the years a diminution of staff in the large States, be-
cause the creaming is not as successful as perhaps the creaming in
other States. So it is a very harmful way in which to allocate money.
Secondly, because the State agency must get the credit for the place-
ment or, of course, it does not add into the numbers game, the for-
mula is a direct disincentive to cooperate with the prime sponsor, or
to cooperate with title SO3 programs, or other programs which make
placements. If other agencies make the placement, there is no credit

r the State agency.
Another thing that is very destructive about the way the employ-

ment program is operating in terms of coordinating with CETA, is
that the yearly goals are mandated with no State or local input.

At the beginning of each year, I get from Washington the goals, the
Mans, and we must regurgitate these back to DOL as our yearly plan.
his last year in California, we took those goals and we simply sealed

them up in an envelope, gave them to nobody and totally ignored the
process to see what would happen if we did what we think this com-
mittee can ultimately allow as a national scheme for coordinating all
of these programs. That is, we said to all of our local managers, you
plan and you sit down with the prime sponsors in your area, the voca-
tional educational operators, and say, at the same planning cycle, we
have these resources, you have thosewhat makes sense here as a flexi-
ble matter in Santa Barbara or Fresno or Los Angeles, or whatever the
labor market area would be ? Each office wrote that individual plan and
they are all different.
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They wrote them and we combined them in a State plan. That is what
we submitted to the Federal Government and that is what we see as the
appropriate role of the Governor in this whole matter. Those programs
a. State is administering should be the responsibility of the State gov-
ernment in a fixed block grant of money to the chief executive of the
State, to write up that plan. The prime sponsors 'would be writing up a
plan for their area and the Secretary of Labor 'would see if the plans
are put together in a logical fashion or be able to see where people are
antagonistic to each other and where there have been tough fights, and
say, I am not going to approve these plans until you get together and
find something that is logical for the people.

I must say at this time, it was our strong hope that what you would,
have before you now is both the WagneriPeyser Act and the CETA.
Act, so that the two could be written together to fit together the way in
which manpower should be delivered.

Unfortunately, the Secretary of Labor has not submitted amend-
ments to the Wagner-Peyser Act at this time and I recognize that the
committee has scheduling problems, So we have some suggestions that
we would like to offer as to ways in which the CETA reauthorization
could proceed but nevertheless leave us some opportunity for integrat-
ing the Wagner-Peyser amendments so there can be a coordinated
program.

Senator CHAFEE. Is there any other State where the head of the
CETA. and the head of the employment service is the same person ?

Mr. Gum. Yes. There are several States. My best recollection is
that it is about 50-50, the States in which the balance-ofState and the
employment service and the Governor's employment and training re-
sponsibilities are operated by a single department.

Senator ClIAFEE. I assume you think that is a good idea ?

Mr. Geicx.. I do. I believe that the more State responsibility that
can operate out of a single place, the better chance you have for a co-
ordinated effort and the better chance of good relationships--for ex-
ample, as a prime sponsor, I have more appreciation for the concerns of
prime sponsors. I am operating the program with officials in 29 counties.

Senator Bream. The only thing that worries rue about that, Senator
Chafee and Mr. Glick, I am sure that State to State it is even. Maybe
California to the extent that it still exists, it has not split in the sense--
it may be the showcase of this effort, I do not know. But I am sure there
are other places that weie not even off the An rting mark. So how we find
the right blend to be able to defer to States that are really on top of
the thing, versus making sure that in other places it is not the case :
that we are getting this job done in terms of a national imperative, I am
not sure what the answer is, but I hear what you are saying.

Senator CuarEe. Well, just being head of the employment security,
it is a full-time job. Now, you add this on top of it ; can you devote the
time and energy to the CETA thing that should be devoted?

Mr. GLICK. I think so. It is always a tradeoff as you add responsibili-
ties, but you are better off administering when that means communi-
cating and making programs work together.

There is of course always in a given situation a-point where you have
too much direct responsibility and you cannot give it enough attention.
These programs are similar though, and you have more time if you have
them coordinated.
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Senator Riegle, what we are proposing is a good deal of flexibility,
that the Governor and State should resolve that question on the basis
of the individual State realities and other responsibilities that may be
allocated.

What we are saying is that the way the money should go to the Gov-
ernor is that the Governor should submit the plan and that the accept-
ability of the plan is the best way in which to address the funding level
question.

Let me make a couple of other points that are tied into this and then,
if I may, I would like to make some suggestions as to how I think we
could best proceed in a way that would be helpful.

First of all, there is in S. 2570, in sections 104, 105, and 110, a review
process. In California, we reject the idea of review and approval. For
us, the idea, that the Governor would examine 37 individual prime spon-
sor plans after they have been gone over by the major or county super-
visor and then go back to the mayor and supervisor and say, you did
it wrong, seems Iike an exercise, and an exercise only

Sections 104, 105, and 110 are written giving the Governor the duty
without the authority. We believe that would give us nothing but the
appearance of a coordination role, and would lead to a great deal of
frustration.

As I said at the outset, we support the CETA idea. We believe that
he allocation to local government of decisions on training and public

service employment is a good idea, but at the same time, there needs to
be recognition of the Governor's role and necessarily some resources
given to the Governora real role with the dollars to achieve it instead
of the role suggested in those sections.

If, as we understand it, this committee intends to take up the Wag-
ner- Peyser legislation later, then we would like to make several
suggestions;

First: That this reenactment of CETA carefully coordinate the
planning process for CETA. and the employment itecurity program,
and that these plans be developed on the same time cycle.

Second: Section 701 of title VII, once it is fleshed out, and we
understand what it is, that we take into account the fact that the
State goverment has a resource in the State employment security
agency and do one of several things; either, No 1, delay title VII
implementation until it can be meshed with Wagner-Peyser, or No 2,
have the Secretary of Labor review and approve plans submitted by
States, counties, community-based orennizations, or private insti-
tutions proposing programs under title VII.

I was very interested in the preceding testimony about the various
ways in which to do on-the-job training. In our 4-percent process, we
did it exactly that way. We have three voucher systems running in
California now One is in Oakland, one in Santa Rosa, and one is in
southern California. We have found that private employers vary
greatly as to what they need to make a program attractive to them.

In some areas it is 100 - percent subsidy for 3 months and then a
pretty good promise that the persons get transitioned. The problem
now with the CETA Act is that there is one way and one way only
that the program can work, and the paperwork that we talked about
attaches to that, and it is very difficult to encourage the vast majority of
employers out there to cooperate, when we have only one way to ap-

-i ;
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preach them. I think the opportunity that is here, in $400 million
under title VII, is to write that title as broadly as possible, permit a
variety of approaches and encourage a variety of operators so that
we can take advantage of ideas that develop.

Senator RiEorz. I do not want to cut you off because you have impor-
tant things to say, but I am very mindful of the fact that under the
Senate rules, we are going to have to adjonri this session in about an
hour's time and I want to make sure that everyone who has come
from a long distance, as you have, gets a eh mice to speak.

So let me ask you, if you wouldI am sure you are going to have
other thoughts that you may want to give us, reactions to what has
earlier been saidand we would like to have itelaboration of your
thoughts on the budget and so forth.

I know you have some additonal points that you want to make, but
if you could do that in as concise a way as you can, we really need to
move along as fast as we can.

Mr. Gucx. Let me see if I can summarize in one more minute the key
things and then offer my availability for questions either here or sub-
sequently.

I want to emphasize that the most important point here, as I see it,
is that the committee act in a way on the CETA reauthorization bill
that is consistent with ultimately integrating the necessary changes
into the Wagner-Peyser Act, to make it run consistently with this act,
so that in a rewriting of title VII, as I have just explained, and in
section 205 particularly of the act, which provides again for private-
sector activities, that there is full advantage taken of the employment
service resources of the State.

We see no reason to establish duplicative employer committees. We
have employer committees right now in every single locality in Cali-
forma. We have local employer seminars; we had 85 of them last year.
We have, for the hard-to-place, job search workshops to teach people
how to get jobs. We had 35,000 individuals involved in that last year

Senator RIEGLE. We hear what you are saying. It is not to say that we
can deal with both matters at exactly the same moment. We will
certainly deal with the relationship of them.

Mr. GrAcx. Then just two other points for your consideration that
I can make very briefly.

There is substantial language in here about amendments to the way
the CETA council and the State manpower services councils are com-
posed. We do not hold a particular belief for the old way or the new
way. I just call your attention to our belief that it should not be
changed in the way now proposed. We would be opposed to changing
it The point is that we have worked with those people who are on
those councils to get them educated for their role, to get them par-
ticipating in the council. We are going to lose 11/0 years of progress
if we have to change the councils, change them to the proposed 42-
member group and start from scratch.

The amendments are not important enough that we should throw
out what we managed to accomplish.

The Secretary of Labor previously funded out of his discretionary
funds the disabled veterans outreach program ; we believe that to be a
valuable program. That was going to be cut by 500; we believe that
would be an error and we would like to see that program maintained.
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Thank you very much.
Senator RIEGLE. I thank you very much. We both in iy have (pies.

lions that we will ask you to respond to for the record and if we had
time we would go into it here, but we appreciate your coining and we
appreciate your testimony.

[Tito prepared statement of Mr. Glick follows :]
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MITTEN wrAWAENT OF MARTIN R. GLICK. DIRECTOR
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
maim= TO TEE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
EMPLOYMENT. POVERTY AND MIGRATORY LABOR

I am Martin R. Glick, Director of the California Employ
ment Development Department. Thank you for your invitation to
appear here today.

At the Detest I wish to express the California State Ad
minietratiOnle strong support for the reauthorization of the
Comprehensive Employeent and Training Act (CETA). The locally
planned and operated CETA system has proven its effectiveness
in the delivery of employment and training services.

My testimony today is given from my perspective as the
administrator of both the California State Employment Security
Agency and the California State CETA program. As such my
responsibilities cover a broad range of prOgreme including the
State Employment Service (ES). the Work Incentive Program
the Unemployment Insurance (UI) and the Disability Insurance
(DI) programs and the statewide labor market information system.
Under CETA, I aleo act an the State prime sponsor with respon-
sibility for CETA programs in 27 of California's 50 counties.
I am also responsible for operating the Governor's 4% diecre
tionery grant program, the 5% Vocational Education grant pep
gram, the newly enacted youth program, as well as the planning
and coordinative functions called for in the Act through the
State CETA Council.

I have listed these programs simply to emphasize the com-
plexity of the employment and training picture. My testimony
today will focus primarily on the urgent need for coordination
of these various programs, especially the CETA and ES programs.

Califoreia'A,Efforts

Because of our concern over the potential duplication of
services and our resolve not to waste scarce resources. Califor-
nia has undertaken a major effort to make rational the program
delivery systems of CETA, Es, WIN and Vocational Education.
It is our firm belief that each of these systems has a valuable
and productive role to play in the effective delivery of public

employment and training programs. We also are convinced that,
with modest statutory changes, these programs can be mutually
supportive and fully coordinated.
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California began efforts at coordination with a revital-
ization of our State Employment Service, highlighted by two
significant policy changes The California Employment Service
Redesign Program and the Comprehensive Bettom-up Local Plan-
ning Process.

IntrOduced in October 1916, the California ES Redesign
has broadened and strengthened the entire job placement a -
vice for jobseakars and employers. Labor exchange activities
.,aimed at matching Taalified jobseekere with mainly private
eactor, unsubsidized jobs have been stepped up and intensified.
These activities lhave included more employer contacts for job
orders; streamlining of job applicant procedures; prompt refer-
ral of unemployment insurance claimants to suitable job open-
ings; speedier fire search and sharing of job orders with
other field Offices: introduction of job search workshops to
teach applicants job-finding skills and other self-help teah-
niqueo: mechanisms to insure that services are provided on an
equitable basis to all applicants, whether highly skilled or
hardcore unemployed.

A major payoff of the ES Redesign program has been an
increase in the number of job orders from employers, Job
openings received from moployere totaled 940.599 in the 12
months ending December :977. a substantial increase over the
openings received in the previous 12 months.

_Job placements in 1977 increased by 15 percent over 1976,
resulting in 500,000 actual placements. We have also seen our
per individual placement cost stabilize at 186.60, an increase
of less than 1/4 of 1 percent over the 1976 fiscal year

BottoM.-Up Comprehensive Local Planning is at the heart
of our coordination effort and represents a major departure
from the State Employment Service practice of previous years.

Field Office Managers in over 260 local offices through-
out California have been given the flexibility and the man-
date to develop a Labor exchange program in consultation with
the State's 37 CETA prime sponsors, as well as with vocational
education agencies, 303 grantees and community based organiza-tions. The local office plan must contain an assessment of
the local labor market including available resources, and then
set realistic labor e=bange goals that are responsive to local
client and community needs.

Thus, service plans are no longer a stylized restatement
of quantified activity levels imposed from a centralized
federal or state level, as in the past: rather, they are a
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representation of how ES goals will be accomplished at the

local level reflecting the local office's allocation of re=
sources in response to local needs and in concert with other

available resources in the community.

'd -odi
At the State level, we have taken the initiative to

involve the ES Advisory Board (mandated by the Wagner- Peymer

Act) and the State CETA Council (State Manpower Services

Council) in a joint planning process.

The procese began in January of 1977, and after a long

and careful period of discussion. analysis and public hear-
ings held throughout the State, the Board and Council Adopted

statewide goals and policies. These goals and policies call,
for the coordination of services through a collaborative
planning process of State and local agencies. To implement
thane policies, a substantial portion of the governor's 4%
discretionary funds has been allocated to projects which test

coordinated planning and operational models.

The ES redesign. bottom-up planning and the statewide
coordination efforts are voluntary attempts to implove employ-

went and training service delivery in California. They have

been accomplished through the good will and trust of all of

the involved parties.

The greatest source of frustration in these efforts has

been the inflexibility imposed by certain federal statutes

and administrative policies that seriously limit the level of

cooperation and resource sharing that can be aebieved. We in

California have made substantial progress and could make even

more, but it is clear that we can progress no further without

Congressional action to remove certain barriers to full

cooperation.

a Ha e ce din tion

California employment and training administrators at all

levels unanimously agree that the most prominent barrier to
CETA-ES coordination is the Resource Allocation formula (RAP).

The RAF is Use formula used by the Department of Labor to allo-

cate employment services funds to the various states. The
Department of Labor calls it "performance based." What it is

in fact is a complex mathematical formula that utilizes' the

raw number of job placements as the almost exclusive factor
in determining the amount of funding a state receives.
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The fiscal significance of these placement numbers leads
State Employment Security Agencies to be preoccupied with ob-
taining the all-important placement credit, rather thao offer-
ing a balanced mix of services in response to actual needs.
As a result, the RAP has become a major inducement (1) to
"cream" the most competitive job applicants and ignore the
harder to place, often CETA participants; (2) to concentrate
on quick and easy job placements in temporary and often low
paying jobs rather than permanent and good quality jobs; and
(3) to compete for placement "credit," rather than fully coor-
dinate resources with CEPA prime eponsors and other service
organizations.

The other federal issue that needs to be resolved to
achieve coordination between the CETA and Wagner-Peyeer pro-
grains is the Governors' role and the appropriate responsi-
bilities of State and local governments for service delivery.

The apparent intention of S 2570, Sectione 104, 105 and
110, is to expand the Governors' role in the program review
and coordination of CETA. However. these sections would
assign new functions and responsibilities to Governors without
simultaneously authorizing them to enforce their findings or
to implement coordination plans.

The mandate given to Governors under Section 10S of the
proposed reauthorization bill cannot be achieved without addi-
tional authority to bring about the coordination. Governors
can therefore actually coordinate programs only with those
prime sponsors and other employment and training providers
who volunteer to cooperate. The likelihood of such cooper-
ation is slight in view of the reality that these entities
plan services locally and receive funding directly from the
Department of Labor without any mandated relationship with
Governors.

Governors are assigned an equally untenable role under
Sections 202 and 204 that govern the 5% supplemental vocation-
al education assistance grante. Under the proposed bill, the
5% funds would bypass Governors and go directly to local prime
sponsors. In order to use these, funds, however, priee spon-
sors must negotiate agreements with the state Vocational Edu-
cation Board. In the event agreements cannot be reached, and
the Governor concurs, prime sponsors would then be authorised
to select an alternative service provider. The Governors'
mandated role in the mediation and negotiation Of this process
is inappropriate from both practical and political perspectives.
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Rather than the role proposed by 5 2570 as outlined above,

Governors should be given full authority and flexibility to

plan and coordinate a statewide labor exchange system. with

such authority Governors can develop positive working relation-
ships with prime sponsors and the mandatory review and recom-
mendation requirement proposed by 5 2570 will be made unnece0-

sary.

PriA0 sponsors should continue to plan programs and re-
ceive direct allocation of funds from the Secretary of Labor

and be responsible for their administration and delivery.

In California we have been working with prime sponsors
and community based organizations to resolve the issue of

role relationships. There is unanimous agreement that the
Lore effective approach to increased coordination is to
emphasise cooperative state-local planning, recognizing that
each jurisdictional level has unique resources that should

be fully and effectively used.

The appropriate State role is the provision of labor ex-
change services including the collection and dissemination of

labor market information. Because labor market areas are

rarely confined to the jurisdictional boundaries of prime spell-

-, the State is in a better position to administer theme

Services. the Los Angeles -orange County labor market area

includes seven prime sponeorships including both cities and

counties.

-rly, the State is better ipped to deal with

other statewide or regional program, such as vocational

education, ational rehabilitation, and apprenticeship

program

At the local level, prime sponsors working with commun-

ity based organizations are in a unique position to plan and

operate vital Programs to provide employability training,

skills building and subsidized public service employment for

the structurally and cyclically unemployed.

Federal statutes should therefore delineate basic func-

tions of the State labor exchange program and the local CE7A

program, but should allow sufficient flexibility to make the

coordinated planning process meaningful.
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The State employment Security Agencies have been mandated
to provide labor exchange services to the general public and
private employers for the past forty years. In addition, State
employment and training agencies have been designated under both
Title IV Part C of the Social Security Act (The Work Incentive
Program) and the Food Stamp Act to provide employment and train-
ing services to economically disadvantaged persons.

Section 205 of S 2570 would establish a prime sponsor -ad-
ministered Job Search Assistance Program, to provide Labor ex-
change functions such as job referrals, job match, assessment,
counseling, testing, and job development. These functions are
already available through the State Employment Service.

In a similar way, prime sponsor_ would be authorized under
proposed Section 701 of Title VII to carry out programs to place
economically-disadvantaged individuals in jobs in the private
sector. Because the State agency already provides these services
to the general public on a statewide basis, the proposal to pro-
vide a parallel System of labor exchange through prime sponsors
wastes valuable resources and introduces yet another element of
divisive competition between two systems that could and should
operate in a complementary way.

Em- Rea n lm-act on ivat

Based on the experiences of the 1960's, we can also antici-
pate an adverse employer reaction to the establishment of dupli-
cative labor exchange services. Far instance, the use of the
FUTA tax for the financing of the State labor exchange was
deliberately designed to Link job seekers, especially the
drawing unemployment insurance benefits, with private sector
employers.

This function i.s an important service to employers, helping
them find and hire qualified job applicants and _reducing the
time a job applicant is unemployed and drawing unemployment in-
surance benefits. The proposed Title 11 Job Search Assistance
Program and the Title VII provisions have no mandatory linkage
with either the State labor exchange or the State UI system.

We support the Administration's intent to tie employment
and training programs more closely to private sector, tiosubsi
dized jobs. We fear, however, that the provisions of S 2570
will be counterproductive to the extent that duplicative
systems are established. We suggest that A more productive
approach would be to dedicate Title VII resources to an expan
sion of apprenticeship programs in high demand occupational
categories that do not now have apprenticeship structure's, such
as the health care industry. These programs should be targeted
to the unemployed who have structural barriers to jobs.

31-279 O. 78 .55
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The State role shoUld build upon the long-term and posi-

tive association between the labor exchange program and private

sector employere. Roth the Job Search Assistance Program

(Title II, 205) and the Private Sector Jobe Initiative Program

(Title VII) proposed by S 2570 can beet be provided through a

etatewide labor exchange system, funded through additional

appropriations authorized under amendments to the Magner-Po:y*0r

Act.

The public employment and
training system is a composite

of at least two major components, the ES and CETA. The issue

of appropriate State And local roles must be addressed consis-

tently in both the reauthorization of CETA and amendments to

the Wagner- geyser Act.

We urge you at the very least to delay enactment of the

following CETA provisions until they can be fully addressed

along with related issues pertaining to amendments to the

Wagner-Peyser Act: Title tI Section 205 Job Search Assistance

Program* the Title VII Public Sector Jobs Initiatives Program,

and the Title I (Sections 104, 105 and 110) and Title II

(Sections 202 and 204) administrativeprovieione describing

the Governors' role.

Amendments to the Wagner-Peyser Act which would coordinate

labor exchange programs with employment and training programs

under CM are summarized below. These recommendations are

fully endorsed by the California Association of /rime Sponsors

representing local government, the leadership of the State Legis-

lature and the State Administration:

o Authorize the Governors, in accordance with estate lave,

to be responsible for the administration of a statewide

labor exchange program.

o Establish in all states a flexible statewide labdr ex-

change system which shall: (1) .provide basic labor

exchange services equitably to all job seekers and

employers and (2) provide supplementary :services such

as Job Search Assistance to the job-ready unemployed

who have special barriers to unsubsidised employMent.'

o Allocate Wagner-Peyser
funds to states in a block

grant according to a for based on the State.0

previous level of allocation, the State's ghats of

the national average number of unemployed persons

and the State's share of the national civilian labor

force (thus eliminating the honouree Allocation Poreule

o Require Governors to subigito the Secretary Of

Labor a statewide labor exchange plan developed

with the involvement of CETA prime sponsors*

community based organizations and other appro-

priate deliverers of employment and training

services.



Senator Rt Eor.t. The ne. xt witnesses will appear together : Mr. A.
Mike Remo; executive director, National Congress of Hispanic
American Citizens, and Mr. Richard Zazileta, executive director, SERJobs for Progress.

Let me welcome you both to the subcommittee and let me say at the
outset, having my friend, colleague, and former work associate, Mike
Homo, is a pleasure for mne today.

Mr. Romo, who is seated to the right, is a person who worked with
me for quite some period of time and left my office to assume the ex-
ecutive directorship of the National Congress of Hispanic American
Citizens. So I am 'very pleased to see him here and we are pleased to
hear from both of you.

Let me make the same comment to you that I trade to the prior
witnesses and that I am going to have to make to the subsequent wit-
nesses; that is, that we are under very tight pres.sures because of the
Senate rules, which require that we adjourn at an early hour this
morning, because the Senate went in session early.

I am going to ask you, if you would, to really try to sumrnarie the
high points and talk as directly to us as you can so that we can get
the essence of what it is that you want us to consider.

So, Mike, why don't you begin

STATEMENT OF A. MIKE ROMO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF HISPANIC AMERICAN CITIZENS, ACCONPANIED
BY RICHARD ZAZUETA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SER SOBS FOR
PROGRESS

Mr. ROM. Mr. Chairman and Senator Cliftfee, we arc appearing
here today on behalf of the National Congress of Hispanic American
Citizens and SER Jobs for Progress.

Incidentally. 3fr. Chairman, there are ell rrently SER operations in
your State, and we hope we will be extending SER Jobs for Progress
to the town of Flint. You have been helpful with that so far. I hope
that support continues.

We are appearing together but have independent statements. Both
are very brief, so we will overview those and attempt to terminate
the hearing as soon as possible.

For the record, my name is Miguel Romo, and I fun executive direc-
tor of the National Congress of Hispanic American Citizens, located
here in Washington, D.C.

One of oar major concerns has always been economic justice for
all Hispanics in the United States. For this reason, we have been
closely following the development of pending legislation such as the
reauthorization of the Comprehensive Exnployinent and Training Act.
We have testified before the House subcommittee and Mr. Giles will
be testifying before that committee next week.

Before directly addressing seine of the proposed revisions that we
are proposing here today, I would like to just briefly, in less than a
minute or so, give you an overview of the Hispanic community and
exactly what we are talking about.

Currently, it is our feeling that relative, to what is happening to
the economy in this country, the Hispanic community is in a status
of massive economic deprivation.
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First of all, unemployment among Hispanics is 13 percent. I realize
that is more than the national average today and also realize that that
is 2 million people without a job, and who want to work.

Second, unemployment among Hispanic teenagers is 25 percent.
This is of particular significance when you realize that inherent in
the family structure of the Hispanic community is the need for 12-
and 13-year-olds to provide some sort of financial assistance in order
to help the family survive. It is not that these people enjoy the lux-
uries that some of the sections of our society enjoy in terms of a. child
being able work at the age of 12 or 13 for his benefit. That is not the
case.

In terms of the Hispanic communities, these young_ stem work, as
I did when I was 12 or 13 years old, to contribute to the overall
economic well-being of the family.

According to U.S. Government standards, one-third of all Hispanic
families live in poverty. Lastly, just that the median income level for
Hispanics is $6,000 below the national average,

Now, in the early 1070's, the Congress--
Senator CHAVEE. $6,000 below the national average ?

Mr. Rost°. Yes, sir, below the median average.
Senator CITAFEE: That is awfully low.
Mr. Romeo. It is less than $4,000 for our community. That is ac-

cording to, also, by the way, 1970 figures, which is certainly outdated
at this point, but we are not qualified to cite the other figures, other
than that. That is a 1970 figure.

Senator RrEca.E. And it could well be worse
Mr. 1103/0. It is worse, Senator. And that is the second point that

I want to make in terms of where our community is
Looking beyond those figures, the situation is probably much worse.
Realize that the Department of Labor has given economic statistics

on Hispanics very little attention. Despite Public Law 93411, pro-
posed by El Congresso and whose passage was led by Congressman
Roybal, our good friend on the House side, the. Department of Labor
has yet to comply with the provisions requiring monthly economic
statistics on Hispanics.

So I am sure again if you look at books beyond those figures, it is
much worse.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me jest say to you I am going to send a letter
to the Labor Department and see if we can get this data

Mr. ROMO. We appreciate that
We met with Ray Marshall and S ar Levitan, as he proceeded to

revise the statute and the proposals as they exist today. That certainly
would be helpful.

In terms of the legislation that is before us today, we feel that
CETA legislation can be a tremendously effective mechanism by which
to direct resources to these problems, and, in tennis of specific recom-
mendations, we wholeheartedly support the recommendations that
Ricardo Zazveta will be making in terms of jobs for progress co-
operation and entity.We feel that SER's jobs for progress has been one
of the few programs that has offered our people an alternative to being
on welfare and leaving the depreciated economic life. So we support
those wholeheartedly.

In a general sense, I want to address three major issues.
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I realize that current legislation mandates that CETA_ and the De-
partment of Labor give emphasis to the economically disadvantaged
and other target groups, such as the Hispanics. That is not what is
happening today.

According to reports released late last year, two items come to mind
One is that only 7.9 percent of all individuals served by CETA

tinder Title II are Spanish Americans;
Second, only 48.3 percent of the persons in public service positions

were considered economically disadvantaged; that is according to a
GAO report released in 1977.

Senator CHAFRE. Yew, von have heard the t tin' ny from
mayors that they would not want 100 percent.

Mr. Remo. We are a long way from that 100 percent.
Senator CnAFTE. I appreciate that But your point is a good one

I do not know what is the right figure. Maybe it is 75 or something
like that The mayors have indicated to us that they will only go so far.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me just say, Senator Chafee, we really have
mixed testimony on that We had 2 days of hearings in Michigan, for
example, and we had a. number of mayors and I talked with a number
of mayors in Michigan, and I would not want the tilayor of New Or-
leans to misunderstand, as he has his views and he is entitled to them,
but I have the feeling from the mayors that I have spoken. with that
if it were a question of having CETA employees as the structurally
unemployed persons, that most mayors would, however reluctantly,
would accept that I do not know that anyone is proposing that it
be 102.

But I think there are mixed feelings among the mayors.
Senator CHAPEE. 'Whatever it is it ought to be above 40 percent.
Mr. R0510. Yes, sir: we agree. On that point, we support, the ad-

ministration's proposal to strengthen the area to guarantee that that
money is for disadvantaged groups; and hope the committee sees
fit to do the same. We welcome the administration's emphasis on the
real poor and endorse their recommendations in thisarea.

The second issue IN e wish to raise is an objectionable feature of the
proposed billis that it allows some supplementation of public service
employees under title VI, but not under title II. There is no reason
to create different wage structures for the two titles. Therefore, there
is no legitimate reason for a salary differential between the two titles.

In this instance, we think it is equal pay for equal work which
should prevail.

Third, the basic salary evil ing of $io,non is too low. This is especially
true because Congress is likely to pass a 4-year CETA_ extension, which
would freeze that ceiling through September 30, 1982. The $10,000
limit on CETA public service employee wages has been in effect since
December, 1973, when CETA was first enacted. We feel that it should
be increased to at least 812,000.

A fourth area of concern is the definition of "corrtmunity-based or-
ganization." We feel that there should be some modification, to the
extent possible, to allow for neighborhood-based CEO's whose primary
mission is to act as advocates for the poor, who constitute the CETA
target population. The definition should be further modified to include
independent, neighborhood -based CEO's.

3;
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Last, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Chafer-, have major concern
about the legislation that is being proposed by administration as it
relates to the farm workers in this country.

I wish to address two points, because I know that Salvador Herrera
will be speaking on behalf of the National Association of Farm
Workers.

The two major points we raised : one, the Administration seeks to
eliminate the farmworker programs by terminating section 303 (a) (2),
providing for national administration. The result is local and regional
administration. Now, those of you who were involved in the debate
when this legislation was enacted will recall that them was an immense
amount of documentation of hostility and indifference on the local
level and we feel that if you were to adopt that provision and terminate
administration on the national level, it would be like turning the clock
back in terms of the commitments that that Congress has made, in
previous times, toward dealing with the farmworker problem; and we
also Re it as turning back the national priority that we have given
this issue and certainly that this committee has given that issue.

The second area in terms of farmssorkers' proposals, or section of
the bill, is that area whichthe proposal which seeks to emphasize
inovii- ry farmworkers out of firm work by training in skilled programs.
I thi... the people that wish remain in that position should remain
in those positions but, more .mportantly, as we emphasize, moving
the people out of work, farniwork, we emphasized food programs of
that sort for the people who are going to be there anyway.

I will now close and hope that this committee, as you have indicated
throughout the morning, is willing to consider sonic of these recom-
mendations, be they creative or be they just perfected in strengthening
provisions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rome follows :]
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CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

MY NAME IS MIGUEL ROMO AND I AM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF HISPANIC AMERICAN CITIZENS

LOCATED HERE IN WASHINGTON, D.C. WE APPRECIATE THE

KIND ASSISTANCE AFFORDED BY THE COMMITTEE AND ITS

STAiF IN ARRANGING' FOR OUR TESTIMONY THIS MORNING.

ONE OF OUR MAJOR CONCERNS HAS ALWAYS BEEN ECONOMIC

JUSTICE FOR ALL HISPANICS IN THE UNITED STATES.

FOR THIS REASON, WE HAVE BEEN CLOSELY FOLLOWING THE

DEVELOPMENT OF PENDING LEGISLATION SUCH AS THE

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT

TRAINING ACT.

BEFORE DIRECTLY ADDRESSING SOME OF THE PROPOSED

REVISIONS OF CETA NOW PENDING BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE,

PLEASE CONSIDER A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC

STATUS OF THIS NATION'S 16 MILLION HISPANICS.

THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY IN THIS COUNTRY IS IN A STATUS

OF MASSIVE ECONOMIC DEPRIVATION.

CONSIDER THAT

1.
UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG HISPANICS IS 13 %. MORE

THAN TWICE THE NATIONAL AVERAGE. THAT'S

MORE THAN 2 MILLION PEOPLE WITHOUT A JOB

.57
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PAGE 2

WHO WANT TO WORK.

2. UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG HISPANIC TEENAGERS IS 25%.

THIS IS OF PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE IF YOU

UNDERSTAND THAT IN MOST HISPANIC FAMILIES, IT

IS COMMON FOR OVER-12 AND 13-YEAR OLD

CHILDREN TO WORK OUT OF NECESSITY, IN ORDER

TO HELP THE FAMILY SURVIVE.

3. ONE THIRD OF ALL HISPANIC FAMILIES LIVE IN

POVERTY, ACCORDING TO U.S. GOVERNMENT

STANDARDS,

4. THE MEDIAN INCOME LEVEL FOR HISPANICS IS

15,000 BELOW THE NATIONAL AVERAGE.

LOOKING BEYOND THESE FIGURES, THE SITUATION IS PROBABLY

MUCH WORSE. REALIZE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR HAS

GIVEN ECONOMIC STATISTICS ON HISPANICS VERY LITTLE

ATTENTION. DESPITE PUBLIC LAW 93-311, PROPOSED BY

EL CONGRESO AND WHOSE PASSAGE WAS LEAD BY CONGRESSMAN

ROYBAL, DOL HAS YET TO COMPLY WITH THE PROVISIONS

REQUIRING MONTHLY ECONOMIC STATISTICS ON HISPANICS.

THE ECONOMICS DESCRIBED TO YOU ABOVE HAVE PREVAILED FOR

SOME TIME. BEFORE AND AFTER THE DOUBLE DIGIT INFLATION

AND UNEMPLOYMENT OF THE EARLY 197015, THIS SAME SITUATION

EXISTED AND CONTINUES AMONG HISPANICS.
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THIS SITUATION PROMISES TO GROW WORSE AS THE POPULATION

CONTINUES TO GROW. ACCORDING TO THE U.S. CENSUS BUREAU

HISPANICS ARE THE FASTEST GROWING ETHNIC MINORITY AND

WILL BE THE LARGEST ETHNIC MINORITY WITHIN FIVE YEARS.

IN TERMS OF THE PENDING LEGISLATION, CETA CAN BE AN

EFFECTIVE MECHANISM BY WHICH TO DIRECT RESOURCES TO

THIS PROBLEM, CONSIDER THAT SER-JOBS FOR PROGRESS

FUNDED BY THIS LEGISLATION HAS BEEN A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS

AND OFFERS HOPE TO MF,NY OF OUP. UNEMPLOYED AND UNDER-

EMPLOYED PEOPLE, ADOPTION OF SER'S PROPOSED RECOMMENDA-

TIONS, WOULD CARRY THE PROGRAM EVEN FURTHER.

SEVERAL OF THE PROPOSED REVISIONS BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE

ARE OF PARTICULAR CONCERN:

.1) THE CURRENT LEGISLATION MANDATES THAT DOL

GIVE PRIORITY TO THE"ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

AND OTHER TARGET GROUPS SUCH AS HISPANICS.

THIS IS NOT HAPPENING TODAY. ACCORDING TO

GOVERNMENT REPORTS IN 1977,

-- ONLY 7.9% OF INDIVIDUALS SERVICES UNCER

TITLE II ARE SPANISH AMERICANS.

-- ONLY 48.3% OF THE PERSONS IN PSE POSITIONS

WERE CONSIDERED ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED,

WE WELCOME THE ADMINISTRATION'S EMPHASIS ON THE

REAL POOR AND ENDORSE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS IN

THIS AREA.
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AN OBJECTIONABLE FEATURE OF THE PROPOSED BILL IS

THAN IT ALLOWS SOME SUPPLEMENTATION OF PSE UNDER

TITLE VI, BUT MT UNDER TITLE Ii. THERE IS NO

REASON TO CREATE DIFFERENT WAGE STRUCTURES FOR

THE TWO TITLES. THEREFORE, THERE TS NO LEGITIMATE

REASON FOR A SALARY DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE

TWO TITLES, ;gE PRINCIPLE OF EQUAL PAY FOR

EQUAL WORK MUST PREVAIL,

THE BASIC SALARY CEILING OF $10,0__ IS TOO LOW.

THIS IS ESPECIALLY TRUE BECAUSE CONGRESS IS LIKELY

TO PASS A FOUR-YEAR CETA EXTENSION, WHICH WOULD

FREEZE THAT CEILING THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 1982.

THE $10,000 LIMIT ON CETA PSE WAGES HAS BEEN IN

EFFECT SINCE DECEMBER .1973, WHEN CETA WAS FIRST

ENACTED, SINCE THEN, INFLATION, SOMETIMES AT

AT DOUBLE-DIGIT LEVELS. HAS ERODED THAT SALARY,

THE SALARY CEILING FOR ALL PSE POSITIONS, REGARD-

LESS OF WHETHER THEY ARE SUPPORTED WITH TITLE II

OR TITLE VI FLINGS, SHOULD BE INCREASED TO AT LEAST

$12,000 FOR FISCAL 1979; AND SUPPLEMENTATION

PROVISIONS SHOULD BE UNIFORM FOR BOTH TITLES.

IN ADDITION, THE LAW SHOULD CONTAIN AN INDEXING

MECHANISM TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT INCREASES IN THE

COST OF LIVING AFTER FISCAL 1979. NUMEROUS

OTHER FEDERAL INCOME SUPPORT AND BENEFIT PROGRAMS

CONTAIN SUCH A CLAUSE.

V
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PAGE S.

4) THE DEFINITION OF "COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIO4"

SHOULD BE ENHANCED. MODIFIED SOMEWHAT FROM THE

DEFINITION IN CURRENT LAW. IT STILL DOES NOT

EXPLICITLY INCLUDE INDEPENDENT, NEIGHBORHOOD

BASED CBO'S WHOSE PRIMARY MISSION IS TO ACT

AS ADVOCATES FOR THE POOR, WHO CONSTITUTE THE

CETA TARGET POPULATION. THE DEFINITION SHOULD

BE FURTHER MODIFIED TO INCLUDE INDEPENDENT,

NEIGHBORHOOD BASED CBO'S.

OF MAJOR CONCERN IS %',4t% THE PROPOSED REVISIONS TO

SECTION 303, DIRECIFD 'ARNHORKERS. THE LEGISLATION

PROPOSES TO ELIMIczP'E SECTION 303(a)(2) PROVIDING FOR

NATIONAL ADMINIS(RATIG. THE RESULT IS LOCAL AND REGIONAL

ADMINISTRATION. THIS AMOUNTS TO NO LESS THAN THE "KISS

OF DEATH" TO MANY OF THE PROGRAMS IN AREAS WHERE LOCALS

ARE INDIFFERENT AND HOSTILE TO THE FARMWORKER. WE URGE

THAT KEEP SECTION 3 (2).

SECONDLY, THE LEGISLATION PROPOSES TO SHIFT EMPHASIS FROM

PERSONS REMAINING IN FARICJRK BY EMPHASIZING THAT INDIVIDUALS

MOVE OUT OF FARMWORK. SUCH A PROVISION WILL SEVERELY HAMPER

BADLY NEEDED SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF CHILD AND HEALTH CARE.

WHEN THIS COMMITTEE ADDED THIS SECTION TO THE LEGISLATION

THE FIRST ILME,IT HEARD THE DOCUMENTATION OF THE MISERABLE

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY FARMWORKER5. LET'S NOT TURN BACK THE

CLOCK ON HELPING THESE PEOPLE
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PAGE 6.

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITEE, I APPRECIATE YOUR

SINCERE INTEREST ON THE ISSUES WE HAVE RAISED. I HOPE

THAT YOU GIVE THESE AND THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF SER-SOBS

FOR PROGRESS AND NAFO YOUR SERIOUS CONSIDERATION IN

ORDER TO EFFECTIVELY DEAL WITH THE ECONOMIC PLIGHT

THIS NATION'S HISPANIC AMERICANS.

THANK YOU.
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Mr. Homo. I now want to yield to my good friend from the SER
program.

Senator RIEGLE. Before we hear from him, let me make two points.
First, I think you make a very strong set of points. I found from my

own experience that the SER program is the best around. We had the
director of the Detroit program appear before our committee hearings
in Michigan and the testimony was very strong and, as you say, we
have had very good experience ourselves. Judy Reyes, on my staff, is a
SER graduate,_so I have had the opportunity to see the work product
in the first hand.

With respect to the data that you have presented here on page 3 of
your presentation, the figure that you cite, 7.9 percent of services tinder
title III are Spanish Americans, we have in a document given to us by
the administration, their analysis dated February 6, 1978.

It says, under a category called "Spanish American,"this is an
estimate that I assume they base it on somethingand then they have
a second category called "Limited English-Speaking Ability," which
could be anyone who has a difficulty in using English ; and, then,
finally, "Migrants or Seasonal Farm Workers," which I assume again
would have a inure Spanish-speaking component.

Under the Spanish-American estimate they are showing for title II,
a. figure of 13.5 percent and title I, they are showing a figure of 13.7
and, in title VI, they are showing a figure of 12 percent, and then drop-
ping down to the migrant or seasonal workers, which would be an ad-
ditional component they are showing again for title I, a figure of
1.5 percent; for title II, a figure of 10 percent, and for title VI, a figure
of 1.3 percent. You probably ought to spend some time talking with the
staff here and see if we cannot reconcile those numbers in terms of
whether they have an updated estimate that shows a better perform-
ance record or if there is a discrepancy between what they are giving us
and what you feel the experience is Then we ought to pin that down
as well.

So I think we ought towe ought to let it lay end pursue that
Now. Afr. Zazueta, we would be pleased to hear from you.
Mr. ZAZUETA. Just to follow up on that particular problem, we have

had several discussions with officials of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
and they inform us that they cannot break our Spanish-speaking. or
Spanish figures down as they do the blacks, on a monthly basis, but
they are working on a system that they feel is too expensive to break
our figures down and that is one of the problems that we are having
also with the Census Bureau on our undercounts of 1970. We hope we
do not get undercounted again in 1980.

Our population. as Mr.-Rorno mentioned, is one of the largest grow-
ing populations of this country. We have many. we feel, that the statis-
tics show that we are going to be the largest minority by 1985 and still
have the largest problems with people withmost in need of the sta.-
tistics that Mr. Rotno mentioned in education and jobs and so forth.

So with this, I would like to present a few points to add to Mr.
Botno's testimony.

Senator RIME. By the way, as I said before, we are going to make
your full statement a part, of the record, and so if you can hit the high-
lights, that would help us.

Mr. Zazinara. Right.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We am particulay concerned with the performance of he public

service employment programs. There is evidence to prove that, this
CETA project is not la the best interests of our community and not
the country in general, Public jobs programs have failed to meet CETA,
goals of meeting the needs of the unemployed who ate economically dis-
advantaged and of certain target groups. We have eon waved available
government statistics on_ the participation of Ilisptinies in two CETA.
programs. We analyzed the public service employment program fig-
ures, title II and title VI, and the reports from the programs under
title I es of September 30,1077.

The percentages of Hispanics in each of these programs were 13.8
percent in title I; 8.2 percent in public service employment.. The dif-
ference amounts to Hispanics being underserved by 08.3 percent in
public service jobs. Its compared to.t he title I program.

In comparing the overall effectiveness of the programs under title
I and title II, we find that the overall placement for tit le j is 39 percent,
compared to 18 percent for title II. The cost per participant under title
I is 81,086, compared to $2,500 under title IT

The cost pert placement ander title I is $3,701, and almost $20,000
under title IL

Enrollment in a public service employment program offers limited
chances at nonsubsidized employment. Statistics show that persons
undergoing training programs have a greater chance at finding work.

Statistics from the September 30, 1977, quarterly report from the
Department of Labor show t hat of the 20,0G9 Spanish Xrnerienns end
ing public F.OrVieC jobs, only 16,3 percent elitOro d employment while,
of 157.896 Spanish Americans terminating a title I program, 37.5 per-
cent found employment.

The Comprehensive Emplovment and Training Act mandates the
Department of Labor to give priority in its CETA services to specific
groups in our population. It emplittsixeS the economic:ill y disadvan-
taged, and target groups such as individuals of Spanish origin, We are
very proud, and I think very happy to have us he included. in the
CET:1. progm as a program of demonstrated effectiveness.

Senator Cranston, Senator Nelson, Senator ,Jai its, ill worked rely
hard to include us as a community-hayed origin, but we still found
that there were still a foss gaps that were not covered under the law
and one was the public service prog-nun.

Senator BrEut.E. ffet me just say this to you and also to Mr. Remo
that I am going to take that difference in the stated percentages that
you had, versus what the administ rat ion has given US, plus tile, data
that you have just given us, on page :3 which I think is very powerful
data, and I am going to ask the committee staff to take that, informa-
tion and cross-check that with the records of the administration to
find out if they are in rough agreement on the categorizations of the
data, and so forth.; because there are discrepancies that we have got
to find some way to deal with.

So we will take an initiative within the committee and I will ask
the committee staff to do that, to follow on today'ssession. We will have
a chance to talk about that further.

Mr. ZAZVITA. Finally, I have a few general recommendations
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To insure that the structural unemployment needs of our country
are met, we recommend :

First: That community-based organizations such as SER Jobs for
Progress, Inc., be given special consideration as deliverers of services
under all titles of CET& The characteristics of such organizations
which make it appropriate for them to receive special consideration
are CBO's are governed and staffed by individuals who reflect the
demographic composition of the community they serve.

We know, understand, and can communicate with a lot of people, a
lot of folks down there that are limited English-speaking people that
are most in need.

CEO's have demonstrated time and time again their ability to de-
liver employment and training services with a high degree of quality,
and at low cost.

Second: We also recommend that the participants eligibility for
CETI programs be limited to the long-term unemployed and economi-
cally disadvantaged people of our country. We found that many of the
poor were not being served because, primarily because they were get-
ting more educated people in the programs, people that had more
money and were whiter.

Third: That funds be specifically appropriated for groups who
suffer from malfunctions in the competitive labor market, such as
persons of limited English-speaking ability.

Fourth That all employment and training advisory groups be re-
quired to have appropriate representation from the community they
serve, and that the representatives be chosen by their own community.
That was a problem throughout the Nation. We were excluded from
many of the planning sessions, from starting on the ground flour, so
to speak We were given the plans after they were already developed
and after we were already excluded, in many cases.

Senator RrEoLE. In other words, this is what is best for you
Mr. ZAZITETA. Exactly. And we think we know what is best for us-
List : Finally, we recommend that the Department of Labor and

the U.S. Congress exercise their oven, ight responsibilities to insure that
prime sponsors are complying adequately to the letter and intent of
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, serving the most in
need, poor people.

Again, Mr. Chairman, Senator Mkt), I am very happy to have
presented our views and positions on this very, very critical jobs area.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Zazueta follows :]
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Statement by Rim Zas

National Director

mobs for Progress

Parch 10, 1978

I apprwiate the opportunity to appear before you to present

Our comments on the President's Proposal for the Wauthorization of

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973.

stout1xi this I give you our overall view esident's

Proposal and some reccrrendations
for your, consideration. As en

appendix to this statement, we add to the reccod additional written

testimony con

VIZI o THE P

specific recommendations.

As early as the 1930's, the
federal government had to r i - that

the exclusive reliance on a self-regulatory economic system to keep

human resources fully employod could not be depended on.

According to the National Commission for Manpxmer Policy,

lesson of the depression of the 1930's.
The moral 444 the enlargement

ot the role of the federal government.in economic decision-making ".
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Pg. 2

The time is here again for the federal government to play US rbie,

in the Socio-economic eysten of our country. Its responsibility in

the training of barman resources, particularly training for the hard-

core rillions who seek lab!, is up for revim,

We are encouraged by the sid decision to request a re-au

tion of CETA. The program has the potential to make a cliff`erer±ce in the

lives of the millions of Americans who seek a chance at decent employment.

We are also encouraged president's assessment that mcdi

in the Act are necessary. These modifications should get the services

offered by cm closer to the real intent of congress when it paSsod

the original legislation.

A

While recognizing an occasional need for untereyelical" peogLams, i.e

propose that CLIA give priority to the "structtTal" unemployment needs

of our country.

we are c ncerned with the performance of Public Service Employment

programs. There is evidence to prove that this CETA project is Nnt in

the best Interest of our community, not of the country, in general.

Public jobe programs have failed to meet CeTA's goal of meeting the noels

Of the unemplcyed who are ecoremically disadvantaged and of certain "target"

mss.

We have =Taxed available government .tatistien on the portaci _ t =fan of

Hispanics in twO (2) =A p We analyzed the public service empley-
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3

es (Tit) and Title 111) and the rcpeatts Prat the prograen

9-30 -77, the percentages. of
Hispanics in each of

in Title It 8.21 in Public Service Employment.

:o Hispanics being
undereerved by 611.3% in public.

.vi jobs, as compared to Title I pregramS. In con .firing the overall

effectiveness of the programs under
Title I and Title 11. we find that:

The overall plat i for Title I is 39% =spared to less that 181

for Title II.

The coat per participant under Ti

$20500.00 under Title

. The oost per placement under Title I is

$20,000.00 unier Title II.

Mrollment in a Public

ubsiduzed (future) Stztlatien

066.00 compared to

lim i ter] chances

Yew that persons

undergoing training programs
(under Title I) have a greater chance at finding

work. Statistics fiow the 9-30-77 "QuarterlY
Report" from the Department

of Labor show that:

. Of the 20,069 Spanish

16.38 entered employment, wtiile

. Of the 157,896 Spanish rmericans

37.5% ieiui esploNA,:,

The comprehensive Emp
ret

Title

ere

my

Labor to give priority in its (=A) seraces to spec c groups in Our

population. It emphasizes the
"ocomodrally disadvantoged ", and "target"

groups such as individuals of Spanish origin.
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Pg. 4

As a part of CET'A, lis l e EMployment programs arc too operated under

this same mandate. government reports on Title II, as of 9-30-77,

sh:w that public service jobs programs are not following the law, in terms

of serving the hard -core UneMployed.

. Only 22. c service jobs have less than 11

years of education This comrares with 77.7% Mho have a High

School diploma or higher education).

O nly 48.3% of those holding Public Service_ Employment

are .eLveardcany disadvantaged", compared to 78% finder

Only 20.4% are below 21 years of age. 64:3% are between 22 and

44 years old (the easier ages to place).

Only 7.9% are Spanish-Americans.

Only 2.1% of those served tinder Title IS have liscttcd English

sp eaking ability, compared to 5.3% served under Title I.

nnnly 6.2% of those served under Title II were receiving "Aid

for Dependent Children", compered to 16.0% served under Title I.

only 7.5% of those sewed under Title II were receiving Other Wes
of rhhlic assistanc. while

10.5% under Title I were receiving such

assistance.

A report publish U.S. Government Accounting Office, found

"C IA public jobs programs have had little impact on enc0Ployment".

These programs have also hel ew people find permanent jobs.... ..

-Additionally, the report shows t "more qualified applicants.... rather

than (the) most needy" were being hired into public Service Employment

positions.

May violations the " int effort" provision iu to p3
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regulations have been reported recenr1:. City governments have illegally

hired individvls t qullifAed CCTA guidelines. I namind you of a

couple 02 the more (_:,t,:it::,6Lro

of Lator (DOL), discovered that this city

had illegally roleral Funds for political lii y. The Secret-A.1:y

Of labor, Ray Marshall, stated that there Were similar claims

Rode in Atlanta; Gar, Indiana; and New York City. Because of this

Violation, Chicago agreed to return, $965,460.00 for hiring 435 workers

illegally (This was :mported by the L. A. Times on August 31, 1977).

n additiCn, Chicago placed 43 workers froo Title VI to Title II in

Order to comply with a Federa. Directive to facilitate Title II hiring.

4ben Title II furodS were rkJ,ftning I: the sage uvrkers were sent back

to Title VI. After this transfer,

for 43 other positive term nations.

(Eruf 4/1977)

ul titles claimed quarterly credit

2) In toaton, the reported that the city made widespread use of CE TA

Workers to fill regular city jobs. This alleLltd the city to continue

public services without having to use local revenues. Boston filled

16 regUlax city jobs in 4 different departments. These departments

Were vacant frm December, 1974 through April, 1975. Hmover, they

were filled with 56 CETA workers. In addition, Boston used SPA

Workers to "eliminate service contracts" with private hurdness, by

placing workers in its public facilitlbs department. In flrmrden,

Massachusetts, the GAO discovered that the flamTden consortium did

vacwcies that cccured tAnough attrition but used ceiA

workers that were availnhoo. In Springfield, Mass., the superintendent

of Public Parks, used CETA workers to fill 24 regular lobs that were
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vacant since September, 1974.

(ETR, 4/1977)

Information of this nature makes it di

priority on public service jots.

justify federal _ vrnment

die of t responsibilit=ies of the federal goverment is to assure that

the nation's human resources are fully utilized. A vehicle available

to the goverment to exercise this awesome responsibility is the "barge

of CEZA funds to those "most in need of services".

Section 301 (a) of CETA, states the Secretary of Labor shall provide

"services to segments of the population that are in particular need of such

services including youth, persons of limited English speakAg ability, and

older workers, as well as well as other persons who the Secretary determines

to have particular disadvantages in the labor market".

SEIJobe for Progress, Inc., supports the position that a gre 7 amount

of CETA resourees be t.7geted to "special groups". We incluo, Lia the :-ate-

gory of "special groups ", members of "minority" populations, persons of

limited English-speaking ability, youth, and others who are adversely

affected by malfunctions in the competitive labor market.

We also recarrnencl that the eted" funds be specifically appropriated

by Congress. We further recommend that the Secretary of Labor authorize

additional discretionary programs when the "targeted" resources are failing

to meet the needs of the "special groups", and that:
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the iding concern be with

2) If additional "target groups" are designated by the Congress or the

Secretary, a specific appropriation must accorpany such designation.

A separate Title of 'Th be established is "target

of longstanding Peed. This section will focus government effo7t on

specific groups uho have particular
empleyment Farriers, it will also

allow Congress to reconsider the need for such appropriations each year.

These programs must be administered at the national level.

To lure
we recsrronnd;

"structural tnezz.ployn.e.. nor

n3.7

1) That Community Bard Organizatiens,
such as SER--Jobs for Progress,

Inc., be given "special consigration" as
deliverers of services

under all titles of CTA. The characteristics of such organizations

which woke it appropriate for then to receive "special consideration"

are

C.B.O.'s are governed and staff,d by individuals who reflect the

demographic =Epos

.
i.7.B.O.'s have demonstrated time-an4

to deliver employtent and training

quality, and at low cost.

they servo;

a;ain, their ability

ices ith a high degree of
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Pg. 8

2) We also r!Lmend that the participant eligibility for CETA

programs be limited to the long-term unemployed and economically

disadvantaged people of our country.

3) That funds be specifically appropriated for groupS who suffer from

malfunctions in the competitive labor market, t11 7.h as persons of

limited English speaking ability.

4) That all employment and training advisory groups be required tc have

appropriate representation from the community they serve, and that

the representatives be chosen by their own community.

Finally, we recommend that the Department of Labor and the U.

Congress exercise their "oversight responsibilities" to insure that

Prime Sponsors are complying adequately to the letter and intent of

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Again, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you For the

opportunity afforded SER-Jobs for Progress to have its voice heard before this

distinguished audience.
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APPFNDIX

_Rtnanozinm a rrrays

1) Additional language is needed in Section No. 101 designating major

nation -wider onnunity-hased
organizations as "prime sponsors ".

such language would contribute to the eradication of a system of

presunptive deliverers of servi which has resulted in ETA

remaining a litegerical" program.

21 sections No. 103 and No 104 should he expanded with the following

larigUage:

Programs receiving assistance under this not shall give f

special consideration to community-based organizations

ch have demonstrated effectiveness in the delivery

of employment and training services, such as the National

Urban League, Opportunities Industrialization Centers,

SER-Jobs for Provress, Inc, Mainstream, Corn-amity Action

Agencies, Labor-Union-related organizations, omloyer-

related-Pon-profit organizations, and similar organizations.

3) Section 140 108 should inc^l o an additional suh-section requiring

that the Secretary make
decisions regarding the realloca-

Lion of COIA funds. All re-allocation decisions :-`mould be announced

in local newpaper,,, "minority"
publications, and other media,
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Appendix Pg. 2

y- prior tote actual reallocation.

4) The language in Section 109 should specify t}-t SETA client

representatives participate on the prime sponsors' planning councils.

5) The language in Sectinn No. 110 should also specify that CETA client

representatives participate on the State Employment and Ttainieg

Councils. Additionally, this section should state that "appropriate

rural representation" is required.

6) The implementation of Affirmative Action plans should be added to

Section No. 117, regarding Non-Descrimination. Special action Cy the

Secretary should be made requLced to correct descriminatery practices

against any individual or groups whose participation in CETA has been

denied on the basis of race, color, sex, political affiliation or

national origin.

7) The formula in Section No. 202 (5) and we Its unarployment raEhee

than poverty status. We recommend tea' the formula be either (a) mode

consiatent with the "economically disadvantaged" eligibility or' eria,

or (b) 4p1a.ced in the regulations subject to modification when mere

data s available to arrive at a more consistent formula.

The prof for 7,.b s r h Assistance in Section No. 205 should

be expanded to allow contractors, other than the State Fmployment

Securities Agency to operate the Job Search component.
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The 1973 Act states that Title I snrvicrs "in t

lira.tL 3 to the following serviceu...". i hii=; Ian lu

incorporated in Section tic,. 211 to allow for innovative strategics

to serve the ceoncmically die -advantaged sleeps of our

10) In reference to Section No. 212 C(1), Sr re-com-1:d _ the limitation

for Title II and Title VI salary levels to the same. The difference

me,ozed. t7 stnff sets up a system of "second class" public service

jobs for the structurally unemployed and the ecenerdeally disadvantaged.

The nave objection is rode in regard to suh,section nuther C(2).

This oub-section prevents Title II partieir.ents fruit receiving additional

ine while Title VT clients have no such restrictions.

11) In section No. 221, specific elipthility requirements should ho

eluded in order to participate in the upgrading and re-trainirg

program.

Section No. 301 should to ro- to spec_ otary

"shall provide services% rather .h:al ". is autho 1 to..."

Vie are mpecially cencorn that the language in Section DO. 304 be

otrenethenod to mondate the Secretary to provide services to persons

of limited Fnglish-nrcahle No propose, therefore, that the

first part of this section road laest

"Section 304. The Secretary s }ell, with respeo to progrnms and

services assisted nder thin Art, provide sery it designed to meet

employment-riaatod ne-d,1 emperien ec l ly !.1-11 limited

Englinh-LTeaning ahility..." In add that t he

Secretary rwanst from t_1. lelor, 11111i' tiens Sultentraitco,
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Ji
a specific appropriation for this sub-sec

14) Community Based Organizations should re added V., the list in Section

No. 305 as contractors for job search and relecetion assistance

programs.

15) A ncw sub-section, under Section No. 402, should tae added as follows:

Special Consideration Provision

"In carrying cur the provisions of the bon en Progrern, speciai

consideration must; be given to cermunity-ased orgartii.^ot ens

which have demonstrated effeotiveness in the delivery of employ-

ment and trainir,g services, such as the National Urban League,

Cpportunitics Industrialization Cunters, sER-Jobs for Progress,

Inc., Mainstream, COmpluni'_, agencies, Labor Uldon-re1ated

organizations, employer-related non-profit organization, and

similar organzations".

16) The tcatds "e ,21t lly deprived" in Section No. 452, sub-soca°,

numtr 2, should Le suhotitutcci with "economncally disadvantage6".

17) Additiort language ion No. 453 should rake it possible for

community-based organizations avicie recruitment and screening

services.

Comnunity used Organisations should be added to the list of agencies

in Section No. 45G (a), as operators of Job Corps Centers.
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19) Section No. 457 should contain a fourth sub ,section

"Bilingual-Multicultural" educational and vccati r

in centers organized to meet the treeial needs or nor

English-speaking ability. in addition, the 1r .try

to 7,5rovide for th cr,cning of such "Bilingual-Multicultural" Job CorL-,

areas of the oountr, in which a significant propcalion of tha oo

has limited English-speaking ability.

20) In additi motivating rarmunity participationticipation in Jroh Corps pro-

should to mandated (in Section No. 460) to

the active participation of the families of the enrollees in

the Center's activities.

21) The evaluative process described in Section No. 462 should Make it

clear that a representative sample of operators of Job Corps Centers

should include cormunity-based organizations.

22) Section No. 466 should he eqzandcd to regidav the Secretary to take

imediate steps to achieve "parity of services" for econenieally

disadvantaged craven, persons of limited Eaglish-speaking ability,

and all other grrups lalown to to uncle :er'esented in the Job Corps

program.

23) f now sub- section Lion ha. 480 giving

special consideration to community-hased orgarlizatios as opOra-

bors of Sommer Youth prtnram
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24) The fomsila in Section No. 482 2(a) should be made to be consistent

with the "economically disadvantaged" eligibility criteria. Should

this not bo possible at the present, :17,e formula should be rmoved

from the statute and placed in a rX-pa rtment of Labor regulation until

more data is aNallable to arrive at a ilvIre consistent formula.

251 A ne subrsection needs to be adde to Section No, 610 requiring

the Secretary to ilplement the Public Servie Employment proem

via the use of public service jobs in specific projects. In imple-

menting this project approach, the Secretary should give special con-

sideration to organizations of demonstrated effectiveness in the

delivery of employment and training services. At least 50% of the

1.1v4diable Public Service Dmployment resources should be directed

to such agencies. In addition, the Secretary should mandate that

project operators be allowed to receive an appropriate level of

administrative funds,

26) 7t) en tl ff rive operation of the Local industry jobs council,

specified in Section No. 702 (a), the Secretary should require the

involverent of community-based organizations on this council. E

perience has proven that the combined efforts of industry, community-

based organizations, and goverment bring about the best results

in reducing unemployment among the "hard-core" unemployed.

27) A new sub-section should he added to ect cn No. 808 tar -sting

50% of the available positions in the Young Adult Conservoticn Corps

for econcedwily disadirantaged youth,
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Senator RIEGLE. Well, let me just say that I appreciate your testi-
mony, both of your testimonies, very much, and the fact that you have
given us some important information to work with

I just want to say before we finish with you that I think -your point
about community-based organizations being the key link to certain
groups, and I think Spanish-speaking people in this country are the
most significant group, I think it also is true for racial minorities as
well But I think that the language problem, along with the other dis-
criminatory aspects of life that we have experienced in this country
for a long time, mean that if we are going to get this job done effec-
tively, you really have to have community-based org,anizaeLn.3 made
up of the people who come from the sector of the community that you
are trying to target in.

I think the most powerful case for that exists with Spanish-speaking
people. That has been my observation. And I appreciate the point that
you made earlier about the fact that SER's have been targeted, is a
target group for this kind of activity.

I just want to say that you have one among other members of this
committee, who supports that point of view; ancl we, are working to
see that that is reflected in the final version of this bill; and the sooner
that we have a SER operation in Flint, the better.

Senator Chafee?
Senator CEIAFEE. Mr. Zazueta. I would like to -- propound

two questions to you from Senator Tower, who is c iterested
in the SER certification ; and I would lust re al tl hen if you
can just answer them for the record.

The first one is:
The SER's project in Texas and other States have successfully estab-

lished mutually beneficial linkages with the business community
through an effort known as An1;gos for SER's.

If CETA funds available to SER's for extensive development of
the Amigos for SER's concept, what would be the maximum new-job
potential in the private sector?

I will give you this.
Two: Can you describe how SER's could constructively use ex

panded funding under SER's to Hispanic Americans and other dis-
advantaged persons?

If you had more money, how could you do a better job?
I will hand these to you, and if von could submit. these to the record

and for the record-----I think if .Nrou would send a copy to Senator
Tower, he would be very appreciative.

Mr. ZAZEISTA. I will be glad to.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you both very much. We appreciate your

testimony today.
[The information referred to follcws :I
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h 23, 1978

Fir, James W. Powell
Staff Editor
Senate (amities
°nazi= Resources

Room 4230
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, O.C. 10810

Dear Mr. Powell:

Enclosed you will find the answers to the questions from the
testimony on CETA Reauthorization, date '"birch 10, 1878.

Question No 1 reads:

The SER's project in Texas aul other States have
successfully established mutually beneficial linkages
with the business community through an effort know as
Amigos de SER.

If (T\ funds were available to SER's for extensive
development of the Amigos for SEC's concept, what would
be the =imam new-job potential in the private sector?

Answer reads:

SER-Jobs for Progress, inc in no! only the largest
employment and training network in the nation serving the
Hispanic community, it also is involved in special projects
designed to upgrade the Socio-ecOneeio st 1;1 if the Spanish
speaking,

To achieve its goal, SLR recogni.4 a 'limber of years ago
that it would have to have the assistance and nupport of the
private sector. A group of major corporations 2oined_with SER
to form a business advisory council tailed Amigos de SER,

Each company individually decides the nature of the support
it can or will provide to SLR. Nevertheless, certain kinds of
assistance have become fairly well established as a matter of
pratice. Regardless of the type of Amigos involvement the
interaction with SER produces better trained and qualifLed employ-
ment candidates who will better serve on employer's needs.
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Hr. Jaffe
Page Z
March 23, 1978

Perhaps the most important area of support from the
Amigos de SZt companies is manifested through an effective
placement system implemented by a SLR local project.
At this point we have hien able to reach only fifteen of
the 102 local SER. offices and have assisted them in establishing
an Amigos de SER liaison between their programs and the private
SMUT.

One of the most successful of these fifteen is the 5IM-9allas
project these Amigos de SER have served as the catalyst in
providing the program with specific employment training. The
success of these concerted efforts between the Amigos de SER and
SER-Dallas was evidenced in the areas: wele...re savings and tax
gaits. In 1976, placements provided a savings of $1,075,680 in
welfare payments, in turn, generating 5 million in tax gains
for the city of Dallas. The percentage gain more than doutrte
in 1977 as Amigos de 513t representatives cited a savings of 3
million in welfare expenditures, this generating 9 million in
tax gains for the Dallas economy.

The above figures are representative of only one local SER
program having a group from major corporations as a supportive
advisory coin-tell. Given the tremendous gains reported from 1976
and 1977, we can only begin to tls-Jorize the projected potential
of a more expansive development of the Amigos de SER concept.

All in all, Amigos de SER provides the vehicle for a creative
dialogue between two important, segments of our society. It
provides the opportunity for a partnership between the business
world and a vast, untapped and emerging reservoir of talent, the
Hispanic community.

Amigos de SIM has already proven its far reaching influence
in seaming a significantly high job placement rate with the
added implementation from MIA funds, the development of the Amigos
de SIR in conjunction with SIR local projects as the immediate
vehicles, the extent of success is Windless. the direct effect
of securing enployment for SFR clients is limitless.
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Mr. lanes W. Pogail
Pave 3
March 23, 197

D.M.stion 1 4.7N 2 reads;

Can you dalcAbe hcw SIR's comb; ccuStmictivel use expand
bolding under OEM's to Hispanic Americans and oth.r disadvantaged per_
If you -had ness scary, h00 =14 you to a better job?

Answer reada

SER %mild mg:hand its eeployabi1itr develOPsent PrU. ama for
young people. We: would work With teeragers to provide then
with the skills they will need to compete in the labor market.
we contend that ouch a preventative approach would insure a
lOwar cros9P1O5Otent rates arcalg youth, in the future.

SER would expand its skills training program to provide more
prefesSaanal1244 vocaticus to our participants. We would have
longer-tem training prograne which would "arm" our clients
with higher skills with which to campete in the labor market
for 'mon-traditional" jets.

C. SER would expand Its serViOes to more towns and cities that
requested'ourassistance. We would be able to attend to the
reloasr-s that continue to be Made frOM all Mar the country.

D. eft would odd services to those we currently provide our olients.
We weld offer our participants the many additional supportive
services whieh are oo important to the process of tga tri.ing people
for gainful and respectable esPlcYment.

E. would expand its Management infOrMatice System to ii _or

mitering and planning of our operations. We would bye
strive for bettor coordination of our efforts throughout
country.

F. MR would =duct esearch and evaluation projects. Additional
information is needed on what methOdOlOgies are more successful
in the work that we do. We also need to study the aPecific impact
that we have had on the liVss of the people we have served.

C. SIR would Wand its special proirate for pe-rscris of limited English
sing ability. In this light, We request that you sponsor an
Mraxtrent to UVC-ovreensive RoPloyrit and Training Act of
1975 insuring that funds be made available to provide meaningful
services to this special groups.
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Mr. Jame% W. It _ _

Page 4

AUrch 23, 1978

We offer the following language fur your co n:

"rho Secretary shall be required to carry-out either directly
by way of contract, or other arrangement, Innovative, ex-
perimental program to further develop proven approaches In
dealing with unemployment problems of economically dls
advantaged persona with limited Mulish speaking ability, so
as to enable eligible participants to preyere for and secure
unemployment opportumities through which they may reasonably
be expected to advance to productive working lives.

In carrylng out or supporting such programs, the Secretary
shall provide financial assistance In the amount of $5,000,000,00,
to ormutity-based organizations which have demonstrated ability
to provide services to this group, such as SER-Jobs for Progress, Inc
and similar organizations."

We appreciate the opportunity afforded us to present these sug
to you and lock forward to your favorable considerntlen of them.

Sincerely.

AC

Ricardo Zealot*
National Director
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Senator Rmoi,n. Now, we have a vote underway on the Senate floor.
So what I tun going to do is call our next, witnesses,

Our next witnesses aro Salvador Herrera, the exectitiim director,
United Migrants for Opportunities, acconiptto ied in 'rose Valdez,
Chairman of the Board; and Tom Jones, national representative.

We are delighted to have you here.
I would like to have you login ; it is important that you summarize,

to the extent that you can, so that we can get all (Ito witnesses this
morning.

Senator Chafer and T will each have to leave quite 4ortly. When
eve do, I think what I will have to do is just recess the aommittee here
briefly until we can journey over to the floor and come back. But I
would ask you to remain, and hopefully, it will be as brief at period
as possible and we can move along.

Would you like to go ahead and begin your summary ?

STATEMENT OP SALVADOR HERRERA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED MIGRANTS FOR OPPORTUNITIES, GRAND LEDGE, MICH.,
ACCOMPANIED BY JOSE VALDEZ, CHAIRMAN GI' THE BOARD OF
NAPO; AND TOM JONES, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF NAFO

Mr. HuratEnA. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the National
Association of Fftrmworkers Organizations, NAIL O, on the CETA
reauthorization. I am Salvador Herrera. executive, di rector of United
Migrants for Opportunities, Inc., of NAFO.

I am accompanied by Jose A. Valdez, executive director of the Min-
nesota Migrant Council, and chairman of the board of directors of
NAFO : and Torn Jones, national representative of APO.

NAFO is a national coalition of farmworker-operated, community-
based organizations committed to advocacy for the protection of the
civil and labor rights, and for the development of activities and pro-
grams, for the benefit of migrant and seasonal farrnworkers and their
organizations.

The new proposal moves away from. national responsibility for
farmworker programs by inserting new language in section 303( b) (2)
which directs the Secretary of Labor to utilize the prime sponsors for
carrying out employment and training activities under section 303.
By stating that the Secretary "shall" utilize prime sponsors, although
not exclusively, the reauthorization proposal creates a presumption
that prime sponsors will operate farmworker proprains directly.

Farmworker concerns should be the primary function of mty pro-
gram supported by section 303. Because of fix special nature of farm-
worker life. prime sponsors are often ill equipped to deal with farm-
worker problems.

In fact. prime sponsors a re often convulsed of State and local gov-
ernments which have demonstrated an inability to administer farm-
worker programs. Any presumption in their favor in time 303 programs
will seriously jeopardize the quality of CETA services and should be
deleted from the legislation. C,ET.k should continue to provide that
farmworker programs be operated by those organizations best
equipped to deal with farmworker problems.
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I ani skipping some pages so that we can go through.
Senator RIP.OLEL I agree with you.
Speaking for myselt and not the committee, I think the adminis-

tration has made a mistake in t his area. I think for the reasons you
cite We 1111.V0 to maintain a national admilliStratiVe effort ilr this area,
and I for one am committed to making that change in the administras
ties bill, and it is important that we have strong feelings to the effect
that you have just given on the record and the reasons that you have
given on the record.

Now, the second bells have just rung on the Senate floor and WC must
go, Mend!), right now, to insure that we am there in time to vote.
Wo should be back, and I will be back within a matter of 10 minutes.

So the committee stands in recess for approximately 10 minutes.
Please. make your concluding renuirks, if you would, and I would ask
the other witnesses likewise that will be testifying after you do to also
be ready to make their C0111111elltS so that We can make sure
that everyone gets an opportunity to have their comments put on the
record this morning.

So the committee stands in recess for approximately 10 minutes.
['Brief recess.]
Senator RIEGLE. Let me ask those of you who are in the room to

find seats so that we can resume.
We are under a time deadline today because of the rules of the Sen-

ate; and we Hme still have, other u the isontlemen nt the table, he other
witnesses to hear from; and we are going, to have to stretch the time
a little bit today, but are not going to be able to stretch it very far.

I am gaing to have to make sonic arbitrary time assignments once
this panel is finished. But I gather that you had a final summary ootn-
merit that you wanted to make, and now would be the time to do that

lvis. HERRERA. Because 303 programs are the only ones which effec-
tively reach the farmworker population's employment and training
Problems, steps should be taken to assure that 303 programs provide
the full range of available CETA services, whenever those services
are appropriate to farmworker needs.

Youth employment funds in particular should be increased. Farm..
worker youth have particularly evcrc educational disadeantaTes and
the fa.rmworker youth population is disproportionately high because
farmworker families tend. to be large. A youth program set-aside
erinivalent to the adult program lox-el of 5 nereent would be reasonable.

In conclusion, section 303 of the new GEL!. law should be struc-
tured so that its priority is on up-trading the status of working under-
employed farmworkers by supporting. efforts which are geared to
maintaining adequate lifestyles and the well-being of these workers.

With an emphasis on the farrnworker who is remaining in agri-
cultural life, section 303 programs could provide the full range of
services necessary to upgrade that occupation, specifically

Educational and training programs should be developed to educate
farmworkers on their legal rights and protections, including Federal
statutes on housing and field sanitation, OSHA; crew leader recruit-
ment, FLCRA; minimum-wage and child-labor laws, -FLSA; em-
ployinent services, and the interests clearance system, Wagner-Peyser
as well as local and State protective laws;
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Supportive services such as child care, ansportat ion. and health
etare must, be maintained to provide the hest, across to jobs, These
support services should be available to all farmworkem not merely
those involved in training

CETA could foster activities that aim toward eennornie develop-
ment, such as cooperatives and small 'farms. Sut,h aetivities would
give farmworkers the options of becoming owners, produeers, and
suppliers. Economic development projects can be used to provide
services and goods to farmorker consumers as well as to develop
equity and job skills for the farmworker producers;

CETA could be used to develop training programs in nontradi-
tional agricultural methods. Such training pilwides alternatives for
the farmorker faced with mechanization and helps foster agricul-
tural work 11$ a Worthwhile and meaningful occupation with career
development possibilities; and

Finally, section :30:1 should provide for farmwmker input, in all
phases of decisionmaking. Fainmorker input in program develop-
ment and planning will iissitre that section 30:3 programs are oper-
ated most effectively.

Senator Rtau,s. Thank you.
Mr. JONES. I would like to amplify one portion of Mr. Herrera

statement.
The development of the CETA program and its history speaks to

Congress' wisdom which decided that CETit Was to approach the
farmwoi.kers' problems in two directions. One part. was to obtain
employment outside of farm work, :t very key factor that has been
lost, dimwit. is Hutt we must continue to enhance the farmworker's
life through CETA. and other Federal efforts.

What luis happened through regulatoy restrictions over the last
4 years is that the full mission or CETA as stated by Com-rivss hits
heen deleted. In 10Th what we are tel farmworkers is that (1,1TA is
only good for you if you will get, out. of form work. Under CETA
as restructured in regulation, we no longer have the responsibility to
enhance the life of ffim work. We think that is incorrect. We think
that is opposed to Congress' isltes, and we need the attention of the
Congress on that. very impoitant matter. so that not only can we get
viable jobs for farmworkei.s, but so that we can he gin to look at the
quality of life and enhance the standards of workers who choose to
remain in -farm work. e ithe r because of the bad unemploment situa-
tion already explained at the tablebut it, makes no sense in this
country to displace thousands of workers and put them into an
already-weak economY.

We can enhance that quality of life, for farmworkcrs and we think
Congress foresaw attacking that problem with Ihe creation of CETA.
This new legislation eliminates the opportunity to enhance the quality
of life fartnwokers in agriculture.

Senator RTEOLE, I 'appreciate that point and T our sympathetic to it
Mr. Hererra, I am very pleased to have yon from Michigan today

and you have been a good witness and I thank you for that.
Now, let me just hi icily indicah\ that in light of the time limita-

tion and rale, what I ant going to try to do here. with the five remain-
ing witnesses.
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I tun going to rile each witness, if they would, to make a 5-minuto
presentation, summary presentation. We will make your full state-
ments a part of the record.

Senator Chace and I will endeavor to put whatever questions that
we have to you in writing so that you can respond to it on the record,
because we are up against the Senate rule, and we haVe got to try to
move it in as best we can.

Yet, I NVEalt to accommodate the witnesses. So at this tine, would
Kim Herman conic forivard, 11i Kim Hein-Ian, and if you would
just, to restate because I an going to have to ask everybody to do
it so that everyone gets an opportunity hero if you could use a sum-
mart' presentation in 5 minutes, and your statement will be made a
part of the record. That would be very helpful.

STATEMENT OP KIM HERMAN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, RURAL
AMERICA, INCORPORATED, .ACCOMPANIED BY KIRK IMBAIL,
STAFF MAUER, RITRAL AMERICA, INC.

Mr. IIErimAN. Titanic you, Senator. We will be more than happy to
do that, so that the other witnesses can have an opportunity to do
so also.

I have with me 1Cirk Kimball, who is on the stall of Rural emetic
Inc.

To summarize Rural America's position, we are a nonprofit mem-
bership organization that seeks to SelTe am a national voice on behalf
of those who live in the small towns and rural areas of our country.
We also operate and have operated, starting with 0E0 and now
under CETA, a housing program, primarily for migrant workers.

First of all, we would like to touch on the question of the language
that you have already discussed which would eliminate national
ministration of the -farmworkor programs. We are against that
moveand I would. remind the Senate that it was Senator Hondale,
if I am informed correctly, who originally insisted that language be
put in the MDTA Act. Mr. Mondale put in the national adinnustm-
tion of the farmworker program following testimony from a. county
commissioner in Florida, who said that "Migrant workers are not our
people, they are Federal people." Senator Mondale's response was to
insist that if that was the attitude., then the Federal Coven-anent
would take care of these "Federal people." IVe think the Senate
should continue to support Mondale's interest in national administra-
tion of farinworker programs.

Then, just briefly, the second item I would like to emphasize in our
statement is the fact that the allocation formulas for the CET& fund
do not give rural America a fair share of the funds, based on the need
for employment through the CETA programs in rural America.

From the statement, 27 percent of the Nation's population lives in
rand America ; 41 percent of the poverty population lives in rural
America, 29 percent of the employed labor force lives in rand Amer-
ica; and 11 percent of the CETA funds goes into rural America.

We ould like to see a clumae in the allocation formulas which
would give more money to rural areas, based on other criteria.

At the present tune, very heavy weight is given to the previous year's
funding which tends to perpetuate distribution of the money in an
unfair manner.
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We also support a discrel onary fund for the Secretary. We would
like to see "subemployment" substituted for "unemployment," as o1 U'
of the rioters in the allocation formula; and also would like to s iee, n
place of a "low-income" factor, a "poverty." factor that would take
into consideration family size.

All of these changes are -further explained in our statement, and
our recommendations would provide rural America a fair share of
CETA In closing, a short quotation t he late Senator
Humphrey, when he spoke about the importance of directing CETA
dollars into rural areas. He said:

For the most part, CET.A programs have done: an excellent job of providing
disadvantaged anti unskilled workers with the work experience and new job
skills they need to compete effectively in the jobs market. But there is one aspect
of CETA which nits not been very well explGred, anti that is the problem we are
having with implementing CET programs in rural areas.

With only 11 percent of the money going to rural areas, we do not
htwe the chance to adequately serve runil J1piericans through CLTA
programs. We would like to have a fair share .of tilie money going into
the rural areas.

Senator Ilinotti. I appreciate your testimony, and you went within
the ti-minute amount of time, which we appreciate.

If we have questions for you. in addition to the elaboration in your
written statement, we will make it a part of the record id present it
to you.

I appreciate your testimony this morning.
['rho prepared statement Herman folio
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STATEMENT OF KIM HERMAN

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

RURAL AMERICA, INC.

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT, POVERTY, AMU MIGRATORY LABOR

COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

UNITED STATES SENATE

CONCERNING

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE

COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT

MARCH 10, 1978

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE. I AM PLEASED

TO HAVE BEEN ASKED TO PRESENT THE SPECIAL PERSPECTIVE OF RURAL

AMERICA ON RENEWAL OF THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

ACT (CETA). RURAL AMERICA, INC. IS A NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP OR

GANIZATION THAT SEEKS TO SERVE AS A NATIONAL VOICE ON BEHALF OF

THOSE WHO LIVE IN THE SMALL TOWNS AND RURAL AREAS OF OUR COUNTRY.

MY NAME IS KIM HERMAN AND I AM THE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RURAL

AMERICA, INC.

ILIMDECTIBI

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT IN THIS COUNTRY HAVE

REMAINED UNACCEPTABLY HIGH IN RECENT YEARS AND DRAMATIC IMPROVE

MENTs IN THE EMPLOYMENT PICTURE ARE NOT IMMEDIATELY ANTICIPATED.
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-2-

THE NEED FOR PUBLICLY SUPPORTED PROGRAMS TO INCREASE EMPLOY-

MENT OPPORTUNITIES, TRAIN POTENTIAL WORKERS, AND PROVIDE

NEEDED SERVICES AND FACILITIES IN RURAL AREAS IS APPARENT,

SEVENTEEN YEARS AGO, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BEGAN EXPERI-

MENTING WITH VARIOUS EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING APPROACHES INTEND-

ED TO COMBAT POVERTY AND UNEQUAL REGIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES,

IN 1973, THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING'ACT (CETA)

WAS ENACTED AND HAS PROVEN TO BE A USEFUL VEHICLE CAPABLE OF

ADDRESSING SEVERE UNEMPLOYMENT, NAJOR NEW PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN

ADDED, INCLUDING YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION

PROJECTS,

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT RURAL AREAS IN AMERICA ARE

PARTICULARLY TROUBLED WITH MANY OF THE PROBLEMS CETA IS DESIGNED

TO AMELIORATE, POVERTY) BASIC SERVICE NEED INADEQUACIES, AND

LIMITATIONS ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARE WELL KNOWN TO RURAL

COMMUNITY RESIDENTS,

UNDER PRESENT CETA PROGRAMS, RURAL INDIVIDUALS ARE DENIED BOTH

ADEQUATE TRAINING AND ACCESS TO TRAINING PROGRAMS IN MANY PARTS

OF THE COUNTRY, CERTAINLY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD OPERATE

PROGRAMS WHICH WORK TOWARD EQUALIZING OPPORTUNITIES WHEREVER

PEOPLE LIVE, REAUTHORIZATION PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY FOR MAIN-

TAINING THE BEST OF CETA AND RESTRUCTURING LESS WORKABLE SECTIONS

TO MAXIMIZE THE POSITIVE EFFECT WHICH THE PROGRAM HAS DEMONSTRA-

TED.
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RURAL AMERICANS) GENERALLY) SHOULD SE INCLUDED IN THE LIST

OF THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED IN:OUR SOCIETY, RURAL AND

SMALL TOWN CITIZENS TRADITIONALLY DO NOT SHARE FULLY IN THE BEN

EFITS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT,

SUCCESS THROUGH CETA IN RURAL PARTS OF AMERICA IS ESSENTIAL

IF UNEMPLOYMENT RATES ARE TO BE CONTINUOUSLY REDUCED IN THE NEXT

FIVE YEARS, SECTIONS IN THE ADMINISTRATION'S NEW BILL WHICH PRO

VIDE FOR SPECIAL FUNDING DESIGNED TO DELIVER ADDITIONAL CETA

SLOTS IN TIMES OF ECONOMIC DOWNTURN ARE PARTICULARLY VITAL.

RURAL AMERICA SUPPORTS THE CETA OBJECTIVE OF INCREASING

THE EARNED INCOME OF PARTICIPANTS AND AIMING LIMITED RESOURCES

AT THOSE MOST IN NEED) A BROAD OBJECTIVE OF THE NEW BILL. How-

EVERo THERE ARE SECTIONS WHERE LANGUAGE AND INTENT COULD BE

ALTERED TO FURTHER MEET CETA OBJECTIVES AT MINIMAL OR ZERO COST,

MRCIEILIffi

EFFECTIVE TARGETING IN CETA IS THE MOST VITAL POINT OF

THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION. IT IS TO EVERYONE'S ADVANTAGE THAT

CETA PROGRAMS REACH THE MOST HEEDFUL POPULATIONS EFFECTIVELY.

AN ATTRACTIVE FEATURE OF THE DRAFT BILL REQUIRES RECIPIENTS

TO BE BOTH ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED AND EITHER UNEMPLOYED

ca UNDEREMPLOYED. THE PRESENT LANGUAGE HAS LEFT TOO MUCH ROOM

FOR ABUSES AND LOCAL MISDIRECTION OF AVAILABLE FUNDS. (ECLIMpa

IV k _ IS DEFINED IN THE PROPOSED BILL AS THOSE

WHOSE FAMILY INCOME IS NO GREATER THAN 70 PERCENT OF THE BUREAU

OF LABOR STATISTICS (BLS) LOW INCOME STANDARD.)
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ALSO SATISFACTORY UNDER THE PROPOSED DRAFT IS A REQUIREMENT

THAT YOUNG APPLICANTS, WHOSE PARENTS CLAIMED THEM AS INCOME TAX

DEDUCTIONS IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR, MUST INCLUDE THEIR PARENTS'

INCOME IN ESTABLISHING CURRENT ELIGIBILITY.

LiaCUIDLEIMULAE

RURAL AMERICA SUPPORTS MR. DAVITS' INTEREST IN TARGETING

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS IN AREAS SUFFERING FROM

SEVERE STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT. RURAL PARTS OF AMERICA CONTAIN

EXCESSIVELY LARGE NUMBERS OF VERY POOR INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES,

MANY OF WHOM ARE UNEMPLOYED OR UNDEREMPLOYED.

AVAILABLE DATA MAKE IT CLEAR THAT IMPROVED ALLOCATION OF

CETA FUNDING IS BADLY NEEDED BY RURAL AMERICA. THE RECENTLY

AVAILABLE STATISTICS ON POPULATION, LABOR FORCE, AND UNEMPLOY-

MENT, ARE PROBABLY THOSE PUT TOGETHER BY THE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT

FOR THE RECENT WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON BALANCED NATIONAL

GROWTH. THEY SHOW THAT, AS OF 1975, NONMETROF_,ITAN AREAS

ACCOUNTED FOR JUST UNDER 27% OF THE NATION'S POPULATION BUT THAT

THEY ACCOUNT FOR H1% OF THE POVERTY POPULATION,1/ THEY ALSO SHOW

THAT NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS ACCOUNT FOR NEARLY 29% OF THE EMPLOY=

ED LABOR FORCE -- USING THE OFFICIAL DEFINITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

WHICH, AS WE NOTE ELSEWHERE, DOES NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THOSE

WHO ARE UNDEREMPLOYED OR THOSE WHO ARE EMPLOYED AT ONLY MARGINAL

1/ Metropolitan /nonrmetropolitan rlk:ure are in constant flux
due primarity to OMB's passion for creating new SMSA's
even if it has to redefine the term. Many rural people
end Up beirT, classified as "motro".
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WAGES./

IN CONTRAST TO THESE FIGURES ARE THOSE ON THE DISTRIBUTION

OF OUTLAYS UNDER THE CETA PROGRAM, THE MOST RECENT DATA --

AGAIN FOR 1975 -- INDICATE THAT ON

IIIT-LtIntiLTELAR@EAS, PUT ANOTHER WAY, THESE FIGURES INDICATE

THAT CETA OUTLAYS PER UNEMPLOYED PERSON WERE THREE TIMES AS

GREAT IN METROPOLITAN AREAS AS IN NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS@3/

THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF RURAL AMERICANS HAS IMPROVED

SOMEWHAT SINCE 1970 BUT RURAL PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAIL OTHER

AMERICANS IN EVERY SOCIOECONOMIC INDICATOR OF "WELL - BEING ",

DISCUSSING ALLOCATION FORMULAE, THERE ARE STRONG INDICATIONS THAT

THESE FUNDING GUIDES ARE UNFAIR TO RURAL AREAS AND INADEQUATE

IN NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE,

OF THE 80% OF TITLE I FUNDS WHICH ARE ALLOCATED BY FORMULA,

HALF ARE BASED ON PRIOR YEAR'S FUNDING, THIS FACTOR PERPETUATES

FUNDING INEQUITIES, BOTH IN TERMS OF MEETING THE OBJECTIVE OF

THE TITLE I PROGRAMS AND IN PROVIDING AN EQUITABLE SHARE OF

FUNDS TO RURAL AREAS,

IN A TITLE WHICH IS AIMED AT "EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT"..

LESS THAN 20% OF THE TITLE I FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE FOR DISCRE-

TIONARY USE, IT CANNOT BE OVEREMPHASIZED THAT THIS PERCENTAGE

SHOULD BE INCREASED IN THE INTEREST OF PROVIDING A MECHANISM

FOR BALANCING OR EQUALIZING THE FEDERAL DOLLAR SPREAD,

2/ We have to use it, but Federal data on unemployment in
rural America are very, very unreliable.

31 TIle FY '75 outlay fip:ures for Titles 1, II, III, IV and VI
are reported in The SOvehh Annual Reiihrt on Government Ser-
vices to Rural America, printed as House Document 95-51,
PaGe 30.
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TITLE I FUNDS, WHICH ARE INTENDED TO HELP RAISE THE SKILL

LEVELS OF CETA PARTICIPANTS THROUGH TRAINING AND WORK EXPERIENCE,

ARE ESPECIALLY INAPPROPRIATELY ALLOCATED BY MEANS OF UNEMPLOY-

MENT DATA, "SUBEMPLOYMENT" WOULD BE A MUCH BETTER INDICATOR

OF THE NEED FOR TRAINING,

INCREASING THE LOW INCOME FACTOR IN THE TITLE I FORMULA,

CHANGING IT TO A "POVERTY" FACTOR, AND REDUCING EITHER (OR

BOTH) THE UNEMPLOYMENT OR "PRIOR YEAR'S FUNDING" FACTOR WOULD

SERVE TO BETTER "TARGET" TITLE I RESOURCES TO LOW-SKILL POVER-

TY AREAS, SUCH AS RURAL PLACES, THIS REVISION WOULD INCREASE

THE AMOUNT OF FUNDS GOING TO MOST RURAL AREAS,

THE PROPOSED BILL WOULD REQUIRE EACH PRIME SPONSOR OR OTHER

CETA FUNDS RECIPIENT TO ESTABLISH A GRIEVANCE PROCESS FOR

Several economists have sought to cfr.r no and measure subem-
ployment although no definition Is universally accepted.
The "Employment and Earnings Inadequacy" index developed by
Sar Levitan and Robert Taggart is one such approach. Their
"EEI" includes all "Stibemoloyed" persons with below average
incomes, including the unemployed, underemployed and dis-
couraged workers, but excluding students and the elderly.
Ray Marshall's subenployment index include the number of
unemployed, unemployment rate, and the number of working, poor
family heads.

Despite the efforts of individual economists, reliable and
widely accepted subemployment data is still not available.
This has caused several "manpower experts to call for an in-
crease in this factor as part or the cETA allocation formu-
lae, and a current reduction in the "unemployed" factor.
Ray Marshall has long been an advocate of such a revision.
The National Council on Employmont Policy has also recently
recommended making thls.change in the formiae, William Mir-
enghff and Lester Rinkler, in an interim report of findings
In evaluation of CETA for the National Academy or ScionocsJ
pose serious questions about the adequacy or unemployment
(rather than income) as a measure of the target group which
employment and training programs are intended to serve.
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HANDLING COMPLAINTS ABOUT CETA PROGRAMS FROM PARTICIPANTS, SUB-

GRANTEES, CONTRACTORS AND ALTHOUGH

CETA REGULATIONS CURRENTLY PROVIDE APPEALS PROCEDURES, PRIME

SPONSORS HAVE NOT ALWAYS COMPLIED WITH THIS REGULATION, A

LEGAL DIRECTIVE, SUCH AS THAT PROPOSED, SHOULD REINFORCE THIS

IMPORTANT COMPONENT TO A SUCCESSFUL MANPOWER PROGRAM AND RESULT

IN GREATER COMPLIANCE.

naktiutiLampa JAKBARELERmAns

BY FAR THE MOST DISTURBING CHANGE PROPOSED BY THE ADMINISTRA-

TION WOULD ALTER SECTIONS OF TITLE III, THE PROPOSED DRAFT

DELETES IMPORTANT LANGUAGE WHICH CONGRESS FULLY SUPPORTED IN

1977, THAT LANGUAGE, IN SECTION 303(A)(2) STATES:

"BECAUSE OF THE SPECIAL NATURE

OF CERTAIN FARMWORKER EMPLOY-

MENT AND TRAINING PROBLEMS

SUCH PROGRAMS CAN BEST BF AD-

MINISTERED AT THE NATIONAL

LEVEL."

DELETING THIS LANGUAGE MAY MEAN THAT THE SECRETARY WOULD BE

FORCED TO UTILIZE LOCAL PRIME SPONSORS AS OPERATORS OF FARM-

WORKER PROGRAMS, BREAKING UP NATIONAL COORDINATION OF THESE

CONCERNS IS A SERIOUS MISTAKE, THE CONGRESS SHOULD CONTINUE
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TO INSIST THAT CETA's FARMWORKER PROGRAMS BE OPERATED BY THOSE

ORGANIZATIONS BEST EQUIPPED TO RESOLVE FARMWORKER PROBLEMS.

THE PRESENT LANGUAGE UNDER SECTION 303 HAS ASSURED THE OPERA-

TION OF FARMWORKER PROGRAMS BY PERSONS KNOWN TO BE CONCERNED

ABOUT FARMWORKERS AS A CLASS OF AMERICAN CITIZENS. PERSONS

PRESENTLY COMMITTED TO THESE PROGRAMS HAVE ILLUSTRATED A SPECIAL

UNDERSTANDING OF FARMWORKERS AND HAVE DEMONSTRATED BY ALL DOL

MEASUREMENTS) A SUCCESSFUL ABILITY FOR WORKING WITH THIS GROUP

OF WORKERS. THE RELATIONSHIP IS IN PLACE, IT IS OPERATIONAL

AND SUCCESSFUL, AND SHOULD NOT BE DISSOLVED WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT

REASON, NO SUCH REASON EXISTS. OPPONENTS OF NATIONAL OPERA-

TION OF FARMWORKER PROGRAMS SHOULD BE CHALLENGED TO DEMONSTRATE

TO THIS COMMITTEE THEIR EVIDENCE FOR RECOMMENDING THIS DRAMATIC

CHANGE.

IT IS PARTICULARLY DISTURBING TO NOTE THAT DURING CONFIRMA-

TION HEARINGS FOR THE SECRETARY OF LABOR AND ASSISTANT SECRETARY)

ERNIE GREEN, AND IN SUBSEQUENT MEETINGS WITH CONGRESSIONAL LEAD-

ERS, ASSURANCES WERE MADE THAT COMMUNITY BASED FARMWORKER ORGAN-

IZATIONS WOULD CONTINUE TO BE LOOKED UPON AS PREFERRED, IF NOT

PRESUMED, OPERATORS OF 303 PROGRAMS. THIS CHANGE IN THAT SECTION

RUNS COMPLETELY CONTRARY TO THOSE ASSURANCES*

BEYOND THESE MORE IMMEDIATE CONCERNS, RURAL AMERICA ALSO

NOTES THAT THE MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKER PROGRAMS UNDER

THE ADMINISTRATION'S BILL WOULD EMPHASIZE CONCENTRATION ON EMPLOY-
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ABILITY TRAINING TO THE EXCLUSION OF NEEDED SUPPORT SERVICES,

MANY PROBLEMS FACED BY MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKERS, IN

CLUDING LOW WAGES, UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT) HAZARDOUS

WORKING CONDITIONS, AND THE ABSENCE OF THE MOST BASIC PROTECTIONS

AND BENEFITS AFFORDED TO MOST WORKING GROUPS IN THIS COUNTRY,

ARE THE DIRECT RESULT OF FEDERAL NEGLECT AND INACTION, AND NOT

. JUST A MATTER OF THE EMPLOYABILITY OF AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

THEMSELVES, UNTIL CORRECTIVE MEASURES ARE TAKEN TO INSURE

FARMWORKERS A DECENT RETURN FOR THEIR LABOR) THE NEED FOR A

VARIETY OF SUPPORT SERVICES SUCH AS HOUSING ASSISTANCE, CHILD

CARE, HEALTH, NUTRITION AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES REMAIN HIGH,

ORGANIZATIONS SERVING FARMWORKERS UNDER SECTION 303 OF CETA

SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO DEVOTE SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES TO THESE

SUPPORT SERVICES.

WE ARE ALSO CONCERNED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR'S CONTINU-

ING EMPHASIS ON TRAINING FARMWORKERS FOR NONAGRICULTURAL OCCUPA-

TIONS. WHILE THERE CLEARLY IS A NEED TO ASSIST FARMWORKERS

TRAIN AND PREPARE FOR JOBS OUTSIDE OF AGRICULTURE, PARTICULARLY

IN THE CASE OF SEASONALLY EMPLOYED FARMWORKERS AS A MEANS OF

SUPPLEMENTING THEIR INCOMES) WE-DO NOT BELIEVE IT IS EITHER

DESIRABLE OR PRACTICAL TO CONCENTRATE THESE RESOURCES EXCLU-.

SIVELY ON MOVING PEOPLE OUT OF AGRICULTURAL WORK, MANY FARM-

WORKERS HAVE NO INTEREST IN LEAVING FARMWORK. EMPHASIZING

TRAINING FOR NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT WILL NOT DRY UP THE
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MIGRANT STREAM, DESPITE I,EPEATED EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE FARM

LABOR, LARGE NUMBERS or PEOPLE WILL REMAIN IN THAT WORK FORCE

AS LONG AS A DEMAND FOR THEIR SERVICES EXISTS, RECENT STUDIES

IN CALIFORNIA AND OREGON, FOR EXAMPLE, SHOW AN INCREASED DEMAND

FOR FARMWORKERS, NOT A DECLINE IN DEMAND, AS MANY PEOPLE BELIEvE,

CETA PROGRAMS WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF FARM-

WORKERS SHOULD CONTINUE. CETA SHOULD ASSIST FARMWORKERS IMPROVE

THEIR EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND INCOME THROUGH MORE EFFECTIVE USE

OF THEIR PRESENT SKILLS. AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES PROVIDE OPEN-

INGS FOR 2.6 MILLION WORKERS EVERY YEAR ACCORDING TO THE

USDA.'

UNTIL THE GOVERNMENT OR AGRIBUSINESS DEVISES A STRATEGY

FOR HARVESTING SEASONAL CROPS WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE OF MIGRANT

AND SEASONAL LABOR, THE ADMINISTRATION'S DECISION THAT "MIGRANT

ANITSEASONAL FARMWORKERS" SHOULD BE MOVED INTO DIFFERENT AND

BETTER COMPENSATED JOBS SEEMS UNREALISTIC. A BETTER EMPHASIS

IN LIGHT OF THAT REALITY WOULD BE TO UTILIZE CETA AS A TOOL

CAPABLE OF UPGRADING FARMWORK THROUGH TRAININGA EDUCATION, AND

ADVOCACY, MAKING FARMWORK AMORE VIABLE OCCUPATION FOR U.S.

WORKERS.

SINCE THE PROBLEMS O1 FARMWORKERS ARE ALM* CATEGORICALLY

A FUNCTION OF FEDERAL NLGLECT, THE ABSENCE OF A BASIC LABOR PRO-

TECTIVE LAW FOR FARMWORKERS, AND THE ALMOST COMPLETE LACK OF

1/ The Ifirt^dyn _Force.3z of 1115 Eco mic Research
Service, H I \ ..Mural Economic Repo-- No. 355.
December, 19:,
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ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS THAT DO EXIST, IT SEEMS OBVIOUSLY UNWISE

TO MOVE FURTHER AWAY FROM FEDERAL CONCERN FOR FARMWORKERS BY CUR-

TAILING SUPPORT SERVICES WHICH ARE PRESENTLY A CRITICAL COMPO-

NENT OP SECTION 303, As A LONG TERM OBJECTIVE, GETTING MANY

FARMWORKERS OUT OF AGRICULTURAL WORK MAY BE REASONABLE; HOWEVER,

THEIR MORE IMMEDIATE NEEDS NOW AND IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS MUST

NOT BE FORGOTTEN OR WNOREDu THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL

WOULD UNDERMINE THESE NEEDED SUPPORT PROGRAMS.

THE PRESENT SIZE OF THE FARMWORKER PROGRAM IS A DIRECT RE- .

SULT OP CONGRESSIONAL ACTION 1) IN SEPARATING IT CATEGORICALLY

FROM THE BALANCE OF THE PROGRAM AND 2) STIPULATING AN ESCALATOR

CLAUSE TIED TO TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS, THE SAME IS TRUE OF THE

NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAM,

IF THESE CETA PROGRAMS ARE THROWN INTO THE GENERAL POT,

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT IN THE UNEQUAL COMBAT WITH THE FUND-

SWINGERS IN THE CITIES THE FARMWORKERS AND THE INDIANS WILL

SINK LIKE STONES,

AND FINALLY, WE ARE CONCERNED BY THE MANNER IN WHICH FARM-

WORKERS STATISTICS ARE GATHERED AND EMPLOYED TO DETERMINE ELI-

GIBILITY IN THE CETA AND OTHER FEDERALLY MANDATED FARMWORKER

PROGRAMS, RECENTLY, RURAL AMERICA COMPLETED A FAIRLY COMPREHEN-

SIVE STUDY OF THE DEFINITIONS OF MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKERS
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CURRENTLY BEING USED BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.q/ AMONG THE FIVE MAJOR

DEPARTMENTS SERVING MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKERS, WE FIND

THAT THERE IS VIRTUALLY YiJ AGREEMENT ON WHAT CONSTITUTES AGRICUL-

TURAL LABOR, As A RESULT THE NUMBER OF FARMWORKERS IDENTIFIED

AS POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS-4N VARIOUS PROGRAMS RANGES FROM A LOW

OF 250,000 TO OVER 1 MILLION.

IN THE CASE OF CETA, WE FIND THAT THE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

HAS HAD THE EFFECT OF DRASTICALLY REDUCING THE NUMBER OF

INDIVIDUALS SERVED. THROUGH A SERIES OF ANNUAL PROGRAM GUIDE-

LINE CHANGES, CETA HAS SUCCESSFULLY NARROWED FARMWORK DEFINITIONS

AND ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS SO THAT NOW ONLY A FRACTION OF THE

FARMWORKERS FORMERLY ELIGIBLE FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER THE CETA

PREDECESSOR CEO's TITLE 111(B) FARMWORKER PROGRAMS, ARE CURRENT-

LY ELIGIBLE FOR CETA PROGRAMS. LARGELY, THIS SITUATION HAS BEEN

CREATED BY 1) CHANGING THE DEFINITIONAL BASIS FOR "FARMWORK"

FROM AN OCCUPATIONAL TO AN LUDUEIRIAL CLASSIFICATION THUS ELIMI-

NATING WHOLESALE CATEGORIES OF FARMWORKERS BASED ON WHO THEY

WORKED FOR RATHER THAN WHAT KIND OF WORK THEY PERFORMED; 2) THE

IMPOSITION OF ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS ON FARMWORKERS WHO ARE A)

FULL TIME STUDENTS AND B) WORKERS WHO SPEND MORE THAN ONE-HALF

OF THEIR REPORTED WORK TIME IN FOOD PROCESSING. RURAL A

BIL.LICIALF

6/ See Rural America Research Report flu, Wh v All It,e
P,rmworker5 Gone? The StLtistIcal. A n 1)1 a Ion of Higrant
and S4atierall Far 1 Worker.. r,,v POeral Arroncies Septemter,
1977
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SEELALMECIS.

ANOTHER UNDESIRABLE ASPECT OF THE PROPOSED DILL ELIMINATES

THE SPECIAL PROJECTS LANGUAGE PRESENTLY IN TITLE VI OF CETA.

WHEN CONGRESS APPROVED THE LANGUAGE PERTAINING TO SPECIAL PRO-

JECTS IN 1976, THE OBJECTIVE WAS TO ASSURE THAT PRIME SPONSORS

DID NOT USE CETA MONEY TO PAY LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES WITH

FEDERAL INSTEAD OF LOCAL DOLLARS. THE CURRENT SPECIAL PROJECTS

LANGUAGE REQUIRES CETA TITLE I SPONSORS TO PUT OUT MUCH, OF THE

TITLE VI PSE MONEY FOR SPECIFIED PROJECTS WHICH WILL ACCOMPLISH

A PARTICULAR TASK WITHIN A GIVEN PERIOD OF TIME. THE RESULT

HAS BEEN POSITIVE IN THAT THE LANGUAGE HAS FORCED PSE MONEY INTO

CITIZEN BASED COMMUNITY OPERATIONS, WITHOUT THIS LANGUAGE,

NOTHING WILL PREVENT PRIME SPONSORS FROM SPENDING PSE MONEY CO r

PLETELY ON THEIR OWN PROGRAMS, BEYOND RECOMMENDING RETENTION

OF SPECIAL PROJECTS PROVISIONS, WE WOULD ALSO SUGGEST LEGISLA-

TING WHAT IS NOW AN INVALUABLE AGENCY REGULATION, THAT SUGGES-

TION CALLS FOR MANDATING NO LESS THAN ONE-THIRD OF ALL FUNDS

ALLOCATED TO A GIVEN PRIME SPONSOR FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS BE EAR-

MARKED SPECIFICALLY FOR SUBCONTRACTING TO CITIZEN CONTROLLED

COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIONS,

APART FROM CONCERNS ALREADY OUTLINED, ONE DELETION IN

THE CETA REAUTHORIZATION BILL IS COMPLETELY UNSATISFACTORY

FROM THE RURAL PERSPECTIVE, THE PRESENT LAW HAS A PROVISION CON-

CERNING THE GOVERNOR'S 4% DISCRETIONARY MONEY. ONE OF THE PUR-

POSES OF THIS MONEY IS "PROVIDING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF

RURAL AREAS OUTSIDE MAJOR LABOR MARKET AREAS". IT SEEMS INC-

PREMENSIBLE THAT A DEPARTMENT OF LABOR HEADED BY A, SECRETARY

NOTED AS A RURAL MANPOWER EXPERT WOULD INTENTIONALLY DELETE A

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RURAL NEEDS. THEREFORE/ WE ASSUME THIS

DELETION WAS UNINTENTIONAL AND THAT THE DRAFT WILL BE CORRECTED

BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE.

HailSialESEDE

OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE TO RURAL AMERICA ARE PSE SLOTS UNDER

TITLE VI WHICH ARE OFTEN UTILIZED BY RURAL NONPROFIT HOUSING

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS FOR REHABILITATION AND NEW CONSTRUCTION

OF HOUSING FOR EXTREMELY LOW INCOME AMERICANS. OUR CONTINUOUS

POSITION HAS BEEN TO SUPPORT CETA LANGUAGE PERMITTING PSE

WORKERS ON HOUSING REHABILITATION PROJECTS. CETA HAS BEEN A

DEMONSTRATED FORCE IN FARMWORKER HOUSING PROGRAMS FUNDED BY THE

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR. THRUGH A, COMBINATION OF RURAL AMERICA'S

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNDING AND LOCAL "BALANCE OF STATE" PSE SLOTS,

SEVETAL LOCAL NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS HAVE FOUND IT POSSIBLE

TO REPAIR BELOW STANDARD HOUSES BEING USED AS HOMES BY LOW INCOME

FARMWORKERS.

THE WEATHERIZATION OF HOMES OF FAMILIES WHOSE INCOMES ARE

LESS THAN 125% OF THE FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL IS ALSO A PROVISION

IN THE ADMINISTRATION'S BILL WHICH RURAL AMERICA IS HAPPY TO

SUPPORT.
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IN THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA, SELF-HELP ENTER-

PRISES, A PRIVATE NONPROFIT HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, HAS

MADE HOMES SAFE AND SANITARY THROUGH CETA MANPOWER AND LOW IN-

TEREST MORTGAGE MONEY FROM THE FARMERS HGME ADMINISTRATION.

LAST YEAR 35 HOUSES WERE CONSTRUCTED THROUGH THIS COMBINATION

OF FEDERAL SERVICEs,

UNFORTUNATE CONTROVERSY HAS DEVELOPED RECENTLY FROM CHARGES

THAT NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
WITH CETA LABOR IS TAXING JOBS

OUT OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR. CETA ASSISTED NEW CONSTRUCTION

EXCLUSIVELY BENEFITS AMERICANS OF SUCH LOW INCOME THAT WITHOUT

THE PROGRAM THEY WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO AFFORD EVEN A SUBSIDIZED

HOUSING LOAN. THEREFORE, THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS UNAFFECTED BY

CETA ASSISTED CONSTRUCTION.

THE ADDED BENEFIT OF PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT THROUGH CETA

IS THE REASON NEW CONSTRUCTION IS A POSSIBILITY FOR SOME CATE-

GORIES CF POOR AMERICANS. ASSISTING THESE LOW INCOME WORKERS

IN THEIR EFFORT TO ACQUIRE DECENT FAMILY HOUSING IS A WORTHY

PUBLIC PURPOSE AND, AS SUCH, SHOULD REMAIN AN ELIGIBLE CETA

ACTIVITY,

RURAL AMERICA CONTINUES TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE DISTRIBU-

TION OF CETA FUNDS WITHIN THE
STATES AND BELOW THE LEVEL OF THE

PRIME SPONSORS. WE WOULD NOTE THAT MANY PEOPLE THINK OF THE

°BALANCE OF STATE° FUNDS AS BEING THE RURAL SHARE OF CETA MONIES.

BUT, WITH PRIME SPONSOR ELIGIBILITY
LIMITED TO GOVERNMENTS WITH
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100,000 OR MORE PEOPLE, "BALANCE OF STATE" FUNDING CAN ALSO INCLUDE

METROPOLITAN AREAS AND CITIES OF A SIZE NOT USUALLY CONSIDERED

"RURAL".

MORE IMPORTANTLY HOW WELL ARE FUNDS DISTRIBUTED IN THE

"BALANCE OF STATE"? THE SAME FEDERAL OUTLAY STATISTICS THAT

SHOW THAT THE PROGRAM IS BIASED TOWARD METROPOLITAN AREAS SUGGEST

THAT EVEN THE NONMETROPOLITAN FUNDING IS GIASED TOWARD THE

MORE URBANIZED COUNTIES. SUCH COUNTIES ACCOUNT FOR LESS THAN

40% OF THE NONMETRO POPULATION, BUT THEY RECEIVED TWO-THIRDS OF

THE NONMETRO CETA FUNDS IN FY '75.7/ IF THESE FIGURES ARE COR-

RECT -- AND THEY ARE THE ONLY ONES WE HAVE FOUND ON THE ISSUE

OF SUBSTATE DISTRIBUTION -- THEN THERE APPEARS TO BE A NEED FOR

SOME SORT OF TARGETING MECHANISM TO ASSURE THAT "BALANCE OF

STATE" CETA FUNDS GO WHERE THE NEED IS MOST PRESSING AND NOT JUST

TO THOSE COMMUNITIES WITH THE MOST ABILITY TO PLAY THE GRANTSMAN

GAME WITH THE STATE GOVERNMENT,

IF THE MOST IMPORTANT OBJECTIVE OF CETA IS TO MOVE TOWARD

FULLER EMPLOYMENT, THE LIMITATIONS OF CETA ELIGIBILITY AND THE

TIME AN INDIVIDUAL MAY PARTICIPATE IN CETA ACTIVITY MUST BE

MADE AS BROAD AS POSSIBLE IF WE ARE TO ATTAIN LONG RANGE EMPLOY-

MENT AND CAREER GOALS. IT SEEMS BETTER TO SPEND CETA DOLLARS

IN AN EFFORT TO STRUCTURALLY ALTER THE INCOME STATUS OF A GIVEN

GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS THAN TO ALTERNATELY ROTATE CETA DOLLARS

AMONG A LARGE PARTICIPANT POPULATION WITHOUT SUCCESSFULLY ACHIEV-

ING ANYTHING OTHER THAN TEMPORARY SUBSIDIZATION IN EXCHANGE FOR

7/ twain, outlay data are Cron No t '4 ume "Urbanized
-" aro btic.:lo with an ar,7re-,to or 20,600 at mart

plc in , 31=0,

peo-
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TEMPORARY PUBLIC SERVICE. THE WORST THAT COULD HAPPEN UNDER

CETA IS THAT A QUALIFIED PERSON BE COLDLY TURNED OUT OF THE

PROGRAM WHILE STILL UNEMPLOYED AND THEN) AFTER A FEW YEARS ON

THE WELFARE ROLLS) REHIRED INTO A CETA FUNDED POSITION. THESE

"REVOLVING DOOR EMPLOYMENT" CYCLES DO LITTLE TO ENCOURAGE

CETA PARTICIPANTS OR FURTHER OUR PRIMARY NATIONAL GOALS.

ONE_ SIGN

RURAL AMERICA IS DEEPLY TROUBLED BY THE LANGUAGE DELETIONS

UNDER SECTIONS 303. FARMWORKERS ARE GETTING AN UNFAIR SHARE

OF FEDERAL ATTENTION ALREADY. THEIR LIVES ARE FAR DIFFERENT

AND FAR MORE DIFFICULT THAN ALMOST ANY OTHER CATEGORY OF LABORER.

To SUGGEST THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD COMPLETELY DROP

THE NATIONAL PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE FARMWORKER IS TO

SUGGEST AN INCREDIBLE DISSERVICE TO A DESERVING CLASS OF

AMERICANS.

FRAGMENTING THE FARMWORKER PROGRAM WILL NOT INCREASE ITS

EFFICIENCY. IN FACT) IT COULD MEAN A TOTAL DEEMPHASIS ON THE

NEEDS OF MIGRANT AND SEASONAL LABORERS.

THE SERIOUSNESS OF REEVALUATING THE CRITERIA BY WHICH CETA

FUNDS ARE DISTRIBUTED UNDER ALL TITLES SHOULD DE EMPHASIZED.

METHODS FOR MEASURING RURAL UNEMPLOYMENT AND RURAL SUBEMPLOYMENT

MUST BE VASTLY IMPROVED AT AN EARLY DATE. IN ADDITION) DOL

SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO DEVELOP ACCURATE DATA ON COST OF LIVING

FOR BASIC NECESSITIES FOR REGIONAL) STATE, AND LOCAL URBAN

AND RURAL AREAS.
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THE CONSUMER TRICE INDEX IS INADEQUATE FOR THIS PURPOSE SINCE

IT IS WEIGHTED BY A MIX OF COMMODITIES DISSIMILAR TO THE PURCHASE

OF THE RURAL POOR.

IN CLOSING, I WISH TO STATE THAT RURAL AMERICA'S EMPHASIS ON

RURAL NEEDS AND CONCERNS IN LIGHT OF CETA REAUTHORIZATION 15 SUP-

PORTED BY A STATEMENT MADE BY THE LATE SENATOR HUMPHREY WHEN IN

1976 HE SPOKE ON THE IMPORTANCE OF DIRECTING CETA DOLLARS TO

RURAL AREAS. HE SAID "FOR THE MOST PART. (CETA). -PROGRAMS

HAVE DONE AN EXCELLENT JOB OF PROVIDING DISADVANTAGED AND UNSKILL-

ED WORKERS WITH THE WORK EXPERIENCE AND NEW JOB SKILLS THEY NEED

TO COMPETE EFFECTIVELY IN THE JOB MARKET. BUT, THERE IS ONE

ASPECT OF CETA WHICH HAS NOT BEEN VERY WELL EXPLORED AND THAT IS

. THE PROBLEM WE ARE HAVING WITH IMPLEMENTING CETA PROGRAMS IN

RURAL AREAS." GIVEN HUMPHREY'S STATEMENT AMONG MANY OTHERS)

IT SEEMS THAT CETA REAUTHORIZATION SHOULD MOVE CLOSER TO

EXPLORATION OF RURAL NEEDS WHICH CAN BE FURTHERED THROUGH CETA

MONEY RATHER THAN ELIMINATING LANGUAGE FAVORABLE TO THAT GOAL.

IF THE SUBCOMMITTEE REQUIRES ANY FURTHER ASSISTANCE OR

INFORMATION, MY STAFF AND I WILL TRY TO HELP.
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Senator Ilitotz. I would like to ask Mr. Gene Bottoms and Mr.
Roman Pucluski to come forward.

Let me say first to my former colleague and friend from the House,
Mr. Roman Pucinaki, we are delighted to have you here in your
position as chairman of the legislative committee, National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education. You come ns an expert witness.

I am pleased.let me say to bath of you that we appreciate your
patience and understanding this morning, and you were here earlier
when we had a. rather long discussion with the other Senators.

So if you could summarize, as we have suggested, that would be very
helpful.

So, Mr. Fucinski, why don't you go first here, if you would?

STATEMENT OT ROMAN PUCENSEI, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COM

MITTEE, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION

Mr. Piratesicr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair cer-
tainly pleased to be here with you, Senator- Javits. We were on joint
conference committees many, many times, and Senator Chafes also I
will be brief,

The Congress established the National Advisory Council on Voca-

tional Education to be an overseer of vocational education, so we are
here to report to you our findings and the relationship between the
CETA program and vocational education.

In revising the CETA legislation, the original conceptto provide
employment and training to assist individuals in making the transi-

tion to unsubsidized iobsinia' be emphasized and reemphasized, to
strengthen the new bill. It is the only way to go.

The public sector has'to provide some temporary employment. Last

year, we created 4 million new jobs in this country. We now estimate
between now and 1985, we are Poing to create 17 million additional

new jobs in America and 42, million jobs for people who will replace

those retiring, dying, or leaving the labor force, or for some other

reason. So the jobs will be there and the President stated in his state
of the Union message that we have a $2 trillion economy. We are going

to double it in the next few years: In 1990, we are going to go to a $4

trillion economy. So the growth is there, and CETA should concen-

trate on the private sector.
We are very strong on title VII, because it does move in the private

sector. We have now seen a decline in the unemployment rate, 6.7

percent for last year. But for young people, especially for nonwhite

young people, it has actually increased from 26.8 to 38.8 percent, and

the Presidential report indicates that many of the black youths are

not counted and that actually, the unemployment rate furlong black

youths is now 57 percent, a staggering figure when you see the rest

of the unemployment comingdown.
So we would hone that vocational education could fill a part

of the void. We would hope that it would he involved in the develop-

ment of title VII. We would give vocational education a greater role.

We would ask the Congress to look at the 1976 Vocational Education

Act that you have provided. Our annual State plans must certify that

6
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we are working with the CETA people, the vocational education peopleworking with CETA.
We would hope that you require in this new act that all CETA

plans must certify that the whole educational system play a role
in the development of the program. It seems to me, the people have
invested great resources in the education community. They have mil-
lions of dollars in facilities; they have vocational schools. But themain thrust of what We are ti yim! to say this morning, Senator, is
that the new act must emphasize the problems of the structural un-
employed, must emphasize job opportunities in the nrivate sector
through title VII, and must brine, in the education component.

We have learned from WPA and MID and Various other programsthat the idea of giving a worker it shovel or a rake and saying, go to
work, is not going to get them in the mainstream. Even though we
created 4 million new jobs in the country this year, the hard-coie
unemployed have remained hard-core unemployed.

Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. We appreciate your testimony, and it reinforces

much of what others have said; and I think, as to your last point,
that obviously, with this tremendous growth in the job market, the
increasing complexities in the kind of work, I think, is a, strong arg
molt to the youngsters, as you suggest.

Mr. Bottoms, we would be pleased to hear fi.orn you
31r. Barra-us. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to share with you briefly the five suggestions that

we would like to offer the committee.
First, we would like to see an insertion in the administration bill,

a planning process that would strengthen the coordination of voca-
tional education training carried out under CETA, with similar ac-
tivities being carried out by public, private, and community institu-
tions. The current process is created piecemeal and does not always
flow together, nor does it relate to what is there.

There are a number of questions we would hope such a plan -would
answer; but we would hone that the planning council, that the prhne
sponsor, would have a subsidy that might try to tie together a com-
prehensive plan more to CETA, that the State hoard might have op-
portunity to review and comment on those, and that we feel this process
would maximize the ta% dollars to the greater number of clients.

Our second suggestiun is that thethat the administration bill
would define a little clearer the role for State boards in CETA, and
we would certainly like to see the continuation of a minimum of 5
percent funds in title II to this role.

The two particular roles, one technical assistancebut we would
like to see some expansion of the rale, particularly the kind of tailor-
made quick-start training programs that can assist you in expand-
ing industry to train new workers as you need them ; the assistance of
the cooperative program, particularly with unemployed, out-of-school
youth, and adults. We have over 600.000 such youth enrolled, at no
cost, in private-sector jobs in the nature of being trained; and we
would like to see a greater linkage here, where that program could
be expanded as part of the CETA efforts.

Our third suggestion would be increased emphasis on vocational
education and training activities, and in particular we would like to see
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a link between training activities carried on by either private or public

service employment. We feel there is no shortcut in taking the struc-

turally unemployed and moving them into the jobs that are going to

be available in this Nation tomorrow and that many of these even lack

the routes for success in oureconomic system.
So we very much encourage language in the legislation that would

link together training and public-service employment, as well as em-

ployment in the private sector, be it subsidized or not
The fourth suggestion we would offer would be to strengthen the ties

between the CETA-funded education training programs and economic

development issues, as set forth in title VII, We think this is a good

addition into the bill, but there is a lack of emphasis on the economic

development initiative. We feel that a. little more encouragement ought

to be given to local officials to begin to ask the kinds of questions that

create a favorable climate for economic growth.
wThere are three things that e would like to see in that title' VII: at

least a private-industry agricultural council for those rural areas of the

State that have an exceedingly high level of employment.
Second, WC would like to see that section of the act tied to the co-

operative vocational education section, educational amendments in

terms of lacking current legislation and on-the-job training in the

private sector.
Third, we would urge some language in the legislation that would

reflect some very creative things that are taking place in the adminis-

tration of this Nation where vocational education is making a real con-

tribution to economic growth and development.
The last point that we haveand we would like to see local education

so defined that it would include postsecondary, technical, and voca-

tional schools and community colleges who are not on the board of

education.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bream Let me thank you both again for these excellent

summaries, and we are going to consider the points that you raise with

great care.
Mr. PecrNsict, We refer in our testimony to a letter from the Ven-

tura County, Calif., community college. I would like to include the en-

tire letter in the record.
Senator RIEOLE. Without objection, it will be included.
Mr. Permsrcr. Also I would like to include the testimony of the Na-

tional Association of Executive Directors of State Advisory Councils.
Senator Biteee. We will be pleased to insert that in the record as

well.
Senator JAVITS. May I say, Mr. Chairman, that there are some ma-

terials submitted, and we will study those in detail.
I am glad to see you, sir.
[The material referred to follows :1
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VENTURA COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

71 nay ROAD

February 22 . 1878

Mr. William Haldeman
Regional Director
Employment & Training Admdu
U.S. Department of Labor
400 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA

Dear Mr. Halderman:

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION CENTER
Vr.NTL'ItA, CALIFORNIA `LitnI5 tMilli 6424101

It has come to our attention that the Center for Employment and Training (CET)
of San Jose is in the process of developing a competitive training program
in Oxnard. We understand that CET has a Title III:303 grant and will be
shortly opening a training program for auto mechanics, multi-clerical, and
electronic assembly technician in the former Oxnard Beauty College building.
Our college district is currently operating training program? in Oxnard for
all but the electronic assembly technician occupation.

We are concerned this additional training will result in an over-supply in
the Current labor market demand for these occupations. Attached are copies
of'at inventory of program and courses offered by public education in
Ventura County indicating the training already in existence in these occu-
pational areas. In addition, the California State Employment Development
Department in its 1925-80 Ventura County industry-occupational matrix pro-
jections indicates there is insufficient annual job opportunities in these
occupations to Justify additional training other than already offered.

Our district has been involved in providing training for over ten years,
first under MDTA and now under CETA. We currently operate CETA I and VI
programs and are sub =contracting on a CETA III program. Some of the CETA
studenta are in training program that would be duplicated by CET. In
addition, we offer special occupational training for limited-English-speaking
and handicapped students in our district's three collages.

We have talked with the Ventura County Employment and Training Administration
and they were until last week or so unaware of the CET programs to be
offered in our county. We do not understand why all CETA-funded program
cannot be coordinated through our county's prime sponsor. Why unnecessarily
duplicate facilities and equipment already paid for by the taxpayers? The
public education system is ready to do additional training in occupations
in short supply. We have demonstrated ability in conducting MDTA and CETA
programa.
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Salderman
February 22, 1978

We mould appretiace,it if you
would work with us in reconciling this

unnecesear/ duplication which is planned. it is unfair to MA clients

to be trained for Jobe in
which there is an oversupply. It is unfair to

the taxpayers to duplicate what
they have already paid for in establishing

and maintaining the public education ayaree.

We look forward to hearing
from you in the near future on this critical

matter.

ly.

olw.oVers.,

William H. Lamson
Assistant to the Superintendent

rot Dr. Loehr
Mr= Wayne Robertson, VCRTA
Ventura County Board of Supervisors, Fame Sponsor

Attachments

kd

hoc= Deena of Vocational Educ

Dr. Weiner
Dr. Cresol
Jean

S. Barrett
Congressmen Coldwater
Congressman Lagomarsino
"Tony Murgiva
George W411rodt, NACVE
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TESTrNoNy

of the

AS A -01' EXEC-en-VW DIRECTORS

el

STATE AD4 19aRr COUNctES ON
t+COATIONAI. EDUCAT7

to the

SOBCOMNITTAZ ON eNnOrmENT oPoORTUNITIES

of the

United States NsUS of Repro en

h 297

31.219 0 7 78 7 93
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The National AsSoclation of Rxecu
Iireotors of state Advisory Councils

on Vocational Education Is
glossed to respond to the proposed

Comprehensive Employ -_

ment and Tr Act Amendments of 1978

CSTA Title

.Zuereased technical aasietene to coordlneta
establishment of effective training

programs with existing programs such es vocational education, vocational rehAbil-

itmtimn, basic remedial education programs,
community -based organizations, etc.,

should he provided to BETA Prime
Sponsors (P/S) by DOL. At the State and local

level CCU and vocational education
specialists should :i2LILEMIerte provide

technical assistance (TA) to P/S, to enable them to work within the vocational

education System, the community colleges,
and other State and -Weal program re-

sources. Several states have suggested one form of this TA include a clearing-

house function within CBTA on successful programs.

Fug
Thera should be

cantive grants

I funding which should include in-

on. Title I funds must be used for training, re-

lated services, and work experience related to the training prOgrain. Public

Service Employment activities should not
be allowed in Title I.

3Y Vocational Education Set -Aside

The 5% supplemental for vocational educdtinn m be kept as in present law. In

most States, having the meney go
to the State Board is working very well. If a

change 48 to be made, demonstration or
pilot programs in certain F/S jurisdictions

should be authorized and,testod before a
blanket change is made.
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Caverra" kola

A viable role should be maintained for the Governors. Their sta u o

be Increased through the State Manpower Services Council (SMSC) for

should

__rdinating

P/S activity with State-wide program planning. Staff should be specifically

authorized and funded for Sit9Ca. SMSCs shOOld have increased monitoring cap-

ability to ensure coordination state-wide.

coordination

The P/S's plan should detail how the training program coordinated with local,

area, or State vocational educatiOn programs. Congress used this language in

FL 94-482 and should use similar language in
new CETA legislation so that coordi-

nation no longer ig a 'One-way street.'

Local p/s Planning Councils should have vocational education representation.

TA legislative provisions should complement the pertinent sections of the

vocational education legislation.

Upgrading and Retraining

There should be a training component tied to Public Service Employment (PSE)

jobs. Also, persons holding PSC fobs under other titles should be eligible fOr

Title r training to prepare them for wOrk in unsubsidized public or private jobs.

Consortia

NO consortium should be approved consisting of less than 751 of the lasor market

_ area population as deteimined by latest census figures. Smaller conser

lead to fragmented delivery systems.

Wiliam 6. Nagel
President
National Association of SACPCs

7
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Gene Bottoms. Executive Director of the American Vocational Association.

On behalf of the 55,000 members who are directly involved in the delivery of voca-

tional education services to youth and adults in the United States, I express ap.

preciation to you: for the privilege of appearing before you to support the reauth-

orization Of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the improvement now contained in the committee

bill and want to propose changes that will accelerate the excellent progress which

has been made during the past four years under the current act. We are proud of

the role which vocational education has assumed in the delivery of services to

clients under the education and training provisions of the act. The experiences

of our vocational educators involved in CETA are the basis of the recommendations

which I will present today.

Vocational educators throughout the nation are keenly aware of the partner-

ship role which they have assumed and are growing in daily in assuring the success

of CETA. We are committed to responding to new challenges as the role of voca-

tional education in CETA expands.

Common Pu of Vocational Education Amendments of 976 and CETA

There are many commonalities contained in the priorities in the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1976 and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Each supports employment training to aid individuals in becoming self-Sufficient

in the world of work. Each deals with disadvantaged youth and adults as well as

persons of limited English-speaking ability. Each places emphasis on providing

services to the handicapped. The 1976 Vocational Education Amendments place spe-

cial emphasis on developing programs in urban areas, a concern shared by CETA

prime sponsors in the nation's largest cities. Involeemcnt of those in
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correctional institutions is an emerging concern under the 1976 vocational education

legislation and a continuing concern under CETA. Indian education is a growing fo-

cus of both of these programs.

Institutional training, an- the -job training, work experience, counseling, place

ment and occupational information systems are facets of both programs. Accounta.

bIlity and follow up are contained in both. The 1976 Amendments make placement and

accountability jest as important to vocational education as it is to CETA. Advisory

committees are concepts which both laws share. Vocational education and CITA pro-

grams recognize the importance of business and industry ties and both subscribe to

the concept of retraining and upgrading of skills for successful employment.

Vocational educators have willingly accepted the challenge of assisting at

both the state and local levels as planners, counselors, administrators, career

planners, teachers and placement specialists. The 5% set aside money for vocational

education has been used to provide programs of vocational. education and technical

assistance to prime sponsors through the state board for vocational education.

These commonalities of purpose suggest that a closer working relationship

between vocational education and CETA prime sponsors would have substantial bene.

fits in making greater utilization of resources that the nation allocate% to serving

people who are preparing for employment.
Specific suggestions as to how this can be

achieved is presented in the recommendations of this testimony.

Need for More Education and Training in CETA

we believe that the goal of CETA--to place clients in non-subsidized jobs in

the private sector can be achieved through increased emphasi$ an education and

training. This position is in agreement with the December 1976 recommendations

of the National Commission for Manpower Policy when it noted that "it is appro-

priate that occupational skill training efforts now receive greater emphasis as

the economy begins to recover. Indeed the Commission believes that Skill training
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should receive major emphasis even during economic downturns." The Coanflssion

further recommended, "a shift to an enlarged skill training effort, which might

include the channeling of some of these funds throuoli Title III (of the existing

CETA) to assure that they are made available only when local sponsors can provide

quality skill training."

We recognize that an effective national employment policy must include both

short-range and long-range goals. We accept the fact that job creation must be

a major component of this policy --with its primary emphasis on providing short-

range employment and vital services to state and local governments. We are pleased

that the public service employment projects appear to have been partially res-

ponsible for the decreases in the unemployment rates by 1.5 percent during the

past 13 months. It is also encouraging to note that since August 1977 black un-

employment has also decreased. According to Secretary of Labor Marshall, the

expansion of public service jobs under CETA and the Economic Stimulus Package ac-

counted for about 25 percent of the increase in black employment since April 1977.

These facts are evidence that public service employment has assisted in reducing

short-term unemployment.

The long-term employment problem solutions, however, must go beyond public

service employment. It has become increasingly obvious that the attainment of

personal economic independence for each citizen can come only when each has ac-

quired a specific job skill which has a market value in the private sector. We

believe that this can best be accomplished by increasing the emphasis on the

education and training provisions of CETA which will result in increased human

and job skill development of CETA clients. The benefits from this increased em-

phasis on education, training and human development will accrue not only to the

individual but to the economy as well.

76
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At the same time, it is important to remember that although the national un-

employment rate remains high, the demand for persons in specific localities through-

out the United States who have certain job skills remains high. A glance at the

want ads in newspapers across the nation verifies the fact that many employers are

seeking skilled workers but unskilled individuals cannot compete on the labor

market.

There is some reason to speculate that an increase in the pool of skilled

workers in the United States will provide an economic buffer for our country against

a potential shortage of workers in the future. A January 1978 study prepared for

the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress stated, "the slower population growth.

since about 1960 will curb the contribution of labor to the economy. It should

permit the achievement Of generally lower unemployment rates, however, and could

create a persistent tendency toward labor scarcity by 1985, especially for entry.

level and low status jobs.." This emphasizes the crucial need for the disadvantaged

in our society to develop specific job skills which will permit them to compete

for available jobs.

We propose that education and training for skill development and the elimina-

tion of barriers to employment become a major priority in the CETA reauthorization,

In an attempt to effectively deal with cyclical unemployment,
there has been a re-

duction in emphasis placed on skill development and education programs as was enacted

by tongresS in 1973. Although the proposed administration bill attempts to make

a sharper distinction between sections which deal with structural and cyclical

unemployment, it still falls short in several instances, This is primarily caused

by the continuation of a public service employment provision in the new title II--

Comprehensive Employment and Training Services. This inclusion i5 in addition to

the new title V1--which is solely devoted to a public service employment program.

We view this situation as one of having the potential to .livert needed education
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and training funds into additional jobs programs a time when the unemployment

rite is declining. The funds for education and training are already relatively

limited in the context of the total CETA appropriation. Some estimates place

the actual percentage of title I dollars under the current act (1973) that actually

go for training to be as low as 20 percent.

Attention should also be given to requiring the inclusion of an education

component in title VI-- Public Service Employment. Even those who are the victims

of cyclical unemployment could benefit from supplemental education that would

assist them in acquiring new skills. These programs could be a varying component

of the work assignment based on the needs and abilities of the individual client.

The continuation of emphasis on special target populations in the administra-

tion's proposed bill is commendable. Without programs designed specifically for

them there is little likelihood that they will be able to acquire jobs. Specific

Job skills must be one basis on which their total employment capability is built.

Ca acit of Vocational Education

1) Divers1 and_Size Vocational Education

The vocational education system that is currently in place in the United

States stands ready to assist in meeting new challenges. We believe that voca-

tional education has established a long-term record of success which can be ef-

fectively used and expanded as a part of the CETA program. We are confident that

vocational education as a part of the total education system can assist in most
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phases of delivery of the education and
training component of the CETA program.

This confidence is also substantiated by
the performance of vocational education

over many years and currently under the Vocational Amendments of 1976.

One of the images of vocational education
which we would like to dispell is

that of being solely concerned about
providing instruction in class-size projects.

This image fails to adequately recognize our capabilities. At both the secondary

and postsecondary levels vocational
educators are involved in identification and

recruitment of students, individual referrals
of clients to appropriate vocational

education programs, career planning,
counseling, coordination of work study and

financial assistance programs, coordination
of work experience and cooperative

education programs and job development, placement and follow-up activities.

Annual reports from the U.S. Office of Education show that the number of

students enrolled at both secondary and
postsecondary programs has continued to

increase each year. In addition, the total dollars at the local and state levels

which match federal vocational
appropriations expanded dramatically between FY 75

and FY 76. The average increase in the state was from 56.53 to $8.45, an increase

of 30 percent. Each of these indicators suggests that the acceptance and expansion

of vocational education at the local level is receiving the support of students,

local and state boards and legislatures and the general public.

2) Benefits and Outcomes for Vocational Education Students

The reasons for this support are suggested in a synthesis of research findings

conducted since 1970 which describe
selected benefits and outcomes for participants

in vocational education. This work was prepared in October 1977 by a member of

the Planning Office of the OBOE Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, Douglas

Sparks. Sparks conducted a comprehensive review of the research which had been

completed on vocational education students in the last eight years, He reached

these conclusions:
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* Students report greater satisfaction from vocational programs than

from other educational programs at both the secondary and postsecond-

ary level.

* Studies also report that students from vocational programs find greater

relevance in their education in terms of job expectations than do

students in other curricula.

Vocational graduates generally require less time to secure their irst

jobs and tend to out earn other students.

* Most vocational graduates report that their training was important in

the acquisition of their first job, and the great majority rate this

prior experience highly.

We believe that in addition to these positive accomplishments which have been

substantiated in the research that another observation is pertinent- vocational _.

education is able to accomplish these results with important segments of society

that might not adequately be served by academic or general education. To quote

from the study, "vocational students are often from lower socio-economic back-

grounds, but evaluations of comparative performance of programs seldom take this

into account." Perhaps this Is one of the most overlooked accomplishments of

vocational education when studies are made and opinions formed.

3) Vocational Education as a Stimulus for Economic Development

Much of the real productivity growth in the American economy during he last

thirty years has been attributed to a return from educational investment. Accord-

ing to the January 1978 study prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of the

Congress, "...in the past, especially since World War II. investment in human

capital as resulted in substantial increases in productivity and notional income.

This return is most dramatic when it occurs in a state or local community as a

result of the specific broadening of employment cki I is.
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ughout the nation, vocational education is contributing to

the creation of new jobs. As you know, many states have linked their postsecondary

Vocational-technical schools with state and local economic development. In the

past three years, Georgia has spent
approximately $135 million in state and federal

funds on vocational education and quick start training programs. During that same

period, the state attracted 1,234 new and expanded
industries with total new capital

investment of almost $2 billion. The state of Oklahoma, in 1977, with the aid of

their vocational and technical schools attracted
53 new firms and a total of 6,200

new jobs with a capital investment of $553 million. Further vocational graduates

comprised a subStantial percentage of the one and one half million small businesses

in this country with a gross income of less than one half million dollars.

One of the most effective tools vocational education
has to improve the ad-

vantages of youth and adults in the labor market is the vocational cooperative edu-

cation program. There are currently 600.000 young adults in cooperative vocational

education programs. They are utilizing part-time jobs in the private sector and

Providing a very important link between the education community and the private

sector of business, industry and agriculture.
This on-the-job training stimulates

access to education programs for economically and socially disadvantaged individuals

that would not be available otherwise.

Closely aligned with the development
of skills far new industries is the capa-

City to assist employed workers in developing
and upgrading their current skills.

Numerous examples of personal success stories exist which illustrate the desirable

Outcomes from upgrading current employees. First, the employee gains a respect

for the employer who is willing to promote from within. Secondly, the employer

knows the work habits of the employee who is being upgraded. Finally, the advance-

ment provides job openings at entry levels for job seekers. The obvious ramifica-

tions for the typical CETA client make
cooperation in this area an asset to both

programs.
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4J Other Evidence of the Capacity of Vocational Education

A greater utilization of the current system of vocational education for the

delivery of CETA is desirable for other reasons.

* Vocational education has demonstrated its ability to develop a sense

of social responsibility in youth and adults. The emphasis on human

relations and effective use of cooperative education makes this an

integral part of vocational education.

* Vocational education has established a relationship of mutual respect

with business, industrial, labor and agricultural communities at the

local level. One way that vocational educators have developed positive

working relationships with these sectors is through program advisory

committees. These committees assist with the development and opera-

tion of vocational prOgrams. They are often instrumental in the sue-.

cessful placement of students both in cooperative education settings

with an employer as well as in full time jobs. As a result of this

relationship vocational educators are continually in contact with em-

ployers in their work settings.

Vocational education has an established system to work in close coop-

eration with CETA prime sponsors at both the local and state level..

While there are many areas in the inner cities needing additional

space, many facilities in which vocational education programs are

conducted have available spice for additional CETA activities--es-

pecially in late afternoon and evening hours. This inference is based

on a preliminary review of data from a study of facility utilization

recently commissioned by the USOE Office of Planning, Budgeting and

Evaluation. Approximately 25% of the institutions surveyed reported
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that MIA activities were within their facilities, This

data also suggests that there probably iS a higher use of vocational

facilities in postsecondary than in secondary institutionS. There

also appears to be a greater degree of utilization by CETA of institu-

tions in medium and small urban areas and those serving regional popu-

lations than those in core metropolitan areas. We believe that this

Study shows evidence that vocational institutions are cooperating in

making their facilities available for CETA and that additional sharing

is possible with the appropriate legislation.

Vocational education state boards through their established links with

the rest of education can provide technical assistance to prime sonnsnrs

This system of technical assistance has been used successfully by

many prime sponsors to achieve the coordination and linkages necessary

between education and CETA. It can provide even greater services than

it has been called upon to do. Experienced and qualified vocational

educators are currently assisting in coordinating the planning, eval-

uation and liaison between secondary and postsecondary institutions

as well as working with other delivery systems. This assistance will

be increasingly helpful under the new youth title since many prime

sponsors will be dependent upon large numbers of diverse local school

systems for delivery of this program,

it
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Vocational education has successful experience with the populations

which are currently targeted for special attention in the proposed

CETA amendments. These groups are identical to -those which were iden-

tified in the Vocational Amendments of 1976. At both the state and

local levels vocational educators are developing and expanding their

efforts and expertise in providing unique programs for the groups.

* Vocational education has traditionally been subjected to closer ac-

countability for its benefits to students than have other disciplines- -

academic and general education at both the secondary and higher

education levels, for example are not held to the same high effective-

ness standards. We are pleased that our performance as a system has

earned the increased support of employers, students and policy makers

at the state and local levels. We recommend that the committee take

this capability into account as increased responsibilities in CETA are

considered,
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We believe that the established vocational education system can respond ef-

fectively to the challenges inherent in the proposed expansion of CETA programming

once you resolve the question of coordination, cooperation and linkages between

the two systems. We know that this response could generate a need to build the

capacity of vocational education in some geographic areas and urge this concept

be considered when judgements are made concerning the effectiveness of vocational

education to CETA.

Congressional Action to Link CETA and the Vocational_Xducation Amendments of 1976

The Congress is to be commended for the direction taken in the Education

Amendments of 1976 to ensure cooperation and planning. This law specifically re-

cognizes the need for consideration of all manpower and training resources within

a state in the development of the state plan for vocational education. The Amend-

ments further ensure that cooperation and communication will occur by requiring

that a representative of the State Manpower Services Council serve on the State

Advisory Council for Vocational Education. The Advisory Council for Vocational

Education is further charged to consult with the State Manpower Services Council.

The inclusion of comments of the SMSC in the advisory council's annual report is

also mandated and a representative of the SMSC must serve on the committee devel-

oping the state five year plan, finally, the coordination of programs funded

under the Vocational Education Amendments must be related to and coordinated with

programs under CETA.

The efforts of Congress in 1976 call for another step to be taken at this

time. programs of the magnitude of CETA and vocational education cannot be coor-

dinated into effective operation if only one side is mandated to be responsive.

The vehicles are in place to provide for effective delivery of education and

training services to the CETA client. Congress should now take the next step to

link these vehicles together.
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One of the most significant actions taken by Congress in 1973 was the establish-

ment of a set aside to improve the linkages between the systems delivering services

under CETA and education program under the Vocational Education Act. The 5 percent

funds to the State Boards for Vocational Education have been used effectively to

provide for vocational education and services to CETA participants.

Department of Labor figures show that the funds have been used for a variety

of purposes--including the provision of direct instructional and support services

to clients, and the purchase of technical assistance from the state vocational education

board for program operation, administration and training allowances. The most

outstanding effect of the 5 percent set aside has been that it has officially

brought vocational education and prime sponsors together -- working together coopera-

tively, making use of shrinking resources and preventing unnecessary duplication

of programs and services. In many cases, this initial mandated contact has caused

prime sponsors and vocational educators to continue collaborating beyond the minimum

required by the Act.

It is encouraging that the administration's bill recognizes the importance

Of these linkages, however, we feel that adjustments need to be made to the admin-

istration's bill so that a more definitive role is understood for the'State Boards

for Vocational Education and the 5% set aside is funded to the state in order to ensure

equal partnerships and not one-sided linkages.

Recommendations

The members of the American Vocational Association are pleased with the sub-

stantial improvements the administration's bill proposes for improving the job

readiness of our citizens. We are, however, concerned that a lack of coordination,

cooperative planning, and sound communication will result in confusing and contra.

dietary systems. This outcome would not only be extremely expensive, it would also

result in confusion to those persons for whom the systems were designed. We be-

lieve that our proposals will minimize the chances of this occuring. Specifically,

the following amendments are recommended for your consideration:

314Q79 0 7 4
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TRENGTHEN THE PLANNING PROCESS FOR THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The Administration is to be commended for recognizing the need for a

planning process for the employment and training programs within CETA.

They have attempted to address one of the most crucial problems in

providing services to people. However, there is a need to further re-

fine the planning process contained in the bill. At the same time,

they have not provided for a process of linking the established educe-

tion system into the planning of education and training services for

the CETA client.

The following proposed amendment addresses a comprehensive planning

process for education and training programs funded under CETA and

provides for linkages between them and other federal interests in

vocational education. The key ingredients include the charge to the

prime sponsors planning council to determine the needs for education

and training and develop an operational plan for education and train-

ing in the prime sponsor area. This is to be done with no increased

paper work or additional groups to be involved.

Proposed Amendments to H.R.11086 and 5.2570
To Strengthen the Planning Process for the Education and Training

Cam orients ofLETkand Involve the Education Communit with the CETA Prime S-onsor

Page 9, before the, semi-colon at the end of line 12. insert the following;

, including the education and training annex required by section 214 for coor-

dinating training programs funded under all parts of this Act;

Page 9, after line 11, insert the folilowing:

"(2) provisions for making the education and training needs projection required

by section 113;

And renumber the following clauses accordingly.
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Page 29, after line 25, insert the following new section:

"Education and Training Needs Projection

"Sec.113(a) Each prime sponsor shall prepare, and periodically update an education

and training needs projection which shall identify the current and future education and

training need$ of the area served by the prime sponsor.

"(b) In order to prepare the projections required by subsection (a), the prime

sponsor shall make a continuing study to identify the current and anticipated educa-

tion and training needs of the area it serves and of the number, size, and types of

programs both Institutional and community based which must be carried out to meet

such needs. Such study shall

"(1) include a demographic analysis of the area, including the

characteristics of potential program participants with respect

to their educational levels, and their job skills by occupations

and skill level,

"(2) take into account the effects implementation of area and

regional development plans will have on the employment and train-

ing needs of the area,

"(3) take into account the effect increasing the number of qualified

Workers in the area will have to increase the number of job oppor-

tunities which will become available, and

"(4) identify the extent to which the education and training capacity

of the area is being utilized and must be expanded through personnel

training programs and the acquisition of facilities.

NO In making the study required by subsection (b), the prime sponsor shall

seek the active participation of representatives of business and industry, labor,

agriculture, secondary education, vocational and occupational education (including

institutions providing postsecondary programs of vocationAl or occupational education),
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and units of local government, It shall make a special effort to coordinate its

activities, with those of the private industry council established under title VII,

In making such study, the prime sponsor shall take full advantage of (1) information

and technical assistance provided under the Governor's Coordination and Special

Services Plan, (2) information derived from the comprehensive labor market system

and job bank and matching program, and (3) the occupational information system

implemented by the State occupational information coordinating committee.

"(d) The prime sponsor Shall designate a subgroup of its planning council here-

inafter referred to as the 'education subcouncil') as its agent for the preparation

of the education and training needs projection. Tne recommendations of the educa-

tion subcouncil shall not be adopted by the prime sponsor until the full planning

council has been afforded an opportunity to review and comment upon such recommenda-

tions.

Page 69, after line 5, insert the following new Subsection:

"(o) No prime sponsor shall use funds allocated to it for a fiscal year under

section 20Z(a)(2) unless the annual title II program supplement for that year in-

cludes an education and training annex meeting the requirements of section 214,

and such annex has been submitted to the State board or agency designated or esta-

blished under section 104(a) of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, for review

and comment.

Page 69, after line 10, insert the following new section:

"Education and Training Annex to Title II Program Supplement

"Section 214(a). Each prime sponsor shall prepare annually, with the active

participation of its planning council, an educatiOn and training annex to its title

II program supplement. Such annex shall -

"(1) set forth a comprehensive plan of education and training, and auxiliary

Services, to be offered under this title, and the coordination and linkages with

programs funded under other federal acts.
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"(2) describe in detail programs and projects for education and training,

and auxiliary services, to be carried out by it under other titles of this Act, but

the 5ecretary may waive this requirement with respect to a particular program or

project in unusual circumstances,

"(3) Show hey,, and to what extent the proposed plan will meet the needs iden-

tified in the prime sponsor's education and training needs projection required under

section 113, and how such program will meet the needs for education and training,

and auxiliary services, to complement or be a component of unemployment programs

carried on under this Act,

"(4) show evidence that n the development of the comprehensive plan there has

been a continuing process of consultation with other interested groups in the area,

including local advisory councils established under section 105(a) of the Voca-

tional Education Act of 1963 and the private industry council established under

section 704.

"(5) set forth the criteria which have been developed for coordinating voca-

tional edUcation programs assisted under the Vocational Education Act of 1953 with

manpower training programs conducted under this title, and show that such criteria

have been observed in the development of comprehensive plan,

"(6) show evidence that vocational education services to ,be provided under

section 204 are incorporated as a part of the comprehensive plan,

"(7) describe in detail each course or other training program to be offered,

"(8) set forth objective criteria to,be used in selecting the institution,

agency or organization to provide the courses and programs described in paragraph

(7).

"(9) set forth the process whereby objective program criteria has been developed

for use by institutions, agencies, organizations, public and private, providing

training opportunities offered under this act,
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"(10) provide, tp the extent feasible, for the utilization of public institu-

tions, agencies, and organizations which are already in existence and either have

existing capacity to provide needed services, or whose capability to provide needed

services can be readily expanded,

"(11) set forth plans, where appropriate, to improve the capability of local

education agencies to deliver education and training programs in the prime sponsor

"(12) show appropriate provisions for linking education and training programs

with public service employment, work experience and subsidized employment programs

in this Act.

2) PROVIDE FOR A CLEARLY DEFINED ROLE FOR THE STATE BOARDS FOR VOCATIONAL

There is is conclusive evidence that coordination of programs funded under

CETA with those in vocational education helps to increase overall effect-

iveneSs and eliminate duplication The capability of vocational education

to address the unique needs of CETA clients is well documented. However,

the administration's bill does not address, adequately, the needed link-

ages required for the State Boards for Vocational Education to assist all

education agencies with active involvement in CETA. This weakness of

the administration proposal is exemplified by the speculative attempt

to remove the 5 percent set aside funding from the state level and allo-

cate it to the prime sponsor. It is very important for Congress to define

the State Board for Vocational Education's role in CETA with the continua-

tion of a minimum of 5 percent of the proposed title II funds to imple-

ment that role,

The following proposed amendment addresses a greatly expanded concept

of why the 5 percent set aside for vocational eoncation is necessary.
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=It provides for linking vocational education into the mainstream of

programs affecting the economic growth and development of the state

and it strengthens the coordination between the CETA prime sponsor

and the vocational education community. In addition, it proposes that

the 5 percent set aside be maintained at the state level.

Proposed Amendment to H.R.11086 and 5.2570
To Provide for a Clearly Defined Role for the State Boards for

Vocational Education in CETA Throu-h a 5% Set Aside

Page 62. line 9, after allocated, insert "to states" and delete "among prime

sponsors,"

Page 64. line 17, after "Sec.204" substitute the following:

(a) from the funds available for this section the Secretary shall provide

financial assistance through Section 105, the Governor's Coordination and Special

Services Plan, to State Boards for Vocational Education to provide needed vocational

education services in areas served by prime sponsors. Funds shall be used only for

providing assistance to prime sponsors and vocational education and services to par-

ticipants in programs under this act and shall include but not be limited to:

(1) coordination activities which enhance the further utilization of

vocational education in the economic growth and development of the state.

(2) activities that utilize vocational education in the tailoring of

quick start training services to meet the needs of new and expanding

business and industry in areas of high unemployment.

(3) programs of cooperative vocational education for unemployed youth

and adults.

(4) programs initiating linkages between small business projects and

vocational education.

(5) provision of technical assistance to the prime sponsors in the area

of staff development, curriculum development and data and information.
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,(6) programs developing linkages and coordination between vocational

education and programs of public service employment.

(7) activities of upgrading and retraining for unemployed and under-

employed adults.

(8) coordination of vocational education into the planning required by

this Act.

Page 65. delete (b) line 1. 2 and 3.

The recommendation to provide for funding the State Boards for Vocational

Education through the state and to provide for linkages with the Governor's

Coordination and Special Services Plan is made to assure the maximum

utilization and non-duplication of vocational education and CETA funded

programs within the state. The concept of providing funds to the governor's

office to develop state linkages is sound, however, 4 percent of the title

II funds as 'called for in section 202 cannot address the planning require-

ments, the linkages needed and the services required. There should be

consideration given to allocating 15 percent of title II through the Govern-

or's Coordination and Special Services Plan in order to fund effectively

the State Boardi for Vocational Education and also adequately discharge

their other responsibilities.

DEFINE THE LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY TO INCLUDE POSTSE NDARY AS WELL AS

SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DELIVERY SYSTEM

There is a need for the CETA prime sponsor to have access to all delivery

systems funded by public tax monies. The public postsecondary institu-

tions in the states are rapidly moving into a prominent role to deliver

services to the CETA client. The administration proposal to limit the

definition of the local education agency to only elementary and secondary

agencies is not realistic.
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The following amendment proposes to define the local education agency

as is currently defined in the Education Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-482).

Proposed Amendment to H.R.11085 and 5.2570
To Define the Local Education Agency So As To include Postsecondary

As Well As Secondary Vocational Education Deliver S sterns

Page 51, line 9, delete all after agencies on line 9 and insert the following:

"means a board of education or other legally constituted local school authority

having administrative control and direction of public elementary or secondary schools

in a city, county, township, school district or political subdivision in a state,

or any other public educational institution or agency having administrative control

and direction of a vocational education program."

Line 10, delete.

Line 11, delete.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. Thank you for your consideration

to the recomendati ons offered by the American Vocational Association. We are

available to assist you In any way that we can and offer our services to you or

your staff if we can expand upon the ideas and recommendations set forth in this

testimony.
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MR. CHAIRMAN:

In revising the CETA legislation, the original concept -- to

Provide employment and training to assist individuals in making the

transition to unsubsidized jobs -- must be re-emphasized and strengthened.

This can be done by providing for the full participation of

vocational education, the private sector, and other state and local

agencies, in the planning and delivery of CETA programs. Better planning

and accountability need net compromise the autonomy and flexibility of

prime sponsors, but should assure that all resources available to tackle

the problems are utilized. The Purpose should not be to restrict the

prime sponsor's programs, but to enhance them in order that we have a

truly Cem rehensive Employment and Training Act.

if we can provide for coordination of CETA programs with

vocational education and other state services, and with the private

sector, we should be able to get CETA back on the track.

With the recent decline in the unemployment rate, it is more

important than ever that CETA funds be targeted more precisely on the

education, training, and work experience needs of the structurally

unemployed in order to equip them with the skills they need to compete

for unsubsidized jobs. The alternative is a continuation of the public

service job syndrome, which creates a dependency on public assistance

and provides the individual with no incentive to move into a regular job.

There is also a tendency to turn many CETA jobs into make-work jobs,

which offer little in the way of skills or useful experience to the

persons involved.
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In his State of the Union Address, President Carter announced

that the United States has reached a $2 trillion dollar Gross National

Product. We have figures which project that in just 120 months, that

amount will double to a $4 trillion Gross National Product. In just

ten years, we will have doubled the figure that it took us 200 years

to reach.

By 1985, we will need 17 million workers for new jobs caused

by expansion of the economy, and 45 million others to replace those who

die, retire, or leave the workforce for other reasons. We are talking

about 62 million jobs in the next seven years.

That shows the kinds of opportunities that will be available in

the near future. But the hard-core unemployed will not benefit one iota

from this tremendous growth unlesS CETA is targeted on thee, and offers

education and training which will permit them to be part of that future.

That is the contribution that CETA can make, and if we do not

take advantage of the opportunity, we will still be sitting here in 1990

wondering what to do about the hard-core unemployed.

There has not been sufficient emphasis on training under CETA,

to provide individuals with the skills they need to make it on their own

when the program ends. Too many CETA workers are going back on unemployment.

or are switching from one title to another. They are not finding their

way into unsubsidized jobs.

The purpose of CETA -- and let me use the words of the GAO Report

of last April -- was to provide transitional employment, along h'

"training, and other related services, so that the participants can Move
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into employment nut supported by CETA." It was also "to make sure that

such training and support services lead to maximum opportunities and

the improved self-sufficiency of program participants."

The report points out that some CETA participants, who

transferred from the Emergency Employment Act, have been on Federal

support since 1971, or 1972. For the prime sponsors reviewed, the total

number of terminated participants for the year under study (FY 1975),

under Title Ii, was 5,419. Only 1.152 obtained unsubsidized jobs, An

additional 777 enrolled full-time in academic or vocational schools,

entered the Armed Forces, or enrolled in another manpower program.

The remaining 3,490 were listed as nun - positive terminations.

I mention the figures for ?isle 11 because, again quoting

from the GAO Report, was designed to aid these structurally

unemployed persons in gaining work experience and training so they

could hold unsubsidized jobs." The report states that participants

received little formal training, and the training objectives of CETA

were then disregarded.

One of the conclusions of the report -- which the National

AdviSory Council would strongly endorse -- is the following:

"Moving CETA participants from rederally-funded jobs

to unsubsidized employment or training needs to be

stressed. Although the emphasis on transition was

lessened with the high level of unemployment created

by the economic downturn. and by changes made by the

1974 CETA Amendments, sponsors must strengthen

transition efforts if participants are to obtain

lasting program benefits."
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I would add to that, and emphasize strongly, that education and

training must be a strong and integral part of that transition effort

CETA Is to be effective as a manpower development too), directed at the

structurally unemployed.

As the economy improves, many CETA workers who had been laid

off their regular jobs will find their way back into the economic main-

stream, through reliance on their skills and experience. the structurally

unemployed -- most of whom are young and disadvantaged do not have

skills or experience to fall back upon. They are the unchanging quotient

in the unemployment statistics. Daspite improvements in the employment

picture, the jobless rate for black teenagers in urban areas remains

critical.

According to this Jai,Ary's Economic Report of the President,

over 4 million new jobs were generated in 1977, the great majority of

them in the private sector. Employment in manufacturing grew 4 percent,

an increase of 762.000 jobs. Construction employment grew 10 percent.

providing 359,000 new jobs. Service industries provided an increase of

2 million jobs.

Government employment grew 2.6 percent during 1977, considerably

less than the private sector. Molt of the growth was in state and local

government, which grew by 392,0ffl jobs, But over 200,000 of these jobs

were financed under CETA, and are not permanent jobs_ This resulted in

an overall unemployment rate of 6,4 percent by December, 1977, a 3-year

low. The unemployment rate attributable to job loss -- the counter-

cyclical aspect -- fell from 3.8 percent at the end of 1976 to 3 percent

in the fourth quarter of 1977.
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Clearly, structural unemployment remains our greateSt problem.

Despite the overall improvement in the economy and the growth of jobS,

the black unemployment rate remained unchanged at 13.4 percent. The

rate for black teenagers rose from 36.6 percent to 38.3 percent. (The

rate for white teenagers was 14.1 percent.) The report speculates that

many black youth are not counted in these tabulations, and that the

true rate of black teenage unemployment may be closer to 57 percent

instead of 38 percent. This would represent an additional 500,000

unemployed persons. The report states; ".,. this relative difficulty

/of Blacks7 in finding employment has apparently increased during the

past four years."

These tragic figures suggest that CETA has not adequately

focused on the problems of the structurally unemployed, has not served

those who need assisance the most, and has not provided the education

and training which 1-,uld oualify them for new jobs in an expanding economy.

They also prove once .main the lesson that you cannot assist

the hard-core unemployed ,kely i,y expusinu them to minimal entry-level

skills, while im.ori i otip:T deficiencies in education, and expect

them to hold a jot,. MIVit deo] 1,,th ine total person and provide

basic comunication when necessary, to enhance job skills.

We must not repeat Lie or the past and think that we are helping

oenple by putting a rake or a shovel in their hands. We must provide

an educational ccsipour,d. if os tior. 10 do better than we have done in

the past.
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In considering the re-authorization of CETA, the National

Advisory Council on Vocational Education believes that the revised

statute should reflect the following recomnendatlonS:

NACVE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Council urges financial assistance _ to prime sponsors to

carry out programs for disadvantaged individuals, including young adults,

who face special difficulties in entering or re-entering the labor

market, including arrangements for on-the-job training and cooperative

education programs with private employers.

2. Free vocational education should be made available to all

persons in such programs, in accordance with the needs of the work-

force and the Initial needs of the individual; for entry-level skills,

or upgrading of skills.

Vocational education means all the skills required

to qualify for and hold a meaningful Job, including

specific job skills and basic. skills for employabilltY,

such as reading, spelling, calculation, etc.

Referral to training orpur m mod the Hatching of individuals

with job openings, should tate into dtcouot the mobility of the population.

Training programs should not be geared only to the needs of a local labor

market, but should rot exceed national neerk. Travel associated with

training and relocation xfir:wes a% port ni an approved pl.,nement program,

should be permitted.
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Title 11 (current Title I) training funds should he used Only

for training. related services. and work experience connected to the

training program. These funds should not be diverted to public service

employment. However, the combining of public service employment and

training programs should be encouraged 50 that public service employment

for the structurally unemployed has a training component. through on-the-

job training, cooperative education, work-study, or other appropriate

ngements.

Cooperative education programs. in conjunction with the private

f.oLtor, should be encouraged. The new UTA title for initiatives in the

private sector should include strong encouragement of co -op programs.

6. The goal nF the legislation should be the transition of the

unemployed to unsubsidized jobs. the majority of those jobs will

continue to exist in the private sector. Authorization should be provided

fur the creation of Joint Labor-Management Councils to work with prime

sponsors, education administrators, community-based organizations, and

others, to facilitate that transition.

If there is to be a national commitment to provide training for

the disadvantaged, the program cannot be left to chance. Minimum

standards of quality must he established for CE1A-lunded training programs.

and there must be better monitoring of ihu peograms,

Statistics on yip np(!niul% ros', b provide0 to LL1A planning

,:tanCi 15 , comparable in sropr data,
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9. Prime StionsorS must be fully involved In the national commitment

to provide the structurally unemployed with the training and assistance

they need to move into the mainstream. and up thin economic ladder.

CETA must provide more than merely temporary subsistence and maintenance.

In order to honor this commitment, the prime sponsor's plan should spell

out in detail how the training program is coordinated with

on-going programs and resources at the local and state levels, such as

vocational education, community colleges, state employment service, and

other activities. Requirements for coordinated planning, similar to the

requirements for the coordination or vocational education and CETA

contained in the Vocational Education Act. should be included in the new

CNA legislation.

10. Special inceptive funds should he authorized, similar to the

Tier I demonstration project grants under the Youth Employment Act,

which would he awarded to prima sunnsnr:, who put together well-coordinated

model programs, making optimum use of exi5ting education, training, job

creation, and placement resources, resulting in a truly comprehensive

employment and training system.

11. Funding for the OrnpnSed Title II training prograM% should be

increased to a level adequate Lo tarry out these recommended objectives.

12. Present reportin Prucedu 2. make it difficult to determine

hew CETA funds are being ,pent. Tlrr lIomartniuot Of Labor should require

more complete data and interemtinn on the allocation and use of CETA

funds by prime sponsors.
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The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education upportS

those aspects of 5. 2570, and H. R. 11080, which require better targeting

of the disadvantaged, separate the structural and counter-cyclical provisions,

place greater emphasis on education and training, strengthen comprehensive

state planning, and provide for greater participation of the private sector.

TITLE VII

We strongly endorse the purposes of the proposed new Title VII.

The involvement of the priVate sector cannot be too greatly eMphasized,

for it is here that job growth and economic stability are rooted. We

must never look upon public service employment as an alternative to jobs

in the private sector. Public service emploYMent is an interim measure

which must be predicated upon government policy to promote economic and

job expansion. The private sector must be involved in that policy develop-

ment, and in policies to train people for the work force of the futUre.

Of particular importance are those provisions of Title VII which

link education, training, and work experience. Vocational education has

many years of experience in working with the private sector in cooperative

education programs. Under these programs, individuals divide their time

between classroom training and related on-the-job experience for which

they receive credit toward graduation. Employers who hire persons as

part of cooperative education programs become familiar with their work,

and are able to watch their progress. They are more inclined to create new

jobs for them, or phase them into permanent jobs, as vacancies occur.
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Cooperative education programs have h on authorized and funded under the

Vocational Education Act since 196B.

We urge special consideration of the expansion of cooperative

education programs under Title VII, which would permit reimbor$emen

added costs to employers for on-the-job training. as is provided in

Section 122 of the Vocational Education Act. Such programs should be

geared to training individuals for jobs in new or expanding industry, or,

as it is stated in the language of the Vocational Education Act, "provide

training opportunities that may not otherwise be vailable."

1 suggest that the Subcommittee study the provisions of Section

I22 to see how they may be coordinated with Title VII.

We believe that Title VII should take advantage of the expertise

of the vocational education system in cooperative education programs, and

of the linkages which have been established under these programs between

vocational education and the private sector throughout the country.

Vocational education administrators of cooperative education

programs should be included as members of the Title VII councils, and

participate fully in the planning of these programs. Wherever possible,

the existing cooperative education programs under the Vocational Education

Act -- which are targeted to areas with high rates of school dropouts and

youth unemployment -- should be expanded. These programs have been

extremely Successful and are the best vehicles available for the orderly

transition of people into the private jobs sector.
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Forty percent of the Senior students in fait High School

in my ward in Chicago have part -time employment. I cannot emphasize

enough what a rewarding impart this no', on these students. It gives

them money; gives them pride; and dives them an appreciation of ork

habits.

The most e.Mt national studies show that reading skills are

going down among nearly all students, including gifted students. The one

group which showed improvement in reading skills was the group of students

with part -time jobs. Happily, our lowest delinquency rate is among these

young student workers.

A massive expansion of cooperative education programs -- with seine

alterations as necessary to Fit the special requirements of CETA. and to

include adultS -- could have the same effect all over the Nation. Through

cooperative education, we could reach thousands of disadvantaged persons

who have dropped out of school, and provide them the total range of services

needed to make them employable.

Joint Labor-Management Co n il- similar to those proposed in

Title V 1. would be a nujur step toward greater involvement of the private

sector. The Councils should include small business and individual entrepreneurs.

as well as major business and organized labor. The Economic Report of the

President reported a sudden spurt in the number of self-employed workers in

the past year. After a steady growth since 1961 or about 1.1 percent per

year, the number of self-employed workers in the non-agricultural sector

increased by 5.6 percent in 1977, accounting for over 10 percent of the net

employment growth for the year
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These Councils should develop programs to help individuals

set up small business and engage in entrepreneurship activities, as well

as develop cooperative education programs and other activities listed

in Section 706,

We do not think that the involvem ent of the private sector

through these Councils should be limited only to Title VII. Their advice

and participation should extend to the erlire Act. They could facilitate

the coordination of employment and training provisions under all titles,

the transition of individuals to unsubsidized jobs, and the linking of

CEIA program planning to communitY and economic development plans,

While .IPorting the creation of nt labor- management councils, at

the same time, we would like to r,:;nt out the danger of a proliferation

of councils, The Subcommittee should look carefully at the number of

councils already existing under CtTA and the Vocational Education Act to

determine %filch existing councils might he olterod, or augmented, to take

on these functions.

At the local level, you have prlm uslm Plauron Aux i Is

and Youth 1
undtr the Youth inployment anal hemonstrations Project Act.

Under the VOcational Education A..t, you have local and regional advisory

councils Or, vocational education. which are wade up predominantly of

buSineSs and labor representation, In addition, nearly all vocational

education programs in public schools and c(mInunity colleges have program,

trade, or craft advisory committees. Ehese aria node up of local business

and labor persons who help inure that programs and curricula are up-to-date

with the latest technology, and assist in cooperative education programs,

and pleceeent.
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These program advisory councils are not required by law. They

have been traditionally a strung part of the vocational education system,

and are the basis of the good relationships which exist between vocational

education and the private sector in most communities. We urge CETA prime

sponsors to take advantage of this long-established, and well-working

relationship between vocational education and the private sector Many

Prime sponsors are already doing so. Erie, Pennsylvania, is a good example,

The Erie County Vocational/Technical school -- which provides a major

portion of CETA training -- has a series of advisory committees. The prime

sponsor is represented on two of those conerittees, one of which is the

coordinating committee whose function is to investigate potential funding

sources. The school is part of the state education system, but funding

comes from a variety of sources, including vocational education, CETA,

HUD, and private industry, General Electric set up their own machine

Shop in the school, at no cost 1,0 the institution, in order to train

individuals on the sama they would use in the General Electric

Plants. the prime SPOnc. ,inn with private industry, is also a member

of the Craft and ,kills Addvi ury Cemittee, which helps design the curricula

of the school.

(The Erie exaon v . in the final report of our
three-year Study Lfirdurted by tire O. s, Conference of Mayors

on The Impact of r' IA on Institutional Vocational Education.
These studios were indudeq as part of Council Testimony
before the House Suvomaittee on Employment Opportunities
on November P., 197(, on IF and on April a, 1977, on
Youth Employment.)
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If the functions of a labor-management council were extended beyond

Title VII. it may be more productive to reconstitute the prime sponsor

Planning Council to include the desired business anti labor representation.

In any case, there should be cross representation between the various

councils serving CETA and vocational education.

Comprehensive Planning

We believe that vocational education should be a full partner

in CETA, and in order to achieve this, there must be comprehensive state

planning which would involve vocational education and other state services.

The Vocational Education Act was written with CFIA very much in mind. The

Act places strong emphasis throughout on provisions requiring coordination

with manpower and other related programs at the local and state level.

Each local applicant fur vocational education funds must spell out what

it is doing to coordinate with programs of the local'prime sponsor. The

State Plan for Vocational Ldocdtion and the annual accountability report

must describe in detail the proeedurec it ha-,, established to coordinate

with CETA programs. the State Manpower Services Council is required to be

involved in the development of the vocational education plan, and may appeal

to the U. S. Office of fdacation It it is dissatisfied with the plan,

as finally submitted.

The new CLIA Act should col similar provisions require the

participation of local and state vocational educdtion administrators in the

development of CEIA plans in order that the two programs will be as closely

coordinated, and complementary. an possible. Such provisions must be
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strong enough to permit review and conment by vocational education with

respect to the prime sponsor's plan. They must contain some procedure to

require that the connents be considered before plans are approved. similar to

that in the Vocational Education Act which permits the State Manpower Services

Council to petition the U. 5..Connissioner of Education for a hearing of

grievanceS.

Attempts should be made to provide for conmin definitions. common

data. and common planning cycles fur CLTA, vocational education, and other

state programs. A strengthened Planning and review rule by the Governor should

not limit the flexibility of prime sponsors, but provide them with the

information and technical assistance they need to design the best possible

program. forward funding should be authori/ed for those sections of CETA

such as Titles ii and VII. which involve training, and which allo not triggered

by the unemployment rate. fhis would put CCM on the %dine funding cycle as

vocational education and Other related state programs, and would make-

comprehensive planning easier.

There should be minimum standards es :Wished for training under

CLTA, and improved monitoring and evaluation. It would be inappropriate to

have national criteria fur standord ond evaluation under CEIA. but the

Department of Labor regional offices Should provide technical assistance and

guidelines to prime sponsors for establishing local criteria. Mt should

consult with state vocational education admiuisiraturs in providing technical

assistance. The prime smisors should be reunited to involve vocational

education administrators in the development ref the criteria, which should he

included as part of the local plan. and should utilize vocational education

expertise in evaluation. Funds should he made available to the state

departments of vocational education to vide technical assistance.
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As an example of the need for coordinated planning, I would like

to submit as part of our testimony, a copy of a letter which has come to

our attention from Dr. William H. Lawson, Assistant to the Superintendent

of the Ventura County (California) Community College District. The letter

concerns the plans of the San Jose Center for Employment and Training to

establish programs which would duplicate existing programs in the area,

and which would result in an oversupply in the current labor market

demand for those occupations in the greater Los Angeles area. There had

been no coordination, and the Ventura County Employment and Training

Administration was not even aware of the problem.

Utilization of Existing Resources

prime sponsors should also be required, in their planning document,

lo provide an inventory of the education and skill training resources and

facilities available In their areas, and should make maximum use of 'these

existing facilities.

First consideration should be given to the use of public vocational

education and comunity colleges, as well as community-based organilaMas

such as OIC and the Urban League, which have experience in training, And

accredited private schools. The taxpayers have, at great expense, built

our public education system, and I
do not believe they will be tolerant of

a CETA system which puts billions of dollars into duplicate services before

'king every effort to fully utilize oxisting resources.

Prime sponsors should not he authorized to establish their own

teucation or training oeratlens, or to contract for such programs by groups

' -ditch do not have a pre/ions track record of conducting effective training
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programs unless existing programs are unable to provide the needed

training, or do not meet the criteria for standards contained in the prime

Sponsor's plan.

If the prime sponsor does not usr existing tacit ities. it

should spell out, in its plan, the reasons why it was unable to meet the

needs, the special circumstances which required the establishment of new

facilities, and assurances that the new facilities will he adequately

equipped, staffed with qualified personnel. and will meet the criteria

for standards.

Many new contractors have sprom up a% a direct result of CETA

dollars. They often duplicate existing p aura, and do not provide

quality training. I am not talking about _ effective organizations such

as OIC, which could teach us all a few triciis about gorA training. But

Reverend Leon Sullivan himself expiet-sed cuncern at the recent meeting

of the National Commission for Manpewer Pulicy shout the number of new,

communtty-based eroanizations. and other cunt 'actor?- who wire entering

the training field with no traCk 9 .41!!/.n,Vi:r. We know of one

organilation in the St. Wei, area who h .rained auto mechanics solely out

of a textbook. fhe trainees never a0oallv taw 0 tai engine. If CETA

continues to spawn ily-by-nighi operations which have 00 credible training

experience, we will see a lash of ,-.carflok a lrlv years from now when the

public starts assing for accoontabili'y.

Existing programs -- Ir.irri;..rrlarly thrice in vncatinnal schools and

coormn ty colleges -- do a hrtte- ol Leaching trainees some of the

tneory behind what theV are doing, and ihe breeder anplic4tion of the skills.

this is especially true in cooperative eduf.tif pronrams
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Short -term ining is a characteristic of CETA, and for good

reason; I am not suggesting that all trainees be enrolled in semester-long

courses. although in some DISLances, that might be desirable and should be

permitted. However, if the training program is too short and quick, you

will only provide minimal entry-level skills for dead-end jobs. Many CETA

trainees we have spoken to have learned by rote a mechanical function, but

admit that they do not really underStand what they are doing, or why.

Some degree of theoretical knowledge should also be included so that the

individuals will understand the basic concepts invulved, and be better

able to alter and adapt the skills they have learned to different

circumstances in the future.

A study by the tlatrcr my of sciences (which Is confirmed

by separate auto industry ). ,stimates that by the mid-1980's, we

will need twice as many au.0 ',ics as we did IS years ago to ket,

America's cars in maintenance and repair. tot the technology will be

vastly changed from that which Detroit has doplild essentially unchanged

for the past 40 years. The new teLhnrilony includes, sm,-.111 diesel engines,

ary engines, electric cars. front wheel drive, and other

new innovations. The ilid:Adoalf, who hay gone

and received high grader, In gorwre I t Ink rl, but tv!iu have no learned

any basic theory, will not bo able to tone with the,e changes. they will

have little chance to alvancn bfl.yon bo entry level, if indeed they can

even keep Pace with entry-level regoirnents.

Since we are inves ino large mnuorils of tax dollars in this program,

let us set our sights a little highr, and provide the enrollees the hest

possible training we can. so that they will be able to apply the skills

they learn, and advance beyond the lowest 'wig of the ladder.
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It may take a little longer, butthe long-run results will justify the

effort.

Five Percent Funds for Vocational Education

In our study, The Impact of CEIA on Institutional Vocational

EdUcatiOn, we found that the five percent set-aside for vocational

education has had a positive effect, generally, in bringing about closer

cooperation.

For the 74 prime sponsors surveyed,_ the 197b Update the

study Showed the following average number of C[TA enrollees in public

Vocational education:

In 1975 --

Anticipate
In 1916 --

Under the 24U clots and 39? enrollees

Under Title I: 65.: nd 1,247 enrollees

Under the 5' 'T slat.; and 319 enrollees

Under lids I: AO.? stets and 1.4911 enrollees

This ind1 rates that there WAS Irom two to three times as much

vocational activity funded under rills I i lh under the five

percent money.

In our qW,T.IARX U, 1976, before the House 5

we stated that the 5% vocational NhJi.-ItiJn fonds should he enntinvog

Much of the original taispicion, r, ,..,Tment, and misunderstanding is just

beginning to be disspelled. The bc.:, shine, 5heo1,1 new heolo to yield ec:ailt
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We know that in many areas of the country, a great deA' ..wre

than five percent Is now being allocated to public vocational education.

Unfortunately, we cannet yet give you precise data. Department of Labor

Figures lump all Title I classroom training together, and do not distinguisi

oublic institutions from private contractors, or community-based organization.

are pre%ently trying to determine -- with the assistance of the State

Advisory Councils on Vocational Education -- exactly how nmch each prime

sponsor is allocating to public vocational education, in excess of the five

Percent. As soon as that survey is completed, we will provide the informa-

tion to the subcommittee.

On the basis of previous studies and spot checks, I can give you

Soma individual examples of the amount of Title 1 funds, other than the

five percent set-aside, allocated to vocational education.

In AlahaMa. all Title I funds for classroom training go to Public

vocational education. the amount spent by the six prime sponsors in the

state for classroom training -- which was a relatively high 45.1 percent

of Title I funds -- totaled $11.5 million in FY 1977. This was in additioa

to the fiv Percent. set-aside, which totaled $1,t million

In Chicago. as we pointed out in our earlier [ETA testimony before

the House, twice as much money ,loos tr vocational education under Title I

as under the five Percent set-aside. Lin sago contracts for all vocational

au-ation services, under both the five percent sat-aside and Title I,

ith the Illinois Department of Adull vocational and Technical Education

filch also monitors the programs for the prime sponsor.
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In Erie, Pennsylvania, the prime sponsor gives priority consideration

in awarding Title I training contracts to public institutions which have

successfully provided training in the past. After those agencies have

received priority. other former CETA contractors are considered. Only after

the two categories have been eliminated, are new program operators

Considered.

The Virginia Peninsula Manpower Consortium provides the largest part

of its Title I training through the local skill center, which is part of the

state education system. The center receives three times as much under Title I

as it does in five percent funds.

In San Francisco, all Title I classroom training is provided by

public schools and community colleges. The prime sponsors provide services

and referral through community-based organizations, but the actual training

is performed in the schools.

On the other hand, there are many prime sponsors who provide no

Title I classroom training funds to public vocational schools, or communit

colleges. If it were nut for the five percent set-aside in those areas,

there would be no involvement of the vocational education system in CETA.

This is sometimes true of entire states, such as Maine and Vermont, and

in other jurisdictions such as Ventura County, California, and some of the

prime sponsors adjacent Chicago.

Despite the many encouraging examples of cooperation, and the

generally improved relationship between vocational education and CETA,

there are still many areas where the five percent mechanism, or some

alternative mechanism is needed to ensure coordination of the two systems.
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If provisions are written into the Act which will insure full

involvement of the vocational education system at the local and state

levels, in the planning, impleientation monitoring, and evaluation of

CETA training programs, then a numerical set-aside would not be needed,

If strong planning and review provisions were substituted for the five

percent set-aside, it would be desirable to make technical assistance

funds available through the State Board for Vocational Education, to

provide assistance to local vocational educators and prime sponsors. Such

funds could be provided as part of the Governors' efforts to coordinate

CETA programs with other state services, or the funds could be provided

from the Secretary of Labor's discretionary funds, and transferred to the

Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare, for allocation to the State

Boards for Vocational Education. An arrangement similar to the latter

provides Department of Labor technical assistadc: funds to I- around

the country.

Without such strong provisions, however, the Five persent set-aside

should be retained. If the five percent funds are retained in the Bilh

we see no compelling reason to change the present procedures and allocate

the money directly to prime sponsors, as is proposed in the draft Bill.

The five percent funds -- as they presently flow -- have generally done what

they were intended to do -- bring about greater coordination of the two

systems. In those prime sponsor areas where problems still exist, and the

five percent has not served as a catalyst for greater involvement of vocational

education, we do e how sending the money directly to the prime sponsor

will cause an improvement in the situation,
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The studies conducted for us by the U. S. Conference of Mayors

show that 64 of the 74 prime sponsors surveyed said they were satisfied

with the financial agreements negotiated with the state for the five

percent funds. Under the present procedures, states retain a portion of

these funds for administrative costs, which are used to provide technical

assistance to local education agencies and prime sponsors, We believe

that this has been a useful expenditure of funds, and has been a positive

factor in bringing about increased coordination. According to CETA rules

and regulations; a state is entitled to use up to 20 percent of the

state allotment of five percent funds for administrative costs. According

to the prime sponsors surveyed in our study, an average of 11.4 percent

was used by the state for administrative costs, which is a reasonable

amount.

If the revised Bill does allocate the five percent directly to

prime sponsors, we believe that provisions should be made to provide

technical assistance funds to the State Boards of Vocational Education,

as suggested above, since the State Hoards would no longer receive,

administrative costs which they presently use for technical assistance.

We support the proposed language which would prohibit allowances

from being paid out of the five percent funds. This has been one of the

major sources of contention between vocational education and CETA, according

to our studies. That sentence alone should clear up many of the misunder-

standings which have existed in some areas.

15 j
31479 0
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MR. CHAIRMAN.

The Humphrey-Hawkins Bill, if passed by this Congress, would

establish as a national goal, the fulfillment of the right of all Americans

to full opportunities for useful paid employment.

CETA would be one of the major components in achieving that goal.

CETA will fall far short of providing full opportunities for useful and

meaningful employment, if it does not put a far greater emphasis on education

and training to provide the skills needed for transition to, and it.WAC4M.ent

in, the real world of unsubsidized work.

A recent study published in the New England Journal of d cine

reveals that the number one cause of death among non-white males is murder

-- not auto accidents, or cancer, or heart disease, but murder. There are

many social apd environmental reasons for this shocking situation, but

lack of skills and joblessness are certainly among the root causes.

Obviously. vocational education alone cannot solve all of our

problems, It will not expand our economy, create jobs, change society, or

prevent murder. It does, however, have the responsibility and the capability

to serve those most in need of help by enhancing their skills and employability.

Full opportunities will not be made available until vocational

education, the 'private sector, and other state and local deliverers of services

are fully involved in CETA.

There have been many other efforts in the past to deal with the

unemployed. There was HPA, WA, 0E0, Job Corps, NABS, and others. None



were really effective because they all failed to recognize the need for

a strong educational component; CETA has an historic opportunity to

provide a comprehensive approach which will avoid the mistakes of the

past. Let us, in 1978, commit ourselves to a program which makes education

a full partner, and offers a full range of services.

S

Some say that he education system failed many disadvantaged

persons the first time around, and should not be involved in CETA. That

kind of disdainful attitude does a great disservice to these who are truly

Concerned with finding solutions to the larotilem5 we are facing today,

There are many reasons for failure, and to the degree that education may

share in the blame, it is that much more essential that it re-double its

efforts the second time around.

Education, and especially vocational education, with its

unmatched resources and expertise, has an obligation to see that full

opportunities are made available to those who missed out on them earlier.

Congress has the obligation to assure that vocational education is

made a full partner in the CETA endeavor, and is involved to the fullest

extent possible in the planning, delivery, and evaluation of CETA programs.
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Mr. Chairman, mothers of the Subcommittee

Gene bottoms, Executive Oireeor of the American Vocational

Association, It is indeed a pleasure to appear before you today. On

behalf of vocational educators who are directly involved in the delivery

of education and training services to yoUth and adults in the United

States, 1. want to expreSs our support for your efforts to reauthorize

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. Further., I want 10

offer fire suggestions as to how the administratiOn's bill might be

revised to more effectively insure that training and other services

lead to maximum employment opportunities and enhance self-sufficiency

for then to be served. Mr. Chairman, these recommendations are con-

tained in a rather lenohty statement that I hope will be inserted in

the committee record. If so I will summarize my statement briefly.

The five changes that t believe will improve the legislation are:

FirA, the insertion of a planning process into the administration's

hill that will strenghten the coordination of vocational education and

training Carried out under CETA with similar activities already being per-

formed by public and private institutions in the prime sponsor's area.

0_ d the inclusion of a clearly defined role for the state boards

041 education in CETA.

increasing the emphasis on vocational education and training

%ervIcCS necessary to move participants into permanent unsubsidized jobs.

ttrenohten the ties between CETA funded education and training

rograMS, and economic development initiatives in depressed areas.

Fifth, define the term "local education agency" to include postsecondary

as well es secondary vocational education delivery systems.
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Oeford I address.each of these proposed changes in detail, let

me first commend the Administration and their Subcommittee for some of

the key improvements the bill had made over the existing law. We

strongly support;

1. the stringent rgeting requirements in the proposed legislation

and urge the retention of those provisions;

the proposed new title VII and in particular, the linking of

institutional based vocational education with work experience

through a cooperative approach;

the reCognitiOn of the need to coordinate CETA funded programs

with other initiatives to serve the same client;

4. the efforts to direct CETA resources toward the primary mission

Of developing the capacity of the structurally unemployed to -

Obtain a stable job.

i4ow. I will turn to the five specific changes that we would propose

to strenghten the coordination of CETA with economic and community develop=

ment and also with vocational education in a wav that would increase the

probability that program participants would enter unsubsidized permanent

jobs.

First. it is recommended that a comprehensive planning process be

developed by the prime sponsor for coordinating vocational education training

and related services funding under the several CETA titleS so that the

services under CETA are either linked or integrated with the permanent

primary delivery system for providing these same services in a given

community. Such a process should maximize the use of available expertise

and resources towards serving the CETA client and should serve to improve

the piecemeal approach that IS currently being followed.
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As a minimur, the propmsed rionirg orocess for developing the vocational

education trainiP3 ! rctr.zed services plan should answer the following

seven questions:

1. Who are the clients to receive vocational education and training

services?

2. What are the job opportunities that will be available through re-

placement and expansion, and what job opportunities are community

and business leaders seeking to have available through new and

existing business, industry, services and agriculture expansion?

3. What standards or criteria of quality must all agencies public

and private meet before they 7-,! selected to provide vocational

education and training services?

4. Ala local institutions can most effectively' prepare certain CETA

Cients for certain occupations with only the addition of subsi-

stence support for clients or support for personnel?

5. Which local institutions are in need of CETA capacity development

graati (facilities, renovation, equipment, staff development) to en-

hance their ability to serve current CETA clients or expand services

to additional clients?

6. Hum will the transition into employment bE strengthened by linking

together vocational education and training services with either

public service employment or with part time employment either

subsidized or not?

7. What vocational education and training services will be offered to

clients by which institutions and at what cost? What impact will

the delivery of these services have on similar institutions and

programs in the area?
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In the development of the vocational education and training phase of

the CETA plan, the prime sponsor should designate a subgroup of its planning

Council as its agent for the preparation of this part of the plan. The

full planning council should have an opportunity to review and comment an

the vocational education and training plan before it is adopted by the

prime sponsor. Those responsible fbr development of this aspect Of the

comprehensive manpower plan must view vocational education and training

services as being supportive of the other elements of the plan.

The final step in the planning process for the vocational education

and training phase of the manpower plan would be to have the prime sponsor

submit it to the state board for vocational education. We would urge that

the state board and prime sponsor be given thirty days to resolve their

differences. If they fail to resolve their differences, then the prime

sponsor could submit the plan to the secretary of labor and the state

board could also file its review and comments.

In the written testimony submitted to the committee, this recommended

planning process is in suggested legislative language with references for

insertion in the bill.

This suggested planning proceis offers the advantages of: (a) linking

together institutional based vocational education and supportive services

with public service employment, work experience, and on-the-job training;

(b) linking together resources provided under CETA and the 1 Vocational

Education Amendments to provide cooperative based vocational ,ication to

increasing numbers of unemployed youth. Today, over 600.000 youth are

participating in cooperative vocational education and are receiving on-the-

Job training in the private sector. Through CETA, this effort can be

expanded by using CETA funds to subsidize the employer for on-the-Job
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training. Thus, greater numbers of disadvantaged and handicapped in-

School and out-of-school youth can participate in a program that provides

related basic skills and personal development and vocational skills for

credit and that has a substantial record for developing the roots for

success that has resulted in automatic job placement; (c) strengthening

the capacity of all education for developing delivery systems for addressing

Clients similar to the current CETA clients on an ongoing basis; (d) inte-

grating the primary system of manpower preparation, education and the

auxiliary system of manpower preparation. CETA, in a manner that strengthens

the effectiveness of each.

Second, it is recommended that the administration bill be revised to

clearly define the role of the state boards for vocational education in

CEA with the continuation of a minimun of 5: of the funds in Title II

to implement that role.'

The two primary roles of vocational education in CETA should be those

providing technical assistance to the prime sponsors in planning,

:toff development and curriculum development for programs of

40.;cation and training.

2. provide vocational echication an anb services to clients in CETA

Programs under an agreement with the prime sponsors that involves

sane new ideas we are proposing. Some of these new ideas for the

Pole of the state board for vocational education would include:

(a) developing and delivering tailored quick start training ser-

vices to meet the needs of new and expanding business and in-

dustry in areas of high unemployment.

(b) initiating cooperative vocational education for unemployed

youth and adults.
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(c) developing linkages between vocational education and public service

employment.

(d) delivering upgraded training iOr underemployed adults so as to

create new entry level Jobs and delivery of vocational education

to unemployed youth and adults.

Further detail on this recommendation is contained In the written

nt presented to the Committee.

This suggested role fOr -e board for onal education in

CETA offers the advantages of:

(a) linking together the federal resources of CETA and vocational

education toward their common purpose;

(b) getting prime sponsor leaders to recognize the potential that

vocational education can -play in job creation through cooperative

vocational education and in providing tailored services to expanding_

new industries;

dispelling the view that vocational educatiop programs ore rigid

and institutional based:

(d) creating a broader awareness of the unique role that vocational

education is playing in many states and communities as A partner

In their economic development team.

(c)

Third, it is recommended that greater emphasis be ;Maned on education

and job training in the new CETA authorization by limiting Title II to

vocational education and training activities and by making vocational education

and training a prerequisite for the structurally unemployed to obtain a public

service job under Title VI.
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For the structurally unemployed - esPetially youth, minorities,

displaced homemakers or persons who end up on welfare services because they

Can't find work - vocational education
and training that is simultaneously_

coupled with useful work must be a major emphasis in CETA. for the

structurally unempi4ed yodth of today - those without the quality that

make for success - there is no short cut to employment and stable Jobs

for tomorrow. These youth need a tough and demanding vocational education

and training program that is carried odt by caring and competent staff.

The acquisition of basic skills, job skills and personal skills that are

roots for success are more likely to occur in in indepth long term education

and training program that is linked to either a public service or subsidized

private sector Job. As the number of new Jobs exceeds the number of new

entrants into the labor force - education and training beddhes the basis for

-acquiring jobs. The chames we proposed in the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act would have the consequence of:

(a) eliminating the confusion that existsby having both public

service employment and education and training in two titles;

(b) increasing the proportion of CETA funds expended for vocational

education and training beyond the 205 that some estimates show

is currently being expended under Title 1;

(c) devoting increased emphasis to quality occupational skill training

that can assist participants to move into Permanent jobs.

Fourth, we strongly endorse the proPoSed new Title VII with initiatives

for Job creation In the private sector. However, the Administration bill doeS

not provide sufficient encouragement nor
incentive to state and local prime

sponsors for developing and Implementing a
comprehensive economic development

initiative for depressed inner cities and rural areas. This should encourage

state aid.1 local offimils to examine
factors that prevent existing and new

business and industry expansion into a given area and to set into motion

efforts to develop a more favorable climate. People either have to be moved

to where the jobs are or we must
change the incentives so that Jobs move to
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the people. We would suggest that this section can be strengthened by the

insertion of the following concepts.

First. we suggest that a private industry and agriculture council be

established for these areas in a state with exceedingly high unemplo.'ment.

Many small cities, towns and farming areas fail to even apply for CETA funds,

whether knowingly or unknowirgly. Therefore, this section is to provide for

the unique identification of private initiatives for job creation in rural

America, The purpose of the council shall involve, but not be limited to

the prOmOtiOn of programs which:

(a) preserve and improve the small family farm as a viable economic

unit for part-time and full-time employment and entrepreneurship.

(b) identify and develop opportunities for farm and non-farm employment

in small towns.

(c) funds projects to be conducted by institutions providing vocational

education to meet rural manpower needs, including those engaged

in farming operations.

(d) fund employment of youth in programs where small business operations

cooperate in the training of youth through on-the-job training.

(e) prepare rural people to set up, finance, and operate a Small business.

Second, we urge special consideration of the expansion of cooperative

programs unders Title VII. which would permit reimbursement of added costs

to employers for on-the-job training, as is provided in section 122 of the

Vocational Education Act. I suggest a study of the provisions of section 122

to see how they can be coordinated with Title VII.

Third, under section 706 of Title VII. we urge the inclusion of

Support for vocational education to provide programs that are related to job

creation activities. These programs would include but not be limited to:
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(a) the tailoring of quick start training programs to prepare

disadvantaged and handicapped individuals for jobs in new and

expanding industries;

(b) providing training programs and services for small business

managers designed to aid their survival and expansion

(c) delivering a continuing industrial service to business and

industry designed to update and upgrade skilled workers so as

to create entry level jobs for unemployed persons. Through

vocational education, these services are being delivered already

in some CommunitieL and their capacity must be developed on a

permanent basis in all Communities.

These suggested changeS would serve to create an ongoing capacity for

vocational education to be a critical dimensinF. of economic growth and develop-

ment in those states and communities where their capacity has never been

developed.

Flfth, we recommend that local education agencies be defined in the act

to include postsecondary area
vocational-technical schools, technical institutions.

and community colleges that are not under the governing structure of the local

elementary and secondary boards of education. Currently the administration's

proposal limiting the definition of the local education agency to only

elementary and secondary agencies is not realistic. The postsecondary institution

must be encourageito serve the clients funded under CETA and they have much

to offer to the CETA prime sponsors.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommitte. Thank you for your consideration

of the recommendations offered by the American Vocational Association. We .

artiliailable to assist you in any way that we can and offer our services to

you or your staff if we can expand upon the ideas and recommendations set

forth in this testimony.
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Senator RrEor..E. Finally, the last two witnesses this morning are Ann
Schmitt, who is the director of the Women in Employment, Women's
Lobby ; and Joyce Hartwell and Marilvn Adams, National Wonien's
Political Caucus, and we are pleased to have you.

Ms. Schmitt, would you like to go first? We sill make your full com-
ments a part of the record.

STATEMENT OF ANN SCHMITT, DIRECTOR, WOMEN IN EMPLOY-
MENT, WOMEN'S LOBBY, ACCOMPANIED BY CAROL BURRIS,
PRESIDENT, WOMEN'S LOBBY; AND JOYCE HARTWELL AND
MARILYN ADAMS, NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS

Ms. Sumner. Mr, Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am
Ann Schmitt, director of employment programs for Women's Lobby.
We work solely on Federal legislation--

Senator RrEor..E. Could I ask you to turn up the volume a little hit,
because we want to hear you You might want to pull that mike closer
to you and speak a little louder.

Ms. &i-rum. We work solely on Federal legislation pertaining to
women-

In 1977, women made up 41 percent of the labor force in the United
States, yet we were 47.5 percent ! the unemployed with an unemploy-
ment rate of 8.2 percent, compared to 6.2 percent formen.

The latest Department of Labor figures show that women earn 59
cents for every $1 men earn on the average, down from 63 cents in 1956.

Although age and ecluca Lionel background affect women's earnings,
a woman with 4 of college will earn only $790 more a y_ ear than a
man with an eighth-grade education. She will earn $2,200 less than
man with a high school education.

The Council of Economic Advisors concluded that the most impor-
tant poverty issue in this country may he the increasing identification
of poverty with female-headed households.

Since 1959, families headed by women have grown in proportion to
all low-income families; they were :A percent in 1959; 30 percent in
1966; and 45 percent in 1973. Only 9 percent of all American families
live below the poverty line. .,-kncl only 12 percent of all families are
female headed.

Ten percent of all white families and 35 percent of all black families
are headed by women. We find the disparity in these figures shocking.
When women head almost half of the low-income families, sexism must
be linked to poverty.

Median income for male- headed families in 1976 was $16,095, while
for female-headed families it was $7,211. The care for young children,

discrimination and the concentration of women in traditional
low-paying, dead-end jobs, all contribute to the disparity of incomes.

Clearly, if the Comprehensive Era oloyment and Training Act is to
serve the truly economically dise.th antaged, a special effort must be
made to address the problems of women.

In 1977, women were 47.5 percent of the unemployed. Their CETA
participation rate was 48 percent runlet title I, 40 percent tinder title
II, and 35.9 percent under title VI, These figlires are very disturbing
because title VI, Where warner. are most undertpresented, accounts
for 54 percent of authorized CETA funding. Naturally, the place-



rnent to enrollment ratio is higher for men than for women in all
titles.

There are four points that we would like to make,
One is the need for stronger afRrine,tive action le Tigimge. under

CETA. mPrime sponsors niu,t develop base:lin, data tile ,..7alposii len
of the eligible population, including,- sex, rim , and -hts pro-

portions of each group in the eligibility population.
One problem we have had is that there he.e, L.:en a

garding discrimination under CETA. We do re:, kat/ a
of jobs women are being put in We do not know what of Lila
the blacks are being put in We would like to see prime sp.oesor, ir-
sponsible for baseline data in CETA cross-tabulated by inc Cl d

and age.
Also, that same sigiuiicant group segment should be on the, pkr.ning

councils in those same proportions.
With that, we would like to see stronger en forcement language.

Under the proposed bill, each prime sponsor would be responsible for
setting up IN oWn grievance procedeips, which gives us something
like 400 different grievance procedures. We would like to see a natiollal
procedure that would basically be mandatory arbitration, administra7
tive appeal and judicial review under the direction of the Department
of Labor.

The other thing we ivoulcl like to see is some sort of AFDC pref-

erence under titleII, and if possible, under title VI.
If we are to address the unemployed, particularly the structurally

unemployed, I think we have to take a good look at the AFDC recip-
ients, essentially the poorest of the poor. The WIN program has not
been satisfactory in meeting the needs of these people. WIN gives no
training. The one thing they do is give two quick typist classes a year
This is the jobs component and it is simply not meeting the needs of

the people who are on welfare.
The other issue is displaced homemakers. We "mild like them

included under section III. Thew are a special group. They fight
agism, sexism, and frequently racisr.. -any of these women have

children and are supporting their own
The 197 figures show that 20 percent of white female-headed fami-

lies live below poverty and an astounding 4G pereelt of minority fe-

male-headed families.
Finally, I would like to mention the employment services.
There has been a fairly strong effort to strengthen the role in

employment service into CETA under this new legislation. Employ-

ment services has never been a particularly good vehicle for women

or minorities in finding jobs. Veterans preference has consistently
worked against us. Women were limited to 3 percent of the armed

services until the end of the draft in 1973. So they simply hove not

had access I^9 the system had they wanted to use it There has got to be

some Sort of way we can make the employment services more sym-

pathetic arid more responsive to the needs of the poor and to the needs

of women.
Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
The prepared statement of Ms. Schmitt follows :]
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KARMA, 1978

STATEMENT 01, ANN SCI-DUTT

WOMEN'S LOBBY

SUMCOMMITUE ON EMPLOYMENT', POVEM, AND MIGRATORY LABOR

COMMITTEE or is "IAN RISOURCES

U.S. SENATE

COMTRIIIENSIVE EKPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT

Minter Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I an Ann Schmitt,

r;leector of Employment Programs for Women's Lobby. With-me today is

Carol Burris, dent of the Women's Lobby. Women's Lobby is a

national organisation with affiliates in forty states, work solely

on federal legislation pertaining auren. It is a pleasure to appear

before you today.

In 1977, women made up 41% of the labor forte in the yet we

acre 7.5% of the unemployed with an unemployment rate of 8,2% compared

to 6.2% for men. Y. latest Department of Labor figures show that

women earn 59C for every $1.00 men earn on the average, down from 63c

in 1996. Although age and educational background effect a women's

earnings, a woman with four years of college will earn only $790. more

a year than a man with an eighth grade education. She will. earn
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$2200. less than a man with a High School education.

The Council of Economic Advisors concluded that the most importers

poverty issue in this country may be the increasing identification of

poverty with female headed households. Since 1959, families headed by

women have grown in proportion to all low income fmnilies; they wore

23X in 1959, 30% in 1966, and 452 in 1973. Only 9% of all American

families live below the poverty line. And only 12% of all families

are female headed. Ten percent of all white families and 35% of all

black families are headed by women. We find the disparity in these

figures shocking. When women head almost half of the lour income famil

sexism must be linked to poverty.

Median income for male headed families in 1976, was $16,9,-'.,

while for female headed families it was $7,211. The tare of

children, sex discrimination and the concentration

traditi al low paying, dead end jobs all contribute to the d.

of incomes.

Clearly, if Comprehensive EmplDI. nt and Training Act is to

serve the truly economically disadvaLI:aged a special effort must

be made to address the problems of women.

In 1977, women were 47.5% of the unemployed. Their CETA par-

t elpation rate was 48% under Title T, 49% under Title II, and 35.9%

under Title'VI. These figures are very disturbing because Title VI

where women are most under-represented, accounts
for 54% of authorized

CETA funding. Naturally, the placement to enrollment ratio is

higher for men than for women in all titles.
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E P :mu/aim; IN CETA ( BY PER CENT)

I

Title
II

Title

1975 45.1 5.6 34.2 29.8

1976 44.51 45.9 36.2 34.9

197 ,

47.5% 48.4 40.1 -
Z AA=oc_nted 1977 CETA Funding 5 _121 5!.7

CETA TRAINING AM PLACEMENTS- 1977
Women Men Women Ken

Z_Snrolled_2LEnrolicZ %__TlaSer
-itls 7 51 48.31 i 45.6% 54§47

ritle II

7Itle

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION':

In the turrGat CETA reorganization, the gener,1 prov,Isions of the

law will be moved from Title VII to lltle 1. Women's Lobby urges that

stronger affirmative action lee age appear in this sections

1. Prime Sponsors must develop baseline data on i!le position of the

eligible population, including sex§ race, and age, eni the

proportions of each group in the eligible population,

2. Employment and training services under the Act should be made

available§to the eligible population in proportion to their

representation in the client population.

3. Under utilization of women and minorities in a speclflo job

category for a prima Sponsor must be considered a violation of

,itie T as amended.

4. ilaviiws for plan compliance be required for rea

31.279 0 . TO . 97
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prime sponsors hac significan ties from offireative action

requirements, /he is subject to corrective action. Prime sponsors

should be reviewed for compliance on a regular basis, once every

two years,

Target groups should be represented on the planning councils in

pre portion to the client population. TFiin provision is consistent

with the opportuniiXea allocated by target groups.

A recommendation that part-time employment be considered by prime

sponsors faced with a cut in services.

ENFORCEKENT!

Any review of dis timination complaints by the regional Department

of Iabor offices is appalling. The statute must articulate specific and

binding procedures. The proposed non - discrimination section and complaints

and santtioms-sections are not enough.

In some jurisdictions, discrimination complaints make up more than

75 of incoming CETA complaints. Ther,_ is no standard enforcement

mechanism to individuals under CETA. Allegations of discrimination may

be addressed either by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the

state human rights departments or perhaps not at all, This system is not

decentralised, ambiguous that it discourages persons from

using Some CETA workers are covered by collective bargaining

agreemciv, and given an opportunity to redress grievances; but this does

not tap the potential CETA worker who hen been denied a job. .

c t this defect, ,t is important to include a standard

enforcen available and understandable to all, in-

cluding =,i :he Federal government. This should be



designed around the ,ration griev

administrative appeal and judicial review

event process, with an

ion' Arbitration is a fast, inexpensive dia)ute se

process. It was recognized by the Supreme Court as an effective pro-

cedure in the Steel Trilogy case in the late 1960's. This process

allows individuals to make their claims to the regional DOL offices,

where they will be mandated in he law to begin this proce

Administrative Appeal: After the initial arbitra on decision, either

party is afforded the right to appeal he determination. DOT_ must

delegate a group of administrative law judges for this purpose. Their

decisions will fellow the same rules which currently govern other de-

cisions made by these judges in other areas of the government

administrative law judges are utilized.

judicial Review: The arbitration process must have access to the courts

for judicial review of opinions. There is already a mechanism for this

review, including judicial standards.

Arbitration is both fast and inexpensive. It allows the acgrieved

party to make his or her claim in an informal setting, and the arbitrator

is not bound by the traditional rules of evidence. prime sponsors

and the individuals are all familiar with the process. Enforcement of

antidiscrimination prowls ens will not fall int,: the already overloaded

agencies which handle other such cases, like the two-year waiting period

for E?:Or. People who believe that they are being discriminated against

will have a process to guarantee their constitutional rights.

Now, OOL's only check on print sponsor discrimination is funding



termination. In practice, the difficulties to ending (wide to a

unIctpoilLy offaat the adventagae. In (act, Iii

the (Our year. of Crtee eeietence, prima sweet funding has never

been terminated. What i0 needed in less drastic sanction. !Ipticlficellyi

we tntseatl

if a prim* sponsor in found to ha In tion-tomPlIen,P, a plan for

corrective affirmetive action moat he enhmttted within tie WWI

to DO1

7. if, within 4111 mnnthe, tlhe prime 411011.04 19 celll feSun,I teh 1r

In non cumpliance, a portion trf their foodinp .11I he rerminstrd,

the amount to be determined by the Secretory.

Wtthin an additional three month period, if the prime oponenr

la still In non-compliance. the !lecroterY TMOt terminate fundlOS.

AFDC rIREFCRFNCE

Selection standards Linder Title II have been improved boccie*

they require participante to be economically disadvantaged as veil as

unemployed, however, v feel. a stronger otetement of preference tar

the Most disadvantaged is needed under all titles.

AICD recipients, the majority of whom Are women with children,

trying to inter the labor force face problems of Inadequate education,

lack of job experience, hoed and childcare responeibilitles, race and

sac dlecrie_notion, as well as the "stigma" of welfare. For teeny of

theee women, job training and employment throuth CVO, offer the only

chance to join the paid labor force and attain any economic Ind

CETA prime poneors have practiced widespread discrimination in the

past. Without an explicit stipulation that AFDC recipients have



ng preference, prluu oponooto will con t00% to nai4tet,t these in

favor of people who are 1004 10 no04 but eaglet to Ol0t0. Wa multgOPIE 0

atOplip otatement that CM priority will ba given to 010C rociplents

be included in the alisibillte requirement aectinns for the new CETA

Titles II and VI.

DISPLAW 119111MAK.E10:

wosoh who loow thste jobs through d,rmth and divorce have aerionm

problem* entering the paid Ishor t4rte,

.*played woman 'um 0 poor Vamp of her

of the ph market. In addition to age and sex dipertmtnation, she

1e 31 to 0 veer old mr

and t apgut too le tot an,t ti

lac*4 employer who believe she has sever "worked". she 1. inellmft0

for unemployment, inolisiblo for AFDC, and not old enough for

social ;Acuity benefits.

The Canopus Bureau, Math 1976, reports chit thorn ware 44 million

divorced women who had not rfrearriodi 2 million eoporated women and

10 million widow., (WY otuffloo show only 14Z of divorced women tacitly.

olielony. Similar otudioe show that life Ln.uronce polltiee for

vidoW0 r0 used up in two yeora. The unemployment rata for women in tilts

coup is 7,3X, compared to 5.62 for man. Among diocouraged Joh

wooers, however woman outnumber Mon three to one. For fermis beaded

hoturftholds. the picture is worms- unemploymen Ado% for women and

only 42 for men. In fact. white !male heeded femiliss lived below

Poverty and en astounding 462 of minority female heeded families.

We must attack the problem nationwide. Cuerestsed funding and

opecific mandated programa are best accomplished by including

Displaced Homemakers under Title III of CETA.



EMPlOvIENT "a-P,OfFS:

There la 4 qttollp effort 10 reuigmftilation to uaa th U.S. EmPlaYnlem

Mareire as the teelor od seetch applicant egency for crTA, ThiA

would end the duplication of CETa ow/manta for these earvices. Un

nattily. I. (lever been an eff*oilVe Placement service for

women and minorities. In fact, they are legally hound to give Vtttf401

4d hour preview of all job listings emd rrr give Vee'relM4 preference

in placement. This is a disaster For women who, by leap. were 'hilted

to 1% of the Armed 'ler-vices until the Ona Of the draft.

Although there 4te "buckle- 1`Oika4 01.1.11 16,r VieCIOA d

w inorttiee, the tobtliott J the employmeot noretCe 1§ iheellelve avat ea

with money given for each placement. ohwiouil, white men are

and placing enough of them witl Iced to the 4.1a,

4 plyitltttt freer women and minorities. Um all know Chiafunding

placement service to an ancillary tun _n to the main tank of paying

out unemploymene Insurance from the trust, but a itarilfic04t proportion

of low income people, women and minorities do use thin agnate. At

our meeting with part tewie. the U.SE.S. DireCtOt, adamant that

no real data had been collected by race or sex on either placement or

intake. Ulion pp:oprlartion last year. U.S.E.S. installed

computer system to match past experience with currant oPeninsa,

slamming abut the la et door to women and minorities for placement In

non-traditional Jobe. This system will certainly reinforce the

dlocrimirlation Mt. Lewis currently proudly practices.

We have been assured by Carlo ClatJaa, the Solicitor at the Department

that an assessment of the Employment Service regulations will be

made to determine where additional emphasis In needed and where appropriate
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WOmen'a Lobby onpotte the repenalon of rtrA to make it A h Oar.

larger prnatAm thi w111 truly re,p1or the noneent ,1f one 4orietv, Wp

urge Nfflo to tOrlod

4O(Orf;omont. h1

let

M011nr 40010M nta mant t FY athl Ion

PrA100,0rft., WO pr ror

I It IR vital to hfroP rtr ^nyar IrgimiatIvo ovovrilph( Of rf,r
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March 2 19713

Senator Gaylord Neleon
Chairman, Subcommittee on Frinloyment. Poverty.

and Migrernry Labor
Coemittee on Human Resu_ureee
U.S. Senate
Washington. D.C. 20115

Dear Senator Melee

Displaced homemakers hod been Identified by t(more Mew
Directions for Women early In providing employment east/tome to
women. They were Identified Ocotillo unlike other tercet groups,
including young women, career changers, lately economically dis-
ativentesed women, and women returning to the work force, the
Displaced Homemakers wee for lest prepared to profit from loh search

Wish ''+,r'ye IlmM. re,ure vorkwhorA, and qe1f help re-
source ANN! ntarWN the PiNplaced HOthelliNker did nut iind employment.
P/scement erstietice bore out their concern.

Acfu N the country, this "main-otreleminiC of Pleple(=_
maker', whether In verve's tenter,. In YWCA's, in employment agencies
or manpower centers, hoe not been successful, Diaoloced Homemakers
need to work togeter. This can beet be done only in e shelter.

Displaced Hometroiters, at the Maryland Center have been very
successful in becoming job ready and paining employment, One out of

every four who have come to the Center for eerviceo wee employed
within our first yeer. Wits financed easistance for training,
601 were employed. The eseentiel ingredient for this success has
been the center concept.

Why are centers for DfsPlaced Homemakers important? Displaced
Homemaker Centers, If only a separate office in a local service
facility ouch se the Nebraska YWCA, or developed for their State
program In a separate neighborhood row house, like outs at Baltimore
New Directions for Women, called the Maryland Center for Displaced
Hotemeksee, are important to the idea of providing services to this
disadvantaged population. Centers do not hens either live-in shelter
Or new facilities built and devised for Displaced Homemakers, resent ally

they mean "a room of one's ovt" for the displaced homemoker. This

14 the crucial concept,

Singer

Cindy Moreno
Director, Maryland Center
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the food, it would be logical to assume that voillen it'd the building nod
in vented sonic of the lii.st builili44 tools for heir work.

"I'lle cost. of support ing any dependent group has it negative economic
effect mit 'tinnily. By learning these sltills women can care for ,on
tribute to their environment with tindenitanding and vision that will
have far-reaching positive Viti.t.ts on our entire society economically.
polit ivally,and

First, (4 hula ion in these areas means strengt Ii to part iv ipat actively
in onn's community;

Second, to lie n emit ributor instead of a "helpless woman";
Third, to orate fur (1111"...1`11 illti("1111 Of feeling deprived and miller-

privi lewd ; find
Fourth, to tido. a job that means potent development and with

limn n decent. wage.
.1 1 1 'ra ft Folindat ion, inc., evolved out of years of exper'ence with

the 1 ,ady ('anteater Inst note, WaS IMP ()I. the first I( theS43
Slilli111 I to I he lomicinalier for the %vonli in her home. Out of
(lint experience evolved the Al I-Cra ft. Foundat ion. AVe train women itt
camera ry, electrical and cabinetmaking. 1Ve are CE'l'A program haset1
in New Y'to City. 11'e are submitting some evidence of our work,

Song toi. tA Can your gradunt es get jobs in the building tra(les
industry

Nfs. f wnnitl blip to (plot e from as 1)nily Ne %vs article that
is included in your report, the welfare toi)ther of four who was placed
as a oirpenter ita tho NIetropoliti ()porn [louse, Ilro have placed
%milieu in this local, Iwo as trainees; lxviton (-imp. in local 3, them is a
tool and (lit, milker, carpenters, small shops n11 over the city, as well 119
the i rank !pi Naval Yard. And curpenters assistants.

Senator rgE. It is certainly nit intriguing brochnri
[The brochure referred to follows:]
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Ms. ADAMS. That is part of our outreach to employers.
Ms. ITAirrwitm.. If I could quickly sum up.
The following recommendations are developed based on our actual

experience with our CETA program. The principles and concepts in-
volved can be applied to any given CETA title where appropriate.

Suggested Federal guidelines:
One : Adult women as a group should be targeted for compensatory

period of education and training where it has been omitted because of
sexist educational systems or because of economic conditions;

Two : We suggest a particular emphasis on affirmative action goals
for women on welfare where racism and sexism has resulted in years of
inherited poverty. Prime sponsors will be required to find jobs in the
public and private sectors for women who are the sole support of their
families.

These families have no history of membership in the work force and
union membership on a regular basis and, therefore, limited, if any,
access to a trade.

fn our experience, there has been an expressed need that we think
should be also recognized for women who have low paying, dead-end
jobs, These women must be given the opportunity to upgrade their
skills.

Many women are unemployed because the available careers were
based on sex stereotypes that are reflected on every level of education.
Women, whose education has been based on such sex role stereotypical
college courses as English, teaching, art, and home economics, have an
inordinately high unemployment rate. Many of this last group were
put through college by poor working class parents who indentured
themselves financially to provide a liberal arts education that has not
led to dreamed-of employment security for their daughters.

Three. A specific amount of funds to be set aside for and used by
prbne sponsors who are addressing the need for training women in the
skilled trades and related work areas. The money would not be avail-
able to the local area unless it was used for this purpose. Local CETA
agencies should be encouraged through the use of incentives to expand
in these areas with their program designs.

Four; Special centers should be established for training women in
the skilled trades. All women are beginners in these areas. Women from
different racial, ethnic and educational backgrounds can contribute to
each other's growth by sharing in a new process of learning that cuts
costs.

We have found the young and older, those on welfare, the displaced
homemaker, the educated and uneducated all share experiences, ideas,
and knowledge about living and help each other with solving problems.

Please note that a special center for basic skilled training for wom-
en should in no way be construed as a separate apprenticeship pro-
gram for women as a substitute for a job site training program. After
an initial period of compensatory education, no more than two
months' classroom training, women should continue to train and work
along with men in apprenticeship programs and entry-level jobs in
the crafts as skilled people.

Five; Administrators of these programs should be women who are
knowledgeable and sensitive to women's problems, particularly in
these fields. This would insure that male instructors would be sen-



sitized to the needs of women who need assistance in areas men
take for _granted.

Six : Women from CETA programs, who represent the otherwise
unrepresented, should be members of Federal and State apprentice-
ship councils and the prime sponsors should be encouraged to seat
them on manpower planning councils. These same program adminis-
trators should be represented M the membership on the National
Commission for Employment and Training Policy.

Seen : These programs should be administered by orgimizations
that are specially formed for this purpose, separate from a union and
management program. Union and management should be required to
be members of the program's board of advisers. If the programs were
controlled by either unions or management, nepotism could result
and many women would therefore be excluded.

Eight: We have found in the on-the-job training funds as incentives
to businesses as important in order to employ women but only after
women have had classroom training experience for entry-level jobs,
because of complete lack of experience and in early education.

Nine; Part of the program design should include backup training
for individual job needs of the trainee and/or company. This is in
accord with the emphasis on the upgrading of skills,

Ten : Funds for day care hicilities must be available in the program's
design,

We thank you. Mr. Chairman, and the members of the committee,
for the opportunity to appear before you.

Senator JAviTs. We thank you, M& Hartwell, and we thank your
associate, Ms. Adams, for appearing before us, and we will take what
you say very, very seriously.

I have just one question, because we have to terminate the hearing.
Have you had any experience with the unions and have you had

any problems in getting your members in this unit thatwhere you
train people, qualified so that they can get jobs. because of union
affiliation or lack of it

Ms. Hairrweer Well, you know, the overall problem, particularly
in our beloved city, is a lack of employment for the construction in-
dustry, period ; with projects that are now in the works, hopefully
that might work. There is great interest on the unions' part in in-
cluding women, but of course, there is unemployment for everybody.

Senator JAMS. I understand.
Senator Cliarev. I have no questions.
I think what has particularly impressed me is the statistics that

you have assembled here on the status of women and how they really
are losing out in advances that we are trying to make; and it has
been very effective testimony.

Ms. HAirrwei,L. We also have references of where we have placed
women.

Senator Jams. Would you give us an assemblage of those for the
record?

Ms. HARTWELL. Surely.
Senator JAMS. Within n days ?
Ms. Hormuz. Surely.
Senator. Jams. Without objection, they will be included.
[The joint prepared statement of Ms. Adams and M& Hartwell

and material referred to follows :)
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got in a little morilmo.' eosine bombe.
"Some of chow note end Noma Webilt
San pounds II balm fon' people to vat
one it's hai tt ell,urol latair. hot Ire o
mod Jolt I bola. it wail he weedy, h.,
already put In for I fop in the Parpen.
ply !hop"

Mealne, her three daughters OW her
ton, from a to 14 yowl of ago, are all
nalge NOW Walter% limo 10 a lotto.
titian flat on the Inner 1,40 Old* flee
too steeps on the thing room tooth.
Ilo'e the oldest
fettling rim 'room

All I went." 0.0 a blotto., le to
feed end Oaths them and 0110 theta
some pocket money, which they never
hod and pay Coo rd That" My big
probleat, I tat and Ott node; All
morning. bid I toll them I'd p..v pad of
the bill tomorrow when I get paid
Then they cial they witilign't shut ale
et. Tha landlord dafatil hoot the
house w0 (more go we rat on the
oven and a ilide elictrit heater. Which
daunt help at all whe0 any of tie Ira
In Mt bothroom"

Meath. ease she wee S *hen bar
mothor died ening birth to hor third
child, tier father sts a taborer. who did
the boot he maid, wrote ieuldel be
midi M.Nilif attar-4 wanted her chit.
dren with hoe not In yoator tore or any
other More When they were au In
shoal and Aga in look alter them
wive% she wrist lob hunting.

-Ow %Allot.: one odoeJtion or Boy
Aga All I Paola oil *et 10,30 on hour.
four hours a doy "

Until a friend told her about the Alt-
Draft foundation. which twins women
as cartiontcrs plambem and Mewl.
cline. It woo parked by Soso, Hortstell
and Lest year receittel 11.M.000 Went the
ramtwohenotAo rmployereont Teeming
Art, this year MOM There'. a day
care motor for the woman who hove
children. me Man who runs It li geld
MP 0 with. it comes Immo Mortwolre
solar" which is 810,000 o Mier- Maligfi
to at 23 SI. Marko it

Hartwell 10y% that 1 tat vier PS
WIWI wore tretned and I 0 were plated
ie Jew some in tenth tenon 0 deo
Oreeklyn Nog Ytici; we eopaistal
, ally Machine., at IBM; taw art in Ike

Maier Wilkes
h's net a ameleilawa Amodio's.

WON" program of tarot 3 aluitsbere
Union; s few on carpenter0 and ma
rhinlete for Ma LooliOn Corp OW
Where work as electrician., carpenters.
cohinot where and plumbers In smolt
elope. MINT!' awe another 132
woman will he nettled din year.

Six month, Ago the set up Mother.
and Doughty's Construction prof
it tooting 111111. in which the women AM
paid *1J a Week daring eight weeks of
training 111111 then earn 114 71 An hour
for Another Itim moniht IF mirk wpm%
etirc Maoism was one er the Mother,
aunt liAlighlert

Cie 90 gob training
The woik 11ae it oleo doing

small solo, In the ehltitt, .011 the putsti
Implied." Oho atao did carpentry and
brick laying on A house that woo being
rehabilitated. on another house she did
the plumbing repairs and hooked up a
few sinks. And ob. worked on a now
high rho budding in Union r ity,
AO a plasterer old An eleCtelaila

went every woman who newle it,
black or white, to know they ran got
these sk1114" Muting ems, "W0 may
nal May pooh but We'ra better off ,

working. We can escape Welfare." t

What oho would like to forget to the .

id$1501.5:tivottyr fteesodo w000mmkni.froomdwherlifnaorien.gleiani

the loner; to prone that her children
are still in oehool and listening to the
stony faced man sitting at a desk telling
bar that he can't do a thing about Ma
fact that she's out of Mad stamps.

Ws not 0 etnnatimes humillabon that
heels after a while. It's huntillation day
after day.

phe entirtily off welfare yet.
Whin ohs get! her pay from the Met
the bat to send the alitla to *Mere,
and they will figure out g new budget '
for bor.

"They don't kite you moth of a
Mimeo to get on your feet'"
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FOUNDATION
(212) 760 -3650

Ail-Craft Foundation, Inc. evolved out of years of rience with the

lady Carpenter Institute. The tidy Carpenter Institute wait the first train-

ing program in the country started on a private basis to moat the needs of

women in learning non - traditional craft skills for use in the home.

As early as 1963. Lady Carpenter started teaching craft skills to the

poor children of the Lower Fast aide. Bine* 1971, Lady Carpenter has

:retried and graduated over six hundred women from diversified backgrounds

and became a college credit course at the New School for Social Research

in New York City. All-Craft Foundation's program is based on the documented

experience of these women. in many cases, women were attracted by the role

model of Lady Carpenter Institute Inc.; women teaching and working as shown

on television and news ahows, In newspaper articles and books.

All- Craft, a non - profit corporation was formed around the concern that

women have an equal opportunity to participate in new Job opportunitie

women. .

All -Craft Foundation, Inc., as the first comprehensive training and Job place-

meet program for women in the skilled trades for women funded under CkTA,

has desonatrated ncesoroliy both In the number of woman trained and in job

placement, what can be done to reverse the process of inherited poverty for

woMem and their families. The daytime job training and placement props.* is

for Woe women of all racial and ethnic backgrounds who have not had a chance

to gain any kind of recognised formal education, or learn marketable skills

with which to earn decent living. These women very often have great

natueral aptitude and ability from life experience. These women, when

employed. support themselves and make a major contribution to the support of

their families. These woman need the economic assistance, tuition, and/

or stipends, as well as the counselling services and day care, that CPU

provides.

ALL-CRAFT FOUNDATION INC. - 19-23 SAINT MARKS PLACE - NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
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h,fce H.rtwell 12112 I

Marilyn Adaffin (212) .."60 lid)

-ing recommendations are developed bamed on our actual experience

with our CETA program. The principles and concepts involved can be ap-

plied to any given CfTA where appropriate.

SUOCESTED EIDERS COIOELINtE

1. Adult women in a group should be targeted for compensatory periods

of education and training where it has been omitod because of

egoist educational aystems or becaueo of economic conditions.

2. We suggest a parTiclaat_Amphieleoo affirmative action oils

for women on welfare whore racism end minima

yeses of Inherited overt:, Primo epOneorswili_be_rennifed_tO

d ohs inJIio nd whoore for women whars

Militia kayo no

as resulted in

the not

history of membership in_ the work f.

onaubsand therefor
trade, in our experience there has been an exproaead need that

we think should be also he recognised of women who have low

paying deed-end Jobe. Those women most be given the opportunity

to upgrade their skills. many women are unemployed because the

available careers were booed on sex sterotypeo that 4r, reflect-

ed on every level of ,donation. Women. whose education has

bean based on ouch sex role stereotypical college courses as

English.josching. Art and Home Economics hove an inordinate-

ly high unemployment rate, luny of this last group ware put

through college by poor working cues parents who indentured

themaalveo financially to provide a liberal arts aducition that

has not Ind to dreamed of employment security for their daughters.
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Marilyn *deem (212) 260-J650

A specific emmot of foods to be set *side for end need by Prima

Sponger* who are oddieseing the need for training 4041411 in the

chilled tredee end related work areas. The money would not be

available to the 10441 aria voles it vs* used fur this PutPoes.

Local MA *sancta* should be encouraged through the use of in-

centive* to expand in theme ernes with their program deafens.

4. Special center. should be eetabltall4 for training woman in the

skilled tumble. All women are beginners in theme areas. Women

from different racial, ethnic end educational background* can

contribute to each °there growth by *haring in a now prate** of

learning that cute Casio. We have found the young and older,

those on welfare, the dlspleced homemeker, the educated end un-

educated all share experience*, idea., and knowledge about living

end help each other with Wein& Problems fleame note that e

peseta' center for beeic skilled training for women should in no

way be conitrued as 4 esperete apprenticeship program for women

40 e substitute for a job aft* training program. After en initial

Period of compeneatory *duration (no more then 2 soothe classroom

treining), *moon should continue to train and work along with men

in apprenticeship progress and entry-towel jobs in the crofts 44

skilled people.

S. Administrator. of these programa should be women who are knowledge-

able and sensitive to WOOOn's problems particulerly in these fields.

This would insure that male instructors would be sensitised to the

needs of woman who need assistance in erase that men take for

granted,

h. Women from CETA proves', who represent tins otherwise unrepresented,

ehould be sembereof federal and *tete epprenticeatiip council' and

the Prime Sponsors should be encouraged to **et thee on Manpower

Planning Council*. These same prose., administretore should be re-

presented in the sashes-ship an the Netionel Commission for Cmoloy-

sent and Training Policy.
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Hirllyn Atlanta (11 210- MO

noise programs should ba edminletat ad by orgy n (lona that *to

spatially foamed for M. porposo. aspirate from a union sod

mono g A programs. Onion and minaleUatit should be required to

he ...bars of the progrma's Board of Advisors. If tha programs

were rontr011sd by either Onions Of manogsmant. nepotism could

result ord many 400.111 would thereof* h. excluded,

O. Ws have found that on-the-job training funds so incontivee to

buoineases la important in order to **ploy women but only attar

woman have had Classroom training **parlance for entry level

lobs, because of complete lack of experionce and in .srly Ode-

Cation.

9. Part of the program design should include back -up training for

individual lob needs of the trains and/or company, Thlo is in

ccord with the smphasi* on the upgrading of skills.

ID. Fund, for Day Cars Utilities oust be avolloble in th progrom's

design.

We think you Mr. Chairman and tho Member* of tho Committee for the

opportunity to appear before you. Fla will he glad to answer any

quotations you or the Committed Member* May wish to oak us.
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FOUNDATION

OVER ROD PEOPLE HAVE MEN TEMPORARILY LAID OFF AT

THk BROOKLYN NAVY YARD BY SEATRAIN SHIPBUILDING CORP'.

UNFORTUNATELY FIVE OF THE NOMEN TRAINED ny us ARE AMONG

THEM. THE INCLUDED LETTER IS AN EXAMPLE OP THE LETTERS

THEY RECEIVED FROM THE COMPANY.

ALL-CRAFT FOUNDATION INC. - 19-23 SAINT MARKS PLACE - NEW YONK, N.Y. 10003
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Seatrain Shipbuilding Corp.
Brooklyn Navy Yard
Building 292
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11203

8191-1913
Yakni: 12-7302 39ATRNEINP NYK

Fora Ian Yaw 12.7302 dEAT7IN81.49 NYK

March 21, 1978

To Whom it May Concern:

This is to certify that Ms. Emma Mar z was employed by

8satrain shipbuilding corporation from November 22, 1977 to

March 17, 1978 as a Laborer.

While employed Ma. Emma Martinez applied herself to her

Work in a responsible manner. She worked well with others as

well as being punctual in her attendance.

I hope this information will be of some assistance to you.

Respectfully you

/0g
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To Whom Lt May Concern:

Mere h 17, 1978

The LEWTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY INC. has maintained
A relationship with Al]. Craft Foundation Inc. for approximatelyone (1) year.

During this period of time they have referred respective
employees out of which two (2) have been hired. One women isemployed as a Carpenter and the other is a Tool & Die MakerTrainee. They are both considered by their Supervisors' "AbOVoAverage Employed. They ere quite knowledgeable in their skillsand are highly motivated.

It would appear that All Craft has established an excel-
lent Training Program and is one of the few agencies that we dealwith that does extensive follow-ups

on the applicants they place.

lie gratifying to find qualified females in what hasbeen "historically male oriented jobs.

LiV(ION kiNiOAC [OR

BUJ ONEENPOiNTANC RIVCIK1

Very truly yours,

LEVITON MANUFACTURING CO. INC.

Ronald .7.klcGawan
PERSONNEL MANAGER

NcOluclOA n M.NuraCtu.E.0 n, avaNn NV, 13 .Nn coo 5(r5
N v 1,2,g 0 oHned R11-383-4300 P CAHIA Ltv.fiCIN(fC P fwg lialea.2362
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MICHAEL CAINEB
Cabinet df Althwetwal Wooti.okan

4i5 Ko %mooning* Avpmu

ow., N. Y. 10411)

Marsh 21,1978

Ti dhow it may comeerni

My Woo to 0.0441 Caine. and 11a 4 Cabinet-Molter by protoseloi.

Milile I sae narking At the Cametruntinn Coupon I welt dtmas Crewafield(en All-

Craft graduate) who He Deeming her apprentieeship. I esperviari her stark

And woo Lapreosod by her istereat and skill. UHF reveral months the Cadet

COW, folded and I Started any own Waimea.. I havw subsesseatly hired Sams

es as assiatant woodworker.

All-Croft youmlatioa has helped Susan direst herself as Csbinotwaker in

way that mould have been difficult it oho hadalt had that support.

51241,141y,
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Sent or JAIRTF1. WOhavenmv completed our wilily:. 1 and
the subcommittee will stand adjourned, subject to the call of he
Chair,

[Whereuon, at 1..3 :0S p.m.. t he suhvoto 11 Hee adjourned, to re m
roue. subject to the call of tlw ( 'hair. I

0
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meat opportunities over those opportunities wit' .1

would otherwise be available,

3 " (11) will not result in the displacement at

4 currently employed workers (including ltitrtial dis-

5 placement such as reduction in the hours of non-

6 overtime work or wage or employment benefits),

7 " (C) \rill not impair existing contracts for

services or result in the substitution of Federal for

9 other funds in connection with work that would

10 otherwise be performed,

11 " (D) will not substitute jobs assisted under this

title for existing federally assisted jobs, and

13 " (E) will not result in the hiring of any

youth when any other person is on layoff front the

15 same or any substantially equivalent job,

16 " (c) Thirty percent of the stuns appropriated to carry

17 out this title fur any fiscal year shall be made available for

18 grants under this section for such fiscal year awl shall be

19 made on the basis of total youth population within each

20 State.

21 T. PORTS

22 "SEC. 807. The Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of

23 the Interior, and the Secretary of Agriculture slittll_ jointly

24 prepare and submit to the President and to the Cortgress

25 report detailing the activities carried out under this title
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1 for each fiscal yesr. Such report shall he saint ocl ttot la ter

than Fobrun y 1 of each year following- the dale

3 theta of this Act. The Secretaries shall include in Such

4 report recnnanoulutions as they deem :intro priatc.

5

6 "SEC, 808, No persons Wide tepoosibilitio, iu Hie

7 operations of such programs shall discritriinote with respect
8 to participation lit such program liecatise of race, color, rcli-

9 gion, sel, howl origin, 111111111mi), or political atliliatiou, or
10 beliefs.

11 Til

12 of the country of both saxes and y( nah of all social, economic.

13 and racial classifications.

14 "riziursvi,:it op FUNTDS

15 "Si ' 809. Fluids necessary to carry out their respon-
16 siljilities under this e shall lie made available to the Scere-

17 takies of the Interior end Agriculture iii accord with inter-
18 agency- agreements; betw,een the Scoretary of Labor nod the
19 Secretaries of the Ilderior and Agriculture.

21 "SEC. 810. There are authori zed to Ile of pcoprinted

such sums as may 1,e necessnry for the fiscal 1 tar 1978 and

23 for each fiscal year entliog prior to October I. - for the
24 purpose of carryin g. out this title."

"-AN1111116CR 5E INATION

' rps mil be open to yotttlt trout all ports

"at:71101tri, to'zt k 1-111ROPillitT 10Nri

31.219 - 1A = 13
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REPEALER

Kw% 3, 8ection 04 of the Enterge0ey Jobs nittt Un-

a m$| ,mm Assistattee Aet of 1974, Public Law 94-5113,

4 is hereby repealed.

EFFECTIVE DATI.

SIT et shall take ellevt q A+ rb 1117S,
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Senator Iti Kotx. Let, too ilttrotluce you to professional staff peoplewho are with use today. Ou in right is Scott ( ;Inslitirg who representsthe committee, represents Senator Nelson. IN is here to serve BS rOfill-tie I fop these hearings. (hi my left is Stephanie Smith who isst menthol-or Illy staff, who has the principal operating- responsibility in this arenof work relitti lig to work on that (-mint-kit tee.
I might say to others in the tindienet. who are not scheduled to bepuhlie witnesses in the senso of giving pliblie tt,st runny hably, that wenonetheless welcome your pnsenee, and we welcome ,your (..st iniotty,Anyone alto has IL statement to make, we will certainly talce that andmake it hart of the committee recordanyone who winds to gio astatement orally.
I have other staff people hero. Jim Shay p. Frank Jeffries, A liee'Vaughn, who will also assist, anyone %dm N-ats, (41 her now, or later, to

give It statement of whatever sort that Chet' I Mule woo Id he helpful torho heiLring process, and those statements will be soled and incorpo-ratel as part of our committee record,
So with that as on opening sot of comments, our first wit ness todayis ',11-r, Italwoek, who is Ili reetm. a the Michigan Depart nienb ofLabor. 1 underst and you tyre neconipanh.i I t odm- h- Mr, Hichoril Donn-hue, 11re are delighted to have you here, and I know you have a state-ment, that you have prepared, and I hope that its we go alongwe firegoing to make, your entire statement a part of the revordbut 1 voithl

Impttlnit yon ()11111 SO10111:1117,1, ;Is !WII fiS on can so f hat wc can
liSnitteli time for quest ions and fill: AVers as possible,

STATEMENT OF C. PATRICK BABCOCK, DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN DE-
PARTMENT OF LABOR, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD DONAHUE
Mr. 13t coctc. Thank vnii, Semi toe, Let me first say t hat. the Gover-

nor his list:cid me to express his a ppreviat ion to you and :-;enlitor Nel-son for this opportunit y to appear and stake sailie of our irS On(!El'A known.
NIiehigan is enjoying ti much better economic climate today than NV('Vears 'Pro. nut we IN very concerned within the administnit ionabout some of the residual effects. 14'01 exintiple. while Nfiehigliti's ttueniplotuent trite last. year tars GA) percent, IVe are Wiry voncerited that

the urtemployinent rate ,)r minority women is in the neighborhood of
1:3.1; pyre vitt, youth unemployment is 11.6 percent, 10 inorit c youth un-eployment exceeds 3(I periv lit. 11'111.11 T iis appointed State Lobar
1)irert or, ,fanintry 1. the Clovernor gni ye no st. hosie blueprint. That was
to develop an °endl coonliinited program policy for monpolver sere-
lees in Nfiehigan, tapping the sere at and efforts of Other state aged-tics such ns social service7labor,eduen tion, etc.

11 tt fee) that the (-ETA program has been it very positive factor in
repairing _Mchigan's ecoturny. Last wear in Nrichigitn, state and local
govern men ts spent snore Cut n 0 million to m.ot-ide job opport unities
and training for 11101e than I80.0110 people. Those_ dollars paid many
dividends in redneed IV1,1 fair. costs, increased poductivit'y, and better
use of the :fielligan labor route. )1ost inmortantly. these funds helped
relieve many thousands of people in Nfieliigan from demoralization
and depersonalization of Imemployment.
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question t,,m It n asking in mini mutt ration is whet her we are
winning the %%Iv against unemployment. We feel that t he answer is
yes, but we feel that the pave is inueli too gradual. We feel that a major
problem that we experivnevd under ( 1....TA is I absenve of (two
t execittive management, ti prohleni which you noted in your int ro-
diletory comments.

Virtually all of the employment. and Iraininj programs adminis-
tered by the State are products of Vet lend sant titt'S. '1110St. slat at es have
been passed at di liel-ent t Mies Ii il Witt Congresses null wit II differ-
ent objectives. As a result. WO have often sten an array of overlapping
eon fusing programs and overlapping eon fusing line of authority. We
have seen all too often_ fragment at ion rather t lain a eoliesive net work
of employment, setvicesattheeomnipu it y level.

We also arc concerned with the growing tendency for the Federal
Government to centralize control over ETA runds. 011p oxiwrionep iti
Michigan has demonstrated t he strength, of Neal prime. sponsors to
meet the familiar and speci fie needs of the mai mun ity. Expoionee lifts
also shown that the State anti not. Patient] Government is better
equipped to provide technic d assistance to local programs; in the n)--
won of statewide economic object ire.

1ie feel strongly that the Federal Government. is too far removed,
and frankly, too large to conduct local programs or gain lb statewide
perspective. We think OW technical suppiort call and should be pro-
vided by a State agency.

With the current, authorization for CE'r.1 running out this 3iitiTir.
we wive wi yot t is p tatut. to le o it ry care'th i ) r v. , -
the strengths and weaknesses of that program in order that we may im-
prove what I think is one of the most posit i ve federal acts in the hi Haan
service area.

Wre have done an analysis of the administrat i on's proposal which ;von
Halve before you. It is a. ptyliminary analysis, and we will be providing-
your stall, and committees of Congress, with a, more detailed analysis
as we have a chance to further review the administration's proposals
and other proposals. I would like, however, to romment in the five
areas of the administration proposals which we feel need attention.

Historically the purpose of ('ELI has been to provide jobs and re-
lated services to the economically disadvantaged, the unemployed, and
the underemployed. The niin ist rat ion proposed that jobs ha provided
for the economically disadvantaged, either unemployed or underem-
ployed. IV() feel that is tt distinct. difference. A. proposed shift in
el ability criteria, may result. iii (lee l'ensed -number of people served.

We believe that while employment and training services should be
provided for all pet-sons who can benefit from the pcogam, it is the

IMTICS reSpOilSibi Iity to insure that those oppol.tlInit.iPS are
available to economically disadvantaged.

When CETA was enacted in 1973, Congress was committed to the
concept of decentralized authority for the doeisionaking. It want to
the extremes to insure that prime sponsors maid influence how CETA_
dollars aro applied. Today the prime sponsors hare a reduced role in
deeisionmaking authority, ii.nd the Set retary of Libor is 11101e exten-
sive, and the administration's proposal continues that trend towards

.
centralization.
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strongly reetrnuuend that Congress forcihl,V voice its onneurn overdus vont hints! and proposed encroRch went or vvdenil llt1rc.11rrravy into\\Ault should he lova! mill StaleAleciNionondiing.Irt the area of cooi'dination we reel that we have a number of i neon-sisleitente within the propo-ed drat. ror ts,diiidr, net providesthat the Governor mint iLriVt1 1111111'0ILI 114401. ,JOIP 'wtsCenter ran be located in the State, In practice, however, millions ofdolln I'S of C'1 '1'A. funds are allocated by the Seci'elary of I4abor withminimal waive to the Governor. %Ire urge I hat ( be amended tointovide at. I he minimum that liovernors he given the opport unity toreview nut comment on all inagranis proposvil implement ii ion inthe State.
1Ve also urge that the net provide that the Governors insure thepenile. sponsors have a mice 111 t 'ETA protr ranis hat full withintheir jurisdiction...knit finally, that the itet pi osolt tr ntrithnnisto withinthe Tectierld Government, for the recognition and consider:II ion andcomments from the Governors and prime sponsors. \'s also nee very

inte.ested ill I 6111111111114111i prop1 s111 (0 rengt i011 1 O( ofthe act. As you are aware, section 10ti provides t hat the Governorof theSnide shall have a mord hinted manpower plan. We feel that, other sec-tions of the act tie in with that seetioa. lint frankly w' nre very e011-cerned that. I he 1)e1artment of T Athol- in the administration of the actrecog-nize Adult 1 think is a. very idly meta in iniociple. If Si e aro goin,(r to
deliver manpower services to gun or any other Stoics we need torecOiiyA tlip totality of the needs a tito unemployed and mider-
employed. This requires consistent poi iv es h the yarions litiman serv-ices agencies.

In the alga of unemployment insurance most ntlated ITTcosts are currently assume(' hi I lie entpin5 ing ageney. This results itr
employers cold ing a very subst ant la I n mount of non-CETA funds
for ITT after the part h.i puns are lidd off. The athilinistrat ion proposal
does not address this very fundamental issue. We recommend that sec-tion 1; of the Emergency .robs Programs Extension Act he amended sothat employers \voilitt not he penalized fm- employing- CETA public
s.ervico. employment part in pants.

There is no niaxitutint period in t he present, law for length of par-
ticipation in the public:service employment program. Part ielptints may
be enrolled fill- extended periods a tittle, (wen several years if that ishe Avis]] of the prime sponsor.

The. administration wmild limit die partieipal ion to :I. maxintinduration of 7S weeks during the 5-ear Istrintl. Trainees will be limited
,=to 104 weeks, anti work experienor Participants to ti months.

WP. reCOMIII0nd that prpne SlIOTISCWS Ire given authority to exempt.
SOnICA ptIMie Asrvire employment positions from the 7S-weeli 1 imitat ion.using fnetors such as the !neat sovi al economic climate mid relati'Ve t iefforts of the comtitunity us hasis for cletermininp- the number slid
du ration of exemptions.

In conclusion I vant to thank :you for the chance to appear today
on behalf of the Governor. INre are committed to providing nn effec-
tive rind efficient mechanism for employment and training- in the
State, seeking to insure that all who want. tt job and need training
become gainfully employed as (richly possilde. with particular
emphasis placed on the privatee sect or.
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Nile+ Of my time and energy through the coming, years, as State
labor director, will he devoted to stroel tiring nad reshaping Midi-
igan's employment and training programs in ori ler to wake sure that
I hey realistically meet and needs. Nlitell of what we an, qoing to
he able to accomplish, obviously, delwials oil what Congres!-; diToes with
( 'ETA, We stand ready ul, the -Department of Ltd tor R, provide you
and your staff with the benefit of oilr experience as dm prime spon-
sors for the balance of the State as w11e.. as an tulviser to the Governor
on overall manpower program.

Mr. Donahue and I will be very glad to ens er m any questions in
regard to that,

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you for your statement. Ile will make y
whole submission part of the revora.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bah
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RECOMMENDED CHANGES

TO THE

CO E IIENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TNAININC ACT

Submitted by: C. Patrick Babcock, Director
Michigan Department of Labor

16 February 1978



EUE94ARY

With the exception of Title VIII of the Act (for which authorization extonda
through FY 197940). authorisation for the Comprehensive :Employment And
Training Act (CETA) will "expire" et the end of thin fiacal year. Congressional
oversight hearings are taking place to provide Congress with information about
the impact of the CETA Programs from mid-I974 to the present as well as with
recommendations as to how to modify the Act.

While various members of Congress have discussed some of the modifications they
favor. up until thin time no bill has been introduced to continuo the Act (though
it in clear that a number of bins will be introduced soon). Recently, a draft
of the "Nei:, Comprehensive Employment and Training Act" wan released by The
Administration". The Michigan Department of Labor has reviewed the draft bill,
identified five "Critical features" of the bill and made specific recommendations
relative to there critical features.

I. There to a narrowing of participant eligibility criteria in the Admini=trat n'a
bill.

RECOMMENDATION: While ideally employment and training services would
be provided to each individual who could benefit from those nervicen,
in the event of a short fall in available funds, emphasis should be
given to provide services to the economically disadvantaged.

II. The Administration's bill is characterized by a trend toward centralization
And categorization.

RECOMMENDATION: Given COngrOSS'S commitment to lo _tug CETA
decision-making (As indicated in the statement of purpose of CETA)
Congress should vigorously and Forcefully voice its concern over
the continued and proposed encroachment of koderal bureaucracy
into local/state CETA decision-making.

III. Thera ore inconsistencies regarding program coordination in the Admini-
stration's bill.

RECOMMENDATION: That CETA be amendedto provide that the Governor
of a state shall have the opportunity to review and comment. prior Co
implementation, on all programs to be operated within his or her state
jurisdiction which Are funded or operated under the authority of CETA,
(2) provide that the Governor insure participation La the review and
content procedure by all prime sponsors in the state in whose jurisdiction
the program will operate or otherwise impact and (I) provide for a mechanism
Within the U.S. Government to facilitate the recognition and consideration
of the commento of each governor.

IV. The Administration's bill fail= to address the issue of unemployment
benefits.

REGCNMElDATII7N: Section 6 of the Emergency lobs Programs Extension Act
should be Jawed and, as it relates to considering any changes to CETA,
considered an though it were presently a part of CETA. Changes to Section 6
sholAlti be made no that no employer would be penalized for employing CETA FSE
participants.
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V. There Are llmitat en tint duration of aeivices prcacrthoti la the
Administration's bill.

REC0MMENDATIO CtTA should pravitle each prime senner Autliurity to
ercmilt memo percentage of PSE positions Within hie or her nregram from
the 78 Week limitatinn. The surto/economic climate in a particular locale
should be 4 factOr In determining the number and duration of esemptiuus.



CETA RECOMMENDED CHANCES

Narrowin of

A, CETA _Criteria - While specific criteria vary depending on which CETA
fended program In being considered, the purpose of CETA is to provide
John and job related services to fl) the econemlcellydleadvantagid.
(2) tine 2sliMpleyki and (3) the_ungetemplay0.

g. Adminletration's proposal - While specific criteria depend on the CETA
[ended program being considered, the purpose of the bill in to provide jobs
to the ersioiJiiiiiadvantaefi who are eitherjanumPloyed or undelemgluyedk

C. biecuealon - The Shift in eligibility criteria would clearly "screen le"
fewer people an being eligible than is now the case. In FY l976-77
aPprokimetely 66 percent of Hichigan.0 CERA participants were economically
disadvantaged prior to entry into a program funded under the Act (all
others were either unemployed or underemployed prior to entry).

1. Grau.n n be nerved

a Unemployed and underemployed members of families with
two or more wage camera, e.g, an unemployed husband
or wife whous spouse in working at a reasonably good
job. Many women and many youths would be "Screened
out ".

Unemployed people who are the male wage earners in
a family but who have not been aneMployed for several
weeks.

O Employed people who are the sole wage earners in their
families who are working part-time or full-time at jobs
that don't pay much --- but which are paid at a rate
above the poverty legal.

2. Implications

O Many public sector employment positions now filled with
People who had been unemployed only x short time prior
to filling theme posiciona (I.e., they had a good work
history) would have to he eliminated and replaced with
kagslaDA more suitable for the economically disadvantaged.

a The nature of the various CETA programs would be modified.
On-the-job training and InStitutional training programs
would be greatly affected. For example, on-the-job training
programs suitable for the short-term unemployed may be found
to be unsuitable for the economically disadvantaged.

If CETA funds are allocated an a function of the number
of economically disadvantaged in each state, urbanized
states may receive proportionately less than they do
Presently (e.g. Michigan). While none of the formula
contained in the draft bill involve allocations based
on this criterion, it would veto logical to do so in



the ruturu, The Secretory of Labor would have clone to
owe billion dollars per year to oflocuto at his dincrotion.

A much larger percent of the total nerved would be welfare
recipientS,

A granter percentage of those at

groups moat La need of eervtces,
d would he from the

The affect of changing CETA ellgIbility
rriLen a to further

reward todividuala from Biogle pereon tamillen may he to
break up multi-person fesillett,

The proposed eligibility criterion r.ould be inconsistent
with the criterion In the proposal tar the Full Employment
Act, The pull Employment Act i9 bauod on the assumption
that all individeula have a right to a J4ob.

atlonals_ for Chamg

The apparent objective of the propo,e .1 ehanhe Ia to
those most in need.

Anaiye - It is the r_ h
work ton b Further

ewer- lndivldl z_i able and llliu to
the lea ianalbillt ofgavernmene to
a. To deny anyone the right to ato en Vltea h would remove onal barriers to employment,or to educational

ining experiences which would increase theemployability
Person, on the grounds of being a member of thefinest institution in the human experiment, the family, Is unconscionable.

RECOMMENDATtON - While ideally employment
and training services wouldbe provided to each individual who could benefit from chose services,in the event of a short fall

in available funds, emphasis should begiven to provide nervices to
the economically diaadvantaged.

A.

d Centralization and Cate.orimat_lon

CETA Related P An overall decentralized approach in called
in the statement of purpose, yet

every chauge to CETA since 1973
has increased the authority of the

Administration vis-a-vis primesponsors. Overall. CETA Ls now a funding
mec=hanism for a number of

relatively centralized programs -- the decision-making authority
of the Secretary of Labor in ostensive.

- The extent of central lea
increased. greatly

Discussion - When CETA was enacted in 197 Congress WAS fully COMOIttedto the concept of decentralization
(authority for decision-making

resting with local elected officials)
and went to extremes to insure

that prime sponsors could influence
how CETA dollars were to beexpended. While there was one categorical

program mandated in the
original legislation (the Job Corps program), all of the dollars wereto be expended based on the judgment of local prime sponsors, Since1913, a variety of new programs have been introduced, all of them
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categorical In nature ^= Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC),
youth Community Conservation Improvement Projects (YCCIP), Youth
Employment and Training programs (YETP). Help through industry
Retraining and Employment (HIRE), Skill Training Improvement
Program (STIP). etc. In addition to tbe,a new program. Congress
has changed the nature of the old programs to the extent that
they would have to be classified as either totally categorical
in nature (e.g, the Title II program) or severely restricted
verging on being categorical (e.g. the Title I program), Today,
over ninety percent of CETA activities could he catogorlaa as
"categorical" in nature.

D. Analysis - The relationship between categorical /non - categorical
programming of CETA dollars, on the one hand, and of centralized/
decentralised administration of the program or the other, Is obvious.
It is usually the case that decategorizatiom and decentralisation
compliment one another and centralisation and categorization are
complimentary. It is obvious. then, that the two Issues of the extent
of categorization and Centralization oust be considered together.
The basic argument that a decategoricol approach is a much more
flexible and therefore, a much better approach than a categorical
approach is irrefutable. It would, therefore, follow that a de-
centralised approach in a better approach than a centralized approach.

E. RECOHHENDATIoN - Given congress's commitment to local/state CITA
decision making (as indicated in the statement of purpose of CETA)
Congress should vigorously and forcefully voice its concern over
the continued end proposed encroachment of federal bureaucracy
into local/state CETA decision-making,

Retard tram Coordination

A. CETA Related Policies While a great deal of "lip service" Is paid
to the concept of coordination in the Act, there Is a great coeveeega
in the various portions of the Act regarding the extent to which, at
least at the state level, coordination can be carried out. The title
of the Act dealing with Job Corps provides the Governors with an
abosolute veto.

The Governor must give explicit approval before a Job Corps center
is to locate in "hie state. The authority of the Governor is
obvious. However, hundreds of millions of dollars of CETA funds are
now expended by the U.S. Secretary of Labor without even Informing
the Governor, of for that matter often not Informing any local
elected official in the state that the fusels have been distributed.
Neither the present legislation nor the administrator's proposed
legislation is written to systematically facilitate intro -CETA
coordination.

Administration's Pro osals - There are no changes to CETA proposed by the
administration which would enhance intro -CETA coordination.

Discussion - In order for a Governor to coordinate CETA program activities,
he moat. at a minimum, have the opportunity to comment on all CETA program
proposals or grant applications or contracts prior to the time they
are implemented, and ho must have a commitment from federal decision-
natters (e.g. the Secretary of Labor), that they will be receptive to
any comments he might make.
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D. - Section ifi5 of the Administration's bill. provides adeA.1._ of responsibility to Governors to coordinate employment "4trotoing programs, in order to carry out this responsibility itIn essential that (1) Governor's be provided on opportuniry totint and review all CETA related grants applications and pro-pooala prior to funding by the U.S. Government. (2) that a mechanismbe establisheJ within the VA, Government to consider the commentsof the Governor as funding decision.

aEG OhiliMATIO - That CETA be amended (1) to provide that the Governorof a state shall have the opportunity to review and comment, prior tolmplhmentation, on all programs to be operated within his or her statejuhihdlotion which are funded or operated under the authority of CETA.(2) provide that the Governor insure participation in the review andconthnme procedure by all prime sponsors in the stare In whose juris-diction the program will operate or otherwise Impact and (3) providefor a mechanism within the U.). Government to facilitate the recognitionand c ensideration of the comments of each governor.
Gnamnlormnt Insurance Benefits

A. CETA R -d Procedures = Section 6 of the Emergency Jobe programsEmeasion Act of 1976 allows none relief to employees of CETA "POE"tarLciponts, Host, though not all. of the CETA related "IA" costsare ansumed by the Federal government. However, employers of GETAese participants who are funding their "Ur" account on a contributorybasis now stand to pay out a substantial amount in non-GETA fundsIf CETA participants are laid -off -- the "rates" paid by these
employers would rise for a considerable period of time.

B. Paculnistration's Proposal - No relevant changes to GETA or to theEmer gency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 are proposed by theAdavin lot rat ion.

The relevant statements regarding the paymentof `Li ' bone to GETA public sector employment participants tonet new a part of CETA. Not all employers of CETA PRE participantsare equally protected -- those funding their " "iii "" account on aconcributory basis are being penalized for participating In theprogram,

D. RECOPMNDATION - Section 6 of the Emergency lobs Programs ExtensionAct s hould be reviewed and. as it relates to considering any changesto cerA, considered as though it were presently a pert of GETA.Charisos to Section 6 should be made no that no employer would be
penaltmed for employing GETA PIE participants.

V. Iv atinn of Partici atien in PRE Pro rams

CETA. Ralated P te o - Presently, DO maximum period of parci_ potionin PE program is prescribed under GETA PRE. Participants can be"enrolled" for extended periods of time (for a number of years if aprime sponsor wishes) .

g. Admlisiotration's Proposal - The administration would permit participationin PE programs for a maximum doratinn of 78 weeks (during a five weekperiod) .
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Ul cession - The Administration seems intent on insuring that the
present CETA program is modified in such a manner as to compliment
the Administration's Welfare Reform proposals (especially that portion
of the proposal which would establish 1.4 million Jobs). The effect
of limiting the duration of PEE positions would be (1) to "fire all
present PEE participants, (7) to eliminate many of the present PSE
positions (and eliminate certain "essential" services), (3) to (in the
long run) "fire" many economically disadvantaged People from "good" jobs
after chose people have had the Jobs for a year and a half, and
(4) substantially increase the "ill" costs associated with CETA.

An analysis of the Michigan experience indicates that the educational
and skill level of the current PEE incumbents is several times as
high as the average potential public employee from the welfare rolls.
This means that in the summer of 1978 the current PSE employers will
be laying off teachers, police, typists, carpenters, social workers, etc.
Upon welfare reform being enacted, they would be faced with employing a
labor force totally unequipped to replace the '78 PSE layoffs. Very
few local governments, schools and other agencies employing CETA PIE
participanta can afford (1) the complete loss of the present PSE
work force augmentation in face of little reduction in the demands for
government services (2) the internal inefficiencies the absorption into
government of massive numbers of unskilled, educationally impaired workers
will cause.

D. Conclusion - There is justification in limiting the duration of PS
participation to reduce substitution and to open up the program to persons
needing regular work experience. However, some locally exercised dis-
cretionary safeguards to protect essential service delivery are netesSary.

E. RECOMMENDATION - CETA should provide each prime Sponsor authority to
exempt some percentage of PEE positions within his or her program from
the 78 week limitation. The sorto/economic climate in a particular locale
should be a factor in determining the number and duration of exemptions.
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Senator There aro several things I cant to ask you. First
of all how would you describe the quality. of vair work relationship
with. the Labor Department in wcnking on the C NT:1_ program?

Mr. RuicocK. Dick may want. to speak to that also. fam a rather
new addition. to the Department. 1 think that we etoy a good
relationship with the region. con-meats regarding what I think
is erosion of responsibility for authoritN at the local level deals more
with the structural problem.

I think CETA over the last 4 or 5 years has become both centralized
and overly categorical.. r suspect that is a a.sult of either concern
that a program is meeting its objective or of intergovernmental dis-
trust. I think we have not built a. partnr-Aip between Federal, State.
and local officials. We have not hen able to build together upon the
strengths of each.

DoNAttur.. I think the problem, if there is any real problem,
has been caused more by the turbulence-- of the program as you have
alluded to in your opening relnal-ks .. which is the continuous addition
of major new parts to CITA.. I think the film schedule has often
been extremely unrealistic. -1lost of the programs were emergency in
nature, and were implemented on very- tight schedules to get them
up and running. The problem was al ways the delay involved in
writing extensive rules (tad regulations. l think that the relationship
between the State and the region_ in our particular case. the State of
Michigan, has been good.

Senator BiniLE. YOH mezin you cYet Iimtrly answers. t bluely responses?
Mr. Dox,ITUE. I think in 1110:4, cases yes. especially when consider-

ing that the programs have been crashed in implementation and it
is easy to overlook something that only is identified W h en the pro-
grams tu-e in operation. 'rho classic example, cif conrse. was in the UT
situation that. arose early when the t itic II was first introduced when
it became. "How do you pay h d costs? Do you withhold your CETA
dollars and build up an eserov account ?" Eventually it led to a change
in the statute.

So I think that the IT.S. DOT, ream:11 official :F. have been as respon-
sive as they could have been, I think they :groped for a reporting
system. The Ilrhite House hags obViollSly plcell an extremely tight
reporting situation on then in title_ VT et-0 w' nOW have weekly
mports on levels in your program

T Would have to classify that I anti: th aat. real! v all level; of admin-
istrators, and certainly tluit includes the local level. to whom this
was a whole new ball game to, considering the growth in CETI, thedivergence of the program that were added :mid the -Hine limits and
the constraints they ha.ve had. t here is a t remendous increase in
sophistication in management efficiency of the local o and
I think all governments in this whole ilk. That. is nhat worries me
about making too many- cliang-cs just to administratively clean up
CETI things, because they will be extremely expensive. It will cost.
tens of millions of dollars to alike the slightest change in adminis-
tration because most prirm sponsors hare in place rather .elaborate
management information systems sup Torted by ATP. A singleC11:13100in a reporting item can elitist reiu.ogrananing. record conv ersion. and
changing all your reports. So a slight change it the top rattles down
now and becomes extremely expensive.
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So I think that, any change in the act should be fully justified
rather than an adm inistrat ive convenien

Senator RIEGLE. Let inc ask you this: Does the State have any way
now of determining exactly how many people have been assisted by
CETA funds? In other words, the number of people we have proc-
essed? And if so, do we have any way of gaging it by category to
determine whether we have taken people out of the ranks of say,
structurally unemployed, into permanent. jobs? What do we have in
the way of measurement of what has been accomplished so far?

Mr. DONAIME. We have a report that we publish quarterly in the
State of Michigan -which includes all prime sponsors as well as the
migrant programs, that don't flow through the regular prime spon-

rs. We have it broken out by the service category and participant
characteristics. I have made a copy of the last annual report for
last year available to your staff. We lute all extensive, data base of
individual participant records, so that we now have a 'wealth of data
source that is on flle ADP-wise which can be searched. We can attack
almost any analytical angle now and answer almost any questions.

Senator RIEGLE, Let ii.(1 ask you two questions then : Tell me if you
are capable of pinning this down. Since we have started the CETA
programs, how many people hi Michigan have we been able to take
out of the ranks of the unemployed and get them essentially into
permanent work even if it has gone through it set of steps? Do we

have any way of measuring how many people essentially have been
rescued out of the pool of the unemployed ? 1 inn thinking now of the
long-term unemplo-yed, the tough unemployed situation?

Mr. DoxA um. Arcs: we can do that T don't have it froni the time the
program started. We can only give you last year.

Senator Rinotv. Let's take last year as a case in point.
Mr. DosAurn. 1Ve rould go thiough and look at the number that has

been served in the different programs. and then you break that out It
takes a little more research, but, yes, we know the number that termi-
nated from a program that went into employment oi other forms of
what were considered favorable terminations, for example hack to
school, or ones that strictly terminated and were probably back to their
original status, We have that data.

Senator Rinoi,E. Just so we can pin down the success rate for the lr
_ear for which you have the data. in terms of the people that have come

ongh the program and have ended np in ongoing jobs. what would
percent be ? Flaw are we doing?

Poxmitin. All right. It is
enator Rit:ca.r.. See, what Tama fter . T want to find out if ewe proc-

essed and moved through the system, so v.100 individuals. are we end-
ing up with 75 of those individuals milking their way into ongoing em-
ployment? Fifty ? Yighty ? Twenty-five ? mean I want to know sort
of an approximate range to whiell We are being successful in terms of
transfeiTing people into permanent work.

Mr. DONATIVE. All rie-ht. Would it he all right if T gate that to your
staff this afternoon ?T have it here.

Senator RD.:61x. Sim. I know it is really hard for you to pull it out
of those Timbers, but if you can give ine any kind of an approximate
judgment. In other words, are we batting anything like 100 pr cent on
this? 1f would rissurnel-va are not..
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NI% DONA ilur. No we are hot.
Senator RIEGLE. Where'. is it likely to be within tt range? Are we talk,

ingnbot,t, 50 percent, maybe ?
DoxAnne. You have to almost do it h he program in the sense

that title I, which is the training title, will obviously be lower, because
you have a lot of people either returning to school, or they are in school
and are being assisted by work experience or a part-time job. I guess
really would not want to make a statement until I have a chance to
see

Senator RIEOLE. I think it is important for us to pin that down If
e can pin it down by categories, so much the better, because I think

one of the _measures that we have to apply to this program in terms of
measuring success is whether we are tictually taking somebody out of
the ranks of the unemployed, And when we are done with this public

-estment of time and resources, do we really have someone in a
permanent job?

Ni . Dox.ut ye. right. Because we have the PSE data right het.e
which shows the characteristics of the people who are actually in jobs
in the public service program, but you are interested in ones that have
made the shift into unsubsidized employment ?

Senator Ricers. Right. Also on the point of public service, there is
lot of coatroversy about the degree to which ('ET, has been used by
local -units of government to fill job slots that they would have needed
anyway. but they ended up not having to pay it through the normal
kinds of funding mechanisms, because. they pay for it through °ETA..
Aud that suhstantion 'factor, what do we have at the State level in
terms of the degree to which that either has or has not been done?

Mr. Doe,t title We ha ve had the cases come lip on a maintenance of
effort vielation. We have had a number of charges made. Of coarse I
guess you are probably aware of the one ease that got the most noto-riety. Mt There are 'wily two. Flint. and the (tit.. of Detroit. In that
easel don't think anybody could really accuse anybody of substitution
of funds if you respected the fiscal situation flint the City of Detroit
was in I think that is something that is ongoing. You would have to
go hack every year and evalunte their overall financial situation There
is think, sometimes a feeling that there is turn'e, of this Substihttion
than may areally exist. e, leave turnover rates that would indicate that
tlere is an extremely high rate of people wlati him over in less than a
year in public service employment, I think what, you hear inbably
is of as certain core group that have been on a long time This is one of
the items we will provide your office, We will be able to tell yoa exactly
the number and the time that they have been on and indentify those
that have been on the longest h the nature of the occupation they are
filling. We find that many highly skilled positions that were filled very
early in this program have continued with the same individual,

Senator By the same indhidnals?
DOYAIME. Yes; by the same individuals. We want to be able to

give you the exact number and nature of the jobs they are filling, so you
can appreciate, maybe, the importance of those positions as added-on,
positions in government. Tywy provide cervices flint government did
not heretofore provide._

Senator EtEarx, Well, it seems to me, too. another thing that really
was a major impact for the State of Michigan is that CET:1. came

31 .279 0 s 78 14
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being with very large dollar expenditures t the same time that we
were experiencing a serious recession and a very high level of unem-
ployment, and the financial pressures on local units of government was
so extreme that many of them were forced to make cutbacl:s that they
would have had to make, setting CETA. completely aside. So it is un-
derstandable why in our situation because of the extreme unemploy-
ment situation and economic pressures that there would have been a.
natural tendency to move CETA funds or CETA slots or CETA re-
sources into filling the shortfall in vital services that these communi-
ties otherwise who just didn't feel that they could provide because they
did not have the money. I recognize that we were facing maybe the
most extreme situation of any of the 50 Stades, so that probably will
give us a different kind of record of experience than maybe the other
States will have, but I think it is important for us to pin that down be-
cause I know that issue is going to be a central point of debate, the
whole question to be the CETA program in effect gets used to pick lop
the short fall in capacities for local government to render their own
services.

Mr, Do .AIM All right. I think yoa should also appreciate the
mechanics of the problem where you deal with bargaining units in
government. If you have CETA aboard in certain areas, and then you
are forced through budgetary constraints to lay off a number of people,
then you have to layoff the CETA people too. So it was almost essential
that the city of Detroit recall those people on CETA because otherwise
it amounts to double jeopardy in layoffs. The rule is that if you lay off
somebody but you have CETA employees doing the same type of
work, then they have got to go too. So. you accomplish no saving by lay-
ing off your own people and then losing the CETI jobs antonmtically.
You are almost forced to recall the other back and use whatever funds
to save the rest of your CETA positions.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me ask you one other thing: You have dealt
with this program for some time and you have seen it work. One of the
things that we have got to deal with is the issue of targeting. Ina sense
we have been doing a lot of targeting. That is why the program is in
a lot of bits and pieces. but -you have had a chance to watch this thing
work, and es you understand what it is we have been driving et, what
thoughts do you have, .speaking from your own experience? I run not
asking necessarily that you speak for the entire State government.
What recommendations and observations do you have about how we
could improve the targeting ?

Mr. Dox.mun. I believe that CETIV is vital piece of legislation and
now that you are taking another look at it Congress should view it
in the context of full employment legislation.

I guess I have a personal philosophy because I have, been working
closely with full employment legislation both at the national level and
at the State level. that to restrict anybody -fiTitn participating in a pro-
gram based on anything other than the individual situationin other
words. you institutionalize a person Ow minute you say eligibility is a
family criteria. If eligibility is dependent on the family, you lint
taken away the fundamental premise of the, Full Employment Act
that it is an individual right to an enttpl'ot.ment.opportirnity. So I think
if your start there, then Congress has to be very careful what it does to
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CETI in what may become the major instillment in moving toward
tht-it full employment polity if that is enacted. the ILE. 50/S, sill.

So I guess in view of that philost)pby, freedom shonld be given tt
nmeh as possible to the local prime sponsors. I don't feel that it is be
ing abused, You inav have instatwes where it intav not be serving the
disadvantaged, hut I think with the mechanism the ,avay it is an open
mechanism, it will be conneted. There is participation_ bv
groups, planning councils, and others, and the fact that The elected
official is obviously illnenible if he is discriminating :t!rainst any par-
ticular group.. If you are going to have a system that is decentralized.
you have to have faith in the system: This actCETAshonid be
protected against becoming narrow and rest ricti ye when v with
the fuller and greater goal of the Rill Employment let,

:Senator RIEGLE. I might just sty that the House commit uris-
diction in the CongiTSS ItIS reported out the Humphrey-lItiwkins bill.
which is version four, an altered version and one ine!) I ,strongly
support. I hope the people in the State, ai.oss t he spectrum, will rally
around this fourth, modified version of the than phrey-Hawkins, be-
cause I t hint( it. is sound.

Air. DONA:irk% I have done ti little calculation here quieldy, If sve
look at title and exclude the mild le service employment, we have
right now about rr 25 percent ttetunl inovetnent into employment
from those served. with a total of 7:1 percent classified ns positive ter-
minations, which can in anything from returning to school to cen-
t inning on into another type prog-ra nr, or it linty be going into tly
tni ita Ty service.

Senator RIEGLE. So the 73 per includes( lie 25?
Mr. DosAirt-r Includes the 2.5 percent.
Senator RtmlY,. SO there is a 27-pecent cats Mott' to focus that
lir. MN-Atli:E. Would drop out And -you will find in training pro-

grams that you often suffer most of -yofir casualt its within the fist few
days, that they decided that wasn't, (heir bag, and they drop out. Sn
your success rate, in other words, the longer they are in. goes tip in a
real curve.

Senator litEotx. Well, let's do thisE appreciate very much your
testimony. We could go on at gitvat Length lwre, but we are under some
ti!da time. constraints because w wont to hear from a variety of -wit-
nesses mid get a broad testintonv here. Let inn say to you, however, that
I think we will have some ic.Itlitiona upiestions for you, and We would
like to have you respond for the record. We appreciate your corning
today, and we will stay in touch with you as we go down the track on
this. Thank you.

Next I would like to have as rt motel ln% Wendell Brooks who is
chairman of the Northwest 'Michigan M-anpower Consortium from
Trlyerse City, and Air. Thomas Hazelwood Who is administrathe di-
rector. Six County Consortium for Employment and Training, from
Escanaba. Will they come forward now

Let me just say before we start with your testimony that as we go
along today and as dintogne develops, a quest ion may lie raised with one
witness, and it triggers some thou ghts for maybe another witness. and
if you have got some really powerful oliserva firm to make on something
that has been earlier dismissed, writer the flppr oprinte time comes, feel
free to weigh in with it
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Do either of you have any preference as to who goes here Why
don't you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS HAZELWOOD, DIRECTOR, SIX COUNTY CON-
SORTIUM FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, ACCONPANIED EY
DONALD SIENME, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE CONSORTIUM

IlizEravoore Mr. Chairman, my name is Thomas Hazelwood. I
am director for the Six County Consortium for Employment and
Training. The gentleman with me is Donald Kleinrne, the deputy di-
rector of the consortium. I would like to say I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you this afternoon.

-Hitch of my testimony will be my own point of view, I am expressing
that point of view in accordance with policies developed and expressed
by my administrative board which consists of two county commis-
sioners from each of the six counties in the consortium.

Senator RTEGLE. Let me just say this I have got a copy of your
stateinent here, and it is a very lengthy statement, which I appreciate
because it contains the kind of details that we are looking for, but let
rue ask you today, if T can in the interest of am going to make
your whole statement part of the record. and share it with other mem-
bers of the committeeand ask you as much as you can to siunmarize
the high points as you go along.

Jr AZELWOOD. OK. We weren't prepared to summarize, but I will
do the best I can Basically we want to say that the CETA program in
the Upper Peninsula, and more specifically the central part of the
Tipper Peninsula, has been a rather successful program.

To date $20,111,676 has come into the area, and as a result of that
nearly 1,200 formerly unemployed persons have become employed in
both the public and private sectors. and people are grateful for that
We did have some problems with the rules and regulations, however,
and I guess I would like to get into those.

Senator RIEOLE. Fine.
3nr. IrAzmwoon. The primary problem we have is drat on title I and

title TI of CETA there was necessary flexibility to attack the employ-
ment problems characteristic of our area and funds could he easily
switched between titles and appropriate mixes of private and public
job developments could he established with ease by the local decision-
makers. Amendments to that original legislation have reduced that
flexibility- somewhat, and consequently have reduced the effectivenes,;
of the overall program. These amendments have mandated the expan-
sion of Hie public service and youth employment jobs While maintain-
ing status quo in job training categories for adults in the private sector.

The problem with this approach is that rural areas generally don't
have large governmental units that can absorb the heavily funded
public service employment such as that mandated by the recent eco-
nomic stimulus legislation. However, in rural areas such as the Upper
Peninsula there are economies that can absorb a balanced mix of pri-
vate and public jobs. Theia. fmv, we from the Six County Consortium
strongly recommend that flexibility he written into CETA to allow
local decisionmakers to transfer funds from one program to another.

Ire the Upper Peninsula such flexibility would allow us to expand
our most successful program to the private sector on-the-job training,

2
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in those e .

that are undergoing economic expansion while main-taining their' ic service employment effort in those counties whilesuffering
Senator limet2, Let me just stop you at this point and ask. Have yougot some important points to make her I want you to be able to makethem in the way that you feel comfortable, so don't let my pressure tohave you summarize speed you up too much. But let me just ask you,with regards to the last point here, does that mean that you have had

good cooperation from the private sector?
Mr. TIAZELWOOD. Absolutely.
Senator ftiiE. I take it that that has been care 01 the tlaings that

has made that successful for you ?
Mr. Iltizmwoon. We have about a r 2 itt success rate---72 per-cent of all the people that we put in that ltrogarun are pecked up bythe private sector.
Senator RIEGLE. Continue.
Mr. 11AzmwoOD. One of the other problotns we have with the pro-gram. is that we are not able to coordinate the p roarain with othereconomic developthent programs such as EDA., and we feel ties should

be developed with public works projects funded by the Economic
Development Administration -whereby projects could be undertaken
utilizing CI rA funds for the labor and 1i I):1. funds for brick andmortar.

We also reflommend that in future public employment programs,
approximately 20 percent of the funds be allowed for expenditures
on project materials, 'This would encourage the local units of govern-
ment who have olTrburdened budgets to submit project requests that
Nvould not dip into budgets supported by property 1-ixes which is a
major concern of our area.

Another major problem that we have is coordination among Cl TA
and State and Federal employment t raining programs.

In our area We feel that a council should be established under CETA
to assemble first- and second line program 1t.e..veiT personnel on a
periodic basis to make an attempt to coordinate the delivery of services
and eliminate some of the thiplicatiims which exist, We also are run-
ning into a major problem with the lack of coordination among CETA
programs administered through different Fedeinl departments. Tn
the Upper Peninsula whie It contains largo tracts of national forests,
there are two types of CET.k youth employment programs in opera-
tion that essentially are competino with one another. The six-county
region which I represent is operating a yonth program for high school
dropouts under the Youth Community Conservation improvement
project. The National Forest Service is operating a program called
the Young Adult Conservation Corps, While these prognuns essen-
tially serve the saute, clientele them is no coordination between them.
13y regulation the referrals to the VAC° program in the national
forest are mule by the employment service. and referrals to the lo-
cally °pointed programs in our six-county region are made by the
Communit y Action. TIu, result is connect it ion by agencies for refernds
and shopping among programs by elients.

Senator Br um rf I can just . isk you at this point : Is there any-
thing to prevent von, however. from getting in touch with the
from this other program and trying to work that out.?
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Mr. Ifaur.woom There is nothing that prevents us, however, that
coordination has not taken place because we have not been notified of
those job openings.

Senator limoax. Now I don't mean this in a critical way, but I am
just trying to think about how we can sort of cross wire here because
it may well b© that the Federal Government will be slow in working
out a perfect system, but when you see something like that happen, why
couldn't you just go ahead and contact whoever is running the other
program and try to talk through some procedure that maybe you can
work out together so that you are not bumping into one another?

Mr. liazuwoop. That is appropriate if you know the program is
operating. We did not know the program was operating.

Senator Earn..E. You just found out about it
Mr. HazELw000. We did End out about it after the youth were hired,

and the way we found out about it was the youth were coming over to
our program and indicating that they could go over to the National
Forest Service and get a job.

Senator firEmot. Get a better deal?
Mr. Flamw000. Get a better deal.
Senator RrEotx. So what is the situation now Do you still have the

two programs?
Mr. HazErav000. Two programs operating and no coordination. An-

other problem, sic have to counsel many of the youth in an attempt to
try to get them back in school. That is one of the provisions in our
program that is not in theirs, and the youth are going to take the
easier way out What we would like to do if we can is set up central
intake, so that youth that we feel should go on to complete their
education can go into that kind ofa program.

Senator RiEor,r., Why don't you continue?
Mr. Hamr,woon. Those basically the g end lie e have

CET:A.CET. We do have several ariniinistrnt ve problems. Of course,
the major one is paperwork. I have got some examples I would like to
make for the record.

In 1075 we were required to complete one form to enroll a partici-
pant in CETA. Now we must complete at least three forms for the
same enrollee. The second example is the reporting requirement that
is necessary to transfer a CETA participant from one title to another.
The requirements in the State of Michigan. in order to transfer from
title T to title TT, the following provess and forms must he completed:
A BET form 82 must be prepared to terminate from title T. A BET
form 82 must be prepared. to enter title VT. :\.n unemployment verifica-
tion BET form 84 must be prepared hy the Michigan Employment.
Security Commission to certify the length of unemployment, and if
the BET form 113 was not prepared when the participant entered
title T, a BET form 113 must be prepared. and in addition. a BET
form 112 must be prepared for title VT even if a BET form 112 was
prepared for title I. As you can imagine, that is in awful lot of paper-
work. and what it does is increase our staff just to do the paperwork.
Tt doesn't create meaningful employment,

Senator Ittrora:. From what you can tell fermi looking at all of these
forms. do you really think they are necessary ?

Mr. Rustavoon. Absolutely not.
Senator Rirom Why do von think they has 11 been developed?

2
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Air. 11,zniwoon. Because of the fr-agntentation of the programs rind
t1 development of the programs.

Client eligibility is another administrative problem facing is
Presently wo operate progrit ins under four separate titles, CE T,1.. titles
I, If. III, and VI. Eligibility requirements under elicit of these titles
is different. The minimum requirement tinder tit le I is 7 (1;lys ; title II
is 30 days unemployed; title III is economically disadvantaged; and
title VI is 15 weeks unemployed and eeononiically disadvanlaged. 11'e
i commend standardiziition of eligibility requirements for at least
titles I, Ir, and VI, and leaving title. III as to special program with
special eligibility.

Another area that we are having problems witlr is the allowance pay-
nt system. I would like to give you an example of that. 1)resently

under CET..:k title I participants enrolled in classrooms training :let iv-
IT entitled to an allot ;ince and while this allowance. is necessary

some participants, in some instanees it becomes a gold mine when
combined with other forms of assistance. Under the present, sp!teni,
clients receive $2.65 per hour for every hour they attend classeN during
the week to it maximum of 4(1 hours. In addition, they receive a depend-
ent's allowance, travel, and a living allots once, n hit Ii varie:-; among
programs. In a case in which a pei$011 is a Veto-nit, he Or lie is also
eligible ander the GI bill eilticat ional benefits.

The result of (in funding from multiple sources snell is CF.TA and
the Veterans' Administration can best be illtist rated by an example of

f our current participants. The pa rticnitt is enrolled in the small
engine repair at, the Northern NI ichigan University Skills Center. The
curriculum called for at tendanee for a 40-bot1 week-. Tin' reimburse-
ment rate tinder the CE'T.1 tillowance juiyinent system is $2.65 per
hour for each hour of Ic,ass attended, which would be a maximum of
$106 per week. In this particular case the participant. was also re-
volving $82 per week unemploinent eompensation which was sub-
tracted from the C ETA. payment. t'onsequently, the participant, e-
ceived $82 per week unemployment copensat ion and $24 per Nye&
for the CETA basic allowance payment, for a total or $106 per week.

This participant also received a reimbursement for travel at the
rate of $1's per week. if the combined unemployment vompenslition. and
CETA allowance were prorated over a year, this participant would
nceie $0.202 per year nontaxable income.

This part ici pant also received a (iI educational I wt iefits elieek in the
amount- of $347 per month for $4.164 prorated over a veal-. And coni-
blued with the benefits mentioned above. the total nontaxable income
will be $10.456. Upon graduation flout the skills center, t lie partic
pant was placed in the inotoycle repair shop at $3.25 Mg' holm That,
two llrtwe rOrated over a year totals $0,760 which is taxable. That wage
compared vitli the nontaxable Mont .. of going- to sehool of $10..1511
illustrates the. irony of providing a partieipant. considerably higher
compensation through multiple funding- sources while in school only
to place the participant in a job while be or she was ti.aining at fl
substantially lower rate of compensiit ion.

Seinitor RIEGLE. I con S:`e wliere it nii!dit be hard to e et somebody to
leave school on that basis.

HAzr,woon. .Absolutel v.
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Senator Rmoi.E. Although I think this is an important illustration,
and I an glad to have it, but normally soiuebody would not be on .a
training program for a year, would they

Mr. 1-hzELw000. The average is 48 weeks.
Senator RIF:0LE. That is close to a year,
Mr. MZELWOOD. And approximately 20 percent of them are

veterans.
Senator RIEGLE. So, in other words, this illustration ww aitltl be quite

typical.
Mr. lzmw000. Right.
Senator RIEGLE. Continue.
Mr. HAztwoon. There are other problems in here such as the

annual planning cycle that are addressed in the testimony, and I won't
get into these problems.

We do have another major problem, however, in our area, and it has
to do with title VI. I guess I will rend from the testimony

Another problem confronting us has become apparent in recent actions re-
quired by the U.S. Department of Labor for enrollment levels in title VI. 'Those
actions give -us the distinct impression that we are being penalized for the
climatic conditions that exist In our area. In May iOn we were granted relatively
large sums of title Vi economic stimulus funds to develop public service employ-
ment projects, Between the months of June through November a large amount of
the projects were developed and approximately 400 people were employed. Ap-
proximately BO percent of the projects, however, of necessity must be outdoors
and cannot continue during the extremely cold and snowy winter months that are
characteristic of our area Therefore, many of the projects have been suspended
and people temporarily laid off until the weather will allow the projects to resume
and people to be rehired.

In many parts of the country I would assume title VI funds could he used
to combat inclement weather conditions. However, such conditions in our area
regularly are recurring and regularly are budgeted for by local units of gov-
ernment. They do not therefore, qualify for title VI project funding due to
maintenance of effort provisions in the legislation.

As you know, the success of the title VI economic stimulus program is not
being determined by the types or quality of projects which are being imple-
mented, but rather by the total manner of people that are employed on certain
arbitrarily selected dates. By regulation, if we do riot have the required num-
ber of people employed on those dates, regardless of circumstances beyond our
control at that given point In time we sire threatened with loss of funds even
for those projects temporarily suspended by extremely severe weather.

The annulate which we have now been given is that 100 percent of the nuts-
her of people the funds will support must he on the rolls by February 28. Dim-
ing. the months of June through November we maintained that 100 percent
level and above. During the months of December through January we have
had to make temporary layoffs. As a result, we are faced with the loss of
$450,000 from our area The problem is compounded by the fact that much of
the $150,000 Is already under contract to agencies who are anxious to cote-
plete the projects as soon as the weather permits. It seems inexplicable to ON
that an area such as the Upper Peninsula which is economically depressed and
has heen for some time would have those sorely needed funds taken away
simply because climatic conditions do nut allow us to utilize the funds by
arbitrary dates established by the Department of Labor in Washington, In,

And we have resolutions supporting that and other statements.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hazelwood and CETA application

form follow :1
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Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Thomas Haziewood.

Director of the Six-County Consortium for Employment and Training. The gentleman

with me is Donald Klemme, Deputy Director of the Consortium. I deeply appreciate

the opportunity to appear before you this afternoon.

I have held the position of Director of the Six-County Consortium since

late 1974. Our Consortium has a population of approximately 170,000 and is

located in the central upper peninsula of Michigan. The Consortium consists of

the counties of Alger. Delta, Dickinson, Marquette, Menominee and Schoolcraft

and is part of the Balance of State Prime Sponsor structure in the State of

Michigan.

While much of my testimony will be my own point of view, I am expressing

that point of view in accordance with policies developed and expressed by my

Administrative Board which consists of two county commissioners from each of

the six counties in the Consortium.

While our Consortium is not legally a Prime Sponsor under CETA, we have

been granted nearly all the rights and responsibilities of a Prime Sponsor

by the Governor of Michigan. We are allowed to set priorities on how CETA

funds will be spent in our area and have been granted responsibility and authority

to see that they are expended in accordance with those priorities. Administratiwely,

we receive all of our official CETA information from the Michigan Department of

Labor, Bureau of Employment and Training. We have been very pleased with this

arrangement and encourage other Balance of State operations to be organized in

this fashion. The arrangement is functional because it assures that CETA funds

can be used effectively to deal with employment problems that are unique to

different areas within a state.

CETA has been a great benefit to the central upper peninsula. As a result

of CETA, $20,111,676 have been fed into the economy and 1.200 formerly unemployed

persons have become employed in both the public and private sectors, The CETA

programs have been used wisely and well in our area and many people are grateful

for their existence.

There are, however, changes that could be made in the At and Regulations to

make the programs more effectiv,. I believe, and our Administrative Board believes,

that most of the programs offered through CETA primarily are directed toward the

alleviation of urban employment problems. Unfortunately, such urban-oriented

programs are not always applicable to the employment problems in rural areas such

as the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
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The original programs under Titles I and Ii of CETA provided the necessary_
flexibility to attack the employment problems

that are characteristic of an
area that is experiencing economic expansion in

some counties and economic recession
in others. Funds could be switched between titles

and appropriate mixes of private
and public job development could be established with ease by local decision makers.
Amendments to the original legislation have reduced

that flexibility somewhat
and consequently, have reduced the effectiveness of the overall program. These
amendments have mandated the expanSion of public service and youth employment

Jobs while maintaining a status quo level in
job creation efforts for adults in

the pri,.'ate sector.

A problem with this approach is that rural
areas generally do not have

large governmental units that can absorb the heavily funded public service
employment program such as that mandated by the recent economic stimulus legislation.
However, in rural areas such as the Upper Peninsula there are economies that can
absorb a balanced mix of private and public Jobs. Therefore, we from the six-
County C,Insortium strongly recommend that

flexibility be written into CETA to
allow local decision makers the authority

to transfer funds from one title or
program to another. This flexibility will enable local decision makers to
maintain a balance in public and private

job creation that will yeild the most
benefit for their area. in the Upper Peninsula such flexibility would allow us
to expand our most successful program,which is private sector on-the-job

training, in those counties that are undergoing
economic expansion while maintaining

the public service employment effort in
those counties suffering an economic

recession.

In conjunction with this, changes should also be made in public service

employment programs such as Title VI to encourage programmatical ties with other
federally funded economic development programs. For example, ties should be
developed with public works projects funded under the Economic Development

Administration (EPA) whereby projects could be undertaken utilizing CETA funds
for labor and EDA funds for "brick and mortar."

While less private sector

employment would result in the actual project, this would be offset partially
by the economic benefits of purchasing the

construction materials from the private
sector. In areas of small business and low density population such as ours,
programs of this type would have 4 positive impact for economic survival and recovery.

I also recommend that in future public service employment programs

approximately 20 percent of the funds be allowed for expenditures on project
materials. This would encourage those local units of government which have
over-burdened budgets to submit project requests that would not dip into

budgets supported by property tax. In addition, this would broaden the scope

-2-
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of projects that are submitted for consideration and would noble lea., doe's ion

makers to consider more projects that have greater impact 00 the
cNilpunitY then

some of the present Title VI projects and project requests,

Coordination among CETA and other Federal and State employment
and tr

programs is another area that should be addressed in new ccfA legi%

In almost every cottmunity there exists a number of employment and

levels anti include
job development efforts in either the public or private sector

programs. These are operated at Federal, State and Local

or br4th. fOr
the most part it is a duplication of effort and in many cases progrqms compete

against one another for job placement.
This competition had a negative impact

on clients, on business institutions, and on the public's perception the

Federal government's effort to enhance employment and ece000ic recovery. 670MPles

of existing programs are the Work Incentive Program. Vocatieal Rahil

and Job Service.

fling

This approach is inefficient and in many cases very cos°Y to
the public'

assembleTherefore, I recommend that a special council be established under
CETA

first and second line program delivery personnel on a periodic basis Doke on

attempt to coordinate the delivery of services and to elimioJto some
::4

duplication that exists. While I realize this may be a rol, of the

Manningcouncil, I do not feel that the present structure for planoi09 councils man°ted

under CETA, can institute the type of coordination that is needed.
Nor the

part members of those councils are not affiliated with employment anti training

delivery agencies. Those who are, work in administrative or ManagNnt eroi4

and are not involved in the day to day delivery of services.

Lack of coordination among some existing CETA program% odministred
through

different federal departments is also a problem. In the Upper Ponin%elo, which

contains large tracts of national forests, there are two typ05 of CEYAyootp

employment and training programs in operation that essentioly are c
%fleeting

with one another for clients. The six-county region which r represeNIt

operating a youth program fur high school dropouts under the Youth Coiroo
nit)/

Conservation Improvement Project (YCCIP) and the National porest Sert,iee

operating a program under the Young Adult Conservation Corp, (YACC)

dropouts are eligible. While these programs essentially serve the si4ewn:0

there is no coordination between them. By regulation, referrals to 1.

to the locally operated programs in our six-county region arc ethAC

program in the national forests are made by the employment service.
Referrals

mad e Os,

Community Action Agencies. The result is competition by the agencies,
for refer

and shopping among programs by clients. To eliminate this problem I becommOd

-3-
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that if federally operated CETA programs are co-existent in an area, those
programs should be tied into the local CETA structure for client referral.

There are also several administrative problems 1
would like to address.

Since CETA's inception the paperwork we have been required to maintain has

increased tremendously. For example. in 1975 we were required to complete one
form to enroll a participant in CETA; now

we must complete at least three forms
for a similar enrollment. 1 would like to share with you two other examples of

paperwork requirements that have been established in the Balance of State of
Michigan. The first example is the reporting requirement for the new youth
'legislation. In order to enroll a youth in the Youth Employment and Training
Program, staff must prepare four forms. 1 have attached those forms to my

en statement Or this testimony. The form numbers are BET 111. 113, 116
and 119.

The second example is the reporting requirement that is necessary to

transfer a [ETA participant from one Title to another. In the Balance of State
of Michigan, in order to transfer from Title

I to Title VI, the following

process and forms must be completed; A BET Form 82 must be prepared to terminate

from Title I. Another BET Form 82 must be prepared to ester Title VI. Then

an unemployment verification form, BET Form 84, must be prepared by the Michigan

Employment Security Commission to certify length of unemployment. If a BET corm
113 was not prepared when the participant

was entered into Title 10 the BET Form
113 must next be prepared. In addition, a BET Form 112 must be prepared for

Title VI even if a BET Form 112 was prepared far Title I. Although these forms

are developed for use within the Balance of State of Michigan, they must be

completed to satisfy reporting requirements that have been established by the
Federal government. Copies of the BET Forms 82, 84 and 112 are also attached to
this written statement.

In both examples staff increases are necessary to fulfill these requirements

tending to create more bureaucracy rather than meaningful employment.

In addition, financial records for each title must be maintained separately

and monthly, and quarterly reports must be submitted for every program activity.

While I do not know how the situation can be corrected I do suggest that a

thorough study be made of the information that is being collected at the Federal

level to see if it is necessary and if it is being utilized effectively.

Client eligibility is another administrative problem facing us. Presently,

we operate programs under four separate titles of CETA: Titles I. II, III, and
VI. The client eligibility requirements under each of these titles is different.

The minimum requirement under Title I is seven days unemployed; under Title II

-4-
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it is 30 days unemployed; under Title III it is economically disadvantaged; and

under Title VI it is 15 weeks Unemployed' and/or economically disadvantaged. I

recommend the standardization of eligibility requirements under Titles I, 11

and VI with Title III remaining special programs with special eligibility

requirements. The standardization of eligibility requirements will increase

administrative efficiency and reduce participant confusion regarding programs

for which they are eligible. -

Other administrative problems with CETA exist in the area of allowance

payment systems authorized under Title 1, in the annual planning cycle and

plan requirement changes, and in the Title VI expenditure levels that have

created a recent crisis in our area.

Presently, under CETA Title I, participants enrolled in Classroom Training

activities are entitled to an allowance. While this allowance is necessary

for many participants, in some instances it becomes a "gold mine" when combined

with other forms of assistance. Under the present system clients receive $2.65

per hour for every hour they attend class during a week to a maximum of forty

hours. In addition, they may receive a dependent's allowance and a travel

or living allowance which varies among program deliverers. In cases in which

a person is a veteran, he or she is also eligible for G.I. Bill educational

benefits.

The result of funding from multiple sources such as CETA and the Veteran's

Administration can be illustrated by an example of one of our current participants.

The participant was enrolled in the Small Engine Repair curriculum at the Northern

Michigan University Skills Center. The curriculum called for attendance of forty

hours per week. The reimbursement rate under the CETA allowance payment system is

$2.65 per hour for each hour of class attended to a maximum of $106 per week.

In this particular case the participant was receiving $82.00 per week unemployment

compensation which was subtracted from the maximum CETA payment. Consequently,

the participant received the $82.00 per week unemployment compensation and $24.00

per week in CETA Basic Allowance payments for a total of $106.00 per week.

This participant was also reimbursed for travel at a rate of $15.00 per week.

If the combined unemployment compensation and CETA allowance payments are prorated

over a year, this participant would receive $6.292 per year in non-taxable income.

This participant also received a monthly G.I. Educational Benefits check of

$347, for an annual total of $4,164. When combined with the benefits discussed

above the total potential nontaxable income prorated over a year would be $10,456.

-5-
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Upon graduation from the Skills Center the participant was placed at a

motorcycle repair shop for $3.25 per hour. That wage, prorated over a year totals

$6,760 which is taxable income. That wage compared to the non-taxable income

for going to school of $10.456 illustrates the irony of providing a participant

considerably higher compensation through multiple fundirej sources while in school

only to place the participant in a job for which he or she was trained at a

substantially lower rate of compensation.

In view of this frequently occurring situation,
I recceinend that the

regulations governing allowance payments under CETA be made more flexible by

taking into account all Federally subsidized income, such as Veteran's benefits,

that a participant may be receiving when calculating the allowance rate for

that participant. I also recommend that a maximum ceiling on combined income

from Federal programs be considered.

In regard to the annual planning cycle, I am concernei with the timing of the

distribution of plan guidelines by the U.S. Department of Labor. It has become

an annual problem for the staff in the entire Balance of State of Michigan and,

I am sure with other Prime Sponsors, to wait for federal grant requirements

to be distributed by the labor department. If we are to utilize the planning

council effectively as an advisory group in development of the plan, federal

guidelines should be available in March rather than in Jun= which has been the

case in previous years. This would allow ample time to prepare the plan under

the advisement of the planning council and to submit the plan to the Administrative

Board or other review bodies for review, amendments, and approval, prior to

submittal to the State and Federal government.

I am also concerned with annual plan requirement changes which occur each

year. The changes are generally great enough to require almost an entire

rewrite of the annual plan, but not great enough in substance to merit the

staff time required for the rewrite, Consequently, I recommend the adoption

of a standard plan format, to be used during the entire period in which the

proposed CETA legislation is to be in effect.

Since planning is such an integral component of a successful CETA program,

I would like to comment on the advisory role of the planning council. In the

Balance of State of Michigan, the planning council serves in an advisory

capacity to the Administrative Board. With the recent youth legislation a

youth planning council was mandated, and I understand that under Title VII of

the U.S. Department of Labor's proposed rewrite, still another council - a local

industry job council is mandated for working with private employers. Although

en paper such an extensive advisory body review system luoks good, since it
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maximizes local input, in a rural area such as the Upper Peninsula. with a limited

population and a limited number of people willing to serve on such councils, the

formation of a council for each program creates a burden on those who are willing

to serve. Consequently, I believe that in rural areas such as ours, one planning

council could and should serve in an advisory capacity for all CETA programs

to consider program planning comprehensively.

Another problem confronting us has become apparent in recent actions required

by the U.S. Department of Labor for enrollment levels in Title VI. Those actions

give us the distinct impression that we are being penalized for the climatic

conditions that exist in our area. In May 1977 we were granted relatively large

sums of Title VI Economic Stimulus funds to develop public service employment

projects. Between the months of June through November a large amount of

projects were developed and approximately 400 people were employed. Approximately

80 percent of the projects, however, are and of necessity must be outdoors anJ

cannot continue during the extremely cold and snowy winter months that are
characteristic of our area. Therefore, many of the projects have been

suspended and people temporarily laid off until less inclement weather will allow

the projects to resume and the people to be rehired.

In many parts of the country 1 would assume Title VI funds could be used to

combat inclement weather conditions. However, such conditions in our area

regularly are recurring and regularlL are budgeted for by local units of government.

They do not, therefore.qualify for Title VI project funding due to maintenance

of effort provisions in the legislation.

As you know, the success of the Title VI economic stimulus program is not

being determined by the types or quality of projects which are implemented,

but rather by the total number of people that are employed on certain arbitrarily

selected dates. By regulation if we do not have the required number of people

employed on those dates, regardless of circumstances beyond our control at

that given point in times we are threatened with loss of funds even for those

projects temporarily suspended by extremely severe weather.

The mandate that we have been given now is that 1001 of the number of

people the funds can support must be on the rolls on February 28th. During

the months of June through November we maintained that 100% level and above.

During the months of December through January, however, we have had to make

temporary layoffs. As a result, we are faced with the losS of approximately

1450.000 from our area. The problem is compounded by the fact that much of the

1480.000 is already under contract to employing agencies who are anxious to

complete the projects as soon as the weather permits. It seems inexplicable
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to us that an area such as the
Upper Peninsula, which is economically depressed

and has been for some time, would
have the',e sorely needed funds taken away from

it simply because climatic conditions
do not allow us to utilize the funds by

arbritrary dates established by the Department of Labor in WashIngton.D.C.

in support of this last point regarding Title VI funds, I have attached
a resolution approved by my Administrative

Board at its February 9, 1978 meeting.
I have also attached a resolution that was approved by my Administrative Board
at its January 12, 1978 meeting regarding

the request for more discretion for
local decision makers in determining

how CETA funds will be spent in their
area.

Thank you very mach for this opportunity
to testify at these hearings.

you have any questions, I will be happy to answer them for you.

.8.
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CETA TITLE VI

WELFARE AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATUS

VERIFICATION FOL't

or

Check the appropriate items which apply to the applicant:

I_ _I a. during IS of the 20 weeks immediately prior to application, has been
unemployed. as described in 94.4 (uuu) of this subtitle or has been receiving
unemployment compensation benefits; PROVIDED, that during the 20
week period, eligible pemons shall not have obtained permanent, unsub-
sidized, full-time employment; or

b. during 15 of the 20 weeks immediately prior to application, has had a corn=
birution of weeks of unemployment and weeks of receiving unerrrploymeni
compensation benefits; PROWDED, that during the 20 week period, eligible
personA shall not have obtained permanent; unsubsidized, employ-
men% or

e. is unemployed as defined in 94.4 (mu) of this subtitle at the time of appli-
cation and is an exhaustoe as defined in 94.1 WO of this subtitle; or

rt. whose family is receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (Al DC)
including AFDC -Unemployed Fathers, under Title IV of the Social Secur-
ity Act.

Date of referral

Referring MESC office:

Distribution; White copy: DOS Prime Sponsor
Blue copy: MESC
Green copy; Employing Agency
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The following resolution was adopted at the February
9, 1978 Sixounty Consortiumfor Employment and Training

Administrative Board Meeting.

WHEREAS, CETA Title VI funds have
been granted to the Six- County Consortium

for Employment and Training;

WHEREAS, the counties within this
Consortium have taken extra precaution to assure

that these funds are spent in
accordance with the intent of the CETA Title

Vl regulations; and

WHEREAS, weather conditions in the counties of the
Six-County Consortium do not

allow acceptable outdoor projects
to commence prior to the spring thaw; and

WHEREAS, there remains approximately
2,000 unemployed

persons that have been

certified eligible under CETA Title VI in the six county area; and
WHEREAS, the Six-County Consortium

made project allocations
to requesting agencies

in good faith; and

WHEREAS, there are projects pending within the ix counties that can be funded
with CETA Title VI when weather permits.

NOW THEREFORE ©E IT RESOLVED, that
the Administrative Board of the Six-County

Consortium for Employment and Training will resist any effort to reallocate

unobligated or obligated Title VI funds to any other Balance of State Prime

Sponsor, and request that sufficient
time be avowed to allocate fundi for

Title VI projects in accordance with the intent of the CETA Title VI regulations;

-16-
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The following resolutionresolution.was adopted by the Six-County Consortiura
EmPI,Vmentand Training Administrative Board Meeting on January 12. 1978.

WHEREAS. it is the intent of Public Law 93-203 entitled She Cemhsehen

Employment and Training Act of 1973 to allow local decision makers to decide

employment and training funds should be spent in their local area; and

WHEREAS. local governmental bodies have been created for this PThhesel and

WHEREAS, amendments to the Public Law 93-203 have continually ercland

local discretion on the expenditures of employment cud training tods,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Six-County Consortium for pleynlent

and Training Administrative Board encourages the following changes be made
the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Allow more discretion by local administrative bodie6 on the

expenditure of CETA funds so that more involvement can be made

in the private sector.

(2) That future legislation concentrate more on devel- ing bernionht

unsubsidized employment, and

Local Administrative bodies be allowed more discretion to %hot

funds from one title to another, if that shift will mean mcle

Affective use of CETA funds in that local area.
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Senator RIEOLE. I think that is also a powerful illustration. Have
you talked with ad inistrative officials about getting some kind of a
waiver on that?

Mr. HAzELwoon. We have talked to the Bureau of Employment
Training in Lansing, which is the administrative people we answer to,
and they have indicated to us that because of the pressure they are
receiving from both the regional office and Washington that there is
no leeway and the money will be returned.

Senator RIEGLE. Have you or anybody else that is involved with
the problem talked with anybody in the congressional delegation?

Mr. HAznwoon. No; we have sent the resolutions out. We have not
been officially notified by the State that this is happening, but we have
been told that it will be.

Senator RIEGLE. Are you familiardo you have working contact
with John Nelson in my Senate office in Marquette?

Mr. HAzELwoon. Yes,
Senator RIEGLE. Why don't you take that up with John ? I will

speak With him about it as well, but I think maybe what we want to do
is try to reach the Federal people directly as well in this situation,
because obviously if it was anybody's intent to administer the program
this way, I think that something is very much the matter, so let's see if
we can't find some way to at least solve that problem.

Corning hack just fora minute to the illustration of the young
fellow here who was collecting $10,000 plus for the time be was in
training, do you know enough about that particular case, do you
know whether that individual, whether he Went on and took a job in a
motorcycle repair shop, is that it

Mr. HAzEmoon. Yes.
Senator RIEGLE. Did he need the training in order to make that

transition to that job?
HAzEt,woon. We felt that he did.

Senator RiEt-n.E. In other words, he was a I client?
Mr. IltzEr.,w000. Right.
Senator- Rip:or,E. So the expenditure, while it may have been larger

than one might argue that it should be, because of the different fund-
ing sources, there is no question in your mind but what this was a
worthy client

HA zmwoon. R ight
Senator Riv-lu; kontinuing]. '.lint rw sled help and now because

of the success of the program can be moved on into the private sector
of work ?

Mr. HAzmw000. Yes; don't feel that he was taking advantage of
the program at all, but simply the fact that all of those funds Were
there to be used.

Senator RteoLE. Well, let inc hold. my question for now What I
have asked you to bring, this extra statement is very helpful to us. Why
don't we hear from you now.
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STATEMENT OF WENDELL BROOKS, COMMISSIONER, MANISTEE
COUNTY, FORMER CHAIRMAN, MANPOWER COMMITTEE FOR THE
ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES, ACCOMPANIED BY AL SHIPSTED,
DIRECTOR, REGION TEN CONSORTIUM

Mr. Baocas. Thank you, Senator. I will correct the first impres-
sion. I am no longer chairman for the Region 10 Consortium, but I was
for the first 3 years of its operation. I am Wendell Brooks, commis-
sioner in Manistee County, and last year I was chairman of the man-
power committee for the Association of Counties.

Senator RrEet,E. Do you want to identify the chap who is with you ?
Mr. Brepoits. This is Al Shipstecl, the director of Region 10

Consortium.
Senator BIOME. We are pleased to have you both.
Mr. BaooKs. We have a region that has 10 counties, just slightly

larger in population than the 6-county one tip above.
Regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the CETA program as

it has been operating, no one can fault the concept of full employment,
but we must never let ourselves get into the position where Govern
ment is our Nation's most attractive employer. Employment oppor-
tunities afforded through CETA and/or other programs should not be
so attractive as to discourage people from seeking work in the private
sector, nor should Government compete with the private sector in the
labor pool. Unemployinent benefits and social service programs should
not be so attractive that able bodied people would rather collect bene-
fits than take jobs when offered.

We have had CETA enrollees drop out when they discovered they
could receive as much by doing nothing at home. On the other hand,
those given work under various government programs should not be
entitled to all the benefits of career and/or union 'employees. There
must continue to be incentives for the dedicated full-time Govern-
ment employees. I feel our Government manpower prog,rams should
make jobs available to all youths seeking work, but there should be
no compulsory programs in a free society. But likewise, people who
turn down jobs that are available should not be entitled to jobless
benefits. I would strongly urge Congress to consider reinstituting a
program similar to the Civilian Conservation Corps of the thirties,
making work projects available for all young people for at least 1 year
after high school.

Public service employment created under CETA constitutes a def-
inite liability to the units of Government, using CETA. slots when and
if that Federal funding is ever withdrawn. The work project ap-
proach under the most recent title VI. we have found much more effec-
tive in treating the number of unemployed than in simply PSE slots.
Administrative costs could in some cases be halved and the savings be
used for more jobs if CETA funding were made either directly to the
units of government or to the regions in a manner similar to that used
for dispensing revenue sharinc, and counter -rye lieal funds.

The use or CETA funds under title VI to alleviate unemployment
was like applying a band aid to a cancer. The overall effect was mini-
mal. Large-scale projects such as the WPA of the thirties would be
much more effective, and still would be, when needed. With CETA,
perhaps you touch 10 percent of the unemployed in an area Perhaps
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in a county 1,000 unemployed, which is just a small county, with
CETA_ you can handle 100. How about the other people? There isno program for them.

Senator RIEGLE. You mean because of eligibility requirements whenyou are saying
Mr. BROOKS. Funding.
Senator RIEGLE. And funding, Of course, funding is always goingto be a problem, but I mean as between funding and eligibility, how

many of the 1,000 would we be able to get to with CETA?
Mr. BROOKS. Right. Our chief complaint from our past experiences

were pretty well taken care of by Tom. The excessive paperwork andthis duplication of services offered through different agencies, some-times not evert knowing that there was a similar program somewhereelse, and from that standpoint we strongly recommend that all man-
power projects and unemployment services be centralized through oneagency.

The chief strengths of the program have been help given to thou-sands of individuals who have been able to go to work, to get a job, tohold their heads up again. There has been a definite lessening of thecaseload on ADC, for example, right in our county with some of ourproject. approaches. And then money has been put into circulation,
and there is a certain amount of service that we have been able to givepeople that we could not without the CET/V funds, the title VI andthe public set-vice employment. But when you create one job in private
employment, it is an asset. When you create one job in Government em-ployment, it frequently becomes a liability. It is meaning that the
rest of the people have to work that much harder to pay for that oneGovernment job. Right now we are suite concerned about the total cost
of Government. So anything that the CETA. pro- in can do to get
more money, more jobs going into the private sector, pushing themalong, would be very important.

Right in our ttreawhat was it, $20 million?
A VoteE. $26 million.
Mr. BnooKs. About $20 million in the last I sometimes won-der if Ave had had that money to put into private industry, the creation

of a plant here a plant theiv, and a plant there, how many permanentjobs we would have in the community instead of this in and out, in and
out in and out. You get the picture.

Senator EIEGLE-- Well on that very point. the difficulty always with
a. national program is that it gets titiloi.ed for 50 States, so it fits well
some places and it doesn't fit so well in other places, In an industrial-
ized State like Michigan, we have been in effect losing a certain amount
of our industrial jobs base because we have longer and colder winters
and the enemy costs are hi (Titer. Certain other factors have tended
to cause gravitational pull of jobs and certain other economic activities
out of the:State to other places, so in areas like the geographic areasthat you are speaking about. we run into rt different problem where
we don't necessarily have the most healthy kind of private environ-
ment to start slotting people into if we can see that they do have job
skills. Obviously, if we are going to make the program work in someof the areas of our State, them has riot to be some recognition given
to the fact that Something else has got to be doing so that we are build-
ing the economic in the structure so that you are going to have enough

2-,
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plants or enough viable employers around to use employees that we
are helping to get ready. So you make a very good point.

I don't know that CETA, by itself, can be so crafted, area by area,
so that it takes into account that whole problem. There is going to have
to be a certain kind of 50-State application that will be uneven by its
very nature, but I worry about what you speak about there.

Let me ask you this : In terms of the people that have come through

your program, and spending what I think you said was $26 million
over the last yearsthat is a lot of moneydo you have any kind of
a ballpark number as to how many people who have actually been
taken out of the ranks of the unemployed or the unskilled, and so
forth, and moved into permanent work positions?

Mr. &zoom. I couldn't say. for the whole region. I think that in our

county last summer, one little checkup that I made, it looked like about
25 percent had gotten jobs after they had gotten through with the
CETA. slot in the private sector. About 50 percent of our current work
projects are ADC, so they went off of ADC onto a work project, which
was a saving there.

Senator Itr Eau. And I assume, too, that probably with some of our
young people, you are going to have an out-migration. In other words,
you may do the training, but they may end up going some place else
to actually find work. I assume that also is part of what is happening
here.

Taken again from the vantage point of the national program, your
concern is trying to equip people who are having a very tough time
finding work because they may lack job skills and the capacity to
really get in and get a job, but after they get the job training, it may
very well be that they find a job in some other spot. I am not saying
that I would encourage that I would much rather have them find a
job here. That is another bigger problem that we are working on in
a number of other ways, trying to encourage that kind of broader
deeper economic development generally.

Well, are there any other points you want to make at this time ?
Mr. Bnooxs. I think they are pretty well covered on this little sheet.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brooks follows :j
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STATEMENT OF WENDELL BROOKS

COMMISSIONER

MANISTEE COUNTY, MICHIGAN

FORMER CHAIRMAN

MANPOWER COMMITTEE

ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
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CETA POSITION PAPER

Administration:

The backbone of CETA is local control, The involvement of the county and city

commissioners makes local control work. It is becoming apparent that national CETA

administration is attempting to erode thin control, A study of operations letters

over the past yearn will show an attempt by the bureaucratic establishment to under-

mine local decisions, i.e., target groups, hiring levels and reporting.

Any new CETA legislation should reaffirm local control.

The paperwork for CETA is ridiculous. The information required and the time

frame which is given to accumulate the statistics is threatening to smother the

local control. Enclosed you will find examples of forms needed just to enroll

clients into the various Titles. Please note that the new Title III Youth Programs

require additional information. Also, the examples do not include all paperwork,

such as grant applications or weekly status reports.

The Department of Labor has instituted two new programs in the past year that

appear to be categorical rather than decentralized (S,T.I,P. and M,I.R.E.J. These

new programs again show en erosion of local eontrol. Congress should keep a close

watch. on the Department of Labor to make sure that the decentralized design of CETA

is upheld at the national level.

CETA PROGRAMS:

The Public Service Employment programs have an interesting history in the

rural areas. In these areas, CETA got a late start because local units of govern-

ment were not eligible to become prime sponsors. In Michigan, rural areas were

divided into planning areas by the State. These areas were then developed into

Balance of State Consortiums. This approach was successful, but made the Balance

of State Prime Sponsors late in enrolling clients. We were pushed very hard to

get enrollment levels up. The push for high enrollment levels caused problems.

The public was confused by the many eligibility laws and some violations occured.

After a time, problems Were ironed out and the programs began to run well.

As in other areas, rural CETA has long term clients in Title II PSE, Some of

the clients are transfers from the old PEP programs. The people who hold these

long term jobs and the sponsoring agencies who have them, look upon the jobs as

permanent. It is very hard to convince these people that the funding for the long

term Title II jobs may end. When they do end, it will cause local problems on how

to continue the, positions; in most cases the positions will be picked up by the
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employing agency, but the money will have to come locally, and will probably require

tax increases to support them. The remainder of the people on PSC Titles II and VI,

have been experiencing a turn over as time passes and the funding sources change.

At the present time, there are approximately 1,300 people employed by CETA PSE

in Region 18. Balance of State on any one given day. The jobs these people hold

vary from clerks to lumber jacks. In the PSE field, there seems to be great emphasis

on office related jobs, while the project positions are much more labor intensive.

In Title I, the emphasis is now turning towards developing jobs for the private

sector. Over the past three years, the work experience programs have been cut back

while the On the Job Training and Classroom Training programs have expanded. Region

10 will continue to put funds into the private sector of emPX9YMI.Fas long at the

job market continues to get stronger. If the job market starts to get weak and

private employers reduce hiring, the Region will look toward a long term classroom

Training program and increase in work experience.

At the present time, there are 727 people enrolled in Title I training, 166

in Classroom Training, 210 in WT, 20 in Adult Work Experience and 322 in Youth

Work Experience. Of these persons, 419 are male, 308 are female; 337 are 18 and

under, 133 are 19 - 21, 233 are 22 - 44, 20 are between 45 and 54 and 4 are 55 and

older; 622 are economically disadvantaged.

In Title II there are 127 enrolled in P50. 74 are male. 53 are female; G are

under 18, 13 are 18 - 21, 85 are 22 - 44, 20 are 45 - 54 and 3 are over 55. In

Title VI there are 1,053 persons enrolled in PSI and projects. There are 701 males

and 352 females; 36 are 18 and under, 130 are 19 - 21, 715 are 22 - 44, 111 are

45 - 54 and 52 are older than 55; of the total BOB are economically disadvantaged.

There are two recommendations Region 10 would like to make on CETA programs.

First of all ?SE should be designed for the project approach. This approach leads

to more labor intensive jobs and does not lead agencies into future funding prob-

lems. The second recommendation is that all persons who are eligible for CETA

but cannot qualify for PSI be given compulsory training for jobs that will be

available in the future.

Relation with the State:

When the Region 10 Consortium first started, there were strained relationships

with the State Prime Sponsor. As time has past, the relationship has matured to

the point where both agencies work well together.

The Consortium's relationship with the Michigan Employment Security Commission

is strained at best. The problem is that M,E.S.C. doss not like to answer to

local control and local control demands that M.E.S.C. be answerable.

31.279 0 -73 . 10
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS

lhiemploymeCitC

Past and current problems Ott the intent and application of federal
law.

Public law 94-444 passed in December, 1976, provides that persons employed in

public service jobs be assured of unemployment insurance and all other benefits at

the same levels and to the same extent as other employees of the employer.

The intent is cleas. The application leaves much to be desired, The M.E.S.C.
he$ been slow in applying the law through its system to the interviewer talking to
an applicant for ill. We have had instances in Region 10 where a CETA participant

has gone to collect lil and been told they are not covered. The participant returns

to the agency or governmental unit of employ and complains. The Consortia admini-
stration finally hears the complaint and attempts to resolve the matter. 'Phis

usually requires Several_ phone calls to M.E,S.C. branch and district offices to
find someone who is informed of the application of Public Law 94-444,

went Bene

The CETA regulations published in October, 1973, prohibit the payment of funds

into retirement systems for CETA participants unless those participants will obtain

unsubsidised employment with the employer when their CETA funded job is over. Cf-

fective October 1, 1977, these regulations require that any payments be made into

a reserve account and held in escrow until such participant achieves unsubsidised
employment, This regulation and Michigan Law are in conflict and Governor Milliken

asked for and received a one year moritorium on compliance. The legislature must

act to bring state law in compliance with federal law, This change in law may do
either of the following:

1, exclude CETA employees from retirement coverage

or

2, provide statutory basis for implementing the retirement funding procedures
required by Federal regulations.

In either event, problems will result. If CETA employees

retirement coverage:

Will it be retroactive? If retroactive how

be recovered?

What effect will there be on eements that require all mom
to be covered by retirome

undo paid

tiuded from

nto the system

plans? Who will bear costs?



If payment into reserve accounts is determined:

At what level is payment made into the account and who bolds the funds?

Agency, county, Consortium. or State?

These questions are very important to the smooth and proper application of the

To date, no direction has been given on what individual employers of CSTA

participants age to do, much less instruction passed on the Consortia.
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Senator ME of a. I appreciate your testimony, both of you, very
much, and it is helpful to us to have it I may have some additional
questions, and if so, I am going to forward those to you, and let you
respond to those for the record.

Mr. ILtzElm000. There is one other point that I failed to mention.
That is, we are not considered a Federal prime sponsor but a balance
of State prime sponsor, and the Governor has given us all of the rights
and responsibilities of a prime sponsor in the State of Michigan. And
I propose to the administration when they rewrite CETA that they
also consider that other States perform in that same fashion.

Senator RTEOLE. Ilow has that worked?
Mr. HAzEnvoon. It has worked well with us. The officials are happy

with it. We are happy with it We feel that it gives us a cushion be-
tween the Federal Government and us, and the State interprets many
things and does many things for us that we don't have to do that the
Federal level would require. We are really pleased with it and
encourage other States to go in that direction.

Mr. BROOK& Where you have local control, you can take care of a
situation like the winter weather, and the local people know the situa-
tion. And it is the same with welfare. They know where somebody is
taking advantage and where it isn't. Somebody in Lansing doesn't
and somebody in Washington doesn't.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, I appreciate your testimony and I appreciate
your traveling here today so we could have the benefit of your
testimony.

Next I am going to ask Martin Taylor who is director of the Michi-
gan Unemployment Security Commission. He was late getting here,
and he is here now I see you have got your material ready. Why don't
you identify yourself for the record and start?

Let me just say for planning purposes, after Mr. Taylor, I am going
to call the panel which will include Mr. Tardy, M& Geyer, Ms. Defoe,
and Jim Cossingharn, so if you folks can be ready, I will have you
come next.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN TAYLOR, DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN EMPLOY.
MENT COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY JOE EDIBLE, DIRECTOR
OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES WITH MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT
SECURITY COMMISSION

Mr. TAY on. Thank you. Senator, My name is Martin Taylor; I am
director of the Michigan Employment Security Commission. I have
with me Joe Kimble who is director of the Bureau of Employment
Services with MESC.

An area that I would like to have a word or two with you about,
Senator, relates to the problem of developing employment statistics for
CETA purposes. As you well know, some $16 to $17 billion a year
nationally is allocated among several States based upon unemployment
statistics. 'Under the system that was operated prior to 1978, national
statistics were developed through the CPS systemcurrent popula-
tion surveya survey of approximately- 55,000 households. The indi-
vidual States, on the other hand, develop the unemployment statistics
based on what is referred to as the handbook method or the 70-step
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method. The basic component in the handbook method is the, nnernploy anent insurance data.
Recently, at the end of 1077, the Bureau of Labor Statistics an-nounced that they were going to start, a plan whereby by 1081 all of the

States would be using the CPS method, and the handbook method
wOuld be out Ten States were selected --Michigan was one of themto
initially start, on the new CPS system, and the other 40 States would
be using it by 1981. There have been some changes to that now,BLS is saying they are going to go another quarterly basis with 'OPS
and they intend to go to Congress and request, that the various bills,
funding bills, be amended to permit quarterly funding. The principleis still the same.

Our concern with it is the fact that the Bureau of Labor Statisticsaccepted as a -matter of policy that tinder the CPS system and the directuse of CPS data in the several States, that an error rate of 10 percent,42 oat of I times, an error rate of 10 percent or more, 1 ont of 3 times
was acceptable.

As you know, I have objected, and others: I think Pat Babcock
testified earlier today, he joined me in fighting against the acceptanceof that high an error rate as well as the Governor of this State.
Though the offices of Congressman Kildee we met last week with theSecretary of Labor and 'with the commissioner. An agreement has
been reached that we 'would send a delegation of technicians to Wash-ingtota meet with BLS to look into the matter, but I would strongly
respectfully urge, Senator, that a good hard look be given at this
-whole area by Congress, the new system of CPS, which we basically
give with The general objective of going to the CPS system, it wouldhave the effect of producing unemployment statistics among the sev-eral States which are comparable. 'Using the old handbook system,when you look at the unemplopnent rate calculated for Michigan,

technically you cannot compare it with the rate generated in Colorado,
California, or, New York because of the difference in unemployment
insurance laws which is a basic component. Since you are allocating
$16 or $17 billion of money, that is not a good system. You should havea system when you look at the rate in Michigan you would be able tocompare it with the rate in NOV York, California. et cetera.

Senator Rtr.ovE. Let, me just ask you at that point : What you aresaying is that given whet you know about how the other States make
their calculation, that maybe we are in a situation where our share is
perhaps smaller than it otherwise wmild be if we had a more uniformmethod of making this calculation ? Is there any reason to think thatwo are getting shortchanged as a result of this?

TAYLori. Well we have sonic feelings that ti 10 I-0 is a distinct lrosthat, we will be shortchanged. We know if you accept, an errorrate. of 10 nereent or more that there is no telling wherci that 10 percenttwee fall. It 711:11,, fall on the low side or it may fall on the high side.
Certainly we think that the proper objective would be to get a. systemwith it lower error rate that was eompara hie with '-the severalStates, and ever, one got what ryas their fair idlotment as opposed to
attempting to in effeet, play dice with the matter in terms as to whetherthe error is to yonr benefit or not. There is really no ashy that, you cantell that down the road.
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enator MOM. We are going to be talking with Secretary of Labor
Hay Marshall next week if he has the coal strike settled by then,
so we will take that up with him.

Are. TAYLon. More directly in the area, of Cum, do_apolopize to
you, Senator, that a written siatement is not prepared. 'We have to do
some additional work on it, and we will submit a written statement, to
you on sonic of our concerns with CET.:1.

Senator fimoi,E. Fine. We will b happy to have that for the record,
and we will make that a part of the record when it's received by the
committee.

Mr.TAyunt. Thank you First. of all, it is our judgment, that one of
the things that needs to be changed for emphasis and with re-evalua-
tion is with respect to title I activities. We feel that with the compila-
tion of the categorical programs on the birth of °ETA. that the basic
principle was to assist the disadvantaged, people who could not com-
pete in the job market. That is certainly one of the aspects to be
grasped.

1Ve feel that in the reauthorization of CETA, certainly a strong
look should be given to the possibility of strengthening; title In
other words, providing some training money. We must, mmember,
Senator, that shnply giving an unskilled person a job, a public service
employment job, in many instances will not. suffice, They need remedial
work in terms of basic education. They need specific educational train-
ing to make them competitive in the job market. If we rely too heavily
on public service em iemployment exclusively, what we simply have is a
person occupying such a, job for a limited period of time and then right
back out in the ranks oft he unemployed, so we strongly to that more
of a look be made at flue title I activities.

Second, we also have some concerns about the definition of "dis-
advantaged" in the current CETA leg sltitiotl. When you look at the
definition of "distal l'antaged" that was under the old MDTA, the
Manpower Development Training .act, if you use the definition that
was used there, the CEL-% participants nationally, only_40 percent of
them are disadvantaged using that criteria. We would urge you to
take a good look at the definition of "disadvantaged."

Again, the principle here was with the removal of the categorical
programs which were ea lcu lilted for the union or for the handicapped,
at ectelli, minorities, that (_'I 'I was supposed to emphasize and attack
the, problems of people with impediments entering the job market. So
what we think is a definition of people that participate should clearly
be ones that need assistance.

Senator RIEGLE. I take it that, what. you are really saying, what, you
ail" saying now, with your 0%vn expevienee now in dealing ivitb unem
ployed people, that you are really focusing, on the _structiuTil unem-
ployment problem.

MP. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Senator Rmor.E. Do you feel that that where ve ought o be putting

a greater emphasis?
TAytoa. That is absolutely correct, Senator. That is exactly it.

Not that there is not a proper role or function of public service employ
ment to tide people over who _would not generally meet this disadvan-
taged definition. That is needed also, the business of in effect tiding
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Oer (hiring" Om (.y011111.1 (lOwn HMS, of cetera. \Iris are HO( by tiny means
advoorling that thin should be illrolished, Intl tie are saying we wouldlike to see more real disadvnntaged hying served directly vii 11 theet, L'A. programs.

Senator RI lqiLn. Do you have any way ()f calculating whether or not.
our stritetural unemployment. midterm in the :-;titte 111111 been :Were( I
over tIte last. 3 years because of ("F.T.V ? In other words, have we put
°not! gh. of a dent in the problem thatI there is it measurable gain, or not.?

Arr. TAYI.olt. I personally don't think so. t think I he emphasis in Ihe
last couple of years, particularly with t lie depression wo have had inthis State, is of course the t itht II and idle VI activity seriecemployment to get. people into jolts. It is understand:dile.

Senator limot-a.;. 11-hich. would be, the di Itelynce in meaning Ilan. tho
unemployment t-at0 wits not rising us fast, as it ol her wiso would have
because we, in a sense, kept a cell mu number of jolts gniur,hut. in 1 erms
of it deeper base of structurally unemployed people, we are not making,
tot101 1 i)rogrvss as far as you can see.

Tlmt. is absolutely comet. That is our position, nod I
think: (lie numbers pretty 11111011 indicate that no sigitilivan impact is
made. nits Senator, ',OIt have to revognize tin rad that for those in-dividuals, they need more than some experience in ar. ,job. They need
special training, nod iioetI removal of +1,, That the }' have.And a tel area is the business of youth. Again I he pi inriple isthe SHIM!, Senator. Mouth iraining in our jodgnietit has not. received
enough entphasis. Some of the current programs have come up for
youth just in the last few months which arc certainly !teethed, fait they
primarily provide employment, subsidized ciiiplosatent to keep kids
in school. Obviously that is needed. There was (hiring I lie school year
Part - title jobs as well as during 1-110 slimmer. One (if the things we
are concerned about is thatand I know 1,.ott are :mire of thishilt
all of the survey; and tests that have been made, that t ragically high
Percentages of the young people coming out of the 1:indergarten
through. 1'2 system are functioning at seventh, eighth, or ninth grade
lex-el. In oddit ion, they have no job sl:il Is. 'rho point is the SIMIC As 1
mentioned before. Those people need more than Just public service em-
ployment. They tunst have training. They must have remedial work
in terms of the basic three R's in addition to that ancl institutional
training to equip them for the job market. That must he added its well
as the other programs that give money and allow them to remain in
school, et cetera.

Senator Rti.-.or,E. It is fustrat ing for inc to hear you say that beean
what it tells me is that we are now going to take the time and spend
the resources to do the job twice.rI mean, if somebody has coma
through school and we haven't gotten the job done the first time, you
are saying ill effect weary going to have to start over again.

Mr. tAi f.ou. I hate to tell you that, but in my judgment, that is true.
I would say that if we look nt a recent study that was made itt Chicago
where the superintendent of schools there said that they no longer
would_ allay auvone to leave the kindergarten through 12 system unless
they eon-Irl pass I believe it was the seventh ginde reading examination.
ft is Well documented. It is tragic.

Senator TirEGLE. DO you see that as a1 real problem here in illicit igan ?
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TA-erut. Absolutely. Yes, sir. Yes, sir. .Absolutely. The two
*lugs Hint must be done No. 1 is the restoeutiou of quality educa-
tion, and then coupled with that there must be sone effort for more
career planning and training within the kindergarten through 12 sys-
tem, beennse one of the things when you put your linger on it, Senator,
that we have seen time and tinie again in manpover pregrnms, you
take a young person mid you attempt to trim them in n job, and the
first thing volt find out. is that he eank read or write and he can't do
simple ninth. So then you have to go hack to remedial work to get
them equipped in that regard. Then you go into the business of teach-
ing them bore to wow 01.10 chive 11, 01 be a Secretery, cu. whatever,
foul you nye in effect doing what. was not done In that multibillion-
dollar program in the kindergarten through 12 system.

One of the things that we also think that some attention should be
given to--anrt I hasten to point out that it is not a problem in theGrand Rapids ruesbill in some metropolitan atris and city pro-
grams, We have multiple prime sponsors in one labor market area, and
in some instances this does cause it duplication of the training pro-
grams. Erich print' sponsor within a metro oven will look at their
own group. 'They will use Hie same or data to develop thefart, let's say, that someone, is needed in the health field, and at the
same tiro. other prime sponsors ill that sante labor market iirea willalso he developing tenining programs for the slime thing. We think
there should be more roordination of the title I aetiities, the ti'ain-
inF notivit le';; it slionld In ilierensed and greater coordination, par-
t ten larly in aretis where, in Dot nut for exintiple. von have 10 prime
sponsors in I Inhor market area. We think that the hest thing there
would he to give greater authority to the Government. I know in many,
instances Hint is tint a very popular thing, hut do believe that some-
one, and don't know one who is !letter rtalipped 1111111 the Chief eXecTlake of the State, should have authority over the title I activities ancl
he sure 1-110 have training facilities available to all of the people
within a labor market area.

Senator RIEGLE. I am sorry to interrupt you on that. I appreciate
the tinic bind that you are in, and. of eourse. 1 want to get to the other
witnesses who have been Very patient so far today'. T,et Ole ea: yell,
as you look at the unemployment data, one of the things that concerns
inc is that as we look at who is unem-ployed. it is ditpersed evenly. ire
find eertnin entegories where it is nmeh higher than it is for other
categories. For PNilatille, if we are looking at the rase of minority
groups, women. older workers, there is a much higher rate dispro-
portionately than there is f or people in other gops. I wonder insofar
as yon have been able to gage the effects of C17,TA. is CET .:t. somehow-
tuhing into aemint there are much lacier prehleins its re it tin segments
of the unemployed labor market than there is aeross the. board? Are
we really taking account in those eslwially tough categories that we
should he as far as you can judge?

T..yr.ort. lArell, ohvirms1v, it is a mixed hag, because yon lune
iii this State a Manlier of pritue spotisors, of (.0111.st., titrofighont
the country you have hundreds of thousands of prime sponsors. In
some areas you will find that they are addressing the quest ion that.
Von ha ve just raised. In other tin.as you svill find that they tie tiot.
It has alarmed us that in sortie :ens prune sponsors liaye used CETIV
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funds primarily to augment budgets and the consequence of the$10,000 ceiling Unlit you see too many notices for CEPA that requiremaster's education and college tlegives and the local units of gov-ernment. supplement the $10,000 to hying it up to the market. Obvi-ously, when you do that sort of thing you are not addressing yor-self to the structural unemployment problem :Ind minorities, youth.older workers, heads of households, et cetera.
r think there should he sonic as.Nessment made of the tulvisability ofapplying some standards to CETA financed funds in terms of mix ofpeople who are participants in the CETA_ programs to insuie thatthe CET program within a given area is in fact responding to theneeds of everybody within that area, and in particular these peo-ple that you have mentioned that have certain impediments toe mployment.
Senator IltEni.E. Let me just indicate one of the proposed changesthe administration had intule, and which is one that we have to norm-weigh and consider, and one of the things I want to weigh the testi-mony Ive gather against. They an proposing that only '20 percent ofthe available CETA slots would he able to be for jolts where the wagePaid for that job would be, city, in excess of $10.000, so that the re-twining SO percent of the job slot reservations would hire to be forjobs that would vu, 10,001) annually or It which would he theirway of trying to change this situation that has developed where inmany cases you will lute tt $to.nuO hose awl then voti will have any-where front $2,000, $4,000, $0,ono or higher additional in annualsalary for a nutelt higher level job, In any event. that is one of thefilings that Nye have got to weigh, whetlii that kind of a change in therules would be constructive or not.

Aft% TAYEMR. In principle. I would Amport that type of approachbecause. I think it is critical Chid wt insure that the CKTA fundsarc in feet being used to mint*. the problems of the people with seri-
ous impediments to employment and is not being used simply to
supplement the budget because that is obviously a danger. That is
obviously a danger.

Senator rifFMLE. how do voit tiro fed :dicta the ad ministration
teconimendation of a time limit of how long somebody can remain in
it CETA, job?

31r. TANt.on. Again in principle I would_ gain probably for the
reasons. I think 'ii should lie looking at--agtua we might make

a distinetinn in terms of, we mi(rht tin thin. for example. with the, title
IL N-0: excuse me. The title VI will* has a fairly liberal recoil t.ernents
far PS E. Perhaps you would have a shorter time franu, thou For thosewith disadvantage you wonld bave a tighter restriction Po-wired iii
terms of bring disadvantaged. You 'night not impose as short a, time
limit ation as you would because presontabl at the thin. that individual
is in this volt are also doing something that would clear op the lin pedj-
inents that they Italy, so that when they leave that T'SAM job they
eau move into other utisubsidiy.ed employment, which obviously is
in the bottom line. l'hat is what you do want to achieve to the extentthat it is possible given. yon know, the state of the isvorotny.

I think that touches on the undo!. points I would like to present
von with.
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Senator RI mix, I appreciate your testimony. It has been very help-
ful to us. We are going to have some additional questions that we
want to pose to you, some general policy questions, some more tech-
nical, but let us do that for the record. We will submit to you, and
when we have your responses we will print those as an augmented
part of this testimony.

TAyLOR I will be happy to. Thank you.
Senator RivaLE. Thank you for coming.
I indicated that this panel would come at this time. I know some

of you apparently :nave time problems. Let rue just inquire, Mr. Tardy,
Us. Geyer Ms. Deice, and Jim Cossingluun, can I inquire as to your
situation? I know that Mayor Drasin is also here, and I wantton hear
from him, and I don't know what kind of time pressure liee
Arayor, Ma.ity Taylor was late in arriving. He has just finished, and he
has just left the table, and I had asked this other panel to be ready
to o, so they are set at this time I just want to compare whatever
time pressures you may be under with %vhatever time pressures they
aro under to find out if we should try to make an adjustment here.
AD'. Tardy, what is your time situation?

_fr. TARDY. We can adjust however will make the program more
successful.

Senator RrEra,E. Ms. Geyer?
Ars. can also adjust.
Senator RIEGLE. Ms. Defoe?
Ms. DEFoE. We have got sortie urgent, business back in Benton

Harbor.
Senator lirEot.E. Jim Cossiugham?
Ntr. CossotottAx. I can be flexible.
Senator limor.E. Mayor Drasin, what is your situation ?
Mayor DWI :N. I am also flexible.
Senator RrEoLE. Well, maybe then in light of the fact that I have

indicated I am going to have this panel next, we will have the panel
now, so if you want to come up.

As you are getting seated, let me welcome all of you before the
subcommittee, and I appreciate the fact that you are here and that
1,.on have taken time to come and prepare your testimony. I am most
interested in hearing it I think the key to these oversight hearings
is our chance to really take and work this legislation and improve
this program depends upon the degree we get that kind of sense
for bow it is and is not working, So that we cull make that adjustment.

Mr. Tardy, why don't you open it nri.

STATEKENT OF RAYMOND X. TARDY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ENT
COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM, INC.

111% T....nov. Thank you. Chairman.
My name is Hayinomi 'rardc, exeein lye direetor of the Kent

Community ..Nction piogram..-rhose :ire my two shill' persons.
Senator lir Eor.E. Delighted to have them as well.
Mr. TAtim Thank you. sir,
Our presentation todav will carry the theme of what we

helleve to he Cogivss' intent ions in the C 1 logishition and how
we feel these intentions ate frustrated. circumvented. and often

o
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ignored in t.ho (tintl implementation of the legislation. Our state-
ments arc ba sed on the Kent Community Aetion program's experi-
ence with CET_ from several vantagt. points: (1) As it program
operator contracted by the local jaime sponsor to operate C'ETA pro-
grams; (2) as a participant in the local prime Spon&or's planning
process through our rnembeiship on the IT AMP( nil yisnry planning
council; (:3) as an agency which has maintained lind atunnented
services to the poor thronrh the Ilse of PSE slots. and; (4) as an
advocate for the poor and disenfranchised of the Grand Ilapids and
Kent. County area.

We as an agency committed to the poor ore most. concerned that
employment opportunities 'ire readily ilailable to the unemployed
of Grand Rapids and Kent County. Employment is the key element
so often missing when one attempts to rise ftoui poverty. tfoever,
the opportunity for employment is often clouded it tin indirithia l's
ability to compete for available jobs. CE'r most certainly is plys-
ntly serving unemployed people. since the major overriding-

iiirnt for participation in ('ETA is that an indiridm11 111. tnienil instil
I ivprk unemployed for C'1 T.k.T: :10 clays uneniployt.11 for

Titles IT and VI, PSE, and 15 weeks mienwloyed for title 1`i projects.
'I'he concern that we have is tbat length of unemployment alone

does not indicate an indivicluars need or ahility to be employed. Quite
simply. the hard -cote unemployed are still lwing missed. PSE, slots
created are. often so dennindimr in the qualifications that the un-
skilled and undereducated cannot even begin to compete.

One of the standard answers to this problem is flint the title T pro-
fil-anis are designed (0 !rive needed skills and education to the hard-
core unemployed. That is all fine and good except that thene is no
way a family can exist on the minimum wage which is iisually the
most an enrollee in CETAI can expect as a training stipend. They
therefore are more attracted to the PSE slots which hare slightly
hiolier wages. Once they have obtained one of the feW FSE slots
ti'hir It Iii- little or no skills required. they are considered employable.
and all CEPA frainin[r and eduentional services are unavailable to
them. They are still unemployable. hut there aro no frinds under titles
TI and VI which permit flue delivery of supportive services to l'SE
participants.

Strangely enough, another barrier ti, serving the unemployed in
real wed is the ci Sri iii. used to dpier111111e will) is 1.1'0110111ically dis-
advantaged. -We are hi the present criteria encouraging. husbands
to alatmlon their families, applicants to lie about. their income
in the p:Lst 12 months, and the unemployed to exhaust all their fi-
nancial resources such as their savings, if any. TherP IS no room in the
present criteria to consider unlisnal medical expenses in the vast year.
cost of housing. and so forth. After all, most peonle don't pion to
become unemployed. and hills and expenses iiwnrred while employed
are Ft ill With ns 2 months after we lose a job.

Even more shocking is the -filet that the same discriminatory prac-
tices which lin ve cotwerned us over tile yen IN nrf`. in existenee in CETA ;
the wolier over Ili has just as much difficulty fitulinz it OETN job
is he or she would in the playoff- sector. . minority often °mountes
the same discriminatotw !wart ices On n CETA worksite is lie would
on a job in private industry. and youth_ tinder 18. are
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almost, automat kali), ignoied for consideration of PSE and project
slots and often because of administrative difficulties prevented from
participating in CETA--I. These concerns must, be addressed by new
legislative mandates and reasonable application of guidelines.

It goes without saying that salary limits for CETA jobs should be
competitive with ongoing _market rates, The $10,000 ceiling occasion-
ally prevents this, resulting in individuals making less than people in
comparable positions with whom they work on a daily basis. Some
agencies can and do supplement CETA salaries with funds from their
own sources, but this is not always possible, and the individual suffers.
=1.1so, the creation of hundreds of jobs at the minimum wage presents
a problem. People on welfare and unemployment can often better
support their families on those incomes than they can on a. job paying
$9 .65 an 11011r. No CETA PSF, job should pay less than $3 an hour and
$3.25 an hoop should ideally he the minimum. If CETA, cannot serve
as an incentive to go to work, we have defeated its purposes and the
(I ream of full employment in this country.

As to the. fairness of allocation formulas, one can only be amused
that there is any doubt about, the fact that, allocation forinulas are un-
realistic, unfair, and often based on political maneuverings instead of
needs. The root of the problem seems to rest with the fact that, they
are, at least, officially based on employment data, gathered by Employ
ment. Services offices. T he data is based on figures resulting from the
unemployed contacting the Employment, Services office. There are
lutudreds of people in Kent, County willing, available, and seeking
employment, who have never been to the local MESC for a variety of
reasons. These people, WO are, afraid , are not counted in local data, and
the resulting allocations based on this data are insufficient to meet the
real needs which. exist not only in Kent County but, I am sure, across
the Nation.

A continuing concern of Community Organizations such as Kent -
C AP has been the disproportionate division of athority and money
between prime sponsors, program agents, and priVate, nonprofit
organizations.

Essentially under the present CETA legislation many different
formats are available for -twill administration of CETA. Structures
could be formulated to insure appropriate distribution of authority
and money between prime sponsors, which is local government, pro-
gra agents, and private nonprofit organizations. However, due, to
declining tu.X revenues . loctal government-~ have a tremendous need to

CETA dollars to maintain personnel. and since CETA. is often
the only source available to make necessary expansions of staff, prime
sponsorslocal governmentare reluctant to release, control of CETA
dollars, Lip .service is paid to sharing authority to comply with
vaguely worded DOT. guidelines.

In Grand Rapids we are. fortunate t hat local governments have been
basically responsive. to the requests of program agents and nonprofits,
but we are in the position of relying on the good will of public officials
or the political sophistical ion of nonprofits and grog_ i7n agents. The
loser in this power struggle is the ieiployed.

Jobs dm-eloped are often designed with lii!Thly skilled people in
mind, sometimes a specific individual. Jobs are not designed with a
concern for career development of relevancy to private industry, The

2 5 :}
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1 guilty party can be found not at the local level but in Washington
where Congress continually reduces or eliminates categorical grants in
favor of revenue sharing formats which rarely channel dollars back
into communities in the amounts received ander the categorical
formats.

Our greatest dissatisfaction with CETA is in the area of admin.
istrative requirements. The intent and purpose of CETA is often ig-
nored or bent to the breaking point in order to comply with DOL
and local prime sponsor administrative requirements. Ilecordkeeping
requirements of DOL plus additional ones imposed by the local prime
sponsor have made it almost impossible for small organizations toparticipate in CETA is program agents. Thera is so much emphasis
on cost effectiveness in progilm operations that decisions are based
on costs rather titan effectiveness, ignoring the, obvious fact that to
serve the severely unemployed effectively requires greater expenditures
per individual, not less.

Even more important is the fact that the unemployed are being
discouraged front seeking CET.- jobs beeause of cumbersome admin-
istrative procedures for recruitment and selection. Tt can take a, mini-
room of 4 weeks to refill a vacant PSE slot. This i tin improvement
over the previous S to 10-week minimum, but this is not good enough.
,Tobseekers become, discouraged when they have to go to dime separate
locations to apply for one job, fill out four and five forms per job
application, and then wait several weeks to find out if they have been
hired. We are screening out those who need CI T-1 the most by
drowning them in a. Sea of administrative redtape.

Once hired, a majority of the part icipants under CETA IT and VT
are further misused by being denied fringe benefits. Through an ad-
ministrative technicality PSE employees under GRAMPC are not
treated equally with their fellow employees. The C'ETA Act clearly
states that PSE workers must receive the same fringe benefits as other
employees of the employer of record. By channeling PSE sloes
through GRAMPC which has no fringe, benefits fin employees, PSE
part icipants aro denied the fringe benefits which their fellow workers
receive merely because, they are not, on the same payrolls. Of course,
this does save thousands of dollars to he used to create more PSE jobs,
but at the expense, of the welfare of the individual by denying simple
benefits such as paid Biel t brie, \ira I ion, and healt It insnrance.

We could go on with examples of administrative practices, pro-
cedures, and requirements, whieh hamper or prevent serving the un-
employed, but time does not permit. We will merely summarize by say-
ing that CETA_ originally promised reduced paperwork end stream-
lined. administration. instead, we have experienced increased paper-
work and inerrased ndminist retire eost of prime sponsors, which leaves
program agents with little or no administrative money with which to
operate the programs.

Finally, we would like to point out that CE112 as it presently stands
is just the beginning. We have not really begun to examine the pos-
ibilities for economic development in CET A. mainly because it is not

raged or emphasized. We are tint as yet even exploring the many
possible linkages between CETA and other federal funds. We have a
start toward the realization of the goal of frill employment in this
country. CETA is perhaps the answer. but it is hampered at this point
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by underfunding and the lack of involvement by Congress in what is
rea fly happening at the local level. Policy is mink by Cong-re ss in vir-
tual isolation and currently implemented by DOL in Washington in ab-
solute isolation. By the time it gets to the local level 's must make (lo.
We must make people fit molds, sacrifice innovation for practicality,
and attempt to serve the unemployed in a haphazard makeshift way.
The number of unemployed people needing assistance is greeter than
what available statistics indicate. Presently we are prevented from
effectively meeting these needs.

In closing, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to present
our comments on CETA. I want to also state- that the Kent County
Coninumity Action program will be available to cooperate in every
manner possible in this very hopeful and significant process of making
CF TA more effective as it carries out the intent of Congress to employ
the unemployed.

If we get a chance I would like to explain sonie of this
Senator nmoLE. Fine. I thank you for the statement. You are very

to the point, and there is much in here that I agree with, although my
vantage point is different than yours because you have had a chance to
live with it in a different way than I have I must say that I appreciate
the point that you were making just before your closing about the
isolation of Congress and the Department of Labor from, really, the
grassroots of understanding of what life is really like and how things
work, and that is exactly why we are here. In other words, that is why
this hearing is taking place today. I want to get that testimony and get
it before Congress so that before we find ourselves stamping out a new
program that may run for another four years, that we really try to
make some of the adjustments that out experience, that the insight we
have gained ought to lead us to make.

Mr. TAnter. That is why we are proud. to be here, sir, because yen are
doing this for us. And because what we feel you intend to do on the
congressional level is missing the whole boat here, because the group
that you are after is getting missed, because they are being required
to fit this mold, and you cannot establish a mold for the type of people
that we are dealing with because the mold they broke out of, or they
got out of, or they were kicked out of requires that we attempt to re-
civilize them. They are in the age bracket of 1C1 through 23, and they
are something else.

We have got to do a whole remaking job here, and in order to do
that we are going to have to devise wars that this programwhich can
do itcan be fitted to their needs, and not try to mold them to fit into
this program, because they never will and you will continue to have
that 40 percent of unemployed blacks that you worry about in 'Wash-
ington, and you will continue to have the 58 percent of the unemployed
youth, the young adults. and they are mothers and fathers now, and
that it is so important that somebody gets to it because this program
can do it but it is going to lin ve to be relied invited.

Senator.Rient,r..'-It sounds to me like you are making an appeal to
give that flexibility to the people who ftre going to put the program
together and rim the program essentially at the local level.

Mr. TAROT. That is right.
Senator FtreoLE. They can then tailor it so that it fits these realities.
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Mr. Trutt) . That, is right. You are going to have to include some-thing else, though, You are going to have to include a mandated signoff of two agencies on whatever a local program is, whether here orany place else. It is your designated antipoverty program that shonldbe legally required to sign off on major proposals that are being sub-mitted within its area of jurisdiction. The MESC, the local MESCshould also be required to sign off on these proposals, and for Very goodreasons.
Senator Rmott. I want to go to the next witness in a second, but let'snot drop that point. I gather that. what you ere bask:illy saving is thatthe CAP progi.anis are maybe being bypassed or not being etankedinto this process and given a chance to really relleet their own insights.TArtox, The CAP program here in Grand Rapids is very wellinvolved in this program, It is very well involved in the use of the serv-ice that comes out of this program, but from the standpoint of theprocess that. comes to making the -master proposal that is submitted tothe regional office and to Washington, MG, you need vertain safe-guards that, aro not here.
Yon have to committed agency here thra is Supposvd to 1w an advo-cate for poor people., and it should Show that. Nowhere in this legisla-t ion, is it written in (11.P is defined as a community-based orgliniza-tion, That is not good enough. This is to big of a project and it isto impottant to !w missing the people that you designed this programto serve.
The other thing is that t sat in a meeting. and watched repro:soft-

ho local State employment officet !trot ighout thatmeeting continuo to ask the question, "What is- going to happen to the.out-of-school kids?" And the politic;i1 aroma in the particular meetingignored them. You can't, ignm.e the MSC. I ant talking about theNlichigan Labor Department, GIL1MPC ignored MESC and nobodyever dirt say what, was going to happen, but we found out what wasgoing to happen, Forty out-of-sehool youth got slots. Can you imagine0 oat -of- school I tls, when. ive were orking wilt 500 at the stonetime? Mid the money for our yonth employment program has runout imd 40 got dots from all of this money that went someplace else.So MESC should have some way of going on rerotll and saying, "Wequestion What you no doing." -Ilre are talking about manpower, Thatis their thing 'CAP should be required to do that. because CAP is annot 2. "by hanev" ;nil-mate, hut the Federal advocatefor poor people's welfare. And we should also be written into this so- can play a role, too,
I think you would find that if these two orgimizations Were illVOIVellin it, T. think there would he it lot of differences, and we are nottalking alout getting at CET chest rm./ it., WYe don't destroy. We.buileThat is what is needed.
Senator RtEor.v., I hear what ion are. sit and it is a lot to workwith We are spending somethino. on the order of $12 billion yearftnnually in this country. and With the rate of growth this progrramhas had, we are talking about, a. big chunk of the resources n,-e have

available to itS.Srk your points are well taken.
Mr. TAnny. Tharnc you.
Senator RIF,GI.E. Ms. Geyer, next.
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STATEMENT OF BEVERLY GEYER, DIRECTOR, EVERY V70
PLACE, MUSKEGON, MICH.

Ms. GlEymn, My name is Beverly_ Geyer, and I ant director of Every
Woman's Place. Every Woman's Place is a noupiotit rosin' me center
for women which is located in Muskeiron, Mich. Our funding is from
Ch;11 titles I and VI through the [-Mnskegon-Oceatut Consortium,
general revenue sharing through the Muskegon County _Hoard of Com-
missioners, and private donations. \.s an agency funded for almost
3 years through CETA. to prepare economically disadvantaged women
to enter the work force throug,h a program of comprehensive counsel-
ing and support services, and as an agency which employs several
people with title VI moneys, we have a great. deal of experience, with
CETA programs.

CETA title I, the training portion of the iiet, gi.ants funding to
local consortiums. There was it decrease in the ainount allocated
each year for training. The general idea, I-presume, is that as more
people are prepared fo work, and consequently employed, the less
training will be needed. There was no consideration given to the 1,300
or so young people, who leave Abe high schools in Muskegon County
every year unprepared to obtain employment, no consideration given
to the accelerating economy which would force more women into the
work force each year to supplement. the family income.

We as CETA trainers, then, are being asked to provide. more service
to more people each year with fewer dollars. Our funding almost 3
years ago in our agency, for example, was $70,000 when we obtained
our first funding. We served an a verapv. of 30 new clients a month, and
our positive termination rate was excellent.

This year our budget is $64,000, and in the first 4 months, services
were requested from 168 women, This is an increase. of :37 percent in

quests for services and a decrease in funding of 13 percent. This re-
duction in funding made it necessary in our county to place the train-
ing emphasis on AFDC recipients. 'rho :ict allows these individuals to
be trained and paid a $30 subsidy from CEL1 funds as compared to a
much more extensive training allowa nee of minimum wage to a non-
AFDC recipient. Additionally, when a client being ti; receives her
FAO subsidy, her food stamp allowance is eut, and the $31) is spent for
trimsportitlion and clothing. This provides little incentive for her to
even seek training.

Willie I have 110 Obje(*ti011-1ii faet, support the training of AFDC
recipientsseveral difficulties have emerged. Young single people who
do not qualify for AFDC have been priietieally excluded. Unem-
ployed older adults with no children under 18 have been practically ex-
cluded. Further, the majority of AFDC recipients are women. There
are_ seven occupational training areas provided in Muskegon County
under CF,TA. Two are traditional female end five are nontraditionally
-female. With extensive counseling. some women with the apptopriate
liptitude and interest arc beginn Ur to enter the nontraditional training
area. The problem begins for them niter trnining in the Job market.

Even though there hi'. been Fedora' requirements for affirmative
action in the hiring of women by _private employers using Federal
funds for several years, there is no Federal enforcement. We have fac-
tories in our city right now which receive Federal contracts and have
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aao vonten working in any capacity except clerical. I have never knownthe Federal Government to use in our area the economic sanctionsaavaliable for failure to employ women. CETA subagents, because oftheir use of CETA funds, are required to employ and train adequatenumbei.s of minority and females, and indeed, funds have been with.held by local decision, for nonperformance.Women will continue to be unable to break into these nontraditionalwork areas until affirmative action is a reality. The traditional workareas cannot absorb the number of women Who need to work, and theyoffer no more incentive than staying on ADC.
Another problem which occurs in our area With existing CET ,,,A reg .illations is that the tie-in with Federal and State economic develop-ment legislation is nonexistent. Our local consortium can encourageprivate employers to hire CET11. workers, as ours does, but other than.

a limited amount of on- the -job training funds, there is little economicincentive for employers for doing so.
CETA clients are competing in the job market with highlyskilled people for short periods of time The amount of paper workrequired for an employer is in fact a disincentive for involvement ina CETA project. In these times, no employer that I know will hire outof social conscience at the expense of profits. Further, the restrictionsin the CET \. provisions which allow work experience only in a non-profit or governmental agency is inhibiting to the CETA clients. Manytimes that experience is not transferable to private unsubsidizedemployment.

We have, for example, the community development program wheregrants are given to economically_ disadvantaged_ homeowners to ye-habilitate their homes. We cannot find enough local contractors willingto bid on these swill rehabilitation contracts. However, we arc notallowed to use trainees from the skilled trainee center house repairclass to do the work. Instead, the trainees are restricted to small jobscreated by the public agencies or nonprofit groups.In the neighborhood youth corps program a young person is placedin a work experience answering the phone and doing odd jobs for 12weeks, which may teach her good work habits but which certainlyteaches her no particular skill, and I can assure you no private em-ployer will he waiting, breathlessly to lure her.
There must be some incentive for private enterprise to become in-volved in public training programs.
hors does all of this affect women paalelarl, which is my_nartic.ular area of concern? Women are the primary recipients of public as-sistance, Women are entering the job Market at a. greater rate than anyother group. The traditional employment areas cannot absorb the mum-hens of women who ire needing to work, Women are being trained forthe same low paying jolt they always held because there is infunding for the comprehensive training needed. Nontraditional CM-ployment opportunities are not, opening up for women becau_se, equalopportunity requirements tart not lying enforced. Mae and morewomen are being freved onto pblie assistance because longtime, mar-ages arc ending-, and these women do not have :a fable skills on the jobmarket.

CETA cannot, because of the limited t of training mOneavailable, provide the expensive supportive services these displaced

,27,3 47
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home makers Wo nen with children are _ icapped in their ef-
forts to becornc trainees; bemuse of the lack of available child care

ervices.
What does all of this a mint to in real statistics? Last year n our

county, women accounted for half the number of people served under
CETI title I, and they accounted for less than one-quarter of the

number of people placed in unsubsidized employment. Out coup
working hard to provide services to women. That is demonstrated in
the funding of an agency such as Every Woman's Place to provide a
more comprehensive service to economically disadvantaged women
with severe barriers to employment However, the lack of a, better tie-
in with the private sector, the lack of adequate dollars in title I CETA.

programs and supportive services, the penalties imposed cm \.FDC
recipients who receive training, the withdrawal of meaningful local
control originally promised by OEM legislation, the lack of good

accurate job forecasting available to all CETA service providers, the

lack of flexibility in CETA guidelines have forced us into short-term
training efforts almost useless to the hard-core unemployed set up bar-
riers to good training which are just as severe as the barriers to
employment,

CETA has provided, particularb. hrough title VI, many jobs to
many people. However, it has forced college graduates into jobs -which
would normally be held by high school graduates and high school grad-

oates into jabs normally held by people with less education. It has pro-
vided the temporary boost to the economy desperately needed, and if it
is defunded tomorrow, we are in real trouble because not only will we

have the hard-core unemploved still unemployed, hut all the people now
working under title VI will be back on the streets with job experience
inappropriate to their training or no training at all.

I would be cutting off my nose to spite my face, as the cliche goes,
since without CETA funding in our county I would be receivingor
women would be receiving little training at all if titles VI mid II were
withdrawn. There would he no Every Woman's Place to provide the
only comprehensive training and counseling available to -women in our

area.
CETA is only a band-aid, but it is a beginning. The answer surely

isn't to drop public funding and assume private enterprise will take

or The answer is to provide adequate funding to do quality training,
look at unemployment as a limo-term problem with long-term solutions,
and to make the employment of CETIV trainees so attractive toprivate
employers that it will be an offer they can't refuse. Thank you for
letting me testify,

Senator limas.. Thank you for your testimony. There are a couple
of things I want to say hefore you leave. I went to save some of my
questions for later. It is so obvious that the private sector is not pre-
pared to do the iob on its own because that is why CETA was started hi

the first place. We wouldn't have CETA if the job was getting done in
the private sector. but of course-. it isn't for a host of reasons, so I
couldn't agree more with the conclusions that you have stated. I want
to thank you. too, for your help with its in drafting the displ aced home-

kers legislation. It was a great ht 1p. and it appreciate it
Now, if I may, I want you to expand a little bit on your accurate

comment to the effect that women ore finding themselves in a situp-

2
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tion where they are coming into the job market at a faster rate than
any other group at the present time I think this is something thatis not fully understood. I think even if somebody hears that point,made, they don't really understand what it means. So I think it isimportant for i,,on to take a minute and so, t of elaborate on exactly
the condition that we are experiencing in the society that you aresaying and why this is taking place and what its implications are

GETErt. There are a, number of reasons. It is et-en frightening
to some people, to many people, the rate at which women are enter-ing the work force, and there is a big fear that they are taking jobsaway from men. I hear it, all the time.

The fact is, the number of women who tre supporting themselves
and, family is increasing rapidly. Women are marrying later. there-fore, extending the, period of time in which they must, support them-selves as single -individuals. The general economy is in such a state,that more married women are havinfr to become employed just tosupplement the family income which is not adequate, and they areentering the -work force in order to tu-ing that standard of tiring lipto the place where they can afford the milk and the bread on. thetable.

There are very few women working for pin money. They are work-ing hecalise our economy is at a place whelp it takes two people ina family to function anywhere near the place here they could a fewyears ago with only one person employed.
Senator RIEGLE. There are other factors. too, such as the divorcerate
'ND, GEM. The divorce rate is continuing. \.t least sit) percent of

he rna.riages are. ending in divorce today.
Senator BrEka..E. And I would think. too, that just, the fact that

women generally have a longer life expeetancy. if not the reason for
divorce, or death. or some other factor--

Ms. GmEtt, They are alone at the other end of the spectrum.
Senator Iltrom They are finding themselves in a position wherethey have to earn incomes,
Ms. Gn-yra The tlrscrinyinition against people r 40. male or fe-male. is atrocious.
Senator Rita E% wen. [ the it t for the llrr °iml of time that youhave been involved that you have really hurl a ehatiee to watch thisreally enormous change.
Ms. GEYER. 'Yes.
Senator MEC-Lt. This is a profound soc 41 change, that is takingplace.
Ms. GEt-rxt. Yes; it is.
Senator IltEat;E. The public understanding of it really has notcaught up with what is taking place and T agree with yori. I thinktheir immediate reaction is to think that somehow women are con-lingin to try to take jobs away, or in some way or another, to try tocompete with tnen who would be thought of as heads of householdswho need those same jobs. Our situation is one hei.e we. have gotto expand our employment opportunities because the situations arereally equivalent.

Ms. fitr-En. That is right.
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Senator Rium,n. When somebody is a, head of a household, whether
it is a woman or a man, makes no difference in terms of access, and
equal access to the job market and training as well.

I must say, I mean it really distresses me when I see that you have
had to go from 376,000 as an annual figure to work with over 3 years
clown to $64,000 where your demands from clients who need help and
assistance has been rocketing upward.

Ms. GETIat. That is right.
Senator Ritor,E. It is so frustra ig to see statistics of that sort,

and we are talking about such enormous leverage, because when you
think about that sort of expenditure, it is really so miniscule in terms
of the Federal Budget this year that is in excess of $500 billion. That
is one-half of a $1. trillion budget, and yet on things as basic as putting
people on jobs where they can go out and make then way into the
job situation where they can be self-supporting and support others
that they may be responsible for, I mean it is just such an obvious
illustration that our priorities are just not right,

We are not putting the money on the front end where people's lives
and futures are involved, Well. let me hold oft on any other comments.

Ms. DeFoe.

STATEMENT OF MARY DeFOE, PRESIDENT, TWIN CITY AREA

BRANCH OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE-

MENT OF COLORED PEOPLE, AND MEMBER, BERRIEN COUNTY
ADVISOL'Z COUNCIL ON CETA MANPOWER PLANNING COUNCIL,

ACCOMPANIED BY CARL BROWN; AND THEOTIS HURSE, DIREC-

TOR, CITY OF BENTON HARBOR, FORMER MONITOR PLANNER

FOR CETA

Ms. DEFoE. Senator RI my name is Mary DeFoe. I represent
the Twin City Branch of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People as president. of that branch, and also second
vice president of the Michigan State Conference of Branches, I am
also a..member of the Berrien County Advisory Council on CETA
Manpower Planning Council.

I am going to read this, and becwe they told roe I have only
10 minutes, I have abbreviated it and I ha-e brought two persons
with me ft.om Benton Harbor e-ho have things to say. One is Mr. Curl
Brown who has been a displaced CETA person. And Mr. Moods
Nurse, city personnel director for the city of Benton Harbor, former
monitor planner for CETA.

The charge is based on an overview of several years of participation
on the Manpower Planning Conned's Advisory Committee as a, legal
representative of a Civil Pig_ hts Organiz.ation of Minorities and the
Poor, is one of discriminatory and havassing tactics practiced by the
Berrien County CETA-administered program against :

1. ilf norit y proposed proposals;
2. Minority directed programs: and
3. Programs serving a great ma iority of minorities

Also, minority proposed programs that are rejected are.:
1. Two proposals submitted by the NAACP.
2. The S.W. Indian Center.
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3. An oriental garden proposal.4. The FrtedomUn limited proposal.5. The Catholic charities proposal, operated by minorities.6 Migrant opportunities proposal to serve the poor migrantpeoPleim Berrien County.
Majority-minority programs funded by CETA and minority op-erated are those, like the city of Benton farbor, funded pro-grams; the perrien County OIC program; the Berrien County lk-et1011Poverty prograM; and the former Neighborhood Youth Corps, nowthe Berrien County Youth Services Bureau.I have been a member of the 13errien County CET:l Manpower Ad-visory Council since the latter part of 1071- and serve as secretaryex-officio on all subcommittees. I have ottended a majority of all of thecommittee's ineetingseNecutivP

PSE' youth :111(1 WOrk experienve,classroom training, and the OJT and othersas well as the manpowercouncil meetings,
Over the past years a definite pattern of discriminatory actions, andin my opinion, tactics of harassment, that are obviously blatant towardthe aforementioned programs.
The city of Benton Earbor's programs and those of the OIC thatare serving the great majority of minorities have been constantlyhi.ought before the manpower council on one chm-ge or another,threats of de funding, and only today the OIC prograni is facingclefunding by the Berrien County commissioners. This program [doneserves the lowest people, as I say, on the "totem pole," so to speak.I attended that,meeting this morning. :Ind it Iris tabled.The former Neighbmilood Youth Cm uis was stripped of its staff.and the program was placed under the Berrien County Youth Serv-ices Bureau's court program.

There appears to be a possible alleged collusion between BerrienCounty ridrninistrative CETA prograrn and the Chicago regionaloffice of CET.t. Viten the Berrien County CF TA administrationwants to reject a minority proposal such as those hi ought before itby the NAACP, or recently a new proposal called HOPE has beentemporarily halted until possibly the year 1979. That TIOPE pro-posal is one that would serve through a training programminori-tiesthat would help rehabilitate homes in the city of Benton TIarbor.The Berrien County CI TA mini in ist rot inn has newe to rot 1:1101111-MgV gone to t Ia extent of Fending
that W011111 be operatedby majority. so-called white, nonprofit. er by any other white munic-ipality ggencies to the Chicago regional office to be rejected.'Berrien County does not have an 111111'111111"k-0 net ion plan. timetables,or goals set for the minority. and it iF+ ineonceirablO 11011" 111(1 11.113-BOrlie11 Coillit continue, to twelve Federal funds for CET:t andeconomic development when it continues to discriminate and harassthe areo, that, they 'Ilse that is the city of Benton Harborfor thebigh rat e of unemployment statistics to receive these Federal funds.Senator llirra,E. Well, Ma DeFor, T think two things. First of all, Iam going to lisk Mr- CiinAung in a second to respond. We have lookedat what the protections arr in the law with respect to oontliserimina.Hon. and there is a procedure. and I want I im to review that with youso we can find out if we are taking the right steps here to pursue some
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of the issues that you have raised. So, Scott, do you want to just explain
those steps as you understand them

Gixsiscaa. Under section 712, of the Comprehensive Employment,
and Training there is a procedui.e cstahlished, if there is indeed
an alleged violation of any laws, outstanding laws of the United
States. That procedure is subject to your bringing it to the attention
of the Secretary. You mentioned you went to the regional office.

Ms. Dann. Yes,
Mr. Nsorno. What was the purpose of that'?
Ms. DxFoll. Did I go to the regional office

GuNsperto.Yes
Ms, DE,F0E, I have never gone to the regional office. -As a matter of

fact, I didn't say that I said that the programs were submitted to the
regional of ice,

Mr. Gcssoeno. Well, I think what we nerd to pin down
Ms. Dam, OK. Sow, serving as seeretary of the CETIt_ program,

I have asked to go with the manpower planning. council director and
the Berriea County ehaliTnan of the county commission, and never
have I been invited to go to talk over any of the proposals or programs,
under question or what have you What I inn saying is, this is an
overview,

Senator RtEotx, I understand, but the thing I want to clarify is that
the procedure as I understand it is that if there is a suspicion that
program is not being fairly evaluated and is being turned down and
discriminated against based on race or any other factor, aad that sort
of thing, that there is a stepby-step procedure which the law sets
forward to really thntsh that out beettuse that is improper, and there
is a fty to get a finding one way or the other on that. As I understand
the procedureand, Scott, you correct rue if I fun 'wrong_ is that
initially I think the first step is to take it up with the prime sponsor,
If that is unsuccessful, the next. step is to take it up with the regional
office, is that correct ?

Mr. Citsseinto. You cturo.0 directly to hie 8cerctary.
Senator RIEor4 To the Secretary of Labor now.
318. 1) ot% Yes.
Senator EtEnLe. And to raise this issue and to ask for a determina-

tion and to put forward the facts that you have that would back tip
your feeling that. this thing just wasn't being conducted fair and
square, belt, is it mandate in the law that prohibits discrimina-
tion of that sort, so he has the power to make a findinz in that amp.
that if that part of the law is being violated that that has to be
corrected,

lave got t hat inform:a ion, and the process has lieerr31s. Dam. We I
t vied.

Senator EIFALE. Well, 1 think it is important, however, to persist
that process, Let me make this suggeStion to you. r have an office
here in Grand liapia, as you know, and I have staff people here. I
wok( want to make slur! that that procedure waS being 'fully used.
I mil saying that. on know. maybe it. uts been and maybe it hasn't been,
but i really think that prohibition in the It to inevent, that kind of
thing from happening is a real prohibition, so if you lutA.e. go it situa-
tion taking. place where you feel that there has been discriminatm.y
action taking place, then that has got to be pursued.
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Ms, DEFoE. OK. Could I have Mr. 13rown vomment ?
Senator RIEGLE. Yes. I thinkyou both should comment.

nnowzr. the area of discrimination, the procedure that wehave followedI have here a letter from the Departinvnt o f d bor,Kigned by
Senator BIEGI,E. Why don't, you summarize Fmm ±el tvr ?
Mr- BuowN. It says :

[The letter referred to follows ]
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- 3 -

As iternizUden the enclosure. the total aoount of blemeges

due is $31.343. CETA fUnds cannot bo used for pAymnt of

bec%wages because they are Onelial-iable costs untNnrSoctien

Eg.12 o tha CETA regulations. This section incoreorJto3 by

reference Ule provisions of 41 CFR 1-15 which proIibits

use of Federal funds to pay costs resulting from violations

of. or failure to oorply til Ti rE:daral; Stn Le ond Local lo is

and regulations.

3. Complainants Ocie Mitchell, Janet Young, Carl Broun,

Janice Cavis, Patricia Nilson, end Peggy Peed vest be &warded

retroactive seniority as of th* data of their original hiro.

4. The tilzetable ior impleLieriting th2 crIrrective actions in

points one, No, and three above shell be ea soon es possible,

kit in no event later than 30 days Frcm the date of raccipt or

this letter.

S. !iithin 60 days c receipt of this letter, Berrien County CETA

rust subit an acceptahlO EEO Effnctiva r:achanism, par the

isequirennts of CETA Letter Uur!Eler 127. tioa%.1isous in the EEO

program of Berrien County CETA have bean outlinad by this

office in letters to the Pr1r Sponsor dated hisost 12, 1975,

t,pril 30, June 2, Coto:7.er 23, and Dacao'n.lr 17. 19/5. The

revised donw.ant nhich is 5ibrained to reet this requirerlznt

must contain Ti te follodio:" ir-o-odicnts uf en occootable EEO

Effective Pechanism:

a. An under-utilizof.fon anal psis, by location, job classification,

race and seX,

b. The adoption of specific goals and ti7etablos to overcome the

deficiencies identified in the under-utilizatico analysis,

C, AA effective runitnminD Sy3teia of the CEO status of sub-grantees

as required by Section S3,21 (g) of the CETA roulations.

the previous suhnission includs a renitoring ore

aware that Serrien County as s0-nrantea 409s not have on

Affirrative Action Pl'n ihicTi id:ntifies EEO prohle:a Areas and

ostablishes goals for corroting the ,a 1'r Therefore. the

docut.lent Oich in I J ia revanst to this letter gost

speci0 the stand;%rf!s and er31;2duros Serrila Ctunty CETA is

L sing to *valuate the S50 cn,olionc,.. or svb-orneos
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- 4 -

If yco do not agree with our findings, you r.ay respond to this letter
within 30 days, Jr at to 6,3511,..rt Ct f;e5-rinss and Ouilicial Review,
of Part 5 of the CETA regul4tions (specifically Sections 93.41, 93.45
end 92.47).

Your irmdiata cooperation with ti a "AtIlnd in Ws eir2ctive
will be approciatad.

Sincerely,

RICH A30 C. GILLILAND
:.-4c7,inistrator

.Enclosure
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Mr. Bnoww. This is a finding. This is a determination. And then they
gave coetives, remedies that would be used by the county. This has
not been done. Now this happened 2 years ago. Nothing has been done,
So the procedure has been followed. I think you have some commu-
nications from myself and from a Mr. Mitchell who has been involved.
So what do you do ? It has been shelved.

3Ir. GtNSBURG. May I read the law ?
Mr. BROW N% Sure.
Mr. GiNsucao. Because I think it might clarify I he situation. It -vs,

"Within a reasonable period of time," but it states, "Not to exceed 60
days," the prime sponsor or eligible applicant fails or refuses to se-
cure compliance then the Secretary has the responsibility to exercise
Isis power to terminate financial assistance, or in the alternative is also
authorized, and in addition is authorized to refer the matter to the
Attorney General of the United States. So that you say there is 2 years.
What Senator Riegle is saying is, if indeed the facts are as they are
that--

Mr. BROWN. We have a communication dated October18 of last year
that the grievance has been turned over to an administrative, law judge,
and that was the last communication.

Senator RIEGLE. kk.nd presumably they are working on it now as far
as you know?

Air. Bnoww. I don't have the slightest idea what is taking place, and
nobody else does.

Senator RIEGLE- Well, we will find out Now, what you are quoting
to me, or summarizing out of that letter, would be the finding by
the regional office to the effect that the findings that were brought
were accurate.

Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
Senator RIEGM In other words, their find that there was

discrimination, but, you are saying there has been no remedy as a re-
sult of that.

Mr. Bnowi.r. No remedy.
Senator RIEGLE. Well, let me take the matter up.
laid on want to make a comment, Ttwo is T furse ?
Mr. iltinsE. OK. I am ex-Manpower Manager Monitor. I don't think

the Berrien County CET .-1. program is addressed to structinul un-
employment needs of Berrien County_ . I think we have got, very few
title I agencies. The ones that do get funds, they are constantly under
fire. Mrs. DeFoe addressed just recently that one agency was under
citation was being funded today, but think there is no problem get-
ting PSE employment slots. But when it comes to actual on-the:job
training to provide employable skills, these are some of the things
that are not being provided.

Senator RIEGM I take it what you am, saying. by inference is t
there is a big need in that area too.

Mr. HurisE, We have got unemployment as highs, as 30 percent. In
the summertime it may get up around 50 percent.

3fr. B now:w. Let ma ask you then. Let's talk in tea is of unemploy-
ment in the Benton Harbor area. They say it is just 20 to 25 percent,
but let's get a little true facts of the situation. Now, we have 50 percent,
approaching 50 percent welfare people. Tlmt is 50 percent unemploy-
ment, and that is city. And then you add to that those that are on the
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unemployment rolls, then you are talking about 70 percent unem-
ployed. Then you add to that the 10 or 12 percent of senior citizens,
then you are talking about 80 percent unemployment, so you have got.
a community supported by welfare, and only 20 percent of the peoplereally working. This is our facts of life, and nobody wants to deal
with that There are no jobs being created, no training being created
for either men or women. I would think that there nppears to he some
collusion between the region and the county, and nobody is address-
ing themselves to correcting these things that are definitely obviously
that anyone obviously Would look into it There has been an investi-
gation by the Department of Justice, the Department, of Labor, andthat was late last summer. To this date the results of those investiga-
tions have not been revealed. Where is that report?

Senator RisonY, Well, r knew there has been this problem and thisdifficulty, and that is why I asked you to testify today, because
wanted to hear you I "%muted this testimony on the record, and we
will have to just take it from there. I will pursue it

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, sir.
Senator rin:orm. Finally, Mr. Cossingharn.

STATEMENT OF JANES cossmagAm, PRESIDENT, MICHIGAN COM
MUNITY ACTION AGENCY AND NATIONAL CAA COMMUNITY LEG-
ISLATIVE CHAIRMAN

Mr. CossiNonAm. Senator, thank you very much for e opportu-nity to testify in front of you today. Since I am also a Community
Action Agency director as 3rr. Tardy is, T ii ill take that hat off and
put on another hat I wear as president of the Michigan Community
Action Agency and also the national CAN community legislative
chairman where we have been discnssing, Cl TA and some of the
problems we have seen in CETI through the years.

The issue is jobs, and that is a major cause and condition of pov-
erty. Since we in the Cotrimunit2. ActionAgencies are al,'ederal agency
that has a mandate to help poor people become self-sufficient, we find it
a little distressing and somewhat frustrating that there is no clearly
defined role for Community Action Ao.eneies throughout the legisla-tion.

'We heard earlier today that. there is a fragtnentation of Agency de-livery by prime sponsors, consort lams, commun ity-based organNations,
and part of that, I believe, comes from the fact that there is no clearly
defined role for a number of community` based organizations, but in
particular for Community Action Agencies who play a significant part
in helping the very people this legislation speaks to that is, the poor,
disadvantaged, minorities, and others.

We think this is a major oversight on the part of Congress who has
given a Federal agency, that is the old Office of Economic Opportunity
and now the Conunn nity Services Arl ministral ion, a major mandate in
addressing the problems of poor people. That, must be rectified, and I
think Mr. Tardy addressed that very eloquently in his remarks.

The lack of job opportunities. jest the lack of job opportunities cre-ates a major problem for the 'tofu., .lob skills. as Mr. Taylor from
\[ESC discussed, and which nth...1(.8 here on this panel have discussed.
is a major concern of ours, and CETI doesn't really address that issue.
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After several years we still a number of people rattling around hi
work experience and job trn.itring but not really receiving the kind of
skilled training activities that are necessary if we are going to move
some of the hard-core unemployed out of their particular sit it at ion and
into the private sector.

The proper incentives, not only incentives for private industry to
employ people, but incentives for poor people and hard core Unem-
ployed to work, must be addressed. Minimum wage Mr. Tardy ad-
dressed but there are other incentives that also need to be looked at
for financing programs that will get people to be motivated to go to

k. This has to be addressed that and foremost.
rile supportive services so vital to any program are almost absent

from GEM. The attitude amongst the Department of Labor people is
providing money for the program, but let somebody else pick up the

of training, the cost of child care, the cost of outreach, the cost of
2mspertation and a number of other services that are very important

to any program being successful.
Last but not least, the age-old problem of discrimination that hes

been addressed here on this panel today is still very prevalent fluvi+ l!
out the CETA programs. Age discrimination; very few CETA yin:-
grams really address the problems of those people who are over 60, or
even over 55, who still want to work but who have other kinds of prob-
lems, either physical problems or other problems that prevent them
from being involved in the work force. As you know, mitny industries
have mandatory age limits where people can't work after they are 60
or 62.

Senator BUGLE. We are about to change that in the Congress, as you
may know.

Mr. CossixcurAm. Right.
Senator RiEGLE. I happen to be on the side of those that e fighting

to change it We hope to lift that to 70, although I don't even think
there is justification for setting it that way.

Mr. Cossncomm. There are I. number of other public service on-
rated programs that senior citizens could be involved in I think the
foster grandparent program and sonic of the other programs that have
been sponsored traditionally by the Community Action Agencies are
a prime example of What clay be done, but right now there is anattitude
amongst prime sponsors that. we need to put. this money over where we
can get the best bang for our buck.

Senator Rir.or.F.. Assuming that we are not going to have all the
money we would like to work with, and that we are not going to be
able to reach everybody that we want to reachand I know that is a
heartache for you and it is for meand I wish those Were not the re-
straints we have, but as long as Ive bare them and we have got to make
some choices as to who we put first in the line or how we decide the or-
ganintion and where people are in the line, what thoughts do you

having lived with this for some tine? How do we go about de-
vising a system as who gets priority? Is it "first come, first serve," or
is it older people in deference to younger people, or what ? I mean as
long as we are faced with the thoughts of making the choice. what is
the fairest and soundest Ns ay to try to deal with tlutt almost impossible
ouestion?

Mr. CossixonAm. I think there ought to lie some specific mention in
the language of the legislation that sacs the prime sponsors should be
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lookin at these particular groups of people, and leaving that flexible
to the _neat community. In our particular area we have a high concim-
tration of senior citizens liying in that community, but in other co-
munities there may not be that high tt concentration of senior citizens,
but where there is a 'high concentration of senior citizens prime spon-
sors should be encouraged to look at that particular popill:It ion instead
of doing What they are doing now and simply saying, "Well, yon know,
we are just going to wipe that particular segment We are not going
to be involved in any senior prowl-1m. We are going to put our empha-
sis somewhere else."

Senator ETT:OI,F. I buy part of what you are saying, but then why
doesn't that also create a situation where a prime sponsor can take that
flexibility and use it in such a, way that it may yield exactly the same
kind of complaint that Ms. DeFoe has brought'?

Mr. CossixoulOr. I suppose there is always that, potential with this
legislation or any legislation to move in that direction, but, somewhere
along the way we have got to address the problem of discrimination for

sex, and trice, and I think it is all tied together somewhere along
way, As site has raised the problem of racial discrimination, we

also have got to be. concerned about, age discrimination and sex disci'.
ination as the other panel tuts also mentioned.

Senator RIKOLE. Do I hear you then sort of moving in the direction
of saying that we are might in a situation where we have maybe got to
base of people that is 1,000 and we are only going to he able to reach
about maybe 50 to 100 at this t into, then what we have eot, to do is we
have got to engineer that program so that, we get some chid of spread.

Mr. CossixottAg. That's
Senator RIEGLE. In other words, we have got to make sure that we

are getting some of everybody in that mix so that you am not singling
out one group or another group and putting them at the end of the line
because We never get to the end of the line.

Mr. Cossixotevg, Precisely. The Department of Imhor has an obses-
sion with statistics. Prime sponsors and others have to report to the
Department of Libor. Labor has to come back to Congtvss, and they
have to have the statistics. So %chat we do, we cream the crop, We take
those people who are unemployed but have the best of skills. the best
education. and we get them into the program, and let the rest fall
through the cracks in the floor and hope they gvt picked lip some-
where. CAN's have a real problem With that, hyenas° in our mission to
help poor people, those same people coiiu hack to us and we have to
try to deal with them with all of the other social resources we have.
limited though they are, and deal with that kind of Ilaing.

Senator If we changed the counting system so that the
really hard-eore unemployed counted two fur one, maybe this mania
for statistics N%:otild work in just the way we would like to see it work.

CossixonAm. We would hope. We would hope that would hap-
pen. We would hope that the emphasis, for example, in skill training
would be one of the things that. would start to lift this tiguiv to where
we would start seeing more people coming back in a inure positie way,
as opposed now to just saying, -,Tust shove these people down, and we
will get all of these other groups in here. and we will have at good
program."

'We think if we started emphasizing skill training, particularly in
title 1, as opposed to just work experience and on-the-job training.

2
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but really building in the kind of time frames that allow for some
good Shift training. Wo can't get iavolved in skill training programs

where 6 months after the prognun begins there is a push coining on
to move f t ^ 7.?..rseni out of that program and onto some kind of unsub-

sidized that happens, that person will go into a job and

will itl..t.'.1!.:4 red, and 6 months later we haVe him or het emit-
the door again because they have been terminated or

is frustrated, or whatever, so he conies right back at us
Tills is that I mean when I say Ti o have been rattling people

itround in the work experience and on-the-job training bag and we
really need to start focusing now on skill t raining with the undemt and-

ing that skills training for the unemployed, hard-core unemployed,
and for youth is going to take some t fine. It may take as much as _2

years. We do not hate that flexibility in CET.A itow, We, need to start
looking for that.

Senator litEni.E. How tough is it by the way, have you found it in
your experience to make one-by-one arrangements with private em-
ployers at the other end with tt training period of 2 years, 6 months,
or somewhere in between? It would seem to me that in tt perfect world
if we had at number of employers out there it-ho were willino. to partici-
pate and willing to earmark sonic slots where they could absorb some
number of individuals throughout the time frame, if you could bring
those people through your training process and have them set to go,
what do you find in terms of your tel ionship with your employers as

to whether or not uses are willing? I have heard today complaints
about, paperwork and other reioths why employers might shy away
from (I:TA programs.

Mr. CosstsonAm. Well, in Calhoun County we have a very good rela-
tionship with the private sector. We leave. a good relationship -with our
prime sponsors., and we are involved in a training program that moves
people into the private sector. 'but there of we are faced with the
age-old problem of having to find people who have protty good skills.
You know, it doesn't tnke very long to brush them up. Maybe in 5 to
6 months you have got t heat to where they have some NOV good skills
and you can place them out -here in the private sector. Our retention

rate oat there in the private sector is fairly high, all things considered,
but in a number of other areas lore we have sonic other people who
we try to bring into the trttinito.. tlid don't have as Many Skills,
and it takes longer than 6 mouths. , Baud to rush them out the
door to get thenL in the ,i,;v1to had a very had experi-
ence which creates some problorr, i Vela( 'amsh ip.

Senator litEoLE. Butt your tc%'iii-6w:t:v; then, is to the effect that the
private sector is not really the nu:Allem. In other words. generally
speaking, you found good enough cooperation t,Ind so forth. there. that
that part of the equation t;penis to he working. ft is the administrative
Street -lire and the pressures within the orogrnm itsel fns it sort of conics
down from the Washington end and is administered that is !Tally
creating the big headaclies

Mr. cossisouor. Right. I feel thatand we've got to move away
ft.= the thinking that public Sector is wrong, and there should be only

ineentiVe for the private sector involvement, I feel this thing has got
to be tt partnership, and I have heard a lot of testimony today that
would imply it is an either for situation. We hear we ought to !ro to the
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private set!tor and get them to do this its opposed to the public sector.I don't think it can work that way. I think it has got to be a partner-
ship. The private sector, the local elected officials, local

Novvernment,
the

community-based organizations with economic tlevelopment, e6aea-
tion, it has got to be that kind of partnership with some flexibility that
will allow for the right kind of time frame, not just 6 months ormonths because we have got to meet a deadline and get reports hack
to Congress. We have got to have some flexibility and some tune to do
the right kind of training, to do the right kind of job placement, and
the right kind of recruitment to take care of that particular problem.
We don't have that kind of flexibility now, and we find ourselves in this
Very competitive thing with an obsession for statistics, and we rush
people through the back door and get them out, means we mainthe crop, leaving some people behind. There has got to be a partner-ship. There has got to be sonic time frames that are realistic if youreally want to get the hard-core unemployed and the disadvantaged.

Senator RuotE. One of the problems that Marty Taylor was men-tioning it he was here was sort. of the base skill problem oven be-neath the training problem, you know, in terms of what somebody
got as they were going through a public school system, whether there
was a. deficiency in reading and writing skills that there is sort of a
pretraining reeducation, or maybe, not el-ea reeducation, but education
procew that has got to take place also. Does that correlate to your ex-perience too?

COSSItillICA.V. Yes,
Senator Iltr,otio How serious is that problem?
Mr. Coss' Nett um. it is a very serious problem. It is an extremely

serious problem. We have young. people, and even some older people
who, as Mr. Taylor said, and Mr. Tardy said, some of these people arenow older than 25 or 26, and maybe they just barely got through high
school, ancl they can't read or write at a fourth or fifth grade level.
They have a hard dole filling out forms fora job application in a busi-ness, to say nothing about the other kinds of problems that come upwith understanding how to run equipment, iind how to do certain kinds
of jobs. It is a preattitudinal pmblem as well as a skill problem that
has to be addressed. 17nfortntintely, that is riot being addressed.

Senator limor,E. What would we !iced to put into ( ETA_ that would
have to work its way down to 11111.10 available to you what you wouldneed to tacklo that part of the problem?

Mr. CossucomiNt, I think we would need to have a skill training pro.
Starer within title I. When I Stly "Skills training." it takes in the kindcif tiring that Mr. Taylor was talking about with the PSE service, A
skill training program that addrews the very thing that the are talk-ing about, addresses teaching people just good work- habits, to get up inthe =ming, to have to be at rt place on time, to how to fill out the
right forms, how to interact with your supervisor, how to know about
grievance procedures, and these kinds of things. so that they will re-
inain out there and become a better person as a result of that kind of
training. We don't have that now. We have the kind of thing where

push people into the job. on -the -job trot fining, iind starting right.
there, there is a problem beeanse, people don't know all of these various
things. They don't realize they have to get np and go to work on time.
'They- don't know how to go about getting transportation. They don't

31.218 0- 8- la
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know how to interact, with their superiors if there is a grievano e. You
know, they get HIM up. and t1wre is sots .n bad language. or other un-
desirable exchange and t hey are right back out the door, and we see
them again.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, knowing that tIt't problem exists, and that is
part of what, malls. fleets %Ow; her this can kw a successful ho-Nkup, how
do yini handle th,,,t. mow? I mean, yoar non- about that need, You are
strapped for resourt.;:.s, but still you rrr -st make some kind of stab to
try to get that &lie. What are you do: to try to deal with the prob-
lem now?

Mr. Cossitcon.,:v, (has of the thing,,; that, we have been able to do is
to convince the private setr-in oar area.---and I have to give them an
awful lot of credit.---is that rve have what we call a, followup service.
When we place peopl ^'i` t hrc is a job with a private employer they
know if there is a p ; 1:c v con call hark to our office, and a certain
person will go out i now and sit down with them and with
our trainee and work tli that person until they can find some way tol
resolve that difficulty. The reaction from the private sector has been,
"My God, where have you been?" We have had this service for years
and years and years. I am sorry, but the ES does not provide that
service, and the prime sponsor hasn't, provided that service, and it is
only because of our own initiative as an agency in looking at that kind
of problem and seeing people coma back through the door that we have
tried to address that problem. But oven now, as WO Start involving
more and more people, because C. ETA i getting bigger and bigger, the
constraints on its to keep providing ill, service, puts us in such a posi-
tion where that service is very limited,

Senator R; not It sounds to me. too, like you almost need an in-
house capability to, you know, really sort of 1([ an evaluation of each
person in terms of some. testing of some of [here basic skills, and you
almost need sort of a place and a facility where you could actually do
sonic diagnostic. and sort. of remedial work before somebody neces-
sarily, or even maybe at the same 't ime. maybe these two things sort of
overlap. Maybe somebody starts a training exlvrience at the same time
certain other things have to take place,

It seems to me if we don't. really target that problem, what we are
doing is we are immediately segmenting out a big chunk of the struc-
turally unemployed people. That means that either because of the
mania for good statistical aveomplishments, people aren't even going to
take them into the program. or if they conic, there is going to 'be the
revolving door problem. The are going to keep going round and
round. So it seems to me if we really want. to talk al7out, dealing with
the structural onemployment problem, so that those, conditions, those
preskills, those base skills have to be there if this thing is going to
work, so that we have got. to concentrate attention, resources, capabili-
ties on that part of this puzzle, and it seems to me if we don't do that,
we are, not going to be able to back our way doyen into that, structural
unemployment, group which is the toughest group, wlich takes the
longest, where the success ratios rare not going to be, you know, as good
its for somebody else if we take, the creaming route, as you call it where
you take somebody who is basically all set to go and just get them
matched lip with an opportunity,
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Mr. CosstNnit;ir. Wefigree with that, and we also mai a case that
because. there are 900 community action agencies act'oss the United
States there already is a, network in place to help start doing that if
the resources are available and the role, as I mentioned before, is
spelled out for us to do that.

It, is interesting to me that here in Miehigtin there are 8 community
action agencies out of 30 as of April 1977 that Inul no defined role and
sponsored no particular manpower programs in the State. Some of
these agencies are agencies that have already demonstrated their effec-

ness and their efficiency in many other areas.
We have attached for your review a copy of the funding report for

April 1977 that is being updated at tai , present time, indicating that
there are a number of CA 's that are nut yob' participating with Man-
power, but there are a number who are not, for whatever the political
reasons may be, or whatever the other kind of problems that come
about, that Mary and some of them here have discussed. There needsto be a defined role, and we don't understand how any_ one here can
even talk about trying to serve the disadvantaged and poor without
talking about community action.

Senator RrEoLr. Well. I think that is an important point, but it is
typical, by the way, I might say, of the way the Federal Government
does business, start clown a thousand roads at once and keep branch-
ing off. and pretty soon. von know. somebody is traveling here and
somebody is trave.linur beside von. and you don't know what they are
doing and they don't know what you are doing- and maybe you are
doing the same things, or maybe they are trying to undo what you
are trying to do. This is part of the dilemma we are faced with nowis how we step back from all this and make some rational adjust-
ments and modifications.

Mr. COSSINGITATC It continues to promote the fragmentation that
was mentioned here earlier. W would hope that. Congress in their
wisdom by or and your appe:irance here would start taking a
hard look at those concepts and situate <.

We have one or two recommendations as it pertains to evaluation.We feel that prime sponsors should he required to have an annual
audit of their program and their program twrformanee. As it is now,there is an auditor that may not come into your arreney or into your
county to audit. you for 2 or :; years. How do von have a
on whether yonr program is doing a, good job or not unless yrr ,ve
an annual audit process? Most of us who operate and are involved in
several pro7rains are reouired to have an annual andit. Why should
prime sponsors be any different?

The other part that we think should happen is the results should be
published just as yon have multiple units of government publishing
their results of their revenue sharing plans in the local newspaper
and the local media, and we feel that there should be a requirement
-for CETA to 'have the results published both before and after so that
the people in the community know there is a certain amount of money
that hasn't, been spent that is Going to either be lost or has to be pro-gramed. and people will come forth with sonic ideas ns to howthat money can be bettor utilized. At the present time that, doesn'thappen.
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Senator Multi-:. I agree with you. I like your idea, and I agree
with you that this lack of visibility, I don't think serves a good
purrppose.

tilr. Cossmaidat. And the checkoff that Mr. Tardy mentioned, was
the other area that %ve feel is extremely important. The local com-
mimity action agencies and the local ES systems, and maybe other
community organizations who are involved should also sound off on
this local plan.

In my opinion, this would insure a partnership that will help elimi-
nate some of the fragmentation and help to insure better cooperation
than exists at the present time.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, I want to thank all of you for coming today,
and for your testimony, and for your work on these problems, and
I will see to it that your observations and suggestions are widely
shared.

I may be getting back to one or more of you with some additional
questions and things that I would like to have you elaborate on for
the record, but I appreciate your testimony today.

Mr. CossiNottANi. Senator, we thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. Mayor Drasin, let me welcome you and your -ub-

committee, and say it is a great pleasiii.e, to have you here. and I ap-
preciate your patience in terms of schedule today.

We are very much interested in your observations personally and as
mayor of the city of Grand Rapids as to how the CETA program has
been working and. what some of your 3nagestions might be for us to
consider as to how it might be done differently and better. So why
don't you go ahead and present your testimony.

STATEMENT OP ABE L. DRASIN, MAYOR, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., AC-
COMPANIED BY KENNETH MURRAY, DEPUTY MANAGER, GRAND
RAPIDS, MICH.

Mayor DnAsix. All right. Senator Riegle. I would like to say how
!lapin' we are to have you hero in Grand Rapids. and if I am not in my
usual fair voice it is because I have just returned from Lansing where
I testified before a committee of the state legislature.

Incidentally, I have beside me the deputy- manager of the city of
Grand Rapids, Kenneth Murray.

think it is fairly average. fairly normal, that. the head of an or-
ganization. be it chairperson or president of an organization or a pro-
gram probably knows less about that program than almost anyone
else in it That is partly popular, and partly true.

Mr. Murray is the administrative officer of the citizens who is more
closely engaged in CETA than perhaps any other individual adminis-
tratively in tile e!tv.

But, to be fon .;;1. I urn Abe Prasin. may.,r of r 'tv of Grand
Rapids and elia irp( --son of the Grand Rapids Are:- mower Plan-
'thou Council. or 1--ZA,:11-PC as we refer to it ( .(Pri is a con-
!-ortiinn conc,i,t aia F of the city, Kent County. at tlw . ighboring
counties of Allegan, Ionic. and 111ontettim.

The con.ortilim annually receives. or T should say presently
ceives =it didn't always receive itabout, $31 million in funds moler
the Comprehensive Employment, and Training Act of 1973. Some $5

9
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million is received under title I, and about $2.1 million under titlesII and vi, and the remainder is received through title III. In addi-
tion, we expect to receive $1.5 million under the various parts of thenew youth legislation,

Since its inception, ('ETA has gradually changed both its appear-
ance and its role. It was originally designed as a training device forthe low and moderate income persons who needed assistance in eitherentering for the first timeentering the job market for the first t ime
or reentering the job mai.lief. With the changes and increases in fund-ing necessitated by the pas; :,_cession, it appears to be evolving into amake-work pro gram geared to the long-term and the hard-core
imemployed.

I am not saying this is wrong. Given the cwrent labor pool in GrandRapids. the Icing i nt LW(' h,irrl tort unemployed persons a re t he wailable source frOnl Which we must draw, But the present emullination ofthat labor pool. the project mode of funding. and admini,t rat lye re-strietions on the program it tilt ill the type of jeb W111(11 (1,,(`: IlOt IV:111to nitirli 11pWanl nobility. The this factors rouse the program opera-tors to develop joh-, ttliic li iire generally menial WI'.-type light laborwith little or HO training for the participant and little tanrible, longlasting result for the program operator.
The salary limitations which exist also aid in the creation of this

effect. In Grand Rapids, our salary scale. is suchthat is, in the cityof Grand Rapids sstemthat very few employees receive less than
$10,000 annual salary. The ability to supplement salaries reduces theproblem now. I understood, though. that the administration is pro-posing a 20-percent ceiling on salary supplements. If the supplementlimit is enacted, it tall further reduce 01.11 ability to create meaningful
jobs. The $10.000 ceiling Was enacted several years ago. We all are
iiware of inflationary erosion that has occurred since then. The salaryceiling slionld he raised to adjust for inflation With no )11111t4 ()IISlIpplmnts.

The literature which the city receives from its national organizations
indicates that the administration is onsider),ng a 7R-week limit on thelength of time a person can be enrolled in public service employment.
There is merit to that. It. will create turnover anti a frord more people
acaTss to the program. Indirectly. it will emphasize trtni;ing wherethere are meaningful jobs.

However. there is another edge to this issue. The proposal would
include those persons already enrolled in the program. In the past,the emphasis has been on prof -iding stable job opportunitic- for par-

pant5-.. This emphasis has led to tlm city creating 1=10 peemanent,
ETAfilled positions, including our fire and police services. To dis-

miss these employees in 1 year's time would bring havor to our public
se .Tices. I encourage you to create a mix of positions, allowing some

Ac, designated for p_ ermanent oceupancy and other large, major-
n Vto he designated as being of limited duration.

The project concept, has been a serious detriment to ('ETA in the
Year, in my opinion. Each of the jurisdictions comprising

GRAMPC has had difficulty in reaching its hiring. goals. Although
the project mode is not the only factor causing the problem, it is clearly
the most significant. To establish a time limitation on all posuions
and retain the project mode at the same time would seriously damage
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the ability of loeril governments to conduct an effective program. A
time limit yr p: i. ;; ;fins would by itself force a project approach to
CETA without'i, i.. extr restrictions.

In addition to _these program eoncerns, I would strongly Inge von
to examine closely the administrative requirements of CETA. Few
Federal programs can match CFTA for the sheer Volume of rules and
regulations and reporting requirements. The emnbination of the ad-
ministrative reporting for titles 11 and VI will help, but that still is
not enough.

The number and frequency of reporting requirements needs to be
mduced. Regulations should not he altered or reinterpreted on an al-
most daily basis, But, most importantly, the Federal Government
needs tobegin trusting local government and to give us the benefit of
the doubt rather than cross- checking_ with multiple reports and
procedures.

The allowable administ rat lee hinds are more than adequate for the
presently permitted uses. At least, that is the experience for this prime
sponsorship. Our consotiiiin reently released $13 million in Un-
needed administrative funds for programs. But there are two

improved
restric-

tions on these funds which, if lifted, would provide a much mproved
program.

St. I feel strongly that the employment and training of persons
responsible, for supervising CETA personnel at the work site should
be an eligible use of administrative funds. Our ability to use CETA
personnel depends on Oltr ftbility to supervise the work.

The second area is the use of CE TA funds for the purchase of sup-_
plies and materials. After meeting normal administrative expenses of
the prime sponsor and the program operators there is little money
left for the acquisition of supplies and materials. Ptogriun operators
have had to provide their own. In addition to supervision, the ability
to utilize 1717T i participants depends on the operators' ability to
finance supplies and materials out of their own funds.

When we are required to maintain our employment levels, that
maintenance of effort is _financed by reductions _or limitations in ex-
penditure in other areas, inchidin,c, supplies and materials. Thus the
maintenance-of-effort requirements rest riot I he ability to utilize CE TA
re: our I would encoimip-e you to amend cETA to permit, some

diteq, use of liOttaiiMIDIStratiVO funds for supplies and materials,
equipment and small construet ion supplies as necessary.

0;0, thing that concerns us in Grand Rapids is our ability to link
CE VA. with economic and community _development. Until now our
develop_ ment efforts and CETA efforts have been separate. As
(irtind Rapids enters period ill we Will be revitalizing down-
town and seeking improved industrial and commercial opportnnitie

hill he lookinu for opportunities to link CET,k. and our develop-
ment programs. Indicative of this attilude is the fact that our city
development coordinator is formerly the deputy _director of the
department. in which the CET ,k. administration is housed. I regret
that he was 1111t11)10 to ix` here lode v to share with yoe some of the op-
portunities we are in vestiga

As a first step, we have been able to link FETA with other Federal
funds. The city grants portions of its general rovenne sharing funds
to private nonprofit ageiWkS tt conjunction with CETA positions to
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reinforce the operations of these social agencies. Parks and open space
areas obtained through conitauni development funds are supervised
and maintained by persons acquired V CETA. Security at various
federally assisted public housing sites is provided through CETA
personnel, and we are now considering the possibility of using CETA
funds to employ as resident managers persons living in those housing
developments.

Our ability to utilize cETA in these linkages and to develop means
of using it to promote community economic developinent depend upon
our assurance of continued funding support. Ti its effort. to create,
in the short run, all of the jobs the administration has proniised, the
Department of Labor has created some long-nn insecurities. We have
been told that no funds will he carried beyond September 30 of this
year and that all unobligated funds will be wit hdrawn.

Grand Rapids' unemployment. i;+te has dropped helmw the ri-percent
level. the Kent-Ottawa Count metropolitan area, our SMS.:1. awn, is
clown to 4.2. We. have no guarantee nor do we seek any that we in
this area will receive the funds necessary to rontinue our present level
of emplomeat even though the administration is requesting the
same amount of funds nationally. This makes it difficult to project
our resources beyond September 30 and to make the kind of com-
mitments necessary to link CETA with eonomie development. I urge

consider some kind of phasedown provis.on so that cities like
Rapids, who face a possible reduction in funds, will not have

:wogram slashed °et:Tide:ht. :1 phased wduction such 'is that,
anlied in the Ifousinfe :11111 ConinumitV Develolmtcnt Acts. Would

make program transition easier. would allow us to fulfill certain vom-
mitn ents. and would permit its to plan into the future the best
alternative uses of the resources.

In closing. T urge, you to act speedily on the. reennetment of CETA.
The reenactment should provide some administrative efficiencies,
grant realistic salary limitations. discontinue the formal project
mode, allow the use of funds for more substantial supplies and mate-
rials and the employment of supervisors, personnel. and develop it
phasedown system where unemployment rates drop below the 4,5-
percent level.

Thank you.
Senator Titrui,E. Thank you, mrtynr, for the Ita'cseutntion. Let me

make a couple of comments before I gFo into ple of issues T
would like to discuss with you first.

I wanted to commend on and the v of Grand rinpais for the
iob dull- you have done iii this area. Tt is generally reeo!mized by
others outside of the area that Grand Rapids has managed its pun-
arrant In such a way that is thoefdit hy roae noonle to be one of thehest in the State . and trait doesn't come easily. I really appreciite the
fact. as snimorter of CETI myself who eon tinnallv voted for thefunding of it to fund p1 ices sylwre :let-tinny the tiod porformtwo
really earns that kind of hie+ rermtation.

Second. I ant very encouraged by the decision to try tol ink CE'F
with your economic development. 10 i y In dovetail these two separate
initiatives, so that we get a merger equation working hei'e 1 phi.: 1
equals 3. T think what you are. doing in that area T ant going to be
particularly interested in. and I am particularly sensitive to the point
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votr make about that being put in jeopardy by the fact you can't plan
_because you don't know what kind of dollars you can expect.

Let me touch on one thing, We were talking about the 20-percent
figure to be itsedr the 15-percent administrative funds. As I under-
stood you, you said because you had not needed all of your administra-
tive fund money you were turning some of that back, I think $1.3 mil-
lion, or something, but in any event, Scott has handed me a summary of

jCET/ regulations, Let me just read this one provision because if it,
means what it sayssometimes Government regulations do mean what
they saysometimes Government regulations do mean what they say,
and sometimes they don'tbut here under item 99.71 under. "Allow-
able Federal Costs," section A, it says, "section 98.12 of this subtitle
concerning allowable Federal costs s'hall apply to title VI grants. In
addition, the 15-percent administrative hinds may be used to purchase
construction supplies and materials to be used in projects." So I would
ike that to mean that if any of that portion were to fall under the

title VI section, that in fact if you don't use all of the 15 percent for
administrative costs that you could use the remainder of it, or you
could even rebalance it and use whatever part to work out as a, bal-
anc,e, for construction supplies and materials these projects, Now, is
that at variance with

Mayor DJIASIN. So far we in Grand Rapids hive been involved
mainly in PSE. We have not been involved in projects,

Senator RIEGLE. I see.
Mayor DaAsiN. We intend to be in the very near future, but so far we

have not.
Senator RIEGLE. Well, apparently in that area we at least address

that problem of materials and supplies, whereas I guess in a public
service job the thought is that however it got tailored in the beginning,
that provision does not exist in that area, Is that what your sense was?

Mr, (lissnutio. Yes,
Senator RiFot,E, Let its work with you on that point. I don't want to

turn back a dime that we can intelligently lm hem, so let's see if we
can't maybe find. sonic way to see if we cant work this out so some part
of that might not be usable for supplies that would, relate directly to
the project.

Let me go back to page 2 here. It gets right to the lie art. of the di-
lemma of CETA, and that is the question of whether we are going to

d;ry this essentially as a problem that takes a hard core structurally
unemployed person and hopefully and intelligently tools them up so
they are ready for the labor market and spins flprii oil into the private
sector or public, sector work. Basically the ,o out and land a job that
otherwise wouldn't, be available col't-lts viewing CETA as a wily to
actually create a job, and on then go out imd find somebody to put in,
that job, and they stay in That job for however long, bly maybe
even indefinitely.

Of course, that is what this proposed rule by ,

ion is dviigned, to hit that second sit cation and cut it off after tr point
crf time because it is the (lesi re of the iulminist ration to slant this to-
ward rescuing people out of this unusea htbor pool and he ready to get
a job on their °wit.

'The obvious dilemma for local governments is that i f these jobs be-
come in a sense se nripernranent. tinder the umbrella of CETA, it is like

(I;
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another form of revenue sharing. We can call it CETA, but it in ef-fect. providing funds which then may well get fragmented, and some-
body gets plugged into the local unit of government, and they become
sort of an ongoing part of that goverinifent.

I think philosophically it is an open question, you know, as to
%dialler or not that is what we want to do with cETN. Some people
think that we ought, not to do that, Others say, "Well, even i f we didn't
want to do that, we have gotten ourselves built into it now and now it
has become a critical piece of local government." So if you yank it
away at this point, you know, you are going to create a whole new
problem, or else you are going to require that the communities face upto a. problem. It is fair, but they haven't livid to deal with it because
they have had the CETA slots that they could tike and sort of fillthis gap with.

The thing that I am concerned aboutand I have ga to try to think
that through philosophically myself in terms of how we Want to sort
of balance this thingbut it seems to me. that, maybe what we ought to
be doing here is viewing CETA jobs not as permanent jobs for an in-dividual or as ongoing jobs for an individmil, but rather as an op-portunity to take and get07et somebody refuly so that they (!an take Itfull-time job that is not the umbrella of the funding source ofCETA. NO Whitt would that mean. say, for example, to the city?

I fini just thinking with you here, and I would like your reaction to
that. What that would metm to me, for ealllple, is, let's say you
hronght somebody into a position in, say. the city clerk's office, what-
ever. Yon brought them into sonic ia-istt where. you had a job that
needed to be done, and it. vii -7; SOH. Of in the lower end of the skill range,and I don't know what that. WOnhi, pay. LOC:4; Say it. Would pay $10,000,
and yoti bring somebody in that you have ithaltilied, and they take
that job. and they do that. joh for while, and they become proficient
there. and they in a ser;o i.tke. over that job assignment, It would
seem to me that maybe what we ought to be thinking ahout is that.
after a sufficient period of time when they have learned that job skill
and times are equipped to do that. work, that if they don't then move onto an equivtdent kind of job Outside sot:ten-la-up. to some other eoni
party. or what have you. then may what they would do at some point
is that theV Would take the next available job slot in thtit department.
and move. over then under the city's norma bial!rt. Tn other words,
when you had normal attrition of I hat that person would he next=
in Inc no, and you would vacate the (' ETA job, and maybe you wouldkeep the CETA job in that department. or maybe you would move
that job out of that department. and move it somewhere else when
you would then get somebody else ready who could be in a position
to get slotted into what iv mild he an onfroing job slot that paid through
normal sources in that fashion.

It seems to me if we don't do some thmT like that, then What happens
is it becomes revenue slut rlitg under another name. My convent is thatinstea (ft' using it as a recvoliwe program where we are constantly
bri.figing hopefully eNtrotimr people omit of that -t-perrent unem-
ployment figure that is OM hero, that ore tough ones to deal
with, is that what happens is that. we basically fire away' our chance
to he pulling people out of that. pool.

T just wonder what, your reaction would be to that obvious dilemma.
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Mayor DaAsuN lest of all, might I say that I agree with youcompletely without any re set Also iny I say I believe that w'e
in Grand Rapids have utilized CI I.' funds for city positions in far
less proportion than almost any city that I can think of, bectoise we
don't want to -face a Very awkward situation in am fame where
maybe CET.1. funds are not Ii ailithle and Ave are going to be inG.,
difficult kind of quandy.

Senator RiEoLr., Right.
Mayer DRASIN. We 'MVO done this, Senator. We allot It

I don't have the percentages, but maybe Mr. Murray liv5
of the CET& employees whom we hitve hired for u.
work, in time subsequently have becomo permanent I1 CE
ployees in a fairly large proportion. I don't know, Ken, wheth
have any figures or not.

Senator RIEGLE. So, in other words, that is the coupe the
generally take?

Mayor DuAsix, Yes. it hao ,,oein in substantial numbers.
Senator RIEGLE. I am glad to know that because, there -are other

cities, and it may well he that they are much more the distressed city
situation, cities that are much less well off in terms of their economy
and so forth.

Mayor DnAsix: May I interrupt you, Senator?
Senator RIEGLE. Yes.
Mayor DRAstx: You flatter us. We, like every other city in the

Nation, are in a constant state of fiscal jeopardy, so we are not any
better off. Well, we new be better off than New York City, or a couple
of other cities.

Senator RIEGLE. I can assure you you are better off than New York
City.

Mayor DRAM% But we are in the same position, I think, that most
of the cities in the Nation are. A s I said, we am in a state of constant
fiscal jeopardy, relying upon the g,enerosity and good judgment of the
535 members of the national legislature and the President.

Senator RiEor,E. Well, I think it was important for us to touch on
that point, Let, me ask you this: Now, I notice on page 3 you say,
"This emphasis has led to the city creaC:ig 140 permanent, CETA-
filled positions, including our fire and pope -, o,rvices." Now again
1n reference to the eon vei.sat ion v..e Just had, I g..dier What that rneans
is that you have got L10 slots that you have identified that are these
sort'- temporary jobs that you have identified and bring somebody
in and they go into one of these positions and work there for a While,
and then at a later time they either go out of that, position and go into

full-time regular budget position with the city government or else
me cases they go elsewl mre in private employment.
ayor Drosix. Full-time.

Senator RIEGLE. Yes.
Mr. MminAr. If may, Senator.
Senator RIFE_ Yes.
Mr. MunuAv. In most casesWell, these are the permanent positions,

and some of the individuals have held those positions for longer than
2, or 3 years. In some instances, in many instances, it is for the lack of
promotional opportunities in that citreer ladder for that individual
within the city. Fcir instance, we, have just added 18 new firefighters

ent
em-
you
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with CETA funds. There isn't a very lengthy career ladder for those
individuals, so that it could be possible that under the present cir-
cumstances they could be in those positions for a period of severalyears.

Senator Ritor_,E. The firefighter's positions?
Mr.-Munn Ay. Yes, sir.
Senator RIEGLE. I assume those positions you need. You not_ .

just. finding places to put them in?
Mayor DaAsIN. Yes; they are positions we really need. There is

no question there.
Senator RIEGLE. So in that area then it doo, sort of then cross

this line and become almost revenue sharing, if you take somebody
and make them a firefighter, and you sort of presume, and assuming
that the CETA funding continues, that the .ire going to stay under
the CETA umbrella, and that is v-here at least $10,000 of their income
cost is coming from for quite some tittle, years.

MmatAY. That is quite possible, sir,
Senator RIEGLE, Well, I can understand why that happens, but

aril wondering if conceptually that is the way ve want to meet the
problem.

Let me just leave that for a second and go to tmother problem.
What would 913 profile would you know offhand what the profile

of this 1 or K, that have just become firemen traine es. or something,
however you described ?

Mr. AltrimAy. That is firefighters.
Senator Rmor,E, They are firefighters. Can you describe for one who

makes up the 14? In other wards what kind of unemployment situa-
tions do they more out of? Are these really si rueturally unemployed
people who would have a very tough time landing a. job under normal
circumstances that you are I liking a chance. on here? Who are- they ex-
actly? Can you give me any kind of profile ?

Mr. MunitAY. Senator, T can't give you any profile as to the in-
dividuals, They were recruited under the new CETA VI regulation,
and therefore at least half of them---E think :ill of themhave been
long-tetn unemployed, and the city mini formly applies the economically
disadvantaged criteria whe1.0 the regulations provide ti0 petTent, the
provide 100 percent, so that. all of those IS firefighters meet the eco-
nomically disadvantaged criteria.

Senator ilmoix. So yon have really gone out and found IS people
who were in very tough employment circumstances. and you reached
a:judgment that they were able and fully adequate to these require-
ments, and so dint is who you are using in those 15 slots.

Mr. Mr/MAY. Yes, sir.
Senator Rumf.x. But the second part of it is as things stand today,

they may remain CETA employees for, we don't. know-2, :3, 4, 5. 6
years,

Mr. Mutatxr. Senator, it is possible, rThey' will. of course, being per.
manent employees of the city, have the opportunity to comp( to f4-tr
positions as they move up in the organ izat ion.

Senator EtroLli. Right. And then if they did, does that meanof
e"oiirse, that doesn't, necessarily mean that they . will drop out of CETA,

misspoke the regulation earlier. It isn't the 20 percentit is under
tllei proposed regulation that 20 percent of the CETA jobs, you could
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pay above $10,000 essentially any amount that you wanted to as long
as you were paying the supplemental amount. SO it would be conceiv-
able that if that were adopted, you might, have one of the firefighters_go
right on and be promoted up tlte ladder, and if lie retained CE `PA
designation status wouldn't lie stillwouldn't $10,000 of his salary
still come from CETA ?

Mr. Muttu..y. No, sir ; under die 0 rides he cannot prom into
non-entry position.

SenatOr RIEGLE. I see. So that if a guy gets promoted, lie leave._ the
CETA program, but the person who doesn't, and you say, you know,
they may stay in that entry status for a long period of time, then if
this new regulation were adopted that says that in roughly a year's
timewhat is it, 58 weeks? Seventy-eight weeks. Seventy-eight weeks
you have got to drop out. I mean they have to come olf from the CETA
designation. I guess what you would have to do at that point is, you
would have to pick them up under the regular payroll of the city
under the f=ire department.

I mean, simply to open the slot up again so you can go right back
into the process of finding somebody who meets the criteria And pull-
ing them out, of the ranks of the unemployed and getting them irto
another entry level job slot?

Mayor DaAsix. Whether it is a good idea or not, Senator, C,
probably what we will he doing, because these additional firefit:
bring us close to full strength in the (ii-e department, and with
phasis that is placed on fire protection, as everyone recognizes, I
think we would want to diminish our strength.

Senator RIE41LE HOW did t he firefightet$ union respond to these new
firefighteis being selected on this basis and coining through the CETA
program ?What was their feeling about this?

Mayor DaAsD.7. In the fist pface, it is tin and lovely story, with
whirl' I won't bore V011. It watt 4 years ago, perhaps 5 years ago, one
of the Federal district judges had some involvement with the city of
Grand Rapids and engaged in a consent decree, with regard to hiring
of firefighters, minority, and ,Tudge Fox established for us a certain
mmta, if yon c;;II it that, I don't know; perhaps there is another name
for it. I think we have already achieved our quota and gone over it.
And, incidentally. I :MI siirc Oil are gratified to hear that the chief
is it wonderful man, and the new recruits blacks and Hispanics
mainly, were treated and greeted as brothers, I happened to be pres-
ent. at the graduating eliiss exercise. :Ind I do believe, Ken, isn't, it true,
that most if not all of those new recruits are also minorities?

Mr, MminAy, Yes, sir.
Mayor DuAsis. Our experience has been very good.
Senator REF:cur,E. So the Onion has been very cooperative?
Mayor Drttsis. Vet.; cooperative.
Senator RiEnt.E. And helpfol in this respect. Well, I think that is

Very much to their ci edit and to the of the city that i. means
could be, found to work this mann that kind of basis,

guess the thought I :gin left with is that I would hope that as a
policy matter, whether we set nn arbitrary into. limit or not. in the
lawand I don't know how that twill not itself omit as we go through
the debate and so forth, but it seems to ir=e' that, once we have got
somebody- and brought them through the identification phase and into
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the job, and t hey are, into the job, and it is a necessary jolt iii govern-
ment, local government . and they are doing that job, that after son' eperiod of timenow I don't know what is the appropriate period,
whether it is ft months to make sure the bond takes, or 9 months, or 12
months, or whateverit would seem to me that just as ft matter of
policy in terms of trying to keep intact flit essential thrust of CET.:\_.
which. is to he pulling people out of this unemployment pool that it
that stage of the game we ought to recognize that. von know, we really,
ought to vacate that CETA slot and make it available for the next
person that is waiting in line, and sort of get them through.

I am reluctant so sec it right in the law in a from and fixed way be-cause you alway 5 lind that there am I million exceptions as to why itdoesn't fit a sit:oat ion. But in any event, you have had such great
success here, roz.,yh:. you folks could work out an answer to this interms of :your prOgrIIM that would be instructive in terms of how
we rnig-ht pule: it I 1!1 decision in ot her places.

Well. I approiate your testimony today. You have reallyserved a double duty if -you have been over test Hying in Lansing and
using up -onto of your v, !ice and saving the rest of it for its. I appreci-ate your loing that bee:rose I think the success stories iii CETA are, I.

very important part of what we have to develop in terms cif the hear-
ing record and get out there because there are always going to he parfs
that didn't woldi- ver well. but WO 11;11%e got to weigh t lie whole thin!'
together in terms of deciding how we want to do this thing for the
next 4 years.

Again I really into to congratulate the city and congratulate youfor the leadership that has been given to make this program he oneof the best. around. It really justifies the faith of those of us who
honglit that the concept could work and its willing to Iit rot Irod-rral dollars on it and we see that it is ,,vorid lig, When > ,,it lie;ur storieslike the story here with respect to the fire department, it really shows

that partnership can work. Thank you hoth for coating.
3fayor DnAstx. Senator, may I express to you my appreciation, both

personal and official, and I would otter you the hospitalit y of the cit
for the rest of the day or part of the day, but T heatt that, yon
been in five cities in 2 days. and you must he ;tw fully fat igued.
T am going to Detroit later on.

Senator Rn-Au.E. Thank yell. alway:, enjoy this r inGrand Rapids, and we wish we were el:tying longer, butt you have
given us some very important test imon y, and that is what we came for.Mayor ;1m1 from the test imony T heard previously, ton. 1

anpreciate it I,:.
?10:-:fttor RIEni Thank you. Good to sec you.
Dr. Kohrak, I appreciate, yoor coming liere 1-,-gley aacl your patience

of us working through the witness list today.

STATEMENT OP DR. PETER KOBRAK, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DE-
PARTMENT or POLITICAL SCIENCE, AND ACTING DIRECTOR:
CENTER FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC POLICY,
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Dr. KonnAx. Well, I have been interested in a number of the corn
intents you have had to make and some of the problems with wlit__71) yeti
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are wrestling. They are the right questions to be asking. I don't know
we can come up with all of the answers.

rt ator Hopefully, nay year at Wes
stt:/;.nt would :sharpen my insight for dealing with the itue:itiolis.
In any event. I appreciate the work that you have done yourself
in the area of trying to wrestle with this unemployment issue. ,So I am
very mile interested in wliat you have to say to us today.

Dr. Kontnti,. I don't want to take up too much time, so I will go
through the basic argument that I would like to make and address
on the way some of the questions that you have been raising.

Given the signi6r,,ant, amounts of money now contemplated for pub-
lic service employmentnot just the money that wr are talking about,
at current le, els, but the amounts that we are thinking about, in terms
of expansion if we are really going to use CETA fukds as a counter-
cyclical device, I think it is important to ask what public service em-
ployment projects can and should be done, and it is that question I
would like to address this afternoon.

I think it is important partly in the light of the potential absorption
problem that, some of the people have been talking about today. There
is a limit to how many employees the city of Grand Rapids and these
other localities can take, and they are becoming concerned.

The amount, of money being spent on Cl L1. in some, western Michi-
gan localities almost equals the total size of the general obligation
budgets of the localities, and the result of this is that if there are dis-
allowed costs by the Labor Departmentand that is a fear a number
of localities have, the Labor Department is viewed with great concern
on this questionthe sums, even if they are relatively small, can im-
pact gl'ently on Ow locality. So I think they no having some second
thoughts, particularly in terms of further expansion.

Again that ceiling of $10,000 on the number of jobs is yet another
step in the direction or giving them pause because as you point out,
much of what they see as coining from CETA is a form of quasi-
revenue sharing. That is what has made the jobs meaningful, so I think
in that sense it bas 'raft a plus, but to the extent that the Labor Depart-
ment now tights is percentage of john whih can really benefit, the
localities, it really raises the question of how much further can you go
with that kind (IF an f,iministered mechanism.

Senator Rit:or*. Let, me Jost ask you at that point, do you think that
what that wo&ti to do if those were imposed, those
limits were that lend to move CETA amoty from the
public service job Imd sec ! tu., activity and more in the direc-
tion of having to a lirect hookup with the private
sector. and raising. all t ,11,2stions zis to whether or not the private
sector would be interestedDr,

Konti.m. Yes; I think it will force consideration of an 4ilterilative
adinistrat ve mechanism, either thrj ugli the private sector or public-
job creation thongli more direct Federid-to-local arrangements. For
example. yon had some of the better community action agencies to-
day talking with you, agencio-i lint. have developed capability- over the
last few years to run sonm t these kinds of job creation projects
without Awing through the localities.

They are very lio)ted in what they can do now because everything
has to be attazln2..1 to a local aguney, and they are constrained by what.
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ever the employer requires. But I would like to see some implementa-
tion in the hands of agencies P4::P the CAA'snot -,;ways the CAA's,
so.netimes other agencies in a particular area. ITer in Grand Rapids
the Kent County community tel program. I tl: i very effec-
tive organization. In another community it on be a local edueat ional
agency. in another one yet another kind. But. one o'.! till things that
the youth employment legslation has done is to slow us that when
we mandate some alternative types of sources and get a little competi-
tion going, there may be a lot to benefit from that because it may
provide some ways of getting public.. sector funding in this area.

Certainly the private sector is going to become more and more a
question if we go this route, and the question of how you use them
most effectively is an extraordinarily difficult one Yon cant ask them
to commit themselves 2 sears ahead for someone who is going to he
trained over 18 to 24 months. They don't discipline themselves that
way in terms of the way they hire and there is no reason why they
should do it for a CFTC person. structural unemployed or otherwise.
The hire of the money is certainly not enough to lock them into tint
kind of a contractual commitment. I think the history of the National
Alliance of Busines.smen shows that. The job creation program that
NAB rim was very effective in itifiS when, nf corn.sp. the threat ii-if
greatest to which they were reqictincr: namely. the riots. But that
also when the economy was hest able to enable them to create jo:
structurally unemplo;.ed people.

In imo when the economy turned. they had to very_quickly back
down from the numl-wr of commitments they hod made. That Nvas not.

think, because. they were less :1.3rious about it--to NAB's credit. it
has staved in business and worked. better and harder than perhaps
sonee of its critics WOUTC11111Ve expected. It was because they are in busi-
ness to make ft profit and there are limits to what one can do, Further-
more, job creation to thorn is a frightening concept.

In other countries, such as in Europe or.Tapan, the notion of holding
number of people on bound (luring difficult periods is one that is

accepted much more ev3ily than it is here, even though, interestingly
enough, in the thirlies. It number of the companies here, too, did it
They ver,v quietly kept their employc on hut philosophically they are
not going to commit themselves to the. Federal Government along
those lines. I can't, believe that they would do it. Perhaps some of the
testimony you ate cetting is differe nt. on that point, but it would be
quite a. dramatic change if they did

I would certainly hope that you were able to involve the private
sector, not so much through tax devices but more through direct train-
ing, and at least tax devices that were rewarding them for taking
people, on in direct kinds of training activities.

Senator R rgoi.g. It seems to inc that one of the things that the private
sectorI mean if we air going to talk about getting the maximum
mileage out of the dollars we spend, that somebody who is already
in 'the training business and does it as it very serious proposition and
is doing it all the time an knows how to do it and if we can in a
sense take a. free ride in that existing capacity and help somebody get
tooled up for private sector requirements, skill retmirements, I mean
I would love to be able just to sort of tag along and use that system..
If sic could find the right incentive, other than just the goodness of
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their hat ever dollar incentive % ern to tack into that system,
then we wouldn't, have to set up a parallel Spit en..

Dr, 1Conamc, I don't think that is a question now, They a n% ;midi
tran.0 sophisticated now, 10 years after starting to be coneurned with
the disadvantage/I. A number of them have set up training groups
quite suecessfully hell,. in Michigan. Take, for example, I ho Chrysler
lrl itatO.

SMATER RIE01,11. WO are going to hour from them tomorrow.
Dr. KonnAlc. Well, I Ihink that they are certainly ono of the better

ones, front all that I have heard. And I think other groups like that
throughout the State playa very positive role, and of course, you don't
hove the transition problem tt ith theist 1110 you Imo on the public
sector side.

It, is all very well to set up artificial numbers of weeks after which
you are going to transition, Ina, it is much easier in the private sector
if you are transitioning them directly than in the public sector.

I think the first question, though, and the burden of proof is on etc,
is whether public job creation projects can be developed outside of
the. State and local agencies. I think there has been a fear of bureauc-
racy on the part of the Labor Department and others in terms of
setting up separate systems, but I think that there al. a whole series
of national, regional, and local needs to be rnetbnt I am not going to
take up your t ume with them now. I have indicated some of them in my
stntement Meeting such needs would take away the make-work stigma
I hat goes with job Mat ion e antis now.

We tire Fortify faced with a dilemma when we work within the public
sector in the current mechanism. The closer you get, to meeting the
needs of State and local govermnent, the farther you are from the
structurally unemployed people, and indeed one has to ask whether
the city of Grand Rapids should go any fmthe beyond'a certain point
in bringing in structurally unemployed people, Like the private sec-
tor, they need sonic of the best people they can get in the labor force
as well.

Senator RIPALE. You knots though, it is interesting. Part of the
situation is because of discriminationprincipally rectal discrimina-
tion, Over a long period of years, most citieslet's not take Grand
Rapids apart from all the rest of tic cities aroundfind themselves
in a situation where the affirmative action remirements are such that
they have got a lot of catching up to do, and by the very reason of the
fact that the discrimination has taken place, this is part of what has
created the large pool of unemployed among certain groups, either
racial groups, or women, or what. have you. So I can see why, in a
sense, theta is a nice dovetailing here because it provides a chance to
start evening out the availability of these kinds of opportunities and
provide the kind of access to jobs and encourages people into those jobs
which is right and fair and I onry overdue.

So, in a sense, I can see why cities, for example, and units of govern-
ment can use that set of needs as 11. way for quite some period of time
to handle the transition that needs to take place, and so I don't foresee
any time soon where the cities, for example, or units of government
would necessarily run out of constructive needs and usefulness of the
CETA program for themselves,
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Konitmc. No; I think that is absolutely right. They have a lot of
catching up to do. And nue might odd that the wild io sector has it spe-
chil obligation to help to eliminate the &seriminat ion which we, as It
society. failed to eliminateyears ago,

Senator Rtnot.r. Right.
Itionamc. There is no question lama flint. l gmess I am looking

do wn the road and ask ingbow job even ion should be handled if we n re
going to expand job creation and if we are going to eon t Moe it over it
long period of time l tun not as optimistir about the economic future
ns some people.

Then I think we have to develop a mix of administrn t ivy mechanisms
that can achieve that baloney, Nit under no circumstimees would it be
a good idea to even reduce the amount of money that is being spent in
the States and localities now I think that is IiinI1Py well spent, gen-
erally well used, and meeting some very real needs, both in terms of
affirmative action and in terms of jobs that are being done. Unfortu-
nately, many of those jobs are less visible because the people are so
scattered through the agencies.

T had the urge, at one point during the snowstorm to rim out with my
earnera and look for CETN workers who were digging; there
teams of them out their. I thought here is a tangibly activity that
everyone in 'Kalamazoo eon understand if they see some pictures. but
I couldn't get out of the house.

Well, there are a number of fields. as I suggested. where public- job
creation projects exist, and in our national parks. historical areas I
have included some tables. and I nm not going to tell you all that is in
those.

Senator RTEGLE. We will make this part of the record at the condo-
Sion of your remarks. appreeiate the detail in your testimony. P. is
exactly what we are looking for.

Dr. Korm.m. Fine. I did want to point out where a couple of the
tables came from, though, because in terms of where you are, I thought
it would he of interest. The information on the States and localities .'ins
identified through the chairman of the subcommittee, Gaylord Nelson,
some years ago, who pulled together a survey from a number of local-
ities and States on en virenmental needs. I have rip-71.09.11W it.. ITe just
included it in an appendix, thonght it was interesting that many of
the environmental problems that your committee was concerned with
before are still there. I also have mentioned other environmental prob-
lems such as strip mining reclamation.

health services, I am particularly coneerned with Outreach teams
could accomplish a great deal working with hospitals and reaching out
to the inner city areas and the rural awns caning what really is a sur-
prising number of tests with just the supervision of a nurse. T have
worked with some of the publie health people lietv, in western Michigan
in identifying what could be done. and we were surprised at the num-
ber of useful things that they could do if there were flexible funds
along those lines.

And housing rehabilitation, while it has to be appronched with some
maim. r think is also worth looking at.

But the point T want to come to quickly is the notion of coupling job
creation with training. I was particularly glad to hear in the testimony
today how many of these people are starting to take a longer look and

78 = 10



say. "Look, if ve really want to work with the striuturally unem-
ployed, this is what we are going to have to do. We are going to have to
develop skills training." I think the way to do that, is to couple ti10,
public service employment job that an individual gets with training
that would ha required.

Now, the Labor Department and the Congressit is my under-
standinghave shied away froth this, partly because it adds consider-
ably to the cost of the replacement, hut. T think the way to start looking
at this question is more along the lines of what you ireiv saying Wily
start. looking nt those slots and utilizing perhaps a smaller nimmber of
slots to deal with those more in need rnt her than playing this horrible
numbers game which results in the tremendous turnover which ,Tine
Cossinghnin describedand he was very honest and forthright about
itthey all have to cream so that, they can roam to the Labor Deport-
ment with ngliteS that will enable them to survive.

Well what have you accomplished in the long ran? You have
brought in a lot of people who might, not have even heen in the Tabors
force to take those jobs. >t don't mean to suggest all by any stretch of the
imagination, lint enough to give pause and suggest that there must be

better way.
I think another reason why bringing in training is important is that

the development of human capital is really our ultimate Mtn in man-
power policy. 'We are going to spend the:-, billions in public service
employment, we ought to take advantage of the fact that all of this
money has dropped from heaven and try to se it to move along en owl-
-fundamental mission. I don't even think incidentally, tint the training
always has to be related to the work at hand. I don't see win in some
cases it couldn't he furnished in a totally unrelated field with growth
potential.

So pm say to the pen,:on, If you want a job with Federal funds
isn't part of the private sector. tine. We a are in favor of it, hut in return
volt are going to have to move away from functional illiteracy or 1110e
in other direct ions that will he fruitful for the society."

I think this is a defensible policy because the alternative today is not
the alternative of not spending the money and having people bereft of
everything, but it is ha% ing people on welfare,noemployment compen-
sation, or other things that run into the billions as well.

We have got a much more constructive way to use people here and
take advantage of their talents and skills, and if think we should do it

Senator ErF.or.,E. So. in other words, just to take an illustration, what
you are really thinking is that %slide we might take and put somebody
in ft job situation for whatever period of tin-ma and provide them with
an income rind whatever else cane out of that job experience, we might
have as a requirement for that, that at 3 o'clock in the afternoon they
leave that job and they go somewhere else from 3 to C' or whatever, nod
they are actually involved in a program where they learn computer
skills, or whatever it turns out that we think they need to he in a posi-
t ion to sort of go on into permanent employment later cis down the line.

So you really- see the job thing as a two-piece deal where the two
piece.. could he quite separate from one another but vet it is really a
package.

Dr- KOaRAN, Yes; and I like seeing that man or WOrrlaji float out the
door at 3 o'clock twice a week, or whatever, because it reminds the
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employer that, maybe this person uvon 't n CETA fireman rm. It ni-
her of years, t rt that, you at going to haw to think in ot her budgetary
divert ions ns well, butt, mainly I am concerned with srlial it can do for
thin individual, because clearly moving oat of it rETA ;01) mid into ut
re, filar job is healthier for that person ns well us for the local govern-
ment and for the society_ . It also proUles a much more solid base for
transitioning.

Now, maybe I am jaded from the clays when I was a. eoap.ressional
nick, but I counted up these 78 weeks, and if you puss Ibis In Ilie next
few weeks, that would mean that 78 weeks from then, ins( before kOn-
gressional elections, you would he laying of worket.s. Nate, my experi-
ence is that that is not going to happen. Indeed, the fear expressed to=

.

day by some of the speakers, is a very interesting one, that on Septem-
ber :30 all Labor Department progrtuning is going to conic, to atiii end
I have said to sonic of them, "Look, even if they Were that nasty,
they are not, they are not going to do it at Out. particular moment- Tint
these people are not going to bike a elinnee. The costs lure h no high."

If we want to talk about serious transit-inning we have to arm the
individual with skills so that it becomes credible for that person to
move. Otherwise it is a, very cruel choice for everyone involved. The
employer may want to fire the person or release him oe her but may
feel that this is a CET' pelson and we should. try to help tlton,, f think
that is a mistake. I think CETA employees should he treated like ev-
eryone else for their own (food as well as everyone else's. And I think in
soaks places they are, hunt I think there- is that kind of human coarern,
and sonic localities have been reluctant to lot sonic of the people go
because of that kind of problem.

I am sure you will hear horror stories before the hearings are over
about people who have been on CETA sinee 1971. I am not sure it is
true in as many cases as the rnmors world suggest, but clearly there
15 that possibility for these kinds of reasons- 'Finless is c develop a train-
ing reqlemont that enables people to get off', there is that danger. Flir-
t ben/lore, by placing an additional burden on the applicant, I think
we would sort not some of those persons Inv 1.-chorn the job is less im-
portant. I don't think you can pick a demographic characteristic nod
say that people over -10 need the job more t those under 40. or

mwoen _need it less than men. ClearlY Ver arlieulftte
on that point.

I think it is clear we wouild got the people wlio were more concerned
if they were having- to make some kind of eon tract nal relationship in
return for the job in the form of train ing and making II commitment
to self-improvement. and pet-haps that is a Iva y of sorting people out
rother than looking for some artificial standards which fdon't thinkran do the job. That is a way of targeting. if you will who needs a jobthe most.

Senator Ruorx. You know. another th tint omits to etc as you
are talkincr, and that is juist the whole question of public feeling about,

iohs and CETA jobholders, and so forth,. and whether it gets
vie vod lty the public as it is either sounetbin favoritism really

-teu.rnines who gets the job, and von don't need very many horror
stories sort of floating around until the pal-die, -son know. feels that
they are being taken for another ride in ferns oh program that spends
a lot of money and doesn't -accomplish vet-y flinch. So this to me is an-
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other reason why I think we have really got to figure out how to gct
t his clone so the italic: taut see the result and see the investment that
we aro making is in people, and that, it is, snood enough thud even
though it may be a pru.son they don't know, dint they can still feel
good about it, they can stilljust as an net of eilizeus.hip and broth-
erhood, and so forth, he prepared to be part, of that hind of investment
in another liuninn being.

EtotttAtc. 4Ucl T think they would be if they felt that the
demands wel.0 flowing in both directions. T tlriak I be horror stories
are inevitable because when we try &went ntlization and deentegori-
zation we are turning over control of proginins to so many tliffeu.olit
groups that there are bound to hi smile 1W:421.'4,, illid we 1111C to he

willing to accept that nut the bahie thrust of the program is stitch

that it says, to CETA workers and the piddle alike that this is not
just. make-work, I think that, goes a long way towat-d offset ting some
of those problems.

It is that kind of question about Americans as ti whole that I w1nt
to address in conclusion.

'Thera appears to he in flue naiads of many Anterirans I he inmates-
::ion that the behavior on it federally ei*C100(1 ill}, irrelevant since

t asks constitute inake-Work any.wtty. En fonftnent of standa -ds. of
ext.ellence and establishment, or a series; Of iiirentives. duties, rand
obligations can flow in both directions null should make clear to
entilloyed Americans that there are responsibilities to he met hero
too, and to unemployed A tnerieans that. they will benefit personally-

from pat-ticipation in it public job project. nod thud the prodtict of
their labor will beneRt the society economically and socially, If we
guarantee a job withont simultaneously hiking steps to insure that
art important societal need is being met that is visible to the public.
Men I think we are indeed implying that the job is exTuendable.

And in line with what you were just saving about how .kmeirans
view rETA. Economist Robert Solow hits pointed out recently that
the single most important step toward full or fuller employment
would be for most of the society to Wnat it enough. Separate and dis-
tinct job creation projects that involve personts working and study-
ing their way nut of structural and in some cases conntercyclical
unemployment, while meeting needs widety viewed as having a high
Priority and characterized by measnralitc outputs because they would
be separate from what the ongoing ogencies ore doing-, I think would
provide rt. viable basis for lniilding that constituency.

Senator RIEGLE. TheiT itre oxcellent comments, and I appreciate
vcrur testimony.

Let, me ask von this: Have .vott liad chance to really bum( rs
yourself in version 4 of Humphrey-Ito wkins yet.?

Dr. Ronan:. N-o. I haven't !rotten into either ITtirophrey-I-Iftwkins
or the administrative proposal yet. T am sorry that I hadn't
lunnun

Senator Rif:Gm. I would lake to nsk you to do thnt. if von can find
time to do it 1Nre are going to be having some additional hearings in
Washington on that. Let me make a proposition to you. ire nee going
to nave beatings in Washington on the Stli on Hutinplirey-I-Tawkins,
and I would love to bare you employ your brain find your instincts
to that situation as you have here. because, T think it would be helpful,
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I might, just sity to you that. 1 tidal( N't`rtihal has glen rrtlrti, *,netlanti tailored in suelt it tvay 1 hat I think it regdIS milli Ineee Wnrk.think [here are IL int. Or apprehensions that float around the businessniniunity that aro most ly imaginary, They are vett l enough in termsOf that apprehension, but I think in terms or what, I lit are groundedon, 1 think it can be dealt with if we Ivant to take a careful look at
Ivhat, we have. lint I would be Very interested in having you sire upI fumphrey-I wkins as it now. eNists. We will gel It, you so V011 Onndo that.

Dr. KonnAn. Thot will be tine. You are talking about, Incsda,v3March
Senator EIEUI.. Right.
Dr. IConmuc., \Veil, 1 promised nly 9-yotr-olil son I would take him

skiing that week, and 1 don't know if I am going to be able to get
away anyway. Could I be in touch with your office?

Senator Stile.
Dr. KonnAk. If I can't come down personally, whir h 1 NVOUld MO todo, I would he glad to send comments along,
Senator IliEnt.r. Gootl. 11 would lore to Ila.Ve i hat because it ties rigitin. I mean, no are on (`1 IA here, but the whole 1 ttunplu oy-Ifa wkinsconcept,- and if we are going to go alieN1 wit It it, as I hope we are, tomake sure that, we are an the mark, enough on it there are really

some cruvial thTiSiollS that, WV haVV got to make at this point. I wouldreally appreciate it if you can find tin' dine, I WOIlla IOVe to have youcome personally, but it you emit any thoughts 'nit have I would
certainly like, and I would see that it gets to th0 Ot 110 I'S-

Dr. KonnAK. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Rir.ory. Than k y-oti ago in for coming.
l'he prepared statement o1 Dr. Kohcak lollown:
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Senator Ri ogle. my name is Peter Kabrak, I an an As Societe Professor

in the Department of Political Science and Acting Director of the Center for

Public Administration Programs at Western Michigan University where 1 teach

courses in Publ It Administration and POI ic Pal Icy, I am here today pr

Ily to recommend some changes in the CETA lents la t lon, but before dwelling

on what needs to be changed, it is important to emphasize that we have made

considerable progress since the Act' s inception. I have recently begun a

Study of the planning and implementation of the Youth Employment and Demons

Lion Projects Act of 1977 in five Michigan prime sponsor areas, and am most

impressed with the growth in profess ional planning capacity on the part of

staff members and the increase in managerial, Financial, and programmatic

capability that they now appear to draw upon in relation to the substantial

Funds that they must al locate.

Given the significant amounts of money now contemplated for public ser-

v ice employment (PSE) and the increasing role of CETA Funding as a counter -

cyclical device, it is important to ask what PSE projects can and should be

done, and who s.hould do them, and it is that question i would I ike to address

this af=ternoon.

Large -scale job creation ventures have perhaps inevitably fostered SuSP i-

c ion because historically they have co when other public and private Sector
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clans preSdaably were fed by tho type of job creation programs implemented

under the Great Society and the nature of the debate carried on during this

period tohoornIng public service employment. The Neighborhood Youth Corps

and Operation Mainstream were defended primarily not on the ground that they

were oarrYlog out important tasks but because they were "putting money in the

kids' Pockets," preventing riots, or keeping "peppy happy."

fibs emPhasis of our job creation
Proposals In the seventies on the qual'

ity of the individual, rather than the necessity of the job, has again convey-

ed the impression that the proposed jobs are "nice" but not essential for

ogeratioe0. Such tasks appear as superfluities suggested at precisely the

time when We must return to that tougher and leaner style that has tradition-

ally served well during hard tirneo. The political debate over job creation

has thus re0ained disappointing in that it has not focused sufficient! y ran

precisely wnot projects should be undertaken and how those projects could be

Justified if truly large-scale public Oh creation projects (NO were to be-

come a mal4r part of our manpower policy. We must decide what projects need

doing before we decide who Is going to do them and how. We must identify

needs chat have attained a high level of significance for many employed and

unemployed aoMericans, and strategies chat the unskilled and skilled alike hold

out in the fOlfIllment of those needs.
I will argue here that the necessary

mix of PJP's does exist to utilize effectively unemployed Americans from all

skill ley

The job croation proj

r: h lrsvestmenc of Human Capi

ects that deserve the highest priority in 1978 are those

that promote economic development in a particular locality or region. Such
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Would meet a need that our perludic past -World War Two recessions

have highlighted throughout the country, and by generating present or future

Income, on their face they refute the "make work" stigma of federally funded

Positions, Numerous unmet human needs are of critical Importance, but It

remains difficult to dispel the Impression of many employed persons that

these services are actually Intended to serve the clientele group and not the

previously unemployed service providers,

Federal efforts at economic development by the Departments of Labor and

Emmert° during the last IS Years, however, have yielded at best uncertain

results and a literature that is long an critical analysis and short on recom

atlons. The relative lack of success is presumably the result of the vast

disparity between, on one hand, the scope of our urban and rural economic

ehallenges and, an the other hand, the I imited knowledge and resources that

we have brought to bear on those areas no longer sufficiently attractive to

the market mechanism. The pessimism of many liberal economists that such

economic reform can truly be compatible with the continuing domination of "the

unseen hand" is perhaps most poignantly reflected in the writings of a next

generation of radical economists whose underlying premise is that the increas

ing number of unemployed and underemployed cannot be served through the capi-

talist system. Whatever the merits of that argument, a job creation stimulus

directed at economic development seems historically to be almost an inevitable

n the evolution of our mixed economy. Just as the National Alliance

Of businessmen was necessary to determine the potential of job creation within

the private sector, so efforts must now be made to dovetail federally admini

ed projects with economic development.

T in Economic Oevelo m-nt Manpower programs and eto.

nomic development efforts have traditional! y operated in separate spheres.
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This Separation was couraged by the primitive nature of available Job va-

cancy data and by the unsophislticated boosterism that Iles at the heart of

efforts by state and local administrative agencies to neourage Industrial

growth. In surveying state development agencies, economist Alfred Eichner

thus concluded that they paid little attention to exploring how they might

stimulate the location of new industry within their borders through manpower

development efforts, Under pressure to produce results quickly, state

opment agency personnel have shied away from long-term solutions,

Most economic development proposals continue to emphasize the provision

of land and capital in various forms, but there is now a growing awareness

that development of human capital also contributes to economic expansion and

that broadening and deepening the present and future labor supply is integral-

ly related to economic well - being. South Carolina's Committee for Technical

Education has long pioneered in this area, and the-hard-pressed New England

es have begun to take heed. In 1975, Rhode Island began using federal

manpower development funds to finance special job training programs tailor-
.

made for specific industrial companies as adjunct to its economic develop-

ment program. That same month the Assistant Secretary of Manpower Affairs in

Massachusetts boasted that by fall a company that wants to move here or expand

ing facilities will be able to pick up the phone and "order" 90 welders

Or 20 tool-and-die makers, and predicted that for some companies, this could

be a real inducement to come here."

Provision of job creation funds to appropriate state and local develop-

ment agencies could appreciably expand these efforts. Upgrading the labor

supply in this fashion would frequently require work experience as well as

trainingparticularly where unemployment is most severe. For example, in
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Incr=eased par-tici.pa.cion of community based orgaizations
(CBC's) in running the projects was encouraged. The Brook-
ings study, while dealing with only the very early stages of
the buildup, found a significant lower -ing of the substitution
rate in going frorn sastaimnent to project PSE. 'The second
pro-waision targ-etted eligiblity more. narrowly on the disadvan-
taged. While there were no significant differences in the
chaacteristics of the participants in those slots clef fined
As job creation and chose defined as displacement in the s tudy,
the new targecting pcovisions may still have some effect on
the rate of substitutions More than BO percent of those
hired under the projects Ps were disadvantaged compared with
rnucri less than 50 per-cent under the e)cist ing ESE. unfortunate-
ly, at this point it is difficult co separate the exact con-
trietion of the timing of the study, the projects approach,

onr' the tighter eligibility, among other factors to lowering
the rate of subst itut ion
In Ditle vi of the CETA Beau tho zat_ n rii_11, the provisions
designed to counter substitution pressures include the follow
ing= All PSE suet be in "projects and activities," includingthose operated by COs all participants nes t be economically
disadvantaged; a 510, 000 lid on wages is included and the Sup
plementation of wages with State and local funds is limited
to (I) those already being supplemented at the beginning of FY
1979, and (ii) a Max trnurn of 10% of the prime sponsor's allocat----
lon beyond that amount; individual par ticipation is limited to
18 =antras duration; and jobs are restr icted to entry-level
positions. Those measures should help to constrain the possi
bili ties considerably -
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QUE T

Please describe for the Siibcornmi ttee the participation
rates of women and older /Vser deems in Titles II and VI of
CET,? . What action do you propose to ncrease their enroll-
_ment ir3 these programs? ;ghat are broad categories
of occupations identified as pub ale f:Jry ice employment pro-
jects? Women and older American s coemprise what percentages
of each of these categories? What tIpe of work is performed
by f emales and older Arnericano w In each of these categories?

ANSVJER tit
rn L977, female par ticipabion under flues II and VI ,
respectively, was 40 percent end 36 olercent, Older Americans
participation wider ti tlam II arici vr , respectively , was

.45-54 - 9.6i and 1,2%
55-64 4.91 and -4.7%
65 and 1.01 and 6.9%
over

In 1-978, the Administration illLuded a new regulation for
searing particular seguient of AunernpLcoyed population under
titles I, ZI and vr Panne slam sors are required to provide
information in their grant appli catioions for each title on
the percent that specified clerking- rapt lc groups (by breakouts
for age', sex, and race) cons titute mai the unemployed popu-
lation, Dhe sponsor must also allow the percent of service
sacra of these groups will be pro.videai under each t itle -

lf the pane is planning o strv-e an j' group at a level
15 percent or more below that gr cup' a Inc idence in the
unemployed population, approp ria to and acceptable justi-
fication insist be provided,
Public service f unctions of t itL a Vt projects are:

Education
Law Enfor mien

anal I asp tats
social Sc Cvi ces
Tr anspor t a an
Fire VrOt Qct ion
Environrne nta 1 Quality
Public Works
Ar is
Housing
Parks and RE-crea tion
Mi sullen eau s arid Other
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The types of work performed in projects includes

Professional, Technical and Managerial
Clerical, Office Work
Service Occupations
Community services
Maintenance

Indoor
Outdoor
Weatherization

Art
Teaching /Instruction
Conservation
Other

No data is collected which crosses either the func _ ns

or the types of work with demographic groups.
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lv

The Iegislation proposes a new Title VII, "Private
Sector Jobs for the Economically Disadvantaged." Please Poser Ito

the nature of this program, and the Depurtrnerit,s plans for its
implementation.

Anew The details of the proposed program are still in the

developmental stage and are being discussed with representatives
of business, labor and public iuteriest groups. As presently
envisioned, the 1400 ,rill ion 17(Ittested in the President's
FY 1979 budget for this program, would be set aside for CET
prime sponsors on the basis of the proposed CETA Title II formula,
The funds would be made available to prime sponsors upon submission

and approval of acceptable programs. To be el igible, prime

sponsor programs would have to consist of act ivities that involve
private, for-profit employers in the provision of services to
economically disadvantaged youth and other disadvantaged persons.

Prime sponsors will he required to establish local Private
Industry Councils in order to he funded under this program and roust

develop their proposed private sector programs jointly with the
councils.

The Department plans a "start -up" phase for this program
in this fiscal year, utilising the funds remaining in the Skill
Training Improvement Program (STIP) which was funded by Congress

as part of the Economic Stimulus package. In order to participate
in the STIP "start-up" phase this year, prime sponsors will he
required to organize Private Industry Council_:.
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914Elsili To what extent 7n- the=job training to be utilized?

Answer: All activities authorized under CliTA Title I, except

public service employment and "work experience" will be

eligible For support under this program. It is anticipated

that on-the-job skills training will be one or the principal

services provided by employers who hire disadvantaged persons uncle

this program. However, eligible activities will also include

related theoretical or classroom instruction and "vestibule" or

entry level training.

33-279 078 38
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IV

question: Prime sponsorrs are currently authorises) include

representatives of labor and business on their planning councils.

Will the creation of another council within the jurisdiction of

the same prime sponsor create competition for the placement

of CETA participants, particularly in areas where economic

hardship precludes significant placements in the private sector?

Answer: It is intended that the local private industy Councils

which will be primarily representative of local business and industry,

including small business a4 well as labor, will mosrmal rather

than compete with the work of the local CETA planning councils,

The planning councils are charged with advising tic prime sponsor

on all aspects of the local comprehensive proarami auteninistr ation;

planning; evaluation. The planning councils' is primarily an

advisory body, the Private industry Council is intended to perform

an emsali2nal role in creating programs, and linkages to private

employees that cannot be Created because of red tape, institutional

fears of Government programs, by smaller business by the CETA

system is it presently exists. This will be the primary function

of the Private industry Connell.
Since this function is not presently

performed by the planning council to any
significant extent, no com-

petition is anticipated. In Pact the linkages created with the

private sector and information developed by the PIC will benefit the

planning council and help others in generating a practical venal

plan for the prime sponsor to consider. In addition, prime sponsors

required to oragard=o the work of the two councils in a

manner designed to minlmi:e duplication or compe=tition in their

activities.
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Working with prime sponsors and private employers to

velop placement opportunities and rola red on- the -job t raiuin nd

other employabili ty development a pport unities in the private sector
for CETA participants. A major responsibility of the PIG'S will
be to establ ish numerical goal For the local program in terms or
projects, participants tend plaenrents and to provide for periodic
assesiment of progress toward these goals. These private sector
employment/training opportunitLes alit he developed, particularly
with the aim of transit toning public service employment enrollees
to private unsubsidized jobs.

Serving as a delivery alert Fur the prime sponsor in pro-
moting, negotiating, and contracting for OJT with private sector
employers.

Flarnish ing information to local manpower planners, such as
the nature and extent of occuratione 1 demand aqd era icing needs
in the common-its". This information tineht include, For example,
trends in shortage occupations in which on-the-ioh training oppor-

tunities or institutional ins truct ion should be developed consistent
with the supply characteristic! and needs or the roe [dent clientele
served by the employment/training tern. They will develop and
make available to the pr ime aaponsors arid huem memo communities.

model oopera nye arrangement s rai bored to loco I conditions.
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IV

The Councils' role will not be limited solely to advisory

or informational functions. Approval of a prime sponsor's appli-

catiern for psrr funding will be subject to the concurrence of the

Local FTC. Moreover, FTC's are to have a direct and substantive

role in the development of the sponsors overall PSIP plan and in

developing specific projects. The Councils will participate in

the establishment of training standards and specifications for

particular jobs. They will actively monitor the performance of

the entire local delivery system -- including CTTA and vs -. in

meeting industry's needs.

The Councils will be encouraged to Lira their activities

to the operations of the economic development arms of local

governments,
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QUESTION: Mat percentage of the amount requested in the
budget for this title do you anticipate setting
aside for the Emergency Economic Adjustment
Assistance Act?

ANSWER: Provisions relating to emergency economic adjustment

assistance which were contained in an earlier draft of the

CETA reauthorization bill, have been dropped from the final

version of the bill.
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Questions You seek budgetary authority to develop a welfare

demonstration project. What are the goals of this
project, and how do you plan to implement it?

Answer_ We are requesting $200 million ($125 million in

outlays) to set up demonstration projects relating to the

jobs component of the President's welfare reform proposal.

Under these projects, we want to demonstrate--in a limited

number of sites and under various ciroumstances--the various

Methods of providing intensive jab -isistance and

related services to enable low-inc m family heads with

children to find private sector jobs. if no such jobs

can be found, they will be provided subsidized jobs through

the existing system of CETA prime sponsors. The demonstration

iwojects will le vido on imated 10,000 public service

jobs. They will be used to test alternative methods of job

creati Qn measure regional variations in the number and

clients sorvo(1, and to try out various management

systems which would be used under welfare

Advance planning for the permanent welfare reform

program is critical. Therefore, we will be selecting a

limited number of sites which azill be awarded planning

grants to develop 1 proposal. These proposals will be

evaluated by a.dosign committee prior co the final selection

of the sites. Actual on-site operations should begin in

rY 1979. During the same period, plans will be developed

for the conduct of the research phase with en indeponacnt

contractor.
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WEETION VI

Title III, Part C, prOposes a National Employment Opportuni-
ties program. Please describe the nature of this program
and the Department's plans for its implementation. Why
are Amtrak and Conrail specifically set forth in the legisla-
tion? How will the provision that program participants
be paid wages and benefits comparable to similarly situated
federal employees impact on private sector employees, other
public sector employees and CETA participants?

ANSWER VI

This provision was contained in an earlier draft of the
CETA reauthorization bill, but was dropped in the final
version.
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Question: VII

Please present a brief status report upon and a

summary of the implementation of the Youth Employment

and Demonstration Projects Act. What difficulties have

you encountered in implementing these programs? The

Administration has withdrawn its supplemental request

for youth employment programs. Does this action represent

a reduction in the number of slots available in youth

employment and training programs?

Answer: As of January 31, 1978, the orx -board enrollment

levels for of the four youth programs authorized under

the new youth act are 1,628 in the Youth Convnuaity

Conservation and Improvement Projects

he Youth Employment and Training pro

Seventeen Youth Incentive Entitlement Pr

have been selected. In the Young Adult Co

Corps (Y/NCO, the latest enrollment figures as of early

February show an enrollee level. of 8,710.

and 19,385

(YIIPI') grante

Difficulties in implemonting the prcagran have been

attributable primarily to two eters: the introduction

anal arrangements and processes and the

very tight time contraints for planning and implement-

ing the new programs. In the YACC program, the tri-

partite agreement among the Departments of Agriculture,

Interior, and Labor required the deve1OPment of new

interrelationships, while in YIEPP (Entitlement Projects)

the nature very structured experiment (somewhat new
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to the CETA system)required substaitiai orientation,

collaboration, and training time. In the YCCIP and YETP

areas, the labor organization wage negotiations and

clearance process, the preferential treatment given to

community and neighborhood organizations, and the mandated

local education agreements (in YETP only) required the

establishment of procedures and communication networks

not common to the CETA system.

These difficulties translated into predictable

time delays in initiating the new programs. We now

anticipate a sharp increase in activity having resolved,

for the most part, the early planning and implementation

problems.

The withdrawal of the youth supplemental request

reduce the number of shits could be filled

in the new youth programs, We are building as quickly

as possible and expect tomaintain the FY 1978 end of

year levels of 157.600, plus an additional 9,700 slots

for the YEIPP, eying a total level of 167,300

of YEDPA for FY 1979,
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Question VIII

Please discuss why the Administration did not seek budgeting
authority for the STIP and HIRE programs. What programs,
if any, will be substituted in their place?

ANSWER VIII

the HIRE Program wes launched in June 1977, as part of the
Economic Stimulus Program, to provide private sector and

training opportunities for veterans - primarily disabled
and Vietnam-Era veterans - and other eligible individuals.
Under the Economic Stimulus Program, HIRE was conceived
as a one-timy, 18-month program to be funded through Fiscal

Year 1078. For this reason, budget authority was not sought

for FY 1979.

The Skill Training Improvement Program (STIP) was also
intended to be a limited duration program, designed to serve
as a private sector model which could be replicated and
funded under title I. Accordingly, budget authority for
Fiscal Year 1979, was not sought for this program either.

The Department plans to maintain its emphasis on developing
jobs in the private sector through the proposed title VII,

"Private Sector Jobs for the Economically Disadvantaged,"
in the Administration's CETA reauthorization bill. Under

this title, $400 million be utilized to develop job and
training opportunities for disadvantaged persons in the

private sector. The Department plans a "start-up" phase
for this program'in this fiscal year utilizing the funds
remaining in the STIP program. The STIP program will be
modified to serve as a prototype for the full-scale private
sector initiative program in Fiscal Year 1979.
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ODESTION IX

What measures is the Administration proposing to assure
adequate monitoring and auditing of CETA prime sponsors?
Prime sponsors frequently comment that regulations perti-
nent to program monitoring and auditing result in prolific
paperwork and high administrative costs. Please comment
on their position.

ANSWER IX

mhe,Department, since the implementation of the CETA system,
has had in place systems to review and evaluate the opera-
tion and results of CETA programs. Basic regular monitoring
is carried out by Field Representatives located in our
regional offices. The Department's Directorate of Audits
and Investigations conducts or arranges for annual audits,
where possible, of prime sponsor expenditures. Each prime
sponsor must be audited at least once every 2 years. Our
Office of Policy, Evaluation and Research (OPER) conducts
or arranges for periodic evaluations. In addition, OPER
also has provided for continuous study of the CETA program
since its inception. The Office of investigations and
Compliance conducts reviews whenever information becomes
available that indicates such things as fraud or other
misuse of funds has occurred.

We also have a national review staff which looks at prime
sponsor operations. Our current plans call for increasing
the role of this national staff somewhat over the next
year to provide for a more in-depth look at individual prime
sponsor operations. In the past, this staff has concerned
itself primarily with overall trends and problems.

Finally. the Department has established an Inspector
General's office, which is currently engaged in several
investigations arising from allegations of improper use
of CETA funds.

Regarding the prime sponsor comments on paperwork and
administrative costs relating to DOI, monitoring require-
ments, we do not feel this to be excessive. In fact, paper-
work requirements for prime sponsors related to monitoring
requirements are minimal, except, of course, for their
responsibilities involving their subgrants and contracts.
Each prime sponsor must utilize administrative funds to
assure that its subgrantees and contractors are performing
in accordance with the Act, the rules and regulations and
the subgrant :or contract. The Department believes that
it would be neglecting its oversight responsibilities with
respect to the proper spending of CETA funds if it did not
require prime sponsors to periodically audit and regularly
monitor their programs.
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QUESTION X

Title VI of the proposed legislation is designated as the
public service employment title. Explain the Administration's
decision to combine existing Titles II and VI. Is it the
intention of the Administration that Title VI be used to
counteract structural or countercyclical unemployment.
A triggerring mechanism for purposes of determining the
amount of the authorization is proposed Even if the economy
improves and the unemployment rate continues to decline,
there may remain parts of the country with severe structural
unemployment. Will CETA moneys not subject to the triggering
authorization be adequate to assist these areas?

ANSWER X

Title VI will continue as the principle countercyclical
public service employment program. The Administration is
proposing to sustain the level of 725,000 slots that were
attained in March through fiscal 1979. Beyond that point,
we are seeking a continued program of 100,000 jobs in high
unemployment areas regardless of the unemployment rate.
In addition, we are recommending that Congress adopt a trigger
formula, beginning in FY 1980, to insure that countercyclical
public service employment, above the 100,000 jobs in the
continuing program, is activated quickly when needed and
is reduced as unemployment declines.

The triggering formula will provide funds to support another
100,000 jobs, when the unemployment rate exceeds 4.75 percent.
For each half percentage point that unemployment exceeds
that 4.75 percent level, funds to support a further 100,000
public service employment positions will be added.

We are proposing a somewhat loosened eligibility standard
for title VI compared to title II to reflect the differences
between countercyclical and structural unemployment. We
recommend that eligibility be restricted to families who
are economically disadvantaged for only three months, ex-
clusive of unemployment compensation. Thus, the program
will be-open to all families where unemployment is causing
economic hardship. Such a restriction is needed because
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this program will serve only one of every five persons who
is cyclically unemployed. We would also restrict supple=
mentation of wages by prohibiting prime sponsors from using
funds from sources other than the Act, which total more
than 10 percent of their Title VI funds, for supplementing
the wages of PRE participants. The supplementation, more-
over, would be restricted to the amount required to bring
the $10,000 wage up to that of the appropriate entry level
job.

We believe titles II, III, and IV of the Administration's
bill along with the 100,000 title VI job will provide suf-
ficient structural employment programs to adequately assist
the economically disadvantaged and other groups in our society
that traditionally do not share fully in the benefits of
economic growth, including minorities, youth, and women.
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QUESTION XI

The Department has established as a national enrollment goal,
the awarding of 35 percent of all new public service jobs

to veterans. The administration's bill gives special con-
sideration to Vietnam veterans. Should the Department's
national enrollment goal be limited to Vietnam veterans
and disabled veterans? Should the goal be adjusted to
reflect the percentage of the national unemployment rate
represented by Vietnam and disabled veterans? Some prime
sponsors have reported that there is an insufficient number
of eligible veterans within their jurisdiction to meet the

35 percent enrollment goal. Should the goal be adjusted
so that it reflects the percentage of eligible Vietnam and
disabled veterans within the jurisdiction of a given prime
sponsor?

ANSWER XI

Upon taking office Secretary Marshall announced a national
goal of 35 percent veterans' participation in CETA public
service employment slats, Since there was no statutory au-
thority for requiring individual prime sponsor's to ensure
a 35 percent participation rate for veterans, the national
goal was published in the March 15, 1977 Federal Register
in the preamble to proposed new CETA regulations, rather

than in the regulations themselves. The Department proposed
legislation to allow the Department to require the setting

of veterans participation goals. Section 305 of the Youth
Employment Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 (effective
August 5, 1977) authorized the Department to require each
prime sponsor to set goals for its program. The Department,
on the basis of the new authority, required prime sponsors
to set such goals in new CETA regulations published on
September 30, 1977. Under the legislation and regulations,
however, each prime sponsor was to set its own goals rather

than have a goal imposed nationwide.

in the proposed CETA reauthorization bill, the Department,

for the first time is seeking to expand the requirement
of special consideration for veterans to all CETA programs
(the current Act requires such special consideration only

for PSE). In doing so, the Department is requiring such
special consideration for Vietnam-era and disabled veterans,

as defined in Title 38 of the U.S. Code since these two
groups of veterans consitute those veterans most in need.

In addition, requiring special consideration for these
specific veterans will bring CETA requirements into con-
sonance with the requirements governing the Employment
Service system, which serves a great many prime sponsors
by referring eligible potential participants to prime spon-

sor employment and training opportunities. Finally, con-
centration on these two clearly defined groups of most-in-
need veterans will eliminate the veterans' services reporting
confusion caused by the present use of several different
veterans definitions and resultant double-counting problems.

This will allow the Department and the Congress to better

assess the performance of prime sponsors in serving those
veterans who are most in need.



QUESTION XII

The legislation provides that eligibility for most CETA
programs is contingent upon a finding that the participant
is "economically disadvantaged." What impact will this
eligibility requirement have upon the eligible population
currently served?

ANSWER XII

The impact of the change will be that:

-- for current title I (new title II), persons who
were previously eligible by being unemployed for 7 days
or more (but not economically disadvantaged) will be excluded
from the program. A total of 22 percent of title I participants
in 1977 were not economically disadvantaged. A new category
of persons (those who are employed but operating at less
than their full skill potential and those who have received
a bona fide notice of impending layoff) who do not have
to meet the economically disadvantaged criteria will be
eligible for upgrading and retraining programs under title
I; however, not more than 5 percent of title I funds may
be used for these programs.

-- for current title VI/new title VI, the impact would
vary since there are several eligibility criteria under
the old program. The new criteria state that an individual
must have been unemployed for at least 5 weeks and be eco-
nomically disadvantaged (with income determined based on
a three-month period), This is more restrictive than the
current title VI program components which (1) allow unemployed
persons in ASUs (with no income criterion) to obtain a PEE
job after 15 days of unemployment and which (2) allow persons
to obtain a PSE job after 30 days of unemployment (with
no income criterion). The new criteria are less restrictive
than those for the largest title VI component, enacted by
P.L. 94-444, which require persons to be unemployed for
15 weeks (Or be members of families receiving AFDC) and
have a family income at or below 70 percent of the lower
living standard budget. The somewhat loosened eligibility
standard being proposed is designed to reflect the dif-
ferences between countercyclical and structural unemployment.

-- for current title II/new title VI, many of the
persons who met the current eligibility criteria of only
being unemployed 30 days would be excluded from participation
under the new criteria. In 1977, of the 353,922 new enrollees
in title II, 51.7 percent did not meet the economically
disadvantaged criteria.

003
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QUESTION X

Almost 75 percent of Title II and VI enrollees for fiscal
year 1977 had twelve or, more years of education. Should
prime sponsors be encouraged to enroll participants who

are not as well educated? Should steps be taken to
encourage Employment Security Agencies to devote greater
resources to placing these individuals? If so, what action
can be taken to encourage prime sponsors and Employment
Security agencies to act accordingly?

ANSWER XIII

While the 75 percent figure is correct it is also true that
only 34.3 percent and 30.8 percent in titles II and VI,
respectively, had more than a twelfth grade education.
In title II, 22.5 percent and in title VI, 27.7 percent
of the enrollees had less than a twelfth grade education.

We feel that the new eligibility criteria being proposed
in the Administration's CETA reauthorization bill will
assure better targeting on clientele groups most in need

of services. It should be kept in mind, however, that the
title VI public service employment program is a counter-
cyclical program with somewhat different eligibility
criteria than the title II comprehensive services program
(where public service employment is an employability
development tool for the structurally unemployed).

New provisions in the Administration bill relating to job
search assistance, joint agreements between the prime spon-

sor and the State Employment Security Agency for carrying
out job search assistance, and new Governor's coordination

and special services responsibilities should facilitate
the utilization of ES agencies in the placement of CETA

participants.

Also a new provision will make it more difficult for persons
just out of college to qualify for CETA.
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QUESTION XIV

Critics of CETA have charged that, as now administered,
the local prime sponsor's public service employment programsdo not provide adequately for training of the hard core
unemployed, and consequently the programs are contributing
little to lessening future dependency upon CETA. What as-
surances does the Department receive from prime sponsors
that CETA participants employed on public service projects
receive adequate supervision and training so that they arequalified to accept private sector employment in a similar
occupation upon termination of their CETA position? What
assurance does the Department have that there are private
sector jobs available which are in a field for which CETA
participants have been tra1ned7

ANSWER XIV

Prime sponsors must assure and certify to the Department
of Labor, as a basic part of their grant applications, that:

1. Special consideration will be given to jobs with pro-
spects for advancement or continued employment by
providing training and manpower services designed to
(a) promote the advancement of participants, (b) pro-
vide participants with skills for which there is an
anticipated high demand, or (c) provide participants
with self-development skills; except where exempt under
the provisions of section 604 of the Act, provided,
however, that nothing contained in this paragraph shall
be construed to preclude persons or programs for whom
the foregoing goals are not feasible or appropriate.

2. To the extent feasible, public service jobs shall be
provided in occupational fields which are most likely
to expand within the public or private sector except
where exempt under section 602 of the Act.

Special consideration in filling transitional public
service jobs will be given to unemployed persons who
are the most severely disadvantaged in terms of the
length of time they have been unemployed without
assistance.

73l,47 11
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While we can appreciate the concerns expressed, we believe

that many people have not recognized the dramatic turnaround
experienced by title VI in recent months. The following

points need to be made,

1. The PSE placement rate is about twice as high as the

published data would suggest. This reporting peculi-
arity resulted from a seesaw funding pattern between
titles II and VI that created many paper terminations
and enrollments needed to prevent laying off participants.
The corrected PSE placement rate averages from 30 to

35 percent, which compares with the title I median
placement rate of 32 percent. This especially impres-
sive since prime sponsors are allowed to waive place-
ment as a goal for PAS programs.

2. Prime sponsors have been devoting their energies to

a crash program to put people to work. The national
goal of 725,000 was very ambituous - -many people felt

it could not be reached. Many prime sponsors delayed
coupling their projects with title I training programs
because they did not have the capacity to be innovative

in too many directions at once. However, now that
hiring goals have been met, most prime sponsors will
intensify their efforts to couple training with the

PSE jobs. Much of the training will focus on parti-

cipants completing their 1-year projects, to provide
training more tailored to individual needs than is

possible with the task-oriented projects. Also under

the new title II any PSE must be combined with training

and other employability services.

3. The projects' approach under title VI is still such

a new program that there is only limited data avail-
able to measure the new directions. Real growth in

title VI (excluding transfers from title II) began

its steep climb during May 1977. Most of this growth
relfects enrollment in projects and indicates service

to a significantly more disadvantaged group than pre-
viously, as shown by the following table. Only females

have shown a drop in their enrollment rates. All other

groups characterized as being most in need of manpower
services are being enrolled at a greater level than

previously. Some groups, such as AFOC recipients and

offenders, have more than doubled their rates of

enrollment.
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TITLE V ENROLLMENT

Enrollment
from 7/1

to
9/30/77

Cumulative Enrollment
Enrollment from 4/1

up to to
/31/77 6/30/77

Total Number of
Participants 280,990 90,439 809,307

Percent

Female 38.1 32.8 34.3
Less than High School

Education 26.6 25.5 28.6
AFDC Recipient 6.0 14.6 14.4
Other Welfare
Recipient 6.0 8.3 9.4

Economically Dis-
advantaged 48.8 80.5 84.4

Non-White 29.5 27.5 29.0
Total Veterans 20.9 27.5 29.0Offenders 2.4 4.2 5.5
Handicapped 2.4 4.3 4.5
Unemployed 63.9 86.4 95.0
Receiving UI 12.6 20.8 19.5

Sum of Percents 258.6 334.6 361.6

"Index of
DiSadvantagement"** 1.000 1.294 1.398

Source: CETA Quarterly Reports

* Changing definitions for unemployed have made these figures
unreliable over time. Estimated for September 30.

"Index of Disadvantagement" is the sum of the percents for
the quarter's enrollment divided by the sum of percents for
cumulative enrollment as of March 31, 1977.

In summary, a close look at PSE, taking into account its multiple
goals and considerable pressure, has demonstrated that it's a
highly effective program for (a) Stimulating the economy, (b)
Creating jobs to put poeple to work quickly, (c) providing needed
public services, and (d) movingpeOple into unsubsidized employment.
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QUESTION

A wage limitation of $10,000 has been placed upon public

service employment. Certain States, notably Alaska and
Hawaii, have commented that this amount will be insufficient

to pay wages in even entry level positions due to the high

cost of living in those States. Has the Department considered
varying the wage ceiling based upon the cost of living in

different areas of the country?

ANSWER XV

In spite of cost of living increases, we do not believe
the $10,000 limit is unrealistic. A recent analysis of
outlays in comparison to enrollments for PSE showed that
the cost per person per year ran no higher than $8,500.

With an anticipated 5 percent increase for PY '78, the cost

per person per year should run about $8,900. These figures

not only include wages, but also funds for administration,
training and services. While the Department has considered
varying the ceiling, we feel that the $10,000 limit already

allows some latitude beyond the national average for States

such as Alaska and Hawaii.

QUESTION XVI

In proposed Ttile V, the Administration would increase the

number of representatives of executive departments and agencies

on the National Manpower Commission. In order to maintain
a "balance of views," do you believe it would be appropriate
to proportionately increase public representation on the

Commission?

ANSWER XVI

The final Administration bill, as transmitted to the Congress
on February 22, would add four new public members to the
CommiSsion (to a total of 14), as well as increase the number

of representatives of executive departments, agencies, and

counsels (to 13). This should assure that a balance of
views is maintained on the Commission.
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QUESTION XVII

Please explain changes in the coordination of activities
between prime sponsors and the Employment Security agencies
as contemplated_ by the legislation and the reasons therefor,
The Department has undertaken a project to examine various
methods of coordinating the functions of these providers
of services. Please present the subcommittee with a brief
status report on these projects to date, and discuss the
Department's future plans, if any, for increased coordination
between CETA prime sponsors and Employment Security agencies.

ANSWER XVII

The goal of the ETA has been to link and coordinate the
ES and CETA programs to the extent possible under present
legislation.- Currently, the matching of jobseekers with
job openings, which is the central mission of the ES under
Wagner-Feyser, also may be carried out independent of theEs by CETA prime sponsors. To minimize duplicative and
competitive programs, the ETA has directed that the ES pro
vide free direct placement services to CETA prime sponsors,
and the ES disregards direct placements by CETA prime
sponsors as an indicator ofprogram success.

The major new area of linkage and coordination has been
in the mounting of the PSE expansion. The majority of
participants were referred by the ES. Most were certified
as eligible for program participation by ESunder joint
agreements negotiated between the two agencies.

Provisions of the proposed CETA amendments include sub-
stantial changes which mandate increased coordination of
activity between the CETA prime sponsor and the State Employ-
ment Security Agency.

A new section (sec. 205) relating to job search assistance
has been added to the Act. Job search assistance which is
to be provided to appropriate participants under the Act,
includes the following:

1. Comprehensive intake, including determination of eli-
gibility, administered through State employment security
agencies (SESAs) or other comparable arrangements.

Computerized job matching, through agreements with
SESAs.
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The provision of appropriate assessment
and testing services.

nse

Where appropriate, job search grants to explore out
of area job opportunities and relocation assistance.

5. Information and referral to public and private sector
jobs.

Job development, through arrangements with SESAS or
other comparable arrangements.

7. Followup services.

The State employment security agency is to be reimbursed
for the costs of services not normally provided by that
agency. These provisions have been included to ensure that
there is a comprehensive, coordinated and effective mechanism
to carry out labor market exchange functions for participants
in a prime sponsor area.

With respect to demonstration programs, the ETA has funded
nine demonstration projects to evaluate the effectiveness
of various CETA/SESA linkages. There are two basic objec-
tives for thlse programs. One is to gain information would
be helpful in setting policy on the CETA/SESA interface.
The second objective is to develop a report that will trans-
late the experience of the projects in a form that may be
useful to other local areas that are attempting to effectively
coordinate and link their SESA/CETA operations.

Each of the nine project sponsors set local objectives and
processes to link CETA/SESA activities. Onsite interviews
with project staff have been conducted including reviews
of project documents and records. A final report on these
onsite reviews will be completed in April 197S. Additionally,
a seminar to exchange information an linkage experiences
and techniques is scheduled to be held in Washington, D.C.
during March. A report of these preceding; will be published
later this year.
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QUESTION XV

Senate bill 418, as amended, provides for the establishment
under Title III of CETA of fifty multi-purpose centers for
"displaced homemakers." Please comment upon the employment
needs of these persons and whether you believe the approach
of S. 418 in establishing multi-purpose service centers
is the best method of addressing their particular employment
needs.

ANSWER XVIII

We believe the special emploYMent needs of "displaced home-
makers" warrant their being included as one of the special
target groups under Title III of CETA. Accordingly, in
the Administration bill dispalced homemakers (and also single
parents) are added to the list Of specifically mentioned
segments of the population for which the Secretary is au-
thorized to carry out programs. The multi-purpose service
center approach of S. 418, as amended, is certainly one
approach which should be considered for serving this group.
It may also be desirable to develop other approaches on
a demonstration basis, to be utilized as models for more
widespread replication in the future. we prefer the flexi-
bility afforded by the language in the Administration bill,
rather than specifying the programmatic details in the
legislation.

QUESTION XIX (a)

In accordance with section 108(d) of the Act, how many times
have you revoked prime sponsors plans in whole or in part?

ANSWER XIX (a)

Partial revocation of plans has occurred with one prime
sponsor and ETA is currently in the process of revoking
in whole the prime sponsorship from a city. One prime
sponsor was not funded at all for FY 77 but funding is being
reinstated on a partial basis for FY 78 and in another case,
a prime sponsor is being funded on a month-to-month basis,
pending a decision by the Administrative Law Judge on al-
leged violations. In another instance, the funding of a
prime sponsor was suspended pending designation of a new
administrative agency for the CETA program. Additionally,
under reallocation provisions of title VI, we have
reallocated funds from 16 prime sponsors and have provided
these funds to prime sponsors where the funds could be
Utilized.
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QUESTION XIX J41.

In accordance with section 711 of the Act, what actions
have been pursued in cases where theft, embezzlement or
improper inducement has been identified?

QUESTION XIX (by

About 60 such cases have been identified, including some
instances of multiple violations, or alleged violations,
one prime sponsor program. Actions taken range from the
guilty party being fined and incarcerated to a report being
made and corrective action implemented in less severe cases.
in some cases, offending employees have been fired, and there
are several instances where a case is now before a grand
jury:- Where a case is closed and guilt ascertained, the
misued funds have been restored to the CBTA programs. A
number of cases of alleged violation are still under investi-
gation, including investigation by the FBI.

QMESTION XIXIq)

How many prime sponsors have been duly notified of non-
compliance with section 712 (nondiscrimination) of the Act?

ANSWER XIX (12i

To date 7 prime sponsors have been notified. In these cases
corrective action has been ordered, including the reinstate-
ment and payment of backwages to affected persons in two
cases,
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1. (a) QUESTION: Should some of the Title II money be set
aside for incentive grants for those prime sponsors who do
particularly well in their training programs, as evidenced
by such factors as rate of placement, salary and longevity
in the job when compared to a group within the prime

sponsor's area which did not go through the Title II

program?

ANSWER: We have been carefully
considering prime sponsor

program effectiveness during the past few years as part
of the annual refunding

process of local prime sponsor
programs. In undertaking such assessments of local prime

sponsor performance, our major problem in determining what
is good and what is not good lies in the wide variation of
program design. Assessment criteria of placement rate,
cost per placement or other factors will show substantial
differences for different

types employment and training
activities. Additionally, these same criteria would be
affected by such factors as local economic conditions,

occupational demand in the area, and the characteristics
of the participant's served.
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While we believe that to evaluate programs for incentive

purposes on factors such as Placement rate, salary, and

retention would proye to be extremely difficult,

particularly because of the design latitude allowed in

CET A, we are exploring the possibility of developing

such criteria.
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1. (b) QUESTION: I notice that Section 212(a) of the

bill which you have submitted places a 50 percent limit on

the funds that may be used for public service employment

and work experience.

Aside from incentive grants and limitations on use, what

Other mechanisms do you believe would be effective in

focusing Title II money on structural unemployment proble

ANSWER: We believe that to effectively focus Title II

funds on structural unemployment problems, it will first

of all be necessary to emphasize recruitment and selection

of program participants with the most severe problems.

The unskilled disadvantaged are often difficult to reach

so that determined outreach methods must be employed to

bring these persons into CETA programs. As an adjunct to

special recruitment moos , the selection process

must be gear oward screening in those most in need of

training and other employment services. Recruitment will

also be directed to serving the un played population on

an equitable basis according to race, age, and sex.
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Title IT programs must be designed by local prime

sponsors so as to respond to the needs of th actually

unemployed, particularly in terms of the level and

types of training. Another problem in dealing with

the structurally unemployed would be that of retention

in Title II programs. To deal effectively with this

problem, supportive services; particularly counseling,

coaching, child care and emergency health and other

services must be provided where needed.

Accordingly, the other mechan sms will involve technical

assistance, guidance, and careful review of grants to

assure that progr

needs of the

designed to respond to the

et ally unemployed.
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QUESTION No. 2. There is little difference between the

eligibility criteria ch pertain to Title II and those

which pertain to Title VI. Part S of Title II requires

that a person must be economically disadvantaged and

either unemployed, underemployed, or in school to qualify.

To qualify for Title VI assistance &person has to be

unemployed for five weeks and economically disadvantaged.

Do you believe that there should be some greater specifi-

cation of the people who should be placed in a training

program and those who should be placed k oriented

program? Perhaps we should merely provide some guidance

to the prime sponsors, through a series of considerations

that they should keep in mind when placing people. Or,

perhaps, we should be more stringent about who should go

where. What are your views on this?

ANSWER In order to be eligi cipetion in

Title II of the Administration's CETA reauthorization

legislation a person must be classified as economically

disadvantaged for a 6-month period; in order to be

eligible for participation in Title VI a person need only

be economically disadvantaged for a 3 -month period.

We believe that the period during which fami y

income is to be counted is an effective criterion for
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-2-

determining whether persons should be placed in

Title II or Title VI programs. Taking the longer period

(6 months) for Title II will serve to direct the more

disadvantaged unemployed into the Title II structural

program. The Title VI program will be open to the cyclically

Unemployed, who have saleable skills. but who are unemployed

due to temporary economic conditions, and are less likely

to have a period of earnings which indicate lengthy

periods of unemployment. On the other hand, those who

are structurally unemployed, due to a lack of competitive

job skills, are less likely to find stable employment

without training or retraining.

rl
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Our views 0 that persons who are less in need of skill

training should be placed in the Title VI programs,

reserving Title II funds for the more disadvantaged,

less skilled persons. We believe we can further specify

through guidance to prime sponsors those who should no

into Title II and Title VI programs. In addition to the

period of earnings, a person's :.rock history will provide

some indication of his/her skills and accomplishments.

Where skills and previous training are absent from the

work history or where they are obsolete, the need

training or retraining is obvious. There may be cultural,

health or other problems that create bar to

employment for such people and '.:h 71 ln be detected in the

preplacernent interview. Where such ba

evidence, they, too, should be Caen

are in

u t in

deciding into which program participants should go.
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QUESTION 3(a). Can you tell mewith regard to as many

of the groups mentioned in Section 301(a)(1) for which

you have the information - -what proportion of the people in

each group meet-the CETA eligibility criteria you plan

to employ, and what proportion of the funds allotted

through CETA have been spent on each group? I understand,

for instance, that very few older workers have received

CETA positions. Is this true?

ANSWER: The following table indicates the amount of

CETA discretionary funds allocated to prog arcs designed

to focus exclusively or primarily on the employment

related needs of the

Section 301(a):

four groups identified in CETA

FISCAL YEAR 197

Total amount budgeted under the
of CETA Title III-A-

Discretionary resources budgeted
or progrwms aimed exclusively or
target groups named below,

in Thousands)

discretionary provisions
$73,694

to ..pport projects
primarily at the

a. Youth $33,200 (45%)

ool to hOrk Proz
rity Group Skill TraSsiog

Offendo

2J

(1) Offender programs . .$1,000

(2) Supported employment . $5,000

(3) Bonding $300

Persons with limited English-
speaking ability. . . . . .

d. Older workers . . . . .

$6,300 (9%)

$2,500 (3

$22,000 (30%)
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The following table indicates enrollees served under

those CETA porgrams which allocate funds to state and

local prime 5pOnsofs for grOupo listed in Section 301(e)(1).

ut Ent.11Age.14 '
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Information on the proportion of each of these groups

which would meet the new eligibility criteria for those

titles which allocate fundn to primo sllyan,;or- it :lot

available through the regular CE7A data wystom. :nformotion

on the proportions of ,;OTAQ of these grou-_,; whi.,2t1 are

economically disadvantaged (according to the old criteria)

will be available through the Continuous longitudinal

Manpower Survey (eLM-I)

67-276 0 76 40

R.9
3.7

5.6
3.6
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Can you tell me /hat a
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ect it will have if funds allotted

under Title III can be used for others as well. Will the

needs of these groups--which have a tougher time than

others- -get less than their proportionate attention? If

they are now getting less attention than they need, will

the proposed change lead to still greater distortions.

Response

The language change that is being proposed would not

adversely impact the groups that are mentioned in the

current version of section 301(a). While the current

ye ion mandates the provision of additional employment-

related services to these groups, it does not include any

requirements as to the levels of these additional services.

With the new language, he basic preec41.:res and

groundrules for determining the specific level of additional

services to these target groups will rernatn the same.

That is, they continue to be established through

the congressional budgetm king process. It should also

be noted that the list of target groups named in section

301(a ) was never meant to be all-inclusive. That is why

the open-ended phrase, "and other persons 'ch the

Secretary determines hove icular disadvantages in the

labor market" appears in the current statute.
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Question 3(c) Do you believe that it should be

Congress' role -termine how much money to allot

Title III programs, rather than alloting a certain amount

and then leaving it in the discre ion of the Secretary

as to how much of this he will spend in this area? if

we are to give the Secretary d retionary funds,

shouldn't we determinedeter'mne the amount through a separate

provision rather than be left guessing at his division

of Title hi monies?

Response: Both the current and the proposed CETA

authorization erely place a limitation on the &mount of

funds which may be made available for carrying out the

provisions of Title Tll. Each budget request, presented

to the Congress, details the amounts requested and the

proposed purpose for expenditure under Title II_ allow

the Congress to approve or disa they see
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Senator NELSON. Our next witness will be Dr. Eli Ginzberg, chair-
man of the National Commission for Manpower Policy, professor of
economics, Columbia University.

Dr. Ghaberg, the committee is very pleased to have you appear here
today to testify in your capacity as chairman of the National C0111-
mission for Manpower Policy.

Senator Javits wished to be here to present you to the. committee and
listen to your testimony, but he is appearing before the Rules Commit-
tee as the minority representative on the committee. He asked me to
advise you to that effect.

You may g_ o ahead. Your statement will be printed in full in the
record.

I have some people waiting, so I will be missing the first 5 minutes
here, and Senator Riegle will be here.

Dr. GINZEIEEG There is a proposed new name for the Commission in
Secretary Marshall's testimony. We arc also in favor of a change be-
cause there has been some unrest about the name "Manpower."

Senator RMGLE. What is the new title?
Dr. Gi Nznrato. It has been suggested by the Department of Labor

that it be called the "National Commission for Employment and Train -
ing," I prefer the "National Commission for Employment Policy."

Senator RIEGLE. Either one would be an improvement.
Dr. GINZBERO. I think so.
Conceivably, we might suggest the "National Commission for Hu-

man Resources Policy ". That is my own preference, since I am the di-
rector of the Conservation r!f lIuman Resources Department at
Columbia University.

STATEMENT OF ELI GINZBERG, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, COLUM-
BIA UNIVERSITY, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR
MANPOWER POLICY

Dr. GINZEMIG. I want to first comment on some of the questions that
you raised, Senator Riegle, and Senator Nelson, and Senator .Tavits,
because I think that is the most effective way of proceeding.

There is a correction to be made on paragraph 2 of my remarks.
There should be no dollar sign in front of the 725,000. I apologize for
that.

Let me go back to the beginning and just remind everybody that the
report of the Brookings Institution is a report to the National Com-
mission in response to an amendment that Senator Bellnion introduced
in the 1976 amendments to CBTAPublic Law 94-444to have the
National Commission report at length to Congress about the net em-
ployment effects of PSE. We will do so in the time period that we
agreed with Senator Bellmon, which is next month.

By the end of next month, the Commission will have a series of firm
recommendations for you as to how we see the evolution of Public
Service Employment. The Brookings report is a major source for us,
but by no means our only input. We held hearings in four locations
throughout the United States at which we received information from a
wide range of witnesses. We had 82 people before us in total, and addi-
tional written statements. T_ hat is part of the input.
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addition, we asked a group of scholars to examine certain points,
at the end of 2 years. As far as our experts are concerned, there is sub-
stitution rates for PSE. The conclusions of one of these studies are
repeated in the special analyses for the fiscal year 1979 budget and,
I am convMced, are incorrect, They show a substitution of 90 percent
at the end of 2 years, As far ns our experts are concerned, there is sub-
stantial question about the accuracy or that figure.

We will have a comprehensive report hett.vi ly based on the Brooki
analysis but not exclusively. I would like to say that the report actually
deals with two concepts. One is "job displacement", and the ,other is
"fiscal substitution".

Our primary concern really is not with mhat appeals_ to be the fis
,Effects but what really happens in terms of jobs. I prefer to use the
word "job displacement."

Let me clarify what the Brookings report said. It indicates that
there was 31 percent "job maintenance'', that is, wheie cities and
counties in distress were using the CETA. funds to maintain people in
jobs that otherwise would not be there. That is a judgment, but the
judgment Was made by the field investiglitors based upon the situation
in the community and whether they were up against, their tax ceiling.

In many communities, the) could not have rased more ttixes. In any
case, the best judgment of the field still). cc is that in 31 percent of the
cases, had the CETA funds not been available, the jobs would not have
been there; and, therefore, in these 31 percent of jobs, CETA em-
ployees would not have berm thetv: and, theretoiv, it represents a job
creation.

Senator Emot.E. Let me understand something. Are we saying that
the observation Was there. Was such extreme pressure on local govern-
ments they were alxmt to undergo a devastating cutback ?

Dr. GINzaEno. Correct, a job was not el imiluded in 31 percent of the
cases.

Overall, they found another 18-percent displacement, in which
the CETA funds made it possible for the communities able to raise
additional revenues to substitute Federal dollars to pay for their
services.

Now, that is percent was for the totality of title VI(A) and VI
)(B.

It was on the projects where the displacement figure went down to
8 percent. We are on the right track via the project. :tpproach, but it is
riot correct to say the displ tcement. factor is 8 percent at the moment.
It is, altogether, 18 percent displacement.

Senator RIEGLE. That is 18 percent. based on these very important
definitional judgments?

Dr. GINZDEno. I think that is cielm I t hink the argiunent wmild only
be on the amount on top of that.

Senator BIEGI,E, That is what I MULTI. is a very big issue.
I guess, based on that operating assumption, you have toassume that

rate municipalities faced with that preSStire would have made those re-
ductions. There would have 1-reon a lot of outcry, but they would have
sustained t ihein, if there had barn 110 other means.

Dr. GINZBERG. I don't _know that actually could. have luippened. I
think there were places it was impossible for that to happen.
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I think the Brookings staff took a pretty hard-nosed vienv. I think
that is the way I would like to let that ride for the moment, until we
have come through with our full report to you.

Senator ItiEonE, I think just one illustration : The city of Detroit, an
extreme municipal hardship case, faced substantial layoffs in the police
department in the face of an enormous crime rate. The bulk of CETA.
then went into that area To the extent that Detroit fits the 30- percent
substitution, I would say you may be able to sst4tin those layoffs for a
time; but, unless you want social chaos, some way had to be found to
pick that up.

Dr. GmeEtto. We will come in with our report. about POSE in periods
of extreme difficulty, look at it in relation to emergency revenue shar-
ing, and other mechanisms.

There was a lot of discussion about targeting, and you pressed the
Department of Labor, near the end, to increase the program for the
displaced homemakers. There is an estimate which indicates that,
under the tight targeting provisions which now exist under the project
approach, the amendments of 197G, approximately 6 million people in
the United States are eligible for those PSE jobs. Once you say that
there are 6 million eligibles, and 22 million eligibles under the looser
definition of VI(A), you confront the administration, Congress, and
Nation with the situation of colossal discrepancy between the special
efforts the Congress has provided and the total /uber of people who
are eligible.

I think before we go too far in targeting to make sure that special
groups are considered, we should remember that the CETA principle
is to put heavy weight on decentralization. There is a limit to what can
be done. I couldn't agree more the displaced homemakers are a, serious
group, but one conies back to what kind of discretion is left to local
communities?

Senator RrEm.E. I want to make sure I understand the one point you
made, because I think it is very important. You are saying, essentially,
there are 12 million people that are basically

Dr. GIXZESERG. SiX illion under the new amendments, 22 million
under title VI in its totality as it now stands.

_Senator RIEGLE, Twenty-two million as a total. So, in other words,
what you are saying, the way you have described it, we are really
holding this program out to 22 million people who are out there and
who need the program, who are identified as needing this program.

How many people, roughly, can we help out of that 22 million?
Dr. GINIBEI10, I am not begging the question, but I want to say that

the third annual report of the Commission will be forwarded to the
Congress in April, and in the third annual report we will address in
detail this question of people who need services and the scales of
programs that are around and who gets what.

Senator RIEGLE. _CETA, as it is now constituted, can only meet a
minor fraction of the people. That is why I think the issue the prob-
lem is, if you are going to have a line of people in front of the CETA
window who want to come in, and you will never get to the end of the
line, you have to make careful judgment as to how you segment the
line. It may well be that, if we are going to say to ourselves, "We can't
afford to help everybody," we have to be balanced enough in how to
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structure the places in line so there is no major segment, that gets the
end of the line and never gets a chance to work its way up front,

That would not be an acceptable answer, in my judgment.
Dr. OrNztino. I would like to submit an article which I wrote irr

November's Scien tific American of last year, called "The Job Problem ",
in which I reviewed what had been hanpening on the expansion of jobs
since World Win II and the number of people overhanging the labor
market. I came to a figure of 24 million people who, at present wage
levels, if the jobs were there, would be pulled into the labor market.
That really refers to the point that von raised with the Department
of Labor; namely, how does this whole story fit into the larger
Humphrey-Hawkins framework.

Senator RiEotm. We would like to have the article.
Dr, GINZliklin. I thought you might he interested in this draft para-

graph that I wrote for the Commission's consideration in its PSE
report.

The owner versions of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill contained a provisloa that,
in the event of a shortfall In the number of regular jobs in the private foul pUblie
sectors. the Federal Government would serve ns Jut employer of last resort and
ninke a PSPI Job available to every person able and willing to work. A8 a long-
term ohjective, the Commission favors such a guarantee, hilt it agrees with the
sponsors of the 1978 bill that it would be premature to establish such an entitle-
mcnt at the present time. However, future recommendations as to the optimal
scale of 111,3E most he considered within the contest of a national goal that will
make it possible for each person able and willing to work, to be able to do Omer
In a regular Job or In a FSE job.

We are very conscious of the linkage between CE.TA and Hunt-
phrey-Eawkins and potential claimants in the wings waiting for jobs.

You asked one of my predecessors here as to what portion of the
4 million jobs created over the past year were filled by new entrants
or teentrants to the labor force ? In general, our analysts in the office
suggest that about two out of every three persons who gets a new job
in a year like 1971 was very likely a new entrant or reentrant. We know
this; Of the 4 million people, only 1 million represented a. reduction
in the aggregate unemployment total. It runs primarily youngsters and
women who had not worked before. I cannot swear for that figure, but
Patrick O'Keefe, who is sitting behind me here, is very good with his
figures, so I will rely on it.

Let me talk, if I may, for a second, about Senator davits' concern
about training dimension.

Senator litEGLE. May I ask, before we go to that : I fun trying to
think through the implications of the two out of three figure of the
people being in effect new to the labor market.

If that figure is 2 million, do you know what the figure of people
would be that fall into the category of new people seeking work?
Would that figure, what mild the general 11-n41.1,1111de be, 2 million
out of what number of million?

Dr. GrNznEtio. That is why I wanted to submit that article of mine.
It depends how you think about it.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has been constantly underestimating
the number of people interested in enterin 0. the labor force. They just
don't believe that there is ft revolution underway in the United States.

Senator RIEGLE. I gather they are not geared to do that.
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Dr. Gtxzwito. It is apparently hard for some men to
omen. They just don't believe the evidene,e. That is a oonsistc

problem,
I think we ought not fail to observe that there is another phenom-

enon going on which has me very nervous. There area lot of them,
primarily white, who are dropping out of the labor force in increasing
nimbers starting at around age 'Y and au ineivasing number of black
men dropping out even earlier. Thetv are a lot of funny things going
on out there that we do not have under adequate control.

We have a situation in which one-quarter of all the persons between
5ri and G5, male, are not in the labor force. I don't. suspect that every-
body who has gone out is rich and retiring ea Hy. Once I have ac-

ute(' for permanent disability and early retirement, l don't know
is going on out there. There are funny thing going on.

eritttor ME0LE. Of the 2 million people who came into the job mar-
ket for the first time and Were absorbed, I am wondering how many
would be the narrowed down, pretty traditional group of people:
finished school or job training, who normally -would be expected to be
neatly to enter the job mill'ket, and, if that number would be something
in excess of million; in other words, so that the people normally
who would be absoihed, this was still some fraction of the total?

Dr. GrxznErto. I crin tell you why that is so difficult. have been
teaching for 43 years, more years than I care to remember. There are
all kinds of changed patterns about how people go into the labor force.
You have all binds of mixed patterns: Go to work a couple yern.s,conie
back to school.

Let me try to raise, a few other points that might be of interest to
you at this stage of the game. The Depot' ment of Labor is putting a
lot of stress on the community-based organizationsCliffsto
carry an increasing responsibility for PSE-type jobs. The only thing
that we know at the monent is that there are a larger number of ail-
nority people being employed by the CPO's, but we had tostinorLy in
our public hearings which indicated that there were old CEO's with
experience that knew how to mount programs. and it large number of
new C1-30's coining out of the woodwork; and T. for one. no still very
unclear as to -what will happen with the transition off of PST: :And/or
to regular lobs at the end of 12 or I months from the CFO part of

amithe affair. I , n fact, very uneasy about what will happen with
regard to most of the transition.

We don't know about the transition of the PSE terminals into the
rogtilar market, either into regular governmental employment or the
private sector. ,Ify own view is that the transition is in governmental
employment and is_going on seleet

Dr. Nathan worked lip evidence wbicb indicates that local g n-
meat personnel officers are using the CET, group as a labor pool to
look over, and then they pick the very host workers out of the CEPA
pool Whon them is an open imr. That is all right aL long as initial target-
ing took place.

We get a pretty good view, I think. from the testimony- that we
heard in the field that, in quite a low jurisdictions, they are looking
to C ETA as a goal for -fitutre governmental employees, but that can-
not take more than a small portion of the total number of ESE work-
ers, not unless State and local governments blow up again. Therefore,
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l any very restrictive, in the absence of serious training in connection
with PSE employment, as to what is going to happen to these people.

That leads inc to Senator Asks' point; I think one needs to do
more, to hring the old title I training component in and build it in, to
gether with tile PSE component. If you have somebody for 12 or 18
months on a public service job. and he or she doesn't pick tip any kind
of skills to make him employable, we aren't doing a very good. job.

We heard testimony, that this is tt funding problem Out goes way
beyond just, the PSE. 'The Department of Labor has a new private sec-
to initiative. Theie was some discussion about the mechanism for
doing that I have lived with these programs since day one I would
say that the only time that I Baia real private sector activity, serious
concern with the seriously unemployed, was when President Johnson
personally intervened and asked the captains of industry to help out

They did so. This was in 1967 and 1968, when the labor market was
ti ht.

e have had very little success in getting the private sector ener-
giyed to play a significant. role in facilitating the transition of people
from training programs into regular jobs. It is exceedingly important
that we make a major effort in that direction.

Senator Eirto.r.. You may be familiar, one of the interesting ex-
periments is the Chrysler Corp., which has made a vet y major effort
along that line. They, ha ve hail 50.000 people come through their pro-
gram. It is a staggering fignim to my mind. We heard sonic testimony
from tbern. IN'a will try to have them here for the hearings. I doubt
we have any other live, -breathing, private sector, pronitnniong orga-,
nization that has been as involved as long or processed as many people
as they have I am very interested in dissecting their experience.

Dr. CliNzauto. I remember them as a major paiticiparit. If I recall,
when the automobile industry went down in 1970, they had to termi-
into a large amount of their efforts. You cannot ask It private employer
in a downward trend to do very tarp. It is impossible for them to do
so when sales are off and they Be r faced with the reality or possibility
of laying off current workers.

Senator ErEnt.E. I do not suggest you use the auto industry for
that reason. But the fact we have had a private employer with that
type of e3perienee is something we ought to take a look at, and will

fliNznEtio. I would like to conic back to wage levels and what
makes for sensible wage policy. The- question really is: How do you
conceive of PSE?

I would say that I could conceive of a PSE program- especially if it
had a significant training component, as being one in which people
had at chance to go on a public service job and got au opportunity for
sonic training and the wages which they would receive could. be close
to the lowest wages a municipality pip to other workers. The hope is
one should not try to get the PSF, wage level above the market the
participants will compete in As the wage level increases, you reduce
the number of people you can serve. It is my view that where there is
training, and emphasis on transition PSE wages should he set above
the minimum of income transfer funds but below the prevailing wage.

I do not see any great objections to the proposal of the Department
of Labor to permit a 10-percent override for special cases. I would
rather support them one that..
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It seems to me to be reasonable, unless one looks on PSE as sin
which I do not think you or anybody else wants to doas a subs
for the regular payroll. I would sa v their proposed wage structure
likely to contribute to some reduction in substitution.

Senator Rrear.x. Just on that point, I must say that. I am struggling
with this issue, who gets the first spaces in the line. Our unemployment
problem is a very complex one to analyze in terms of who makes up the
unemployment pool and who eve decide to pull out of it first. It seems
to me you have to have some flexibility in the wage rates. I hear what
you are saying. It seems to me if we made it hard and fast on that
basis, that introduces a bias that screens out a lot of people that maybe
we do not want to totally screen out

You have a terrible problem of equity when you have as many as 2t
million overhanging the labor market who would like to come to work.
Unless we find some way, we have a very scaled down program, of
parceling it out with equity.

Dr. Gmzemo. I would simply say to you that I do not think that we
can really have it both ways. You either take the targeting seriously
and therefore exclude people who are regular members of the work
force and may be temporarily unemployed. sonic of whom may have
been making $25,000 before they lost their job. You have to put criteria
down if you are going to have serious targeting, or you are riot going
to have it.

I testified before Senator Nelson and Senator Beall before they went
to their amendments in the Eleoreeecy Jobs Program Extension Act,
1976, and very strongly supported the way they moved. I thought we
were getting to a place where PSE had been opened up so wide under
that countercyclical approach that it was not doing what it had been
intended to do.

It is true that there are large number s of people out there that need
help. Therefore, I would try to persuade you to write tight targeting
criteria into the law.

I want to comment about whether we should have a significant coun-
tercyclical clause in addition to that The Commission has not yet
Bnalized its recommendations on this T am talking for myself. As far
as I have been able to think my Vfl,y through this, I would not like to
see a. reemergence of those two things in the same legislation because
we had bad experiences with an admixture of the countercyclical and
structural.

I would not object to some kind of automatic expansion and con-
traction of the scale of structural PSE automatic funding as the un-
employment rates move, as long as it was understood that the addi-
tional funds would be targeted on the structurally unemployed. I think
as you go into a recession you do pick up more and more severely
disadvantaged people.

After 26 or 39 weeks on unemployment insurance, those people
ought to be eligible for PSE jobs. The more severely affected cyclically
unemployed person can become a structurally unemployed person,

I would not want to have this mixture of different criteria and so on
I think that would get us into the same old mess we were in

Senator NErsoN. I do not either.
There is a problem that bothers ne, and it nifty be difficult to tacicle

and it may not. When the unemployment rate drops and drops low
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enough so it is not much of a problem for anybody who has any skill
at allit could go down to parent, which we would all likenever-
theless, at that point, you have not had that percentage drop in what
I think of as structural unemploymentI understand you can define
things as you wish, as the rabbit did in looking through the glass.
When I say it I am talking about those who have no skills at all. have
not been in the labor market, and oven if you did drop from the ti-per-
cent unemploymentmy State has 4,6 percentall the way down to
3 percent anct then look at structural unempkyent, that may have

dropped very little.
There ought to be some prourain ongoing for those severely d s-

advantaged who are not atrecte71 by a low rate of unemployment.
Dr. GrxznErat, I surely agree with you.
As late ns 1969, poor hlitek youths in Harlem were net making it

when New Yolk was at its peak emplovinent, I -would surely think
that i meaningful structural program that is directed to severely
handicapped people should be maintained whenever they qualify.

Senator NELso,s, 1 have not had a chance to study this bill bet ttuse
we just got, it at 5 o'clock yesterday.

Does this bill in any way in its triggering meelt anisins address this
specific question?

Dr. GiNzay.W. If I understand the hill from the last version I saw,
this hill is really a kind of a modest bill for the long-term program
for the structurally unemployed. except for taking people off welfare.
It has an idea of 100,000 continuing jobs for the structurally unem-
ployed. The welfare refmln package, Would pi-ovide 1.-1- million mini-
mum-wage jobs for the people who eventually am supposed to come
off welfare. %s proposed it will prow tilt tt job for any primary wage
earner who does not have a job but WtilliS one, as long as lie or she
fulfills the requirements.

The CETA reauthorization is very miwii tied up with this iielftarc
reform.

The administration. luis picked up rua old recommendation of the
Commission called an "assured Jobs' guarantee for 50,000 jobsthey
have proposed 50.000 jobs as part of the welfare reform demon-
strations. It will let, us see what happens in a series of communities
if we give the welfare clients an assured jobs guarantee. I am very
much in favor of that.

Their long-term VieW. if T mulei.stand it is to slowly see a trans-
fomnation in which the whole welfare wink proposal that lies in the
background will dominate, the PSI: part of the affair at 1.4 million.
I figured out on their hill, just, as I was sitting here, if they have
1.4 million jobs under wel faro reform. 100,000 regular PSE Jobs,
under CET A, and then they wint, 100,000 for each half point of in-
crease of unemployment above 4.5 pet'eerit, that means if we went to
a rate of unomployment of 61/., percent, dun. would mean 1,900,000
PSIS jobs. I would like to put a warning sign up. I do not know
whether our current system can do that. or not It may be feasible
to think over the long pull for a melt di tlerently shaped and larger
program.

The buildup from where this administration started has not been
easy. They have been on the phone, pressing very hard to get that
badup, and because of their a1Forts they Will probably meet th&
target in March.
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I suggest that we accumulate- some more _experience with the way
we ai.3 now going and we e t the 50.000 jobs_ in the welfare experi-
ments. Then. we will be able to make informed judgments in re scale
and mode of operation.

pointed out, while you were out, 'Mr. Chairman. that there am
a lot of funny things happening in the labor market.; namely, that a
quarter of all the white men, 55_ to 65, are no longer part of the labor
Om We know there are not that many rich people retiring; volun-

tarily, and we know that the black male withdrawal from the labor
force is already at the 10-percent level at age 45.

There are very interesting and different warning signs out there.
Therefore arranging the flow of dollars and jobs in relation to those
who need them is Much more complicated than ever before, and I
think we have to learn more about that I think it is also tram in the
youth area, 'We did a study on unemployment, in the urban core and.
I asked a very simple question : Go into Harlem and find out what
kids between the ages of 18 and 24, not at work, in the Army or in
school, are using for greenstuff.

One of the things you discover is that there are a lot of people
around who can manage to get their hands on money in all kinds
of ways.. At least in New York you can. Everything from snatching
purses, to dealing it stolen goods, to engaging in prostitution.

We made an estimate that there were a quarter of a million people
supporting themselves on the irregnlar economy. Decisions in the
policy enema require that one get some view of that, and then
factors in what that really means. Looking at jobs alone without
looking at income and its alternative sources is not completely
adequate.

Senator Ntuoisr. How many of these people, for example, in fact,
have some income, working for an employer, the worker does not
want to pay income tax, the employer does not want to pay unem-
ployment or any social security., and it is a low level job, but they are
working. There certainly are lots of those, are there not?

Dr. GINIMUn. W011id say without any ability to prove it, on the
stuff that I know about New York, it is almost impossible to conceive
of a woman_ with a couple of youngsters on welfare who will not try
to earn a few dollars. I Would argue that there are very few people
who do not work a little bit or a lot, no matter what their income
transfer is.

When you go to a country like Italy, you can find places where half
the economy is not being reported at all. That is at the extreme.

Our Commission plans to look at the question of immigration and
the labor market, find I suspect that is going to be one of the critical
dimensions, The higher the taxes, the more the incentive for both
individuals and_ marginal employers to try to avoid them. I would
say we arc reaching a tax level which I suspect is lending- to a con-
siderable escape from accounting. How big it is, I do not pretend to
know. I have my own rough estimates.

We estimate that in the United States about $200 billion of income
transfer moray--

YonSenator NELSON. on are talking social security?
Dr. Gmzerao. Right, medicaid, the like, $200 billion.
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My own estimate is dint the income that does not got reported isanother $200 billion. That lust suggests the magnitude of _tile illegaland illicit stuff. Professor Becker at the University of Chicagoheis a cautious statisticianhe uses a minimum figure of 6 percent ofthe gross national product.
Senator NELsos. You are including in that people who may be doiwork, perfectly honest work, but nothing is being reported?
Dr. GINZBERU. Absolutely,
As a matter of fact, as the President's welfare proposal suggests,we are likely to get some very interesting learning out of these newexperiments because it presumes that people on welfare are not atwork. We may find thu they are at work. They may be a major part ofa secondary labor market.
I know from talking to taxi drivers in New York tint there are allkinds of work patterns. People on unemployment, welfare, foodstamps, I do not know ltht their work patterns are but I would sus-pect that many adults are working out new options, given their accessto income and the overall interest in different types of work.That does not mean miainizing the fact there are millions ofpeople who need a job.
Senator 1Nnt,soN. Thank you very much, Dr. Gin berg. \Vc appreci-ate your taking time to testify.
We may want, after all the testimony is in, some comments to re-solve some issue-8 that may be raised between now and the conclusion.Dr. GnizatEuu. We have two major reports coming to you, one inMarch on PSG, and the "thii-d annual report" transmitted in Aprd.In addition, I am at your disposal at any dine.
Senator NELSON Wettld submit the testimony of Isabel V. Sawhill,Director, National Commission for Manpower Policy, before the U.S.House of Representatives, Committee nn the Budget, February 8,1078. for inclusion in the recoil.
[The summary remarks of Dr. Ginzberg and statement of Ms. Saw-hill follow :]
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$IMLARY OF REMARKS

Eli Ginzberg
Professor of Economics, Columbia University

Chairman, National Commission for Manpower Policy

PSE should be viewed primarily as a program to assist the

severely disadvantaged to improve their employability. It

has at most limited value as a counter cyclical device,

2. No change should be made in the present level of funding

of $725,000 until more evidence is on hand about its

effectiveness, especially in helping people get regular

jobs in the private or public sector.

The policy to limit enrollment to 12 to 18 months is sound.

Without a set termination many people might try to stay on

PSE permanently.

Wages on PSE should be set above the minimum of income transfer

funds, such as U.I. benefits, but not so high as prevailing

wages which would inhibit movement off. Care should be taken

to avoid paying workers who do the same work differently.

The CR0 project approach appears to be increasing the number

of minorities on PSE but there is no evidence yet available

that the proportion of seriously disadvantaged has been increased.

Congress should stipulate that it must receive more effective

reports about the performance of all CETA programs. The

management information system is conspicuouSly deficient.
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Sunonary of Remarks - Eli Ginzberg 2.

7. The Brookings Report to the National Commission fo anpower Policy
disclosed relatively low rates of job displacement (20 percent)
and fiscal substitution (15 percent). These figures are much below
previous estimates and the expansion of the project approach
should result in further reducing them.

8. Forward funding of PSE is desirable for strengthening planning and
operations but one must anticipate that it will lead to more job
displacement down the road.

A new effort to engage the private sector more actively in absorbing
the hard to employ is sound but the difficulties of so doing should
not be minimized. A major challenge is to get medium and smaller
employers to participate.

The techni cal ass istance program under EETA has s been imp] emented

only partially and gains could be made by strengthening it.

11. The major challenge of PSE is to tighten targetting at the same
time that more emphasis is placed on successful transition. The

accomplishment of these two goals will not be easy.
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TESTIMOW OF ISABEL V. SAWHILL,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MANPOWER POLICY

BEFORE THE S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CO =TEE ON THE BUDGET

February 8, 1978
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET

February 8, 1970

Mx. Chairman nd Members of the Committee_

I am pleased to be here and appreciate the opportunity

to discuss the future of public service employment programs

with this Committee. The National Commission for Manpower

Policy currently has underway a major study of public service

employment. It will be sending a report of its findings

together with a set of recommendations to the Congress in

March. My remarks today are very much influenced by what

we have learned from our study. thus far. However, I want to

emphasize that not all of the evidence is yet available and

that the Commission, chaired by Dr. Eli Ginaberg and comprised

then distinguished federal and nonfederal members, has

not yet had an opportunity to review the evidence or formulate

its own opinions and recommendations.

As you know, public service employment has been the

fastest -ing component of our employment and training

programs. It is estimated that it will cost $5.7 billion and

account for d4 percent of total employment and training

outlays during FY 1979. The prograM was made the centerpiece

of the Administration's fiscal stimulus package last May, and

has doubled in size since that

There is talk of doubling or even tripling it once more in

7 41
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connection the Administration's welfare and urban policy

proposals ox in the context of providing sufficient employment

opportunities under the Humphrey-Hawkins full employment bill.

For these reasons, I think it is imperative that we take a

closer look at what it can and cannot accomplish.

Any assessment of PS must begin, I think, with a

clarification of what it is that we expect it to accomplish.

Part of itm current appeal is that it has been sold as a

program which can achieve a multiplicity of objectives

including higher overall levels of employment, a targeting

opportunities on distressed areas and disadvan-

the provision

of needed public ices, and some fiscal relief for local

government. If one really believed that PH could simul-

taneously accomplish all of the above, then one would probably

spend the program. But let me suggest where

why P$ may have been oversold as the best response to

h of the above problems and why the simultaneous pursuit

of too many objectives may dilute the-effectiveness of the

program In any one area.

1.
Ziireasederszl. One of the alleged benefits

of a PSE program is its
ability to create more jobs per dollar

oe federal deficit than other
alternatives such as tax cuts

or increases in government expenditures. The first round of

expenditures for PSE is more labor intensive than most other

types of federal expenditures and more fully spent than the
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proceeds from a tax cut. Tbus, it is argued that funds are

not diverted (at least not initially) into capital expenditures,

into savings, into rising prices for existing goods or

inflationary wage gains for already employed workers. Rather

they are targeted directly on the unemployed.

-Rewever,the alleged benefits of this targeting are

realized only to the extent that the federal dollars are used

by the local governments which receive them to hire more

people than would have been hired in the absence of the program.

If there is simply a substitution of federal dollars for local

payrolls, then the employment creating effects.are very similar

to what one would get from general revenue sharing or other

macro measures such as federal tax cuts. The hypothetical

process by which local governments may use PSE funds to

underwrite their own personnel. budgets and then inject the

released local revenues into the spending stream is illustrated

in Figure 1. The process is generally referred to as fiscal

substitution.

There are three types or evidence about fiscal substitution.

The first typewhich only barely deserves to be called

evidence'is newspaper stories about municipalities which

have deliberately laid off workers only to rehire them with

CETA funds or which have transferred existing positions to pSE

financing. It should be noted that this type of substitution

is only the most obvious and easily controllable form, and as

such, probably represents the tip of the iceberg. Much more

difficult to detect is the gradual replacement of federal for
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local funds which occurs over _ e as employee turnover or

attrition occurs'and as a local jurisdiction expands its

employment base. Almost everyone who has studied the problem

agrees that these subtler forms of substitution are likely

to increase as local governments adapt their budgets to the

availability of federal funds.

A second type of evidence comes from the economics

literature. These econometric studies have attempted to

build models which project what state and local employment

levels would be in the absence of PSE so that the net employment

effects of PSE can be ascertained. However, economists have

not been able to agree.among themselves on what variables

should go irto the projection models and even small variations

in their models produce very large differences in the estimates

of fiscal substitution. Thus, existing estimates of substi-

tution literally range from about 3U to 100 percent after one year.

In a recent review of this literature for the commission,

Professors 'Daniel S. Hamermesh and Michael E. Boras conclude

that the science of making such estimates is still in its.

infancy and that pending improvements'in data and methodology,

existing estimates cannot be used as a basis for policy.

A third type of evidence on substitution can be derived

from systematic monitoring of the behavior of local officials

and of local program operations by trained observers in the

field. The Commission currently has such a study underway.

The survey is being conducted by the Brookings Institution,
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under the direction of Dr. Richard Nathan- We are expecting

to receive a preliminary report from them in about a week and

Will be happy make the information available to this

Committee. As with other types of evidence, however. this

approach also has its limitations. it is based on the

judgments of those in the field about what does and does not

represent substitutionjudgments which could well be in error

since they rest on informed guesses about how many jobs would

have been filled, even in the absence of the program, vs. how

many represent a program- induced creation of new positions.

Also, this evidence will he based on field observations taken

in July, 1977 when the,current PSE build-up was still in its

infancy and will not tell us very much about what happens as

local governments adjust to the availability of federal funds

over time. However, continued monitoring by Dr. Nathan and his

associates should shed additional light on this issue.

Although we do not yet have- -and may never havehighly

reliable evidence on the substitution gAestion. I think it is

important to clearly understand its implications for policy.

I also want to suggest that the issue may have been given mono

attention than it deserves. Pirst, even if there 1

substitution of federal for /coal funds, P52 creates at least

as moot employment stimulus as general revenue sharing. It

has effects similar to other macroeconomic measures, assuming

that there is net a substantial diversion of the money into

idle fund balances at the local level. t would point out in
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this letter connection, that there was an $11 billion increase

in state and local government surpluses during the last ycaz_

with a particularly large increase in the third quarter of

1971 concurrent with the build -up of FSE funding under the

economic stimulus package. Second, there is no trick to

creating all the jobs we need via traditional macroeconomic

measures if one is willing to accept the deficits which may

have to be incurred far this purpose. Such deficits are

certainly A political but not necessarily an economic

liability. pSE has been sold as a means of holding down these

deficits, and it is probably true that in the absence of

substantial substitution, it leads to more jobs per dollar

spent than the alternatives. Third, the major economic

dilemma we face is how to create jobs without simultaneously

Creating inflation. When there Is a lot of slack in the

economy, there is little basis f ©r fearing inflation and

unemployment is an inefficient and inhumane solution, in any

case. ButaskuMing that the dilemma is a real one, and I

believe it is in a high - employment economy, we need to ask

whether PSE will be less inflationarythan tax cuts or

increased government spending.. It is true that a carefully

targeled P$E program may be less inflationary than the

alternatives if those who get the jabs come directly froze the

ranks of the unemployed and are assumed to egert less

bargaining power over wages than more advantaged workers whose

skills_ nay already be in high demand. This latterJoeneflE
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will only be realized, by the waycifmages,for-psB-moilexs

are kept low so as to minimize-the-possibiakty-that.thera_

will be a competitive bidding up of,wages in_the regular

labor market. It is also true that inflation in the public

sector is less visible than inflation in the private sector

because of the way we value government output (i.e., at the

cost of producing it). But if attention is not paid to the

wages and productivity of government employees the implicit

inflation involved will show up in a declining ratio of real

services received to taxes paid and increasing citizen

complaints about the size and cost of government. My fourth

point is that efforts to redu.1 2-.1bstitution by insisting

that PSE workers be put,in projects and not in

mainline government acti,:iies ias the perverse effect of

reducing the speed with whlca such people can be hired and

the value of the community services which they can provide.

A fifth point is that PSE is probably a less flexible counter-

cyclical tool than tax cuts. It is easy enough to turn on

the PSE spigot during a recession; it is far ,r-.P, L-fficu=t

to turn it off during 4 recovery especially if Iocs governments

have become dependent on federal dollars for essential services.

Tax rates, on the other hand, tend tl rise automatically during

recovery as money incomes rise, automatically pushing people

into higher tax brackets.

To summarize what has been said thus far, whether there

is a lot or a little substitution, S believe the main political

action of PSE as a couoteruyolical tool. is thatit allows
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jobs to be created in a highly visible manner and not because

it is significantly more effective than general tax cuts or

expenditure increases in reducing cyclical unemployment. In

shorci-TrI were to vote for expanding ?SE, it would probably

not be on the grounds that it is a particularly effective way

to increase the total number of jobs in the economy but rather

because it serves some other Purposes to which I now turn.
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2.
e on and

211ES2111nEf.A.
riven the uneven distribution of unemployment

between different groups and different areas, it is probably

essential to Supplement macroeconomic policies with more

selective measures. Even in a high employment economy, there

wil be some individuals who because of personal or social

handicaps, discrimination, or residence in a depressed area

will have difficulty in finding work. A carefully structured

PSE Program could help to meet their immediate needs for both

work and income. As noted previously, selective measures may

also buy sone limited insurance against inflation. To achieve

these objectives, however* requires a careful targeting of

resources on those most in need. At present, there is a

tendency to allocate funds broadly rather than wly since

no group or area wants to be slighted. As an example, let me

take the eligibility requirements for CETA-PSE. Under current

rules, there would have been approximately 15 million

individuals in 1976 who were eligible for participation in the

program. With a total of 725,000 slots available, even assuming

a high rate of turnover, the local prO4ram operator's have great

discretion i4 deciding whom to serve. Some evidence on the

kinds of decisions that arc being made can be derived from data

on the characteristics of current participants. These data

are arrayed- in rabic 1 and indicate that most participants are

white, male, between 22
and 54 years of age, and with 12 ormnre

years of education. Minorities have been employed in the PSE

program in a greater proportion than.their representation among
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resources on those most in need. At pre ant there is a

tendency to allocate funds broadly rather than rowly since

no group or area wants to be slighted. As an example, let ma

take the eligibility requirements for CETA-PSE. Under current

rules, there would have been approximately 15 million

individuals ire 1976 who were eligible for participation in the

program. With a total of 725,000 slots available, even assuming

a high rate of turnover, the local pr6gram operator's have great

discretion in deciding whom to serve. Some evidence on the

kinds of decisions that are being made can be derived from data

on the characteristics of current participants. These date

are arrayed- in Table 1 and indicate that most participants are

male, between 22 and 54 years of age, and with 12 ormore

years of education. Minorities have been employed in the PSE

program in a greater proportion than.their representation among

these Objectives; however, requires a c
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the general unemployed population. Women have not had the

same experience. AA initial reading of the limited data

available is that PS participants are more employable than.

the unemployed population in general. However, there does appear

to have been some shift toward serving the more disadvantaged

jmst recently. DuringlhoTourth quarter of 1977, total

enrollment( TZ Title VI increased by 55 percent, but the

enrollment of economically disadvantaged persons increased by

82 percent.
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Table 1

PARTICIPANTS I
TITLES II Al9D VI WITH THE UNE

ETA
DYED

Current Enrollment Total U.

(Se tember 30, 1977) Unemployment
S.

1977)_
Ch- c Tit e II Title VI (September,

Sex

Male 56.0
Pena le 44.0

Age

Under 22 years 22.2
22-54 years 71.9
55 years and over '5713-

Education

63.3 50.8
36.7 - 49.2

19.1 38.0
74.8 54,2
-17-1 7.9

4.5 10.12/
18.8 15.8
72.7 50.8

64.8 -
h/ 77.9

33.7 22.1

8.6 6.5

19.6 12.0

beca _o th0ao tinder Age 20

S years and fewer 6.4

9-11 years 14.0
12 years and over 79.6

Race

White 70.4
Black and other 28.3

Spanish American 7.6

Receiving Cash
P b1 is Assistance 16.6

a/ Does not add to 100 percent
art excluded.

b/ Does not add to 100 percent because some information

was reported as unavailable.

SOURCES; Quarterly CETA data provided by the Employment

and Training Administration, U. S. Deoartment of Labor.

Unemplorment data for September 1977 from Bureau of Labor

Statistics, U. S. Department of Labor. "Job Search of the

Unemployed, May 1976," Cal Rosenfeld; Monthly Labor Review;

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department of Leber'

November 1977.



Even with better targeting, the question_must be asked

Whether PSE can be continually expanded without creating a

caste-like system in which the public sector becomes a kind

of warehouse for the hard-to-employ. currently, people are

not moving out of PSE jobs into regular public or private

jobs at a very rapid rate.

out of a total enrollment of 1,368,100 in Titles II and

V/ during fiscal year 1977, there were a total of 422,300

terminations. In other words, program turnover was less

than one-third.

Thb program data for fiscal year 1977 also indicate

that slightly more than 100.000 of the partiCipants

in Tiles T/ and VI were placed in unsubsidised employment

when they left the program. After making adjustment for

some reporting problems,we have estimated that about one in

every three program terminees is obtaining an unsubsidized

job when they leave the PSE program.

Still .another important question is hat happens to PSE

Participants over the longer run. Does their experience in

a public sector job increase their future earnings or

employability? Existing studies provide meager information

on this question but what evidence there is does not show

that subsidized public employment improves post-program

employment and earnings prospects for participants. Where

such gains are observed it is often because the program is

selective of better qualified or more motivated people and
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because their earnings; _ prove-for reasons unrelatedo the

program. This -does not mean that a carefully designed

program- -with sufficient resources devoted to training and

supervision- -could not produce such gains. or should it

undercut the immediate value of work and income to the

.unemployed. And finally, if in the process of purchosig

jobs for needy people, the community also reaps some return

in the fens of the goods and services they produce,_then this

is an added reaSen-for-being-4n-favor-of-PSE. it is the value

of this additional public sector output to which I now tqr7;

3. Providin "needed" =ublic services. If the choice

is between regular public or private sector output on the

one hand and "leaf-raking schemes" on the other, then clearly

the first is preferred. This also means that, whenever

possible* it is better to expand employment by cutting taxes

or increasing expenditures for important national needs

rather than to rely on PSE where the priority objective is to

create jobs and (rhetoric aside) the value of output produced

is pretty much a secondary consideration. However,

choice is between "leaf-raking schemes," on the one hand, and

being unemployed and producing nothing on the other, then the

"leaf-raking" schemes generally wirLout. This conclusion is

rein-forced if (1) "the loaf-raking
schemes' are high up on

the list of currently enact social needs and (2) the wage and

other costs of PSE workers are partially offset by reduced

transfer payments and'higher taxes for these worhers.
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There is little any) hard evidence on the output of

those individuals who ate employed under CETA V5E. We have

heard such that would indicate that the program has resulted

in an increase in and extension of the services provided by

state and local governments and community orgenizationee

Eased on what we can=observe,eancr this has been7reInforced-in

our disCussions around the country --P5E has resulted in

increased public works and transportation activities at the

state and local level. It has increased the maintenance and

expansion of public recreational facilities. And it has

increased needed social services.

44bet-ber-Chel7h-lue or thebe services equalled the net

wages of the participants is impossible to say at this point.

however, we do know that in 1976, the average state and local

employee engaged in non-educational activities was paid

slightly less than $11,700. The average wage for a

PSE worker was in the $7.000 range. About 30 percent of all

PSE participants received public assistance or unemployment

insurance prior to their enrollment in the program. The Mount

of benefits paid to each of these individuals would vary for a

number of reasons. To take a typical case, in 1975 4 family of

four in Illinois that received AFDC, food stamps and medicaid would

have had transfer payments totalling approximately $6,300. A PSE

job would have cost about uding administrative costsF-

and they would have returned some of that in the taxes they would

have paid.
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ail f this suggests I think, is that PS& is best

of ae a relatively small-scale program for disadvantaged

people who, in the absence of the program, would not be able

to find work even in a strong economy and would be dependent

on some kind of income assistance. This could include using

E as a snechenism for guaranteeing minimum-wage jobs to

unemployed welfare recipients, although no one really knows

whether

what to do a

would entail..

anemically or administratively feasible-or

the dual wage structure which such a program

if one wishes to maintain a greater balance

between unmet public and unmet private needs, while -still targeting

assistance on'the disadvantaged, then more consideration should be

given to providing subsidized employment--perhaps at leas than 100

percentin both the Public and private sectors.

4, 7ti cal relief for focal - overnment. Ironically

enough, the greater the amount of job displacsmefit and fiscal

substitution programs, the greater the fiscal relief'

and the more likely it is that the output produced will mirror

that which s normally produced in the public and private

sectors (`the Unix depending on how the released funds are

spent). In the case of 100 percent substitution, the program

is the eqUiVal.WIt of gene sharing with some hiring

strings attached, if theie who

can be hired lead to a vhecv the ,composition of state and

local government emplaymer.b, then the structural objectives

of the program may well be achieved and aggregate employment
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Objectives can be Left to macroeconomic policy. However,

this assumes (1) that targeting can be made effective;

(2) that changes in the composition of employment will not

00 resisted by municipal unions; and (3) that the structural

objectives are not frustrated by a compensating tilt toward

the hiring of more skilled workers or a relaxation of

affirmatiVe action programS in unsubsidized positions,

r have indicated:-In conclus

-That PSB is not the preferred way to achieve counter-

cyclical objectives.

--That, in principle, it cart be carefully targeted to

achieve structural objectives, including the objective

of providing guaranteed jobs to those currently On

Welfare.

--That achievement of these structural objectives is not

inconsistent with providing fiscal relief to the states

and localities and additional private and public output

with minbmal inflationary pressure.

--That some issues which still need to b resolved include

the impact of the above on public sector wage structures,

the appropriate balance between public and piivate wage

subsidies, and the extent to which people can he moved

from subsidized to unsubsidized jobs over time.

This concludes my testimony= 1 would be happy to answer

any questions.
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Senator Nkt,,,storr... The neat ineAtiag, in Washington, will be in this
room on March 1, 9 a.m.

[Whereupon, at 11:43 arn., tno, subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 9 a.m. We,:tai!sday, March 1,197.]



COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAIN!
AMENDMENTS OF 197S

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25, MTh

U.S.
ESUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT, POYERITY,

AND MIGRATORY LABOR OF TILE
COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

illadisom, IV i8.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m, in room 113south of the State capitol, Madison, Wis., Senator Gaylord Nelson(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Senator NELsox. The Senate Human Resources Subcommittee onEmployment, Poverty, and Migratory Labor is in Madison today toreceive testimony from a broad cross section of Mdividuals and

groups, including public officials, manpower experts, labor unions, and
representatives of business and onmunity-hired oiganiziitions onthe Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973.

I will simply have my stateme::i, Which has been released, printed
in full.in the record in order to economize on the time because we have
a Substantial number of witnesses, This morning, because of the num-
ber of witnesses we have, I will have to hold everybody to the time
limitation of 15 minutes maximum. If y01.1 WORM have your prepared
statements ready to be submitted for the record, it will I printedin full in the hearing record,

OPENING STATEMENT t1I ENATOR NELSON

The Senate Human Resources Subcommittee on Employment,
Poverty, and Migratory Labor is in Madison today to receive testi-
mony from a broad cross section of individuals and gimps including
public officials, manpower experts, labor unions, and representatives
of business and community teased organizations on the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA).

The subcommittee has legislative jurisdiction in the Senate, for theCETA programs. Right now, there are several bills pending before
the subcommittee to revise and reauthorize the programs operating
under CETA. I iii induced legislation on behalf of the Carter ad-
ministration last Thursday, and this bill would provide for a 4-yearreauthorization of the CETA programs while also making ri number
of substantive changes in the current law.

The tulministmtion's bill is it step in the right direction because
it will help prevent CETA funds from being used in ways that dis-
tor the objectives of the legislation. The CETA programs are a vitallink in this Nation's efforts to provide economically disadvantaged

(647)
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unemployed and underemployed individuals with employment op-
portunities. While most prime sponsors who ate responsible at the
local level for administering the to have done a very good_ job
of applying the Federal money that is allocated to them, many others
have failed to do so. Numerous complaints I have received suggest
that CETA funds are being used to replace local revenues to hire
personnel, and this kind of fiscal substitution must be stopped
wherever it occurs.

The administration's bill and the other bills pending before the sub-
committee will be thoroughly examined by the subcommittee to insure
that the legislation that is ultimately adopted is responsive to those in-
dividuals who are most in need of assistance and is not used as just
another form of revenue sharing.

By May 15 Senatethe Ste Huma Rn esonrevs Committee will report a
bill to the _fnll Senate reauthorizing CETA, The exact language that
mill be included in the legislation will reflect to a great extent the com-
ments and suggestions received today and in other hearings being held
by the subcommittee in Washington durini the next several weeks.

The various programs authorized by CETA, and the Federal fund-
ing provided under them, have become an important source of revenue
for State and local governments throughout the 'United States. In
Wisconsin, for example, almost $173 million will be spent by State and
local governments to provide employment and training services, as
well as public service jobs, during fiscal year 197S, This level of ex-
penditure represents a 95-percent therease over the previous fiscal
year's CETA funding level of $89 million.

The economic stimulus package' enacted by Congt.ess last year to help
reduce high unemployment and the passage of the youth employment
and demonstration projects legislation, which targets funds on unem-
ployed youth, explains the fundite, increase between fiscal years 1977

and 1978.
But even with this vast expenditure of dollars and other job-creating

initiatives, an unacceptably hipli rate of unemployment remains one
of the most troubling problems facing this country, Six percent of this
Nation's labor forceover 6 million peopleis officially counted as
unemployed by, tho Bureau of Labor Statistics. Thisrate and the num-
ber of people it represents increases when the number of individuals
who have given up looking font job and who therefore are not counted
in the offiPial tally are taken into account. Ar -,,nver. the national un-
employme:It rate disguises the structural rite -)loyment problems of
certain segments of the labor force such is a, minorities, women,
and older workets, among whom tmemplo t can run as high as 50
percent.

In Wisconsin, our employment situation is mon -promising than the
national picture. According to the most recent statistics av ;'llble from
the Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor, and hump Relations.
the total number of Wisconsin residents who were unemployed totaled
111,217. This represents an unemployment rate of 4.9 percent. Even
with this relatively low _figure, however, there remains a_severe unem
ployment problem in certain geographical areas of the State and
among certain segments of the labor force,

These statistics indicate a failure of our economy to pmvide suffi-
cient job opportunities to individuals who are is and able to work,
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who want to work, Mitt who cannot find meaningful employment. This
failure robs our Nation of billions of dollars every year in lost proklue-
tivity; it causes an increase in welfare, food stamp, health and tinewt-
ployment insurance expcaditres; and, it, creates havoc in families and
a loss of confidence in public and private institutions, In strictly
economic terms, unemployment is extremely costly., The Library of
Congress has estimated that for each 1 percent of national unemploy-
ment, some S1.6 billion is lost either by decreased tax. revenues or by
increased Rzieral spending to alleviate the problems associated with
unemployment.

One employment problem I'm particularly concerned about is the
high rate of unemployment among teenagersespeciallv minority.
teenagers. There is a growing cadre of young people through this coun-
try, it major metropolitan areas as will as in small towns and rural
areas, v;ho have never held a job in their lifetimes. This failure pre-
vents our young people. from developing job skills and work habits
they will need to become self-sufficient. This problem won't go away
even as our economy improves and it needs to be. closely monitored by
Congress and the American people.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, better 'known
as cETA represents a significant portion of our nation ml effort Lo
provide employment and training opportunities to young people and
others who cannot find them on their own. CETA authorizes a variety
of employment and training programs to assist, economically disad-
vntaged, unemployed, and underemployed individuals increase their
skills and job opportunities. Programs authorized under CETA now
include:

1.:1 program of finanenil assistance to States and certain local gov-
ernments to plan and operate comprehensive employment and training
programs;

2. Public service employment to provide communities with public
service that would otherwise not be available :

3. Youth employment programs, includimg the Job Corps, a year-
round Young Adult Conservation Corps, and speoial youth demonstra-
tion initiatives; and

4. Special -national rwograms focused on einploymen and training
for specific segments of the labor 'force whiell jacinth, migrant. and
native American programs among others.

The hulk of these profrrants aro operated In sponsor. Prime
sponsors include the State, units or combinations of units of local gov-
Tim-tent which have a population of 100,000 or ware, and other pro-
Or a in a [rents which serve native .:Vinerican, migrant, an: other groupss,
or areas which are specially desig,nated under the legislation. Prime
sponsors directly employ CETA participants, but they also are di-
rected and authorized to snbcontract with other nonprofit community-
based organizations such as Community Action programs, OTC,
Urban League, Sill, and the Mainstream older worker programs.

At present, there are over 430 prime sponsors nationwide. In Wis-
consin, tlleiTi are nine primo sponsors that are units or combinations of
units of general local government ; the State also is designated as a
prime sponsor to serve in those areas not covered by other prime
sponsors.
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These 10 prime sponsors will provide employment and training
services to a total of over 65,000 different individuals during fiscal year
1978, These services include classroom training, work experience, 6n-
the-job training and public service jobs. Some 5,500 youti, will receive
some form of assistance. nder the CE TA youth programs. while some
16,000 in-school disadvantaged youth will be served in a slimmer, youth
work experience program.

The subcommittee sincerely appreciates the time and effort that each
of the witnesses has taken to be here today to share their experiences
and knowledge On the related issues of employment and the CETA
programs.

We had our first hearings on the new authorization and the new
proposal of the administration 2 days ago in Washington. We'll re-
sume those hearings next week. Ourinterest la, re is in getting testimony
on how the program is working, what suggestions those of you who are,
involved in it have for improving the program.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Zel Rice, Secretary, Depart-
ment of Industry, Labor. and Human Rela tines, accompanied by Stan
Spencer, Assistant Administrator for Job Service, Wisconsin Em-
ployment Service; and Mr. Ed Kehl, Acting Administrator, Division
of Manpower Services. Mr. Rice?

STATEMENT OF ZEL RICE, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF INDUS-
TRY, LABOR, AND HUMAN RELATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY STAN
SP.13NCER, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR SOB SERVICE, WIS-
CONSIN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE; AND ED KEHL, ACTING ADMIN-
ISTRATOR, DIVISION OF MANPOWER SERVICES

Mr. RICE. Thank you, Senator. Good morning. I would like to begin
my re :narks by commending Congress and the administration for an
apparent willingness to reexamine the Comprehensive Employment
-otd Training Act.

Senator NEr,sox. Would you pull that microphone over so that
everybody can hear?

Mr. RICE. We recognize how frustrating and time-consuming it is to
consider major revisions to a piece of legislation.

Senator NELsoN. 2U you have extra, copies of your testimony ?
Mr. RiCE. No, I don't.
Those of us who are working with the CET21_ programs appreciate

the eficht being made, and we are ready to help you, Senator Nelson, in
any way we can.

As Secretary of the Department of Industry. Labor. and Human Re-
lationsnow administering the balance of State CETA. programsI
would like to tell you what we like about CETA, ?o.11 outline some of
the revisions we would like to see.

In 1973 we thought it was a good idea to shift the ILilministration of
employment and training programs from the Federal level to the State,
county, and local level. We witnessed the creation of a program that
local governments could design and administer creatively and re-
sponsively. In the 4 years since CETA was enacted, we have experi-
enced a. gradual, yet persistent, return to Federal contra]. We have seen
Congress add categorical program after categorical program to the
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legislation, and wn
and

seen Federal re !lotions growfrom suc-
cinct document and related training materials, to volumes of regula-
tions: hundreds of piecemeal, regional instructions; absurd, weekly
report ing requir, men: and grant-application forms that have tripled
our paperwork.

T suggest to you, Senator Nelson. that. this Federal eontrolad-
mittedly responsive to legitimate congressional coneernshas been
more damaging to CSTA programs than helpful, and demonstrates an
nobility on the part of the Labor Department to adjust to the nature

of a decentralized program. As you have, heard befoi.e, and wi'd prob-
ably hear again today, a regulatory role for the Labor Department
stifles State and local responsiveness to meeting their own /weds. We
think this problem can be adthessed through legislative change._

Another problem we face as the State prime sponsor is the am-
biguity of CET.k in giving the State responsibility as a prime sponsor,
and also giving the State larger coordination responsibilitiesimply-
ing that the two should somehow be related, As you know Wisconsin's
Governor Schreiber recently directed that these two functions be ad-

inistratively separated. We think the legislation should also make
.ii the distinctions between these two functions.
As a prime sponsor, my department has a responsibility to design

and administer employment and training programs for 4() counties.
lIre share. with other Wisconsin prime sponsors it coin ern that the resi-
dents of our area receive the best serviees we can deliver. We ill work
with auencies whose jurisdictions do not eon form to the prime sponsor
jurisdictions, and we all work with people who want jobs and employ-
ment services outside our areas. We need to work together coopera-
tively, We need a statewide plan that identifies specific ways that we
can all work together for better service to orw own area residents.

I ft re are my speei fie recommendations :
1. Clarify the distinctions between the roles of the Governor as a,

prime sponsor, anti as a coordinator of statewide employment and
training set Give the Governor responsibility to develop a state-
wide plan that can _recommend ways for prime sponsors to work to-
gether. fine the Labor Department specifie direction to recognize the
importance of a statewide. plan, and to recognize the importance of
prime sponsors working_ together. The Labor Department should con-
sider 'tie State plan both when they review prime sponsor plans and
when they assess performance.

2. Give prime sponsors the incentives to participate in_ft statewide
plan. Allow the Governors to design the incentives as they now do
with 4 per-cent discretionary money, but decateeorize the discretionary
money, so Governors have greater VOSOUreeS and flexibility to encour-
age participation in the plan. The current categorical pots of money
are based On an_ai.bitrar y. nationwide division of 'funds, and do not
allow individual States to adjust resources to best meet their own
needs.

3. We urge you, as soon as possible, to decategorize the youth pro-
grams. We understand that the four different programs were intended
to demonstrate different ways of solving youth unemployment prob
leins. We trust that this categorical approacth will not continue beyond

roasonoble demonstration period.
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4. We urge you to decategorize the title III programs for offenders,
older Workers, persons with limited F,ngliFh-speaking ability, and vet-
erans. We urge you to resist attemnts to create new categories for the
handicapped and displaced homemakers. These programs needlessly
duplicate services that prime sponsors can, and in many caws, are
already providing under title I.

5. We are opposed to the presumption on the part of Congress or
the Department of La bo that any single agency (like the Employment
Service or the vocational education schools) he exclusively responsible
for providing an employment and training service. We believe that
the selection of agencies should be the prerogative of the prime
sponsors.

6, We are optimistic that sugfrested plans to fund CETA on a 1-
year advance basis will be adopted. We urge you, Senator Nelson, to
continue to support this position. We are continually in a position of
telling our subgrantees that "we expect the money to come, but we
can't make any promises." We're. not slipposed to en pry any money over
into the next fiseal year, but if Congress is late in the appropriations,
and we have spent all our money, we week] have to terminate service
to our enrollee& We would desperately lime to begin 2- and 3-year plan-
ning. The advance funding process would allow us to do this

7. We support efforts to consolidate programs that provide training
and employability development (now under title I) with programs
that provide transitional public employment (now under title II). We
agree that these prop yams address oroblems defined as "structural"
and we agree that structural problems and programs are different
from unemployment problems defined as "cyclical".

We support funding for countereyel lea] proppitillS linked to unem-
ployment rates, and we ask that funding for structural programs be
flexible enough to change when inflation erodes the amount of services
we can provide.

In conclusion, I believe that the decentralized, decaterforized employ-
ment and training systemwhere we have had flexibility to use it--
has provided better programs and better service to Wisconsin residents
than the earlier, federally administered programs. I recommend that
Congress continue to consider changes in the legislation, and resist the
temptation to merely extend the current act. I recommend the re-enact-
ment of CrETA with a nest commitroe7lt to reducing Federal adminis-
trative overhead. I recommend 4],,a, whennot ifwhen Congress
defines the appropriate roles for the Labor Department, the State
planning unit,. the State prime sponsor, and the local prime sponsors,
and when Congress makes technical change qituplicity be your
primary guideline.

The committee staff has reouested t:.:11 we t. ,ald, to some specific
gislatlye proposals pending including the California amendments.

We have filed our written comments with you Should you have any
questions regarding them or other operational matters. Ed Kehl, act-
ing administrator of our Manpower Services Division, and Stan
Spencer, assistant administrator of our Job Service Division are
hero with me and will gladly respond to any. questions you may have,

Senator Nersow. Thank you Mr. Rice. We will have the Labor De-
partment to testify again when all the witness have been heard
here and in Washington. We will request that they respond to specific
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criticisms of the program. If it's possible for you to submit to us qv-
cific examples of rules and regulations and paperwork that you con-
sider unnecessary and burdensome, we would like to have them for the
record. We would like to then request that the Labor Department com-
ment on them.

I was involved in leading the fight to get these programs out of
Washington and decategorize them and turn the t esponsibility over
to the States and prime sponsors. It took us some time to succeed. I
do not (want to see the Federal Government again getting back into
it with a lot of paperwork and regulations that are intended to im-
prove the administration of the law, but in fact finds itself compli-
cating the services and being wasteful. So, if you could get your state-
ent to us in the next week or so, just specific statements of delineating

the specific areas that seem to you to be unnecessary,
I didn't know they were requiring weekly report. They might as

well make them daily or hourly.
Okay, if you'd get that material to us in the next week, Mr. Rice,

we'd appreciate it very much.
Mr. Rten. We'll do that, Senator. Thank s, eu.
Senator Nr..ulTn.l. Thank you.
[The material requested follows:]
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of Wisconmin Deporimentollndusny b- -d 4. An Relations

March 3, 1978

The Honorable Gaylord A. Nelson
221 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Nelson:

cFr met

I am sending to you. at your request, a list of specific problem
that we have had with Department of Labor requirements under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. This list will supplement
my remarks to your CETA Hearing on February 25, 1978. in Madison,

Wisconsin.

We believe that DOL requirements are probably designed with smaller.
urban Prime Sponsors in mind. They often seemingly ignore the costs
involved in operating and modifying a State Prime Sponsor network.
These costs (in time and money) reduce our ability to deliver quality

services to CETA enrollees.

I have confined my comments to those problems which, here in Wisconsin.
are particularly acute for my Department as the Balance of State

Prime Sponsor.

1. Balance of State Wisconsin continues to phone to the regional DOL
office, weskiy, a report on participants in public service employ-

ment. fiTis unlikely that this information serves any useful purpose.

2. After the start of FY 1978, we were notified that we were to-
report "Vietnam-Era Veterans" an our first quarter reports. Forms

that we had printed for the new year were instantly obsoleted, and
computer reprogramming was necessary.

This example is typical of reporting changes that occur suddenly
and are insensitive to the compl±dty of a state Prime Sponsor's

system.

3. Reporting formats and requirements are also insensitive to the
limitations of most of the nonprofit agencies who act as our -

subgrantees. These agencies, for- the most part, do not have pro--
fessional accountants, and CETA:atiministrative cost limitations
preclude hiring accountants and other needed professionals. Never-

theless, the tabor Department requires:

A. Complete separation of costs between activities for agencies
that operate more than one CETA activity. This will be
particularly burdensome for the three new youth programs--
many agencies are operating youth programs under all three

categories. These agencies do not have the resources to
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perform the complex time-distribution and :allocation functions
necessary to comply with DOL requiremeats,

8. That paid-leave (like vacation. illness, military. etc.) be
treated as a fringe benefit. and reptid separately from wages.
This is an unusaal payroll accounting requirement. Most systems
treat SoCiaTliFtiFity payments, retirement, health insurance.
etc.. as fringe benefits, but reprt aid-leave as wanes. It
is unreasonable to expect that out. ..ibigrantees have :he resources
to modify their systems to meet this DOL requirement.

4. Ina number Of instances we have requested technical direction from
the Labor Department and have received no useful assistance:

A. We have requested assistance in developing a definition for
"nepotism," in developing policy on "program income." and in
developing a definition of "capital improvement." For the
formers, the answers were of little help; for the latter, we
received no reply.

B. OM questions of allowable costs (say, for use of consultants)
we have been told that we are on our own unless the costs
involved are over $100.000. Fur a small Prime Sponsor, single
incidents may be negligible. For us, however, a collection
of small incidents can add up to large amounts of money.

S. Invariably, timetables for grant applications--difficult for single-
county Primes to meet--are virtually impossible fnr the State Prime
Sponsor to meet. We hart six weeks to develop a S'IP proposal. We
developed our Youth proposals on draft regulations and guesswork,
then revised at the last minute. We ppm lied with the region's
timetable, the DOt was over two weeks ate u filling their
reponsibilities--postponing the start-up plans of dozens of program
operators.

We have had an.opPortunity to examine the Administration's new legisla-
tion that you introduced on February 23. In general. we are very pleased
with the changes. Efforts to reduce paperwork, streamline the grant
process, pool administrative costs, and simplify eligibility require-.
ants will be a real help. 4.-Yr. ..

If there was a way to keep Title I as an Employability Development
title, and keep Title VII as an. Administrative Provisions title, we
might be spared some confusion'thatvill occur during the transition.
We are also still concerned that many programs outlined under the new
Titles III and VII duplicate services that we can alij are currently
providing under Title I.
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When CETA was first enacted. it waa
considered by many to be a manpower

revenue sharing program.
By definition this has resulted abuses and in enforce

meet difficulties. The APL -CIO agrees that the e to strengthen CETA

and to eliminate -- so for 45 possible --
misuse of the law. We believe that our

proposals, as well me many of the
Adminietration'e suggestions, will help transform

CETA into a hatter and more effective piece of legislation.

We look forward to working closely
with this Committee in tarrying out this

important teak.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

-279 1403

The Honorable Gaylord A. Nelson

P40 Three
March 3, 1978

Despite a few specific objections,
the overall intent of the proposed

legislation to target the economically
disadvantaged, to limit substi-

tution, and to simplify
administration is sound, We know the months

ahead will be difficult; if we can help in any way, please ask.

Sineerely,

S. RIG Z 11

SECRETARY

cll
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Senator NEL.soN. Mr. Steve Ickes, acting director, Governor's an-
power Planning Office. Mr. Ickes?

STATEMENT OF STEVE ICKES, ACTING DIRECTOR, GOVERNOR'S
PLANNING OFFICE, WISCONSIN

Mr. IcxEs. Good morning, Senator Nelson, Mark, Scott, and Joan.
It's a pleasure to be here this morning and to be able to talk about a
subject that's of key interest and concern in Wisconsin right now

CET.A. has done many things will (1) There is little doubt in my
mind that sA'.atistically ()ETA has positively influenced the unemploy-
ment rat,- in Wisconsin and the Nation; (2) through the creation of
"good jobs ",, Wisconsin, using CETA, has moved unemplord and
underer.:,10)ed individuals into the primary labor market ; and (3)
that CI. ,k ha; increased hope in many tlisadvant%iged citizens that
they ovo escape the cycle of unemployment and poverty.

While the fabric of this public law (CET') embodies what is best
in the new federalism (decentralization. block grants, and dccategori-
zation ), it has also significantly complicated, in Wisconsin and in other
States, tt longstanding partnership between Stat e. and lo.c:d govern-
ment and historic id employment and training programs at the State
level, as a result of decentralizing without providing a mandate for
statewide coordination. By Congress not being sensitive to statewide
CETA coordination issues those States. like Wisconsin, which pride
themselves on shared State and local initiatives and coordination are
finding it increasingly difficult to Work together cooperatively. These
intergovernmental relationships, in the absence of CETA providing
a forward looking statewide coordination polie- tILIC ",?lIlldate art. pre-
served only with great personal encrgy. a good i- irti;.,n of ri3k taking
and professional skill and commitment to the field.

Senator Nelson, in the spirit of constructive input, I :urn pleased to
have this opportunity to represent the position of the Governor's man-
power planning office on the proposed CETA rewrite. Since you will
receive input on the full range of CETI experience in Wisconsin, my
primary intent is to concentrate on coninumicating a meaningful and
complementai'y role Governors office can play in this new cr-n leg-
islation. In order to do this I would like to briefly describe the context
from which CETA emerged and the complex context within Which
non-CETA, CETA. primes. anti GovernOr'SOpt.ra t and I suspect, Will
continr:. no operate.

The edination of employment and teaming :-erviees. of -hid
CETI a large part, has been a major objective of the national and

wmany fora id looking State governments for mu thin a decade.
While progress in comprehensive coortlimition has been made in the
last few years, partly as ft result of CETA's influence, the sirstematic
nature of the coordination problems h Arc continued to dely easy an-
swers. We have found that simply talking about coordination and the
need for client centered comprehensive services is not enough.

Congress has finally begun to realize, especially in Public LAW 94-
482 (the Vocational Education Amendment of 1976) to recognize that
its major employment and training programs need to have a comple-
mentary legislative intent. However, for the most pait. Congress has
not addressed the issue of coordinated service deliver:, not planned
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for systematic linkages among major employment and training pro-
grams until now The coordination and linkage problems facing us at
the State and local level results from the complexity and variety of
independent employment and training programs borne over a num-
ber of years that provid-o'bverlapping services to overlapping target
populations. The programs of the P)60 s, which spawned CETA
31-DTA, 0E0, etc., were established alongside already operating pro-
grams like Vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, WIN, em-
ployment service, and adult basic education. With the exception of
vocational education, these major public laws do not reflect the de-
sired link:iges required to make employment and training a real
system,

Conflicting Federal legislation and regulations, different funding
and planning cycles, tend nonuniform service areas have presented
and continue to present major administrative barriers to meaningful
coordination. These basic structural problems are a major hindrance
to employment and training progress and it is our position that they
are a constant frustration to CETA a.nd nonCETA systems.

The passage of the Employment and Training Act of 1073 was, as
you know, an attempt to bring some order to employment and train-
ing program. Two basic considerations, still valid, helped shape
CETA. First, that a centralizedfederally operated employment and
training programlimited flexibility at the local level; and, second,
that the large number of independent categorical target and objec-
tive specific programs impeded effective and efficient provision of
services. It was expected that CET.,1.'s local decisionmaking and em-
ployment and training block grant Ii iding would stimulate the de-
velopment, of a comprehensive system to reduce duplication and gaps
in services and in great part it has done that. State manpower serv-
ices councils ti re turn, given an overall responsibility, but not the
complementary State level nituidate to promote and improve statewide
employment and training cooidination. The lack of a statewide co-
ordination mandate has made it mare difficult for CETA, to meet its
intent. 'Ishe fnle of the Governors has, again, in CETA rewrite, been
well de5ned lnit inherently compromised and weakrned. Sections 105
give the Gonlrnors .i7ome direct functions and. sections no give
Governor's ;S:ate employment and training council some functions, but
in neither section is there evidence of congressional sensitivity to give
a inan4aa! tc cnordinate bet --qm CETA's parts and between CETA
and non-ff.77, .;7stems.

In ,..reler 4,1! fi Ise problems currently facing State and
electn, an:; ;,tiiployment and training practitioners

and planners e Ye."A partnei$iiip has. to be developed between the local
delivery level and :State coordination functions, (7oordination cannot
result from independently designed local plans not can it be !nail-
dated by State and Federal performance standards. It is undeniable
that local realities and needs should and will dictate unique delivery
systems and structures, However. there is also a, need to insure that
coordination between. orilies and between primes and non-CETA eM-
ployment and train i.74 systems occurs. Coordinaion will be signifi-
cantly less effective if Governors ire, kept `silent partners,"

In order' -for Congress' apparent gold of statewide comprehensive
tree, le niery systems to become a working reality, Governors have
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to have the ability to facilitate and support. through incentive. local
operationsnot control !Ilene This partner-'1ip should, however. be
written as supportive and complementary-0 should not reflect Stoic
control. Such a. mandate needs to exist. for , it without a sup-
portive role for the Governors, employment ma. training services will
continue to be fragmented and coordination will remain an overused.
but empty term.

To what extent w ill Congress give Gorr rnoi.s the mindate to be
supportive under those two sections I mentioned? As I have implied,
there is little incentive in CET; 1_ rewrite for implementation of state-
wide coordituttion recommendations, and to the impact and response
to a Governor's policy and planning initiatives. The provislin of tech-
nical assistance and training to prime sponsors is important, The pro-
vision of labor market information to prime sponsois is important.
What is needed is language !-riying Governors the ability to achieve
statewide coordination and interagency linkages not review and com-
ment language aimed at looking at performance standards.

My comments up to now have addressed primarily the point of try-
ing to restoi.e what I think is ;-t natural and effective partnership in
Wisconsin. I would now like to make any specific comments and obser-
vations about rewrite short a.nd to the point.

1. There is a need to strengthen the Governor -' ability toe t iun
facilitate local operations especially in section 105. It ..!sted
that the Department of Labor's acceptance of a local plo.1 made
contingent on the receipt and considei.ation of to Governor's revie
and comment. I want to be clearthis r-eiew and comment function
will he directed at coordination and linkage issues, not performance
standru.ds and indicritom This 1.ole. is Department of Labo's. T would
suggest that the Labor Department solicit. State and local input in the
desion of a standard fornvit for the Governor's review and comment,

2 In order to insure a more effective role for f governor in promotinv
rdination. it is suggested that Governors' special grants he com-

bined in the proposed legislation with a coordination incentive to local
primes, If the Governor is to respond to systematic needs. theoretically
covering all potential icipant,4. a special grant should provide
maximum flexioility. And, if T can digress for n second, the only com-
ment that I would make is that the Governor's 4- nercent. money, the
request for that always exceeds the amount of money that. we have in
that area.

3, We. support- further c3 arilicat on of roles in the clearly demarcated
functions in sections 1O' and 110. This split establishes the Governor's
role as distinct from the Council's.

4. We support the following specific: changes contained in the pro-
posed legislation:

A. Single eligibility across titles and the attempt to integrate PSE
and training;

B. Restricting P'F il..er;ige costs and
C Encouraging all legal attetnpta tit inake inroads into the pri-

ector.
. One point that I mndo in the written =tern] that von have that

I've now changed my mind about after consultation is the issue of
targeting at the highest rate of the number of unemployed. When
went back and read that, I Slti d, boy, somebody's written that or they've
hired a lawyer to write that because it's written very carefully.



visions and integrate that with the non-eETA system. -1 is woutu ye
a major stop toward meeting Congress' original intent, and I thank
you very much for the 10 or 15 minutes that I've taken.

Senator NELsox. You took exactly the amount allotted.
Mr. ICICES. Thank you. That doesn't surprise Inc.
Senator NELSON. You didn't give us anything and we, didn't give

you anything. Would you give us a memo on your precise interpretation
of the language you referred to under item D, page 8, targeting at
the highest rate of the number of unemployed. Tell us what you
believe the impact, would be nationwide in 'general and on the State of
Wisconsin in particular?

Mr. Tom. I would be glad to.
Senator NELSON. And get it to Arr. Ginsburg?
Mr. IC ES. Yes.
[The material referred to may be found in the files

subcommittee.]
Senator NE SON. Our next- witness is Mr. Paul Guthrie, Director,

Office of Intergovernmental Programs, Department. of Natural Re-
sources.

Mr. GlrrImtE. Good morning.
Senator NELSON. Good morning. As I stated in the beginrung, we

have so many witnesses, we can't permit anybody to exceed 15 minutes
if we are to hear from everyone, so if this does exceed 15 minutes, you'll
have to conclude it and we'll print your whole statement in the record.

a
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also cannot subsidize a total cost of converting the unskilled to variable
skills. A subsidized training program also providing a source of skilled
workers would be an economic stimulus to the private sector.

It is also understood the final part of any training program really
should wind up with on-the-job training at the final employer where
specific training to the employer's exact requirements could take place.
We also estimate that somewhere between 2 and 5 percent of the total
nrivate sector employment could eventually wind up in this type of



My suspicion, if I read that correctly, is that that would not tie of
benelit to Wisconsin. It would be of benefit to the larger northeastern
urban areas. It's written targeting at the highest, into of the number of
unemployed. I think I would like, ou to take special note of tint.

Senator NELSON. Does that apply nationwide or within it state?
Mr. Ulm. No, I think that is refleetiveI think that 1110VCS as

away from the original intent of CETA which was structural and
moves us into a cyclical area and I thinl, it favors the larger urban
northeast, area with high unemployment rates.

Senator NELSON. You're talking about the language of the now
Mr. Icims. The new legislation.
Senator NELSON. Make a note of that
Mr. ICKES. We recommend greater encouragement of cros.s-pr:tne

sponsor activities. The present prime sponsor designation is workable.
However, labor markets cut across and through primes. The need to
impact on labor market problems is clearly another area of shared
responsibility inherent in the partnership I described,

6. Although we recognize and would be supportive of the need for
more effective integration of Wagner-Peyser and CETA activities,
we would hope that prime sponsors continue to be given the flexibility
to design local systems responsive to local needs.

It is not easy to attempt to create a rational, well-organized
iiielit and training effort---to value the problems of unemployment
given the unique context into which manpower programs were born
and evolved over many years. However, we believe that a balance can
bo struck between local deli i creis, prime, sponsors and the non-CETA,
system and that within the context of a progressive partnership., that
the issues central to each, as weli as the advantages of each system, earn
be preserved best if Governor can support, and facilitate local de-
cisions and integrate that with the non-CETA system. This would be
it major step toward meeting Congress' original intent, and I thank
you very much for the 10 of 15 minutes that I've taken.

Senator NELSON. You took exactly the tiuount allotted,
Mr. Icius. Thank you. That doesn't surprise me.
Senator NELsox. You didn't give us anything and we didn't give

you anything. Would you give as a memo on your precise interpretation
of the language you referred to under item D, page 8, targeting at
the highest rate of the number of unemployed. Tell us what you
believe the impact would be nationwide in general and on the State of
Wisconsin in particular?

Mr. Ulm. I would be glad to.
Senator NELSON. Ned get it to Mr. Ginsburg?
Mr. ICKES. Yes,
[The material referred to may be found in the files of the

subcommittee.]
Senator NEtsox. Our next witness is Mr. Paul Guthrie, Director,

Office of Intergovernmental Programs, Department of Natural Re-
sources.

Mr. GirrinuE. Good morning.
Senator NEE,SON, Good morning. As I stated in the beginning, we

1111V0 so many witnesses, we can't permit anybody to exceed 1 5 minutes
if we are to hear from everyone, so if this does exceed 15 minutes, you'll
have to conclude it and we'll print your whole statement in the record.



STA.TEXENT OP PAUL GUTHRIE, IR., DIREcrort, MICE OF II TER-
GOTEENNENTAL PROGRAMS, WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF
NErtrittu RESOURCES

Afr. (hurillt Thank you. Senator. T gave t <r Sent t it timid f eopiet
/111(1 available. It's a great. plensnre t oho here.

/s one whose pinfmionnl career ling grown along vvrih manpower
progiwas from NIDTA and the early days of the 0E0 .1et, Ii
CAIMPS Committee, and the development. 1/ f manpower mix-nations
to current. statewide manpower council;; and prime, sponsors, I have
a strong feeling for rannpower for the last 1r) yea's. f sort of feel like
the corre.-nt hirelcstcrisrn which says, "%V luire come a long way, baby."
On the other side of it however, I think t hat I'm not ,olivincoi flint
we really have designed a system that is flexible enough yet to net to the
great. variances in employment need and simple enough to he arl-
ministeted easily.

Itaving said that, I'd like to talk to you today a little hit nhont my
current responsibilities relative to the YACC pi.ograill and its current
situation, L,et, me first begin by reallirming our great. support, for the
program's concept and our intention to use the YAr C opport inky to
the fullest. We believe that it's upon t. he public lands of this countrt°
where the glen test opportunity lies for meaningful, productive, useful
new employment, endeavors arc neimted by public zigenies. Yet, todtty
with it degme of witless and with frustrat ion r rust Huit 01I (sN
perience today has not been good.

There are problems in structure. financing and tichninistratio and
in my 18 years in public program administration. I have never seen
a more confused program.Seruttor.Vr.r.soN. Which one are you specifically

1.r. Cl mfrs. The YACC. the Young Milk onservation Corps.
Seriater Nizsco.-. Now, that statute went into effect iu wlizit month

last year?
Mr. GETT1ME. August.
Senator NTELsox. August of last year?
.11r. Gumatv. Yes. As a statte. one of the problems of YACC

and this may sound like an echo from all programsis the futiciing
level. Let me use Wisconsin as an example. We estimate that there are
approximately 35,000 people in Wisconsin di at would lie eligihle for
enrollment in the progrian. Yet, in the combination of the State pro-
graninitiated under section 806about I 50 people. could 1)(' served
on aa ri.nrinial basis and the Federal segment, maybe 200 to 250 people
may be served. So in reality mit of a program that could technically
service M,004 people perhaps 350 will be served_ And more critic dly
than that, because the laigest ilevengps of [gild ie lands are away from
the southeastern Wisconsin cities where more than one -hail f of the po-
tential enrollees in because residential eninp expenses are almost
prohibit ively expensive when coupled with per enrollee cost limits, few
urban_ people will be served. Nonresidential iritl youth programs nay
he the only way to succeed under the draft regulations that are cur-
rently circulating.

Now while times arc different and needs are certainly different. the
belief that the YACC was the second coining of the CCC is certainly
not happening in Wisconsin, and yet we'd certainly like it to. We have

3 I.Z7q C.> .7g - 43
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the jobs, 1Ve have the work. 1N'Init we don't. It ire the fiscal
resources.

NOW Wen if our concerns for the hiek of Feiletal investment, were
alone, this meager ulfoit lins been IItttvod by Federal iliac( ion,
tilde and Federal agency disinterest.

Mr. Choi Titian, it is very difficult, to plitllSO IN'S!! C0/11111Onts to bluntly

knowing your great support for youth programs, but it has heen a
frustration in the hist 6 mouths. Frankly, it is almost as if tilts Depart-
ment of the Interior and the, 1)epartnients ()I' Labor and Agricull tire

do not want a viable St Me prograii1 to succeed.
The lam was signed. XliguEit 5. the int erageney agreement, between

the three agencies August 2:3, T'he repaid ions of t I Aber I/apart-
ment were publisl:ed 1)ecember 6. 'co this date no further regulations
have been issued by the °opt rt n tents of . gri et It liP 01' 1 nt eri i n pIe-

menting the delivery of t he program.
Further, we should all be aware that, a vonsc.ious decision was mule

by both of the two delivering agencies Hirst t he Vellertil program, that
their internal progmil wits to be up and fully- limiting he fore any State
grants were to he mach) and in most cases Federal projects were well

on their way with special financing, lliplter per enrollee costs and addi-
tional front-end costs-710t. to In allowed to the. State. It, implement,
their program.

0I1 December representat tw of the Moire of )1'i rennin OWL in

Deliver, Colo., with Agriculture and Interior personnel to -begin plan-
ning for application. At t hat session it 1111101N of eery key issues were
raised conccoming the, program. Representatives of the iigeneies pro-
vided no key information for us for use in lipp heat ion development.

Since December 7, 1977 11..iere. has not been OM' Written piece of in-
formation concerning this pogrion disseininlite(1 to our State agency,
and the only information that we hare hits coma about, in the form of
pilot* calls that I littve made to Washington awl in one case, when I
dropped in to the Depart ment of tile Interior unannounced and sat
Clown with the pro) inni people.

questions have been linstt ered. no proi'eclares established and no

regulations issued.
In utter frustrat ion, we, aS S111.10. 11:1e cantil.t uctacl basis first, draft

reguliaion pieces and tile De pa !Intent of Ltilior materials our on for-

mat, and we 11.1'0 fir iii tritltiii the. neN t 2 weeks an application without
assistance of Federal get Nance or guidelines.

A.s you may inutcrine, 111. 1 I. O. this iti VOTV disheartening to a State that
created a special State entity to handle what it felt to be a major new
effort in eliminating unemployment. Our Conservation Vi (1l.k projects
Board established by (quitter t), laws of 1077, is restless. Our depart-
ment, the Department of Natural Resourc.es where I am employed, has
potentially thousands of lobs and yet little I las happened and no one is
now employed in the State program in Wisconsin.

Now, let me be very specific, very briefly on some of the major kinds
of issues that are inuesolved. One of a special note, section 806(c)
clearly states that "thirty percent of the stuns appi.opriated to carry
out this title for any fiscal year shall he made available for grants un-
der this section. . . ." The Federal agency on their own initiative has
determined to take a 6-percent skint off of the 3.0-percent program for
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their own interiml uthninistrat ion and the. allot monis indicated to (lie
Slides tire based on hut ff-pereent skim coining off I he :In percent.

We believ13 that, skim is not authorized and that ad ttit.n.s.ra..n lci
Federal ligencies should collie out o f t he in !went appropriated,
That's $9 1,000 to the State of 1Viseonsiii. That's to --l.2 jobs it near that
are being 8111111111.(1 in Fedend agencies in this one State itIone.

We have sought, without success in reeei ving definitions, kill defini-
tions of what, 'hion-Federal lands" are. Tins; is especially evil lea]. As
von know, Irv. clink-mita, we have minterotts potential projects oll
-long-term leased property, hnt we have not reevived any advice other
thin that we should forget, these properties in the first alalalication to

controversy."
A. similar question (qui he raised whit ive to -eased" lands.
We have projects that we're going along St. Croix. for example,

where W have. caused property and t hat is a major question of
definition.

Senator NEL:fox. those. on St. ( are (i vnients miled
t he State?

Nfr. Gerrit am 'flint's correct.
Senat or NEI,si So Ilwy own them?
Mr. (ityrnitE. 01V11 flit The (111Vtiti(111 is hethershie it's

privately held land. we're asking fart lech Mott] definition.
Senator Nta.so N. EXOUSO. rile. tiolatals liptm what we bought. The

landowner who pap the iases on the laud luny use the land for what-
ever purpose it, was living used al tllc ti nue 11ie casement was pillchased.

State doesn't have any right, to build or out arty strictures on it.
t1r, GuTt Liu v. That's correct.
Senator NELsoN So whin quest ions are von raising as to easement,

lands?
gr. tit vim We're raising I he question us to t he service of t he cor-

poration is restricted onto lion-Feilen11 pohlie lands. We axe asking
whether in the case of easement or in the case of long-term leased hunt-
ing and fishing ground whether or not conservation work can he done
on those properties or must it be only done ice -held hind.

Senator NELsox. You said nun- )Federal. What about. Statevon
can use State lands, can't. yon?

Gcrunir., State lands. county lands.
Senator NEtsoN-. County lands ?
Air. Sure, hitt WV Tra t ryiog to of the. hreialth of the defini-

tion of that term. That's an example.
With egard to clipticity, We have a, serious problem with replird to

residential. We have heen told tliat our per enrollee cest cannot exceed
on an average 9,R00. This is a fie-are reached from the intetigencY
agreement, which said $10,500. and then the filwreent Federal skim
was taken off o-f that to drop flat enrollee NIA to $0.S00.

In nonresidential settings this is workable but its tight. In residen-
tial settings with no startup cost, it is almost impossible. The not resnit
again will be the inahilitv to get urban people involved in the p1o7L-Y,rani
beinuse it, still depress the amount of residential activity.

Finally. there is a third area which I call the Tinkers to Evers to
Chance initiation fee. and that invoisVd, What it costs an enrollee on
the front end to get into this pion aim and I won't go into the details,
Mitt roughly speaking if you look at the requirements for having a
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medical Initiation, the law says t Ina an enrollee must. he eiipulrle of
ea' ry hag out the work. The Departu win of Labor tegulat inns say a
physical examination is required which either iosl he obtained at
selectee's expense or be obtained at 1 jai(' OF no cost,

The Departments of A grieultuiv and Intaim., when they I nmslated

it said. "(ii ontees shall . . require that enrollees pass physical eX
ttnrirtnliott, prior to official enrollment. The eNpenses roc the exam' na-

t ion will be borne by the prospective. enrollee."
Similar transfer occurred tinder clothing so the, final hingu

t lie USDA in their draft italic Wei V111.'011(4'8 slut l l yrovide al 1 t ei own
Clothing with the exception of certain safety equipment.

Similarly, with regail to transportation, enrol lees will ho require 1

to pay for their own transportation.
As the net result and when coupled together. medical, clothing, and

transportationand granted there is an ability to deduet from
wagesthere be largely no payrolls is the, early days of residential
enrol lees c arse of the deductions for these three items, plus the de-

ductions for food and board.
_Another 1vut.icular lea of great concern is unemployment com-

pensation. We ,-;ceIderr----and it is Inv understanding that
it's been in the soluvto f the De pa rt ment of time. Interior since

Decertilmrwhat the definitios are of section 805 relative to the
language which indicates that. the enrollees for purposes of unemploy-
ment compensation f_trO not to he considereil Federal employees.

We emphasize this is not idle curiosity. We est i mate that if the costs

of unemployment compensation area sole responsibility of the p,rrantec

agency, it conld cost for t he first i mont hs of pro.trant $9.22,000 of

the $1,400,000 allocated to Wisconsin.
Finally, let me go beyond this to say that we're looking at several

innovative areas.
Senator Neeso.y. I want to say medal question of the unemployment

compensation. Congress specifically did not intend enrollees who left
the program to draw une nplop-nein compensation.

Mr. GUT /ERIE. Well could that he communicated directly to the De-
partments of the Interior and 1 vitt It ? As of late. Thursday after-
noon they still would not give Ina a formal opinion on whether or not
we should put that in our budget. :Senator we have been trying for
more than 60 days.

Snator .NELso.N. My understanding is it not an issue because Con.

press did not intend it to be..
Mr. GuTnure. We were tohl to budget it and we objected.
Senator INEtsoN. Wren, we'll take that up. It wasn't our in

unemployment compensation would be involved.
Mr. Gil11111E. One of the tWQ---Ant me mention briefly- two things

that we are doing on a mare positive side. I have grumbled enough-I
think

No. 1, we're looking very seriously
Senator NEhsoN. You've got 1 minute to d
Mr, Cityrnu. Very seriously at small camp sizes and work

levels, 8 to 10, mixing -with CET:V enrollee positions in super
capacities. We think that this offers the cost effective way to maxi=

rnize residential enrollees in this program.
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Finally, ILnll as lionted a 1* st en \v(lid(' It rge you to
look. wrionst) tU 1hn 1)cl:is:IN lit v Of ill(' tlesigint loll ()I' one 'Mull]) ist ra-
tivo agency and not, thin I() run his prokrrant. Tito vowing 'ilia
Pedera I agencies for 111 ei r i n-luttlAn net i it les Iii t heir e !Tort on regu-
lations and, rules makes it ad i !list rat i vely ex t re mely i t

Serial or, I thank you.
ITlie prepared statement of :lir. t ;tit hrie lot loNvs

PREPABED STA7ENIKNT OF PAUL CrTIFILIK, .1

It Is with metuntre that I appear today to dismiss aspects of the development
of the emerging Young Adult l'onsorcot loll Corps program (1'A('1') mid I be re-
all thnriza don of the Comprehensive 131111110y men t it id Training Act

As one whose professional career hits gri.MS'Il along Nith manpower I trogruus
from AILYPA rind the early days Of the ()En _let, the first CANII'S Commit tee
and the development of manpower corporations to current statewide intutpower
councils and prime spoiLsors, I lave a strong feeling fur tilt t:1st 15 years. 'hieing
served at one time or another with most of these groups, 1 am birthed to echo it
current hucksterism, "IVe hove -come a long wa). lath ". flat I lielleve Mat there
14 lunch that needs to he done. I am not convinced that we Mire realistically yet
designed a system nxible enough to react to the great vartittici(s in employment
need. yet simple entiugh to be admin istereil easily,

Ttxlity, because of illy current re,tponsihill ty, I vould like to comment directly
on the lACC prognun and It current situation tonl those( things Iii it I believe
:411ould be addressed in renewed legislation. All of this is olleiotisly colored by
my past eXperiellf_V With 111111III0Wer programs, and at times I may appenr
especially critical, I contribute this to the Subeanunittee in the spirit of support
and concern.

l'4CC-1.et roc begin by reaffirming ..y.seonsinti great siliptirt for the program
/VW our desire to !alike the rAcc, opportunity to die (idlest. We believe that it

upon the Public lands of this eon-lay where the grat est opporninity for mean-
ingful, Productive and useful new employment entletiiirs can he achieved by
public agencies.

Mr. Chairman, appearing before you and expressing these sentiments inns
appear a bit indulgent, given your long commitment to conserviltion and to
employment. but to others I would like till' testimony to signal our belief that
gainful employment a1f unemployed persons in manual resource and conserva-
tion programs offers att almost taxlirnited opportunity for valid jolts. It Is a
realitty that In many areas "public sector" new Job opportunities are extremely
unlikelyyet on our public In lids there is nit abundance of work waiting to be
deaewark that has been deferred, or left undone, lint still work with pur-
pose and work with great bevel t. The identillealion, and protection, of our
natural resources, oar forests. our streams, our lakes and our natural environ-
ment is a most challenging and important I1e4iness.

Yet today, with a degree of sadness and with much frustration, I ;oust say
that, to date, our experience wall V ACC has not beem good. There are problems
in structure, flunneing. oral administration: find i IS years in publie pro-
gram administration, I ha.to never seen a wore conf wort program,

As n starter. one of the problems with YACt! Is the low level of funding.
Let me use Wisconsin as an example. heir most recent estimates indlenft
that approximately 35.000 people in Wisconsin tit the age and employment
status required by Title I of Pl. 115nt-1. i it these, SIll111' ii.(100 people are found
in NIllwankee County and another S0(In in Brown. Wilmelino. Willikeslut. thine.
Racine, 71114 KI.1111,411/1 Let ill(' stale program initiated by Section 806
may provide employment only for approsintately 151) persons annually. The
Federal segment of the program may employ up to another 200 persons. So in
both programs, both faced with severe budget constraints, perhaps 350 of the
more than 35,000 eligible participants may receive attention. And to make
matters more difficult. since no )4 large acreages of public lands (tre away crow
the eities1 (where 011e-half of the people are) mai her Al ISO en i1111 PX-
Dell-4112S are almost prohibitively expensive when coupled with per enrollee cost
limits, few urban persons will lie served. Nonresidential rural youth itrograms
may lie the only way to succeed under likely regulations.

While times are different arid needs are certainly different, the belief that
VACC was the ,second coming of the CCC is certainly not happening in Wiscon-
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mid yet we would certainly Me It to.
what Is e:teal have are the fiscal resources.

Now eVell If our concerns fur the lack of substantive federal Investment In
this program were not real entlugh, this meager effort has been llitwtmlby federal
Inaction, ineptitude, and federal agency disinterest.

Mr. Chairman, it Is dillicult to phrase these comments so bluntly. k.atowing
of yottr great support of 'Youth programs, but it has been it frustration, the
last six months. Frankly, It la almost as If neither the Department or the inte-
rior nor Department of Agriculture wants It viable state progrziot to succeed.

Public Law O5-D3 wits signed Into lit w Angust 5, 11)77, un Interagency agree-
ment as to structure and procedure was signed effective Aniaist 23, 31177, lieg-
Motions from the Department of Labor were published December II. 1 t)77. To
this date no further regulations have been forthcoming from the Departments
of Agriculture and Interior Implementing the delivery of the pro:trout from the
Department of Labor.

Farther, all should be nu-are Unit as conseious deehdon was tootle by both
delivering agencies that the Federal agency program was to proceed before
any State grants were to he made. And, In fact, :Host federal projects are Ivell
On their way, with special flouncing, higher per enrollee costs, and front-end
costnot to be allowed to the states.

On Deeember 5, 9, :,11:1 7, 11417, representittives of the sfitle of When:I:slit net
with U.S Department of the Interior and Department of kgricill taro representa-
tives in Penver Colorado, to begin planning for application. At that session it
number of very key issues were ra meat Coluvriiing. the progi.a in Itepresenta fives
of the agencies at that tittering provNi to have no key informitt Ion for IN for 11Se
in atone:Alton development.

Since Decemlu'r 7, 1977, there has not Men one %written piece of Information
concerning this program disseitiltittled to our Slate agency, and the only infor-
mation that we have has come front rolls hy us to 1Viishinglon and from one
drop-in by me to the Department of the Interior hi 'Washington,

lutve been answered, no procedures est:Iblished beyondearly draft,
mid uo regulations Issued.

111 utter frustrutionwo as II Stn have constructed, from 1st draft regulation
nieces and the 11epartment of Labor materials, our own format and II re filing
within tivo weeks an implicit tion without assistattee of Federal guidance.

As you may imagine, all of t bis is very disheartening to a Style that created
a special State entity to handle %vital it felt to boa major new effort Melia:Minting
unemployment. Our Conserv:1.MA Work Projects Board, established by Chapter
9, Laws of 1977, is restless at this state of affairs. Our Department of littoral
Ittwources, where I aro employed lins potentially thousands of jobs, and yet
little has happened, and no one im now employed in the State inagrain is
\Viscously.

Now-1111%1u said thatlet vie be rery specific about certain Immediate cOn-
cents that remained unresolved in our discussion with the Federal agencies-

obs, we lave work.;

1-,ACC CONCERNS

t Available to Slato8SeelAon Npfite) of the YACC Act says, 'Thirty
percent of the stints appromiiited to carry oat this I ille for any fiscal year shall
be made available for g-ratits under this section

I have rreviously noted the small size of the strife in-ogram. To add to this

problem, In assigning allotments, the federal administering agencies have auto-
nottically reduced the .30 percent share for stzttes hr 6 percent for "federal ad-

ministration." For Wisconsin this meatus approximately $91,000. We believe this
is an inappropriate use of State program futals. We believe that smell a federal

sichu-off fs not authorized in this particular circumstance and that all administra-
tion of federal agencies should come nut of the 70 percent :appropriated to the

federal government.
Definition of Non-Fedel-a1 Lande,we have sought without success a defini-

tion of what are 'non-federal public binds and waters." Specific-ally, Ave have

sought advice as to the status of leased lands mai their eligibility for work.
Mc- Chairman, as you know, we have numerous potential projects oil long-term

leased property, but to date we have not received any advice other (high that we

shonld forget tlieie properties in the first Implication to "Avoid Controversy."

A similar question eau be raised relative to "lensed- lauds.
Broidential Capacity and COSi8 .We have hem informed that on the average

State grant costs per enrollee cannot exceed $9,800 including start -u1 coats. This
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figure win+ arrived itt Ily hiking the cost limits or section II 1.1 of the I nierogency
Agreement and subtracting 11 percent: federid 11(11111111st rat lon skim, let,dertil
agencies ore to Ite held to *10,5110. It Is oar understanding that federal agencies
distributed start -tilt finals outside these limits,

These e.ost limits, while tight In nonresidential NettingA, art. worloilde; In res-
denthil situations where supervisory and facility cosh.; add greatly to average
costs, the prosPcel: Is not bright, l'intro are, therefore, two pos.sillie ontettnietit
first, fewer reshletttlitl aillt8 cans be provIdts.1 and, in sta les such as Wis-
consin, where limit, pttlential public lands work sites are away frota the larger
cities, less opportunity will be prcaided for nrhan Youth.

Further, In states whit snail allotments as Wisconsin, hake camps providing
per enrollee coat advantages of scale not he created.

Enrollee initiation _F'crs.We yv expresstd considemilile concerti tilanit witti I
I descrihe Its Initiation fet.Athe costs luvessory to become lilt enrollee,

I.et nie explalnPlease remember duff an enrollee to this program must he
an unemployed 'person and therefore 111 all likelihood without touch prior jolt
suavest,' reinforcement.

3Iedical Examinntion: Under Public Law 95-9:i, Sec, sort (II ) (1) ( il) nil en-
rollee must be found, "titpaltle, its determined by the Secretory or Labor, of
carrying out. the work of the l'011k4,-

1711liVr Department or Labor loguiatimp; (2'i ('F'it parr :171).-n( (I) ), Ink Is
conies oolong other tiling.s:

&It physival examination Is required of each N110114,V, 101 it'll either 11111.4t. it(
obtained at the selectee's expense or ploy he obtained by 1111 seleetee at little
or no cost ;

Under 1st Onift US] tt.A regtilations, this sect ion becomes 06 I Fa 215.4 ( e ) (5 :

Grantees Shall . . require that enrollees It:1st; physical examinations prior
official enrollment. The expenses for the exoutinatimi %vitt It.Z borne hy the

Itroslicetive enrol lee,
Clothing : Under I regtilations 9711,23(e
Comp/project directors shall Issue melt items of proteetive It id safety clothing

and ettnipment to enrollees as are nece.-,sary lint! improprktle to ensure a. maxi-
mum of sof et:. in all work sit un tions.

. . . Enrollees are expected to provide all other clothing.
tinder USDA. 1st draft language: 21I CFI?, 21 5,1 (e) (i) -1tran tees slia

require enrollees to Proride OWII clothing with the exception of certain so
etpi 'potent which will isJ forntsbed

Transportation: 20 CFTC 07103(2) statts4 that enrollees "will he required to
tiny for their own transportation to and from the project or munp

Coupled together, the initial costs to an enrollee for medical examination,
clothing (probably different, from that norm lly worn prior ho enrollment) and
transportation far exceed the money the aver:ige enrollee will have. Granted,
provision is made for advancement of funds with later (lethal ion (rota payroll)
but the recouping of these advances plus eitarzeN for meals and lodging out
largely void the first payrolls. for residential enrollees; therchy offering no early
financial reinforcement to the enrollee at the most critical stages In enrollee
adaption to the world of work.

Unemployment Compensation: For it potential grantee, Section SO5 of the
YACC legislation holds some difficulty relative to unemployment corapensation.
We have been unithle to find definitive Inform:WW1 out the ruezining of this see-
tine. Because of our confusion as to the meaning of this provision, %Ne lot we sought
clarification from the Deportment of the Interior since Decernher.:No answer has
been fort licomIng.

To emphasize, this Is not simply idle curiosity, If this provision places on the
grantee sole financial responsibility for unemployment etimpenstition, for en-
rollees the costs can he staggering.

For example, we estimate that the first seven months or operation of YACC
at a level of 150 enrollees could incur a contingent lioltility of $2:22,600, or 16%
of total grant funds availaide to WISCOnSill,

Finally, baying shared with you some of our most immediate problems, let me
In concinsion briefly discuss several opportunities we are looking at in our proj-
ect plonning and delineate some stiggestions for both coordinating with CFTC
and for administrative change.

As I have indicated, this iS 1 fisimily tight program for any residential tie-
tIvIty; yet, If a major impact is to he made in urban unemployment, numerous
residential settings 'are necessary beeause of the locations of 'Intittle lands,"

Likewise, economies of settle in "Camp- settings do not begin until about 50

0



to 100 enrollees, Li nuMber that precludes siltull allotment states from acting.
As a way to provide nu laterlinnye yet_ fiscally soma' residential slot system,

we are looking at two possibilities. First, we are developing work-crew size
residential settings (8 to 10 enr011eem); second, we are attempting to ease severe
cost constraints by the use of CETA phicements in certain types of silaerVisorY
positions. Both of these devices should ennhle us to meet the mandatory residen-
tial requirements of the program and to stay within cost limits.

This device of the utilization of cunt slots within the YACC program offers
great potential ; however, it does point up a prohleut with current, ()ETA prac-
tice. Fur It statewide agency operating over many jurisdictions, the independent
coordination between prime sponsors and the halftime Or the state Is complex, And
while all sponsors are extremely cooperative and helpful, In packaging a 1111304-1
YACC-CE'rA program we are faced with negotiating with a series of agencies
with different levels of Involvements and with different funding cycles.

Finally, let me suggest that while the logic of the involvement of three federal
agencies (e.g.ManxnverForest ServiceBarks, Recreation, etc.) Is persua-
sive, the administrative Jingle is tinprtsloctive. It Is dllileult enough to gain ap-
provals In one process, To involve three borders on the impossible. I strongly rec
onimend one agency be asg-tieti primary nirainistrative responsibility.

Finally, the built-in competition between the In -house federal projects rim by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Department of the interior and po
tentlal State activities invariably result In the states getting the twilit. This
csanpetition Is not vinntiltito to good program drveiopment,

In Wisconsin the Department of :Natural Itesttureest owns approxhatatelv
1.000,000 acres. County forests cover an 11 (1(1 ti n110 i 2.25 million acres Ili 25 comi-
ties. In all of these lands, plus many oft wr places, opportunity for useful pro-
ductive work and training is available. We only hope that it cat be utilized.

Senator NELSON. 'Thank y011 very nuteli. Om next witness is Mr.
\\Milani 01 Vituen, ennuis' executive, Nlilwankee County.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM O'DONNELL, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
ELLWAIJNEE COUNTY, WIS.

O'Do Thank von, S.nintor. All I woftlul Ike say is my
relations as an elected each, 1 mid prime, sponsor in the Milwaukee
County have, been very well with the lot iii Federal agency in Chicago.
What I see after a number of yeti rs in government is that to often
the people talking about, lio to create jobs are not civil service em-
ployees, not county en 'pi ovces or :itate employees,

I think there ought to 60 greater in Volventent With the private sec-
tor and this was -what I did when I [meanie county executive in Mil-
witikcc COUTO' is tried to reorient oto our CETA program from one
that's social service, oriented_ into something into the real world of
volic, and what I'm trying to do in Mlwatikee County is to involve
to a greater degree the private sector.

Its the private sector that will create the jobs. It's the private sec-
tor that will pay the taxes that will keep the civil service employees
going, and, as you know, in Milwaukee, County we are under av man-
date front Judge Grady to spend tremendous amount of money to
clean up the water and if we are going to do anything, we need to
attract industry and we need to keep industry and I think that in the
whole CETA program from the. Federal to 6tate and the local level,
that sve involve the private sector, the sector that can create jobs, the
sector that creates profit and pays taxes.

This is \Oita we must do and this is what I'm trying to do in county
government if we are the prime sponsor in Milwaukee County and this
is I think important.

I think you helped us in our step grant that we were trying to work
out and is just starting out now in the foundry industry and all we
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want to la is the conduit for I he money 1.1.0111 washifigton to Ilia
foundry indust ry to train people for that indusI ry and 1 hope in the
future that we Mil ii fns other 111(111;460S 11001111SP W0 in county
government have no expertise at a II of I his.

Ind, if you want us to he the employel's of lust resort, tlwit that's
another thing. But, if you mint to use these moneys reat ively, then I
think we. have to do it in the sense i lust Wt. tin vi. to get I In private sec-
tor involved.

Now, I don't know how many people here today are l'i111 the pri vote
sector but if we are going to make I his program it success, the ClETA,
and get people oil' of welfare to got t hem into jobs,, WO need Ilse pri-
vate sector to do it; not us. We're not experts:. W have used money
crentively that clone to CETA.

We have it security 8 force that we pat 20(1 people to work in county,
government out patrt111iii t he street., looking out for old people. These
are not jobs we normally wool(' have.

I've allocated, CI TA moneys It) I I le arts and 1 think this is creative
but WO need t he involvement of I lip privat e sector. They ore I he
that will create the jobs =and this is what I would plead for vote
for its.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator Niu,s(w. I agree with on iii t hat being the substantial

phasis in the new authorization hill. The end result still has to he
ployment in the private sector.

O'DoxNELL. Well, we have had some questions of training
progl'ams that have been ruil for years mid theft when hey get out,
that the- individuals have g0110 through the I raining programs :mil
go out to private industry and they're really not trained for jobs
they're doing. They're 20 years behind and this we don't need.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Donnell follows :]

l'uKemttin STA-Ft:Mt:NT or WITA.rAm (1'1h)NNEM.
Unemployment anti the conseqiiinces it has for both the individual and so-ciety has long been recognized asini economic malignancy worthy of substantialattention by total government. in light of this, it is surprising that the basic con-

cept of a comprehensive manpower policy is still largely undeveloped at thelocal government level. itinpower has meant ninny things to ninny people andhas labored under diverse and often contradictory golds. With the passage of newFederal manpower legislation in 1117:1. local governments were given both themandate anti the opportunity to clearly define their own particular manpowerpolicy and to fully incorporate that policy with other related services orgovernment.
Milwaukee County has been involved in manpower activities for severni yearsthrough the provision of in-service training for its Civil Service work force. thedevelopment of the Pay-for-Work Proginn for General Assistance recipients, andthe operation of the Junior Public Scrvire and Summer Employment Programsfor youth. More recently, the County also acted as the funding authority for

traditional community programs which seek to trash the disadvantaged to becomewelders, auto mechanics, and secretaries. These activities, however, limit man-power by defining it as a function vvldcli is "tacked on" to the major responsi-bilities of local government. In its broadest sense, the term "manpower" reallyrefers to the entire complex of an area's labor resources and, more specifically, tothe problems generated by inadequate or improper utilization of those resources.The success or failure of manpower policy, therefore, can have imp_ iteations forsuch diverse concerns of local government as welfare, economic development.
mental health, affirmative action, the area's tax Nisi. the standard of living and
the equality of educational and vocational opportunities.
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Problem dellitition.thlring September of 1070, tile unemployment rule for
Milwaukee Comity was 0,2 percent. This figure represents 21,4(13 members of the
County's labor force, In addition to an estimated 20,000 residents of the Count,:
who are under-employed, or earning less than poverty le%11 wages, And ILILLinlign

111.1'1.! 111'n 11.1 authoritative figures awelliible, at lenst several thousand alidte
done' individuals who hove become discouraged and are no longer Nuking iiiii-
pinynient are nut reflected In these ligeree, For the County, these statistics eau be
translated Into it demand for tax (balers to support an average of 21,000 families
on AFDC and 3,700 on Cloneral Assistance; to provide unemployment ("oilmen:at.
tion to 18,000 individuals; and to 'mum available the numerous social services
required when Individuals and families cannot remain self-sufliclent.

Ironically, while so ninny people are unable L11 find and/or retain employment,
the "help wanted" ads in the Sunday piper fill upwards of 100 columns each week.
Local business and industry are unable to obtain trained workers in tunny fields
necessary to maintain or expand our economic base.

Thus, the ultimate challenge of manpower policy and programming 1 to des
velop a system Which necontplislies the dam I flinetlini of previdleg training and
other service to the disadvantaged to maximize their employment opportunities,
and to provide local government, tinniness and industry with it work force that is
fully trained to meet their present and More manpower needs. Until now, na-
tional emphasis had a tendency to favor the forIner at the expense of the latter.

Note direcliotor.Unemployment Is it misunderstood problem, almost always de-
pleted as a lixed. "stock" of the same individuals, who are considered either idle
unfort willies or long-suneritig vltrlitms el: it depressed economy, depending tom
one's philosophical orientation. The facts suggest, however, that unemployment
LLI a dynamic "flow" of Individuals in foul out of employment every month, with
the ilni11!..18 population emistlintly elianging. Tile preblem of the liard-eore unem-
ployed Is that they are unable to thol stable jobs, not that they are iambic to lind
work tit 111. Bush turnover III eteilloyniclit is due to low wages, boredom, unlaces-
ant working conditions and poor chances for advancement. Economic groat'',
however, Can serve to alter this turnover among disadvantaged workers. As the
eetelemy is stimulated, employers Pin into shortages of skilled, mature workers
for whom the unskilled arc no substitute. The solution to this mismatch between
available workers and available jobs, I feel, is the key to a manpower policy which
addresses the needs of the disadvantaged worker and provides a stimulus to local
economic development.

Job training must be more closely linked to job creation. Instead of just sending
people to school, we mast merge manpower with economic development to meet
the dual challenge of our manpower policy. 'rite most effective, most rapid job
creating program we have Is the private sector. Tile thousands of additions It
makes to employment every few peeks dwnrf the size of proposed government
programs.

The most recent issue of "County Manpower Report" features two articles call-
ing for the combination of ecoliontic developmeet with mnitpowerprograms within
a narrowly defined impacted area I am suggesting, dint this approach is long
Overdue and has validity, not only oil tin experimental project linsis, but shatild
be the paramount theme of all manpower programs throughout the country.

In recognition of these animate eentionde realities, we in Milwaukee County
are in the proceSs of redirecting our manpower program objectives to comply with
the business needs in our emote unity. My first step in progrion redirection was the
appointment of a new Director, ;Mary Ellen Powers, whose primary task will be
reorganization and development of a "business needs" approach to manpower de-
weiopment. Our second step was creation by the County Board of a planning/eco-
nomic development tenni to wek with business, labor- 1111(1 governmeet
to determine what new jobs are being developed In the community and how ma-
power funds can be used to facilitate these new jolts. Th

n
is team, comprising ap-

proximately one-half of our manpower staff. slain slay on the forefrmit of de-
veloping Milwaukee County business, and therefore, job-related opportunities to
help match tax base development with enlphryinent opportunities as part of an
Integrated effort.

A major governmental unit, such as the County, Is not only in a position to In-
fluence new job development itself, but con also direct the flow of entirely new
Industries_ Service-oriented spin-off front County recreation and tourism- pro-
grams is just one example of this phenomenon. A key position In this unit is It
"business liaison officer" whose sole function will be to call upon the decision
makers of our local business community to find out what they perceive as the up-
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proprla. t(l goals for uninpower development to meet, their needs. Conversion of
these goals Into final:title programs till then he lite ifrinuiry emphasis for Ain-
Waukee Conty'R manpower effort. Further, tills person vim serve the additional
function or tuivoente for the Madness community in other areas concerti
iferein County government has an impaet upon their profitability and, therefore,
their nbility to provide more employment opportunities.

impiiention for Or emphasis front a ellent.oriented
program to that of business needs by Milwaukee county, alone, or it group of
Contalfs, will not, however, serve the needs or future manpower pop:1.111ns in this
country. A new Federal administration is anent to accept, the reins of leadership
and, as part of campaign pledges, make sl roll[,' commitments to relieve unemploy-
ment In this nation.

In pursuit_ of that goal, manpower programs should out vottnnu il±t tin talluttet
to the welfare delivery system anti continue In iiii collies array of training and
retraining for Jobs that do out exist or arc no longer needed. National manpower
polieY should focus, Instead, on the real needs or industry, rather than those of
welfare and nerve to bring our limited resources together in a concerted attempt
to stimulate the locitl eeonotuic climate.

rea ter flexibility in Federal regulations is needed to blend more manpower
programs with those under the Federal Eennomic I h.+ elopment Act to help pre-
ent further flight of industries from economically disadruntaged aria', into the
''sill( belt. Such shifting or industrial locus servos tio refit national interest and
results lit all increased over-all tiseal burden lit greater %vein' re subsidy to these
hard lilt areas that no longer have sufficient jobs to Nerve t heir citizens.

Does It not intike more sen:e for county government to encourage the Ilse of
manpower resources, to prevent industrial flight or attract new industries to help
fill the void? Everyone vanilla- work for the government fit pohlie serviee johs
and expect the continuation of our Env, enterprise system. We 11:4 piddle officials
must recognize dint our collective economic heolth depends upon new industries.
new jobs anti ft trained stork force available to serve I hese needs and no other-s.

The expenditure of public monies designed to 1:14,0 people busy with little or
no cloture of long-term permanent employment 'h (111111 he stopped or used Instead
for job corps make-work programs. The remainder or our effort 1111ISt serve the
needs or industry and commerce ill renlistie Jul) development or we shall suffer
the consequences of inevitable failure.

Accordingly, the National Association of Counties. in development of its na-
tional platform for manpower revision. should conoenti-ate not only upon gren h.r
ederal fiscal commitment, loll also encourage fi redirection of program PIIIIIIIIISIS
to realistically serve the Miniver:'. needs fool the ultimate economic health of this
nation.

Senator Nria.sON. Mr. Ron Sall Fell lipo Ills it brief statement to
present.

STATEMENT OF RONALD S. SAN FELIPPO, MILWAUKEE AREA DI-
RECTOR, WISCONSIN 109 SERVICE, WISCONSIN STATE DEPART-
MENT OF INDUSTRY, LABOR, AND HUMAN RELATIONS

Nfr. SAN Fr nerve. Good morning, Senator. AI), mime is Ron San
Felippo, I run the iNfilaitliee area director of the Wisconsin .Tob Ser-
vice. a division of rho State Department Of Ilidustr, Labor, and
Truman Relations.

I appreciate this opportunity of presenting a few brief comments,
and hope that my thoughts might prove useful.

The debate in Congress in the months ahead, when permanent
changes in CITE will he considered, will cente on Whether the sys-
tem is working and whether the Federal Government should assert
niot-e control over employment anti training programs.

One of the tensions, nationally is the roh of job ser vire within
CD FA. \ frequently raised issue is whether that role should be a
strictly mandated one or whether it should he arrived at through a
competitive process.
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Whether the role of job service should be determined at the local
level or whether it should be mandated in the legislation is tied closely
to the shifting national emphasis in manpower programs. Current
legislation calls for coordination of placement services, but does not
mandate coordination.

In approaching the multiplicity of placement services, I would sup-
port legislation cutting the duplication of placement services coupled
with coordination mandated by law.

One of the objectives of job service is to be an effective manpower
center through which employers and workers are brought together for
the dual purpose of filling an employer's job openings with occupa-
tionally qualified workers and of locating employment for individuals
suited to their skills, knowledge, and abilities.

In Milwaukee, the Wisconsin Job Service and the Jewish Voca-
tional Service and other organizations have joined in a CETA,
umbrellaed cooperative work assistance program encouraged by
County Executive William F. O'Donnell and designed to reduce
du lication in job programs and more unemployed persons off welfare
and into jobs.

Under the new combined program, 15 Jewish Vocational Service
placement personnel are housed at the job service in order to get the
fastest coordination on placement. With placement counselors located
at the job service, and the full range, of job service resources brought
to bear, jobs are referred more rapidly to work assistance clients allow-
ing others to be moved more quickly through training provided by the
other participating agencies and consequently into placement services
of job service.

'We feel that this joint venture with the Jewish Vocational Service
offers us the unique opportunity of demonstrating that a coordinated
effort toward the goal of proviaing quality services to all segments of
our community is far more desirable than the present system of com-
peting agencies and fragmented programs impacting upon the same
employers.

As we expedite the placement aspects, the other cooperative agen-

cies will be better able to do their jobs of rehabilitation, transporta-
tion, vocational instruction and other skill development training

involved in moving people from dependence to independence.
The Jewish Vocational Service/Job Service Joint Placement

Project, however, ridges the question to the extent that welfare reform
becomes a reality, of how job service will service a welfare group as
well as a more skilled group, while retaining credibility among em-
ployers. A social welfare agency concept would be placed side -by -side
with a placement service matching people with jobs.

The question of dual missions should be given careful consideration
because in one way or another nearly everyone has a stake in how well
Job Service perform& Employers want capable candidates for the jobs
they are hiring for. Out of work or underemployed individuals want
an opportunity at a job, county taxpayers gain whenever an individual
moves off general assistance, and State revenue increases with the pro-
duction of more taxable income. The human benefits of a well run ung
program would be substantial.

We believe that the Job Service can be an effective coordinator in the
provision of quality manpower services to employers and prospective
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employees coming from all segments of our society, id that such a
coordinated concept would be greeted with enthusiasm front all those
now faced with an incredibly fragmented, uncoordinated multitude of
delivery systems.

In short, we would encourage the maintenance of the CETA pro-
gram at least at the present level of funding, with emphasis on the job
training and placement components, and a mandated coordination of
delivery systems involving job service.

I want to thank you for providing inc this opportunity to present
these observations.

Senator NELsoxe Thank you very much, Mr. San Felippo.
?fr. Larry Cohn, representing the apparel industry, and Mr. Fred

Luber, representing Super Steel of Milwaukee. Do you have prepared
statements?

STATEMENT OF LARRY COHN, PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, VA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OP MEN'S AND BOY'S APPAREL CLUBS
AND TICE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN'S AND CHIL-
DREN'S AMAMI CLUBS, REPRESENTING THE APPAREL INDUS-
TRY ; AND FRED LUBER, CHAIRMAN, SUPER STEEL OF MILVIAU-
KEE, AND CHAIRMAN, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMIIIIT-
TEE, MILWAUKEE COUNTY RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT
WORKS

Mr. Coax. No. sir. It will be very brief. Would von like to go first ?
Mr. Lunen. Good morning, Senator. I'm Fred Luber, chairman of

the Super Steel Products Corp, and chairman of the Employment
and Training Committee of the .Milwaukee County Resource and De-
velopment Works.

The makeup of our committee is primarily a cross section of major
employers in Milwaukee County snub as Harnischfeger Com.. Rex-
Dora, Inc., Ladish Co.. Maynard Steel Casting Co.. Allen-Badley.
Our purpose is basically to review the effectiveness of existing,- pro-
grams andto assist in the directing and optimizing of these programs;
also to assist, in program modifications or the generation of new pro-
grams where they're applicable. We also tiy to monitor our funds and
our expenses so they're on a result basis so we can look back at what
we're achieved.

Our findings to date are veer basic. No I. there is a large and grow-
ing shortage of skills in the private sector. the same time there's
significant unemployment, particularly in the youth categories that
are very trainable. Net existing to programs both public and
private are not generating the quality or the quantity of the skills
required. Next, the private sector employers are the only logical group
that, No 1, can identify and rpiant i fv the existing and future skill re-
quirements; No. 2, generate and mon i tor training programs to produce
a graduate with employable skills: Yo. 1, substantially reduce or elim-
inate overhead cost but not requiring public sector bureaucracy be-
tween the unemployed and the employer.

Next, a private sector is also spending considerable money and re-
sources on an individual basis today which could he better handled
collectively ,00rdination with CETA. programs. The private sector
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also cannot subsidize a total cost of converting the unskilled to variable
skills. A subsidized training program also providing a source of skilled
workers would be an economic stimulus to the private sector.

It is also understood the final part of any training program really
should wind up with on-the-job training at the final employer where
specific training to the employer s exact requirements could take place.
We also estimate that somewhere between 2 and 5 percent of the total
private sector employment could eventually wind up in this type of
training which would substantially reduce unemployment.

Another thing is that the private sector is now ready and willing to
participate in this type of program. The current status of where we
are in our committee is, as Bill O'Donnell mentioned, we hive a pilot
stipend program going which is called foundry cast and will create
400 jobs over the next 6 to 18 months in the foundry industry.

This program is being sponsored and operated by the foundry in-
dustry and they are controlling all aspects of this program. We are in
the process now of starting a welding program.

Senator NELSON. Is that last, the foundry stipend program, under-
way ?

Mr. Lunn. It's underway. We now 11_ students already in the
program.

Senator Nur.sex. OK.
Mr. LUBER We are in the process of starting up a welding program

which instead of being for a specific indiistry will be industrywide.
This may well be sponsored by somebody like WMC or some othei.
association.

Our first step is to evaluate existing training such as AINTC, OW,
et cetera, and then develop a total program that will supply the weld-
ing skills required by the greater Milwaukee area.

We're also looking at additional programs based on a shortage
quantity and a priority basis. In addition we're looking at in--house
private training programs such as HarnisehfrJier in Milwaukee.
Their company has graduated 1,100 trainees and their training pro-
gram, all with skills in various manufacturing areas.

The cost to date has been something like $15,000 per employee
part of which is subsidized by CETA. We're looking at that relation-
ship to see if that type of program

Senator Nereox. You said $15,000 in cost includes some payment to
the-

U1'. LUBER, That includes the stipend for the trainee.
Senator NmsoN. How much of the $15.000?
Mr. 174tiitEit. Depending upon the length of the trainee, how

he's in th© program. Some of the programs are shorter and som
longer.

Senator Nr.r.soN. Well, what percentage then of the $15,000 is train-
ing and what percent is the stipend to the employee?

Mr. Mien. I don't know the exact breakdown. I can get you that
answer but I think it's primarily 80 percent labor cost and not train-
ing cost.

Senator NgtsoN. Yes.
Mr. Lunta. In conclusion, I tlfink that our group is certainly on the

right track and we are conOnced that a much better job can -be done
and we very strongly recommend that programs that exist now be
modified. so the private sector can be involved to their fullest capability.

are
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IlatOr VMS° S. Thank you very much. Air. Cohn?
Mr, CC011ti. Good morning, Senator. My name is Larry Cohn. r am

representing the apparel industry nationally. I acct public relations
director ()late National Association of Men's and Boys' Apparel Clubs
and the National Association of Women's and Children's Apparel
Clubs,

The reason I am here is to urge your support on a CETA program
for the ap-parel industry and I would like to preface my brief remarks
with just a couple of facts that might he a little astounding to those
in attendance,

The apparel industry, men's wear, women's Vear, children's wear
and, by tho Ivay, as long as there are rifles in this country that you
have to wear clothes, we'll be in business. Unfortunately the Govern-
ment does not recognize our industry. We did last year it consumer
volume in excess of $80 billion, second only to the food industry ; twice
as large as the automobile industry.

Our particular groups are the. larger trade associations in the soft
goods industry and we encompass the entire met ropolitan areas of the
United States, We have approximately 65 local area associations who
handle the sales ofwholesale of all men's, women's, and ehildt'en's ap-
parel- We attract well over 3i 0,000 retailers to our markets throughout
the year.

Many years ago we approached the Federal Govermnen t, tual I be-
lieve, Senator, you recall you helped its get started in one of those areas
and tinfortunatelyand you'll excuse me-----exc use the expression, the
Nixon administrator forgot Nye existed after they made promises to
us. Our industry is the only industry that lifts not received 1, penny
of Federal support money in any educatiOhal 01 training-type program
when Nee have jobs that are waiting to be bad.

The private sector, as these gentlemen have told you, offers more
opportunity for job security for youngpeoNe. Not everybody is a
college student. Not everybody can be trained for any job but with the
proper training, we have jobs that are available,

Just Ws past week I vas telling Mr, O'Donnell's office a job with
a division of the Levi Strauss Co. far ,22,000 a year could not be filled
because I couldn't find a properly trained per wbetlier it be white,
black, purple, man, or women, whatever, We couldn't dill that position.

We would like to urge you, Senator, to have the Chi [ program
or a stipend program nr whate%Tr developed with the apparel indus-
try in mi nd. liave oppon unit its that 1.1e unlinlitod, We have people
within_ this industry who lu begging for qualified trained people, We
can train, them. Wc do not have the Federal We do not have the funds
to put the training programs in operation.

When 'heard this gentleman from the DN_ t al k ahout frustrations,
wish he could see my files on how we have attempted to get the Fed-

eral Government to support this prognini and tin reason I am here
today frankly-, sir, is because I wrote the President last July and the
President completely agreed and urged the Department of Labor to
itr the local level, Milwaukee County to be exact, to support us.

_et witli.Mr. O'Donnell and Mr. ()'Donnell las been most gracious
and supportive and he recognizes and has Well what can he done. Un-
fortunately the Congress hi-is not and I urge yon, sir, to keep the ap-
parel industry in mind when any future progeams are developed.
Thank you.
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Senator NELSON. Any participation of privates tor would be
through local prime sponsors?

Mr. Conic Right.
Senator l'imsox. Not at the Federal level.
Mr. Coax. But funds have to come down front the Federal level.
Senator NELSON. Yes; but the deeisionmaking and participation his

to be at the State or local
Mr. Con-x. That's right. That's right.
Senator NELSON. So, what is it that Congress has trussed? That is

what I'm trying to understand.
Mr. Conti. I-don't think they've appropriated funds. For example,

if a second sup program were to be available in the Milwaukee area,
we couldn't do it because they have a regulation that Mr. O'Donnell
cannot recognize more th t one per year in a calendar year I believe
that's accurate. Therefore, Mr., Luher's group, which is certainly justi-
fied, has the program. We have to cvait another year and T think that's
wasting a lot of jobs.

There are many programs, Senator, even in the lfilwaukeo County
and I'm sure throughout the United States whose training funds

spending I would seriously question. I have yet to see complete and
excellent results from any of these programs.

The Milwaukee Journal recently printed a headline article stating
that $5,300,000 was spent from Seine Federal programI don't know
what it was -to create 13 jobs, 'That's the most ridiculous thing I've
ever heard: and as a taxpayer, I resent it.

Senator NELSON. I didn'tsee thestory.
Mr. Crum I have it right here, sir. if YOU'd like to see it.
Senator NELSON. It inust be in the Pentagon.
Mr_ Co. m No; this wits in Milwaukee County. This was Milwaukee

County.
Senator NELsox. Leave that with us. Thank you very much, gentle-

Men.
Mr. Cotax. Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Pam Anderson, executive di-

rector of the Madison-Dane County Employment and T raining Con-
sortium, appearing in place of Mayor Soglin.

STATEMENT OF FANTLE& .ANDERSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

MAXISON-MANE COUNTY ElIPLOYMENT An TRAINING COUR-
THIN, APPEARING O] MERALY OF IWAYOR SOOLIN

Ms. XxnEasox. Thank you. I'm afraid Pin a poor substitute for the
mayor and county executive but, due to unavoidable scheduling con-
flicts, they're both out of town today and were unable to appear so
they asked me to come in their stead.

I want to say at the outset that I think on the whole local officials, at
least in Wisconsin, have used CETA resources effectively in promot-
ng economic self-sufficiency for the disadvantaged and providing jobs

for the unemployed Front our perspective of running programs that
have generally been successful and that have met the basic purposes
of CETI as these have evolved legislatively, I think I can share with
you some of our concerns about the future of CETA and make some
positive recommendations for change.
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The major thrust of my test.iniony is this: Congress should
the basic CETA system and strengthen it as a decentralized, decateg,or-
ized and flexible system of assistance to the enemployed. underem-
ployed, and economically disadvantaged. Put. Non should take strong
action to stop the trends toward recategorization. Federal and State
control, increasingly rigid ruletrinking, and intrusion by the Depart-
ment of Labor and sometimes State agencies into local deeisionma king.
Prime sponsors in Wisconsin recognize the need for comprehensive
planning, for intergovernmental coop( ratioi and for reducing the un-
necessary duplication of services; but, ire feel

Senator NPASON% You're saying strong action is needed to stop the
trends toward recategorization. The trend toward State control, too?
Is that what you're saying ?

Ms. A-Noy:mow. I see more of that trend in sonic of the legislative
drafts that I've been examining in this rewrite.

Senator NELSO. You object to more State control ?
Ms. A-Novism Yes, I do. Prime sponsors I think can best develop

local coordinated delivery systems which are responsive to the area
labor market and to the needs of the unemployed and disadvantaged.
We need the time to build the system to make it work. the resources
necessary to have a real impact and the flexibility to design programs
to meet local needs.

I think we need comprehensive reauthorization legislation, not piece-
meal amendments.. We want to redesign that which will provide a
strong framework for our efforts at solving the problems of structural
unemployment over the next 4,5 years.

In line with this preface, I have Piw specific recoinnienclations to
make.

Senator NErsox. I take it you have not had available a copy of the
bill I introduced for the administration for the authorization of
CETA?

AxpErtsox. I don't believe I've seen the latest draft, Senator.
Senator NEr.sox. You saw the first draft?
Ms. ANDEnsoN. One of the earlier Yes, some of the earlier drafts,

right ; not the latest one.
Senator NeLsox. All right.
Ms. Alizorstsov. In response I guess to what you're asking. we don't

object to a State planning and coordinating role and in fact have been
moving toward that in Wisconsin I think in trying to have prime spon-
sors and the State planning Mike working closer tor I her, but I think
we would have problems with a stringer State control aspect and
guess that's whet I'm really responding to in that statement. I think
we need to really look at the jurisdictions and where things can overlap
and where we need to keep problems separate and funding separate.
That's the main thrust.

r think Congress should increase significantly the share of CETA
resources that have provided for employ_ ability development programs
which can best combat the problems of structural unemployment.

Congress shonhi provide flair and uniform eligibility requirements
for all CETA proponents in order to facilitate development of a com-
prehensive delivery system.

You should encourage and facilitate the development of coordinated
delivery systems which provide an unbroken sequence of services at the

i27g 78 - 44
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local level, with incentives for such delivery systems to operate
throughout a labor market area or even statewide,

You should provide administrative flexibility within hi end quality
control guidelines to prime sponsors, with Department of Labor's role
focusing on technical assistance and manamment-by-exeeption.

You should. utilise job creation strategies which will provide per-
manent work opportunities to those who have been denied access to the
primary labor market, rather than continuing the massive infusion of
dollars into eountereyelical job creation efforts.

And, I want to focus on a couple of these areas for the reinaindler of
my presentation.

I think a major issue for prime sponsors is the continuing entnhnsis
on categorical and countetcycl ical prourams, with :in oven smaller per

of total CETA resources going into title I, which provides the
only truly comprehensive and relatively flexible approach to solvin
an area's structural unemployment problems. I think with the national
economy improving and the economic situation in States like Wiscon-
sin improving significantly, we need to take a hard look at this total
situation.

Our premise in Wisconsin is this : Given sufficient resources and
flexibility, prime sponsors will utilise CETA, as an :equal employment
opportunity strategy to gum entry to rho hihor force for target groups
such as women, minorities, youth, migrants, the handicapped. Wa can
fund programs and develop new strategies to !serve the special needs of
identified target groups within National and State priorities and
guidelines, if you will give us the increased funding necessary to do the
job well Our experience in Dane County has shown that we are sell,-
mg target groups far in excess of their percentage in the unemployed
labor force. In fact, the Labor Department made us justify our signifi-
cant segment goals this year because they exceeded by more than 15
percent their relative proportion of the nnemployed labor force. For
example, we expect to servo '20 percent blacks when they comprise only
12.8 percent of the unemployed in Dane County. We thought DOL's
position rather ironic given Cl TA's congressional mandate to serve
those most in need.

Senator glILSON. What was their position precisely ?
Ms. AxnETS0g. We had to go to a large extent to justify the reasons

why we weiv serving more than the numbers in the unemployed labor
fotce,The implication was that tile percentages of target groups served
would equal their proportion in the unemployed population and if you
deviated either above or below, there had to be other reasons and you
had to show clearly what the reasons were for that kind of deviation.

Semitor Nmsox. oe these that yori identify would fit within the
category of struetund unoluploy , wouldn't they

Ms. NNIMFLSON% Yes ; l tliirtic so,
Senator NIELSON. And they're certainly not objecting to v ver

percentage you may serve ?
IVNDEFISON. Well they did in the grant, rev ins- nes in fiscal

year Mi. Their specific instructions were drat FL deviation of more
than 15 percent could not occur,

Senator NELSON. Well are they now insisting upon that?
MS. ANDERSO:C. They're not insisting upon it but we had to go

through a great deal of WeliC and paperOrk to justify the exceptions.
They did, approve the plan with the increased pereentsges.
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Senator nu.sox. I can't. moll. Where does the Iii percent ftguic come
from? That's not statutory.

Ars. ANDERSON. That \vMMSitt the rulemaking.
Senator NEnsox. By regulation?
Ars. A-Nonnsox. Um-hnini,. by regulation. OR. Basically we maintain

that there is no need for separate categorical titles for youth, special
target groups, or for so-called private sector initiatives if flue funding
level is high enough ander a comprehensive services title.. As an ex-
ample, our consortium has gone on record as favoring t he provision. of
comptuhensive employability development services to displaced home-
makem under CETA, but not as a categorical program or under title

We believe that this target group can be effeotively served by prime
sponsors, under a comprehensive program which prm-ides intake, as-
sessment, counseling, extensive supportive services, training and job
placement all focused. on the special problems of the displaced home-
maker. We believe employability CelltOIN can focus resources and as-
sistance to this group, who may number over 0,0(100 in Wisconsin alone.
So, here is tin example of a national concern and statewide priority and
a local target group thick can be ette.c lively served by the CETA
system ; but not without significant additional resources and the flexi-
bility to design programs -winch meet, real needs.

Senator NEtsox. Well, are displaced homemakers services available
now or are you saying that year could design them to be administered
by a prime sponsor?

Ms. ANDFIRsox. The possibilities are available now. Whitt we would
need, though, is increase& flexibility to put thein tog-ether in the right
-ways and increased funding levels so we wont dn be reducing services
to other target groups who needed services just as much. We could
look at ways of putting; the components together specifically to address
the needs of displocedhomennt kers, but we do need I think additional
funding under a title I sort of :approach rat her than funding in a sep-
arate categorical program.. 1% could integrate delivery of services into
the existing delivery of services. I think t laft's possible.

Senator NEnso.N. IVell, is there. a signifiennt difference between the
problem of training and finding employment opportunities for dis-
placed homemakers and others for whom you are, providing services?
Is it a unique category iu teritis of trztining problems, ernployilLility
problems?

Ms. ANDEnso.N. I guess I would have to soy I hat each target g
has its unique pmblei :old that what went trying to do is focus oil the
specific barriers to employment for a given group and then design
programs around that. I'm not sore that l refill identify reasons for
separating displaced home inakers as a elitegoi y out side of t emu pre-
hensivo system. I think there areenourh

Senator NEesos. For whit d you -a'
Ms. Axtinnsox For sopa ratiag programs ifor displ I lt Hems kers

outside of the cemprehensi le system. f tltiink Ilia I ie nceds are S nt lttr
enough that, if we had a funding level that NMS ILIC(Illate. 1%113 (*Odd
design programs wit hin an inn-grated system to meet the needs.

Senator Nmsox. Well. ihe displaced homemakers bill is pencling
before the Subcommittee on Employment, liovet-ty, and Migratory
Labor of which I'm cintionan and we will address oar ielves to it,
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do I understand you to be saying that you believe that with CETA
itself, there is a sufficient structure, if you had the money, to provide
the kind of services that are needed including training programs, coun-
seling, rind job placement for displaced homemakers?

Ms. KNOEILSON. I believe so_ I believe so. Let inc give you another
ample which is of a different nature. Oscar Mayer announced last

fall that they were closing clown their hog slaughtering operation in
Madison which would mean the loss of about 600 jobs in a community
with relatively few production sector jobs to begin with Layoffs of as
many as 200 to 300 employees will begin in June, with other layoffs oc-
curring throughout the year as worlosrs absorbed into seasonal jobs are
also laid. off.

Now, CETI should be able, to respond to this situation and help
ease the negative impact on the workers and on the local economy, but
we can do no retraining until the layoffs occur, when the workers will
be unemployed and eligible. We don't have the resources currently to
provide training slots for so ninny people; we are training about 50
people on a full-time basis right now, and our STIP grant psovides
only another 45 slots for the nest 15 months. These workers will have
to remain unemployed 15 weeks before they are eligible for a public
service job, Which might provide meaningful work and some restrain-
ing, and we have onlywe're only funding about 300 to 350 Falk
service jobs at present. So, it seems that all We can do is try to find sorne
discretionary money and hope that we can get it soon enough to ease
some of the wrenching dislocations this is going to create.

It seems CETI ought to be able to respond better than this and I
really think that with redesign and increased funding for a compre-
hensive program, we might be able to do it

Another barrier to developing a comprehensive system is the lack of
uniform and fair eligibility requirements. We want the flexibility to
move people between components but we also want the flexibility to
serve people who are struggling to make it wlic> want to move into
the primary labor market, who may be just over the income, guidelines,
but who do meet the intent of the CETA program to serve those in
need.

For example, they may bethere may be handicapped individuals
dependent on eheir families for support, persons receiving social se-
curity disability benefits ; youth who have been juvenile °lenders or
high school dropouts but they're still living at home; underemployed
individuals trapped in the secondary labor market, older couples who
have to work, perhaps both of them part tune, in order to. stay off
welfare. These are the people that CEPA is missing with rigid and
overly restrictive eligibility requirements.

The State's division of voestional rehabilitation estimates that be-
tween 30 and 45 percent of all its clients are ineligible for public ser-
vice jobs under the cm-rent criteria. I think that any income test used
to establish eligibility should be no more restrictive than 100 percent
of the BLS lower living standard income level. Such a standard I.
think would include people who are marginal earners at best and can
truly benefit from CETI services.

Let inc say a word about public service cm pi oyinent as a job creation
strategy.

Senator Ns sot. May I say under our schedule you've got 1 minute
left I
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MS. ANDERSON. All right. I think there's a problem with public serv-
ice jobs in that in order to minimize the subsitittition effect, we have
provided jobs to private, nonprofit, agencies hut they'ry soft jobs. They
are not tied to the productive capacity of the economy and cannot be
sustained without public subsidy. I think We need the ability to link
jobs with economic development and with community development and
that means the ability to capitalize ventures that produce things that
people are willing to pay for.

I think we have a job creation model that's worth examining: the
National Supported 1N'ork Demonstration. I think sfflile elentents
that are relevant are flexibility of the funding tliroug-li extensive
waivers, the ability to capitalize and sustain productive ventures, the
combination of employability development and production, and
creativity which has been exhibited under this model. I think you
ought to look at that model for its possibilities if you're going to look
seriously at redesigning job creation efforts -Under errA.

[The prepared statement of Ars. Anderson follows d

sriern3msr OF PAMELA ANDERSON

My name is Pamela Anderson, Executive Director of the Madison-none County
Employment and Training Consortium. Due to unavoidable scheduling conflicts,
both the Mayor rnd County Executive are out of town and unable to appear to-
day to present testimony. They have asked me to prepare recommendations on
CZ TA reauthorization on behalf of the Consortium, based on our experiences an
a Prime Sponsor for the last three and one-half years. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to speak with you today, and I will be submitting additional written ma-
terials at a later time In support of my testimony.

Local officials have gained a good deal of Insight and even -wisdom, as well as
extensive practical experience, as they have grappled directly with the unemploy-
ment problems of their communities during the last few years. The federal re-
sources provided through CETA have proven invaluable in their attempts to com-
bat the problems of counter-eyclical as well as structural unemployment. There
have been mistakes, to he sure, but on the whole local officials, at least in Wis-
consin, have used cETA. resources elTectively in promoting economic self-stif-
tleiency for the disadvantaged anti in providing jobs for the unemployed. From
the perspective of running programs that have generally been successful, that
have met the basic purposes of orrA as these hove evolved legislatively, I think
we can snare with you our concerns about the future of CE TA and make some
positive recommendations for change.

The major thrust of my testimony is this Congress should retain the basic
CETA system and strengthen It u s IPNent tit,enteptorlzed, and flexible
syStein of assistance to the unemployed. ondenmiploscil, and pent' Inn iinlly dis-
advantaged. You should take strong action to stop the trends toward rectitegoriza-
that, federal and state control, increasingly rigid rule-making. and Intrusion by
Department of Labor and state agencies Into local decision-making. Prime Spon-
sors in Wisconsin recognize the need far clonprellensive planning, for Ifi tergovern-
mental cooperation, and for reducing the unnecessary duplication of service-.
but we feel that the Prime Sponsors themselves can best develop local coordinated
delivery systems which are responsive to the area labor market and to the needs
of the unemployed and filsadvantsged. We want him: to build a system and make
it work, time resources necessary to have an impact, and the /text/fa-nip to design
programs to meet loval needs. We ifetsi comprehensive reatutliorizntion legisla-
tion nom, not piecemeal amendments to existing legislation. We need a redesigned
Act which will provide a strong framework for our efforts at solving the oroldomu
of structural unemployment over the next 4 years.

I have Ilve bosic recommendations to make:
L Increase significantly the share of CEPA resources provided for employa-

bility development programs which can best combat the problems of structural
unemployment,

2. Provide fair and uniform eligibilty requirements for nil CETA compo-
nents in order to facilitate development of a comprehensive delivery system.

Encourage and facilitate the development of coordinated delivery systems
which provide an unbroken sequence of services at the local level, with incentives

0
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fur such delivery systems to operate throughout a labor market area or even
statewide.

4. Provide administrative flexibility within broad quality-control guidelines
to prime sponsors, with Department of Labor's role focusing on technical assist-
ance and managementby.exception.

5. Utilize job creation strategies which will provide permanent work oppor-
tunities to those who bave been denied access to the primary labor market, rather
than continuing the massive infusion of dollars into counter cyclical job creation
efforts.

I want to focus on only a couple of these areas for the remainder of my time.
A. major issue for Prime Sponsors Is the continuing emphasis on categorical

and counter-cyclical programs, with an ever smaller percentage Of total GLTA
resources going Into Title I, which provides the only truly comprehensive and
relatively flexible approach to solving an area's structural unemployment prob-
lems. Where are surely important reasons that Congress has allowed this to hap-
pen, but with the national economy Improving and the economic situation of
states like Wisconsin improving significantly, it is time to take a hard look at
this situation.

Our premise in Wisconsin is this: Given sufficient resources and flexibility,
Prime Sponsors will Utilize CETA. its an email employment opportunity strategy to
gala entry to the labor force for target groups such is women, minorities, youth,
migrants, the handicapped. We can fund programs and develop new strategies
to serve the special needs of identified target groups, within national and state
priorities and guidelines, if you will give us the increased funding necessary to
do the job well. Our experience In Dane Comity has shown that we are serving
target groups far In exces of their percentage in the unemployed labor force.
In fact, the Labor Department tills year made us justify our significant segment
goals because they exceeded by more than 15% their relative proportion of
tne unemployed labor force. For example. we expect to serve 20% blacks %then
they comprise only 2.6% of the unemployed in Dane County. We thought Inn's
position rather ironic given GE A. Congressional annulate to serve those most
In need.

We maintain that there Is no need for separate, categorical titles for youth,
special target groups, or for so-called "private sector initiatives" if the ffunling
level is high enough mider a eomprchensive services title. As an example, the
Consortiunt has gone on record IS fuvoring the provision of comprehensive em-
ploy:Ability- development services to displace/I lions:mothers tinder CBTA, but not
as a cittegorietti program or under Title 111.

11"e believe that this target group can he effectively served by Prime Sponsors
under it comprehensive program which provides intake, assessment, counseling,
extensive supportive servit-es, tnitzling, and Job placementall focused on the
special problems of the displaced lionieleitker, We believe employability centers
can focus resources and assistance to this group, who may number over 00,000
in Wisconsin alone. tlere is a national concern, a statewide priority_ , and a local
target group which calf be effectively served by the corA. system ; but not with-
out significant additional resources anti the flexibility to design programs which
meet real needs.

Let rue give you another example which is a major concern in this community
right now. Oscar Mayer & to announced last fail that they were closing down
their hog slaughtering operation in Madison, which will mean the loss of 600
jobs to a community with relatively few production sector jobs to begin with.
Layoffs of as ninny as 200-300 employees will begin in June, with other layoffs
occurring throughout the year as workers absorbed into seasonal jobs are also
Ialcl off, Now, or/VA. should be able to respond to this situation and help to ease
the negative impact of the workers and cm the local economy. But we can do
no retraining until the layoffs occur, when the workers will be unemployed and
eligible. We do not have the resources to provide training slots for so many; we
are training about 50 people on it full-time basis right now and our STIP
grant provides only another 45 slots over the next 15 months.

These workers will have to remain unemployed 15 weeks before they are eligi-
ble for a public Ner vI cc job, which might provide nwitainful work and some re-
training. So all we can do is inquire about diseretionary funding and hope we can
get some money 80011 enough to ease this wrenching dislocation in our local econ-
omy. It seems that 01.7rA. ought to DC MAO to respond better than this and I
believe that redesign and increased funding for it comprehensive program to
combat structural unemployment would allow us to do so.
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Another limier barrier to developing a truly comprehensive employment and
training system is the hick of uniform and fair eligibility requirements for all
fourA. components. Prime Sponsors want the flexibility to move participants
between components based on their employability development needs, rather
than on categorical requirements. We also want the flexibility to serve people
who are strugling to make It who witut to move into the primary labor market.
who may be just over the income guidelines for public service jobs, but who
meet the intent of the CETV program to serve those in need. People wile are
denied access to a public jobs and training progriun because of the specific
characteristics of their need have reason to be angry and upset at government
for not doing any_ thing for them.

They may be handicapped individuals dependent on their families for support,
persons receiving social security disability benefits, youth who have been- ju-
venile offenders or high school dropouts but are still living at honie, underem-
ployed individuals trapped in the secondary labor market moving from car wash
to pizza 'Parlor in order to serape by, older couples who lutist both work part-time
at whatever they can get to stay off welfarethese are the people CETA is
nthatirty with its rigid and overly-restrictive eligibility requirements. The state's
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation estimates that between 30-15% of its
clients are ineligible for public service jobs under current criteria. I believe that
any Income test used to establish eligibility should be no more restrictive than
100% of the Br,t4 lower living standard income level. Snell a standtird will include
the people %rho are marginal earners at best and can truly benefit from CETA
services.

Litt me say a word about public service employment as a job creation strategy.
It may have been a tmeful counter-cyclical tool, though our Consortium would
like to focus on its employability development potentinl for the structurally un-
employed. But her we have a dilemma. In order to minimize the " "substitution'"
effect, we have provided over half of our jobs to private, non-prollt organizations
in Dane County. These jobs, while useful jobs which contribute significantly to
the public services offered in the community, nevertheless are "soft" jobs with
little chance for permanent absorption. Without ties to the productive capacity
of the economy, these jobs can only be sustained through public subsidy ; they
cannot survive on their own.

We need the ability to link public jobs with economic development and com-
munity development efforts that can have n lasting impact on the community,
and that means the ability to capitalize ventures that produce things which people
are ivilling to pay for This type of job creation could be sustained beyond a
12 month "project" and could provide permanent jobs for the unemployed.

I believe we have one job creation model worth examining for this purpose:
the National Supported Work Demonstration. The elements that are relevant
here are the flexibility Of the funding through extensive waivers; the ability to
eapitalize and sustain productive ventures which can become less dependent on
public subsidy over time the combination of employability development and
production which, hits proven possible ; the creativity which has been exhibited
under this flexible Job creation and training program model. I think we should
closely examine the Supported Work experience in Wisconsin and elsewhere in
any serious attempts to redesign our Job creation strntegies under CETA.

In closing, let me urge you again to undertake comprehensive revision of the
CETA legislation, and avoid the oil Teo easy approach of another one- or two-
year extension which only prolongs the uncertainty mid makes creative program
administration extremely difficult,

Prime Sponsors need program stability and advance funding Over n period_
of several years if they are to fully realize the potential that is in CETA.

Senator NEI,SoN-. Thank you very mach for your testimony. We ap-
preciate you takingtlla. time to come.

Our next WitheSS is Mr. ,Tolin Cook representing. tlir Wiseonsin Na-
tional Association of Counties \I in power Officials from Wausau.

:qr. COOK. And also Ifelen Kenney.
Senator INElsox. If you will identify urself so the repOrter will

have the record correct ?
MS, KENNEY. Helen Kenney,
Mr. COOK. Good morning, Senator.
Senator NELSoN. Good morning.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN COOK, CETA DIRECTOR FOR MARATHON

COUNTY, REPRESENTING THE WISCONSIN NATIONAL ASSOCIA.

TION 07 COUNTIES MANTOWER OFFICIALS, ACCOMPAINUED BY

IIELEN 1137INEY, DIRECTOR, WINNEBAGO COUNTY-FOND DU

LAC CONSORTIUM, AND VICE CHAIRMAN, DIRECTOR'S GROUP,

STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr, Comm. My name is John Cook and I'm the CETA director for
Marathon County. My comments today will be from the dual stand-
point as director of a county prime sponsor and as chairperson of a
statewide organization of prime sponsor directors entitled "the Wis-
consin National Association of Counties Manpower Officials."

At issue today is CETA, not only as a law which is to be rewritten,
but CETA as the concept of decentralization, decategorization, and
local planning.

The statement of purpose in the original lawCETA of 1973--
closes with the phrase "by establishing i flexible and decentralized
system of Federal, State, and local programs." The system envisioned
by this statement has worked to bring etlective programing to those
individuals most in need. I will describe two which am a result of the
locally based planning and implementation responsibility and au-
thority in Xiaratlion County.

Effective October I, 1017, Marathon County CETA instituted a
client-centered centralized manpower service delivery system that
we've given the acronym mime CASE which stands for client assess-
ment services for employment. Under CASE, intake and assessment
are done centrally at the job service office, With referrals being received
from probation and parole offices, division of vocational rehabilita-
tionDVR---vork incentive programWINto linim just a few.
Written employability plans are formulated through interviewvir
counseling, and testing efforts of job service, plus client data gathere
from WIN-, DVR, and the North Central 'fechnical Institute
NCTIhoth through CETA and non-CETA funded assessment com-
ponents.

The result of this assessment, the written employability develop-
ment planEDPwhich is signed by the participant, is presented
weekly to the CASE team which is chaired by staff from our office
and. includes staff from job service ; community action proaram
work experience program operator; NTT', which is provid"cr of
vocational training and also assessment services; and our staff which
is responsible for PSE- development. The EDP is presented to the
group, questions are asked and answered, and the plan is referred to
whichever stia.fr/ageney has responsibility for the primary activity.
For example, if the plan spells out work experience as a primary ac-
tivity, the responsibility for following through with the client is the
CAP agency. Each operator reports periodically to the CASE team
on participant progress. As the participant approaches job readiness,
referrals are made to job service for placement under agreement. Job
service provides such services at no cost to CETA.

First quarter results for fiscal year 1978 when compared to the same
eriocl in fiscal year 1D77 showed dramatic increases in the total num-

served, number terminated and the number terminating for em-



ployment and other positive reasons. We feel that CASE had much
to do with this improved performance. We see the following ad-
Vantages to the system (1) Participants Have available the full range
of services and activities; (9,) combinations of activities are more
likely- to be developed to meet individual needs; (3) CASE teain pro-
vides continuity throughout the duration of participation ; (4) place-
ment services are constantly available; and (5) I think very, very
important in this is the CASE mechanism, by its very design, brings
several service delivery agencies together on ii regular and productive
basis.

The one major limitation and real challenge of the system is the
greater strain on management information and fiscal systems to pro-
vide timely data to the program operators.

The second program services economically disadvantaged farmers
in Marathon County under a subgrant with the CAP agency, The Uni-
versity of Wisconsin extension provides its technical services on a non-
reimbin-sement basis. The purpose of this program is to allow eco-
nomically disadvantaged farmers to remain on their farms by provid-
ing training in basic farm management.

CETA money is used to fund a staff person with CAP who makes
regular contacts with each farmer in the program. These farmers arc
placed on certain programs such as soil forage and milk testing which
is also CETA-funded. The results of these tests are processed and
interpreted by the University of 'Wisconsin extension staff to the end
that farmers can more effectively feed and care for their herds and
make better purchasing decisions. CAP organizes group meetings and
provides necessary support services. t study by the University of Wis-
consin extension showed a 62-percent average increase in net income
between the years 1975 and 1976,

The two program examples listed exemplify the meeting of a local
need through local planning and implementation under authority of
flexible and decentralized and &categorized Federal legislation.
must emphasize the concept here must not be lost.

A second purpose of my comments today is to point out some diffi-
culties encountered with the existing CETA program* Although I
have specific concerns, I want to make it perfectly clear that extensive
remodeling of the law is not necessary.

CETA. currently he to many e'ligibility criteria which are com-
plicated by the use of four separate income charts. Applicants, pro-
gram operators, and the general -public are confused by the wide array
of conditions. It is unnecessary to have more than one income chart,
for example.

Paperwork in the form of separate grant applicationsand subse-
quent -modificationsweekly and monthly reports and excessive docu-
mentation to comply with overremilation tends to cloud our real mis-
sionthat of providing services to those most, in need in our local areas.
As an example, in effect is a l)OL regulation for a 35 percent veterans
Hiring goal which was imposed on prime sponsors which may or may
not have anything to do with their local population.

Serving specific population segments by creating new titles or estab-
lish i ng national target grou pst hereby creltt ing more paper belies
the fundamental comprehensive nature of the itet and denies to the
prime sponsor its resrmsibility to meet local needs which may or may
not mirror those of national emphasis.
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As I stated in my opening remarks, CETA is to be rewritten this
year. The draft bill of the Carter administration is fraught with lan-
guage which restricts a prime sponsor's ability to desiTn its own pro-
grams. A case in point is section 212 which reads as follows. Now, sec-
tion 212 is actually the title I as we know it now. Section 212 says:

Section 212. (a) No prime sponsor shall use for public service employment and
work experience more than 50 percent of the funds allocated to it for this part.

(b) For activities other than public service employment and work: experience
each prime sponsor shall use an amount of funds no less than the amount of its
manpower allotment used for such purposes in fiscal year 1071,

(c) (1) Funds under this act shall not be used to pay persons employed in
public service jobs or work experience under this title at a rate in excess of $8,000
per year.

And, (2), no participant under this title may be provided wages from sources
other than this act.

The effect of this section is to allow the Secretary of Labor to dictate
the mix of services that a prime sponsor deliver Legislation should
detail, whenever possible, the activities and services allowable but not,
predetermine the makeup of a comprehensive local plan.

Section 104 refers to the submission of it prime sponsor's plan to the
Governor and other appropriate entities prior to submission to the
Secretary. Specifically, the prime sponsor is asked to "document rea-
sons for rejecting any of the Governor's recommendations, and submit
to the Secretary copies of the comments, recommendations, and
doctunentations."
training councilSETC and the prime sponsor is to again

Consider any comments or recommendations made by the council, including
those with respect to nonutillaition or duplletiliOn of existing services, document
reasons for rejecting any of the council's recommendations and submit to the
Governor and to the Secretary copies of the comments, recommendations and
documentations.

It is unnecessary to document to the Governor and the SETC the
reasons for rejecting comments because the local plan and very process
which creates it is a documentation of reasons. This serves only to pro-
long program. implementation by removing the primary authority and
responsibility from the local area.

These are but two of the many examples in the draft legislation of
the attempt to erode the original decentralized and decategorized in-
tent of CETA. Time will not permit detailing more. ,

I do not wish to diminish the critical role of the Governor in the
Federal, State, and local CETA system, but, rather see the roles rela-
tively coequal in nature. Upsetting this balance by, in effect, adding a
veto authority at the State level over locally developed and approved
plans can only lead to frustration and disinterest at the local level.

Conversely, such State agencies as the job service and CETA prime
sponsors should be required to engage in joint planning at the local
level. To require such planning, the Wagner-Pevser Act must be re-
written to change job service funding to a block grant type, replacing
the resource allocation formula. In review of the CETA-

SenatorSenator NELSON. May I interrupt?
Mr. COOK. Yes.
Senator NELSON. Do each of you have a statement'?_
Ms. ICENNEy. I have a brief statement.
Senator NELSON. Because you have 5 minutes left.

of
U.
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Mr. Conic. OK.
Senator NEr-sox. I lowever you wish llocate it
Mr. CooK. I have one page.
A review of the draft CETA bill, as exemplified my comments

regarding, sections 104 and 212 revettls an unfortunate but common ap-
proach to dealing with "proClem" inns in CETA. Namely. restric-
tions are increased through law and regulations which linve the effect
of punishing the innocent along with the guilty,

Congress is concerned about substitution of Federal for local funds.
The majority of Wisconsin prime sponsors recognized the potential
for such problems and implemented, voluntarily, time limits on par-
ticipation in PSE programs prior to its appearance via the project
aproach contained in CETA amendments.

Senator IsTntsow. What is your time limitation ?
Mr. Coors. We use a 1-year time limit with an extension of up tl

months for absorption to build into the
Senator NELscs. As you know, a number of complaints are filed

with the Labor Department on the question of substitution. and I don't
know the validity of them. We're going to take some testimony on that
but we've had complaints like that from all over the country. People
are not being brought, in at the lowest entry level ; there are substitu-
tion of jobs and so forth.

Mr. Cook. Marathon County's experience is that even with the ex-
istence of CETA public service employment jobs, permanent positions
in the city of Wausau and county government have continued to be
created. For example, in the last 14 months there were 13 permanent
jobs in the city of Wausau and 23 in the county of Marathon created
permanently.

Senator NELsoN. Did any of them go to CETA employees?
Mr. Com. Yes. Yes, many of those were absorptions,
Senator NELSON, Into permanent jobs?
Mr. Com, Yes .Yes.
Senator NELS0N. So they are no longer CETA employees?
Mr. Coox. Right, a permanently created public job.
Supported are changes allowing the pooling of administrative

moneys, thereby reducina the tedious internal allocation processes and
granting 5-percent vocational education funds directly to primes. Re-
quiring a single comprehensive plan covering all titles, tied to multi-
ple-year funding would reduce paperwork and improve programing.

Contained within the concept of a single comprehensive phm is the
notion that the road to mire effectively delivered manpower services is
through more well constructed 10(.01 plans for which the prime spon-
sor is held accountable; emphasis on the accountable. Changes in
CETA law should increase flexibility for the prime sponsor. One idea
whose time has come is the ability to subsidize, wages in the private
sector. Prime sponsors have the ability to desigcn mechanisms to ef-
fectively carry out such a venture. Thank you.

Ms. KENNEY. Senator Nelson, I'm Helen Kenney, director of the
1Vinnebago CountyFond du Lac Consortium. I am also vice chair-
man of the directors group in the State of 'Wisconsin.

The portion that I wish to address is What can be accomplished
through local control to assist the private sector. There are a few ex-
amples that I would like to give you and I would also like to share
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with you some of the concerns that our oversight committee for
STIP presented to us this fiast week.

They feel, first of all, that there should be the very least number of
restrictions possible under the new STIP and also under the new sec-
tion 7 of President Carter's portion that he has put in They feel that
and I am speaking of members from Giddings Lewis, Mercury
Marine. These are the individuals that are on our oversight commit-
tee : Oshkosh Truck, Oshkosh B'Gosh which is in our ercantile-
t pe of relationship

y
Kimberly Clark. We have representatives

rom a construction firm, from small business as well as from labor,
the technical school and chambers of commerce. These individuals
are working on an oversight committee for our :900,000 STIP grant.

They feel that if there was more flexibility on a local level to do up-
grading, even within their industry, to help some of their people, they
in turn would be willing to hire more unemployed, economically
disadvantaged if this were possible.

We would also like to explain that in the Winnebago and Fond du
Lac Counties area, we have tried a pilot project for the past 2 years. We
are working cooperatively with the school system, with local business-
men and we have had a 10-slot project in the high school wherein in-
dividual seniors who are ready to graduate have had on-the-job train-
ing contracts with us. They are under an actual contract with local
business people. Of these 10 slots, we had a 90-percent absorption rate
when the individuals graduated in June. We feel this is a way we can
use on-the-job training money as well.

Within the consortium, our on-the-job training allocation was in-
creased from 5 to 25 percent of title I moneys. This in itself shows what
can be accomplished with the local private sector and the county execu-
tive, Mr. Coughlin, has asked me to emphasize to you that with
the local control that we have had within the two-county area, many
things innovatively have been done to work with private industry and
business. Thank you.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much for your testimony. We
appreciate you taking the time to come.

Our next witnesses are Leroy Opfer, executive director, Wisconsin
Coulee Region, Community Action Agency, Westby, Wis.; and Rosalie
Tryon, executive director, ADVOCAP, Fond du Lac, Wis. The com-
mittee is happy to have you here today. Go ahead. You have prepared
texts. They'll be printed in full in the record. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LEROY OPIMR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN
COULEE REG-ION OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL, COMMUNITY ACTION
AGENCY, WESTEY, WIS.; AND ROSALIE L. TRYON, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, ADVOCAP, A COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY SERVING
FOND DU LAC AND WINNEBAGO COUNTIES

Mr. OFFER. Thank you, Senator Nelson. My name is Leroy Opfer.
I am the executive director of the Coulee Region Opportunity Council,
a community action agency serving four primarily rural counties in
western Wisconsin. We have operated manpower programs funded
under the Economic Opportunity Act and under CETA since 1967.
Currently we operate a variety of programs including outreach serv-
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k experience, eareer raining, and public service employment
programs funded under titles I, TI, ITT, and VT of CETA. T am also
chairman of the Western Area Manpower Planning Board, an ad-
visory body to the halance-of-State CT T.A_ prime sponsor Fora seven-
county area in western 'Wisconsin.

My testimony today will cover two prim Fprimary areas. First experiences
which we have had in western Wisconsin regarding the integration
and coordination of CETA programs and second, recommendations
for changes in CETA legislation based on these experiences.

Nearly 2-years ago those of us who were operating manpower pro-
grams tinder CETA in western Wisconsin realized that for us the real
promises that we had expected out of CETA were not being realized;
those promises being the coordination, innovation, and decategoriza-
tion of manpower programs. We saw a situation that we weren't really
happy with Program operators were more interested in meeting place-
ment and cost standards, having full enrollment, and being refunded
than they were in meeting the real employment needs of lo-income
persons. This is the situation that existed a couple of years ago in west-
ern Wisconsin and it's my own belief that this is the situation that cur-
rently exists in many other areas yet today, and I guess I don't really
find it surprising that such a situation is likely to exist.

The Department of Labor and in turn the prime sponsors have ex-
pected each major component of the CETA system to be judged ac-
cording to the same general indiclitoN. ()Il of these that has received
a great deal more emphasis than others is imli reef placement.

Looking at this indicator for just 1 minute T think would be reveal-
ing. Take a hypothetical situation, that being you as the work experi-
ence program operator having enrolled a low-income person in a job
with a county-owned nursing home as an aide. After several months
this individual makes the decision that he would like to pursue a career
as a nurse. To do so the individual would have to receive additional
training.

The most logical thing that the operator could do, or the most logical
thing that could happen for the individual would be enrollment in a
CETA classroom training program appropriate to this career and
afterward transfer to job service for placement. But, if this happened,
you as the work experience operator would not get credit for this place-
ment and a low-placement rate has been construed by the Department
of Labor and-prime sponsors as poor performance.

Senator- NELsom. You mean if somebody went on in some further
training or. education ?

Mr. OFFER. And were placedI'm sorry, and were placed out of the
classroom training program or out of an on-the-job training program
and you transferred them to those components, being out of the need or
interest of that individual, that would benot be considered to be a
placement for your program.

Senator Nusox. Well, is it counted in the total placement ? If it were
left neutral, it may not make any difference. Do you follow my point?

Mr. OPFER. Yes.
Senator NELSON. They don't count in the plat: rnent, but they do

count that individual as part of the whole?
Mr. OPML As a positive termination. Well, that's the way I guess I

would personally prefer to see it but our experience has been that each
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placements out of that component, not on what ultimately happens
with that low-income person and I think you can see how that kind of
a situation reallyreally hinders the integration and coordination of
different components. You lose basically in terms of your own program
situation. by transferring those individuals.

Fortunately for those of us in western Wisconsin, there was a suffi-
cient level of trust that existed between the program operators and
with the area's planning board to allow us to openly zind honestly dis-
cuss this situation.

Our examination revealed that a linked approach which would in-
tegrate the various components would make a lot, more sense to the
individual and would be a more efficient and effective system. The
measures of effectiveness, as you were suggesting before, would be
applied to the entire system nailer than to isolated components. Stich
a.system is now in place and working in western Wisconsin and it's myy
belief that ucll a client centered case management approach which
allows program coinponents to be operated by organizations other
than the lead case management agency, yet integrating operations
into a comprehensive system, is a significant improvement over the old
categorical program approach prior to CETA, and the program that
still predominates under the act.

It certainly is an improvement that we wmild not have been able to
realize without the flexibility which remains under CETA. I would
hope to see incentives for such integration included under new CETA
legislation. Administrative actions by Ilse Department of Labor, such
as that previously discussed with indirect placement, which inhibit
coordination and ultimately hurt low-income persons should be
strictedled legislatively.

Although CETA is certainly a very successful law, a number of
changessix major ones that I would like to proposeI feel would
make significant improvements in its impact on meeting the needs of
low-income persons.

First; I think CELV should all-ow for significantly increased in-
volvement in the private sector. Most good jobs are available with
private business and industry but most existing employment and train-
ing activities allowable under the lid are restricted to the public sec-
tor. At this point, from my experience, public sector jobs are being
glutted.

.fobs which are being created in the public sector frequently have
marginal significance. Low-income persons are being taught few skills
which are transferable to private sector jobs and in many cases low
income persons without prior work experience or training are not even
able to compete for public serice jobs. If efforts to place poor people
in good jobs are to continue successfully on an expanded basis, private
sector involvement is essential. Some steps which could be taken to
enhance this would be : (1) To allow work experience placements with
private for profit employers: (2) author ring the Binding of business
development job creation efforts designed to create jobs for low-in-
come persons; (3) providing tax incentives for private employers hir-
ing CETA participants;

(4) investigating the potential for allowing private for-profit em-
ployers to be eligible operators, and (5) improving the affirmative ac-
tion efforts relative to the act.
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second. Citizen participation in ilie planning. op° ration. and evil
nation of CETA programs should Ix, strengthened. This is partieu-
it-11'1y true of participation by private employers by low-income
persons mho atv the ultimate consumers of CET.1 services. This
should he in existence at all levels where signitieimt decisions regard-
ing CETA programs are made. Such part icipation Twist be backed up
by sufficient training and support to insure that participation can be
meaningful and the advice of these sectors listened to Incentives
should also he included for the hiring of CETA eligible persons in
staff positions with agencies and orgtinizations receiving CETA
funding.

The third point. CETA's flexibility needs to be increased to allow for
greater innovation in developing local programs which can effectively
meet local needs. The original concept behind the act was for flexi-
bility. It's my belief, however, the only title of the act which is cur-
rently consistent with this concept is title I---the title which has proven
to be by far the most effective in our area. I believe that the additions
of title II, title and the great expansion of title VI have proven
to be far less effective and have added tremendously to the administra.-
tive burden of program operators.

I believe these recent changes have legislated duplication within the
CETA system, have lessened public acceptance of CETA and have re-
sulted in the continuation on CETA payrolls of persons who other-
wise would have been placed. To deal with this situation and to
increase flexibility, the number of CETA titles should he reduced, re-
versing the recent trent) toward legislation of categorical programs
within CETA. Funding for such activities as public service employ-
ment and title III, youth comprehensive, should be transferred to title

Items like the title VI, Older Americans Act senior employment
program, which I understand is being proposed for inclusion by the
adnnistration, should be included as an eligible activity under title I
rather than be added as a separate CETA title.

A more specific point that har. caused concerns for us is with em-
ployment of in-school youth. Employment of such youth aged 14 and
over should be allowed at the prime sponsor's discretion with programs
serving this in-school population exempt from the Department of
Labors placement criteria,

Fourth, the funding and decisionmaking process regarding CETA
programs should be streamlined. We see today a situation with our
agency, for example, where we have to go through five more layers to
have a youth program funded than we did 5 years ago when neighbor-
hood youth corps programs were funded directly by DOL to program
operators.

Senator NFL SON. Would you send us the d ation of the five
new additional layers you have to go through

Mr. Orna. Yes; it's included here,
Senator NELso-N. We would like to have it for the record because

have requested the Secretary of Labor when the testimony is over to
have some questions answered. They have 5 pages of 15 major questions
to respond to I want the Labor Department to respond to those spe-
cific issues raised in the hearings and to explain or justify the paper-
work or the additional five layers raised here or change their adminis-
tration of the program. So, if you would submit that in writing, the
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five layers you have to go through now compared with previous years,
and give it to Scott. Ginsburg to send to ine, ve will submit it to the
Labor Department for their comment.

Orma. Right. I appreciate that. Thank you
[The material referred to follows :]
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The key ingredient to a linkage system is
an organized structure of program

operations rather than a mixture of independent
unrelated and disjointedmanpower Services, The Western Area Manpower Planning District Title Igrantets and staff have designed and implemented
a linkage system to pro-

vide en efficacious delivery of manpower services to Western Wisconsin.
Each agency involved has been assiched specific functions and responsibi-
lities to Perform. Unnecessary duplication of services have been eliminated.
A standardized procedure has been developed which incorporates certificationof CETA eligible participants

assignment to appropriate CETA component(s):
and the habeful termination of CETA Involvement

in unsubsidized employment.

The linkage concept was created through the
cooperation of western Title Igrantees and staff.

Its implementation and success is dependent on thatcontinued cooperation,

n-27
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LINKAGE SYSTEM OVERVIEW

FUNDING PROCESS:

The Western Area Manpower Planning Board (WAMPB) presumes no
speCifie deliverers of component services. It is the practice
of the wAmps to allocate only portions of Title I funds as is
immediately needed. Expenditures are projected for three months
at a time, while uncommitted funds are held in planned reserve.
This process facilitates innovative approaches to manpower pro-
grams because of the flexibility of funding allocation, and con-
stant monitoring of existing programs. It also allows for new
program operators since all funds are not committed for the entire
fiscal Year-

With the mention of Jab Service as a supplementally funded lead
agency (and not necessarily a program operator). the WAMPB consi-
ders program venters for Title I training programs on an ongoing
basis. The Western Linkage SyStem has been set up to respond to
the immediate manpower needs of the wAmps.

II. INITIAL CONTACT OF LINKAGE PARTICIPANTS:

Outreach and referral is the primary responsibility of the Communi
Action Agencies. Referrals may also come from Job Service, other
CETA and non -CETA agencies and people who walk in as 4 result of
newspaper or other advertising.

A team consisting of a counselor and a Job Service Specialist will
maintain the fellowing interview schedule:

MONDAY - At Sparta for Monroe County

TUESDAY - At Prairie du Chien for Crawford County

TUESDAY - At Whitehall for Trempealeau County and Buffalo County

WEDNESPAY - At Westby for Vernon CountY

THURSDAY - At Black River Falls for Jackson County

In Jackson, Monroe. and Crawford Counties, applicants 11 be referred
to the Job Service branch office where a deteronati n of their CETA
eligibility will be made. An appointment will be set up for those
CETA eligible with the linkage team.

In Trempealeau. Buffalo, and Vernon Counties, the Community Action
agencies will schedule the appointments for the project team. While
the interview is being scheduled the client fills out an income state-
ment and a Job SerVice application card. These will be forwarded to
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the Job Service office in LaCrosse
and a determination as to

their eligibility for LETA will be made. If they are eligible,

they let the appointment stand.
If they are ruled ineligible. the

CAP agencies will be notified
that the appointment is being can-

celled and a letter will be sent to the applicant informing s/he

that they are not eligible for
CETA and s/he is then invited to

contact their nearest Job Service
office for other possible services.

In LaCrosse County, referrals
will be made to the LaCrosse Job Ser-

vice office. For those CETA eligible, the
intake assessment and em-

ployability planning will be initiated. If time does not permit this.

they are scheduled for en
Interview at the earliest possible date.

INTAKE ASSESSMENT AND EMPLOYABILITY PLANNING

The intake certification assessment
and development of a written

employability plan Is the responsibility of
the linkage project

staff,
An employability plan is an outline of the participants':

history of employment. employment
barriers. remedies to employment

barriers and recommended LETA programs,
length of participation,

worksiteeind supportive services.

Upon completion of the employability
plan, which is a cooperative

effort between client and
counselor. arrongements are made to ac-

tualize the plan. The appropriate agencies and grantees are con-

tacted and consulted at to their ability to provide the needed ser-

vices within the planned time schedule.

The client is then referred to
the agency providing the initial com-

ponent of the plan and is assigned to
the caseload of the Job Service

Specialist responsible for follow-through.
The linkage staff is re-

sponsible for the completion of
all MIS forms necessary for tracking

individuals through the system.

For evaluation purposes, if a
Service Is recommended by the employ;

ability plan and not available when
needed, an alternative plan IS

developed. The original strategy Is maintained in the client's nun-

seling folder. This data can be of assistance in future manpower planning,

FOL TNROUGB AND TER

Once an individual ha$ been
referred and enrolled in a component,

they become the responsibility of that program operator. While they

are In that component, the
specialist from the project team will

periodically meet with the appropriate
staff member of that agency

to review the progress of the
individual in relation to his /her

employability plan.
Each contractor is responsible for providing

the protect with evaluations of the
enrollees in their respective

programs, which are maintained in the individual's folder.
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The linkage project staff is responsible for making changes or
terminating the employability plans of all persons enrolled In
the project. Frier to making any change or termination. they Will
consult with the client. (if available) and the contractor. Both
the contractor and client will be informed In writing at least one
week in advance of any change to the plan or termination of any
enrollee. The project staff Is also responsible for coordinating
all transfers within ETA components through termination.

since unsubsidized employment is the primary objective for all ZETA
participants, referral of participants to such employment may be
made at any time during their enrollment. This may be done by the
linkage staff or the staff of their present Contractor.

4
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COMPONENTS OF WESTERN DISTRICT
LINKED MANPOWER SYSTEM

INTAKE: A process which assures that a person is eligible for

One or more of the programs available under CETA. No

one may participate in a CETA Program until s/he has

been certified.
CERTIFICATION * INTAKE

II. ASSESSMENT/COUNSELINGt
The process which on a person-to-person basis the
linkage counselor and client identify the partition_
barriers and realistic employment objectives which are

documented in a written employability plan. This com-

ponent includes provisions for vocational testing.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:
cooponen nye ves identification and referral of

Potential participants in manpower programs, particu-
larly from peripheral areas of the district. Supportive

activities (direct or indirect) to individuals enrolled
in manpower programs include at a minimum:

A. Financial assistance for obtaining child care,
medical assistance and family planning,

N. Transportation when needed.

ADULT WORK EXPERIENCE AWE

n as rt-tere or "part- time" work assignment

designed to enhance the employability of individuals who have never

worked or who have not been recently active in the labor market for

any length of time. The intent of AWE is to increase the employ-
ability Of such individuals by providing them with experience on
the Job, development of occupational skills, good work habits and

an opportunity to develop career goals through the exposure to

various occupations. Work Experience may also be used as a holding

action while appropriate classroom training, an-the-iob training,

or public service employment opportunities are being developed.

Retention of an individual in en AWE setting for the above purposes
is determined in accordance with the needs of the participant, Use

of AWE for individuals whose only manpower need Is for employment,

e.g., unemployed individuals who have occupational skills and good

wOrit habits is generally inappropriate. Wages paid to AWE partici-

pants is $2.65/hr, effective January 1, 1978,
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V. CLASSROOM TRAINING:
INTs prograiiiariitY provides training in an institutional setting
to provide individuals with the necessary_ technical skills and in-
formation required to perform a specific job or groups of Jobs.
Training may be in an existing programjalotting) or a curriculum
may be developed to teach special skills (class -site projects).
Whenever possible class-site projects will be designed in an open-
entry/oPen-esit approach which 4110%4 new trainees to be added as
others complete the Course. Class-size projects will be created
as needed through the dictates of the linkage system. This com-
ponent specifically addresses adult basic education (ABE), general
educational development (GtO), and occupational training (specific
skills) and may be recommended as a secondary Activity.

A. Adult Basic Education:

WrilTrit-----Tr1f-Ofov_es basic reeding, mathematical, verbal
and written communication, and other prevocational skills
necessary to fill the gap between the present educational
level of each individual and that level required for entry
into the appropriate skill training component.

B. Hi h School E ulvalenc Services;
y nc u es programa which offer basic eduation

and other courses to prepare individuals for the GEO (General
Education Development) osel, of which a passing score consti-
tutes a high school equivalency certificate.

CAREER ORIENTATION:
TE1T7Ci3 provides a structured exploration of interests and
abilities of individuals in relation to the working world, Generally
sneaking, this is A Short-term intensive procedure which exposes in-
dividuals to various carters, opportunities in the job market. and
Infant, participants of the requisite training for obtaining a job
in a chosen field. It is a mechanism for assisting individuals in
making a career choice. This component may be developed as a secon-
dary activity.

VII. ON-THE -JOB TRAINING;

-.----TlaiiTiflcoricpers to training conducted in a work environment

which enables individuals to learn a bonafide skill and/or qualify
for 4 particular occupation through demonstration and practice.
Such training may be conducted on a "hire first, training later"
Oasis. or as placement with an employer distinct from the training
organization. Training situations are set up to provide for the
maximum development of the participant abilities to encourage
his/her economic self-sufficiency.

6
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VIII. PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT:
This program activity is subsidized

employment with public employers

and private non-profit employers which
provides a needed public Ser-

vice and transitional employment for the PSE participant.

IX. YOUTH PROGRAMS:
This component provides meaningful work experience to school age

youth including at minimum. Career exploration, Work experience.

and educational development.

X. JOB DEVELOPMENT/PLACEMENT/FOLLOW-UP:
This component provides:

direct employer contact to solicit or

create job openings on behalf of manpOwer program participants;

assistance to participants in obtaining permanent unsubsidized

employment by referrals to Job openings; job creation; and a

mechanism of checking participant status 30. 60 and 90 dayS

post manpower program termination.

XI. EVALUATION b MONITORING:
Mon Loring is a vital manpower function which checks the ongoing

progress of CETA programs and their compliance with regulations

and objectives. Evaluation is the final process of determining

the outcomes, benefits, criticisms and insights gained from a

meaningful look at manpower operations. It provides a vehicle

for evaluating and improving manpower services.

7

713
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Mr. OFFER. A number of actions which could be taken would be to
change prime sponsor eligibility to allow for combinations of rural
counties previously excluded from prime sponsor eligibility. Another
more specific ldnd of suggestion would be, as the question just raised
in the case of title youth projects, it would seem that the prime
sponsor should have the authority for approving projects. Approval
authority is now vested with the Department of Labor.

Fifth: CETA eligibility should be uniform among the titles and
should be changed to allow for participation by the working poor. A
recent case example that we have had is a 35-year-old female head of
household with three dependent children receiving no welfare support;
receiving $155 per month in child support from her former husband;
working part-time nights with income from this job less than $70
week. This person is presently ineligible under title VI for services
while a college graduate without dependents and presently unem-
plo- -ed is eligible.

Siixth CETA legislation should allow, at the prime sponsor's dis-
cretion, payment of the State minimum wage to in-school youth and
out-of-school youth under age 18. The present situation with the pay-
ment of the Federal minimum wage to these youth has caused undue
conflict with other employees of worksites.

For example, youth employed under CETA are paid approximately
9 cents per hour more than other youth employecl in the. same work-

site regardless of their job requirements or their previous skills. Simi-
larly, CETA youth presently are paid 45 cents per hour more than
adults who are paid the State minimum wage and who in some
cases are responsible for supervising, the CETA employees.

Low-income people want good jobs.
Senator NELSON. Excuse me. By the way, you have about 3 more

minutes.
Mr. OFFER. Yes; I'm just finishing.
Senator NELSON. I mean both of you together.
Mr. OPFER. Oh, both of Lis?
Ms. TRYoN. Oh, that's going to be a problem.
Mr. OFFER. Oh, I'm sorry.
Senator NELsox. You each were given 15 minutes?
Mr. OFFER. It was our understanding we each had 15.
Senator NELSON. All right.
Mr. OFFER. OK. In order to be successful, CETA needs to have a

commitment to really solving the employment needs of low-income
persons and a realization that to solve such problems are not easy,
quick to be achieved or inexpensive.

Thank you, and I'll turn it over to you I think we each have 15
minutes. I certainly hope so.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Opfer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LeRoy OFFER

Senator Nelson, my name is Leroy Opfer, I am the Executive Director of the
Coulee Region Opportunity Council, a Community Action Agency serving four
primarily rural counties in western Wisconsin. IVe have operated manpower pr
grams funded by the Economic Opportunity Act and the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act since 1907. Currently we operate outreach services, work
experience, career training, and public service employment programs funded
under Titles I, II, III and VI of CETA. I am also Chairman of the Western Area
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Manpower Planning Board, an advisory body to the Balance-of-State CETAprime sponsor for a seven-county area In western Wisconsin.
My testimony today will cover two areas, First, experiences which we have had

in western Wisconsin with the coordination and integration of CETA programs
and secondly, recommendations for changes in CETA legislation based on ourexperiences.

Nearly two years ago those of us who were operating CETA programs in west-
ern Wisconsin and others serving on the Area Nfronsiwer Planning Board realizedthat for us the real promise of CETA for integration, innovation and decategori-
zatlon was not being realized. We saw a situation in which the need of pro-grams to have full enrollment, to meet placement and cost standards, and to be,refunded were given priority over the need of unemployed persons to get and tokeep good jobs. This is the situation which existed in western Wisconsin and itis my personal belief that this is the situation that currently exists in many otherareas today.

It is not really surprising that such a situation is likely to exist. The Depart-ment of Labor and in turn the prime sponsors have expected each major com-portent of the CETA system, i.e., work experience, classroom training, on-the-job
training, public service employment, etc., to be measured according to the same
general indicators. One such indicator which has been given far more weight thanothers is Indirect placement.

Taking just one minute to look at a hypothetical situation involving this indica-tor, Its simultaneous application to just two components, and the impact which
such application has on Integration and services is revealing.

Situation : You are the operator of a work experience program. A low-income
person with no real job experience is enrolled by you iu work experience its anaide working in a county-owned nursing home. After several months the persondecides that he would like to pursue a career as a uurse. To do so would require
that the person obtain additional training. The most logical action would be totransfer the individual to an appropriate CETA classroom training program andafterword to Job Service placement, Sounds great, but to do so would not he aplacement for you as the work experience operator and a low placement rate has
been construed as poor performance which could result in the &funding of yourprogram.

As the work experience operator what would you do? Regardless of your ac-tion, I think that it is clear that such a situation does not promote coordination
and integration of program components.

Fortunately for those of us working in western Wisconsin a sufficient level of
trust existed between program operator's and the members of the Area Manpower
Planning Board to allow us to openly and honestly examine this situation.

Our examination showed clearly that each program component was able to
meet a special type of need, but that in isolation any one competent was seldom
able to address all the employment needs of the unemployed Iverson. i%o realized
that a linked approach focusing on the needs of the individual would be more
effective and would make a lot more sense to the participant. The measures of
effectiveness would be applied to the entire system rather than to isolated coup
ponents. Such a system is now in place and working. A detailed explanation of the
Linkages System is included as an attachment to this testimony.

I believe that such a client-centered case management approach which allows
program components to be operated by organizations other than the lead casemanagement agency, yet integrating operations into n comprehensive system 1s asigialicant improvement over the old categorical program model which still pre -
dominates under CETA. It certainly is an improvement which would not have
been possible without the flexibility which remains in CETA.

Incentives for such comprehensive integration should he included under new
CETA legislation. Administrative actions by the Department of Labor and theprime sponsors, such as the situation previously mentioned involving indirect
placement, which inhibit coordination and ultimately hurt unemployed low-in-come persons should be restricted legislatively.

Although CETA is one of the most accepted pieces of legislation In recent his-tory, I believe that a number of other changes could significantly increase its
effectiveness in meeting the employment needs of low-income persons and at the
same time reduce the administrative burden on program operators.

First, Cerl'A. changes should allow for sIgnitieantly increased involvement inthe private seCtor. The vast majority (S5 percent or more) of good jobs are found
fn private business and industry, but nearly all existing employment and training
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person with no real job experience ig enrolled by you in worl . experience as anaide working in it county-owned nursing home. After several months the persondecides that he would like to pursue a career as a nurse. To do so would require
that the person obtain additional training. The most logical action would be totransfer the individual to an appropriate CETA classroom training program andafterword to Joh Service placement, Sounds great, but to do so would not lie aplacement for you as the work experience operator ond a low placement rate has
been construed as poor performance which could result in the &funding of yourprogram.

As the work experience operator what would you do? Regardless of your ac-tion, I think that it is clear that such a situation does not promote coordinationand integration of program components.
Fortunately for those of us working in western Wisconsin a sufficient level of

trust existed between program operators and the members of the Area Manpower
Planning Board to allow us to openly and honestly examine this situation.

Our examination showed clearly that each program component was able tomeet a special type of need, but that in isolation any one component was seldom
able to address all the employment needs of the unemployed person. "We-realized
that a linked approach focusing on the needs of the individual would be moreeffective and would make a lot more sense to the participtint. The measures of
effectiveness would be applied to the entire system rather than to Isolated com-
ponents. Such a system is now in place and working. A. detailed explanation of theLinkages System is included as an at tent:lent to this testimony.

I believe that such a client-centered case manageineut approach which allows
program components to be operated by organizations other than the lead casemanagement agency, yet integrating operations intoa comprehensive system is ifsigtIlcant improvement over the old categorical program model which still pre -
dominates under CETA. It certainly is an improvement which would not have
been possible without the flexibility which remains in CETA.

Incentives for such comprehensive integration should he included under new
CETA legislation. Administrative actions by the Department of Labor and theprime sponsors, such as the situation previously mentioned involving indirect
placement, which inhibit coordination and ultimately hurt unemployed low-in-come persons should be restricted legislatively.

Although CETA is one of the most accepted pieces of legislation In recent his-tory, I helieve that a number of other changes could significantly increase its
effectiveness in meeting the employment needs of low-income persons and at the
same time reduce the administrative burden on program operators.

First, CeITA. changes should allow for significantly increased involvement inthe private sector. Tlie vast majority. (85 percent or more) of good jobs are found
inn private business and industry, but nearly on existing employment and training
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activities allowable under the legislation are restricted to the public sector. At
this point public sector Jobs are glutted. Jobs which are being created in the public
:sector frecpiently have marginal significance. Low-income persons are being
taught few skills which are transferable to private sector jobs, and in Fon] e cases
the only function performed is that of income maintenance. If efforts to place
Boor people In good Jobs are to continue successfully oil an expanded basis, pri-
vate sector involvement is essential. Specific steps which should be taken to
achieve this goal include:

1. allowing work experience placements with private for-profit employers.
2. authorizing the funding of business development efforts designed to create

jobs for low-Income people.
3. providing tax incentives to private employers hiring CETA participants,
4. allowing ,private for-profit employers to be eligible operators of CETA pro-

grams, and
5. strengthening affirmative action efforts.
Second, citizen participation in the planning, operation and evaluation of CETA

programs should be strengthened. This is particularly tare of participation by
low-income persons and private sector employers who are the ultimate consumers
of CEPA services. It is aim true of community-based organisations including la-
bor which represent significant groups of tile CETA constituency. Such participa-
tion should be at all levels where significant decisions reglinViig CEPA program-
ming are made. Such participation must be backed up by sufficient training and
support to insure that participation can be meaningful. Incentives should also be
Included for hiring of CETA eligible persons in staff positions with ngencles and
organizations receiving CETA funding.

Third, CETA's flexibility needs to be Increased to allow for grenter innovation
in developing local programs which effectively meet local needs. It is my under-
standing that the concept behind the original CETA legfslatpnn tuns to provide
for such flexibility. I believe that the only title of the it which Is currently eon-
sistent with this laudable concept is Title Ithe title which has proven to be by
far the most effective In our area I believe dint the additions to TitleIII and the
great expansion of Title VI have proven to he a far less effective and have added
tremendously to the ndministretive burden of program operators. I believe that
these recent changes have legislated duplication within the CETA system, have
lessened public acceptance of CETA, and Inive resulted in the continuation on
CEPA payrolls of persons who otherwise would have been placed. To deal with
this situation and to inereas,e flexibility the number of CEPA titles should he
reduced reversing the recent trend toward legislation of eategorical programs
within OETA. Funding for such activities as Public Service Employment and
Title HI Youth Comprehensive should be transferred to Title I. Items like the
Title It Older Americans Act senior employment program should be included
as an eligible activity under Title I rather than be added as a sepnrate CETA
title. Employment of in- school youth age 14 mid over should be allowed at the
prime sponsor's discretion with programs serving this in-school peculation exempt
from the Department of Labor's placement criteria.

Foorth, the funding and decision-nniking process reganling CETA programs
should be streamlined. The decentralized approach to manpower progrannning,
which I support, has resulted for those of us in tbilance-of-Stafe areas In a very
cumbersome and time consuming process. For example in the ease If Title III
Youth Employment Projects a program operator in western Wisconsin must have
a grant propos:al reviewed nail acted on by four advisory committees and boards
in addition to state staff action and action by the Region V office of the Depart-
ment of Labor. This is of course in addition to review and action by the grantee's
own governing board and advisory committees. For our agency there are at least
five more layers to ea through in order to have a youth employment program
funded today than there were five years ago when Neighborhood Youth Corps
Program were funded directly to program operators by the Department of Isabor.
To correct this situation, several steps should be taken. Prime sponsor eligibility
should he changed to allow any eombination of contiguous rural counties with a
combined population of 100,000 or more to be designated as n prime sponsor area
without requirements as to minimum populations for the largest political juris-
diction included._

In those eases where no single polltiesal jurisdiction has a population in excess
of 100,000 or more a manpower council should Ire designated hy all counties in-
volved to serve as the applicant to the Department, of Labor for funding. Such
manpower planning council should be incorporated as a private nonprofit organi-
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zation with council membership composed of public officials, private employers,
low-income persons, and service delivery agencies. Such planning councils should
lie prohibited from operating programs. Again, reduction in the mimisw of CLL.
titles, expansion of Title I, and n reversal of the tread toward categorical pro-
grams would he positive steps in relation to this gold as well.

In the case of Title III Youth Projects the very minimum step which should
he taken is to vest project approval antffinity with the prime sponsor either than
with the Department of Labor.

Fifth, CET,t, eligibility criteria should he uniform and changed to allow for
participation by the working poor under all CETA titles. Persons working full
time or part time with annual incomes below the poverty level should be eligible
for Title VI programs. Eligibility definitions should he consistent between titles.
A brief look at two real case examples will help to show how unfair the present
systems is.

First : A 35 year old female head of household with three dependent children,
receiving $155 per month in child support, works nights cleaning. Income from
this job is less than $70 per week. She is ineligible for Title VI.

Second : A recent college graduate with uo dependents had an income last year
over $730. lie Is eligible for Title VI.

Sixth, CETA legislation should allow, at the prime sponsor's discretion, pay-
ment of the state mitilratun wage to in-school youth and out-of-school youth
under age 18. The present requirement of paying the federal minim= has re-
sulted In unnecessary conflict between CETA enrollees and oilier employees. A
youth employed under CETA. currently in lies 89 emits per hour more than other
youth employed in many work sites regardless of their relative experience or job
requirements. Chl'T:1 youth presently are paid =fir cents per hour more
than adults who are paid the minimum wage and who in some cases are super-
vising the CETA\ employcm.

Low-income people want and need jobs. CETA has the potential of meet-
ing this need if changes min 1s made to really open the private sector market of
good jobs to CET,t invol-eement if imshiess aevelopment activities can be sup-
ported; If employers and the unemployed can he effectively involved in man-
power program development ; if CFI can he stmonlineil in order to provide a
more efficient administrative structure ; and if CET A's intended flexibility, to
allow for local program development can he enhanced. In order to be successfultEl also needs a commitment to really solving the employment needs of low-
income persons and a realization that solutions are seldom easily, quickly, or
inexpensively achieved.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to present testimony.
MS. TRYON. Did that debate end up with me having some time, too?
Senator NELsox. Yes.
Ms. TRYON. Good. Rosalie Tryon, executive director ADVOCAP,

Inc., and I'm presenting testimony today on behalf of ADVOCAP.
I'm also a member of the State Manpower Services Council, chairman
of the State manpower policy committee, a member of the conserva-
tion works p-roject board and for the last 10 years have spent a third to
a half of my life in this frustrating worhl c.tllcd CETA.

I would like to Strongly support; the reauthorization of CETA but I
think it needs a substantial amount of reform and modification. I
would like to present some of my recommendations on how CETA

.
might belmproved.

First, I would like to say CETA is it commitment national Govern-
ment must make. Employability in a job is the only way out of poverty
for people. Providing then' Witlt actual jobs and wages and training
to get there is absolutely essential. However beginning with that good
idea, we do end up with some strange ways of carrying it out

You would think sitting at every conceivable level of deeisionmak-
ing, from a provider, through all the decisionmaking councils, I might
have an ever-present opportunity to impact on it accurately. I find that
that is not the ease. I guess I find the experience either exciting or
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absurd, depending on which day it is, and would like to share with
you some of commentary and some of my recommendations.

My testimony will essentially be in there different layers. The first
one is on supported work which I'd really like to discuss at some
length. The second is generally on CETA and the third is on improve-
ment strictly at the prime sponsor level that should occur pretty
promptly.

Supported work is a national demonstration that has been going on
for 3 years, To my knowledge it is the very fimt, thorough demonstra-
tion. It is very carefully designed, very carefully tested, very carefully
researched, and will, in fact, provide new knowledge and full account-
ability on just how cost effective it is to take people who are absolute
losers and enable them to become winners, We inn 1 of 15 national
pilots funded by MDRC (Manpower Demonstration Research Corp.)
which is funded by the Ford Foundation and a coalition of six Federal
agencies. The unique thing is that they have built in the expertise that
seriously enables you to do a. job very well in job creation, in getting
into providing goods and services that a community needs and wants,
The concept is called double social utility. You take the throwaway
people nobody has any use for and the throwaway work and combine
the two together and create new jobs. Lastly, it becomes very economi-
cal. This national program centers on people CETA bypasses. They are
the kind the employer will not take free. They are people who are ex-
addicts, ex-ottendeim FM! illotliong who are long-term and have been
on aid for 30 out of the last 36 months with older children which means
they flunked all systems, and juvenile delinquents,

In Fond du Lac we have piloted a target group that Pm glad to see
now in the legislation, people with mental and emotional problems
who have been institutionalized a long time and that's an interesting
group you should understand because it's essential CETA have the
capability of concentrating on that layer as well If a person has been
institutionalized in a mental institution for a long time, with today's
medication, they reach a point where they get better and everyone
says, "Good luck, you need a job." Then they go out and hear "what's
your experience?" They say "I've been in Winnebago for a long time"
and employers say, "I'll call you." Eventually if they wish to eat, they
throw away their mccls and go back in the revolving door, go out again
and try to get a job and once again nobody will employ them,

The supported work program can provide intervention, can give
them a work history, can design extremely careful structures to posi-
tion people where they will succeed because it's designed to enable them
to do so. They "graduate" from supported work with work experience
and effective know-how to he a good worker as opposed to just having
a set of skills.

Incidentally, most people are fired because they don't !id along, be-
MIS° they're late, because they'iT not there, because they can't take
orders. Once they learn to be good workers, they can apply this in any
field.

Supported work is now in the legislation, particularly the research
and development section, and PM del Ipithld to see it Senator Nelson,
you particularly must be enjoying this week when supported work
will begin another layer of imp_lementation here in Wisccmsin with
community action agencies.
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I would like to point out sonic very specific recommendations for
that section :311. There the langitav supported employmentsup-
ported small lettersis authorized. Supported employment can begin
to mean something, anything, or nothing as people catch on that this
is a marvelous bunch at words to use to call whatever it is you're doing.
Supported work, in tact, means something. It means a loll stress envi-
ronment with graduated stress. It moans low-productivity beginnings.
It means job creation as opposed to chasing every diminishing public
service light. It means enabling you to work with private business. It
means peer group support. It means immediate reinforcement for good
behavior AVIlieh works very will It means that you can take people
with zero probability and turn out 2 to 35 percent successful Place-
ments (nearly all in private business). It bends a number of rules. It
permits a number of waiv em.

My written testimony will have some awfully explicit language, but
the main things that I'd like to recommend is that where it says the
"Secretary is authorized to fund supported work," I certainly feel the
language should be strengthened to say "the Secretary shall, will or
must, do so because after this long a test, it is high time we made a real
commitment,"

Additionally, the words "supported employment,"in small let-
tersprobably should be called supported workin capital letters
and insure that it is connected with the national design that is so well
done, as opposed to any kind of random actions.

The new CETA target groups now include people with emotional
and mental problems. We're pleased to see this group included, but
the draft legislation omitted ex-ofiendors and ex- addicts who ai.a again
very much present in the underclass. Those words should be corrected.

We also think there should be the provision now for several years'
funding on the existing programs so that program operators who are
dealing with private business and sick people in a complex program
don't have to wonder from month to month what next year will be but
should be enabled now to build to larger participation.

DepartmentI should like to comment that the participation of the Department
of Labor, particularly Fritz Kramer, has been phenomenal. For the
first time in my service, I have seen Federal agencies join on a corn-
mon agenda and buy the whole package as opposed to little bits and
pieces. I would also like to comment that CETA (through our prime
sponsor) does support, the program but finds it very difficult to do so
because this odd program doesn't, fit the forms in boxes quite as well
aS more conventional programs do, so from as fundingapprovaleffee-
tive October 1, we have yet to get a complete contract because obviously
we have an odd program with its odd people and odd results that does
not neatly fit into categorical boxes on the forms. I'd like to point out
that much of CETA occurs by what does fit well inside the forms.

I would like to tugs that you really begin to study and understand
fully the supported work program and the implications if the CETA
language is very loose, and the very fine benefits if the language is tight
enough to require those precise quality standards and really top, pro
Outfits operating programs.

I would like to support also that more indeed must be done, particu-
larly with the private sector. The private sector is generally courted
and acclaimed. Eighty-five percent of all the jobs are in the private see-
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tor; depending on whether you're charitable or not, 2, 5, 8, orat a maxi-

mum of 10 percent of CETA ever touches the private sector. There are

real reasonsif you sit down and work with businessmenthey'll give

you some of those real reasons.
A meeting yesterday_ with the chamber of commerce came up with

the classic quote that the private sectorand this is from a chamber
heaththe private sector does not believe CETA rhetoric of involve-

ment of the private sector. Past performance shows otherwise. It's an
interesting thing. If you're a businessman, you have a great deal to
Offer. You have the jobs. You have the kind of training that explicitly
prepares people for the job. Nevertheless CETA uses its resources to

train people in the courthouse, the nurse's office, or eit parks. If as
person wants to be a florist, that's an interesting way to get there. A
machinist is a very highly paid trade, People aren't going to learn the

necessary skills in the courthouse basement. You must use private

employers.
Nevertheless the legislation says contradictory thing_ s and so do the

regulations.
We have had as recent, experience with ivprosentatives of 2,500 em-

ployers meeting at length with us, a community action agency, and
nideveloping together a research mel under the Governor's 5 percent

that would enable a test of what happens if you meet private business

on its own terms, and you out the paperwork so they can do their work
and you make it possible for them to ti.ttin n disadYinitaged person in

order to provide him skills and training. The research design was a

very small but thorotigh one It was to test and compare the difference
between present CETA use and one heavily based on the private busi-

ness wants and needs. Of those 2,500 employers, less than 100 are now

connected with CETA. That leaves 2,400 who are not.
Business said they can and want to he used They have something

to offer but they really don't have the time to play the games. Project
opportunity is an interesting story of What happens. The legislation

is very clear that the Governor's 5 percent nifty be used for innovative
and experimental means of getting the private sector involved in a new

way. Nevertheless there's a line thatif you read the legislation long
enoughsays, "but you may not subsidize up to 100 percent". The

State manpower council approved this R&D program enthusiastically
and. by vast majority. Our local prime sponsor staff objected
vehemently to this new program and after 39 clays of the Department
of Labor Changing their minds regularly, we got a final ruling 2 days

ago that says they will ride and prohibit this funding.
The private sector's people ask, "What is it you want, to know?" If

the only thing you may test is what you have already done, if von are
clearly unwilling to test new methods to get new knowledge, then per,
haps this is a. large joke called, "Let us my it but, let's not believe it."

The State manpower council is now figuring out how to reallocate
that money and the private sector believes less than it did the day be-
fore that you care to know what it takes for private business to cor-
rect with CETA.

We called the project "opportunity." I think we will not any longer.
I guess I'd like to make some other comments on CETA in general.

When you say local control by the local prime sponsor, the emphasis
should be on control. It is very definitely a system that is very busy
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and very big because most of the money is in the public service employ-
ment which is aimed at people who are merely out of a job. Lesser
attention, lesser effort, lesser funds, and lesser tifneern, is placed on
the disadvantaged and yet they are the ones who charge society with
the greatest social cost.

One way or another we will not let people starve. If we will not per-
mit them to work, then we will feed them. We will feed them on
welfare.

Most prefer to work. Title I for the disadvantaged segments fares
badly. Public service employees who are often college graduates, get
extensive CETA help for 12 months although their problem is es-
sentially unemployment. The disadvantaged person has 6 to 8 weeks to
overcome multiple barriers work experience becauseI agree with
Royprime sponsors are "scored" on how ninny are placed and are
expected to place large numbers. So the more problems people have,
the fewer dollars are allocated and a lesser amount of time is per-
mitted to overcome them.

Actually helping poor people to find jobs is not necessarily the
cheapest way and the Department of Labor reinforces consistently
that "Cheap is good! The less you spend on administration, the
better."

Now, theoretically people who go through work experience or an-
other beginning step should be just right for those PSE jobs, but
very often local governments believe that the major purpose of CETA

isto balance county budgets. It is my opinion that local prime spon-
sors' staff very definitely support that If that's the case, the jobs are
designed by what the local governments need. They rarely fit what
will benefit poor people and so here you have a stack of people that
really need jobs and a stack of jobs and, strangely enough, they don't
match because they are not designed together.

We should reverse that system and use this entire tool of CETA
to help people leave poverty because that's bound to be the best
bargain for them, for us, and the United States.

There are some interesting tricks of the trade as well. Strange_ count-
ing occurs and counting is very, very important in all of CETA. Let
me give you one example. A CETA participant can be placed in a non-
subsidized job, work 1 day, quit or be fired and the next day be re-
enrolled in the same program. This results in the program counting
two people served ; one placed, one still in training. Yet the person
who created all these numbers is still unemployed, still poor and still
nowhere.

The quality of what has happened to people is never measured. We
ask how many people we put in how many boxes. We rarely ask whether
they should have been put in a box at all, or whether it's the appr -
ate box, and whether they'll be better off when they leave the liox.
It's a very difficult task and yet there ought to be a scoreboard in the
sky somehow that measures "have people now acquired a salary suffi-
cient to support themselves? Has CETA resulted in a job that is good
enough that they can keep it or are we just chasing them around?"

Despite my very strong recommendations for some change, I do be-
lieve that CETA is the tool that we must use.

Another aspect I'd like to point out is that a citizen's opportunity
depends on where they live. We serve in the prime sponsor area and in

9I-279 0 - 40
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the Balance-of-State area. The treatment of people is different. I
sit on the State manpower council. We make very good policies. Their
intent is to develop policy positions on helping people reach full em-
ployment. All policies may be ignored by all prime sponsors and fre-
quently are,

When the manpower council meets, it's 34, 35 people.
hassend representatives. Prime sponsors send their stairs. It has become

a heavily staffed organization. We could declare policies next week
profoundly and unanimously. and the week after they may or may
not be implemented in any local level. I think you must strengthen
the role of the Governor and the S.M.C. if you plan to get real serious
manpower improvement.

I think the real attention of CETA is being paid to the vast bulk of
money called title VI public service employment It is not being di-
rected at the poor. It could be The benefits could be triple what they
are now, perhaps hundredfold what they are now, if anyone took that
seriously. The community action agencies, community-tensed organiza-
tions are there and have been there long before CETA and will
continue to be there. They are essentially excluded_ to a large degree in
decisioninaking. In our prhne sponsor area, the planning council was
reduced from 30 to 15. The most experienced _manpower-involved
people who represent a constituency were excluded.

Let me explain how that works. The representatives of eterans is
a
of

employee called veterans service officer. The representative
of the poor is the city relief director. They are excellent representa-
tives of local government. They are not representatives of the con-
stituency nor connected to it 1 think someone should pay attention
to whether the things you write in the law are being carried out I find
that that is not always so.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tryon follows :]

PREFARED STATIaiENT or RosALIE L. Tarox

I am Rosalie Tryon, Executive Director of ADVOCAP, Inc., a Community Action
Agency serving Fond du Lae and Winnebago Counties in Wisconsin.

I would like to eXpress my real support for CETA reauthorization and to offer
comments and recommendations on means to make this critical National legisla-
tion more effective in dealing with problems of employability of the poor.

The poor leave poverty only when they have the means to attain self-sufficiency
. . . a good job is vital. CETA offers the potential route to getting, keeping and
holding that essential job. The tool of CETA needs considerable refining and It
must be made to work.

Since 1946, I have been immersed in the many layers of Manpower and CETA
development and implementation. The experience is profound and absurd, inspir-
ing and frustrating as a most complex system attempts to translate the,beautiful
philosophy of CETA into effective action that works.

As Executive Director of ADVOCAP, I represent and respond to a constitu-
ency of poor people, in which our agency is an advocate, a provider of services,
a contractor of a major 'National pilot called Supported Work. I serve on the
Governor's Manpower Services Council as a public member, and am chairperson
of the Wisconsin Manpower Policy Committee, President-elect of the WISCAP
Directors Association, and chairperson of the WISCAP Manpower Committee.
I serve as a public member on the Conservation Works Project Board of 1VIscon-
sin, and during the last decade have served continuously on CAMPS, Area Man-
power Planning Boards, manpower development committees and planning coun-
cils. With all layers of Involvement, it would seem that affecting the precision
of the tool would be ever-present. Yet, the linkage and communication and flow
of administration from the CETA Act to the tlecisionniaking process at the
local prime sponsor level penult each major step forward to be regressed with
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two steps backward, The chnllenge to ill of us must be to make CETA do what
It says it will . assure oplortuulties for employment find training to unem-
ployed and underemployed persons.

ADVOCAP, Incorporated Sup Ports the reauthorization of the Coninrehensive
Employment and Training Act for a minimum period of four years. A maximum
time authorization is needed so that phased programming can be developed to
meet the manpower needs of the Nation. This paper contains two major sections
which discuss short-term as well as long -terns recounnendattons.

First is a specific discussion and recommendations for the Inclusion of the
Supported Work concept and strategy into the CETA reautliorizution.

Second is a more general discussion and recommendations regarding the Act
in general With emphasis on the need: 10 separate countereyelleal from struc-
tuna measures; to place a greater emphasis on structural efforts targeted to-
ward the disadvantaged; to provide for more qualitative measurement of CETA
programming; and to further clarify tile roles of key actors in CETA.

I, Supported Work programMajor DOI., Demonstration Effort. M)VOCAP,
Inc. strongly supports and endorses Section 311: part Bresearch, training and
evaluation, especially subparts (a) through (c). With the agency's long history
of operating traditional manpower ()ingrains such as adult work experience
and of its recent planning. developing and implementing an innovative demonstra-
tion manpower project, ADVOCAP recognizes the needs to develop and improve
employment and training programs, to ease the transition from income transfer
payment dependency to employment, and to provide special Supported Work en-
vironments: for the difficult to employ. ADVOC.AP proposes tire sin silk reconinien-
dations regarding this section. flowerer, before presenting these, it is necessary
to discuss the background of our current involvement ill an Innovative man-
power research project called Supported Work,

In 1975, the Department of Labor joined with live other federal agencies
and the Ford Foundation to form the national private non-profit Manpower
Demonstration Research Cogsnation MDItC) called Supported Work Pro-
grans 03W-1, &DvocA,p, Inc. was one of 13 sites across the nation selected to
operate an SWP. This project was set up to test the concept of how to success-
fully employ severely disadvantaged persons and provide them opportunities
to do meaningful community work, gain useful work habits and skills and in-
crease their prospects for securing a job in the regular labor market, thereby
reducing their dependency on the welfare system.

S \VF places these marginally employable persons in low-graduated stress, new
ly created jobs for a transitional period sup to 13 months) after which a cer-
tain percentage (25 to 4i) secure an unsubsidized job in the regular labor
market A low stress environment is built into Supported Work through peer
group support, careful and regular feedback from the supervisor, and relatively
low initial productivity demands on-the-job. Graduated stress is fostered by in-
creasing the PrOductivity demands. making it increasingly more difficult to earn
a raise or bonus, and by gradually being less tolerant of tardiness and absen-
teeism. Hence, the five major elements of the supportive work environment are:

I. Low-graduated stress.
2, Peer group support.
3. Clearly defined tasks and responsibilities.
4. Advancement and reward mechanisms.
5, Recognition of special needs of the target popn
Essentially, SWP combines four uniquie goals
1, l hanging the belmvior of the most severely unemployable potential workers

into acceptable, successful work habits that private employers buY ;
2. Doing the needed, useful, and socially desired community work that until

now has been universally acclaimed but largely undone;
3. Integrating public and private, local, state and federal funds into a single

cohesive and thoroughly Integrated package that does In big job without any of
the duplication and gaps that are endemic to 'patch and piece" normal funding
systems; and

4. Creating new jobs and new business ventures that provide new work instead
of chasing the ever diminishing public sector slot.

In a number of ways the SWP presents a dirrerent approach to traditional
iminpower services. The overall concept itself is uniquely different and the
tools and methods of applying this conf.ept are beyoml those currently used in
traditional manpower programs. To a fairly large degree, standard manpower
programs focus on giving enrollees work experience and training, usually for
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entry, level positions. The SWP concentrates on developing the employee us a
better worker for any position. The employee develops good work habits which
are then promptly rewarded with appropriate bonuses, incentives, promotions,
etc. Establishing new jobs in the community is also another way SWP departs
from existing manpower programs. These new jobs provide meaningful work
for employees. Further, creation of these jobs pertnits previously undone but
needed work hi the community to be accomplished. --

Early results of the national SWP are promising. For example, of the 5,003
graduates of the project, a total of 1,301, almost percent liaN-t.!SeCuretl perma-
nent jobs. Supported work graduates also have received higher salaries. For
instance, welfare mother participants earned seven times as much mouey us a
comparable group of mothers outside the program. Another example, the average
earnings over a nine-month period for a groilp of ex-offenders, ex-uddicts and
youths was $3,330 per person. compared with the avernge earnings of $1,293
among a similar group of 335 non-participants during the same time span. The
cost effectiveness of this strategy, its ability to reduce dependency on public
funds, and its social benefits to participants and society make this in approach
which warrants further support. Attachments A and li describe in more detail
the program, Its concept, major elements, and preliminary results.

The original pilot sites have been operating SWP for over three years now.
These sites have been testing the Supported IVork concept, gathering data on
the project's overall costs and benefits find impacts on severely disadvantaged
persons. Throughout these three years the demonstration wits based on a care-
fully thought out design to derive new knowledge in manpower programming.
This design required that the demonstration he carried out in a systematic Man-
ner with the concept being tested and replicated in Owes and based on the
knowledge gained from earlier slimes. From this beginning new knowledge. the
SWP model is now being tested on tin even larger scale. The Wisconsin Commu-
nity Action Agencies, through major financial support from the Community
Services Administration, will be joining together with the Department of
Lnbor and MDRC for this next phase, In April s number of new projects will he
selected in the State of Wisconsin to begin operations no later titan September.
Also in this phase MDlie is ensuring tlint the integrity of the SIVP concept and
its research design will be continued mid will be assisting local areas in planning,
developing and implementing these new projects.

Section 311 authorizes research mid demonstration progro Hui such as Supported
Work. ADVOCAP's recommendations regarding these are Intended to strengthen
what has been shown to he a bighly NneceNsfill federal project led by the
Department of Labor. They include the following ilve:

necommr.so:,Tiox xo.

That the supported work emit hming expansinn wear and he directly`
with the current national demonst ra t ion being administered by MDRC.

Eationalc.rt Is essential that the Department or Labor build upon what
is already being done in order to greatly enhance the prospects for higher
quality manpower programming. Also, it. Is importnut that the additional
Supported Work Programs consist of highly rigorous program designs linked
to the nationsl model, instead of sporadic individual projects beginning in many
parts of the nation. laJl e. is the organization responsible for keeping the initial
demonstratiou intact and for guarmiteeing the integrity and progress of the
research. Under the guiding philosophy find colitinned lendership of MDRC.
uniformity on the necessary research 911(1 program criteria is assured but
flexibility is allowed in other :trees to encourage the demonstration aspects.

ReCOMMENVATION NO, a

Alter Section 311, subpart (c) the words "supported employment" to "Sup-
ported Work."

Rationate.Encouraging proliferation of to wide variety of "supported em-
ployment" projects may only confuse the results of the "Supported Work"
national demonstration project and may seriously weaken the prospects for
improving the manpower programming of the 1970's and 'PM's. The significance
of the planning and implementation of the Supported Work national demonstra-
tion was diet it could test and compare the cost effectiveness of this particular
form of social intervention and the viability of such a project for actually reach-
ing the hard-core unemployed. While the more conventional CETA treatment

YY
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is effective for many of the disadvantaged, the underclass ha
ly reached. This deuionstrittioa project is accomplishing that

been significant-

RECOMMENDATION NO. 3

Alter Section 311, subpart (c) the words "The Secretary is authorized toconduct" to "Tile secretary shall conduct . , . ."
Rationale. Since early results document the overall positive inspirer of this

Supported Work project oil tile severely- unemployable, a clear commitment
from the Department of Labor Is now essential.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 4

Alter Section 311, subpart (c) by adding, after the list of unemployed per-
sons, the target groups : ex-offenders and ex-addicts.

/?ationa/c.lhese populations are among the chronically dependent, hard-
core unemployed which CBTA must focus its research Hurl demonstration efforts
on These severely disadvantaged persons are also part of the current sup_ -
ported work demonstration and therefore should be included.

RECOMMENDATION NO, G

That Congress authorize and appropriate funds specifically for the continuation
and staged expansion of the national Supported Work demonstration.

Rationalc.Assured funding beyond a year would give both the local pro-
gram manager and the national program malinger the ability to plan in advance
and develop a long range planning capacity which will not otherwise be possible
because of the year-to-year nature of funding of these projects.

II. CETA. Cieneral : lour recommendations.
CETA, while beneficial, does need improvement. Within the CETA Act there

ihre four major areas which ADVOCAP recommends for attention as reauthoriza-
tion proceeds, From the perspective of a Community Action Agency (CAA)
which has substantial experience in the manpower field, ADVDCAP makes the
following reconunendations regarding the CETA reauthorization:

A. That countercyclical measures be separated from structural measuresin the Act;
B. That greater emphasis he plum' on structural unemployment strategies to

more effectively meet the needs of the Bard -core titiemplcV.sil disadvantaged ;
C. That qualitative measurements be incorporated into CETA programming

so that program effects on the people served can be measured ; and
D. That the roles of key actors Mid CETA, i.e., Community Action Agencies,

and other community-based organizations, state government, and prime spon-sors, be further clarified and specified.
CETA must deal with both structural and cyclical unemployment problems, but

it is essential that the two purposes of the Act function as sea:trate elements be-
cause they represent different strategies for different people with varying
problems.

The eountercyclical role of CFPA is acknowledged and accepted. When the
business cycle is on the down swing, the need for jobs for persons who would
normally be employed during more favorable economic conditions is great. CBTA,
through Public Service Employment (PS]) funding, provides employment
opportunities during unfavorable economic times.

It is the structural role of Cl TA whiell is the heaviest concern to many
CHO's including Community Action Agencies like ADVOCA P. Bath the problem
itself and the strategy needed to attack structural unemployment differ signifi-
cantly from countercyclieal measures. Structural unemployment represents the
greatest overall cost to society in lost production and productive capacity, de-
creased self-sufficiency, Increased public subsidy costs, and wasted people.

To combat structural unemployment, a sound, comprehensive and unified
policy is needed. ,11111ough the roots of structural unemployment are the most
difficult to combat, the social and economic costs are too great to continue Ig-
noring the problem. Many believe that the best strategy to use in combating
structural unemployment is the development of separate policies and adminis-
trative procedures from those used in dealing with the counterc3-clical problem.

Specifically, the CETA reauthorization needs to consider which method (s)
Rill separate structural from countercyclical measures without further cate-
gorizing and stratifying existing CE PA law. The measures which need to be
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considered include separate stalllulg, separate organizations to handle funds,
and/or separate funding and administration fur the two purposes Of OFJPA. The
eligibility requirements and formulns of distribution for the two purposes also
rimy need to be different. Simply stated, countercyclIcal and structitimi unem-
ployment are different problems requiring different methods to resolve.

Care and concern for people as lumina beings is hefting In the present. OFTA
system. For persons who are only temporarily unemployed because Of a poor
economy, the present system may be satisfactory, Most Of theme people will again
find full-time employ_ ment when the economy is stronger. But for people with
harriers preventing them from dialing employment, the present system Is of
limited assistance. Currently, CETA is primarily concerned whit auffiliers of
"slots," costs per slot, and administrative overlimid. The emphasis on criteria
such as these actually decreases services lo the severely disadvantaged Since
the disadvantaged are not so cost-effective to serve. Such eriteria also promote
skinunIng, or creaming so that prime sponsors, etc.. can "score" ilinal>ers for
reporting purposes.

B. That greater emphasis be placed on structural unemployment strategics to
more effectively meet the needs of the hard-core unemployed disadvantaged.

The chronically dependent populations hare many more barriers to employ-
ment and therefore require special supportive CETA services, such as transporta-
tion, child care, medical assistance, etc, Also, tliese laird-core 11111liiPloSoil often
remain unemployed simply because they have given up ever finding n job and
are 110 !anger even in the job-seeking market, !knee, the CDITA system mot
demonstrate more flexibility and sensitivity towards human needs.

CAA's are acknowledged representatives of the poor and disadvantaged be
cause CAA's are constituency based and human services are their business.
CAA's have sensitive Outreach along with the interest and capacity to develop
new program ideas which are targeted towards severely disadvantaged persons.

Outreach efforts have been developed to deal effectively with the special
problems of the disadvantaged which hinder niftily from even gaining misfits
sidized employment. Transportation, child eare, medical assistfince, etc. are all
barriers to eniployment which CAA Outreach seek:i to eliminate.

One core Issue which necessitates the separation of countercyclical purposes
-from structural is that the primary mechanism for eountereyelical efforts is
Public Service Employment stressing employment not training. At the same time,
to reduce structural unemployment. training and skill development are primary
requisites. Although training and skill development are time-consunting activi-
ties, current CETA law does not allow participants adequate time to build the
necessary skills needed to gain unsubsiclized employment. For example, on PSE,
tai imemployed college graduate or an unemployed aerospace worker has 12
months (soon to be is months if allowed) in which to gain an unsubsidized job.

At the same time, a person an Adult Work Experienceby definition a dis-
advantaged person with multiple barriers and lacking job readinessis
(through budget limitations imposed by prime spoasors) expected to succeed in
six to eight weeks, In other words, current CETA, regulations allow a job ready
person 12 to IS months to find unsebsidliwsl employment while disadvantaged
persons with Multiple barriers and lacking job readine88 are expected to gain
new skills and unsubsidized employment within six weeks to six months, Finally,
PSE jobs are not developed with the people who are available to fill them in
mind, hilt instead for what. employers (primarily government) want done. Often
the people do not match well with the jobs and the jobs themselves hold no
future except in government service it additional taxpayer expense,

Current CETA provides for eighty percent of the monies and attention to be
spent on PSE, while only 20 percent are directed towards the severely disad-
vantaged. At the same time cash transfer payments from government each year
cost taxpayers more than 40 billion dollars annuallyand the lost is increasing.
To further cotnplicate the problem locally, many prime sponsors are frequently
out of touch with their disadvantaged constituencies. Neither the general public
nor the disadvantaged have real access to participate in the planifing and opera-
tion of CETA programming at the prime siwnsor level. If CC 1.' is to be suc-
cessful in the local community as an economic tool, then access to many from
differing perspectives Is essential.

To effectively deal with structural unemployment, qualitative testing, research
and measurement are needed all along the way. Currently CITPA. (DOL and
primes) are preoccupied with counting numbers of people served, the cost per
placement and administrative and service cost. Little or no attention is given
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to progrimi effects on peimir, On one hand, legisIntion such ns the Youth Em-
ployment and Donionst ration Projects Aet of 11) 17 -a large
variety of Innovative projects to explore the relative eneetiveness of different
approuelies in assisting econoinI (Idly disadvantaged :Ind ()titer youth II) COW
plete high school, to enter the world of work, and to achieve job stability' and
advancement." On tho other band, Dor, refinses to fund snob a program Idea
locally by overruling it State Iiiiiipower Council decision to spend Dovernor's

percent funds Oil research. The local research project twits designed to provide
statistically %mild Information as to the effectiveness of private employment
experience On ilisadvinititged youths' filiilIty to gnIn and hold ansubsItlIzeil jobs,

The jobs research and demonstration project (Project Opportunity) had been
jointly developed by three loud Chninbers of Commerce awl tlie local Commu-
nity Action Ageney, AD1?OCA1'. If the eurrent level of structural uneninloyinent
is to he reduced, then more dollars need to be spent on testing, researching anti
validating effective manpower delivery tools. To help with the development ofthese tools, DOL and primes must Consider some of the worthwhile ideas being
submitted by CAA's and other ClitTs.

C. That qualitative measurements be incorporated into C'VA, programming
so that progrion effecIS on the people served ran he measured.

Whitt !clod of Initiatives are needed? basic Issue yet I o be faced by CETA. Is
quality of effort. There Is uo CETA. definition of a totality long term placement.
Quality is defined 11s the I MI101111111 to Ileg111 InOVIllg Wit
Of economic poverty. This situation is reflected Iii the Department of 1.111101
agellivlit Information System which shows no regard for quality. or program effortmid the system encourages such inacciirlideS ILA double counting of Individuals
served.

For extunple, one LE TA partleipant can he pinccd in an unsubsidized job, workin this job for one day, quit or he tired, and then be re-enrolled lu the slime
program again. This results in the program connting two people served, oneplaced and one still in training. Yet the one person who created :ill these num-
bers Is no further ahead than before involvement with CD1',V.

What is needed is a system which concentrates on individualised training that
effectively ellunhlutes employment barriers, tallier than a political hodgepodge
of programs_ that encourage disadvantaged persons to herniae program depeud-
ent and hop from program to program. Iteplienble research testing and demon-
stration projects are gravely needed If lasting solutions to structural unoull)103'
meld problems aro to he found. This researell, testing and demonstration needsto he conducted on a number of levels consecutively, including both public and
private Itimlers with national, state and LOCta project operators. Through these
efforts, needed program information and experience will be gained. We very
much support the research and demonstration efforts which have been outlined
lit Section 311.

D. That Dm roles of key actors Wild CETA, that Is Community- Action Agen-ciCS, and other counininity.basol organizations, state government, find prime
sponsors, he further clarified and specified.

. final and most basic Issue the CETA reauthorization must, face Is the un-certain null unclear roles, responsibilities fold intents of the key' actors who ft-Illa-
tion with CETA funds. The lines or communication which exist between disad-
vantaged constituencies, program providers, prime sponsors. Stole 311inipower
Councils, regional and national DOL and the language of the CETA. Act do notmatch well. Vroni the position of a relatively progressive and sophisticated. 0130,
Ain't/CAI' makes the following observations and revonimetulations abont com-munications and role functions.

If LETA is ever to neecNplish its intended purposes, strong support is re-quired front the local coast, ,teneies he they general public or the disadvantaged
population. Along with this direct support from the 1110111. IS the continued salePort train cull's like ADVOC awl other C.\ Xs which have long Deco involved
with CETA and other manpower programming. The continued involvement ofCAA's can he most valuable to cr.TA because CAA's have become effective
denimistraled Nneilli 10111S winch all It) ountable and cost-Pfrectivc, Other CRO's
like the Clattnlrers of Commerce tiro often ignored liy Moil prime sponsors. Iii
Fond ilu Lac and Whinchngo Counties, the area einnloyers have commented, "wo
don't believe CEPA fictorie obout involvement of t he private sector. fast per-
formance shows otherwise." The expertise and knowledge of private business
can be valuable assets to aid CETA :IL all levels in becoming more etrealve andaccountable.
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At the Stitto loves, the State Manpower COunells and the Governor's special
4 percent and fi Iilreeult funds remain essential tools liecossary for broader state-
wide program and service development, Lioth the State Alanpower Council and
the Governor toed to play lamortant roles in State am:mower policy develop-
lima that counts. Now, all policy made at the State level cum be ignored by prime
sponsors. The Governor's State 'Manpower council also needs grenter tlexibillty
to test the Innovative ideas being sought to fulfill Cl -r,v and DOI, Knowledge plan
goals. Many of these new and needed prognun ideas earl be tested at State levels
through Um Clovernor's 4 and 5 percent fund,s as administered through the Stnte
'Manpower Councils. Reductions of Punting nisi restrictions on usage of the
Governor's special funds reduces the States' ability to solve peOple'S employ-
ment problems with significant impact ea numbers,

it'or many OBO's, twill prime sponsors seem ti be the venk link- between na-
tlooal policy sad local needs. Communications and representation are nt the core
of copeerh winch many CAA.'s have for prime sponsors. Although the Act requires
prime sponsors to publish public notices of meetings, pint's, etc., many primes
offer only token public notification of Intents and odious. Locally, larger, more
reguinr and mere widespread public notices are needed. Prime sponsors need
to become more accountable to their constituencies of taxpayers and disadvan-
taged liersons needing services. Public bearings are needed periodically- so that
primes can be ilereSSIble to We community and provide annual progrnal acma-
plIshment laformaton to the manic. None ever occur iv our area.

in this same vein of nceountabilitY, primes need to become more responsive
nlld necountinde In the actions of their key staff mid policy board activities. Vol-
ley Boards composed of county board members who deal only with the elemeuts
of Issues prime stab select and present may not reflect the needs of disadvan-
taged persons or the purposes of the Planellig Councils need more repre-
sentation from public members including CAA's and other CHO's like Chambers
of Commerce. 'These tttIt' councils es:lied:Illy need representation from !be peo-
ple servedthe consumers of (1.1'1',1 services. The local prime sponsor reduced
the plant= conncirs size frinii thirty to fifteen 'Ind excluded 1111111y liCY actors
In Meal nulopower activity with no mirticipn don by the poor themselves. For
example, veterans are "represented" by the county Veteran Director, welfare
recipients by the City Relief larector. While they are Lila! government repre-
sentatives, these people 1111 slots called 'public mirth-ill:tut s'°.

The direction many prime 81)1111tiol'N are moving I' towards control over all
elements and to actually operating via mmwer programs locally. This is a dan-
gerous move. 1-Yrime sponsors should be prohibited from being providers of direct
manpower service programming. Puplicatien of existing local efforts and loss of
perspective are two of the consequences by primes. illrnlveinent with direct sere-
lee. Primes end up in the positlim 14 controlling funding allocation while they
have great dltileulty in nentr;Illy comparing "their program %vita any other
Providers.Finally minimum performance standards for prime sponsor key staff are
needed. Currently, no professional standards are remared to become the key
staff person. for It multi billion dollar consortium. Prilne sponsor staff need to
be held responsible to a poliey board and a planning council, both of which are
triage up of a broad spectrum of community members including CETA partici-
pants, private business representatives and local elected officials in equal pro-
portion. There needs to exist n natural link between lannning councils and 110110
boards. Pertains even combining the two lindies SAIIIIri he passible.

The CE reauthorization holds the potential for greatly increasing the ef-
fectiveness of the Act in meeting the needs of the disadvantaged while nt the
same tinie remaining as an effective economic pulley. We endorse CI:ITA and
recommend that the Act Continually De examined tu be refined and improved
over time.

[Attachments to Ms. Tryon's statement follow :1
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TV:AND'PlItITATClireat943R
NI REPLITIORMATICS OFThE

isIVE EPPLOYMEJIT AM 'TRAINING ACT

rporaied strongly suppord the reauthorization of the Centre-
-nt and Training Act with recommendations for frOproyekent,In '
reaso

iThtt the Supported Work continuing expansion Occur And be;.directly linked with the current national demonstration
xbeing administered by 14D9C.

hat Section 311. subpart (c) I,a altered by changing to
rde supported emolovrtaent to alported Work.

Section 311,, subpart (c) be altered by changing the
rds "the Secretary is authorized to conduct" to the Sec-conduct".

That Section 311, subpart (c) be altered toy adding, after
the list of unemployed persons, the target groups: ex-offenders and exaddicts.

That Congress authorize and appropriate und specifically
for the continuation and staged expansion or the national
Supported Work demonstration.

That countercyclical measures be separated from tructuralmeasures in the Act.

7. That a greater mnphasis be placed on structural unernplohnent
strategies to more effectively meet the needs of the hard:-
core unemployed disadvantaged.

That qualitative measurements be incorporated into CETA pro.
granning so that program effects on the people served can
be measured.

9. That the roles of key actors and CETA, Conwiunity
Action Agencies, other connunity based organizations,
State government, ancl,Primo Sponsors, be further clarified
and specified.

AnVOCACTIS flit Joe cower! Anai Is TIC Imo°
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Senator Nr.tsox. Thank you very much. I appreciate your taking the
time to come and present yonr testimony. You were right on time

[At which time a recess wits h add
Senator Nursog. Our nest witness will _be Cynthia Ithacan, )eputv

Director of xortlivest Wisconsin. r I'd'. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA FIXTBAII, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NORTH-
WEST WISCONSIN CEP,

Ms. 1)LuTr.Ar. Senator Nelson. Indies and gentlemen : Nl name is
Cynthia Pluton and I am deputy director of Northwest Wisconsin
CEP, Inc. I'm I lyre todav represent ing Mr. .Taines Bonney, director of
the :Northwest Wisconsin CEP, Inc,, program, who was linable to at-
tend this hearintr, lie asked tot, to relity t he following to you:

First of till, 17won Id like to briefly report, some of Northwest Wis-
consin CEP's accomplishments wince the incept ion of CI,-TA. Dict you
know that since July, 1074, a total or 11,115 disadvantaged and unem-
ployed persons have been enrol led in the in northwest counties of the
State of \iseonsin? Of this titilidyr, -1 .!)15 have been placed in pennit-
nent, unsubsidized employment. During the past !kcal year, ,Tuly 1976
to June 1071, we placed 2,359 title clients at ti cost, of $1,038 per
placement.

During our first, year of (71.;7.1, .111Iy 1974 to ,Tone 1075, we had a
sidicontillet far manpower SeiTio With the WiSCOnSin ,Top Service.
During that year we placNI 711s clients. In the -following eti. North-
west Wisconsin ('FP operated its own numpower services component
at a total savings of $50,000, and placed 014 clients. With each SUMS-
SiVe year, Yorthwest Wisconsin Cl 1' manpower service components
have operated more and molt eflii011111,', and during the first 4 months
of fiscal year 1078, -we placed a total or 736 title I, II, and VI clients in
employment for t-in a venige placement cost of $3,640. This cost in com-
parison, to other prime sponsors ectintilIS oolltparatiValy 10W. I W011id
also like to point out that Xor di west Wisconsin CEP. Inc., has in-
volved 17 percent more veterans in their openttions than the 35 percent,
requested by President Carter, brimitring our enrollment of veterans to
52, percent, timid. we hate. been con mail:vied -for this hy the State Veterans
Office.

With this kind of record we feel very stongly about recent edicts
issued from the regional ()thee i ustrnoting prime sponsoi,s to prepare
nonfinancial agreements with total job service district °mem.. During
fiscal year 197T, we had such int tigreoment in operation, and alter ex-
piration on September 30, 11177, we tit ill have continued along the same
lines whilo Waiting for n. 1978 agreellioot to be signed. You must under-
stand that in addition to being employed by the prime sponsor, I am
also a taxpayer, mid naturally the expenditures of tax dollars are of
concern to me, The Wisconsin ;lob Sevvice currently receives job orders
from CEP for title II and title VI public service employment jobs.
These are subsidized jobs under public service employment, and prime
sponsois are not, permitted to take any credit, for these placements.
Only when the client; is terminated -from the public service employ-
ment rolls and hired into an nnsidisidized position can the prime
sponsor take placement credit, Not so with job service. When job
service fills the public service employment job orders, they are al-
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lowed to take placement nn these subsidized positions, when sta-
tistics tire reported to the taxpayers, they show these placements which
of course becomes a deciding factor in their funding levels. Personally,
I do not think this form of pulling the wool over the eyes of the lax.
payer is ethical, and I believe every agency in the business of man-
powe services operating with tax dollars should themselves achieve
whatever progress is necessary for funding.

Other things which I feel should be given very serious eonsidevat ion
in the reenactment of the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act are

One A Change in policies to allow CEP's to -receive CETA moneys,
including title I base funding.

Two: Alake any policy changes reflect urban and rund conditions
separatelyes I ant sure you m.o.:ill aware a rural CEP faces a multi,
tude of different problems to an urban prime sponsor.

Three:That funding should be made available to all prime sponsois
for a longer period than 1 year at a time. I feel that the. taxpayers' dol-

lar could he used more effectively with longer riinge planning.
Four: Make CEP's and like local prime sponsors who have proven

r permanent deliverers of manpower services.
Thank you, gentlemen, for the privilege of appearing at this lie

ing, and if anyone would like more detailed information OH any of the
items presented here, or clarification of any statenients, please, feel five

to cull us at Ashland, Wis., teleple, number 715432-5544.
Yow, if anyone has any questions, I'll be glad to answer.
Senator NTELSON. I want to thank you very much for taking he time

t me down and present your testimony. I'm very familiar with your
organization and the work of the Northwest Wisconsin CIF over the
years. You've done commendable work. Thank you.

PICTEAUT. Thank you, sir.
Senator N-Eesox. Our next witness is Nfr. Ken AndiTWS executive

director of Great Nikes Inter-Tribal Council, Inc., 1sliland. You don't

have a prepared statement?
Mi. ANDREWS. NO, I don't.
Senator Nr,esox. All right., fine. You just ahead and pres-ent y

statement.

STATEMENT OP KENNETH ANDREWS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

GREAT LAKES INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL, INC., ASHLAND, WIS.

Mr. ANntaws. My name is Kenneth Andrews and I'm executive

director of the Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Council, Inc., with the cen-
tral office located in the Bad River Reservation near Ashland. And, al.

though the Great Lakes Tribal Council is an agency composed of tribes

and bands excluding the Menonionieq of Wisconsin, our CETA pro.
grata at the central °Nee serves only the Red Cliff, I3ad River, and
Mole Lake Reservations, as the rest of the reservations are their own

prime sponsors.
Senator isTEesox. The Bad River--
Mr. ATinansys. Pardon me?
Senator NELSON, What did you say ? The Bad River?
Mr. Axnunws. The Red Cliff, Bid River, and Mole Lake Reserva-

tions are the ones we serve out of the central office. The balance of the
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reservations have thei r OWD priuk sponsorship and they probably
experiencing the same problems as c have because I believe the
CETA programs on. reservations arc unique.

We use CETA slots to all administrative positions beeause reserva-
tions do not have It tax base to draw salaries from tofor administra-
tive positions. Some of the problems we face are communications--
communications and the lack of training and technical assistimce. That
goes right down to I believe the guidelines and the report forms that
are needed,

By the time somebody gots_around to the reservations to give them
technical assistance on guidelines or report forms, at the same time

mebody in 'Washington is working to change them.
'We do have problems with the balance of State because. job service

seems to have a problem with certifying the underemployed on reser-
vations.

Senator NEtsoN. Pardon ? I didn't hear von . last sontence,
_Mt% ANDREWS. The job sets ice has a problem certifying the under-
employed people on reservations, and the 1 5-week waiting period is
a hindrance.

Senator ISTELsoN-, The waiting period has been amendedis proposed
to be amended in the administration bill from 15 weeks to 5 weeks.

Mr. ANDREWS, That will be a help.
Senator At sox. All right. Thank you vary much for taking the

time to present the testimony.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
Senator NELsox. Our next witness is Mr, Phil Lerman, codirector,

University of Wisconsin Manpower Institute. Division of Urban Out-
reach, University of Milwaukee ; and Mr. J. C. Banks of Chetek, Wis.

STATEMENT OP PHIL IERMAN, CODIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY or WIS-
CONSIN MANTOWER INSTITUTE, DIVISION OP URBAN OUTREACH,
UNIVERSITY OE NEWAITHEE

1Ir. LEnntx. Thank you, Senator.
Senator NEtsox. Do you each have a prepared statement? It will be

printed in full in the record. If von can summarize the essence of your
statement, it would be helpful.

Mr. LER3EAN.
Senator NETAON, As long ft s your summary isn't, longer than your
_itten statement.
Mr. LEI-mks-. I just thought I would do the same thing you did last

night; you know, 5 minutes andno, I won't. I won't.
Senator NEtsox. I'm chairman here today.
Mr. LERMAN. OK. _I think I d rather trust the press
3fy statement is actually very short and I Will say at the outset that

I am here representing myself and not the university. I wish to con-
gratulate you and the administration and particularly yourself for
recommending the continuation of CETA. I believe that in spite of the
demands placed on the system, the basic concept of decentralization has
worked and that the emphasis placed on the role of local prime spon-
sors and the proposed legislation is proper. I would hope that the
Congress would. continue to withstand the pressure to lower the popu-
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lation base from its present level of 100,000 and would resist any
tampering with the present prime sponsorstructure.

Senator NELsox. You wouldn't want it lowered, you are saying?
3f r. LErtm,vx. I would not want it lowered. As dillhcult as it may

sometimes be, local prime sponsors and the consortia have, by and
large, been better able to deal with problems on a local level and with
few exceptions have been shown to be equitable both in design and
implementation of their plans.

Now, I speak solely from what I know about the State of Wisconsin.

If there is any real or imaghed problem within the CEPA structure,
it lies in attempting to formulate the coordinative rale for the services
council or under the new sot as it is now called : The State and employ-
ment and training council. The new -,ection 104(a) ( 2) and (:3) is

clearly an attempt to place more responsibility for this le fiction in the
council and the Governor, but to make it more viable I would suggest
that additional funding, possifily lip to 10 percent of title I funds, be

(riven to Governors ;111(1 State councils to give them "sweetener" to

nen ieve the IeCPSSAry coordination and not do it through miv other
method. Federal regulations shonld also he clarified tea cluthle hater
roopenu ion between prime sponors, particularly t tlh t may oper-
ate in the same larger labor ma rim area.

The :tdministration should be encouraged to hold Linn its position
with respect to public service employment. Studies with respect to the

effect of PSE in Wisconsin have already been shared with you in the
past. I know that you have found them to be more than satisfactory.

PSE has worked well in Wisconsin. New jobs have been created in

the public and the private nonprofit sector. All units eligible to partici-
pate have had many successes with absorption. This is attributable to
the imagination of the panticipating agencies, the since rityof the local
elected officials as well as the policies adopted by the services council

which are now being apparently iidopted by the administration. It was
Wisconsin which adopted the policy with respect to public service
employment that clearly spelled out a time frame for individuals to
serve in those slots, established a proper system for identifying entry
level positions with upgrading potential and addressed itself to

placing persons most in need into those slots.
Senator NEL-sox. The maximum tune in Wisconsin was 12 months.

Mr. LER3tAN- It was 12 months up to 18 months if them wasif
absorption was in the offing and there's also room to do some negotia-

ting with either the local units of government or the private nonprofit

agency.
Senator NEtsox. You're talking about in a special case?

Mr. LmotAx. In a special case. If the county board wasn't gr_
meet until the 19th month, if they had already fulfilled their (pot: of
absorption and you knew or they specified that they were going to

absorb, we did permit PSIS' slots up to the 19th month so you could

have absorption. It made no sense to fire someone or lay someone of
if that person was apparently going to be filling a job slot in the near

future.
Senator Nasox. I take it that the administration's proposal is ex

aetly the same as yours?
Mr. IziorAN. I think it's it copy of ours. I know it something you

helped introduce earlier into the title VI.
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Senator Ntesox. I'm going to help them do it I've got the bill.
3fr. LEtoraN. Our quarrel with DOI, in the past has been its imposi-

tion of certain classes for these slots which militated against- proper
implementation of our PSE policy. The directiveand this is no re-flection on veterans. I ain a. 1(1 pointer myself, but that's another
matter.

The directive, late in 191C and early 1977, to give preference to vet-
erans worked against our fulfilling our policy requirements to serve
those most in need. Areas of the state when the pool of available
and eligible veterans was well -beim the 35 percent figure imposed
upon us by the liepartment of Labor were forced to abandon those
most in need in order to fulall this requirement. Women, older workers,
AFDC recipients suffered as a conscquenee. The number may have
been negligable when you match it to the national, but it did have an
adverse effect On fulfilling the original concept of public service em-
ployment.

In this regard and though it's been mentioned earlier and I don't
want to complicate any further, I would also like to make reference
to the indirect placement cost figures which were also used to prevent
prime sponsors from serving significant segments of the population
with title I funds. Youths under 22 and workers over 45 were dis-

aged fioni participating in work eNperience programs if those pro-
grams did not permit immediate entry into the work force and intodirect job placement. Prince sponsors and areas in balance of State
who had developed plans which included service to these two particu-
lar segments of the population were forced to diange plans in order to
contain or lower indirect costs to conform to sonic magic formula estab-
lished. as a norm.

The administration, the Congrss, and DOI., should be more con-
scious of the difference in oasts involved in serving the poor within
States as much as I iet weed Stsitt.s. 'Clic /wed to be creative in rural areas
that lack human services. proper trinwirntation systems twist not be
neglmted because the delivery :systein or system to accomplish the task
may be inot.e. costI2,-. The same is also t rue for larger urban areas With
heavy concentottion of minorities and youth. Those most in need, those
most disadvantaged must lid tins prinie nirget of the Cl TA effort, and
the prime sponsols in Wisconsin have done nan.e than a creditable job
in ineptinY this elialknge. and I v i:,-,11 to congratuInte, arain. you and
Ilse administratien for making this obvious ill the new direction or in
stipulating this as /Wing inie of the till jot. t !mists of the leeislat ion.

I would like to say two other vords with respect to private sector
involvement and the whole cple_stion of maintenance of effort and sub-
stitution. I believe that the diroct ion taken in the new legislation is a
proper one It may be difficult to obtain and I 1111(kt-stand there's been
some questien raised as to (li fussiness of the administration's pro-posal. I would hope that enough time would be allowed to permit
various sections of the country, Va lions sections of the State and prime
sponsors specifically to try to wor k out those arrangements with theprivate sector.

It is a difficult one Thiving come from that myself in the past, I
understand some of the annoyances that the private sector has with
respect to Federal programing and to State programing in this area,but if the time is properly given, if there are less restrictive regula-
tions, it seems to nie that it can be successful,
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With respect to maintenance of effort substitution, we've had
problems with that in Wisconsin but again minimal problemsat
least in the balance of State within the immediate past 1 think the
reason for it is a simple one I'm glad to see the representatives of
the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
here this morning )C know that they will be testifying,

One of the things that we did and which we urged on the national
level be a kind of a model was to see to it that at every step along
the way, both in the services council, in the prime sponsors, and in the
subcommittees, particularly those affecting the public service employ-
ment, that proper representation on these committees be given to the
AFSCME or any other union which had a particular role in this

As a consequence and as we, I think, over 1 year ago sent you a
report in which we showed to you at that time that we rejected as
many programs at the initiation of those programs because of the
question of substitution, the presumed question of substitution and
we were able to withstand the pressures from unitslocal units of
goveriunent until those matters were properly ironed out I think, by
and large, this effort on our par and we would encourageI don't
think it ' to be stipulated in,o the Itiw as such. but we would encour-
age whei _vet feasible and eve, 'eyond that participation of the proper
labor union authorities whim the structure of the CETA system so
we can minimize these kinds of problems.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lerman follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHIL LERMAN

Senator Nelson, let Inc first congratulate the Administration and you porttcii
larly for recommending the continuation of CST.'. I believe that in spite of
demands placed on the CETA. system, the basic concept of decentralization
worked and that the emphasis placed on the role of prime sponsors in
proposed legislation is proper. I would hope that the Congress would conti
to withstand the pressure to lower the population base from its present level of
100,000 and Would resist any tampering- with the present prime sponsor structure.
As difflcult as it may sometimes he, local prime sponsors and the consortia have
by and large been better able to deal with problems on a local level and with few
exceptions Dave been shown to be eouitable both in design and Implementation
of their plans,

If there is any real or Itnagined problem it lies in attempting to formulate tile
coordinative role for the SNISC or the redesigned "State Employment Train-
ing Council." The new See. 10-1 (n.) (2) and (3) is clearly an attempt to plaeo
more responsibility for this function in the Council Hurl the Clovernorbat to
make it inore viable I would suggest that additional fundingpossibly up to 10%
of Title I funds be given to governors and State Councils to give them "sweetener"
to achieve the necessary coordination. Federal regulations should also he clarified
to enable better cooperation between prime sponsors particularly those that roily
operate la the same larger Labor 'Market Area.

The Administration should he encouraged to hold firm its position with respect
to public service employment. Studies of the impact of PSEThe composition of
the persons served by categories, the projects and jobs created since 1075 have
been previously sliarl with you and other members of the Wisconsin delegation
as well as with the Congressouin Augustus FIawItlits of the Ilou-sc Education and
Labor Committee.

PSE hus worked well in Wisconsinnew jobs have been created in the public
and private non-prollt sector. All units eligible to mirticipnte have had many
successes with absorption. This is attributable to the imagination of the par-
ticipating- agencies, the sincerity of the local elected officials ns well as the
policies adopted by Services Council which are now bong apparently adopted by
you and the Administration. It was 1Visconsin which adopted a policy with re-
spect to PSJ that clearly spelled out a time frame for Individuals to serve in

aR
he
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those slots, established it proper system for identifying entry vel lursitions with
UPgrading potential, and addressed Itself to plaeing persons most lit need into
these slots.

Our quarrel with DOT, in the post ims been its initmsition of certain classes
for these slots which militated ,Igitiost proper implementation of this policy.
The directive, late in 1D76 and early 1917 to give preference to veterans worked
against our fulfilling our Dailey requirements to serve. those most in need. Areas
of the state 'A.liere the Imol of available nod eligible Veterans was well below the
35 percent placement figure derminded by pelt, were forced to abandon those most
in need in order to fulfill this requirement. Women, older workers. A.I.`DC re-
eiplents suffered ns a consequence. The number may have heen negligible but it
had an adverse effect on fulfilling the originill concept of PSE.

In this regard mention should also be made of the manner in which indirect
Placement cost figures were also used to prevent prline sponsors from serving
significant segments of the population with Title 1 fonds. Youth under 22 and
workers over 45 were discouraged from partielintting in Work Experience
grams if those programs did not permit immediate entry Into the work force
Into direct job placement. Prime sponsors and areas in Baloney Of State who had
developed plans which included service to these two particulnr segments were
forced to change plans in order to contai II or lower ifulirmt costs to conform to
some magic formula ostabllsbed its ti norm.

The Administration, the Congress and DOI.. should he more conscious of the
differences in costs Involved in serving the poor Wit hi n states as !melt as between
states. The need to he creative in rural a reits that lack hymn' services, proper
transportation s.vstems must not he negleett.d bemuse the delivery system or
system to accomplish the task may be more costly. The same is true for larger
urban areas witli heavy concentrations of minorities and minority youth. Those
most in needthose inost disadvantamql must be the prime target of the CETA
effort and prime sponsors in Wisconsin have done a more than creditable job
in meeting this challenge.

Senator NELsoN.. Thank you very flinch, Mr. Lerman. Our next wit-
ness is J. C. Banks who ran the yen great WESrcAp prom.= for
many years.

Mr. BANtis. Quite a 'few yea :
Senator NELSON. For man) years you had a very creative and suc-

cessfal proe Teri I see tint on Tuesday, February 98, they're holding
ari honorary dinner for you up in Stevens Point, is that right

Mr. BANKs. I guess that's right. I told them they already did that a
couple of years ago. For Sonle reason they wanted to do it again.

Mr. LERmA:v. We like you.
Mr. BANNs. Perhaps it's just an excuse to have a party.
Senator NELsox. Tike every one you eon gel. J would to be tl lore,

hut that's darina- week we're ill :-,P:,Si()11: hull in ling el-on I want to
congratulate you for your many years of very cretitive contribution in
this field.

Mr. BANKS. Thank you very much, Senator. I sure appreciate that.

STATEMENT OF X. C. BANKS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WEST CENTRAL
WISCONSIN COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY (RETIRED)

Mr. BANKS. I have been in the manpower program since 1P65, and so
naturally I've got some pretty firm ideas_on what should he clone and
what shouldn't he done in my own mind. MaybeFro sure many pople
don't agree with me; hitt, lieVerthekSS, for what it's worth. I would
like to I have presented a summary page to you but I would rather
just kind of highlight some of the specifics ft-oin the different -pages
behind that and if you have any questions, I'd be glad to try to field
them.

Under page 2 of my statements, it says here
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Subsidized employment and employment training programs were spawned by

the Economic Opportunity Net or 1964. CETA came into existence as an outgrowth

and expansion or 0E0 programs sue as Neighborhood Youth Corps programs,

Mainstream (Originally Nelson amendment) programs, and others.

And, I suppose it really spawned the CETA program probably be-

cause it came from efforts of the administration to destroy 0E0,
Community action agency boards, of course, you know, are grass

roots organizations composed of one-third government representa-

tives, one-third low-income people, and one-third public sector repre-

sentatives: and they set the policies for community action agencies.

The OAP's were for a decade the "presumptive prime sponsors" in

accordance with legislation of employment programs for the poor.
They have outreach capabilities to identify and recruit those most in

need. Now, the previous man here said that the job service wasn't re-

cruiting those most in need. and T think that's very true. CAP
agencies have abilities to recruit those most in need and they also have

a mandate to hire those most unlikely to succeed or those that are most
likely to end up on public assistance so that they may have an op-

portunity to help themselves. Sometimes the guidelines set clown by the

Department of Labor or the State Manpower Council that you've got

to have fast turnover. If you Imre to meet time limits for absorption, it
creates real havoc when you are trying to hire those most in need.

On this a little more on the outreach back on page 5. I think recruit-

ment must-- to be successful must be handled right out in the field. You

don't do it through advertisements. You don't do it through newspaper
articles because most of those iteedimr help never read newspapers.
Now, this may not be valid in urban situations, but Pin talking about

rural .1,tnerlea. Job service offices in urban sitinitions are probably

across the street from the program ()orator or prime sponsor.

The job service are generally selected by prime sponsors to recruit
and certify eligible clients, so I would think that there probably should

be earmarked funds for outreach in their funding like there is in the

Department of Agriculture food stamp program. IV° preached the

need for outreach to get the right people on food stamps lust like we

preached we need outreach to get the right people on CETA programs,

so I Would think from what we've learned in the Department of Ag-

riculture that filially funded such a thing, that that should be con-

sidered on this legislation.
Nov, that'sOne more thing. I react an article, a ITPI article that

speaks of a request for $400 million to set tip lot it privitte industry
councils to work with localities in providing on-thejob tr 'lining and

work placement, The council would consist of local business and labor
representatives. This is in a UPI article I just read and T just the
fantastic amount of $400 million kind of hit me in the eyes because.

Community Services Administration's total fmuling for 900 commu-

nity agenciesconununity action agenciesis only $330 million. This

years recommendations by the President is $380 million. Maybe that's

an incorrect figure. I don't know, but it's certilinly a lot of money to set

up local industry councils that are almost the same as governing
boards of community 'ii tion agencies. I would think the local commu

nity action agencies, many of them who have labor representatives and

all of them could have labor representatives, could be the local private

councils which the new act claims is going to be part of the act. I don't

know. That's just my opinion.
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Senator Ni,sor.r. Your figure is correct; $400 million is correct.
Mr. TiAxits. I think that's a tremendous amount of money and

would recommend at least $100 million of it go to add to loefil initia-
tives on the CSA Act, That could expand community action agencies
in untapped parts of the Nation and the payback for one community
tic': ion clollar in the community in the IVESTCNP area is $8. In other
words it multiplies eight times because of other programs.

Senator NTELsoN. How did you compute the $8?
Mr. B.oms. Well, that's because HEW funds and labor funds and

local funds and all other types of program funding things create a
multiplier effect, you see ? Now, I also want to make a statement about
eligibility stamps. The questionWe new run manpower programs
strictly on the poverty guidelines. Now I think it's 75 percent of the
low-income guidelines in the State of Wisconsin.

Well, now, I hive some problems with that as a complete hard and
fast rule. Back in the 0E0 days there was a 10.percent allowance for
special conditions and we find that the poverty guidelinesmany times
there's sonic persons with siieeial needs slightly overmaybe 10 per-
cent over the poverty guide Ines, This negates the ability of the man-
power program to serve someone that really needs it I just wondered
perhripsThere used to he in categorical manpower programs, 10 per-
cent allowance for special conditions such as learning disadvantages,
high expenses in going to and from work especially in rural areas or
others. Some guys make $100 over the poverty limit and have to drive
160 miles a day to get to work and back.

Guidelines in Wisconsin also, this is something I don't know. It's
just my th.oughts and I think this is the national guidelines on CETA..
You determine the poverty level by family. The definition of a family,
it says, in the guidelinesone or more persons living in a single house-
hold who are related to each other by blood, marriage, or adoption.

Now, my problem is persons living together out of wedlock. Maybe
interesting, but they've got different names and each of them are

possibly eligible for CE TA or medicaid or other programs and I just
wondered. I think possibly communes have developed with 12 different
people, 6 different partners find all 12 different names, and maybe that
is one of the things that helped communes developand they're prob-
ably very good. I have nothing against com munes because there's some
marvelous, wonderful people that live there.; but nevertheless, I'm
just wondering if there's a way to define the eligibility standard by
the members of a household rather than members of a family. It's just

iriggestion to close a loophole that allows ripoffs.
Senator 1 "E:1,8os. Well, I would suggest that, sound as your viewmay

he about communes, its somewhat more liberal than I think those in
in the Congress. Se, could you headline semantics clever enough so
nobody noticed?

Air, BA KN& I think Senator Nelson's got a lot of capabilities along
that line. I just threw it in your hands is ail.

Senator NEt.sos, Well, except when I'm done, nobody understands
anything I said. Pitt, they still have to think it said something without
them knowing what it did in fact say_. You're going to have to write
that.

.1fr. BANlis. Well. I know President Carter has come omit with some
pretty strong statements about strengthening families. Perhaps that
might fit in.

74,
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Senator littscw. Well, it's always a, tough question on the drafting of

any legislation. We get into a very difficult question of reaching agree-
ment on how to define eligibility and when you're all done, you find
out that some individuals have been, left out who really ought to be

included.
Mr. %wits. Well, one other thing is eligibility rules for single fam-

ilies. There is a jump from $2,500 up to nearly $4,000 per year between
it family of one and a family of two Nany senior citizens who just lost
their wives Trust live alone in a home that takes a lot of heat to heat it
and takes a lot of upkeep to keep it up. While they may get some real
estate tax advantage rebates, if they're low income, they still are not
eligible for CETA programs. I don't think they've even eligible for
Green Thumb programs and certainly a person that's making $3,000,
$3,500 and has got all the expenses of living today must earn dollar's

urvivo so I believe there should he a hanger amount allowed for a
ngle person.
That might be something that you might feel some things about your-

self because I know you're so interested in subsidized employment to
give an elderly person an opportunity to complement his salary so he

can halfway live decent.
Now, on the title X of the act, understand it's going to include, a

transfer. All these things are listed in here, Senator, so if I'm too long,
just shat me -up, but title IX jobs for older Americans seem to berec-
ommended by the administration go into title X of the act. I hope that
wouldn't affect the Green Thumb program because it's a very vital and
necessary program.

Senator NErsos. Which one is that?
Ur. atNics. Title IX. the Older A melican Act, is the moue) pit'?

funded Green Thumb this last, couple of years, but now that'ssrrpl
to be transferred into title X. Afaybe I'm wrong but that was the
tna t'

Senator Nria,,sox. That was the original draft, but not in the r
introduced.

13 cues. Vino, That's good. Now there's been a lot said today
about local private sector jobs. In nearly every village or city in rural
Wisconsin. there is a local development corpora ionUDCwhich is
usually nonprofit, and composed of certain businessmen nod elected
officials in the conuntinity and in the State. Arany other States probably
have ofliees of business development. I would like to see a closer tie
between the State manpower council and the -Strut., offices of business
development and in efforts to work with the local TJDC's toward more
private sector jobs. These could Lic funded through CETA programs
because I think each loyal T,PC could wink with public, school systems
to develop training jobs with local employers and gain knowledge,
probably could even bring school el-edits to youth tlmt would normally
be kickouts or pushouts cif flue high school. Ther.e's so many kids, if they
could get a 20-honr-a-weel: or 1'5 horn. piy pros- idingthq took 1n hours
of special education, that would be quite an incentive to teach then.'

something.
Senator N'Er.sox. Yon' ve got 2 more minutes, Jake.
Mr. BAIL es Senator .Its its, he used to be promoting pro mains for

CSA funding CDC's, but I'm vaking of just locally ovglin (1 Com-

munity Development Cor poratrons.
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\row, this ni lv sound like another whaelt at job service. It isn't mall,It tut e1r01 my part to maybe change. the system IL little bit. Job
service for many people, that hive been iiithere are some articles ill
the new law about job service assistance. Well, I think the en p: oy went,
service definitely should have a big in job plaventents. Ordiuithey mix LIP the recoi.ds of t C ETA gruthuites or cFTA people thathave been laid off with all their employment records for persons
needing phicentent, into jobs, and I was thinking perhaps it might. be
possible to handle that grout) of people in ft Kepi:it:de set of records be-
cause ninny tiines rite CD I'.. yet -son gets lost tinning a bunch othet-application I think if we're going to start and were going to
invest money in trying to develop these people. there should be a carry-
through of special efforts after cETA mu' think diat would he a
duty- of job service to do that.

Now. I guess.s my other stfuenients are self-e natory unless you
Intro some questions. I think TI eat l ii halt,

senator NELsoN, Well, you're right on n?rget. 1-lott. is your insula-
tion progeani going up there.?

BANK-, . 'The insulation program is still golii ir very, very strong
Had its a very successful program. It's belie tiel toge,t.licr with. the..
University of 'Wisconsin -Elver Ffills anll theres sem infoma-tion coining out of it

Senator Nta...so..N. Well, River Palls \ lonig a s ly On It best.
progralli, Is that completed vet ?

;qr. 11Axiis. \Null, that 1' eompleied and is publislied and I think you
probably should have gotten a copy.

Senator NELSON-. I didn't SQc
Arr. B,N."KS. lho one they' going on now is credits for youth and

ti e,y've got computeriy.ed program where the youth can go out in a.
house and till out certain papers that feed alto figures into a, computer
and out conics the f2,xact, Oct-are of what's needed in insulation, 'Thisis very eseithigand it going to be workNI in most high schools in
northwestern Wisconsin: rth inrli it very challenging.

Senator NEtsos. flow litany houses have been insulated under the
program ?

?Ii BAN-1,m. Of I retired, you know, in August 1076 iliicl I'mlicit up on those, figures.
Senator Nt.:.1,RON-. Derail. then, ergot ii 15 it, tlo iuu t-ecall?
Mr. IINNI.S. 'LOW ninny houses hose been
Seliati)r Nr.:Iscm . Insulated under t he program?

1;s, tier I don't remember.
Senator NIn.fioNr. We'll get the tigulv.
,NIr. BAN- is niany, many Inindreds of thousands

t hroughont the area.
Senator Nrasoy. We'll get. the figure; t hen. -.thank you very much.
appreciate you taking the bloc townie.
Ntr. you for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement Of NIr. Banks follows

To pv
advantaged,
flexible and

Vit.pftwif,a) firATEligNT OF J. C. II,NNIN

1(r1) CA-flitting and emilloyttictit 010)01.111m tiv-s (or een1 eany dis-
inefflptoyed and Indereriployed persons and to oh:11)1181i a
eceatralized sysetli Of federal state :t.11(1 iecat programs.
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who are related low-income board IneMbers must be assn led to agenciesoutside the CAP urgency Itself.
Eligibility Standards: 1 have trouble with the eligibility. standards of CEPA

prograinm width presently In Wisconsin is $0770 animal income for it family offour. This Is probably ell right. but there are many special reasons a personshould lie certified eligible evert though slightly over these guidelines. There usedto be tinder categorical manpower programs at 10 percent allowance for specialconditions such as learning disadvantages. high expenses in transportation to
and front %York, or perhaps a drunken father who gave little of his earnings to
the family. 'fltere should be flexibility to allow up to 10 percent of workers of all
ages who meet documented special conditions to be entployecl In CETA. programs.Guidelines In 'Wisconsin state, "Definition of filluilyone or more persOnsling in a single household win are related to each tither by blood. marriage or
adoption." NO' problem Is with persons who study loopholes and work the srs
rein. Possibly they're living together nut of wedlock. with different names.of Whom is eligible for CETA. and possibly medicaid, food St mantis or other aid
programs. Possibly some communes, which have developed quite dramatically inthe inrst few years could exist because of similar reilSOILs.

I believe. as President Carter believes, that the family structure should al-
ways be strengthened. `.therefore, It is my recommendation that CBTA guidelinesread, "Dentition of a Imuseholdone or wore persons living in n single house-hold", instead of the present.

outreach Recruitment: There should be a rule such as below that would 1-M-
8mo the nvallabilitY of eligible candidates for all CITA programs. The Secre-wry of Labor shall authorize prime sponsors to fund outreach recruitment ef-forts that identifies the unemployed and enables applicants that appear eligibleto get to Job Service Offices for certification."

Explanationpresent policies that fund Job Service for recruitment, certifica-tion, and asSessinent, miss many of the most needy, fieerui bumf t, to he successful,must be handled in every cornionnity and this cannot be done through advertise-
!nerds for help Wanted because those needing help the Most lack transportation
and seldom read newspapers. This inny not be valid in urban situation where Job
Service Offices are across the street front (1,11, Agency Headquarters, but pro-gram operations in rural areas have had to do tills job without additional re.sources if slots were to be filled.

Testing and assessment to diagnose where employees hest fit should also bean obligation of program Operators because they must Place, supervise, and Up-grade fill CETA employees.
Green Thumb : I luny be wrong, but it is nit understanding that Title X of theAct will include a transfer of title IX jobs for older Americans into BETA. IHave been quite closely aware of the FarillerS 11111011 Cre011 Thumb Program andeven though way imek in 1907, 'West CAI' lost their Nelson Amendment Program,'to Green Thumb, I must give Omni lots nf credit for doing a tine fob. To allowolder permons to supplement their meager retirement Meanie should be continuedand as far as I am concerned, Green Thumb is doing the job very well.Community Development t ions : In nearly every village or city in ruralareas there is a local developme.lt cornorplion usually nonprofit that works to up-grade the communities they repo.-.011r..7,10Sit StOles offiCes cif business de-velopment. I world like to see? ch.sUr HP 110 V;(1011 liril:111C0--of-Strile prime spon-sors. State Employment and Training Councils, and State Offices of BusinessDevelopment,
Private sector Jolts has to be the answer to dependable ongoing income for allof um.
Local CDC's could cooperate with public school systems and tle-7elop trainingJolts with focal private sector employers. Knowledge gained coined even bringNehlool (Traits for youth. Pew problem yowl' ever go on to college and a coopers-ti VP tirrangettient tint, kids can work end lie paid for twelve or so hours of workproviding they can apply themselves to its school vocational training should payalmost imincillate dividends.
Senator .Ids its seems to lie promoting such a program for 42 existing ('BAfunded CDC's. f t is nay opinion that this could he extended to Individual coati.motility CDC's through CAP Agencies or Comity MIllipmver Coordinators.There slualid he f' 01c/it of State Offices of fleshless Development, who haveclose relations with local CDC's who could explain and coordinate this program.Other Comments (In Title I Provisions:

Joh Search Assistance.
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A. This new activity is of extreme importance and -will demand very close
cooperation betty -een program operators and Tab Service, Clients vV110 bave COM-
pleted their eligible number of weeks on the program and who have not gained
tinsabsIdized employment must be handled differently than ordinary Joh Service
applicants. Possible development of n CETA division in the job Service System
that would separate records for all persons whom the pnverninent has Invested
money in for work training could simplify statistical information needed to ac-
curately measure reSul ta and accomplishments of programs.

II. Delegation of Responsibilities.
A. The delegation of program operational responsihilities tsi area am nisi w e r

planning councils whose members serve as volunteers would make this diRicult.
autsitle independent capable plantriers nial evaluations amnia he utilized ill each
situ area to advise council on which programs are properly planned, properly ex-
ecuted to meet their goals and objectives and deoiraide programs to he hauled
or refunded. This should assist the council In deciding which programs should
and which should not receive their recommendations for funding- Vence strad-
dling has been the norm for some area boards with little concern With who has
or has not met their program responsibilities.

Title III: Would It be possible for additional work training slots to be pro-
vided to Community Action Agencies for minority or migrnat groups?

A. Could more Trulina or migrants he placed into subsidized employment if
they participated in such programs than would lie available through operations
Of their own program upon Isolated reservations?

Comment rrolohly polar' or migrant programs opera by Indian or mi-
grant people are ail productive as progrorns operated by others )However, if
leathers of these Movements desire to have opportunities iu arens ii'lrere their
programs do not function, arraneetnent should be made to make this

It appears that the Secretary of Labor has th,_. right to directly fund com-
munity-based organizations without any cot-art-lent review or veto considerations
by the prIrne sponsor. Also. anthoritv to fund supported employment nod training
project& I believe lie should exercise this right in the standardization of youth
and adult work experience Progra

In another page of my comments. T have mentioned "catrntinile-based ofga-
nizatL,ns in areas of ContanillitY Development." i would like to recommend that
all supported work projects he hosed upon preliminary esperiences rind accom-
plishments and gaidelines of Manpower Demonstration fiesparch Corporation.
It has been my privilege to observe the activities of this corporation for a few
years, There has been enough research and demonstration done to intelligently
establish guidelines in how a sneported work Program can operate. These should
he established and tne Secretary of Labor should. he Instructed to set tip such
programs, lie and the Secretory of UMW sllnnld imrn dialely initlrate cooperative
actions to incorpers to such programs as a wily to welfare reform

Title TX. Comments About The Program: T linve taken testimony of
low.income persons at Community Service Administm tit, iiilugs ill Iletrnit
and in Madison. Wisconsin. and have discussed W.I.-N.-CET:1 progrian directors
relit dons.

Comment front runny people who are nn the Program called the pro-
gram demeaning ond etabaros.4inc. Thor W.LX like nearly every,agency, ,cmild
It Snails Place the cream of the employees toliehl, hut the ones most in need
rarely. Often. according to CETA iirogram nperntors, this seems to he true and
those that are not placed quiet:1y ore termina fed. rerlinps this shoal(' be further
Investigated rind If true, studio r pragra ins can he CV:TA operated.

Senn 101' Nr-IsoV- Our lir witru.s Michae 1 Ga laza n re ish Voca-
tional Services, Nil wankee. like. how are -you

bTATEMENT O MICHAEL GALAZAN, JEWISH VOCATIONAL SERV-

ICES, MILWAUKEE,

M. GAtAz:or. Fine. Senator Nelson. I clian't. prepare formal ma-
terial. T ;11 ainVeVer, Play I ()send you sonic. plat -cvial in the Trinil when
I get back after having alit Pared berr, if tbat mill be all right?

bSenator NErso.v. If your earl h igrave t in Vithill 10 daVS itr will Im
mo part of the record. Send it to me in care of Scott Girls]) irg_
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Mr. Will do. 1 do want to share with you some major
areas of concern with regard to the cETA. progrruning in Milwaukee
Comity and also possibly with some implications on the t lona] level.

The new legislation that you're working with now I think ought to
give us some opportunities to indieate or create some changes in the
setting so that there may be more opportunities for participation by
the local resources in the CETA. programing, The historical develop-
ment of the (ETA, programing which was presented several times and
I don't think aeds to be repeated 110.1.0 lifts limited the participation in
the CET.\ programing because generally in historical development of
any program, you tend to haven group of agencies or organizations
that are closely identified With the program development, utilize the
resources and since resources are limited generally, you find that in-
creased participation by groups in the community becomes extremely
limited.

One of the groups in tho community that has minimally participated
in CETA programing unfortunately is, both on a local and national
level, the handicapped, They have leery minimally represented in the
CETA population and the groups serving the handicapped have been
minimal participants in flit CE -TA. programing, althoughand I
guess, SenatorI'm not certain -hart it's my understanding they
weren't even included as a priority group in the original CETA legis-
lation and hopefully in the new legislation they will be included cis
high -priority g-roup.

Senator NELSON. They are included.
Mr. GALAzAN. Thank you. Flowerer, the agencies serving the handi-

capped--1 recent study_ was madepracticallyvery few of them
have CE'PA contracts and recent studies by the rehabilitation agencies
have served the handicapped in mummifies over the country and, by
the Way, I reps -event a major rehabilitation agency in Afilwaukee
County and I'm proud to say, Senator we're the largest rehabilitation
agency_in the country due to the assistance of yout.self and other Fed-
oral individuals who helped to develop the major model agency in Mil-
waukee County.

We're not only the largest rehabilitation agency in the country at
this time but we have carried the most demonstration programs in the
country, We've developed the most triodel programs in araftS for the
mentally retarded and mentally ill.

And, so that speaking foras a major agency. I do want to say that
our experience that as a major agency making major demonstra-

tions and contributions in the field, use wei.en't able to get a CETA
contract until our new executive cane into position and placed the
handicapped as one of the priorities and the county executive as a ma-
jor contribution brought in the services to the handicapped. In fact,
-Milwaukee County, according to a State study, was serving ft very low
percentage of handicapped people im its CET .:1. population. Therefore,
that problem is a real problem because it does mean that there can be
isolations of populations based upon the traditional agencies that are
in the progiTuns who do not service certain populations because they
nifty not hoe -0 the skills or, the hoe wletlge or the expertise or the (tom-
rni talent. That I think is one problem that ought to somehow be dealt
with.



The other problem I think that's significant and I'd like to place I
guess reinforce because it was mentioned before, we have just taken on
in Milwaukee County probably one of the inkier programs in the field
of CETA. programing for the unskilled and the poor I guess it's our
understanding from the Labor Department that exists in the entire
country. Ire are being looked at now by the Eaber Department care-
fully to see how we effectively rallied it nut and we're extremely proud
that our county executive asked tis to take it on

We've taken it on as a, consortium and T think you've hold from the
job service and we want to emphasize that, we're very pleased and
proud of our cooperative effort with the job service and what they are
doing and, therefore, we have not only included our own agencies but
all of the rehab agencies, plus the OTC and SER to poverty agencies in
the consortium and we feel that we are making a major national con-
tribution in bringing together a consortium of resources, including
both the handicapped and the poverty groups in trying to deal with
a major poverty population.

The total number. Senator, is a large number for a. number of agen-
cies and -we figure that the number of people we'll ho serving will be
approximately 8,000 people in the total program. We hope to learn a
gent deal from this program in terms ofand the resources that we
are using which is interesting also, Senator. We are tying together the
resources of title. XX, funding sources, CETA, DVR, and many of the
other resources that nee available to the rehab agencies as well as the
poverty agencies and so therefore, to me, T would hope, Senator, that
you would watch this progiluo carefully and with interest because,
think it's going to present a meaningful kind of model program. We
also hope that it may he picked as a model program for President Car-

ter's study of hisin the study of new programs to be developed to
serve the welfare pop_ ulatiens.

It presents many problems and many questions. It has had serious
criticism and. s iiidity. It, is a new iwogr any that is attempting to de-
velop its direction. I do want to say, however, that in developing the

program we did find out and we do want to reinforce the statement
that the poor arc minimally served in the current CETA programing,
and generally it's the unemployed who are more qualified, more cap-
able, more competent who have the greatest opportunity to obtain em-
ployment in current CET programing, and therefore this is a fact.
This is a study of the total population of the most poor in Milwaukee
County, and we found they were minimally represented in the current
CETA programing, and in past CETA programing. and therefore.
it is yet natural that if you establish a structure where agencies select

people for the purposes of providing certain kinds of work in the com-
mun ity. they do not select the individuals who do not have the kind of

work habits. uniqc attitudes. rind work behavior that could allow them

toallow them to perform the task for which they were selected.
And so. therefotT, it is critirel that there be agencies. and there be

work task developed for that kind of a population, who has a right to
work because we first fully believe in the ITumplirev bill, that all peo-
ple have the right to Work, end it cloesn't menu the amount of produc-

tion that you could make that gives von the right to work-. It's the fact
that you're there, you want to wOrk and if you want to watc, von Imre

a right to work no matter how much you produce and my feeling is
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that current legislation and the current structure is established for
those people minimally us though it may be currently who can produce,
can go to work, can attend and can then achieve. employability.

The other matter I think that's important, Senator, is employment
in the private industry sector. That's a perfectly good idea but there
are people who cannot achieve that, ideal and we have no allowance, for
that because there are people who cannot produce enough to give the
employer enough profit on that individual no matter how much you
train them and bow much you work with them to achieve the level of
employability so that the private sector can hire them. What do we
do with them? Are they then to be completely taken out of the work
market, completely left out of the CETA programs because they can
never achieve employability in the private sector?

That to me is unfair and certainly not in line I'm sure with the con-
gressional concerns. So, I would like to see that employment is not
defined as employment only in the private sector. We need to develop
the employment opportunities for individuals who cannot achieve the
productivity of the private sector and I would 1 ike.to sayfor instance,
to tell you at this moment we are, for instance, the largest employer at
this time I think nationally of handicapped people and of people with
minimal productivity in the country.

Senator NmsoN, How many do you employ?
Mr. CIALAz.kx. We currently employ about :3,000 people in our pro-

gram.
Senator NEt,Sox. This is in product ion work?
Mr. GALA /.1x. In production work. We get subcontracts from in-

dustry. We take people whom industry does not want to employ be-
cause they can't make enough profit on them and justifiably. We get
contracts from industry which they give to us. We then use them and
pay thorn in our program and we pay them whatever they produce and
we also subsidize their production so that they- tan come and work and
they work in our agency.

We've been trying to work a reitionsteip with industry where they
could develop such programs right, in their own plant so that they
could pay below the intnirrmin wage because people cannot produce
that much and legislation allows them to do so. but that's not vet been
able to be achieved but I would wantwould urge that there be sup-
port for those kinds of programs so that people who cannot produce
the. min inmin wage in indust ry can still be employed and can still work.

My whole career of 40 years. Senator. has kind of geared itself, if
you want to call it or committed itself to work for people who cannot
achieve, the full employment potential of wm-king in private industry
and I fully believe in the work ethic. I believe that everybody has a
right to work no matter how limited his potential, no matter how
limited he can produce and I would like to see legislation in CETA
and everywhere have consideration for those kinds of individuals.

We, for instance, are the largest purveyor of food service in Mil-
waukee County. We currently servo 10,000 meals a day. We serve the
aged. We serve youth, lid we contract with the county and with other
structures and we use i?nndicapped people to produce the food, to
sometimes deliver the food and so forth and we use it for training as
well and we compete with private industry in competing and bidding
for the food service operations, so that we don't ask for any special-
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although we do get sonic specialconsideration nt the Iwedertl lc- I,
and we are grateful for that because we need the work in order to
produce this kind of employment.

Now, the other thing we vonid like to doto emphasize is that as
indicated originally in my first few comments, we would like tome the
encouragement in the legislation of more participation by groups of
agencies together in working together as conSortiums. I thinkI feel
that the problem of nnemployability and the problem of training, and
the skills required, the sophistication required, all of that cannot be
achieved in the small, unsophisticated structures that arc currently
getting contracts for CETA to provide training mai etoplovnent. 'It's
really it's excellent for the building of community -resources possibly
but it's a waste of effort and time and skill. I think what we, need to
do is to encourage a consortium of agencies to get together so that they
can purchase the skills, the knowledge, the expertise and the mechani-
cal kind of resources that are needed to meet this kind of problem.

I think the problem of unemployment and the problem of training
and the problem of preparing individuals for s!=ills i4 r ty, very
difficult one and I think frequently it is possible for agoiteies with
minimal knowledge and minimal skill and ni ini Mal expertise to obtain
contracts which do not really allow for effective results.

I wasn't keeping time, Senator. I didn't want to go beyond.
Senator NELSON. YOU have 1 more minute.
Mr. GALAZA N. One more minute, And, I can just indicate my lost

summitry ray summary comment. ir AVOtild like. Senator, that, there
be possibly on a national Scale more funds available for natjor demon-
trations and major experimental approaches by community agencies

on a national level. I think that. one of the programs that I look to with
greaterthat have the most effect in creating resources and in meet-
ingand overcoming problems was the program and demonstration on
the division of vocational rehabilitation at the notional level, I remen-
ber during those years when those funds were made available, the
development of services and programs were massive. The finding and
developing of information and new approaches, the problems were
significant anti I think at this point, what is most disappointing is the
lack of demonstrations and programs dealing with this problem on a
national level that make a significant contribution.

That to me is a very, very sore point and one that I would ask,
Senator, if one could look at and share the kind of knowledge that
could be developed from those kinds of demonstrations by major
agencies that have a contribution to make.

Senator NET Thank you. Thank you very much for your testi-
mony. We appreciate it

Our next witness is AU. Wesley Scott, .fr,, executit-e director, Mil-
waukee Urban League, Milwaukee, \Iris, Mr. cott,'e're i c.ry pleased
to have you here today.

Mr. Snort It's my pleasure, Senator.
Senator NELsom Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WESLEY SCOTT, IR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MIL.
WAUKEE URBAN LEAGUE, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mr. Scorr. I'm Wesley Scott and I'm the executive director of the
Milwaukee Urban Leave and4he Milwaukee Urban League is a

5 i
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client-based social welfare agency which has been its operation its
:Milwaukee since 1910, It is chartered with tin State as a nonprofit or-
ganization. We are concerned about the problons which confront
blacks it nd other minorities.

Oar major approach to dealing with some of the problems is some-
thing called advocacy which you don't twill. much about any more but
we are an advocacy agency. We can proceed on behalf of those who
are unable to intercede for themselves with the total goal of the agency
being simply tint people should have the opportunity to achieve to
their full potential wherever they are.

I am pleased to see, of course, auy new resources made available that
will alleviate some of the problems that blacks and other minorities
face. In jolts whene ecmonieallv the situation, of course, is the most
serious aspect of what poor people face, no matter Who they are, and
what people seem to forget, from time to time is that since World War
II, we have seen six recessions or depressions and what have been re-
cessions in geneinl for the general public LftV0 been depressions in the
minority community. 'There has not been a year since World War II
when the statistics for unemployment in the ghettos, whether they
were Spanish-speaking, black or whatnot, when statistics were not at
depression levels which is something that people do not understand
and do iiot realime,

our community, for instance, we've seen some dramatic kinds
of changes take place. hi 1040 there were only 8,800 blacks in Mil-
Nvaukce. In 1950, 22,500. In 106o, ti:I,500. In 1970, 104,000; tunl, as of
1975, approximately 150000 blacks, speaking of blacks alone, and
appoxfmately hall of that :number are 21 years .tad under Which sug-
trests that we hive ma jot- yonth problem in our community, So, a

4 - problem ,
program like 0ETA, it propelv administeivd, would certainly have
a great impact upon \that is happening in that community but we
have soma «e 11,11Ve S01110 ObSCI'VatiOilS to 11111ke, Concerning the con-
duct of CETA in the community and I have to preface it with this
remark We're not newcomers in this liehl. It didn't take Cl TA
dollars or any other kind of dollars to get the Urban League involved
in this Ailole field of employment for blacks and other minorities.

As I have aid cited earlier, we have been in it since 1919. One of
the difficulties, of course, is 0'w_ difference in perception as it relates
to what the problem really is. The propensity at this point is to view
the problem in a Vaellthn RIO 11711V fated to anything else that's hap-
pening in the community, Other kinds of problemseducation, hoas-
ingthese are as much related to ('E l'=1 as the dollars which come
down from the Federal Government

One of our concerns in terms of the conduct of CE'r:1. in Milwau-
kee has been the lack of progression of (:17E'Fk. applicants into full,.
time, onsubsidized employment in either the public or the private
sector and there is no :structure which will guarantee or provide a
pathway or opportunity for an individual that comes oil of CETA
to get into a nonsithsidized jol»vitli anywith any indication that
theip,'q going to be a future for tit is individual. If yon want to talk
about motivation, if you want to talk about what makes people
want to thet.e must be this kind of ingredient in the CETA
program Nvhee one can see light at the end of the tunnel rather
than some dead end job or whether it has to do with the job that
You're presently in as a CE-'1' N employee or whether it has to do with
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the training t.lnrtt leads to a job that itr itself leads to a. dead-end
-job. Tbcse are the kinds of things that although we might want to

`Anse whom we choose to serve in terms of CETA, they're
They're intelligent people. They are people who want to
they can recognize eadi!y the kinds of games that we
play on them.
°odd submit to you that part of the difficulty in let of den

ternaining what the problems are as relates in particular to minorities
our community the advisoiy committee that tells the connty

executive vthat kind of programs that we need in our community is

that there's not a single minority sitting on that zulvisory committee.
Pm not demeaning or denigrating the character of uny of those indi-
viduals that are there. They arc well-meaning citizens ancl individuals
and I would suggest to you that this is a continuation of what has been
going on in the past of planning for ratln than planning with. I sug-
gest that there ought to be more opportunity for input in terms of--
I'm talking about the Executive C7ouneil for Economic Developinent.

Senator Nr.ir.soN. What about the prime sponsor planning council at
the local level ?

Mr. Scorn That is purely advisory, sir, and I question the elliency of
that committee in term of the kind of input that is acceptable to the
prime sponsor.

Senator Nizsos. Thank you
Mr. Scum And I repeat it's a question of planning for rather than

planning with the community. In that context I would suggest that
theiv more opportunity for input from -those people who will benefit
from the program. That there be injected something that deviates from
the traditional; namely, some CITIL tiV it y and soine jilInghlat Oa. I Say to

you that in terms of the kinds of jobs that are available in the highly
inchistrialized community from which I come, that they be increased
in terms of technology. I'm not knocking it Pm just stating, a fact that
the kinds of jobs that alv needed Inc becoming fewer and fewer while
the people that need the jobs are increasing in ntimbet.s.

We need again to think in tel of new kinds of meaningful jobs, a

new kind of training for individuals. There seems to be an inclination
to stick to thetraditionai appiotieh. There's no way in the World, for

instance, that horsiness and ;14.1stry vae give e vlindv a lob in Mil-
waukee that needs ene. -Isje r

involve bvsiness and industry in a
more positive way nith.9. representation and reeiniting and

training with sonic _ nnl ing down the road tow aid the
whole bit of retention or. the joh and we need to place tho role of

CETA in its true perspe^tire.
CETA is not here to end all the problems th at are existent in the

community :Ind it should not 0.peratr, in a viieumn. It should be re-
plete with educational and training: opportunities and be ever aware

f the root. causes of all our society's ills and the rule Unit (1 '.\. is
playing in terms of attempting to alleviate them.

Senator Ns so' Thank ycmot very much for your very thoughtful
comments. Ve appreciate you taking the time to conic here today and

testify.
Mr. Scerr. 'Thank yon.

yo Our next witness is Mr. Thigh rimier-Senator Niu.sox. Tl 1--

son, representing the OTC, Milwaukee. Gentlemen, I appreciate your
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taking the time to come. Would you each identify yourself for tare Ie
porter so the record will be accurate?

STATEMENT OP HUGH HENDERSON, BOARD CHAIRMAN, OPPOR-
TUNITIES ;INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER, MILWAUKEE, WIS,, AC-
COMPANIED BY CARL NELSON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR IN CHARGE
OF MANPOWER OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER
OF GREATER MILWAUKEE

Mr. NEL$01..T. Pin Carl Nelson, associate director in charge of Man-
power Opportunities Indusbrialization Center of Greater Milwaukee.

Mr. if ENDmsox. Arid I'm Hugh Henderson, I'm the board chairman
of the OIC of 31ilwankee and as of 2 months ago, I tun now industrial
commissioner for the State of Wisconsin.

Senator, we're very glad to have the privilege to testify before youtoday, and your colleagues and you have a copy of out prepared re-
marks that go into greater detail than this summary that I'm going toread to you.

Senator NELSON. Fine. Do you each have a statement or just one
statement ?

Mr. HnNoEnsON. I have one.
Senator .NELSoN Yotir statement will be printed in full inr the record

and it will be helpful ifyou could highlight it in a summary.
Mr. FIFxnr.nsoN..All right, I would just like to give you a summary

and some points of view that rte see is a community-based organiza-
tion in the city of Milwaukee. Tin sure that our national people have
left on with a great deal of material as to their impressions of the new
CETA legislationl namely, Reverend Leon Sullivan.

Senator NELsoN, I haven't talked to Rwerend Sullivan yet but I'm
soya I will.

1-1E-NnEusox% sure you will also, but, if I may, from the view-
point of the Opportunities Industrialization Center of Greater Mil-
waukee, and as a community-based organization, we are very much
concerned with the proposed CETA reauthorization legislation. We
would not be opposed to the proposed change concerning the local
CETA Planning Council.

The proposed changes in the targeting of comprehensive manpower
services to the "economically disadvantaged" is an admirable goal.
The limitations of PSE to TS weeks is also, in our judgment, a positive
development.

Another -positive change that we would fully support, is the concept
of forward funding, Clearly, from an operational standpoint, this
would make for improved delivery capabilities and probably improved
planning capabilities..

The proposed new title VII, "Priviite Sector Jobs for the Economi-
cally Disadvantaged" is also needed. We WOLlid strongly recommend
that community-based organizations be an intermediary between those
employers and the structurally unemployed.

There are also some potential sights of problems in the proposed leg-
islation as we see it As currently proposed, the job research provisions
and seemingly preferential role manda.ted for the employment service
AN-mild be, in our opinion, destructive to the present employment and
training system already ire place, As presently written, the legislation

-279 0 7 41
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wotd(1 place an undue onsor to more or less prove
that the job sevice cannot do he

Further, a vcvy real question- ,,,rises in the employment serviccC
ability to provider the Ii- of mviled placement SerVices to minorities
and women. Past y indicate that in this rea they have not
demonstrated AM in, tlupliS11 this task for the poor, minori-
ties, and women. ;1._ Ft;,-ynrly urge that trmative action be it stated

goal of any new Ci:J`,A .-;f It

We also have con,-,,erns over the manner in which the concept of
"duplication of efforts" is worded in the proposed legislation. In a co-
ordinated approach to addressing the needs of the unemployed, under-
employed, poor, and minorities under our experience has been

that the needs lar outweigh the available resources to address, them.
The method in which funds are currently allocated should also be

examined. It seems to us lint in the case of the city and comity of
Milwaukee, we are constantly punished because of the manner in
which the allocation formula takes into account the unemployment
rate for the four-eaunty standtird ctropolitim statistical area as de-

fined by einployment service and ignOl'eS, the exceedingly high unem-
ployment rat .:,e, in the city and county of Milwaukee. The formula,
should be revised to eliminate this potentin I ii y.

The appeals process must, be clear and workable. Another clarifica-

tion we wouhl recommend is the language discussing "programs of
demonstrated effectiveness" be changed to include "only programs
with employment and training experiences". Tile rie,AV 'yOUtli title IV
ought to mandate a role for community-based organizations and he

expanded so that the sanw level and kind of services provided under
the propw,ai title II are available to youth.

Senator Nusox. I might say that the language referring to pro-
grams of demonstrated effectiveness was language, that, we developed

because the administration proposal was to eliminate ;ill directly fed-

erally funded categorical-type programs. that involved OIC, 'Green

Thumb, SER. It did work successfully, otherwise there wouldn't have
been any funding for OTC. Green Thumb. or SER directly. Otherwise
they would havee had to compete for their funds on an individual basis
around the country and since they were established and effr-ct lye, that's
the reason we used that language.

Mr. HENoEnSoN. Very fine. We were not aware of that,
Senator NET S0 As a matter of fact. we worked it out with Rever-

end Sullivan and other representatives of Such groups. Finally we got

the administration to -,ce..pt it and that made it possible to fund these

groups.
Mr. ITEsnEasoN, Thank you. Senator.
We would also like to make a comment, on the overall role of com-

munity-based organizations in the C ETA Amore S. We hare Colwell'

that the proposed guidelines have no specfie.guidelines for determin-

ing which programs have, in fact, demonstrated effectiveness.
The language. ought, to specify that (BO', must he used unless

there is a demonstrably better way to provide CI TA services.

Senator, I thank you for the opportunity to testify here this
morning.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Henderson follows :j
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PRE:vAnEo STATE1ENT OF HUGH HENDEnsoN

Mr. Chairman: It Is Indeed a privilege to testify before 3-ou today. From the
viewpoint of the Opportunities Industrialization Center of Greater Milwaakee,
and as a community-based organization, we are Very ninth concerned with the
proposed CETA reauthorization legislation. As you are ilArtire, structural unem-
ployment problems are at critical proportions within the city anti county of
Milwaukee, mirticularly among the I.:glen minorities: residing there. Among black
and other minority youth within the central city of Milwaukee, teenagers in the
age group 16 throdgli 18 seeking some type of work in the labor force face a
better than rY0% chance of not finding a job, In the age range 19-21, the figures
are not much different, approximately -10% of the individuals actively seeking
employment. Among other age groups, the unemployment rate is minimally 21
to 22% within the central city on average. Therefore, ANT are very_ much con-
cerned with CETA and the proposal changes. We are also aware of the high
cost of joblessness to Our connunnity and the enormous resources that need to he
made available to combat it As a recent U.S. News and World Magazine special
report edition pointed out, this nation must create In the years ahead approxi-
mately 72,000 new jobs every week.

These jobs will most likely be needed by individuals seeking work for the first
time. Workers replaced by machines and new teelinologies and by those unem-
ployed and underemployed, to bring the national jobless mite down to a level of
approximately 5% by 1980 and 4% V 1985. That Is itlso another reason why,
Senator, innovative programs Knell as the slcilled trades improvement program
and the youth entitlement package submitted by County Executive 'William F.
O'Donnell an behalf of Nlilwaukee County are still badly needed in 3lilwatikee.
We fitly this despite the funding of thin foundry STII', program in Milwaukee
Cutility. It Is an excellent project, but we believe that STIP. programs in the
areas of the industrial trades and in the appeal industry are avenues worthy of
exploration.

CETA as it is presently functioning in Milwaukee County under the guidance
of County Esecutive William F. manpower ll vision, with appropriate
planning council input as regilircit liy the current legislation is, we believe, a
worthy model for the state and Did, ed the nation CI i.A In milw:Ilikee County
operates utilizing existing community-based organizations, representing the
broad cross section of available service deliverers. Anti we believe, a science
attempt is being made to provide ('ETA. services under all titles to those most in
need: general iissisfaitee recipients and the most severely economically disad-
vantaged citizens in our community. It is however lituited by the level of re-
sources available to combat the dehumanizing aspects of brine unemployed.
Another documentation source for minorities residing in see County
(and the City of :Milwaukee) W:is highlighted in articles in I. ,iecenaber 31,
1077, NIW York Times. whirh stilted that the "unemployment statistics for
minorities in the City of 31i1watikee is four times that for whites". While the
statistics quoted, such :is the -official unemployment ride for black adults is
10.8 percent, the highest in the nation" . . and that for black teenagers," the
unemployment rite is about 50 percent agitinsi II.6 percent for white teenagers",
there (;in be no doubt that it vritical pi-oldeni does exist. An article tleit appetired
in the Ciliongo Tritium. on saunas, January 22. 197s, stated the .Milwaukee
problem" in a similar fashion. are here to tell you that we know we have a
problem and that IN Why the proposed revisions of CET,V ;HT vitally important
to us.

Generally, we are in agreement that changes are needed. We recognize that
in varying parts of our nation, prime sponsors do not ;let as responsibly as
does ours in Alilwatikee County in sewing that cl.n.A ser, ices are in fact deliv-
ered to those most in need through lisiige of existent service deliverers.

The reorganizalii a of the v;trions titles of CETA will make the legislation
not only cosier to under -tail, lilt t() administer properly. Also. although 01C-
GNI feels that the hint tioning of the present cETA Advisory Planning Councils
lovally do lit fact operate in a manner described in the new legislation, we would
not be opposed to the proposed etiange. We W011111 01113- hope that funds would be
drovided for adequate funding of staff for the council Nut Its not to take needed
monies from service deliverers.

The proposed clitinges in the Iiirgeting of ennitirchensive manpower services
to the "economically disadvantaged" is aw uluiralde goal, In Milwaukee County,
we are in fact, focusiag on the most severely disialvatittiged, general itssisittnce
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recipients, AFDC Aleuts find ex-offenders, along with other severely economical-
ly disadvantaged groups. They are, We might add, prinutrily black. The limita-
tions of PSE to 7S weeks Is also, in our judgment, u positive development. Again,
in Milwaukee County, through a coordinated supportive work task force spon-
sored by the County Executive we are actively involved in the development of a
model that will move individuals from subsidNed work to the privtde sector.
Also the innovative "leave to earn project," n program designed specifically to
address the needs of general assistance recipients is actively working with
private sector employers to create moventeut from PSE to the private sector.
This project, under the admioistrative leadership of the 511 1mn:ex! Jewish
Vocational Services, is an excellent exatiode of community-based orri eizatinns,
government and the private sector working in harmony to achieve it good wit tout
the proposed legislation, that of utilizing PSE properly to provide inecitiugful
work experience and training to assure a stiecessful transition from PSI: to
the private sector In the shortest possible time.

Another positive change that we would fully support is the concept of forward
funding. Clearly. front an operational standpoint this would make for improved
delivery capabilities and prebably improved planning captibilities. We would also
/lope that the language in the bill as proposed, would allow prime sponsors to
provide a similar forward funding situatiou to service deliverers. The proposed
new Title VII, "Private Sector Jobs for the Economically- Disadvantaged'', is also
needed. However, based on our oust experience which has been positive in terms
of private sector Involvement, we would strongly recommend that community-
based organi%ations lee 7/11 intermediary between those employers and the struc-
turally unemployed. This suggestion, if incorpttrattsh would help to assure effec-
tive delivery of private sector jobs under 0.11' to the economically disadvantaged
and to minorities in partieular. As; you are aware, Senator, a unique aspect of
the III(' inevement has always been the direct involvement of the private sector
In a partnership concept in attacking the problem of unemployment. Nationally,
we have had tb.9 direct involvement of major American industry such as General
Motors, General Electric. .AT.S.fT, B. b'. Goedrifli. Sint Oil and a total of
approximately 500 to 10o0 major eorporatirms. Locally, in Milwaukee. we have
the direct Involvement of an Assistant Vice President of the First Wisconsin
National Batik, on Associate Vice President of Allstate, the infintiger of employee
relations of ,tmerican Motors on the Board of Directors of 0IC-031. Also, the
President of the 3111wanv.er Building awl Constructien TrIales Council and my-
self. recently a past staff representative for the United Suites Steel Workers of
America and currently a Commissioner for the State Labor IntlUstry Review
Commission.

On our technical advisory committee, we have representatives of a cross
section of over 15 major area industries, with malty more beiui ,. involved through
it subcommittee structure. The 113.N1 Corporation, On a "gratis-loan basis", has
installed on our pretnises twenty typewriters and twelve keypunch In :whines
utilized to train disadvantaged individnols ill Ni'cretiirini Harnisch-
feger Corporation provides steel for our welding students to learn welding on lit
no cost and the Res:fiord Corporation. iii addithin to hiring many of our grad-
uates, assists us in n variety of ways, We know we can be effective in promoting
the intent of the proposed C1.71A Title VII.

Tiler ore also some potential signs of problems in the proposed legislation.
rtIrrentiv proposed, the jolt scorch provisions to emingly preferential role

inandorvil f r the employinvot service ww.;!fl be. i opinion, destructive to
the present pluployment find training system alrea place. We say that de-
spite the Net that at 0 1CGNI we utilize on If sub, _dull basis the Wisconsin
Job Serr.lee as a pIncement it for our C elo,luates. We do in fact
!owe an exeeptionally positive ri.hitionship witli rvIce. Itowever, we
also under the present arrangement, exercise significant cantrol over those job
placement activities and lire nide to maintain the crucial direct ..Illoyer con-
tacts with empleyers as MC and not as the Job Service. We have reputation
of providing quality employees to firm) employers nut) that is 'u sty.nifletint ele-
ment in our successful jolt placement effort. As presently Written, the legisla-
tion would place fun undue burden on a prime spousor to more or less prove that
the Job Service cannot (In the job.

Presently, the Job Service must in fact prove itself c pable of providing some
of the placement netivitieN needed and this filetor could prove to lien positive
stiranlus to assure that the .doh Service does not become cemplacent. Further, a
very real question arises in the Employment Services' ability to provide the type
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ceded placeu nt services to minorities and women. Past history would indi-cate that In this area they have not demonstrated an ability to accomplish thistask for the poor and mieorlties. Therefore, we would strongly soggest that thisprovision he changed. 1=ng with this we strongly urge the affirmative action
no a stated goal of an 1:w CETA legislation.

. _We also have conce.-n . ever the manner in which the concept of 'duplication
of efforts" is worded in the proposed legislation. Ina coordivatcd approach to
addressing the needs of the unemployed, underemployed, poor and minorities
under CETA, our experience has been that the needs far outweigh the available re-
sources to fildress them. In Milwaukee Comity, we do have a coordinatetl effort
with severdi community-based organizations providing similar services (alongwith other entities) in different neighborhoods to different people. The key, Sena-
tor, is coordination, such as we feel is already in the present legislation and notduplication. We strongly oppose this language and feel it ought to be Unrifled oreliminated.

The method in which funds are currently allocated should also be examined.It seems to us that In the case of the City and County of Milwaukee, we are
constantly punished because of the manner in which the allocation formula takes
Into account the unemployment rate for the 4 county standard metropolitan
statistical area of defined by Employment Service and ignores the exceedinglyhigh unemployment rates in the City and 0)=3- of Milwaukee. The formulashould be revised to eliminate this potentiality.

The appeals process must he clear and workable. Oar recommendation wouldbe that whatever appeal process is awarded to a prime sponsor be also awarded
to a subcontractor, Another clarification we would recommend is the language
discussing "Programs of demonstrated effectiveness" hi changed to include Only
programs with employment and training experiences", The new youth Title IV
ought to mandate a role for CBO's and be expanded so that the same level and
kind of services proVitied under the proposed Title II are available to youth. 1Ve
would also recommend, as stated earlier. that as we are doing in Milwaukee,
that training he mandated along with other employment services.

1We would also like to make a comment on the overall role of community-based
organizations in the CETA process. We would like to think that in fact, we play
a major role in delivering needed CETA services in Milwaukee. Ilovvever, as a
local affiliate of the Opportunities Industrialization Center of America, our sister
OIC's in other parts of the nation, As well as other CEO's do not always have the
opportunity to participate us a cootrilmting partner In the CETA delivery
mechanisni. Therefore, we share a concern with them that the proposed guidelines
have no specific guidelines for determining which progrtus have in fact "demon-
strated efreethenens". we do not mean to say that (Jle's or other CBO's :van
are not performing according to contract specifications ought to be includes1
In a CETA delivery system. We feel that only they should be given an oppor-
tunity to participate and hope that the committee will take this factor into ac-
count in tinalizing this legislation. Senator .Tae oh .Tavits of New York stated
a viewrx)int on the floor of the Senate in the debate Oa STh-late Bill 1242 (The
Youth Employment and Demonstration .ct. of 1977) over the roles of CEO's: lie
stated: "Now we have in the law the requirement for special consideration to
com in unity-based organization . ."

We expect that community-based agencies Will be favored unless there is ademonstrabi^ better way , community organizations shall be used and they
shall be the ones whose services are employed unless there is a demonstrablybetter way.

We concur with this viewpoint.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this committee today.
Senator NELsox. Thank you very much. Our next witness is Mr.

William Bailey appearing on hehalf of the United Migrant Opportu-
nity Services. Is Mr. Rodriguez here. do you know?

Mr. Bmr.,Ey. I don't know Mr. Rodriguez.
Senator NELsoN. OK. go ahead. Do you have t prepared statement?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes, sir, I have a prepared testimony.
Senator NELSON. MI right
Mr. BAILEY, I am from the United Migrant Opportunity Services.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BAILEY, JR., REPRESENTING THE

UNITED MIGRANT OPPORTUNITY SERVICES, INC,

Mr. RAMEY. My name is William Bailey, Jr., and I ripresenL the

United Migrant Opportunity Services. We have presented to you writ-

ten testimony of which we also have a summary. I prefer at this time

to read the summary and then at the end of that include some com-

ments about CETA.
Senator NEesow. Fine. The balance of all your statement will be

printed in the record.
Mr, BArrxr. Yes. The following is a summary of what we mild like

to See CETA section 303 accomplish:
One The best way to help farmworkers is to give them a decisive

role in program development. I should have prefaced my remarks by

saying that we are participating in CETA section 303title---or, title

III, section 303 of CETA. Farmworker representatives should be

utilized in every aspect of program planning by the Department of

Labor. Any farmworker program implemented by DOL should include

farm worker input,
Two : Presently, supportive programs such is child care are avail-

able primarily only to farmworkers enrolled in CETA. training pro-

grams. These programs should be available to all farmworkers. Such

availability would provide incentive for other workers to enroll in

training.
Three: Section 303 could assist in supporting economic development

activities such as the creation of cooperatives and small businesses by

and for farmworkers. Despite statutory limitations on building and

funding, CETA could develop packaging of developmental plans,

which farmworkers could then carry out.
Four: Section 303 could he used to provide training programs in

nontraditional agricultural programs. These include use of solar green-

houses and intensive farming techniques similar to those developed by

the French. Training programs that consider the whole aspect of agri-

culture as a job development process that begins with growing and

goes on through gathering, packaging, advertising and marketing

could be developer so that farrnworkers recognize that agriculture is

an occupation where some form of career development is possible.

Five: Training programs which assist the growing industry to look

at farming on an apprenticeship level could be created. Again, this

would have the effect of helping farmworkers see agricultural work

as an occupation with developmental possibilities.
We hope the examples listed above give the subcommittee a view of

section 303 as an innovative way of enhancing farmwork.

1.1.140S believes that section 303 could Juovi,ic the Department of

Labor the means to develop many innovative programs that will make

farrnwork an honorable and profitable occupation, and thus help create

and stabilize what has been a notoriously strong work force.

In my role at the United Migrant Opportunity Services as coordina-

tor of operations, I have found the CETA regulations that address the

eligibility of program participants to be exclusionary rather than in-

clusionary. By that I mean that the CETA regulations addressing pro

gram participant eligibility assumes a very Middle class posture in in-

terpreting the social and organizational skills of farmworkers. In
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doing so it allows for approximately two-thirds of potential client
member's that could be served.

The CETA regulations state that in order to le for partici-
pation in section 313. a person must It.ve worked 50 percent of their
employme:tt hisLA:y in the last 18 months in flfqk UltliVal Work and
that 50 percent of their income must have been from agricultural warlr.
They must also provide approval of that employment in order to par-
ticipate in CETA section 303.

We have five examples of individuals that could be excluded from
participation in these programs:

No 1: The new miry ant farmworker. This is an individual that
leaves the southern part of the United States frustrated because he
cannot find work in that area and resorts to seeking work in the farm-
work migrant stream. He has come its far North as the State of .Ms-
consin with no proof of agricultural work, with no income Within the
agricultural stream. However, in order to participate in 303, he must
present such proof.

No 2: The day worker. This is an individual that has participated
in day-to-day work. Some people call it casual labor. He is recruited by
farm labor recruiters or independent farmers to work on a day-to-day
basis and to receive r ages on that day. The recording and the proof of
those wages and that labor is hard to come by in the State of
Wisconsin.

No 3 : The Puerto Rican worker who has served in agricultural life-
styles in the State of Puerto Rico which are also difficult to document.

No 4: The field worker who is recruited by agribusiness in the seven
States which include' in Weir activity the pi Tie ess in g plant. The indi-
vidual is recruited as a field WOrker and brought to the State. How-

Tr, once he reaches the State, he is involved in a series of work tasks
that may include field work which would not accomplish the 50 per-
centile. He may be involved in the processing operation.

No 5: The undocumented worker. Lost year out of 2,700 people
served in our program. forty percent were documented foreign work-
er. It appears to us that cETA has not interpreted in tetTns of the
reality of the personal or personalities involved in migrant form-
work. This concludes the statement.

[The pi.epored statement of Mr. Bailey follows :]

PREPs.riELI STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PAInEy, .Ta.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee. I am pleased to he here today
to present the view of United Migrant Opportun:ty Services, Inc. (UMOS).

t'MOS is it private, non-profit agency funded fir the Department of Labor to
provide services to migrant and seasonal fnnnworkers under Title III, Section
303 of CET.. It has an operating annual budget of approximately $3 million.
The progrnm annually sere -es approximately 2700 migrant and seasonal farm-
workers.

UMOS has studied the CETA Reauthorization Bill, as writt,n: by the Depart-
ment of Labor. to determine whether the interests of farmworkers have received
adequate consideration in the proposed reauthorization. We would consider such
legislation to he adequate only if it protects both those persons remainirg in
farmwork and those who may move to other types of employment.

In the past, we have been concerned that the interpretation given to the existing
CETA in by the Department of Imbor has been to emphasize education and
training which will move persons away from agricultural work, to the neglect
of the needs of persons remaining in formwork. The Department of Labor's posi-
tion is reflected in the language it has proposed for Section 303, on Migrant and
Seasonal Farmworker Employment and Training Programs.

'7
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This language states that to the maximum extent feasible, 1.-Ograins and
activities supported under this Section shall emphasize training and other em-
ployment-related services for participants that are designee to enhance their
rmployabillty and earnings, including but not limited to services that will help
pa rtielpante prepare :or and obtain no ancultoral employment."

iiMOS's concern is that emphasis on educe non and training ignores :he fact
that there are ninny farniwurIcers who fit, not want to leave or are unable to
leave agricultural labor.

As a farmworker representative, IJMOS believes that Section 303 of the new
CE'rA law should be structured so that its priority is on upgrading the status of
working underemployed fartnworkers by eumorting efforts which are geared to
maintaining adequate lifestyles and the well-being of these workers. The life of
the fannworker is a difficult one given the especially difficult and complex nature
of their manpower problems, limited educational opportunities, language and
cultural barriers, their physical Isolation, their need to move from job to job, and
the health problems which are symptomatic of agricultural work. However, with
better personal and vocational tools with which to survive and develop_ , tile
American farmworker can enjoy the quality of life provided other skilled work-
ere. With an emphasis in the new CETA law on the farmworker who is remaining
in agricultural life, Section 303 programs could provide the full range of special
services necessary to better farinworker life, According to the Department of
Agriculture there is n need for about 3 million workers in agriculture each year.
Thus, using Section 303 to develop programs to enhance farniwork life would
assist to fulfill CETA's stated purpose of inax,inizieg employment opportunities
by making agricultural work a viable emplyyment alternative for American
workers.

UMOS believes that Section 303 could provide the Department of Labor the
means to develop many innovative programs that will make formwork an honor-
able and profitable occupation, and thus help create and stabilize what has been
a notoriously strong work force. We would like to present the following exautples
of the types of vital goals and programs which Section 30:I could accomplish.

I. The best way to help fa rinworkers is to give them a decisive role in program
development. Fa rinworker representatives should be utilized in every aspect of
program planning by the Department of Labor. Any farmworker program
implemented by DOL should include farmworker input.

2. Presently, supportive programs such us child care are available primarily
only to farinworkers_ enrolled in CETA training programs. These programs should
be available to all farmworkers. Such availability would provide incentive for
other workers to caroll in training.

3. Section 303 could assist in supporting economic development activities such
as the creation of cooperatives and small businesses by and for farmu °ricers,
Despite statutory limitations on building and funding, CinA could develop
packaging of developmental plaits, which farmworkers could then carry out

4. Section 303 could be used to provide training programs in non-traditional
agricultural programs. These include use of solar greenhouses and intensive farm
ing techniques similar to those developed by the French. Training programs that
consider the whole aspect of agriculture as a job development process that begins
with growing and goes on through glide: S, packaging, advertising and market-
ing could be developed so that form .%orkers recognize that agriculture Is an
occupation where. some form of ea reer devtaopluent is possible.

5. Training programs which assist the growing industry to look at farming on
an apprenticeship level could be created. Again, this would have the effect of
helping farmworkers see agricultural work ns a e .,i0o with development
p_ossibilities.

UMOS has presented these examples so th the eaunittee can get a view
of Section 303 as an innovative wny of enhancing formwork. in Inany areas, 303
Is the only tool available for that goal. We strongly urge the Subcommittee to
write Section 303 so that these programs to meet the needs of persons remaining
In farmwork will be supported.

At the same time we wish to make it clear that our concern covers both those
persons leaving agricultural work and those remaining in formwork. We strongly
urge that the Subcommittee rake both of these concerns into consideration in
reauthorizing the CETA

There are two approaches that the Subcommittee could take to make sure Loth
gronps are included in CETA. One is to expand Section 303 so that it is clear
that both supportive services for fnrniworkers and training and education for
persons leaving formwork are provided. Or the Sithcotranittee might expand other

761
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sections of the new law to include explicitly in manpower and training programs
those persons moving out of formwork.

The special needs of formworkers were recognized in the original CET4t law,
with :Section S03. We hope that the new low will provide maximum support forpersons in agricultural work and explicitly, address the needs of personsremaining In formwork.

Senator NEUSON. Thank you very much for your testimony. We ap-
preciate having been presented with your views, We have had some
conferences with representatives in the Labor Department and farm-
workerS, as you suggest, ander item 1 and we'll pursue that further.
Thank you very much.

Mr. BAILEY. Thank you for your time,
Senator NELSON. Is Mr. Rodriguez here?
Our net and final witness then is Tiny Wells and Charles Ander-

son for the American Federation of State, County, and MunicipalEmployees. Is Mr. Anderson here?

STATEMENT OF TINY WELLS AND CHARLES ANDERSON, REPRE-
SENTING THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OP STATE, COUNTY, AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

Mr. W> tas. Just so you 'mow the difference, I'm Tiny Wells. He's
Charles Anderson.

Senator NEL.sox. I knew you 30 years ago, Tiny. You haven't
changed much.

Mr. WEr.t.s. There's one thing I'd like to get corrected. I see Phil
Lerman is still in tile room and I notice that he got five lines and onZel Rice, you go ev2rything correct, Senator; and, AFSCME is
spelled A-F-S-C-3M-L and the C is missing. And, we always like to
talk about, communication and care and counties and counties, if we
eliminate them, the C is gone.

Senator NtisoN. You know, Tiny, that just cost me a dollar. I bet
a dollar you'd never notice it but you did. Well, go ahead.

Mr. WELLs. OK. I would like to say this, that on a national level I'm
quite sure you will hear front our intrnational president and we didnot come with a prepared statement but we would liko to talk to you
about some of the things that are happening in 'Wisconsin,

Senator NELsos. Bill Welch from the American FtLderation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees, Washington, will be testif ing
and covering one or two of the issues that I'm sure you're here uttoday. Go ahead.

Mr. WELts. Right. So, what I'd like to talk to you about, first of all
we this the CETA program is a very positive program and we cer-
tainly endorse the program. However, I'm probably going to make a.
6taiwilent witich is different than most the other people made during
the course of toda:r's testimony.

We are interestad in the fact that v, e feel that the Federal regula-
tions need more enforcement rather than having the local prime spon-
sois or the State have too much latitude. We are interested, I believe, in
the same things thta the Senator and those people who are involved in
the legislation concerning CEL'k, and that is we want to make sure
that there is some proper training for those people who aro unem-
ployed or underemployed. How, %rev, we concern ourselves with the
fact that substitution of funds from Federal funds rather than that
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which is budgetary eliminates people in permanent pas; ions and pro-
vides part-time employments.

We will provide you with documentation concvrning pi,bleins with-
in the State of Wisconsin whereby, because of the uoi%.,C5 P:VOlvenien- ,
entire programs are being scrapped and rather t: n 114. this hikin-
terpreted by the media or by other people in this ro-H, the Sena
for himself, we will provide you documentation uirectok.
of tue prune sponsor says because of uroc to Iti eloent, we
scrapping the entire program.

Now, I think this is the kind of thing that would pp, -ide el enez
that we need a better program. We don't also necessarily i--e1 th.,t the
limitation of the 1 year and the 18 months is necessary eritbriq.
I think Air. Lennar 'trade a factual statement where there is t.-reot
dual involvement or 1,40 labor representative i t the area tar =t thi op can
be worked out, so that there is a true picture of where the, employer
says if I receive so much funding out of the CETA operatiok, I will,
with a full intent, attempt to acquaint these people to our regular work
force.

Now, this is what we are interested in We are not interested ir. hav-
mg. our people work alongside of other people wtho will be there for a
period of time and then go back on the relief roll. I think union's
full intent is that they become a part of our bargaining unit,

There are those who would attempt, to say well, that just means that
that's another one that they can collect dues from. We feel that that is
not the true purpose. We do feel that if they are to be trained to be able
to go out into the job market, that the positions; that they take should
be positions in which they become fully trained and that they become
a part of society that has a training program or a probationary period,
and thatand a successful completion of that probation period that
they are eligible to become a part of the job Inarka.

Now, these are the kind of things we do not feel that an attempt by
saying it is attrition and we have no money in the budget, that those
should give employers an oppoy:unity just to put people on to do
jobs of permanent employees.

We will also attempt through our do...anentation to show you where
we're talking about an employer that has almost 40 percent of its total
employment on seasonal, limited term, whatever rationale they use in
deciphering these people who are not full employment and when it is
a large employer, we certainly feel that that kind of documentation
would be advantageous for your committee in arriving at the necessary
regulations that should he followed in making a CETA program a
program that, while there are niftily people who will attempt to say
theyit needs a lot of changes, we feel it is good for the community,
many communities because of limited operations with levy limits, cer-
tainly need the kind of CETA programs that are being attempted here
and we will be sure that this testimony and documentation is brought
to your attention within the next10 days. Thank you

Senator NELSON, Thank you Tiny, The program never was intended
to be a general revenue sharing program and we've had that argument
off and on, particularly in conferences with the House. It is not the
purpose of the program, to serve as general revenue sharing so to
speak to pay for jobs that were classified positions prior to the pro-
gram. It was never intended that those jobs be filled with CETA. work-
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unlesi they're filled permanently with CETA workers after a n-
rogram which nobody has any objection to
there is a vacancy and they're qualified to work, nobody objects

to that That's one of the reasons, however, for limiting the time that
one may participate in a CETA program.

Its purpose would limit the pi act ieL, of municipalities, placing a
large part of the work force in temporary positions with a continuous
rotation. That circumvents the intelit of the law, too. But, we'll be glad
to have that documentation for the ord and Pin assuming whatever
is happening in the State of Wisconsin is happening elsewhere. I
expect from other reports that we act from time to time that whereas
it appears to occur here and may FP occurs sonic everyplace, that it is
much more widespread in some jurisdictions and municipalities than
rr others._ We would appreciate having your documentation of the

problem. How soon would you have the material?
Mr. WELLs. We'll send it to Scott within the next 10 days.
Senator NEtsox. All right..
Mr. WELLS. And we'll try to have it to you within a week.
[Material subsequently supplied for the record follows :]
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Senator Gaylord Nelson
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Nelson

March 3, 1978

First let me thank you for the opportunity to c=noq.

before your subcommittee on March 78 1978. It "7
very nice to talk with yOU socially as well.

ARN. ,

RON Wawa
1.0PLE.0..ut

I an enclosing material from two specific vN

I broadly covered in the oral presentation, One Ktrc,

case where the CETA Director has laid off all of

employees in the City of Oshkosh Library who are in

bargaining unit covered by AFSCHI, Local 79C-A.

This was done because of the Union giving CETA employees

the protection due them under the CETA regulations. The let-

ter to me from LeNote Hamrick out in detail the sped.-

lice. I also hope that you w it note that those CETA employ-

ees the Library who are not in the bargaining unit still

remain.

I might also add that the Director in the above case

was Helen Kenney who also spoke at the hearing. After the

meeting she came over to me and said, "I'm Helen Kenney

and I'm from Oshkosh. It seems you cited our problem when

you addressed the subcommittee".
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sm also enclosing some correspondence from the pro-
blem MIME, Local 71. Kenosha City Employees is having
with !`RICO -CETAC where we have permanent employees who
are laid off and CETA employees are doing their work. Ex-
hibit #1 is a copy of time records for a group of permanent
DPW employees. Exhibit #2 Is a copy of CETA employer time
records of the same time. Exhibit 01 is a list of Street
Department employees who work in the Solid waste Division
due to illnesses, etc., on a daily basis. While these
employees are so assigned in the Solid Waste Division. CETA
employees are doing their wort_ in the Street Department while

rmanent Solid Waste Division employees are laid off.
u.iii it sounds like going around in a circle but that's what
It is The gad part is our permanent employees are on the
aride looking in.

Charles Anderson will also be forwarding 0- informs-n to you. }le has been ill for the past several days and
he will return on Monday.

Sincerely,

Arthur Wells
I.U.A.C.

AW Inc

Enclosures
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Council of Cou

Arthur Wells,
Area Coordinator
AFSCRE, AFL-CIO
5 Odana Court
Madison, Wisconsin 53719

Re: CETA

Dear Tiny:

Attached are three (3) letters I recently received copies of
which may be of interest to you as they relate to areas of

difficulty this district is currently having with the
Winne-Fond CETA Consortium.

All AFSCME contracts in Winnebago County (including county,

city, utility and school employers) currently contain pro-
visions requiring the employer to cover all bargaining unit

employees under the Wisconsin Retirement fund. in each

conceact the employer is obligated to pay a portion or all

of the employees' contribution to the Fund.

As noted in the memorandum to "winnebago
Employees" and the letter to Mr. Norbert Svatos (Oshkosh
Porsonne/ Director) the Winne-Fond Consortium has made the

decision to exempt an CETA funded employees The

result of this action is a direct contract violation by

every Employer who is using CETA funding. In addition

c-yeas who eventually obtain non-CETA funded positions

01 these employers have lost WRF credit for whatever

length of service they worked under CETA funding. Since

employees do obtain non-funded positions, the impact
of this situation is by no means small. It should also be

oted that employees not under WRF are also exempt from

Security, thereby causing a loss of credit for this

order that prt im also.

ifelik*.tt

y and Municipal Employees

,C,4001

.7 MOSthai

gclri

HMI i878

A, F. 5. C. 101. p.

W/SCONSII I 0,1710E

MADISON, Wis.

i.,115
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Page 2 continued
Mr. Arthur Wells February 22, 1978

The letter directedto Frederick Gies eates to a specific
problem area AFSCME is experiencing oitr. CETA funded posit-
ions at the Oshkosh Public Library. This =ame letter was
sent to ten (10) other CETA funded employees at the library
which includes all CETA funded employees at the library
except two (2) professional employees who's positions are
not included under the terms of the 1977-78 labor agreement.

Problems at the library initially began in May, 1977, when
several CETA funded employees were notified of a layoff to
be effective 7/1/77 (the labor agreement

y-off).
requires a 60-day

notice of intent to la In June, 1977, Union officials
met with employer representatives to explain the need to
follow contract provisions regarding lay -off (the contract
requires lay-off by inverse order of seniority within class-
ification and recall by seniority). The employ r, recogniz-
ing that a contract violation would occur If a lay-off
ocutred 7/1/77, requested a 6-month extension of funding
for these CETA employees scheduled for lay -off. The request
was granted by Winne-Consortium.

On 12/31/77 these Same employees were laid off. At that
time there was no contract violation. However, immediately
thereafter the employer was provided with continued f,71eia;
for the positions these employees had been laid off
provided new employees were hired. At that point 7 ce
was filed based on the recall language of the cont
The Union's position was and remains that to hire nv f.m.oy-
ees before recalling laid off employees violated the pro.
visions of the labor agreement. However, the remaining CETA
employees could remain for the length of their funding since
the laid off employees did not possess the qualifications
to perform the jobs held by these eleven (11) employees.

It is not known why the Winne-Fond Consortium decided to
withdraw all funding of bargaining unit Positions since the
eleven (liramployees effected by the decision were not
involved in the contract vio17.tions.

It Should also be noted that during thu three years the
library has been receiving CZTA funds there have been no
PDS TIONS ADbED TO HE LIBRARY BUDGET In addition, one

o the CETA funded employees laid off 12/31/77 had
worked in the same positior for the entire three (3) Years
and although this employee was laid off, the same position
would have been refumIld for a new employe-0 had the Union
not grieved the matter.
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ge 3 continued
Arthur Wells Febru y 22, 1978

is hoped that this infortation will l ,f help to you.

you need anything ft rther please lrst ore know,

Fraternally,

LoNore J. Ummrie
Business Representative
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C.E,r3t,
CarnptotionsIen Emoloyrnint end Training Actrit

F F 0 2 1970

A. F S. C, tA.
WilCobIS DI OFFICEetry Sn.de Oa Po h1AD150N, WIS.

11$ LEN IL NF, NOIY. onion
141 WENT.% U.pui

0,mim nordftntnn..)acne 71n-e,un EAMWD3rb.d 0 tit OM.
tiPifiROO

lilt Winnebago County Cfp. Employees hATII! hewery,G, 1978
PROM Helen P. Kenney.

;Wirer: Retirement Benet'.

Thia povo leg distributed to all Pinnebrege Wanly A eoployeas
Who received the mend dated January 5. 1978i from Gerald Lang, Directorof Personnel. l hops that this mono coo Ineily the frituation and
provide you With the background on the re t issue.'

. .

Issue arose witla the publication of the new Petered Regulations
received by Chin office on October 2h, 1977. These regulations contained

new prevision which greatly limited the discretion of ernployors toprovide tetirecent benefits to CbiTA. participants . bloneverr, the DiSconshaWire/sent Fund which llinrabego County participates) was a npeelel
tone and needed' further clarification with ret feet to CEIA. lie at the
Minns -Fond fonsortiure received thin clarif ice glen en Ocestriber 17. 1977,from the State of Wiecoonin in which it vas specifically stated that
CETA employees cannot participate in the Wisconsin Wet itcnient. Fond.
Sanflt=rand then additionally communicated vitt. regional end federal nnelinrit lenbefore notifying all eteployern on Decernbne 29. 1077, or the ItineenalnRetirement aecloion.

Ala a aoleit of clarification, it must be noted that tie decinion to on.eluttethese benefits ties not made by Dune-Fond but by Federal resulelion and -the Wisconsin Retirement Fund legal determinacion, All CM participnnto
vould have been excluded from retirement and menial =entity benefits bythe Wisconsin Retirement fund regardless of oteem-enroi.n pocition.

Pont
hat?e0FY _la trait ttf

important, you Gild note an lncrenon n your pay bee thedeductions for rettceoent and suaint security x111 not be made item yourgrotto pay. An a renett. Irmo, the participant. 0111 immediately bens-by having more firmed:Ode income. Le feel that this it mire in line trlelt LIas
intent of C1Tt and that retirement and secXed accurity benefice will accrueto you when you enter a permanent, unsulasidlied position uhish to thetiltiketrc pal of CETA coploynent.

The Department of bihnee decision neon§ that nxr
item CrTt. monicu rather than placing 11-

which poi N.iy never

Alcs0 nest to Tai thlynh
Haney Johnson
Diane Plath
Jogtphiee Se hurnail

partiellrnats trill riorir
r+>=Cifement pr DIVA ng from

ti tAt(Zboray
Mrs Manville
lotto.- Pieper
Mr. Sharratt
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t lc- Dud einuottium
Comprehensive Employment and "Relining Ace

Mr.. Frederick 01684
P. 0, Bog II
glonsbego, 1.11 3495.1

Dear Mr, Metier

al Lt. Ow.t@e

AL r111,4TL tifp.tyrioftio,
(..%.A ,16.0,1.11wo OWN.

0,15.03/1 Pa-}.MO . .014.93
4.4 No t.. 011R.

ensile

As requested by the union, thin letter is formal notification

Vita chi position which you now hold et the Onhkosh public library. The

funding for your position Will and on April L5, 1978, allowing you
spprosieserely two ponds in which to choir, other employment, either
CETA or permanent.

Ve regret having to make this decision. however, the union is requiring
that individuals .410 have been terminated fto ®CTA positione because.
their time in those positions has expired roust be rehired before someone
else can Sake those jobs. Freon-It Winne-rood Consortium policy dote not
AL IN rehiring of theme people, and so the yositiono ere unfilled,
keened of thin dispute and hectusee money, for theta unfillod Jobs ie not
being used, we moot redistribute the money to other employers.

would encourage yen to begin seeking other employment immediately
because there ate many other CM lobs available. Aloo. the private Job
market is good and you may be able to obtain permanent employment, In
either curse, Cluck with the lob Sarvire OrtiQr1 for EICSinEnnee.

It you have further qtioarifsm. tall to Macke, Winnebago County MA.
Coordinator et 215.6024.

sincerely,

111.01c-FOND corisomirti
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iittio-,11 mut Oilin.:iorlittui
O.E.f.A.

Connuthetnitio niptopitqn1 anti TtAirling Act

December JO, i117

Mr. gob Swatoa
City of Oshkosh
713 Church Avenue
P. O. Box 1110
Oshkosh, WI 54901

Dear tir. Watts:

This is to inform you that effo
Consortium will no longer pay r
The reference for this change
Section 98.25.

ru UN n Kirp,!
A1.1.41 Nit wor

(1yrysh 1111,
ittiA1J4 7 7,I70

F.M It. 1.4 (MK,
011 5600

Lye January 1, iv°, tonnefond
Tremtnt benefits to its participants.
the Code of federal Regulations.

The background to this probiem is quite comPle's but is primArily
based upon the promise that CETA funds: should he used for employment*04 training rather than funding retirement plans for temporary
employees who will not benefit from them.

We would appreciate your not billing Winne-Fond for these chargesafter Peceether 71. 1977, reimbursements as monies will ho deobiigated
from your account to enable us to add additional participants.

Our Contract Specialist, Merit Emery, wilt be adding art addendum
to any existing contracts to facilitate this change.

If you have any euostions or concerns, feel fret to contact us.

Sincerely,

OMD CONSORTIlilf

Kenney.

liaftche
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#11%api 4. 0.0.0.6.4

Council of County and Municipal Employ

March 3, 1978

TO: Tiny Wells

FROM: Rich Abelian

RE: City of Kenosha, Local 71, CETA Problems

.fik /1,-44.1ion

As you are aware the City of Kenosha Employees, Local 71,

has been having problems with CETA funded positions within

their bargaining unit. A background of the problem is as follows:

1) The City of Kenosha effected a major change in
operation to "curb-line" garbage pick-up (from backyard
pick-up). This meant a reduction in work force in the
Solid Waste Division of the Department of Public Works
of approximately 19 positions. All affected employees
were represented by Local 71. Three of the 19 employees
were either probationary or CETA funded, so they were the

first to go. Two of the remaining 16 had the seniority to

"hump" into other positions. (Contractual humping was to

any position for which an employee was qualified, st the

same level as any new employee, bargaining unit wide, in

any equal or lower paying position.)

2) The remaining 14 employees were laid off on Friday,

May 6, 1977. On Monday, May 9, 1977, all 14 employees were
re-empLoyed by the City through the use of Counter-reeesaion
(revenue sharing) funds. The employees never missed a regu-
larly scheduled day of work, and were compensated at the

union contract levels.

AP" wibigile16.4

7 7 3

-L ILL,Loy-Kgs
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rage 2

3) The City contended that the 14 employees wore no
longer represented by Local 71 due to their new temporary
status and that all 14 were on layoff status. The union
grieVed an the basis that they were not on layoff due to
their not missing any Work At their continued compensation
at union contract levels,

4) The grievance went to arbitration and tn. into Nov .

ember the arbitrator upheld the position Of the City.

On January 1, 1978. the remaining employees (the
on counter-recessinn funds) were actually severed

employment.

The problem with MIA positions concerns the replacement
of ]laid -off employees with CE1A funded positions.
within the Local 71 contract extends bargaining unit wide.
Within the jurisdleXion of Local 71, there are approximately
90 CETA employees. Actual indirect replacement is taking
place substituting CETA funds for City funds.

The Local's first contact with our prime sponsor, TRico-
CWMC, came in August, 1977. This meeting held at the indirect
request of Local 71 was purely informational in nature. When
the arbitration was waded to the City the Local contacted
TRICO-CETAC and informed them of the "maintenance of effort"
violations. The enclosed documentation and correspondence
in chronological sequence will bring you fully up-to-date with
the progress of TRICO-CETACyj action.

If you hove any questions concerning any of the enclosed
information, please feel free to contact me. Let me empha.
sire in closing that to this date, we have not received any
response from TRICO-CE7A17., and further, new positions are
still being funded in the City of Kenosha within the Jurip-
diction of our bargaining molt

Rik Inc

Enclosures



All CM abuse

Saftig responds to cha
Mayor eatil Sang tolay tabled

Local 71 Hushing Representative
Richard Abelson's alstements that
the city Is rnla-uslog-CETA duple).-
ed as being "unfounded" sod islet
that the city Is more waddled M
e-ing "'people work than lose their

Abelson ha' chatged the cttY with
mirtg eMplOYeel Meier the federal
program to do meentlai city work.
thereby allowing Ilse city to get by
without hiring new employees. lie
hat flied MS complaint with the re-
easel Chl'A office in Racine and has
asked that the city Ms forced to reMY
gram in federal money amnia Pile
lire approlmstely DO CCTA workers
employed by the city,

to a Peas release, gams sold:
-The ,densord by Local 71 Wm'

seritadveis that 00 CCM employees
be fired came as e complete aniline
WON* the lase, had two railed on
Signet 25, 1717 with the TRIG).
tWrAt: Uucrd and the union was
viertealtel at that Lime to present
document/UM of their aecoaations.

Il ta one understanding that to date
they have not presented to the board
any documentation of any allega-
tions.

..The CETA is a lodeeally landed
Fagan to create jebe aver and
Wave those which local governments
have been able to finance on their

-own, The employees that have been
hired under this program were she
long-term unemployed, Including
Vietnam veterans and welfare rece-
pleas This program we established
to put people to work and take them
off the unemPlaYment and welfare

-Mr. Abelson banteods that it one
regular employee Is told off, Do CETA
employees ahosdd be laid off resulting
in 91 people being on of work.

...There are more than 401 eg-rA
employees edrrontlY on the payrolls
in the Kenosha County fires /hie is
comparable 10 Wing a new iraluetri
locating_ in our area pumping new
money Into the Ideal economy.

It should be stressed that the
decimon to ge to corbel& Pick up

es
to climmate theses etnpioypes teas
elude eight monfil Fade to Ism
DiedientatIon of any Ch. A project'.

tine of Mr. Abelson' n concerns
1003 to be the atte of his bargaining
tun, and he is quoted as saying 'for
beery to cErA employees Use city
hires we lase a bargaining shit nib.
tooyoe: As mayor of the City of
keinslia. I ant lnWrested In putting
(*epic to work efd keeping them
bariployet and not In the number of
ernployam paying union dues to Mr,
kheismrs organization.

..owe thing 1 epee with Mr
Meehan is his quote that the city has
tr Me very proficient at grabbing ai
htly fedCtal money It ei0:

-WO take this AS a complimented
mare hire that Me city will continue
kg oak out federal Nods whenever
they yearn@ availsbth,

..we mottle that federal funds are
id far by the taxpayer; MI if the

Cary of Kenosha does opt resaive
.theee funds there are thismaleds of
other communities M she comer y hat
94114,40d (here for aa."
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RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

EMPLOYEE NAME___-
MAN NO

DEPT ND
_ FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS_
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 5 LOCATION

PREJOCT NO_

ACTIVITY NO

ETUR.I TO THE OFFICE OF ciT

DATE C

COMPTROLLER

8 u



MAN

DEPT

REGULAR HOURS
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EMPLOYEE NAME /

FUND

RATE

RATEOVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT OES,S91fTiON OcATIoN

PROJECT

ACTIVITY No._ DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. EMPLOY EE NAME

DEPT Na FUND

REGULAR HOURS - RATE

OVERTIME HOURS_ RATE

PROJECT DECCRIRT

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

DATE

MAN Na EMPLOYEE NAME 177,--;,/74,ez.:1.

DEPT NO. FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE _ _

-OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

RATE - _

PROJECT NO.

4 ACTIVITY NO. - g DATE

RETURN To THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT NO

REGULAR NOUNS

ERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DEE`ECRIPTION

.1 PROJECT NO.

O LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

ACTIVITY No.

8 0
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MAN
74. EAIRLOTZE NAMEIVLE

DEP%
FUND

REGULAR Helots _ FATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION LOCATION

----
pRcuECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE //

RETURN TO THE OFPICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO
EMPLOYEE NAME_

PUIID

REGULAR HOURS.
RATE

RTIAIE HOURS= RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN No,__ if2O EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO.,____ FUND__

REGULAR HOURS 6--

OVERTIME HOURS. RATE

PROJECT DESCRUM nnOR a LecA

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO,

j PErumN TO THE OFFICE OF Cl

DATE Lir _7 7

OLL



iMAN NO._

DEPT NO.

REGULAR HMIs

1OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT OESORIPTIE.N G LOCATION

795

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY DATE /1-

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Net

DEPT NO--

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRPTIoN 5 LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

114

PROJ C

ACTIVITY II DATF /.1!

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

- -
MAN ha__ E 7C0 9 EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO Cif.'e 61 FUND

REGULAR HOURS D RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 5 LOCATION

5.1,7 I

PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO. `77 7 DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLEI

MAN NO_

DEPT No,_S_ FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ _ RATP

PROJECT DESCRIPTION N LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME,LLIC1,,W_

)

ACTIVITY

-
I RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY CCMPTROLLED
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MAN Na
EMPLOYEE NAME

nN2

REGULAR HOURS
NATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT OESCRIPTIO L0009!

MAN

URN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY comp TnoLitn

EMPLOYEE HAMEA&412,1__

DEPT FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
NATE

JECT DESCR TI CA

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

.-
MAN NO._

EMPLOYEE A

Na_ fleA,_t_ FUND

REGULAR HOVR3
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT ocscopTioN 2 LOCATION

P

ACTIVITY
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE
OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN H.
Dm NO.=

REGULAR HOURS

EMPLOYEE NAM

-FUND

OVERTIME HOURS_, _

PROJECT DEC
ATION

NO,

ACTIVITY h0. c;?

RATE

DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

7
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E 1IRt1T S3

To : Street Superintend eat & Waste superintendent

tram D.K. Holland, Director of Public Works

Subject : Transfers to Waste Division

There will be occursnces wherein the Waste Divis_en ulil not have sufficient
employees to cover the routes due to absences of their assigned employees. At
these times it will be necessary to temporarily transfer Street Division employee
to the Waste Division.

When Mite is necessary, the Waste Sup .tient will notify the Street Superine
tentlest of his needs by 7:15 a.m. and the Sppetintendent will err:trice fur
the assignment of Street Division personnel from the construction & Maintenance
Worker and Enuipment Operator classifications on An ascending seniority basin
as follows:

1. David Carling
2. Daniel Palmer
3. Jones Radoy
A. Ray maresealco
5. Gene.Taylor
6. Al Morrone
7. Charlie Watts
B. Gene Russo
9. David Buckner
10. Richard Norton

The only tine that en employee will be excused from the transfer will be in the
ihstance that the employee use injured on the job and carries a work restriction
from the doctor relating to ouch injury. Any failure by the employee to accept
ouch transfer will result in one day suspension for the first occurance. three
day suspension for the second oecurance and discharge for the third occerence.

Employee transferred will receive their rate of pay or waste collector pAy, thich-
ever to higher.

cc: Local 71
Bath Employee Listed
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Council of County and Municipal Employees
COu1

December 5, 1977

LA S

4141.1'006.

Mr. Dennis Collins
Tri-County CETAC
1201 Ohio

Racine, Wisconsin 33405

me, City of Kenosha CETA Monies

Dear Mr. Collins,

Enclosed is a copy of the Arbitration Award concerning
the Layoff

status of fourteen employeea within the jurisdiction of the bargaining

unit represented by AFSCMR, Council 40, City of Kenosha Employees

Local 71. The pertinent award is contained on pages three through

six of the award.

Aa you can see, the Arbitrator has ruled that the status of the

fourteen employees is that of layoff as per the position of the

City. Therefore in light of the Maintenance of Effort provisions

of the CETA rules and regulations, the Local Union insists that

all CETA monies within the City of Kenosha that provide monies fel

positions or projects that fall within the jurisdiction of 'focal 71

I be immediately terminated, and that the City of Kenosha be made to

pay tack all monies spent on such positions from May 6, 1977, to the

Present time.

An immediate response from your office will be appreciated. If

You have any questions concerning this matter, please feel free to

contact me.

t 7,/G
Rios rd W. Abelson

co, Ms. Peggy Cerminaro, President, AFSCME, Local 71
Mr. Robert J. Oberbeck, Executive Director, AFSOM, Council 40
Mr. Gaylord Nelson, U.S. Senator, Wisconsin
Mr. William Proxmire, U.S. Senator, Wisconsin
Mr. Lea Aspin, U.S. Representative, Wisconsin

&&&&&& ..
ribr.... O, ,.AAA COUP. AND MUNICIFt.,
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zn .4!1 "rrt. p 0. tith
of a fin. Nth L:7vontn

,1

r re r rt r..77

Ac!earan-

anion

6 lrvionr o' f.:nennrl, on lehale of

Ntattvn, cr or th ?ni n

rp!e_nrrt04_r.i.nM

"'to ahrem-eaoti_ portion, herein re°orrld to nr tLe
the Tinton rearrotively, re of all tthon pertinent hereto nimnator,
to m collective harcednire aoraornot 10110% orevile,,. Irtor alin,
ttet nnrenolved Marl:ten artntno thoroNnonr n.17,-11t6i7TroF73-nAl And
Ito:tiro Ainnonetion to hr inoartial PrtitrAtor nrfn4r.r: Ly tte
4tInoOnnth rrhloyrrrt ^l mice'- CrorlyttiOh. rornaaht to their Joint
reqonet, thr In.ieraigned 'ran appointed to htnr the ictlute ir
lieu.. Prerin var held In nenoaha, wisconale on ftptenher 9, 1977=
No trOAACri:417 VA1 "oth portion have f111.1 rent %Poring Lritfa.

th, taste Of 'nfi entir, reroro ,evrlopra at the toartno, ti n
,rbitrator render' hin opinion and Peard.

ref77'

the rnrtinn n

1. .rid thi
t.y not
roqurst

,eerien
_ f7uletoe. t -11ovine

violate 'rtiell ?vViT rrettsin 77.07 of the contract
toe safety glooarn in the or

7. To the city violmti: the contract hy rorti-.1ne to
all contractual rieLtn ritoonita to noployon hi
federal anti-remensionary fundo

3@ rt11 the City rtaInte ton contract failin,
meninrlty wharf 1 e Inni,dlod nImtom 11'1 ,rti-
emplOyes to their ennitions.

Thon anoas will Ise ancunred sevarately.

1. 711tlaqbqvMR!Ptf!,41

tiNe

at chary

The nrisvant, ichclaa Torcivia, A 20 year eroloyo, ie a diah,otio.
Damon of that nowtittOn, It in necessary for TOrcivta to change
hid oyaolase preecrintion every TO often. ;:ort, eorcivle noldati
too prescription chances within a two year Th,,n he an%oe
trio City to be rnistqrsed for his mocond Proaoriprion (tho City paid
for his first much oloonnn), the: City roplied that it has 4 rola
sonar which it will not provi.le rora than one pair of safoty glasses
within a two year nariod, unless tho claOsse are brohrr or damavtd
On the JO. Tharaaftsr, the instant grievance wan !fid. nAt urievanco
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oorltad tae firot time that An u r,

more than one noir of OlAt$01 in t101 year -1.erine Sphaelonent

the City rolmborrneJ qoroiyla for hi elisnAs, after f`")., awn Yea

PariOd had ornoirod. accordtnnly, hie particular drieyancm 11 coot.
Moatholo, the oartioa wish to know whathar the City can iuotitiably

rotuae tO pay for ooro than one pair of nafetV Manama in a Von ear

nerind.

.11.e Union strawy; that elo erred prnvide os th _ the
tuirdd to provide safety alwalOn tai all orninvea and tett

no contractual limit on thd number of laan0a wnigh are to I

irniahme over a eivon period. In Auotiort thereof, ti.n thion

out that Article XXVII, &action 27.112 of that contract atatess

:'i.e City aaroes to oravide mefety ol0000s for all ataeloyea

w9ose work ublect them to aye harnard.

Acknowledoing that the City ham a rule to the effect that it will
ganerallv provido only one our of elasaoa to an emnloya during m

two year nerico, the union oontenum thnt oat,/ rule in unreasonable

And that it un$ 'wear /inrad to by the Union.

The City dill/moos. It OtAte0 that the contract o
PaCiOty. not oroscriotion clasaga, and that as a smolt
Vic/111red to fUrtieh any nreottiption alas., Secondly. the ii

that in 146a it ens hnion maraud upon a oat of rule for the then

newly adOntd safety olassea program, that these 'oleo otloolato

that the minimum time 'Arleen corrective Iona channel at City expense

rill 4* two years unless they era damaged, that theta rula Ara connunicut04

to all einuloyoe, and have boon uniformly and consistently applied

leo* their adoption. The City therefore atones that it and the
anion have tOreerl via a mutuallY +tablialloa omit Of rule. to provide

these olasou. with certain llnitetions. As a moult. the city contends

that if the Union aloha, to chance, the., rules. it should be bp:wilt

up over the bargaining table.

for
a not

Cs% thin point, section 27.02 of article :(XVII the contract,

. entitled. Clothing, Protoctive gouinemet and liedicetion. Joint Mefoty

Committee Provides:

'The City &gras to OroVide safety alaa_
whose work autlocts thou. to *ye bustards.'

On its face, this lanchtace doe. not exproasly Coal With

Question of whthew oroscriottoo gloao moat he furnish

mom when such olaana most be furnished.

hOW/or, at the hmerinn, the evidence was undioutoil that the.

City has oonniutently furniahed nraueription aliases over nusiber

Of years. Accordingly, since a well established Peat nractice hat

Oriole AB this regard, it follown that there in no merit to the rme/oyer'0

amnion that it in not now required to supply such olasaos.

eta

That hoping $0,
moat hm furnished.
to the 'effect that

zest ntletiOn is how frluently such
regard, a g010 we. pronulimt04 in

'The 'intone period of corrective lens chorea at City OMOdna

shall be two years exempt In care. whirr* safety loae or froo00

have been damaged on the

In deacribing thee* rules, John name, tho City' Administrator,
taatified without contradiction that said rule was anhmittod to

joint anion -city oatty oommittee.in 1962, that the untoa had the

effective richt to veto any pr000sod safety rules, and that the union

tai
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watnreseiy win d to thn rule. in 'cob eirousetaneet, le to
that the' r :Lisstion iu 1 oniona....1. ann. an .-d., dli. a% ono
Um lhpr, aqss..; t, tt ..rawdlnqIi, -.:inf.a 1.. :0) O4ill `.r
h%Clari4H :4 to .AA lowolfd :,.1 a r.,aalt and aliknnta .ituation
viler*. 414sytra ar. : daratood o4 ti;n O. to ..ity as Uom rte:uirwi ta
say for nOro so ono 14t o' nrencriotioo glasses in A two yoar Lwriod.
It follOws, thnrnfore, that ths 'natant orlevenco mutt Lea diariatod.

ntl oric.ennou 4-nters to, '41:t mat Ci.V i;!rtAlli
of certain nrploynn unu thon inradiately recailod .ont of
tonyorary or,alo.iwu undor 4 federal proqrar, vhen rohirue, th, City
raid 4.1.1.4oyon 4140st all or thr, contractual :Aw:rits. how.,vor,
the City rafn.ral to pay owrt tho union luso I/ 4n0 1.. uniotaind
that t: :,es, conloiss wnro rat antitiad to any 4ontraotual riabta,
other than the rights ,wire- thoy enioynd os laid off suplollos and

tho .7:ity voluntarily 12.110Od to 0.V an tumooraY7 o.nloyos.

an, in novostor 11S, tno ;-ity torato4 durito
its budget co2A,eratioun tO 46004o C.. n4t!ri Of sor,,a0 Lolloctiou
from backyard to curliti4e and to tharof,ro nisanatu a nurrur of
waate collector positions.

Thoroeftur, by letter datAd Istosehor u, 197C, thu City inform
the Lalon of this Oocialoti and thorn atateJ that certain Canto crilluctora
would Lo laid off As of Arril, 1917. In the AdM0 letter, tLn City
etatad that tore of tho laid-off norloyon could 'bum' to othsr lobo,
Oat At intent rd to renire Lira rmainine eoployos to torporary
Onitiona with funds rucuivatl through a now ftaoral anti-rrcessiorary
program and that such temporary lobs would last for an long at
wort and such Cando are available.' Tho Union at that tilts did
not ohjuet to the city'A .'roposal.

Mixing IanuarY, 1917, tout of the affected orrio;us were lAvolved
in A 'burping' procesa to determine whieb of them would actually
be laid off. In 1pri1, 1477, this ''.,unpins[ protean was throated
since fewor noploycs would bo lull of than orioinAlly anticipatod.
At that Urn, tho rtnitiu1;14 laid-off rtniatiY4. wera aduistd by the
City that 'Mesa limited tam John will prolshly last about four
ronths.' Zr *warn ti.at arproaimately our oployen thon tunrud"
into Other position].

alit say C. 1977, tho rr.;nini sixteen or so v collectors
were laid off. nn may a, 1977, they sera rehired to temporary Jobe
in either the nark, Ctrftot or Wasto tApertrents under the federal'

ra noted tiove,

Ce July 19, 1977, th. . :ityr4 t,iwil tlervien txtar
'to extend tic temporary 'employvunt mutat o tho 14 anoloyne
off from tho wasto ',:'apartrAnt to £nrter.tnr 1, 11171, or for at
es funds and work are available, and the iOuron Counoil author
their continuance."

In aupnert of the instant orievanco, tne Union primarily Aronzu
in its trio! that: "the Affectod es2loymea warp not laid Ott,. duo
to the fact that they TfirTot (Immanlo in original) .
FidBianiff: nn'argunn 0A4 who there
is an actual separation from employment, which was not the onto utra.
Additionally, the Colon points out that tho effected aliplOyal here were

Tha City hal rlACed such dues in etcrow ending dinposition of the
Lflatent oriovancs.
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all hir-d for ea initial four Month Period and that

unv 0o! r 7 or s !"%e

cf tha griweanea, th0 :440,1 ,,t t%.1

MAY 11. 1977, which ,.'to on m.' api after !

Cult 'qua unow"r3 7--ere than that MI!, Cit.!

.trio tLA affaCtad Amployan ef Oair conarNcUni

moat' hiring nano
.7ro-I -"lova
to !!.0 ainalinnae

e-rlita,(7.. An

tntnadel to
?0ita.

Lven, cantWa V'rit Aro it

duel atat4n la thot t%1/ f.rCia!tlY L.11.'

Ori PN.41::en, :.,or -,1I r

er, entitiod gnl to th contractual r1i, it. sdonel,d isid-r'e e-11r/en

liii t"tn,
tr,kr.Irr i;70.0?,j, they arc nor 01 tV,tn1 PO Al q otnIr

contractual 'orlafits (too, t'opi it outaint t*.c ttrlmiel.0 nn5t.

Vorroctr, the Cie? conton.n 0ot tI% ,:rinv000r %I, ni7n1? 1110,1

'a to tho elnalirone Inane, thA rroOren shot.,

VIO U tfl i 00 ti !I qns ticrly t'-

contractual prritialen, 'rtiole v:T. crotn-Anrc',

*tater+ it Suction 7.C1

A.0 it procesoc..". A irvwle, 1, l' y,r1*In,

to the daltaTtaCa¢
"ith A PerFoan.1 P0partrnnt

Under ttep 2 balm, rithin *iety (3C) .!170 aftor the tirr thn

employe* affacted knot' or ahoule Know th. (arta lacalac the

grievance.'

Petro, as not td th 1.00-off errlayas m.re not rtr,4 Af torrorary
eaoloyen until way 1. le77, mhiell man only WI AA,...n hrfore tta laatnnt

grievance sap filrd . tcooreinnly, lino(' the "'tett eaaai', tt. aritvanoo'

occurred within the thirty day period Opeollit0 in tha contract,

and AA there is no evbconoe that the 'Onion Lro.a teeore afty 0, 1079

tilt the City olairie tiot the 10.!!eted employes aotre not retitled to

611 of the contractual provision* which they thirctofors rdcitd.

it follows that the grievance won .imety filen,

Tetnino no' to the substantive merit/. of the arieVanee Staelf,

Sttiole .1' of ttt centreut, ortttlAe 'PlOncniefon", ctr In i AtA,dArd

recognition clauss. additIonal17, 'rtiela T1, entitlad -!Vinainent'a

nights', st,ncifies Ir :4ratiOn 7.0, th1P' 7'1,1 rlt? res.-re 11,.. tient

to lay off for lack of work or funds . . ." Artiol rr. or chm

contract, entitled 'dr.-inrity- ale° providna,

4.02 rqlplaga* !4.1, nnyinantnf arninr nne e'Ona hired

after a hr173-CCIVTOe. !All ha fenar!ce Al probationary emplovnra

for ti, first .ninntv (0) calendar lay, of work. Tf A lirf"AtimAAry

ImPloY.r diNcittlireA or diarlatcd onrian the pvahationary plriod,

he elan not have rceoursr tnrouelt the mole-Vance procedure. °Faa

Probationary ...ploy:- 7.cot10.'n re0nlar encloVon, he shall

receivo crealtn 'Cr t-nlority purroass 'or the tin' ,i"0 euring

such probational.? etrIce

4.0l n_erTs,nnt :wrolot!000, n rormanrat ormloynn ia harahV

definod as a parSoliWafto-fill a permanent ooaitlon in tha Tahlo

of Oruar.izatien.

4.04 Paezolnx_sttletoLLVIRva?

A.
' "OP00.017 '000Y" IA .'o,' ,I0finea an a ro!rq00

hired to (131 a tooltico which is Purnly temporary in character.

Appointmont shall Le for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days

but may be ortended hy the Civil service ocelisaton to a Woifird

data.
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.4 a n.ar,An%l r,.t,y.aa it .Ar.b.0 *.rnAo A. ..r..n

41rAa to *01 a .011k1Ao in the non...i4.1 lArrin., th% nneo for
whi*. ,Ay em..omahl aohtrinntmd roe is litolo to oocor
omrlodinallo rowel year or within thor.or Acregintetnto
at +.ill fir, *440 in the Atm. Milner as for no anent acolOyefte and
nttall not omcommd moven (7) (tenth* Minna attended to a nnArlified
date with the wr n mmismire of the ()MI norwioft romoianion,

munh
-umli

4.05
rrinri
an off
,("ernes
,gglnyeee
abillto,
mubmtant!

r, A eon
Al glrpra.

_montme nor metnomion of A tai - notary
ntroinhed to the Valan.

no t011oOrary Or inOtOOnO1 oonlOoolO nhnll
antlers Oman otuom Moof of a cereanont Fen
A to A* the work.

retained
ye. 'mho

ecoonition of rr_inoinla. rho rniever recegniteo the
feniocii I roconnimen Ph* nee.* of raintainin
work toms. In all matters invnlvin9 inerfmll or

invonfm. or rrOWAkiAmo, Phi Neciority of the
nyclve4 mail N.1 clionn wri.Arw oneeederation, Still,
d .ffirt.lry alien to ormItteer0A only wnmre toil'

oneweioh commideration of lanoth of'mervice.

renlOyeeili Moll he laid off in Lowers.
r 1..A.% of service and 'hall oome.ae the right to

to order of their monfortte to newittemn to
A.Alify. Arn"...011 to rive two (7) weeks
0 ...fellow...a heiod MA off Ont, if not nenaihle,
to 01,e0 at Mont two (2) work dare notice in coma
noy."

the ( *1

Of ex

In emeterino thane nrowision_ re in no mumtinn hot that the
City hag the oontrodtun) right to lam Off nenleenao at nrtici* II.
entit1m4 'eanagedent wiehte', ennritaely 041 nrovIdeg. At the tvw
tine. howeeor. Article IV emoifiem that remanent employee OfliOY
Certa(n contractual Nannette. That being en, the fundonnntel nusatinn
herein is whethmr th affnoted eerloyem At. A. Invert mtatus or whether
they arm remanent enolnvma are orpiment) ny all contractual nroyiaiona,
including the demo check off orovimion.

he to thin pOiot, the record (a onolutelv clear that the onployoo
and the union worm rernetedly adminmd by the Oitw that the eenloyee
would he laid Off, wOrnoWer, it ie likewiem Meat thAt in mffectuatiog
itaprotemed layoff, the rity adhormd to all of the omtractunl layoff
Provioirem. NOnotheleae, the Onion megrim.) that no Imeoff occurrmd
hOlaagOel (1) the affnOted'enninece nnver emmmeme their .onloyent
with the City) and (2) the affected toolorka rare originally hired
far sore then ninety (CO) Amy", thereby retina the)* narranent morlovea
tender the contract.

An to point (1).. thm fart, city mho3im. John
Of thosea eoOlOYos, adaiaad three of nOing layoff, accorded
thee the "hunwinn' richt, vhioh abet only in a layoff situation,
and thereafter, hv letter domed aoril 22. 1077, "deified thee that
they would be laid *train May 6, 1977. After tire layoffs. the tocard
also shows that the rity eacallmd some of those menloyea, normant
to the contractual recall rrominionn. TO light ... all thi.0 thorn
to pio merit to the claim that the enployoe ones not heir( off.

In 00 finding, the ar#ritratnr I. aware that amid employes Were
ro-aoploymd by the city on May 9, 1977 and that %VA moult,
did not elm my work dftym. However, the norlowen warn muerte
omployoont fnr at lent. ray 7 and. S. I977. Porthernom, thorn is
no contractual mouirerant that onploven *oat rug a given number

814
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of rk days in orde alaaulify fora layoff. 2/ Lccordi

lthough the instant factual r tion is oogewhat unusual,
ha Concluded that the orployea layoff atatua.

Mat Jfiho so, it rust :10 arOinad what'lOr such laid
Off omuioyus rovarted vack to full r statua ty virtuo of 'On foot
teat they have sagloyc for -n the nizat.. 05) days spelled

out in Cactauu 4.04 of rticle ft. au m. '-each Provinea that:

hnztOtat7 orW10710 iz a:r-14y deficat az a ,,ran to

fill A zosition which is purely temporary in character.'

In raaronse to thin claiu. the city potutz 544 . th4 Civil .;trvico

Comiouion suLaeguantly cztanded tht azpoint.ant C 'AU oaployas
iursuant to the omcond santcnc4 of Section 4.Z4, article IV, which

that

'Appoints:ant albs]
dova but may ;.3
to a apmcifid 4_

for a parlor; not to arcanee ninatv
ndla b? t%0 ;',rvine

Tho :Into* concolcs that the vivil 3 Comnixxion hat: untended

appointrents heroin. .:0wavar, tho Unto. arnura that ouch ,::tensions
invalid mince the city failod to adviae Vie rlr.ion of ouch extensions.

Al is onevide.i for in :action 4.04 of Articl, V. which 4tAtaq!

copy of any requast for oStanoion or a too:.orry or aoasonal
snployso shall furnished to the

In considering thin lattar proviso, it asoma cigar tint it
is purely a notice rUe.'4iromant 00 that the 'hion in advised of certain
personnal actions In thin ratter. howovor. while such notice should
have bruin fUrelshod by tho City to the talon, the fact roman. :shat
the Priory has failvi to show how either it or the affactsd anployos
v-re hurt by the clty's failure to give the row/site notice. ha

a result. the Arbitrator finds that the l'iurco Of nuCh notino wax

not critical to the ioneo heroin.

At the cm. thu _ that the laid -off employes
never ravortad hack to their prior full-ti ntatuz ;'*rely lay virtue

of the fact that their apnoLramoots havo lsittod for sore than ninety

(90) day*. Thin finding is based on two 'orinarY factors. Thet first
is that the City` Civil riorvice Cormisaion :tau the eApross contractual
right to astand the ninoty (SU) day ormsloyswiat Period for tninPotorY
or seasonal employear.- hv:condly, the anployea heroin cannot ha considered

to ha 'rermanorit anployoo zinc* their prior maitiona Nava boon
oholishos) in the City' 'Tahiti of '4ganisation." Oinco '.action 4.11
of Article Iv (Wines a ocra.anent' omploya ar one who im "hired
to fill e perrenent romition iri tha IMIde of organisation", it tharoforo
follews that the encloyao harain cannot to INAllanent° anployot urwar
the contract.

In lioht of th+a Above, it aunt be colic that thn nffnete
employes herein arc on layoff_atatun and t1..: have not reverted

to 'vernanont statue. Accordingly, tiara they a.e tomporery oaeployoa,
the city is not ragul.rd to accord than all contractual rights and
heaefita. As a raault. this grievance is herfthy aisotiosad.

Them. the only contractual provisinno cit !.y the Unien for
its contrary otonooltion all toilets to hov vnilority ia Snit

"eft an clolcluf it on layoff status. Zowever, since the loss
of Such seniority In an altecOther different quoation than
whether said employs' are properly laid off, much contractual

proVieLore are iSapposiSa.
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3. The Mani-

4714141 that n ;,, 'off utsniolna*
noir no*, ttwoorarq unniti nu Lt .tisi not chAy with
ctuai 44UCP onatinn ortAtimiOno.

onion hoo fil44 4 oriel/once
auoh no tions eionlJ have '.:ante Zillw
the contractual proviaionn.

this fact.
a.ehicri

1%.1 rssolation 01 thin L+,4;t;, turas on s.4.nt'Inr
aro in ti hArgaininn wit. inct,. ea noted tncv
in tnt ;,argaininn unit, tha 6ity has not ronoiraa to *oat
aonlority oaten it filled thaaa opaitiona. tiL grievance
duniaL.

limed upon t

tho eitv
by not provio
roguAstad,

_iklurat

violate ,
qinn. a .ava

le my

2. That thP Cit./ in not violating thq contract by r
grant all oontraotual rights' and laterite to Orli)
wit' fnanrol anti-roceauienary fun4a.

3. tho City did hot violate Viz contract Ly failinu tofollow seniority tioata when it ossionad platoon (10
aatirscaaAionery ouployna to their 00a/tic/no.

that

.mulOyan

*:pat WA:ant griaVancus era harokV t uninS ahti
Oisoimand.

ratan at Madigan, iiinctatain thin

,11.4tia

UO0 _

rare

tiovcthnr, 1977.

rater

2
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American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
1625 I, Strew, NM., Washington, D.C. 20038
Taiaphona (202) 452-4800
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February 7, 1978

Mr. Richard Abelson, Rep _n

AFSCME Council 40
470 Garfield Avenue
Racine, Wisconsin 53402

Dear Rich:

This is in response to your maintenance of effort question

we discussed Monday= I am enclosing a copy of a DOI field

memorandum concerning the interpretation of Section 96.24 of

the CRTA regulations. I have marked those sections pertinent

to your question.

So long as you have bumping rights across department lines,

CETA workers cannot remain in partitions subject to bumping. In

the past, the Labor Department has
respected bumping rights of

permanent employees in determining where CETA participants can

or cannot remain vorging while regular employees are on layoff.

When you file your complaint with the Labor Department.

attach a copy of this Field Memo to let them know that you are

aware of what they should be doing. If we can be of further

assistance, do not hesitate to call.

Fraternally,

(2't 61'6
Marilyn DePoy, conomist
Department of Research and
Collective Bargaining Services

MDP:obe

Enclosure

cc: Robert °bathetic. Ex. Dir. Cn. 40

Tiny Welle, ILIAD
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U. UU1,104 1144111 tit

Employment and Traininp Administration
no south Dvd,t,orn street

Chic-seek Illlneis EDA04

April 14. 1976

Region V ETA CETA Letter N0.138

Subject: Maintenance of Effort

To All CETA prime Sponsors

fm ms. To provide guidelines on: (a) dui ,naining compliance
with maintenance of effort requirements; (b) circumstances
requiring Iran For or termination of CETA participants; and
(c) rehiring laid off regular employees using CETA funds.

2. References. CETA sections 205(c)(7)(8), 205(c)(24)(25),
208()(1), 703(7)(11) and CETA regulations section 96.24,
and 98.32(a)(2).

gackyronnd. The enforcement of maintenance of effort_ require-
ments of CETA has become ui matter of increasing concoro in
program administration, particularly Cs CgTA h; represent
n growing proportion or resources used to zitypurt 3:.atm and
local government personnel. The Employment and Training
Administration must assure that the planning and mu:edit:tire of
CETA funds are directed toward accomplishment of the purpose3
for which the legislation was intended. In providing for Li,'
creation of public service employment throtT.h Federal assistance,
the act is explicit in its intent to provide For "an increase
in employment opportunities over those opportunities which
would otherwise be available" (section 208(n)(1)). Furthermore,
CETA funds are not to result in the displacement of currently
employed workers (205(c)(7) and (8)). At the =am, time. the
law identifier; specific group .1 of persons, such as the low;

.term unemployed, for whom the additional employment opportuni-
ties are Lo be created (205(c)(7)). Ensuring compileuce with
these provisions becomes especially significant in light of
the current budgetary situation in many loeal govornmootu
where layoffs, hiring freezes and other curial besot:' of tarn'
expenditures are taking place.
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Thin CETA lector sets out Mental policies

with the above-cited provisions
rho act anti with section

96.24 of die" rep letiona The lot for is orgenized to reflect

three general areas concerning
maintenance. of effort: (1) thaw

to assure that CETA funds are not being used 46 ti WIntittILC

for other revenue sources,
particularly when layoffs occur;

(2) how to determine the effect on
CETA participants who are

in Job titles shish may be Affected by layoffs, hiring freezes

or other actions; and, (3) the extent to which CgTA funds

may be used to rehire laid-off State and local employees.

4. A d't of la o>fe and hirinv Ererzes. In any

instance where a layoff ref reguler employees or a hiring freeze

has taken place or is planned, compliance with maintenance

of effort requirements must be assured. In the event either

of any layoff of regular
employees or of a hiring freeze, which

would affect CETA participants
under the conditions described

in 4b or 5 below, the prime
sponsor is to notify the re4ion

and to certify in writing that
the action is due to a legiti-

mate budgetary trials and that it would have occurred regard-

less of the availability of Federal funds, Furthermore, it

i.e the responsibility
of the prime sponsor to bo able to

demonstrate the validity of the action and the region may

require the submission of any
pertinent documentation to be

assured that the budgetary crluis iv legitbusie. Thu region

may request complete
personnel, budgetary, fiscal or other

documents or may require
the name sponsor to provide a

budget analysis and summary
documentation, as appropriate.

Such information may he required at any time when needed to

enskro continued compliance
with maintenance of effort.

below are examples of the types of materials that may be

requested in a review of local budgetary conditional

O Minutes of public council meetings or
worksheets used in

council discussions in
which cutbacks, such as layoffs, war

discussed.

o summaries of projected
outlays vs. revenues, in tiding

summaries published in newapapers,

iaslances from loco' personnel offices deueciblne, personnel

situation and budget.

o Communications
with affected unions die

layoffs.

owing po =ritial
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o Independent analyses of budgetary situation, perhaps from
auditors, if available.

o Analysis of prior year' budget outlays.

o Summaries of effect of negotiated wage increases that were
unanticipated_ costs to the 'sdiction.

LE /211E. Following era some minimal budgetary and fiscal
standards that shall be considered. as appropriate, in
assessing the validity of layoffs. aecause of rho complex
and unique nature of local fiscal data, this letter cannot
Provide absolute measures or anticipate all potential
factors necessary to determine the validity of a layoff,
nor can it establish definitively the evidence of violation
or compliance. Each case must he evaluated on its own
merits. Documentation in addition to that listed below will
be examined when necessary.

Tax dlevenues. If tax revenues have decreased substan-
tially in the Jurisdiction within the past year, and
operating costs of government Arc exceeding income
receipts, this may be a reasonable indication that the
projected layoff is bend fide, provided that there is
no indication that local revenues were decreased in
anticipation of CETA funding. If, on the other hand,
tax and budget data show an increase in revenue,

without accompanying inucnuanN in operating costs and
expenditures, the layoff may not be justifiable.

lliversion of Inds If there has been a shift in the
amount of funds normally budgeted for salaries and
fringe benefits to nonpereonnel costa (0.7., to equip-
Ment, capital improvements, or ether) this might be
an indication of a paper layoff. Hera again, a
Close examination of the budget would he necessary to
determine whether the shift was justified,

utbacks in e dtounItLal217SZencv only. A reduction
in force in only one or two departments, particularly
those with a relatively high percentage of ESTA partici-
pants, or a shift of local funds away from a department
Staffed with CETII participants to Another department,
might be indications of payee layoffs. Similarly,
the lack of budget increase in A department staffed
With CEIA participants, when other departments are being
increased, may be evidence of a maintenance of effort
violation.
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(4) Ca 'dof employees an- educed wnr1

an employer in carrying Laid off emptoyec
suspended status by noveranee pay, or other

means, it should be determined whether the intent of

such action was to create a situation in which the
employees could later be hired with CFTA funds. Generally,

if such payment is not normally provided to persons upon
layoff, or not required by existing personnel procedures,

the situation should be examined to determine whether

the action was taken in anticipation of unit% Federal

funds for their reemployment. Also, if an employer

has put regular employees on a reduced work week or
reduced hours, it should be determined whothor the purpose

was to qualify them en "underemployed" with the intent

to subsequently employ them using CETA fonds.

in either of the above cases, a careful examination

indicates that the intent of the Action was to. qualify

employees for CETA participation, such persous could

not be rehired using CETA funds.

(5) CETA :ohs replacing loealiv-fundtILlobv, if new job

titles for CETA supported positionn cover the same
work activities an positions that have been vacated

by regular employees, but at a lower rate of p4y, or

with slightly modified position descriptions,
might constitute a violation of maintenance of effort

requirements. Information on salary schedules and

work performed would be required to determine if this

is the case.

b. nitine freezes. Any determination relating to the posaibili

of a maintenance of effort violation occurring nn a conse-

quence of a hiring freeze of regular employees would be

evaluated both in terms of the intent nE the action crud

of its effect on currently employed workers. Concerns about

the reason behind the freeze, i.e., whether or not it is

bona fide, are essnntially ![Reiter rn those mentioned above

in reference to layoffs. Additionally, or assessment, of the

effect of a hiring freeze on CETA participants will include

the following considerations.

(1) The retention of CETA rsi, participants in positions

comparable to posltionn left vaeant because of a

freeze which is occasioned by an over starring situation

or by a decision to release foods for other thito

personnel support purposes constitotteA 4 violation of

maintenance or effort.
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When a hiring freeze is limit _o department,
the retention of PSE employees in another le ortmcnt
unaffected by the freeze does not violate the mainte-
nance of effort provision of the regulat ions, provided
that there is no shift of any portion of the work,
load from the department in which hiring has been
frozen to another department in which PSE participants
are working in Substantially equivalent jobs.

When a hiring freeze is limited to a single job classi-
fication, CkTA participanta may be retained in that
job classification when vacancies in regular job slots
occur only tf their presesteo will not interfere with
the opening up of prumotitrtsat opportunities within

thnt classification, for regular omployees, and if
no work substitution will occur.

(4) CM applicants (either new appLicants or rehires may he
hired to fill a vacancy occurring as a result of a
hiring freeze only if=

(a) The employing agent has proviaed proof that the
freeze resulted from a lack of funds to sustain
the former staff levels and was not established
because of the availability of CEtt funds.

(b) The promotional opportunities of regular employees
are not infringed upon.

fee t 14c workers an CETA workers b int
similar onitions.

Section 205(c)(7) of tau act prohibits hiring any person
when any other person is on layoff from the see or any
substantially equivalent job; and srction 70SW)(8)
prohibits the use of CETA funds to fill a job opening created
by the actions of an employer in laying off or terminating
the employment of any regular employee not supported by
CEDN funds in anticipation of filling rha vacancy with a
EETA participant. In order to protect the rights of regular
employees and to avoid the substitution of CUM fund; for
local resources, whenever regular employees of local
jurisdictions are laid off, ETA participunta may not remain
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working in positions which are the same ail, or subuta tiali

equivalent to, those affected by the layoff, AN provided

in section 94.24(d) of the regulations, such participants

must be transferred to positions not affected by Liu layoff

or be terminated. Determination of which CETA part:II:Aponte

must be transferred or terminated iu dependent p00 the

particular circumstances of the Jurisdiction(a) and/or

agency(Les) involved, Both of the following facture

are to be considered concurrently in determining which
CM participants would be displaced due to the provision

of section 96,24(d):

The comparability of the positions. As a guitleline,

comparable, ice,, "same or substantially equivalent"

Positions, would be those having similar Joh titles,

position descriptions, wash assignments, and /or

rates or pay. questionable cases will be jointly

reviewed by the region and the prime sponsor. The

final determination of comparability rests with the

regional office,

(2) The applicable rules of the employing agency's personnel

policies, layoff procedures and collective bargaining

agreements.

Such rules ohonid ha considered in the context of the

structure of the lay_ off and of the laid-erf employees'

rights to positions in the employing agency. For

example, if the Layoff is urructured to affect only

persons in job classifications within one depertarot of

a focal government, and those regular employees do

not have employment rights in other departmentS, then

only CETIN participants in the one department unsaid be

affectod, However, if the vo.niar An I _have

employstwitdzis, i n., pal nsitions

Nr_21-aaarlAxislaBSA4
not ,mein werltinanv noel ter i_:1.

-onto con id

notion in force
case, if 0L, cmpinyPn, in
situation, "bumps down" into ft lower classification

occupied by another regular employee and the latter

individual in them Iaid-off, CE TA participants nay net

remain working tin the higher tiaasificatInn. Gera

participants in the lower classification
would not ue

requited re lie la LEI -Pi I . Moo, on Ls rationed partici-

pants conic] be affected by nichtir a layoff at the Oct .

station site, or by a layeff nt the employing agency

iE regular employeas of that employing agency have

rights to positions et the ontatetion site.
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when a determin ation has been into as hit which Mg
participants Are affected, Such participants must rather
he tranaferred to positions not affected by the layoff or
be terminated from CETA. llawevor, it it essential that
every effort bet made to relocate participants Iti other

positions not affected by the layoff, Transfer to
nonprofit agencies Should be encouraged as an alternative.
When termination of participants is unavoidable, such
persons should be provided with assistance which would aid
diem in maintaining an income, such as special job
counseling, or special efforts to locate unsubsidiged
employment

h rinv of_lei 1 crf 31w frith

Clap fonds.

a. Mere layoffs have been estahlishud to he bona fide, laid
off workers may he rehired into the same or equivalent
positions using CETA funds. llawmver, the exient to which
CETA funds may he used to support rehires must be considtant
with the appropriateness of serving such persons es compered
to serving other parsons designated by the act.

In order to assure equitable access to CET& employment Co the
long term onemployed and oiler groups targeted for uurvLeos,
the proportion of CETA fonds which we/ ho nova to rehire

laid of employees is to he determined as cmjiowa:

The percentage of PSI positions to he used for rehires
should be reasonably consistunt with that percenta4e
which thet total laid-off regoiar employees constitute
of the total unemployed persons in the jurisdiction.
(pot example, if laid off-regular employees represent
12 percent of the total unemployed, thee 12 percent
of ME positions could he w=ed for rehires.) If the

percentage of Laid-off employees constitutes less
than ten percent of the total unemployed population,
the percentage of public service umploysont positions
allocated for rehires may exceed ouch percentage but
shall not exceed ten percent. in determining the
reasonable percentage of positions to be mule avail-
able fur rehiring laid-off employees, eligible appli-
cants shall assess the appropriateness of serving
such persons by considering the following factors:
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The needs of the Laid-oif w whets reluti.vu to the
needs of other groups spec _d Le the net Lor

special tonaideration, 45 wall as the groups
identified as significant sogments by the prime

sponsor In its plan, teetuding length of unemploy-
ment and prospects of obtaining employment.

(b) rho site of thu public service employment program
end the availability of funds to support rehires
without disruption of services to, or termination
of, regular participants, except en required

by 96.24(d).

The percentage arrived at folder above
taPOILed to total PEG poaitions in ththe_ Ciyoapproved

Plan in Any title in which regular employees are to

be rehired. In the cane of consortia, thy: percentage
shall be applied aolont the rsa positions of the con-
sortium Jurisdiction which plans rehires. Per example,

if counties A and a are members of a tonsertiem,
and county A. plans rehires, and ito share of PSt

positions is 100 out of a total currently approved
consortium grant of 250 Fit positions, the percentage
determined under n(f) wnuld be applied against the
100 positions of county A.

Mete the total number of planned or Actiwil rehires

equate or exceeds ton parCtIht OL total public service
employment positions of an eligible Applicant or
consortium member), laid-off employees most be
identified as a significant segment in the plan. A
modification is required when this point is teats

during the term of the grant.

(4) Eligible applicants eehmitting grant applications or
modifications shall document tha anstanmest of need

And aneifability described under (a)(0 above in the

Grant Narrative Description.

We shall approve the rehire of aid-off employees

only upon determining that maintenance of effort pre-

visions have not been violated and that sufficient Justi-

fication of aqutrdbilLty and mead has beam provided.
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b. In order to encore that the approved percentage of rehires
LS net exceeded throughnttt the pengVaai year, it is required
that slots actually filled by rehires 4C any time repre-
sent no more than the percentage established above for
rehires. Also, where rehires presently exceed the percent e

oPplicable under a. (1) above, prime Sponoorn are to plan
rebore enrollments and/or terminations to conform to the
requirements of thia section as follows:

Sponsors which currently employ a percentage V3

rehire employees in excess of rho maximum number per-
mtted oill be required to develop a phase down plan
for each cup\ grant °frogged,

(2) Soda phesednwn plans will be required as part of that
sponsor's not modification adding additional fonds co
the effected CEZA Title unlbss !Ault sponsor did not

receive regional office approval fur its current
number of rehired employees hired under CETA. In ouch

cases e modification may be required by the regional
office in advance of any new MTN monies.

(3) Phase-down plans to rAnco the number of rehired
employees will be allowed to extend into FY 1977 dopendiru,
upon a sponsor's pnrtieular circurintances and the reasonable
nests of that sponsor's phase Morin plan.

(4) A sponsor currently in excess of its maninum number
of rehired employees may not hire any additional inure
employees utilizing CZ TA fonds.

In no case may MA participants he termi
required by section 96.24(d)) solely in o
positions or to create a reserva of funds
laid off employees.

mad (when not
tier to open up

for rehiring

d. Persons rehired with CEVI funds root meet the unemployment
(or underemployment) requirements for the opplicablo title
before they become eligible for GETA, and must meet residency

requirements,

e. Recall of regular employees who acre provisional, temporary
or otherwise "nonpurmanonr" empLoyooso to dependent upon
whurber tint omPloYeoa have any GmillooLo .lob color-ion:1MP

with the employer. Terminated, "noupormancot," employeen
who do not have a continuing rolzitionnhill no defined by Ow
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employer's personnel rules, would net be cons .d as

' Lanre employees in the context of the requirements of

this ER and, therefore, should not receive consideration
any more or less favorable than any ocher CETA applicant.

Employees on layoff who have applied for CETA., and in the

interima between application and reemployment ohtain
employment that meets the definition'of underemployed (as
provided for in section 96.27(a)) may be considered still

eligible for CETA. If the rehiring takes place within

6 months of the time of layoff, these Persons would still
be considered "rehires," and would be counted as such for

EWA reporting purposes.

7. nspsStija. Since present reporting procedures do not provide
for monitoring current enrollment of mill-ran. per status,
98.32 (a) (2) of the regulations, prime sponsors who currently
employ any rehired employees in their POE program are required

to submit a monthly evaluation of rehire activity as follows:

Cat or Title Title It Title VT Total

i. hir on-board
nt end of month

2. Total number of PSE
participants at end
of month

Rehires percentage of
total ESE program
i

This evaluation is to bp signed by the Chief CETA administrative
officer (CRT& Director) and is due ten working_ days after the

end of the month. The first report is due in the regional office

on May 1.4, 1976.

F
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Prioui sponsors are advised that this ( :ETA letter is effective
'imnediately. Those grantees not of compliance with the -'u
Policies or to adjust future program operation and plan future
expenditures to comply with tIn policy contained in this letter.
Future groat modifications andiot applications should he
developed lo compliance with the policies set forth obey,.
Any sponsor Planning a lay off or hiriiig freci,t which would
effect eglA participants is to contact the regional office
in advance of carrying out welt actions 9n that compliance with
section 4 above can be determined. Sporulirc currently employ-
ing rehired PSI participants are to closely review tiction 6
above and arc to submit the report in seat ion 7 for the mouth
or April 1976 by Nay 14, 1970.

9, Iefoirics.

Questions regarding the policies contaiwed in thin C1TA
lector should be diroeeod to Your federal representativo.

g Cj

Regional AdM(oititcaor
Employment And Training Admin

828
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tr"
7riCounty Employment a T nin Cormrsiurn

1201 Ohio swot
Racine, Wisconsin

53405
(414) 636.3551

December 9, 1977

Me, Rithord W, Abelson
Representative, South chore District
Wisconsin Council of County and p

716 VIDUICE110 Drive
PaCine, Wisconsin 53402

Dear Mr, Abelson,

I am in receipt of your letter dated December 5, 1977

and the Arbitration Alward brief, I urn forwarding a
copy of your letter and the brief to our Contortion
Counsel, Upon receipt of his opinion, TRICO C5TAC

shall respond to your letter, Thank you,

Si merely,

Dennis R. Collins

Chief of Operations

co: Mr, Peter 9. Marshall, Chairman. TRICO CETAC

Mr. George Hoare, Executive Director, TRIO CETAC

Ms, pew Wee naro, President, 05015, Local 71

Senator Gay, ea 41 ion
WOO 14111 iarh Proxmire
Congressman Les Anon-,
Mayor Paul Sartig
Mr. James Pnrzno



January 5. 191E

Mr, George Moore, liireet
TRICO.GET0,4
1201 Chio
Racine, Wisconsin 530435

Dear Mr. Moors.

SE)

RA.R*. dh,p1040K

Council of County and Municipal Employees
,AA,,A ..A.A .AAD.ACIA. Are le r.,0/ .44.v.od

A MA. All W. A ME 6412tA

ag,if076i.0 OdOit
43404

141,41.0CIO

During e conversation between offieiale of the City of Kenosha and the
Executive Board of Local 71. a-SUE. consents were : a by City officials that they
have been inforeed by high officiala or TRICOCSTAC that the City in not guilty of
any infractions as per the charges leveled agninet them by Local 71.

Thin etateeent caused greet concern to the Local Union in that it brings into
question charges brought against the City by the Union will receive
In unbiased review by TMICCLCETA0, in that it would seem that a premature conclusion
has already been reached. The Union his not received axly formal or informal
reepcnee concerning the charges.

Please respond to the Local Union in writing concerning the ,uracy of the
statesent msde by the City. Further please inform us of the precine date on which
we can expect a formal Triporees from TRIC0=-CEVC on the charges filed.

CC

Thank you for your cooperation.

4. Roterl OberbscR, Executive
Arthum Wells, AZUCMC-Intern
Peg' Corrirwn'o, President.

ongressman Lee Aepin
.Genator Gaylord Nelson

finaator 4411liam ?roxnire
Thor Lieungh

very t

Richard w. Abelson
Business Representative
PS0M2, Council 40

eetor, APS0PE, Council Lin
nel

Goal 71

A "` AAPAP A AA MN e,te -641,=gf

tr.;

7/7- /
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1201 OrM)Street
Racine, Wisc5o3ns4oir;

unty Employrnsnt & Training Consortium (414) 6363651

Mr, Richard W. Abele on
Ousiness Representative
A.F.R.C.M.t., Council 40
716 Monticello Orivo
Pacine,'Wisconnin 53402

pear nick:

January 17, 1970
REOWED
Ati 0 197B

urn r,ij

I am glad that We finally got together Cn t phone. it's dtf-

ficult talking into recording machines,

Confirming our conversation, it ha= always been our understood-

n that since July of last year. we were locking for demented

a _ lal promised by you to prove that substitution took place

through the use of CETA employees by the City of Kononha In

the absence of thin material, which We were expecting to come

from you, we have no other recourse than to rontinun funding CETA

peeitiOna with the City of Kenosha.

You mentioned that you not., have documented 90010 of this informa-

tion and, as a result of than 1 em directing Donnie Collins Of
our staff to meet with you as soon as Possibl. Following this

musukon, i will be contacting our Chairman to nee if he want$ to

call a OpeCiei meeting of the Policy board in order to answer

come of the questions that yOU mice,

1 have hopes that We can cooperate fully between the City, Local

71, and work things out for the benefit or all parties concerned.

We will do our best. I can assure you of that

Very truly YOU",

,.d Moo
Execu ve bireut

CAMIlmj



January 19, 1971

S°1

J. ci.N.CE.

Council of County and Municipal Employees

Mr. George roore. Director

1201 Chic;
Pacing, Wisconsin 5Y4)5

Dear Yr, Koore,

RICHANOWADELOON

rr4.ELINUN .407
414(40,40W

I apologize for canceling our meeting of this 1 ne at such late notice,
however. I wan advice,' by the rouncel of our Internetion,il fnion that it
would not be in the hest interent of cur Local Union to meet woth you cor,
cerninp the specific tlocumentation conoornine the charpen filed by Local 71against the City of hertootsha.

The original (-hareem were formally filed on December 5, 1977, and to this
date no answer has been received to these charred. The Union feels that the
delay in the rroc..unine- of these very nerioun ciarren in Unwarranted. I have
been Advinel by the counsel of our International Union tO inform you that we
expect an answer to our charren no later than Friday, January 27. 1971. If
we do not receive a forral renponse by the above date, Local 71 will proceed
directly to the Department of Labor wi is their charger.

It hen come to' my attention.that INICC-CETAC has expected formal documentation
from our Local Union since the early cart of July, 1977 Local 71 was at no
time Pnowledneeble that such formal documentation was expected from them at
that tine or at any other time. Formal documentation wan offered to your
agency in late December. 1977. The offer wan declined by Yr. Collins of your
agency, At that tine, the Union ran told that the charges would be answered
on a conceptual beats without specific documentation At MILS time.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any question: concerning th
raised by this letter.

Very tuily yours,

.27
Piohard W. Aleinori

1.Y, Hobert aberbeek, Executive. Director, A C council 4-0
Kr. Arthur Wells, ariCKE. International
Mn. Poem, GerrInAro, President., Local 71
Mr. Peter Marshall, Chzirnan, TH1CO-CSTAC Policy Board
Mr. Thor Lieengh, TilICO-GETAC Policy heard
Congressman Leo Anpin
Senator Gayor4 Nelson
Senator William Proynire

..0,Zab 5

31-279 0 -78 -53

.Ag.iCaPA FFEIE.A,t0,4 OF if f±fr 4,40 .t44t1,1,. 1...,ATEAS
A,4 C.2



February 6, 19713

fir, Richard W. Abelson
Business RepresentativeCouncil 40
116 !lonticeiln Drive
Racine, Wisconsin 53401

Dear Lac!
In cepposee to your recent letter, I can only repeat chat the

the City of Kenosha-union problems was forwarded to our Polio

Once again, we had to postpone the meeting because of the weather.

ever', on my own, I polled the policy Board and it is their manconsus

opinion that we 4101 out of the labor negotiation between your -union and

the City of Kenosha. We have been unable to find any instance of Kain-

tounncu of Mort violations or substitotions.

I notice also in your correspOndeneQ chat you otote that you never were

aware of promising to provide formal
documentation of substitution or

Maintenance of Bfforc violations, / am unclosing Minutes of a meeting

hotel between union
officials and our staff persons which proves /pate

eancLUSIVely rhnt you did make these promises. f might add that when

you refer to Dennis Collins not wanting more
information, you rosily put

this into improper contest. in your phone conversation with Dennis.

when the rePOrC WA
filed With our Pei icy Anent, you asked whether hr

needed any additionat
information at that time end he stated that this

wee not neceessry. Please don't conetree this as tack of receptivity

toward any information chat you have in regard to the labor negotiation

dispute.
If I can be of any fu

1201 Ohio Street
Wisonsin

545
(414) 635-3651

CAR; Lon
cc y Cerrninaro

J. ()betted(
Cayl. d Nelson
William Proxitirt,
1.00 AspIn

cc. pLease d o not hesitate to all me.

Very truly yours,

r- 9t_-
teorge A- -Mate, Ese utive Dire



April 14, 1976

Region V. ETA CETA Letter 4135

Subject: Maintenance of Effort

TO Ali CETA Prime Sponsors

(1) The Comparability or the Positions.

As a guideline, comparable, "Same or substantially equi-
valent" positions, would be ERoso having similar job titles,
position descriptions, work assignments, and/or rates of pay.
Questionable cases will be jointly reviewed by the region and
the prime sponsor, The final determination of comparability
rests with the regional office.

The a

29c
LE25ments.

!ale rules o

rules should be consider

-E-cL112aLe!IU2111

=ent _ h ur

p yo u
ture_ to a act On y persons in job classifications within one
department of a local government, and those regular employees
do not have employment rights in other departments,' then only
CETA participants in the one department would be affected,
aver if the regular _m eon have em to ment cap,

ositians acrosn epartmen_a
not remailting jnanY secE ons.".-Tir

an regular env oyee, in a re.- udtton in arcs
"bumps down" into a lower classification occupied by

regular employee and the latter individual is then laid
,'ETA participants may not remain working in the higher cies-
ation. CETA participants in the lower classification would

be required to be laid off. Also outstationed participants
could be affected by either a layoff at the outstationed site,
or by a layoff at the employing agency if regular employees of
that employing agency have rights to positions at the outsta-

ed site.

b. When a determination has been made as to which CETA partici-
pants are affected, such participants must either be transferred
to positions not affected by the layoff or be terminated from
CETA. However, it is essential that every effort be made to re-
locate participants in other positions not affected by the layoff.
Transfer to non-profit agencies should be encouraged as an alter-
native, When determination of participants is unavoidable, such
persons should be provided with assistance which would aid them
in maintaining an income, such as special job counselling, or
special efforts to locate unsubsidited employment.

834
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Senator NELSON. OK. Mr. Anderson?
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Senator Nelson, I would just like to

expand on what Mr. Wells has been saying just to irive you an overall

idea of what is going on with the CETA program. I brought along one

report that I got from our local union up at ITIV-LnCros.0,c and the

simplest way to project it to you is read it to you which will not take

that long.
The TAW -LaCrosse hired an administrative assistant, one CETA

business services forms management program. Starting (late, June 6,

1977. The forms management program was institated in order to have

a central file on campus for all departments where there is a copy and a

list of all forms used by the university personnel. The CETA em
ployee keeps all files up to date, making any corrections, deletions, and

recordsrecording any additions.
A number is assigned to each and it is entered into the computer

file.
The CETA employee appears to have special considerations in hours

of work: November 3,1977, 9 :30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m., Infteh, 11 :45 to 1:15;

November 14, 1977, 1 p.m, to 4 :30 p.m., and it goes up until the 22d.

I ccadd c tinue giving you du fes but it's that type of pattern.
The Ch, la employee did II report to work.on Monday, Decem-

ber 26, 1977; Tuesday, Decernlka. 27, 1977; and Frida, December 30,

1977. The CETA employee reported 80 hours ©f 'work for that pay-

roll period and was paid for SO hours.
The personnel office was questioned in regard to the tine report dis-

crepancy and stated he would check into it On January 25, 1978, the

individual was asked if the tune report was changed. ire stated that
they had worked out some type of arrangement in regards to the
24 hours leave time Payroll was called that day and the time report

was never changed.
On January 20, 1978, the personnel office stated that the CETA em-

ployee was a salaried employee and that his workhe is -working Sat-

urdays to make up his leave time as agreed to between personnel and.

himself, and the report goes on to indicate that theindividual spends

most of the time ire filling- out law school applications and studying

exams during working hours.
The problem that we consistently put up with in State agencies I

think is the monitoring administration. I don't so rmieh blame a, CETA_

employee in this case but I have strong feelings on how the personnel
procedure should be implemented for the best interest of our member-

ship and the best interests to the employee that's receiving the funds.

This is just, one indication.
Senator NELsoN. Well. thank you very much, and if you submit

your material, we'll appreciate having it.
Our next hearing will b. in 'Washing: c ni on March 1st. That con-

cludes the hearing today. Thank you.
['Whereupon, at 1 pan., the subcornniittce was recessed.]



C_ OvPREFIEI4SIVE DIPLOYNENT AND TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OF 1978

AY, MARCB 1, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SuscomstirrEE ON EMPLOYMENT,

POVERTY, AND MIGRATORY LABOR
OF THE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN BE-SOURCES,

ashington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :12 a.m., in room 6226

Dirltsen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Xavits, Chafee, and Riegle.
Senator Netsom. Today is the second day of Washington hearings

on the reauthorization of the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act. Last week we received testimony from the administration, and
from Prof. Eli Ginzberg, chairman of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy.

After today's hearings, eve will hold three more, on March 2, 6,
and 10.

Today the subcommittee will hear from Michael Wiseman, professor
of economics at Berkeley; Glen Nichols, president, Interstate Con-
ference of Employment Security Agencies, Inc., Department of Em-
plovment, Boise Idaho, K-Pnnetli Young, representing the AFL-CIO.

have a panel of business and industry, on which are Roger Curry,
executive vice president, Twin Cities Area, Chamber of Commerce of
the United States of America. Malcolm Lovell, president, Rubber
Manufacturers Association, and member of the Business Roundtable;
Frank Schiff, vice president and chief economist, Committee for Eco-
nomic Development; and Richard Prabant, manager of marketing,
Chrysler Institute.

William Mirengoff, study director, Coniniittee on Evaluation of
Employment and Training Programs, National Research Council, will
also be presenting testimony to the subcommittee.

The committee is pleased to have you here this morning.
Our first witness is Prof. Michael Wiseman.
Mr. Wiseman, the committee is pleased to have you here this morn-

ing. Your testimony will be printed in full in the record, You may
proceed in any way you wish.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL WISEMAN, PROFESSOR 07 ECONOWICS,
IJNIVRESITY OF CALIFORNIA. AT BERKELEY

Professor WismAx. I think I will go through myy testimony fairly
closely. However, I will try to abbreviate it as muchmucli as possible.

(825)
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Mr. Chairman and members 01 the committee, thank you for the op-

portunity to discuss CETA public service employment. I have been

engaged in PSE-related research for several years.
The Joint Economic Committee published the first of my papers

on the topic in August 1975, I subsequently published a paper on PSE

as fiscal policy in the "Brookings Papers on Economic Activity" in

1976, and the forthcoming report of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy to Congress on the "net effects" of PSE will include

a paper on ?SE regulations that I wrote with Prof. Harry Katz of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

I am currently involved in the Brookings Institution CETA moni-
toring study. The basic research on which all of these papers have been

basedhas been funded, and continues to be funded by the Offices of Re-

search and Development and Program Evaluation of the Employment

and Training Administrationof the Department of Labor.
My conclusions are my own, however, and the Department of Labor

should not be implicated and, as we shall see, would probably prefer

not to be.
My comments are divided into two parts. In the first I make some

eneral observations about ways of thinking about PSE that I have
ound useful. In the second I will comment on five components of the

administration's recent proposals for legislation to extend CETA for
the next 4 years. I have not actually seen the draft legislation; my re-

marks are based on a National Association of Counties summary pub-

lished in late January.

' i'NKIIYO AZOVT P1371

Basically when we talk about PSE we are talking about buying jobs

in State and local governmentand, more recently_ , in nonprofit orga-
nizationsfor selected "target" workers.

PSE policies as currently operated have two components. The first is

the PSE policy "proper" which says that such jobs, when given to
members of the target group, do something good at less cost than when

alternative means are used to the same end. The second is a grants-M-

aid policy for buying the jobs.
It is important to distinguish between these two components, be-

cause the distinction underscores the fact that PSE can fail for two
very different reasons. On the one hand, we may be wrong about what

we believe the jobs can do. On the other, we may not get whatever ben-

efits the program could provide because the grants policy may not
deliver the right types of jobs or fill them with the targeted workers.

Thus, in looking toward the refunding of CETA PSE, we need to

evaluate both PSE itself and the grants policy that is used to deliver it

Senator JAvrrs. Mr. Chairman, I am obliged to go to the White
House. I hope the witnesses will understand. I will return as soon as

possible, and I will read such testimony as I have missed.
I have an assistant who will cover here while I am gone. I -went you

to know that I consider this CET& problemthe problem of struc-
tural unemployment very grave, on which I have sought to make may

own contribution by introducing a number of bills pending before
this subcommittee and the full committee.
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Senator NELSON. If you will be kind enough to tell the President the
next time he invites me, to leave you behind to conduct the hearing.
[Laughter.]

Professor WISEIKA.N. Ignoring for a moment the short-term reverses
associated with bad weather and the coal strike, and assuming we
will have about a $25 billion tax cut by midyear, the data indicate
rather clearly that the economy continues on a path, of recovery. This
growth will, by calendar year 1979 get the unemployment rate below
6 percent.

Most available research suggests that, given the composition of the
labor force and current operation of labor markets in this economy,
the "full employment" rate of unemployment is in the 5-to 6-percent
range. By the "full employment" rate, I mean the lowest rate attain-
able without generating acceleration of inflation given the current
structure of the economy.

If this is true, the object of PSE is no longer "countercyclical" but
"structural." It should be used in conjunction with CETA title I-type
programs (Title II under the reorganization proposed by the admin-
istration) to improve the employability of those still unemployed or
underemployed at "full employment" with the object of lowering this
structural residual. A countercyclical program, in comparison, has as
its objective the rapid creation and filling of jobs during a recession
in order to expand the Federal deficit and reverse declines in aggre to
employment that raise the unemployment rate above full emp oy-
ment levels.

The evidence on the effectiveness of PSE for this purpose is not very
good, that is, the evidence on the effectiveness for structural purposes,
largely because there is not much of it The reason for the shortage is
that structural objectives tend to get lost when a rush is on to fill such
jobs to achieve countercyclical goals. was the case in 1971 and
1975, and it was true again in 1977.

Now, with unemployment rates falling, we have the chance to see
what structurally oriented PSE can do. Mel ieve that the focus of this
committee's efforts should be on improving the grants-in-aid policy
that delivers PSE to make sure that the jobs the Government buys
with CET& money are appropriate for structural goals.

raoraLE3tS CURRENL' emit rsr,

Although I am generally incapable of convincing my students of
this, often it helps in wrestling NViLlt things its complex as CETA to
abstract a, bit. I would like to think of a comparable policy in an area
wholly different from CETA in order to emphasize some of the prob-
lems I see in the CETA program.

The State Department currently has a policy of placing special signs
in regional offices at which visa applications are processed. These signs
say : "First Impressions of the United States Mn Made Hem" Those
of us who have stood in line in such offices know that this is a horrible
thought. But let us assume for the moment that Such signs are put up
to encourage the Department's employees to be Ivarrn and humane
to people trying to come to this country or to stay in this country or
whatever.
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This like CETA, has two parts. One is it. sign psychology
theory thatdrat says that, when posted, such sighs make a difference in
people's behavior..The other is a sign-buyine policy that produces the
signs to be posted. The sign -buying policy has the following features:

One The objectives are well defined: The State Department wants a
12 by 18 inch sign with 1% inch letters or whatever its social psycholo-
gists suggest is appropriate.

Two : The product purchased is readily observed The State Depart-
ment can tell when its signs are delivered.

Three: The product is produced and purchased tit minimuni cost;
There are many firms that can produce signs. If the State Department
seeks competitive bids, we can expect the price that is paid to he as low

as possible. The most efficient sign producers will make the best bids.
Finally, the contract is clear and enforceable: Once a firm agrees to

deliver a sign. meeting the State Department's specifications, it will be
paid only if' it does so. Under law the State Department, like any other
consumer, need pay only for what was contracted end then only if the

delivered product meets the terms of the contract,
I think you see now where I ant going. Think now about the CETA

PSF, "contract" between the Federal Government and prime sponsors.
First: The objectives are not well defined : Existing policy is ern

fused by conflicts between countercyclical and structural policy ohiec-
fives, between getting jobs to people in need at minimum east and pre-
vision of fiscal, relief, and so on

Second: The product purchased is not readily observed: By law
CETA. prime sponsors are supposed to deliver it certain number
dollars' worth of new jobs to members of certain target populatiot

They are "to the extent feasible" to provide public service jobs "in t
occupational fields which ore most likely to expand within the palbl c
or private sector as the unemployment recedes." They are to as,,,Atte
that jobs created, again quoting from the law, "in no way infril,r_
upon the promotional opportunities which would otherwise be avail-

to persons currently employed in public service jobs on sub-
sidized under the Act." ft is virtually impossible to determine with

any precision how much of these things are being done.
Again, the product is not purchased at minimum cest : 0i at least

I believe this to be the case in many jurisdictions. In most labor market
areas, the Department of Labor-prime sponsor relationship is one of a
inonopsony-----single buyerfacing a monopoly single seller. The
costs of jobs get raised by prime sponsors by reducing net job creation
or by failing to target jobs as well as could be done.

Thus, if the Federal Government ends up paying the wages for two
workers when only one net new job skit is created, or if two -workers
have to be hired to get one job slot, for a WOrkel' with severe employ-
ment problems, the effective cost of the program given its objectives
becomes very high.

Finally, the contract is neither clear nor en forceable: This is a
natural result of the ambiguity of the legislation and the way in which
prime-sponsor grants are applied for and approved. There are some
aspects of the contract that areenforceable.

The law requires, for example, that employers in the piograrn
"maintain effort," that is not lay off regular employees in order to fill
the positions with subsidized jobholders. Many examples exist ases
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in which the Department of Labor has identified and stopped this kind
of activity. But in most cities, maintenanceof effort violations of this
type are no longer a serious problem. State and ocal government rev-
enues are growing at an extraordinary rate.

Mat the program. calls for now is maintenance of the growth rateof State and local unsubsidized government employment and addition
of CETA jobholders above and beyond this rate. No PSI] contracts
signed to date attempt to specify such gi-owth rate.s and to identify the
expanding local government employment base against which PSE job
creation efforts are to be compared.

These points are made in much more detail in the forthcoming "Na-
tional Commission on Manpower Policy" report. The point is that
should lock to the new legislation for improvements along these dimen-
sions of the job-buying part of current PSE

I will finish up by turning to the administration's proposals forCETA expansion. I turn now to evaluation of five ropects of the draft
legislation for CETA expansion. These are: (1) The "triggering"
mechanism for PSE funding.; (2) the limitation on duration of tenure
for PSE participants; (3) the restrictions placed on supplementation
of CETA wages; and (4) the combining of the title ti and title VI
PSE programs and adoption of a single eligibility critei-ion. And
filially, the ceiling and calculation of the maximum federal contri-
bution for PSE expenses..

For each item, the time constraint forces rne to be overly brief ; again
a more detailed commentary is included in the Katz-Wiseman paper.

T>Il 11/100i lt MECHANISM

The prop_ osed legislation includes a funding mechanism that
cause PSE outlays to vary automatically with the national unemploy-
ment rates. I think this feature should be dropped and replaced with a
3-year program of prespeeified size. I make this recommendation for

three reasons.
First : The trigger is ft last vestige of a countereyelical PSE pro-

grain. We have learned a great deal about PSE over the past few years.
One clear lesson is what I would call the PSE equivalent of Gresliam's

Incidentally, Gresliain's law is the economic phenomenon that bad
money drives out good money. Countorcyclical PSE drives out struc-
tural PSE. Putting the trigger in the legislation contuses the objec-
tives of the program.

The PSE you are considering funding now has as its object reduc-
tion of the structural unemployment that will persist without inter-
vention through 082 and beyond. There is plenty of room for a $5
to $0 billion program aimed at this residual and operated independ-
ently of fractional variations in the unemployment nte.

Second: Should we need a. countercyclical PSE -program, the evi-
dence is that Congress will pass one pronto. The record of 1074 is
clear: When one is needed, one can he obtained very quickly: I see no
reason for making the program_ any more autcaaatie than it is, and if

were a. member of either the Senate or the I--louse, I would question
the administration's motives in wanting to do so.
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Senator Neaseez. May I ask a question ? What do, you mean, you

question the administration's motives? What do you assume they are

Mr. WrsERALkr. X do not lourw.
Senator Neasoer. You question whether they have a motive?
Mr. NVIssmAN. I sin sure they have a motive, but I do not know

what it is.
Third: My.work does indicate that a. longer horizon is needed for

serious planning of PSE at the prime sponsor level. But 3 years is

enough, on the Department of Labor side, both for planning and for
mounting a good evaluation program to provide the information
necessary to decide, in 1981, whether renewal of the policy is in the

national interest.
Tim TENURE RESTRICTION

The object of struetiural PSE is provision of on-the-job training in
the public sector. I know of no salutary benefits of this type of on-the
job training that. are not achieved in 1 or 11/2 years at most

lkfy impression is that nothing ossifies such a program like develop-

ment of a permanent class of subsidized jobholders and that the pres-

ent system of indefinite tenure ieduces incentives for jobholders to

look for unsubsidized evorlel anii !or job providers to give the ancillary
services necessary for aeelev .ee.: transitions. The tenure limitation
clarifies the objectives of i3ie pierarn. It should, if anything, be less

than the 78 weeks the itc:A.';,11Ai trillion proposes, but I think that would
be an important step in the right direction.

exeratoriare PLACED ON LoCAL, SUPPLEMENTATION OF CETA

The summary of the proposed extension which I received was some-
what vague with regard to the nature of the proposed supplementation
restrictions. According to the summary, supnireinreaeloe was to be
limited to 20 percent, but it was riot clear wbeile,e- t__. 'As refers to 20

percent of participants., 20 percent, of the, leakeivaim Federal wage
contribution, or both.

Senator Igeresoee On the limited tenure issue, I do noe know whether
your statement is based upon the first, draft of the administration's
bill, or second ?

Ur. Wisemeee It is, I am afraid,based on the first draft.
Senator NmcoN. The administration's bill does have a 13/4 year

limitation.
Mr. WrstetAx. r think that is an extremely desirable alteration.
I think relatively low wages are en essential part of the program

for they serve to focus, in par:, by worker self-selection, the program

on persons with ansatisfactory unsubsidized job opportunities. The
restrictions also emphasize the targeting of the program on the low

skilled. The wage restrictions in the existing program have served to

encourage creation. of low-skilled jobs in San Francisco's public em

ployment structure that probably would not have been created in its

absence, and I nnderstand this is also true elsewhere. The problem is

that the _restriction is geographically inequitable; talking on the re-

strictions on wash-num wages, pay and supplementation, it is far more
restrictive iii Nevv York than in Little Rock.
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I wish that I could, think of a satisfactory Sway to account adequately
for regional dillerences in wag_ e structure in the CETA funding
foimula, but 1= cannot.

I do have a minor suggestion in this regard later in the testimony.

Trip, couniNtwo or ALL rse Vl'swER A SINoLE era'A TITLE

The title II-title VI PSE distinction seems only to create confusion.
Indeed, past experience with funding shifts and intertitle transfers
has led to a significant number of prime sponsors adopting the policy
of requiring all PSE participants, regardless of title under -which they
are nominally funded, to meet the most stringent criteria in effect in
any program. The proposal thus codifies what is already done in many
places, and I think it is appropriate.

TELE cErLINO oN A2[) CALCULATION' OF TiIE #A Usi FEDERAL
eONITuifITTION

As my comments above indicate, I think the wage ceiling is an im-
portant component of CETA policy. But I am anxious that you recog-
nize a particularly perverse aspect of this Federal policy. Under the
law as proposed, 85 percent of the Federal PSE contribution is man-
dated for wages and employment benefits. The remaining 15 percent
can go for costs of operations.

Note that the Federal contribution is greatest under this proce-
dure for positions with the highest wage levels. Yet it is lower wage
jobs that are most likely to be filled with the workers with the least
skillsthe workers who are most costly to manage, to train, and to
counsel.

The CETA PSE program proposed in the extension legislation im-
poses new and higher costs of job creation on prime sponsors. It is
more tightly targeted on people who are hard to employ. This will
raise management costs and call, in many instances, for significant
restructuring of employment sip ublic agencies.

13y imposing the tenures the program also mandates
higher turnover and this, tt:,o, is costly. Under these circumstances, it
seems a propriate to drop t it-ern:age computation of allowable
overhead altogether and pay, sat, sr lint $400 per employee per year
for overhead. costs. This money should be used by prune sponsors as
they see fit.

We might go further and allow this overhead payment to vary ac-
cording to an index of local wage costs, or accoraing to worker char-
acteristics. I would like to see an independent agency, for example, the
State employment services, gii=en the power to increase the bonus paid
prime sponsors who hire workers the independent agency certifitys as
laving particularly serious employment problems likely to be helped

PSE.
Under the existing system, prime sponsors have no incentive to pick

such neople up. fill only low-wage j obs, and this means a low Fed-
eral overhead contribution. Without careful management, such per-
sons, almost by definition, are not very productive. The duce, in
other words, w benefits for the employing agency. thought,
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might be able to alter the rant, procedure to reverse these
and make CETA PSE truly a structural program.

These points will not, obviously, solve all the problems associated
with the objectivesvisibility, cost, and contract aspects of CETA_
PSE mentioned earlier in my statement. But they will help. rhave
many other recommendations, but no time It must suffice to say that I
think the opportunities for imFroving CETA are enormous. li hope
this committee will show more imagination along these lines than is
exhibited by the administration's proposals.

Thank you.
Senator NELSON- In the second draft of the administration's pro-

posal, with regard to the question of supplementation, the administra-
tion's bill permits the prime sponsor to supplement his total title VI
allocation by 10 percent If he gets $1 million, he may use op to $100,-
000 of local funds to supplement public service employment jobs.

Mt WtsurAx. And distribute it over the wage structure in any way
they want?

castor Nruicaf Iii hi
ier, I misstated rrryself. Year employees work a maxinarrtn of

11/2 years. Those who have been cm may work 1 additional ye
Hr. WisnmAx, It is basically the progtam as described here.
Senator NnEsol.r. Yes.
Thank you very much for your testimony here, Professor Wiseman.

Thank you very much for taking time to come here.
Our next witness is Glenn Nichols, president, Interstate Conference

of Employment Security Agencies, Inc., Department of Employment,
Boise, Idaho.

Your statement 'will be printed in full in the record.You may present
it however you desire.

If you would identify your IISSOCiltIOS for the hearing record.

STATEMENT OF GLENN W. It-ICBM, DIRECTOR, IDAHO MEPART-

MENT OF EMPLOYMENT, ATE PRESIDENT, INTERSTATV

rERENCE OP EMPEOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES, INC., ACM-
?AIMED BY ESTRER SE-ELDEN, RESEARCR PROGRAM ASSISTANT,

ICESA; AND WIILIAld BEARTWELL, TR., EXECUTIVE VICE

PRESIDENT, ICESA

Mr. NICHOLS. Ay name is Glenn Nichols, president, Interstate Con-
ference of Employment Seen rity Agencies--

Senator NELSON. Would you please pull the microphone a little'
closer ?

Mr. Nrcuor.s. I am chairman of our special conference task force
on manpower delivery systems. I am also the director of the Idaho
Department of Employment, and executive director of the Idaho Man-
power Consortium, a State-local consortium, which administers all
CETA programs in my State.

With me today is Mr. Bill Tread-well, executive vice president of the
Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies, and Mstlier
Shelden. research and program. assistant.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies en-
dorses the reauthorization of CETA and supports the general thrust of



the legislation providing for trebling and supportive services the
structurally unemployed and public service employment as a counter-
cyclical device. The conference is concerned that the bill fails to fully
utilize the expertise of the public employment service, and does noth-
ing to reinforce improving relationships between the CETA and ES
systems.

ICES1 feels that in the majority of cases, ES agencies and CETA
primeei are working cooperatively and providing complementary sere-
ices. 'The problem of duplication and competition are commonly over-
stated.

VESA also feels that the employment service has a role to play in
provicling placement services to persons with structural barriers to
employment. ES has a clear record of service to yentle handicapped,
older workers, veterans, and the poor.

The conference makes four recommendations for modifications of
the proposed administration's bill. They are (1) Assign the job search
assistance functions in title Ill to Governors and/or SESA's; (2) pro-
vide a stronger role for Governors in planning and coordination of
services ; (3) clearly define the role of the State Employment and
Training Council as advisory to the Governors; and (4) consider
elimination of the requirement of local industry councils in title VII
and take care to clearly define and coordinate the roles of all advisory
councils.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the administration's
proposal for extending the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
in Act.

Ve have followed its development closely and participated when-
ever possible in the dialogue that preceded introduction of the leg-
islation.

Although we have some concerns with the administration's proposed
legislation, and some recommendations regarding parts of it, we
strongly endorse the reauthorization of CETA, and we support the
thrust of this bill which emphasizes the need to address structural
unemployment in certain segments of our population, and also to pro-
vide public service jobs as a countercyclical 'measure to reduce un-
employment and bolster the economy. We applaud and support those
provisions which would clarify and simplify the administration of
programs under the act. While we are concerned that the inclusion in
legislation of limitations on duration of public service jobs, on wage
levels and on supplementation of wages may unduly restrict prime
sponsors' ability to respond to un iglu!, conditions in Various parts of
the country, we understand and support the need to strengthen the
targeting of resources to those who have the greatest need.

Hut rather than comment in detail on a technical analysis of the
provisions title by title, we .could prefer, to concentrate our testimony
today en the question of coordination between CETA prime sponsors
and State employment service agencies, and on means by which the
State ernployment security agencies which we represent can be more
fully utilized in achieving the objectives of this legislation.

our committee is certainly aware of the continuing debate con-
g duplicate manpower delivery systems. Since the passage of the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973, a plethora of
studies, congressional oversight hearings, papers, seminars, and na-



zonal commissions have studied this question without resolving this
basic issue.

The Interstate Conference is most anxious to help solve this di-
lemma, to the extent that the problem is a real one, in order to provide
greater assistance to 811 people requiring employment and ti linina
services. We feel the failure to resolve this issue would be a disservice
to both the taxpayers of this Nation and the clientele we are mutually
striving to serve.

First, however, we feel it is necessary to clear up some general mis-
conceptions about the relationship between prhne sponsors and State
employment security agencies. Although it is difficult to characterize,
on a nationwide bass, the general nature of ES-CETA relationships,
since these relationships vary in different States and localities, we do
know that these relationships have improved significantly in the past
year or so, and we suspect that those instances tivhere ES agencies and
CETA primes arc not working well together are in the minority.

ES and CETA are working together. In many instances prime
sponsors are contracting with local ES agencies for the provisions of
referral and job searcrl assistance services including placement, for
development of labor market information, and for a variety of other
services. Nearly half of our member ES agencies operate the balance
of State prime sponsor program for their Governor. Prime sponsors
and ES agencies arc co-located in some areas.

In my own State of Idaho, the two eligible prime sponsorsone
urban county and the balance of State---Ititva joined together to form a
State local consortium. Tim Gavernor and county e011111tiSSI011el'S servo

as a "Board of Directors'' of the consortium, nerd I wear two lintsone
as administrator of the State employment security agency, and a sec
ond as director of the Idaho Kmpower Consortium. All CETA seri,
ices in Ichilto are delivered through our local employment, service
offices: We have a system of regiomil "suhsponsors" whereby local gov-
ernments erigaire in CET.,1 planning and negotiate directly With oiii
local offices for the kind of quaiit v, level of CETA servicts [wpm-
priftte to the locality. In Idaho WC haVe. pot Cr-aA and ES together
and made it work. and we it maintained rise integrity of both sys-
temsproviding for local program design mid evaluation
and avoiding costly de pl ication and competition in our administrative
system.

In short, we feel that the concerns about existing CET.1-ES rela-
dons stay be overstated in some quarters.

The prilnary function of the employment. service is to help people
get jobs. This function includes intake, counseling, job/skill matching,
referral to job opportunities in t he private and public., sectors and re-
ferrals to public service employment. This does not. conflict with the
basic, prime sponsor responsibility for employability development
which includes lrOrk CA- fie r ience skill training. remedial and institu-
tional training, development of public service employment opportuni-
ties, and other stip port v c sect lees.

Again, in that, context. progipsS has been made in the past several
years in coordinating the activities of the Itvo systems resulting in
more efficient and effective array of Manpo Aryl. services to the commu-
nity. In many instances duplication has been minimized, lending to
maximum services from both the employment service and the prince
sponsor.
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in finding pnblic see tor jobs this progress and cooperation can best
be documented by the fact that in 1970 the number of applicants -under
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act placed by Shite
agencies was doubled over the previous year, mid 12 percent of all ld-:S
placements was in subsidized public service employment.

In urn, and this year, we responded to the administration's eco-
nomic stimulus goal of enrolling 725,000 inaviduals in public service
employment. As of today, 697,000 individuals are on hoed, and all of
those have been certified for prhne sponsors by State employment serv-
ice agencies. As Secretm y Marshall testified on Febritaty 23, the goal
of 725,000 enrollees should be reached this month.

We believe that public ser vice employment will help to ieduce unem-
ploynient and that we in the employment service have a. role to play.
The structural imemploymeut problem is more deeply rooted, but is
also an area where we believe the public employment service can play a
significant role.

DI your letter inviting me to testify before the Senate Committee.
Senator Nelson, you asked that I comment nit the questions of employ-
ment security agencies serer Tres to those lea,St equipped to compete in
the labor market. Sen' ices of ES agencies to these persons have been
substantial, longstanding, and often oveTlooked Since its inception,
the pane employment service has been concerned rs itla, and has devel-
oped programs to assist youth, °hier woi.kors, the veteran, handi-
capped, nagrant workets. and othei.s with It disadvantag-e in the labor
market.

Youth, the need for providincr special services to youth was em
phasized in the Wagner-Pcyser ''Act which established a nationwide
public employment service to serve "men, women, and juniors."

By October 1'Y) there were 177 cities in which the public employ-
ment offices had full-time junior placement counselors on their staffs,
This has been a continuing effort. Cill'I'VrItiV 31 percent of all indi,
vidnals receiving cot nisei ing services tire youth under 22. And What is
even more significant, 42 of every 100 people placed in jobs are under
20.

Senator NELSON-. What percentage of that. youth would be classified
as disadvantaged and struct tiral ly unemployed ?

Mr. NxotioLs I do not have ft figure specifically for disadvantaged
youth, but economically disadvantaged generally, 34 percent of our
placements fell into that category. Thirty-one percent of out place-
ments were of minorities. The figures are not all that bad, We are not
doing that badly in terms of placing people with labor market
disadvantages.

Senator Natsoy. We had hearings on this question a, few years ago,
and traditionally the employment service's role has been to find a Job
for somebody with a skill to fill it.

Ten years ago, the employment sea rice \MS not involved in stri whir-
ally unemployed job placement. We did not have programs to address
the difficult job of counseling and placing people in jobs who were dis-
advantaged, lacked skills, !is well as an employment record,

r am not critical of Ow, because that was not the employment serv-
ices role historically_ r tan interested in your statement that you are
placing a higher percentage of disadvantaged persons. Has anything
happened within the employment service in the various States ni terms
of hiring personnel -who have special experience in dealing with the



hard-core unemployed rind minorities? One prohlem raised n half a
dozen years ngo was that many employment serf ice did not
have a Spanish-speaking member in areas with many Span isl 1-sped k lug
people.

Mr. Ntorrots. I think a number of things have happened, some we
cannot be too proud of We have special workers for migrant seasonal
workers. We have also, just as a result of the cooperation I spoke of
earlier, with out own CETA_ prime sponsor, become sensitive to the
fact we have responsibility to serve people with labor market
disabilities.

I see something that concerns me a, little bit. I think I run ,fra.icl we
might find the wrong solution to the problem. I nor concot nod about
how can we bring the, resources of the employment service to bear on
providing services to those people who have a disadvantage, minor-
ities, people with other structural barrims.

I am a little concerned that the solution we look to may be the wrong
one.

A number of years ago, hack in the sixties, a friend of in vvr;,f.i is in
the room, a former Assistant. Secretary, used to say this a nur&-or of
Years ago, in the sixties, the Labor. Department was concerned about
target groups, people with structural disadvantages. They expressed
that concern in the form of priorities that the employment service was
to meet in serving economically disadvantaged, and so on.

The enforcement priorities were rewarded through the. budget. A.s a
result of that, I think what happened was we did a poorer job of
serving the economically disitdvantagtql than we are doing now, when
we are apparently !tot concerned with anything except that cold
placement figure.

We talk about our resource, allocation process being one that em-
phasizes placements at the expense of people who have a disadvantage.
As a matter of fact. someone suggested our process impedes our ability
to help the disadvantaged by forcing, us to eremn or find those easiest
to place to meet the numbers game.

What happened during the sixties, we went. so -far in targeting re-
sources to priority groups, We had t situation where a directive was
issued not to service imeniployment insurance claims, the theory being
these people are joh-readv,

What happened as a irsult of that was bask :illy iployei%s quit
submitting job orders. They gni t coming to us liven use they perceived
us as not tilling their needs.

Senator NriosoN- Why would that be? t t tin unemplo-yed person
who has a job skill registers rit die employment son. lee. and there is
an employer who needs such tr worker. then historienlly the employer
notified the employment. Service ,roil the employer nnd the unem-
ployed person were, attached together. Ir. wa s not a serious problem,

Why would what you were doing interfere With that function
Mr. Nrcitor,s, I think einployei perceived we -went so far in trying

to serve the disadvantaged, we forgot their needs. We sent people to
them that, in ninny eases. employers felt .yore not qualified to fill the
jobs. In sheer numbers, our placements =in 1903, showed we were. pl ac-
ing about (3 I/2 million people, Liter on, employei,s began to feel we
were not filling their needs. 13y 1 1170 that number of placements had
fallen to 3.8 million, and even though tlu, percentage of disadvantaged



groups as percent. Of the tctnl placeu its %vas higher thciri it had
been, the sheer numbers of disadvantaged 'other clients had dropped
so drztstically we were doing a poorer j serving target groups.

Senator NELSON. Those raw statistie d need to be evaluated.
The unemployment rate nationwide was higher in 11-170 than 1963, so

our obviously would place fewer people.
Nicnots. That is true, Mr. Chairmun, but I think there is a

great deal_ of evidence our overemphasis an target groups did contrib.
ute to our drop in placements. The Manpower Administration mink
a hull and went toward tlw curl-cot policy of emphasizing total place-
ments. At that point we started back up, tind we have consistently,
since then, each year, increased the total number of placements and in
doing so, increased the total number of disadvantaged people we have
placed.

That is not to say we are doing an adequate job. I am concerned we
not go too far in the direction of channeling all our resources
-ard advantaged groups that we do such a poor job the employers

leave tts again. That concerns me, because I think the ultimate solution
to high unemployment is jobs in the private sector, and Without those
employers, we cannot provide those jobs,

Senator NELsmc, I do not understand the conflict. Somebody has to
linaT the responsibility of dealing with the much more difficult, question
of assisting the structurally unemployed who :ire untrained, unskilled,
and have no work record. Such placements are more difficult than
placing the skilled worker, or the worker with h a WOrli record.

We are in the position of. either lea% imp: I Ise employment service to
assist these persons, or creating another agency of some kind to nddress
itself specifically to this issue.

There are some experiences around the country concerning a deliv-
ery of that service through private group_ s. that appears to be doing a
good job because they address themselves solely to the issue of assisting
the ec.onotnial disadvanui!ed, hard -(tire Imemployed. They act
as a typo of an employment service by celcirtbr a position for a dis-
advantaged person. If the employ-moot service did that, you would not

ed that kind of organization.
Yet theip, is talk here of setting- up some kind of organization such as

that Then we will have another !from) doing it
I am -wondering why the employment service cannot perform its

traditional function. and have a section in it that seeks employers for
disadvantaged persons, follow lip their placement. and if they do not
mahe it help them along. For example, get them referred to the right
place for training, and back to another employer. An individual, with
no work record and no skills, has to have special assistance, and follow-
through.

If the employment service cannot do this then Congress is going to
create alt agency who can. which I think is too had lint, nevertheless,
the responsibility to :Qers-c the hard-core unemployed is there. It would
seem to ton that the employment serce is the one who -ought to do it

We had quite a bit of resistance. 4 or 5 years ago. The employment
sera lee said it was not their business. They were not concerned about it

Now, yeai.s have gone Its and sort are SilVing you do not know if
you can play both -toles. If yotr eau not. we will create tiii areney to do
so. and leave the employment service oat.

Man 0 . 78 - 54 84
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Ir. Nicruorf9. I hope I did not give he impression. I think we c_
play be roles.

I wtnilcli like to point to an example, with regard to it difficult group
our experience in the WIN program. I think the

record is very admirable. We 41'0 dealing -with

e, women, minorities:, little work history generally.
',we provided that special effort. It is not just a placement effort,
eo provide other resources, counseling, child care, things that

make it possible for an individual with disadvantage to get. work.
As a matter of fact, I cannot understand why we Icre, not paying at7

tention to this model we have had 10 years of experience with, that
does save welfare dollars, by putting people to work. In Bsetil year
1977, welfare savings from WIN, were estimated at $414 million. The
total budget was $365 million. It is a cost-eiteetive program.

We placed 2111,271 welfare recipients, verified at. the end of 30 days,
at an average of $3.70 per hour for men; women, 75 percent of that.

Those are not bad figures, and it is not t bad program. It is one of
those programs we can cite so many testimonials of success stories of
people who had an opportunity for a fresh. start.

I think WIN is an example of how the employment service can act.
Senator Nmsox. I like your optimism, but there are those who say,

with regard to the WIN program, it would ii Lie liiippened omyway.
I hope they are wrong. Maybe it is half way inbck oon. They are very
difficult statistics.

Mr, NICHOLS. I do not know whose numbers are right. The numbers
aside, I know some of the people, and I have seen the experience of
people who, without, that opportunity provided through the WIN
program, would not have been able to make that transition as easily.

Senator CHAFEE. In my experience with the employment service it
has been that they are a pa:si ye unit. 'They Lou m/unlit(' ou getting
out their employment cheeks. They will also fiuml .j worker to ill
employer.

To say they are an aggressive, out reaching orgalirntioit, surprises
me. Is that your contention ? I would be interested to know where one
does all that. Arc you saying you could do it, or are you saying you
currently do it?

Mr, nottots. I think the emeloyment service is a changing orga-
nization. I do not think we it old luirecuie nits that tve have
the image of.

Senator Cu AFEE. i am 4g la do say you are lona dated
with people lining up to get 'q.eir cheeks. on have to process those,
get them out Your outreach to get jobs for those who are (Meta to
get jobs for is minimal.

'When I read on page; 7 that you have placed 34 million individuals,
I think that is it little charitable on your part. You luny have full teled
individuals into jobs, but I do not think it isit does not reeessatrOy
reflect credit on your organization for finding these people jobs-

Is that an unfair appraisal's
Mr, Thonot,S. I do not think it is entirely nrcurfito, I would. put out

that one main reason the cuiployment service luis not been as Aggressive
as it could be for the last VI years, we Ii L' operated with it level
group of positious in the employment service.

Senator CHATEE. I think that is true.
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tor IsTio.soN. You mean the sante number of employees it
netters. thirty thousand nationwide. I would. submit you,

ve took that $400 million that the administration proposes to do
something with under title VII, which is over half our empioyment
service budget. we could do a whole lot more than provide 100,000 jobs.

We do not have the dollars to do it We are slowly being eroded
away, and squeezed down.

la this piece of legislation, the administ rat ion proposes $400 million
to put 100,000 people to work in private sector jobs. We have placed,
34 million people on a budget twice that big. Give us that $100 million,
tell us to nse it exclusively to service disadvantaged.

Senator CuArEE. 3.4 million, If a Ford Motor Co. employee is laid
off, and then called back on the job, is that considered a placement
by you folks?

31i Nicnots. Mr. Ileartwell tells me no I do not believe, it is
Senator Cu I (10 tint latest' 110W roll get up to 3,1 million

What is your fig ire of .11;-1 -Where det!s it coine from ?
you actively went out and got jobs?

Mr. lly,,.orrwEm-... Yes, sir. That, Senator, is the number of i nd iv
t hat were actually placed into jobs, 3.1 million.

Senator CuArEE, Rather than having been railed back from their
old job?

Mr. 1 rA irrw Ea_ Yes, sir.
Senator CletFEr.. That is a pre impressive figure.
Mr. IIE,UMWELL. WO th ink so. it luakdown on t he types of place-

ments,: they run the gamut, but pereentagew hie we as doing a better
job than we did in the sixt ies, bet nose we have employer confidence
now, and placing more minorities percentage wise. youth find votentns,
in this 3.4 million.

I think that -we are really restricted by the very point Mr. Niehols
made, with a 25 percent increase in the labor force, we are still op-
erating with the slime nun-ther of people we operated with 13 years itgt

Mr. Nictioes. Looking at perfomfince in the last 'S ycits, the are
not the same organization. The lenitive of individuals we placed in
nonagricultural positions is up, Those figures have, chimged since we
have examined the employment service in the past. We doing it
bet ter job on less money.

It is apparent to me that the administration does not t

deal of confidence in the en p laymen t service. You can look at tl e tier
You can look at recent legislation for youth, disadvantaged groups,
they have chosen the CE TA mechanism. If some of those resources
were directed toward_ the State employment service, or give the dollars
to the State Governors, I am confident they will go to their employment
service, and they Will tell us, "go out and find people jolts."

Senator Cintrne. I think you have a point. The local director of
employment security in our State is appointed by the Governor.

Senator NELsoN. On the question of placements, Senator Chafer
raised the question of a poison laid a and rehired. This is not you utt,d
in your statistics, correct?

Alr. Nrcuots, That is not a placement.
Senator NFitsow. It has to be a new ern -I

ed?



Mr. Nrcroui. That. is my un J:2rsta riling, yes, sir,
Senator .Nt.f.sos. So, ii sorwhody was an auto worker, and was

working at one plant, and now went to work, say, from General Motors
to Chrysler, or o Fri, those would be counted as placements?

Mr. NICHOI.S we were the intermediary,
Senator N S c.nistruction worker is laid off because a job

was finished, and cid. to work for another employer, s I hat place-

ment counted?
Mr. Nicuorz. Yes, sir.
Senator NELSON. Do you have a breakdown for the record on how

many are new placements, including young people, entered the labor
market for the first time? Do you have a breakdown of how many you
would classify as structurally unemployed ?

Mr. NICLIOLS. I do not believe I can give you a figure here for new
placements, we can get that information for the record, and we will
do that. 'We have a breakdown or placements generally.

Senator NELsox. Could you .-- ..)mit that for the record in the next
10 days?

Mr. Nicuor.s. Certainly.
[The following was subsequently reci;,ed for the record d
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INTERSTATE
CONFERENCE OF

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
AGENCIES, INC:

March 13. 1978

Mr. James W. Powell
United States Senate
Committee on Human Resources
Room 4230
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Powell;

During my recent testimony on CETA reauthorization before the
Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratery Labor, Senator Nelson
requested a breakdown of the number of youth, new in the labor force,
placed by the Employment Service. While we have no specific data for
the number of new youth applicants placed, we do know that in fiscal
year 1972, the employment service placed 1,793,434 youth under 22.
What we were able to determine was that approximately 80% of the youth
applications on file were of applicants entering the labor force for
the first time Therefore, it seems logical to assume that approximately
1.4 million or about 80% of the youth placed were new entrants. There

is no breakdown for youth classified as structurally unemployed, however,
the employment service did place 6d2,789 economically disadvantaged
youth under 22 in ET .72.

In addition, I would like to submit a correction to the supplemental
testimony information I mailed on March 2 for inclusion as part of the
official record. The attached sheet entitled, 'Service To The Disadvantaged"
contains corrected data.

Once again, if I Or the staff at ICESA can be of any further
tance, please feel free to call on us.

Sincerely,

elao, /4:444,
Glenn Nichols
President

Attachments: 1),,Glenn Nichols' testimony
2) Service to the Disadvantaged

cc: Senator Nelson

SUITE 1242
1329 E STREET. N.W.

WA914iNGTON. t. 20904
2132 / en- 9599
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SERVICE TO _THE DISADVANTAGED

I think perhaps there Is some misconception about the ability of the

employment service to serve the disadvantaged. I think we are not doing all

that badly at placing those with labor market disadvantages

the statistics.

Youth

some

43.6 percent of all the people wo place are under
22. 31 of every 100 who receives counseling is
under 22

Handicapped We place 16,003handicapped people every month

Veterans 16 percent of Our new Job applicants are veteran=
but over 18 percent of our placements are veterans

Economically In FY '77 we placed 1.4 million

Disadvaritaged

I think our experience in the WIN Program is especially significant when

discussing services to those with barriers to employment. The Will population

represents the SOe10-eCOnemle group least likely to Obtain employment- =women,

the unskilled, the undereducated.

In FY '77 welfare savings from WIN were estimated at $444 million compared

to a total WIN program budget for FY '77 of $365 million. During this period

271,271 welfare recipients were placed in employment with placements verified

at the ass of 30 days. Average hourly Starting pay for men was $3.10. The

average Fur women was $2,73 or about /ST Of that Of the men. In the mainstream

of labor force, women's earnings are oboe' of _hose of men. On the average

eneficiaries were pl. in empleymen,. ,rt hourly rates about SO% above the

federal minimum wage and ,'eximately 25s of them were placed in jobs paying

$4.00 an hour or more. W1;i retention rates are also good, with more than 75% of

those who complete the verification period still working after six months.

The WIN program has an enviable record on cost effectiveness. For each

dollar spent in the WiN program it iS estimated that welfare grants are reduced

by 11 in the first year after placement.
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Senator CitAFEE. You owed considerable enthusiasm for the WIN
program. Do you think that one of the reasons it is successful is because
of the tax credit that given under it ?

I might say I belit: ve in incentives like that, Init I was wondering
what your view is.

Mr. NietteLs. I do not know that my view would be very informed.
I do not ka: ow that it would be accurate to say that is trite. It may very
well be.

Senator CUAFEE In any event, you found the WIN program a
success?

Mr. Nicitots. Absolutely.
Senator CrtArEr Thank you.
Senator Nrisox, Go ahead. You were at pape 5
Mr. notot.s. The handicapped and older worl- s----teclunques for

selective placement of the handicapped were developed as early as
1910, and the most current data indicates that SE' -, A's are finding
jobs for about 10,000 handicapped persons each 111011th.

As early as 1956, the public employment service had launched a pro-
gram of improved and expanded services to older workers through the
appointment of older worker specialists in eiteli SE _1. At about the
same time, services to minority groups were strengthened based on
nondiscriminatory policies let earlier.

Another integral ptirt of ES aetivit les i5 servicos to veterans. Dur-
ing the first 10 months of fiscal year 1077. 10 percent of new job appli-
cants were veterans, but more than 18 percent of total placements
represented this group, More than 38 percent of job applicants referred
to supporiive services represente(l VlOrallS Z11111 J01) dOrVlopinviit eon-
taetS made for veterans totaled 27 percent of all job development con-
tacts made. This is a record unparalleled by any her employment sys-
tem for this special applicant group,

Beginning in the early IOW's. the Employment reempliasiz.A1
assistance to the disad vai itaged t hrotigh its role in the area Redevelop-
ment and Manpower Development and Training Act. Today it con-
tinues to place, more lower income tins, and in a much tricue
cost-effecti ve manner than any other public supporter.' employment and
training prOgram. This is not a new phenomenon. Employment service
agencies have been success fully placing elfilre recipients and other
disdvantaged individuals for many )ears. For the 10 months ending
,Tuly 1:)77, almost 1 million economically disadvantaged people were
placed in jobs by the public employment service.

Currently it is dealing effectively with welfare recipients in the
work incentive program. This program is designed to provide needed
job placement, training or related assistance to AFDC welfare recip-
ients so that they may become self-sufficient and economically
independent.

The WIN population, in terms of its social/economic makeup, are
those least likely to refich sel f-sufficient employent--women,
the unskilled, the undereducated, and others who are not job com-
petitive. Thus, WIN is en torrorically designed to meet the employment,
needs of a population sector that would otherwise be outside the main-
stream of employment efforts.

This is one of the most cost saving programs for serving those on
welfare who are seeking work, in the first 9 months of fiscal year 1977.
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about 203,000 welfare eeipients were placed in employment through
the WIN program at an average cost of about $880. This employment
increase was 12 percent over fiscal year 1976, and 60 perc,:it over fiscal
year 1975.

Significant over-the-year 'gains in placement have occurred for
youth, migrants, economically disadvantaged, and CETA applicants.

State employment security agencies do have some major concerns
with parts of the proposed legislation which we feel need to be ad-
dressed further. Earlier in this testimony, I commented on the im-
proved working olationships between prime sponsors and employ-
ment service agencies. I have also outlined the record of ES agencies in
servine. those with disadvantages in the labor market. We are con-
cernecr that the administration bill does nothing to reinforce the posi-
tive trend in ES-CETA coopern.tion, and may in fact further confuse
and aggravate these relationships.

We are also concerned that the legislation fails to take full advan-
tage of the capabilities which the public employnient service has to
contribute.

Although we recognize that the CETA system has been chosen as the
major vehicle for manpower service delivcr,, under this administra-
tion's economic stimulus program. we feel that this. and Other 2-td-
ministration legislation, is deficient in its failure to recognize and hilly
utilize the resource available in the state employment security agencies.

This failure to utilize, ES expertise is a ppai.ent in recent legislation
on youth, the administration's proposals for manpower service delivery
under the jobs component of welfare reform, and its TITRE and STIT
programs. All these initiatives demonstrate the clear orientation of the
administration toward use of the CETA systems not only for employ-
ability development and public service employment, but for an acceler-
ated job search assistance program including job development and
placement in the private sector.

We find this difficult to understand in view of the employment serv-
ice's pt-oven track record. The employment has unique strenztlis
and capabilities, particularly in dealing with theprivate sector. Reflect-
ing strong recoveiy frOun the reeeSSiOO, the panic employment service
placed 3.4 million i-ividuals in jobs in fiscal year 1976---iip peirent
above year-ago levels.

In the first months of fiscal year 977 the emplo !ilea service
found jobs for room than 3 million people at ii colt of $160 per place-
ment. We challenge any public or private employment system to match
th achievement.

Based on its exnerience, its geographical coverage a local office in

-3,600 of the Nation's cormminities, and its proven flex i hi I ity in adapl-
ing yerations to policy direction. it is difficult t., iiderstand why the
public. employment service should not have the major responsibility
for what it does best the finding and filling of jobs. It is clear.
however, that the proposed legislation could leave the utilization of
2.600 local public employment offices to the whin) of tpproNirontrly
150 prime sponsors.

We find it difficult to understand the rational for hudgeting $-t00
million, which represents over one -half of the Employment. Service
budget, to prime sponsors for the 100.000 private sector jobs, When
last year ES placed 3.4 million in private ansilbsitlized jobs. These
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accomplishments were achieved in addition tct oproviding other job
search related aeti ilic, such as intake, assessment, ionnseling, testing,
labor market inforii::, on and so on.

It is important to recognize the fact that l}ri me sponsol.s are already
engaged ill 8nine instances in making direct phicements in t lie private
sector. 1Ve feel that expanding, emplinsizing, nod formalizing this
role in a new title is unnecessary and will further vont ribme to
fracturing the long standing I relationship with the inivikte Sector.

The point of further on plutsizinp. duplication of aetivilies in the
private sector is unclear .,;itce inia4; progress has been imule in the
past several years between ES and (-I.YrA to complement each other's
programs and facilitate the employment process. liepeated contacts
of employers 11% the myriad of nituipower tip-envies to develop joh
opening -,-; is not a logical approaeli, and is ti wnste of valuable i-esourees.

A ceonlingly, we are conce1ne(.1 about the provisions of title VII
that would place prinw sponsors up front in dex-eloping jobs in the
priviite sector. And although 'r agree that prime sponsors should be

ble for submittin, an employment plan responsive to local
tee :Ind that a certain degree of flexibility lutist be maintained to

acroinieralate existing successfill delivery nivel inn isms based oft privi-
ow; performance., we take issue with prime spoic.ors having the major
role in at joh sea nssist mice prog-r: un including- placement in the
private setter. 'rills responsibility. we believe. should primarily be
bat of the State through its public employment service agencies.

11`e ial-e the most effective leg slit ion should cid! for explicit co-
ordination of the exchange function of the State emplo.)-inant
service with the employability development services available through
prime sponsors to result in maximum service to (-limits.

..1.nother major concern we have with the legislation is the review
and comment role by the Governor of prime sponsors' employment
and training plans. Although we re co,llize that the administration's
proposed attempts to ztecommodate the very apparent need for it
stronger role for Governors in manpower service deliver.% we feel that
its provisions fall short of what is needed. The recpUrpment that prime
sponsors t,,-7-.nstilit employment and training- plans to Governors for
review and comment prior to subinis,.ion to I Ill' Srilvtaint' of Labor does

far enough in providing (internor thin authority needed to
ly plan and inamige the hill milizat ion of Stine services. Nor

is it igh to require that the Governor prepare a "coordimition and
special plan" without providing the ant hority and resources
necessary to assure that sueli a plan can lie implemented.

Governors honld have the tint horny to determine stmt wide serv-
e priorities and other basic policies. The,- should be accountable for

planning lind operating n inalipoAver delivery mechanism capable of
performing labor exchange. employability development. labor market
infoimation, and public serviee employment f imetion.

In order to implement an integrated service program to meet state-
wide needs, flovernors should 'have flexibility for assessing local con-
ditions, dud should liaxe the authorit v to exert more posit ivv influence
locally through negotiation and collaboration with local officials.

Only the (lover acit.s can tichiee an effective inter fnce he twepn prime
sponsors and other State administered manpower programs such
the employrn nt service vocrttional Nine-Ilion vocational reliabilita-
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tion, unemployment insurance, social services, and economic develop-
ment. This is needed to delineate and coordinate responsibilities at
various levels and to assure that there is a clear understanding of the
relationships among them. It follows, therefore, that the Governor
should have the responsibility and autliority, if not of approving prime
sponsor plans, of assuring that prime sponsors fully recognize and
utilize the services and capabilities of local management 011ices

Under the current proposal, final authority for bridging prime spon-
sors and employment service offices if, first, at the discretion of the
local prime sponsor, on the local level, and eventually the Secretary
of Labor. If the Governor is not required to approve such plans, he
should be provided with some stronger means of meeting his respon-
sibilities with regard to coordinating all job assistance activities in the
State.

Further, to assure that national priorities are met, as a part of the
State manpower service delivery system, Governors should provide
certain functions, in cooperation with the. Department of Labor, and
under DOL standards and guidelines, inclieling a comprehensive state-
wide plan supporting national goals am. objectives, a management
information system, and a cot ipnferized job Matching, qstem.

It is important to note that labor market boundaries do not neces-
sarily coincide with State, county, and city lines. Capital and labor are
essential links between labor markets, and the mobility of both is such
that it is often beyond the control of local governments.

However, State governments, acting in a coordinating capacity
among cities and counties, can help develop a balance between rupply,
and demand for manpower, and should be charged ii`iiIi assuring that
there is coordinated intrastate and, when necessary, interstate, plan-
ning to identify local needs.

When prime sponsors and local agenc ies mid organizations are un-
able to develop an integrated delivery sy:,-Itvm, then State level guidance,
encoura rrement, -persuasion, incentive, directives, or whatever is needed,
should lie provided by tile Governor to insure that planning is ac-
eomplished.

Also, it seems to us that the proposed legislation proliferates and
duplicates the role of planning councils. Although we gt'ec the State.
Employment. and Ti iming C'ntun ne,,,ds to be strengthened, broad-
ened, and become more involved in (!elivery phnniug coordination
and process, this council is appointed by the Governor, and is an
instrument of the Governor, and to have locl prime sponsm.s' plans
submitted to both for approval and comment. nevi- to be clarified.

Therefmv, to clarify this, we feel that ttlf Employment. and
Training Council is advisory to the worno, . ad that comments
'- add he directed to the Governor and considered by him in approving
or recommending modification to prime sponsors' plans.

on the local level, title VII designates "loval industry job coun-
cils." CETA planning councils are already in place in most localities,
and additional employer committees are being formed under the job
service improvement program! to advise lueal ES ollices on their
operations

The National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) Board is be :;ag
broadened under a new name of the N-itionat Industry Council. This
places four separate councils or groups on the local level with sonic
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varying but overlapping responsibilities to become involved in the
delivery system planning mechanism. This creates unnecessary con-
fusion and duplication. This cumbersome process needs to be stream-
lined and eleally defined, or we feel this would further strain and
overly duplicate an already fractured planning and delivery system.
We question the need to require the formation of the local councils
called for in title VII.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we would recommend the following:
One That the job search assistance activities in the private sector

as incorporated in title II be legislatively designated as the responsi-
bility of the State. This might be done either by specifically designat-
ing the ES as the responsible agenr_,,y, or by charging the Governor
with the responsibility of this activity. In either case, the Governor
should he insured sufficient flexibility to utilize the delivery system
he deems most effective, and measures should be taken to assure full
recognition of the ES a major role for it in the job search assist-
ance function ;

Arwo.That Governors should be 'en either approval authority
over pime sponsors' employment and training plans, or some other
means of exerting more positive influence in the coordination of labor
exchange, labor market information and manpower service delivery
programs;

Three. That the role of the State Employment and 'ciAtining Conn-
ell In clearly defined as one ail sewing in an advisory capacity to the
Governor; and

Four. hat, great voat ion 4 c, ex-m.64,11 berm-0 requiring the creation
of any additional Avisory councils, and that the roles and relation-
ships of all such councils be more clearly defined and coordinated.

In eonclusion, we invite your attention to Iwo en Hier points in our
testimony today. First, as we employment security administrators are
convinced that our tel with our colleagues responsible for
administration of C.ETA programs are far better told more workable
than seems to be generally recognized here in the Nation's Cnpital.

And second, despite the language in our authorizing legislation, the
Wagner-Peyser Act, that charges us with serving all clientele seeking
our broad range of services, we iire responsive to target groups. Iii
spite of our limited resources to assist those most in need, we have
met, or exceeded specific, quantitat ive goals in services to this clientele
included in the administration's stimulus package, whether they be
migrant workers, youth, ,welfare recipients, veterans, minorities., or
older workers,

The fact, Mr. Chairman, that this has been done along with meeting
nor other cascading responsibilities without an ineretise in employ-
tiunt services posit ons for over a decade, we feel, is an exemplary and
sig:iilictmt accomplishment often, overtooked by the administration.
We hope that it will not be overlookeo nv the Congress, and we pledge
our cont inning cooperation and cledic it icir to meet the objectives of the
leilation before. you.

Thank you very much for this opportunity,
Senator NELSON. I tun concerned aland c'r. hair r additional methods

of delivering services of this kind. We Have before this committee a
displaced homemakers' bill, in which the original proposal proposed
creating 50 agencies in the 50 States, with the special role of counseling,
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training, and placement of displacement homemakers. This would
create another delivery system.

I do not think that makes sense if err have got somothinc7 glare

that can work.
Mr. Nicnots. I agree, Senator. I think many of the iiii{g '.liar till

.bill tries to do we already have, the delivery sys ems or i t',, !e
these things I do not know the latest versionth le. I i t ,:d ly
to deal with nationwide problems the, localities ( ilva I with,
I do not think displaced homemakers are a problem you ha ve to dc.1,1
with in a national way. Those resources are made availi0
title IL

I am a little concerned that the administration's bill trieE too
to turn the screws down lo tight, and leaves very littlt
local prime sponsors to decide how it does work belt for them, Ma <<y rif
t hose, things I do not think have to be specified in law,

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much.
011r next witness is Kenneth Young, legislative director, AFL-
If you would identify your associates for the hearing record.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH YOUNG, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF LEG-

ISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS

OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY MARK ROB.

ERTS, AFL -CIO ECONOMIST; AND ROBERT MeGLOTTEN, AFL-CIO

LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. YoUNG. Surely, Mr. Chairman.
On my right is Mr. Robert McGlotten. On my left is Marl Roberts.
Senator NELSON. Your statement will be printed in full in the record.

and you may present it however you desire.
Mr. Yotil.to. Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
What I would like to do is go flue ugh the opening part of my

statement, and leave the detailed see' ion-hy-section part foist for the
record, and r will be happy to answer n =in 1 }' nanw is -Kenneth
Young, I are associate director of legislath for the AFL-CIO. With
me are Mark Roberts, AFTCIO economist. and Robert McGlotten.
AFL; -CIO legislative representative, am here today to present the
views of the AFL-CIO on the a dmin ist ration's proposals for amend-
ments to CETA, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,

Let me say at the outset that we have had a copy of this bill foe less
than a week We would like to give the bill more stud and get more
comments from our affiliated imions,_There fmv, I respectfully request.
that we he given the opportunity to file a supplementary statement at a
later date.

The AFL-CTO recognizes the overridinir importance of gNieral
job-creating economic pone ics to evetue a healthy econoni'w enion-
ment in which employment and training programs can 'function
effectively.

Senator NEr.soN. How soon can von have vfirir supplementarV state-
ment ready think the record will he closed about the 20th of
March.

Mr. YOtTNG.'We will have it. in way be foil. that.
For this reason, the AFL--CIO Exmutive litts just called

for a $30 billion general economic stimulus package which includes a
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gram to raise the total of 1'SE job slots 1)\ 100,000 from 725,00n to
1.1 million in fiscal 1970.

The AFLCIO Executive Council warned that this expansion of
PSE must be accomplished without substituting public service em-
ployees for regular public or private- workers, and without under-
mining or in uring job standards.

I respect ?idly request that this Council statement (ff
February 20 on the national economy .ind its attached background
report be included in the record at the conclusion of illy remarks.

As you know, the A.FLCIO supported emictment of the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training :let of 197:3 and the legislation
which led up to CET ). the Manpower Development told Training
Act and the Emergency Employment Act of Hit Ind also, as you
know, we support the Humphivy-Ilawkins full employment legisla-
tion to help move this Nation closer to its full economic potential. 1\re
are proud of the AFLCIO record On manpower, employment and
training legislation.

Jobs are the key to a healthy economy. Full employment is the basic
prerequisite for an effective tend comprehensive national manpower
policy. 1`1111 employment has always been ii top priority goal of
organized labor. We define full employment as it job at a decent wage
for every American who is able to work. and who is looking for work.

Unfortunately, the :11-nel-iv:Ill economy too oftenand stillfalls
far short of full employment. In spite of improvement last, year, the
Nation is still experiencing persistently high levels of unemployment.
No matter how you define the -unemployment problmiwhet her ill
terns of structural unemployment. in terms o f cyclical unemployment,
or in terms of some combination of these there are
reins officially out of work, ;Ind oil the kFIAC1-0 measure of un-
employmentincluding discouraged workers who have stopped Ino-k-
ing for nonexistent jobs, and involuntar.y part-time workers who can-
not find full-time johsthere are 9 million A mericans who do not
have the ineome and dignity and set f-supporting status that emu(
from a full-time job.

It is in the context of this Nations persistent, high unemployment
that we look at the Carter ailministration's proposed I t)iN C'ETA
amendments.

We share the administ rat ion's concern struct ural unemploy-
ment--the kind of unemployment that stms inadNino educa-
tion. lack of work skills, and work eNperiene. economic disadvanhige.
discrimination, and so on. Th,,, are the problems of people who have
trouble getting a job even in good tim:-.

We tiro also very much concerned about cyclica I unemployment
the kind of unemployment that result: from the rip_ s and dowir; of the
economy, from job destroying reeessions and from inadequaie
Cyclically unemployed Workers generally hold re;,:ala jobs in good
times. but they are layot victims when the economy turns down or
remains stagnant.

Senator Ni LSON% in the A 141,-CIO recommendation of increasing
Public Belt ice jobs 1):% 400.(00. are you recommending that this be ad-
dressed to structural unemployment, or cyclical, or both ? if so, what
proportions?
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Mr. Yormo. No, Mr. Chairman. We, as you can see in our testimony,
agree to putting in a trigger on title VI. W' are suggesting that title
VI basically be looked upon as a cyclical program, and the new title If
basically be a structural program.

As unemployment comes down, we would like to see it shifting more
and more to structural unemployment. As the numbers decrease by

\ the triggering mechanism, you would increase the numbers in the
structural programs, and our feeling would be, given the present un-
employment rate, the increase will keep the present level of tit't! VI,
and put more emphasis into the structural part now.

Senator NELSON. Did you hear Professor Wiseman's test ony on
that point?

Mr. YOUNG. No; I did not, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. If I understood him correctly he did not approve

of using a trigger. He stated that if unemployment is going to go
down, and the economy' expand, then we ought to he addressing our-
selves more specifically, more vigorously to the structural uneraployl
men t problem.

My ow n env is that what we ought to be d raiseso
a question in his statement which. also concerns me. 7 .ty hard
vii.

to fine tune an automatic mechanist» based upon se2, ' of un-
employment which is based upon some standard st a' ma-
t ion for a metropolitan area.

Mr, 1cm-2.-o. I think that is true. I guess our basic feel Li Chair-
man, there are two problems. One is structural, one is cyclical. We
are, not trying to say that cyclical 1111s to he tuldressed first.

Whit we are saying, while you lutve areas or persistent cyclical un-
employment, it is extremely difficuir, to find jobs for the structurally
unemployed. We :Agroe that a SObSt ant ttl number of jobs are in the
private sector. A private sector employer will not hire structurally
unemployed persons when there is r pool of people with experience,
or some background, that, makes that person more potentially valuable
to th.Lt private sector employer.

We think there have to be special programs for the structural worker,
and see a heavy emphasis on the problems of structural unemployment.
In many areas. this means you also have to serMusly address the cyclical
problem.

Senator NEnsox. T think there are lots of low, ent ry level jobs in the
private sector that a re available, if you can persuade the employer
to take on a person porn the program. There are quite a few of them
out there.

If your a trunent is correct. and there is obviously some merit to it
it is just to = difficult to place somehod:.' with a work t'ecotl in a very
low level entry job if that person has to skill. The field of public service
is one, place where -we en n address ourselves and absorb some fair share
of the responsibility for getting ft structurally ttnemployed person
into a .k program of some kind in flue public service field,

That is the most diffimlt problem. It seems to me, we ought to he
emphasizing the public service field to deal with the question of struc.
hind unemployment.

Mr. YOUNG. I think we are in agreement with that, 'Mr. Chairman.
We are convinced, as yott know, and fought for many years in

terms of public service employment. We have no argument with that.
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We see that as one way of getting s ucturally nnentployed into ti
labor force and then, hope flirty, moving forward.

Maybe I should. get to our eight points on pae.e 13 of our testimony.
Before I torn to a more detailed examination of the, inlministratioics

proposal, I would like to make a few general points.
First : The AFL-CIO would like to see increased attention and

emphasis given to on-the-job training- and upgrading-, efforts. OJT
has proved itself as an effective method of getting people into perma-
nent, pris-rite sector jobs. We agree with Scurator .favits' misgivings_
about the administration's "privitte sector initiiitive" proposal, and
we wcroii:i agree with his suggestion drat the F;400 million PSIP budget
requesl would be better spent if earmarked for private sector OJT.

Uprti.ding programs likewise serve a useful purpose in moving
lowe! lowe -paid workers lip into permanent, private sector
Irifihi :k PI , higher piny jobs, and at the same time opening up entry
It'. jobs ,o,111 can he oiled by
workers.

Second 1 Wo alWays said that CET.' PSE jobs should be addi-
tional jobs ;ind not substitute jobs Hint replace or displace workers
already on pal>iic or private nonprofit payrolls. We have consistently
(wposed "substitution of regular workers by CETA- funded workes.
Wi' WvIefIllic the, recent Brookino.s report by -Richard Nathan and his
associates which shows that disphieement has lawn no more than 20
percent. The report notes that title II and title VI "sustainment" slots
had a displacement 'lite of only 21 perent, and the more recent title
VI "project" slots Inal an oven lower displacement rate of only 8 per-
cent. We think this is progress.

Third The emphasis on the "transitional" %.a er of pithlie serv-
ice employment must be tempered and modifi, , to m:.0g-n` ze that jobs
simply may not exist in the private 01. puldh. seAors at the end of the
piddle, service employment road. Whatever ;la! nature of the PS1
slop) whether 'project" or "sustainment"there should be flexibility
and diserel ion for the Secrehiry of Lathor to PITV011t, layoffs of PP
workers when there are no permanent. jobs available.

Fourth : We believe more Federal direction. investigation and en-
forcement is essential in the operation of the prime sponsor system of
CET `- administration, 1\'e lit lino laW as weli't(qt is baSiMIly sound,
Ina those abuses that got public anon ion give the whole prom inn a bad
public image. It is important. therefore. that the Labor Department's
Elm ,,nent and Training- A (nihilist ration improve and expand on-
sate astigat ion to make sure that the purposes and guidCines Set
by Co':-.:iess are being followed.

Fifth : fro have no basic disagreement with Cie idea set forth in
km 13 1 1 ( I) for experimental-demonstration job programs for wel-

fare recipients but we insist, that, those programs tarts* conform to
hesuuuo witge and labor shindards :and antisubstitut ion, antidisplace-
nent requiremeuts that govern all CETI PSE programs.

Sixth: The _BFI F-C10 is deeply concerned with the need to protect
tasks laho standards. We oppose using CETA jobs or youth jobs or
velftire jobs to undercut the hard-won wages and working conditions
)f regularly employed workers,

Seventh: -We propose that ,title VI, the title aimed at dealing with
Tclical unemployment, be tied to a triggering mulianisin starting
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We see that as one way of getting structurally mieniployed into tt
labor force and then, hope flirty, moving forward.

Maybe I should. get to our eight points on paa.e 13 of our testimony.
Before I turn to a more detailed examination of the, inlmini tratiows

proposal, I would like to make a few general points.
First : The AFL-CIO would like to see increased attention and

emphasis given to on-the-job training- and upgrading, efforts. OJT
has proved itself as an effective method of getting people into perma-
nent, private sector jobs. We agree with Senator .1-mit& misgivings_
about the administration's "privide sector initiiitive" proposal, and
we wooii.2, agree With his suggestion that the F.400 million PSIP budget
requesl would be better spent if earmarked for private sector OJT.

Uprti.ding programs likewise serve a useful purpose 111 MOVing
lows' ''1, lower-paid workers up into permanent, private sector

PI higher-pay jobs, and at the saute time opening up entry
jobs \\-1,1.11 can he filled hy

workers.
Second: We have always said that CET.' PSE jobs should be addi-

tional jobs ;md not substitute jobs that replace or displace workers
already on pol>lic or private nonprofit payrolls. We have consistently
opposed "substitution" of regular workers by CET A- funded WOlicers.
WI the recent Brookings report bv Richard Nathan and his
assoeiut((ivliiclt shows that displaement has lawn no more than 20
percent. The report notes that title II and title VI "sustainment" slots
had a displacement. rate of only 21 percent, and the more recent title
VI "project" slots had an even braver displacement rate of only 8 per-
cent. We think this is progress.

Third The emphasis on the "transit lima fP,'-er of 1>ttltlie serv-
ice employment must be tempered and rmotiif, , to ,-..acogaize that jobs
simply may not exist in the private or public seors at the end of the
pnblie service employment ro:ol. Whatever it nature of the PSE
jobwhether 'projevt' or "sustaininent"there should be flexibility
and discretion for the See rettiry of Litho'. to prevent, layoffs of PP
workers when there are no permanent. jobs available.

Fourth : We believe ranee Federal direetion. investigation and en-
forcement is essential in the operation of the prime sponsor system of
CELI4 administration. We believe the law as Wrii1"('11 rsliti n Ily sound,
but those abuses that get public :atom ion give the whole 'wagtail' a bad
public image. It is import:int. therefore. that the Labor Department's
Eta' meat and Training- dminist ration improve and expand on-
site I astigat ion to make sure that the purposes and guidCines set
by Co':-..a-iess are being followed.

Fifth : ire have no basic disagreement with Cie idea set forth in
..cation 1111 ( I) for experimental-demonstration job programs for wel-

fare recipients, but we insist, that, those programs nue conform to
the stunt witge and labor standards :awl antisubstitut ion, antidisplace-
meat requiremeuts that govern all CE TI PSE programs.

Sixth: The _BFI F-C10 is deeply concerned with the need to protect
basic labor standards. We oppose using CET jobs or youth jobs or
welfare jobs to undercut the hard-won wages ;Ind working conditions
of regularly employed workers.

Seventh: -We propose thatJitle VI, the title aimed at dealing With
cyclical unemployment, be tied to a trigfr ring mulianism starting
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from a suggestedbase and a lower unemployment rate. than that
by the achmnistrat ion. We urge that the base be $3 billion. approxi-
mately 300,000 jobs, without regturd to the unemployment otte, with
an a.dditional $1 billion, about 100,000 jobs, added for each one-half
of 1 percentage point that the national unemployment rate exceeds
4 percent.

In this connection, we wish to point, out that even when the national
unemployment rate is 4 percent, or below, there will still be areas of
excessively high unemployment in the Nation, and these areas will con-
tinue to need the kind of assistance available under title VI.

Eighth r We believe the title VII private sector initiative program
should be revised and hulled into a natirmal pilot program to be
testL:i. in no more than 20 or 2.5 major metropolitan areas selected by
the Secretary of Labor on the basis of program proposals. We believe
the most constructive role for such a program is to promote OJT
with local joint labor-industry OJT boards or councils to review and
approve or reject on a ease-by-case basis proposed OJT arrangements.

Mr. Chairman. I would like to hirn to page 12, if I could. This is at
the conclusion of going through the various sections of the adminis-
t ration's proposal.

While we have been critical of ;runt of the administration's pro-
posals, the AFf.CIO wants to make it clear that it continues to sup-
port. (`ETA as the Nation's major national manpower program.

When CETA Was first enacted. it was considered by many to be a
manpower revenue sharing prozram, By ilefinitjnn this has resulted
in anuses and in enforcement. difficulties, The AFT ,CIO agrees that
the time has come to strong-then to eliminate so far as
possiblemisuse of the law. We believe that one propostils, as well as
many of the administration's sug.gestions. will help transform CET .A.
into a better and more effective piece of legislation.

We look forward to working closely with this committee in carry-
ink out this important task.

Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELsox. I assume that, on page 10. wl ien i`oii are referring

to the tricr;,-a,ring mechanism of $3 billion, which would provide fimas
for ahout 30,000 jolw, then at that level of unemployment, we wor.li
be talking ,ostly about expenditures for structurally unemployed,, is
that correct?

Mr, Y,-.A7p; Correct.
Seinttor So you tecognize, as have son.e other is lleSSOS,

that. to 11::1 1 10W ItnelliplOyment rate there is still an
important -;ng the struchinilly unemployed, and that
there might, to coothoong program, no matter how well of the
rest of the economy is.

YouNo. Absolutely.
Senator Nntsox. Thank you midi. Mr. Young.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Young and the .11

tire council follow:]
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sTAIrgan BY MENET!' num, ASdOCIATE DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION
Al RICAIl ImmEATIoN O5 :AMOR AND CONGRESS OF 07:ARLAI ORGANIZATIONS

TO THE SENATE =AN EftnURCE$ BITECOMITTBE Dc 'APLOYMENI,
AND MIGRATORY Loon ON S. 2570, TOE COMPREF,.:,CFVE DM:PIM-MINT AND

TRAINING MeNINCENTS OF 19..:

March 1. 1975

Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth Young. I pan Associate Director of

Legislation for the AFL-CIO. With on are Mark Itoberts, AFL -CIO economist, and

Robert H lotten, AFL-Clo legislative representative- I am here today to present

the view of the AFL-CIO on te Administration's propoeale for amendments to

CETA, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Let me say at the outset that we have bad a copy of this hill for lesa than

a Weak. We would like to give the bill more study and get more _onments from our

affiliated unions. Therefore, I respectfully request that we be given the

opportunity to tile a supplementary statement at a later date.

The AFL-CIO rocogniXes the overriding importance of general job-lx t'irg

economic policies to create a healthy economic environment in which x,

and training programa can function effectively.

For this reason, the AFL -CIO executive Council has just called for a $30

billion general economic atiamlus package which includes a $4 billion expansion

of the CETA Public Service Employment program to raise the total of PIE job

slot. by 400,000 from 715,000 to 1.1 million in fiacal 1979.

Ile AFL-CIO Executive Council warned that thin expansion of PSE must be

lotOmPlinhed without eubatituting public service employees for regular public or

private workers and without undermining or injuring 'oh standards.

I respeetftAly request that this AFL-CIO Executive Council statement of

February 20 on the national economy end its attached beckground report be included

in the record at the conclusion of my remarks.

AA you know, the AFL -CIO supported enactment of the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973 and the legislation which led up to CETA -- the Manpower

Development end Training Act and the Emergency Employment Act of 1971. And also,

as you know, we support the Humphrey-HavLins lull employment legislation to help

move this nation closer to its full economic pntwntial. We arc proud of the

AFL-CIO record on manpower,employment, and training legialation.

31.270 0-78 asn
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Jobs are the key to a healthy economy.
Pull employment is the basic

prerequisite for An effective and comprehensive national manpower policy. Pull

employment hen always been a top-priority goal of organized labor. We define

full employment as a job At a decent wage for every American who is Able to

work and who is looking

Unfortunately. the American economy too aft en -- and still -- falls far

abort of full employment. In gotta of improvement lane year, the nation is

still experiencing persistent
riemployment. No matter how you

define the unemployment problem --
whether in terms of structural unemployment,

in terms of cyclical unemployment, or
in terms of some combination of these --

there are h million Americana
officially out of work, and by the AFL-CIO measure

of unemployment -- including
discouraged workers who hove stopped looking for

non - existent jobs
and involuntary part-time workers who cannot find full-time

jobs -- there are 9 million Americana
who don't have the income and dignity and

self-supporting statue that come from a full-time job.

It is in the context of this
nation's persistent, high unemployment that

we look st the Carter
Administration's proposed 1979 CiTA amendments,

ale share the Administration's concern about
structural unemployment the

kind of unemployment that items from
inadequate education, lack of work skills

And work experience, economic
disadvantage, discrimination, and so on. These

are the problems of people who have trouble getting a job even in good times.

We Are also very moth concerned about
cyclical unemployment -- the kind

of unemployment that results from the
ups and downs of the economy, from job-

destroying recemaione and from inadequate growth, Cyclically unemployed workers

generally hold vegular jobs in good times but they are lay-off victims when

the eeeeemy turns down er remains stagnant.

We believe - and sae hope it is obvious to the Congress -- the

structural and cyclical unemployment ere serious problems; that these problems

are difficult if not
impossible to disentangle from each other; and that it is

impossible to bring down structural unemployment
when the nation is experiencing

high cyclical lobleeariese.
If regular, experienced workers are looking for jobs,

it is highly unlikely that the
private sector will seek economically disadvantaged

workers who lock skill and work experience,

Thesefoto, while mm give continued support
to efforts to deal with both

structural end cyclical unemployment,
we are concerned about the shift in emphasis
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that tla IOC in the edminietratiOnia proposed UKTA amendments -- a altiir to no

apparently exclusive emphaega on the attatiployment problemn or the a trOCItsral ly

unemployed.

We recognise a legitlsate, proper, and desirable cone n for alienating

scarce resources to those who are moat needy, but we oleo recognise a need for

truly comprehensive employment policy to deal effectively with the persistent

problems and needs of the regular workers whose unemployment problems are no less

whom' simply because their unemployment ham been defined en "cyclical."

We do not Day that the needs of the cyclical ly unemployed regular worker&

should have exclusive attention or that the needs of these workers ahould take

precedence over the needs of the structurally utienpinyed and economically

disadvantaged workers. We are, however, urging a better balance in CtIA legialation

and in 'the administration of CETA..

With these pinta in mind, we believe CETA should be continued and improved

and otrengthcned.

Before I turn to a mare detailed examination of the Administration's proposal

laid like to snake a few general poi

Firm the would like to net increased attention and emmphaaie given

to no-the-job training and upgrading efforts. OJT has proved itself as an effective

method of getting people into permanent, private sector Jobe. We agree sri,-h

Banter davits' miegivinge about the Adminietration'a "private sector

proposal and see agree with his suggestion that the $400 million MP budget request

would be better opera if earmarked for private sector

Upgrading programs likewise serve a useful purpose in moving lower-level,

lower -paid workers up into permanent, private sector higher - skill, higher-pay

jobs, and at the same time opening up en-ry-level jobs which can he filled by

loan - skill, economically disadvantaged workera ,

Second, vs have always said that CETA-PNE jobs should be additional jobs

and not substitute jabs that replace or displace workers already on public or

private non-profit payrolls. We have consistently opposed "substitution" of

regular workers by car funded workers. We welcome the recent Brookings report

by Richard Nathan and his associates which ahead& that displacement has been no

more than 20 percent. The report not that Title II and Title VI "austainoent"

elota had a displacement rate of only 21 percent and the more recent Title VI

"project" "lots had an even lower displacement rate of only S percent.
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Thin rogronti.

Third, the emphasis on the "trunaltional" CharaCter of public nervioe

emplq-sient feint be tempered and modified to reeognime that jobs simply may

not exert in the private or public Rector', at the end of the public oervie

employment road, Whatever the nature of the pliE Jo' whether "project" or

"Sixstalimagat" - there should be flexibility and discretion for the Secretary

of labor to prevent lay-of fa of PSE workers when there an no permanent Jobe

available,

Fourth, ve believe more federal diredtion, investigation and enforcement

to essential in the operations of the prime nponsor hystem of CiTA ecirainintration,

We teliewe the law ad written is y aounci but thane nbunea that Rat

public attention give the whole program h bad public image. It to important

that the Labor Departnent'e timployment and Training Administration

Improve and expend on -site investigatior. to make cure that the purposes and

guidelines get by Congress are being followed,

Firth, we have no baale dinagraeraent with the idea set forth in Seetian

experimentel-demonstration job programs for welfare reelpientsi

but we that Prop-nos suet conform to the anted wage and labor

n, anti-displacement requirements that. governstandards and anti-guha

all CEIA.-FS-E programs.

Sixth, the Wien° is deeply concerned with the need lo protect basic

lerbur standards. We oppose tieing CETA jabs or youth jobs or welfare joie to

undercut the hard-von %two and working conditions of regularly employed

Seventh, we propose that Title VI - the title dined at dealing with cyclical

unemployment to tied to a triggering muchanigka aterting from a higher base

and a lower unemployment rate han that auggeated by the Administration. We

urge that the base be $3 billion - approximately 300,000 Jobe without regard

°peen! rate - with an additional $1 billion - alanut 100,000 jobs -

added for each one-hair of one percentage point that the national unemployment

rate exceeds 4 percent.

tn this connection, we wish to point out that ever when the national

unemployment rate be 4 percent Or below, there will atlll be areas of excessively

-lash unemployment in the nation and these areas will continue to need the kind

or assistance available under Title VI.



Eighth, we believe the Title wil Private 5eetor Ini List lye Prow ran ahosisl

be revlaed and turned into a national pilot program Lo he tented In no more

than 20 or 25 !major metropolitan arena nelected by the Secretary or Tenor nit

the haste or program pi:postale We believe the moat constructive role for

sued a program Is to promote OJT with Local joint labor-industry OJT hoards

or mouncila to review and approve or reject on a chne.byernan Dania proposed

OPT arrangements,

lir. Chairman, l now turn to our more detailed comments on the., Adminintration'A

1978 CErg amendments proposals.

We find the Actin statement or purpose section 2, is too narrow. We urge

your committee to insert the word "and" letween the yards "economically

disadvantaged" and the umrde "unemployed or underemployed pernone to rookie It

diem' that this Legislation la truly "comprehensive."

In Section 103(011.) (E), the role or the prime sponsor planning council

should he expanded to emphasize the need and the obligation For the pet=

enamor to utilize the planning councli`e recommendations.. Unfortunately,

too often the recommendations carefully prepared and docunented by a planning

council are totally ignored by a prime Npoosor. Thin is just plain vroeg,

Ti planning coueedie make Serious recommendationm, these recommendations ohould

get aerions attention and utilization try the prime sponsors.. In Section 1011(e),

the vords "land the prime sponsor advisory council" should be added in the

first sentence after the recomendatioms made by the Governor and the State

Employment and Training Council." to give a more significant role to prime

sponsor planning counCils.

We congratulate the Adminintratioo for including GectiOn LOW VOL ch redid

sponsors to Oct up a grievance and complaints procedur,L tear eapertence

orrg indicatme that moot prohlemn invoice the administration And enforcement

of the av, :rather than prohlems with the law itself. In some areas, pregyetus

have worked veld. Smith good administration mod good enforcement, In other areas,

programa beNre Wrked badly vltn tetd administration and had enrorc,ormot. de

beiieee Section 106 will Ding stance more promptly to the attention or the

LAkor Department and sill bring more prompt corrective cotton.



We recommend that OeCtiOn LOG 0, he amenda4 lu inelude. "a Instl.+'rn or

practice or inibetitutlon" as n justiftentlan for t.orenicinilon or prime oponnor

funds.

Vie We recommend that a 30-day time ire placed in lIce t ton _ 6

preent the grievanceconsplaint-sanction procedure
Troia dragging cut to

excessive length.

In &action 109, which deals with the prime sponsor planning eeunclie,

ye recommend that subparagraph (b) he emended by Inserting the ierd "organized"

before the word This would to consistent with the requirement of

Section 110(a)(3)(A) that "organized labor" renresentatiwen nerve en the State

employment and treining councils_ Thin may ;.gem iii, ti amall point, hit we

have had un fortunate experience with nome prime sponsure who have appointed

ao-called "Id esentatives to prime sponsor planning councils when these

no-ealled "Lair representatives"
represented no organization and indeed

represented no one but themselves.

We Support the provision for forward funding forth in Section

(c)(1). This will slake possible more
intelligent advance planning by the Labor

Department and by the prime sponsors.

In Section 121(h) we urge that this paragraph raga ring that "fie

program shall impair exist ing cOntracts for 3@rviee5" he enlarged to state

explicitly or Collective birgaining agreements." Further, Ye think the

exiating language in Sect Lon 12.9( h) Li fen bett-r but even thin language

can be strengthened to make sure that non-prorit grganizations don't Perform

contracts normally performed Vy public sector workers and east. that non-profit

organization° don't perform contracts normally performed by priVeto, for.profit

employers. It siAxaea, no sense to encourage substitution which simply reshuffles

work free one employer to another.- Ne believe language v on the lines or the

current CVTA Section 328(b) would help to solve thin "nutfttitutinh" problem.
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We are concerned toile Section 121, which lists oonditiona applicable to

all prOgrame does not contain All the requirement* and protections which ere in

Section 122, which deals with special conditions applicable only to public not-vice

employment. Specifically, the following paragraphs, now in Section 122, mhoold he

included in Section 121:

(0) No person to be hired when workers ere on lay-off.

In infringement on promotion opportunitieg.

(f) Na substitution.

ord-keeping.

Ea_ treatment in 6.enefita and working conditions.

Since all CETA programa are financed with federal money, these progratna

should be subject to the game requirements,

In Section 122(h) we are concerned about the residency requirement. We

agree that public services should benefit the rea'dente of an area. A problem has

emerged for unemployed members of our performing arts oniony in ins Angeles and,

we believe. in other major metropolitan areas where unemployed artists nerving a

courzuoiry live close to but outside the local prime sponsor area. In some cages,

public services are not available from residents of the local prime sponsor area.

Perhaps CETA could provide for exchange arrangements or agreements between prime

sponsors. In any case, we believe there is a problem here which this Subcommittee

should explore.

In Section 122(i) we Are concerned about PSE limitations which push people

off CETA funds, although we recognize the authority for temporary extensions.

To give prime sponaors some degree of certainty in planning, we recommend

that subparagraph (A) of Section 122(i) be amended to state that an area of gub-

stontiel unemployment -- as defined in Section 126(12) -- be exempted from require-

ments of gubbarsEraPh (2). This would prevent CETA workers from being thrown out

on the serest to look for a job in aft area of already high unemployment.

In Section 122(j)(2) we recommend that existing CETA language on wages

be retained with recognition that it will be amended if Congress enacts welfare

refers legislation. The welfare reform john section will address thin issue and we



suggest that, whoa enacted, reform legisiotion emir Lnrl =ud d l,ropriate ChTA

amendments .

In Section 1 which refers to weathericat bars projacte, a etrongly

urge including language similar to that in the existing CITA Sartione )34 end 3 covacing

"saPrOPriate supervisory personnel". and giving "aasurantes the there will be an

adequate number of supervisory personnel on the project end that the supervisory

personnel are adequately trained In skills !leaded to cotry out LLr project and can

instruct participating eligible youths in skills needed to carry out the project ."

Such language now appears in the youth community irnprowenen t sect ions, 428 and

429 (b)(3), of this Administration bill, 5, 2575. Needless t o say, we are concerned

that weetherigation and other projects financed by CITA not be lured to displace

job opportunities for regular workers.

Section 124(b), which deals with wages, should he smut ddct with an addition:

"or (4) applicable wages under col ler rive bargaining age eernest 9," This would give

recognition to appropriate wage rates where labor-monagemerit groeme nta exist.

Section 124(e) deals with compensation for persons in OJT, We strongly urge

that the words "akin requirements" be inserted between the wordy "geographical region"

and the words "and individual prof cy." Skill retail raiment! are objective criteria

net forth in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles of the tionartroonm of lahnr.

Section 211(7) deals with payments to for-profit employers. We strongly

oppose and we strongly urge deletion of the words "and the rusts of lower pro-

ductivity." We have too objection to reimbursement to employers cos the extra,

abnormal coats of recruiting, hiring, training, and aupportIve services for dis-

advantaged workers. These are costa the employer normally does not incur. nut every

employer incurs extra costa for new workers who are leas productive before

they get formal or infohaal on-the-job training. Adding reimliurnement for lower

productivity would be a federal eXaarlditura that would he worth-tales@ in terms of

entry-level jobs.

We note that Section 434(b) limits payments to for- profit employers in line

with Section 211(7). We again urge deletion of the language about "costs of lover

productivity."



We strongly support Se ction 221 on upgrading and retraining. Theta

programa serve a double purpose in upgrading the tkille of the entablithed

work forte and in opening up rantrylovet john for lefe'Ssill and diaadvon-

tassel workers. Subsection requiring concurrence or the appropriate

labor organisation will melee upgrading and retraining Programa function

more effectively.

Sowever, we are concerned about the f percent limitation on prime

sponsor upgrading and retraining progrsma no set forth in Section 203(bL

We believe this limitation should be rained to 15 percent and that this 19

percent limitation should be open for passible waiver by the Secretary of

(Aber if 4 prima sponsor demonstr tea an interest and a need for a larger

share.

And support the Adminis toot eligibility

for upgrading mod retraining in not reetricted to unemployed end under-

employed econonieelly disadvantaged persons*

We support Section 355 job dearth and relocation eanietanee, but we

urge that language be added to rake clear that the reloration decision by

an unemployed individual must be entirely uolentsry.

We strongly oppose Section 311(d) which would authorise vouchers

for unemployed or underemployed economically disadvantaged pertone to glir

to private employere for jobs Or training. Such a voucher system ie in

tably open to serious ebuee and extremely difficult enfOrrement, It ie

contrary to the letter and the epirit of Uecrion 311(b) which prohibits

testing of subsidised Or outrmiOLMA V41145. tee therefore urge deletion of

the Voucher propestL

Section 311(f) proposes experimental -fiemonstration job progrnma for

cipientn. We have no basic objection to thin proposal but we

insist that these programs conform to the alma wage and labor standards end

anti-substitution, anti-dtsplsoemerat reguirementt that; govern all CETA pro-

grama. The APL -CIO is convinced that the welfare i0b0 OaCtiOn gust contain

explicit language incorporating by reference the wage protection language

of Section 124(b) cud the benefit protection Linguae. of Section 122(1).

Any regulations faeued by the Secretary of Labor dealing with the welfare

jobs most be consistent with these requirements,



We Inee9Rif agleam
faction 413(2) of the bill, An we rend thin section, it

alma et bending Betties 10(0)
of the Foie Labor Standards Act,

Section 10(n)

Clearly atatne, in pertinent part,
that "No provision of thin Act or of any order

thereunder chat
excuse noncompliance with Any Federal or State law or municipal

ordinance en tabliehing a minimum wage
higher than the minimum wage eatablighed under

this Act or a anXiaMal workweek
lower than the maximum workweek

established under

this Act, and no prevision of thia Act relating to the
employment of child labor

shall justify noncompliance
with any Federal or State law or municipal ordinance

estsbliehing d higher standard
than the etonderd eatabliohed

ander this Act .

Section 413(2) is little more than a backed/0r attempt to
by-pans the m

standards established by the FLOG, The Courts have repeatedly endorsed the position

of the Department of Labor that
whenever the proviniona of a state law differ from

the FLSA, the law providing more
protection or a higher atandard Applieg,

Thin speciai exception for 14 and 15 -year -tilde should be deleted, In our

thin in discrimination solely on
the baaia of age,

Title Vl conaolidates public
service employment with a rounter-cyclirel trig-

ger for jobwc- funds. We look at this title 4g the key part of the CETA attack

on cyclical unemployment.
Ai proposed by the

Administration, in the three fiacal

yenta after 1979 there
would be a basic al billion a year for prime epeniors mese

containing areal of nobetential
unemployment with additional $1 billion tncrementa

for every additional one
-half of one percentage point aver 4.75 percent netional unem-

ployment.

While we support a triggering
machaniam, the AFL -C20 strongly disagrees

the Administration formula,
We auggent that Section 402 start the triggering meth-

Anion Erma a higher base -- $3
billion, which would provide funds for about 304,000

joba and from a lower unemployment rate, apecifitally 14.0 percent. The result of

the change we propose would be et permanent bane of
300,000 POE Jobs with an additional

100,000 ESE jobs triggered
into existence an additional al billion increments are

available for every one-half of one
percentage point unemployment over 4,0 percent

national unemployment,

We believe that the proposal
asking for a formula change in

eneistent with the Humphrey -Hawkins goal of 4 percent
unemPlof-

n 19 With such impinvement in he nation's attack
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on cyclical unemployment, the nation's attack 00 structural unemployment Will be

considerably strengthened. In addition en ationml unemployment goes down, the

reliance on cyclical PSE Will continue to docreaso

Under present law, 100,000 PSE workers out of the projected 725,0 in

fiscal 1979 can be working On public services, no distinct from projects. We are

concerned, therefore, that Section 605(a ) epeoify pot PSE Puerto shall he utilized

for "projects and other public services 40 defined in Section 126(6)" We want

explicit recognition that Section 605 covers both projects and public services.

We are also concerned about the flat 12 -mirth limit o0 projects. We under-

stand the intention of the tame limit but CO urge that Section 605(4) include lan-

guage authorizing the Secretary of Labor to umive the time limit if circumstances

warrant such waiver, We don't want Title VI project workers laid off and turned

out into the street to look for non-exiatest jobs -- particularly when the work they

have been doing and the project on which they have been working can justifiably be

continued with benefit 0 the local community,

Eligibility for Title VI positions must be broadened if this title is to

serve a true Counter-Cyclical purpose. We strongly urge that Section 607 be amended

to read no fllowo; "An individual eligible to be 4T. 'Dyed i0 4 position supported

under thin title shall be a person who has been unmeeleyed fel' at leant five weeks,

with special consideration for those moot in need, as determined by length of unemploy-

ment, family income, and prospects for finding employment withcws assistance under this

title." This in consistent with Section 1240(1) of the Administration bill.

We understand the need for some limit on vage supplementation. At thin time

we are not sure whether the best approach is some percentage limitation on the prime

sponsor's allocation ea net forth in Section 608 or Whether there should he a limit

on the number of jobs which the prime sponsor tan oupplement. We would like to give

this Subcommittee a memo on this imaue in the near future.

However, we do object, however, to the word "nonprofessional' Section 608.

All too often, the word "professional" i$ ialSoneible to define. We urge the Subcom-

mittee 0 strike out the word ' "nonprofessional" in Section 6§0 and to incorporate,

instead, language from existing CETA Section 205(0 (2f) calling for "assurancta that

not more then one-third of the purticipente in the program will be employed in e

bons fide professional capacity (ao ouch term in used in section 18(a)(1) of the
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Fair Leber Standards Act of 19313), except that thin paragraph.shall not be applicable

in the ease of participants employed ea rice room teachere, and the osre Lacy moy

waive this limitation in exceptional circumatences,"

We strongly oppose the present form of the Title VII Private Sector lei 0-

Live Program. We believe this should be a limited national pilot program to be tested

in no more than 20 or 25 major metropolitan areas selected by the Secretary of Labor

on the bailie of program proposals. We believe the moat constructive role for such o

pilot program ie to promote On- the -job Training with equal - representation, local labor-

industry 01T botch' or councils to review and approve or reject on a case-by-case baaie

prol4seed arreagexanta.

The national pilot program operating under the discretion of the Saeretary of

Labor would be moth more flexible and responsive to the need for experiment and demon-

titration and eventual expansion of the program if it works well. The PSIP'aetional

pilot program. Would, of course, he co-ordinated with prime eponeor sates planning

and operation*.

As a general principle, we apnoea tax incentives for employers to hire addi-

time! workers. There are [So reasons for this. One i th incentives reward

employers with a tax loophole for doing what they would do anyway. The real incentive

for increasing an employer's work force is a growing market for his product with a

derflor profit, ilat means more john and mere consumer purchasing power. A emceed

fdsOon is that there is no evidence that emplortment too incentives have produced add -

tiOnal jobs. until such tax incentives are repealed, however, we have no strong

objection to Section 701(U) which Would encourage private far-profit employers to tar-

heir thin

er dispom n i$ made by Congress of the Adminis ation'a Private

stave Program, it is essential that the vase and labor Standar4s and pro-

tectiono and anti-displacement requirements and other requirements of Section III,

amended A4 we have proposed, be applied to the final version of PSIP.

While we have been critical of some of the Administration's prope$410, the

ApL-ci0 wants to make it clear that it Coati:Wee to support CfTA as the nation's major

manpower program,
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When CETA Wed first enacted, it via considered by many E0 be n manpower

revenue Oaring Proltft, By definition this has resulted in abuse* end in enforce-

sent difficultiea. The Ail-CIO agrees that the time hog come to strengthen CETA

and toelhainets -- se far ea possible -- eiatise of the lay. We believe that our

proposal*, as well as *Any of the Administration's suBeeetiona, will help transform

CETA into A better and more effect/We piece of legialaeipo.

We took forward to working closely with this Committee in carrying out this

ispottant task.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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amen[ by the AFL-CIO Executive Counri

on

February 20, 1978
Dal Harbour. Fla.

America heeds jobs -- 4 million new

four years to provide
work for those cur

those who will be joining the Orkforoe.

The 4.1 million Jobs
Orehtmd in 1977 .- while a signif

improvement over past years are but a doWnpayrent toward the

goal of full employment
and a balanced economy.

This improvement was
the direct result of the expansion of public

works and public Service
_IOW programs initiated

by the carter Ad-

ministration.
However, because of the

continuing growth in the labor

(Circe, existing programs
must be expanded

further to prevent a stag-

nating unemployment rate.

To put people back to work. the CongreaS must
enact a bal

economic stimulus program
for fiscal year 1979 -- including i

tax cuts and specific
targeted programs that will put people

jobs and At the same time meet the problems of certain area

country with high unemployment.

Reducing unemployment
is also the key to fighting inflation:

indeed, unemployment is
one of the chief causes of inflation. Un-

employed workers are
not producing goods or services. When workers

are Jobless. they
cannot afford to purchase durable consumer goods.

which are an essential
element of the economy.

Lower corporate tax
rates will not stimulate

business as long

as large portions of industrial capacity
go unused, as is the case

today. business expansion in older urban areas depends on enhancing

the quality of city services and facilities,
not on tax cuts for

corporations. Whet American business
needs is cUstoners new

customers who must Come from the ranks of today.e. unemployed.

The overall expansion
Of the economy last year

was spurred by

the recovery in housing
construction and automobiles from the depths

of the recession.
however, these sectors are not likely to provide

further impetus in 1978
unless interest rates are lowered which

would leseen the costs to consumer=_ and
blinders of new Rousing and

other durable goods.

year for the next
unemployed and for

The Congress should
expand existing programs and current

presidential budget requests to directiyCreats nearly one million

additional new jobs*
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I. public Works

*
Remedying fteior deficien-
cies in public facilities
in older cities with high
unemplopment, such as water
systems, bridgeS and high-
ways

"SOft" public worlts projects
targeted at maintaining and
improving public facilities
in low - income areas

I" Public Service Jobs

Expanding the public service

:714:763' rigaLtZnPflcoVde
slots in fiscal I910, while
providing adequate protec-
tions for Mcisting standards
both public and private
employees

III. Youth

r8Ct
alaa.smitat

$0,000

40.000

Additional thidget
AML hgr

$2.0 billion

$1.0 billion

400,000 $4.0 billion

* Expanding youth fob - training
slots to more $00.000 and
increasing the dumnar Youth
program 200,000 $1@0 billion

IV. Mass Transit and keliroads

* Additional funds for- urban
mass transit, railnaad
revitalization and eehabilita.
tiOn. including the Northeast
corridor and other transporta-
tion improvements.

V, Tandem Plan Musing

80,000

* Low-interest funds for low
and moderate.income housing 80,000

VI, Urban Development Babh

$2.0 billion

$2.0 billion

Guaranteed loans to cities
and to enterprises Which
locate, remain or expand
in urban areas with high
unemployment 70,000 $1.25 billion

Total 930,000 $ 13.25 billion
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The additional budget authority required for this program ..

$13.25 billion -- would double the Administration's Job-creation

Package at a net cost of leas than 3 percent of the budget. However

not all of the funds would be expended in fiscal 1979, since not

all the projects could be completed in the fiscal year Thus the

stimulative effect would carry over beyond fiscal 1979. At the same

time, a reduction in unemployment by one percent more than sought by

the Administration would be further offset by increased tax revenues

and lower costa for social programs designed to help the unemployed.

Public works and public service jobs programs must protect the
job standards and job rights Of both present public and private
sector employees.

In addition to the nearly One million direct jobs created by
these programs. an estimated one million more jobs would be created
indirectly through increased sales and services, with concomitant
increases in tax revenues and reduction in costs for social programs.

.111te
The heart of the President's economic stimulus program is an

individual tax cut. We support the basic thrust of the Administration's
individual rate cut proposal and the substitution of a single personal
credit. However, we believe the rate cuts should not be extended to
these in high-income brackets.

This proposal. along With targeted employment programs. would
provide a boost to consumer spending power. We do not believe,. bow.
ever, that the proposed business tax rate reductions are justified
in view of the heavier tak burden currently borne by individuals.

This Council will also address the specifics of the President's
tax proposals in a separate statement.

T I2Amtjm

In order to reduce the burden of scheduled Social Security tax
rate increases, the tax rate should be rolled back to 5.85 percent
in 1979 -- and maintained at that level for the future. This reduction
from the current rate of 6.05 percent and the scheduled increase to
6.13 percent next year would be financed by a general revenue fund
contribution to the Social Security Trust Fund. This would reduce .

talces'on employers by 52.6 billion, on employees by 52.5 billion and on
the self-employed by 9.3 billion.
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This reduction of $5.4 billion in 1979 would provide an added
stimulus to consumer buying power and begin the long-overdue
process of shifting some of the Social Security tax burden to the
more progressive general revenue tax Dc.ae4 For business. the
reduction in the Social Security tax rate is more desirable than
making the investment tax credit permanent since all businesses
would benefit free a reduced Social Security tax rate. The bene-
fits would flow to those who employ labor, rather than to those who
substitute new equipment for labor.

181141101

While this nation will new
with 8.8 million unemployed wo
be made in reducing the rate of
Made only if policies and progr_
causes of inflation.

overcome its inflation problems
we believe that progress must
-tion. That progress will be

are designed to meet the root

For example. the _President's Economic Report failed to contain
a single reference to high interest rates, which add to the coats
of everything from a loaf of bread to servicing the national debt.
High interest rates are threatening once again to cause anOther
slowdown in housing construction, which will be followed by 3 shortage
and by higher purchase and rental prices. High interest rates
contribute substantially to the problems of America's family farmers.

Yet the Administration's anti-inflation program focuses on
workers' paychecks_ Wage increases. however, were not the cause
of the inflation of the past five years. and wage increases now are
barely keeping pace with price increases -- which are led by health
care, interest rates. housing, food and fuel.

Indeed, wage increases reflect,
established increases in the cost of 1 v
have been decreasing in recent years.

already
wage increases

While the AFL-CIO and its affiliates are willing to respond to
Administration requests to meet informally to discuss topics of mutual
interest, we reject any supposition that those meetings can or should
seek to define the terms and results of collective bargaining. we
are concerned that the Administration proposal of a two-year average
base period for "deceleration" leads down the path to guidelines and
more controls a path the President has publicly, and wisely,
rejected. The AFL-CIo reiterates its opposition to controls or guidelines
in any form or disguise.

3L-279 0 - 7E1 *ad
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The neceeaary growth and stimillUe for the economy which WO
propose moat be accompanied by specific peliCie to reverse the
staggering trade deficit. Unregulated lmports,,foreign dumping.
the wholesale transfer of U.S. technology abroad, and continuing U.S.
investmarrtin overseas operations deprive the American economy of
Jobs and.inv.estaent Aeapital and disrupt efforts to rebuild the

American economy. TNT wet be effectively dealt with through
swift Congressional and Administration actions.

We welcome the President's endorsement of the Humphrey-Hawkins
bill, which has been reported by the House Education and [.abut
CooraJteee While that logialation eatabliehea the ffeleeverX for
coordinated gowstlatent policies and programs to provide full employ=
merit. the Com:mesa and the Adminiatration should not have to wait
for 1ta,soactieont to aapirA to apply Some Of the principles of
KnoPtrey-Hawkins.

rot example, the Federal Reserve Hoard could begin immediately
to reverse the peliciee of stagnation pursued by Dr. Arthur Burns and

aid expansion of the economy. A policy of reducing interest rates
Salad encourage new beefing and bUsIneeS lnVeatment in plant and
equipment. At the same time lower interest rates would reduce
inflationary pressures,

we cal/ upon the Congress to eneot,a balanced approach to the
natioa.a needs_ including both individual income tax cuts and specific

programme targeted to basic unemployment problems, tanleles needs and

urban ills,

The economic stimulus package we propose. consist' of

a X reduction program totaling $10.9 billion: a Social Security
tax cut totaling $5.4 billion. and job-creating programs totaling

$13.25 tallith', For total economic stimulus for Fiscal Year 1979

of $29.55 billion. This etimelea package should create two million
additional lobe in Fiscal Year 1979.
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The American economy is still operating far below its potential.

Millions of workers and their fannies continue to suffer hardship
and tragedy as a result of Jon and income loss. Minorities and inner

city residents have been especially hard hit. and public investment
programs essential to the health and vitality of the nation continue

to be shortchanged.

America is still producing at aboUt $100 billion below potential,

industry is operating at eat of capacity and unemployment is high and

persistent= Official Labor Department statistics show 6.2 million job-
lee, men end leneiWn in zaauary 1978. By the AFL -CIO measure -- whin8
includes discouraged workers who have stopped looking for non-eiletent

jobs and half of the involuntary part-time worker's who want but can't

find full-time jobs -- there were 9,13 million jobless men and *omen,
The official unemployment rate was 6.3 percent.. The AIL-CIO unernillormint

rate wee 9=0%.

These fiauras do represent an improvement over the levela of the

past three years, but the fact remains that the unemployment situation
in early 1974 (the third year of so-called recovery from the depths

of the 1974-75 recessionl is still at recession levels.

Unemployment hits all age, race and sex prOupit. Teenagers. on-
employment rate in January was 16%, and for black teenagers it was

3f1.7%, Slack unemployment was 12.7%. Adult women experienced 6.1a

rates of unemployment. While the unemployment rate for adult Males was .

4.7%, they COOntIttlte eat of the total number of jobless workers -- and

within that figure the rate for white adult males was 4.0a and black

adult males was 9.8 percent.

There are 1.5 million jobless teenagers, 1.B million jobless
blacks, 2.2 million unemployed women and 2.5 mill_ n= loYed adult
males.

Clearly that n ployment is a tragedy shared by all groups of

Americana.

While there are teore women, more youth. and more minority worker*
in the labor force today than in earlier Neriods that doe. not mean'
that full emplegWent gems should be todefined or that higher leMIA
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of unemployment are acceptable.
Snob pT0p0Mele are an unconscion-

able downgrading of the basic human diositY and economic needs of

women youth and Minorities.
And the policies that flow from much

proposals ignore the fact that full employment without inflation

can be achieved by balanced,
healthy growth in the Orlwte sector

supported by effective fiscal,
mondtary, public employment and

training polleies

Despite the welcome and needed
4.1 million increase in employ-

ment 1977, America still needs more Jobs. The goods-producing

sectors are still in a d0PrOnelon. According to BLS statistics

for the period December 1973 to
December 1977, 493,990 jobs were

loat in manufacturing,
alone, reflecting a decline in many of the

major nanufiettiring sectors,
particularly steel, electrical

equipment,-transportation equipment and apparel.

The big lob gains during the last four yearn were 24 million in

the service industrial, 1,4 million in state and local government. and

1,7 million in wholesale and retail trade. There were mailer job

gains in mining, finance, insurance and real estate. and in the federal

government,

while the number of Jobs has increased, the increases have not

been enough to make up for the job losses of the recession and the

increase in the number of job seekers. As a result, unemployment

continues at high levels, causing individual hardship. deepening pur-

chasing power generally, straining government budgets, and depressing

confidence in the economy by business em well as cone era,

The changing pattern of employment ir America raises reasonable

concern that job expansions limited to only certain sectors (service,

wholesale-retail trade, and state-local governments) may limit the

impact Of employment increases on buying power and leave the economy

with an unhealthy balance between
goOd$ producing sectors and services.

joblessness is all too pervasive in the economy. exceptionally

severe pooketS of unemployment exist in the nation's iener-cities,
aggravating even more the human tragedy and economic waste of unemploy-

ment. These urban distressed areas need investment .- miblic as well

as private -- to meet the problems of unemployment, poverty, crime,

and the deterioration and abandonment of private and public facilities,

Iciapalljamy
A national urban policy is needed to end the decline of the

nation's cities. Urban decay is a national waste,

first and faromomi, inner r tY deterioration results in a waste

of our most valuable national asset - human resources. Unemployment

rates in the poverty - ridden sections of metropolitan areas during

mS
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the fourth quarter of 1977 reached a high of 12A% overall, and
17.6%for minorities. And for teenagers, the problem continues
in crisia propertions, During that same period, teenagers residing
in the poverty-ridden sections of metropolitan areas experienced Un-
employment rates of 31.4% Overall, and for minority teenagers.
the rate was 45,0S. High and persistent unemployment
to high crime rates -- increased incidence of burglary', drug addiction
and rape. In fact, across the country, inner-city youths are between
10 and 20 times more likely than other young people to be arrested for
violent offenses, Moreover, these problems have a vicious cycle
effect. They serve to further spur the flight of residents and businesses.
which in turn contributes to the deterioration of cities, thereby
worsening the plight of the inner -city,

Urban decal, also results in a loss of product, tax revenue,
personal income, savings and investment capital. There is also a
Waste of public and private physical facilities that are undarused
and abandoned.

A generation-to nerationcycle of unemployment and poVerty is
egacy that this country cannot afford. An economic program that paves
way for increased economic growth, Speedy attainment of full employ-

ment and specific programs to deal with the special unemployment
Problems of older urban areas, could go a long way toward eliminating
the social and economic ills associated with urban decay.

Some of the problems are lengetaeding, with many long -run obstacles
to overcome. Yet a strong federal commitment to full employment, backed
by substantial increases in specific targeted grant-in-aid programs --
such as aid for new public facilities and the rehabilitation of older
buildinga, bridges and reads, increased public service employment and
training, special youth training pregraffa. new housing and rehabilita-
tion of deteriorating housing, and improved metropolitan transportation
could do away with seine of the obstacles and increase central city
employment, In addition, a federal urban bank should be created to
Provide special baits. grants and interest subsidies to private firms
that would expand or locate in critically high areas of unemployment.
Jeb.training programs should be coupled with he new private investment
programs to restore the efficiency and liveability of the urban
environment.

The President's programs de spelled out in the budget for Fiscal
Year 1979 recognise that the economy needs more stimulus, that personal
Income taxes need to be reduced to offset the increases in Social
Security and energy taxes, and the higher effective tax rates that
result from inflation. The budget does_ not add up to an adequate or
appropriately balanced approach to. the economic problems of the nation.

more...
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The overall fiscal thrust of the budget i0 geared tor-Weir
maintaining a much too Slow rate of growth and recohery from the
deepest recession since the Great Depression. The budget xellem
almost exclusively on tax Cuts as the means to accomplimh the
Administration's Fiscal Year 1979 economic goals and there arc Eew

new spending initiatives). This one-Sided program does rot address
directly the nation's most pressing human needs. It only continues

the spring 1970 level of public service employment; it Cloes riot cell

for any new public works programsr it has no new Urban Initiative.
The budget contains only $200 million in start-Up funds foX welEare

reform and no funds for national health insurance. Speridiig increases

above current policy levels are proposed for national defeis, foreign
aid, strategic petroleum reserves and energy COnservatiOn, acid smell

increases (less than $1 billion) in education and emplolmemt and

training programs. And subsequent to his budget the President recom-
mended a much needed program of aid for college students.

The President's $500.2 billion spending package mijested for
inflation .- represents an increase of leas than 21. a total of

only PO-s billion in program outlays above current policy level :,

The individual income tax cuts .- at $17 billion wdll do Little

more than offset some of the adverse effects on real Mirth:lane power
of other federal measures (the steep increase in payroll tags:lased
proposed energy taxes) and some of the automatic inereaem in federal

taxes that result from economic growth and inflation. Last year we
Urged the Congress not to raise the Social Security tarcrate but
rather that general revenue funds be used to offset some of the Social

Security costs.

According to the Administration's estimates, their programs, if

enacted, will result in a slowdown in the rata of growth Ln teal

GNP to only 4.8% in 1979 and 1980, And unemployment, aerordlne to the
Administration's forecasts based on their program, Will averesse 5.91

in 1979 (5.5X by the final quarter of the year). Net drift' 1982 will

the rate drop below 30
This timetable a- much too slow. phe s,ox

target for 1979 (the fifth year of 'recovery.). for emampLe,

is by any standard a'reeesSion level of UtemplOyment. only twice in

the entire post -World War II period prior to 1915 has unemployment

exceeded such levels.

We believe the economic growth that dministration As proposin

is too far below the nation's economic potential. and wetoalleve the

rate of reduction in unemployment is far too

Thus. a balanced approach must be undertaken for love=ala general

economic stimulus and the special ccobleMs and need& et martieule
groups of workers and specific areas of the nati

We feel an individual income tax cut that benefitm primer/1y low-

and middle - income people is appropriate and necessary i,ncxdw to
protect and bolster consumer purchasing power. However. much ONA3 are

not a substitute for needed programs.

More...
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Specifically, in terms of the Pistol 1979 Budget: we urge:

I. paAllg_XcLLis.

k a $2 billion federal aid program which could include remedying
eficiencies in the public facilities of older cities with high un-
employment. Such a program would serve several purposes. It would
increase employment. It would increase the liveability of the city
for asidents. It would increase the Potential for efficient operation'e

of pr vats enterprise in older cities, because such basic public
focil4i0S as water supply and sewage disposal sYstama. Major road-
ways and bridges have to be in a serviceable condition to serve the
needs gf private enterprise.

A few examples of the types of projects are the West Side High-
way in New York city, the sewage diSpOAA1 sYstem i-n Chicago and major
bridges in Pittsburgh. Each of these undertakings is bigger than the
type of jkoject financed under the presently authorized accelerated
public works programs and would be of significant benefit in terms of
both economic stimulus and urban policy. Furthermore. moat of the
cities where such work has to be done do not have the resources to
undertake such projects and will not have them in the foreseeable
future.

A $1 billion separately funded program of "soft" public works
to help conserve energy and rehabilitate older public and private
buildings- Eligible projects would be rehabilitation of vacant houses
and arrtment buildings and weatherization c houses and buildings
in low - income areas_

Public works programs must contain adequate prOtections

job rights and job standards.

II.

A $4 billion expansion of the Public Service Employment program
to provide a total of 1,1 million job slots in fiscal 1979- In March
1918. as a result of the Economic Stimulus Act of 1977, pliblic service
job-creation under.Title II and Title VI of the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act will reach a total of 725,000 -- up from 300,000 .

P51 job slots in existence early In 1977. This program has been a major
element in placing long-term unemployed in jobs. The new emphasis of
this program is to place the unemployed in new local government projects.
This must be done without substituting public service employees for
regular public or private employees and without injury to job standards.

A combined increase of $1 billion for the Youth Employment and
Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 and in the summer Youth Program.
Under this first program. some 200,000 jobs -and training for
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young people have already been opened up at a cost about 51 billion.
Congress authorized another $500 million for youth programs in fiscal

1928, and if this additional money is made available the youth jobs-

training slot level could rise to 300,000. Even that level needs to be
expanded in 1979, in order to make any reasonable progress in solving

youth unemployment prOblems.

The existing Summer Youth Program must be expanded as well, rather
than curtailed as proposed In the budget for 1079.

Iv. Mmer_remeitjrid Railroad

An additional $2 billion for urban mass transit, railroad
lization and rehabilitation. and other job-creating, Service-improving

nsportation programs, including improvement of transportation along

the Northeast Corridor. sUch needed programs would create Jobs,
and at the same tiem improve transportation service connecting homes

with WorkplaCes, as well as conserve energy.

We recognize the existence of masa transit and railroad develop-

ment programs under Administration proposals and under the Railroad
Revitalization and Regulatory Reform of 1976, but we believe more funds

are urgently needed, We also believe that more funds are needed for
replacement and reemir of dilapidated, deteriorating bridges for rural

and urban roads.

V. A Funds t Hnus

An additional $2 billion in authorization for the tandem plan
financing program under which the government provides 7R mortgage
money to help finance new low- and moderate-income housing. Those

funds would be used to facilitate construction of the Section 8

Assisted Rental Housing for Low- Income people, as well as tandem plan
support for non-subsidized, non-luxury rental housing, which is in

very short supply, such supply shortages are a major factor.in driving
up housing prices end rents which in turn contribute to overall inflation.

There is a large pipeline of mortgage insurance project applications

in Hue for nun-subsidized, non-luxury rental housing projects, Many of
those projects cannot be produced at marketable rents and will not be

started becaUse developers presently have to pay interest rates of 844
plus 4t mortgage insurance and about four discount points in order to

get the financing in the current market. To the extent that such housing
began to pick up during the last year it was primarily because 74k

tandem plan financing was available. In the absence of additional tandem
plan support, rental housing Starts, which totaled an estimated 400,000

unite in 1977, will drop off. There is also expected to be a decline
in single family home construction because the median price of a new

home is up over $50,000 and interest rates are rising. It is essential,
therefore. from both a housing needs and economic viewpoint that the

additional tandem plan funding authorization be obtained and be utilized.

More.
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VI II

A new 514 billion for an Urban deve'lopme'nt bank to
guarantee urban investment loans. The loaos would be for the
Purpose of retaining or expanding eMPlormerit in designated cities
with high unemployment. in addition to the loan guarantee, the
federal government would also provide an annual interest rate
subsidy for a number of years to reduce the financing cost for
facilities. Such a program could attract Private industry
development into the older cities Which have been losing jobs.
Properly planned projects, combined with mnployment and training
programs to improve the skills of urban workers, could reduce
unemployment. Since the major part of the program is based on
loan guarantees. such a Program would have a relatively small
budget impact.

Tax ed5lgtion$

An individual income tax cut generally along the lines
suggested by the Administration should be enacted -- providing
for replacing the present S7ll Personal exemption with a flat
dollar credit and reducing some individual income tea rates.
These cuts are neceSoary tobelster Consunsr purchasing poser.
The President's proposal, however, includee some Provisions for
tax increases which will be examined by the Executive Council in
another document.

Additional first year revenues of $.l billion would result
from the phasing out of DISC (Domestic International Sales
Corporation) and the foreign tax deferral privilege. The savings
to the Treasury would mount in future years. The DISC subsidy
has had little impact on encouraging capores, but the revenue
losses to the Treasury have been high. The primary beneficiaries
have been the larger, more affluent multinational companies. The
foreign tax deferral is a tax subsidy that encourages U.S. firms
to invest abroad rather than at home.

Telephone excise tax cuts of ;1.2 billion as proposed by the
President are desirable. The removal of ex ice taxes Oh telephone
calls should reduce costa for both consumers and businesses.

more
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Sioce the gap between the cOOMOnly'a performance and its
potential is still sO large, the Administration's proposal four

across- the -board business tax cuts will do little more than
increase already huge corporate cash flows and cash balances.
The business tax cuts will do little or nothing to create jobs
or expand the economy. They will merely divert federal funds
that should be used for essential job-creating programs, targeted

to the areas of high unemployment and to crisis-ridden central

cities.

The likelihood of wasted revenue resulting from the AdMini,
Stratton's proposed $6 billion corporate tax cut becomes even more
apparent when put in the perspective of past and anticipated
business investment behavior. The Administration has estimated
that in the absence of a tax cut, by the fourth quarter of 1979,

the annual rate of business investment in real terms would be

about 6 to 7% above fourth quarter 1977 levels. With the tax
cuts, a 7 to St growth is forecast -, an increase in investment

of less than 52 billion annually. Although the relationships
these figures imply are not precise, it nevertheless seems that
the Administration is asking the rest of the nation's taxpayers

to pay an extraordinary price,

Tax cuts to business will do nothing to reverse the Sharp
erosion on the share of income taxes paid by corporations compared

to the amounts paid by individuals. The corporate share of federal
income taxes has dropped Markedly since 1960 and the share paid

by individuate has increased. In 1960 corporations paid 355 of

the federal income taxes, under the Administration's plan the
corporate ,share would be only 25x in 1979. As a share of the total
federal budget, corporate income taxes amounted to 23% of total
receipts in 1960, and would amount to only 14% in 1979 under the
Administration's plan.

The low level of business investment is the result of an
unhealthy economy which has idled a large part of the nation's

plant and equipment as well as its manpower. The lack of adequate
consumer purchasing power has constrained industry to operate at

only Sit of capacity.

For a healthy level of business investment to take place,
current capacity must to more fully utilized so that there is
need for expansion. And business Managers must be confident that
consumer demand will continue to grow. The economy is now in need
of more consumer purchasing power so Oates and production will
grow and business will have a reason to expand.

The Social Security tax rate should be rolled back in 1979

and maintained at -- 5.85X. This would be a reduction from th
Current rate of 6.05% and would avoid the scheduled increase to

6.13% next year This roll -back should be offset by $5.4 billion
in general revenue funds contributed to maintain the integrity of
the Social Security Trust Fund and Social Security tax payments
by employers, employees and the self-employed by an equal amount,

89

more ...
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The AFL -CIO Is deeply concerned about inflation. siring
casts of energy, food, health care and housing continue to hold
down living standards. But these price increases were not
caused by excessive demand for goods, federal deficits. shortages
of workers. or excessive wage increases. In fact. 1977 major
collective bargaining settlements were lower than the 1976
settlements according to the Bureau of Labor statistics (BLS).

The BLS reported that "wage-rate adjustments negotiated during
1977 averaged 7.9% for the first contract Year and 5.9% annually
over the life of the contract, compared with 8.4% (first year)
and 6.4% (over the life) in 1976."

The total "effective wage rate adjustment" -- including
current settlements and prior settleoen a and cost of living
escalator adjustments -- was down from 8.1% in 1976 to 7.8% in 1977.

The major causes of continuing inflation have been the rising
prices of food, fuel, health care and interest rates. Aggravating
this situation has been the slowdown in the rate of productivity
growth which results from recession and lagging economic recovery.

The so-called "trade-off" theory -- the immoral theory that
the way to fight inflation is to create unemployment -- has been
thoroughly discredited by the experience of the last 30 Years.

The Inflation that accompanied the 1969-70 recession and the
inflation that accompanied the 1973-75 recession and the inflation
that has persisted in recent years has not been diminished by high
unemployment.

The "trade-off" simply is not true. In 1952-55
unemployment as officially reported averaged 4.0% and the average
annual increase in consumer prices was only 0.3% and was actually
minus 0.2% for wholesale prices. In the year 1958-66 unemployment
was reduced from 6.8% to 3.8% while the average annual rate of
increase in consumer prices was 1.5% and only 0 7% for wholesale
prices.

There is no evidence of the existence of the so -called
-underlying rate of inflation", to which certain Administration
spokesmen have referred. Inflation as measured by the Consumer
Price Index came down from 12% in 1974 to 7% in 1975 and down
again to 4.8% in 1976 before bouncing back up to 6.8% in 1977.
But even the 1977 experience was uneven -- a 9% rate of inflation
during the first half of the year and a ei% rate in the second
half of the year.

more
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The latest report on consumer prices shows an 8% rise in
food pricen during the past year but only a 3.8% rise in
apparel prices. It shows a 10.4% rise in fuel oil and coal
prices, but only a 2.1% rise in appliances, radio and TV prices.
There was an actual decline of 4.1% in used can prices.

The important point is that overall price changes reflect
a wide range of price Changes for specific items. It is nonsense
to talk about a So-called "natural" Or "underlying" rate of
inflation.

Inflation must be contained through measurea tailored to its
specific causes. The foundation of an anti-Inflation program
must be full employment and full production that will produce a
balanced economy and reduce inflationary pressures by eliminating
waste and inefficiency from underutilized plant and equipment and
an underemployed workforce.

On January 20, 1978 President Meany, in response to president
Carter's Economic Report, declared:

The President's report in forthright and candid and we
especially commend his commitment to the Humphrey-Hawkins full
employment bill, we share his concerns for a strong economic
recovery, a simpler and fairer tar system, and for measures to
deal with the special problems of the disadvantaged and the
unemployed.

"'we certainly agree that inflation must be contained and
reduced and we applaud the President's rejection of advice to
tamper with collective bargaining through wage-price controls.
Guidelines, in any form, are, of course, a step down the road
toward controls.

..Negotiated wage increases have barely kept pace with inflation
Caused by events and actions that had nothing to do with wages

such an huge increases in the price of energy, interest rates.
feed, housing and the continuing inflationary pressures that
result from the economic waste created by unemployed workers and
idle productive capacity.

"The president has asked labor and management to 'respond to
requests for members of my administration to discuss with them,.
on an informal basis, Stepa that can be taken during the coming
year to achieve deceleration in their industries,'

"The APL-CIO and its affiliates have always been willing
meet and confer with Administration officials on all matters
Mutual concern and we shall continue to de no in the future,

"We cannot and will not, however, support the proposition
that government should define the terms and results of collective
bargaining through any variation of gUidelineS, generalized Or
Industry by indUstry. We are concerned that the Administration
approach, proposing a two -year average base period for 'decelera-
tion'. appears to lead in that direction.
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"Wage settlements have not been the source of the inflation
that this country has experienced in recent years, but rather
reflected and lagged behind high price level stemming from a
variety of other causes, which are not dealt with by the
AdminIstratiOn's proposed formula.

We were disappointed that the President's Economic Report
ignored the impact of high interest rates on fueling inflation.
High interest rates add to the cost of everything from a loaf of
bread to servicing the national debt. The high cost of money,
Without any standards for allocation of credit, creates housing
shortages, driving up housing prices, rents, and the general
level Of inflation. High interest rates are also a major problem
for family farmers, who need help.

The President's intention to rely almost exclusively
on tax cuts to stimulate the economy is not sound. The proposed
individual income tax cutwill only prevent a drag on the economy
from new Social Security and energy taxes. The proposed business
tax cuts will do little to create jobs or help expand the economy
and are an unnecessary diversion of needed federal funds that
should be used for essential job-creating programs, targeted to
the areas of high unemployment and to the crisis-ridden urban
centers.

"We are concerned about the President's apparent intent to
hold the federal pay raise, due next October, to some artificial
figure as an example to other employers. Federal workers,' raises
always lag behind the private sector under the comparability law.
Federal workers must not again be made the sacrificial scapegoats
as they were during the Nixon Administration.

"The President's discussion of international economic policies
implies that most of the nation's problems in this area stem from
energy imports. This is only partially correct. Equally dangerous
to a healthy American economy are the unregulated flood of imports
and the continuing export of American jobs, production and technology.
Stronger actions than those proposed by the President are essential."

The measures needed to restore the American economy to
healthy growth and satisfactory job-creation will entail
higher level of spending than the Administration proposed $900.2
billion and a somewhat higher deficit than the $60.6 billion
anticipated by the Administration for fiscal 1979. By adding
funds to programs that efficiently and directly meet problems.
those problems will not be allowed to fester and geOW. Unemployment
must be reduced faster than the Administration's timetable. Only
twice in the post -war period prior to 1975 has unemployment exceeded
5.91i -- the Administration's target for 1979. This recession level
of unemployment must be reduced quickly -- not explained away or
accepted as something the nation must live with.

more...
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The fact is that full employment. and the efficiency and
increaSed,produCtivity that come about through operating at nigh
levels of capacity, is a pre-condition for price stability.

The big federal deficits in recent years are not the cause
but rather the result of the nation'a economic problems. Every

one percent of the unemployment rate costs the federal government
$16 billion in boat tax revenues and extra unemployment and welfare

costs.

Widget deficits are not inflationary when there is substantial

slack in the economy. Rather, deficits that come about throUgh
intelligent planning dampen inflation as they help raise production
to more efficient levels, and the economy is not saddled with the
costa of unused plant and equipment, and unemployed workers.
Federal programs can also help reduce inflation by meeting supply
inadequacies, em in housing and energy, and by expanding needed
public facilities.

Americana will be much better served. the budgetary position
of the federal government will improve much faster and inflationary
pressures will be dampened if the Congress focuses its attention
on prograMs that are directly responsiVe to the Job needs of the

nation.
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Senator Ni.a.sox. Did any of you other gentlemen Iva nt to adtl any-
thing?

Mr. Ron Ems. Not unless you have some questions.
Senator NELSON. And your supplemental statement will I o

to us before the record closes?
Mr. Youxi:. Yes.
Senator Nmsos. We neNt have ;t panel mr-g=lint_ or Mr. Roger

Curr, exeentiti, vice president, Twin Citie,c A Mi. ('ho /HIRT Or Com-
merce of the United States of America; Malcolm Lovell, president,
Rubber Mann faetnivrs .Vssoriation. and member of the Business
Roundtable; Frank Schiff. vice president and chief economist, Com-
mittee for Economic DeVelopment ; Richard Dr;ibant. manager of
marketing, Chrysler Institute.

Pleased to see you back on that side of the table again. It has heen
several years, Mr. Lovell.

If you gentlemen would identify yourseltes. starting on my left, so
the reporter will have all accurate record.

STATEMENT OP ROGER H. CURRY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
TWIN CITIES AREA, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA; MALCOLM R. LOVELL, SR., PRESIDENT,
RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, AND MEMBER OF THE
BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE; PRANK W. SCHIFF, VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF ECONOMIST, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT; AND RICHARD M. DRABANT, MANAGER OF MARKETING,
CHRYSLER INSTITUTE, A PANEL OF BUSINESSMEN

Mr. Richard Draba t.
Mr. Scu'. Frank Schiff.

LovLL. Malcolm Lovell.
Mr. CURRY. Roger Curry.
Senator RIF.ot.t. I any just delighted to acknowledge the fact that

we have two witnesses here who COM from Michigan, and I am
ploised they are hero to testi Ty. Of course, Nhic Lovell also bits roots
in Alihitran. It is sort of the Michie-an hour at the witness table.
and we are pleased to have all of you here.

Senator NELsoN. We -invited them. because we knew coil would he
here today, Senator. [Laughter.-

Do you each have a statement ? All right.
Start however you desire. Your statements will he printed in full in

the eernd. You may present them however you desire,
Mr. Cuarty. I ani
Senator Nusox. Pull that microphone little Closer, will you?
Mr. Canby. Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to he here. I am espe-

cially honored to be able to present t his presentation before Senator
R iegle, our Senator.

I am Roger IL Curry, executive vice president, of the Twin Cities
Area Chamber of Commerce. in Benton IIlllltor, Mich. In that capac-
ity, I serve as a subcontractor with Benton Ibugio's CLT \ prime
Sponsor to operate a program which places CET participants in
private-sector jobs.
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My appearance today is on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States where I serve as a member of the chamber's commit-
tee on education, employment, and training. Accompanying me is
Millicent Woods, the committee executive and associate director for
education, employment, and training.

The National Chamber welcomes this opportunity to express its
views on extension of the Comprehensive Employment, and Training
ActCETAS. 2570. Programs to improve the job skills and em-
ployment, opportunities of our Nation's work force are of vital con-
cern to the chamber's membership which includes met 72,000 business
firms, chambers of commerce. and trade and professional associa-
tions. We are pleased to be here today to offer support and oar sug-
gestions for improving the Nation's public employment and training
efforts through the CET. program.

In general, the chamber's support of CET:1 reauthorization is
based on the following principles:

Increased emphasis on programs to alleviate structural unemploy-
ment, such as improved training-, education. and labor market services.

Continued reliance on the decentralization concept.
Increased efforts to place CET,'I. clients in priVflIC-sector jobs.
CETA's programs must be considered within the context of the

total economy. The chamber believes that the best, way to cope with
unemployment is through a sound business climate conducive to job
creation in the private Rector. The It to sustainable economic expan-
sion lies in the long-term measures such as capital formation and labor-
market based employment and tr mining policies. As capital investment
translates into new industrial capacity, manpower programs must,
respond by providing workers with necessary skills to produc
equipment and operate new plants.

Within this context. the CET_ structure Call he an effective mech-
anism to reduce structural unemployment. Its decentralization prin-
ciple affords State and local governments maximum flexibility to
provide unemployed persons with skills needed for jobs in the local
economy. CETA's structural employment should complement a broad
government policy which encourages noninflationary growth in the
private sector economy.

In an improving economy with unemployment declining, we should
redirect CETA's primary focus to the structurally unemployed. Pub-
lic service employment can he held to a limited degree as a tool to
provide temporary financial relief to individuals who have the skills
and job-readiness to work, but who are unable, to find a job. It does
not address the developmental needs of the structurally unemployed
and should not be relied upon for that pen Anse.

The deemphasis of public service employment should be coupled
with increased emphasis on structural employment programs. The
national chamber expresses continuing support for existing programs
designed to improve the job-readiness of the structurally unemployed.
We recommend improving and expanding- the following programs.

One of the most efficient and cost-effective methods of training
is provided by private-sector employers through on-the-job training
supplemented by formal instruction inside and outside the plant.

On-the-job training is inexpensive, compared to other programs.
With the private sector supplying the training facility and its accom-
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ponying machinery and equipment, trained supervi io material,
elterg.Y, fringe benefits, and a. percentage of the s nary= an individual
can he trained for approximately $1,200 t o $2,000,

Now would like to take a few moments to describe some of our
local experience we have accumulated over it number of years.

The business community of Benton liarbor has been involved in the
manpower programs for many years. 'rho), became involved a fter
review of the old categorical programs, when they' found the unem-
ployment was not being helped; with the initiatiT of the (;ETA
program, the business community and political leaders, had the op-
portunity to review and to be creative and in developing it new pro-
gram that would be able to help comprehensively in serving the
community of oar Twin Cities. Benton I [arbor and SI, ,Toseph, Mich.

The thought was to he comprehensive in developing manpower
programsrealizing unemployment starts %vitil edueal hand needs in
the school system, and goes through servicing industries to help them
with numpower_needs; manpower pr(-t!rrit ins involve taking care of the
unemployed we have and making them employable.

I think it is beneficial for you to know that the city of Benton
harbor is approximately 69 percent minority. Fifty-two percent of
the people are living on Government subsidy of one maitre or another.
The business community is concerned.

With the implementation of CE _TA in Benton I farbor, the chamber
of commerce. was selected to be the job developer in the local com-
munity's comprehensive manpower delivery system; we developed
a plan that has each organization involved serving as a conduit to NVOl:
With IndiVidlials they felt most CO111E01.01)4! with.

The chamber was selected to be I he job developer due- to
iemployers in the business community make up the chamber of cog-

coerce. They feel very comfortable in working with us.
We are the contract writer, checkw liter, and contract reviewer,

with the assistance of IDOL and the local prime sponsor.
The total program consists of OJT direct placements and voca-

tional education. in which we in:unwed balance-of-State hinds of
$1-0,000.

Presently, we have approximately 03 people entered into school.
CI TA title I funds are used to pay for the director and staff of
counselors. We have found that the placement is very high. sonic-
where near s5 percent.

We also implemented a program of career ethic:Aim under title I
and have fire school systems working and cooperat ing in this program.

The program starts with a film present at ion to the students, ex-
posing them to 11 di Iferent career clusters, letting them select the
'Various clusters, and then focusing in on three of the di &rent careers
they would like to become loom knowledgeable on.

We have a slide presentation we present to the school students.
focusing in on job opportunities in the eountv. We take the industries
and their expertise from the community into the classroom. We have
students visit workers on the job, and the hood junior college ifo

eer exploration then we end up trying to place the kids in summer
youth jobs.

The summer youth job program includes (1) the rent-a-youth pro-
gram, a private sector proginni, where we place the youths in the

31.279 0.78.57
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private industry; (2) the farm program, which involves placing
youths on farms to pick fruit, and (3) a project we call project
where we selected 10 crows of 6 and 4 kids and place thorn in pu

jobs.
We also created a small business department to work with to

assist the small businesses that need their assistance in coortlin sting
with local banks and to work with the educational institutiorts to help

the small businesses with management education.
It is our understanding that each $10,000 invested in small busi-

ness creates one job; in addition, we have found that many of our
OJT's are people-with the small businesses. So our small business
department is a vital part of our overall manpower program.

In our job development area, we did a study pertaining to long-

term needs of jobs within the community. This study included demog-
raphy, services that we have to offer, what types of businees can

make money in our area, and how to bring them into the community.
After that study, the business community and the local government

had already started an industrial park of 569 acres. We developed a

marketing program to help local industries to expand and to attract
new firms to locate in the industrial park.

We also created at that time an economic development department
of seven people, which has two industrial consultants, a. director,

research person, and a secretarial force.. These are a few examples of

our local manpower efforts in the Twin
Going back. from there hack to the -U.S. chamber's statenwnt, the

national chamber supports the private-sector initiatives program out-

lined in title VII. Since four out of five jobs in our Nation's economy

are in the private sector, it is critical Chat CETA alter its efforts and
priorities accordingly. The following- recommendations are made,

however. to improve this proposal :
The councils should be comprised of individuals who regularly inter-

face with the business community. so that employers will have con-
fidence in the council's ability to deliver services. In this regard, it
would he appropriate for prime sponsors to contract with existing

organizationssuch as the chamber of commerce. the urban league

and small business councilswhich already tie in with the business

community. Determination of the appropriate organization should

be left, solely to the prime sponsor.
The private sector initiatives program should be designed to in-

ease private-seetor involvement in all employment iiii(1 training

programs, not simply to designate a portion of CETA fand5 which
will be spent on private- sector placement. Therefore, the proposed

councils should have some organizational tie-in with the CETA Prime
sponsor's planning council, the prinarN deeisionmaking body of local

employment and training programme. This would enable the private

sector to have an input into the local CETA's total manpower policy.

The council's responsibilities should he broad and not, restrictively

defined in legislation. There should he maximum for these

councils to provide the necessary link between CETA. participants and

jobs in the private sector. .Explicit statutory delineation of council re-
.sponsibilities is likely to limit the local ommunity's ability to explore

with business and union leaders various mechanisms for placing
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CETA clients in private sector jolts options such as ma,! e ssidies,
wage different hits, expanded trtnning reimbursements, el cetera.

Small employers aro more likely to Ilse these progilluls for econono
reasons and frequently, provide the types of jobs which ri,qtire less
training and quicker entry into the permanent labor force. Congres-
iolud intent hat the private sector initiatives program should serve

both large and small businesses should he made clear.
Beyond this, the national chamber supports pilot-testing addit ional

incentives to encourage employers to hire CETA clients.
commend :

Expansion of the work incentive tax credit program which cur-
rently pays employers 20 percent of the first year's salary of individ-
uals on welfare;

Implementation of a youth differential, allowing employers to pay
16- to 19-year-olds 85 percent of the ',Wend minimum wage to com-
pensate for their reduced product ivity; and

Consideration for tax credits for those %vho hire the structurally
unemployed.

In conclusion, the national chamber recommends:
1. Extending CETA for 4 years, with increased emphasis oft

decentralization.
2. Increasing private sector participation in CETA, through both

the cotmeils proposed in title VII and an increased private-sector
role in local planning councils.

0. Increasing emphasis on pogrtuns to alleviate structural unem-
ployment and decreasing emphasIs on public, service employment.

We thank you for this opportunity to express our views on this
important issue.

Senator RIEGLE. Just one thing before, we move to the next speaker.
We have been giving a lot of thought to what it takes to be an

adequate incentive to the job provider to really be interested in taking
a CETA-trained person. What is there that is in that activity that is
crucial from the point of view of the businessman, to prompt, horn to
want, to go this route ?

With your experience with this program in Michigan, where you
have had ft lot of people that you have worked with, and your experi-
ence with employers, what lot ve been key elements, what has to be
present in order to make this a successful till lige'. of somebody out of
structural unemployment into a permanent Jo?

Mr. Curutv. No 1, availability of the job: No..2, the employer IntV-
ing the confidence that they are working with an individual they can
trust and they have confidence NVitIL

Senator Ilinot,E. I gather you are saving, too, because the chamber
of commerce was the loeal sponsoring orminization, putting yoth
reputation on the line, that incrNised the cordidenee in the people you
offered to them ?

Mr, Crotty. r think that iseorreet.
There is a hesitancy, I tidnk, in tin business sector with regard to

Inlving the Government looking over their shoulder. Ira our ctlfie, the
title I funds come to the chamber of emornerce and we write the check
out and sign the contract with dm local industry.

Senator thEor.r. You do the Government paperwork?
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Mr. CURTLY. The °area comes from the chamber; correct. We re-
view each contract. We have a conversation monthly with the foreman
and owner of the industry, and also interview the pet-son that ends
up on the job.

Senator Emory,. Do you find in the businesses you have heen deiding
with a recognition there is a peed to tr.y to had ;I. u-av to move some of
these structurally unernploved people into the work force ?

Mr. CURRY. I think they are cognizant of the problem, especially in
out-area.

Senator Rreo Lf. Are you finding more businesses itre iilling to sign
up with you as a result of a successful experience?

Mr. Ctrarty. once we turned to the smaller businesses, it was much
easier to sell th© program.

Senator _Nr LsoN-. When volt say wit hut what range ?
Mr. Crum-. Many times family-type industry or family-type

23.510 or less.
Senator Ittncmn That is interesting.
You now find that one of our most prodnetive outlets is in smaller

settle operations, presumabl havi tiff a tougher time geftin_e. employees
anyway. The bigger outfits would presumably liae a pretty refined
talent-finding operation.

I can see why you perform a more valuable service to the smaller-
scale operator.

Mr. Cnay j think a (011dh ion exists, curb as in a small filling
station with five emploees, Will) can't quite trord the sixth, we can
help them with an OJT; then. we can help them add their seventh
employee later.

Senator Terror.. I find it interesting that the chamber decided
to get in the art here. Aston say, Benton Harbor is a distressed area
generally in terms of the conditions we are lookin., it so that may
Irate automatically eveated ar liviiditened social awareness. I think
it is interestinrr the eh:11111a1 derided to do this.

How popular-r is this today among all of tin eliamber members
there?

Mr. Cuurty, 'V( have a very bbril ;her hoard of directors as far
ns representatiyeS of i he industries. 1 think they feel that WC, have

a responsibility. and T think as a whole the membership likes the
fact we are involved.

Senator -1:1Fro.E. Tt, has been sat isfying: is that correct ?
Mr. Clancy. Right.
Ramifications such ris Iiiisman:Igoiliettt and et cetera, we

have taken that not of the local proirrams by our involvement. We
have found we are receiin r productivity from the dollars we are
investing. T (10 not believe the productivity is enough for the
private employers t° handle this without the set-vices of an interme-
diate organization. The jab must be done and we are taking a stab at it

Senator PrEr,L-r.. T approciate your testininriv.
Senator NI:r.gox. What is the size of the budget?
Mr- C't_Tunt Sonlophte(. in the neiahhorhood of ' i5 :i,t)O11 of local

prime sponsor funds, and another !i.4 1:15.1100 State and vocational edit-

cation funds.
Senator Ntoox. What is your average annual placement?
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Mr. (7 In v, the 0.1T area, hudget of o"`y $1111),1)I11); iu t he past
year, the average them is approximately $1,240 a head for placement
cost. That is the contract cost.

Senator NErsos. That is placement, not training?
Mr. Cagan`. There is no institutional tinining in that: the trtiining

is clone by the industry'. ()in administ nition fee i. 15,7 percent of the

total contract.
In the vocational education ar a, our average cost is $780 for each

person enrolled in school. We have approximately people enrolled.
Senator NEtsoN, 93?
Mr. CURRY. Yes.
Senator Rworx, If I may, your first, point, I think, is important, if

I understood you right. Not that there is not t raining hiking plain.

it is. The training is being provided by the employer. lie is. in effect,
paying for that. If I understood you right, the figure of $1,'.2.10 is what
you were identifying as your cost?

Mr. Curtin-. Contract cost, average, to the industry.
Senator ThEoLE. Anything beyond that, somebody else is picking up

the tab?
Mr. Cum.. Costs beyond that wollid he strictly administration, the

job developers, accounting costs, That is 15.7 percent of the total budg-

et. 1Ve have vocational education, career education, on-the-job train-
ing, ['summer youth program.

Senator Ilirot.E. The key thing is that to me is a remarkably cost-
effective investment. If you are able, by playing this interiediaty
role, to be able to find job slots and get people in there.. and your di-
rect costs are $1.240 per person, that sounds like a bargain to me.
Senator NELsoN. Those costs are for what, specifically?
Mr. CURRY. TO pay the industry for the direct and indircet costs

they have in training the individual once they are on the job.

Senator NELsox. These arc on-the-job training costs?
Mr. CURRY. Eight.
Senator NF,Lsos. You include in that figure, yollr overhead and ad-

ministration costs?
Mr. Curial% That is not figuredwell. our ma tril et, is $555,000.

Out of that, we have got $102,00o we use for 0,l d the rest, of the
money is used for various other programs we are carntlucting.

Senator NELsox. Do you have any follow-up statistie s of retention
rates of those placed in the vat e sector ?

Mr. Ccian% I could forward you these. and they above the nation-
al average.

Senator RtEot.E. You said I it is about 85 percent.
Mr. Crany. That is for graduates a 1 ht vocational p am
Senator blmut,. What is your hest estimate
Mr. ('clot % Somewhere IIa I he neighborhoml of 54 to 57 percent.
Senator NEt.sox. That is the placement of I hose individuals.

CultItY. Permanent stay on the job, after the all' contract
elapses.

Senator NEI.SON. `Ilia k y011 VI'\' Hindi for pillr ('St i111011Y.
Our next witness is Mideohn President. Bublier mann :1,-

1 dreg s .,1ssochition, and member of I JR. Iiii,invss Roundtable.
mr. LovELL. Thank you NIr. Chairman.
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I am here torl1iy representing the nisilies Roundtable. T am very
glad, Senator Seism, you have Senator Riegle on your committee. He
is able, knowledgeable,- and I am delighted to see you again,

Senator Nuok. You cannot get on this committee unless you are
[Laughter.]

Mr. LovELL, lira, of all, I would like to mention that with me is a
man who is probably familiar to on -William Ko iherg. a former
Assistant Secret Ary of Labor for Employment and Training.

First of all, the Business Roundtable supports the reauthorization
of the Comprelielisive Employment and Training It

CETA created a flexible and useful intergovernmental delivery sys-
tern which placed program design and control at the State and local
levels, and yet provided for appropriate Federal policymaking, pri-
ority setting, and operational over sight and review.

It hasn't always taken place, but the potent ial is there. The fact that
the program hag greatly expanded over the past 41/, years without a
need to make anY basic structural adjustments shows the wisdom and
effectiveness of the design,

Our support for reauthorization is based upon the desirability of
continuing the basic structure and purposes of CETA. Our support
for these general purposes, however, does not, imply our endorsement
of the cur..era sire of the program or du, v the resources have been

allocated.
We believe that the program should he reauthorized for a 2 -year

period, rather than a 4 -year period. Given the size and -volatility of
the program, we believe it desirable for the Congress to review the
structure and operations of the prO!,711111 lit frequent intervnls.

Some of the dliscimsion you have heard today in terms of the con-
fusion of the role of the program, I think, emphasizes this point.

The most serious unemployment problems today are structural
primarily disadvantaged yonth and individuals with long term at-
tachment to the la mbor arket w jho have been displaced froin their jobs
by economic forces beyond their control. These problems are best ad-
dressed by manpower policy and programs rather than by macro-eco-
nomic policy.

Cyclical unemployment requires a different set of tolls with different
standards and nodes of operationand in most instanees, unemploy-
ment insurance has been the most sensitive in alleviating the temporary
hardship of cyclical unemployment. Our comments today deal with
those aspects of this legislation dealing with structural unemploy.
merit.

Since about. AO PPITent of the expenditures under CF,TA are now
devoted to public job creation, it is important to insure that the pro-
w-am both reaches the most disadvantaged and does not simply be-
come a tool for fiscal subst itution by prime sponsors.

The l2 :-month project approach for public service employment lies
apparently cut down on fiscal substitution and should, therefore, be
continued.

I understand from you, Senator. these dine periods have been
changed.

Senator 1+atAtrx. Eighteen months for now ones; 12 months from
October 1 for those who are already in the program. Those are
maxi mums.
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Mr. Lovni.. In addition, the administration now proposes limiting
to 18 months any individual's occupancy of a public service job. Al-
though we would prefer a 12-month limit, we believe this amendment
is desirable in order to further limit substitution, and to spread these
publicly supported job opportunities to more individuals.

The proposed administration amendments also provide for a de-
sirable strengthening of the provisions to hold average wages paid to
participants_ n public service employment down to $7,800 and to place
a limit of 10 percent on the number of enrollees whose wages can be
supplemented beyond $10,000 by the prime sponsor.

We do not support the proposed relaxation of the eligibility require-
ments for public service jobs. Current law requilTS participants to be
both economically disadvantaged and have been unemployed 15 weeks,
or have exhausted unemployment insurance, or be a welfare recipient.

Relaxing this unemployment requirement to 5 week, makes it pos-
sible for many more individuals to he eligibleand would make it
relatively easy to rehire. laid-off regular Government employees. Even
with the current 15-week period, diet.° are an estimated 6 million in-
dividuals who could qualify for this program.

We support the administnttion proposal that would target much of
the CETA program only on the economically disadvantageddefined
as individuals whose. family income is no greater than 70 percent of
the BLS low income standard, which is about $7,000 over the preceding
6 months, However, we believe this 6 months standard should also
apply to public service employment, rather than relaxing the income
standard to 3 months as proposed iii title VI.

The entire Federal employment and training. effort since 1902 has
been premised on the expectation that enrollees would receive services
that would enable them to nmve to unsubsidised employment at higher
wage levels. Since four out of five jobs aro in the pr ivtite sector, this
necessarily means substantial job placements in the private sector.
Yet, private. sector itwolvement in employment and training pro-
grams has typically been disappointingly small over recent years.

Although the support of private-sector OJT has always been an
element of the Federal program, it has never been large probably
because of both Government. red tape and the reluctance of business
to get involved with the Government for the relatively low level of
subsidy involved.

The highest level of involvement came in the late 1960's and early
1970's when the economy was running at near capacity and business
needed employees. Approximately `-' percent of manpower expendi-
tures were for private-sector OJT during this period. Since the reces-
sion. of 1974, the OTT portion of the progi.am has been drastically
reduced, running at less than 1 pet Tent of the total expendititivs under
CETA. in 1077. As the eeonomy recovers, it is again timely- and neces-
sary to greatly increase the involvement of the private, sector in train-
ing and employment.

Since the passage of CETA, business at the local level has not been
anxious to compete with other organizations for the scarce dollars
which prime sponsors have had to miss out Unlike many public and
private nonprofit organizations which depend in whole or in part on
CETA, most small- and medium-sized business organizations have
no interest in these programs other than altruistically and must be.
specifically stimulated to get involved.

9 :2
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1Vhereas many large firms have and will continue to voluntnrily hire
the disadvantaged, in cooperation with the National Al I iniwe of Busi-
nessmen, most small firms do not have the resources to even become
familiar with the progratns. Yet most of the job growth in our economy
is coming in the service sector whirli has a preponderance of small-
an cl medium-sized business concerns.

In the last 10 years, since the NAB wits established, EE() laws and
regulations lave heat strengthened mid perfected and their enforce-
ment has been more PITectivelv pitrsinsd. This his resulted in a much
heightened awareness nit the part of all business concerns to the ne-
cessity for training and hiring the disadvantaged. This neW phenom-
enon has perhaps resulted in lessening the motivat ion and need for
business to get involved with ,iwei fie federally tionneed emplovineut
and training programs.

We believe it is therefore neeeRSary :Ind timely to reneW the em-
phasis on private-seetor involyrillent. as proposed hir the ndininistra-
tion in the new title VII of CETA.

It is true that new authority is probably not necessary in order to
re-emplia.size priyate-seetor involvement. Ifinvever. we welcome the
emphasis that the administration apparently now intends to give to
this area and bdievt. that a separate new title gives added weight and
vollarilitrnent.

The new title is sprcifivally intended to "augment" ong,oing
activities being funded by prime sponsors. And T not iced some con-
fusion heie today in terms of the intent of title VII.

T suppose it would he strange for me to he explaining what the a
ministration has in mind. lint they intend this money he predomi-
nantly- OJT an vdnentional effort nslating to priynto-sector jab
placement. It is nn effort to stimulate loeid areas to be iningimitive, as
they have in -Benton Tian brie, Chiengo. and other arias, to allow the
local areas to use their ininginat Tlint is why tin language is
purposefully vague. pi-limps. -We appland that.

We applaud the proposed :Amendments which would limit prime
sponsors support of panne service employment and work experience
activities under new title TT to 50 percent and would maintain at least
the 1977 level of prime sponsor supported training programs.

There is no guarantee that the crent ion of any g 71 new structure
at the local level- will automatically enhance private-sector involve-

.

Anent. however, it is clear t most 01 the , Ili lent sirup( ores in place
at the local level hare not been effect ire, with n few except ions we benrd
about this morning. The proposed new structitre really represents ii
new commitment and nel.v financial resources to pu emus the coals. 1Ve
welcome this new commitment and intend to work diligently to in-
rrense business participation.

Senator NE.i,sas.-. When yen say "It is denr dint most of the hirrent
structures in place at the local leV01 e riot been efreetive," are you
referring to the employment service'?

Mr. LovErs,. I am talking :Mont. OJT.
I have a comment on the employment service. Senntor.
1 think it is, as a labor exchange meelinnism. it is an excellent -

nizntion. I think the problem is we expect it to do so many things it
is not intended to clo. we view it as a fa i hi re.

The employment service really has the basic responsibility, when
people arc ready for work, referring them to a job that will take them.



It does not have t he responsibility for providing the oneillary serv-
ices and tiltining and, indeed, the inspiration needed by our struc-
turally unemployed people, I think we Should tutu to other institu-
tions and organizations for these services.

The employment service can help, but their basic function is to pro-
vide labor exchange services.

Senator Niu.sox, It is a fact that the whole in frustructure is in
place. Why can't this become a responsibility of the employment serv-
ice without confusing it with their primary role for which they were
originally created?

Why cannot an additional role be handled separately by people
especially trained to work in this particular field?

I don't mean to say that N011id preempt what, is being done by the
chamber of commerce in the Twin Cities.

Mr. LovELL, I think they cam One of the big problems in dealing,
with structurally unemployed is that ire regard the problem Very
simplistically as if everybody structurally unemployed needs the
same thing, which obviously they don't.

There are serious aft it ud inal problems that require tremendous com-
munity involvement to encourage people io take tlit hard, difficult steps
necessary to prepare themselves. We are not tryimr to ereitte a class
of people who are going to he continniilly sust :tined. We have to ti
to provide opportunities to thee people nod encourluze them to take
advantage of it and to do the things they need to do to become
competitive.

'Miele is no reason we cannot do that in this country if
energy and resources to it.

The Business Roundtable has tiiken an official position, particuliirly
iii terms of black yonth, that the highest priority we have is to really
break the back of youth unemployment, with rates of 41) and lip per-
cent. -We would like to look at it inote inn-wino ively than in the past,
and not just deal in terms of institutions but the total nature of the
problem, and then bring the resource: aucl ima.crinntion and social
interest, and emphasis that is necessary to do this.

Senator RIEGLE. Might I comment
Senator NEtsox. Go ahead.
Senato RIEGLE. I think this is Si key wiestion, of whether or not

the employment, service is in the host spot to take on the job of trying
to figure out how to solve the structural unemployment problem. I tend
to come out on the side that s4ivs thnt is lint the phice to put it at least
not in the first instance. I think tilt problems are so different; T think
your term. an exchange process. is quite a good way to put it in terms of
what the employment, service now does. That is a very vital function.

think they ar0 so ingrained in that business, in my own experience
with Government bureaueracies, to ask thorn to step outside that essen-
tial character and develop. as it part operation, a whole new character
dealing with a profoundly different problem, is not reasonable. The
structural problem gets in to a deeper set of issues: discrimination, and
so forth.

It seems to me what would make more sense is that the structural
problem ought to be taken on by a new mile rprise, however we want to
define how that is done. It seems to me that if we can put in place a
system to deal with the structural unemployment problem. which takes
a lot of different, players and the private sector, plus we must play a
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good-sized role in that, and different sets of intermediary organiza-

tiom, to do it; but it seems to me that if we can devise the technology

and the cost-effective techniques and socially-acceptable procedures for

reclaiming structurally
unemployed people, and we can devise systems

that work and move large numbers of people out of structural unem-

ployment into jobs, I think that is so tough an assignment, to give an

or anization more than that to do would be unwise.
think it will take all the concentratioe and power an or

can muster to break the back of that problem, because it is so

difficult and the fact we have made so little progress in this area.

At some future time, I can see, let its say, 3, 5 years down the road,

you have two well-functioning orminizationst you could concentrate

them under the same .umbrella, roof let them work together. Then

you would have these tWo discrete, well-aimed, well-functioning opera-

tions doing what they are intended to do.
To try to do it at the outset, given the difficulties and unique nature

of what is involved here, it strikes me as not being the right way.

That isiust one person's opinion.
Mr. lAwELL, I would agree with you that the employment, service

should not be charged with that total responsibility. On the, other

hand, I do not believe a new agency should be matted, is the only

place I disagree with you.
We need a greater understanding of the program and the develop-

ment of adequtito incentives to require the kind of behavior on the

part ofindi victuals and on the part of institutions necessary, to achieve

the social results we wish. Vs (iota think about that. 'We think in

terms of structure, of organizations, whether cETA or whether it
is an employment service, or whether it is an OIC. You have got to

have systems of motivation in terms of your total national policy that

encourage people and institutions to do What you want them to do.

Somebody told me once that the Government believed in using

the carrot and stick, but most of tic, carrots turned out to be sticks.

We have to hare incentives, encourage people on their own to do

the kinds of things, over time at -least in the judgment of the Govern-

ment, in our best interests.
First of all, providing, the opportunity; that is the responsibility

the Government has, in my opinion. Then, i think, locally, all the

people in the community and within :illy, institutions like the AFL-

CIO, the chamber of commerce, should Work to encourage people to

take advantage of the opportunities provided.
I Would include every institution that we have, Senator. It should

not be the charge of one.
I don't want to take too much time. I do want to emphasize a few

areas.
Title VII, as proposed by the administrtition, is flexible enough to

allow necessary variation in orgimizational stricture and program

content at the local level.
Under the proposed amendment the prime sponsor is required to

set Alp a private industry council with business :Ind labor representa-

tion, We believe representation on the council should be broadened

to include representatives of edneatimi and perhaps other groups. Ai

long, as the clear majority of the council is drawn from business, we

believe the balance of the council makeup should be left somewhat

cioNtiblp,
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The proposed title VII desirably leaves the structure of the council
up to local discretion. We suggest that the Federal Government might
develop several model structures which could be used without, any
speCific Federal approval. but also leave it open for further structural
variations as long as they were approved h the Fedei.al Govermnent
and the prime sponsor.

In like fashion, title VII now suggests a number of possible private-
sector contract programs winch could be supported by the new coun-
cils, without in any way beir prescriptive. It would be desirable for
the Federal Government to levelop several model contract programs
which could be adapted to specific local needs.

In addition to direct OTT contracts with prime sponsois, we believe:
the private sector should also have available the option of a tax credit
subsidy for hiring: and training specific categories of disadvantaged
individuals, particularly unemployed youth. We would support legis-
lative authorization for a new categorical tax credit program appro-
priately designed to meet the needs of the structurally unemployed.

It is our understanding that the National AM:nice of Businessmen
will have a key role under the new title VII program in providing
advice and technical assistance to prime sponsm.s in getting the new
councils operational. We believe this involvement of NAB is crucial
in providing an element of quality cont1.01 in the program.

The NAB either has or can gain access and knowledge of local
business communities and can provide entree to those needed to make
this effort a success. Over the past 10 yeals, thousands of business
leaders have been active in NAB and this resource will be very im-
portant in revitalizing these local business efforts,

The administration is proposing several other new programs which
we believe are important :

A new authorization is proposed fora permanent national job
search assistance and relocation program. This new clement has been
missing from our arsenal of tools to aid tlw unemployed and dis-
advantaged. The ability to assist indiviluals in their search for jobs,
both within and outside their commuting area, conld he an important
new element in matching people with jobs.

The current CF I':\ lacks authority to support uprrading programs
within industry, The proposed new amendment authoming such
programs should aid in stinnillithig piale lirOS to 04;11)11$11 coupled
entry-level and upgrading: programs and thus could iner.se private-
sector training activity.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NEr.sox. Thank you very much. Mr, Lovell.
Our next witness is Mr. Frank Schiff. vice president and chief

economist for the Committee for Economic Development.
Mr. SCIIIP.F TIM-1k von very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Frank W, Schiff. vice president and chief economist of

the Committee for Economic Development, CET). an organization of
200 leading business executives and edncatot. i.plireci ate the oppor-
tunity to-appear here today on CLT)'s behal F to testify on the pending
CETA reauthorization and particularly on the proposals for increas-
ing- private-sector involvement in employment and training programs.

My comments this morning l.e largely based on the policy state-
ment, "Jobs for the. T-Tail-to-Employ: New Directions for :t I'iihlic

tTh



Private Pnrtnership," that OED's resenrcli and policy commi
issued in January.

Copies of the statement have been distributed to the committee. Tt,
was developed over a 2-year period lw a subcommittee which was
chaired by Mr. John L. Burns, a former president of RCA and head of
Cities Service Corporation. and for lbieb I served as project director.
With your permission, I would like to include appropriate selections
from the statement as an appendix to my testimony.

Senator NEr,sox. They will be printed in the record,
Sottrm The analysis and recommendations ill oar statement

are directly relevant to key issues involved in the proposed ('ETA
reauthorization. The committee concluded that employment, and

deremployment are enormously wasteful and costly for one economy
and that appropriate steps to overcome these problems are not merely
good social policy but also nooc1 business.

It recognized that a wide range of national ns well as regional
policies 'ire needed to cope with unemployment. Its principal emphasis,
however, is on the need for ditvet measures to aid the structurally
unemployed including the young. the old, and the disadvantaged.

These measures, we argue. should mainly involve putting people
to work rather than paying them for not workino...Moreyer, while
the committee sees an important direct role for Government, in pro-
moting employment, it urtges that Ni mare stress than in the past
should he placed cm involving the private sectothoth profit, and non-
profitin efforts to provide lobs for the bird -to-employ. Such efforts
must not only hwolve large firms hut shoold also he di 'voted at many
small businesses. particularly in the ON pa ndiao. service sector.

Our committee also reached another maior conclusion: namely. that
the approach outlined is not merely desirable but workable. Consider-
able support for this view is provided by a series of case staies that
we prepared on the basis of a survey of CF,T) trustee companies and
that has also been dirt rilmted to you.

These st tidies show that mimerons forms of public-private coopeivi-
t ion to aid trnining am] employment, of the hard-to-employ are already
being sneoessfnlly carried out by various individual firms and com-
munities in different, parts of the country. though often only on a
relatively small scale.

This suggests that the need truly not be so much for the development
of brand-new techniques for dealing, with the hard-to-employ, but
for mobilizing much more active and widespread business. Goveim
meat, and community support for the kind of activities that have
already proved successful.

Among the more specific recommendations in the policy statement,
for increasing the private- sector role in manpower policies are the
following:

tlieta should be much wider dissemination of information
al,out existiuo private-sector progrnMS that wail effeetively. In this
connection, we recommend a petTuanent information clearinghouse
regarding such efforts. This should receive active Federal support and
funding: but might best be operated by a private organization such
as the National Alliance of Businessmen or the conference board.

Second There should he a much more concerted effort, by the top
business leadership, both nationally and at the community level, to
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provide new impetus for an effective public- private ership to aid
the hard-to-employ. This Mimi, needs to be reinforced by clearer and
more unified direction of Federal manpower programs and by greatly
increased stress on an enlarged private sector role in the management
of these programs.

Third: There is need for mulch wider use of various kinds of inter-
mediary organizations to assist business in becoming more fully in-
volved in special training and employment efforts. Many firms winch
have been reluctant to lure the disadvantaged directly will do so if
intermediate organizations help them in dealing With such groups.

These organizations can be particularly useful in handling job place-
ment, cutting the red tape connected with feder;illy supported on-the-
job training contracts, and providing. special counseling and other
services for the hard-to-employ. Among the types of intermediate
organizations that we found to be particularly promising r are
three that I would like to cite:

One is the Chicago Alliance, of Business Manpower Services
CARMSa, private nonprofit, organization created by ft coalition of
2 major Cliielwo busim.ss firms and 20 minority firms and_ groups.

It has a permanent, staff and can act as a direct contractor for fed-
erally financed on-the-job training programs. This type of arrange-
ment has been unusually effective in developing OJT contracts, par-
ticularly with small firms. it has, for example. cut the red tape involved
in CETA contraeting from several months to about, 10 days.

Second: The experimental Manpower Demonstration Research Cor-
poration, it form of "jobs corporation" wlilch takes on some of the most
severely disadvantaged persons as its employees, trains them and

ves them into supported work and then gradually shifts them into
permanent nonsubsidized pi iviite employment.

Also various specialized private lob finding organizations can be
particularly effective in facilitating job development. training, and
placement of especially hard-to-emiloy groups. An example is the vo-
cational foundation in New Folk, which deals primarily with ex-
offenders and chronic welfare cases.

Fifth: We think that lunch greater emphasis !weds 1 placed on
programs Teciiically tailored to the needs or part rrotips
the hard-to-employ. These encompass. among others, an improved
transition from school to work. including irrea ter lisp of apprentice-
ship and work-study pronTains: increased stress on skill training and
upgrading for the disadvantaged ; more productive use of midcareer
and older Workers; and more flexible Work schedides and job arrange-
ments to aid persons who cannot readily conform to a regular work
pattern.

Finally, our statement calls for a variety of increased incentives,
including tax credits, and reduced disincentives for private employ-
ment of the hard-to-employ. It also suggests fuller exploration of
various alternatives to outright layoffs in recessions. including in-
creased allowances for skill training and upgrading during such
periods and changes in unemployment insurance arrangements to
facilitate greater reliance on work sharing.

In the light of these reconunendations. let me now turn to Some of
the part icular aspects of the proposed new CET. legislation on which
your have asked me to comment.
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Third : There is need for much wider use of various kinds of inter-
mediary organizations to assist business in becoming more fully in-
volved in special training and employment efforts. Many firms winch
have been reluctant to hire the disadvantaged directly will do so if
Intermediate organizations help them in dealing with such groups.

These organizations can be particularly useful in handling job place-
ment, cutting the red tape connected with federiilly supported on-the-
job training contracts, and providing special counseling and other
services for the hard-to-employ. Among the types of intermediate
organizations that we found to be partienlarly promising there are
three that I would like to cite:

One is the Chicago Alliance, of Business Manpower Services
CARMSa, private nonprofit, organization created by a, coalition of
20 major Chicago business firms and 20 minority firms and groups.

It has a permanent staff and can act as a direct contractor for fed-
erally financed on-the-job training programs. This type of arrange-
ment has been unusually effective in developing (?TT contracts, par-
ticularly With small firms. It has, for example, cut the red tape involved
in CETA contracting from ROVeral months to about 10 days.

Second : The experimental Man powo. Demonstration Research Cor-
poration, a form of "jobs corporation" which takes on seine of the most
severely disadvantaged pet.sons as its employees, trains them and
moves them into supported work and then gradually shifts them into
permanent nonsubsidized private employment.

Also varions specialized private lob finding organizations can be
particularly effective in facilitating job development. training, and
placement of especially hard -to employ groups. An example is the vo-
cational foundation in New Yolk, which deals primarily With ex-
offenders and chronic welfare eases.

Fifth : ilre think that nitwit greater (.1111)11:Isis twols to he placed on
programs specifically tailored to the needs of pail leo la r rrouns innong
the hard-to-employ. These encompass. among others, an improved
transition from school to work. including ,,rvater use apprentice-
ship and work-study programs: increased stress on skill training and
upgrading for the disadvantaged; more productive use of midcareer
and older Workers; and more flexible work schedules and job arrange-
ments to aid persons into cannot readily conform to a regular work
pattern.

Finally, our statement calls for a variety of increased incentives,
including tax credits, and reduced disincentives for private employ-
ment of the March -to- employ. It also suggests -fuller exploration of
various alternatives to outright layoffs in recessions, including in-
creased allowances for skill training and npp-rading during such
periods and changes in unemployment insurance arrangements to
facilitate greater reliance. on work sharing.

In the light of these recommendations. let me nmv turn to Some of
the particular aspects of tlie proposed new CETA legislation on which
you have asked me to comment.



As regards the general approach. we think renewal of the CETA
authorization is clearly desirable. In general, the proposed changes
closely parallel many of OED's recommendations. This is particularly
true for those parts of the proposed CETA reautlintization that call
for increased targeting on the disadvantaged ; nut greater emphasis on
training and introduce upgrading and relocation programs: and call
for substantially increased private- sector involvement in training and
job creation efforts.

We also welcome some of the new features of the legislation that are
designed to make for a clearer distinction between countercyelical and
structural public service employment progiTITIS to 1-educe fiscal sub-
stitution. This applies particularly to the proposed 18-month limit on
the tin-le an individual can remain in a, public see vice job, though our
committee's preference nctually is for an even stricter time limit of 12
months in most circumstances. However, we onestion the desirability
of relaxing the requirement that persons elirrible for public service
employment must, have been nnemploved for 15 weeks.

As concerns the private sector initiatives program. the proposed
addition of a new title ITTI that is specifically concetned with private-
sector jobs for the economically disadvantaged is highly commendable.
It is to he hoped that this section can become a focal point for imple-
rnentat ion of the policy approaches we have recommended.

We pa rticmilai.ly welcome time stress on added funding for on-the-job
training programs and on various activities to provide a better bridge
between school and work. However, questions remain on how the new
title is to he applied. I would like to suggest several broad guidelines
in that connection.

First: The new effort to increase »Hyatt-sector participation in em-
ployment and training programs should extend to all aspects of the
CETA legislatien, not merely to activities specifically authorized un-
der title VIT. Times, the proposed private industry councils created
under title VII should serve as a major instrument fmr promoting
greater private-sector involvement, in the full range of CETA
activities.

In addition. incentive funding should be provided for prime spon-
sors that perform particularly well in 1011ns of increased community
:Ind private-sector partieipntion in the employment mid training ef-
fort, Our recent policy statement recommended Glint the Secretary of
Labor he authorized to allocate, up to 20 percent of CET.A, funds for
such purposes.

also consider it desirable that explicit provisions be made for more
adequate proportionnte representation of business, labor, education,
and community groups on the exist ine- CETA planning councils. The
proposed legislation provides for such a ehnnge in State planning
councils but not for CETA planning councils at the local level.

Second: It n-ill he important to assure that the proposed private in-
dustry councils do not merely heroine pro forma advisory bodies to
local prime sponsors. They should emerge as a forceful instrument for
mobilizing local business and industry support for a wide range of
initiatives to aid the structurally itnemployed and facilitate their
eventual shift to unsubsidized private employment.

In my view, this means that the councils should be predominantly
composed of business leaders representing both large and small firms.
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closely parallel many of OED's recommendations. This is particularly
true for those parts of the proposed CETA reauthorization that call
for increased targeting on the disadvantaged ; nut greater emphasis on
training and introduce upgrading and relocation program: and call
for substantially increased private-sector involvement in training and
job creation efforts.

We also welcome some of the new features of the legislation that are
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As concerns the private sector initiatives program, the proposed
addition of a new title VT! that is specifically concerned with private-
sector jobs for the economically disadvantaged is highly commendable.
It is to he hoped that this section can become a focal point for imple-
mentation of the policy approaches we have recommended.

We particularly welcome flue stress on added funding for on- the -job
training programs and on various net vities to provide a better bridge
between school and work. However, questions remain on how the new
title is to he applied T would like to suggest several broad guidelines
in that connection.

First : The now effort to increase priyate-seetorparticipation in em-
ployment, and training programs should extend to all aspects of the
CETA legislation, not merely to activities specifically authorized tin-
der title VTT. Thris, the proposed private imbisti.y councils created
under title VII should serve as a major instrument for promoting
greater private-sector involvement, in the full range of CETA
activities.

In addition. incentive funding should be provided for prime spon-
sors that perform particularly well in ierins of increased community
and private-sector participation in the employment nnd training ef-
fort. Dili` recent policy statement recommended that the Secretary of
Labor be authorized to allocate lip to 20 percent of CETA funds for
such purposes.

also consider it desirable that explicit provisions be made, for more
adequate proportionnte representation of business, labor, education,
and community groups on the exist n r CETA planning councils. The
proposed legislation Provides for such a elinnge in State planning
councils but not for CETA planning councils at the local level.

Second: It will he important to as.snre that the proposed private in-
dustry councils do not merely become pro forma advisory bodies to
local prime sponsors. They should emerge as n forceful instrument for
mobilizing local business and industry support for a wide range of
initiatives to aid the structurally iinemployed and facilitate their
eventual shift to unsubsidized private employment.

In my view, this means that the councils should be predominantly
composed of business lenders representing both large and small firms.
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They should be adequately funded and have permanent staffs that
are responsible to the councils. Moiyovor, there should be clear provi-
sions to allow the councils to may out operational functions if this is
appropriate.

Zia particular, the councils should be able to establish private non-
refit intermediary organizations that could act as direct, contrifctois

for CETA on-the-job training programs, along the lines now being
successfully carried out by the Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower
Services. Apart from these considerations, however, considerable flexi-
bility should be allowed regarding the composition of private industt.y
councils and their mode of operation. In fact, our studies have indi-
cated that organizational arriing,Nments best suited to particular com-
munities and situations tend to vary quite. widely.

Now as relates to both private and public employment services;
In this area, Our recommendations appear to go further than the

administration's proposals. Our statement recommends that appropri-
ate administrative and, if necessary, legislative actions ho taken to
bring the U.S. Employment Seri findnd CE AT together. We also feel
that the employment, service would become more effective if it were
relieved of muncious enforcement and compliance functions that are
not rebated to its basic mission of job placement.

An essential requirement for ineivased effect, iveness of the employ-
ment service is to establish 1. more productive relationship with
employers.

Progress in this direction has been made in some localities. One
promising arrangement is the use of an account representative system
under wldch a particular employment, service officer is assioned to a.
block of companies with which he becomes fully familiar. Frowever,
greatly intensified ON+ is required to develop such improved services
to employers throughout the country.

We also think there is a need for substantially larger roles for
specialized private job-finding agencies in developing job opportuni-
ties for the Ina d to cnlploy . CETA and the employment service, should
be clearly authorized and encouraged to enter into subcontraots with
such agencies,

Vinally, as regards categorical employment tax credits, we also be-
lieve there, should be considetably greater emphasis on Government
incentives to induce private employe's to increase training and job
opportunities for the heardto-employ, including may of those who
now receive Government income support or hold public service jobs.

In addition to direct training subsidies and stipends for apprentices,
we favor greater experimentation with categorical employment tax
credits targeted to the hard-to-employ, particularly unemployed
youths. Such credits should be especially useful for training and em-
ployment in small business firms.

Persons eligible for such eategerie41.1 credits should not only include
the welfare clients now covered under the WIN program, but also the
long-term unemployed and lower-income groups eligible for public
service employment. We think the prospects for the success of these
progr-ams will be considerably improved if they are carried out with
the active amistance of the:local ndishy councils to be created under
the new title VII.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Senator Nuisox. Well, we have heard differing views on the utiliza-
tion of the employment service.

Would you expand on its utilize ion in this field?
Mr- Scrum Experience with the employment sc' ice. varies in dif-

fel'ent Darts of the eounti-y. The employ111011t, Service caililot. really lie tt
very effective service if employers don't want to list. jobs with it. 1fany
einnlovers are not interested in doing-so.

We have found in our case studies there are casesChicago is one
examplewhere ninth more effective relationships between the em-
ployment service and employers have been developed in a very sYs-
tematie way. The main instrument. for I his has been the aecount t.epre-
sentative system that I described earlier. under which particular
employment service officers arc given special responsibility to Work
with Particular corporations. When I looked into this sonu time ago.
however, such special services to employers existed in only about 10
percent of the employment service offices.

We have also recommended that each employment service office
should have an agent for more d people, to watch out for
I hat aspect ; but We do not think that there should be as many lefrislit-
tive requirements as now exist to give priorit ips to various !Troup:J:911dt
pi.ovisions become too diverse so that they tie the hands for tilt service.

We ;also recommend nutch closer coordination at all Government
levels between the employment service aitd CETA. We think' that
lot can be done in this respect, but lnisically, the important thing is
to make sure that, at the loval level, the agenries that now exist, the
employment service and (DTA really woili together. While we do not
call for a rigid assignment of Insks, we do feel that the emploYment
service should have the main responsibility for job placement and that
CETA's principal task should he to concentrate on making people job
ready.

Wn have Come across various instances of duplication and of lack
of ermunn n ire Fin bet ween the employment service and ("Ti A. T would
itgive with Senator TRiegle. Ilnit close roordinntion cannot he achieved
overnight everywheiT, hilt Hien. ought to he a great emphasis on swing
thnt the efforts of the -e w me agencies work in soe nni lied way.

[The. follow ing was subsequently supplied :1
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1. Renewal of the CETA authorization is clearly desirable.
The proposed changes closely parallel many of CED's recommendations in
its recent policy statement on "Jobs for the Hard-to-Employ: New
Directions for a Public-Private Partnership". This particularly applies
to the provisions for increased targeting on the disadvantaged; sub-
stantially increased private sector involvement in training and job
creation; and greater emphasis on training, upgrading and relocation
programs.

2. A welcome new feature is the proposed 18-month limit on
the time an individual can remain in a public service job, though
CED's preference is for an even stricter limit of 12-months. on the
other hand, it would not seem desirable to relax the present require-
ment that persons eligible for public service employment must have
been unemployed for 15 weeks.

3. The addition of a new Title VII specifically concerned
with private sector jobs for the economically disadvantaged is highly
commendable. Various questions remain, however, on how the new title
is to be applied. It is suggested that this title, and the proposed
private industry councils created under it, should serve:as a major
instrument for promoting greater private sector involvement in the
full range of CETA activities. The proposed local private industry
councils must be given adequate powers and funding to allow them to
carry out this task. In addition, incentive funding should be pro-
vided for prime sponsors who perform particularly well in encouraging
such involvement. Business, Labor and community representation on
local CETA planning councils should be strengthened.

4. CED favors bringing the Employment service and CETA
into a closely integrated structure, relieving the Service of many
of its present enforcement functions, and expanding special ES
services to employers, such as the Account Representative System.
CETA and ES should be encouraged to enter into subcontracts with
specialized private job finding agencies for the hard-to-employ.

5. Other recommendations cited include CEO support for
greater experimentation with categorical employment tax credits
and the proposed establishment of a permanent clearinghouse of
information about successful instances of public-private coopera-
tion in aiding the hard-to-employ.
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Responsibility for The Committee for Economic Development is an
independent research and educational organization

CED Statements of two hundred business executives and educators.
on National Policy CED is nonprofit, nonpartisan, and nonpolitical.

Its purpose is to propose policies that will help to
bring about steady economic growth at high etn-

ployment and reasonably stable prices, increase productivity and living
standards, provide greater and more equal opportunity for every citizen,
and improve the quality of life for all A more complete description of the
objectives and organization of CED is to be found on page 98.

All CED policy recommendations must have the approval of the
Research and Policy Committee, a group of trustees whose names are
listed. on these pages. This Committee is directed under the bylaws to
"initiate studies into the principles of business policy and of public policy
which will foster the full contribution by industry and commerce to the
attainment and maintenance" of the objectives stated above. The bylaws
emphasize that -all research is to be thoroughly objective in character, and
the approach in each instance is to be from the standpoint of the general
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The Research and Policy Committee is not attempting to pass judg.

anent on any pending specific legislative proposals; its purpose is to urge
careful consideration of the objectives set forth in this statement and of the

best means of aecemplishing those objectives.
Each statement on national policy is preceded by discussions, meet-

ings, and exchanges of memoranda, often stretching over many mouths.

'The research is undertaken by it subcommittee, assisted by advisors

chosen for their competence in the field tinder study. The members and

advisors of the stibeonunittee that prepared this statement are listed on

page 6.
The full Research and Policy Committee participates in the drafting of

findings and recommendations. Likewise, the trustees on the drafting sub-

committee vote to approve or disapprove a policy statement, and they
share with the Reseal-eh and Policy Committee the privilege of submitting
individual comments ror publication, as noted on this and the following

page and on the OhPropriate page of the test eft he statement,

Excepuer the members of the Research and Po/icy Conanittee and the

responsible wheenantittee, the recommendations presented herein are not

necessarily eadorNed hr/ other trustees or by the advisors. contributors.
staff lilt 10h11,. or others associated with c E1).
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Purpose
of this Statement

906

TEN ISARS ACO, AT A TIM OF co AT rnotinLE in many urban areas, there

was a strong outpouring of business commitment to bring jobs and busi-

nesses back to the central city. However in ninny cases, these commitments

were made without an understanding of the problems involved and with-

out the experience necessary to develop effective programs. As result,

many of these efforts failed. Many business leaders concluded that there

was really very little they could do that would he effective and lasting. It

became, in their minds, primarily a problem for government.
Ifowever some business groups continued to work at the problems of

the hard-to-employ and began to gain in experience and deeper under-

standing. In the past two years there has been a renewal of business's

commitment to developing jobs for,thc hard-to-emplo and for helping

prepare the disadvantaged, particularly minority yonths,for steady, re-

sponsible jobs. What makes current efforts different from those of the

1960's is that now there is a realization of the difficulties involved and an

understanding of the effort that must he put into each job and into pre-

paring each individual for that job.
The MO subcommittee that prepared this report spent two years

examining what kinds of programs have worked, what kinds have not,

and why. In cooperation with the Work in America Institute, CED has

conducted a survey of its own trustee companies and other firms that are

carrying out many of the types of efforts called for in this statement. The

7
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results of this survey are contained in Training and Jobs Programs in
_Action: Case Studies in Private Sector Initiatives for the 'lard-to-Employ,
which is being issued with this statement.

Achieving high employment has long been a national goal. Yet after
more than two years of recovery from the nation's worst post-war reces-
sion, unemployment rates remain distressingly high.

Over the years, the basic response to high unemployment has been
to develop a set of fiscal and monetary policies that can promote a vig-
omns and sustained demand expansion without causing undue inflation.
Yet both business and government arc coming to realize that while fiscal
and monetary policies and other sound economic policies are essential,
special measures are needed to deal with the growing problem of struc-
tural unemploymentthe kind of unemployment that even in the best of
times tiffeets the undereducated, the unskilled, and those' who are con-
sidered ton young or too old, or who are subject to discrimination.

This stattement by the CEO Research and Policy Committee focuses
on ways of overcoming unemployment and underemployment for those
groups that typically experience high or prolonged joblessness. Front the
beginning of this project, we have felt that finding,- ways to deal with
structural unemployment is vital to achieving the longer-term goal of high
employment without inflation.

A Practical Approach. One of our major conclusions was that unem-
plorneut and underemployment are both costly to society and to the
economy. Therefore we believe that the kind of steps we recommend are
not only good social policy, but also good business. In addition, we agreed
that the principal stress of public policy shoukl be on developing produc-
tive jobs rather than on paying people fur not working.

Although there is an important role fur government in the employ-
ment picture, it is the private sector that provides most of the jobs in the
American economy. Therefore, the statement calls for increased training
and job opportunities in the private sector and stepped-up ti insition of
the hard-to-employ front government income support and subsidized jobs
into permanent private employment.

Expanded private sector efforts should not be limited to large cor-
porate employers, but should take advantage of the many opportunities
to be found among small businesses.

New Directions for the Private Sector. Both business and govern-
ment have gained valuable lessons from the training and jobs efforts of
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the last decade, During the 19(in many programs were Hastily conceived

often in response to various forms of social unrest,
The country has now moved beyond this crisis atmosphere, and there

are already many private sector programs throughout the country that

are meeting both the needs of business and the hard-to-employ.

The Importance of Work. The subcommittee that prepared this

policy statement was also e cancel %vial to concept of work that goes
beyond simply being a source of income. Work and the work ethic have

intrinsic benefitsto the individual and to society. Work provides a palat

of identification, a source of self esteem, and a vital part of most people's

system of values.
Because of the importance of work, we were also concerned with the

social and economic consequences of separating Ilallinati of people from

productive lobs. in addition to the personal desperation and frostration

that steins from unemployment, there are major economic costs in terms

of lost output, waste of Iniman and capital resource's, and support of an

ever increasing number of nonworkers.
While no firm shookd he asked to make special efforts if it would

jeopardize their efficiency, sve see several strong indications that both

business and society will benefit from an increased private sector com-

mitment to training and hiring the bard-to-employ.
As the economy grows, there will he an increasing need for skilled

workers, This need will he even greater if, as population trends suggest,

the work force grows more slowly than in the past.
There is also a growing awareness nn the part of government that the

private sector should play a larger training inul employment role and a

growing concern over the inflationary impact cif broadening the scope of

public sector programs,
No one policy or set of programs will work for all businesses. %Vim(

is needed instead are Mere:e.(' options and incentives for businesses,

onions, and profit and nonprofit organizations to enlarge employment and

training programs for gronps that face special difficnIties,

AcknowledgowntN. The CV.1) subcommittee that prepared this

statement brought together :in extraordinary range of talents, interests,

and experience. The list of subcommittee mothers appears on page

The subcommittee benefited greatly from the skilled and persuasive lead-

ership of its chairman lobo L. !hints, fanner president of FICA and former

hoard chairman and chief executive officer of Cities Service Company.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Summary
of Major Recommendations

APAMICANN itAVE JAlN p coNsinEnvo it a basic goal tri have the Opportunity

to work, to earn a decent living, and to provide for their families. For the

vast majority of adults, what they do to earn that living constitutes a vital
part of their identity and sense of values.

Yet, the United States has within its population a grlsiairi% windyr of

people with special burdens that keep them out of the mainstream of the
labor force. Most jobs in this country are designed for prink age, full -t me,

socially disciplined workers. I lowever, there are large groups of people in

this country who want to work but cannot obtain useful jobs, even iii

relatively good times, because they

are undereducated, unskilled, or inexperienced
arc considered too young or too old
are unable to work hill time
arc subject to discrimination Or restrictive labor market practices
lack the basic work disciplines and abilities necessary to got and

hold a steady job
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For the past thirty years, high employment has been a major goal of
the nation's economic policy. But except during wartime, this goal has
rarely been achieved. During recent years, in fact, the official unemploy-
ment rate reached its highest level since the Great Depression. In the first
eleven months of 1977, the average number of unemployed still amounted
to 8.9 million persons, or 7.1 percent of the civilian labor force.

We believe that this country must make a strong national commit-
ment to high employment and to a situation in which the number of job
openings essentially matches the number of those seeking jobs at reason-
able wages and in which people able and willing to work have adequate
opportunities to be trained and guided toward suitable job vacancies
within a reasonable period of time. This commitment must, of course, be
pursued in a manner consistent with the nation's other major economic
and social objectives, especially the need to curtail inflation.

'The primary means of developing adequate training and job oppor-
tunities is through strengthening the demand for goods and services in the
economy as a whole and in particular sectors and regions.'

A vigorous and sustained demand expansion is necessary to overcome
cyclical joblessness ( which stems primarily from an overall deficiency in
demand). It is also the single most effective means of reducing structural
unemployment which affects particular groups of job seekers because their
educations, skills, or locations do not readily match available jobs or be-
cause they are handicapped by discrimination and other labor market
barliess. However, experience has shown that by itself, a demand man-

n strong enough to result in a dramatic rise in jobs for the hard-to-
employ is also likely to create serious inflationary pressures.

But the tasks of achieving sustained /sigh employment and conquer-
ing inflation are not mutually exclusive. They can and must be attacked
simultaneously. Therefore, any steps toward healthy demand expansion
oeed to be accompanied by a range of measures to make the economy less
inflation-prone. These should include steps to increase its competitiveness
and efficiency, to eliminate restrictive practices in product and labor mar-
kets and to enlarge capacity and supply availability.

In earlier policy statements, CEP has dealt extensively with ways to
improve overall demand management, strengthen economic efficiency and
investment incentives, and fight inflation. We are continuingactive studies
in all these areas, In addition, our new study Revitalizing Americit-3 Cities
is examining the massive problems of the nation's urban centers, including
the plight of the deteriorated inner cities, where unemployment is highest,
We will explore ways to create the conditions that might bring needed
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jobs back to these areas and, where necessary, to help bring inner-city

residents to suitable jobs in other locutions. In other studies, we shall ex-

amine means of averting or overcoming the special nnemployment prob-
lems caused by such factors as unfair forcigu trade competition and ex-

cessive government regulation.
In this policy statement, we arc primarily concerned with the urgent

need for a wide variety of measures to cope directly with the structural
unemployment problems of those groups that have consistently had spe-
cial difficulties in the labor marketparticularly the young, the old, and
the disadvantagedand to increase incentives for productive work.

Unfortunately, there is no single solution or major policy program

that can eliminate unemployment for all these chronically affected groups.

What is needed instead is an integrated set of public end private actions
that will benefit groups and areas of the economy with particularly severe
unemployment problems tvithout aggravating the existing inflation.

Government programs to train and provide jabs for the hard-to-
employ, including public-service employment, nuist continuo to play a

major role in national manpower policy. We welcome the recent in-
creased emphasis by both Congress and the Administration on direct
measures to deal with the unemployment problems of hard -hit groups,
particularly disadvantaged youths and veterans.

However, four out of five jobs in the United States are in the private

sector. A stronger privatepublic partnership must be developed to in-
crease training and job opportunities in that sector and to speed the transi-

tion of the hard-to-employ from government income support and sub-
sidized public or private jobs to permanent private employment. Key

ways in which this can best be accomplished are the focus of this study.
In particular, we recommend the following measures:

New and expanded use on a nationwide basis of private - sector

programs that already work effectively and creation of a clearing-
house for disseminating information about successful and innovative

programs see Chapter 4)

Stronger organizational mechanisms to mobilize private-sector

involvement .- Chapter 4) including much wider use of

--direct government manpower contracts with private nonprofit
organizations created by consortia of business firms
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other types of intermediary organisations t hat can help business
handle job develtipmcnt, t raining, and placement activities
--jobs corporations to pin vide training and jobs for Ow hardest-
to- employ
--cooperative community efforts, bad, husines es nonprolit
organizations, unions, schools. :old governments, Li) tnu cetsr train-
ing ainci job opportunities

to increased incentives and reduced disincentives for private em-
ployment of the hard -to- employ, including additional experimenta-
tion with categorical tax credits, stipends for trainees and appren-
tices, selective exemptions Iron the minimum siege =, and increased
social security earnings ceilings (see Chapter 4)

Improved approaches to the problems of particular ups 4
the hard-to-cmploy (see Chapter 5), including

--increased stress on business involvement in skill training and
upgrading of the disadvan tagcd
--an improved transition from school to murk for youths as well
as other age groups, inchaling increased use of apprenticeship
and cooperative education programs
more productive use of midea veer and older vvurkcrs,
steps to smooth the transition from regular work to retirement
increased and wider use of alternative Work patterns to make
more employment available to the young, old, and other workers
who cannot conform to a frill -time work schedule

ra Greater business use of alternatives to outright layoffs in reces-
sions, including skill upgnicling and work sharing (see Chapter 5)

Improved management and closer integration of government pro-
grams that facilitate the employment of the hard-temploy, particu-
larly the U.S. Employment :Service and the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act ( CErA) programs see (;inIpter 6)

This agenrkr for action is neither impractical nor visionary. In _fact,
many businesses, nonprofit organizations, and governments throughout
the country arc currently carrying out miaow such programs that are in-
creasing training and job opportoni ties for the hard-to-employ. In connec-

924
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tion with this policy statement, CE!) has surveyed its own trustees' com-

panies and other firms and has found numerons instill ices of successful

private.sector programs and constructive busiuessgoverruncut coopera-

tion. Examples of these programs are cited in Chapters d and 5. We will

publish fuller descriptions of close to 60 privatelector programs in a
companion volume of ease studies.

These and other successful programs can and should serve as models

for more action and innovation by both largo 'arid small businesses and for

more active business-government-community cooperation. Focusing at.

tendon on the programs should also help government agencies and civil

servants to he more receptive to such initiatives.

To be frilly effective, the approaches that w recommend in this

statement must be paralleled by contionh ig strong efforts to overcome the

barriers to employment and career adanceasent that are the result of
discrimination. For example, even the best skill-trail-nog program for the

hard-to-employ is of little use if those who complete it are rehised jobs

because of their race, sex, or age, There is also a innior need for identifying

and changing various existing legislative reqnireroents, government regu-

lations, and union or business practices that tend to discourage employ:

anent of the disadvantaged and other hanktmemploy groups,
There have been suggestions that the nation can learn to live with

unemployment and can simply give incOrile Slitipori la those who are

poorly equipped to compete for available jobs. However, we believe

that this country cannot justifiably deny its citizens the opportunity to

work for an adequate income and to be free from the desperation and

frustration that frevent or long-term unemployment can bring. Nor can

the country ignore the huge economic and social costs of goods not pro-

duced and services not rendered and the truly enormous costs of support-

ing au increasing nullifier of nonworkers, In the long term, such wasteful

use of resources is likely to add to rather than curtail inflation.

Both government and business must acknowledge these costs and

begin to break down the harriers that separate millions of people from

productive work. In doing so, they will find, we -believe, that most people

want to work, that most of the unemployed are employ_able, and that most

of the untrained are trainable.
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Chapter 2
The Dimensions and
Costs of Unemployment

T. zvinrvx PEOpLE, it seems paradoxical that this country is experiencing
high and continuous unemployment at a time when the total number of
jobs is increasing at near-record rates and when in various areas and occu-
pations the number of job vacancies apparently exceeds the number of job
seekers, The fact is that today's unemployment is not time result of an ab-
solute reduction in the total number of jobs as had been true during the
recent business downturn. Indeed, the proportion of Americans working
today is actually somewhat higher than it was a decade ago, But the num-
ber of persons seeking work has risen even faster than the number of
available jobs over the decade, and the rate of unemployment is now
almost double what it was ten years ago (see Figure I and "Changing
Character of the Labor Force " ).

Why is it so difficult to attain high employment? One reason is
that the traditional remedy of creating jobs by espzinding total demand
through fiscal and monetary policies cannot be pushed beyond a certain
point without creating scrim's iffiladonary pressures. Such inflation would
not only he harmful by itself hut could also serve to worsen the unemploy-
ment problem. Equally important, however, is the fact that traditional

16
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remedies alone cannot adequately resolve the unemployment problems of

many groups that typically experience unusually high or prolonged levels

of joblessness: the young, the old, and the disadvantaged, especially blacks
and members of other minority wimps living in inner cities.

WHO ARE THE UNEMPLOYED?

In 1976, an average of r. .3 million persons, or 7.7 percent of ilae civil-

ian labor force, was out of work each month. Over 20 million persons ex-

perienced tmempioyment sometime during the year. Many were jobless
fur a relatively short time; close to 40 percent were unemployed for less

than five weeks. However, 32 percent of the total suffered extended peri-
ods of joblessness (fifteen weeks or more), compared with 24 percent in

1072,
The official unemployment totals provide only a partial indication of

the real extent of unemployment. Not counted in the overall number for

1976 were 910,000 discouraged workers who wanted a job but were not
looking for one because they believed that none was available. It is also
noteworthy that in 1975 over 4 million persons were employed full time

but their income remained below the poverty level.
Ileads of households, the group that the public usually associates

with high unemployment, constituted less than 40 percent of the total
unemployed in 1976. The 5.1 percent unemployment rate for this group

was far lower than the national average.
For some groups and regions, however, unemployment has typically

been touch higher than for others (see Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1 of

the Appendix).

Young people (16 to 24 years of age) accounted for char half

of the total unemployed in 1976, even though they constituted less
than a quarter of the labor force. The unemployment rate for 16- to
19.-year-olds was 10 percent; for 20- to 24-year-olds, it was 12 percent.

The 1976 unemployment rate for nonwhites ( 13.1 percent) was
almost twice as high as that for whites (7 percent), roughly the same

differential that has prevailed for river two decades.

Less educated workers and those with limited skills Nu f rercd par-

ticularly high rates of unemployment. IIiglm school dropouts had au
unemployment raw of 32.9 percent io 1975, In some inner cities, the
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Figure 1 . Although the employed proportion of the U.S. population is
higher today than it was ten years ago, the unemployment rate has almost
doubled and the number of persons looking for work has risen much faster
than the number of available jobs.

t nernployment rutc for dropouts was reported to lies as high as 60
percent-

8 The unemployment rate in 1976 for adult women (7.4 percent;
Was significantly higher than that for adult men (5.`9 percent).

Unemployment was far higher in some cities and areas than in
others. In 1976, the central cities of Detroit and Saint Louis had un-
employment rates of 13.1 percent and 12.8 percent, respectively,
eornpared with the national average of 7.7 percent.

Although the unemployment rates older workers were Inwer than
the average, those workers tended to he out of work for a much longer
tiroe (see Figure 4). Alsoand this is not adequately reflected in the
statistiesa significant limber of older workers would like to work lint
have hem pressed into early retirement. Moreover, the number of dis-
conraged workers among both older workers and nonwhites tends to he
particularly high.

Unemployment problems are multiplied when a person belongs to
more than one high-unemploymothrisk category. Unemployment among
black teen-agers was close to .10 percent in 1976, and the percentage was
even higher for black teen-agers living in inner cities.

A major factor complicating the U.S. unemployment problem is the
presence and continuing inflow of a large m [other of illegal immigrants.
Estimates of the number of illegal aliens in this country vary greatly, but
the total clearly comes to several million. Some recent estimates have
placed it at over 8 million.' Illegal aliens are often in direct competition

Id For inure detailed disoissions. Si.,' National council (in Employffivra Policy, Illegal
Aliens: Ass 4smN.5,11(mi of tlic Issues (oember 1976), and Economic Development Coon=
Oil of New Yenk, TIn Illegal Mien and the Eermorriti (April 16771.
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Employment-Population Ratio
and Unemployment Rate, 1956 to 1977
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Figure 2. For some groups, unemployment in the last twenty years has
consistently been much higher than it has for othersin good limos as
well as bad. The unemployment rate for white teen-agers has remained
three to four times as high as the rate for male adults, and the unemploy-
ment rate for black teen-agers has been approximately double the rate for
white teen-agers. The Jobless rate for adult women has also been persis-
tently higher than that for adult males.

with the most disadvantaged groups in the regular U.S. labor force for
unskilled and low-skill jobs. Partly because of their illegal status, many are
willing to accept working conditions and pay not acceptable to legal
residents, and employers hiring illegals can often avoid payment of pay-
roll taxes for such workers.

In our view, the illegal alien problem and its relation to unemploy-
ment have by now reached such serious proportions that they call for
priority attention and action by both government and the private sector.
We urge that a major effort be undertaken promptly to obtain more accu-
rate information regarding the size of the illegal alien problem and to
develop remedial steps, such as use of universal social security cards and
stronger penalties for employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens.'

THE CHANGING CHARACTER
OF THE LABOR FORCE

Future employment strategies must take careful account of the
changing character of the labor force during the next ten to fifteen years.
(See Appendix, Tables 2, 3, and 9 for the latest CensusBureau of Labor
Statistics projections of population trends and labor force participation
rates and the resultant percent distribution of the labor force according
to age and sex.)

Nearly two-thirds of the growth of the labor force over the last dec-
ade reflected the large number of women and youths entering the job
market. For example, 16- to 24-year olds, represented approximately 24
percent of the labor force in 1976, compared with 17 percent in 1900.

-see memorandum ay w. o. EBERLE, Page 89
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Unemployment Rate, by Age and Sex, 1956 to 1977
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INeloreover, women constituted 40 percent of the labor force in 1976, corn-
pared with 33 percent in 1960.

But this does not mean (as is of ten mistakenly ass tuned ) that women
and teen-agers account for must of the recent rise in joblessness. Oct the
contrary, the increase in unemployment associated with the recent re-
cession was most pronounced among adult men and heads of families.
Although unemployment rates for these groups are still far higher than at
the prerecession peak, these are also the groups that will be more readily
absorbed into the work force as the recovery progresses.

In the next ten to fifteen years, labor force growth will he concen-
trated in the prime-age groups, as persons born (luring the postwar baby
boom move front their teens into their twenties. Thus, although the
importance of teen -agcrs in the labor force will decline only gradually
through 1980, it will fall in both percentage and absolute terms by 1990,
when they will represent only 6.7 percent of the labor force, compared
with 9.5 percent in 1976.

A second major trend will he a continued upturn in the labor force
participation of women. According to the projections issued by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics in December 1976, the rate of female labor force
participation can be expected to increase from 47 percent in 1076 to 52
percent by 1990. In recent months, the rise in this rate has substantially
exceeded the projected trend, it seems quite possible that female
participation rates will prove to be considerably higher by 1980 and 1990
than current official projections indicate.

A third factor will be the changing role of older workers. The share
of persons aged 65 and over in the total population will continue to rise
through 1990. Partly because of the trend toward early retirement, the
recent Bureau of Labor Statistics projections iudicated Oat labor force
participation rates of workers :=5,5 :ma older will decline sign hunaly, par-
ticularly among men. However, the pending 1977 legislation that would
prohibit mandatory retirement before age 70 for most workers could
modify this projected decline.

in general, current trends suggest that the coming decade's labor
force is likely to he more stable and probably more productive because a
larger percentage of the total labor force will become concentrated in the
prime age-groups, which have relatively regular attachment to the labor
reiarket. These developments may make it easier to achieve. somewhat
lower overall unemployment rates with given levels of capacity utilization
and rates of economic expansion than lots been the case in recent years.

Nevertheless, serious problems remain. The percentage of teen-agers
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Figure 3: Unemployment Rate, by Race, 1956 to 1977
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Figure 4. Older workers have lower overall rates of recorded unem-
ployment than other age-groups. However, they include a higher percentage
of persons who want a job but are too discouraged to look for work and
are not counted as unemployed. Furthermore, when older workers become
unemployed, they tend to remain jobless longer than other age-groups.

in the economy is not expected to drop significantly during the remainder
of the decade, and projections indicate that the percentage of nonwhite
teen-agers will not drop at all during the next ten years. At the same time,
the fact that after 1980 there will be fewer young entrants into the labor
force increases the possibility of future shortages of skilled workers. These

tise...1 Also raise troubling questions about whether this society may
seriotOy underutilize the productive resources represented by older
workers.

THE COSTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT:
HOW SERIOUS?

Although there is a widespread consensus that current unemploy-
ment levels are too high, there are different views of how severe unem-
ployment is and by how much it can and should be reduced. However, the
full costs of unemployment, not only to the individuals affected but also
to all sectors of the economy and society, are often not taken into account.

Economic Hardship. For many, joblessness means serious hardships
and deprivation, not only in terms of foregone income but also in terms
of lost skills, self-respect, and general physical and emotional well-being.

Ilowever, the degree of hardship caused by unemployment can vary
widely. For example, there is a difference between the hardships expdri-
enced by an unemployed worker who is perinanently laid off and by one
who expects to be recalled within a relatively short period, particularly if
his income is almost fully protected by regular and supplemental unem-
ployment benefits. Similarly, very different problems are faced by the
unemployed head of a low-income family and by teen-agers or other
secondary wage earners, particularly those from families with above-
average incomes.
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THE UNEVEN RECOVERY
2ND THE PROBLEM OF BLACK UNEMPLOYMENT

A striking feature of the economic recovery since the recession
trough of May 1975 is that the net reduction in unemployment has been
largely due to reemployment of experienced workers in the prime age-
groups- For these workers, unemployment had been cut by about one-half
by mid-1977, In contrast, there has been little net change in unemployment
levels for new entrants or reentrants into the labor force (primarily teen-
agers and women). Moreover, reemployment has been lagging for laid-off
minority members and workers over 40, Ir: previous periods of upswing,
new entrants and other marginal tabor force groups were also usually by-
passed in the first several years of the recovery (or at least until the ex-
pansion became vigorous enough to move the economy closer to capacity
levels). But this pattern seems to be more pronounced in the current
expansion.

The Situation is most serious for black Americans, especially black
teen-agers_ In November 1977, the black unemployment rate of 13.8 per-
cent was only about 1/2 percentage point below its 1975 recession peak:
whereas the while unemployment rate (6 percent) was more than 2 per-

For many, the e ,stent of hardship tssuc ;cttecl with a given rtvcrall
unemployment ratite Imlay is less severe than it wns ton or twenty years
-Qgo,. A significtintly higher peretntage of the labor Inrcc vonsists of teen-
agers and adults front two-income familieS, many of whom tire ktis de-
pendent on full-time employment than heacts of households. in fact, more
than one-half of today's unemployed cowe front fatuities that have one or
mare rnembrs with a folk nue jolt, Amither onjor change is the marked
improvement in the amount and coverage ul unemployment insurance
benefits and the dramatic rise rit ledoral incorlie-scurity transfer pay.
trunk.

Although these changes have been significant, Iliwiliployment still
causes considerable ItartIslitp. Por example, by nu n wails all unemploy-
ment of teen-agers and woiliti can lie regarded as ()I' sttoutlary impor-
ttnice. About one-fourth of the .olueit in the labor force are heads of
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cenlage Points below its record 1975 high. Black teen-age unemployment

stood at 39.0 percent, compared with white teen-age joblessness (14.5 per-

cent). This also constituted a widening of the black-white unempioyment

gap since 1975. A number of factors contributed to these developments: The

working-age black population is expanding at a much more rapid pace

than the comparable white population. As economic conditions hove MI-

proved, many blacks who had previously been too discouraged to look for

work have started to enter the labor market. Black employment has grown

Much more slowly than white employment.
In part, this slower employment growth reflects the fact that the

largest employment gains in the current recovery have been in industries

with a low concentration of black workers. More fundamentally, the dis-

proportionate share of blacks among the unemployed can in large part be

traced to the effects of cm reht and past discrimination,. -As a recent Labor

Department study showec, it also reflects the related high concentration

of black workers io ceatr;,: -71:;es, where suitable jobs are often unavailable;

their disproportiono',e ref. e'sentation in the nation's poverty areas; their

generally lower 1/2%-°,.1 of educational attainment; and their overrepresenta-

tion in low-pay/Inv, led jobs.

households, and o analies, remit ;rr 1 aychcas for with husband
and wife have become a matter ot neces,.!s. honk, is to maintain its

standard of living, particularly at tip': rags Of ill liatiOn. In
coming years, Furthermore, :w3re ;nal itIOCV ssvrar n arc likely to view regn.

lar employment as a baste nail of their way of life, in the ease of teen-

agers, it is noteworthy that a sizable proportion of IS- and l9 -year -olds is

no longer in school. Failltre to absorb these youths into productive ens-
ployment within a reasonable time can do permanent harm to their long-

term lob prospects. Nloreover, for many young people who are still in
school, pan-time wort; is often essential to their remaining in school.

A ciaser look at th unemployment statistics suggests that ;navy of

the real hardship cases are concentrated among poor black and other
low-income families living in inner cities and among' those elements in

the youth turd older populations who have the greittest dilatulty coping
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with work. It is striking that the share of discouraged workers i5 particu-
larly high among these groups. For example, inclusion of discouraged
workers would almost double the unofficial unemployment rate for all
nonwhite men and would triple the rate for nonwhite men between the
ages of 45 and 54. Among teen-agers, the most serious problems of unem-
ployment are concentrated among lower-income, out-of-school youths
who have been jobless for fifteen weeks or more.

Social and Human Costs. Statistics on income losses by no means
tell the full story of the human and social damage that frequent or pro-
longed unemployment can impose, JNIany of these costs are indirect and
may be felt only after considerable delay. Nevertheless, they are very real.

A recent study conducted at the Johns flop kins School of Hygiene
and Public Health shows a strong correlation between higher unemploy-
ment rates and increases in mental disorders, heart diseases, alcoholism,
homicide rates, and suicide among adults and in infant and maternal
mortality. There is also a positive correlation between the rate of unem-
ployment and applications for disability benefits under social security.
Although many of the medical problems resulting from increased un-
employment can he traced to the stress, uncertainty, and despair of pro-
longed joblessness, there are also direct effects. For example, because of
the loss of medical insurance benefits, unemployed persons tend to post-
pone the use of health services, which can lead to increased disabilities.

For some groups. protonged or frequent unemployment can also lead
to alienation from many of the values that are basic to the mainstream of
American society, including belief in the work ethic and the importance
of a regular day's work. This problem is especially serious for many un-
employed youths, particularly disadvantaged teen-tigers in deteriorated
inner cities who have chopped out of school. Such youths may spend their
formative years in a setting ill svhich regular jobs are not readily available
and in which many of those with whom they come hi contact live in a
nonwork environment.

Older workers are Also seriously affected hy high unemployment.
This may seem surprising because average unemployment rates are lower
for older age-groups thin for younger ones. Hut as we have noted, the
duration of unemployment tends to he greater for older wo kers, and they
make up a disproportionate share of the diseoura;.iecl-vilrker category.

Of course, the unemployment problems of teen-agers and older
workers are not necessarily separate When older workers become unem-
ployed, their teen-age children may be forced to leave school to seek a job,
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who want to work, but who cannot find meaningful employment. This
failure robs our Nat ion of billions of dollars every year in lost proklue-
tivity; it causes an increase in welfare, food stamp, health and unem-
ployment insurance ex,'. idit-uses; and, it creates havoc in families and
a loss of confidence in public and private institutions, In strictly
economic terms, unemployment is extremely costly, The Library of
Congress has estimated that for each 1 percent of national unemploy-
ment, some f16 billion is lost either by decreased tax revenues or by
increased Rzieral spending to alleviate the problems associated with
unemployment.

One employment problem I'm particularly concerned about is the
high rate of unemployment among teenagersespecially minority.
teenagers. There is a growing cadre of young people thougil this coun-
try, in major metropolitan areas as well as in small towns and rural
areas, who have never held a job in their lifetimes. This failure pre-
vents our young people. from developing job skills and work habits
they will need to become self-sufficient. This problem won't go away
even as our economy improves and it needs to lx closely monitored by
Congress and the American people.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, better known
ris cETA, represents a significant portion of our nation:11 effort Lo
provide employment and training opportunities to young people and
others Who cannot find them on their own. CETJV authorizes a variety
of employment and training programs to assist, economically disad-
vantaged, unemployed, and underemployed individuals increase their
skills and job opportunities. Programs authorized makIr CETA now
include:

1..1 program of financittl assistance to States and certain local ff,ov-
errunents to plan and operate comprehensive employment :tint training
programs;

2. Public service employment to provide communities With public
service that would other wie not be at

3. Youth employment programs, including the Job Corps, a year-
round Young Adult Conservation Corps, and speolal youth demonstra-
tion initiatives; and

4. Special -national progr:ims focused on employmen' and training
for specific segments of the labor 'force whieli inchdy mignint. mid

tire American programs among others.
The bulk of these proffnuns am operated by prime sponsors. Prime

sponsors include the State, units or combinations of units of local gov-
-rim-lent which have a population of 100000 or more, and other pro-
gram agents which serve native :tnericati, migrant, an: i other gr.oups
or areas which are specially designated under the legislation. Prime
sponsors directly employ O1-TA participants, but they also are di-
rected and authorized to sobeontract with other nonprofit community-
based organizations such as Cominiity Action programs, OTC,
Uiban Le:unie, SER, and the Mainstream older worlor programs.

At present, there are over 4,30 prime sponsors nationwide. In Wis-
consin, there are nine prinio sponsors that are unit8 or combinations of
units of general local government ; the State also is designated as a
prime sponsor to serve in those areas not covered by other prime
sponsors.
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These 10 prime sponsors will provide employment and training
services to a total of over 65,000 different individuals during fiscal year
1978. These services include classroom training, work experience, 6n-
the-job training and public service jobs. Some 5,500 youti, will receive
some form of assistance. nder the CETA youth programs. while some
16,000 in-school disadvantaged youth will be served in a summer youth
work experience program.

The subcommittee sincerely appreciates the time and effort that each
of the witnesses has taken to be here today to share their experiences
and knowledge on the related issues of employment and the CETA
programs.

We had our first hearings on the new authorization and the nets
proposal of the administration 2 days ago in Washington. We'll re-
sume those hearings next week. Our interest her(' is in getting testimony
on how the program is working, what suggestions those of you who are
involved in it have for improving the program.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Zel Rice, Secretary, Depart-
ment of Industry, Labor, and Human Rein tions, accompanied by Stan
Spencer, Assistant Administrator for Job Service, Wisconsin Em-
ployment Service; and Mr. Ed Kehl, Acting Administrator, Division
of Manpower Services. Mr. Rice?

STATEMENT OF ZEL RICE, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF INDUS-
TRY, LABOR, AND REIMAN RELATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY STAN
SMNCER, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR SOB SERVICE, "WIS-
CONSIN EMPLOYMENT SERVICE; AND ED KEHL, ACTING ADMIN-
ISTRATOR,, DIVISION OF MANPOWER SERVICES

Mr. RICE. Thank you, Senator. Good morning. I would like to begin
my re :narks by commending Congress and the administration for an
apparent willingness to reexamine the Comprehensive Employment
is id Training Act.

Senator NEr,soN. Would you pull that microphone over so that
everybody can hear?

Mr. Mee. We recognize how frustrating:, and time-consuming it is to
consider major revisions to a piece of legislation.

Senator NELsoN. LA) you have extra copies of your testimony ?
Mr. RiCE. No, I don't.
Those of us who are working with the CETA programs appreciate

the effoet being made, and we tire ready to help you, Senator Nelson, in
any way we can.

As Secretary of the Department of Industry. Labor, and T-Tunian Re-
lationsnow administering the balance of State CETA. programsI
would like to tell you what we like about CETA, ?i411 outline some of
the revisions we would like to see.

In 1973 we thought it was a good idea to shift the ILchninistration of
employment and training programs from the Federal level to the State,
county, and local level. We witnessed the creation of a program that
local governments could design and administer creatively and re-
sponsively. In the 4 years since CETA was enacted, we have experi-
enced a gradual, yet persistent, return to Federal contra]. We have seen
Congress add categorical program after categorical program to the
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legislation, and we have seen Federal regulations growfrom a suc-
cinct document and related training materials, to volumes of regula-
tions: hundreds of piecemeal, regional instructions; absurd, weekly
reporting requir. rum: and grant-application forms that have tripled
our paperwork.

T suggest to you, Senator Nelson. that. this Federal control ad-
mittedly responsive to legitimate congressional coneernshas been
more damaging to programs than helpful, and demonstrates an
Lability on the part of the Labor Department to adjust to the _nature

of a decentralized program. As you have heard before, ;Ind V. prob-
ably hear again today, a regulatory role for the Labor Department
stifles Stale and local responsiveness to meeting their own needs. We
think this problem can be addressed through legislative change._

Another problem we face as the State prime sponsor is the am-
biguity of CET.k in giving the State responsibility as a prime sponsor,
and also giving the State larger coordination responsibil
Mg that the two should somehow be related, As you know 1Visconsin's
Governor Schreiber recently directed that these two functions be ad-

inistratively separated. We think the legislation should also make
ir the distinctions between these two functions.

As a prime sponsor, my department has a responsibility to design
and administer employment and training programs for 4 counties.
We share with other Wisconsin prime sponsors it concern that the resi-
dents of our area receive the best services we can deliver. We ill work
with nrencies whose jurisdictions do not con forms to the prime sponsor
jurisdictions, and we all work V. people who want jobs and employ-
ment services outside our areas. We need to work together coopera-
tively. We need a statewide plan that identifies specific ways that we
can till work together for better service to our own area residents.

I fere are my_speei fir recommendat ions :
I, Clarify the distinctions between the roles of the Governor as a

prime sponsor, and as a coordinator of statewide employment and
training services. Give the Governor responsibility to develop a state-
wide plan that can _recommend ways for prime sponsors to work to-
Miler. Give the Labor Department specific direction to recognize the
importance of a stater ide. plan. and to recognize the importance of
pi imp. sponsors working_ together. 'The 1-Abor Department should con-
sides :-he State plan both when they review prime sponsor plans and
when t hey assess performance.

2. Give prime sponsors the incentives to participate in a statewide
plan. Allow the Goveimors to design the incentives as they now do
with 4 percent discretionary money, but decaterorize the discretionary
money, so Governors have greater resources and flexibility to encour-
age participation in the plan. The current categorical pots of money
are based On an_arbitrar y. nationwide division of 'funds, and do not,
allow individual States to adjust resources to best meet their own
needs.

3. We urge you, as soon as possible. to decategorize the youth pro-
grams. We understand that the four different programs were intended
to demonstrote different wa, s of solving youth unemployment proh-
lems. We trust that this categorical approach will not continue beyond
a reasonable demonstration period.
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4. We urge you to decategorize the title III programs for offenders,
older vorkers, persons with limited F,nglish-speaking ability. and vet-
erans. We urge you to resist attempts to create new categories for the
handicapped and displaced homemakers, These programs needlessly
duplicate services that prime sponsors can, and in many cases, are
already providing under title I.

5. We are opposed to the prosiimption on the part, of Congress or
the Department of Labor that any single agency (like the Employment
Service or the vocational education schools) he exclusively responsible
for providing an employment and training service. We believe that
the selection of agencies should be the prerogative of the prime
sponsors.

6. We are optimistic that sue-crested plans to fund CEPA on a 1-
year advance basis will be adopted. We urge you, Senator Nelson, to
continue to support this position. We are continually in a, position of
telling our subgrantees that "we expect the money to come, but we
can't, make any promises." We're not supposed to carry any money over
into the next fiscal -year, but if Congress is late in the appropriations,
and we have spent all our money, we we-mld have to terminate service
to our enrollees. We would desperately l 1:e tobegin 2- and 3-year plan-
ning. The advance funding process would allow us to do this.

7. We support efforts to consolidate programs that provide training
and employability development (now under title I) with programs
that provide transitional public employment (now under title II). We
agree that these progTams address problems defined as "structural"
and we agree that structural problems and programs are different
from unemployment problems defined as "cyclical".

We support funding for countercycl lea] Proffrarns linked to unem-
ployment rates, and we ask that funding for structural programs be
flexible enough to change when inflation erodes the amount of services
we can provide.

In conclusion. I believe that the decentralized, deeategorizecl employ-
ment and training systemwhere we have had flexibility to use it
has provided better programs and better service to Wisconsin residents
than the earlier, federally administered programs. I recommend that
Congress continue to consider changes in the legislation, and resist the
temptation to merely extend the current act. I recommend the re-enact-
ment of CI TA with a nest 001nMitrtl"--tt to reducing Federal adminis-
trative overhead. I recommend e, whennot ifwhen Congress
defines the appropriate roles for the Labor Department, the State
planning unit, the State prime sponsor, and the local prime sponsors,
and when Congress makes technical changes. Qiniplicity be your
primary guideline.

The committee staff has renuested t we .ind to some specific
proposals pending. including the California amendments.

ire have filed our written comments with you. Should you have any
questions regarding them or other operational matters. Ed Kehl, act-
ing administrator of our Manpower Services Division. and Stan
Spencer, assistant, administrator of our Job Service Division are
here with me and will gladly respond to an r questions you may have.

Senator Nr.r,sow. Thank you Mr. Rice. We will have the Labor Del-
partment to testify again when all the witness have been heard
here and in WashingtonWashingrton. We will request that they respond to specific
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criticisms of the program. If it's possible for you to submit to us spe-
cific examples of rules and regulations and paperwork that you con-
sider unnecessary and burdensome, we_v. mild like to have them for the
record. We would like to then request that the Labor Department com-
ment on them.

I was involved in leading the fight to get the programs out of
Washington and decategorize them and turn the asponsibility over
to the States and prime sponsors. It took us some time to succeed. I
do not want to see the Federal_ Government again getting back into
it with a lot of paperwork and regulations that are intended to im-
prove the administration of the law, but in fact finds itself compli-
cating the services and being wasteful. So, if you could getyour state-
ment to us in the next week or so, just specific statements of delineating
the specific areas that seem to you to be unnecessary.

I didn't know they were requiring weekly reports. They might as
well make them daily or hourly.

Okay, if you'd get that material to us in the next week Mr. Rice,
we'd appreciate it very much.

Mr. Rion. We'll do that, Senator. Thank s, au.
Senator NnyzoN. Thank you.
[The material requested follows :J
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State of Ivi. in Department of Industry, Labc:' and Relations

March 3, 1978
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The Honorable Gaylord A. Nelson
221 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Nelson:

I am sending to you. at your request, a list of specific problem
that we have had with Department of Labor requirements under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. This list will supplement
my remarks to your CETA Hearing on February 25 1978, in Madison,

Wisconsin.

We believe that DOL requirements are probably designed with smaller.
urban Prime Sponsors in mind. They often seemingly ignorethe costs
involved in operating and modifying a State Prime Sponsor network.
These costs (in time and money) reduce our ability to deliver quality

services to CETA enrollees.

I have confined my comments to those problems which, herein Wisconsin,
are particularly acute for my Department as the Balance of State

Prime Sponsor.

1. Balance of State Wisconsin continues to phone to the regional DOL
office, weekly, a report on participants in public service employ-

ment. Iris unlikely that this information serves any useful purpose.

2. After the start of FY 1978. we were notified that we were to-
report "Vietnam-Era Veterans" an our first quarter reports. Forms

that we had printed for the new year were instantly obsoleted, and
computer reprogramming was necessary. -

This example is typical of reporting changes that occur suddenly
and are insensitive to the compT,Aty of a state Prime Sponsor's

system.

3. Reporting formats and requirements are also insensitive to the
limitations of most of the nonprofit agencies who act as our

subgrantees. These agencies, for_ the most part, do not have. pro--
fessional accountants, and CETAsadministrative cost limitations
preclude hiring accountants and other needed professionals. Never-

theless, the Labor Department requires: s

A. Complete separation of costs between activities for agencies
that operate more than one CETA aCtiVity. This will be
particularly burdensome for the three new youth programs--
many agencies are operating youth programs under all three

categories. These agencies do not have the resources to
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perform the complex time-distribution and location functions
necessary to comply with DOL requiremeats,

B. That paid-leave (like vacation, illness, military, etc.) be
treated as a fringe benefit, and repotad separately from wages.
This is an unusual payroll accounting requirement. Most systems
treat SociaTgEliFity payments, retirement, health insurance,
etc.. as fringe benefits, but reprt said -leave as wanes. It
is unreasonable to expect that out. t'.abgrantees have he resources
to modify their systems to meet this DOL requirement.

4. Ina number of instances we have requested technical direction from
the Labor Department and have received no useful assistancet

A. We have requested assistance in developing a definition for
"nepotism," in developing policy on "program income,' and in
developing a definition of "capital improvement." For the
formers, the answers were of little help; for the latter, we
received no reply.

B. On questions of allowable costs (say, for use of consultants)
we have been told that we are on Our own unless the costs
involved are over $100.000. For a small Prime Sponsor, single
incidents may be negligible. For us, however, a collection
of small incidents can add up to large amounts of money. .

S. Invariably, timetables for grant applications--difficult for single-
county Primes to meetare virtually impossible fnr the State Prime
Sponsor to meet. We hart six weeks to develop a YIP proposal. We
developed our Youth proposals on draft regulations and guesswork,
then revised at the last minute. We rpm lied with the region's
timetable, the DOL was over two weeks ate ulfilling their
reponsibilities--postponing the start-up plans of dozens of program
operators.

We have had an.opportunity to examine the Administration's new leg-illa-
tion that-you introduced on February 23. In general, we are very pleased
with the changes. Efforts to reduce paperwork, streamline the grant
process, pool administrative costs. and simplify eligibility require-.
gents will be a real help. 44'r

there was a way to keep Title I as an employability Development
tle, and keep Title VII as an.Administrative Provisions title, we

might be spared same confusion that-will occur during the transition.
We are also still concerned that many programs outlined under the new
Titles III and VII duplicate services that we can anj are currently
providing under Title I.
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When CtTA was st enacted, it was considered by many to be a manpower

revenue sharing program. By definition this has reevited in abuses and in enforce

ment difficulties. The AFL -CIO agrees that the time has come to strengthen CETA

and to eliminate so far as poesible -- misuse of the law. We believe that our

proposals, as well as many of the
Administration's suggestions, will help transform

CETA into a batter end more affective piece of legislation.

We look forward to working closely with this Committee carrying out thia

important teak.

Thank you, Mt.

31 - 27 9 1 a 03

The Honorable Gaylord A. Nelson

Pao Three
March 3, 1978

Despite a few specific ObjeCtiOnS,
the overall intent of the proposed

legislation to target the ecentmically
disadvantaged, to limit substi-

tOtion. and to simplify administration
is sound, We know the months

ahead will be difficult; if we can help in any way, please ask,

Sincerely,

S. RICE II
SECRETARY

cli
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Senator NELsoN. Mr. Steve Ickes, acting director, Governor's an-
power Planning Office. Mr. Ickes?

STATEMENT OF STEVE ICEES, ACTING DIRECTOR, GIWERNO-
MANPOWER PLANNING OFFICE, WISCONSIN

Mr. Ices. Good morning, Senator Nelson, Mark, Scott, and Joan.
It's a pleasure to be here this morning and to be able to talk about a
subject that's of key interest and concern in Wisconsin right now

CET.A. has done many things well (1) There is little doubt in my
mind that OETA has positively influenced the unemploy-
ment rate in Wisconsin and the Nation; (2) through the creation of
"good jobs'', Wisconsin, using CETA, has moved unemployed and
underer.:,10)ed individuals into the primary labor market ; and (3)
that CI. A It increased hope in many ilisadviint%iged citizens that
they ova escape the cycle of unemployment and poverty.

While the fabri,e of this public law (CET') embodies what is best
in the new federalism (decentralization. block grants, and &categori-
zation), it has also significantly complicated, in Wisconsin and in other
States. a longstanding partnership between State and lo.c:d govern-
ment and historield employment and traiiiing programs at the State
level, as a result of decentralizing without providing a mandate for
statewide coordination. By Congress not being sensitive to statewide
CETA coordination issues those States. like Wisconsin, which pride
themselves on shared State and local initiatives and coordination are
finding it increasingly difficult to work together cooperatively. These
intergovernmental relationships, in the absence of CETA providing
a forward looking statewide coordination pope - tILIC -,?lIlldate are pre-
served only with great personal encrgy, a good /et ion of risk taking
and professional skill and commitment to the fiekt.

Senator Nelson, in the spirit of constructive input, I am pleased to
have this opportunity to represent the position of the Governor's man-
power planning office on the proposed CETA rewrite. Since you will
receive input on the full rang,Fe of CE TI experience in Wisconsin, my
primary intent is to concentrate on communicating a meaningful and
complementai'y role Governor's otlice can play in th is new C'EL1. leg-
islation. In order to do this I would like to briefl y describe the context
from which CETA emerged and the complex context within which
non-CETA, CETA. primes. and Governor's opera t P. and I suspect, will
continr:. -5 operate.

The edmation of employment and training :,ei viees. of n-hich
CETI a large part., has been a major objective of the national and
many forwail looking State governments for mo than a decade.
While progress in comprehensive coordimition has been made in the
last few years, partly as a result of CETA's influence, the systematic
nature of the coordination problems have continued to dely easy an-
swers. We have found that simply talking about coordination and the
need for client centered comprehensive services is not enough.

Congress has finally begun to realize, especially in Public LAW 94-
482 (the Vocational Education Amendment of 076) to recognize that
its major employment and training programs need to have a comple-
mentary legislative intent. However, for the most part. Congress has
not addressed the issue of coordinated service deliver:, not planned
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for systematic linkages among major employment and training pro-
grams until now The coordination and linkage problems facing us at
the State and local level results from the complexity and variety of
independent employment and training programs borne over a num-
ber of years that provide overlapping services to overlapping target
populations. The programs of the 19G0's, which spawned CETA
J1-DT A, ClEO, etc., were established alongside already operating pro-
grams like Vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, WIN, em-
ployment set-vice, and adult basic education, With the exception of
vocatonal education, these major public 111.WS do not reflect, the de-
sired link,t,ges required to make employment and training a real
systein

Ceeffieting Federal legislation and regulations, different funding
and planning cycles, lind nonuniform service areas have presented
and continue to present major administrative barriers to meaningful
coordination, These basic structural problems are a major hindrance
to employment and training progress and it is our position that they
are a constant frustration to CETA tind non-CETA systems.

The passage of the Employment and Training Act of 1073 was, as
you know, an attempt to bring some order to employment and train-
ing programs. Two basic considerations, still valid, helped shape
CETA, First, that a, centralized federally operated employment and
training programlimited flexibility at the local level; and, second,
that the large number of independent categoricaltarget and objec-
tive specificprograms impeded effective and efficient provision of
services. It was expected that cET.,vs local decisionmaking and em-
ployment and training block grant fitnding would stimulate the de-
velopment, of a comprehensive system, to reduce duplication and gaps
in services and in great part it has done that State manpower serv-
ices councils were, in turn, given an overall responsibility, but not the
complementary State level mandate to promote and improve statewide
employment and training coordination, The lack of to statewide co-
ordination mandate has made it more difficult for CETA, to meet its
intent. fole of the Governors has, again, in CETA rewrite, been
well defined but inherently compromised and weakrned. Sections 105
(Five the Gov!,rnors some direct functions and. sections 110 give
Uoverno's ,!7,,ate employment and training council some functions, but
in neither seetion is there evidence of congressional sensitivity to give
a man4tste dt eeordinate bet --!en CETA's parts and between CETA
and rion-ff,77`k. .;-sterns.

In ..rcler fi ilLe problems currently facing State and
locally eleete, tee; employment and training practitioners
and planners, a e."A partnership has, to be developed between the local
delivery level ;tin State coordination functions, Coordination cannot
result from independently designed local plans not can it be tnan-
dated by State and Fedeial performance standards. It is undeniable
that local realities and needs should and will dictate unique delivery
systems and structures, Iloweser, there, is also a, need to insin.e that
coordination betweee t. , i 110S a ld between primes and non-CETA em-
ployment and traini,-,g sy,,Aents occurs. Coordinetaon will be signifi-
cantly less effective if Governors tire kept `sibot partners,"

In order -for Congress' apparent gold of statewkle comprehensive
ervize ,,,iciivery systems to become a working reality. Governors have
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the ability to facilitate and support. through incentive. local
operationsnot control ttetu. This partner'Ap should. however. lv
written is supportive i complementary-0 should not reflect State
control, Such a mandate needs to exist. for :! ''tt it without a sup-
poive role for the Governors. employment ma, training services will
continue to be fragmented and coordination will remain an overused.
but empty term.

To what extent w ill Congress give Gorcr1101'S the intimate to be
supportive under those two sections I mentioned? As I have implied.
there is little incentive in CET; 1_ rewrite for implementation of state-
wide coordination recommendations, and to the impact and response
to a Governor's policy and planning' initiatives. The provisif of tech-
nical assistance and training to prime sponsors is impoilant. The pro-
vision of labor market information to prime sponsors important.
What is needed is language giving Governors the ability to achieve
Statewide coordination and interagency linkagesnot review and com-
m nt language aimed at looking at performance standards.

lfy comments up to now have addressed primarily the point of try-
ing to restore what I think is a natural and effective partnership in
Wisconsin. I would now like to make my specific comments and obser-
vations about rewrite short and to the point.

1. There is a need to strengthen the Govenor3' ability to Er ti
facilitate local operations especially in section 105. It steel
that the Department of Labor's aereptance of a local plo.1 lade
contingent en the receipt and considei.ation of a Governor's revie
and comment. I want to be clearthis review and comment function
will be directed at coordination and link;ige issues. not performance
standatAs and inilicato This role is Denrhnent of Labor's. T would
snr.oest that the Labor Department solicit. State and local input in the
(lesion of a standard fornuit for the Governor's review and comment,

2 In order to insure a more effective role for Governors in promoting
coordination. it is suggested that Governors' special grants he com-
bined in the proposed legislation with a coordination incentive to local
primes. If the Governor is to respond to systematic needs. theoretically
covering all potential icipant,:. a special grant should provide
maximum fiesinility. And. if I can digress for It second. the only com-
ment that I would make is that the Governor's 4-nercent money, the
request for that always exceeds the amount of money that. we have in
that MAW.

3, We support further clarification of roles in the clearly demarcated
functions in sections 105 and 11n. This split establishes the Governor's
role as distinct from the Council's.

4 We support the following specific changes contained in the pro-
posed legislation:

A. Single eligibility across titles and the attempt to integrate PSE
and training;

B. Restricting PSE and
C Encouraging all legal s to ineike inroads into the

vato sector.
5. One point that I made in time -ritten =tend that von have that

I've now changed my mind about after consultation is the issue of
targeting at the highest rate of the number of unemployed. When
went back and read that, I saki, boy, somebody's written thator they've
hired a lawyer to write that because it's written very carefully.
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benefit to Wisconsin. It would be of benefit to the larger northeastern
urban areas. It's written targeting at the highest, into of the number of
unemployed. I think I would like, ou to take special nolo of that

Senator NELSON. Does that apply nationwide or within a. state?
Mr. locus. No, I think that is refleetiveI think that moves us

away from the original intent of CETA which was structural and
moves us into a cyclical area and I thin!. it favors the larger urban

northeast area with high unemployment, rates.

Senator NELSON. You're talking about the language of the now

Mr. lams. The new legislation.
Senator NELSON. Make a note of that
Mr. rokEs. We recommend greater encouragement of cross prime

sponsor activities. The present prime sponsor designation is workable.
However, labor inaiqtets cut across and through primes. The need to
impact on labor market problems is clearly another area of shared
responsibility inherent in the partnership I described,

6. Although we recognize and would be supportive of the need for
more effective integmation of Wagner-Peyse,r and CETA activities,
we would hope that prince sponsors continue to be given the flexibility
to design local systems responsive to local needs.

It is not easy to attempt to create a rational, well-organized
ruuent and training effortto reduce the problems of unemployment
given the unique context into which manpower programs were born
and evolved over many years. However, we believe that a balance can
be struck between local deliverers, prime, sponsors and the non-CETA,
system and that within the context of a progressive partnership., that
the issues central to each as weli as the advantages of each system, can
be preserved best if Governors can support, and facilitate local de-
cisions mid integrate that with the non-CETA system. This would be
a major step toward meeting Congress' original intent, and I thank
you very much for the 10 or 15 minutes that I've taken.

Senator NELSoN. You took exactly the amount allotted.
Mr. Icius. Thank you. That doesn't surprise me.
Senator NELSON. You didn't give us anything and we didn't give

you anything. Would you give us a memo on your- precise interpretation
of the language you referred to under item D, page 8, targeting at
the highest rate of the number of unemployed. Tell us what you
believe the impact would be nationwide in general and on the State of
Wisconsin in particular?

Mr. ImEs. I would be glad to.
Senator NELSON. Nnd get it to Mr. Ginsburg?
Mr. ICKES. Yes.
[The material referred to may be found in the files of the

subcommittee.]
Senator Nee sox. Our next witness is Hr. Paul Guthrie, Director,

Office of Intergovernmental Programs, Department of Natural Re-
sources.

Mr. arrnme. Good mooting.
Senator NELSON. Good morning. As I stated in the beginning, we

have so many witnesses, we can't permit anybody to exceed 15 minutes
if we are to hear from everyone, so if this does exceed 15 minutes,you'll
have to conclude it and we'll print your whole statement in the record.
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STAIMENT OP PAUL GUTIIRIE, IR., DIREcrort, OFFICE OF INTER-
GOrEFINNETITAL PROGRAMS, WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OP
ITITUMAI RESOURCES

;qr. (iatra natEn;. Thank you, Senator. T gave tai Scott n, tnutnlx.riif copies
and they available. It's a gent, pleasore t n be here.

As one whose profmional calver ling along with manpower
prograuts from N1DTA and the early days of the 0E0 :ket, the am.
CAMPS, Committee, and the dev elopment. of manpower corimintions
to current statewide manpower councils and prime sponso..., I have
a strong feeling for manpower for the last tri yea's. r sort of feel like
the 'current In iclater ism tvhich says, "INTis have eane a long way, lathy."
On the other side of it however, I think t bat I'm not convinced that
we really have designed a system that is flexible enough yet to net to the
great variances in employment need and simple enough to be tul-
ininisteted easily.

irm-ingssid that, I'd like to tall: to you today a little hit about my
curreitt responsibilities relative to the YACC program and its torent
situation. I.et, 1110 first begin by reaffirming our great support, for t he
prompt-ill's concept and our intention to use I lie YACC opportunity to
the fullest. We believe that it'-, upon the public totals of this
w hers the grea test opportunity lies for nleanin ficl, product i ye, useful
new employment, endeavors generated by public zigencies. 1-et, today`
with. it degme s31d !less tund with frustrnt ion r Hist that our ON-
p_ tally has not been good.

There are problems in structure. financing, and administration and
in my 18 years in public program administration. I have never seen
a more callused program.

Sevator IsTar.soN. Which one are von specifically
(lt7rnitir. The 1,.1.CC. du :Young onservation Corps.

Senator icu,stix. Now, that statute went into effect in Adult month
last year?

Mr. City-rtutry.. August.
Senator NELsox. A ligust of last r

YACCMr. GUTIIIIIV, Yes. As a stoner. one of I problems of
and this nay sound lilce an echo from all pro .amsis the funding
let el. Let one use Wisconsin as an eXaniple. We estinuite that there are
approximately 35,000 people in iVigeonsin that would he eligible for
enrollineitt in the program. Yet, in the combination of tine State pro-
gran--initiated under section 800about 150 p-eople. could be served
on an annual basis and the Fedei-al segment, maybe 200 to 250 people
may be se.rvol. So in reality out of a program t hat could technically
service 5,.,000 people perhaps 350 will be served_ And more critically
than that, hocause the Largest acreages of pH is landsare away from
the southeastern -Wisconsin cities where more than one-hal f of the po-
tential enrollees in because residential vamp expenses are almost
prohibitively: expensive when coupler! With per enrol lee cost limits, few
urbart people will be served. Nonresidential rural youth programs may
he the only way to succeed under the draft regulations that am cur-
rently circulating.

Now while times are different and needs are certainly different. the
belief that the YACC was the second coining of the CCC is certainly
not happening in Wisconsin, and yet we'd certainly like it to. We have

31.275 rte 8.87
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tltcn jobs. 11't, have the work. 11'lnnt. we don't have tire the fiscal
resou tees.

Now oven if out' On/1W rns for the Inek of Federal investment. wVIV,
alone, this meager effort has been flawed by redvral lime( ion, inepti-
tude and Federal agency disinterest.

lir. Choi rman, it is very difficult, to phrase I hese comments so bluntly
knowing your great support for youth programs, lint it has heen a
frustration in the last ES months. Frankl,v, it is almost us i In 1.1opti rt-

Anent of the Interior and t he Departments of Labor tont Agricull tiro
do not want a viable St ate prOgrt1111 tOtillereetl.

The law was signed AuguSt i5, interagency agreement. betw
the three agencies, August 2:3, 'file reglat ions of the Labor Dapart-
meat were published December 6. To this date no further regulations
have been issued by the Departments of Agriculture or Interior imple-
menting the delivery of the prog,ram.

Further, we should all Ire aware that, a conscious decision twos (natio

by both of the two delivering it gi.upies that the el ern] program,_ that
their internal program wits to he lip and I ly minting ln` fore tiny State
grunts were to he made mil in most cases Federal projects were Ivell

en their way with special financing, I lig-her per enrollee costs and addi-
tional front-end costsnot to he allowed to t he. St ate:; to implement
their program.

On December 5, rcyresontot -111'S of the Stilt(' wk,ongin lilt in

Deliver, Colo., with Agriculture and Interior personnel to -begin plan-
ning for application. .1t t hat. session a number of very key issues were
raised concerning the program. Reprei-;entativos of the ;Agencies pre
aided no key information for as for use in lApp I ie:It ion development.

Since December 7, 1977., there has not been otie written piece of in-

formation concerning this progrinn disseminated to our State agency,
and the only information that we have has come about in the form of
phone calls that I have iniale to Washington and in one case when I
dropped in to the Depurt Anent of the Interior unannounced and sat
Clown with the program people.

questions have been iinsered. 110 pro -1 ablished and no
regulations issued.

In utter frustration, we, as a State, have constructed -from first draft
regultttion pieces and the ks pa rt III of Talbot. materials our own for-

mat, and we arc fit ing within t/10 /1I-IXt 2 weeks ann application without
assistance of Federal gu idance or guidelines.

As you may iniaritie, al 1 11 .St0. f .. .S t91- diS1101trIM-ling to a State that
created a special State entity to handle what it felt to be a major new
effort, in elitnimiting unemployment. Oni. Con,-evation 11`m.k projects
nmird established eimptvr laws of 1977, is restless. Our depart-
ment, the Department of Nattiral Resourees where I am employed, has
potentially thousands 61 j obs and yet little has II:Appalled and no one is
now employed in the State program in Wisconsin..

Now, let me be very specific, very briefly on some of the major kinds
of issues that are unresolved. One of a special note, section 806(c)
clearly states that "thirty percent of the sums appropriated to carry
out this title for any fiscal year shall be made available for grants nil-
der this section. . . . The Federal agency on_ their own initiative has
determined to take a 6-percent skint off of the 340-percent program for
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their own internal ndministrul ion and the allot monis unliont id to the
States errs Intst!Il on that II. percent. skim coming off l Ito :to percent.

We believe, that, skint is not authorized and that administ rat ion In'
I'oderal agencies should collie out of tilt. 71) thovi.ot uppropiated,
Tlutt's $1) 1,000 to the Stale of 11'iseonsin. That's 10-1.2 jobs II year that
are being skimmed to Federal agencies in this one SI al c

Ilre have sought, without sucps.s in recei ying dclinit ions, full defini-
tions of what "non-Federal lands" are. This is especially erit ienl.
von know, 'Mr. Clink-num, -we have 1111 nn.rons potential projects on
:long-term lensed property, hut we have not eevived any advice other
sleuth that we, should forget, tluese. prol-tortieri in tin' ;It 'pi icat ion 10

id controversy."
similar question can he raised relat ire to -eased.' lands.

have projects thatwe're going along St. Cmix. for exato
where. Ne ha ye eased ja-operty and t hat is a major quest ion of
definition.

Senator NELsox. Well, those. on t C'toix are casements owned by
t he State?

Nit-. Goren Rim. That's correct.
Sena! or N't.ti,st ts. So titer new them?
11r. (itemise;. IVe osvn them. The question i whethersince it

privately held land. we're asking torn Iceliniett 1 definition.
Senato Nr,t.soN. Excuse inc. it depends itpon what we bought. the

landowner who Intys t he taxes on tit laud Nay Ilse the 1:111(1 for \Clint
aver purpose it was being- used a1 the ti nte t be easement wits purchased.
l'he State doesn't have an}- rirht to build or put arty structures on it.

fr. Gtrri tut E. That's corrert.
Senator N-Er,soN. So w hitt que.4t ions aiT vou raising as to easement,

lands?
Aft. (-1-t-Tuntr. We're raising the question ns to the service of the coy-

porut ion is restricted onto non-Feder :11 piddle lands. Iv, are ;r hiii
whether in the ettse of easement or in the case of long-term leased bunt-
ing and fishing- ground whetlwe or not conservation trod.-_ eats be clone
on those properties or 1111Ist it he. only done on fee -held land.

Senator Nia,sox. You said non-Federal. What about Stateyou
can use State lands, can't vest?

Afr. Gtr-rtirttn. State lands., county lands.
Senator NELsoN-. Comity Innds?
Arr. Gi vintr.. hilt. we're trying to get t he hroitith of the defini-

tion of that term. That's nn example.
With regard to capacity-, we have a serious problem with romtryl to

residential. We have been told tl t our per enrollee cost cannot exceed
On an average $9,800. ;Tai .s IS a fl trll rent-lied front the intetg-ency
agreement, which said $1 0.500. and then the (1-pereclit Federal skint
was taken Mr o t hat to drop the enrollee cost to $9.800.

In nonresidential settings . this is wot-liahle hut it tight, In residen-
tial settings with no startup cost. it is: ni roost impossible. Thenot result,
again will be the inability to get nrhan people involved in the prog,riun
heinlise it 'win depres:4 the amount Of residential activity.

Finally. thet-ct is a third nrea which I call the Tinl:el.s to Evers to
Chance initiation fee. and that involved what it costs an enrollee on
the front end to get. into this prOLf tarn and won't go into the details,
but rollghly speaking if you look at the requirements for having a
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maven' examination, the law says that an enrollee must be en mble of
tprying out the work. The Devitt:MR.11c of Labor togulat ions say a

physical examination is required which either mast be obtained it
selectee's expense or be obtained litt le or no cost,

The Department8 of Agrieultttre and Int erior, when they I ronslated
it said, "Orantees shall . require that enrollees puss physical ex-
aminations prior to official ear alto rut. The cape uses for the exam i na-
t ion wil I be borne by the prospect ive enrollee."

Similar transfer occurred. under clothing so the final language from
t he USDA in their draft indic aleS enrol lees shit II provide all their own
clothing with the exception of certain safety equipment.

Similarly, Ivith regard to transportat ion, enrol lees will be required
to pay for their own transpoilati on.

As the net result and when coupled together, medical. clot Inng, and
transportationand wanted there is an ability to deduct from
wages--there will be largely no payrolls in the early days of residential
enrollees teeti.use of the deductions for these three items, plus the de-
ductions for food and band.

.;1not her particular aj-ea of great concern is imemployment com-
pensation. We have been seekingand it is my understandieg that
it ", been in the soliitor's office of the Department of the Interior since
Decemberwhat the definitions are or section str) Ivimtive to the
larnnuige, which indicates that. the enrollees for purposes of unemploy-
ment compensation are not to he considetei Federal employees.

%%r emeluisize this is not, idle euriosit , We t I i Ilene that if the costs
of unemployment compensation area sole responsibility of the grantee

nereney, it could_ cost for the first 7 moot hs of this pro!nain $29.2 ,000 of
the $1,400,060 alloetited to Wisconsin.

Finally, let tile go beyond this to say that we're looking at several
nnovativ areas.

Senator NELSoN. 1 want to say on'the question of the unemployment
compensation, Congress specifically did not intend enrollees who left
the program to draw unetuploynaent compensation.

(t ram. Well, could that. he communicated directly to the De-
partments of the Interior and A gricult lire'? As of late_ Thursday after-
noon they still would not ,tzive the a formal opinion. on whether or not
we should put that in our budget. Senator, we have been trying for
more than 60 days.

Snator IVELsolx. My understanding is it not an issue, because Con-

gress did not intend it to be
Mr. Gm- mu. We were told to budget it and we objected.
Senator NELSON. Well, well take that up. It wasn't our intent that

unemployment compensation would be involved.
GlITIIRE. One of the tt4 S let me mention briefly two thing_ s

that we are doing on a mare positive side. I hove grumbled enoughI
think.

No. 1, we're looking very seriously
Senator N81,SoN. You've got 1 minute to dolt.

atrru. Very seriously at small mum sizes and wvorl,: crew
levels,. 8 to 10, mixing with CET)V enrollee positions in supervisory
capacities. We think that this oilers the cost effective way to maxi-
mize residential enrollees in this program.
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Filially, foul as 1'%'' fill iiefitt it a my St Weida Urge you to
look seelotisly itt I lie )ssilti 61 y lu desigtillt loll Of One dclutill ist ni

ugatey and not thrin It) this, prog-ra ta. The conflict Ilion with
Federal agencies fur Illei r act ivit.ies t1 t heir eticrirl s oil rega-
lations and rules tillikeS it ttil tui tiistruttvell' 1011101 y (Heal t

Setiat I thank, you.
iThe prepared statement of :11r. ; ttt !pie fol loNvs :1

l'axemmn STA'n:Ntk,NT PAin, 01171( ILW:I R.

It la With pleasure tile I appear today in alselats aspeets of the development.
f the emerging Young Adult Conserve! jun COrps program (1'.1('1 ') nod the re-

authorize don of the Comprehensive Ilniploymen t a nil Teal ill lig Act
As one whose professional career has growl., tilting with manpower progrems

from .111YrA rind the early days or the ()Eo _set, the first cANIPs t'onuelt tee,
and the development of manpower eorporatitais to current Ntll tovilli manpower
councils and prime spottsom, I a liven strang feeling nu- tlw lost Iii ye'_ rs. lied eg
served at one time or another with most of these groups, I am Inclined to cello tt
current hucksterism, "iVe have come a long ivay. lthy". But 1 helleve that there
is melt that needs to he done. I tun not comineril that ire have realistically yet
designed a system flexible enough to relict to the great vu Moues In employment
need. yet simple cat met to he admit% ititered easily.

Today, because of my current responsihility, I xvould like to mennient directly
on the l'AGC prognim and Itis current sit-flatten nail the!. things that I believe
should he addressed in renewed legislation. All of this is obviously colored by
my past experience with manpower progrums, old while at times I may appear
es-peclally critical, I ceutribute thls to the Subeotrunittee in the spirit of support
and concern.

ereel.et me begin by reaffirming 'Wisconsin's great stimmrt fur Iha program
and our desire to ntilize the rAc opportunity li, die Col leNt. We holier' tint it
111 upon the Public lands of this country where the greta est, opport tinily for mean-
ingful, productive and useful new empleymeet taletivors can he achieved by
pulblie agencies.

Mr. Chairman, apPertrilig before yon and expressing these sentiments luny
appear a bit indulgent, given soar lung commitment to conservittio and to
etirployment, but to others I would Moe this testimony lo Niglill I our belief that
gainful employment if unemployed persons fa natural resource and conserva-
tion programs offers till almost mtlimited emportunit3- for valid jolts. It is a
realitty that in many areas "piddle sector" new Jolt opportunities are extremely
unlikelyyet on our public': lands there is an u bundance of work waiting to be
donework that has been deferred, or left undone, hat still work: with put.-
pOse and work with great henetlt. The identification, and protection, of our
natural resources,. omr forests, our streams, our Infies alai Our natural environ-
ment is n most challenging crud a swot:Int business.

Yet today', with a degree of sadness and with much frnstraltion, I must say
that, to date, our experience with V ACC has not teem good. There are problems
its structure, financing. and aileti iii tra lion : caul in my Is years in imblie pro-
gram administration, I ha ve never titert a more conf mod. pregnant,

A.N a starter line of the pmehl etas with \ ACC Is the low level of funding.
Let me use Wisconsin as an example. Our most recent estimates tian(lite
that appooxinintely 35.000 people in Wisconsin lit the age and employment
Fall ON required by Title I or Pt 115D3. if these, soilli 11-000 people are found
in MIlwankee Comity nett anotbee 8.000 in Itrieen, Winnebago. 15'110o:slat. thine.
Racine, and Kenosha Counties. ret tilt state proanint initiated hy Section 806
may provide employment only for appro>jtaately 150 p'erson's annually, The
Federal segment of the program may employ up to another 200 persons. So in
brith programs, both faced with severe budget cniistrniuts, perhops 350 of the
more than 32,000 eligible participants may receive. attention. And to make
matters more difficult. strict, noel brie acreages of public lands are away front
the eitiex (where one-Ilalr of the people are) and hertinse reNidealiul ea no vk-
IWILcies are almost prohibitively eAllesivo V. heir ecsipl(-4ci with per enrollee cost
lintits, few urban persons he served. Nonresidential rural youth programs
nuns' he the only way to sheeted under likely regulations.

While times are different arel needs are certainly different, the belief that
VACC was the .second coming of the CCC is certainly not happening in WIscon.
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sill, mid yet we would cnrtulrily like It to. have the jobs, we k;
what we don't have nee the fiseal resoureeS.

Now CVell If our conceals for the luck of suhstautive federal investment in
this program were not real enough, this menger effort has been thiwrml lay' federal
lanetion, ineptitude, and federal agency disinterest.

Mr. Chairman, It Is dillieult to phrase these comments so bluntly, kzwwIng
or your great sup port Of 'Youth programs, but. It boo been n frustration, We
last Mx months. Frankly, it is almost as If neither the Department or the Inte-
rior nor Ilepartalent of Agriculture emits a viable state program In sueeeed.

Public Law f)5 -93 was signed Into law 411gast 5, 1077, tut interagency agree-
nwat as to structure and procedure was signed effective Alienist 23, 3,077. Ileg-
Mations from the Department of bailor were published December (1. 1U77. To
this date no further regulations have Item forthcoming from the Ilepartments
of Agriculture anti Interior implementing the delivery of the progeoni from the
Deportment of tabor.

Further, all should be aware that is conscious decision svgs Man by both
delivering agencies that the Federal agency progrtini was to proceed before
ally State grants were to be made. And, in foot, most federal projects are well
on their way, with special fitatneing, higher per enrollee costs, a ett (rout-end
costnot to be allowed to the states,

Ou Deeember 5. 0, foul 7, 1977, represeiltittives of the ::trite or When:I:sin net
with U.S. Department Of the Interior tied Department of Agricilltiire representa-
tives In Denver, Colorado, to begin planning for lipplication. At that session a
number of very key issitei acre !liked converting the progrflin. Ilepreserila fives
of tlie ngeneies it that meeting proved to have no key information for IN for use
in a pPlientIon development.

Since Deeemln.r 7, 11)77, there lies not been out written piece of Information
concerning this program disseniinaled to our Slate :lama, and the only Infor-
mation that we have has come from veils by no to Wilshinglon and from one
drop-In by rne to the Department of the Interior in Washington.

\o q an.-4ti ens have twee answered, no parcedares established beyond early draft,
and no regulations Issued.

In utter frustrationwe as Strar. have einitrheterl, front Ist draft regiflution
i)ieceA and the Department of Laber materials, our own format rand a re filing
within two weeks an application without assistance of Feller:II 1.7uldatice.

As you. may Iniagine, all of till, is very disheartening to a Stale that created
a special State entity to Int tulle %vital it felt to lien major new effort at elfrnimiting
unemployment. Our Conservation Wt irk Projects Board, established by Chapter
9, Laws of 1077, is restless at this Sitlite of affairs. Our Department of :Natural
Ute-wources, where I .trru einployefl, has potentially ilionsauds of jolt~, and yet
little lifts happened, and nu ono is new employed in the State 'flagrant In
\Viscously.Nowhaviag said thatlet Ina be very specific about certala Immediate con-
terns that remained atiresolved iti our discussion with the Federal agenelem.

rscc CONCERNS

Ftordt fliaiifriblc to Slat c8.ticvlion NOG( t) of the YACC Act "ritlety
percent of the stuns appropriated to carry sift this title for ally fise,ii year shall

be made available for grants under this section
I have previously noted ale small size of the state program. To add to this

problem, la assigning allotments, the federal administering agencies have auto-

nutneally reduced the .30 percent share for sillies by 6 percent for "ictieral ad-
ministration." For Wisconsin this menus approximately $91,000. We believe this

iS ail inappropriate use of State program funds. Ire believe that smell a federal

slcini-oft is not authorized in this portieular circuaistonce and flint all arinuinistra-

to of federal agencies should come out of the 70 percent appropriated to the

federal government.
Definition of Non-Foderill handA,We have sought without success a defini-

tion of what are 'non-federal public lands and waters." Speeifieally, Ave have

sought advice as to tile status of leased lands and their eligibility for work.
Nit'- Chairman, as you know, so have numerous potential prejtcts Dillow-term

leased property, but to date we Have not received any advice other thati that we

should forget these properties ill the first ripplication to "_void Controversy."

A similar question can be raised relative to "leased" lands.
Residential Capacity and Colas c have hero informed that on the average

State mat costs per enrollee cannot exceed $9,800 including start-up costs. This
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figure wits arrived al by taking the oust l i m i t s of section II I .1 of the I nterageney
Agreement and subtracting 6 pereent federid tulinhilst nit loll skint, let,tleriti
agencies are to he Judd to *io,nuo, It Is our under.standing ilint federal agencies
dIstri hilted start-tip finals outstitle these limits.

These cost limits, while tight let nonresidential settings, art. worlothle; In rest-
denthil sltuntions %tittle supervisory mid costs athl great iv to nvenige
costs, the prosPect Is not bright, Iliere are, therefore, hvo po!--4411111. onto ae ;

first, fewer residentlitl slots mitt be proviths.1 and, se trod, iii sta tips mach as Wis-
consin, where limit pttlential public Muds work sites are IlW41). front the larger
cities, less opportunity will be provided for urea lo youth.

Further, In states with snail allotments as Wisconsin, large camps providing
per enrollee co t. advantages of scale not be created.

Euro/ice initiation Fcrs.We lave expresstd considerable concern :ikon( wInil
I thNerlhe as Initiation costs neceKSIlry to become an ei trolley,

Let Inc explainPluase remember Holt an enrolhoe to this prog nun toast lie
an unemployed person and therefore Iii nil likelihood without much prior JIM
meccas reinforcement.

Medical Eximmintion: Untler Public Lm 95-93, Sec, soft ) l 1 ) (1) aii en-
rollee must. he flaunt, "tiopoltle, its determined by Hie Secretion or imilor, or
carrying out the work of tic- iri k4,-

1711liVr Department or labor (2't (TR Part II 1,1 fit d) I, this be
comes among (alter things:

fit A physival exiiiiilitation Is required or each NI.I(41I'V, Vithr 11111.4t. ht.
at the Seleetet.' expense (or may he toy the selectee it little

or no cost ;
Under 1st draft USI regtilalluns, this sect inn heeomes GM( 'FR 275.-1(0 (r)))
GNIIIEOCS Shall . . require that enrollees pass pity'ical t xulolnnrlolls prior

to official enrollment. The expenses for the extuninatiolt %vitt lit borne toy the
prospeetl ye enrollee.

Clothing Under POI, regtilations 9711,23(e
Lamp /project directors shall. Issne such Items of proteetive it oil safety clothing

and milipment to enrollees as are los.e.-,sary loud noproprkt le i0 ensure a maxi-
mum of slifet:- in all work sit tuitions.

. . . Enrollees are expected to provide all other clothing.
tinder USDA. 1st draft language: fin CFR 215.4(c) (1) ; tees slia .

require enrollees to provide own clothing with the exception or certain .
equipment which will ltv forme -Baal .

Transportation : 20 CPI1 0711.13(2) states that enrollees "will lie required to
pity for their own transportation to and from the project or rump . ,

Coupled together, the initial costs to tin enrollee for medical examination,
clothing (probably different from that normally worn prior to enrollment) and
transportation far exceed the money the aver:Ige eorollee will lon-t'e. Granted,
provision is rnade for a dvoncement of funds with later (lethal ion from payroll)
but the recouping of these advances plus 0111r.:1'N for meals and lodging can
largely told the first payrolls for residential enrollees; therehy (offering no early
financial reinforcement to the enrollee at the illOtit. Crit Ira] stages In enrollee
adaption to the world of work.

Unemployment Compensation: For n potential grantee, Section SO5 of the
YACC legislation holds some difficulty relative to unemployment compensation.
We have been unable to find definitive inform:Won on the rumining of this sec
tion. Because of our comfit -,tort as to the meaning of this provision,vve hove sought
clarification front the Deportment of the Interior since. December. No answer has
teen forthcoming.

To emphasize, this Is DM simply idle curiosity, If thls provision places on the
grantee sole financial responsibility for uneniployinent compensation, for en-
rollees the costs can Ile staggering.

For example, we estimate that the first seven months ,if operation of YACC
at a level of 150 enrollees could incur a contingent lialoility of $2f22,600, or 16%
of total grant funds availa tole to Wisconsin.

Finally, having shared with you some of our most immediate problems, let me
In conchosion briefly discuss several opportunities we are looking at in our prof-
eet phinning and delineate motile sloggi.stions for tooth counliiiit dog with CE'17,1
and for administrative change.

As I hate indicated, fills is a fosimily tight program for any residential ae-
tIvIty: tel If a major trorotet is to he made in urban unemployment, ntiMerons
residential settings are accessary beeause of the locations: of 'piddle lands,"

Likewise, economies of settle in "Camp- settings 110 not begin until about 50

0 !)
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to 100 enrollees, u nuber that precludes small allotment states from acting.
As a sway to provide lilt alternativ yet fiscally sound residential snot system,

we are looking at two possibilities. irst, we are developing workcrew size
residential settings (s to 10 enrollees ) ; second, we are attempting to case severe
cost constraints by the use of ORTA placements in certain types of supervisory
ix:alons. Both of these devices should enable as to meet the mandatory residen-
tial requirementli of the program and to silty within cost limits.

This device of the 10117401mi of ckYrA slots within the YAW program offers
great potential ; however, it does point up a problem with current, CE,TA prac-
tice. For a statewide agency operating over tunny jurisdictions, the Independent
coordiilation between prime sponsors and the balance of the state is complex, And
while nil sponsors me extremely cooperative and helpful, in packaging a mixed
YACC-CETA program we are faced with negotiating with a series of agencies
with different levels of Involvements and le ith differentfunding cycles.

Finally, let nie suggest that while the logic of the involvement of three federal
agencies (e.gMnapower--Forest ServiceParks, Recreation, etc-, ) is persua-
sive, the administrative Jungle Is improducth.e. It Is difficult enough to gain ap-
provals In one process, To Involve three borders on the Impossible. I strongly rec
ommend one agency be osg-vet1 primary mindnIstratiT responsibility.

Finally, the competition between the In-house federal projects ruin by
the ti. s. Department oe ,lgrIculture mid the Department of the Interior and pa.
undid State activities Invariably result In the states getting the least. This
exanpotition Is not conducive to good program devciopiniqo,

In 'Wisconsin the Department of :Natural Resourees owns approximately
1.000,0o0 acres. ('stunts' forests covet- 1111 nth] itin11;11 U.15 minion aercs In 2s comi-
ties. in all of these lands, plus ninny ogler places, opportunity for useful pro-
ductive work and training- Is available. We only hope that it cac be utilized.

Senator NELSON. Munk you very nitwit. On next witness is Mr,
\\Milani ODonnoll, execitti-e, Milwaukee County.

STATEMENT OF VTILLIAM O'DONNELL, COUNTY EXECUTIVE,
ELIWAIJEEE COUNTY, WIS.

O'DoxNLL. Thank volt, it.,11ator. 'III I would like to say is my
relations as an elected oircial and prime sponsor in the Milwaukee
County have beets very well wit lI the local Federal agency in Chicago.
What I see after a number of years in goverment, is that too often
the people talking about how to create jobs are not civil service em-
ployees, not, county en 11)1 ovves or State employees.

I think there ought to be treater involvement with the private sec-
tor and this was what. I did when I became county executive in Mil-
waukee County is tried to reorieni Me our CETA program from one
that's social service oriented into something into the real world of
work, and what trying- to do in Milw4tlikee County is to involve
to a gratiter degree the private sector.

It the private. sector that will ereine the jobs. It's the private sec-
tor that will pay the taxes that will keep the civil service employees
goincr, and, as you know, in 3illwatikee County we are under a. man-
datefroni Judge Grady to spend teniendmis amount of money to
clean up the water and if two nee going to do anything, we need to
attract industry and we need to keep incIuStry and I think that in the
whole CETA program from the. Federal to State and the local level,
that we involve the private sector, the sector thitt can create jobs, the
sector that creates profit and pays taxes.

This is what we must do and this is what I'm trying to do in county
government if we are the prime sponsor in Milwaukee County and this
is I think important.

I think you helped us in our step were trying to work
out and is just starting out now in the oundry industry and all we
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want to he is the conduit, for the ione from Washington to the
foundry indust ry to train people for that indust ry and 1 hope in the
future that we can do it for other industries because we in county
government. have no expertise at all of this.

And, if you want, us to he Ilw einployels of lust resort, then that's
another thing. Put, if you mint hi use these moneys twat ively, then I
think we have to do it in the sense I hat Wt. h Vt. to get t he private sec-
tor involved,

Now, I don't know how many people here today are from the. private
sector but if we are going to make I his program a suevess, the CETA,
and get people ()IF of welfare to got t hem into jobs, we need the pri-
vate sector to do it not it We not experts. W have used money
creativelx that came, to CET:V.

We have it stein it V 8 fot.ee that we put 20(1 people to work in county
government out patrolling t he st reels, looking out for old people. These
arc not Jobs we normally would have.

I've allocated CETA moneys to IIle arts and I t hint: this is creative
but we need the involvement of the private sector. They tire Ilit ones
that will create the jobs and this is what 1 would plead for volt to do
for its.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator Nmr,soN. I agree with you iii that being the siilistitnt

phasis in the new authorization bill. The end result still has to he
ploynient in the private sector,

AlI. O'DONNELL. Weil, We have 1111(1 some questions of training
programs that have been run for years and then when they get out,
that the individuals have gone throuoli the I raining pi OoTains and
go out to private industry and they it really not trained for jobs
they're doing. They're 20 years behind a ml this we don't need..

Thank you.
fTlie prepared statement of Mr. O'Donnell follows :]

raKe.vip:o s.r.intr:c.r or WILLIAM 01 )I)ssEIA,
Unemployment and the conseqjances it has for both the individual and so-

ciety has long been recognized a1111 economic malignancy worthy of substantial
attention by local government. In light or this it is surprising that the basic con-
cept of a comprehensive manpower policy is still hirgely undeveloped at the
local government level. :%lanpower ii 1. meant 11111113' things to many people and
has labored under diverse and often contradictory goills. Witli the passage of newFederal manpower legislation in is a, Meal governments were given both the
mandate and the opportunity to clelirly define (heir own particular manpowerpolicy liau to roily incorporate that policy with other related services orgovernment.

Milwaukee county has been involved in manpower activities for several years
through the provision of in-service training for its Civil Service work force, the
development of the Pay-for-Work Progrlini for General Assistanee recipients, nullthe operation of the Junior Public Service anti Summer Employment Programsfor youth. More recently, the county also acted as the funding authority for
traditional community programs which seek to train the disadvantaged to become
welders, auto mechanics, and secretaries. These activities, however, limit man-power by defining it as a function whieli is "tacked on" to the major responsi-
bilities of local government. In its broadest sense, the term "manpower" really
refers to the entire complex of an area's labor resources and, inure specifically, tothe problems generated by inadequate or itoproper utilization of those resources.
The success or failure of manpower policy, therefore, can have implications forsuch diverse concerns of local government as welfare, economic development.mental health, affirmative action, the area's tax base, the standard of living and
the equality of educational and vocational opportunities.
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Ib-obiens definition. t ring September of Brill, tile unemployment rate for
Milwaukee Colinty Wati 5,1! percent. This figure represents 2.1,4(13 members of the
County's labor force, In addition to all estimated 20,000 residents of the County
who are under-employed, or earning less than poverty level wages. Anti ill tholigh
three not no malloritatIve ligures lilt% at West several thousand addl.
tionni individuals who have become discouraged and are no longer seeking eta
ployment aro nut reflected In these tignree, it' or the County, these statistics can be
translated Into it dentand for tax dollars to support an average of '21,000 families
on AFDC and 3,700 on General Assistance ; to provide tinempieyment compensa-
tion to 18,000 individuals; and to mite 111'111W/1C the numerous soeini services
required when individuals nud families cannot remain self-suflielent.

Ironically, while so ninny people it re unable to iltui and/or retain eploynient,
the "help wanted" ads In the Sunday paper III I upwards of 100 columns etteli week.
Local business and industry are wattle to obtain trained workers in umny fields
neeeshary to maintain or expand our CCOUOIllie base.

Thus, the ultimate challenge of manpower policy and programming is to de-
velop a system which accomplishes the deal function of previding traluing and
other service to the dIsadvahtaged to maximize their employntent opportunities,
and to provide local government, busittess and industry with it work force that Is
fully trained to meet their present and future manpower needs. Until now, na-
tional emphasis had a tendency to favor the fortner a the expense of the latter.

Nom Ifireelionx.Uneployment Is a misunderstood problem, almost always de-
plcteti as it axed. "stock" of the same Individuals, who are considered either
linfort rilitions III Itaig-suiterIng viethes of a depressed eronteny, depending upon
ono's philosopiden1 orientation. The facts suggest, however, that unemployment
IS a dynamic "flow" of Individuals in and out of employment every month, with
the Jobless imputation eunstently eh:owing. Tile problem of the hard-core unem-
ployed Is that they are unable to find stable jobs, not that they are linable to find
work at It 1. Ingli turnover In elepiey meta is due to low wages, boredom, unidens-
ant working conditions and poor eleineets for advancentent. Economic grotvtlt,
however. can serve to alter this turnover among disadvantaged workers. As the
ectiteltu Is stimulated, employers run into shortages of skilled, mature workers
for whom the unskilled are pa substitute. The solution to this mismatch between
available workers and available Jobs, I feel, is the key to a maupower policy which
addresses the needs of the disadvantaged worker and provides a stimulus to Went
economic development.

Job training must he more closely linked to job creation. Instead of just sending
people to school, we must merge manpower with economic development to meet
the dual challenge of our manpower polies. The most elTeetive, most rapid job
creating program we have is the private sector. The thousands of additions it
makes to employment every few weeks dwnrf the size of proposed government
programs.

The most recent issue of "County Manpower Report" features two articles call-
ing for the combination of economic development with manpower programs within
it narrowly defined impacted area. I am suggesting that this approach is long
overdue and has validity, not only on nil experimental project basis, but should
be the paramount theme of till manpower programs throughout the country.

In recognition of these ultimate eel-atomic realities, we In Milwaukee County
are in the process of redirecting our manpoo-er program objectives to comply with
the business need,. In our comin ty. My first step in progrnin redirection was the
appointment of a new Director, Mary Ellen Powers, whose primary task will he
reorganization and development of a "business needs" approach to manpower de-
velopment. Our second step was creation by the County Board of a planning/eco-
nomic development tenni to iNerk with business, labor ednestion. and goveromeet
to determine what new jobs are being developed in the community and how man-
power funds can he used to facilitate these new jobs. This team, comprising ap-
proximately one-half of our manpower staff, shall stly on the forefront of de-
veloping Milwaukee County business, and therefore, Job - related opportunities to
help match tax bnse development with employment opportunities as part of 811
integrated effort.

A major governmental unit, such as the County, is not only in a position to In-
fluence new job development Itself, but can also direct the flow of entirely new
Industries. Service-oriented spin-off front County recreation and tourism- pro-
grams is just One example of this phenomenon. A key position In this unit is It
"business liaison officer" whose sole function will be to call upon the decision
makers of our local business community to find out what they perceive as the up-
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Imolai' goals for uninpower development to meet their needs. Convorslou of
these goals into fundable programs will then he lite ftrittuirs emphasis for Aid-
Waukee Conty'S manpower effort. Further, tills person min serve the additional
function or advocate for the bilsiness community in other areas or concern
herifin County government has an impaet upon their profitability and, therefore,
their ability to provide more employmetL opportunities.

f nip/ication for ;tallow:I puliey.-1(voirect Ion of emphasis from a client oriented
prognou to that Of business needs h Milwaukee comity, alone, or a group of
Counties, will not, however, serve the needs of future manpower progimos Oils
country. A new Federal administration is eland to accept the rents Of Leadership
and, as part of campaign pledges, make Strong commitments to relieve unemploy-
ment III this nation.

In pursuit of that goal, manpower programs should not continue mf an udjnaart
to the welfare delivery system and continue In nit endless array of training anti
retraining for Jobs that do nut exist or arc no longer needed. National manpower
polieY shoald focus, instead, On the real needs of industry, rattier than those of
welfare and serve to bring our limited resources together in it concerted attempt
to stimulate the local emmomic climate.

(f renter flexibility in Federal regulations is imetled to blend more manpower
programs with those under the federal Eennomic De+ olopment Act to help pre-
vent further flight of industries front vuotiontically disadvantaged areas into the
-son belt." Such shifting or Industrial locus servos no petit national interest and
results III an increased over-all flseal burden III greater wellti re subsidy to these
hard hit areas that no long_ er hare sufficient jolts to Nerve t heir citizens.

Does it Ind make more sen:e for Uminty government to encourage Ills use or
manpower resources, to prevent industrial flight or attract new industrlt,s to lielp
fill the void? Evetyone vanilla- work for the government Ill public servire jobs
and expet the continuation of our free enterprise system. We 11S public officials
must recognize that our colleetie economic health depends upon new Industries.
new Jobs and a trained work force available to Nerve these needs and 110 others.

The expenditure of public monies designed to keep people busy with little or
IIO eltnnee of long-term permanent employment should be stopped or used Instead
for job corps make-work programs. The remainder or our effort 1111ISt serve the
needs or industry and commerce in realistic jolt development or we shall suffer
the consequences of inevitable failure.

:leconlingl, the Nutiounl Association of rounties. in development of Its na-
tional platform for manpower revision. should coueentra to not only upon greeter
Federal fiscal emmilltment, hilt also enelutrage ti redirect ion of program PIIIIIIIIISIS
to realistically serve the busirte:-1,; needs and the ultimate economic health of this
nation.

Senator Nrki.sON. Mr. Ron fan Fell pito bas 11 brief Statrittent to
present.

STATEMENT OF RONALD S. SAN FELIPPO, MILWAUKEE AREA DI-
RECTOR, WISCONSIN 109 SERVICE, WISCONSIN STATE DEPART-
MENT OF INDUSTRY, LABOR, AND HUMAN RELATIONS

SAN FYLIPPO. Good morning. Senator. AI), manic is Ron San
Felippo. I ion the Alilankee area director of the. Wisconsin .1-oh Sie-
vice. it division of Mate -Department Of IntitiStr-, Llibor, and
Human Relations.

I appreciate this opportunity of presenting a few brief comments,
and hope that my thoughts might prove useful.

The debate in Congress in the months ahead, when permanent
changes in CET: will be considered. will center on whether the sys-
tem is working and whether the Federal Government should assert
more control over employment and training programs.

One of the tensions, iintionollv is the role of jut> 5(1 vire within
CD FA. . \ frequently raised issue is whether that rnie should be a
strictly mandated one whether it should he arrived at through a
coinpetitive process.
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Whether the role of job service should be determined at the local
level or whether it should be mandated in the legislation is tied closely
to the shifting national emphasis in manpower programs, Current
legislation calls for coordination of placement services, but does not
mandate coordination.

In approaching the multiplicity of placement services, I would sup-
port legislation cutting the duplication of placement services coupled
with coordination mandated by law.

One of the objectives of job service is to be an effective manpower
center through which employers and workers are brought together for
the dual purpose of filling an employer's job openings with occupa-
tionally qualified -workers and of locating employment for individuals
suited to their skills, knowledge, and abilities.

In Milwaukee, the Wisconsin Job Service and the Jewish Voca-
tional Service and other organizations have joined in a CETX-
umbrellaed cooperative work assistance program encouraged by
County Executive William F. O'Donnell and designed to reduce
duplication in job programs and more unemployed persons of welfare
and into jobs.

Under the new combined program, 15 Jewish Vocational Service
placement personnel are housed at the job service in order to get the
fastest coordination on placement. With placement counselors located
at the job service, and the full range of job service resources brought
to bear, jobs are referred more rapidly to work assistance clients allow-
ing others to be moved more quickly through training provided by the
other participating agencies and consequently into placement services
of job service.

We feel that this joint venture with the Jewish Vocational Service
offers us the unique opportunity of demonstrating that a coordinated
effort toward the goal of providing quality services to all segments of
our community is far more desirable than the present system of com-
peting agencies and fragmented programs impacting upon the same
employers.

As we expedite the placement aspects, the other cooperative agen-
cies will be better able to do their jobs of rehabilitation, transporta-
tion vocational instruction and other skill development training
involved in moving people from dependence to independence.

The Jewish Vocational Service/Job Service Joint Placement
Project, however, raises the question to the extent that welfare reform
becomes a reality, of how job service will service a -welfare group as
well as a more skilled group, while retaining credibility among em-
ployers. A social welfare agency concept would be placed side-by-side
with a placement service matching people with jobs.

The question of dual missions should be given careful consideration
because in one way or another nearly everyone has a stake in how well
Job Service perform& Employers want capable candidates for the jobs
they are hiring for. Out of work or underemployed individuals want
an opportunity at a job, county taxpayers gain whenever an individual
moves off general assistance, and State revenue increases with the pro-
duction of more taxable income. The human benefits of a well running
program would be substantial.

We believe that the Job Service can be an effective coordinator in the
provision of quality manpower services to employers and prospective
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employees coming from all segments of our society. and that such a
coordinated concept would be ureeted with enthusiasm from all those
now faced with an incredibly fragmented, uncoordinated multitude of
delivery systems.

In short, we would encourage the maintenance of the CETA pro-
gram at least at the present level of funding, with emphasis on the jab
training and placement components, and a mandated coordination of
delivery systems involving job service.

I want to thank you for providing me this opportunity to present
these observations.

Senator NELsoN. Thank you very much, Mr. San Felippo.
Nr. Larry Cohn, representing the apparel industry, and Mr. Fred

Luber, representing Super Steel of Milwaukee. Do you have prepared
statements?

STATEMENT OF LARRY COHN, PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, VA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OP MEN'S AND BOY'S APPAREL CLUBS
AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN'S AND CHIL-
DREN'S APPAREL CLUBS, REPRESENTING THE APPAREL INDUS-
TRY ; AND FRED LUBER, CHAIRMAN, SUPER STEEL OF HILVAIT-
IIEE, AND CHAIRMAN, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMIIIIT-
TEE, MILWAVEBE COUNTY RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT
WORM

COIIN. No, sir. It will be very brief. Would von like to go first?
Mr. Lamm Good moronity, Senator. I'm Fred Luber, chairman of

the Super Steel Products Corp, and chairman of the Employment
and 'Training Committee of the Milwaukee County Resource and De-
velopment Works.

The makeup of our committee is primarily a cross section of major
employers in Milwaukee Comity ;mil as Harnischfeger Corn. Rex-
cord. Inc., Ladish Co.. Maynard Steel Casting Co,, Allen-Dradley.
Om purpose is basically to review the effectiveness of existing,- pro-
grams and to assist, in the direct ing and optimizing of these programs ;
also to assist in program modifications or the generation of new pro-
grams where they're applicable. We also ti.y to monitor our fonds and
our expenses so they're on a result basis so we can look back at what
we're achieved.

Our findings to date are very- basic, No I, there is a large and grow-
ing shortage of skills in the private sector. At the same time there's
significant unemployment, particularly in the youth categories that
are very trainable. isrext, existing training programs both public and
private are not generating the quality or the quantity of the skills
required. Next, the primate sector employers am the only logical groupthat, No 1, can identify and quant IN- the existing and future skill re-
quirements; No. 2, generate and monitor taininq programs to produce
a graduate with employable skills: isTo, 8, substantially reduce or elim-
inate overhead cost but not requiring public sector bureaucracy be-
tween the unemployed and the employer,

Next, a private sector is also spending considerable money and re-
sources on an individual basis today Which could he better handled
collectir el y i coordination with CETA_ programs. The private sector
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also cannot subsidize a total cost of converting the unskilled to variable
skills. A subsidized training program :also providing a source of skilled
workers would be art economic stimulus to the private sector.

It is also understood the final part of any training program really
should wind up with on-the-job training at the final employer where
specific training to the employer s exact requirements could take place.
We also estimate that somewhere between 2 and 5 percent of the total
private sector employment could eventually wind up in this type of
training which would. substantially reduce unemployment.

-Another thing is that the private sector is now ready and willing to
participate in this type of program. The current stains of where we
are in our committee is, as Bill O'Donnell mentioned, we hive a pilot
stipend. program going which is called foundry cast and will create
400 jobs over the next 6 to 18 months in the foundry industry.

This program is being sponsored and operated by the foundry in-
dustry and they are controlling all aspects of this program. We are in
the process now of starting a welding program.

Senator Netsox. Is that last, the foundry stipend program, under-
way ?

Mr. Lunen. It's underway. We now have 75 students already in the
program.

Senator iCteso.x. OK.
Mr. LUBER We are in the process of starting up a welding program

which instead of being for a specific indiistry will be industiywide.
This may well be sponsored by somebody like WMC or some othe-r
association.

Our first step is to evaluate existing training such as MAW, 0I0,
et cetera, and then develop a total program that will supply the weld-
ing skills required by the greater Milwaukee area.

Were also looking at additional programs based on a, shortage
quantity and a priority basis. In addition we're looking at in--house
private training programs such as HarnischfeJier in Milwaukee.
Their company has graduated 1,100 trainees and their training pro-
gram, all with skills in various manufacturing areas.

The cost to date has been something like $15,000 per employee
part of which is subsidized by CE TA. We're looking at that relation-
ship to see if that type of program

Senator Neueox. You said $15,000 in cost includes some payment to
the

Luer.a. That includes the stipend for the tra
Senator Nu sox. How much of the $15.000?
Mr. 1-.4tatEll. Depending upon the length of the trainee. how long

he's in the program. Some of the programs are shorter and some are
longer.

Senator NersoN. Well, what percentage then of the $15,000 is train-
ing and what percent is the stipend to the employee?

Mr. LUBER. I don't know the exact breakdown. I can get you that
answer but I think it's primarily 80 percent labor cost and. not train-
ing cost.

Senator Netscn.r. Yes.
Mr. LUIVER. In conclusion, I think that our group is certainly on the

right track and we are cominced that a much better job can -be done
and we very strongly recommend that programs that exist now be
modified. so the private sector can be involved to their fullest capability.
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Senator Zsl-fa.sos. Thank you very much. Air. Cohn?
COlIZti, Good 111011ing, Senator. My name is Larry Colin. r am

representing the apparel industry nationally. I am public relations
director of the National Association of Nen's and Boys' Apparel Clubs
and the National Association of Women's and Children's ApparelClubs,

The reason I am here is to urge your support on it CIS TA program
for the apparel industry and I would like to prefacemy brief remarks

ith just a couple of facts that might be a little astounding to those
in attendance.

The apparel industry, men's wear, women's wear, children's wear
and, by the way, as long as there arc rules in this country that you
have to iear clothes, be in business. Unfortunately the Govern-
ment does not recognize our industry. We did last year a consumer
volume in excess of $80 billion, second only to the food industry ; twice
as large as the automobile industry.

Our particular groups are the larger trade associations in the soft
goods industry and we encompass the entire met ropolitan areas of the
United Stites, We have approximately 65 local area associations who
handle the sales ofwholesale of all men's, women's, and ehilth.en's ap-
parel. We attract well over 350,000 retailers to our markets throughout
the year.

Many years ago we approached the Perky -al Governm d I be-
lieve, Senator, you recall you helped us get started in one of those
and unfortunatelyand you'll excuse meexcuse the expression, the
Nixon administrator forgot we existed after they made promises to
us. Our industry is the only indusny that has not received 1 penny
of Federal support money in any ethicational or taining-type program
when we have jobs that are waiting to be bad.

The private sector, as these gentlemen have told you, offers more
opportunity for job security for young. people. Not everybody is a
college student. Not everybody can be warned for any job but with the
proper training, we have jobs that are available.

Just this past week I Nras telling Mr, O'Donnell's office a job with
a division of the Levi Strauss Co. for ,22,000 it year could not be filled
because I couldn't find a properly trained pei-son, whether it be white,
black, purple, man, or woman. whatever. We couldn't fill that position.

We would like to urge you, Senittor, to hare the cpyr,1 program
or a stipend program tn i ha tever developed with the apparel indus-
try in tni IA. We have opport unit ies that our n n1 i III ital. We have people
within this industry who at '0 begging for qualified trained people. We
can train them. We do not have the FederalWe do not have the funds
to put the training pograms in operation.

When I hel-Lra this gentleman from the l>1hi tell; about frustrations,
I wish lie could see my files on how we have attempted to get the Fed-
eral Government to support this program and the reason I am here
today frankly-, sir, is becans,e I wrote the President last July and the
President completely agreed and urged the Department of Labor to
tare the local level, Milwaukee County to be exact, to support us.t O'Donat.11 and Mr. O'Donnell has been most gracious
and supportive and he recognizes and has seen what can be done. 1`n-
fortunately the Congress has not and I urge yon, to keep the ap-
parel industry in mind when any future programs are developed.
Thank you.
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Senator NELSON. Any participation of the private sector would be
through local prime sponsors?

Mr. Conic Right.
Senator NE.tsox. Not at the Federal level.
Mr. Coax. But funds have to come down from the Federal
Senator Nsasox. Yes; but the decisionmaking and participation has

to be at the State or local level
Mr. Cows. That's right. That's right.
Senator NrzsoN. So, what is it that Congress has missed ? That is

what I'm trying to understand.
Mr. Corm l don't think they've appropriated funds. For example,

if a second STIR' program were to be available in the Alilwatikee area,
we couldn't do it because they have a regulation that Mr. O'Donnell
cannot recognize more thas one per year in a calendar year. I believe
that's accurate. Therefore, Mr. Luher's group, which is certainly justi-
fied, has the program. We have to wait another year and I think that's
wasting a lot of jobs.

There are many programs, Senator, even in the l'ilwaukee County
a and I'm sure throughout the United States whose training funds

spending I would seriously question. I have yet to sae complete and
excellent results from any of these programs.

The Milwaukee Journal recently printed a headline article stating
that $5,300,000 was spent from Seine Federal progra don't know
what it was to create 13 jobs, 'That's the most ridiculous thing I've
ever heard and as a taxpayer, I resent it.

Senator NELSON. I didn'tsee thestm'y.
Mr. Crum I have it right here, sir. if You'd like to see it.
Senator NELsoN. It must he ht the Pentagon.
Mr. Coax. No; this was in Milwaukee County. This vas Milwnuk

County.
Senator Nst,sox. Leave that with us. Thank you very much, gentle-

. Cosix. Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Pam Anderson, executive di-

rector of the Madison-Dane County Employment and Training Con-
sortium, appearing in place of Mayor Soglin.

STATEMENT OF PAMELA, .ANDERSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

MAXISON-I1ANE COUNTY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING CONSOR-

TIUM, A.PFEARING ON 33ER.ALT OF IdAYOR SOOLIN

AsnEnsox. Thank you. I'ni afraid I'm a poor substitute for the
mayor and county executive but, due to unavoidable scheduling con-
flicts, they're both out of town today and were unable to appear so
they asked me to come in their stead.

I want to say at the outset that I think on the whole local officials, at
least in Wisconsin, have used C ETA. resources effectively in promot-
ing economic self-sufficiency for the disadvantaged and providing jobs
for the unemployed. From our perspective of running programs that
have generally been successful and that have met the basic purposes
of CE'rA. as these have evolved legislatively, I think I can share Avah
you some of our concerns about the future of GET .A and make some
positive recommendations for change.
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The major thrust of my testimony is this: Congress should retain
the bnsic CETA system and strengthen it its a. decentralized, decateg,or-
rzed and flexible system of assistance to the enereployed. underem-
ployed. and economically disadventnged. DU, you should take strong
notion to stop the trends toward recategorization. Federal and State
control, increasingly rigid mien-Inking, and intrusion by the Depart-
ment of Labor and sometimes State agencies into local decisionma king.
Prime sponsors in Wisconsin reco!fnize the need for comprehensive
planning, for intergovernmental cooperation, and for reducing the un-
necessary duplication of services; but, ire feel

Senator Neasoer. You're saying strong action is needed to stop the
trends toward recategorizeion. The trend toward State control, too?
Is that what you're saying ?

Ms. ANDERSON. I see more of that trend in sonic of the legislative
drafts that I've been examining in this rewrite.

Senator NeLsox. You object to more State control?
Ms. Axer.nsax. Yes, I do. Prime sponsors I think can best develop

local coordinated delivery systems which are responsive to the area
labor market and to the needs of the unemployed and disadvantaged.
We need the time to build the system to make it work. the resources
necessary to have a real impact and the flexibility to design programs
to meet local needs.

I think we need comprehensive reauthorizat ion legislation, not piece-
meal amendments.. We want to redesign that which will provide a
strong framework for our efforts at solving the problems of structural
unemployment over the next 4,5 years.

In line with this preface, I have Pine specific recommendations to
make.

Senator NeLsox. I take it you have not had available a copy of the
bill I introduced for the administration for the authorization of
CETA?

Ms, Axpertsox. I don't believe I've seen the latest draft, Senator.
Senator lc Er,soN. You saw the first draft?
Ms. ANDEesoN. One of the earlier Yes, pow. of the earlier drafts,

right ; not the latest one
Senator NeLsoie. All right.
Ms. Ara:resist:iv. In response I guess to what you're, asking.. we don't

object to a State planning and coordinating role and in fact have been
moving toward that in Wisconsin I think in trying to have prime spon-
sors and the State planning office working closer tort her, but I think
we would have problems with a stronger State control aspect and I
guess that's what I'm really responding to in that statement. I think
W je need to really look at the jurisdictions and where things can overlap
and where we need to keep problems separate and funding separate.
That's the main thrust.

I think Congress should increase significantly the share of C1TA
resources that have provided for employability development programs
which can best combat the problems of structural unemployment.

Congress should provide fair and -uniform eligibility requirements
for all CETA proponents in order to facilitate development of a com-
prehensive delivery system.

You should encourage and facilitate the development of coordinated
delivery systems which provide an unbroken sequence of services at the

3 78 44
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local level, with incentives for such delivery systems to operate
throughout a labor market area or even statewide

You should provide administrative flexibility 'within broad quality
control guidelines to prime sponsors, with Department of Labor's role
focusing on technical assistance and management-by-exception.

You should. utilize job creation strategies which will provide per
mama work opportunities to those who have been denied access to the
primary labor market, rather than continuing the massive infusion of
dollars into countercyclical job creation efforts.

And, I want to focus on a couple of these areas for the remainder of
my presentation.

I think a major issue for primie sponsors is the continuing emplinsis
on categorical and countet.cycl meal programs, with oven smaller per

of total CETA resources going into title which provides the
only truly comprehensive end relatively flexible approach to solvin
an area's structural unemployment problems. I think with the national_
economy improving and the economic situation States like Wiscon-
sin improving significantly, we teed to take a hard look at this total
situation.

Our premise in Wisconsin is this : Given sufficient resources and
flexibility, prime sponsors will utilize CETA, as an equal employment
opportunity strategy to gamin entry to the hihor force for target groups
such as women, minorities, youth, n uanc,capped. Wo canig':
fund programs and develop new strategies to serve the special needs of
identified target groups Withill Nil-Om-II and State priorities and
guidelines, if you will give its the inci,eased funding necessary to do the
job well Our experience in Dane County has shown that we are sei.v-
mg target groups far in excess of their percentage in the unt mployed.
labor force. In fact, the Labor Department made us justify out signifi-
cant segment goals this year "because thew exceeded by more than 15
percent their relative proportion of the unemployed labor force. For
example, we expect to servo 20 percent blacks when they cOMprise only
2.8 percent of the unemployed in Dane County. We thought DOL's
position rather ironic given Cl TA's congressional mandate to serve
those most in need.

Senator gfILSON. What, was their position precisely ?
Ms. Axnensox. We had to go to a largo extent to justify the reasons

why we weiv serving more than the numbers in the unemployed labor
force, The impliention was that the percentages of target groups served
would equal their proportion in the unemployed population and if you
deviated either above or below, there had to be other reasons and you
had to show clearly what the reasons were for that kind of a deviation.

Senator NTEIL-SOX. All of the that yotl identify would tit within the
eateiroi y or structural unemployment, wouldn't they ?

M6s. .A,Ntinnsox. Yes ; I think so,
Senator NELSON. Anal they'm certainly not objecting to whatever

percentage you may serve ?
NNOEIISON. Well they did in the grant rev ins- guidelines in fiscal

year 1971. Their specific instructions %rem that a deviation of more
than 15 percent could not oecur,

Senator NELSON. Well are they now insisting upon that?
MS. ANDERSO:C. They're not insisting upon it but we had to go

through a great deal of Work and paperwork to justify the exceptions.
They did approve the plan with the increased percentages.
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Senator NEr.soN. I can't recall. -Where does the 15-percent figure come
from? That's not statutory.

Ars. ANDERSON. That \CMS in CO rulemaking.
Senator Nntsox. By regulation?
Ars. A-Nonasox. Ihn-hnini,. by regiabition. OR. Basically we maintain

that there is no need for separate ctitegorieal titles for youth. special
target groups, or for so-called private sector initiatives if flue funding
level is high enough unchr a conipmhensice services title.. As an es-
ample, our consortium has gone on word as favoring t he provision or
comprehensive employability development services to dispYiiced home-
makers under CET 1, but not as a categorical program or under title

We believe that this target group can be effeotively served by prime
sponsors, under a comprehensive program which provides intake, as-
sessment, counseling, extensive supportive services, training ancl job
plackmentall focused on the special problons of the displaced home-
maker. We believe employability centers can fonts resources and as-
sistance to this group, who may number over DOPOO in Wisconsin alone.
So, here is tin example of a national concern and statewide priority and
a local target group which can be ette.ctively served by the CETA
system ; but not without signiRciint additional resources and the flexi-
bility to design programs lvIncluneet roil needs.

Senator Nnisox. Well, are displaced homemakers services available
now or are you saying that yoll could design them to he achninistet-cd.
by a prime sponsor?

Ms. ANDERSON. The possibilities arc available now. What we would
need, though, is increased flexibility to put them together in the right
-ways and increased funding levels 1,io we wont dn 't be reducing ser VIM
to other target groups who needed services just as much. 'We could
look tit ways of putting the cooponents together specifically to address
the needs of displacedhomennikers, but we do need I think additional
funding under a title I sort of :approach rat her than funding in a sep-
arate categorical program. We could integrate delivery of services into
the existing delivery of services. I think t possible.

Senator NELsoN. IVell, is there a signifieant difference between the
problem of training and finding employment opportunities for dis-
placed homemakers and others for whom yon are, providing services?
Is it a unique categm.y in ternis of Winning problems, employilL)ility
problems?

Ms. ANDnrcsox. l guesY I would have to say I hat each ta rget group
has its unique pinblem :mil that what we'nt trying to do is focus oil the
specific bat riei-s to employinent for a given group and then design
programs around that. nu not sure that ould identify reasons for
separating displaced home milkers as a, category out side of t
heasive system. I think there are enough

Senator Nnusos. For what (lid you suy ?
Ms. Axonrcsox. For separating programs (for dislike( I lima kers

outside( of the comprehenai ve system. I t hink dint flu, needs are sinr l,-tr
enough that, if at had a funding level dial vas adequate. Ave could
design programs wit hin art rttrgt slid system to meet the needs.

Senator Nmsnx. ihe displaced homeiniikers hill is pending
hefote the Subcommittee oik Employment, Poverty and Migratory
Labor of which I'm chairman and we will address our iel yes to it, (Lint,
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do I understand you to be saying that you believe that with CFTPA
itself, there is a sufficient structure, if you had the money, to provide
the kind of services that are needed including training programs, coun-
seling, and job placement for displaced homemakers/

Ms. /memo-N. I 'believe so_ I believe so. Let me give you another
example which is of a different nature, Oscar Mayer announced last
fall that they were closing clown their hog slaughtering operation in
Madison which would mean the loss of about 600 jobs in a community
with relatively few production sector jobs to begin with Layoffs of as
many as 200 to 300 employees will begin in Juno, with other layoffs oc-
curring throughout the year as workr,.rs absorbed into seasonal jobs are
also laid. off,

Now, CETI_ should be able, to respond to this situation and help
ease the negative impact on the workers and on the local econonly, but
we can do no retraining until the layoffs occur, when the workers will
be unemployed and eligible. We don't have the resources currently to
provide training slots for so ninny people; we are training about 50
people on a ful l-tune basis right now, and our STIP grant provides
only another 45 slots for the next 15 months. These workers will have
to remain unemployed 15 weeks before they are eligible for a public
service job, which might provide meaningful work and sortie retrain-
ing, and we have onlywe're only fondling about 300 to 350 public
service jobs at present. So it seems that all we can do is try to find some
discretionary' money and hope that we can get it. soon enough to ease
some of the wrenching dislocations this is going to create.

It seems CETI ought to be able to respond better than this and I
really think that with edesigai and inereas.ed funding for a compre-
hensive program, we might be able to do it

Another barrier to developing a comprehensivesystem is the lack of
uniform. and fair eligibility requireinents. 'We want the flexibility to
move people between components but we also want the flexibility to
servo people who are struggling to make it who want to inove into
the primary labor market, who /nay be jest over the income, guidelines,
but who do meet the intent of the program to serve those in
need.

For emi.mple, they may bethere may be handicapped individuals
dependent on their families for support, persons receiving social se-
mirky disability benefits ; youth who have been juvenile &genders or
high school dropouts but they're still living at home; underemployed
individuals trapped in the secondary labor market, older couples vvlio
have to work, perhaps both of them part tune, in order tea stay off
welfare. These are the people that CEPA is missing with rigid and
overly restrictive eligibility requirements.

The States division of vocational rehabilitation estimates that be-
tween 30 and 4' percent of all its clients are ineligible for public ser-
vice jobs under the current criteria. I think that any income test used
to establish eligibility should be no more restrictive than 100 percent
of the BLS lower living standard income level. Such a standard I.
think would include people who are marginal earners at best and can
truly benefit from CETI services.

Let rne say a word about public service employment as a job creation
strategy.

Senator NE soar. May I say under our schedule you've got 1nfinute
left_'I
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MS. ANDERSON. All right. I think there's a problem with public serv-
ice jobs in that in order to minimize the subsititlition effect, we have
provided jobs to private, nonprofit agencies hut they'ry soft jobs. They
are not tied to the productive capacity of the economy and cannot be
sustained without public subsidy. I think We need the ability to link
jobs with economic development and with community development and
that means the ability to capitalize ventures that produce things that
people are willing to pay for.

I think we have a job creation model that's worth examining: the
tuitional Supported IN'ork Demonstration. I think some elements
that are relevant are flexibility of the funding through extensive
waivers, the ability to capitalize and sustain productive ventures, the
combination of employability development and production, and
creativity which has been exhibited under this model. I think you
ought to look at that model for its possibilities if you're going to look
seriously at redesigning job creation efforts under errA.

[The prepared statement of Ars. Anderson follows d

l'aErk.ann svern3lEnr of PAMELA ANuEnsort

My name Is Pamela Anderson, Executive Director of the Madison-Dane County
Employment and Training Consortium. Due to unavoidable scheduling conflicts,
both the Mayor r nd County Executive are out of town and unable to appear to-
day to present testimony. They have asked me to prepare recommendations on
CZ TA reauthorization on behalf of the Consortium, based on our experiences an
a Prime Sponsor for the last three and one-half years. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to speak with you today, and I will be submitting additional written ma-
terials at a later time In support of my testimony.

Local officials have gained a good deal of Insight and even -wisdom, as well as
extensive practical experience, as they have grappled directly with the unemploy-
ment problems of their communities (luring the last few years. 'Hit federal re-
sources provided through CETA have proven invaltutble in their attempts to com-
bat the problems of counter-eyclical as well as structural unemployment. There
have been mistakes, to he sure, but on the whole local officials, at least in Wis-
consin, have used cETA. resources effectively in promoting economic self-suf-
ficiency for the disadvantaged and in providing jobs for the unemployed. Front
the perspective of running programs that have genernlly been successful, that
have met the basic purposes of C}' 'A as these have evolved legislatively, I think
we can share with you our concerns about the future of CETA and make some
positive recommendations for change.

The major thrust of my testimony is this Congress should retain the basic
CETA system and strengthen It deeentralizol. dtentegorizol, and flexible
system of assistance to rho unemployed. tinder/on/dosed, tr od ecnit duo ii.n Ily dis-
advantaged. you should toke strong action to stop the trends toward recategoriza-
Hon, federal and state control, increasingly rigid rule-making, and intrusion by
Department of Labor and state agencies into local decision-making. Prime Spew
suss in Wisconsin recognize the need for eionprellensive planning, for lit tergovern-
mental cooperation, and for reducing the unnecessary duplication of service-.
but we feel that the Prime Sponsors themselves can best develop local coordinated
delivery systems which are responsive to the area labor market and to the needs
of the unemployed and disadvantaged, We want time to build a system and make
it work, the resources necessary to have an impact, and the //craftily to design
programs to meet heal mods. We need eoloprehensive rolutliorizntion legisla-
tion nom, not piecemeal amendments to existing legislation. NVe need It redesigned
Act which will provide a strong framework for our efforts at solving the Droldrong
of structural unemployment over the next 4 years.

I have five basic recommendations to make:
L Increase significantly the share of CEPA resources pro e uploya-

bility development programs which can best combat the problem structural
unemployment,

2. Provide fair and uniform eligibilty requirements for ail CETA compo-
nents in order to facilitate development of a comprehensive delivery system.

Encourage and facilitate the development of coordinated delivery systems
which provide an unbroken sequence of services at the local level, with incentives



fur such delivery systems to operate throughout a labor market area or even
statewide.

4. Provide administrative flexibility within broad quality-control guidelines
to prime sponsors, with Department of Labor's role focusing on technical assist-
ance and managementhy.exception.

5. Utilize job creation strategies which will provide permanent work oppor-
tunities to those who nave been denied access to the primary labor market, rather
than continuing the massive iniusion of dollars into counter cyclical job creation
efforts.

I want to focus on only a couple of these areas for the remainder of my time.
A. major issue for Prime Sponsors is the continuing emphasis on categorical

and counter-cyclical programs, with an ever smaller percentage Of total GLTA
resources going Into TItle I, width provides the only truly comprehensive and
relatively flexible approach to solving an area's structural unemployment prob-
lems. where are surely important reasons that Congress has allowed this to hap-
pen, but with the national economy Improving and the economic situation of
states like Wisconsin Improving siguiticantly, it is time to take a hard look at
this situation.

Our premise la Wisconsin is this: Given sufficient resources and flexibility,
Prime Sponsors will utilize. CETA as an equal employment opportunity strategy to
gala entry to the labor force for target groups such as women, minorities, youth,
migrants, the handicapped. We can fund programs and develop new strategies
to serve the special needs of identified target groups, within national and state
priorities and guidelines, if you will give us the increased funding necessary to
do the job well. Our experience lit Dane Comity has shown that we are serving
target groups far in excesi of their percentage in the unemployed labor force.
In fact, the Labor Department tills year made us justify our significant segment
goals because they exceeded by more Mau 15% their relative proportion of
the unemployed labor force. For example. we expect to serve 20% blacks when
they comprise only 2.S% of the unemployed in Haile County. 11'e thought DOL's
position rather ironic given GETA:s Congressional annulate to serve those most
In need.

We maintain that there Is no need for separate, categorical titles for youth,
special target groups, or for so-called "private sector initiatives" if the Ousting
level is high enough ender a comprehensive services title. As an example, the
Consortium has guile on record as invorlog the provision of comprehensive em-
ployability development services to ilisplacea liononaiikers under CBTA, but not
as a categoriesl progrnin or under Title

11"e believe that this target group can he effectively served by Prime Sponsors
under n comprehensive program which provides intake, assessment, counseling,
extensive supportive services, 1-1171111g, and Job placementall focused on the
special problems of the displaced homemaker, We believe employability centers
can focus resources and assistance to this group, who may number over 00,000
In Wisconsin alone. tlere is IL national concern, a statewide priority_ , and a local
target group which call be effectively served by the COrA. system ; but not with-
out significant additional resources and the flexibility to design programs which
meet real needs.

Let me give you another example which is a major concern in this community
right now. Oscar :Meyer & Co. announced last fall that they were closing down
their hog slaughtering operatien in Madison, which will mean the loss of 600
jobs to a community with relatively few production sector jobs to begin with.
Layoffs of as ninny as 200.-300 employees will bet ht in June, with other layoffs
occurring throughout the year as workers absorbed into seasonal jobs are also
laid off, Now, oritt should be able to respond to this situation and help to ease
the negative impact of the workers and on the local economy. But we can do
no retraining until the layoffs occur, when the workers will lie unemployed and
eligible. We do not have the resources to provide training slots for so many; we
are [mining about 50 people on it full-tinte basis right now and our STIP
grant provides only another 15 slots over the next 15 months.

These workers will have to remain unemployed 15 weeks before they are eligi-
ble for a public service job, which might provide nienningful work and some re-
training. So all we can do is inquire about dIsretionary funding and hope we can
get some money 80011 enough to oise this wrenching dislocation in our local econ-
omy. It seems that cm. ought to be able to respond better than this and I
believe that redesign and increased fandieg for a comprehensive program to
combat structural unemployment would allow us to do so.
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Another maJor barrier to developing a truly comprehensive employment and
training system is the hick of uniform and fair eligibility requirements for all
four. components. Prime Sponsors want the flexibility to move participants
between components based on their employability development needs, rather
than on categorical requirements. We also want the flexibility to serve people
who are strnggling to make It who want to move into the primary labor market.
who 'nay be just over the income guidelines for public service jobs, but who
meet the intent of the CETA program to serve those in need. People who are
denied access to a public jobs and training progrinn because of the specific
characteristics of their need have reason to be angry and upset at government
for not doing any_ thing for them.

They may be handicapped individunis dependent on their families for support,
persons receiving social security disability benefits, youth who have been ju-
venile offenders or high school dropouts but are still living at honie, underem-

ployed individuals trapped in the secondary labor market moving from car wash
to pizza parlor in order to scrape by, older couples who must both work part-time
at whatever they can get to stay off welfarethese are the people CETA is
othatirty with its rigid and overly-restrictive eligibility requirements. The state's
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation estimates that between 30f5% of Its
clients are ineligible for public service jobs under current criteria. I believe that
any income test used to establish eligibility should be no more restrictive than
100% of the WA lower living standard income level. with a standaird will inchale
the people are marginal earners at best and can truly benefit from CETA
services.

IAA me say a word about public service employment as a job creation strategy.
It rimy have been a mend counter - Cyclical tool, though our Consortium would
like to focus on its employability development potential for the structurally un-
employed. But here we have a tdilcinuun. In order to minimize the " "substitution'"
effect, we have provided over half of our jobs to private, non-prollt organizations
in Dane County. These jobs, while useful jobs which contribute significantly to
the public services offered in the community, nevertheless are "soft" jobs with
little chance for permanent absorption. Without ties to the productive capacity
of the economy, these jobs can only be sustained through public subsidy ; they
cannot survive on their own.

We need the ability to link public jobs with economic development and com-
munity development efforts that can have n lasting impact on the community,
and that means the ability to coplia/fze ventures that produce things which people
are willing to pay for This type of job creation could Is. sustained beyond a
12 month "project" and could provide permanent jobs for the unemployed.

I believe we have one job creatton model worth examining for this purpose:
the National Supported Work Demonstration. The elements that are relevant
here are the flexibility Of the funding through extensive waivers; the ability to
eapitalize and sustain productive ventures which can become less dependent on
public subsidy over time the combination of employability development and
production Mach has proven possible ; the creativity which has been exhibited
under this flexible Job creation and training program model. I think we should
closely examine the Supported Work experience in Wisconsin and elsewhere in
any serious attempts to redesign our Job creation strategies under CETA.

In closing. let me urge you again to undertake comprehensive revision of the
CETA legislation, and avoid the till too easy approach of aunt her one- or two-
year extension which only prolongs the uncertainty mild makes creative program
administration extremely difficult,

Prime Sponsors need program stability and advance funding Over n period_
of several years if they are to fully realize the potential that is in CETA.

SentitO NELSoN-. Thank you very much for your testimony. We ap-
preciate you taking the tittle to come.

°Ur net WittleSS is Mr. .Tolin Cook representing. I hr Wiseonsin Na-
tional Association of Counties Yin!, power Officials from Wausau.

:qr. COOK. And also Helen Kenney.
Senator NELSON. If you will identify yourself so the repOrter will

have the record correct ?
Ms. KENNEY. Helen Kennev,K-c-n-n-e-y.
Mr. COOK. Good morning, Senator.
Senator N morning.Good mornng.
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Mr. CooK. My name is John Cook and I'm the CETA director for
Marathon County. My comments today will be from the dual stand-
point as director of a county prime sponsor and as chairperson of a
statewide organization of prime sponsor directors entitled "the Wis-
consin National Association of Counties Nianpower Officials."

At issue today is CETA, not only as a law Which is to be rewritten,
but CETA as the concept of decentralization, decategorization, and
local planning.

The statement of purpose in the original lawCETA of 1973
closes with the phrase "by establishing- a flexible and decentralized
system of Federal, State, and. local programs." The system envisioned
by this statement has worked to bring effective programing to those
individuals most in need. I will describe two which ate a result of the
locally based planning and implementation responsibility and au-
thority in Marathon County.

Effective October I, 1977, Marathon County CETA instituted a
client-centered centralized manpower service delivery system that
we've given the acronym name CASE which stands for client assess-
ment services for employment. Under CASE, intake and assessment
are done centrally at the job service office, With referrals being received
from probation and parole offices, division of vocational rehabilita-
tionDVRwork incentive programWINto mm une just a few.
Written employability plans are formulated through interviewin
counseling, and testing efforts of job service, plus client data gatbere-
from WIN, DVR, and the North Central Technical Institute
NCTIboth through CETA and non -CETA funded assessment COM-

ponents.
The result of this assessment, the written employability develop-

ment planEDP----which is signed hi the participant, is presented
weekly to the CASE team which is chaired by staff from our office
and includes staff from job service ; community action proclaim
work experience program operator ; NCTI, which is the provider of
vocational training and also assessment setarices; and our staff which
is responsible for PSE development. The EDP is presented to the
group, questions are asked and answered, and the plan is referred to
whichever staff/agency has responsibility for the primary activity.
For example, if the plan spells out work experience as a primary ac-
tivity, the responsibility for following through with the client is the
CAP agency. Each operator reports periodically to the CASE team
on participant progress. As the participant approaches job readiness,
referrals arc made to job service for placement under agreement Job
service provides such services at no cost to CETA.

First quarter results for fiscal year 1978 when compared to the same
etiod In fiscal year 1977 showed dramatic increases in the total num

served, number terminated and the number terminating for em-



ployment and other positive reasons. We feel that CASE had much
to do with this improved performance. We see the following ad-
Vantages to the system (1) Participants have available the full range
of services and activities; (2) combinations of activities are more
likely to be developed to meet individual needs; (A) CASE team pro-
vides continuity throughout the duration of participation ; (4) place-
ment services are constantly available; and (5) I think very, very
important in this is the CASE mechanism, by its very design, brings
several service delivery agencies together on a regular and productive
basis.

The one major limitation and real challenge of the system is the
greater strain on management information and fiscal systems to pro-
vide timely data to the program operators.

The second program services economically disadvantaged farmers
in Marathon County under a subgrant with the CAP agency. The Uni-
versity of Wisconsin extension provides its technical services on a non-
reimbursement basis. The purpose of this program is to allow eco-
nomically disadvantaged farmers to remain on their farms by provid-
ing training in basic farm management.

CETA. money is used to fund. a staff person with CAP who makes
regular contacts with each farmer in the program. These farmers arc
placed on certain programs such as soil forage and milk testing which
is also CETA-funded. The results of these tests are processed and
interpreted by the University of Wisconsin extension staff to the end
that farmers can more effectively feed and care for their herds and
make better purchasing decisions. CAP organizes group meetings and
provides necessary support services. A study by the University of Wis-
consin extension showed a 62-percent average increase in net income
between the years 1975 and 1976.

The two program examples listed exemplify the meeting of a local
need through local planning and implementation under authority of
flexible and decentralized and &categorized Federal legislation.
must emphasize the concept here must not be lost.

A second purpose of my comments today is to point out some diffi-
culties encountered with the existing CETA program. Although I
have specific concerns, I want to make it perfectly clear that extensive
remodeling of the law is not necessary.

CETA currently ha. to many eligibility criteria which are com-
plicated by the use of four separate income charts. Applicants, pro-
gram operators, and the general public arc confused by the wide array
of conditions. It is unnecessary to have more than one income chart,unnecessary_ have _

for example.
Paperwork in the form of separate grant applicationsand subse-

quent modificationsweekly and monthly reports and eXCeSgiVe docu-
mentation to comply with overregulation tends to cloud our real mis=
sionthat of providing services to those most in need inour local areas.
As an example, in effect is a DOL regulation for n'35 peiTent veterans
luring goal which was imposi_41 on prime sponsors which may or may
not have anything to do with their local population.

Serving specific population segments by creating new titles or estab-
lish i ng national target grou pst hereby creating more paper belies
the fundamental comprehensive nature of the ut and denies to the
prime sponsor its responsibility to meet local needs which inay or may
not mirror those of national emphasis.
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As I stated in my opening remarks, CETA is to be rewritten this
year. The draft bill of the Carter administration is fraught with lan-
guage which restricts a prime sponsot's ability to design its own pro-
grams. A. case in point is section 212 which reads as follows. Now, sec-
tion 212 is actually the title I as we know it now. Section 212 says:

Section 212. (a) No prime sponsor shall use for public service employment and
work experience more than 50 percent of the funds allocated to it for thts part.

(b) For activities other than public service employment and work experience
each prime sponsor shall use an amount of funds no less than the amount. of Its
manpower allotment used for such purposes in fiscal year 1077.

(c) (1) Funds under this act shall not be used to pay persons employed In
public service jobs or work experience under this title at a rate in excess of $8,000
per year.

And, (2), no participant under this title may be provided wages from sources
other than this act.

The effect of this section is to allow the Secretary of Labor to dictate
the mix of services that a prime sponsor delivers. Legislation should
detail, whenever possible, the activities and services allowable but not
predetermine the makeup of a comprehensive local plan.

Section 104 refet.s to the submission of a prime sponsor's plan to the
Goveilior and other appropriate entities prior to submission to the
Secretary. Specifically, the prime sponsor is asked to "document rea-
sons for 'ejecting any of the Governor's recommendations, and submit
to the Secretary copies of the comments, recommendations, and
documentations."
training councilSETC and the prime sponsor is to again

Consider any comments or recommendations made by the council, including
those with respect to uonutilluttion or dup1Milion of existing services, document
reasons for rejecting any of the council's recommendations and submit to the
Governor and to the Secretary copies of the comments, recommendations and
documentations.

It is unnecessary to document to the Governor and the SETC the
reasons for rejecting comments because the local plan and very process
which creates it is a documentation of reasons. This serves only to pro-
long program. implementation by removing the primary authority and
responsibility from the local area.

These are but two of the ninny examples in the draft legislation of
the attempt to erode the original decentralized and decategorized in-
tent of CETA. Time will not, permit detailing more.

I do not wish to diminish the critical role of the Governor in the
Federal, State, and local CETA system but, rather see the roles rela-
tively coequal in nature. Upsetting this balance by, in effect, adding a
veto authority at the State level over locally developed and approved
plans can only lead to frustration and disinterest at the local level.

Conversely, such State agencies as the job service and CETA prime
sponsors should be required to engage in joint planning at the local
level. To requite such planning, the Wagner-Pevser Act must be re-
written to change job service funding to a block grant type, replacing
the resource allocation formula. In review of the CETA

Senator NELSON. May I interrupt?
Mr. Cam. Yes.
Senator NEt.sox. Do each of you have a statement'?
Ms. KErrxEY. I have a brief statement.
Senator NELSON. Because you have 5 minutes left.
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Mr. Cook. OK.
Senator NELsoN. I lowever you wish to allocate
Mr. CooK. I have one page.
A review of the draft CETA bill, as exemplified in my comments

regarding SPetions 104 and 212, revelds an unfortunate but common ap-
proach to dealing with "problem" areas in CETA. Namely, restric-
tions are increased through law and regulations which have the effect
of punishing the innocent along with the guilty.

Congress is concerned about substitution of Federal for local funds.
The majority of Wisconsin prime sponsors recognized the potential
for such problems anti implemented, voluntarily, time limits on par-
ticipation in PSE programs prior to its appearance via the project
approach contained in CETA amendments.

senator IS'Er.so. What is your time limitation ?
Mr. COOK. We use a I-year time limit with an extension of up to fi

months for absorption to build into the
Senator NELsox. As you know, i. number of complaints are filed

with the Labor Department on the question of substitution . and I don't
know the validity of them. We're going to take some testimony on that
but we've had complaints like that from all over the country. People
are not being brought in at the lowest entry level ; there are substitu-
tion of jobs and so forth.

Mr. Coon. Marathon County's experience is that even with the ex-
istence of CETA public service employment jobs, permanent positions
in the city of Wausau and county government have continued to be
created, For example, in the last 14 months there were 13 permanent
jobs in the city of Wausau and 23 in the county of Marathon created
permanently.

Senator NELsox. Did any of them go to CETA employees?
Mr. COOK. Yes. Yes, many of those were absorptions.
Senator NELSON. Into permanent jobs?
Mr. Com, Yes .Yes.
Senator NELSON. So they are no longer CETA employees?
Mr. Coos.. Eight, a permanently created public job.
Supported are changes allowing the pooling of administrative

moneys, thereby reducincr the tedious internal allocation processes and
granting 5-percent vocational education funds directly to primes. Re-
quiring a single comprehensive plan covering all titles, tied to multi-
pleTyear funding, would reduce paperwork and improve programing.

Contained within the concept of a single comprehensive plan is the
notion that the road to more effectively delivered manpower services is
through more well constructed local plans for which the prime spon-
sor is held accountable; emphasis on the accountable. Changes in
CETA law should increase flexibility for the prime sponsor. One idea
whose time has come is the ability to subsidize wages in the private
sector. Prime sponsors have the ability to design mechanisms to ef-
fectively carry out such a venture. Thank you.

Ms. Knicriny, Senator Nelson, I'm Helen Kenney, director of the
Winnebago CountyFond du Lac Consortium. I am also vice chair-
man of the directors group in the State of Wisconsin.

The portion that I wish to address is what can be accomplished
through local control to assist the private sector. There are a few ex-
amples that I would like to give you and I would also like to share
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with you some of the concerns that our oversight committee for
STIP presented to us this week.

They feel, first of all, that there should be the very least number of
restrictions possible under the new STIP and also under the new sec-
tion 7 of President Carter's portion that he has put in They feel that
and I am speaking of members from Giddings Lewis, Mercury
Marine. These are the individuals that are on our oversight commit-
tee : Oshkosh Truck, Oshkosh B'Gosh which is in our mercantile-
type of relationship Kimberly Clark. We have representatives
rom a construction firm, from small business as well as from labor,

the technical school and chambers of commerce. These individuals
are working on an oversight committee for our :900,000 STIP grant.

They feel that if there was more flexibility on a local level to do up-
grading, even within their industry, to help some of their people, they
in turn would be willing to hire more unemployed, economically
disadvantaged if this were possible.

We would also like to explain that in the Winnebago and Fond du
Lac Counties area, we have tried a pilot project for the past 2 years. We
are working cooperatively with the school system, with local business-
men and we have had a 10-slot project in the high school wherein in-
dividual seniors who are ready to graduate have had on-the-job train-
ing contracts with us. They are under an actual contract with local
business people. Of these 10 slots, we had a 90-percent absorption rate
when the individuals graduated in June. We feel this is a way we can
use on-the-job training money as well.

Within the consortium, our on-the-job training allocation was in-
creased from 5 to 25 percent of title I moneys. This in itself shows what
can be accomplished with the local private sector and the county execu-
tive, Mr. Coughlin, has asked me to emphasize to you that with
the local control that we have had within the two-county area, many
things innovatively have been done to work with private industry and
business. Thank you.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much for your testimony. We
appreciate you taking the time to come.

Our next witnesses are Leroy Opfer, executive director, Wisconsin
Coulee Region, Community- Action Agency, Westby, Wis.; and Rosalie
Tryon, executive director, ADVOCAP, Fond du Lac, Wis. The com-
mittee is happy to have you here today. Go ahead. You have prepared
texts. They'll be printed in full in the record. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LEROY OPIMR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN
COULEE REGION OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL, COMMUNITY ACTION
AGENCY, VESTRY, WIS.; AND ROSALIE L. TRYON, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, ADVOCAP, A COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY SERVING
FOND DU LAC AND WINNEBAGO COUNTIES

Mr. OFFER. Thank you, Senator Nelson. My name is Leroy Opfer.
I am the executive director of the Coulee Region Opportunity Council,
a community action agency serving four primarily rural counties in
western Wisconsin. We have operated manpower programs funded
under the Economic Opportunity Act and under CETA since 1967.
Currently we operate a variety of programs including outreach serv-
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work experience, ett.reer training, and public service employment
programs funded under titles I, TT. TIT, and VT of CETA. T am also
chairman of the Western Area Manpower Planning Board, an ad-
visory body to the balance-of-State CETA prime sponsor for a seven-
county area in western 'Wisconsin.

My testimony today will cover two primary areas. F irst, experiences
which we have had in western Wisconsin regarding the integration
and coordination of CETA programs and, second, recommendations
for changes in CET.:1 legislation based on these experiences.

Nearly 2-years ago those of us who were operating manpower pro-
grams under CETA in western Wisconsin realized that for us the real
promises that we had expected out of CETA were not being realized;
those promises being the coordination innovation, and &categoriza-
tion of manpower programs. We saw a situation that we weren't really
happy with Program operators were more interested in meeting place-
ment and cost standards, having full enrollment, and being refunded
than they were in meeting the real employment needs of lo-income
persons. This is the situation that existed a couple of -years ago in west-
ern Wisconsin and it's my own belief that this is the situation that cur-
rently exists in many other areas yet today, and I guess I don't !Tally
find it surprising that such a situation is likely to exist.

The Department of Labor and in turn the prime sponsors have ex-
pected each major component of the CETA system to be judged ac-
cording to the some general indicator s. One of these that has received
a great deal more emphasis than others is indirect placement.

Looking at this indicator for just 1 minute I think would be reveal-
ing. Take a hypothetical situation, that being you as the work experi-
ence program operator having enrolled a low-income person in a job
with a county-owned nursing home as an aide. After several months
this individual makes the decision that he would like to pursue a career
as a nurse. To do so the individual would have to receive additional
training.

The most logical thing that the operator could do, or the most logical
thing that could happen for the individual would be enrollment in a
CETA classroom training program iippropriate to this career and
afterward transfer to job service for placement. But, if this happened,
you as the work experience operator would not get credit for this place-
ment and a low-placement rate has been construed by the Department
of Labor rind-prime sponsors as poor performance.

Senator- Nr.Lsom. You mean if somebody went on in some further
training or education ?

Mr. OPFER. And were placedI'm sorry, and were placed out of the
classroom training program or out of an on the job training program
and you transferred them to those components, being out of the need or
interest of that individual, that would benot be considered to be a
placement for your program.

Senator NELsox. Well, is it counted in the total placement ? If it were
left neutral, it may not make any difference. Do you follow my point?

Mr. Or ;R. Yes.
Senator NELSON. They don't count in the plawment, but they do

count that individual as part of the whole?
Mr. OFFER. As a positive termination. Well, that's the way I guess I

would personally prefer to see it but our experience has been that each
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placements out of that component, not on what ultimately happens
with that low-income person and I think you can see how that kind of
a situation reallyreally hinders the integration and coordination of
different components. You lose basically in terms of your own program
situation. by transferring those individuals.

Fortunately for those of us in western Wisconsin, there was a suffi-
cient level of trust that existed between the program operators and
with the area's planning board to allow us to openly and honestly dis-
cuss this situation.

Our examination revealed that a linked approach which would in-
tegrate the various components would make a lot, more sense to the
individual and would be a more, efficient and effective system. The
measures of effectiveness, as you were suggesting before, would be
applied to the entire system nailer than to isolated components. Such
a system is now in place and working in western Wisconsin and m
belief that such a client centered case management approach which
allows program components to be Opel heel by organizations other
than the lead case management agency, yet integrating operations
into a comprehensive system, is a significant improvement over the old
categorical program approach prior to CETA, and the program that
still predominates under the act.

It certainly is an improvement that we would not have been able to
realize without the flexibility which remains under CETA. I would
hope to see incentives for such integration included under new CETA
legislation. Administrative actions by the Department of: Labor, such
as that previously discussed with indirect placement, which inhibit
coordination and ultimately hurt low-income persons should be re-
stricted legislatively.

Although CETA is certainly a very successful law, a number of
changes six major ones that I would like to proposeI feel would
make significant improvements in its impact on meeting the needs of
low-income persons.

First : I think CETA should allow for significantly increased in-
volvement in the private sector. Most good jobs are available With
private business and industry but most existing employment and train-
ing activities allowable under the lid are restricted to the public sec-
tor,. At this point, from my experience, public sector jobs are being
glutted.

Jobs which are being created in the public sector frequently have
marginal significance. Low-income persons are being taught few skills
which are transferable to private sector jobs and in many cases low-
income persons without prior work experience or training are not even
able to compete for public service jobs. If efforts to place poor people
in good jobs are to continue successfully on an expanded basis, private
sector involvement is essential. Some steps which could be taken to
enhance this would be : (1) To allow work experience placements with
private for profit employers; (2) authorizing the funding of business
development job creation efforts designed to create jobs for low-in-
come persons; (3) providing tax incentives for private employers hir-
ing CETA participants;

(4) investigating the potential for allowing private for-profit em-
ployers to be eligible operators, and (5) improving the affirmative ac-
tion efforts relative to the act.
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Second. Citizen participation in I he pl:nariing, operation. and evil
tuition of CETA programs should fit strengthened. This is partien-
liti'ly true of participation by private employers by low-income
persons mho are the ultimate consumers of CETA services. This
should he in existence at all levels where signitiemt decisions regard-
ing CETA programs are made. Such part leipation most be backed up
by sufficient training and support to insure t hat participation can be
meaningful and the advice of these sectors listened to Incentives
should also he included for the hiring of CETA eligible pi t.t;ons in
staff positions with agencies and orgmlizations receiving CETA
funding.

The third point. CETA's flexibility needs to be increased to allow for
greater innovation in developing local programs which can effectively
meet local needs. The original concept behind the act was for flexi-
bility. It's my belief, however, the only title of the act which is cur-
rently consistent with this concept is title Ithe title which has proven
to be by far the most effective in our area. I believe that the additions
of title II, title and the great expansion of title VI have proven
to be far less effective and have added tremendously to the administra.-
tive burden of program operators.

I believe these recent changes have legislated duplication Within the
CETA system, have lessened public acceptance of CETA and have re-
sulted in the continuation on CETA payrolls of persons who other-
wise would have been placed. To deal with this situation and to
increase flexibility, the number of CETA titles should be reduced, re-
versing the recent trent} toward legislation of categorical programs
within CETA. Funding for such activities as public service employ-
ment and title III, youth comprehensive, should he transferred to title

Items like the title VI, Older Americans Act senior employment
program, which I understand is being proposed for inclusion by the
administration, should be included as an eligible activity under title I
rather than be added as a separate CETA title.

A more specific point that har. caused concerns for us is with em-
ployment of in-school youth. Employment of such youth aged 14 and
over should be allowed at the prime sponsor's discretion with programs
serving this in-school population exempt from the Department of
Labors placement criteria.

Fourth, the funding and decisionmaking process regarding CETA
programs should be streamlined. We see today a situation with our
agency, for example, where we have to go through five more layers to
have a youth program funded than we did 5 years ago when neighbor-
hood youth corps programs were funded directly by IDOL to program
operators.

Senator NFL SON. Would yon send its the doeumentation of the five
new additional layers you have to go through

Mr. Ovnit. Yes; it's included here,
Senator NELsoxr. We would like to have it for the record because

have requested the Secretary of Labor when the testimony is over to
have some questions answered. They have 5 pages of 15 major questions
to respond to I want the Labor Department, to respond to those spe-
cific issues raised in the hearings and to explain or justify the paper-
work or the additional five layers raised here or change their adminis-
tration of the program. So, if you would submit that in writing, the
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five layers you have to go through now compared with previous years,
and give it to Scott Ginsburg to send to me, we -will submit it to the
Labor Department for their comment

11fr. OMR. Right. I appreciate that Thank you
[The material referred to follows :]
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The key ingredient to a linkage system is an organized structure of programoperations rather than a mixture of independent unrelated and disjointedmanpower Services. The Western Area Manpower Planning District Title Igrantees and staff have designed and implemented
a linkage system to pro-

vide en efficacious delivery of manpower services to Western Wisconsin.
Each agency involved has been assicned specific functions and responsibi-
lities to Perform. Unnecessary dupliCation of services have been eliminated.A standardized procedure has been developed which incorporates certification
of CETA eligible participants

assignment to appropriate CETA component(s):
and the hOPeful termination of CETA Involvement in unsubsidized employment.

The linkage concept was created through the
cooperation of Western Title Igrantees and staff.

Its implementation and success is dependent on thatcontinued cooperation,
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LINKAGE SYSTEM OVERVIEW:

FUNDING PROCESS:

The Western Area Manpower Planning Board (WAMPB) presumes no
specific deliverers of component services. It is the practice
of the NAPS to allocate only portions of Title I funds as is
immediately needed. Expenditures are projected for three months
at a time, while uncommitted funds are held in planned reserve.
This process facilitates innovative approaches to manpower pro-
grams because of the flexibility of funding allocation, and con-
Stant monitoring of existing programs. It also allows for new
program operators since all funds are not committed for the entire
fiscal year.

With the mention of Jab Service as a supplementally funded lead
agency (and not necessarily a program operator). the WAMPB consi-
ders program operatOrs for Title 1 training programs on an ongoing
basis. The Western Linkage SySteM has been set up to respond to
the immediate manpower needs of the NAMPO.

II. NITIAL CONTACT OF LINKAGE PARTICIPANTS:

Outreach and referral is the primary responsibility of the Community
Action Agencies. Referrals may also come From Job Service, other
CCTA and non-CETA agencies and peOple who walk in as a result of
newspaper or other advertising.

A team consisting of a counselor and a Job Service Specialist will
maintain the fallowing interview schedule:

MONDAY - At Sparta for Monroe County

TUESDAY - At Prairie du Chien for Crawford County

TUESDAY - At Whitehall far Trempealeau County and Buffalo County

WEDNESDAY - At WestbY for Vernon County

THURSDAY - At Black River Falls for Jackson County

In Jackson. Monroe. and Crawford Counties. applicants will be referred
to the Job Service branch office where a determination of their CETA
eligibility will be made. An appointment will he set up for those
CETA eligible with the linkage team.

In Trempealeau. Buffalo. and Vernon Counties, the Community Action
agencies will schedule the appointments for the protect team. While
the interview is being scheduled the client fills out an income state-
ment and a Job SerVice application card. These will be Forwarded to
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the Job Service office in LaCrosse.
a determination as to

their eligibility for LETA will be made. If they ere eligible,

they let the appointment stand.
If they are ruled ineligible. the

CAP agencies will be notified
that the appointment is being can-

celled and 4 letter will be sent to the applicant informing s/he

that they Are not eligible
for CETA and s/he is then invited to

contact their nearest Job Service office for other possible services.

in LaCrosse County. referrals
will be made to the LaCrosse Job Ser-

vice office. For those CETA eligible, the
intake assessment and em-

ployability planning will be initiated. if time does not permit this.

they are scheduled for an Interview at the earliest possible date.

INTAKE ASSESSMENT AND EMPLOYABILITY PLANNING

The intake certification assessment
and development of a written

employability plan is the responsibility of the linkage project

staff, An employability plan is an outline of the participants':

history of employment, employment
barriers, remedies to employment

barriers end recommended CETA prOgram%,
length of participation,

werkalteend supportive services.

Upon completion of the
employability plan, which is a cooperative

effort between client and counselor,
arrangements are made to ac-

tualize the plan. The appropriate agencies and grantees ere con-

tasted and consulted 4% to their
ability to provide the needed ser-

vices within the planned time schedule.

The client is then referred to
the agency providing the initial com-

ponent of the plan and is
assigned to the caseload of the Job Service

Specialist responsible for follow-through. The linkage staff IS re-

sponsible for the completion of
all MIS forms necessary for tracking

individuals through 010 system,

For evaluation purposes, if a
service is recommended by the employ-

ability plan and not available
when needed, an alternative plan is

developed. The original strategy is maintained in the client's Coun-

seling folder. This date can be of assistance in future manpower planning,

FOLLOW - THROUGH AND TER

Once en individual ha$ been
referred and enrolled in a component,

they beCome the responsibility of that program operator, While they

are In that component, the
specialist from the project team will

periodically meet with the appropriate
staff member of that agency_

to review the progress of the
individual in relation to his /her

employability plan. Each contractor is responsible for oroOning

the project with evaluations of the
enrollees in their respective

programs. which are maintained in the individual's folder,
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The linkage project staff is responsible for making changes or
terminating the employability plans Of all persons enrolled in
the project. Prier to making any change or termination. they Will
consult with the client. (if available) and the contractor. Both
the contractor and client will be informed In writing at least one
week In advance of any change to the plan or termination of any
enrollee. The project staff Is also responsible for coordinating
all transfers within CETA components through termination.

Since unsubsidized employment is the primary objective for all CETA
participants, referral of participants to such employment may be
made at any time during their enrollment. This may be done by the
linkage staff or the staff of their present Contractor.
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COMPONENTS OF WESTERN DISTRICT
LINKED MANPOWER SYSTEM

I. INTAKE: A process which assures that a person is eligible for

One or more of the programs available under CETA. No

one may participate in a CETA Program until s/he has

been certified.
CERTIFICATION INTAKE

II, AMSLIENIkASSESSMENT /COUNSELING:
OrOcess which on a person-to-person basis the

linkage counselor and client identify the participant's
barriers and realistic employment obJectives which are

documented in a written employabilitY Plan. This com-

ponent includes provisions for vocational testing.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:
Mien- nvo ves identification and referral of

1 participants in manpower programs, particu-
rly from peripheral areas of the district, Supportive

activities (direct Or indirect) to individuals enrolled
in manpower programs include at a minimums

A. Financial assistance for obtaining child care,
medical assistance and family planning,

P. Transportation when needed.

AO11LT WORK EXPERIENCE AWE

n as rt-term" or "part-time" work assignment

designed to enhance the employability of individuals who have never

worked or who have not been recently active in the labor market for

any length of time. The intent of AWE is to increase the employ-
ability Of such individuals by providing them with experience on
the Job, development of occupational skills, good work habits and

AM opportunity to develop career goals through the exposure to

various occupations Work Experience may also be used as a holding

action while appropriate classroom training, on-the-Job training,

or public service employment opportunities are being developed.

Retention of an individual in an AWE setting for the above Purposes
Is determined in accordance with the needs of the participant. Use

of AWE for individuals whose only manpower need is for employment,

e.g., unemployed individuals who have occupational skills and good

work habits is generally inappropriate. Wages paid to AWE Partici-

pants is $2.65/hr, effective January I, 1978.

5
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CLASSROOM TRAINING;

This-0-r6iFiilTerriity provides training in an institutional setting
to provide individuals with the necessary_ technical skills and in-
formation required to perform a specific Job or groups of jobs.
Training nay be in an existing program (slotting) or a curriculum
may be developed to teach speCial skills (class-size projects).
Whenever possible class size projects will be designed in an open-
entry/open-exit approach which allows new trainees to be added as
others complete the Course. Class-size projects will be created
as needed through the dictates of the linkage system. This com-
ponent specifically addresses adult basic education (ABE), general
educational development (GEO), and occupational training (specific
skills) and may be recommended as a secondary activity.

A. Adult Basic Education:

WriWITTT7TrritirovS basic reeding, mathematical, verbal
and written COmmonication, and other prevocational skills
necessary to fill the gap between the present educational
level of each individual and that level required for entry
into the appropriate skill training component.

B. Niih School E ulvalenc Services:
s act ycU programs which offer basic eduation

and other courses to prepare individuals for the GED (General
Education Development) exaM, of which a passing score consti-
tutes a high school equivalency certificate.

CAREER ORIENTATION:
This activity provides a structured exploration of interests and
abilities of individuals in relation to the rking world, Generally
speaking, this is a short-term intensive procedure which exposes in-
dividuals to various careers, opportunities in the Job market, and
informs partiCipantS of the requisite training for obtaining a job
in a chosen field. It is a mechanism for assisting individuals in
making a career choice. This component may be developed as a secon-
darY activity.

VII. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING:
to training conducted in a work environment

which enables Individuals to learn a bonafide skill and/or qualify
for a particular occupation through demonstration and practice.
Such training may be conducted on a "hire first, training later"
heSis. or ax placement with an employer distinct from the training
organization. Training situations are set up to provide for the
maximwm development of the participant abilities to encourage
his/her economic self - sufficiency.

6
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VIII. PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT:
This program activity is subsidized

employment with public employers

and private non-profit employers which
provides a needed public ser-

vice and transitional employment for the PIE participant.

IX. YOUTH PROGRAMS:
This component provides meaningful work experience to school

youth including at minimum. Career exploration, Work experience,

and educational development.

X. JOB DEVELOPMENT/PLACEMENT/FOLLOW-UP:
This component provides:

direct employer contact to solicit or

create job openings on behalf of manpower program participants;

assistance to participants in obtaining permanent unsubsidized

employment by referrals to job openings; job creation; and a

mechanism of checking participant status 30. 60 and 90 days

post manpower program termination.

XI. EVALUATION b MONITORING:
Mon Loring is a vital manpower function which checks the ongoing

progress of CETA prOOramS and their compliance with regulations

and objectives. Evaluation is the final process of determining

the outcomes. benefits, criticisms and insights gained from a

meaningful look at manpower operations. It provides a vehicle

for evaluating and improving manpower services.

7
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Mr. OPFER. A number of actions which could be taken would be to
change prime sponsor eligibility to allow for combinations of rural
counties previously excluded from prime sponsor eligibility. Another
more specific kind of suggestion would be, as the question just raised
in the case of title III youth projects, it would seem that the prime
sponsor should have the authority for approving projects. Approval
authority is now vested with the Department of Labor.

Fifth: CETA eligibility should be uniform among the titles and
should be changed to allow for participation by the working poor. A
recent case example that we have had is a 35 -year -old female head of
household with three dependent children receiving no welfare support;
receiving $155 per month in child support from her former husband;
working part-time nights with income from this job less than $70
week. This person is presently ineligible under title VI for services
while a college graduate without dependents and presently unem-
plo--ed is eligible.

Siixth CETA legislation should allow, at the prime sponsor's dis-
cretion, payment of the State minimum wage to in-school youth and
out -of- school youth under age 18. The present situation with the pay-
ment of the Federal minimum wage to these youth has caused undue
conflict with other employees of worksites.

For example, youth employed under CETA are paid approximately
89 cents per hour more than other youth employed in the same work-
site regardless of their job requirements or thew previous skills. Simi-
larly, CETA youth presently are paid 45 cents per hour more than
adults who are paid the State minimum wage and who in some
cases are responsible for supervising the CETA employees.

Low-income people want good jobs.
Senator NELSON. Excuse me. By the way_ , you have about 3 more

minutes.
Mr. OFFER. Yes; I'm just finishing.
Senator NELSON. I mean both of you together.
Mr. Omit. Oh, both of us?
Ms. TRY0N. Oh, that's going to be a problem.
Mr. OPFER. Oh, I'm sorry.
Senator NELSON. You each were given 15 minutes?
Mr. Ormn. It was our understanding we each had 15.
Senator NELSON. All right.
Mr. °rpm. OK. In order to be successful, CETA needs to have a

commitment to really solving the employment needs of low-income
persons and a realization that to solve such problems are not easy,
quick to be achieved or inexpensive.

Thank you, and I'll turn it over to you I think we each have 15
minutes. I certainly hope so.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Opfer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LeRoy oprra

Senator Nelson, my name Is Leroy Opfer. I am the Executive Director of the
Coulee Region Opportunity Council, a Community Action Agency serving four
primarily rural counties in western Wisconsin. We have operated manpower pm
grams funded by the Economic Opportunity Act and the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act since 1067. Currently we operate outreach services, work
experience, career training, and public service employment programs funded
under Titles L II, III and VI of CETA. I am also Chairman of the Western Area
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Manpower Planning Board, an advisory body to the Balance-of-State CETA
prime sponsor fur a seven-county area in western Wisconsin.

My testimony today will cover two areas. First, experiences which we have had
in western Wisconsin with the coordination and integration of CBTA. programs
and, secondly, recommendations for changes in CETA legislation based on ourexperiences.

Nearly two years ago those of us who were operating CETA programs in west-
ern Wisconsin and others serving on the Area Mappower Planning Board realizedthat for tin the real promise of CETA for integration, innovation and deentegori-zation was not being realized. We saw a situation in which the need of pro-
grams to have full enrollment, to meet placement and cost standards, and to lie

, refunded were given priority over the need of unemployed persons to get and tokeep good jobs. This is the situation which existed in western Wisconsin and itis my personal belief that this is the situation that currently exists in many otherareas today.
It is not really surprising that such a situation is likely to exist. The Depart-ment of Labor and In turn the prime sponsors have expected each major coin-

ponent of the CETA system, i.&, work experience, classroom training, on-the-job
training, public service employment, etc., to be measured according to the samegeneral indicators, One such indicator which has been given far more weight thanothers is indirect placement.

Taking just one minute to look at a hypothetical situation involving this indica-tor, its simultaneous application to just two components, and the impact which
such application has on Integration and services is revealing.

Situations You are the operator of a work experience program. A low-incomeperson with no real job experience is enrolled by you in work experience as anaide working in a county-owned nursing home. After several months the persondecides that he would like to pursue a career as a nurse. To do so would require
that the person obtain additional training, The must logical action would he totransfer the individual to an appropriate CETA. classrcem training program and
afterword to Job Service placement, Sounds great, but to do so would !tot be aplacement fur you as the work experience operator and a low placement rate has
been construed as poor performance which could result in the defunding of yourprogram.

As the work experience operator what would you do) Regardless of your ac-tion, I think that it is clear that such a situation does not promote coordination
and integration of program components.

Fortunately for those of us working in western Wisconsin a sufficient level of
trust existed between program operators and the members of the Area Manpower
Planning Board to allow us to openly and honestly examine this situation.

Our examination showed clearly that each program component was able to
meet a special type of need, but that in isolation any one component was seldom
able to address all the employment needs of the unemplt.iyed person. We realized
that a linked approach focusing on the needs of the individual would be more
effective and would make a lot more sense to the partielprint The measuree of
effectiveness would be applied to the entire system rather than to Isolated com-
ponents. Such a system is now in place nnti working. A detailed explanation of the
Linkages System is included as an attachment to this testimony.

I believe that such a client-centered ease management approach which allows
program components to be operated by organizations other than the lead casemanagement agency, yet integrating operations into n comprehensive system is aslgtitleant improvement over the old categorical program model which still pre=
dominates under CETA. It certainly is an improvement which would not have
been possible without the flexibility which retneins in CETA,

Incentives for such comprehensive integration should he included under new
CETA legislation. Administrative actions by the Department of Labor and theprime sponsors, such as the situation previously mentioned 'evolving indirect
placement, which inhibit coordination and ultimately hurt unemployed low-in-come persons should be restricted legislatively.

Although CETA is one of the most accepted pieces of legislation In recent his-tory, I believe that a number of other changes could significantly increase its
effectiveness in meeting the employment needs of low-income persons and at thesame time reduce the administrative burden on program operators.

First CeITA. changes should allow for signiticmitly increased involvement inthe private sector. The vast majority (S5 percent or more) of good jobs are found
in private business and industry, but nearly all existing employment and training
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activities allowable under the legislation are restricted to the public sector. At
this point public sector Jobs are glutted. Jobs which nre being created in the public
:sector frequently have marginal, significance. Low-income persons are being
taught few skills which are transfernble to private sector jobs, and In some cases
the only function performed is that of Income maintenance. If efforts to place
poor people in good Jobs are to continue successfully on an expanded basis, pri-
vate sector involvement is essential. Specific steps which should be taken to
achieve this goal include:

1. allowing work experience placements with private for-profit employers.
Z authorizing the funding of business development efforts designed to create

jobs for low-income people.
3, providing tax incentives to private employers blring CEPA participants,
4. allowing private for-profit employers to be eligible operators of CETA pro-

grams, and
5, strengthening affirmative action efforts.
Second, citizen participation in the planning, operation and evaluation of CETA

programs should be strengthened. This is particularly tare of participation by
low-Income persons and private sector employers who are the ultimate consumers
of OEM services, It 4 alEn true of community-based orgimizations including
bor which represent significant groups of the CETA constituency. Such participa-
tion should be at all levels where significant decisions regarilnig CETA program-
ming are made. Such participation must he backed up by sufficient training and
support to insure that participation can be meaningful. Incentives should also be
Included for hiring of CETA eligible persons in staff positious with ngeneies and
organizations receiving CETA funding.

Third, CETA's flexibility needs to be increased to allow for greater innovation
In developing local programs which effectively iniet local needs. It is my under-
standing that the concept behind the original CETA leafsletinn wns to provide
for such flexibility. I believe that the only title of the Act which is currently con-
sistent with this laudable comic ,t. is Title Ithe title which has proven to be by
far the most effective In our area I believe that the additions to Title III and the
great expansion of Title 11 have proven to he a far less effective and have added
tremendously to the administrative burden of program operators. I believe that
these recent changes have legislated duplication wit bin the CETA system, have
lessened public acceptance of CETA, anti hive resulted in the continuation on
CEPA payrolls of persons who otherwise would have been placed. To den' with
this situation and to increase flexibility the number of CETA titles should be
reduced reversing the recent trend toward legislation of categorical programs
within OEM. Funding for such activities as Public Service Employment and
Title III Youth Comprehensive should be transferred to Title I. Items like the
Title It Older Americans Act senior employment program should be Included
as an eligible activity under Title I niftier than be added as a sepnrate CETA
title. Employment of in-school youth age 14 null over should be allowed at the
prime sponsor's discretion with progrnins serving this in- school 'emulation exempt
from the Department of Labor's placement criteria.

Fourth, the funding and decision - snaking process regarding CETA programs
should be streamlined. The decentralized approach to manpower programming,
which I support, has resulted for those of us in Dulance -of -State areas In a very
cumbersome and time consuming process. For example in the ease If Tide III
Youth Employment Projects a program operator in western Wisconsin must have
a grant proposal reviewed and acted on by four advisory committees and boards
In addition to state staff action and action by the Region V office of the Depart-
ment of Labor. This is of course in addition to review and action by the grantee's
own governing board and advisory committees. For our agency there are at least
five more layers to go through In order to have a youth employment program
funded today than there were live years ago when Neighborhood Youth Corps
Program were funded directly tti progrine operators by the Department of Labor
To correct this situation, several steps should lie taken. Prime sponsor eligibility
should he changed to allow any combination of eoutignons rural counties with a
combined population of 100,000 or more to he designated as a prime sponsor area
without requirements as to minimum populations for the largest political juris-
diction included.

In those cases where no single politic:11 jurisdiction has a popnlatIon in excess
of 100,000 or more a manpower council should Ise' designated by all counties in-
volved to serve as the applicant to the Department of Labor for funding. Such a
manpower planning council should be incorporated as a private nonprofit organi-
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=don with council membership composed of public officials, private employers,
low-income persons, and service delivery agencies. Such planning councils should
be prohibited from operating programs. Again, reduction in the member of (E1a
titles, expansion of Title I, and a reversal of the trend toward eategoricul pro-
grams would be positive steps in relation to this gmtl as well.

In the case of Title III Youth Projects the very minimum step which should
be taken is to vest project approval authority with the prime sponsor miner than
with the Department of Labor.

Fifth, CET,l eligibility criteria should he uniform and changed to allow for
participation by the working poor under all CETA titles. Persons working full
time or part time with annual incomes below the poverty level should be eligible
for Title VI programs. Eligibility definitions should he consistent between titles.
A brief look at two real case examples will help to show how unfair the Presentsystems is.

First : A 35 year old female head of household with three dependent children,
receiving $155 per month In child support, works nights cleaning. Income from
this job Is less than Si° per week. She is ineligible for Title VI.

Second A recent college gradnate with no dependents had an income last year
over $730. kle is eligible for Title VI,

Sixth, CETA legislation should allow, at the prime sponsor's discretion, pay-
ment of the state minimum wage to in-school youth and out-of-school youth
under age 18. The present requirement of paying the federal minimum has re-
sulted in nnnecessary conflict between CI TA enrollees and other employees. 41
youth employed under CETA currently makes 89 cents per hour more than other
youth employed in many work sites regardless of their relative experience or job
requirements. Similarly CEPA youth presently are paid -15 cents per hour more
than adults who are paid the minimum wage and who in sonic cases are super-
vising the CkYPA employee.

Low-income people want ond need jobs. cur A has the potential of meet-
ing this need if changes can be made to really open the private sector market of
good jobs to CETA invol:ement if business aevelopment activities can be sup-
ported; If employers and the unemployed can he effectively involved in man-
power program development ; if CE'rA can he streamlined in order to provide a
more efficient administrative structure; and it EETA's intended flexibility to
allow for local program development can he enhanced. In order to be successful
CETA also needs a commitment to really solving the employment needs of low-
income persons and a realization that solutions are seldom easily, quickly, or
inexpensively achieved.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to present testimony.
MS. TaveN. Did that debate end up with me having some time, too?
Senator NELsox. Yes.
Ms. TnYoN. Good. Rosalie Tryon, executive director ADVOCAP,

Inc., and I'm presenting testimony today on behalf of ADVOCAP.
I'm also a member of the State. Manpower Services Council, chairman
of the State manpower policy committee, a member of the conserva-
tion works project board and for the last, 10 years have spent a, third to
a half of my life in this frost rating world citIled CETA.

I would like to strongly support the reauthorization of CETA but I
think it needs a substantial amount of reform areal modification. I
would like to present, some of my recommendations on how CETA
might. be:improved.

First, I would like to say CETA is a commitment national Govern-
ment must make. Employability in a job is the only way out of poverty
for people. Providing them with actual jobs 2ind wages and training
to get, there is absolutely essential. However beginning with that good
idea, we do end up with some strange ways of carrying it out

You would think sitting at every conceivable level of deeisionmak-
ing, from a provider, through all the decisionmaking councils, I might
have an ever-present opportunity to impact on it accurately. I find thwt
that is not the case. I guess I find the experience either exciting or
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absurd, depending on which day it is, and would like to share with
you some of my commentary and some of my recommendations.

My testimony will essentially be in three different layers. The first
one is on supported work which I'd really like to discuss at some
length. The second is generally on CETA and the third is on improve-
ment strictly at the prime _sponsor level that should occur pretty
promptly.

Supported work is a national demonstration that has been going on
for 3 years. To my knowledge it is the very first thorough demonstra-
tion. It is very- carefully designed, very carefully tested, very carefully
researched, and will, in fact, -provide new knowledge and full account-
ability on just how cost effective it is to take people who are absolute
losers and enable them to become winners. IV° run 1 of 15 national
pilots funded by MDRC (Manpower Demonstration Research Corp.)
which is funded by the Ford Foundation and a coalition of six Federal
agencies. The unique thing is that they have built in the expertise that
seriously enables you to do a job very well in job creation, in getting
into providing goods and services that a community needs and wants.
The concept is called double social utility. You take the throwaway
people nobody has any use for and the throwaway work and combine
the two together and create new jobs. Lastly, it becomes very economi-
cal. This national program centers on people CETA bypasses. They are
the kind the employ_ er will not take free. They are people who are ex-
addicts, ex- o ffendei.s, AFDC mo. taers who are long-term and have bven

on aid for 30 out of the last 36 months with older children which means
they flunked all systems, and juvenile delinquents.

In Fond du Lac we have piloted a target group that I'm glad to see
now in the legislation, people with mental and emotional problems
who have been institutionalized a long time and that's an interesting
group you should understand because it's essential CETA have the
capability of concentrating on that layer as well. If a person has been
institutionalized in a mental institution for a long time, with today's
medication, they reach a point where they get better and everyone
says, "Good luck. you need a job." Then they go out and hear "what's
your experience?" They say "I've been in Winnebago for a long time"
and employers say, "I'll call yon." Eventually if they wish to eat, they
throw away their meds and go back in the revolving door, go out again
and try to get a job and once again nobody will employ them.

The supported work program eau provide intervention, can give
them a work history, can design extremely careful structures to posi-
tion people where they will succeed because it's designed to enable them
to do so. They "graduate" from supported work with work experience
and effective know-how to he a good worker as opposed to just having
a set of skills.

Incidentally, most people are fired beeause they don't get along, be-
cause they're late, because they're not. there. because they can't take
orders. Once they learn to be good workers, they can apply this in any
field.

Supported work is now in the legislation. particularly the research
and development section, and I'm delighted to see it Senator Nelson,
you particularly must be enjoying this week when supported work
will begin another layer of implementation here in Wisconsin with
community action agencies.
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I would like to point out sonic very specific recommendations for
thi),t section 311. There the language supported employmentsup-
ported small lettersis authorized. Supported employment can begin
to mean something, anything, or nothing as people catch on that this
is a marvelous bunch of words to use to call whatever it is you're doing.
Supported work, in fact, means something. it means a low -_stress envi-
ronment with graduated stress. It moans low-productivity beginnings.
It means job creation as opposed to chasing every diminishing public,
service light. It means enabling you to work with private business. It
means peer group support. It means immediate reinforcement for good
behavior which Works very will It means that you can take people
with zero probability and turn out 25 to 35 percent successful Place-
ments (nearly all in private business), It bends a number of rules. It
permits a number of waivers.

My written testimony will have sonic afnlly explicit language, but
the main things that Pd like to recommend is that where it says the
"Secretary is authorized to fund supported work," I certainly feel the
language should be strengthened to say "the Secretary shall, will or
must, do so because after this long a test, it is high time we made a real
commitment,"

Additionally, the words "supported employment,"in small let-
tersprobably should be called supported workin capital letters
and insure that it is connected with the national design that is so well
done, as opposed to any kind of random actions,

The new CETA target groups now include people with emotional
and mental problems. We're pleased to see this group included, but
the draft legislation omitted ex-ofrenders and exTaddiets who are again
very much present in the underclass. Those words should be corrected.

We also think there should be the provision now for several years'
funding on the existing programs so that program operators who are
dealing with private business and sick people in a complex pro gram
don't have to wonder from month to month what next year will be but
should be enabled now to build to larger participation.

DepartmentI should like to continent Dment that the participation of the epartment
of Labor, particularly Fritz Kramer, has been phenomenal. For the
first time in my service, I have seen Federal agencies join on a com-
mon agenda and buy the whole package as opposed to little bits and
pieces. I would also like to comment that CETA (through our prime
sponsor) does support, the program but finds it very difficult to do so
because this odd program doesn't, fit the forms in boxes quite as well
as more conventional programs do, so from as fundingapproveleffee
tive October 1, we have yet to get a, complete contract because obviously
we have an odd program with its odd people and odd results that does
not neatly fit into categorical boxes on the forms. I'd like to point out
that much of CETA occurs by what does fit well inside the forms.

I would like to itige that you really begin to study and understand
fully the supported work program and the implications if the CETA
language is very loose, and the very tine benefits if the language is tight
enough to require those precise quality standards and really top, pro
outfits operating programs.

I would like to support, also that more indeed must be done, particu-
larly with the private sector, The private sector is generally courted
and acclaimed. Eighty-five percent of all the jobs are in the private see-



tor; depending on whetheryou're charitable or not, 2, 5, 8, or at a maxi-

mum of 10 percent of CETA ever touches the private sector. Them are
real reasonsif you sit down and work with businessmenthey'll give

you some of those real reasons.
A meeting yesterday_ with the chatnber of commerce camp up with

the classic quote that the private sectorand this is from a chamber
head--the private sector does not believe CETA rhetoric of involve-

ment of the private sector. Past performance shows otherwise. It's an
interesting thing. If you're a businessman, you have a great deal to

Offer. You have the jobs. You have the kind of training that explicitly

prepares people for ithe job. Nevertheless CETA uses its resources to
train people in the courthouse, the nurse's office, or city parks. If a
person wants to be a florist, that's an interesting way to get there. A
machinist is a very highly paid trade. People aren't going to learn the

necessary skills in the courthouse basement. You must use private

employers.
Nevertheless the legislation says contradictory thing_ s and so do the

regulations.
We have had a recent experience with representatives of 2,500 em-

ployers meeting at length with us, a community action agency, and
developing together a researth Inn:lel under the Governor's 5 percent
that would enable a test of what happens if yon meet private business

on its own terms, and you eat the paperwork so they can do their work

and you make it possible for them to (min a disadvantaged person in

order to provide him skills and training. The research design was a

very small but thorough one It was to test and compare the difference
between present CETA use and one heavily based on the private busi-

ness wants and needs. Of those 2,500 employers, less than 100 are now

connected with CETA, That leaves 2,400 who are not
Business said they can and want to he used They have something

to offer but they really don't, have the time to play the games. Project
opportunity is an interesting story of what happens. The legislation

is very clear that the Governor's 5 percent may be used for innovative

and experimental means of getting the private sector involved in a new

way. Nevertheless there's a line thatif you read the legislation long
enoughsays, "but you may not subsidize up to 100 percent". The

State manpower council approved this R&D program enthusiastically
and by vast majority. Our local prime sponsor staff objected
vehemently to this new program and after 39 days of the Department
of Labor Changing their minds regularly, we got a final ruling 2 clays

ago that says they will rule and prohibit this funding.
The private sector's people ask. "What is it you want, to know?" If

the only thing you may test is what you have already clone, if you are
clearly unwilling to test new methods to get new knowledge, then per-
haps this is a large joke called, "Let us say it but, let's not believe it."

The State manpower council is now figuring out, how to reallocate
that money and the private sector believes less than it did the day be-
fore that you care to know what it tales for private business to cor-

rect with CETA.
We called the prtlect "opportunity" I think we will not any longer.
lI guess I'd like to make some other comments on CETA in general.

When you say local control by the local prime sponsor, the emphasis
should be on control. It is very definitely a system that is very busy



and very big because most of the money is in the public service employ-
ment which is aimed at people who are merely out of a job. Lesser
attention, lesser effort, lesser funds, and lesser -Colitern, is placed on
the disadvantaged and yet they are the ones who charge society with
the greatest social cost.

One way or another we will not let people starve. If we will not per-
mit them to work, then we will feed them. We will feed them on
welfare.

Most prefer to work. Title I for the disadvantaged segments fares
badly. Public service employees who are often college graduates, get
extensive CETA help for 12 months although their problem is es-
sentially unemployment. The disadvantaged person has 6 to 8 weeks to
overcome multiple barriers work experience becauseI agree with
Royprime sponsors are "scored" on how many are placed and are
expected to place large numbers. So the more problems people have,
the fewer dollars are allocated and a lesser amount of time is per-
mitted to overcome them.

Actually helping poor people to find jobs is not necessarily the
cheapest way and the Department of Labor reinforces consistently
that "Cheap is good! The less you spend on administration, the
better."

Now, theoretically people who
just

through work experience or an-
other beginning step should be ust right for those PSE jobs, but
very often local governments believe that the major purpose of CETA
is to balance county budgets. It is my opinion that local prime spon-
sors' staff very definitely support that If that's the case, the jobs are
designed by what the local_ governments need, They rarely fit what
will benefit poor people and so here you have a stack of people that
really need jobs and a stack of jobs and, strangely enough, they don't
match because they are not designed together.

We should reverse that system and use this entire tool of CETA
to help people leave poverty because that's bound. to be the best
bargain for them, for us, and the United States.

There are some interesting tricks of the trade as well. Strange count-
ing occurs and counting is very, very important in all of CWrA. Let
me give you one example. A CETA participant can be placed in a non-
subsidized job, work I day, quit or be fired and the next clay be re-
enrolled in the same program. This results in the program counting
two people served ; one placed, one still in training. Yet the person
who created all these numbers is still unemployed, still poor and still
nowhere.

The quality of what. has happened to people is never measured. We
ask how many people we put in how many boxes. We rarely ask whether
they should have been put in a box at all, or whether it's the appro
ate box. and whether they'll be better off when they leave the liox.
It's a very difficult task and yet there ought to be a scoreboard in the
sky somehow that -measures -"have people now acquired a salary suffi-
cient to support themselves? Has CETA resulted in a job that is good
enough that they can keep it or are we just chasing them around?"

Despite my very strong recommendations for some change, I do be-
lieve that CETA is the tool that we must use.

Another aspect I'd like to point out is that a citizen's opportunity
depends on where they live, We serve in the prime sponsor area and in

31 -279 0 - 49
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the Balance-of-State area. The treatment of people is different. I
sit on the State manpower council. We make very good policies. Their
intent is to develop policy positions on helping people reach full em-
ployment. All policies may be ignored by all prime sponsors and fre-
quently are.

When the manpower council meets, it's 34, 35 people. _Secretaries
send representatives. Prime sponsors send their staffs. It has become
a heavily staffed organization. We could declare policies next week
profoundly and unanimously and the week after they may or may
not be implemented in any local level. I think you must strengthen
the role of the Governor and the S.M.C. if you plan to get real serious
manpower improvement.

I think the real attention of CETA is being paid to the vast bulk of
money called title VT public service employmc-nt. It is not being di-
rected at the_ poor. It could be. The beneflits could be triple what they
are now, perhaps hundredfold what they are now, if anyone took that
seriously. The community action agencies, community-based organiza-
tions are there and have been there long before CETA and will
continue to be there. They are essentially excluded to a large degree in
decistomnaking. In our prime sponsor area, the planning council was
reduced from 30 to 15. The most experienced numpower-involved
people who represent a constituency were excluded.

Let me explain how that works. The representatives of veterans is
a
of

employee called veterans service officer. The representative
of the poor is the city relief director. They are excellent representa-
tives of local government, They are not representatives of the con-
stituency nor connected to it I think someone should pay attention
to whether the things you write in the law are being carried out I find
that that is not always so.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Tryon follows :j

PREPARCO STATEMENT or RosAuF; L. favor

I am Rosalie Tryon, Executive Director of ADVOCAP, Inc., a Community Action
Agency serving Fond tin Lac and Winnebago Counties in Wisconsin.

I would like to express my real support for CETA reauthorization and to offer
comments and recommendations on means to make this critical National legisla-
tion more elective in dealing with problems of employability of the poor,

The poor leave poverty only when they have the means to attain self-sufficiency
. . a good Job is vital_ CETA offers the potential route to getting, keeping and

holding that essential job. The tool of CETA needs considerable refining and it
must he made to work.

Since 19443, I have been immersed in the ninny layers of Manpower and CETA
development and implementation. The experience Is profound and absurd, Inspir-
ing and frustrating as a most complex system attempts to translate tImbeautiful
philosophy of CETA into effective action that works.

As Executive Director of ADVOCAP, I represent and respond to a constitu-
ency of poor people, in which our agency is an advocate, n provider of services,
a contractor of a major National pilot called Supported Work. I serve on the
Governor's Manpower Services Council as a public member, and am chairperson
of the Wisconsin Manpower Polley Committee, President-elect of the WISCAP
Directors Association, and chairperson of the WISCAP Manpower Committee.
I serve as a public member on the Conservation Works Project Board of 1Viscon-
sin, and during the last decade have served continuously on CAMPS, Area Man-
power Planning Boards, manpower development committees and planning coun-
cils. With all layers of involvement, it would seem that affecting the precision
of the tool would be ever-present. Yet, the linkage and communication and flow
of administration from the CETA Act to the decisionnukking process at the
local prime sponsor level permit each major step forward to be regressed with
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two steps backward, The eleillenge to all of us must be to make CETA do what
it says it will . . . assure opportunities for employment and training to unem-
ployed and underemployed persons.

ADVOCAF, Incorporated supports the reauthorization of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act for a minimum period of four years. A maximum
time authorization is needed so that phased programming can he developed to
meet the manpower needs of the Nation. This paper contains two major sections
which discuss short-term as well as long-term recommendations.

First is a specific discussion and recommendations for the inclusion of the
Supported Work concept and strategy into the CETA reauthorization.

Second is it more general discussion and recommendations regarding the Act
in general With emphasis on the need: to separate countereyelleal from struc-
tural measures; to place a greater emphasis on structural efforts targeted to
ward the disadvantaged ; to provide for more qualitative measurement of CETA
programming; and to further clarify the roles of key actors in OETA.

I -Supported Work programMajor DOI., Demonstration Effort. ADVOCAP.
Inc. strongly supports and endorses Section 311: part Bresearch, training and
evaluation, especially subparts (a) through (c), iVith the agency's long history
of operating traditional manpower Migrants such as adult work experience
and of its recent planning, developing and implementing an innovative demonstra-
tion manpower project, ADVOCAP recognizes the needs to develop and improve
employment and training programs, to ease the transition from income transfer
payment dependency to employment, and to provide special Supported Work en-
vironmnts for the difficult to employ. ADVOCAP proposes live tilleeilieteennimen.
datlons regarding this Section. Flowerer, before presenting these, it is necessary
to discuss the background of our current involvement in an innovative man-
power research project called Supported Work,

In DV, the Department of Labor joined with live other federal agencies
and the Ford Foundation to form the national private non-profit Manpower
Demonstration Research Oortx-iration MDItC) called Supported Work pro.
grata (SWF). ADVDCAP, Inc. Wits one of 13 sites across the nation selected to
operate an SWP. This project was set np to test the concept Of how to success-
fully employ severely disadvantaged persons and provide them opportunities
to do meaningful community work, gain useful work habits and skills and in-
crease their prospects for securing a job in the regular labor market, thereby
reducing their dependency on the welfare system.

S \VP places these marginally employable persons in low-graduated stress, new
ly created jobs for a transitional period sup to IS months) after which a cer-
tain percentage (25 to 4i) secure an nnsubsidized job in the regular labor
market A low stress environment is built into Supported Work through peer
group support, careful and regular feedback front the supervisor, and relatively
low initial productivity demands on-the-job. Graduated stress is fostered by in-
creasing the eroductivity demands, making it increasingly more difficult to earn
a raise or bonus, and by gradually heing less toter:nit of tardiness and absen-
teeism. Flence, the five major elements of the supportive work emironment are

1, Low-graduated stress.
2. Peer group support.
3. Clearly defined tasks and responsibilities.
4. Advancement and reword mechanisms.
5, Recognition of special needs of the target populations.
Essentially, SWP combines four unimie goals
1, Changing the behavior of the most severely unemployable potential workers

into acceptable, successful work habits that private employers huy ;
2. Doing the needed, useful, and socially desired community work that until

new lam been universally acclaimed but largely undone;
3. Integrating public and orivate, locitl, state and federal funds into a single

cohesive and thoroughly Integrated package that does big job without any of
the duplication and gaps that are endemic to 'patch and piece" normal funding
systems; nut

4. Creating new jobs and new business ventures Vint provide new work instead
of chasing the ever-diminishing public sector slot.

In a number of ways the SWP presents a different approaeli to traditional
nuulnower services. The overall concept itself is uniquely different and the
tools and methods of applying this cont.ept are beyond those currently used in
traditional manpower programs. To a fairly large degree, standard manpower
programs focus on giving enrollees work experience Mill training, usually for
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entry level positions. The SWP concentrates on developing the employee its it

better worker for any position. The employee develops good work habits which
are then promptly rewarded with appropriate bonuses, incentives, promotions,
etc. Establishing new jobs in the community is also another way SW? departs
from existing manpower programs. These new jobs provide meaningful work
for employees. Further, creation of these jobs permits previously undone but
needed work in the comet/10.y to be accomplished.

Early results of the national S1VP are promising. }or example, of the 5.000
graduates of the Project, a total of 1,301, almost 25 percent have secured perma-
nent jobs. Supported work graduates also have received higher salaries. For
instance, welfare mother /tarticipants earned seven times as liana, Lumley as as
comparable group of mothers outside the program. Another example, the average
earnings over a nine-month period for as group of ex-offenders, ex-tuldicts and
youths was $3,330 per person, compared with the avernge earnings of $1,293
among a similar group of 335 non-participants Miring the seine time span, The
cost effectiveness of this strategy, its ability to reduce dependency on public
funds, and its social benefits to participants anti society make this an approach
which warrants further support. Attachments A and li describe in more detail
the program, Its concept, major elements, and preliminary results.

The original pilot sites have been operating SWP for over three years now.
These Sites have been testing the Supported Work concept, gathering data on
the project's overall costs and benefits (Ind impacts on severely disadvantaged
persons. Throughout these three years the demonstration was based on a care-
fully thought out design to derive new knowledge in manpower programming,
This design required that the demonstration be carried Out in a systematic milli-
ner with the concept being tested and replicated in phases and based on the
knowledge gained from en rlier stimes. From this beginning new knowledge. the
SWP model is now being tested on an even larger scale. The Wisconsin Commu-
nity Action Agencies, through major financial support from the Community
Services Administration, will be joining together with the Department of
Lnbor and MDRC for this nest phase, In April it number of now projects Will be
selected in the State of Wisconsin to begin operations 110 later than September,
Also in this plisse MDIte is ensuring Hint the integrity of the SWP concept and
its research design will be continued and will be assisting local areas in planning,
developing and implementing these new projects.

Section 311 authorizes research and demonstration programs such as Supported
Work-. Ai VOCAP's recommendations regarding these are intended to strengthen
what has been shown to be a highly succvssful federal project led by the
Department of Labor. They include the following five:

rtEcOmArsNeATION NO. 1

That the slapmrted emit Inning expansion occur and he directly
with the current national demonst ration being administered in 111M1C.

RotionaZe.It is essential that the Department. of Labor build upon what
is already being done in order to greatly enhance the prospects for higher
quality manpower programming. Also, it is importnut that the additional
Supported Work Programs consist of highly rigorous program designs linked
to the national model, instead of sporadic individual projects beginning in many
parts of the IlatI011. 3IDRC is the organbaition responsible for keeping the initial
demonstration intact and for guaranteeing the integrity and progress of the
research. Under the guiding philosophy and continned leadership of 111D11.0,
uniformity on the necessary research find progrem criteria is assured but
flexibility Is allowed in other areas to encourage the demonstration aspects.

RECONIMENDATION NO, 2

Alter Section 311, subpart (c) the words "supported employment" to "Sup-
ported Work."

Rationale - Encouraging proliferation of a wide variety of "supported em-
ployment" projects may only confuse the results of the "Supported Work"
national demonstration proJeRt and nifty seriously weaken the prospects for
improving the manpower programming of the 1910's and MSO'N. The significanee
of the planning and implementation of the Supported Work national demonstra-
tion was that it could test and emus, re the east effectiveness of this particular
form of social intervention and the viability of such n project for actually reach-
ing the hard-core unemployed. While the more conventional CETA treatment
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is effective for many of the s dvantuged, the underclass has not been siguificant.
ly reached. This denionstratloa project is accomplishing that aim.

BEcommENDATtoN NO 3

Alter Section 311, subpart (c) the Words "The Secretary is authorized toconduct" to The secretary shall conduct . ."
Pationate.Since early results document the overall positive impact of this

Supported Work project on the severely unemployable, a clear commitment
from the Department of Labor is now essential.

itEcostAtENuATIoN NO. 4

Alter Section 311, subpart (c) by adding, after ie list of unemployed per-
sons, the target groups : ex- offenders and ex-addi .

Rationale.These populations are among the chronically dependent, hard-
core unemployed which CETA must focus its research and demonstration efforts
on These severely disadvantaged persons are also part of the current sup_ -
ported work demonstration and therefore should be included.

REcongENois:rioN NO, 0

That Congress authorize and appropriate funds specifically for the continuation
and staged expansion of the national Supported Work demonstration.

Rationale.Assured funding beyond a year would give both the local pro-
gram manager and the national program manager the ability to plan in Advance
and develop a loug range planning capacity which will not otherwise be possible
because of the year-to -year nature of fuuditig of these projects.

II, CETA. Ueneral : lour recommefulations.
CE,TA, while beneficial, does need improvement. Within the CEPA Act there

tree four major areas which ADVOCAP recommends for attention as reauthoriza-tion From the perspective of a Commenity Action Agency (CAA)which lisis substantial experience in the manpower field, ADVOC,1P makes the
following reconuneadations regarding the CETA reauthorization:

A. That couutereyclieal measures be separated from structural measuresin the Act ;
B. That greater emphasis he plum' on structural unemployment strategies to

more effectively meet the needs of the hard -cote tifiempkv,;11 disadvantaged ;

C. That qualitative measurements be incorporated into CEITA programming
so that prOgram effects on the people served can be measured ; and

D. That the roles of key actors find CETA, i.e., Community Action Agencies,
and other community-based organizations, state government, and prime spon-
sors, be further clarified and specified.

CETA must deal with both structural and cyclical nnenmloyment problems, butit is essential that the two purposes of the Act function as sewn-ate elements be-
cause they represent different strategies for different people with varying
problems.

The countercyclical role of CE,TA is acknowledged and accepted. When the
business cycle is on the down swing, the need for Jobs for persons who would
normally be employed during more favorable economic conditions is great. CETA,through Public Service Employment. (1'SE) funding, provides employment
opportunities during unfavorable ecommlic times.

It is the structural role of CETA which is the heaviest concern to many
CHO's including Community Action Agencies like A.DVOCAP. Bath the problem
Itself and the strategy needed to attack structural unemployment differ signifi-
cantly front countercyclical measures. Structural unemployment represents the
greatest overall cost to society in lost production and productive capacity, de-
creased self-sufficiency, increased public subsidy costs, and wasted people.

To combat structural unemployment, a sound, comprehensive and unified
Policy is needed, ,11tilotigh the roots of structural unemployment are the most
difficult to combat, the social and economic costs are too great to continue ig-
noring the problem. Minty helleve that the best strategy to use in combating
structural unemployment is the development of separate policies end adminis-
trative procedures from those used in dealing with the countercyclical problem.

Specifically, the CETA. reauthorization needs to consider which method (s)
will separate structural from countereyelieul measures without further cate-
gorizing and stratifying existing CETA law. The measures which need to be
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considered include emigrate stalling, separate organizations to inutile funds,
and/or separate funding and tultninktration fur the two purposes of CEA, q'he
eligibility requirements and formultis of distribution for the two purposes illso
may need to be different. Simply stated, countereyelleal and struebilmi union-
ployment are different problems requiring different methods to resolve.

Care and concern for people as hinnan beings is failing in the present. CE'PA
system. For persons who ore only temporarily unemployed beeaue of 11 poor
economy, the present system rimy be satisfactory, Most of theme people will again
find full.time employment when the economy is stronger. But for people with
barriers preventing then: from finding employment, the present system is of
limited assistance. Currently, CETA Is primarily eoneeriled with :lumbers of
"slots," costs per slut, and administrative overhead. The emphasis on criteria
such as these actually decreases services to the severely disadvantaged since
the disadvantaged are not so costeffeetive to serve. Such criterlii also promote
aldnuning or creaming so that prime sponsors, etc. can "score" numbers for
reporting purposes.

B. That greater emphasis be placed on structural unemployment strategies to
more effectively meet the needs of the hard-core unemployed disadvantaged.

The chronically dependent populations have many more barriers to employ-
ment and therefore require special supportive CE'I'A services, such as transporta-
tion. child care, medical assistance, etc. Also, these hard-core unemployed often
remain unemployed simply because they have given lip ever Muting si job and
are no longer even In the job - seeking market, deuce, the CE'l'A system must
demonstrate more flexibility and sensitivity' towards human :weds.

CAA's are acknowledged representatives of the poor and disadvantaged be-
cense CAA's are constituency based and human services are their business.
CAA's have sensitive Outreach along with tine interest and capacity to develop
new program Ideas which are targeted towards severely disadvantaged persons.
CAVA Outreach efforts have been developed to deal effectively with the special
problems of the disadvantaged which binder many from even gaining unsnb-
siclized employment. TrausportatiOn, child care, medical assistance, etc. are all
barriers to employment which CAA Outreach seeks to eliminate.

One core issue which necessitates the separation of countercyclical purposes
frnan structural is that the primary ineellanisin for eountercyclical efforts is
Public Service Employment stressing employment not training. At the moue time

to reduce structural unemployment. trolning and skill devetopinent are priman
requisite% Although training and skill development are time-consuming activi-
ties, current OEPA law does not allow participants adequate time to build the
necessary skills needed to gait: unsubsidized employment. For example, on PSE,
utn nnemployed college graduate or au unemployed aerospace worker inns 12
months (soon to be IS months if allowed) in which to gain an unsubsidized Job.

At the same time a person on Adult Work Experienceby definition a dis-
advantaged person with multiple barriers and lacking Job readinessis
(through budget limitations imposed by prime sponsors) expected to succecsi in
six to eight weeks. In other words, current CEITA. regulations allow a job ready
person 12 to IS months to flnd unsubsidized employment while disedvantaged
persons with multiple barriers and lacking job readiness are expected to gain
new skills and unsilbsidied employment Within six weeks to six months, Finally,
PSE jobs are not developed with the people who are available to fill them in
mind, but instead for what employers (primarily government) want done. Often
the people do not match well With the jobs and the jobs themselves hold no
future except in government service it additional taxpayer expense.

Current GEV, provides for eighty percent of the monies and attention to 1st
spent on PS?, while only 20 percent are directed towards the severely disad-
vantaged. At the same time cash transfer pnyments from government each year

taxpayers more than 40 billion dollars annuallyand the cost is increasing.
To further complicate the problem locally, many prime sponsors are frequently
out of touch with their disadvantaged constituencies. Neither the general public
nor the disadvantaged have real access to participate in the planning and opera-
tion of OFTA programming at the prime sponsor level. If CETA is to be suc-
cessful in the Weal community as an economic tool, then access to many from
differing perspectives Is essential.

To effectively deal with structural unemployment, qualitative testing, research
and measurement are needed all along the way. Currently CV,Ta. (DOL and
primes) are preoccupied with counting numbers of people served, the cost per
placement and administrative and service cost. Little or no attention is given
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At the Rate level, the State AfanpOwer COnnells and the Governor's special
4 percent and 6 percent funds remain essential tools necessary for broader state-
wide program and service development, Both the State 3latipower Connell and
the Governor aced to play Important roles In State waripower policy develop-
ment that Mats. Now, all pulley made at the State level call be ignored by prime
sponsors. The Governor's State ',Manpower council also needs greater flexibility
to test the Innovative ideas being sought to fulfill CET& and DOI, knowledge plan
goals. Alnny of those new and needed prngrnin Ideas can be tested at State levels
through the tiovernor's 4 and 6 percent funds its administered through the state
)1anpower Councils, Reductions of fending ana restrictions on usage of the
Governor's special funds reduces the Shites' ability to tiOlVe people:: employ-
ment PrOhlerias With sitgultleant impact on numbers.

Vor many UBO's, locul prime sponsors sewn to be the Nvenk. link between na-
tional policy and local needs. Communications and representation are at the core
of conceal which many CAA's have for prime sponsors, lilt-4111W' the Act requires
prime sponsors to publish public undies of meetings, plaits, etc., ninny primes
offer only tolken public notification of intents and tidings. Locally, larger, more
regolar and mere widespread public notices are needed. Prime sponsors need
to become more aceountabie to their constituencies of taxpayers am) disadva-
taged persons needing services. Public hearings :ire needed periodically- so that
primes can Lie accessible to the community and provide annual progrmit aecan-

laformaton to the public. None ever occur in our area.
iii this same vein of accountability, primes need to become more responsive

rual secountlible In the actions of their Rey staff nod poliey board activities.
Icy hoards composed of county board members who deal only with the elements
of holies prime staff select and preseot !lily not reflect the needs of disadvan-
taged persons or the purposes of the ...Net. Planning Councils need more repre-
sentaticat from public inembers including CAA's and other CHO's like Chambers
of Commerce. 'These slime councils esneciolly need representation from the peo-
ple servedthe consumers of ( 'MTN services. Tile local prime sponsor reduced
the plitlininZ- council's size front thirty to fifteen and excluded many key actors
in local uonnpower activity %via no mirtielpa Con by the poor themseh'es. Fo r
example, veterans are "represented" by the County Veteran Director, welfare
recipients b. the City Belief Director. While they arc floe government room
sentntives, theso people fill slots called 'public p:frtleimlut s'°.

The direction many prime sponsors are moving Is towards control over all
eletnents anti to actually operating manpower orograns locally. This is a dan-
gerous move. Prime sponsors should iii prohibited from being providers of direct
numpower service programming. Duplidition of existing lucal efforts and loss of
perspective are two of toe consequences by' primes' involvement with direct serv-
ice. 41r-hues end up in the position of controlling funding allocation whale they
have great difficulty in neutrally comparing "their program" with any other
providers.Finally. minimum perfornamice stint:lords for prime sponsor key stuff are
needed. Currently, no professional standards are re:Tared to become the key
staff person. for a multi-million dollar consortium. Prime sponsor sniff need to
he Field responsible to a policy board and at plan dug council, both of which are
made up of a broad spectrum of community members Including CE TA partici-
mints, private business representntives anti local elected officials equal pro-
portion. There needs to exist a natural link between planning councils and policy
boards. Periirtps even co:of:Jolla: the twIl 'ma irm would be possible.

The CET' A reauthorization holds the potentinl for greatly inerdising the ef-
fectiveness Of the Act in meeting the needs of the disadvantaged while at the
same time reaminIng as nil effective ecomanie policy. We endorse CE TA and
recommend that the Act continually Iii examined to be refined and improved
over time

[Attachments to 31s. Tryon's statement follow :I
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ugly pupporti the reauthorization of the Comore-
Irving Act with recommendations for improverent inyj

e Supported Work continuing expansion occur and be
ly linked with the current national demdnatration
administered by FRC.

Section Ia. subpart (c) ha altered by changing the .rd _rit to ail wAsd_Work.

Section 9l1,, subpart (e) be altered by changing the
'the Secretary is authorized to conduct" to the Sec-
shall conduct".

That Section 311, subpart (c) be altered py adding, after
the list of Unenployed persons, the target groups: ex-.,- offenders and ex-addicts.

- That Congress authorize and appropriate rands specifically
for the continuation and staged expansion or the national
Supported Work dwionstration,

That 40untercyClical measures be separated from structural
measures in the Act.

T. That a greater rintahasis be placed on structural unemployment
strategies to more effectively meet the needs of the hard-
core unemployed disadvantaged.

9. That qualitative measurements be incorporated into CETA pro
granni no so that program effects on the none served can
be measured.

9. That the roles of key actors and LETA, i.e., COrrunintty
Action Agencies, other community based organizations,
State government, and,Prime Sponsors, be further clarified
and specified.

aalvticacY is flit NOS coosimarf gnacs TY Imo
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Senator Nusox. Thank you very much. I appreciate your taking the
time to conic mid present your testimony. You were right on time

lAt which Bute a recess was hid.]
Senator Nr.r,sog. Our next witness will be Cynthia Pluteau, 1.)eputy

Director of YorthAvest Wisconsin. r El'. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA FLI1TZAU, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NORTH-
WEST WISCONSIN CEP, INC.

Ms. IlLuT.Ar. Senator Nelson. Indies and gentlemen: My name is
Cynthia Plateau and I am depaty dit.ector o-f Northwest Wisconsin
CEP, Inc, !tyre today' represent lag Mr. James Haunt , director of
the Northwest Wisconsin CEP, Inc., vrogrtnit, who was unable to at-
tend this hearin tr. He asked ine to reltty the following to you:

First of till, it would like to briefly report, some of Northwest wis-
cousin CEP's accomplishments si nee the incept ion of (ETA. Did you
know that since ,ltily, 11174, a totol or !1,115 disadvantaged and unem
ployed persons have been enrolled in the lo northwest counties of the
State of Wisconsin? Of this tin tuber, 4,9-15 have been placed in perma-
nent, unsubsidized employment. Daring the past liseal year, .Toly 1976
to June 1971, we placed 2.3219 d1lv 211 21 at of $1,038 per
placement.

During our first, year of (7 1111y 11174 to June 1975, is hod a
Eitheont,niet, for manpo.w.er acrd( ett with the Wisconsin .1101) Service.
During that year we placml 7liS elienis, In the -following year. North-
west Wisconsin CEP operated its own numpower :mkrviees component
at a total savings of $50,000, and placed 014 clients. With each succes-
siie yorthwrs wisonsin CP:1' manpower service components
have operated moill and more efficiently. and during the first 4 months
of fiscal year 1078, -we placed a total or 73e title I, II, and VI clients in
employment for 211i aver:two placenie it cost of $3,1140. This cost in com-
parison to other prime sponsors con mins (foutparativaly low. I would
also like to point out Hutt Xorthost Wisconsin CEP. Inc., Ii is in-
volved 17 percent inore veterans in their operations than the 35 percent,
requested by President Carter, bringing our enrollment of veterans to
52 percent, and we I ve been commended for this the State Veterans
Office,

With this kind of record we feel very strongly about recent edicts
issued from the re,!riOnal hats nOting in inii sponsois to prepare
ntilinaneial Agreements with }Deft] job service district ollico6'. During
fiscal year 197T, we had such an igreoment in operation, and after ex
piration on September 30 1 977. we st ill have continued along the same
Idles while %vat ting for it 1978 agreeinent to be signed. You must under-
stand that in addition to being cnipleyed by the prime sponsor, I ain
also a taxpayer, and naturally the expenditures of tax dollars are of
concern to me, The Wisconsin ;fob Sevvice currently receives job orders
from CEP for title II and title VI public service employment jobs.
These are subsidized jobs tinder public service, employment, and prime
sponsors are not, permitted to t any credit, for these placements.
Only when the client is ter minuted -from the public service employ-
ment rolls and hired into an nnsubisidized position can the prime
sponsor take placement credit, Not so with job service. When job
service fills the public service employment job orders, they are al-
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lowed to take placement on these subsidized positions, then when sta-
tistics are reported to the taxpayers, they show these placements which
of course becomes a deciding factor in their funding levels. Personally,
I do not think this form of pulling the wool over the eyes of the tax-
payer is ethical, and I believe every agency in the business of man-
power services operating with tax dollars should themselves achieve
whatever progress is necessary for funding.

Other things which 1 feel should be given very serious considerat
in the reenactment of the Comprehensive Employment and. Training

Act are:
One : A Change in policies to allow (EP's to 'receive CETA moneys,

including title I base funding.
Two: Make any policy changes reflect urban and yitral conditions

separatelyus I ma sure you areal' aware a rural CEP faces a multi-
tude of different problems to an urban pr into sponsor.

Three:That funding should be made available to all prime sponsors
for n longer period than 1 year itt a time. I feel that the. taxpayers' dol-
lar could be used more effectively with longer riinge planning.

four: Mirka CEP's and like local prim sponsors who have proveis
their abilities permanent deliverers of manpower services.

Thank you, gentlemen, for the privilege of appearing at this hear-
Mg, aid if anyone would like more detailed information on any of the
items presented here, or clarification of any statements, please feel free

to earl us at Ashland, Wis., telephone, number 1-15-482-5544.
tirow, if anyone has any questions, be glad to answer.
Senator isrmsox. I want to thank you very much for taking the time

to come down and present your testimony. fill vm y f:unil r with your
organization_ and the Work of the Northwest_ Wisconsin CEP over the

years. You've done commendable work. Thank you.
PLuTEAu. Thank you, sir.

Senator N'ELs01%.7. OW next witness is Arr. ICen ;Andrews .'ocut is
director of Great Lakes Inter -Tr ih;ll Council, Inc., Ashland. You don't

have a prepared statement ?
Mr. A.NriftEivs, No, I don't.
Senator N'Er,sox. M1 right., fine. You just go ahead and present your

statement.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH ANDREWS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

GREAT LAKES INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL, INC,, ASHLAND, WIS.

Mr. Aivortnws. My name is Kenneth Andrews and executive

director of the Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Council, Inc., with the cen-
tral office located in the Bad River Reservation near Ashland. And, al-

though the Great Lakes Tribal Council is an ageney composed of tribes

and bands excluding the Menomonies of WClisconsin, our CTJ pro-
gram at -the central oflice serves only the Red Cliff, Bad Eiyer, and
Mole Lake Easermtions, as the rest of the reservations are their own

prime sponsors.
Senator NELsow. The Bad R iver
Mr. XimiEwS. Pardon me?
Senator NELsON. What did you say ? The Bad River?
Mr. Axannws. The Red Cliff', Bad River, and Mole Lake Reser

tiorts are the ones we serve out of the central office. The balance of the
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re.servations have t hei r own prime sponsorship and they are pobably
experiencing t slum prolfs as we have heeltuse I lwlieve the
CETA programs on reservations are unique.

We use CET. 1. slots to fill administrative positions because, reserva-
tions do not have a tax base to draw salaries from tofor adinistra-
tix-e positions. Some of the problems we face are communications--
communications and the lack of training and technical assistance. That
,roes right down to I believe the guidelines and the report forms that
are needed.

By the time somebody- gets around to the reservations to give them
technical assistance on guidelines or report. forms, at the sane time
somebody in Washington is working to change them.

'We do have problems with the balance of State because job service
seems to have a problem with certifying the underemployed on reser-
vations.

Senator Kil,sox-. ? I didn't hear von r last sentence.
Mr. ANoamws. The job service has IL problem certifying the under-

employed people on reservations, and the 15-week waiting period is
a hindrance.

Senator NEtsox. The waiting period has been amendedis proposed
to be amended in the administration bill from 15 weeks to 5 weeks.

Mr. AxtmEws, That will be a help.
Senator NELSON. All right. Thank your vc_wy much for taking the

time to present the testimony.
Mr. ANnnEws. Thank you.
Senator NELsax. Our neNt, witmss is Mr. Phil Lerman codirector,

University of Wisconsin Manpower Institute. Division of Filial' Out-
reach, University of .Milwaukee; and Mr. C. Banks of Chetek, Wis.

STATEMENT OP PHIL IERMAN, CODIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF WIS-
CONSIN MANTOV7ER INSTITUTE, DIVISION OF URBAN OUTREACH,
UNIVERSITY OE MILWAUKEE

Mr. LERMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator NEtsox. Do you each have a prepared statement? It will be

printed in full in the record. If you can sunimarize the essence of your
statement, it would be helpful

Mr. LramAx. OK.
Senator NELSON, As long as your summary longer than your

written statement.
Mr. LER MAN. I just thought I would do the same thing you did last

night; you know, 5 minutes andno, I won't. I won't.
Senator NET.sox., I'm chairman here today.
Mr. LEttmk N. OK. I think I'd rather trust the press.
My statement is actually very short and I will say at the outset that

I am here representing myself and not the university. I wish to con-
gratulate you and the administration and particularly yourself for
recommending the continuation of CIM-1.. I believe that in spite of the
demands placed on the system, the basic concept of decentralization has
worked and that the emphasis placed on the role of local pr brie spon-
sors and the proposed legislation is proper. I ,,vould hope that the
Congress would continue to withstand the pressure to lower the popu-
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lation base from its present level of 100,000 and AVO ld resist any
tampering with the present prime sponsor structure.

Senator NELSO'. You wouldn't want it lowered, you are saying.?

3f r. LrtstAx. I would not want it lowered. As dillilcult as it limy
sometimes be, local prime sponsors and the consortia have, by and
large, been better able to deal with problems on a local level nna Ivith

few exceptions have been shown to be equitable both in design and
implementation of their plans.

YOW, I speak solely from what I know about the State of Wisconsin.

If there is any real or imagined problem Ix-Rhin the CETA structure,
it lies in attempting to formulate the coordinative role for the services
council or under the new act as it is now called : The State and employ-
ment and training council. Tile new section 104(u) (2) and (3) is

clearly an attempt to place more responsibility for this function in the
council :and the Governor, but to make it more viable I wou hi suggest
that additional funding, possibly tip to 10 percent of title I funds, be

given to Governors and State councils to give theta "sweetener" to

achieve the necessary coordination nod not do it through any other
method. Federal initiations should also he claritivti I o t.naldt Irrttet

roOpernt i011 between prime :voirsors, particularly t that may oper-
ate in the same larger labor ilia rket area.

The administration should be encouraged to hold (inn its position
with respect to public service employment. :itudies with respect to the

effect of PSE in Wisconsin hare already been shared with you in the

past. I know that you have found them to be more than satisfactory.
PSE has worked well in Wisconsin. New jobs have been created in

the public and the private nonprofit sector. All units eligible to partici-
pate have had many successes with absorption. 'lids is attributable to

the imagination of the participating agencies, the sincerity of the :Deal
elected officials as well as the policies adopted by the services council

which are now being apparently adopted by the administration, It was
Wisconsin which adopted the policy with respect to public service
employment that clearly spelled out. It time frame for individuals to
serve in those slots, established a proper system for identifying entry
level positions with upgrading potential and addressed itself to

placing persons most in need into those slots.
Senator NEtsox. The maximum tiie in Wisconsin was 12 months.

Mr. LErtmAN. It was 12 months up to 18 months if there wasif
absorption was in the offing and there's also room to do sonic negotia-

ting with either the local units of government or the private nonprofit

agency.
Senator NELSON. You're talking about in a special case?
Mr. LErotAx. In a special case. If the county board wasn't vino to

meet until the 19th month, if they had already fulfilled their quota, of
absorption and you knew or they specified that they were going to

absorb, we did permit PSE slots up to the 19th month so you could

have absorption. It made no sense to fire someone or lay someone of
if that person was apparently ,voing to be filling a job slot in tire near

future.
Senator NELsos. I take it that the administration's proposal is ex-

actly the same as yours?
Mr. 1.r.n5rAl.r. I think it's 1. copy of ours. I know it's something you

helped introduce earlier into the title VI.
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Senator Nor t.sti N. I'm goinh to help them do it I've got the bill.
:Arr. LEtotAN-. Our quarrel with IDOL in the past has been its imposi-

tion of certain classes for these slots which militated against proper
implementation of our PSE policy. The directiveand this is no l'e-flection on veterans. I am a. 10 pointer, myself, but that's another.
matter.

The directive, late in 197'6 and early 1977, to give preference to vet-
erans worked against our fulfilling our policy requirements to serve
those most in need. Areas of the State when the pool of available
and eligible veterans was well below the 35 percent figure imposed
upon us by the Department of Labor were foveOd to abandon those
most in need in order to run]] this requirement. Women, older workers,
AFDC recipients suffered as a consequence. The number may have
been negligible when you match it to the national, but it did have anadverse effect on fulfilling the original concept of public service em-
ployment.

In this regard and though its been mentioned earlier and I don't
want to complicate any further. I would also like to make reference
to the indirect placement cost figm-es which Nvere also rased to prevent
prime sponsors from serving siglificant segments of the population
with title I funds. Youths under 2 and workers over 45 were dis-
couraged from participating in work experience programs if those pro-
grams did not permit, immediate entry into the work force and intodirect job placement. Prime sponsors and areas in balance of State
who had developed plans which inelnded service to these two particu-
lar segments of the population were forced to change plans in order to
contain or lower indirect costs to conform to some magic formula estab-
lished as a norm.

The administration, the Congress, and DOi should be more con-
scious of the di liorence in costs iii'. Oh in serving the poor Within
States as iuiuclr as het \men St:II-QS. Til0 Med to hi creative in rural areas
that lack human services. proper transportation systems must not be
neglected because the delivery sirstml or system to accomplish the task
ma3.- be more costly. The same is also t rue for larger ro.bart areas with
heavy concentrrition of initiorities nail youth. nose most in need, those
most disadvantaged nnist be the prime tarrot of the CETA effort, and
the prime sponsors in Wisconsi n have done more dam a creditable job
iii rneetinr. this challenge. and I visli to congratulate, ao:iti. you andthe rulininist rat ion for nuking this. obvious in the new din,et ion or iiist Olt! i this its bring one or tlio roftior t I trust s of the leoislat ion.

I would like to say two other vords with respect to private sector
involvement and the whole question of maintenance of efrort and sub-
stitution. I believe that the direct ion taken in the new legislation is aproper one It may be difficult to obtain and I understand there's been
some inn tine ntised as In the fussi WKS of the administration's po-
posal. I svould hope that enough time would be allowed to permit
various sect ions of the country. N.:11'1011g sections of the State and prime
sponsors specifically to try to %vol. k oat those arrangement's with theprivate sector.

It is a difficult one Having come from that myself in the past, I
understand some of the annoyances that the private sector bas with
respect to Federal programing and to State programing in this arch,but if the time is properly Ovell, if there are less restrictive regula-
tions, it seems to me that it can be successful.

31.271 cm- 78-
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With respect to maintenance of effort substitution, we've had
problems with that in Wisconsin but again minimal problemsat
least in the balance of State within the immediate past. I think the
reason for it is a simple one I'm glad to see the representatives of
the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
here this morning I know that they will be testifying.

One of the things that we did and which we urged on the national
level be a kind of a model was to see to it that at every step along
the way, both in the services council, in the prime sponsors, and in the
subcommittees, particularly those affecting the public service employ
merit., that proper representation on these committees be given to the
AFSCME or any other union which had a particular role in this

As a consequence and as we, I think, over 1 year ago sent you a
report in which we showed to you at. that time that we rejected us
many programs at the initiation of those programs because of the
question of substitution, the presumed question of substitution and
we were able to withstand the pressures from unitslocal units of
government until those matters were properly- ironed out I think, by
and large, this eflort on our partand we would encourage-4 don't
think it ' to be stipulated in, o the hiw as such, lint we W011id encour-
age WLem-ser feasible and eve, ',es ond that participation of the proper
labor union authorities width, the structure of the CETA system so
we can minimize these kinds of problems.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lerman follows:1

PRFFABED STATEMENT OF Pun, LEalt.A.N

Senator Nelson, let tne first congratulate the Administration and you particu-
larly for reeommending the continuation of CETA. I believe that in spite of the
demands placed on the CETA system, the basic concept of decentralization lias
worked 1nd that the emphasis placed on the role of local prime sponsors in the
proposed legislation is proper. I would hope that the Congress would continue
to withstand the pressure to lower the population base from its present level of
100,000 end would resist any tampering with the present prime sponsor structure.
As ditDcult as it may sometimes he, heal prime sponsors and the consortia have
by and large nevi' better able to deal with problems on a local level and with few
exceptions have been shown to be equitable both in design and implementation
of their plans,

If there is any real or imagined problem it lies in attempting to formulate the
coordinative role for the SNISC or the redesigned "State Employment Train-
ing Council.' The new See. 10-1 (a) (2) and (3) is clearly an attempt to place
more responsibility for this function in the Connell and the COVernorbut to
make it more viable I would suggest that additional fanding---possibly up to 10%
of Title I funds be given to governors and State Councils to give them "sweetener"-
to achieve the necessary coordination. Federal regulations should also be clarified
to enable better cooperation between prime sponsors partieularly those that may
operate In the same larger Labor Market Area.

The Administration should he encouraged to hold firm its position with respect
to publie service employment. Studies of the impact of PSE---The composition of
the persons served by categories, the projects and jobs created since 11)75 have
been previously shared with you and other members of the Wiseonsin delegation
as well as with the Congressman Augustus Hawkins of the Houk Education and
Labor Committee.

PSH hus worked well in Wisconsinnew jobs have been created in the public
rind private non - profit sector. All units eligible to Nirtielpote have had many
successes with absorption. This is attributable to the imagination of the par-
ticipating agencies, time sincerity of the local elected officials as well as the
policies adopted by Serviees Council which are now hi:gag apparently adopted by
you and the Administration. was Wisconsin which adopted a policy with re-
spect to PSJ that clearly spelled out a time frame for individuals to serve in
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those slots, established it proper system for identifying entry I positions with
UPgrading potential, and addressed Itself to plaeing persons most in need into
these slots.

Our quarrel with Lan in tile past ails been Its inamsition of certain classes
for these slots which militated 1;4-itlrist proper implementation of this policy.
The directive, late in 1D76 rind early 1917 to give preference to veterans worked
against our fulfilling ottr policy requirements to serve Haase most in need. Areas
of the state m.here the pool Of 8Vallable and eligible veterans was well below the
35 percent placement figure dertmnded by DOI, were forced to abandon those toast
In need in order to fulfill this requirement. Women, older workers. APDC re-
cipients suffered ns a consequence. The number may have Keen negligible but it
had an adverse effect on fulfilling the original concept of PSE.

In this regard mention should also he intale of the Manner in which Indirect
placement cost figures were also used to prevent prime ponsors from serving
significant segments of the population with Title 1 funds. Youth tender 22 and
workers over 45 were discouraged front pa rticiptting in Work Experience pro.
grams if those programs did not permit immediate entry Into the work force and
into direct job placement. Prime sponsors and areas in rtainnee Of State who had
developed plans which included service to these two particular segments were
forced to change plans in order to contain or lower indirect costs to conform to
some magic formula established ns a norm.

The Administration, the Congress and DOI, should he more conscious of the
differences in costs Involved in serving the poor within states as much 11S between
states. The need to lie creative in rural are Is that lack hymn' services, proper
transportation .systems must not tie neglected because Ilse delivery system or
system to accomplish the task tuns he more costly. The same is true for larger
urban areas with heavy concentrations of minorities and minority youth. Those
most in needthose most disadvantaged roust be the prime target of the CI TA
effort and prime sponsors in Wisconsin have done a more than creditable job
In meeting this challenge.

Senator -NELSON. Thank you very hitch, Mr. Lerman. Our next wit-
C. Banks who ran the Vol' v great WESTCAP program for

many years.
Mr. BANus. Quite a years, yes.
Senator NELSON'. For many, years you had a very creative and suc-

cessful program. I see that on Tuesday February 98
7 they're holding

an
-

honorary dinner for you up in Stevens Point, is that right
Mr. BAsKs. I guess that's right. I told them they already did that a

couple of years ago. For some reason they wanted to do it again.
Mr. LER:4JAN. We like you.
Mr. B-vms. Perhaps it's just tin excuse to have a party.
Senn to r Nnt,so Ta ke every one you van gel. I would 1 i Ice to be there,

but that's du1 inu. a week we're in session c hurl if) any event, I want to
congratulate you for your many years of very creative contribution in
this field.

Mr. BA-sxs. Thank you very much, Senator. I sure appreciate that.

STATEMENT OF X. C. BANKS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WEST CENTRAL
WISCONSIN COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY (RETIRED)

BANK'S. I have been in the manpower program since 1965, a
naturally I've got some pretty firm ideas on w hat should he clone and
what shouldn't be done in my own mind. MaybeI'm sure many pople
don't agree with me; but, nevertheless, for what its worth. I would
like to I have presented a summary page to you, but I would rather
just kind of highlight some of the specifics from the different -pages
behind that and if you have any questions, I'd be glad to try to field
them.

Under page 2 of my statements, it says here
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Subsidized employment and employment training programs were spawned by

the Economic Opportunity Act of CETA came into existence ns an outgrowth

and expansion of 0E0 programs sucl. as Neighborhood Youth Corps programs,

Mainstream (originally Nelson amendment) programs, and others.

And, T suppose it really spawned the °ETA_ program probably be-

cause it came from efforts of the administration to destroy 0E0-
Community action agency boards, of course, you know, are grass

roots organizations composed of onethird government representa-
tives, one-third low-ineome people, and one-third public sector repre-

sentatives: anti they set the policies for community action agencies.

The CAP's were for a decade the "presumptive prime sponsors" in

accordance with legislation of employment programs for the poor.
They have outreach capabilities to identify and recruit those most in

need. Now, the previous man here said that the job service wasn't re-
cruiting those most in need. nncl T think that's very true. CAP
agencies have abilities to recruit those most in need and they also have

a-t, mandate to hire those most unlikely to succeed or those that are most
likely to end up on public assistance so that they may have an op-

portunity to help themselves. Sometimes the guidelines setclown by the

Department of Labor or the State Manpower Council that you've got

to have fast turnover. If you have to meet time limits for absorption, it
creates real havoc when you are trying to hire those most in need.

On this a little more on the outreach back on page 5. I think recruit-

ment mustto be successful must be handled right out in the field. You

don't do it through advertisements. You don't do it through newspaper
articles because most of those needilur help never rend newspapers.

Now, this may not be valid in urban situations. hut PM talking about

rural America. Job service offices in urban situations are probably

across the street from the program open, tor or prime sponsor.
The job service are generally selected by prime sponsors to recruit

and certify eligible clients, so I would think that there probably should

be earmarked funds for outreach in their funding like there is in the
Department of Agriculture food stamp progrtun. We preached the

need for outreach to get the right people on food stamps lust like we
preached we need outreach to get the right people on CETA programs,

so I would think from what we've learned in the Department of Ag-

riculture that finally funded such a thing, that that should be con-

sidered on this legislation.
Now, that'sOne more thing. I rend an article, a UPT article that

speaks of it request for $400 million to set up loyal private industry

councils to work with localities in providing on-the .joh training and

work placement. The. council would consist of local business and labor

representatives. This is in a TTPI article I -lust road and T justthe
fantastic amount of $400 million kind of hit me in the eves because

Community Services Administration's total funding for 900 comm.

nity agenciescommunity action agenciesis only :;;S:30 million. This

years recommendations by the President is $380 million. laybe that's

an incorrect figure. T don't know, but it's certainly a lot of money to set

tip local incluitry councils that are almost the same as ,governing

boards of community aeti011 uffencies, T would think the local commu-

nity action agencies, many of them who have labor ivpresentatives and

all of them could have labor representatives, could be the local private

councils which the new act, claims is going to be part of the act. I don't

know. That's just my opinion.
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r. _ s. I think that's a tremendous amount of money and

would recommend at least $100 million of it go to add to local initia-
tives on the CSA Act, That could expand community action agencies
in untapped parts of the Nation and the payback for one community
ac': ion dollar in the community in the WESTCAP area is $8. In other

ids it multiplies eight times because of other programs.
Senator Ntr,so-x, How did you compute the $S?

BA:Ngs. Well, that's because HEW funds and labor funds and
local funds and all other types of program funding things create a
multiplier effect, you see ? Now, I also want to make a statement about
eligibility stamps. The questionWe now run manpower programs
strictly on the poverty guidelines. Nov I think it's 75 percent of the
lots'- income guidelines in the State of Wisconsin.

Well, now, I have some problems with that as a complete hard and
fast rule. Back in the 0E0 days there was a 10-percent allowance for
special conditions and we find that the poverty guidelinesmany times
there's sonic persons with sfecial needs slightly overmaybe 10 per-
cent over the poverty guide Ines. This negates the ability of the man-
power program to serve someone that really needs it I just wondered
pei.liapsThere used to be in categorical manpower programs, 10 per-
cent allowance for special conditions such as learning disadvantages,
high expenses in going to and from work especially in rural areas or
others. Sonic guys make $100 over the poverty limit and have to drive
160 m iles a day to get to work and back.

Guidelines in Wisconsin also, this is something I don't know. It's
just my t h.oughts and I think this is the national guidelines on CETS.
Yon determine the poverty level by family. The definition of a family,
it says, in the guidelinesone or more persons living in a single house-
hold who are related to each other by blood, marriage, or adoption.

Now my problem is persons living together out of wedlock. Maybe
interesting, but they've got di Iferent names and each of them are

ssibly eligible for CE TA or medicaid or other programs and I just
Wondered. I think possibly communes have developed ~with 12 different
people, h different partners and 12 different names, and tnay:m that
is one of the things that helped communes developand they're prob-
ably very good. I have nothing against communes because there's some
marvelous, wonderful people that live there; but nevertheless, I'm
just wondering if there's a way to define the eligibility standard by
the members of a household rather than members of a family. It's just
a inggestion to close a loophole that allows ipoffs.

Senator 1 "ELso7,1, Well, I would suggest that, sound as your view may
about communes, its somewhat more liberal than I think those in

in the Congress. So, could you headline semantics clever enough so
nobody noticed?

B.iNks. I think Senator Nelson's got a lot of capabilities along
that line. I lust threw it in your hands is all.

Senator NELSON. Well, except when I'm done, nobody understands
anything I said. But, they still have to think it said something without
them knowing what it did in fact say_. You're going to have to write
that.

.1Er. BANKs. Well. I know President Carter has come out with some
pretty strong statements about strengthening families. Perhaps that
might fit in.

74,
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Senator Ntl,SON. Well, it's always a, tough question on the drafting of
any legislation, We get into a very difficult question of reaching agree-
ment on how to define eligibility and when you're all done, you find
out that seine individuals have been left out who really ought to he

included.
Mr. BAiTits. Well, one other thing is eligibility rules for single fam-

ilies. There is it jump from $2,500 up to nearly $4,000 per year between
a family of one and a family of two. Many senior citizens who just lost
their wives must live alone in a house that takes a lot of heat to heat it
and takes a lot of upkeep to keep it up. While they may get some real
estate tax talvantage rebates, if they're low income, they still are not
eligible for CETA programs. I don't think they-'re even eligible for
Green Thumb programs and certainly a person that's making $3,000,
$3,500 and has got all the expenses of living today mist earn dollars
to survive so I believe there should be a larger amount allowed for a
single person.

That might be something that you might feel serene things about your-
self because I know you're so interested in subsidized employment to
give an elderly person an opportunity to complement his salary so ho

can halfway Jive decent.
Now, on the title X of the act, understand it's going to include, a

transfer. All these things are listed in here, Senator so if I'm too lotto.
7 WI

just shut me vp, but title IX jobs for older Americans seem to be--rec-
onimended by the administration go into title X of the act. I hap) that
wouldn't [affect the Green Thumb program because it's a very vital and
necessary program.

Senator Nnesos. Which one is that?
Air. Bazzies. Title IX. the Older American Act, is the money Ma=lt

funded Green Thumb this last, couple o f years, but now that's slip]
to be transferred into title N. Aia.ylie I'm wrong but that was t he ti, to

m a
Senator NTEISON. That was the original draft, hat not in the 1?iA;'t`i

introduced.
Mi BANKS. Vino. That's good. NOW, 11101T7S been it lot said today

about local private sector jobs. In nearly eve' y village or city in rural
Wisconsin there is a local development, corpoiad ionLOCwhich is
usually nonplaolit and composed of certain businessmen iuut elected
officials in the community and in the Statte. Arany other Slates probably
have offices of business development. I would like to see a closer tie
between the State manpower council and the State offices of business
development and in efforts to work with the local r..DC's toward more
private sector jobs. These could Lie funded through CETA programs
because T thinl: each local IOC could wail: with public, school systems
to develop training jobs with local employers and gain knowledge,
probably could even bring school (Ted its to youth Unit would normally
lie kickouts or pushouts of tl[eliig.th school. Theie's so many kids, if they
could get a 20-hour-a-week or I5-hour pay providingthey took l hours-
of special education, that would be quite alt incentive to teach theni

something.
Senator IsTELsoN-. You've got 2 more minutes, Jake,
Mr. BiNES. Senator Javits, he used to be promoting programs for

CSA funding CDC's, but, I'm speaking of just locally org anized Com-
munity Development Corporations.
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this n mil like , nother whack at job service. It isn't really.It's an ell* ovt ori my part to tuaybe change. the system IL little bit. Job
service for many people that have been in there ire some articles
the new law about job service assistance. Well, I think the entploymont
servieo definitely should have a big role in job placements. Ordinarily
they !nil( Up the reCoills the CETA, graduates or Cl people; that
have been laid oft with all their employment iQcods fin persons
needing placement, into job;,!, and I was thinking perhaps it inight. be.
possible to handle that group or people in rt.sepantto set of records be-
muse many times rho per.sou gets lost ainong a bunch of other
application files. I think if we're going to stm=t and we're going to
Mvest money in trying to develop these people, there should be a carry-
through. of special eilortiq after CET and I think that would he
duty of job service to do that.

Now I guess my other sttitements are self-explanatot.y linieS$1 you
haw some questions. I t call a halt.

Senator Nnt-soN. Well, you're right on tnrget. How is your insula
tion program going up there?

Mr, 13ANK:.-71. insult-4bn program is still goin(r very, it strongand its It very successful program, It been_ tieltogether with the
University of Alriscortsin-Viver Falls and. titer ifs soon) vital informa-
tion ocanito out of it.

&mato. t'NEL.so...7s.. Well, River Falls was doing a Stinly on a heat
saving pro rani is that winpleled yvt

Mr. 1LAN;i0.5. Well, that is completed and. is published and I think you
probably shogild have gotten a copy.

Senator NEtsoN-.I suit
BAN.-Ks. line ono they'm going on Do is riedils foi 3oiitlr and

the,y've got a, computerized program where the youth can go out in it
house and till out certain papers dill; feed 1110 figures; into a uotnputer
and out collies the, eNaet picture of li-li;i,t's neetled in insulation, Thisis very eseitipgand it going to be worked in most high schools in
nortliWeSte,rn Wisconsin, 1-thildi it very challenging.

Senator .NELsoN. flow many houses have been insulated under the
progra

gr. BAN-Its Of course, I retired, you know, in August 1976 and I'm
not up on those, figures.

Senator ZsrFILsoN.--, lentil then, xvIt at wits it do you t-ecall?
ii.vsus. many houses hire been

Smoot Nr.7 max-. Insulated under t he program?
Mr. BAsici. Soy ry, don't, remember.
Senator Ntlisoy. We'll get the figure.

13,-OZ its I think we had iii irly. many hundreds of thoustruls
tliroligholit. the area.

Senator Nuscnc. We'll got the figure hem k you very much.
appreeiatoyOu taking the t it nu 1.1 come

BAs us_ Thamk you for the opporttinity
[The prepared stateinent of 1I1 Banks follows

Yap:PARED SVATEN F:ST OF .1. C. llitxl(s
To provitl PO) training and cruployfIleIli 01/iNtrt 110 I Car 000(1011110111Y

advantaged, unemployed and underemployed persons .. and to establish a
flexible and aeeentralized system of feiteral state :tad programs.
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who are _ to low-income board members must be assigned to figenctesoutside the ed agency' Itself.
Eligibility Standards: I have trouble with the eligibility standards of CET..

Pr °grains whicii presently la NVISC011Sill IN $0710 alumni income for 11. family offour, This is probably all riglit, but there are many special reasons a personshould be certified eligible even though slightly over these guidelines, There usedto be muter categorical manpower programs n 10 1}ercent Allowance for special
conditions such as learning disadvantages, high expenses in transportation to
and from work, or perhaps a drunken father who gave little of his earnings tothv There should be flexibility to allow lip to 10 percent of %vol. kers Of all
ages who meet dOellilieated 5liecial conditions to he employed ixt CETA. programs.Guidelines in Wisconsin state, "Definition of filmilyone or more persons
living In a single household who are related to each other by blood, marriage oradoption." \E problem is with persons who study loopholes gad Iserk the sys-tem. Possibly they're living together nut of wedlocl . with different names,
of whom is eligible for CETA and poSsibly medicaid, food stamps or other aid
programs. Possibly some communes, which have developed quite dramatically inthe intst few years could exist because of aintiltir re 118011.S.

believe, as PreSillellt Carter believes, that the family structure should al-ways he strengthened. '.fherefore, it is my recommendation that CETA guidelinesrend. -Definition of a imuselloldone or more persons living in ai single house-hold". Instead of the present.
Outreach Recruitment: There should he tt rule such as below that would as-sure. the nvailability of eligible candidates for all CETA programs. "The Secre-tary of Labor shall authorize prime sponsors to fund outreach recruitment ef-forts that identifies the unetupto3-ed and enables applicants that appear eligibleto get to Job Service 0Mces for certification."
Explanationpresent policies that Nod Job Service for recruitment, certifica-tion, and assessment, miss many of the most needy. Recrui aliens, to he successful,must be handled in every connuimity and this cannot be done through advertise-ments for help Wanted because those needing help the most lack transportation

and seldom read newspapers. This may not be valid in urban situation where JobService Offices are neross the street front C_11,, Agency Headquarters, but pro-gram operations in rural areas have had to do tills job without additional re-sources if slots were to Do filled.
Testing and assessment to diagnose where employees best fit should also bean obligation of program operators because they' must place, supervise, and up-grade all CETA empioyees.
Green 'Thumb : I may be wrong, but it is my understanding that Title X of theAct will include a transfer of title IN jobs for older Americans into CETA. Ihave been unite ''lowly mvare of the Farmers Union Cron 'Mani Program andeven though way back in 1967, West CAL' lost their Nelson Amendment Programto Green Thumb, I must give them lots of credit for doing a tine jolt. To alloWolder persons to supplement tlielt meager vetiver-nom income should be continuedand as far as I am concerned, Green Thumb is doing the Sob Very Well.
Community bevelOpleelit COr[,or:it ions : lii oeo rly every village or city In ruralareas there is a local developnaelt orporollon usually nonprofit that works to uP-grale the conitonoitieti flats ii iii stilles nave offices of tinsine-.:9. de-reloplitellt, I wonld like to see a cb,ser lit' bet ween halals(( -nr-Stale prinw s'bon-sors, State tutu Training r euiwiliz. and State Offices of BusinessDevelopment.
Private sector Jobs has to be the answer to dependable ongoftag inof us.
Local CDC's could cooperate with public school systems and de-telnit trainingJobs with local private sector employers. Knowledge gained could even bringNeliOnt erf,(Ittfi for yeuith. Vew problem youth over' go on to college Sod a coopera-tive nrningentolt Clint kids exit Work :Ind lie paicl for twelve or so hours of workproviding', slits rim apply themselves to in school vocational training should paS"almost iminedinte dividends.
Senator Its its scents to be promoting such n program for 42 existing CSAfmttleti CDC's. It is ray opinion that this could be extended to individual coatis!nullity CDC's through CAP Anenoles or County Manpower Coordinators.
There slionld he e or State Offices of 13usiness Development, who have(4ose relations with both I CDC's W Ito (.0111(1 explain and coordinate this program.Other Comments On Title I Provisions:
I. Job Search Assistance.
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A. This new activity is of extreme Importance and -will demand very close
cooperation between program operators and lob Service, Clients vvlio have corn-
Pleted their eligible another of weeks on the program end who hale not gained
unsubsidized employment must be handled differently than ordinary Joh Service
nPPliennts, Possible development of a OFITA division in the Job Service System
that would separate records for all persons whom the government has Invested
money in for work training could simplify statistical. Information needed to ac-
curately measure results nod occomplistiments of programs.

D. Delegation of Responsibilities.
A. The delegation of program operational responsihilities to area manpower

planning councils whose members serve us volunteers would make tills
Nitside Independent capable planners and evaluations should he utilized in each
still area to advise council on which programs areproperly' Planned, properly ex-
ecuted to meet their goals and objectives and desirable programs to be funded
or refunded. This should assist the council In deciding which programs should
and which should not receive their recommendations for fbilding. Fence strad-
dling has been the norm for some area hoards with little concern with who has
nr has not tact their program responsibilities.

Title : Would It be possible for additional worlt training slots to be pro-
vided to COntatimity Action Agencies for minority or migront groups?

A. Could more rmlina or Migrants be placed into subsidized employment if
they participated in such programs tiinn would lie a'ailnhle through operations
of their own program lip_ on Isolated reservations?

Comment ; Probably Didion or migrant programs opera 4.11 by hull AI) or mi-
grant people are as productive as programs operated by others. however, if
lenders of these movements desire to have opportunities in on', wbere their
programs do not function, arrangement should be made to make this possible.

It appears that th0 Secretary Of Labor has thi. right to directly fund com-
munity-based orglinIzntions without any cornment. revie or veto Considerations
by the prime sponsor. Also authority to final stionortod employment Mid training
projeets I believe lie shoald exercise this right in the standardization of youth
and adult work experience programs.

In another page of my comments, 1< have mentioned "community-Imsed orga-
nizatials in areas of C'enamimity Development." I vould like to recomnleml that
all supported work projects be biked 1111011 preliminary experiences aril accom-
plishments and guidelines lif :Haupt-Aver Demonstration Veseareb Corporation.
It has been my privilege to observe tine activities of this corporation for a few
years. There has been enough research nal demonstration done to intelligently
establish guidelines in how a 81111ml-fed work program eon operate, These should
he establisbeci and Int Secretary of nribor should he instructed to set tip such
programs, he and the Secretary of UMW should immediately intnote cooperative
actions to ineorpornte such prOgrallIS 11S 11 Wily to wetirtro reform.

Title IX, Comments About The 1V.I.S. Program: I have liti.ifliciertirztscsitilimpoeurroeift

low-income persons at Community serytep
and in Madison. 1Visconsin, and have discussed progrnin directors
rein Hons.

Comment from ninny people who are 011 the Ir,I,r Program called the pro-
gram demeaning and embarrassing That warly every a goney, could
['sunny place the cream of the einpinyees quickly, but the ones triost in need
rarely, Often. according to CETA program operators, this seems to be true and
those that are not placed quickly are terminated. perhaps this should be further
investigated and if true, studio r progra ins can be CK1TA operated.

Senn tor SELSov. r nr xt w tit ess iS ,Tc, wish Voca-

tional Services. Milw. how are you

IiTATEMENT Or yuarAET, GAIAZAN, JEWISH VtO ATIONAL SERV-

ICES, MILWAUKEE, IS,

Mr, Gtt,m...0-. Fine. Senator :Nelson. T idn't prepare formal ma-
telial. I will, bovevi.r, plan t o send you some ainteriol in the nirril when
r get hack :After flaying al ppared boo, if Clint, mill be all right?

Senator NELso.v. If you esti nave it in 10 days it will be-
come part of the record. Send it to Inc in cake of Scott Gratsburg.
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Mr. Gt.u.AA x, Will do. 1 do want to share with you some major
areas of concern with regard to the cETA. programing in Milwaukee
County and also possibly with some implications on the national level.

The new legislation that you're working with now I think ought to
gite us some opportunities to indicate or create some changes in the
setting so that there may be more opportunities for participation by
the local resources in the CETA, programing, The historical develop-
ment of the (ETA, programing which was presented several times and
I don't think aeds to be repented 110.1.0 1110 limited the participation in
the CET.\ programing because generally in historical development of
any program you tend to haven group of agencies or organizations
that are closely identified With the program development, utilize the
resources and since resources are limited generally, you find that in-
creased participation by groups in the community becomes extremely

One of the groups in the community that has minimally participated
in CETA progTaming unfortunately is, both on a local and national
level, the handicapped, They have heen minimally represented in the
CETA population and the groups serving the handicapped have been
minimal participants in the CETA programing, although -.and I
gum, SenatorI'm not certainbat it's my understanding they
-weren't even included as a priority group in the original CETA legis-
lation and hopefully in the new legislation they will be included as a
high priority; -coup.

Senator NELSON. They are included.
Mr. GALAzAN. Thank you. Flowerer, the agencies serving the handi-

cappeda recent study_ was madepracticallyvery few of them
have CE'I',A contracts and recent studies by the rehabilitation agencies
have served the handicapped in mummifies over the country and, by
the way, I reps -event a major rehabilitation agency in Milwaukee
Cotmty and I'm proud to say, Senator we're the largest rehabilitation
agency_in the country due to the assistance of 3-ourself and other Fed-
eral individuals who helped to develop the major model agency in Mil-
waukee County.

We're not only the largest rehabilitation agency in the country at
this time, but we have carried the most demonstration programs in the
country, We've developed the most Jiiodel programs in arias for the
mentally retarded and mentally ill.

And, so that speaking foras a major agency. I do want to say that
it wits our experience that as a major agency making major demonstra-
tions and contributions in the field, is weren't able to get a CETA
contract until ear new executive cane into position and placed the
handicapped as one of the priorities and the county executive as a ma-
jor contribution brought in the services to the handicapped. In fact,
"Milwaukee County, according to a State study, was serving ft very low
percentage of handicapped people im its CET 1. population. Therefore,
that problem is a real problem because it does mean that there can be
isolations of populations based upon the traditional agencies that are
in the progn-ams who do not service certain populations because they
may not have the skills n t he Imo wletlge or the eXraise or the com-
mitment. That I think is one problem that ought to somehow be dealt
with.
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The other problem I think that's significant and I'd like to plrie
guess reinforce because it was mentioned before, we have just taken on
in Milwaukee County probably one of the major programs in the field
of CFTC. prop. ming for the unskilled and the poor. T. !mess it's our
understanding from the Labor Department that exists in the entire
country. lye are being looked at now by the Labor Department care-
fully to see how we effectively earned it out and we're extremely proud
that our county executive asked trs to take it on

"We've taken it on as n consortium and I think you've heard from the
job service and we want to emphasize that we're very pleased and
proud of our cooperative effort with the job service and what they are
doing and, therefore, we have not only included our OWT1 agencies but

all of the rehab agencies, plus the OTC and STIR to poverty atrencies irr

the consortium and we feel that we are milking a major national con-
tribution in bringing tog-ether a consortium of resources, including
both the handicapped and the poverty groups in trying to deal with
a major poverty population.

Tho total number. Senator, is a large number for a. number of affen-
cies and use figure that the number of people we'll be serving will be
approximately 8,000 people in the total program. We hope to learn a
great deal from this program in terms ofand the resources that we

arc using- which is interesting also, Senator. We are tying together the
resources of title XX, funding sources, CETA, DV% and many of the
other resources that are available to the rehab agencies as well as the

poverty agencies and so therefore, to me, I would hope, Senator, that
you would watch this program carefully and with interest because I
think it's going- to present a meaning-fill kind of model program. We
also hope that it may be picked as a model program for President Car-

ter's study of hisin the study of new programs to be developed to

serve the welfare populations,
It presents many problems and many- questions. It has had serious

criticism and validity. It is a new prop -am that is attempting. to de-
velop its direction. I do want to say. however, that in (1(1x-eloping the
program we did find out, and we do wont to reinforce the statement
that the poor are minimally SerVed in the current, CET& programing,
and generally it's the unemployed who are more qualified, more cap-
able. more competent who have the greatest opportunity to obtain em-
ployment in current CETA programing, and therefore this is a fact.

This is it study of the total population of the most poor in Milwaukee
County, and we found they were minimally represented in the current
CETA programing. and in past CETA programing. and therefore.

it is yet natural that if year establish a structure where agencies select

people for the purposes of providing certain kinds of work in the coin-
mum ity, they do not select the individuals who do not have the kind of

work habits. work attitudes. and work behavior that could allow them

toallow them to perform the task for which they were selected.
And so. therefore. it is critical that there be agencies. and there be

work task developed for that kind of a population, who has a right to
work beemise we first fully believe in the Thimplirev bill, that all peo-
ple have the right to Work, and it cloesn't moan the amount of produc-

tion that you could make that rives our the right to Ivor*. It's the fact
that you're there, you want to work and if you want to wm-lz, von have

a right to work no matter how much you produce and my feeling is

749
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that current legislation and the current structure is established for
those people minimally us though it may be currently who can produce,
can go to work, can attend and can then achieve. employability.

The other matter I think that's important, Senator, is employment
in the private industry sector. That's a perfectly good idea but there
are people who cannot achieve that, ideal and we have no allowance, for
that because there are people who cannot produce enough to give the
employer enough profit on that individual no matter how much you
train them and bow much you work with them to achieve the level of
employability so tint the private sector can hire them. What do we
do with them? Are they then to be completely taken out of the work
market, completely left out of the CETA programs because they can
never achieve employability in the private sector?

That to me is unfair and certainly not in line I'm sure with the con-
gressional concerns. So, I would like to see that employment is not
defined as employment only in the private sector. We need to develop
the employment opportunities for individuals who cannot achieve the
productivity of the prix -ate sector and I would 1 ike.to sayfor instance,
to tell you at this moment we are, for instance, the largest employer at
this time I think nationally of handicapped people and of people with
minimal productivity in the country.

Senator NmsoN, How many do you employ?
Mr. CIALAz.kx. We currently employ about :3,000 people in our pro-

gram.
Senator NEtsox. This is in product ion work?
Mr. GALA/Ax. In production work. We get subcontracts from in-

dustry. We take people whom industry does not want to employ be-
rause they can't make enough profit on them and justifiably. We get
contracts from industry which they give to us. We then use them and
pay thorn in our program and we pay them whatever they produce and
we also subsidize their production so that they- ran come and work and
they work in our agency.

We've been te.ring to work a reitionsleip with industry where they
could develop such progmns right, in their own plant se that they
could pay below the intnirimm wage because people cannot produce
that much and legislation allows them to do so. but that's not vet been
able to be achieved but I would wantwould urge that there be sup-
port for those kinds of programs so that people who cannot produce
the. minimum wage in indust ry can still he employed and can still work.

My whole career of 40 years. Senator. has kind of geared itself, if
you want to call it or committed itself to work for people who cannot
achieve, the full employment potential of working in private industry
and I fully believe in the work ethic. I believe that everybody has a
right to work no matter 11CM limited his potential, no matter how
limited he can produce and I would like to see legislation in CETA
and everywhere have consideration for those kinds of individuals.

We, for instance, are the largest purveyor of food service in Mil-
waukee County. We currently servo 10,000 meals a day. We serve the
aged. We serve youth, r 3,c1 "1ST Mania with the county and with other
structures and we use handicapped people to produce the food, to
sometimes deliver the fzied and so forth and we use it for training as
well and we compete with private industry in competing and bidding
for the food service operations, so that We don't ask for any special
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although we do get sonic specialconsideration at the Federal level,
and we are grateful for that because we need the work in order to
produce this kind of employment.

Now, the other thing we would like to doto emphasize is that as
indicated originally in my first few continents, we would like to see the
encouragement in the legislation of mote participation by groups of
agencies together in working together as consortiums. I thinkI feel
that the problem of unemployability and the problem of training and
the skills required, the sophistication required, all of that cannot be
achieved in the small, unsophisticated structures that are currently
getting contracts for CETA to provide training and etaployment.
really it's excellent for the building of community resources possibly
but it's a waste of effort, and time and skill. I think what we, need to
do is to encourage a consortium of agencies to get together so that they
can purchase the skills, the knowledge, the expertise and the mechani-
cal kind of resources that are needed to meet this kind of problem.

I think the problem of unemployment and the problem of training
and the problem of prepating individuals for s:iills i4 viLcy, very
difficult one and I think frequently it is possible for agoiiies with
minimal knowledge and mininuil skill and minimal expertise to obtain
contracts which do not really allow for effective results.

I wasn't keeping time, Senator. I didn't want to go beyond.
Senator Ntbsox. You have 1 more minute.
Mr. ar,AnN. One 11101'0 minute, And, i can just indicate my last

summarymy summuuT comment. I Avould like. Senator, that, there
be possibly on a national scale more funds available for -major demon-
strations and major experimental approaches by community agencies
on a national level. I think that one of the programs that I look to with
greaterthat have the most of in creating resourees and in meet-
ingand overcoming problems WIlS the prograin aml demonstration on
the- division of vocational rehabilitation at the national leveld reinein .
her during those years when those unGf 1.s Were made availiible, the
development of services and programs were massive. The finding and
developing of information and new approaches, the problems were
significant and I think at this point, what is most disappointing is the
lack of demonstrations and programs dealing with this problem on a
national level that make a significant, contribution.

That to me is a very, very sere point and one that I -would ask,
Senator, if one could look at and share the kind of knowledge that
could be developed from those kinds of demonstrations by major
agencies that have a contribution to make.

Senator NEtsox. Thank you. Thank you very much for you
moray. We appreciate it

Our next witness is Air. Wesley Scott, Ti . executive director, Mil-
waukee Urban League, Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Scott, we're very pleased
to have you here today.

Mr. Scow. It's my pleasure, Senator.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WESLEY SCOTT, IN., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MIL-
WA1TKEE URBAN LEAGUE, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mr. Scow. I'm Wesley Scott and I'm the executive director of the
Milwaukee Urban League and4he Milwaukee Urban. League is a

(5/
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client-based social welfare agency which has been in operation in
-Milwaukee since 1910, It is chattered with tin State as a nonprofit or-
ganization. We are concerned about the 13E01)1ot:is which confront
blacks tt nd other minorities.

Our major approach to dealing with some of the problems is some-
thing called advocacy which you don't Ileac much about any more but
we are an advocacy agency. We can In on behalf of those who
are unable to intercede for themselves with the total goal of the agency
being simply that people should have the opportunity to achieve to
their fall potential wherever they are.

I and pleased to see, of eouse, auy new resources made available that
will alleviate sonic of the problems that blacks and other minorities
face. la jobs econoically the situation, of course, is the most
serious aspect of what poor people face, no 'natter who they are, and
what people seem to forget, front time to time is that since 1Vorld War
II, we have seen six recessions or depressions and what have been re-
cessions in general for the general public Lave been depressions in the
minority community. 'There has not been a year since World War 11
when the statistics for unemployment in the ghettos, whether they
were Spanish-speaking, black or whatnot, when stittistics were not at
depression levels which is something that people do not understand
and do ttot realize_

In our C011111111nity, for institnee, we've seen some dramatic kinds
of changes take place. fn 1040 there were only 8,800 blacks in Mil-
waukee. In IMO, 22,500. In 100o, fi:l,500. In 1970, 104,000; foul, IS of
1975, approxinifitely 150000 blacks, speaking of blacks Mont, and
approxbnately half of that munber are 21 years find under Which sug-

problemirests that we have zt ma jot` yonth problem in our community, So, a
program like 0ETA, if propelv administered, would certainly have
a great impact upon what is happenieg in that community but we
have soniewe have sonio observations to 'ludic, concerning the con-
duct of CETA in the community and I inive to preface it with this

rk Were not, newcomers in this tic kl. It didn't take CETA
dollars or any other kind of dollars to get the Urban League involved
in this AVhOle field of employment for blacks find other minorities.

As I have indicated earlier, we have been in it since 1919. One of
the difficulties, of course, is tfic difference in perception its it relates
to what the problem real ly propensity at this point is to view
the problem in a Vaellthn RIO 1171re aVii to anything else that's hap-
pening in the community, Other kinds of problemseducation, hous-
ingthese are as muchrelated to COL1 as the dollars which conic
down from the Federal Government

One of our concerns M terms of the conduct of CE'FA in Milwau-
kee has been the lack of progressi(-m of ti7F,Tk. applicants into full,.
time, nonsubsidized employment in either the public or the private
sector and there is no :structure which will guarantee or provide a
pathway (_.)) opportunity for an indivhlual that conies off of CETA
to get into a. nonsithsidized jolt vitlt anywith any indication that
thelp,'q going to be a tut tiro for th is individual. If you want to talk
about motivation, if you want to talk about what makes people
want to woi.k, ther.e, must be this kind of ingredient in the CET.A.
program where one can see light at the end of the tunnel rather
than some dead end job or whether it has to do with the job that
you're presently in as a GETA. employee or whether it has to do with

75
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the training that leads to a job that tself leads to a dead-end
T e are the kinds of things that although the might want to

I se whom we ehooso to serve in teins of CETA, they're
They're intelligent people. They fire people who want to

they can recognize readily the kinds of games that we
pt to play on them.

, I would submit to you tluit part of the difficulty in terms of de-
.

ter Min the problems are us relates in particular to minorities
is that community the advisory committee that tells the county
executive what kind of programs that we need in our community is

that there's riot ti single minority sitting on that zulvisory committee.
I'm not demeaning or denigrating the character of any of those indi-
viduals that arc there. They are well-meaning citizens tiara individuals
and I would suggest to you that this is a continuation of what has been
going on in the past of planning for rattn than planning t' tali. I sug-
gest that there ought to be more opportunity for input in terms of--
I'm talking about the Executive Council For Economic Development.

Senator NxitsoN. What about the prime sponsor planning council at
the local level

Mr. Scorr. That is purely advisory, cit., and r question the efficacy of
that comanntee in terms of the kin( input that is acceptable to the

prime sponsor.
Senator NEr,sos. Thank you
Mr. Scum And I repeat it's question of plant for rather than

planning with the community. In that context. I would suggest that
.

theiv h% more opportunity tor in put from those people who will benefit
from the program. That there be injected something that deviates from

the traditional; namely, some creativity and gone inutginfttion. I say to

you that in terms of the kinds of jobs that :ire available in the highly
industrialized community from which I conic, that they be increased

iii terms of technology. I'm not knocking it I'm just stating. a fact that
the kinds of jobs that are needed are becoming fewer and fewer while
the people that need the jobs are increasing in numbers.

We need. again to think in terms of new kinds of meaningful jobs, a

new kind of training for individuals, There seems to be an inclination
to stick to the traditional approach. There's nO Way in the world, for
instance. that linAiaeSs and ; ',1Istry van give eVerybodV :tint) in Mil-
waukee that, needs :.ne. AV, ,olve business and industry iii a

more positive way riith.!P rct >resentation and recruiting and
training with some down the rend tow atd the
whole bit of retention, oe. the ]oh, and we freed to jtlrice this role of

CETA in its true perspeotive.
CETA is not here to end all the pro

community arid it should not operate in a 141unntm It. should be re-
plete with educational and training opportunities and be ever aware
of the root. causes of all our society's ills and the role that CETA is
playing in terms of attempting to alleviate them

Senator Nrtsox. Thank you very much for yonr very thoughtful
comments, We appreciate you taking the time to come here today and

testify.
Mr. Scam. Thank you.
Senator Nimsox. Thank yo witness is Ifr. Hugh Hender.

son, representing the OIC, Gentlemen, I appreciate your

xistent in the
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taking thds time to dome, Would you each identify yourself for the re-
porter so record will be accurate?

STATEMENT OF HUGH HENDERSON, BOARD CHAIRMAN, OPPOR-
TUNITIES , INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER, MILWAUKEE, WIS., AC-
COMPANIED BY CARL NELSON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR IN CHARGE
OF MANPOWER OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER
OF GREATER MILWAUKEE

Hr. NELSON, Pin Carl Nelson, associate director iu charge of Man-
power Opportunities Indusbrialization Center of Greater Milwaukee.

Mr, ITENDEAS0N..:klid I'm Hugh Henderson. fill the board chairman
of the OIC of Milwaukee and as of 2 months ago, I fun now industrial
commissioner for the State of Wisconsin.

Senator, we're very glad to have the privilege to testify before youtoday, and your colleagues and you have a copy of our prepared re-marks that go into greater detail than this summary that I'm going toread to you.
Senator NELSON. Fine. Do you each have a statement or just, onestatement ?
Mr. HENDERSON. I have one.
Senator Nusoz..i. Your statement will be printed in full in the record

and it will be helpful if you could highlight it in a summary.
Mr, I-IfixonsoN, .All right, would. just like to give you a summary

and some points of view that we see is a community-based organiza
tion in the city of Milwaukee. I'm sure that oar national people have
left son with a great deal of material as to their impressions of the now
CETA legislatioul namely, Reverend Leon Sullivan,

Senator NELSON. I haven't talked to Rwerend Sullivan yet but I'mre I will.
HENDEnsm sure you will also, but, if I may, from the view-

point of the Opportunities Industrialization Center of Greater Mil-
witukee, and as a community -based organization, we are 'very muchconcerned with the proposed CETA reauthorization legislation. We
would not be opposed to the proposed change concerning the local
CETA Planning

The proposed'ehang,cs in tile targeting of comprehensive manpower
services to the "economically disadvantaged" is an admirable goal.
The limitations of PSE to TS weeks is also, iu our judgment, a positivedevelopment.

Another positive change that we -would fully support is the concept
of :forward funding, Clearly, from an operational standpoint, this
would make for improved delivery capabilities and probably unproved
planning capabilities. ,

The proposed new title VII, "Pri%lite Sector Jobs for the Economi-
cally Disadvantaged" is also needed. We would strongly recommend
that community-based organizations he an intermediary between those
employers and the structurally mem ploycd.

There arc also some p.otential signs of problems in the proposed leg.
islation as we see it As currently, proposed, the job research provisions
and seetnitigly preferential role mandated for the employment service
would be, in our opinion, destructive to the present employment and
training system already in place, As presently written, the legislation

' 31- 78 - 48 7 4
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would place an undue luirden on a pl r e sponsor to more or less prove

that the job sr, t- ice cannot do the
Further, a vcvy real question ,rises in the employment, services'

ability to pros the t)-pe of Invded placement services to minorities
and women. PaA y iyould indicate that in this arca they have not
demonstrated WI atOtuplisit this task for the poor, minori-

ties, and women. :t;,-)rn.t-13,. urge that illirinative action be a stated
goal of any new CiLT,A.

We also have COncwns over the manner in which the concept of
"duplication of efforts" is worded in the proposed legislation. Tn a co-
ordinttted approach to addressing the needs of the unemployed under-
employed, poor, and minorities under CETA, our experience has been
that the needs far outweigh the avid bible resources to address them.

The method in which funds are currently allocated should also be
examined. It seems to us that in the case of the city and county of
Milwaukee, we are constantly punished because' of the manner in
which the allocation formula takes into ilecount the unemployment
rate for the four-c:ainty standard :etropoliton statistical area as de-
fined by c,uptoyment service and ignores the exceedingly high unem-
ployment tat in the city told county of 1liiwuid,-00. The formula
Should he revised to eliminate this potentiolli

The appeals process nil be clear and workable. Another cittrifica-

Lion we would recommend is the language discussing "programs of
demonstrated . effectiveness" be changed to include "only programs
with employment and training experiences". The new youth title IV
ought to mandate it role for community -based organizations and he
expanded Sc that the same let c1 and kind of services provided under
the proposed title II are available to youth.

Senator NEISON. I might say that the language referring to pro-
grants of demonstrated effectiveness wire language, that we developed

because the administration proposal was to eliminate all directly fed-
erally funded categorical-type prod rams. that involved OIC, Green
Thumb, SER. It did work successfully, otherwise there ouldn't have
been any funding. for OTC, Green Thum)). or SER directly. Otherwise
they tiVOIdd hat-C! had to compete for their funds on an individual basis

around the country and sine they were established and eir,etive. that's
the reason we used that language.

Mr. Hr.xnErtsox, Very fine. We were not aware of that,
Senator NErsox. As a matter of fart, we worked it out with Rever-

end Sullivan and other representatives of such groups. Finally we got
the administration to accept it and that made it possible to fund these

groups.
Mr. linsmacsox. Thank you. Senator.
We would also like to make a comment, on the overall role of com-

munity-based organiztitions in the CEL1 pierces. We luo-e a concern
that the proposed guidelines have no specifieguidelines for determin-

ing which programs have, in fact, demonstrated effectiveness,
'Fite langutige ought to specify that Cliffs must he used unless

there is a demonstrably better way to provide CI TI services,

Senator, I thank you for the opportunity to testify here this

morning.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Henderson follows d
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PaEn.AnEo STATEMENT OF Bumf HENDERSON

Mr, Chairman: It Is Indeed a privilege to testify before you Miley. From the
viewpoint of the Opportunities IndustrIallzatimi Center of Greater ;Milwaukee,
and as a community-based organization, we are Very much concerned with the
proposed CET reauthorization legislation, As you are !Mare, structural unem-
ployment problems are at critical proportions Within the city and county of
Milwaukee, Inirticularly among the i. ban minorities residing there, Among black
and other minority youth within the central city of Milwaukee, teenagers in the
age group 10 throdgli 18 seeking some type of work in the labor force face a
better than 50% chance of not finding a job, In the age range 1t1-21, the figures
are not nincli different, approximately 40% of the individuals actively seeking
employment. Among other age groups, the unemployment rate is minimally 21
to 22% within the central city on average. Therefore, ANT are Very much Con-
cerned with CETA and the proposal changes. We are also aware of the high
cost of joblessness to our community and the enormous resources that need to be
made available to combat it As a recent U.S. News and IN'orld Ma; izine special
report edition pointed out, this nation must create Iii the years ahead approxi-
mately 72,000 new jobs every week.

These jobs will most likely be needed by individuals seeking work for the first
time Workers replaced by machines and new teelinologies and by these unem-
ployed and underemployed, to bring the national jobless rate down to a level of
approximately 5% by 1080 and 4% by 1985. That is 'also another reason why,
Senator, innovative programs such as the slcilled trades improvement prograin
nod the youth entitlement mickage submitted by County Executive 1VI Iliam
O'Donnell on behalf of :Milwaukee County are still badly needed in 3lilwaukee.
We say this despite the funding of the foundry STIP. piogrant in Milwaukee
CLaility. It Is an excellent project, but we believe that STIP. programs in the
areas of the industrial trades and in the appeal industry are avenues worthy of
exploration.

CETA as it is presently functioning in Milwaukee (Nnnity under the guidance
of County Executive William manpower ll viyiou, with appropriate
planning; council input as required hy the current legislation (.4, we believe, a
worthy model for the state taut Did, ed the nation. Cl I`;. in 31ilwinkee County,
operates utilizing existing communityThased organizations. representing the
broad cross seetion of available service deliverers. And we believe, a science
attempt is being made to provide CETA. services tinder all titles to those most In
need: general assistaltce recipients and the most severely econontictilly disad-
vantaged citizens in our community. It is however limited by the level of re-
sonrees available to combat the dehumanizing aspects of brine unemployed.
Another documentation source tai minorities residing in 3IP gee County
(and the City of Milwatikee) tis highlighted in artieles iii t. ,teeember 31,
1077, New York Times. which '4-tiled that the "unemployment statistics for
minorities in the City of 31ilwatikee is four times that for whites". While the
statistics quoted, such its the -otlicial unemployment rate for black adults is
10.8 percent, the highest in the nation" . , . and that for black teenagers," the
unemployment rate is about 50 percent ite:tinsi 11.0 percent for white teenagers",
there eon he no doubt that a eritical to does exist. An article that appeared
in the Chiongo Tritium. on Sunday, Janintry 22, ltfis, stated the -Milwaukee
prohlent" in a similar fashion. We are here to tell you that we know we have a
proldten and that is why the priiposed revisions of CETA are Vitally important
to us.

Generally, we are in agreement that changes are neecled. We recognize dint
in varying ports of our nation, prime sponsors (I(i not net as responsibly as
does ours 11 Ali lwankee County in sewing that ser, it are in fact deliv-
ered to those most in need through iisiage of existent service deliverers.

The reorganizall, a of the v;trions titles of rE'f,\.. will make the legislation
not only easier a, under- taut(, but it) administer properly. Also, although ()IC-
GM feels that the functioning of the present CETA Advisory Planning Councils
locally do in fact operate in a manlier described in Ihi nets legislation, we would
not he opposed- to the proposed ehange. We would only hope that funds would be
limy-hied for adequate lauding of staff for the council NO tug not to Mice needed
monies from service deliverers.

The proposed clitinges in HIV targeting Of Oniltill'Oliew,ive manpower SerViees
to the "'economically disadvantaged" is tin iithoiratile goal, In 31ilwankee County,
we are in fact, focusing on the niust severely disailvanttiged, general itssisitince
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recipients, Alone clients and ex-offenders, along with other severely economical.
ly disadvantaged groups. They are, We Might add, primarily black. 'f he limita-
tions of PSE to IS weeks k also, in our judgment, a positive development. Again,
in Milwaukee County, through n coordinated supportive work task force spon-
sored by the County Executive we are actively involved in the development of a
model that will move iudividuals front subsidized work to the private meteor.
Also the innovative "learn to earn project," a program designed specifically to
address the needs of general assistance recipients is actively working with
private sector employers to create inoventept front PSE to the private seetor.
This project, under the admieistrative leadership of the 5111 vnukce Jewish
Vocational Services, is an excellent example of community-based orcenizations,
prominent and the private sector working its Immunity to achieve a goal without
the proposed legislation, that of utilizing PSE properly to provide meellingful
work experience and training to assure n successful trnitsition from PSE to
the private sector In the shortest possible time.

Another positive change that we would fully support is the concept of forwited
funding. Clearly, from an operational standpoint this would make for Improved
delivery capabilities and probably improved planning capitbilities. We would also
hope that the language in the bill us proposed, would allow prime sponsors to
provide a similar forward funding 'situation to service deliverers. The proposed
new Title VII, "Private sector Jobs for the Economically Iiisativantitged", is also
needed. However, based on our past experience which has been positive in terms
of private sector Involvement, we would strongly recommend that community-
Imbed organizations lie an intermediary between those employers and the struc-
turally unemployed. This suggestion, it Incorpoattsl. would help to assure effec-
tive delivery of private sector jobs unde 011' to Gm ecetionlically disadvantaged
and to minorities iii partieular. As you are aware, Senator, a unique aspect of
the OIC ineventent. has always been the direct involvement of the private sector
In ti partnership concept in label:Mg the problem of unemploy-ment. Nationally,
we have had the direct involvement of major American industry such as General
Nlotors, General Electric, Arl'&1', Goodrich. Sun Gil nut a total of
approximately 500 to 115)0 major corporations. Lec:illy, in Niilwatikee, we have
the direct itrJoivement of an Assistant \lee President of the First Wisconsin
National Beek. on Associate Tice President of Allstate, the m:inager of empli,yee
relations of American Niotors on the Board of Directors of 0IC-03I. Also, the
President of the NIllwate.ee Building atel Constructimi 'Irides Council and my-
self. recently a past staff representative for the Mattel Suites Steel Workers of
America lulu currently a Commissioner for the State Labor Industry Review
Commission.

On our teehnical advisory committee, we have representative's of a cross
section of over 15 major area industries, with many more being involved through
a subcommittee structure. The IBM corponition, On a "gratis-loaa basis", has
installed (In our premises twenty typewriters and twelve keypunch machines
utilized to tr;tin disadvantaged individietIs ill NiCrehininl stalls. The ilarniseli-
feger Corporation provides steel for our NV e Laing students to holm welding on at
no cost and the Itextiord Corporation. in additImi to hiring many of our gnat-
nates, assists xis in n variety of ways. We know we can be effective in promoting
the Intent of the proposed (E'rA Title VII.

They are also some potential signs of prelilerns in the proposed legislation.
rtIrrewh: proposed, the jolt search provisions tin emingly preferential role

tarok tell t r the employment service Vii ii be, i opinion, destructive to
the preseet elaployment and training system alren place. We sny that de-
spite= the feet that at OleGNI we utilize en n sub, .zunl basis the Wisconsin
Job Nov, in. as a phicement rites bonism for our C f.:),!hintes. We do In fact
hive sUI exi.eptienally positive rt.la Winship with :I rviee. However. we
else, under the present arrangement, exercise significant c. itrol over those Job
placement activities find are able to maintain the crucial direct .-nloyer con-
tacts with employers as OIC and not an the Job Service. We have reputation
of providing- quality employees to area enzployers mid that is ft N191)1fictint ele-
ment in our successful job placement effort. As presentl 3- written, the legisla-
tion would place nil undue burden on a prime spoitsor to more or less prove that
the lob Service cannot do the job.

Presently, the Job Service must in fact prove itself c ;table of providing some
of the placement activities noodeil and this factor emild prove to Ire a positive
stimulus to assure that the Job Service does not became cemplaceitt. Further, a
very real question arises in the Employment Services' ability to provide the type
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eded placement services to minorities and women. Past history would indi-cate that In this area they have not demonstrated an ability to accomplish thistask for the poor and inliwrities. Therefore, we would strongly suggest that this
provision be changed. :11,:aig with this we strongly urge the affirmative actionno a. stated goal of an f,aw CETA. legislation.

We also have eonce.-u . over the manner in which the eoncept of 'duplication
of efforts" is worded in the proposed legislation. lit a eoordinated approach to
addressing the needs of the unemployed, underemployed, poor and minoritiesunder CTA, our experience has been that the needs far outweigh the available re-
sources to fildress them. In Milwaukee County, we do have it coordinated effortwith several community -based organizations providing similar services (alongwith other entities) in different neighborhoods to different people. The key, Sena-
tor, is coordination, such as we feel Is already in the present legislation and not
duplication. We strongly oppose this language and feel it ought to he clarified oreliminated.

The method in which funds are currently allocated should also be examined.It seems to us that in the case of tile City and County of Milwaukee, we are
constantly punished because of the manner in which the allocation formula takes
into account the unemployment rate for the 4 county standard metropolitan
statistical area of defined by Employment Service and ignores the exceedingly
high unemployment rates in the City and County of Milwaukee. The formulashould be revised to eliminate this potentiality.

The appeals process must he clear and workable. Onr recommendation would
be that whatever appeal process is awarded to a prime sponsor he also awardedto a subcontractor. Another clarification we would recommend is the la!Lguage
discussing "Programs of demonstrated effectiveness" be changed to include "only
programs with employment and training experiences". The new youth Title IVought to mandate a role for CBO's and be expanded so that tile same level and
kind of services provided under the proposed Title II are available to yanth. 1Ve
would also recommend, as stated earlier. that as we are doing in Milwaukee,
that training be mandated along with other employment services.

We would also like to make a comment on tile overall role of community-based
organizations in the CET-' process. We would like to think thaL in fact, we playa major role in delivering needed CETA services in Milwaukee. Ilovvever, as alocal affiliate of the Opportunities Industrialization Center of America, our sister
OTC's in other parts of the nation, as well as other CBO's do not always have the
opportunity to participate us a contributing partner In the CE,TA delivery
mechanism. Therefore, we share a concern with them that the proposed guidelines
have no specific guidelines for determining which progrtuN have in fact "demon-
strated effectiveness". We do not mean to say that OIC's or other CBO's who
are not performing according to contract specifications ought to be includeeIIn a CETA delivery system. We feel that only they should be given an oppor-
tunity to participate and hope that the committee will take this factor into fie-
count in finalizing this legislation. Senator .Taeolf Javits of New York stated
a viewpoint on the floor of the Senate in the debate Oa .%k -late Bill 1242 (The
Youth Employment and Demonstration .,et of 1977) over the roles of CBO's: Ile
stated: "Now we have in the law the requirement for special consideration to
community-based organization ..."

1Ve expect that community -based agencies will be favored unless there is ademonstrabl^ better way , community organizations shall be used and they
shall be the ones whose services are employed unless there is if demonstrablybetter way.

We concur with this viewpoint.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this committee today,
Senator NELsoN. Thank you very much. Our next witness is Mr.

William Bailey appearing On hehal f of the United Migrant Opportu-
nity Services. Is Mr. Rocrrigiiez here. do you know?

Mr. BAILEy. I don't know Mr. Rodriguez.
Senator NELsoN. OK. go ahead. Do you have a prepared s Anent?
Mr. BAILEY. Yes, sir, .1 have a prepared testimony.
Senator NELSON.. Al I right.
Mr. BAILEY. I am from the United Migrant Opportunity Services.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF wruilim BAILEY, REPRESENTING THE

UNITED MIGRANT OPPORTUNITY SERVICES, INC,

,Mr. BAmny. My name is William Bailey, Jr., and I iypresent the

'United Migrant Opportunity Services. have presented to you writ-

ten testimony of which we also have a summary. I prefer at this time

to read the summary and then at the end of that, include some com-

ments about CETA.
Senator msox. Fine, The balance of all your statement will be

printed in the record._
Mr, BATLEY. Yes. The following is a summary of what we would like

to see CETA section 303 accomplish :
One The best way to help farmworkers is to give them a decisive

role in program development. I should have prefaced my remarks by

saying that we are participating in CETA section 303titleor, title

III, section 303 of CETA. Far-mworker representatives should be

utilized in every aspect of program planning by the Department of

Labor. Any farm worker program implemented by DOL should include

foxinworker input.
Two : Presently, supportive programs such as child care, are avail-

able primarily only to farmworkers enrolled in CETA training pro-

grams. These programs should be available to all farmworkers. Such

availability would provide incentive for other workers to enroll in

training.
Three: Section 303 could assist in supporting economic development

activities such as the creation of cooperatives and small businesses by

and for farinworkers. Despite statutory limitations on building and

funding, CETA could develop packaging of developmental plans,

which farmworkers could then carry out
Four:. Section 303 could he used to provide training programs in

nontraditional agricultural programs. These include use of solar green-

houses and intensive farming techniques similar to those developed by

the French. Training programs that consider the whole aspect of agri-

culture as a job development process that begins with growing and

goes on through gathering, packaging, advertising and marketing

could be developer! qo that farmworkers recognize that agriculture is

an occupation where some form of CarCer development is possible.

Five : Training programs which assist the growing industry to look

at farming on an apprenticeship level could be created. Again, this

would have the effect of helping farmworkers see agricultural work

as an occupation with developmental possibilities
We hope the examples listed above give the_ subcommittee a view of

section 303 as an innovative way of enhancing formwork.

r,TalOS believes that section 303 could provi,le the Department of

Labor the means to develop many innovative programs that will make

formwork an honoratle and profitable occupation, and thus help create

and stabilize what has been a notoriously strong work force.

In my role at the United Migrant Opportunity Services ascoordina-

tor of operations, I have found the CETA regulations that address the

eligibility of program participants to be exclusionary rather than in-

clasionary. By that I mean that theCETA regulations addressing pro-

gram participant eli ibility assumes a very middle class posture in in-

terpreting the social and organizational skills of farrnworkers. In
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doing so it allows for approx ely two-thirds of potential client
members that could be served.

The CETA regulations state that in order to E.) el:gible for partici-
pation in section 313. a person must iutve worked 50 percent of their
employme:..t his.,:.ey in the last 18 months in of qicultutul work and
that 50 percent of their income must have been froyn agricultural w ark:.
They must also provide approval of that employment in order to par-
ticipate in CETA section 303.

We have five examples of individuals that could be excluded from
participation in these programs:

No 1 The new migrant farmworker. This is an in lividual that
leaves the southern part: of the United States frustrated because he
cannot find work in that area and resorts to seeking work in the form-
work migrant stream. He has come as far North as the State of 1W s-

with no proof of agricultural work, with no income within the
agricultural stream. However, in order to participate in 303, he must
present such proof.

No 2: The day worker. This is an individual that has participated
in day-to-day NVOrk. Some people call it casual labor. He is recruited by
farm labor recruiters or independent farmers to work on a day-to-day
basis and to receive v-ages on that day. The recording and the proof of
those wages and that labor is hard to come by in the State of
Wisconsin.

No 3: The Puerto Rican worker who has served in agricultural life-
styles in the State of Puerto Rico which are also difficult to document.

No 4: The field worker who is recruited by agribusiness in the seven
States which include in their activity the processing plant. The indi-
vidual is recruited as a field worker and brought to the State. How-
ever, once he reaches the State, he is involved in a series of work tasks
that may include field work which would not accomplish the 50 per-
centile. He may be involved in the processing operation.

No 1 The undocumented worker. Lost ye:u out of 2,700 people
served in our program. forty percent were documented foreign work-
er. It appears to us that CETA liras not interpreted in terms of the
reality' of the personal or personalities involved in migrant form-
work. This concludes the statement.

[The pi.epared statement of Mr. Bailey folio-79.1

PREP.s.RED STATEMENT oe WILLIAM PAILEY, JR.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee. I am pleased to be here today
esent the view of United Migrant Opportun:ty Services, Inc. (UMOS).

1'MOS is a private, non-profit agency funded by the Department of Labor to
provide services to migrant and Seasonal fannorkers under The III, Section
303 of CETA. It has an operating annual budget of approximately $3 million.

h program annually seri-es approximately- 2700 migrant and seasonal farm-
workers.

UMOS has studied the CETA Reauthorization Bill, ag writt,n: by the Depart-
ment of Lithor, to determine whether the interests of farmworkers have received
adequate consideration in the proposed reauthorization. We would consider such
legislation to he adequate only if it protects both those persons remaini-e- in
farmwork anti those who may move to other types of employment.

In the past, we have heen concerned that the intupretation given to the existing
CETA in.i by the Department of Labor has Wen to emphasize education and
training which will move persons away from agricultural work, to the neglect
of the needs of persons remaining in formwork. The Department of Labor's posi-
tion Is reflected in the language It has proposed for Section 303, on Migrant and
Seasonal Farmworker Employment and Training Programs.

'7
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This language states that "to the maximum extent feasible, L..ograins and
activities supported under this Section shall emphasize training and other em-
ployment-related services for participants that are designeC to enhance their
employability and earnings, including hit :tat limited to services that will help
pa rtielpante prepare :or and obtain noimgricultieral employment...

TIMOS's concern is that emphasis on educ..eion and training ignores :he fact
that there are ninny farniworkers who dc. not want to leave or ore unable to
leave agricultural labor.

As .. farraworker representative, UMOS believi,s that Section 303 of the new
CETA law should be structured so that its priority is on upgrading the status of
working underemployed farmworkers by supporting efforts which ore geared to
maintaining adequate lifestyles and the well-being of these workers. The life of
the farmworker is if difficult one given the espevially difficult and complex nature
of their manpower problems, limited educational opportunities, language and
cultural barriers, their physical isolation, their need to move from job to job, and
the health problems which are symptomatic of agricultural work. However, with
better personal and vocational tools with which to survive and develop, the
American farmworker can enjoy the quality of life provided other skilled work-
ers. With an emphasis in the new CETA law on the farrnworker who is remaining
in agricultural life, Section 303 programs could provide the full range of special
services necessary to better farmworker life. According to the Department of
Agriculture there is a need for about 3 nii/lion workers in agriculture each year
Thus, using Section 303 to develop progrunis to enhance formwork life would
assist to fulfill CETA's stilted purpose of ma:Oaliziug emphsyment opportunities
by making agricultural work a viable erupivyment alternative for American
workers.

UMOS believes that Section 303 could provide the Department of Labor the
means to develop many innovative programs that will make formwork an honor-
able and profitable occupation, tend thus help create and stabilize what has been
a notoriously strong work force. 1Ve would like to present the following examples
of the types of vital goals and programs winch Section 30:I could accomplish.

1. The hest way to lielp fa rmworkers is to give them a decisive role in program
development. Faraiworker representatives should be utilized in every aspect of
program planning by the Deportment of Labor. Any farniworker program
implemented by DOL should include farmworker input.

2. Presently, supportive programs such us child care are available primarily
only to farniworkers enrolled in CETA training programs. These programs should
he available to all farmworkers. Such availability would provide incentive for
other workers to enroll in training.

3. Section 303 could assist in supporting economic ilevelopmerit activities such
ns file creation of cooperatives and small businesses by and for farmworkers.
Di spite statutory limitations on building and funding, CETA could develop
packaging of developmental plans, which farmworkers could then carry out

4. Section 303 could be used to provide training programs In non-traditional
agricultural programs. These include use of solar greenhouses and Intensive farm-
ing techniques similar to those developed by the French. Training programs that
consider the whole aspect of agriculture as a job development process that begias
with growing and goes on through goal f 5, packaging, advertising and market-
ing could be developed so that farm .)rkers recognize that agriculture Is an
occupation where sonic form of career development is possible.

5. Training programs which assist the growing industry to look at farming on
an apprenticeship level could be Created. Again, this would have the effect of
helping farinworkers see agricoltural work as ii tr .!-Ion with der elopinsnt
p_ossibilities.

UMOS has presented these examples so tit the munittee can get a view
of Section 303 as an innovative way of enhaocing formwork. In many areas, 303
Is the only tool available for that goal. We strongly urge the Subcommittee to
write Section 303 so that these progrnms to meet the needs of persons remaining
in farnwork will be supported.

At the stone time we wish to make it dear that our concern covers both those
persons leaving agricultural work end those remaining in formwork. We strongly
urge that the Subcommittee take both of these eoncerns into consideration in
reauthorizing the CETA law.

There are two approaches that the Subcommittee could take to make sure both
groups are included in CETA. One is to expand Section 303 so that it is clear
that bath supportive services for forrnworkers and training and education for
persons leaving formwork are provided. Or the Si bcommittee might expand other
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sections of the new law to Include explicitly in manpower and training programsthose persons moving out of formwork.
The special needs of lartnworkers were recognized in the original tEl law,it °itlj :iectIon S03. We hope that the new law will provide maximum support forpersons in agricultural work and explicitly address the needs of personsremaining in formwork,
Senator NEr.sON. Thank you very much for your testimony. We ap-preciate having been presented with your views. We have had some

conferences with representatives in the Labor Department and farm-
workem, its you suggest, alder item 1 and we'll pursue that further.
Thank you very much.

Mr. BAILEY. Thank you for your time, sir.
Senator Ne 'sox. Is Mt. Rodriguez here?
Our nex-t, and final witness then is Tiny, Wells and Charles _Ander-

son for the American Federation of State, County, and MunicipalEmployees. Is Mr. Anderson here?

STATEMENT OF TINY WELLS AND CHARLES ANDERSON, REPRE-
SENTING THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY, AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES

Mr. WELLS. Just so you 'mow the difference., I'm Tiny Wells. He's
Charles Anderson.

Senator Nr.n.sox. I knew you 30 yews ago, Tiny. You haven't
changed much.

Mr. WEr.t,s. There's one thing I'd like to get corrected. I see Phil
Lerman is still in tile room and I notice that he got five lines and onZel Rice, you go 2rytiting correct, Senator; and, AFSCME is
spelled A-F-S-C-M-L and the C is missing. And, we always like to
talk about communication and care and counties and counties, if we
eliminate them, the C is gone.

Senator NEtso.N. You know, Tiny, that just cost me a dollar. I bet
a dollar you'd never notice it but 3:ou did. 1Vell, go ahead.

Mr. WELLs. OK. I would like to say this, that on a national level I'm
quite sure you will hear from our int..rnational president and we did
not come with a prepared statement but we would like to talk to you
about some of the things that are happening in Wisconsin.

Senator NEtsos. Bill Welch frmn tlteAmerican Faleration of State,
County, and Municipal -Employees, Washington, will be testifying
and covering one or two of the issues that I'm sure you're here about
today. Go thread.

Mr. WEtts. Right. So, what I'd like to talk to you about, first of all
we think the CETA program is a very positive program and we cer-
tainly endorse. the program. However, probably going to make a
kniement which is different than most the other people made during
the course of today's testimony.

We are interested in the fact, that ,.%e feel that the Federal regula-
tions need more enforcement rather than having the local prime spore-
soy or the State have too Much latitude. We are interested, I believe, in
the same things that the Senator and those people who are involved in
the legislation concerning CEL'k, and that is we \ma to make sure
that there is some proper training for those people who are unem-
ployed or underemployed. How. ver, we concern ourselves with the
fa,et, that substitution of funds from Federal funds rather than that
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which is budgetary ehm:nates people in permanent positions and pro-
vides part-time employments.

We will provide you with documentation col:UM jug prelilems vith-
in the State of "Wisconsin whereby, because of the neiwt's
entire programs are being scrapped and rather t: n this 11)k-in-
terpreted by the media or by other people in this ro)fe the Sena
for himself, we will provide you documentation kiirretor
of tie prune sponsor says because of elfient. we ar
scrapping the entire program.

Now, I think this is the kind of thing that would ore ide C4 ;- lencz
that we need a better proeTarn. We don't also necessarily thrt the
limitation of the 1 year and the 18 months is neeessai-y erittril
I think Air. Lerniar 'tinkle a factual statement where there is t.(rreet,
dual involvement of Lite labor repre.sentative the area tart things can
be worked out, so that there is a true picture of where the employer
says if I receive so much funding out of the CETA, operatim, I will,
with a full intent, attempt to acquaint these people to our regular work
force.

Now, this is what we are interested in We are not interested h. hav-
ing our people work alongside of other people who will be there for a
period of time and then go back on the relief roll. I think union's
full intent is that they become a pint of our bargaining unit.

There are those who would attempt, to say well, that just means that
that's another one that they can collect dues from. We feel that that is
not the true purpose. We do feel that if they MT) to be trained to be able
to go out into the job market, that the positions that they take should
be positions in which they become fully trained and that they become
a part of society that has a training program or a probationary period
and thatand a successful completion of that probation period that
the are eligible to become a part of the job market.

gow, these are the kind of things we do not feel that an attempt by
saying it is attrition and we have no money in the budget, that those
should give employers an oppoy.unity just to put people on to do
jobs of permanent employees.

We will also attempt through our dcA:,umentation to show you where
we're talking about an employer that has almost 40 percent of its total
employment on seasonal, limited term, whatever rationale they use in
deciphering these people who are not full employment and when it is
a large employer, we certainly feel that that kind of documentation
would be advantageous for your committee in at at the necessary
regulations that should be followed in making a CETA program a
program that, while there are ninny people who will attempt to say
theyit needs a lot of changes, we feel it is good for the community,
many communities because of limited operations with levy limits, cer-
tainly need the kind of CETA programs that are being atteuryted here
and we will be sure that thistestimony and documentation is brought
to our attention within the next 10 days. Thank you

nator NELSON. Thank you Tiny. The program never was intended
to be a general revenue sharing program and we've had that argument
off and im, particularly irk conferences with the House. It is not the
purpose of the prograni, to serve as general revenue sharing so to
speak to pay for jobs that were classified positions prior to the pro-
gram It was never intendedthat those jobs be filled with CETA work-

7,6
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unless they're filled permanently with CETA workers after a train-
-ogram which nobody has any objection to

there is a vacancy and they're qualified to work, nobody objects
to that That's one of the reasons, however, for limiting the time that
one may participate in a CETI program.

Its purpose would limit the pvaetice of municipalities, placing a
large part of the work force in temporary positions with a continuous
rotation. That circumvents the intent of the law, too. But, we'll be glad
to have that documentation for the -i-cord and Pin assuming whatever
is happening in the State of Wisconsin is happening elsewhere, I
aspect from other reports that we Lret from time to time that whereas
it appears to occur here and ma.y..re_ occurs sonic everyplace, that it is
much more widespread in some jurisdictions and municipalities than
in others._ We would appreciate having your documentation of the
problem. How soon would you have the material?

Mr. WELLS. We'll send it to Scott within the next 10 days.
Senator NEnsox. All right.
Mr. WELLS. And we'll try to have it to you within a week.
[Material subsequently supplied for the record follows :]
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Senator Gaylord Nelson
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

March 3. 1978

Dear Senator Nelson,

First let me thank you for the opportunity to C7

before your subcommittee on March 25, 1978. It v7

very nice to talk with you Socially as well.

I am enclosing material from two specific ar
I broadly covered in the oral presentation. One

case where the CETA Director has laid off all of %.

employees in the City of Oshkosh Library who are

bargaining unit covered by AYBCM8, Local 79i A,

This was done because of the Union giving CM employees

the protection due them under the CETA regulations. The let-

ter to me from ieHore Hamrick :: :yells out in detail the speci-

fics. I also hope that you wit note that those CETA employ-

ees in the Library who are not in the bargaining unit still

remain,

vN

$HT,' , ,T1
ImotpoLaPH SoorPm$1$,

HON Wawa
P.SOPLE.

I might also add that the Director in the above case
was Helen Kenney who also spoke at the hearing. After the

meeting she came over to me and said. "I'm Helen Kenney

and I'm from Oshkosh. It Seems you cited our problem when

you addressed the subcommittee".
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am also enclosing some correspondence from the pro-
blem APSCME, Local 71, Kenosha City Employees is having
with !`RICO -CETAC where we have permanent employees who
are laid off and CETA employees are doing their work. Ex-
hibit #1 is a copy of time records for a group of permanent
DFW employees. Exhibit #2 is a copy of CETA employer time
records of the same time. Exhibit #3 is a list of Street
Department employees who work in the Solid Waste Division
due to illnesses, etc., on a daily basis While these
employees are so assigned in the Solid Waste Division. CETA
employees are doing their work in the Street Department while
.rmanent Solid Waste Division employees are laid off. I

;.ow it sounds like going around in a circle but that's what
It id. The sad part is our permanent employees are on the
O'vrside looking in.

Charlet) Anderson will also be forwarding some informs-
!,fv, to you. He has been ill for the past several days and
I he will return on Monday,

Enclosures

Sincerely,

Arthur wells

t-



February 22, 1978

Mr. Arthur Wells,
Area Coordinator
AFSCME, AFL-CIO
5 Odana Court
Madison, Wisconsi

Re: CETA

Dear Tiny:

Attached are three letters I recently received copies of

which may be of interest you as they relate to areas of

difficulty this district is currently having with the

Winne-Fond CETA Consortium.

All AFSCME contracts in Winnebago County (including county,

city, utility and school employers) currently contain pro

visions requiring the employer to cover all bargaining unit

employees under the Wisconsin Retirement Fund. In each

conLeact the employer is obligated to pay a portion or all

of the employees' contribution co the Fund,

As noted in the memorandum to "Winnebago County CETA

Employees" and the letter to Mr. Norbert Svates

f

(Oshkosh
Personnel Director) the Winne-Fond Consortium has made the

decision to exempt 411 CETA unded employees from WRF. The

result of this action is a direct contract violation by

every Employer who is using CETA funding, In addition

eT,loyees who eventually obtain non-CETA funded POsitions
;').th these employers have lost WRF credit for whatever

length of Service they worked under CETA funding, since

r%
employees do obtain non-funded positions, the impact

of this situation is by no means small. It should also be

hated that employees net under WRF are also exempt from
al Security, thereby causing a loss of credit for this

tinder that pri im also.
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Page 2 continued
Mr. Arthur Wells February 22, 1978

The letter directedto Frederick Cies& :e rtes to a specific
problem aree AFSCHZ is experiencing Niel. ern funded posit-
ions at the Oshicesh Public Library. This .me letter was
sent to ten (10) other CETA funded employees at the library
which includes all CETA funded employees at the library
except two (2) professional employees who's positions are
not included under the terms of the 1977-78 labor agreement.

Problems at the library initially began in May, 1977, when
several CETA funded employees were notified of a lay-off to
be effective 7/1/77 (the labor agreement requires a 60-day
notice of intent to lay-off). In June, 1977, Union officials
met with employer representatives to explain the need to
follow contract provisions regarding lay -off (the contract
requires lay-off by inverse order of seniority within class-
ification and recall by seniority). The employ r, recogniz-
ing that a contract violation would occur if a lay-off
ocurred 7/1/77, requested a 6-month extension of funding
for these CETA employees scheduled for lay -off. The request
was granted by Winne-Consortium.

On 12/31/77 these same employees were laid off. At that
time there was no contract violation. However, immediately
thereafter the employer was provided with continued f7!,eitli;
for the positions these employees had been laid off
provided new employees were hired. At that point a. 7 ce
was filed based on the recall language of the cont
The Union's position was and remains that to hire nv
eec before recalling laid off employees violated the pro.
visions of the labor agreement. However, the remaining CETA
employees could remain for the length of their funding since
the laid off employees did not possess the qualifications
to perform the jobs held by these eleven (11) employees.

It is not known vhy the Winne-Fond Consortium decided to
withdraw all funding of bargaining unit positions since the
eleven (liTemployees effected by the decision were not
involved in the contract vio17.tions.

It should also be noted that during the three (3) years the
library has been receiving CZTA funds there have been no
POS TION5 ADDED TO HE LIBRARY BUDGET In_addit ion, one

o the CETA funded employees laid off 12/31/77 find
worked in the same position for the entire three (3) Years
and although this employee was laid off, the same position
would have been refunld for a new employee had the Union
not grieved the matter.



Page 3 continued
Mr. Arthur Wells

February 22, 1978

It is hoped that this information will Lo of help to you.

If you need anything further please let me know,

Fraternally,

7

v-
LeNore J. Hamr
Business Repre
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.
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WI5C0NS IN OFF ICE

Oen". .Sntwu dlOtlu htAft150N,
Winnebago County CRT& Employees

Radon It. Kenney, Direeto

CURIECT: Retirement Benefits

7

rbie Remo is being din talented to all Winmegrego County (1:715 employees
silo received tho neon dated danutity 5, 1878, (too Gerald Loup.. Director
of Personnel. 1 hope that thin mono eon elamily the nituotion and
provldo you vim the background on the retirement inane.'

file Issue arose with the publication of the men redern1 goindotionstectived by thin office on October 24, 1977. Theo repast:ions container)
new provision which greatly limited the discretion of employers toprovide retirement benefits to CM portilyants . Wouener, the Vincent:it.

Retirement fund (in uhich kinnebngo County participate :A was a cocain'
end needed' further clarification with reopect to OM. We at the

ne-fond Consortiuin received thin clatif Its Linn on beeetoter 17, 1977,Iroe. the State of Wi.scoonin in which it van orecIfically stated that
CETA employees cannot participate in the Wince:main rtutitenient fund.
Iiinne-fond filen additionally communicated vitt. regionnl and federal anther :ice
before notifying all ersolayern on December 23, 1911. or the Ideconsin
Retirement deciolon,

Ai a palyit of clatirfcatioN moat he noted that Om daclolon to x %1those benefits ono not made by IlinrierOnd but by Fedora regulation andthe Wisconsin Retirement Fund local determination CETA participants
Would have been excluded from retirement and social neatirity bonefitn bythe Wisconsin Retirement Rood rocoolieos iifoeo-rand' 14 peation,

meat cf;t1 hot*evPr _15 hilit_ tlli of
you ails note en incres c m n thededuetionn for retirement nod social security will not he made from yourgross pay. An a result, you, the partleJpot. 0111 Immediately benefit

by baying more opendable isleorne. We feel that thin is loam In line with the
intent of CKTA and that retirement and nonXal ties bEnftlitu will accrue
to you when you enter n hero-meat, unsubsidited pet:Mien uhich it thu
atirwite goal pf tan employnent.

The Department of Lehor'n decision roans that more p etieipanto viii hrnefitstem CM [earlies rather don pineina your frIonVy IAA retirement programa fromuhIch you toy nice benmilt

Algto coot to Tai fluynh
Haney Johnson
Diane Plath
Josephine S c humait

31470 na

, (J4n/Z horay
nra Banvil e
14ro.- Piepo

Sharratt
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Comprehensive Employment and harming Aes

Hr. trederick Clone
P. O, Hot H
Vitanthego, WI 54959

Dear Hr. Cleo:

t,OLIM a. WRNVI V, Etylvi.e
AL Vitt4T tioutyrivvaw

(10.10115 Alvvivv.iv. u*N.
1300004 * MiSoo WI.* 3

Plieloailottt Oho.

requested by the union, this letter is fervid not IfiCatiO0 to total-
este the position which you now hold at she Oshkosh public library. The

funding tor your position will end on April L5, 1925, allowing you
spproxieestaly two menthe in which to obtain other employment, either
CETA or speresneet.

rsigret haying to mete this decision, however, the union is requiting
that individuals who have been terminated frOca CEM positions because.
their tine in those positions has expired most be rehired before someone
else will take Class jobs. _Present Wisno-t'ssd ConsortiM paltry date not
slime rehiring of these people, and 00 the positions are unfilled.
Pressed Of this dispute and because money for these unfilled jabs is net
being used, we suet redistribute the money to ether employers,

vould encourage piu to begirt seeking other tbplayrilenC ItMediately
because there are 131,0 other CETA John available Mo. the private Jos
Wirket in good and you may be able to obtain nommen employment, to

either tate, cheek with the .rob Herviee °nice for AgaiaranC*.

It you have further questions, roll Sob ktildft, Winnebago County cH7A.
coordinator at 2354024.

sieeetely,

WINNE-Fon corisovrarm

7 7i
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C.E.t.A,
Con1ilu:hoo3ioo rniployntent Anti TIAlninl Act

December 10, L977

Mr. Mob Svdtos
City of Oshkosh
715 Church Avenue
P. O. Sow 1110
Oshkosh. WI 34901

Deer Mr. Svatoss

This in to inform you that effective January 1,
Consortium will. no longer pay retirement bmoof its
The reference for this change in the code of rede
Section SS,25

n eil e,'1 ""
ALM NI Ian, fa,

jq 74.7,00 .4
tOrta I,

911 ShOn

moo-Fond
poe11C1Pants

slat ions,

The background to this problem is quite complek but to yrtArily
based upon the premise that CDTA funds should be used for employment
and training tether than funding retirement plans for temporary
employees who will not benefit from chem.

We would appreciate your not billing Dinne-Fond for ch000 chargesfter December 31. 1977, reimbursements as monies will be deohlianted
from your Mau-tit to enable on to add additional participants.
Our Contract Speciolint, Mark Dowry, trill be adding an Addendum
to any existing rota, oafs to facilitate thin change.

if you hove any qUust ions or concerns. feel fret. to tOrita Et VA.

Sincerely,

Ditrirg-f0DD CONSORTIUM

Helen D. Denueyo
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Council of County and Municipal Employees
110.. OW, woisnihyt i,Iti .fik 4,1ing,

March 3, 1978

TD: Ttny Wells

FROM: Rich Adelson

RE: City of Kenosha, Local 71, CETA Problems

As you are aware the City of Kenosha Employee, Local 71,

has been having problems with CETA funded positiorus within

their bargaining unit. A background of the problem is as fellows:

1) The City of Kenosha effected a major change in
operation to "curb-line" garbage pick-up (from backyard
pick-up). This went a reduction in work force in the
Solid Waste Division of the Department of Public Works
of approximately 19 positions. All affected employees
were represented by Local 71. Three of the 19 employees
were either probationary or CETA funded, so they were the

first to go. Two of the remaining 16 had the seniority to

"bump" into other positions. (Contractual humping was to

any position for which an employee was qualified, at the

same level as arty new employee, bargaining unit wide, in

any equal or Lower paying position.)

2) The remaining 14 employees were laid off on Friday.

May 6, 1977. On Monday, May 9, 1977, all 14 employees were
re-employed by the City through the use of Counter.reeesaion
(revenue Oaring) funds. The employees never missed a regu-
larly scheduled day of work, and were compensated at the

union contract levels.

6...606,t.
AFL-Cia

7 7 3
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3) The City contended that the 14 employees were no
longer repreaented by Local 71 due to their new temporary
status and that all 14 were on layoff status. The union
grieved on the basis that they were not on layoff due to
their not missing any work At their continued compensation
at union contract levels,

4) The grievance went to arbitration and tn. Into Nov.
ember the arbitrator upheld the position Of the City.

On January 1, 1978, the remaining employees (those
on counter-recession funds) were actually severed from

employment.

The protr..em with CE1A positions concerns the r
f 2aid.off employees with CETA funded positions. a_ y

within the Local 71 centtmt extends bargaining unit wide.
Within the jurisdiction of local 71, there are approximately
90 CETA employees. Actual indirect replacement is taking
place substituting CETA funds for City funds.

The Local's first contact with our prime sponsor, TRZCO-
CWIAC. came in August. 1977 This meeting held at the indirect
request of Local 71 was purely informntional in nature. When
the arbitration was awarded to the City the Local contacted
TRICO-CETAC and informed them of the "maintenance of effort"
violations. The enclosed documentation and correspondence
in chronological sequence will bring you fully up-to-date with
the progress of TBICO-OETAC't Action.

If you have any questions concerning any of the enclosed
information, please feel free to contact me. Let me empha,
size in closing that to this date, we have not received any
response from TRICO-CETAC, and further, new position0 are
still being funded in the City of Kenosha within the jutia,
diction of our bargaining unit.

RA/nc

Enclosures
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Alleged CETA abuse

Saftig responds to charges
Slime Paul Saftig Way hassled

Wei 71 Bohlen Representative
Richard Abelson's Osterman that
the city le mia-saing CE 7A employ.
ed is being "unfounded" and mid
dui the city ha more interested In
wing "'people work than lane their

Abelson On charged the oily with
win; employee' under the federal
grogram to do freewill* city we*.
thereby allowing the city to get by
without hiring new employees. Ne
has filed bla complaint with the re-
gkenal CETA office in Racine and hat
aged that the city he forced to reply
00.010 In federal money used he ply
Ifine apProtirnately pa CCTA enrwerw
employed by die

In a Pena retreat. Sal Ug said:
"The derraurd by Local 11 recce-

mentativei that 90 cerp, employees
be fired cane as a complete sinTerila
Worst thIS Woe had been railed on
Augur is, 107 with if* risco-
4:wrAc Bow and the union was
vidsegted at that time to present
&cementation of their Accusation.

It Is oar understanding that to dale
they have not relented to the board
any doCurnentatiOn 01 any allega-
tion"

"The CETA is a federally funded
Program to create lobo ciVe and
above Mass Which bleat governments
have been able la limner on their

'own. The employees Out have been
hired under this program were the
lung-term unemployed, Including
Vietnam veterans and iseuire reefr
Merits. This program was established
In put people to wort gni take them
on the unemployment and welfare

-Mr. Abelson contends thee II one
regular employee Ls laid off, earn
employees should be laid off moulting
mn al people being out of work.

...There are more thin 4C0 cern
employees currently oe the
in the Kenosha County area. ilea is
comparable to leaving -a new halusto
locating In our area pumping new
money into the total economy.

it should be Creased Nat the
decisam la go to euettairie PlckuP and

to eliminate them employee, mesa
Nude eight months pd to Im-
plementation of Any CETA project'.

"tyre of Mr. Abelson's concerns
items to be the sire of his bargaining
wont, and he Is quoted as saying 'for
'every t0 CE-1'A employees the city
hires we lase a bargaining anal em
latoyee,' As mayor of the City of
hi;ernaha, f am Interested In putting
kuple to wort ard keeptag them
ltanploYet and not In the number of
employee d paying union dues in Mr.
Abelson's organization.

..one thing I spec with Mr.
&wiset la his quote that 'the city has

me very Proficient at grabbing ai
any federal money It cad.'

We lake this as a compliment ad
steure him that (he city will continue
is seek out federal funds whenever
uyey becorna available.

..ore realise Chat federal fund" are
id for by the taspayer, Yet LI the

icy of Kenosha data e$ redeem
these tunes there are Mame* et
otter communities in the Waal' IN
Wkli spend them for us." .



rapaumaRL EmplOyeP M

765

111

D,InDi Rollie, ;Lon ..Dk

EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO, _ TEl ND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME 110aP3 RATE _

pa CT OtScpIpTioa

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY fa_ a? DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN _ -- EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT 4Le.zz FUND_

REGULAR HOURS
R ATE

OVERTIME II0OR3
RATE

PROJECT DEEERIPTION LOCATION

-72

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO-
OATE,atr-47-7-

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY C PTROLLER

MAN ND. ;77 EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO,

REGULAR Boum RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DEacmaTica a ttocAnon,,
e7,4

PROJECT P.O.

Acrpirry No,

RETURN 10 TOE= OFFICE OF CITY OPARTROLLER

DATE

776



EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO.
FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION N LOCATION

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN

DEPT FIR

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

)

PROjEjT DES RIPTION S LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

_PRO.JLCT

ACTIVITY NO. DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO Si EMPLOYEE NAME_,"

DEPT NO. FUND_ (
REGULAR HOURS ) _ RATE

OVERTIME HOJRE

PRO ECT oEscmpTioN H LOCATION

RATE

PROJECT No_

ACTIVITY NO.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

OATS j(A5 72

HAN

EMPLOYEE NAME J
/7

DEPT ,
REGULAR HOURS

RATE

IA
OVERTIME HOURS._

I
10,.0,1pzscRiplivi S L-OcATIM

. 1 ACTIVITY WI_ :_____L- :7_,..E___
DATE

:=-TPROJECT NO.
_____

I I'Ll
LI



DEPT

REGULAR HOURS

EMPLOYEE NAM-

FUND

RATE

OVERTIME HOuRS _ _ _ _ RATE
_

PROJECT DESCRIPTION A LOCATION

ROJ CT NO.

TIVITY NO DATE 9%;41

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

'AN No___,:,'Z4,27

DEPT Na_12-;:t.te
EMPLOYEE NAME =4.

FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME liouns RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION LOCATION

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO EMPLOYEE NAME---,-
REPT Na FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERT I ME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 5 LOC

1

OVERTIME HOURS _ RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION A LOCATION

PROJECT Na

ACTIVITY DATE _27-Z

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

Dept ND.

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

REGULAR HO RATE

PROJECT ND. --
ACTIVITY No. +- DATE . -

RETURN TO THE OFFIC OF CITY COMPTROLLER
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EmpLuyEr NAME_,.

DEPT _ FUND__ _

NEDULAR 110u110 RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ _ RATE

O T TION LOC !ION

T NO. _

ACTIVITY NO, DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO__LTZt,S

DEPT NO. _ FUND .
.REGULAR HOURS _ RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE _
P ROJECT OESCRIPTIoN LOCATION

EMPLOYEE N

CT NO

ACTIVITY NO_ _ DATE /
RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na_s_5_,713 EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT Na <C1-6.17_124/__ FUND

REGULAR HOURS _ RATE_

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PRO ECT E CRIPTION 5 LOCATION

PROJECT NO-

ACTIVITY /40. GA

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN
EMPLOYEE NAME_

DEPT NO.

REGULAR HOURS cr RATE _

OVERTIME HOURS__ __RATE _ _
FITO.jrCT DESCRIPTION S LOCATION

PROJECT NO,

ACTIVITY
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

7 7



EXHIBIT P?

ELTA EINAJAVoPo

MAN NO __ - -_ _ EMPLOYEE NAME RIAU'

DEPT NO. FUND_

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

ET NO.

ACTIVITY NO. DATE --P= 7=2

RETURN To THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO EMPLOYEE NAME ,..0_.4/V/P

DEPT NO._ r FUND

REGULAR Hums RATE

OVERTIME Howls RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION O LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. DATE _

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na _ EMPLOYEE NAME nii4t.,y/1_
DEPT NO._ .2g__E,Li FUND

REGULAR NOUNS _ RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

pRoJEET DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na
_ EMPLOYEE NAME rfriAgV4/.1___

OWE NO. 411_ FUND._

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOLIR..T RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION A L0EATIoll
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1 _ f 4 1 . 7r 4

1

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. .Aa

NAN Na

acrt NO. s
-REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME jrj,Apwi., ear
FUND

RATE_

RATE

.DATE.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na _

DEPT NO. FUND

- ---
EMPLOYEE NAME j ck -G

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 5 LOCATION

4 W.

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY ND. DATE

ETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na EMPLOYEE NAME _ _Wf ='

DEPT NO. FUND

REGULAR HOURS I- RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION O LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO. DATE _P c

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN MPLOYEE A E rC.

DEPT NO. - FUND

1

REGULAR HOURS 1

1
OVERTIME HOURS

1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

tI
.., 1 ..-

RATE

RATE

$ . $

PROJECT IIO

ACTIVITY NO DATE _S --_ - 7 7

EFT, CIFFICF nF rITY r.PAPTRill I Fp

781
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MAN Ngi- Li- EMPLOYEE

DEPT NO._.1:4, FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HMOS RATE

PROJECT IDEGCRIPTION S LOCATION

ACTIVITY NO DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN

'7

NO.1,_ EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO. -4-.-af FUND

REGULAR HONG RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT ogscnimcii 13 LOCATION

V t

ACTIVITY

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN No__,S._,3?- LA EMPLOYEE HAM

nip/ FUND

REGULAR HOLM RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION IS LOCATION

PROJECT NO,

ACTIVITY NO. DATE

RETURN TO TOO OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NE3 EMPLOY E NA

DEPT NO07(..0 FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME SOWS

PROJECT DESCRIPTIO

I

RATE

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. /4_3 DATE

RETURN i0E OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER



MAN NO

772

EMPLOYEE Pala_

DERE NGs. FUND

EGULARt HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPT

RATE

P C N

ACTIVITY RO.

RETURN TO TN

DATE

mice or CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO EMPLOYEE NAME JA, Ile 7-

DEPT NO FUND

ULAR HOURS Il RATE

OVERTIME HOURS_ RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT th0

ACTIVITY NO DAT

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NAME _lct910

MK Na EURO

REGULAR HOURS RATE _

OVERTIME MOM

PROJECT DESCRIPTION R LOCATION
rn

PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO

RATE

DATE 23

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OP CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN
EAR, 0

_

DEPT NO. `57:: FUND

-

REGULAR HOURS
RATE.

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

AME_

4

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY

%MC

RETURN E ()MCC OP CITY compt-

7&3
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MAN Na EMPLOYEE wA I /

DEPT NOLckl:C2-______ FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

RATEOVERTIME HOURS

(CT DESCRIPTION B LOCATION

-----
,PROJECT NO.

TIVITT NO._ : DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OP CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

DEPT

tg% :7;-

EMPLOYEE N

FUND

REGULAR HOURS r RATE r _

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION B LOCATIDII

RATE

t1

PROJECT N

--more No. DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na

DEPT ND.

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYEE NOE,

FuN0

RATE

RATE

LOCATION

ROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY compt co

MAN NO. _
- EMPLOYEE HARE C(C/

!. _ FUND-

-3

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ RATE

mom ascrupTioN 0 1_OCA11011

PROJECT

ACTIVITY
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EMPLOYEE NANE____

DEFT ND FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION A OCATION

RATE

PROJECT

ACTIVITY DATE -77

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY CC.lipTROLLER
,J,315

ENPL OYEZ .0%4E_ 7Th
MAN NO.

lapt
REGULAR HOURS

RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION $ LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO
DATE _

RETURN TO TOE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

_
EMPLOYEE NAME

E _17.41

FUND__

RATE

RATE

MAN NO.

DEPT NO

REGULAR WAR&

OVERTIME OWNS__

PROJECT DRECSIPTION
LOCATtoll_

I1_

PROJECT ND. y_- _

ACTIVITY HO._ 711 2 -;:"'

( RETURN 10 THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

PROJECT 0. CZ

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

EMPLOYEE NAME

MAN HO._
FUND

DEPT
F, RATE

REGULAR HOURS
RATE-

OVERTIME RoURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
d LOCATIRN

DATE



MAN NO EMPLOY

FUND

RATE

DEPT Na

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS I LOCATION

SECT

ACTIVITY

ANSE

DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE; OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN No.

DEPT PIO.

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND_

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS- RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION N LOCATION,

. PROJECT N0,

ACTIVITY NO, DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

NAN N ____ EMPLOYEE NAK4E/14_,

DEPT NO - FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

RATEOVERTIME HOURS _

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Bi LOCI TION

ACTIVITY N0, DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
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DEPT NO If:- I
FUND_

GULAS1 HOURS
RATE

OVERT I N E HOURS_-
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

i

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY 140._j_14Z-------.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF

MAN NO.

REGULAR NOUNS RATE

OVERTI ME HOURS _______________ _ RATE

' PROJECT DESCRIPTION S LOCATION

DATE,

OMPYROLI_ER

EMPLOYEE NAME r.;/ vl

DEPT NO. FUND

RECULARHOWS RATE

OVERTIME IMAMS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION IS LOCATION

RATE

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO. ATE /

RETURN TO nit OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
_

MAN EMPLOYEE NAME Al ge rnss,

DEPT Ha FUND

REGULAR HOLM V RATE

OVERTIME HOURS_ RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS LOICATION

PROJECT NS_

ACTIVITY NO. DATE 3

RETURN TO THE OFFICE Of CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN EMPLOYE

DEPT No. :7, 4 FUND

Am Lit..'yzj 4 2_

pRoj
gA

ACTIVITY 'DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY' COMPTROLLER 1163.



NAN NU

DEPT NO.,X

77T

EMPLOYEE NAME ?

FUN 0

REGULAR HOURS_ IRATE

OVERTIME NOUNS_ _ RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a tot-army

PFto.nci Na.

ACTIVITY DATE

RCMP, TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN PIQ _
EMPLOYEE NAME _C.

Of PT' FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ RATE

PROJECT OESCRIPTION EY LOCATION Jr

ECT N

4CTIVITT NO._ SATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF ciry COMPTROLLER

MAN NO
EMPLOY

DEPT HO. -:-Z r rut*

-;AEOULATI HOURS

OVERTIRE MOORS

RATE

PROJECT pE5CRIPT1ON M LOCATION

__RATE

AWE 1.7j=4

PROJECT 110.

ACTIVITY NO.,
0 ATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

-3 -

WAN NO.
EMPLOYEE NAME_

DEPT t.. RIND_

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME
_ _

i PROJECT. OZZe..RIP11011 Ft LOCATI.ON

' / I

-PROJECT NE/

IIVITY NO., r =/ DATE

RETURN 70 THE OF FICE OF CITY COMPTHOLLE



HAN NO._

'East mo.

REGULAR HOURS

778

EMPLOYEE PALK

RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT-DESCRIPTION EN LOCATION

r ,

RIO.

ACTIVITY ;:4:22L__ DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

N

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT oacRipTioN U LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME- _141 _CI-

FUNO

RATE _

Cat

CT No.

ACTIVITY No OAT

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF I COMPTROLLER

MAN NO._
EMpLoyEE NAPE

DEPT NO._ ..(4._r_te-L--_

REGULAR Noun

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT UESCRITION 5 LOCATION

FUND_ --------------
RATE_

RATE

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY HO.

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NA

FUND

REGULAR Noun RATE

OVERTIME HOURS_ RATE

PROJECT DEEcTopTIoll ATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. GATE

RETURN TO TOE OFFICE= OF CITY COMPTROLLER
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DEPT FuND

;REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOUR& RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION R

f r ee

ACTIVITY NO._ _ DATE

RETURN -TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN PICL___

DEPT NO.

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

_ FUND _ _

3 RATE

RATE

EMPLOYEE NAME_ L:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION -5 LOCATION:,

PROJECT NO. _

ACTIVITY NO. RATE _

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROL LER

MAN NO _ _ EMPLOYEE NAME /2

DEPT NO r eClL _ FLIIII)

REGULAR HOURS _ RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _RATE _
PROJECT DESCR MON R LOCATION

...-114/

PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO Fs A

RETURN To THE OFFICE OP CITY COMPTRO LLE

MAN NO, EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO. -51r- c c 7- = a FIJND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION & LOCATION

/5747- C e -14

PROJEST

RATE

ACTIVITY NO _ D ATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
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ra
EMPLOYEE NAME

DEP% NM FUN

REGULAR HOURS RATE

E HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIF N D LOCATION

ITV NM DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

SUM EMPLOYEE NAME _[_r1/ /,,_

e. 7"-
)

FUND _

R HOURS

. OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

PROJECT NONO-

ACTIVITY

se'

DATE

REFDRF4 TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

NAM PO
__EMPLOYEE NAME_

/ir!' FUND
CERT !JO. _

GULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE ,

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Et LOCATION

ate 4,1

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY t40.
DATE

12

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NM

DEPT NO

_ EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND__

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

_ RATE

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE .2

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER



LAN EMPLOYEE NAME_

DEPT Pus___.7_ _ _ FUND

REGULAR HOURS L RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION R LOCATION

E NO.

ACTIVITY NO._ DATE _
_

RETURN TO THE OFFICE Of CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN RCA EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO. FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. DATE 2

RETURN TO THE OFFICE Of CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

DEPT NO.
,-:,': / ? er-

_ FUND

EMPLOYEE RARE ,;7.96,,,q_ _,:. .

1
.

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Et LOCATION

PROJECT NO,

DATEACTIVITY NO. 2_z

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
-

MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NAME __'1-

DEPT NO.LC
"-
I FUNO

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION El LOCATION

PROJECT ND.

ACTIVITY NO.

RETURN TO III

FOoRm

DATE

EKE OF-CITY COMPTROLLER



MAN

782

EMPLOYEE NAME

DEP% No. rump

SULAR HOURS RATE

MOORS RATE.

Jeer DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY DATE

TURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NAME

NO. FOND_ _

LAN HOURS RATE

RIRIE HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION S LOCATION_

PROJECT No,

ACTIVITY DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY comprRoLLER

MAN N
EMPLOYEE NAME

cm NQ _
FUN

REGULAR HOLM

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE--

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

it!tv'te-}_k__LgaSZ_

p

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

DEPT

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION H LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME l_AVg&;_

FUND

RATE

_RATE

w. e _1'4

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE_ /1 1'7'4

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER



DEPt N.

783

-REGULAR Ram RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

CT NO.

ACTIVITY NO, 1.- 11: DATE-

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER- g
MAN NQ

DEPT Na

EMPLOYEE NAME Robri

FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT oesegipTIoN AOCATION

'7fLC 6.1_?) l rt

RATE

PROJECT NO _

ACTIVITY NO. DATE 4,

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER*.
MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO._ FUND _

REGULAR HOURS RATE

RATEOVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION N LOCATION/
PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO DATE /0" / r7

RETURN TO THE OFFICE CITY comPTRoLL ER

MAN NO,
EMPLOYEE NAME_,It.,J2'r

DEPT
FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ RATE.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D L_EXATION

z

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NCL DATE.-

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

794



784

r.r EMPLOYEE NAMEIa'`1

DEAL NO. SST J FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE -..

PROJECT DESCRIPTION LOCATIOIT

pRoJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. 0.3 DATE /2"/"Z=_ZZ

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

0EVC NO. 574(C.P..fs FUND

REGULAR HOURS ri" RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYEE NAM

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO.-c2c23
DATE /1)--/1-77_

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na

DEPT WI Stre.r,f
REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION & LOCATION

/I

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

pRoJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. 2.2 '? DATE

RETURN 70 THE OFFICE OF C1TT COMPTROLLER

MALI NO.

DEPT NO. 5-41. C

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

r

'"I,

EMPLOYEE NAME,(11

FUND

RATE

RATE

PROJECT 1,0,

ACTIVITY No, DATE /".

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER



MAN NO._

DEPT NO Cr. 7.

, REGULAR nouns

OVERTIME HOURS

785

EMPLOYEE TAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 6 LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

TIVITY NO.

'Icy

DATE_

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO. FUND

RATE

RATE

REGULAR HOURS 9"

OVERTIME HOURS.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

f/r.

PROJECT NO-

ACTIVITY NO.

if e-/ ..'.7e/±

DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

7

MAN NO ST 369 EMPLOYEE NAME /777.4,76/6/_

DEPT NO, FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME nouns RATE _

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

PROJECT HO.

ACTIVITY NO. DATE

RETURN. TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
-

MAN NO.

DEPT NO.

REGULAR HOURS

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND__

RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION OLOCATION

PROJECT NO._

ACTIVITY NO DATE

10 7 ME-CIEF44 OF CITY COMPTROLLE
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TAL NAME

DEPT NO. PEA FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTI

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. DAT E ) _

N TO THE OFFICE OF on' COMPTROLLER

MAN NA
EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NA
FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION G LOCATION

gum

0. CATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY P TROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT NO

REGULAR HOURS

EMPLOYEE NAME _

FUND

RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION @ LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. DATE

RETURN TO TILE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
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MAN NA_ EMPLOYEE NAmt_

DEPT NO._ 4 &--
REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS _ _ RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION R LOCATION

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY HO. DATd,:_77
RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

DEPT NO = EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

TUrver

:REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

1 MAN No

DEPT NO. -1-remr FUND

I 1 REGULAR HOURS % RATE

7?

EMPLOYEE NAME x.,),1_ mu_r_o_cf.

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

RATE

PROJECT NO-

ACTIVITY NO. DATE I I -10 - 71

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NA

DEPT ND-

REGULAR HOURS

EMPLOYEE NAME r_HEr

RATE__

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

';4161c) e LAJ r

PROJECT

ACTIVITY No. DATE Jj -

URN TO THE OFFICE Or CITY COMPTROLLER

79.



p

MAN No.

0.1.1 ':0--i711 FUND

REGULAR HOURS
.0.

SS

EMPLOYEE NAME

RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJ ECT DESCRIPTION O OCATION.

CT HO

1VITY No, DATEJL-

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT NO

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

EMPLOyEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION s LOCATIO

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY NO- DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO EMPLOYEE NAME 19=4,20,

DEPT NO FUND _

REGULAR HOURS RATE_

:OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCNIPTIOI Et LOCATION

ECT NO

ACTIVITY ND DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN No

DEPT NO_

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE
REGULAR HOURS

RATE -- --
OVERTIME HOURS_

PEOJECT DESCRIPTicy: D LOCATION

PROJECT NO, _

ACTIVITY NO,

11
RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

79 9



MAN NO,

789

_EMPLOYEE HAIJEL7'.._

DEPT NO.- Ttak FUND

REGULAR HQUR3 RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION °CATION

PROJECT NO,

ACTIVITY DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. EMPLOYEE NALIELEZ,,-

DEPT NO. FUND

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME 'ama

PROJECT oEacRipTioN 8 LOCATION

RATE

RATE

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO. ___A-2} DATE _

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO_
EMPLOYEE NAME /77

DEPT NO._ FUND

REGULAR HOURS _ RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

1

_PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY No. .;_ DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

DEPT NO. FUND

REGULAR Nouns SATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT E Ott a LO 7 I

EMPLOYEE NAMEPOSERTD,Ty.,:ritiEz-_

PROJECT II

ACTIVITY NO.,227 DATE LL
RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

31-27 0 - 71 - 51



MAN NO,

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 8 LOCATION

PROJECT NO.
.y

ACTIVITY NO. _
DATE

790

EMPLOYEE NAmE2,27,-2";..r/JV

FUND

RATE

RATE

R ETURN TO THE OFFICE OF My COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT NO.

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

REGULAR HOURS

RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
5 LOCATION

r-- _

OVERTIME HOURS

114,6

-CT NO,

ACTIVITY
DATE

PET RN To THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

DEPT NO,

SECULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTIOn
D LOC

MPIOYEE NA

FUND

RATE

RATE

C

ACTIVITY NO.

DATE

RETURN TO THE
OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO
_

EMPLOY EE NAME _

DM ND
FUNO -

REGULAR Mks
RATE

OVERTIME

RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
a LaegioN

PROJECT 1.0.

AcACTIVITY

2 ? DATE h''-r.../J-J.)

hrrir nF CITY COMPTROLLER
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MAN NO. EMPLOYEE

DER; NO. _ FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

PROJECT NO ,__

ACTIVITY ND, DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY ,VMPTROLLER

MAN Na _

oEpt NO

REGULAR HOURS

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION LOCATION

PROJECT NO

ACTIVITY HO._ DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

REGULAR HOURS _ RATE

OVERTIME HOURS HATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

PROJECT NO,

ACTIVITY NO. 7 -3 DATE 7 7

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.

DEPT NO -7- FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PPOJLCT DESCRIPTION A LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAME

PHOJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO
DATE

02



702

ESiFLTYEE NAME

DE FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DES PT7C11 a LOCATION

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT ND,

EMPLOYEE NAME _Li-
t

FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTII.7E. HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

PROJECT HO

=MFG., NO, DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE CF CITY COMPTROLLER

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION a LOCATION

PROJECT NO,

ACTIVITY NO DATE ___
1 -7

RATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO.
Emp NAME__

__ FUND
DEPT NO

REGULAR HOURS
RATE_

OVERTIME HoORS__
RATE _

PROJECT DESCRIPTION LOCATION

pnc4CT NO

ACTivr:y NO
Al

RETUrld TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

tl

8 u



MAN Pop

DEPT NO.

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT OESWISTWI

793

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

_ECT NO,

ACTIVITY NO._ DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO. _ EMPLOYEE NAME 12

DEPT NO. 5 FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION H LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN No, EMPLOY

DEPT NO. FUND

NAME ffz-naLTt.

REGULAR HOURS RATE.

-OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION S LOCATION

RATE

PROJECT

ACTIVITY

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na EMPLOYEE NAME J. <1 y 7.0

FUND

RATE

OVERTIME NOLAN RATE

DEPT NO. _.,

REGULAR HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY NO._ - DATE
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MAN NO
4 a.20_ EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT
FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATION

CT NO.

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE if -

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO
EMPLOYEE NAME_

DEPT
FUND_ _

RATE

RATE

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION S LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY HO.

Wu*

OAT

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

_ =

MAN NO_

DEPT NO

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS _ _

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 0 LOCATIOU

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY 110,

EMPLOYEE NAMC:r6az4

FUND

RATE

RATE

DATE 7_7

FIETUDN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COIJPTROLLER



MAN NO,_

DEPT NO.

REGULAR HOURS
r
II OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTIL.N G LOCATION

795

EMPLOYEE NAME

FUND

RATE

RATE

PROJECT

ACTIVITY N DATE I'
RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN Na V6. EMPLOYEE NAME

DEPT NO. FUND

REGULAR HOURS PATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION D LOCATION

PROJECT

ACTIVITY DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO___ c 249 EMPLOYEE NAME

7"----
DEPT ND

._--./

FUND

REGULAR HOURS RATE

OVERTIME HOURS RATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 5 LOCATION

S':7 9 r

PROJECT Na

ACTIVITY NO. '7 7 7 DATE /2_-/ - 77

RETURN To THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

MAN NO

DEPT No,

REGULAR HOURS

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION R LOCATION

EMPLOYEE NAmELLLe:,w_

FUND

RATE

- RATR

(I

ACTIVITY

I RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY ccmPTrtoLLro

_7=7
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MAN No
EMPLOYEE NANIE_;a24._tete4

OWE
non

REGULAR mom RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

"PROJECT oEscRIPTio

RATE

T

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER

EMPLOYEE HAMEA1

Dept
FUND

LAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT DESCH T LOCATION

If r

ACTIVITY 140

RETURN TO THE OFFICE OF Cl

MAN NO._

DEPT NO.

DATE Zd4 /Z-_,7-2__-

COMPTROLLER

EMPLOYEE NA

FUND__

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
LOCATION

RATE

Wig

e

PROJECT NO.

ACTIVITY NO.
OATE

RETURN TO THE OFFICE
OF CITY COMPTROLLER

"'Tel

MAN N
_ EMPLOYEE NAME -

DEPT

FUND

REGULAR HOURS
RATE

OVERTIME HOURS
RATE

PROJECT OZ:C
ATION

AA

PROJECT No.

ACTIVITY NO.
DATE 2Z:2. _ _

RETURN TO THE
OFFICE OF CITY COMPTROLLER
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EXHIST Nj

To : Street Superintendent & Waste superintendent

Fran D.K. Nollond, Director of Public Works

Subject : Transfers to Waste Division

There will be oedurances wherein the Waste Division uill not have sufficient
employees to cover the routes due to absences of their assigned employees. At
these times it will be necessary to temporarily transfer Street Division employee
to the Waste Division.

When this is necessary, the Waste Superinterdett will notify the Street Superinr
tendent of his needs by 7:15 a.m. and the Ft t Superintendent will errenco fur
the assignment of Street Division personnel from the Construction A Maintenance
Worker and Equipment Operator classifications on At ascending seniority basin
as follows:

1. David Carling)
2. Daniel Palmer
3. Japes Redoy
A. Rey Morescalco
5. Gene.Taylor
6. Al Merton,
7. Charlie Watts
8. Gene Russo
9. David Buckner

10. Richard Norton

The Only-time that en employee will be excused from the transfer will be in the
instance that the employee was injured on the job and carries a work roger inn
from the doctor relating to such injury. Any failure by the employee to accept
such transfer will result in one day suspension for the first oecurancd, three
day suspension fur the second occurance and discharge for the third occurence.

loyee transferred will reeoive their rate of pay or waste collector psy, %bleb°
to higher.8V

cc: Local 71
Both Employee Listed

Rii g
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J, offt.ea,

Council of County and Municipal Employees
oDAN Coufti

December 5. 1977

FIICPIAC Vs AUCLSI:p.

N.Q04g
414/

Mr. Dennis Collins
Tri-County CETAC
1201 Ohio
Racine. Wisconsin 53405

Re, City of Kenosha CETA Monies

Dear Mr. Collins,

Enclosed is a copy of the Arbitration Award concerting the Layoff

status of fourteen employees within the jurisdiction of the bargaining

unit represented by AFSCNE, Council 40, City of Kenosha. Employees

Local 71. The pertinent award is contained on pages three through

six of the award.

As you can see, the Arbitrator has ruled that the status of the

fourteen employees ie that of layoff as per the position of the

City. Therefore in light of the Maintenance of Effort provisions

of the CETA rules and regulations, the Local Union insists that

all CETA monies within the city of Kenosha that provide monies foe.

positions or projects that fall within the jurisdiction of Local 71

be immediately terminated, and that the City of Kenosha be made to

pay back all monies spent on such positions from MAY 6, 1977. to the

Present time.

An immediate response from your office will be appreciated. If

you have any questions concerning
this matter, please feel free to

contact se.

Richard W. Abelson

CC' Ms. Peggy Cerminaro, President, AFSCME, Local 71
Mr. Robert J. Oberbeck, Executive Director, AFSCKOt Council 40

Mr. Gaylord Nelson, U.S. Senator, Wisconsin

Mr. William Proxmire, U.S. Senator, Wisconsin
Mr. Lee Aspin, U.S. Representative, Wisconsin

oof 7,14

450.0.4 rtor... O. ,,,,, COUNI, PCs mUNteira, t.p,ovt

809
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In tfl "at . 0

of A 'rintAto len

V" 'hien.

=7=7:772-'PL7r

"to ero,,e-cantion_d pIrtire, herein referred to nn tile city and
the union resoontively, rr at 013 tlre pertinent hereto sirnatorn
to m collectivo ftreniffire aorrreent wtith rovflo,m. imtor ilia,
that onrennlved elms:ten art:lino theroonorr ntd,-11tP7T-rnF7TnAl And
ffOire eienoettion to no imonttial Pritratnr arro4r.r: Ly t%e
4fleconnin rrolmirrot '-lationn rcerlarion. rnranant to ttrir joint
reconst, t%o Indormigood Vna aprofntrd to htnr tho aiolute ir
issue. rerino var /1!,1 In nonoon, wisoonalr on rertrol,or 9, 1977.
no traninrii,t vas f-ado. "rats ',artier; 1-,avr fflod rent hoarirg iricfs
on ttr taste of the entir, rororo 'fol./rim-foe at tan 1-earinr, that
,rbitrator rondorn hi": opinion And :mord.

37.777,

Tho rartio et fro ' Lori ti7u1

1, rid the City violate ffvvTT, cootinn 7e,r7 of the con
ty not provieins saf0ty glanorn to )e grf Rv1nt et th, ti N
tAgurated.

1. To tro city violati: tfr contract "y rfffuntnr
011 contractual ri"tn Frnmnits to twanyr
rOder42 anti-ramensionary fundn

3@ 1tid the City violate ts,n oontrect failtror t
oenioriv f . loniraled Isteeo 110 flt.

employes to trf.ir ra=dians.

7114, vancam ) ira ancuerod sevarntrly

i. 7fltla!PttV;0ePtf!Ill

The grievant, ichclas Torcivia, A 20 year ervloye, is a d
pasture of thst nOnditiOn, it is necessary for Torcivia to en n-
tin eveolsoo .7.roscrintion over? 30 often. :ford, 'orcivla nee
too proscription chows within a two year n,rio. Th,..n he antoe
thl City to be reiergrsed for his second Prescription (tho City paid
for his first much olaoaem), the City rcplied that it hea a rola
order which it will not provide r=are than ono pair of safety glasses
within. a Ewa year varied, unites tho slaesse pre bre:if:or or damaged
OA the job, Thereafter, the instant ;rim/lines wan !Jilt!. nAt grievance

nary



'worked the firot time that An
more than one noir of nlasoos
the City raimhuraed qnroivia
nwriOd had omoirad. accordi
W000tholoon, tfl- narti44 w1oh to knOw
Ode*. to pas, for ooro than one pair of
period.

800

:aiwootod roirolraorant for
tion lefeleoleent thoroto,
attar t"to two veer

'Aar grievance 1% moot.
etl..Ir _n4 City can iuntiflably
cIfttV glossal in It two voar

'.ha Union argues that el o .Ientraat pravian
forearod to provide safety 0144104 to all 10

is no contractual limit on tho minor of oiammoa
feraisnod over a clean poriod. in aunnort tharaof
out that Articla 18V1/, Scotian 27.112 of the contra_

t th
It there

h at to be
IM f nion point*

ens

?iIn City harems to twavide meaty olammos for All awnloycs

woos, wort aublect thaw to eye nelard.

Achnowlodelno that the, City ham it rule to the affect t+SAt it
ganarallY nrovido only one pair of glasaoa to an ono Ana

two year narioo, the union contamia that ani4 rule in snroamonaula

and that it ceS novor aoraad to by the Union.

The City aisrotate. It State', that Mit contract provides for
aaf4ty. not oroacription glasaes. and Wait. no 4 occult it in not

required to furnish any oraoription claim. S000ndly. thin City amuse

that in 1968 it and hiii0m sorood unon a mot of rulos for Chit then

nawly adopted safety olasaso orogra, that thaw rules atinulata

that the minimum timA hatwion corrective liana chnnort at City expense

will Ut twos Years noloso that' aro d4mAcird, that 0441$4 rule, pro connoniontOd

to all peoloyeC and have boon uniformly and cormiatontly applied

since tnoir. adoption. Tha City therafore secures that it and the

chic= have gorged via a mutuallY 4atablialtoo cat of rules to provide

that]. olssoaa with 'Sartain Unit/Lions. As a result. Clint City contends

that if the Union wiahes to change thaws rules. it ohoeld be bre.uoht

the bargaining table.

point, section 27.02 of llr

ehtitl thine' Protective Peeionant end I

Coleittee provide.,

'Tba City Woos to %woolen. safe
Whole mark aUbjecta them to we bursar

On its foga, this lanquAtio doOs not expressly Coal with

oulation of whether proscription Osseo must he furnish

00; When ouch 0110504 nest be furnished.

HOW*Yer. at the marina, the *vldlanca was undisontaN1 that the

City has oonnlutehtlif furnished *conscription classes over nvoner

Of years. hccordinaly, since a well established oast nractico he'

arisen im thin regard, it follois that there is no norit to the reeloyer's

asaertion that it in not now required to supply such glasaos.

That hoing se. the nest ousetion is how fraluently such olansos

o hi furni4hed. In this teoard. tole was proavloatod in 1968

to 04 'effect that

e
n. cost 4sfety

all employees

The oinioua period of corrective lane Channel at City aromas

Phan. be two ratite except In Cameo where asfoty lorse or fr000l

have been damaged on the 'Ch.'

In doosrlhino those solos, John Serpa, the City'o administrot*r,
testified without contradiction that Mold rule vos anhaittod to

joint Union-City asfsty oOmoittoe.in 1962, that the Union had the

affective richt to vato any OroWlind Safety roles, and that the union
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estirssa_ agreed to the rule. In 'cob eircusatance
that thc rule t h hiostion is i ana. AA -.4n a% ono
tinm ootun: to tt. tnafn la 4w :;a342 for
daelerino ha. nolo to %A InWol10 Oa a r@4= t, and a14nnta AltWati n
where clastun lannva 04 tO2 dol. tao .:Ity 42 i4 a5 rx:uirwi to
pay for noro taan ono it 0' orasoriotion ylarame in a two yoar veriod.
It follows. therefore. that the 'natant oriel/tint:a muet ho diaaiaaad.

2. .PvInt

7:0.1 oricoe44ne4 4-nters ou '41:t mat v .rtaill laial
of c.rtain nIq anu than tCnediately recoiled wont of tha an
tomp.rary nr,xloy.mJ andsr 4 ftderol proqran. 'hen rohirmc, th, City
paid t4.av 4,eloyso slxoat ull or the contractual :An-:Tits. :.savor,
the City rafuzhd to pay over tho Uniu4 luso 1, ohd ih odiataincd
that C:osu osnloeso utro opt AntitW to any contraotual riohtn,
other thou the rights nhioh thoy enloysd os laid of lanplOtma anj
which the .7.ity voluntarily 12.110Ad t o t 1v, AA tumoorary cnnloyea.

.arg. in ,ovarn6r tn0 ;'ity C0rato4 mwil dOrinq
its bodect calihoratiohn tO Chanuw e..it!.o.1 of qarhav Lulloction
from haelsynrd to eurhui4e and to tharoftc oliganata a nunl r of
waata collector positions.

Tharoaftor, by Istter datAd D.toambor e, 1r7C, thu City informed
tho Lalon of thin 00ciAinn and thorn atated that certain vanto collectors
would Lo laid off as of arril, 1917. In the AAMO lettnr, tLe City
stated that ton of tho Inid-off omployon could 'hum' to othLr lobo,
t4at At intended to rrairn Vow renainino soployos to toni,orary
reoitioan with funds ruceive4 through a new fedoral anti-r.cessionary
program and that such tnnporary jobs would last for az long et
work and such rAPACIA ar0 availabla.' rho Union at that tithe did
not °Want to tt city.

Mixing 1onuarY, 1917, torn of the affcetad on.41>10 is ware I.:volved
in a 11hr:eine' proessa to datarmin which of them fYt4uld actually
be laid off. In 1pri1, 1477. this 'hunpihu- procaea was retreated
since fewer employcs would no laid off than oricinally anticipatod.
At that tirm, the ranatnian laiacff otd4OYca ecru adviand by te.
City that 'Theca liMited tam John will protably last about four
tenths.' Zr applas= iLat swroaioataly out ooployzn then tunped'
into othor position].

ih nviy C. 1977, tho rra,nininii slat eon or so tastih eollroto a
wane laid Off. Mn may j, 1977, thole waro retired to tem
in either the 5311., Mont or WAAta ;npartrants under the
proerne noted aiove,

Cm July 19, 1977, th. Civil :%ervice
'to extend tht temporary omploymant status of tho 14 anployna
off from the waste I'epartrAnt to Sonteshor 1, 1971, or for as
ea funds And *OM are availo'ols, slid the CO ho-, council euthor
their continuance."

In supmert of the instant urievanco, tne Union primarily arquza
in its trill! that "the Affectod esployses warp not laid etfc luo
to the fact, that thcy TfirTot (tuuthards in oilcans'/.
FindBfaaiff: EgaCiiran;i1Uaeisi7i-faiiiff'accuo 0A4 who thure
is an actual separation from soploynant, which was not the emus hero.
Additionally, the Colon point(' out that the affects.) employes here wore

j/ She City hart placed such duaa in secrnw, ,ending diaposition of the
instant ariovancs.



all hired for an initial rout
month period and that such hirinn node

t..e.:v fu .;.1 rL.,..t A.,-2,v.. ; r A..: A f AC. . 1 ", ...' 1 1 r.;.e ArA--; .'" 1 f/Y,i

an ono ,Lo 'ail ,,0? ,:. r 71r. f'In. tt,F'-. (.'.1 'fi,,--, to i-, tinnlinnee

of the golw/ance, A...A ;',1.0.1 .-1-', A.,A ir ti l.' t,o 0-rl-va--.17.. on

hay 11= 1977, which v7o rill. t-..e ..apt attar ! . wtdol ot.,tt. at:

Vila Clt %ti.3A Aria nnoe..rA !,fe.ro titan that t!le City tetnedel to

*trio tLe affected naployen 4.E Onir contr,,ctuol '..e..e'its.

tven. cont Wt tr.-ere.: r

dusl atatui la thot 40r- f.rev.,rly 4ft IAi

ofi .,In lor

entitiod gray to th, centractnel riChtt accool, laid-rst

awl e-pt., Ai teporory ii7r1ry,J. they sr' not ontitlel to arc, otor

coatactl.tal _sort to I'm,/ Ire olitot'e tto t'atlmielnr nn5t,

l'orrov:fr. thA City oontonto t%at ,:rlevaocr 4 y,t1o'1,.. filet.

?A to the tionlirene 'Meet, 1- r

tdm t oiern, that the -.Iti-oe'
Contractual 1:rot/Anion, ,rtitle 1'17
Oates it suction 7.n1 t'tt

".o Le procesned, A ,:rie A
to tit* 40114AIVAtt NftW'
UnaVr ntep 2 l =air.' vitbin
omployne affected hnove or
grievance.'

3F tl'atP1

ionnc'

1,

.1 cop,. P,. rerFonn 'TArtrAnt
t7 (lc) ".9 v after (PIMs t)i

know th, torts eaueine ter

PGrA, WA noted 1.05.4, 1A10- rrioyen ,.k..re 0,3 *

arloyto until way 10 1'77, A only v,N dryA before

grtovance eat filed. !conrCincly. lints tht "'mere Mote,
ocCurred within the thirty day period SPeciflod in the contract,

and AA there La no net/once that the VniOn la.4 itforf "AY P, 1"77

that the City claisol.: that the mf!'ectrd
noployma tot r? not entitled to

all of the Contractual proitioha which they thirstofore enJoirdo

it fellows that the CriAPAPC, UAA 'Wyly filod,

turning nov to the seat:artier 7.,erite of the

cle.f of ttt contract, omit. t.e 'plencilitiat-, co

recognition clout,. teditionelly, ,riiela 71, chtit

Rights', avocifies in Srction 7.04 thot "e1.0 city roe

to lily off for incl. of work or runes . Artie

wactraCt, entitled tdrriority' oleo provieen.

'4.02 V4VPt71121'n4* !4.1, norr4ntnt nne

anar a break fn vaqre. wit! rf.narf:,,e && rrob&tion&ry mp. °vont)

for tin first nientu (en) calendar days of ofor. Tf A ororwAtinnary

toPloy-r in diacirairet rr dioriae d enrioe the rteUntirtar? retied,

he 'hall not haw, recourse throlell the orieVanco procedure. vVn
a probatioatry 7,11vioa A rAAillAr eneloYoe, he Oral

receive ornditc for rniortty uroosea tor foie wor.40*4 eurinri

such probationary rlri,m.

4.02 nemsent rn errloyo

defined an a parson Mr
of orga zatloo.

4.04

tecnOrarY
anent
orlivence

ce itnelf.
A AtA nr4

tnn,n7Tent.
n tip rieht

A ra,r0444ht nocition in to

7WZIM_PES'n!IETALDriSt5

A, A temporary employer SI
d.-tino, an a p,ryn

hired to fill a ronition which Is Puroly tet,porary in character.

ACaoistaont shall Le for a period 404 to exceed ninety (90) late

but may is °standee by the Civil SPrvico ,70Nrission to to SplOified

data.

81 3
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n, o aft a Arrenr
hirea to *ill tier larrina, the meal for
whioh 'Ay h1 rArrO1et _ .-0 is t%
0%.t0410411.1, f'ir'e year or within ehnr..7r tori0Or *nrAlrtrtnta
*Will he 1440 in the Ran, nolnArr as for termanoet ao010/*A0 rind
monll not exceed ,even (7) ti the malerm rreendrd to a opecitied
date with the written nemiseinn of the oiwil omrwiran romeinnion,

r% A cony of env reeotne eor extmanion of a teemorary
1 eweitree onall ho eirrim4efl to the onion.

AA temnnraey qr al,thnnal .ar.le.rhe phell hr
n onould gime* leroff of a peronnent reel
do the wort.

etainmd
'Who

sorenition of Pr_inoinla. the frolower reononitos the
r of zier fn i r And i h= `fTiir r.**00iik.. 0.* *0.1 of rain
or _ t work foto*. In all natter. ineolelnA incroase or
doom% forcom, inyoffe, or or000timoo, .hee seniority of the
foolot'fee involved wail hr nitro miner. enrridrertinn Still,

end effiriooty ahall to oonaiderel Only WhArr trey
euh1talittally ontwitieh onexideration of lonoth of'elevice.

Leyret1 AelOyeeel Mall hi laid oft in inverse
thoirlenmth of mervice and shall pooeame the tieht to

he ro.00nloved in order of their aeniorite to onmitions to
which Phone 0414 onelity, who city nAtrea to rive rwn (7) Aorta
eitenee notio0 to ennloveos being off Out, if not nemoihle,
the city morales to Vivo at lariat two 121 Vora AlOyA notice in caua
of Artreftl rearrrnme."

In reviewloo orovimion in no r.ueetlrin hot et the,
City hoe teen conttoiltuel rioht to lay off eenlotos. s. Articla II,
entitled 'tanagrArnt 01nhte.. eantrOolly an nreVia..4. Rt the IVA
tine, howevor, Article IV onecifion that permanent epployae 0100Y
Certain contractual henefite. That Nano in, the fondeoentel monition
heroin Pi whather the affocted oeoloyen are %. lettort statue or whether
they are neroanent emolowoo who are oovereo ow all contractual nrovisiona,
including the due. check off orovieion.

he to Chia point, the record lo aboolutsly clear that the omployna
and the union were repee_eilly ~AAA by the City that the eroloyoa
would ho laid off. moreover. it 11 likowino clenr that in effectuating
itaproncood layoff. the City edhored to all of the oonftectual layoff
ProirieiOnm. A0nOtholaar, the Onion megroto that no layoff occurred
hOlasAllel (1) the effectedmoninyoo never factored their AcAlnyrent
With the City, and (2) the effected aleoloyee .rare originelly hired
far sore Vim,' ninety len/ ley., thereby enkino than teroarwrot ammloyea
under the contract.

An to point (1)., the facto show that the Vity Fohn3ien JOPO
of Cheap toelOYhe, adwieed thee of their lanendirA lAVAff, accorded
!hoe the "hunoino' rirlite which exist only in a layoff situation,
and thereafter, by latter dated acrd 22. 1077, etlyired thrqa that
that well he laid Orton Hay a, 1977. After chgr layoffs, the record
oleo shows that the rite' recalled MOP' of those itenleyea, norauont
to the contractual terra' oroviol000. in lioht ft* all thio. 'hors
is on merit to the Clain that the Aeploya0 ...ere at WA off.

in 00 finding, the rrnitretnr 10 WAXe !grit wild employee ware
re-somloynd by the City on hey 9, 1,77 and that, an -a reaolt,
did not Pies any work dftya. However, the owirlowon gear* froverfd
tionloyeant fns At lariat ray 7 and a. I977. furthermore, thorn 14
no contractual reouirtrant that arpinvee *tint alga a Owen norher
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of work days in order to Tillify ft-r n layoff. 2/ Locorliv,
although the instant factual rituntion is ancrebet unusual, I
be ConolUOnd that the ompleyne wato on layoff statue.

hat Se, it rust no; gatordined whather Ouch laid -
off svolows reverted nick to full-tin._ status l virtuo of tin fact
that they have Loon smuloyed for ;Mrs Wien ttOw siuot,; (i ) days spilled
out in Section 4.04 of .'rticle supra. which ProvItou that:

tettorarY OP10710 is lu:r..!y definot es a rrnen tir,4 to
fill a eosition which 13 pertly temporary in character.'

In raaronao to Chia claim. the City pointa ost that th Civil ..srVieu
Cot lauiOn suLaequently axtanded tht appointaeat oL As i3 oricolOyeS
OWSUSet to the socotd sentence of Section 4.Z4, Article Ile, which
states that-

'Appointment she
tinva Last 'rays ;.3

to A Opieified 4at

for a period not to excen ninety lid)
*idol hy the .avit ;.'rvion ,:oqmission

The Tidos conca4eS that CIS civil Sal-vies Corr_iselon has 4xtendud
appointronts heroin. aawavir, tho Union arqui that such oxtanolona
invalid since the City failed to Adria* the nnion of such natshnions.
is Ttrovid0A for in fhiction 4.04 of Artie).- which

" copy of Any request for extension or a tnnyorary or se4 Mai
employ., shall 1,e furhishad to the

In consi3oring thin latter proviso, it 3-Oran cigar tint it
is noroly a matt= raqslrawant no that the ;gtion is advised of certain
parsonnal actionn ip thin ratter. hownvor. while such notice should
haws bruin furnished by thy' City to the tniOn, the fact remain. :'.hat
the Cnion has failed to show how nithtr it or the effactad amployas
were hurt hy the City's failure to give the rnguisita notice. ta

4 reolt. the Arbitrator finds that the JWieurco of ouch notion was
not critical to the tonna harnin.

At the sae* tine. the Arbitrator finals that ac laid-off employes
never ravirtad back to thoir prior full-tirna ntatus e', -rely by virtua

of the fact that their Apnointments hewn lailtod for noro than ninety
(90) days. Thin finding it haw on twe'prioarY factors. Thn first
is that the city' Civil '.7.arvica Conaission hAu the 0.4press contractual
right to oxtend the ninety (TO) day toploymeht period for tainporary
or seasonal enploysir.- heconnly, the omployea herein cannot ha considered
to be 'rermaruint amployna lihc* their prier NISitions have been
aholishod in the City' 'Tahiti of '%rganiration." dines '.action 4.11
of lrtielo iv dafinan a nern.anent' ompioya ar ono WhO Is "hired
to fill 4 per:wont roeition in the Tel of organization'', it tharefora
follows that the mooloysn herein Cannot ha INgelanent° chployma under
the contract.

In light of th^ above, it aunt bn concladnd that the affnete
coployaS herein are on layoff atitun And tl..:t tWi have not raver
to 'Immanent' statue. Accordingly, *Inca they are tomporary one
the City is not rAqu red to accord than all contractual rights an
benefits. As a rasult, this grievance is harehy dianiaand.

- -
Thee. the only contractual provisions cited the Cnicn for
its contrary otenosition all relate to how a "ninrity i$ lout
ones en employ. IS on layoff statue. tArnvever, Linen the loss
of Such seniority lit en altogether different guoation than

whather said seployasara proporly laid off, much contractual

proViniona are inapposite.

JP-

yea,
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3.

It vtsiiatrfiq ial; n t'sa ,'itY t!;,, init. sAffa to tnoir no*, taNnotar nnaitinny Lr ,tisi not cqmly ti
th* aontraotuti Anti.oP .Motion oroviml000.

ht union hAa a4 nrlotanon over this fa044h NOIlitioni have !:oan Zilltt A/ toniori v u
row contractual provioioht.

V.A etaolation o I Wan i.,nut turns on 1.,:wt%n_
, .mmloynasr* in chn ltar.a.tininv unit. ninon, as nottO wove, -Atv art n

in thc :niegaininn unit, tht Qity has not required to post- follow
103tnty tnan it filled tilt** totitiOna. orittanot it ther r

haa*O ion C

..;a f itV
Ly not prnvlt!
raglan-al:ad

$nnni.l..rationa, it it my

violate ,e
y alaanAn

2. ThAt City in not _n
grant all otIntraotual _

wit:* [ndaral anti-rocetuicnar

:110 WI* City .1t4 hot Violate VI.: cronttact LV Vali-n(1 to
follow meniority riont* wnan it assionad sixteen (10
tati,rnottalontry =playa* to their poi/tit/ma.

*.'nt 411:,A tier,, ihutant orittancun Art harnky 4onint tad
(antimafia.

a

21.72

rated at Madie44, $(114444141.4 thin

31.179 0=78 = 5?

977.

-4
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American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
1625 I. Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036
Telephone (202) 452-4600
Tilos 69.2376

Pigri

10.0VP0.41Wie

February 7, 1978

Mr. Richard Abelson, Representative
APS= Council 40
470 Garfield Avenue
Racine, Wisconsin 53402

Dear Rich:

This is in response to your maintenance of effort question

We discussed Monday, I am enclosing a copy of a DOL field
Pmilfet memorandum concerning the interpretation of Section 96.24 of

eon the CRTA regulations, I have marked those sections pertinent
jo to your question.

Sts M5.113 ®..,e So long as you have bumping rights across department lines,

St FFist, Um, CETA workers cannot remain in positions subject to bumping. In

sj=t7 the past, the Labor Department has
respected bumping rights of

j.1=147
Permanent employees in determining where CETA participants can

or cannot remain working while
regular employees are on layoff.

"UZI:
ml=r;t:

When you file your complaint with the Leber Department,

attach a copy of this Field Memo to let them know that you are

'=047 aware of what they should be doing. If we can be of further

=AIM asaistante, do not hesitate to call.

--nun=
SA1tV ChM..
0,0,04. NW.
SW01GASmum
MFY&FNV.

SFR, SaFF
*.,_,N'S. N

0.1047,47g

,,n 0000.. MDF:cbe

Fraternally,

Marilyn DeFoy, 'Economist
Department of Research and
Collective Bargaining Services

MWMDWO.,..

0#6,1,4 M. MASK. Enclosure
0/106 /WAIL Mi..

4grONV cc; Robert Oberheck, Ex, Dir, Cn, 40

Tiny Wells, IDAD
Aii Sit

FAH 5,600
0010.1.

i;! Irnservire
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U. Ltf

Employment and Traininp Administration

Us south Deart.orn street

Chicago. Iillndi E0604

April 14, 1976

Region V ETA CETA Letter Nu- 135

Subject: Maintenance of Effort

To All CETA Prime Sponsors

purpose. To provide goidclines tin: (a) dercrmLnun compLinnce
with maintenance of rffOrt requirements; (b) circumstances
requiring transfer or termination of CETA participants; and,
(c) rehiring laid off regular cmpluyecS using CETA funds.

2. References. CETA suctions 205(c)(7)(8), 205(c)(24)(25),
208(a)(1), 703(7)(11) and CETA regulations section 96.24,
and 98.32(a)(2).

packeround. The enforcement of maintenance of effort require-
ments of CETA has become a matter of increasing concern in
program administration, partivelarly 'as CETA fiinds represent
n growing proportion of resources used to aummet Sl.atm and
local government personnel. The Employment and Training
Administration must assure that the planning and expenditure of
CETA funds are directed toward accomplishment of the porpose3
for which the legislation was intended. In providing for Li,,
creation of public service employment through Federal assistance,
the act is explicit in its intent to provide for "an increase
in employment opportunities over those opportunities which
would otherwise be available" (section 208(a)(1)). Furthermore,
CETA funds are not to result in the displacement of cm-reel:1y
employed workers (205(c)(7) and (8)). At the saris Lime, the
law identifies specific groups of persons, such a8 the low;
term unemployed, for whom the additionsi employment opportuni-
ties aro to be created (205(c)(7)). Ensuring complinnce with
these previsions becomes especially significant in light of
the current bndgetary situation La many leenl governments
where layoffs, hiring freezes and other curtailments of locnt
expenditures are taking place.
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Thia Letter sets out Departmental policies in accordance

with the above-cited provisions
of the act 00 with Election

96.24 of the regulations.
The lotion is organized Lo reflect

three general areas concerning
maintenance of effort: (1) How

to assure that CETA funds are not being used as a uubncitnto

for other revenue sources,
particularly when layoffa occur;

(2) how to determine the effect on
CETA participants who are

in Job titles which may be Affected by layoffn, hiring freezes

or ether Actions; and (3) the extont to which CSTA funds

may be used to rehire laid-off Stare and local employees.

4. Anse
and hirinv freezes. in any

instance a layoff of regular employees or a hiring [rear.:

has taken place or is planned,
compliance with maintenance

of effort requirements must be assured. In the event either

of any layoff of regular
employees or of a hiring freeze, which

would affect C8TA Participants
under the conditions described

in 4b or 5 below, the
prime sponsor is co notify the. retsion

and to certify in writing that
the action in due to a legiti-

mate budgetary crieLs
and that it wunld have occurred regard-

less of the availability of Federal funds. Furthermore, it

is the responsibility of the prime sponsor to ho able to

demonstrate the validity of the action and the region may

require the submission of any
pertinent documentation to be

ilulinred Clint the budgetary
criuis is loglilmaLe. Vie region

may request complete
personnel, budgetary, (local or other

documents or may require
the prima sponsor to provide a

budget analysis and summary
docunmetation, es appropriate.

Such information may be required at any time when needed to

Arlakre continued compliance
with maintenance of effort.

Below are aseMplas of the types of materiels that may be

requested in a review of local budgetary conditions;

Minutes of public council
meetings or worksheets used In

council discussions in
which cutbacks, such as layoffs, were

discussed.

o Summertcp of
projected outlays vs. revenuen, including

nemeries published in newspapers.

o Issuances from local personnel offices deucrihing personnel

situation and budget.

Commitnications with affected ussiosis diecuueing patr`ntia

layoffs.



o Independen
itors,
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nalyses of budgetary
available.

uaI on, pernep

o AnalySia of Prior Years' budget outlays.

o SumMatlea of effect of negotiated nage increases drat h+
onaaticipated,e0ats to the jurisdiction.

121. Following are some minimal budgetary and fiscal
standards that shall be considered, as appropriate, in
assessing the validity of layoffs. Because of the complex
and unique nature of local fiscal data, this letter cannot
Provide absolute measures or anticipate all potential
factors necessary to determine the validity of a layoff,
nor can it establish definitively the evidence of violation
or compliance, Each case must he evaluated on its own
merits. DocumentatiOn in addition to chat listed below will
be examined when necessary.

(1) ll venues. tax revenues have decreased substan-
tially in the jurisdiction within the past year, and
operating coats of government are exceeding income
receipts, this may be a reasonable indication that the
projected layoff is bona fide, provided that there is
no indication that local revenues were decreased in
anticipation of CCM. funding. If, on the other hand,
tax and budget data show an increase in revenue,

without accompanying increases in operating costs and
expenditures, the layoff may not be justifiable.

Tax

n. If there has been a shift in the
ant of funds normally budgeted for salaries and
e benefits to nonpersonnel costs (o.o., to equip-

Merit, Capital improvements, or other) this might be
on indication of a paper layoff. Here again, a
close examination of the budget would be necessary to
determine whether the shift was jutified.

tbac4a in one duLESLas2121-2,gyncv °nix. A reduction
once in only one or 040 departments, particularly

chose with a relatively high percentage of CETA partici-
pants, or a shift of local funds away from o department
staffed with CEIA participants to another department,
'night be indications of payer layoffs. Similarly,
the lack of budget increase la a department staffed
with CETA participants, when other departments are being
increased, may be evidence of a maintenance of effort
violation.
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(14) Car aid off molovees and reduced work week.
employees in an lo-an em y laid off

Active or suspended stains by severance pay, or other
means, it should be determined whether the intent of

such action was to create a situation in which the
employees could later be hired with CETA funds. Generally,

if such payment is not normally provided to persons upon
layoff, or not requited by existing personnel procedures,

the situation should be examined to determine whether
the action was taken in anticipation of wing Federal

funds for their reemployment. Also, if an employer

has put regular employees on a reduced work week or
reduced hours, it should he dvLermIned whether the purpose

was to qualify them os "underemployed" with the intent

to subsequently employ them using CETA (undo. if

in either of thci above cases, a careful examination

indicates that the intent of the action wos to qualify

employees for CETA participation, such persons could

not be rehired using CETA funds.

(5) CETA lobs reakael.Z_jocaliv-fluidq,d_lobs. if new job

titles for CETA supported notvaLons cover the same
work activities as positions that have been vacated

by regular employees, but at a lower rate of hay, or

with slightly modified position descriptions, this

might constitute a violation of maintenance of effort

requirements. information on salary schedulea and

work performed would be required to determine if this

IS the case.

b. Hioioo frees es. Any determination relating to the lsos sibility

of a maintenance of effort violation occurring an n tonne.

quence of a hiring freeze Of regular employeen would he

evaluated both in terms of the intent of the action and

of its affect oft currently employed vorkors. Concerns about

the reason behind the freeze, i.e., whether or not it in

bona fide, are essentially similar re those mentioned above

in reference to layoffs. Additionally, an anoessnent of the

effect of a hiring freene on CETA participants will include

the following considerations.

(I) The retention of CETA rNr, participants in positions

comparable to positions left vaeunt because r,E a

freeze which is oecanioned by an over staffing situation

or by a decision to rienne funds for other than

personnel support purposes coast fosses a violation of

maintenance of effort.
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(2) When a hiring freeze is limited department,
the retention of PSI employees in another department
unaffected by the freeze does not violate the mainte-
nance of effort provision of the regulations, provided
that there is no shift of any portion of the work,
load from the department in which hiring has been
frozen to another department in which PSE participants
are working in Substantially equivalent jobs.

When a hiring freeze is limited to a single job classi-
fication, CETA participants cap be retained in that
job classification when vacancies in regular job slots
occur 91114 if their presence will not interfere with
the opening up of promotional opportunities within
that classification, for regular employees, and if
no work substitution wilt occur.

(4) CETA applicants (either new applicants or rehires may be
hired to fill a vacancy occurring as a result of a
hiring freeze only if:

(a) The employing agent has provided proof that the
freeze resulted from a lack of funds to sustain
the former staff levels and was not established
because of the avaLlability or =A funds.

(b) The promotional opportunities of regular employ
are not infringed upon.

5. EL feet of rite tavoff of re filar Yorker
similar saloons.

a. Section 245(c)(7) of the act pro
when any other person is on 1
substantially equivalent job; an
prohibits the use of CETA funds
by the notions of en employer in
the employment of any regular em
CETA funds in anticipation of ft
CETA participant= In order to protect the tights of regular
employees and to avoid the onbstitution of cm funds for
local resources, whenever regular employees of local
jurisdictions are laid off, CETA participants may not remain

nn CETA w .ere, I int!

hirit erson
_rote the any

section 207
iii a job opening created

ying off or tcrminati-
not bupportad by

the vacancy with a



working in positions which are the same at, or subatantialiy

equivalent to, those affected by the layoff. As provided

in section 96.24(d) of the regulations, such participants

must be transferred to positions
not affeeted by the layoff

or be terminated. Determination of which CgTA participants

must be transferred or terminated is dependent upon tiro

particular circumstances of the jurisdiction(s) and/or

agency(Les) involved. Both of the following factors

are to be considered concurrently in determining which

iTA participants would bo displaced dun to the provision

of section 96.24(d):

(I) The comparability of the positions. As a madelino,

comparable, i.e., "same or substantially equivalent"

positions, would be those having eimilar job titles,

'position descriptions, work assignments, and/or

rates of pay. questionable cases will be jointly

reviewed by the region and the priMe sponsor. The

final determination of comparability rests with the

regional office.

(2) The applicable rules of the employing ngency's personnel

policies, layoff procedures and collective bargaining

:merits.

guch ruled olionid he considered in the Cm-Truitt of the

structure of the layoff and of the laid -uff employees'

rights to positions in the employing agency' For

example, if the Layoff is structured to affect only

parsons in job classifications within aria department of

tt local government, and those regular employees do

not have employment rights in other dapartmcntS, then

only CET& participants in the one department would be

affected. However, if E- cm to haVO

uaPioYment rights-
-n "bump" into other nenLclons

emeAL, ftrbax_tnp linea, lhan ff ' eraci n colad

not remdin werkina-in env uu_ch pus ltin' -u In
in

another

case, if a regular employee, in

situation, "bumps down" into e lower clasaificntion

occupied by another untwint- empioyee and the latter

individual is them laid -off, CETA participants any net

remain working in the higher ciassification. CETA

partiCipantn in Lhe lower classification would not he

required ro l,o laid-off. Also, outstatiened partici-

pants could he affected by "icier a layoff al the out-

station site, or by to Myelf at the employint; agency

if reivilat CoploYeae
of that employin8 agency have

rights to positions at the outstation siie.



When a determination has been made nn Lo %dads CE TA
participants are affected, Such participants must either
he tranaferred to positions not affected by Ow layoff or

it i essentk htil titan;be terminated from CE TA. bowevor, s

every effort be made to relocate participants lu other
positions not affected by the layoff, Transfer to
nonprofit agencies should be encouraged as an alternative.
When termination of participants is unavoidable, such
persons should be provided with assistance which would aid
them in maintaining an income, such as special= job
counseling, or special efforts to locate unsubsidiged
employment.

Potic- concorn *IlLtiock I _10 a k, I

ClakrundO.

a. Where Layoffs have been established to he bona fide, laid
off workers nay he rehired into the same or equivalent
positions using CETA fends. Ouwevnr, the extent to which
CETA funds may he used Lo support rehires must be considtent
with the appropriateness of serving such persons as compared
to serving ether parsons desisuated by the mt.

In order to fissure equitable access to CET& empLoyment co the
long term unemployed and oilier groups targeted for nervkles,
the proportion of CETA funds which lily he nava to rehire

laid of employees is to he determined am cotkows:

(1) The percuntege of PSi positions to he used for rehires
should be reasonably consistent with that porcento4u
which the total laid-off regular employees constitute
of the total unemployed persons in the jurisdiction.
(For example, if Laid off-regular employees represent
12 percent of the total unemployed, thou 12 percent
of ME positions could he used for rehires.) ti the

percentage of Laid-off employees constitutes Leon
than ten percent of the total unemployed population,
the percentage of public service employment positions
allocated for rehires may exceed such percentage but
shall not exceed ten percent. in determining the
reasonable percentage of positions to be made avail-
able for rehiring laid-off employees, eligible appli-
cant's shall assess the appropriateness of serving
such persons by considering the following fritters:
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The needs of the Laid-off workers lativo to the
needs of other groups specified in the sot [or
special consideration, an wall as the groupp
identified as significant segments by the prime

sponsor in its plan, including length or unemploy-
ment and prospects of obtaining employment.

The size of the public service employment program
and the availability of funds to support rehires
without disruption of surVices to, or termination
of, regular participants, except an required
by 96.24(d).

The percentage arrived au undor a(1) above is to be
applied to total PO positions in the cutrQntty approved
Plan in Any title in which regular employees are to

be rehirad. In the case of consortia, the percentage
shali be applied against the rsa positions of the con-
sortium Jurisdiction which plans rehires. -For example,

if counties A and it are members of a consortium,
and county A. plans rehires, and its share of PSE

Positions is too out of a total currently approved

consortium grant of 250 ESE positions, Cho percentage
determined under ri(f) would be applied against the

100 positions of county A.

%on the total number of piarned or actual rehires
equals or exceeds ten psrcunt at total public service

employment positions of an etigible Applicant Or
consortium member), laid-off employees must be
identified AS a significant segment in the plan. A.

modification is required when this point 10 reached

during the term of the grant.

(4) Eliaible applicants submitting groat applications or
modifications shall document the assussment of need
and cquitability described under (OM above in the

Grant Narrative Description.

We shall apprnvc the rehire of laid-oif umployees
only upon determining that maintenance of effort pro-
visions hove not been violated And that sufficient jus

fication of agefrlhillty and need has been provided.
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In order to ensure that the approved percentage of rehires
LS not exceeded throughout the program year, it Ls required
that slots actually filled by rehires SC any time ropre-
sent no more than the percentage established above for
rehires. Also, where rehires Presently exceed the percentage
applicable under a. (1) above, prime Sponsors are to plan
fneure enrollments and/or terminetienS to conform to the
requirements of this section as follows:

(i)

(2)

(3)

Sponsors which currently employ a percentage of VSE
rehire employees in excess of the maximum number per-
mitted will be required to develop a phase down plan
for each CETA grant effected.

Such phase.down plans oili be required as part of that
sponsor's next modification adding additional funds to
the effected CETA Title unless that sponsor did not
receive regional office approval for its torrent
number of rehired employees hired under CETA. In such

cases a modification may be required by the regional
office in advance of any new CETA monies.

Phase-down plans to rAuce the number of rehired
employees will be alluwed to extend into FY l977 dupendim,
upon particular circurietances end the reaoonab

ness of that sponsor's phase down plan.

(4) A sponsor currently in excess of its matinum number
of rehired employees may not hire any additionaL rehire
employees utilising CZTA funds.

In no case may CM participants he terminated (when not
required by section 96.24(d)) solely in order to open up
positions or to create a reserve of funds for rehiring
laid off employees.

d. Persons rehired with CETA funds oust meet the unemployment
or undereoployount) requirements for the applicable title
before they become eligible for CETA, and must meet residency

requirements.

e. Recall of regular employees who <tet`o provisional, temporary
or otherwise "nonpermanent" nmPLOYoWio Is dependent open

ther such employees have any contluain lob rantionoMp
with the employer. Terminated, "nosporoanunt," employees
who do not have a continuing rulatLoonhill en du(Lned by the
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10-

employer's personnel. rulers, would not be emu/doted as
"regular" employees in the context of the requirements of

this H-i and, therefore, should not receive consideration
Arty wore or less favorable than any other cam applicant.

Employees on layoff who have applied for can, and in the
interim between application and reemployment obtain
maployment that mews the definition'of Lanier-employed (as
Provided for in section 96.27(a)) nay be considered still

eligible for CETA. If the rehiring takes place Wigan
6 months of the time of layoff, these Persons would still
be considered "rehires," and would be counted as ouch for

MIA reporting purposes.

7. rszeLtJaa. Since present repotting procedures do not provide
for modroring current enrollment of rehires. Per section,

98.31 (a) C2) of the regulations, Prime sponsors who curruntlf
employ any rehired employees in their 7Sf Program are required

to soboic a monthly evaluation of rehire activity as follevs:

Cat or To a I Tit IT Title VI Total

R hi -n-board

at eon of 1 °rich

2. Tot 9l number of 7Sf
participants at end
-f month

-

Rehires percentage of
total 7SE program
.artitiidnts

This Evaluation is to be signed by the Chlef COLA administrative
officer (CET& Director) and is due ton working days after the

end Of the month. The first report s due in the regional office

on May 14, 1976.
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Primo sponsors are advised that this ( :ETA loiter i.e effoctive
'Immediately. Mono grantees out a compliance with chi -'u
policies are to adjust future program operation and plan future
expenditures to comply with the policy contained in this meter.
Future grant modifications and/or applications should be
duVelpped IV Compliance with the policies set forth abovc.
Any sponsor nannlon a lay off or hiring freci,t wItich would

mitt participants is to contact the regional orrice
ce of tarrying out such actions in that compliance with

action 4 above can be determined. Spor:urn currently employ-
ing rehired PSE parrlcipants aro to closely review section 6
above and are to mihmic the eporc in anuution 7 for chn mooch
or April 1976 by Ray 14, 1970.

lnc uiric.
gneecious regarding the policies' cooaaitled ill Min CETA
lector ahould be directed to your federal rcprescarative.

Regional Adminto
Employment and Training Admin

82
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1201 Ohio Sired
Racine, Wisconsin

53405

Employment TralblOg COrisOrliurn
(414) 636.3561

December 9. 1977

Mr, Richard 6, Abelson
Representative, South Shore District 1

Wisconsin Council of County and !onieipal Cmpl oyees

716 Mooticello Drive
Racine, Wisconsin 53402

Dear Mr. Abelson,

I on in receipt of your letter doted December 5. 1177

and the Arbitration Award brief. I om forwarding a
copy of your I etter and the brief to our consortium

Counsel. Upon receipt of his opinion, TWO CETAC
shall respond to your letter. Thank yOu.

Sincerely.

Dennis R. Coll ins
Chief of Operations

cc Mr. Peter R. Marshall. Chairman. TRIO CETAC

Mr. George Moore, Executive Director, IRMO CETR

Its. Peggy Demi nano. President, AFSCME, Local 71
Senator Gayl cep Rol son
Senator Will ion Proxmire
Congreisnon LDS ASPIn
Mayor Paul Softie

Hr. Janes Wasson



la.1111.1t 5. 1

Mr, George Moore, Dire
mica.crox
1201 Chic
Racine, Wiatonsin 005

Dear Mr. Moors.

SE)

RA.R*. dk,,P4OK

Council of County and Municipal Employees

AM*. Ali P E6412f,

OdOit
43404

041,41,08RO

During at conversation between of_ ciale or the City -enonha and the
Executive Board of Local 71. AFSegg. cements were nee by City Offtei420 that they
have been informed by high eticiala or TIRIcoasuc that the City in not guilty of
any infraction's as per the charges leveled againet by Local 71.

abatement caused crest concern to the Local Union in that it brings into
question whether the charges brought against the City by the Union will receive
are unbiased review by TIIICCLCETAC, in that it would seem that a premature conclusion
has already been reached. The Union has net received any formal or informal
reeponee concerning the charges.

Please respond to the Local Union in writiOX cascarnl
staterent made by the City. Further please inform us of the pros
we can expect a formal response from TRI00=-MC on the charges fi

Rt.

cc!

Thank You for your cooperation.

Very truly Yours.

i(-

Ric ard w. Abelson

Business Representative
AP5ChE, Council CC

Mr, Rotort Oberbectc, Executive Director, AF5C1E, Connell
r. ArthIA, Wells, ArgGXE-IntetTatiooal

Peggy Cerninaro, President, Local 71
ngressman Lee Aapdn

5 ..ator Gaylord Nelson

1smator William Pt0,(Mire
rr. Thor Lieungh

cy of the
to on which

1=. pOPLo,EKT
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1201 Ohio Street
Racine, Wisconsin

53405

Tii -GDUnly En101 yrrion1 & Training Consortium
1414) 038-3651

Mr. Richard W. Ahelaoh
RUSiness ReprenentatiVe
A.F.S.C.M,E,, Council 40
716 Monticello Drive
Racine,'Wisoonsin 53402

Dear Dick!

January 17, 1570 RnEIVED
JAN 19 in

141111 1. 11101

I am gial that an finally got together on the phone.

ficuit talking Into recording machines.

Confirming our conversation, it has always been our understand-

ing that since July of last year. We were looking for documented

material promised by you to prove that substitution took place

through the une of CETA employees by the City of Kenosha. In

the absence of this material, which We Were eRbectio0 to epee

from you, we have no other recourse than to continuo funding CETA

positions with the City of Kenosha,

You mentioned that you flow have documented Some of this informa-

tion and, an a result of thin, I am directing Dennie Collins of
our ataff to moot with you as goon as possible. Following this

session, I will be contacting our Chairman to see if he wants to

call a special meeting DE the Policy Hoard in order to answer

some of the quantions that you raise.

I have hope! that We can cooperate fully between the City, local

71, and work things out for the benefit of 411 parties concerned.

We will On our best, I can assure you of that

Very truly yours,

GAMIling

Moro
Direetor
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,4disi ciatAftCs.

Council of County and Municipal Employees

Pr. Ceorge Po Or etor

1201 Ohio
Paelne, Wisconsin .05

Dear Pr, Poore,

.90w 4,13EL3LIN

.407
4,4(40110W

I apologize for canceling our meeting of his nor ing at such late notice,
however, I was advised by the counsel of our International Union that it.
would not be in the beat interest of our Local Union to net woth you con-
cerning the specific documentation concerning, the charger, filed by Local 71
against. the City of hemsosha.

The original charges were formally fil,rd on December 5, 1977, and to this
date no answer has been received to these charges. The Union feels that the
delay in the rroo.vising of these very serious charges in unwarranted. I have
been adolned by the counsel of our International Union to inform you that we
expect an answer to our charges no later than Friday, January 27, 1996. If
we do not receive a farral renionne by the above date, Local 71 will proceed
directly to the Department of labor with their charges.

It has come to my at.terittnn.that THIc0-ch:TAC has expected formal documentation
from our Local Union since the early cart of July, 1977. Local 71 was at no
time 'enowledgeable that such formal documentation was expected from them atthat tine or at any other time. Forral documentation was offered to your
agency in late December. 1977. The offer wan declined by Pr. Collins of your
agency. At that time, the Union 40.5 told that the charges would be answered
on a conceptual basis without sped fic documentation At this time.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions concerning the erained by this letter.

cox hr, Hobert Oberbeek, Executive Director. AFDC Council 4-0
Pr. Arthur Wells, AFSCPE. International
M. Peggy GormInsro, President., Local 71
Mr. Peter Marshall, Chairman, TS1C0-0STAC Policy Board
Mr, Thor Lieergh, vace-GeTAc Polley hoard
cong-reseman Les Anpin
Senator Gayord Nelson
Senator William Proxmire

.'4"r qt,w, ft m,i.co. t e..,OV EkS
AFL .2

51-279 4 78 52



Tn County & Training consonium

February 6, 19 76

Ile. ?'chard Abelson
Business Representative
A.E,S.C.Ii. , Council 40
71,6 'tan ieetle Drive
Racine, Wisconsin 53492

Pear Dial',

1201 Ohio Street
Pacirio, VVisonsin

5405
(414) d7fi -I651

In response to your recent letter, I can only repeat chat the report an

the City of Kenosha-union problems was forwarded to our Polley hoard.

Once again, we had ru postpone the meeting bucuouu of the weather. Now-

ever`, on my own, I polled the Policy heard and it IS their e0nIensus
opinion that we stay out of the labor negotiation between your union and

the City of Kenosha. We have been unable to find imy tont-at-lee of Main-

tenance of Wort violations or substitutions.

I notice also in your correspondence that you state that you never were

aware promiLng to provide formal documentation of substitution or

Maintenance of Effort violations. I .au Qncloling Minutes or a meet trig

held between union
officials and our ataff parsons which proves quite

conclusively that you did make these promises. C might add that when

you refer to Dennis Colltne not wanting more information, you really put

this into improper context. in your phone conversation with Bennis,

when the report was filed wick our Policy Hoard, you asked whether he

needed any Additional information at that Elm and he stated that this

was oat neeesaary. Pleaaa don't- construe this ,11-1 tack of receptivity

reward any information that you have in regard to the labor negotiation

dispute.
li 1 ion he of any forth

GAII;1
cc

^rent na o
Oberbeck

d Nelson
Wit Lion, Proxmire.

_8 Aspen

, please do nut

Very truly yours.

ckpro Chu ti Dir CO _t

me.



April 14, 1976

Region V, ETA CETA Lette

Subject: Maintenance of E

TO: All CETA Prime Sponsors

(I) The Comparability or the Positions,

As a guideline, comparable, 1e "Same or substantially equi-
valent" positions, would be those having similar job titles,
position descriptions, work assignments, and/or rates of pay.
Questionable cases will be jointly reviewed by the region and
the prime sponsor, The final determination of comparability
rests with the regional office.

The a the employing agency's pe onnol

les should be considered in the -n h u_

m 0 uc
Cure to a ect On y Persons in job classifications _ hin one
department of a local government, and those regular employees
do not have employment rights in other departments, then only
CETA participants in the one department would be affected, llt_w-
v if the regular m era have em.io ment ri hts, can

o o
.Participants con_ not
anot:er case, it the regular cmp_oyee, ih a ur ion in Tee
situation. "bumps down" into a lower classification occupied by
another regular employee and the latter individual is then laid

%'ETA participants may not remain working in the higher clas-
:ation. CETA participants in the lower classification would
DO required to be laid off. Also, outstationed participants

could be affected by either a layoff at the outstationed site,
or by a layoff at the employing agency if regular employees of
that employing agency have rights to positions at the outsta-
tioned site,

11 When a determination has been made as to which CETA partici-
pants are affected, such participants must either be transferred
to positions not affected by the layoff or be terminated from
CETA. However, it is essential that every effort be made to re-
locate participants in other positions not affected by the layoff.
Transfer to non - profit agencies should be encouraged as an alter.
native, When determination of participants is unavoidable, such
persons should be provided with assistance which would aid them
in maintaining an income, such as special job counselling, or
special efforts to locate unsubsidited employment.

834
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Senator Nnscu..r. OIC. Mr. Anderson?
Mr. ANDMON. Thank you, Senator Nelson, I would just like to

expand on what Mr. Wells has been saying just to give you an overall

idea of what is going on with the CETA program. Il brought along one

report that I got from our local union up at ITIr-LaCros.-se and the

simplest way to project it to von is read it to you which. will not take

that long.
The 15W-LaCrosse hired an administrative assistant, one CETA

business services forms management program. Starting date, June 6,
1977, The forms management program was instituted in order to have

a central file on campus for all departments where there is a copy and a

list of all forms used by the university personnel, The CETA em
ployee keeps all files up to date, making any corrections, deletions, and

recordsrecording any additions.
A number is assigned to each and it is entered into the computer

file.
The CETA employee appears to have special considerations in hours

of work: November 3, 1977, 9 :30 aa, to :30 p.m., hutch, 11 :45 to 1:15;

November 14, 1977, 1 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m., and it goes up until the 22d.

I could c tinue giving you d t tes but it's that type of pattern.
The Ch f A employee did report to work on Monday, Decem-

ber 26, 1977; Tuesday, December 27,1977; and Friday, December 30,

1977. The CETA employee reported 80 hours of work for that pay-
roll period and was paid for 80 hours.

The personnel office was questioned in regard to the tine report dis-
crepancy and stated he would check into it On January 25, 1978, the
individual was asked if the time report was changed, He dated that
they had worked out some type of arrangement in regards to the
24 hours leave time. Payroll was called that day and the time report

was never changed.
On January 20, 1978, the personnel office stated that the CETA em-

ployee was a salaried employee and that his workhe isworking Sat-

urdays to make up his leave time as agreed to -between personnel and
Himself, and the report goes on to indicate that the individual spends

most of the time in filling out law school applications and studying

exams during working hours.
The problem that we consistently put up with in State agencies L

think is the monitoring administration. It don't so mach_ blame a. CETA,

employee in this case but I have strong feelings on how the personnel
procedure should be implemented for the best interest of our member-

ship and the best interests to the employee that's receiving the funds.

This is just one indication.
Senator NELSON. IVell, thank you very much, and. if you submit

your material, we'll appreciate having it
Our next hearing will be in Washing:on on March 1st. Tltat con-

cludes the hearing today_ you.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed.]



C_ OvPREFIEIiSIVE DIPLOYNENT AND TRAINING
AMENDMENTS OF 1978

AY, MARCB 1, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SuscomstirrEE ON EMPLOYMENT,

POVERTY, AND MIGRATORY LABOR
OF THE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN BE-SOURCES,

ashington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :12 a.m., in room 6226

Dirltsen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Xavits, Chafee, and Riegle.
Senator Netsom. Today is the second day of Washington hearings

on the reauthorization of the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act. Last week we received testimony from the administration, and
from Prof. Eli Ginzberg, chairman of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy.

After today's hearings, eve will hold three more, on March 2, 6,
and 10.

Today the subcommittee will hear from Michael Wiseman, professor
of economics at Berkeley; Glen Nichols, president, Interstate Con-
ference of Employment Security Agencies, Inc., Department of Em-
plovment, Boise. Idaho, K-Pnnetli Young, representing the A.FL--CIO.

have a panel of business and industry, on which are Roger Curry,
executive vice president, Twin Cities Area, Chamber of Commerce of
the United States of America; Nialcolm Lovell, president, Rubber
Manufacturers Association, and member of the Business Roundtable;
Frank Schiff, vice president and chief economist, Committee for Eco-
nomic Development; and Richard Prabant, manager of marketing,
Chrysler Institute.

Williarrr Mirengoff, study director, Coniniittee on Evaluation of
Employment and Training Programs, National Research Council, will
also be presenting testimony to the subcommittee.

The committee is pleased to have you here this morning.
Our first witness is Prof. Michael Wiseman.
Mr. Wiseman, the committee is pleased to have you here this morn-

ing. Your testimony will be printed in full in the record, You may
proceed in any way you wish.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL WISEMAN, PROFESSOR 07 ECONOWICS,
VNIVRESITY OF CALIFORNIA. AT BERKELEY

Professor WismAx. I think I will go through my 'rrion3r fairly
closely. However, I will try to abbreviate it as muchmucli as possible.

(825)
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the op-

portunity to discuss CETA public service employment. I have been

en aged in PSE related research for several years.
he Joint Economic Committee published the first of my papers

on the topic in August 1915. I subsequently published a paper on PSE

as fiscal policy in the "Brookings Papers on Economic Activity" in

1976, and the forthcoming report of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy to Congress on the "net effects" of PSE will include`

a paper on PSE regulations that I wrote with Prof. Harry Katz of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
I am currently involved in the Brookings Institution CETA moni-

toring study. The basic research on which all of these papers have been

based has been funded, and continues to be funded by the Offices of Re-

search and Development and Program Evaluation of the Employment

and Training Administrationof the Department of Labor.
My conclusions are my own, however, and the Department of Labor

should not be implicated and, as we shall see, would probably prefer

not to be.
My comments are divided into two parts. In the first I make some

neral observations about ways of thinking about PSE that I have
found useful. In the second I will comment on five components of the
administration's recent proposals for legislation to extend CETA for
the next 4 yeah, I have not actually seen the draft legislation; my re°

marks are based on a National Association of Counties summary pub-

lished in late January.

TITINIIINO ABOUT

Basically when we talk about PSE we are talking about buying jobs

in State and local governmentarid, more recently, in nonprofit orga-
nizationsfor selected "target" workers.

PSE policies as currently operated have two components. The first is

the PSE policy "proper" which says that such jobs, when given to

members of the target group, do something pod at less cost than when

alternative means are used to the same end. The second is a grants -in.

aid policy for buying the jobs.
It is important to distinguish between these two components, be-

cause the distinction underscores the fact that PSE can fail for two
very different reasons. On the one hand, we may be wrong about what

we believe the jobs can do. On the other, we may not get whatever ben-

efits the program could provide because the grants policy may not
deliver the right types of jobs or fill them with the targeted workers.

Thus, in looking toward the refunding of CETA PSE, we need to

evaluate both PSE itself and the grants policy that is used to deliver it.
Senator Javrrs. Mr. Chairman, I am obliged to go to the White

House. I hope the witnesses Will understand. I will return as soon as

possible, and I will read such testimony as I have missed.
I have an assistant who will cover here while I am gone. I want you

to know that I consider this CETil problemthe problem of struc-
tural unemployment very grave, on which have sought to make my

own contribution by introducing a number of bills pending before
this subcommittee and the full committee.
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Senator NEnsoN. If you will be kind enough to tell the President the
next time he invites me, to leave you behind to conduct the hearing.
[Laughter.]

Professor WISEMAN. Ignoring for a moment the short-term reverses
associated with bad weather and the coal strike, and assuming we
will have about a. 1525 billion tax cut by midyear the data indicate
rather clearly that the economy continues on a path of recovery. This
growth will, by calendar year 1979 get the unemployment rate below
6 percent.

Most available research suggests that, given the composition of the
labor force and current operation of labor markets in this economy,
the "hill employment" rate of unemployment is in the 5-to 6-percent
range. By the "full employment" ate, I mean the lowest rate attain-
able without generating acceleration of inflation given the current
structure of the economy.

If this is true, the object of PSE is no longer. "countercyclical" but
"structural." It should be used in conjunction with CETA title I-type
programs (Title II under the reorganization proposed by the admin-
istration) to improve the employability of those still unemployed or
underemployed at "full employment" with the object of lowering this
structural residual. A countercyclical program, in comparison, has as
its objective the rapid. creation and filling of jobs during it recession
in order to expand the Federal deficit and reverse declines in aggre- to
employment that raise the unemployment rate above full emp oy-
ment levels.

The evidence on the effectiveness of PSE for this purpose is not very
good, that is, the evidence on the effectiveness for structural purposes,
largely because there is not much of it 'The reason for the shortage is
that structural objectives tend to get lost when a rush is on to fill such
jobs to achieve countercyclical goals. This was the case. in 1971 and
1975, and it was true again in 1977.

Now, with unemployment rates falling, we have the chance to see
what structurally oriented PSE can do. Ihelieve that the focus of this
committee's efforts should be on improving. the grants-in-aid policy
that delivers PSE to make sure that the jobs the Government buys
with CETA money are appropriate for structural goals.

PROBLEMS I CURRENT CETA rsE PROGRAM

Although I am generally incapable of convincing my students of
this, often it helps in wrestling with things its complex as CETA to
abstract a, bit. I would like to think of a comparable policy in an area
wholly different from CETA in order to emphasize some of the prob-
lems I see in the CETA program.

he State Department currently has a policy of placing special signs
in regional offices at, which visa applications are processed. These signs
say : "First Impressions of the United States Are Made Hem" Those
of us who have stood in line in such offices know that this is a horrible
thought. But let us assume for the moment, that such signs are put up
to encourage the Department's employees to be Nairn and humane
to people trying to come to this country or to stay in this country or
whatever.
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This y, like CETA, has two parts. One is a. sign psychology
theory that says that, when posted, such signs make it difference in
people's behavior. The other is a sign-buying policy that produces the
signs to be posted. The sign -buying policy has the following features:

One The objectives are well defined: The State Department wants a
12 by 18 inch sign with 11/2 inch letters or whatever its social psycholo-
gists suggest is appropriate.

Two : The product purchased is readily observed : The State Depart-
ment can tell when its signs are delivered.

Three: The product is produced and purchased at minimum cost :
There are many firms that can produce signs. If the State Department
seeks competitive bids, we can expect the price that is paid to be as low
as possible. The most efficient sign producers will make the best bids.

Finally, the contract is clear and enforceable: Once a firm-agrees to
deliver a sign. meeting the State Department's specifications, it will be
paid only if it does so. Under law the State Department, like any other
consumer, need pay only for what was contracted and then only if the
delivered product meets the terms of the contract.

I think you see now where I am going. Think- now about the CE'TA.
PSF "contract" between the Federal Government and prime sponsors.

First: The objectives are not well defined : Existing policy is enu-
fused by conflicts between countercyclical and structural policy objec-
tives, between getting jobs to people in need at minimum cost and pre-
vision of fiscal relief, and so on.

Second: The product purchased is not readily observed: Bc, law
CETI prime sponsors are supposed to deliver a certain number of
dollars' worth of new jobs to members of certain. target populatioir r,.
They are "to the extent feasible" to provide public service jobs "in t' Pr
occupational fields which are most likely to expand within the publ c
or private sector as the unemployment recedes." They tire to IIRFAVO
that jobs created. again quoting from the law, "in no way infri,l,r_
u on the promotional opportunities which would otherwise be avail-
able to persons currently employed in public service jobs not sub-
sidized under the Act." It is virtually impossible to detemine with
any precision how much of these things are being done.

Again, the product is not purchased at minimum cost : Or nt least
I believe this to be the case in niftily jurisdictions. In most labor market
areas, the Department of Labor-prime sponsor relationship is one of a
monopsony---single buyer facing a monopolysingle seller. The
costs of jobs get raised by prime sponsors by reducing net job creation
or by failing to target jobs as well as could be clone.

Thus, if the Federal Government ends up paying the wages for two
workers when only one net new job slot is created, or if two -workers
have to be lured to get one job slot for a worker with severe employ-
ment problems, the effective cost of the program given its objectives
becomes very high.

Finally, the contract, is neither clear not en forceable: This is a
natural result of the ambiguity of the legislation and the way in which
prime-sponsor grants are applied for and approved. There toe sonic
as cts of the contract that are enforceable.

lie law requires, for example, that employers in the ograrn
"maintain effort," that is not lay off regular employees in to fill

the positions with subsidized jobholders. Many examples exist of cases
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tvltch the Department of Labor has identii ed and stopped this kind
of activity. But in most cities, maintenance of effort violations of this
type are no longer a serious problem. State and local government rev-
enues are grovving at an extraordinary rate.

what the program calls for now is maintenance of the growth mite
of State and local unsubsidized government employment and addition
of CETA jobholders above and beyond this rate. No PSE, contracts
signed to date attempt to specify such gi-owth, rates and to identify the
expanding local government employment base against which PSE job
creation efforts are to be compared.

These points are made in much more detail in the fortlicoinin a-
tionnl Commission on Manpower Policy" report. The point is that
should look to the new legislation for improvements along these dimen-
sions of the job-buying part of current PSE

I will finish up by turning to the administration's proposals for
CETI expansion. I turn now to evaluation of five eopects of the draft
legislation for CETA expansion: These are: (1) The "trig ing"
mechanism for PSE funding.; (2) the limitation on duration o tenure
for PSF, participants; (3) the restrictions placed on supplementation
of CEVL wages; and (I) the combining of the title If and title VI
PSE programs and adoption of a single eligibility criterion. And
finally, the ceiling and calculation of the maximum Vederal contri-
bution for PSE expenses..

For each item, the time. constraint forces me to be overly brief ; again
a more detailed commentary is included in the Katz-Wiseman paper.

TE1100Elt 11E011,410SM

The proposed legislation includes a funding mechanism that will
cause PSE outlays to vary automatically with the national unemploy-
ment rates. I think this feature should be dropped and replaced with a
3-year program of prespeciffed size. I make this recommendation for

three reasons.
First : The trigger is a last Vestige of a countercyclical PSE pro-

grain. We have learned a great deal about PSE over the past few years.
One clear lesson is what. Would call the PSE equivalent of Gresham's
law.

Incidentally, Gresliam's law is the economic phenomenon that bad
money drives out good money. Countercyclica.3PSE drives out struc-
tural PSE. Putting the trigger in the legislation confuses the objec-tives of the program.

The PSE you are considering funding now has as its object reduc-
tion of the structural unemployment that will persist without inter-
vention through 1982 and beyond. There, is plenty of room for a $5
to $0 billion program aimed at this residual and operated independ-
ently of fractional variations in the unemployment rate.

Second: Should we need a. countercyclical PSE program, the evi-
dence is that Congress will pass one pronto. The record of I074 is
clear: 1Vhen one is needed, (me can be obtained very quickly. I see no
reason for making the program_ any more automatic than it is, and if
I were a member of either the Senate or the house, I would question
the administration's motives in wanting to do so.
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Senator isTriamq. May I ask a question . What do, you mean, you
question the administration's motives? What do you assume they are

Mr. WrsExitr.r. X do not know.
Senator NEesotsr. You question whether they have a motive?
Kr, WIsexotie. I em sure they have a motive, but r do not know

hat, it is.
Third My work does indicate that a longer horizon is needed for

serious planning of PSE at the prime sponsor level. But 3 years is
enough, on the Department. of Labor side, both for planning and for
mounting a good evaluation program to provide the information

necessary to decide, in 1981, whether renewal of the policy is in the
national interest.

Ter& TENURE rtsTracTroN-

The object of structural PSE is provision of on-the-job training
the public sector. I know of no salutary benefits of this type of on -the

job training that are not achieved in 1 or 11/2 years at most
My impression is that nothing ossifies such a program like develop-

ment of a permanent class of subsidized jobholders and that the pres-
ent system of indefinite tenure mduces incentives for jobholders to

look for unsubsiclized work:, ai(. !or job providers to give the ancillary

services necessary for aelliev transitions. The torture limitation
clarifies the objectives of t3ie pr:)&-;rarn. It should, if anything, be less

than the 78 weeks the Aration proposes, but I think that would

be an important step in the right direction.

Tin elesreicrort PLACED ox LOCAL SUPPLE _E TATO or CM WAGES

The summary of the proposed extension I received was some-
what vague with reggard to the nature of the proposed supplementation
restrictions. A_cccorcling to the summary suer tabor! was to be
limited to 20 percent, but it was not clear w refers to 0
percent of participant-4, 20 percent of the, 1-auxiraorn Federal wage
contribution, or both.

Senator Ntt..soN. On the limited tenure issue, I Eio net know whether

our statement is based npon the first, draft of the administration's
ill, or second ?

WisEisetr,T. It is, I am afraid, based on the first draft.
nator Neoax. The administration's bill does have a 11/2 year

limitation.
Mr. Wtse3tAx. X think that is an extremely desirable alteration.
I think relatively low wages are an essential part of the program

for they serve to focus, in par:, by worker self-selection, the program

on persons with unsatisfactory unsubsidized. job opportunities. The
restrictions also emphasize the targeting of the program on the low
skilled. The wage restrictions in the existing program have served to

encourage creation of low-skilled jobs in San Francisco's public em-
ployment structure that probably would not have been created in its

absence, and I enderstand this is also true elsewhere. The problem is

that the restriction is geographically inequitable; talking on the re-

strictions on 'visit-min wages, pay and supplementation, it is far more

restrictive in New York than in Little Rock.
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I wish that I could, think of a satisfactory -way to account adequately
for regional dillerences in wag_ e structure in the CETA funding
foimula, but I cannot.

I do have a minor suggestion in this regard later in the testimony.

TEE Coltruquvo or ALL rse Vlsi-DER A SINoLE C2rA TITLE

The title II-title VI PSE distinction seems only to create confusion.
Indeed, past experience with funding shifts and intertitle transfers
has led to a significant number of prime sponsors adopting the policy
of requiring all PSE participants, regardless of title under -which they
are nominally funded, to meet the most stringent criteria in effect in
any program. The proposal thus codifies what is already done in many
places, and I think it is appropriate.

CE NO oN ANri CALCULATION' OF Tar MAX13fUld rraritAL
CONITIVYTION

As my comments above indicate, I think the wage ceiling is an im-
portant component of CETA policy. But E ant anxious that you recog-
nize a particularly perverse aspect of this Federal policy. Under the
law as proposed, 85 percent of the Federal PSE contribution is man-
dated for wages and employment benefits. The remaining 15 percent
can go for costs of operations.

Nete that the Federal contribution is greatest under this proce-
dure for positions with the highest wage levels. Yet it is lower wage
jobs that are most likely to be filled with the workers with the least
skillsthe workers who are most costly to manage, to train, and to
counsel.

The CETA PSE program proposed in the extension legislation im-
poses new and higher costs of job creation on prime sponsors. It is
more tightly targeted on people wbo are hard to employ. This will
raise management costs and will call, in many instances, for significant
restructuring of employment in local p ublic agencies.

I3y imposing the tenure /imitation, the program also mandates
higher turnover and this, i,)°, is costly. Under these circumstances, it
seems appropriate to drop the percrn:age computation of allowable
overhead altogether and pay, sav, sr lint $1,500 per employee per year
for overhead. costs. This money should be used by prime sponsors as
they see fit.

We might go further and allow this overhead aynient to vary ac-
cording to an index of local wage costs, or ac_.cor&ng to worker char-
acteristics. I would like to see an independent agency, for example, the
State employment services, giien the power to increase the bonus paid
prime sponsors who hire workers the independent agency certifisys as
laving particularly serious employment problems likely to be helped
blr PSE.

Under the existing system, prime sponsors have no incentive to pick
such people up. fill only low-wage j obs, and this means a low Fed-
eral overhead contribution. Without careful management, such per-
sons, almost by definition, are not very productive. The roduce,
other words, few benefits for the employing agency. thought,
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we rmght be able to alter the rapt procedure to reverse these
and make curl PSE truly a structural program.

These points will not, obviously, solve all the problems associated
with the objectivesvisibility, cost, and contract aspects of CETA
PSE mentioned earlier in my statement. But they will help. rhave
ninny other recommendations., but no time It must suffice to say that I
think the opportunities for improving CETA are enormous. hope
this committee will show MTh imagination along these lines than is
exhibited by the administration's proposals.

Thank you,
Senator NErsox. In the second draft of the administration's pro-

posal, with regard to the question of supplementation, the administra-
tion's bill permits the prime sponsor to supplement his total title VI
allocation by 10 percent. If he gets $1 million, he may use up to $100,9
000 of local funds to supplement public service employment jobs.

Wisealtax, And distribute it over the wage structure in any 'way

the want?
enator NntSow. Night.

Earlier, I misstated myself. New employees work a maximum of
11/2 years. Those who have heen on may work 1 additional year.

Mr. Wismor. It is basically the program as described here.
Senator IsTr.r.sox. Yes.
Thank you very much for your testimony here, Professor Wis

Thank you very much for taking time to come here.
Our next witness is Glenn Nichols, president, Interstate Conference

of Employment Security Agencies, Inc., Department of Ernplornent,
Boise, Idaho.

Your statement will be printed in full in the record. You may present
it however you desire.

If you would identify your associates for the hearing record.

STATEMENT OF GLENN W. =ROM, DIRECTOR, IDATIO IMPART-

KENT OF El/MOMENT, AND PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE colt-
FERENCE OF EDIPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES, INC., AMR-
?AIMED By ESTRER SRELIMT, RESEARCR PROGRAM ASSISTANT,

10ESA ; AlfD wuritArd REARTWELL, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE

PRESIDENT, MESA

Mr. Niel-tots. My name is Glenn Nichols, president, Interstate Con-
ference of Employment Seco rity Agencies-

Senator Nvsorq. -Would you please pull the microphone a little'
closer ?

Mr. Nrcnor,s. I am chairman of our special conference tag; force
on manpower delivery systems. I am also the director of the Idaho
Department of Employment, and executive director of the Idaho Man-
power Consortium, a State-bell consortium, which administers all
CETA programs in my State.

With me today is Mr. Bill Mart-well, executive vice president of the
Interstate Conference of Erni.loyment Security Agencies, and Esther
Shelden, research and program assistant.

The Intel-state Conference of Employment Security Agencies en-
dorses the reauthorization of CE'TA and supports the genera thrust of
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the legislation providin for training and supportive services for the
structurally unemployed and. public service employment as a counter-
cyclical device. The conference is concerned that the bill fails to fully
utilize the expertise of the public employment service, and does noth-
ing to reinforce improving relationships between the CETA and ES
systems.

IC1ESA. feels that in the majority of cases, ES agencies and CETA
prime:1 are working cooperatively and providing complementary sere-
ices. 'The problem of duplication and competition are commonly over-
stated.

VESA also feels that the employment service has a role to play in
providing placement services to persons with strueteral barriers to
employment. ES has a clear record of service to yk,util, handicapped,
older -workers, veterans, and the poor.

The conference makes four recommendations for modifications of
the proposed administration's bill. They are (1) Assign the job search
assistance functions in title II to Governors and/or SESA.'s; (2) pro-
vide a stronger role for Governors in planning and coordination of
services, (3) clearly define the role of the State Employment and
'Training Council as advisory to the Governors; and (t) consider
elimination of the requirement of local industry councils in title VII
and take care to clearly define and coordinate the roles of all advisory
councils.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the administration's
proposal for extending the Comprehensive Employment and Train
in Act.

Ve have followed its development closely and participated when-
ever possible in the dialogue that preceded introduction of the leg-
islation.

-kid-lough we have some concerns with the administration's proposed
legislation, and some recommendations regarding parts of it, we
strongly endorse the reauthorization of CE,TA, and we support the
thrust of this bill which emphasizes the need to address structural
unemployment in certain segments of our population, and also to pro-
vide public service jobs as a eountercyclical measure to reduce un-
employ. inent and bolster the economy, We applaud and support those
provisions which isould clarify and simplify the administration of
programs under the act. While we are concerned that the inclusion in
legislation of limitations on duration of public service jobs, on wage
levels and on supplementation of wages may unduly restrict prime
sponsors' ability to respond to unique conditions in various parts of
the country, we understand and support the need to strengthen the
targeting of resources to those who have the greatest need.

But rather than comment in detail on a technical analysis of the
provisions title by title, we would Fele!. to concentrate our testimony
today on the question of coordination between CETA. prime sponsors
and State employment service agencies, and on means by which the
State employment security agencies which we represent can be more
full utilized in achieving the objectives of this legislation.

our committee is certainly aware of the continuing debate con-
ig duplicate manpower deliveiy systems. Since the passage of the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 19737 a plethora of
studies, congressional oversight hearings, papers, seminars, and na-
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time' commissions have studied this question without resolving this
basic issue.

The Interstate Conference is most anxious to help solve this di-
lemma, to the extent that the problem is a real one, in order to provide

e()Teeter assistance to all people requiring employment told traiing
services. INTe feel the failure to resolve this issue would be a disservice
to both the taxpayers of this Nation and the clientele we are mutually
striving to serve.

First, however, we feel it is necessary to clear up some general mis-
conceptions about the relationship between prime sponsors and State
employment security agencies. Although it is difficult to characterize,
on a nationwide basis, the general nature of ES--CETA relationships,
since these relationships vary in different States and localities, we do
know that these relationships have improved significantly in the past
year or so, and we suspect that those instances where ES agencies and
CETA prunes are not working well together are in the minority.

ES and CETA are working together. In many instances prime
sponsors are contracting with local ES agencies for the provisions of
referral and job search assistance services includieg placement, for
development of labor market information, and for a variety of other
services. Nearly half of our member ES agencies operate the balance
of State prime sponsor program for thenPelovernor. Prime sponsors
and ES agencies arc eo-loented in some areas.

In my own State of Idaho, the two eligible prime sponsorsone
urban county and the balance of Statehave, joined together to form a
State local consortium. The Governor and tmenty commissionei.s serve
as a "Board of Directors" of the consortium. and I wear two hatsone
as administrator of the State employment security agency, and It sec-
ond as director of the Idaho nmpower Consort him. All CETA serv-
ices in Idaho are delivered through our local employment, service
offices: We have a system of region ml "subsponsot-s" whereby local gov-
rnments engage rrm cET:t !kilning and negotiate directly with our

local offices for the kind of quality_ and level of CETA svrvic(!s rippim
priate to the locality, In Idaho we have. put ovrA find ES together
nncl made it work, and we IVle maintained Hie integrity of both sys-
temsproviding for local planning, program design and evaluation
and avoiding costly de pl ication and competition in our administrative
system.

In shoit, we feel that the concerns about existing CETAES
bons may be overstated in some quarters.

The primary function of the. vilirdoymmA service is to help people
get jobs. This function includes intake, counseling, joh/skill matching,
referral to job opportunities in t he private and public., sectors and re-
ferrals to public service employment. This does not. conflict with the
bask. prime spon msor responsibility for eployftbility development,
which includes work experience. skill tildning, remedial and institu-
tional tritininn development of public sort ice employment opport uni-
ties, and other st ip port i ve services.

Again, in that context. progress has been made in the past several
years in coordinating the, activities of the Iwo systems resulting in a
more efficient and effective arniv of manpower services to the commu-
nity. In ninny instances dupliration has been minimized, lending to
maximum services from both the employment service and the prhue
_sponsor.
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in finding public sector jobs this progress and cooperation can best
be documented by the fact that in 1970 the number of applicants under
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act placed by Shite
agencies was doubled over the previous year, and 12 percent of ill ES
placements was in subsidized public service employment.

In 1917, and this year, we responded to the administration's eco-
nomic stimulus goal of enrolling 725,000 indiViditals in public service

-Ployinent. As of today, 697,000 individuals are on board, and all of
those have been certified for prime sponsors by State employment serv-
ice agencies. As Sur eta' y Marshall testified on Februall, 23, the goal
of 725,000 enrollees should be reached this month.

We believe that public service employment will help to reduce lineal-
ployinent and that we in the employment service have a role to play.
The structural imemploymeut problem is more deeply rooted, but is
also an area where we believe the public employment service can play a
significant role.

htn your letter inviting me to testify before the Senate Committee,
Senator Nelson, you asked that I comment on the questions of employ-
ment security agencies services to those least equipped to compete in
the lal-)or market. Sexy ices of ES agencies to these persons have been
substantial, longstanding, and often OVealooked, Since its inception,
the pane employment service has been concerned Witli, and has devel-
oped programs to ap,sist youth, older workm$, the veteran, handi-
capped, Haig_ rant workers. and othei.s with a disadvantage in the labor
market.

Youth, the need for providing special services to youth was em-
phasized in the Wrigner-Pcyser ''Act which established ft, nationwide
public employment service to serve "men, women, and juniors."

By October 1939, there were 177 cities in which the public employ-
ment offices had full-time junior placement counselors on their staffs.
This has been a continuing effort. 017'1'0DM 31 percent of all indi-
viduals receiving counselinging set.vices lure. youth tinder 22. And what is
even more significant, 42 of e people place d in jobs are underevery 1t0© pad
29.

Senator NEtsoNr. What percentage of that youth would be classified
as disadvantaged and struct urally unemployed ?

Mr. NxcHoLs. I do not have a figure specifically for disadvantaged
youth, but economically disadvantaged generally, 34 percent of our
placements fell into that category. Thirty-one percent of mug place-
ments were of minorities. The fig_ ures are not all that bad. We are not
doing that badly in terms of placing people with labor market
disadvantages.

Senator NELSON-. We had hearings on this question a few years ago,
and traditionally the employment service's role has been to find job
fill.' somebody with a skill to fill it

Ten years ago, the employment service \MS not involved in stn whir-
ally unemployed iob placement. We did not have programs to address
the difficult job of counseling and placing people in jobs who wet -e dis-
advantaged, lacked skills !is well as an employment record.

r am not critical of Ow, because that was not the employment serv-
ices role historically, r tun interested in your statement that you are
placing a higher percentage of disadvantaged persons. Has anything
happened within the employment service in the various States in terms
of hiring personnel who have special experience in dealing with the



hard-core unemployed rani minorities? One problem raised a half a
dozen years ago was that many employment service agencies did not
have a Spanish-speaking member hi areas NV 411 many Span isl espeziking
people.

Mr. Nrettoes, I think a number of things have happened, some we
cannot, be too

have
of We have special workers for migrant seasonal

workers. We have also, just as a result of the cooperation I spoke of
earlier, with out own CET/ prime sponsor, become sensitive to the
fact we have responsibility to serve people with labor market
disabilities.

I see something that concerns me a little bit. I think I ago ifraid we
might find the wront, solution to the problem. coned tied about
how can we bring the, resources of the employment service to hear on
providing services to those people who have a disadvantage, minor-
ities, people with other structural harriels.

I am a little concerned that the solution NYO l0131( to may be the wrong
one.

A number of years ago, back in the sixties, a friend of in is in
the room, a former Assistant. Secetailr, used to say this a number of
years ago, in the sixties, the Labor Department was concerned about
target groups, people with structural disadvantages. They expressed
that concern in tbe form of priorities that the employment service was
to meet in serving economically disadvantaged, and soon.

The enforcement priorities were rewarded, through the budget. A.S a
result of that, I think what happened was we did rt poorer job of
serving the economically (Usti:dram:10,d than we are doing now, when
we are apparently not concerned with anything exce-ii that cold
placement figure.

We talk about our resource, allocation process being one ,m-
phasizes placements at the expense of people who have a disadvantage.
As it matter of fact. someone suggested our process impedes our ability
to help the disadvantaged by forcing, us to exeunt or find those easiest
to place to meet the numbers grime.

Whitt happened during the sixties, we went so -far in targeting re-
soonest to priority groups, we had situation where a diree
issued not to service unemployment insu ra nee claims, the tlteer y being
these people are joh.ready,

What happened as ri insult of that was basivally employers quit
sribnrittmg Job orders. They quit coming to us because they perceived
its as not tilling t heir needs.

Senator Ni uso).°. Why would that he? f f an imemployed person
who has a job skill registers in Ilse employment service. and their is
an employer who needs such a worker, then historieally the employer
notified the employment. service and the employer and the unem-
ployed Poison were matched together, lr was not it set Problem

Why would what you were doing interfere with that function ?
Mr. Niel tees, I think employe's perceived we went so far in trying

to serve the disadvantaged, we forgot their needs. We. sent people to
them that, in many eases. employers felt Were not qualified to fill the
jobs. In sheer numbers, our placementsi I OM, showed we were. plac-
ing about 6,1/2 million people. Liner on employem began to feel we
were not filling their needs. By 1970 iluit number of placements had
fallen to 3.8 million, and even though the percentage of disadvantaged
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groups as a percent of the total placeiiteiit was higher thaara it had
been, the sheer numbers of disadvantaged or other clients had dropped
so drztstically we were doing a poorer job of serving target groups.

Senator NELSoN. Those in statistics would need to be evaluated.
The unemployment rate nationwide was higher in 1970 than 1963, so
you obviously would place. fewe r people.

Mr. NicnoLs. That is true, Mr. Chairmun, bat I think there is as

great deal of evidence our overeillphasis on target groups did contrib-
ute to our drop in placements. The Manpower iVIministration made
a tut and went toward the current policy of emphasizing total place-
ments. At that point we started back up, tad we have consistently,
since then, each year, increased the total number of placements and in
doing so, increased the total number of disiulvantaged people we have
placed.

That is not to say we are doing an adequate job. I ant concerned we
do not go too far in the direction of channeling all our resources
toward advantaged groups that we do Snell poor job the employers
lease us again. That concerns me, because I think the ultimate solution
to high unemployment is jobs in the private sector, and without those
employers, we cannot provide those jobs.

Senator NELsoiss-, I do not understand the conflict. Somebody has to
have the responsibility of dealing with the much more diflicult question
of assisting the structin.ally unemployed. who at.e nntrained, unskilled,
and have no work record. Such placements [LIT InOIT, difficult than
placing the skilled worker, or the worker with a work record.

We are in the position of. either leaving I he employment service to
assist these persons, or creating another tigeray of some kind to address
itself specifically to this issue.

There are Sonic, OXPVriCIIVCS around the country concerning as deliv-
ery of that service through_ private groups. that appears to be doing a
good job because they address themselves solely to the issue of assisting
the ec.onornical ly disadvanta!red, rd-eore unemployed. They net
as a type of an employment service by seek in (r a position for a dis-
advantaged person. If the employment service did that, you would not

d that kind of ore nizot
Yet there is talk here of setting- up some kind of organization such as

that. Then we will have another !froup doing it
T ant wondering his the employment, set-vice Cannot perform its

traditional function. and have n serf ion in it that seeks employers for
disadvantaged persons, follow lip their placement. and if they do not
make it help them along. For example. got them referred to the right
place for training, and back to another employer. An individual, with
no work record and no skills, has to have special assistance, and follow=
through.

If the employment service, cannot do this then Congress is going to
create lief ilgt'llCV who can. which I think is too bad. lint. neverdwless.
the responsibility to serve the hard -core inwmploved is there. It would
seemi to roe that the employment service is the one who-ought to do it

We had quite at bit of resistance, 4 or 5 years ago. The employment
service said it was not their business. They were not concerned alma it

Now Yea.t.s have gone bv and volt are --av it von (lo not know if
you can play both toles. If on cani ot. we will create nreney to do
so, and leave the employment service out.

5i.210 13 16 - 54
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Mr. Nicttcii rt. I hope I did not give the impression. U think we can
play bot

I to point to an example, with regard to a difficult group
our experience in the WIN program. I think the

record is very admirable. We are dealing with
ace, women, rninoritiee, little work history generally.

ewe provided that special effort...It is not just a placement effoet,
hit w provide other resources, counseling, child care, things that
make it possible for an individual with disadvantage to get, work.

As a matter of fact, I cannot understand why we are not paying at-
tention to this model we have had 10 years of experience with, that
does save welfare dollars, by putting people to work. In Bseed year
1977, welfare savings from WIN, were estimated at $41-4 imilioti I.

total budget was $365 million. It is a cost-effective program.
We placed 271,271 welfare recipients, verified at the end of 30 days,

at an average of $3.70 per hour for men; women, 75 percent of that.
Those are not bad figures, and it is not it bad proven. It is one at

those programs we can cite so many testimonials of success stories of
people who had an opportunity for a fresh start.

I think WIN is an example of how the employment service earl act.
Senator Neesoie. I like your optimism, hut there are those who say,

with regard to the WIN program, it would lt tve. It ippened anyway.
I hope they are wrong. Maybe it is halfway in between. They are very
difficult statistics.

Mr. Nionot.s. I do not know whose numbers are right. The numbers
aside, I know some of the people, and I have seen the experience of
people who, without that opportunity provided through the WIN
program, would not have been able to make that transition as easily.

Senator CtIAVEE. In my experience with the employment service it
has been that they ara tt passive unit. They coluvie r ate on getting
out their employment checks. They will ids° funnel iz worker to :in
employer.

To say they are an aggressive, out reaching organizat surprises
me. Is that your contention ? I would be interested to blow where one
does all that Are you saying you could do it or live you saying you

ntly do it ?
Ir. Nome& I think the employment service is changing orga-

nization. I do not think we n: el old Imre-too nits that -we have
the image of.

Senator Cueree. I am net but I do say 3e) ate Mandated
with people lining up to 1.,ref ciu You have to process those,
get them out Your out rea t to get jobs for those who are difficult to
get jobs for is minimal.

When I read on page 7 that you have placed 3.1 million individuals,
I think that is a little charitable on yom part. You may have funneled
individuals into jobs, but I do not think it isit does not reeessafi':ly
reflect credit on your orgtinization for finding the =se people jobs-

Is that an unfair appraisal'
Mr. Themes. I do not think it is entirely nreurnte. I would. put out

that one main reason the en iployment service has not hecn as aggressive
as it could be for the last 13 years, we have operated with level
group of positions in the employment service.

Senator Creme. I think that is true.
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Nia., u;r. You mean die sante number of employee now ?
'tenets. thirty thousand nationwide. I would submit to you,

if we took_ that $400 million that the administration proposes to do
something with under title VII, which. is over half our mapioyment
service budget. we could do a whole lot moi e than provide 100p0 jobs.

We do not have the dollars to do it We are slowly being eroded
away, and squeezed down.

In this piece of legislation, the administration proposes $400 million
t put 100,000 people to work in private sector jobs. We have pieced,
34 million people on a budget twice that big (live us that $100 million,
tell us to use it exclusively to service disadvantaged.

Senator GUAFEE. 3,4 million, If a Ford Motor Co. employee is laid
off, and then called back on the job, is that considered a placement
by you folks?

.131r. Mono's. Mr. Ileartwell tells me no. I do not believe it is
Senator CM FKE. I do not kilo,' bow von get up to 3,1 million

What is your figutv of Where does it mine from ? Ts i
in actively went ont and got jobs?
Mr. Ily,..orrwem. Yes, sir. That, Senator, is the number of individuals

t hat were act ually placed into jobs, 3,1 million.
Senator ettAFEE Kathy than having been called back from their

old, job?
Mr. litmu-Iv Ea._ Yes, si r.
Senator CtiArse.. That is a. pretty i inpressive figure.
Mr. I rEAnTwELL. We th ink so. The Invakdo mu on t he types of place-

twins,: they run the gamut, but percentagewisc we are doing a better
job than we did in the sixt because we have employer confidence
now, and placing more minorities paw-Mtge wise, youth and Ttentns.
in this 3.4 million.

I think that -we are really restricted by the very point Mr. Nichols
made, with a 25 percent increase in the labor fotTe, we are still op-
erating with the same number of people we operated with 13 years

Mr. Nictiors. Looking at perfoilmince in the last 5 years, we are
not the same organization. The number of individuals we placed in
nonagrieultai.al positions is up, Those fignivs have, cluniged since we
have examined the employment service in the past. We are doing a
bet ter job on less money.

It is apparent to me that the administration does not ha
deal of confidence int he employment son,- ice. You ean look at the trend.
You can look at recent legislation for youth, disadvantaged groups,
they have chosen the CE TA mechanism. If some of those resources
were directed toward_ the State employment service, or give the dollars
to the St ate Governors, I am confident they will go to t heir employment
service, and they will tell us, "go out and find people jobs."

Senator citArlin. I think you have a point. The local (lilt_etttr of
employment security in our State is appointed by the Governor.

Senator NELSON. On the question of placements, Senator t
raised the question of a poison laid off and rehired. T

M
This is not eau ntA

in your statistics, correct?
Mr. Nrcitor,s, That is not a placement.
Senator NELSON. It has to be a new employer
_concerned?

in



Mr. Nrc.!Tomi. That is my on tl2rs!, n tling, yes, sir.
Senator NII,SON, SSA, ii soup body was an auto worker, and was

working at one plant, )tad no-,- went to work, say, from General Motors
to Chrysler, or to Ford, those would be counted as placements'?

Mr. NICHOI.S it we were the intermediary,
Senator NE; c)iistruction worker is laid off because a job

was finished, and to work for another employer, is That place-

ment counted?
Mr. Nicuors. Yes, sir.
Senator NErsoN. Do you have a breakdown for the record on how

many are Lew placements, including young people, entered the labor
market for the first time? Do you have a breakdown of how many you
would classify as structurally unemployed?

Mr. norm's. I do not believe I can give you i figure here for new
placements, we can get that information for the record, and we will
do that. We have a breakdown of placements generally.

Senator NELSON. Could you that for the record itr the next
10 days ?

Mr. lcric:tor.s. Certainly.
[The following was subsequently rci d for record
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ICESA
INTERSTATE

CONFERENCE OF

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
AGENCIES, INC:

March 13. 1978

Mr. James W. Powell
United States Senate
Committee on Human Resources
Room 4230
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Powell:

During my recent testimony on CETA reauthorization before the
Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratery Labor, Senator Nelson
requested a breakdown of the number of youth, new in the labor force,
placed by the Employment Service. While we have no specific data for
the number of new youth applicants placed, we do know that in fiscal
year 1977, the employment service placed 1,793,434 youth under 22.
What we were able to determine was that approximately 80% of the youth
applications on file were of applicants entering the labor force for
the first time Therefore, it seems logical to assume that approximately
1.4 million or about 80% of the youth placed were new entrants. There

is no breakdown for youth classified as structurally unemployed, however,
the employment service did place 6d2,789 economically disadvantaged
youth under 22 in ET .77.

In addition, I would like to submit a correction to the supplemental
testimony information I mailed on March 2 for inclusion as part of the
official record. The attached sheet entitled, 'Service To The Disadvantaged"
contains corrected data.

Once again, if I Or the staff at ICESA can be of any further
tance, please feel free to call on us.

Sincerely,

elao, /4:444,
Glenn Nichols
President

Attachments 1 Glenn Nichols' testimony
2) Service to the Disadvantaged

cc: Senator Nelson

SUITE 1242
1329 E STREET. N.W.
WA914iNGTON. i1 t. 20904
2132 /en- 9599
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SERVICE T4 THE DISADVANTAGED

I think perhaps there Is some misconception about the ability of the

employment service to serve the disadvantaged. I think we are not doing all

that badly at placing those with labor market disadvantages. Look at some of

the statistics.

Youth 43.6 percent of all the people we place are under
22. 31 of every 100 who receives counseling is
under 22

Handicapb,A We place 16,003 handicapped people every month

Veterans 16 percent of our new Joh applicants arc veteran=
but over 18 percent of our placements are veterans

Economically In FY '77 we placed 1.4 million

Disadvaritaged

I think our experience n the Program is especially significant when

discussing services to those with barriers to employment. The WIN population

represents the socio-economic group least likely to Obtain employmentwomen,

the unskilled, the undereducated.

In FY '71 welfare savings from WIN were estimated at $444 million compared

to a total WIN program budget for FY '77 of $365 million. During this period

271,271 welfare recipients were placed in employment with placements verified

at the ef.1 of 30 days. Average hourly starting pay for men was $3.70. The

average Far women was $2,73 or about 75% or that of the man. In the mainstream

of labor force, women's earnings are abou' of those of men. On the average

WIN beneficiaries were p1. in employmere, at hourly rates about 50% above the

federal minimum wage and ,'oximately 25s, of them were placed in jobs paying

$4.00 an hour or more WIC retention rates ore also good, with more than 75% of

those who complete the verification period still working after six months.

The WIN program has an enviable record on cost effectiveness. Per each

dollar spent in the WIN program it is estimated that welfare grants are reduced

by 19 in the first year after placement.
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Senator CitAFEE. You showed considerable enthusiasm for the WIN
program. Do you think that one of the reasons it is successful is because
of the tax credit that given under it ?

I might say I belit: ve in incentives like that, hut I was wondering
what your view is.

Mr. Nicitot..s. I do not know that my view would be very informed.
I do not ka: ow that it would be accurate to say that is trite. It may very
well be.

Senator CUAFEE. In any event, you found the WIN program a
success?

Mr. Nicitots. Absolutely.
Senator CrtAFEE. Thank you.
Senator Nrisox, Go ahead. You were at page
Mr. Nicnot.s. The handicapped and older workerstechniques for

selective placement of the handicapped were developed as early as
1940, and the most current data indicates that SESA's arc finding
jobs for about 16,000 handicapped persons each month.

As early as 1956, the public employment service had launched a pro-
gram of improved and expanded services to older workers through the
appointment of older worker specialists in etich SE _1. At about the
same time, services to minority groups were strengthened based on
nondiscriminatory policies let earl ler.

Another integral part of ES heti vit ie: t5 servicos to veterans. Dur-
ing the first 10 months of fiscal year 1977. 16 percent of new job appli-
cants were veterans, but more than 18 percent of total placements
represented this p.m p More than 38 percent of job applicants referred
to supporive services repisent Z111(1 1(-)1) (1011.'101)111Pa VOrl-
tacts made for veterans totaled 27 percent of all job development con-
tacts made. This is a revordimpai.alleled by airy other employment sys-
tem for this special applicant group.

Beginning in the early 1060's. the Employment reempluisiz.A1
assistance to the disadvaidaged through its tole in the Area Redevelop-
ment and Manpower Development and Training Act. Today it con-
tinues to place, more lower income applicants, and in it much more
cost-effective manner than any other public supportf0 employment and
training program. This is not a new phenomenon. Employment service
agencies have been successfully placing. elfitre recipients and other
disadvantaged individuals for many years. For the 10 months ending
.Duly 1977, almost 1 million economically disadvantaged people were
placed in jobs by the public employment service.

Currently it is dealing effectively with welfai.e recipients in the
work incentive program. This program is designed to provide needed
job placement, training or related assistance to AFDC welfare recip-
ients so that they may become self-sufficient and economically
independent.

The WIN population, in terms of its social/economic makeup, are
those least likely to refich self- sufficient employment--women,
the unskilled, the undereducated, and others who are not job com-
petitive. Thus, WIN is en torrorically designed to meet the employment,
needs of a population sector that would otherwise be outside the main-
stream of employment efforts.

This is one of the most cost saving programs for serving those on
welfare who are seeking work, in the first 9 months of fiscal year 1977.
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about 203,000 welfare recipients were placed in employment through
the WIN program at an average cost of about $880. This employment
increase was 12 percent over fiscal year 1976, and 60 perc,:it over fiscal
ye.ar 1975.

Significant over-the-year `gains in placement have occurred foi
youth, migrants, economically disadvantaged, and CETA applicants.

State employment security agencies do have some major concerns
with parts of the proposed legislation which we feel need to be ad-
dressed further. Earlier in this testimony, I eommented on the im-
proved working islationships between prime sponsors and employ-
ment service agencies. I have also outlined the record of ES agencies in
serving those with disadvantages in the labor market. We are con-
cerned that the administration bill does nothing to reinforce the posi-
tive trend in ES-CETA cooperation, and may in fact further confuse
and aggravate these relationships.

We are also concerned that the legislation fails to take full advan-
tage of the capabilities which the public employment service has to
contribute.

Although we recognize that the CETA system has been chosen as the
major vehicle for manpower service delivery under this administra-
tion's economic stimulus program. we feel that this. ana other ad-
ministration legislation, is deficient in ifs failin'e to recognize and fiilly
utilize the resource available in the state employment security agencies.

This failure to utilize, ES expertise is a ppai.ent in recent legislation
on youth, the administration's proposals for manpower service delivery
under the jobs component of wel fiiiT refoi m. and its TITRE and STTP
programs, All these initiatives demonstrate the clear orientation of the
administration toward use of the CETA systems not only for employ-
ability development and public service employment, hat for an accelcr7
ated job search assistance program including job development and
placement in the private sector.

We find this difficult to understand in view of the employment serv-
ice's proven track T.ecot.(1. The employment g,evice has unique strengths
and capabilities, particularly in dealing with the private sector. Reflect-
ing strong recovery from the recession, the public employment sei-vicr,
placed 3.4 million irdividnals in jobs in fiscal year 7 percent
abov e year-ago levels.

Tn the first t1 months of fiscal year 1077 the employment service
found -fobs for more than 3 million people it li colt of $160 per place-
ment. We challenge any public or private employment system to match
the -: achievement.

Based on its experience, its geographical coverage. a local office in
,600 of the Nation's communities, and its proven flexibility in adapt-

ing (ioerations to policy direction. it is difficult t.. i liderstand why the
public employment service should not have the major re:sponsibility
for what it does best the finding aial filling of johs. It is clear,
however. that the proposed legislation could leave the utilization of
2.600 local public employment Aires to the whim of approximately
4110 prime sponsors.

1Ve had it difficult to inuleistand the rationale for budgeting $400
million, which represents over one-lial f of the Employment Seyire
budget, to prime' sponsors for the 100.000 private sector -jobs, when
last year ES placed 3.4 million in private misiihsidized jobs. These
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accomplishments re achic 1 in addition ter providing other job
search related activities such as intake, .tssesstnent, coairtaselittg, testing,
labor market 1 n ; tern, and so on

It is important to recognize the fact that twime sponsors are already
engaged is ,nine instances in making direct placements iii t he private
!,--ector. We feel that expanding, emphasizing, and formalizing this
role in a new title is unnecessary and will further contribme to
fracturing the long standing ES relationship with the private sector.

The point of further emphasizing duplication of aetivil ies in the
private sector is unclear .s;nee much progress has been made. in the
past soveral years betwyen ES and cETA to complement each other's
plognuns and facilitate the employment proces.s. Repealcd contacts
of employers V the myriad of manpower 114-works to develop jolt
openitTs is not a logical approach, and is as waste of valuable resources,

Accordingly, we are concerned about the provisions of title VII
that would place prime sponsor's up front in developing jobs in the
private sector. And although we agree that prime sponsors should be

ilde for submitting an employment plan 11,1)011SiVt to local
and that a certain degree of flexibility must he maintained to

accommodate existing surcessfhl delivery mecl Inn isms based on ',reci-
tal:: performance. we take issue with prime sponsors having the major
role in at loll sea MI assisnince prog-un including- placement in the
private sectc,r. This responsibility. we believe. should primarily be
hal of the State through its public employment servive agencies.

'We believe the most effective legislat ion should call for explicit co-
ordination of the lnhor exchange Enact on of the State employment,
service with the employability development services available through
prime sponsors to result in maximum service to clients.

Another major concern we have with the legislation is the review
and comment role by the Governor of ',rime sponsors' employment
and training plans. Although we rreoollize that the administration's
proposed attempts to :tecommodate the very tippareat need for as

stronger role for Governors in ma lip met- service delivery. we feel that
its provisions fall short of what is needed. The requirement that prime
sponsors tr7.nsinit employment and training- phi to (.;ovornos for
review and comment prior to :qtbotis_-;ion tot fit. Srilvtary of [Jabot. does
110 go far enough in providing Governors the authority needed to
effectively plan and manage the full ntilizat ion of State services. Nor
is it enough to require that the Coverno prepare a "coordination nod
special services plan" without providing the aid hot ity mid resoues
necessary to assum that smith a plan c:m be implemented.

Go+ enmrs should Juice the not horny to dt,tvrotint. amide vrv-
priorities and other basic policies. They should be accountable for

planning- and operating- a manpower delivery mechanism capable or
performing labor exchange, employability development. labor market
information, and public service employment fiintion.

In order to implement an integrated service prognun to meet state-
wide needs. Governors should have ffcx h liiv For assessing local con-
ditions, rind should have the and-1101.k y to exert more positive influence
locally through negotiation and collaboration wit], local offirials.

Only the Governors can achieve an effective interface between prime
.-Tonsoi.s and other State administered manpower programs such as
the employment, service. vocational education. vocational rehabilit a
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tion, unemployment insurance, social services, and economic develop-
ment. This is needed to delineate iind coordinate responsibilities at
various levels and to assure that there is a clear understanding of the
relationships among them. It follo-,vs, therefore, that the. Governor
should have the responsibility and authority if not of apps owing prime
sponsor plans, of assuring that prime sponsors fully recognize and
utilize the services and capabilities of local maniigement offices.

Under the current proposal, final authority for bridging prime spon-
sors and employment service offices if, first, at the discretion of the
local prime sponsor, on the local level, and eventually the Secretary
of Labor. If the Governor is not required to approve such plans, he
should be provided with some stronger means of meeting his respon-
sibilities with regard to coordinating all job assistance, activities in the
State.

Further, to assure that national priorities are met, as a part of the
State manpower service delivery system, Governors should provide
certain functions, in cooperation with the. Department of Labor, and
under DOL standards and guidelines, iii l ii link a comprehensive state-
wide plan supporting national goals objectives, a management
information system, and a coniputerized job mate hing system.

It is important to note that labor market boundaries do not neces-
sarily coincide with State. county, and city lines. Capital and labor are
essential links between labor mar kets. and the mobility of both is such
that it is often beyond the control of local governments.

However, State oyernments,governments, licting in a coordinating capacity
among cities and counties. can help develop is balame between supply,
and demand for manpower, and should be cluirged with assuring that
there is coordinated intrastate and when necessary. interstate, plan-
ning to identify local needs.

When prime sponsors and local agencies and organizations are un-
able to develop an integrated deli very sv.--Item, then Slate level guidance,
encouragement, persuasion, incentit e. direct ives. Or Whatever is needed.
should he provided by the Governor to insure that planning is ac-
complished.

A.lso, it seems to us that the proposed legislation proliferates and
duplicates the role of planning coniwils. Although we agree the State.
Employment and Training Council ni is to he strengthened, broad-
ened, and become more involved in (lob very planning coordination
Witt process, this council is appointed by f he Governor, and is an
instrument of the Governer, and to have local priine spensoi.s' plans
submitted to both for approval and comment nee/1- to be clarified.

Therefm-e, to clarify this, we feel that t Employment and
'Framing Council is advisory to the (1 ,c,?roo, ad that comments

iold be directed to the Governor and considered by him in approving
or recommending modification In prime sponsors' plans.

On the lt-rcal level, title VII deshmales "local industry job coun-
cils!' CET \. planning councils are allIquly in place in most localities,
and additional employer committees are being formed under the job
service improvement program to advise lixal ES otlices on their
operat ions

The National :1 Mance of Businessmen ( NAB) Board is being
broadened under a new name of the NtItional Industry Council. This
places four separate councils or groups on the local level with some
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varying but overlapping responsibilities to become involved in the
delivery system planning mechanism. This creates unnecessary con-
fusion and duplication. This cumbersome process needs to be stream-
lined and clemly defined, or we feel this would further strain and
overly duplicate an already fractured planning and delivery system.
We question the need to require the formation of the local councils
called for in title VII.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, We would recommend the following:
One That the job search assistance activities in the private sector

as incorporated in title II be legislatively designated as the responsi-
bility of the State. This might be done either by specifically designat-
ing the ES is the responsible agenc-_,,y, or by charging the Governor
with the responsibility of this activity. In either case, the Governor
should be insured sufficient flexibility to utilize the delivery system
he deems most effective, and measures should be taken to assure full
recognition of the ES -.111(1 a major role for it in the job search assist-
ance function ;

Arwo.That Gorerno-is should be 'en either approval authority
over prime sponsors' employment and training plans, or some other
means of exerting more positive influence in the coordination of labor
exchange, labor market information and manpower service delivery
programs;

Three. That the role of the State Employment and 'cntining Conn-
eil be clearly defined as one cif serving in an advisory capacity to the
Governor; and

Four. That great cant for' !-Je exercised berm-0 requiring the creation
of any additional ';Alvisory councils, and that the roles and relation-
ships of all such. councils be more clearly defined and coordinated:

In conclusion, we invite your attention to I wo earlier' points in our
testimony today. First, as we employment security administrators are
convinced that our tel with our colleagnes responsible for
administration of CETA programs are far better and mom workable
than seems to he generally recognized here in the N4ItiOn'S CtlpitaL

And second, despite the language in our authorizing legislation, the
Wagner-Peyser Act, that clutrges us with serving all clientele seeking
our broad range of services, we itre responsive to target groups. In
spite of our limited resources to assist those most in need, we have
met or exceeded specific quatnitat ive goals in services to this clientele
included in the administration's stimulus package, Whether they be
migrant workeN, youth, welfare recipients, veterans, minorities, or
older workers,

The fact, Mr. Chairman, that this has been done along with meeting
nor other cascading responsibilities without an inerelise in employ-

w.nt SelTiees posit ions for over a decade, we feel, is an exemplary and
sig:iilicant accomplishment often, overlooked by the administration.
We hope that it will not be overlookeo by the Congress, and we pledge
our continuing cooperation and dediell ion to meet the objectives of the
le i t ion before yon.

Thank pun very much fur this opportunity.
Senator NELSON. I am concerned alout creat in additional methods

of delivering services of this kind. We Have before this committee a
displaced homemakers' bill, in which the original proposal proposed
creating 50 agencies in the 50 States, with the special role of counseling,
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training, and placement of displacement- homemalan This -yonld
create another delivery system.

I do not think that makes sense if eve have got semothit pl

that can work.
Mr. Nicuot.s. I agree,Senntor.I think many of the

.bill tries to do we already have, the delivery sys t.ins or i t

these things. I do not know the latest versiontit it I It t, III Fs'ta5

to deal with nationwide problems the localities ( lea with,
I do not think displaced homemakers are a problem you Inane to (PA]
with in a national way. Those resources are made ayaila! hi itti(:7'

title IL
I am a little concerned that the administration's hill to Piz) ha

to turn the screws down lo tight, and leaves very littlt, _

local prime sponsors to necide how it does work he it for diem. 'i1 l ity

those things I do not think have to be specified in law.
Senator NELsoN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Kenneth Yon mT, legislative director, AFL-CTO.
If you would identify your associates for the hearing record.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH YOUNG, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF LEG-

ISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS

OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY NARK ROB-

ERTS, AFL-CIO ECONOMIST; AND ROBERT McGLOTTEN, AFL-CIO

LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. YOUNG. Surely, Mr. Chairman.
On my right is Mr. Robert McGlotten. On n left is Mark Roberts,
Senator NELSON. Your statement Will be printed itt full in the tecorrl,

and you may present it however you desire.
Mr. Youso. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
What I would like to do is go through the opennw part of my

statement, and leave the clef tiled sec' ion-hy-section !NM jiist for the
-record, and I will be happy to answer My 11:11110 is Kenneth
Young, I am associate director of legislatit for the AFL-CIO. With
me are Mroic. Roberts, AFL-CIO economist. and Robert McGlotten.
AFL -0TO legislative representative. T am here today to present the
views of the A FI-CTO (-m the dministrinion's proposals for :intend-
ments to CETA, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,

Let me say at the outset, that we have had a copy of this hill for less
than a week. We would like to give the hill more study and get more
comments from our affiliated unions. Therefore, T respectfully request.
that we be given the opportunity to file a supplementary statement at a
later date.

The AFL-CTO recognizes the overidiarr importiince of gclieral
job-creatinfr economic. polie ies to create a healthy economic environ-
ment in which employment and training programs can function
effectively.

Senator NELsoN. How soon can you have voter supplementary state-
went ready think the to,: -i1 will he closed about the 20th of
March.

Mr. YOUNG. WO will have it in way he foil-. that.
For this reason, the AFL-CIO Executive Coune I has just called

for a $30 billion general economic stimulus package which includes a
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$4 billion expansion of the cETA public service employment pro-
gram to raise the total of 1';-3E job slots 1). 400,000 from 'I5,000 to
1.1 million in fiscal 1070,

The AFLCIO Executive Council warned that this expansion of
PS must be accomplished without substituting public service em-
ployees for regular public or private. WW'kerS, Mid without 11111101'
mining or ; uring job standards,

I respect-tnily request that this .',..F1-14'1 0 Council statement of
February 20 on the national economy ;aid its attached IH
-report be included in the record at the coin usion of illy remarks,

As you know, the A.FLCIO stipt,orted enactment of the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training riet of 1973 and the legislation
which led up to cETAthe Manpower Development and 'rniining
Act and the Emegeney Employment let of 1011. And also, as you
know, we support the Humplury-Elawkins full employment legisla-
tion to help move this Nation closer to its full economie potent ial.
are proud of the Al' LCIO record oo manpower, employment and
training legislation.

Jobs are the key to a healthy_ economy. Full employment is the basic
prereqvisite for an effective inul comprehensive national manpower
policy. Full employment has always been a top priority goal of
organized labor. %\ define full employment as a job at a decent wage
for every American who is able to work, and who is looking for work.

Unfortunately, the .4thierican economy too often----aud stillfalls
far short of full :employment. In spite of improvement last year, the
Nation is still experiencing persistently high levels of unemployment.
No matter how you define the unemplonnnit problemwhether in
terms of _structural unemployment, in terms of cyclical unemployment.
or in terms of ::Dine cumbination (if fiwsc_ thew lire It minion Ame-
icans officially out of work, and by the kFIAC1-0 measure of um-
employment- -- =including discouraged workeN who have stopped 'ooh-
ing for nonexistent jobs, and involtintar.v part-time wolan.s who can-
not find full-time jobsthere are 0 million Americans who do not
have the income and dignity and sel f-snpporting status that 0011W
from a full-time job.

It is in the context of this Nation's persistent, high unemployment
that we look at the Carter mlministrat ion's proposed 1078 (ETA
amendments.

We share the administ rat ion's concern idiout lrnci urn] unemploy-
ment--the kind of imemployment Ihoe stems from inadequal,, educa-
tion. lack of work skills, and work experience. economic disadvantage,
discrimination, and so on These are the problems of people who have
trouble getting a job even in good t imps.

We are also very much concerned about eyclica l unemployment
the kind of unemployment that resultF, from the rip_ s and downq of the
economy, from job destroying recessions and from in:idequato
Cyclically unemployed Workers generally bold re,t,alar .lolls in good
times. but they are layotT victims when the economy turns down or

mains stagnant.
Senator NELsos. In the A V1JCIO commendation f incr

public service jobs by 400.000. are you rI ed)1111101idliilg Iiilit this be ad-
dressed to structural unemployment. or yclical, or both ? if so, what
proportions?
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Mr. YouNo. No, Mr. Chairman. We, as you can see in our testimony,
agree to putting in a trigger on title VI. We are suggesting that title
VI basically be looked upon as a cyclical program, and the new title II
basically be a structural program.

As unemployment comes clown, we -would like to see it shifting more
and more to structural unemployment. As the numbers decrease by

\ the triggering mechanism, you would increase the numbers in the
`, structural programs, and our feeling would be, given the present un-

employment rate, the increase will keep the present level of tife VI,
and put more emphasis into the structural part now.

Senator NEL,soN, Did you hoar Professor Wiseman's testimony on
that point ?

Mr. Yousa. No; I did not, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NEtmoti. If I understood him correctly lie (lid not approve

of using a trigger. He stated that if unemployment is going to go
down, and the economy expand, then we ought to be addressing our-
selves more specifically, more vigorously to the structural unemploy-__
men t problem.

My own view is that is what \s cs ought to be doiee Ode rises
a question in his statement which also concerns me. 7, :ty bard
to fine tune an automatic mechanism based upon se!, of un-
employment which is based upon some standard st forma-
t ion for a metropolitan area.

31-r. You o. I think that is true. I guess oer basic feel .tee Chair-
man, there ire two problems, One is structural, one is cyclical, We
are not trying to say that cyclical has to he toldressed first.

What we are saying, while you have areas of persistent cyclical un-
employinent, it is extremely difficuir, to find jobs for the structurally
unemployed. We tAgree that a subst ant ial number of jobs are in the
private sector. A_ private sector emplo3-er will not hire structurally
unemployed persons -when there is a pool of people with experience,
or some background, that, makes that person more potentially valuable
to t 14.t. private sector employer.

We think there have to be spec nil progra Ins for the structural worker,
mid see a heavy emphasis on the problems of structural unemployment.
In many areas. this means you also Have to serif-isty tiddresS the cyclical
problem.

Senator Nmsox. I think there are lets of low, eat IT level jobs in the
private sector that a re tiva liable, if you can persuade the employer
to take on a person from the program, There are quite a few of them
out there.

If your argument is ear t, and t here is obviously some ',writ to it
it is just ii difficult to place somebody with a work record in a Very
low level entry job if that person has a skill. 'rim field of public service
is one place where 'we can ti address ourselves :Ind absorb some fair share
of the responsibility for getting a. strueturally unemployed person
into a work program of some kind in the public seiTke field:

That is the most difficult yroblem. It seems to me, we ought to be
emphasizing the public service field to deal with the question of struc-
tural unemployment..

Mr. Youxo. I think we are in agreement, with dna, Arr. Chairman,
We are convinced, as you know, iind fought for many years in

terms of public service employment. We have no argument with that
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We see that as one way of getting structurally rnientployed into
labor force and then, hopefully, moving forward.

Maybe I should. get to our eight points on page :3 of our testimony.
Before I turn to a more detailed examination of the administration's

proposal, I would like to make a few general points.
First : The AFL-CIO would like to see increased .attention and

emphasis given to on-the-job training and upgrading efforts. OJT
has proved itself as an effective method of getting people into perma-
nent, private sector jobs. We agree with Senator .1-m-its' misgivings
about the administration's "privitte sector initiative" proposal, and
we wooit.i agree with his suggestion that the 1400 million PIP budget
reques1 would be better spent if earmarked for private sector OJT.

programs likewise serve a useful purpose in moving
love, : lower-paid workers up into perma nent. private sector

PI higher-pay jobs, and at the smile time opening up entry
jubs lu. h can he filled hy Thly_skin,

workers.
Second: We iiave always said that CET.' PSE jolts should be addi-

tional jobs and not substitute jobs that replace or displace workers
already on pnhhic or private nonprofit payrolls. We have consistently
apposed -substitution.' Of regular workers by CETA- funded woi.kes.
WI' We dr111111 1110 rPeerlt, Brookings report h -Richard Nathan and his
associates which shows that displacement lies been no more than 20
percent. The report notes that title If and title VI 'tsustainment" slots
had a displacement. rate of only 21 percent. and the more recent title
VI "project" slots had an even lower displacement rate of only 8 per-
cent. We think this is progress.

Third The emphasis on the -triinsit lona I" la er of public ser -
ice employment must he tempoi.ed and modi fi. . to c,.eogn'ze that jobs
s nply may not exist in the private or public setors at the end of the
nubile service employment mad. Whatever fiat nature of the PSE
,lob whether trojett" to 'sust aininent"--there should be flexibility
and discret ion for the Secretary of Labor to prevent layoffs of PSE
workers when there are no permanent jobs available.

Fourth : We believe more Federal di !vernl. investiga tion and en-
forcement is essential in the operation of the prime sponsor system of
CETA administration. We believe the law as wri. ten is hasimlly sound,
but those abuses that get public anent ion give the whole program a bad
public image. It is important. therefore. that the Labor Department's
Elm and Training- Administration improve and expand on-
site ostigation to make stare that the purposes and guidC.ines set
by (-tr.:gess are being followed.

Fifth : We have en basic disagreement with tile idea set forth in
72et :1 1 l f) for experintental-demonstrat ion job programs for wel-
fare recipients but we insist- that, these programs must- conform to
the same mige and labor standards :dal ant isubstitut ion, antidisplace-
ment requirements that govern all CET.V PSE programs.

Sixth: The AFTC10 is deeply concerned with the need to protect
basics labor standards. We oppose using CETA jobs or youth jobs or
welfare jobs to undercut t lie hard-won wages and working conditions
of regularly employed workers.

Seventh: We propose that ,title VI, the title aimed at dealing with
cyclical unemployment, be tied to a trig, ring im;:litiaism starting
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from a higher base and a lower nnemplo ent rate. than that suggested
by the administration. We urge that the base be $3 billion, approxi-
mately '300,000 jobs, without regard to the unemployment rule, with
in additional $1 billion, about 100.000 jobs, added for each one-half
of 1 percentage point, that the national unemployment rate exceeds
4 percent.

In this connection, we wish to point out that even when the national
unemployment rate is 4 percent, or below, there will still la, areas of
excessively high unemployment in the Nation, and these areas will con-
tinue to need the kind of assistance available under title VI.

Eighth r We believe, the title VII private sector initiative program
should he revised and turned into a national pilot program to he
testk.:i. in no more than 20 or 55 major metropolitan areas selected by
the Secretary of Labor on the basis of program proposals. We believe
the most constructive role for such a program is to promote OJT
with local joint labor-industry OJT boards or councils to review and
approve or reject on a case-by-case, basis proposed OJT arrangements.

Mr. Chairman. I mild like to hire to page 12, if I could. This is at
the conclusion of going through the various sections of the adminis-
t ration's proposal.

While we have been critical of some of the administration's pro-
posals, the AFL--CIO wants to make it clear Oyu it continues to sup-
port CETA as the Nation's major national manpower progimn,

When CETA Was first enacted, it was considered by many to be a
manpower revenue sharing prOirr AM. definition this has resulted
in anuses and in enforcement. The .FT,--CIO agrees that
the time has come to strengthen iind to eliminateso fiir as
pasibleinisuse of the lair. We believe that our proposals, as well as
many of the administration's suggestions, will help transform CETA
into a better and more effective piece of legislation.

We look forward to Ivorking closely with this committee iii carry-
ing out this important task.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator INF:Lsox. I assume that. on page 10. when yon are referring

to the ti icr;,-,-ering mechanism of $3 billion, which would pioyide
for about 30,000 joks. then at Eli level of unemployment, We icnaasi
be talking ,ostly about expenditures for structurally unemployed,, is
that. correct.?

Mr, A'',7.tqf,.Correet
Senator 7Tr'i,.;'ti. So I; teeognize, :15 have son.e other witnesses,

that no ii t ;i1o. hnemployment rate is, there is still an
important ,:=O,;i::-7, -;ng the structurally unemployed. and that
there ought, to 1.1 con holing program. lira matter how well off the
rest of the economy is.

YouNo. Absolutely.
Senator Nusox. Thank you very flinch. Afr. Young.
{The prepared statements of Mr. Young and the r- e -een

tire council follow:1
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STAMENS BY KENNITII YOUNG, "WIWI= DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION
ApmRicAli INEERATION O1 :.&PAN, AND CONGRESS OF 1E7:ARIAL ORGANIZATIONS

TO TEE SENATE RumAN MaURRT.S SURCOPO4ITTEE Ot 'AViOYKINT. POVERTY,
ARO MIGRATORY LAWN ON S. 2370, TOE CONYREP..:,CIVE EmpLorNTNT AND

TRAINING MeNOMENTS OF IV:

March 1. 1975

NE. Chairman, my name is Kenneth Young. I PA Associate Director of

Legislation for the Aft-C10. With me are Nark Uberts, AYL-CIO economist, and

Robert NoGlotten, AYL-C10 legislative tapreaentstive. I am here today to present

the Views of the AFL-CIO on tre Administration's proposals for amendments to

CITA, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Let me Say at the outset that we have had a copy of Chia bill for less than

a week. We would like to give the bill more study and get more comments item our

affiliated unions. Therefore, I reapeCtfully request that we be given the

opportunity to file a supplementary statement at a later date.

The AFL-CIO rocogniges the overriding importance of general job-i

economic policies to Create a healthy economic environment in which r,

and training programa can function effectively.

For this reason, the AFL -CIO !Rotative Council has just called for a $30

billion general economic stimulus package which includes a $4 billion expansion

of he CITA Public Service Employment program to raise the total of PSE job

by 400,000 from 725,000 to 1.1 million in fiscal 1979.

Ile AFL-CIO Executive Council warned that this expansion of pSE must be

accomplished without eubatituting public service employees for regular public or

private workers and without undermining or injuring job standards.

I respectivily request that this AFL-CIO Executive Council statement of

Pe rusty 20 on the national ecOneaY 2nd its attached background report be included

in the record at the Conclusion of my remarks.

Au you know, the AFL -CIO supported enactment of the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973 and the legislation which led up to CETA -- the Manpower

Development and Training Act and the Emergency Employment Act of 1971. And also,

as you know, we support the Humphrey-NawLina 21,11 employment legislation to help

move this nation closer to its full economic prtential. We are proud of the

AFL -CIO record on manpower,employmenb and training legislation.
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Jobe are the key to a hes thy economy. full employment is the bsaic

prerequisite for en effective and compreheneive notional manpower policy. _

employment has always been A top - priority goal of organised labor. We de

full employment as a job et a decent wage
for every American who is Ale to

work tad vho is looking for work,

Unfortunately, the American economy too often -- and still -- falls fat

abort of full employment. In spite of improvement last year, the nation is

experiencing persistently high levels of unemployment. No matter how you

define the unemployment problem -- whether in terms of structural unemployment,

in terms of cyclic.' unemployment, or
in terms of some combination of these --

there are 6 million americans officially out
of work, and by the An-CIO meosure

of unemployment - including discouraged workers who have stopped looking for

non-existent jobs ind involuntary part-time
workers who cannot find full-time

_Oho -- there are 9 million Americana who don't have the income and dignity end

self-supporting status that come from a full-time Job.

It is in the context of this nation's
persistent, high unemployment that

we look at the Carter Administration's
proposed 1978 CCM amendments.

We share the Administration's concern about structural unemployment the

kind of unemployment that stems from
inadequate education, lack of work skills

And work experience, economic
disadvantage, discrimination, and so on. Melia

are the problems of people who have trouble getting a job even in good times.

We ere also very much concerned about cyclical unemployment -- the kind

of unemployment that results from the ups and downs of the economy, from job-

destroying recessions and from inadequate growth. Cyclically unemployed workers

generally hold regular jobs in good times but they are lay-off victims when

the economy turns dawn or remains stagnant,

We believe -- one we 'hope it is obvious to the Congress -- that both

structural and cyclical unemployment are
serious problems; that these problems

ere difficult if not impossible to disentangle from each other; and that it is

impossible to bring down structural
unemployment when the nation is experiencing

high cyclical joblesacesa, if regular, experienced workers are looking for jobs,

it is highly unlikely, that the
private tractor will seek economically eisadaantegre

Workers who leek Wilt 40d work experience.

Therefore, While ve give continued support
to efforts to deal with both

structural And cyclicol unemployment,
we are concerned about the shift in emphasis
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that we see in the edminietratienia proposed UkTA amendments == a altilt to no

apparently exclusive empliseis on the unemployment problem., or the atrucIurally

unemployed.

We recognise a legitirruite, proper, desirable concern for alienating

seance resources to those who ere moat needy, but We oleo recognise a need for

truly commrshensive employment policy to deal ef [actively with the persistent

problems and needs of the regular worker. whose unemployment probleme are no Leila

serious Amply bateau's their unemployment hae been defined se "cyclical."

We do not Day that the needle of the cyclical ly unemployed regular worker&

should have exclusive attention or that the needs of theme warkere should take

precedence over the needs at the structurally unemployed and economically

disadvantaged workers. We are, however, urging a better balance in CtIA legislation

and in 'the administration of rETa.

With these pinta in mind, we believe CETA should be continued and imp

and otrengthoned.

Before I turn to a more detailed examination of the Adui,niatrativn'n proposal

would like to make a feu ikneral point"

Firm the mkt. -CIO would like to see increaeed attention and erapheeis given

to on-the-Job training and upgrading effort'. Oil has proved itaelf as an effective

Method of getting people into permanent, private sector Jobe. We agree ari,-h

Senator davits' miagivinga about the Adoinietration'a "private sector

proposal and we agree with his suggeetion that the $400 million PSIP budget tequeet

would be better opera if earmarked for private sector

Upgrading programs likevias serve a useful purpose in moving lower-level,

lowerpaid workers up into permanent, private sector higher - skill, higher-pay

jobs, and at the setae time opening up eri`ry-level jobs which can be filled by

economically disadvantaged workera ,

Second, we have always said that BETA -PNE Jobe should be additional john

and not eubatitute jobs that replace or displace worker. already on public or

private non- profit payrolls. We have consistently apposed "substitution" of

regular workers by CETa-funded workers. We welcome the recent Brookings report

by Richard Nathan and his associates which allows that displacement haa been no

more than 20 percent. The report notes that Title II and Title VI auateiriment"

slots had a displacement rate of only 21 percent and the more recent Title VI

"project" %late had an even lower displacement rate of only g percent.
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this I. a pragre

Third, the emphasis on the "tran4itlenal" character of plailic service

employment bnamt be tempered and modified to recognise net jobs zJimpiy may

not exist in the private or public sectoru at the end of the public unrvlre

employment road, Whatever the nature. Jr the Ng Jo') - whether "project" t

"Mastmirement" - there should be flexibility and diner-Alen fur the Secretary

of Tabor to prevent lay-offs of rog workero when there ads no permanent John

available.

Fourt.h, we believe more r direction, inveatigation and enforcement

is eimeatial in the operations of the prime sponsor Syntem of MA nolminintration.

e the law no written is tn. Ically sound but those nbuooa that at

put,li attention give the whole program a bad public image. It in important

ore that the labor Department's ramployeent and Training Administration

improve and expand on -alto investigat to make Burn that the purposes and

guidelines sat by Congress are being followed.

Fifth, we have no barb disagreement with the idea set forth in Oeotion

31l(r) for experimental-demonstration Job programa for welfare recipiental

but we inalJt that thane programs moot conform to the gaMe wage and labor

atendereis and asti-auhatitution, anti-dianlacersent requirements that govern

all CLU-PSE pregreas.

$ Jab, the P.FleCIO is deeply concerned with the need .o protect banjo

labor etanddirdn. h oppose Lining CETA jobs or youth jobs or welfare jota to

undercut the hard-vee wages and working condition of regularly employed

Seventh, we propose that Title VI - the title aimed at dealing with cyclical

unempiorment - he tied to a triggering meohaniam starting from a higher base

and a. lower unemployment rate than that suggested by the Administration, We

urge theft the Mae be $3 billion - apprOxlesately 300,000 Jobe - without regard

to the unemployment rate - with an additional $1 billion - about 100,000 jobs -

added for each one-hair of one percentage point that the national unemployment

rate exceeds 4 percent.

ire this connection, we wish to point out that even when the national

unemployment rate be le percent or below, there will still be areas of exceaBively

-high unemplonnent in tine nation and these areas will continue to need the kind

of assis tance available under Title VI,



Eighth, we helteve the Title Wit Private Sector Ini tint lea Program shoal

he rovined and turned into a trationol pilot program to be tented In no more

than 20 or 25 major metropolitan arena selected by the Geer dory or la on

the home of program proposals, We believe the most conetruetive role for

mica o progress la to promote On vitt% 1040,1 Joint labor.industry OPT hoards

or °width to review and approve or reject on a cose.by,cone heals proroesd

OJT arrangements,

idr. Chairman, I now turn to our more detailed comments on Mir, tidminietration'a

I978 CE2O amendments pronotialai

We ring the gotta statement or purpose, dent ion 2, 15 too narrow. We urge

your committee to Insert the word "and" between the yards; "economically

disadvantaged" end the vordo "unemployed or underemployed persona" to mese It

clear that this legislation la truly "comprehensive.,,

In Section 103(b)I1)(S), the role or the prime sponsor planning council

should be expanded to emphattlee the need and the obligot'Lon for the price

sponsor to utilise the planning council `s recommendations,. Unfortunately,

too cinch the recommendations carefully prepared and documented by to planning

council are totally ignored by a prime aponsor. This is just plain wrong,

Zr planning souneils make eerious recommendations, these reconmen.dationo would

get eerices attention and utilization by the prime aponsors_. In Section 1011(0),

the vordo "sand the prime sponsor advisory council" should be added in the

first sentence after "the recomendetions made hy the Governor and the State

Employment and Training Council," to give o more significant role to prime

eponaor ;damning councils,

We congratulate the Adminintration for including Section 106 which requires

peel me spo rs to set up a grievance and complainta procedure. tour erperience

with E'rd indicates that most probleeda involve the administration and enforcement

of the lair, 'ether than problems with the lair itself. In some areas, programs

here worked val with good adminiatration mod good enforo ement. In other areas,

phsgrasme here worked badly i.d.th bad s.dminlstreition and had enforcement. 'e
-

believe section 106 will taring abuses more promptly to the attention of the

Leber Deportment and will bring more prompt corrective action,



We ruouttttnund that Section 106

practice of
subatitution" as a

funds,

h ales recommend that a 30-day tiro iltnit be placed in :Section 106

prevent the grievance- gomplatnt =sanotdoo Procedure
from dragging cut to

eXamaaive length,

In Beetion 109, vgtch deele with the prime _ponnor planning cnut,ell0,

we recoremend that aubraregraph (b) be amended by
ineertIng the ward "organized"

before the word "labor," Traci -would he coneintent with the requirement. of

Section 110(a)(3)(A) that "organized labor" representatives
nerve on the

employment And training councils:
This may tern like a small point, hot vs

tiaVe hod unfortunate
experience with none prime sponsors who nave Appointed

no-called "labor" representatiVen
to prime sponsor planning

counclin when these

so-called "Wee representatives"
reprenented no organization and indeed

represented no One but themselves.

We support the provision
for forward funding as a.rt _forth in Section 112

(c)(1). Thin will maXe possible more
intelligent advance planning by the labor

Department and by the prime nponsorn.

la Section 121(1)(3), ve urge that this paragraph requiring that "ho

program shall impair existing contracts for act-vices" he enlarged to state

explicitly "Or collective bargaining agreements." Further. we think the

ng GETA language in Section 32 (b) la far hotter but even thin language

_
ngthemed to make sure that non-profit organisations don't perform

contracts normally performed by public sector
workers And 'disc, that not-profit

organizations don't perform contreets normally
performed by private, for - profit

employers. It makes- no senne to encourage
substitution *xich simply reehuffies

work from one employer to Anotber, believe language along the lines of the

Current CVI'A Section 320(b) tauld help to solve thin "soratitution" problem,

858
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We era concerned that caw 121, which lists conditione applicable to

all programe., does not contain all the requirements and protections which ore in

Section 122, which deals with special conditione applicable only to public service

employment. Specifically, the following pernernphe, now in Section 122, ehoold he

Included in Station 121:

Id) No person to be hired when workers are on lay-off.

(e) No infringement on promotion opportunitiee.

(f) Na substitution.

ord-keeping.

(i) &lea' treatment in benefits and working cendi ions.

CETA programs are finenced with federal money, 1 pregroma

should be subject to the game requirements,

In Section 122(h) we are concerned about the renidency We

agree that public services should benefit the ree'donte of an neon A problem has

emerged for unemployed members of our performing arts mitotic in Loa Angeles end,

we believe. in other major metropolitan areas where unemployed artigts nerving n

ceumunity live close to but outside the local prime sponsor area, In nomm cages,

public mervices are not available from residents of the local prime sponsor area.

Perhaps CETA could provide for exchange arrangements or 0greemente between prime

sponsors. In any ease, we believe there is a problem here which this Subcommittee

should explore.

In Section 122(' ) we aare concerned about PSE tations which push people

off TA funds, Although we recognize the authority for temporary extensions.

To give prime sponaore some degree of certainty in planning, we recommend

that subparagraph (A) of Section 122(i) be amended to state that an area of aub-

eteintial unemployment -- an defined in Section 126(12) -- be exempted from require-

ments of subparagraph (2). Thin would prevent CETA workers from being thrown out

on the serest to look for a job in an area of already high unemployment.

In Section 122(j)(2) we recommend that existing CETA language on wages

be retained with recognition that it will be amended it Congress enacts welfare

etion. The welfare reform jobs section will address thin issue and we
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smut that, When enacted, wulluro reform LINT_ I < ape opriate CSTA

amendments.

In Section 1 which refers to weatherizet ion prolectra we strongly

urge including language aimilrr to that in the eels tine CITA Sect ion!' 134 and 335 covering

"eppropriare supervisory personnel" and giving "aseurancen that there will be an

adequate number of supervisory personnel on the project and that the supervisory

personnel ere adequately treined In skills needed to carry oat Ole reelect and can

instruct participating eligible youths in skills needed to carvy out the project .°

Such language now appears in the youth comounity irnprovernent nett ione, 421 and

429(b)(1), of this Administration bill. S, 2575. Heedless t 0 Bay, we ore Concerned

that weatherieatien and other projects financed by CETA not he on to displece

job opportunities for regular workers.

Section 124(b), which deems with wages, should he weeded with an addition;

"or (4) applicable wages under collective bargaining oar cement 9." This would give

recognition to appropriate wage rotes where labor-menages-writ agreement& exist.

Section 124(c) deals with compensation for portiere in WT. We strongly urge

that the words. "skill requirements" he ingerted between the lentds "geographical region"

and the word* "end individual proficiency." Skill requi raiment! are objective criteria

net forth in the Dictionary of Dccupetionol Tit lee of the Dmartineem of labor.

Section 211(7) deals with payments to for-profit eeepl.myetn. We strongly

oppose and we strongly urge deletion of the word' "and rho fO8tO of lover pro-

ductivity." We have no objection to reirshureernent to employers for the extra,

abnormal costa of recruiting, hiring, and gupportivm serviced for dis-

advantaged verbena. Thane are costs the employer normally does Tut incur. But ev y

employer incurs extra costs for new workers who are usually lent productive before

they get formal or informal on-the-job training. Adding reinhureement for lower

productivity would be a federal expenditure that would he mnsmirigleas in terms of

entry-level jobs.

We note that Section 434(b) Busies Pairr,"" -profi opera in line

with Section 211(7). We again urge deletion of the language about "costs of lower

productivity."
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programa merve A double purpose in upgrading the skills of the established

work forte and in opening up entrylovel jobs for low --skill and diaadvan-

taged workers. Subsection (c) requiring concurrence or the appropriate

labor organization will make upgrading nod rstrainiOg Programa function

more effectively,

%waver, we are concerna bout the 5 portent limitation on prime

sponsor upgrading and retraining programa as set forth in Section 203(b),

We believe this limitation should be ed to 15 percent and that [hie 15

percent limitation should be open for passible waiver by the Secretary of

Labor if 4 prime sponsor demonstrates en interest and a need for a larger

share.

We note and support the Adminietentinn poaitinn that eligibility

foe upgrading and retraining in net restricted to unemployed and under-

employed economically disadvantaged persons.

We support Section 305 j oh aearth and cclocatiOn assiatance, but we

urge that language be added to make clear that the relocation decision by

an unemployed individual moot be entirely voluntary.

We strongly oppose Section 311(d) which mould authorize vouchers

for unemployed or underemployed economically disadvantaged persona to give

to private employers for jobs or training. Such a voucher system is inevi-

tably open to serious abuse and extremely difficult enforcement, It is

contrary to the letter end the spirit of Section 311(b) Which prohibits

testing of aubsidized or submirlimuM wages. We therefore urge deletion of

the Voucher proposal,

Section 311(f) propoent experimental -den?anetretion job programs for

welfare recipients, We have no 'Naito objection to this proposal but we

insist that these programs conform to the same wage and label' standards and

anti-substitntioa, anti-displacement requirements that govern all CETA pro-

grama. The Am-cia is convinced that the welfare lobe section mumt contain

explicit language incorporating by reference the wage Protection language

of Section 124(b) and the benefit protection language of Section 122(1),

Any regulations issued by the Seer y of Labor dealing with the welfare

jobs moat be consistent with these tequ
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We atrengly appose
Section 413(2) of the bill, As we rem this section, it

alas at esandift Section 18(a)
of the Fair Labor Standards Act, Section 10i n)

Clearly litotes,
in pertinent part, that "No

provision of thin Act or of any order

thereunder Mall excuse
noncompliance with any Federal or State law or municipal

ordinance eatahliabing a minimum wage
higher than the minimum gage established under

thin Act or a maximum workweek
lower than the maximum workweek

established under

this Act, and no prevision of
this Act relating to the employment of child labor

shall justify noncompliance
with any Federal or State law or municipal ordinance

establialsing a higher standard than the standard entabliohed
tinder this Act

Section 413(2) is little more than a
backdoor attempt to by -pass the minimum

atandarda eatabliehed by the FLSA, The Courts have repeatedly
endorsed the poaition

of the Department of Labor that
whenever the provisions of a state law differ from

ilia ELSA, the law providing more
protection or a higher atandard appliea.

Thin special exception for 14 and
15-year-olda should be deleted, In our

view this is
discrimination solely on the basis of age,

Title VI consolidates public
Nervier employment with a counter tria-

ge creating (witch. We 100% at this title as the key part of the CETA attack

on cyclical unemployment.
Ac proposed by the Administration, in the three natal

years after 1979 there
would be a basic $1 billion a year for prime aponiora areas

containing arose of substantial
unemployment with additional 21 billion increments

for every additional orterhelf
of one percentage point over

4.75 percent national unem-

ployment,

While we support a triggering
mechanism, the AFL-CIO strongly disagreed with

the Administration formula,
We suggest that Section 602 start the triggering meth=

anima from a higher base lie $3
billion, which would provide funda Inc about 300,000

jobs e- and from a lower
unemployment rate, specifically 4.0 percent. The result of

the change we propose would
be a permanent bane of 300,000

ESE jobs with an additional

100,000 PSI jobs triggered into
existence as additional Si billion

increments are

available for every one-half of one
percentage point unemployment over 4,0 percent

national unemployment.

We believe that the prapocal a n a formula change in

Title VI is consistent with
the Humphreyellawkina goal of 4 percent une0010Y-

ment in 19 With such impievement in the nation's attack
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on cyclical unemployment, the notion't attack 00 structural unemployment Will be

considerably strengthened. In Addition en national unemployment goes down, the

reliance on cyclical' PSE will continua to deeredne@

Under present low, 100,000 POE workers out of the Wr jeered 725,0 in

fined' 1979 can be working On public oervites, an distinct frOtn prOieets. We ore

concerned, therefore, that Section 105(a) Specify that FSE funds shell he utilized

for "projects and ocher public iterviees 40 defined in Section l26(6)." We wont

explicit recognition that Section 605 coyote both projects And public oervicaa.

We are also concerned about the flat 12month limit en projects. We under-

stand the intention of the time limit but we urge that Sachet 606(4) include lan-

guage authorizing the Secretary of Labor to sive the time limit if circumstances

warrant such waiver. We don't want Title VI project workers laid off and turned

out into the street to look for non =existent jobs -- particularly when the work they

have been doing and the project on which they have been working can justifiably be

continued with benefit to the local community.

Eligibility for Title Vi positions must be broadened if this title is to

serve a true Counter-cyclical purpose. We strongly urge that Section 607 be amended

to rend at "An individual eligible to be eT 'eyed in 4 position supported

under thin title than be a person who has been unemployed for et leant five weeks,

with special consideration for those soot n need, on determined by length of unemploy-

meat, family income, and prospects for finding employment withOht anninteete under thin

title." This is connintent with Section 1240(1) of the Adminiatrntion bill.

We understand the need for some limit on sage ouPPlementotion. At thin time

We arm not sure whether the bent approach in some percentage limitation on the prime

sponsorls allocation ea net forth in Section 608 or Whether there should be a limit

on the number of jobs which the prime opottoor can supplement. We would like to give

this Subcommittee a memo on this issue in the near future.

However, we do object, however, to the wOrd. ' "nonprofessional "" in Section 60E.

All tea often, the word " "professional"' is imp000ible to define. we urge the Subcote-

mitten 0 strike out the word " "nonprofessional'" in Section 608 and to incorporate,

instead, language from existing CETA Section calling for "aosuranceo that

not more then one-third of the participants in the program will be employed in e

bona fide professional capacity fag ouch term in used in section t of the
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Pair labor Standard. Act of 193B), except that this paragreph.shell out be applicable

in the cote of participants employed am Classroom teachera, and the Secretary may

valve this limitation in exceptional circumatancea,"

We strongly oppose the present form of the Title VII Private Sector Initi.

tive Program. We believe this should be a limited national pilot program to be tested

in no more than 20 or 25 major metropolitan areas selected by the Secretary of Labor

on the bailie of program proposala, We believe the moat constructive role for curb a

pilot program is to promote On*the-job Training with enual-representation, heal labor=

industry OJT boarda or councils to review and approve or reject on a case-by-case beeis

propsed arrangements,

The national pilot program opera es under the discretion the Seerntary of

Labor would be much more flexible and responsive to the need for experiment and demon-

stration and eventual expansion of the program if it works well. The PSIP7tational

pilot program. Would, of course, he co-ordinated with prime eponsor ores planning

and operetions.

As a general we oppose tax incentives for employers to hire addi-

kers. There are two reasons for this. Cm is that tax incentives reward

employer. with a tax loophole for doing what they would do anyway. The real incentive

for increasing n eggleyer ' 8 work farce is a growing market for his product with a

decent profit, That means more jobs and wore consumer purchasing power. A second

reason is that Mere is no evidence that employment tax incentives have produced addle

tiOnal jobs. Until such tax incentives are repealed, however, we have no strong

objection to Section 701(S) which would encourage private for-profit employers to tor-

got their

Whatever ding

to

n is wade by congress of the Adminiatratiou'a Private

Sector Initiative Program, it is essential that the wage and labor standarde and pro-

tectiona and anti-displacement requirement, and other requirements of Section

amended an we have proposed, be applied to the final veraion of PSIP.

While we have been critical of some of the Administration's propoo

APL-CIO want& to mote it clear that it continues to support CtTA as the natio major

national manpower program.
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Wham CETA was first enacted, it wit considered by wins to be n manpower

reviome sharing program. Sy definition this hie resulted in shoo* end in enforce_

sent difficultiee. The AFLC10 egress that the time hsi emme to strengthen CETA

Ind to elisinite -- 00 far es post lilt -- oilmen of the len. We believe that our

PCOPoesiar as well se many of the Administration's suggestions, will help transform

CETA into a hatter and more affective piece of legislation.

We look foresee to working closely with this Committee in carrying nut thin

importeat task.

Think you, hr. Chairman.
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the AFL-CIO Executive Council

on

February 20, 197s
Sal Harbour, Fla.

America needs jobs -- 4 million new jobs a year for the next

four years to provide work for those currently
unemployed and for

those who will be joining the workforce.

The 4.1 million jobs
created in 1977 while a significant

improvement over past years
are but a downpayment toward the

pool of full employment
and a balanced eCrinOMy.

This improvement was
the direct result of

the expansion of public

Works and pUblIc Service POW, programs
initiated by the Carter Ad-

Ministration.
However, because of the continuing growth in the labor

force, existing programs
must be expanded

further to prevent a stag-

nating unemployment rate.

To put people brick to
work, the Congress must

enact a balanced

economic stimulus program
for fi csi year 1979 -- including individual

tax cuts and specific targeted programs
that will put people into

jobs and at the same time meet the problems of
certain areas of the

country with high unemployment.

Reducing unemployment
is also the key to fighting

indeed, unemployment
is one of the chief causes Of inflation, Un-

employed workers are not Producing goods or services, When Workers

are jobless, they
cannot afford to purchase durable consumer goods,

which are an essential
element of the economy.

Lower corporate tax
rates will not Stimulate

business as long

as large portions of
industrial capacity go

unused, as is the case

today. Business expansion in Older urban areas depends on enhancing

the quality of city
services and facilities,

not on tax cuts for

corporations. What American
business needs is customers new

customers who must come from the ranks of today.r. unemployed.

The overall expansion
of the economy last year

was spurred by

the recovery in housing
construction and automobile= from the depths

of the recession-
However, these sectors are

net likely to provide

further impetus in 197a
unless interest rates are lowered, which

would lessen the costs to consumers and
builders of new housing and

other durable goods.

The congress should
expand existing programs and current

presidential budget requests
to directly create

nearly one million

additional new jobs:
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created

I. Public Works

* Remedying maJor de ign-
cies in public faCi_ ties
in older cities with high
unemployment, snob sa Water
systems, bridges and high- 80.096

ways

"Soft" public earka projects
targeted at maintaining and
improving public facilities
in law - income areas

II, Service Jobs

* Expanding the public service
employment program to provide
a total Of 1.1 Million job
slots in fiscal 1924, while
providing adequate prOtec-
tingle for Misting standards
both public and private
employees

1'1. Youth

40,000

Additional 9udget
du-

490.000 $4.0 billion

* Expanding youth Job-training
slots to more than 300,000 and
increasing the Sumner Youth
Program 200,000 $1.0 billion

Masa _Transit and Railroads

* Additional funds for urban
mess transit, railnoad
revitalization and rehabilit
tiOn. including the Northeast
corridor and other transporta-
tion ioprovenenta. 80,000 $2.0 billion

V. Tandem plan Housing

* Low-interest funds for low
and moderate.income pausing S0,000 $2.0 billion

VI. Urban Development Panic

* Guaranteed loans to cities
and to enterprises Which
loCate remain Or expand
in urban areas with high
unemployment 70,000

Total 450.000

$2.25 billiron
$ 17.25 billion
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The additional budget authority required for thin program

$13.25 billion -- Would double the Administration's job-creation

Package at a net cost of leas than 3 percent of the budget. However

not all of the funds would be expended in fiscal 1979, since not

all the projects could be completed in the fiscal year Thus the

stimulative effect would carry over beyond fiscal 1979. At the Same

time, a reduction in unemployment by one percent more than sought by

the Administration would be further offset by increased tax revenues

and lower coats for social programs designed to help the Unemployed.

public works and public Service jobs programs must protect the
job standards and job right) Of both present public and private
sector employees,

In addition to the nearly_ one million direct jobs Created by
these programs, an estimated one million more jobs would be created
indirectly through increased sales and services, with concomitant
increases in tax revenues and reduction in costs for social programs.

Ta Cu_s

The heart of the President's economic stimulus program is an
individual tax cut, We support the basic thrust of the Administration'e
individual rate Cut proposal and the substitution of a single personal
credit. However, we believe the rate cuts should not be extended to
these in high-income bracket=.

This proposal. along With targeted employment programs. would
provide a boost to consumer spending power. We do not believe,. how-
ever, that the proposed business tax rate reductions are justified
in view of the heavier tux burden currently borne by individuals.

This Council will also address the specifics Of the President's
tax proposals in a separate statement.

In order to reduce the burden of scheduled Social Security tax
rate increases, the tax rate should be rolled back to 5.85 percent
in 1979 -- and maintained at that level for the future. This redue
from the current rate of 6.05 percent and the scheduled increase to
6.13 percent next year Would be financed by a general revenue fund
Contribution to the Social security Trust Fund. This would reduce .

taxes'on employers by $2.6 billion, on employees by $2.5 billion and on
the self-employed by 1.3 billion.
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This reduction of $5.4 billion in 1959 would provide an added
stimulus to consumer buying power and begin the long_ - overdue
process of shifting some of the Social Security tax burden to the
more progressive general revenue tea 4c.se4 For business, the
reduction in the social Security tax rate is more desirable than
salting the investment tax credit permanent since all businesses
would benefit from a reduced Social Security tax rate. The bene-
fits would flow to those who employ labOr, rather than to those Who
substitute new equipment for labor.

While this nation will new
with 8.8 million unemployed wo
be made in reducing the rate 0
made only if policies and progr_
causes of inflation.

overcome its inflation problems
we believe that progress meat
sties. That progress Will he
e designed to meet the root

Or example, the President's Economic Report failed to contain
a single reference to high interest rates, which add to the costa
of everything E'en a loaf of bread to servicing the national debt.
High interest rates are threatening once again to cause another
slowdown in housing construction, which will be followed by a. shortage
and by higher purchase and rental prices. High interest rates
contribute substantially to the problems of America's family farmers.

Yet the Administration's anti-inflation progrem focuses on
workers* paychecks_ wage Increases. however, were not the cerise
Of the inflation Of the past five years. and wage increases now are
barely keeping pace with price increases -. which are led by health
care, interest rates. housing, food and fuel.

indeed. wage increases reflect,
established increases In the cost of liv
have been decreasing in recent years.

already
Wage increases

While the AFL-CIO and its affiliates are willing to respond to
Administration requests to meet informally to discuss topics of mutual
interest, we reject any supposition that these meetings can or Should
seek to define the terms and results of collective bargaining. we
are concerned that the Administration proposal of a two-year average
base period for "deceleration" leads down the path to guidelines and
mare controls -- a path the President has publicly, and wisely,
rejected. The API-CIO reiterates its opposition to controls or guidelines
in any form or disguise.

J1.279 0 75 . 56
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TFie oeceeaary growth end stinulue for the economy which we
neppose malt be accompanied by specific beliele to reverse the

staggeimg trade deficit. Unregulated import*, ,foreigh dumping,
the wholesele transfer of U.S. technology abroad, and continuing V.S.
inveannentin overeas operations deprive the American economy of
lets and.imrestmentoanital and disrupt efforts to rebuild the

American economy. They must be effectively dealt with through '

swift Congressional and Administration actions.

President's endorsement of the numphrey-Hiskine
bill, uenick has been reported by the House Education and Gabor
Committee. While that legislation establishes the framework for
coordinated dPvxtWdent Pol101as end programs to provide full employ.
ment, the Congrana and the Administration should not here to wait
for its.emacteen4 to begirs to apply Sobel of the principles of
Huniorei-Hawkina.

For example, the Federal Reaerve Board could begirt inenediately

to teVeree the policies of stagnation pursued by Dr. Arthur Hums and
aid expansion of the economy. A policy of reducing interest rates
would encourage new houainq and business investment in plant and
equipment. At the same time lower interest rates would reduce
inflationary pressures.

we call upon the Congress to enact.a balanced approach to the
nations reeds_ including both individual income tax cute and specific

Pregrims targeted to basic unemployment problems, houeing needs and

urban ills.

The emonomic AtiMillUS package we propose, cOhaiate of

A teN reduction Program totaling $10.9 billion: a Social Security
tax cut totaling 11.4 billion. and job-creating programs totalled

913.21 billion, For total economic stimulus for Fiscal Year 1979

Of $29,59 billion. This stimulus package should create two million
additional John in Fiscal Year 1979.

pxC



BADRCROUNO REPORT

on the

NATIONAL ta.,NOMN

The American economy is still, operating fair below ite potential.

Mill ode of workers Tani their families continue to suffer hardehip
and tragedy as a result of JOb Und income loss. Minorities and inner

city residents have been especially hard hit, and public investment
programs eseential to the health and vitality of the nation continue

to be shortchanged.

America is still producing at about $100 billion below potential,

industry is operating at el% of capacity and unemployment is high and

persistent. official Labor Department etatistics show 6.2 million Job-
less men and 1.140MWn in January 1978. By the AFL -CIO measure which
includes diacouraged workers who have stopped looking for non-exietent
Jobs and half of the involuntary part-time worker's who Want but can't
find full-time jobs .- there were B,B million Jobless men and Women,
The official unemployment rate was 6.3 percent. The AIL-0E0 tinenMlopMAnt

rate was 9.0%.

These figural] do represent no improvement over the levels of the
past three years, but the fact remains that the unemployment situation.

in early 197a (the third year of so-called recovery from the depths

of the 1974 -25 recesaionl is 'still at recession levels.

Unftolorment hits all age, race and sex group... Teenagers. on-

employment rate in Jenuary wan 16%, and for black teenagers it was

38.7%. Slack unemployment was 12,7%. Adult women experienced 6.1%

rates of unemployment. While the unemployment rate for adult Salem wee
4.7%. they constitute 40% of the total number of jobless workers -- and

within that figure the rate for white adult males was 4.0a and black

adult males was 9.8 percent.

There are 1.5 million Jobless teenagers, l.h milli
blecha, 2.2 million unemployed Women and 2.5 o Ilion_un

melee.

jobless
played adult

clearly that unempleyment is a tragedy shared by all group. of

Americana.

While there are Wore women, more youth, and M:
in the labor force oday than in earlier Neriods th
that full emplo:yUerst Oasis should be r ,gdmfined or

Minority worker:
t does not Mahe'
at higher levels
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of unemployment are acceptable. Such proposals are an unconscion-

able downgrading of the basic human dicAity and economic needs of

women youth and Minorities.
And the policies that flow from such

proposala ignore the fact that Cull employment -- without inflation

can be achieved by
balanced, healthy growth in the private sector

supported by effective fiscal,
moWtary, public employment and

training policies.

Despite the welcome and needed
4.1 million increase in employ -

ment 1971, AmeriCe still needs more jobs, The goocie-producing

seetora are still in a depression, According to BLS statistics

for the period December 1973 to
December 1977, 490,090 jobs were

lo6t in manufacturing, alone,
reflecting a decline in many of the

major manitfactilring sectors,
particularly steel, electrical

equipment,-'transportation egilipment and apparel.

The big job gains during the last four yearn were 2.4 million in

the service industries. 1,4 million in state and local government. and

1,7 million in wholesale and retail trade. There were smaller job

gain= in Mining. finance, insurance and real estate, and in the federal

government.

While the number of jobs has increased, the increases have not

been enough to melte up for the job losses of the recession and the

increase in the number of job seekers. As a result. unemployment

continues at high levels, causing individual hardship. dampening pur-

chasing power generally. straining government budgets, end depressing

confidence in the economy by business as well as consumers.

The changing pattern of employment in America raises reasonable

concern that job exponeions limited to only certain sectors (service,

wholesale- retail trade, and state-local governments) may limit the

impact of employment increases on buying power and leave the economy

with en unhealthy balance between goods producing sectors and services.

While joblessness is all too pervasive In the economy, exceptionally

severe pockets of unemployment exist in the nation's inner-cities,
aggravating even More the human tragedy and economic waste of unemploy-

ment. These urban distresSed areas need investment E= public as well

as private -- to meet the problems of unemployment. poverty, crime,

and the deterioration and abandonment of private and public facilities,

A national urban policy is needed to end the decline of the

nation's cities. urban decay i$ a national waste,

First and foremost. inner-city deterioration results in a waste

of our most valuable national asset -- human resources. Unemployment

rates in the poverty-ridden sections of metropolitan erega during

FM
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the fourth quarter of 1977 reached a high of 12,8% overall, and
17.6 for minorities. and for teenagers, the problem continues
in crisis proportions, During that are period, teenagers residing
in the poverty-ridden sections of metropolitan areas experienced une
employment rates of 31.0 overall, and for minority teenagers
the rate was 45.94. High and persistent unemployment leW

_

to high crime rates -- increased incidence of burglary', drug addiction
and rape. In fact, across the country, ironer-city youths are between
10 and 20 times more likely than other young people to be, arrested for
violent offenses, Moreover, these problems have a vicious cycle
effect. They serve to further spur the flight of residents and businesses.
which in turn contributes to the deterioration of cities, thereby
worsening the Plight of the inner-city=

Urban decay also results in a loss of product, tax revenue.
Personal income, savings and investment capital. There is also a
waste of public and private physical facilities that are undernsed
and abandoned.

A generation-togemeratTori- cycle unemployment and poverty IS
a legacy that this country cannot afford. An economic program that paves
the way for increased economic growth, speedy attainment of full employ-
ment and specific programa to deal with the special unemployment
problems Of older urban areas? could go a long way toward eliminating
the social and economic ills associated with urban decay.

Some of the problems are longstanding, with many long-run obstacles
to overcome. Yet a strong federal commitment to full employment, backed
by sUbStantdal increases in Specific targeted grant-in-aid programs --
such as aid for new public facilities and the rehabilitation of older
buildings, bridges and roads, increased public service employment and
training, special youth training programs. new housing and rehabilita-
tion of deteriorating houning, and improved metropolitan transportation --
could do away with some of the obstacles and increase central city
employment, In addition, a federal urban bank should be created to
provide special loads, grants and interest subsidies to private firma
that would expand or locate in critically high areas of unemployment-
Job. training programs should be coupled with the new private investment
programs to restore the efficiency and liveability of the urban
environment.

The President's programs as' spelled out in the budget for Fiscal
Year 1979 recognize that the economy needs more stimulus, that personal
Income taxes need to be reduced to offset the increases in Social
Security and energy taxes, and the higher effective tax rates that
result from inflation. The budget does not add up to an adequate or
appropriately balanced approach to. the economic problems of the nation.

more...
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The overall fiscal thrust of the budget geared to mierely
maintaining a much too slow rate of growth and reeetery from the

deepest recession since the Great Depression. The budget xelles
almost exclusively on tax Cuts as the means to accomplimh 'the

Administration's Fiscal Year 1979 economic goals and there ace few

new spending initiatives. This one-aided program does rot arldOmss
directly the nation's mast pressing human needs. It only continues

the spring 1978 level of public service employment; itOoes riot call
for any new public works programs; it has no new urban d,nttlstltte.

The budget contains only $200 million in start-up funds for welfare

reform and no funds for national health insurance. SpendiMg increases
above current policy levels are proposed for national defemae, foreign
aid, strategic petroleum reserves and energy conservaticm, and small

increases (less than $1 billion) in education and employmemt and

training programs. And subsequent to his budget the President recem=
mended a Much needed program of aid for college students.

The President's $500.2 billion spending package aajustea r

inflation .- represents an increase of less than 2A. a total of

only $6-8 billion in program outlays above current policy lever,
The individual income tax cuts .- at $17 billion -- viilrta little

more than offset some of the adverse effects on real Mirdiaaing pouter

of other federal measures (the steep increaSe in payroll taxes and
proposed energy taxes) and some of the automatic increases iri federal

taxes that result from economic growth and inflation_ tarot year we

Urged the congress not to raise the Social Security taisrate but

rather that general revenue funds be used to offset some of the Social

Security costs.

According to the Administration's estimates, their program, if
enacted, will result in a slowdown in the rate of growth to coal

GNP to only 4.8% in 1979 and 1990. And unemployment, according to the
Administration's forecasts based on their program, will avereuge 5.9%

in 1979 (5.8s by the final quarter of the year). Not until 1992 will

the rate drop below 3s. This timetable ia-muCh too slow. the s.ox

target for 1979 (the fifth year of 'recovery.). for exampLe,

is by any standard a'recession level of unemployment. Only twice in
the entire post-world War II period prior to 1915 has LinermIcyment

exceeded such levels.

We believe the economic growth that the Administration As proposing

is too far below the nation's economic potential, and weroolieve the

rate of reduction in unemployment t= for too low.

Thus. a balanced approach must be undertaken for over-al general
economic stimulus and the special emblems and needs et particular

groups or workers and specific areas of the nation.

We feel an individual income tax cut that benefitm prim rily loch
and middle-income people is appropriate and necessary in Order to

proteCt and bolster consumer purchasing power. However, moil ONA3 are

not a substitute for needed programs.
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Specifically, in terms of the Fiscal 1979 Budget, we urge:

I. psgilg_Kgrju

k a $2 billion federal aid program which could include remedying
qficiencies in the public iaeilities of older cities with high un-

oniplorment. Such a program would serve several purposes. It would
inCiease employment. It would increase the liveability of the city

't,1for esidents. It would increase the Potential for efficient operation
Of pr vats enterprise in older cities, because such basic public
fecil4i0S as water supply and sewage disposal systems, Major road-
ways and bridges have to be in a serviceable condition to serve the
needs f private enterprise.

A few examples of the types of projects are the West Side High-
way in New York city, the sewage disposal SYstern i-n Chicago and major
bridges in Pittsburgh. Each of these undertakings is bigger than the
type of ikoject financed under the presently authorized accelerated
public works programs and would be of significant benefit in terms of
both economic stimulus and urban policy. furthermore, most of the
cities where such work has to be done do not have the resources to
undertake such projects and will not have them in the foreseeable
future.

A $1 billion separately funded program of "soft" public works
to help conserve energy and rehabilitate older public and private
buildings. Eligible projects would be rehabilitation of vacant houses
and arrtment buildings and weatherization 0 houses and buildings
in low - income areas_

public works programs
must contain adequate Protections

job rights and job standards.

If. --b

A $4 billion expansion of the Public Service gmploYment program
to provide a total of 1.1 million job slots in fiscal 1979. In March
1918. as a result of the Economic Stimulus Act of 1977, pliblic service
lob-creation Under. Title II and Title VI of the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act will reach a total of 75,060 -- up from 300.000 .

Psg job slots in existence early In 1977. This program has been a major
element in placing long-term unemployed in jobs. The new emphasis of
this program is to place the unemployed in new local government projects.
This must be done without substituting public service employees for
regular public or private employees and without injury to job standards.

A combined increase of $1 billion fore the gout
Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 and in the Senna
Under this first program. some 200,000 jobs-and -tra

more...

oyment and
h Program.
slots for
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young people have already been opened up at a cost of about $1 billion.
Congress authorized another $500 million for youth programs in fiscal

197B. and if this additional money is made available the youth jobs-

training slot level could rice to 300,000. Even that level needs to be
expanded in 1979, in order to make any reasonable progress in solving

youth unemployment problems.

The existing Summer Youth Program must be expanded as well. rather
than curtailed as proposed in the budget for 1979.

IV.

An additional $2 billion for urban mass transit, railroad
lization and rehabilitation, and other Job-Creating, Service-improving
rensportatiOn programs, including improvement of transportation along

the Northeast corridor. SUch needed programs would create Jobs,
and at the same time improve transportation service connecting homes
with workplaces, as well as conserve energy.

We recognize the existence of mass transit and railroad develop-

Pent programs Under Administration prOposala.and under the Railroad
Revitalization and Regulatory Reform of 1976, but we believe more funds

are urgently needed, We also believe that more funds are needed for
replacement and repair of dilapidated, deteriorating bridges for rural

and urban roads.

v. A Funds t Hn

An additional $2 billion in authorization for the tandem plan
financing program under which the government provides MIR mortgage
money to help finance new low- and moderate-income housing. Those

funds would be used to facilitate construction of the Section 8

Assisted Rental Housing for Low-Income people, as well as tandem plan

support for non-subsidized, non-luxury rental housing, which is in

Very short supply, Such supply shortages are a major factor.in driving
up housing prices and rents which in turn contribute to overall inflation.

There is a large pipeline of mortgage insurance project applications

ntio for non-subsidized, non-luxury rental housing projects, Many of

those projects cannot be produced at marketable rents and will not be
d becaUse developers presently have to pay interest rates of 84i

it mortgage insurance and about four discount points in order to

the financing in the current market. To the extent that such housing
began to pick up during the lest year it was primarily because 7lii

tandem plan financing was available, In the absence of additional tandem
plan support, rental housing starts, which totaled an estimated 400,000

unite in 1977, will drop off. There is also expected to be a decline
In single family home construction because the median price of a new

home is up over $50,000 and interest rates are rising. It is essential,
therefore. from both a housing needs and economic viewpoint that the
additional tandem plan funding authorization be obtained and be utilized.

More.
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A new 514 billion for an Urban develoPeerit bank to
guarantee urban investment loans. Ihe loans would be for the
Purpose of retaining or expanding employment in designated cities
with high unemployment. in addition to the loan guarantee, the
federal government would also provide an annual interest rate
subsidy for a number of years to reduce the financing cost for
facilities. Such a program could attract Private industry
development into the older cities which have been losing jobs.
Properly planned projects, combined with mnployment and training
programs to improve the skills of urban workers, could reduce
unemployment. Since the major part of the program is based on
loan guarantees. such a Program would have a relatively small
budget impact.

Tax Bed5lgtion$

An individual income tax cut generally along the lines
suggested by the Administration should he enacted -- Providing
for replacing the present 050 personal exemption with a flat
dollar credit and reducing some individual income tax rates.
These cuts are neceSoary tobolster Oonauner purchasing power.
The President's proposal. however, includes some previsions for
tax increases which will be examined by the Executive Council in
another document.

Additional first year revenues of $.l billion would result
from the phasing out of DISC (Domestic International Sales
Corporation) and the foreign tax deferral privilege. The savings
to the Treasury would mount in future years. The DISC subsidy
has had little impact on encouraging exports, but the revenue
losses to the Treasury have been high. The primary beneficiaries
have been the larger, more affluent multinational companies. The
foreign tax deferral is a tax subsidy that encourages U.S. firms
to invest abroad rather than at home.

Telephone excise tax cuts of ;1.2 billion as proposed by the
President are desirable. The removal of exxise taxes Oh telephone
calls should reduce costs for both consumers and businesses.

more
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Since the gap between the economy's performance and its
potential is still so large, the Administration's proposal for
across-the-board business tax cuts will do little more than
increase already huge corporate cash flows and cash balances.
The business tax oats will do little or nothing to create jobs

or expand the economy. They will merely divert federal Wilde
that should be used for essential job-creating programs, targeted
to the areas of high unemployment and to crisis-ridden central

cities.

The likelihood of wasted revenue resulting from the AdMini,
atration's proposed $6 billion corporate tax cut becomes even more
apparent when put in the perspective of past and anticipated

business investment behavior. The Administration has estimated
that in the absence of a tax cut, by the fourth quarter of 1919,
the annual rate of business investment in real terms would be

about 6 to 7% above fourth quarter 1977 levels. With the tax
cuts, a 7 to Bt growth is forecast -, an increase in investment
of less than 52 billion annually. Although the relationships
these figures imply are not precise, it nevertheless seems that
the Administration is asking the rest of the nation's taxpayers

to pay an extraordinary price.

Tax cuts to business will do nothing to reverse the sharp
erosion on the share of income taxes paid by corporations compared
to the amounts paid by individuals. The corporate share of federal
income taker' has dropped markedly since 1960 and the share paid

by individuals has increased. In 1960 corporations paid 35% of

the federal income taxes. Under the Administration's plan the
corporate share would be only 26% in 1979. AC a share of the total
federal budget, corporate income taxes amounted to 23% of total
receipts in 1960, and would amount to only 14% in 1979 under the
Administration's plan.

The low level of business investment is the result of an
unhealthy economy which has idled a large part of the nation's
plant and equipment as well as its manpower. The lack of adequate
consumer purchasing power has constrained industry to operate at

only Ol% of capacity.

For a healthy level of business investment to take place-,
current capacity must be more fully utilised so that there Is a

need for esnaansion. And business managers must be confident that
consumer demand will continue to grow. The economy is now in need
of more consumer purchasing power no sales and production will
grow and business will have a reason to expand.

1

The Social Security tax rate hould be rolled back in 1979
and maintained at -- 5.85%. This would be a reduction from h

Current rate of 6.05% and would avoid the scheduled increase to
6.13% next year This roll-back should be offset by $5.4 billion
in general revenue funds contributed to maintain the integrity of
the Social Security Trust Fund and Social Security tax payments
by employers, employees and the self-employed by an equal amount.

more ...
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The AFL-CIO Is deeply concerned about inflation. Rising
casts of energy, food, health care and housing continue to hold
down living standards. But these price increases were not
caused by excessive demand for goods, federal deficits, shortages
of workers. or excessive wage increases. In fact. 1977 major
collective bargaining settlements were lower than the 1976
settlements according to the Bureau of Labor statistics (BLS).

The 0LS reported that "wage-rate adjustments negotiated during
1977 averaged 7.9% for the first contract Year and 5.8% annually
over the life of the contrqct, compared with 8.4% (first year)
and 6.4% (over the life) in 1976."

The total "effective wage rate adjustment" including
current settlements and prior settlements and cost of living
escalator adjustments -- was down from 8.1% in 1976 to 7.8s in 1977.

The major causes of continuing inflation have been the rising
prices of food, fuel, health care and interest rates. aggravating
this situation has been the slowdown in the rate of productivity
growth which results from recession and lagging economic recovery.

The so-called "trade-off" theory -- the immoral theory that
the way to fight inflation is to create unemployment -- has been
thoroughly discredited by the experience of the last 30 Years.

The Inflation that accompanied the 1969-70 recession and the
inflation that accompanied the 1973-75 recession and the inflation
that has persisted in recent years has not been diminished by high
unemployment.

The "trade-off" theory simply is not true. in 1952.5
unemployment as officially reported averaged 4.0% and the average
annual increase in consumer prices was only 0.3% and was actually
minus 0.2% for wholesale prices. In the year 1958-66 unemployment
was reduced from 6.8% to 3.8% while the average annual rate of
increase in consumer prices was 1.5% and only 0 7% for wholesale
prices.

There is no evidence of the existence of the so-called
-underlying rate of inflation", to which certain Administration
spokesmen have referred. Inflation as measured by the Consumer
Price Index came down from 12% in 1974 to 7% in 1975 =- and down
again to 4.8% in 1976 before bouncing back up to 6.8% in 1917.
But even the 1977 experience was uneven -- a 9% rate of inflation
during the first half of the year and a eit rate in the Second
half of the year.
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The latest report on consumer prices shows an 8% rise in
food prices during the past year but only a 3.9% rise in
apparel prices. It shows a 10.4% rise in fuel oil and coal
prices, but only a 2.1% rise in appliances, radio and TV prices.
There was an actual decline of 4.1% in used car prices.

The important point is that overall price changes reflect
a wide range of price Changes for specific items- It is nonsense
to talk about a So-called "natural' or "underlying' rate of
inflation.

Inflation must be contained through measurea tailored
specific causes. The foundation of an anti-inflation program
must be full employment and full production that will produce a
balanced economy and reduce inflationary pressures by eliminating
waste and inefficiency from underutilized plant and equipment and
an underemployed workforce.

On January 20, 1978 President Meany, in response to President
Ca r'a teonomic Report, declared:

The President's report is forthright and candid and we
especially commend his commitment to the Humphrey-Hawkins full
employment bill, we share his concerns for a strong economic
recovery, a simpler and fairer tar system, and for Measures to
deal with the special problems of the disadvantaged and the
unemployed.

"We certainly agree that inflation must be contained and
reduced and we applaud the President's rejection of advice to
tamper with collective bargaining through wage price controls.
Guidelines, in any form, are, of course, a step down the road
toward controls.

"Negotiated wage increases have barely kept pace with inflation
Caused by events and actions that had nothing to do with wages

such as huge increases in the price of energy, interest rates,
fOOri, housing and the continuing inflationary pressures that
result from the economic waste created by unemployed workers and
idle productive capacity.

"The president has asked labor and management to 'respond to
requests for members of my administration to discuss with them,.
on an informal basis, steps that can be taken during the coming
year to achieve deceleration in their industries.'

The AFB -CIO and its affiliates have always been willing
meet and confer with Administration officials on all matters o
Mutual concern and we shall continue to do no in the future.

"We cannot and will not, however, support the proposition
that government should define the terms and results of collective
bargaining through any variation of gUidelineS, generalized or
InduStry by indUstry. We are concerned that the Administration
approach, proposing a two -year average base period for 'decelera-
tiOn', appears to lead in that direction.

mere...
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"Wage settlements have not been the source of the inflation
that this country has experienced in recent years, but rather
reflected and lagged behind high price levels stemming from a
variety of other causes, which are not dealt with by the
Administration's proposed formula.

We were disappointed that the President's Economic Report
Ignored the impact of high interest rates on fueling inflation.
Sigh interest rates add to the coat of everything from a loaf of
bread to servicing the national debt. The high cost of money,
Without any Standards for allocation of credit, creates housing
shortages, driving up housing prices, rents, and the general
level Of inflation, High interest rates are also a major problem
for family farmers, who need help.

The President's intention to rely almost exclusively
on tax elite to stimulate the economy is not sOlind. The proposed
individual income tax cutwill only prevent a drag on the economy
from new social security and energy taxes, The propoSed business
tax cuts will do little to create jobs or help expand the economy
and are an unnecessary diversion of needed federal funds that
should be used for essential job-creating programs, targeted to
the areas of high unemployment and to the crisis-ridden urban
centers.

"We are concerned about the President's apparent intent to
hold the federal pay raise, due next October, to some artificial
figure as an example to Other employers. Federal worker=' raises
always lag behind the private sector under the comparability law.
Federal workers must not again be made the sacrificial scapegoats
as they were during the Nixon Administration.

The President's discussion of international economic policies
implies that most of the nation's problems in this area stem from
energy imports. This is only partially correct. Equally dangerous
to a healthy American economy are the unregulated flood of imports
and the continuing export of American jobs, production and technology.
Stronger actions than those proposed by the President are essential."

The measures needed to restore the American economy to
healthy growth and satisfactory job-creation will entail a
higher level of spending than the Administration proposed $909.2
billion and a somewhat higher deficit than the $60.6 billion
anticipated by the Administration for filloal 1979. ny adding
funds to programs that efficiently and directly meet problems,
those problems will not be allowed to fester and grog, Unemploymentmust be reduced faster than the Administration's timetable. Onlytwice in the post-war period prior to 1975 has unemployment exceeded
S.9% -- the Administration's target for 1979. This recession level
of unemployment must be reduced quickly -- not explained away or
accepted as something the nation must live with.
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The fact is that full employment. and the efficiency and
increased:produetivity that come about through operating at high
levels of capacity, 14 a pre-condition for Price stability.

The big federal deficits in recent years are net the cause
but rather the result of the nation's economic problems. Every
one percent of the unemployment rate costs the federal government
$16 billion in lost tax revenues and extra unemployment and welfare

costs.

budget deficit* are not inflationary when there is substantial
slack in the economy. Rather, deficits that come about throUgh
intelligent planting dampen inflation as they help raise production
to more efficient leVels, and the economy_ is not saddled with the

coats of unused plant and equipment, and unemployed workers.
Federal programs can also help reduce inflation by meeting supply
inadequacies, an in housing and energy, and by expanding needed
public facilities,

Americana will be much better served, the budgetary position
of the federal government Will improve much faSter and inflationary
pressures will be dampened if the Congress focuses its attention
On programa that are directly responsiVe to the job needs of the

nation.
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Senator Nia.soN. Did any of you other gentlemen want to ;ttltl any-
thing?

Mr. Roneirrs. Not unless you have some questions.
Senator Nur.sos. And your supplemental statement will rte lrroviclecl

to us before t he record closes?
Mr. YouNn. Yes.
Senator Nta.sos. We next have a panel anisisting of Mr. liogei-

Clirry, exeeittive vice pi.csident, Twin citit, a com-
merce of the United States of Malcolm Lovell, president,
Rubber Manufacturers Association. and member of the Business
Roundtable; Frank Schiff. vice president and chief economist, Com-
mittee for Economic Development ; and Richard Drabant. manager of
marketing. Chrysler Institute.

Pleased to see you back on that side of the table again. It has been
several years, Mr. Lovell.

If you gentlemen would identify yourselves, shi.rti lig on my left, so
the reporter will have an accurate record.

STATEMENT OF ROGER H. CURRY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
TWIN CITIES AREA, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA; MALCOLM R. LOVELL, SR., PRESIDENT,
RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, AND MEMBER OF THE
BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE; FRANK W. SCHIFF, VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF ECONOMIST, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT; AND RICHARD M. DRABANT, MANAGER OP MARKETING,
CHRYSLER INSTITUTE, A PANEL OF BUSINESSMEN

DRABANT. Richard Drabant.
Scurrr. Frank Schiff.
LoELL. Malcolm Lovell.

Mr. Cunwv. Roger Curry.
Senator RiF.or.t. I am just delighted to acknowledge the fact that

we have two witnesses here who mine from Michigan, and I am
pletised they are hero to testify. Of course, Nbic Lovell also 1pis roots
in Mieliiiran. It is sort of the Michip-an hour at the witness table.
and we are pleased to have all of you here.

Senator NELSON. We invited them. because we knew von would he
here today, Senator. [Laughter.]

Do you each have a statement ? All right.
Start however you desir. Your s will be printed in full in

the record. You may present them however volt desire,
Mr. Cuarty. I am
Senator Nmsox. Pull that microphone A little eloser, will you?
Mr. 1.:unnv. Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to be here, I am espe-

cially honored to be able to present. I his presentation before Senator
Riegle, our Senator.

I am Roger H. Curry, executive vice esident of the Twin Cities
Area Chrunbe H INof Commerce, in Benton arbor,

I
rich. In that capac-

ity, serve as a subcontractor with Benton IItugior's CETA prime
sponsor to operate a program which places CET participants in
private-secto jobs.
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My appearance today is on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States where I serve as a member of the chamber's commit-
tee on education, employment, and training. Accompanying me is
Millicent Woods, the committee executive and associate director for
education, employment, and training.

The National Chamber welcomes this opportunity to express its
views on extension of the Comprehensive Employment and Training
ActCETAS. 2570. Programs to improve the job skills and em-
ployment opportunities of our Nation's work force lire of vital con-
cern to the chamber's membership which includes over 72,000 business
firms, chambers of commerce, and trade and professional associa-
tions. We are pleased to be here today to offer support and our sug-
gestions for improving the Nation's public emplovment and training
efforts through the CETA program.

In general, the chamber's support of CETA reauthorization is
based on the following principles:

Increased emphasis on programs to alleviate structural unemploy-
ment, such as improved training., education. and labor market services.

Continued reliance on the decentralization concept.
Increased efforts to place CETA clients in private-sector jobs.
CETA's programs must be considered within the context of the

total economy. The chamber believes that the best, way to cope with
unemployment is through a sound business climate conducive to job
creation in the private Sect 0 r The It to sustainable economic expan-
sion lies in the long-term measures such as capital formation and labor-
market based employment and training policies. As capital investment
translates into new industrial capacity, manpower programs must
respond by providing workers with necessary skills to produce new
equipment and operate new plants.

Within this context. the CETA structure can be an e ireetive moch-
aniFn to reduce structural unemployment. Its decentralization prin-
ciple affords State and local governments maximum flexibility to
provide unemployed persons with skills needed for jobs in the local
economy. CETA's struetnral employment should complement a broad
government policy which encourages noninflationary growth in the
private sector economy.

In an improving economy with unemployment declining, we should
redirect CETA 's primary focus to the structurally unemployed. Pub-
lic service employment can be held to a limited degree as a tool to
provide temporary financial relief to individuals who have the skills
and job-readiness to work. but who are nimble to find a job. It does
not address the developmental needs of the structurally unemployed
and should not be relied upon for that purpose.

The deemphasis of public service employment should be coupled
with increased emphasis on structural employment programs. The
national chamber expresses continuing support for existing programs
designed to improve the job readiness of the structurally unemployed.
We recommend improving and expanding- the following programs.

One of the most efficient and cost-effective methods of training
is provided by private-sector employers through on-the-job training
supplemented by formal instruction inside and outside the plant.

On-the-job training is inexpensive, compared to other programs.
With the private sector supplying the training facility and its accom-
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panying machinery and equipment, trained super isiou material,
ettergY, fringe benefits, and a. percentage of the salarV, err individual
call he trained for approximately $1,200 t o $2,000,

Now f would like to take a few moments to describe some of our
local experience we have accumulated over it number of years.

The business community of Benton Ilarbor has been involved in (lie
manpower programs for many years. 'rho), became involved trftcr
review of the old categorical programs, when they found the unem-
ployment was not being helped; with the initiatiT of the CETA
program, the business community and political leaders, had the op-
portunity to review and to he creative ancl in developing it new pro-
gram that would be able to help comprehensively in serving_ the
community of our Twin Cities. Benton I [arbor and Si. ,Toseph, Mich.

The thought was to be comprehensive in developing manpower
programsrealizing- unemployment starts %vith etbacnr lona I needs in
the school system, and goes through servicing industries to help them
with manpower needs; numpower 1)11-TT:inns involve taking (lire of the
unemployed we have and making them employable.

I think it is beneficial for you to know that the city of Benton
harbor is approximately 69 percent minority. Fifty-two percent of
the people are living on Government subsidy of one maitre or another.
The business community- is concerned.

With the implementation of CET.V in Benton I farbor. the chamber
of cananerec, was selected to be the job developer in the local om-
tounity's comprehensive manpower delivery system; we developed
a plan that has each organization involved serving as a conduit to NVOl:
With indivich Luis they felt most CO111E0101)4! with.

The chamber was selected to he the job developer due. to the fact
employers in the business community make up the chamber of Com-
merce. They feel very comfortable in working with us.

We are the contract writer, checkw liter, and contract reviewer,
with the assistance of IDOL and the local prime sponsor.

The total program consists of OJT direct placements and voca-
tional education. in which we miutitged balance-of-State hinds of
$1-1-5,000.

Presently, we have approximately 03 people entered into school.
CI TA title I funds are used to pay for the director and staff of
counschns. We have found that the placement is Very high. sonic-
where near Si percent.

We also implemented a program of career education under title I
and have five school systems working and cooperat ing in this program.

The program starts with a film presentation to the students, ex-
posing them to 11 different career clusters. letting them select the
Various claviers, and then focusing in on three of the di &rent careers
they would like to become loom knowledgeable on.

We have a slide presentation we present to the school students.
focusing in on job opportunities in the count,e. We take the industries
and their expertise from they community into the classroom. We have
students visit workers on the job, and the hood junior college ifo
titareti exploration: then we end Hp trying to phice the kids in summer
youth jobs.

The summer youth job program includes (1) the rent-a-youth pro-
gmni. a private sector proginm, where we place the youths in the

78 - 57
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private industry; (2) the farm program, which involves placing
youths on farms to pick fruit, and (3) a project we call project ews,
where we selected 10 crews of 6 and 4 kids and place them in public

jobs.
We also created a small business department to work with SI3A to

assist the small businesses that need theh assistance in coordinating
with local banks and to work with the educational institutions to help

the small businesses with management education.
It is our understanding that each $10,000 invested in sanill busi-

ness creates one job; in addition, we have found that malty of our
OJT's are people-with the small businesses. So our small business

department is a vital part of our overall manpower program.
In our job development area, we did. a study pertaining to long-

term needs of jobs within the commimty. This study included demog-
raphy, services that we have to offer, what types of business can

make money in our area., and how to bring them into the, community.
After that study, the business community and the local government

had already started an industrial park of 569 acres. We developed a
marketing program to help local industries to expand and to attract

new firms to locate in the industrial park.
We also created at that time an economic ,Jevelopment department

of seven people, which has two industrial consultants, a director, ti

research person, and a secretarial force.. These area few examples of

our local manpower efforts in the Twin Cities.
Going bock, from there, back to the U.S. chambers statennint, the

national chamber supports the private-sector initiatives program out-

lined in title VII. Since four out of five jobs in our Nation's economy

are in the private sector. it is critical tint CETA alter its efforts and
priorities accordingly. The following recommendations are made,

however. to improve i his proposal:
The councils should be compris-ed of individuals who regularly inter-

face with the business community, so that employel.s will have con-

fidence in the council's ability to deliver services. In this regard, it
would be appropriate for prime sponsors to contract with existing

organizationssuch as the chamber of commerce. the urban league

and small business councilswhich already tie in with the business
community. Determination of the appropriate organization should

be left solely to the prime sponsor.
The private sector initiatives pr.ngttn should he designed to in-

crease private- Sector involvement in all employment and training
programs, not simply to designate a portion of CETA funcl5 10101
will be spent on private-sector placement. Therefore, the proposed

councils should have some organizational tie-in with the CETA Prime
sponsor's planning council, the primary deeisionmaking body of local

employment and training pi.ogruns. This would enable the private

sector to have an input into the local CETA's total manpowcr.policy.

The council's responsibilities should he broad and not, restrictively

defined in legislation. There should be maximum flexibility for these

councils to provide the necessary link between CETA participants and

jobs in the private sector. Explicit statutory delineation of council re-
.sponsibilities is likely to limit the local moron imity's ability to explore

with business and union leaders various mechanisms for placing
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CETI clients in !invitee sector jobsoptions such :ts Wage sbsidies,
wage different ils, expanded trinning reimbursements, cetera.

Small employers aro moi.o likely to use these progriuns for economic
reasons and frequently, provide the types of jobs which reqire less
training and quicker entry into the permanent labor force. Congres-
siolud intent tent the private sector initiatives program should serve
both large and small businesses should lie made clear.

Beyond this, the national chamber supports pilot-testing addit ional
incentives to encourage employen to hire CETA clients. Specifically,

et% 'lend:
Expansion of the work incentive tax credit program which cur-

rently pays employers 20 percent of the first year's salary of individ-
uals on welfare;

Implementation of it. youth differential, allowing cmployeis to pay
16- to 1:1 -year -olds 85 percent of the Federal minimum wage to com-
pensate for their reduced productivity ; awl

Consideration for tax credits for those %vo Itire the structurally
unempl

In conclusion, the national chamber recommends:
1. Extending CETA for 4 years, with increased emphasis oh

decentralization.
2. Increasing private sector participation in CETA, through both

the cotnicils proposed in title VII and an increased private-sector
role in local planning emincils

0. Increasing emphasis on programs to alleviate structural unem-
ployment and decreasing emphasis on public service employment.

We thank you for this opportunity to express our views on this
important it-4SM

Senator RIEGLE. Just one thing before we move to the next speaker.
We have been giving a lot of thought to what it takes to he an

adequate incentive to the job provider to really be interested in taking
a CETA-trained person. What is there that is in that activity that is
crucial from the point of view of the businessman, to prompt him to
want, to go this route ?

With your experience with this program in Michigan, where you
have had a lot of people that you have worked with, and your experi-
ence with employers, what have been key elements, what has to be
present in order to make this a successful till nsfer of somebody out of
structural unemployment into ft pciin ciit nt job

Mr. Cumtv. No 1, availability of the job: No..2, the employer hav-
ing the confidence that they are working with an individual they can
trust and they have confidence with.

Senator 111E0LE, I gather you are saying, too, because the chamber
of commerce was the local sponsoring ormmization, putting your
reputation on the line, that inereitsed flit cordidenee in the people you
offered to them ?

Mr, CL mo% I think that is correct.
There is a hesitancy, I think, in the business sector regard to

having_ the Government looking over their shoulder. in our 018e, the
title I funds come to the charnber of commerce and we write the check
out and sign the contract with the local industry.

Senator Iimot.r. You do the Government paperwork?
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Mr. Comm The I/tartlet comes from the chamber; correct. We re-
view each contract. We have a conversation monthly with the foreman
and owner of the industry, and also interview the pet-son that ends
up on the job.

Senator ThEotx Do you find in the bIlS1110SSPS you have fern dealing
with a recognition there is a peed to try to find a way to move some of
these structurally unemployed people into the work force ?

Mr. CoaRy. I think they are cognizant of the problem, especially in
our area.

Senator RrEoLE. Are you finding more, businesses ;ire willing to sign
up with you as a result of a success fill experience?

Mr. Ctrartr. Once we turned to the smaller husinesses, it was much
easier to sell the program.

Senator Xst.soN. When volt say '' ler. wit hin what range ?
Mr. CURRY. Many times family-t pe industry or family-type firms,

25. 50 or less.
Senator litEcitx. That is interesting.
You now find that one of our most productive outlets is in smaller

staile operations, presumably, havi ti!, a tougher time gettin_ff employees
anyway. The bigger outfits would presumably have a pretty refined

talent-finding operation.
eon see why you perform a more valuable service to the smaller-

scale operator.
Mr. Ct-nar. I think a 0,ifitlit inn ex such as in a small filling

station with five emploovs, who enti't quite afford the siNtli; we Call
help them with au 1)JT; then. we can help them add their seventh
employee later.

Servitor RIEGL. T find it interesting that the chamber decided
to get in the act here. _ks von say. Benton Tiarhor is a distressed area.
generally in terms of the coalitions we are lookint, it SO that may
have automatically created a heiirlitetwd social awareness. T think
it is interesting the chamber` psis derided to do this.

TTow popular is this today among all or the clamber members
there?

Mr. Canny, We have a very lthrli caliber hoard of directors as far
as representatives of 1 he industries. 1 think they feel that WC have

it responsibility, and T think as a whole the membership likes the

Net we are inrOlVell.
`;easing TIFC1,r. It has been isfying; is that correct ?
Mr. Cuttrtv. Right.
Ramifications such as inismati;tgement :Ind Trawl. of cetera, we

have taken that out of the local propTanis by our involvement. WC

have found we are eceivilw productivity rrnin the dollars Ave are

investing. tin not believe 'the prodnetivity is iticdt enough for the
priv;ite employers to handle this without the services of an interim.
diate organization. The jab must be done and we are taking a SW/ at it

Senator RrEc,,t.r. T a ppl,eci ate your testi mon V.
Senator NRI,gox. What is the size of the budget?
Mr. Gerrit'. Someplace in the neighborhood of :i;r155,() of loyal

prime sponsor funds, and another $1,15.1100 State and vocati In] edu-

cation funds.
Senator Nti,sow. What is your average annual placement?
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Mr. (411 v. lta the 0.IT area. budget 100,1)ot t he past
year, the average them is approximately $1,240 a head for placement,
cost. That is the contract cost.

Senator NELsos. That is placement, not training?
Mr. Crum There is no institutional training in dm training

is clone by the industy'. Our administration fee is 15.-1 percent of the

total contract.
In the vocational education area, mir average cost is $780 for each

person enrolled in school. We have approximately 93 people enrolled.
Senator NELSON. 93?
Mr. CURRY. Yes.
Senator IlrEntx. If I may, your first point, I think, is import iuif, if

I understood you right. Not that there is not t raining taking plaee.
it is. The training is being provided by the employer. He is. in effect,
paying for that. If I undetstood you right, the figure of $1'.2.10 is what
you were identifying as your cost?

Mr. CURRY. Contract cost, average, to the industry.
Senator Ilmot,r,. Anything beyond that, somebody else is picking up

the tab?

Cum'. Costs beyond that would be strictly administration, the

job developel.s, accounting costs, That is 15.7 percent of the total budg-

et. 1Ve have Vocational education, caromr education, on-the-job train-
ing, ['sumer youth program.

Senator Rwor.E. The key thing is that to me is a remarkably cost-
effective investment. If you arc able, by playing this interiediaty
role, to be able to find job slots and get people in there,. and your di-
rect costs are $1.240 per person, that sounds like. a bargain to me.

Senator NELsoN. Those costs are for what, specifically?
Mr. Cuany. To pay the industry for the direct and :indirect costs

they have in training the individual once they are on the job.
Senator NELsox. These arc on-the-job training costs?

Cutary. Eight.

Senator Nusos. You include in that figure your overhead and ad-
ministration costs?

Mr. Curial% That is not tiguredwell. our mass vont Ind, is $5511,000.
Out of that, we have got $10:-2,000 We 11Se for 0.1T's and tlic rest, of the
money is used for various other programs we are conducting.
Senator NELsox. Do you have any follow-up stilt ist les of retention

rates of those placed in the private sector?
Mr. Ccnny. I could forward you these, and they are above the nation-

al average.

Senator Rinit.E. You sait I it is about 85 parent.
Mr. Crinty. That is for graduates() I. 1 he vocational program.
Senator Rimf,E. What. is your hest estimate
Mr. Crauv. SomeNVIlel'e ill 111e neighborhood of to 57 ent.
Senator NELsox. That is the plavement ( i f I hose individuals.

Cuintv. Permanent stay on the job, after t he I 1 ' cm tr.;
elapses.

Senator NELSON. Thank you ver V much for t t i111011Y.
Out next witness is Mid-col:a President. Rubber Mannfiu

I tires' .,1ssociiition, and member of 1 he Business Roundtable.
Mr. LovELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I am here today representing- the Busines Romidta hie. I arii very
glad, Senator I-Tolson, you have Senator Biegle on your committee. He
is able, knowledgeable, and I am delighted to see you again.

Senator Nue 74- You cannot get on this committee unless you are
[Laughter.]

3fr. LovELL, Irirst, of all, I would like to mention that with me is a
man who is probably familiar to volt ail, Kolherg, a former
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment and Training.

First of all, tbe Business Roundtable supports the reauthorization
of the Comprelleasive Employment and Training Act,

CETA created a flexible and useful intergos'ernmental delivery sys-
tern which placed program design and control at the State and local
levels, and yet provided for appropriate Federal polieymaking, pri-
ority setting, and operational ovei sight and review.

It hasn't always taken place, but the potential is there. The fact that
the program hag greatly expanded over the past 41/2 years without a
need to male anY basic structural adjustments shows the wisdom and
effectiveness of the design,

Our support for eautlioriza.tion is based upon the desirability of
continuing the basic structure and purposes of CETA. Our support
for these general purposes, however, does not imply our endorsement
of the eur..ent, size of the program or the way the resources have been
allocated.

We believe the. 0the program should he reauthorized for a -year-
period, rather than a 4.year period. (liven the size and volatility of
the program, we believe it desirable for the Congress to review the
structure and operations of the p1oRPraur al frequent intervals.

Some of the discussion you have heard today in terms of the con-
fusion of the role of the program, I think, emphasizes this point.

The most serious unemployment problem today are structural
primarily disadvantaged youth and individuals with long term at-
tachment to the labe ml- arket it jho have been displaced from their jobs
by economic forces beyond their control. These problems are best ad-
dressed by manpower policy and programs rather than by macro-eco-
nornic policy.

Cyclical unemployment requires a different set of tolls with different
standards and triodes of operationand in most instanees, unemploy-
ment insurance has been the roost sensit lye in alleviating the temporary
hardship of 041011 unemployment. Our eoniments today deal with
those aspects of this legislation dealing- with structural unemploy-
ment.

Since about AO percent of the expenditures under CETA are now
devoted to public job creation, it is important to insure that the pro
grain both reaches the most disadvantaged and does not simply be-
come a tool for fiscal substitution bv prime sponsors.

The l2 -month project approach for public service employment has
apparently cut down on fiscal substitution and should, therefore, be
continued.

I understand from you, Senator, time time periods have been
changed.

Senator Ngt,SDN. Eighteen months for nest ones; 12 months from
October 1 for those who are already in the program. Those are
maximums.
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Mr. Lovni.. In addition, the administration now proposes
to 18 months any individual's occupancy of a public service job. Al-
though we would prefer a 12-month limit, we believe this amendment
is desirable in order to further limit substitution, and to spread these
publicly supported job opportunities to more individuals.

The proposed administration amendments also provide for a de-
sirable strengthening of the provisions to hold average wages paid to
participants_ n public service employment down to $7,800 and to place
a limit of 10 percent on the number of enrollees whose wages can be
supplemented beyond $10,000 by the prime sponsor.

We do not support the proposed relaxation of the eligibility require-
ments for public service jobs. Current law requilTS participants to be

both economically disadvantaged and have been unemployed fir weeks,
or have exhausted unemployment insurance, or be to welfare recipient.

Relaxing this unemployment requirement to 5 lvvoh:. makes it pos-
sible for many more individuals to be eligibleand would make it
relatively easy to rehire. laid-off regular Government employees. Even
with the current 15-week period, diet.° are an estimated 0 million in-
dividuals who could qualify for this program.

We support the administnttion proposal that would target much of
the CETA program only on the economically disadvantageddefined
as individuals whose family income is no greater than 70 percent of
the BLS low income standard, which is about $7,000 over the preceding
6 months. However, we believe this 6 months standard should also
apply to public service employment. rather than relaxing the income
standard to 3 months as proposed iii title VI.

The entire Federal employment and training. effort, since 1002 llas
been premised on the expectation that enrollees would receive services
that would enable them to move to nnsubsidized employment at higher
wage levels. Since four out of five jobs aro in the pr ivtite sector, this
neces ily means substantial job placements in the private sector,

private- sector involvement in employment mid training pro-
grams has typically been disappointingly small over recent years,

Although the support of private-sector OJT has always been an
element of the Federal program, it has never been large probably
because of both Government. red tape and the reluctance of business

to get involved with the Government for the relatively low level of
subsidy involved.

The highest level of involvement came in the late 1060's and early
1970's when the economy was running at near capaeity and business
needed employees. Approximately °I percent of manpower expendi-
tures were for private-sector OJT during this period. Since the reces-
sion. of 1974, the OTT portion of the program has been drastically
reduced, running at less than 1 pet Tent of the total expendititivs under
CETA. in 1077. As the eeonomy recovers, it is again timely- and neces-
sary to greatly increase the involvement of the private sector in train-
ing and employment.

Since the passage of CETA, business at the local level has not been
anxious to compete with other organizations for the scarce dollars
which prime sponsors have had to miss out Vnlike many public and
private nonprofit organizations which depend in whole or in part on
CETA, most small- and medium-sized business organizations have
no interest in these programs other than altruistically and must be
specifically stimulated to get involved.

9 :2



Whereas many large firms have and will continue to voluntarily hire
the disadvantaged, in cooperation with the National Alliance of Busi-
nessmen, most small firms do not have the resources to even become
familiar with the prog-rams. Yet most of the job growth in our economy
is coming in the service sector which has a preponderance of small-
an cl medium-sized business concerns.

In the last 10 years, since the NAB wits established, EE() laws and
regulations have been strengthened and perfected and their enforce-
ment has been inure effectively pursued. This has resulted in a much
heightened awareness on the imrt of all business concerns to the ne-
cessity for ti.aining and hiring the disadvantaged. 'Phis new phenom-
enon has perhaps resulted in lessening the motivation and need for
business to get involved with speci fie federally financed employment
and training programs.

We believe it is therefore neci'ssary nod timely to renew the em-
phasis on private-sector involvement. as proposed by the adininistra-
tiott in the new title VII of CETA.

It is true that new authority is probably not nice',' it in ardor to
re-emphasize private-sector involvement. T-Towever. we welcome the
emphasis that the administratien apparently now intends to give to
this area and befivAT that :1 1-;epnraie new title gives added %%Tight and

ocanun t meat .
The new title is speeifically intended to "augment ongoing 0.1'1'

activities being funded by prime sponsors. ,tod T not iced some con-
fusion here fociav in terms of the intent of title VTT.

T suppose it, would be st range for me to he explaining what the ad-
ministration has in mind. but they intend this money he predomi-
nantly OTT an minention:d effort relating to priya to-sector job
placement. It is an effort to stimulate local areas to la itnagintitiye, as
they have in Benton Ifarbor. Chicago. and other areas. to allow the
local areas to use their ininginati(111ti. That. why the language is
purposelidly vague. perhaps. We aliplatul that.

We applaud the proposed amendments which would limit prime
sponsors support of piiblie service employment and work expertemy
activities under new -title TI to 50 percent and would maintain at feast
the 1077 leN-el of prime sponsor supported f raining programs.

There is no guarantee that I he creation of any given new structure
at the local leyel will automatically enhance private-sector involve-
ment. Troweyer, it is clear that most of the current struct lives in place
at the local level have not been direct ivy, with ti few eNCO pt ions WC, heard
about this morning. The proposed new st latrine(' really represents a
new commitment and new financial resources to piii-.-ate the goals. We
tvelcome this new commitment :Ind intend to Work diligently to in-
crease business participation.

Senator NEt,soN, When von say "It is Acne that most or the trrent
structures in place at the local level have not been MTN-tier,' you

referring to the employment service
Mr. LovEts..r turn talking about. OJT.
I have a comment on the employment service. St nator.
I think it is, as a labor' exchange meebanism. it is an excellent orga-

nization. I think the problem is. we expect it to do so many filings it
is not intended to do. we view it as a failure.

The employrnertt service really has the h:zsie responsibility, when
people are ready for work, referring their' to a job that will take them.



It does not have t he responsibility for providing the oneillary serv-
ices and tiltining and, indeed, the inspiration needed by our struc-
turally unemployed people, I think we Should turn to other institu-
tions and organizations for these services.

The employment service can help, but their basic function is to pro-
vide labor exchange services.

Senator NELsox. It is a fact that the whole infrastructure is in
place. Why can't this become a responsibility of the employment serv-
ice without confusing it with their primary role for which they were
originally created?

Why cannot an additional role be handled separately by people
especially trained to work in this particular field ?

I don't mean to say that NV011id preempt what, is being done by the
chamber of commerce in the Twin Cities.

Mr. LovELL, I think they can. One of the big problems in dealing,
with structurally unemployed is that ire regard the problem Very
simplistically as if everybody structurally unemployed needs the
same thing, which obviously they don't.

There ale serious attitudinal problems that require tremendous com-
munity involvement to encourage people io take the hard, difficult steps
neeessary to prepare themselves. We are not tryimr to create a class
of people who are going to he continniilly sust :tined. We have to by
to provide opportunities to thee people nod enemirlige them to take
advantage of it and to do the things they need to do to become
competitive.

There is no reason we cannot do that in this country if we devote
energy and resources to it.

The Business Roundtiible has tiiken an official position, particuliirly
iii terms of black yonth, that the highest priority we have is to really
break the back of youth unemployment, with rates of 40 and 50 per-
cent. -We would like to look at it inote inn-wino ively than in the past,
and not just deal in terms of institutions hot the total nature of the
problem, and then bring the resomves and ima.crination and social
interest, and emphasis that is necessary to do this.

Senator RIEGLE. Might I comment
Senator NEt.sox. Go ahead.
Senato RIEGLE. I think this is a key question, of whether or not

the employment, service is in the hest spot to take on the job of trying
to figure out how to solve the structural unemployment problem. I tend
to come out on the side that says thnt is lint the 'Awe to put it at least
not in the first instance, I think the problems are so different; I think
your term. an exchange process. is unite a good way to Ind it in terms of
what the employment, service now does, That is a Vel%V vital function.

think they are so ingrained in that business, in my own experience
with Government bureaueracies, to ask thorn to step outside that essen-
tial character and develop. as it part operation, a whole new character
dealing with a profoundly different problem, is not reasonable. The
structural problem gets in to a deeper set of issues: discrimination, and
so forth.

It seems to me what would make more sense is that the structural
problem ought to be taken on by a new mile rprise, however we want to
define how that is done. It seems to me that if we can putt in place a
system to deal with the structural unemployment problem. winch takes
a lot of different, players and the private sector, plus we must play it



good-sized role in that, and different sets of intermediary organiza-

dorm, to do it; but it seems to me that if we can devise the technology

and the cost-effective techniques and socially-acceptable procedures for

reclaiming structurally unemployed people, and we can devise systems

that work and move large numbers of people out of structural unem-

ployment into jobs, I think that is so tough an assignment, to give an

or anization more than that to do would be unwise.
think it will take all the coneentttion and power an organiza-

tion can muster to break the back of that problem, because it is so

difficult and the fact we have made so little progress in this area.

At some future time, can see, let us say, 3, 5 years down the road,

you have two well-functioning organizations; you could concentrate

them under the same .umbrella, roof. let them work together. Then

you would have these tWo discrete, well-aimed, well hit etinning opera-

tions doing what they are intended to do.
To try to do it at the outset, given tin difficulties and unique nature

of what is involved here, it strikes me as not being the right way.

That is just one person's opinion.
Mr. LOVELL. I would agree with you that the employment service

should not be charged with that total responsibility. On the other
hand, I do not believe a new agency should be created, is the only

place I disagree with you.
We need a greater understanding of the program no the develop-

ment of adequate incentives to require the kind of behavior on the

part of individuals and on the part at institutions necessary to achieve

the social results we wish. We don't think about that, We think in

terms of structure, of organizations, whether enTA or whether it
is an employment service, or whether it is an OIC. You have got to

have systems of motivation in terms of your total national pokey that

encourage people and institutions to do svhat you want them to do.

Somebody told me once that the Government believed in using

the carrot and stick, but most of the carrots turned out to be sticks.

We have to have incentives, encourage people on their own to do

the kinds of things, over tone. at least in the judgment of the Govern-

ment, in our best interests.
First of all, piovicling, the opportunity; that is the responsibility

the Government has, in my opinion. Then, I think locally, all the

people in the community and nationally, institutions like the AFL

CIO, the chamber of commerce, should work to encourage people to

take advantage of the opportunities provided,
I Would include every institution that we have, Senator, It should

not be the charge of one.
I don't want to take too much time. I do want to emphasize a few

areas.
Title VII, $is proposed by the administration, is flexible enough to

allow necessary variation in organizational structure and program

content at the local level.
Under the proposed amendment the prime sponsor is required to

set lip a private industry council with bitsitu s and labor representa-
tion. We believe representItion On the council should be broadened

to include representatives of education and perhaps other groups. As

long as the clear majority of the council is drawn froin business, we

believe the balance of the council makeup should be left somewhat

flexible.
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The proposed title VII desirably leaves the structure of the council
up to local discretion. We suggest that the Fedeial Government might
develop several model structures which could be used without any
speCific Federal approval. but also leave it open for further structural
variations as long as they were approved by the Federal Govermnent
and the prime sponsor.

In like fashion, title VII now suggests a number of possible private-
sector contract programs which could be supported by the new coun-
cils, without in any way being prescriptive. It would be desirable for
the Federal Government to levelop several model contract programs
which could be adapted to specific local needs.

In addition to direct OJT contracts with prime sponsors, we believe.
the private sector should also have available the option of a tax credit
subsidy for hiring and training specific categories of disadvantaged
individuals, particularly unemployed youth. We W0111C1 support legis-
lative authorization for a new categorical tax credit program appro-
priately designed to meet the needs of the structurally unemployed.

It is our understanding that the National AM:nice of Businessmen
will have a key role under the new title VII program in providing
advice and technical assistance to prime sponsors in getting the MAI;
councils operational. We believe this involvement of NAB is crucial
in providing an element of quality control in the program.

The NAB either has or can gain access and knowledge of local
business communities and can provide entree to those needed to make
this effort a success. Over the past It) year s, thousands of business
leaders have been active in NAB and this resource will be very im-
portant in revitalizing these local business efforts.

The administration is proposing several other new programs which
we believe are important :

A new authorization is proposed for a permanent national job
search assistance and relocation program. This new clement has been
missing from our arsenal of tools to aid t he unemployed and dis-
advantaged. The ability to assist indivb-luals in their search for jobs,
both within and outside their commuting area, could he an important
new element in matching people with jobs.

The current CET.,\ lacks authority to support uprrmiing programs
within industry. The proposed new amendment authorizing such
programs should aid in stimulating priale firms to estiiblish coupled
entry-level and upgrading programs and thus could inerse private-
sector training activity.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NEr,sox. Thank you very much. Mr. Lovell.
Our next witness is Mr. Frank Schiff. l'ke president and chief

economist for the Committee for Economic Development.
Mr. SCIIIPF ThillIk von very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Frank W. Schiff, vice president and chief economist of

the Committee for Economic Development, CET). an organization of
200 leading business exeentives and educators. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to-appear here today on CLT)'s behalf to testify on the pending
CETA reauthorization and particularly on the proposals for increas-
ing- private-sector involvement in employment and training programs.

My comments this morning are largely based on the policy state-
ment, "Jobs for the T-Tard-to-Employ: New Direetions for :t I'nlalie

tTh



Private Partnership,' that CF D's research and policy commit
issued in Sanitary.

Copies of the statement have been distributed to the committee. Tt,
was developed over a 2-year period by a subcommittee which was
chaired by Mr. John L. Burns, a former president of TiC A and head of
Cities Service Corporation. and for which T served as project director.
With your permission, I would like to include appropriate selections
from the statement as an appendix to my testimony.

Senator NErSON. They will he Printed in the record.
Ivry. Scrum The analysis and recommendations in mur statement

are directly relevant to key issues involved in the proposed CETA
reauthorization. The committee concluded that employment and
underemployment are enormously wasteful and onstly for our economy
and that appropriate steps to overcome these problems 'are not merely
good social policy but also (rood business.

It recognized that a wide range of national as well as regional
Policies are needed to cope with unemployment. Its principal emphasis,
however, is on the need for direct measures to aid the structurally
unemployedinchuling the young. the old, and the disadvantaged.

These measures, we argue. should mainly involve ranting people
to work rather than paying them for not working..Morpver, while
the committee sees an important direct role fm- Government in pros
rooting employment, it urges that far more stress than in the past
should be placed on involving the private sector both profit, and non-
profitin efforts to provide jobs rm. nip 1i:11A-to-employ. Such efforts
must not only involve large firms but should also be directed at many
small businesses. particularly in the expanding service sector.

Our committee also reached another maior conclusion: namely, that
the approach outlined is not merely desirable but workable. Consider-
able support for this view i provided by a series of case studies that.
we prepared on the basis of a survey of CETI trustee companies and
that has also been disi ri bitted to you.

These st tidies show that numerous forms of public-private coopera-
tion to aid training and employment, of the hard-to-employ ate already
being successfnlly carried out by various individual firms and corn-
umnities in diffelynt parts of the country. though often only on a
relatively small scale.

This suggests that the need may not he so much for the development
of hrand-new techniques for dealing With the hard-to-employ, but
for mobilizing much more :Active and widespread business. Govern-
mein. and community sup_ port for the kind of activities that have
already proved successful.

Among the more specific recommendations in the policy steel
for increasing the private- sector role in manpower policies are
following:

First, there should be much wider disseminntion of information
al.ont existing private- sector programs that, work effectively. In this
connection, we recommend a permanent information clearinghouse
regarding such efforts. This should receive active Federal support and
funding but might best be operated In' a private or such
as the National Alliance of Businessmen or the conference board.

Second : There should he rt much more concerted effort, by the top
business leadership, both nationally and at the community level, to

90?
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provide new impetus for an effective public-private partnership to aid
the hard-to-employ. This effort needs to be reinforced by clearer and
more unified direction of Federal manpower programs and by greatly
increased stress on an enlarged priVate sector role. in the management
of these programs.

Third : There is need for much wider use of various kinds of inter-
mediary organizations to assist business in becoming more, fully in-
volved in special training and employment efforts. Many firms winch
have been reluctant to hire the disadvantaged directly will do so if
intermediate organizations help them in dealing with such groups.

These organizations can be particularly useful in handling job place-
ment, cutting the red tape connected with federiilly supported on-the-
job training contracts, and providing special counseling and other
services for the hard-to-employ, the types of intermediate
organizations that we found to be partienlarly promising re are
three that I would like to cite:

One is the Chicago Alliance, of Business ;Manpower Services
private,, nonprofit, organization created by a. coalition of

2 major Chicago business firms and 2 minority firms and groups,
It has a permanent staff and can act as a direct contractor for fed-

erally financed on-tbe-job training programs. This type of arrange-
ment has been unusually effective in developing OJT contracts, par-
ticularly With Sinall firms. It has, for example, cut the red tape involved
in CETA contracting from several months to about 10 days.

Second : The experimental Manpower Demonstration Research Cor-
poration, a form of "jobs corporation" which takes on seine of the most
severely disadvantaged persons as its employees, trains them and
moves them into supported work. and then gradually shifts them into
permanent nonsubsidized private employment.

Also various specialized private lob - finding organizations can be
particularly effective in facilitating job development, training, and
placement of especially hard-to-emiloy groups. =\n example is the vo-
cational foundation in New Yolk, which deals primarily With ex-
offenders and chronic welfare eases.

Fifth : We think that much greater emphasis !weds to Ile placed on
programs specifically tailored to the needs or partii,11 I a r rroups iimong
the hard-to-employ. These encompass, among others, an improved
transition from school to work, including Siemer use apprentice-
ship and work - study programs; increased stress on skill training and
upgrading for the disadvantaged; more productive use of midcareer
and older workers; and more flexible work schedules and job arrange-
ments to aid persons 110 cannot readily conform to a regular work
pattern.

Finally, our statement calls for a variety of increased incentives,
including tax credits, and reduced disincentives for private employ-
ment of the hatl-to-employ. It also suggests -fuller exploration of
various alternatives to outright layoffs in recessions. including in-
creased allowances for skill trtiining and upp-rading during such
periods and changes in unemployment insurance arrangements to
facilitate greater reliance. on work sharing.

In the light of these reconanendations. let me now turn to Some of
the particular aspects of the proposed new CET. legislation on which
you have asked me to comment.
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As regards the general approach. we think renewal of the CETA
authorization is clearly desirable. In general, the proposed changes
closely parallel many of OED's recommendations. This is particularly
true for those parts of the proposed CETI! reauthorization that call
for increased targeting on the disadvantaged ; nut greater emphasis on
training and introduce upgrading end relocation programs : and call
for substantially increased private-sector involvement, in training and
job creation efforts.

We also welcome some of the new features of the legislation that are
designed to make for a clearer distinction between cormtercyelical and
structural public set-vice employment, programs to reduce fiscal sub-
stitution. This applies particularly to the proposed 18-month limit on
the tima an individual can remain in a, public smice job, though our
committee's preference nctually is for nn even stricter time limit of 12
months in most circumstances. However, we question the desirability
of relaxing the requirement, that persons elirrible for public service
employment must have been tinem ploved for 15 weeks.

As concerns the private, sector initiatives program, the proposed
addition of a new title VII that is specifically concerned with private-
sector jobs for the economically disadvantaged is highly commendable.
It is to he hoped that this section en n become, a focal point for imple-
mentation of the policy approaches we have Veromenileil.

We particularly welcome the stress on added fending for on-the-job
trnining programs and on various activities: to provides a better bridge
between school and work. However, questions remain on how the new
title is to he applied. I would like to suggest- several broad guidelines
in that connection.

First; The now effort to increase private-sector participation in em-
ployment and training programs should extend to all aspects of the
CETA legislation, not merely to activities specifically authorized un-
der title VIT. Tiles, the proposed private industry councils created
under title VII should serve as a major instrument for promoting
greater private-sector involvement in the full range of CETA
activities.

In addition, incentive funding should be provided for prime spon-
sors that perform particularly well in terms of increased community
rind private-sector participation in the employment mid training ef-
fort. Garr recent policy statement recommended thnt the Secretary of
Labor he authorized to allocate up to 20 percent of CETA funds for
such purposes,

also consider it desirable that PX 1)1 i elf provisions be, made for more
adequate proportion:1k representation of business, labor, education,
and community groups on the exist ing- CETA planning councils. The
proposed legislation Provides for such a elmnge in State planning
councils but not for CETA ph-riming councils at the local level.

Second: It will lie important to assure that the proposed private in-
dustry councils do not. merely become pro forma advisory bodies to
local prime sponsors. They should emerge es a forceful instrument for
mobilizing local business and industry support for a wide range of
initiatives to aid the structurally unemployed and facilitate their
eventual shift to unsubsidized private employment.

In my view, this means that the councils should be predominantly
composed of business leaders representing both large and small firms.
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They should I adequately funded and have permanent staffs that
are respansible to the councils. Moreover, there should be clear provi-
sions to allow the councils to car'r'y out operational functions if this is
appropriate.

in, particular, the councils should he able to establish private non
profit intermediary organizations that could act as direct, contractors
for CETA on-the,-job training programs, along the lines now being
successfully carried out by the Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower
Services. Apart from these considerations, however, considerable flexi-
bility should be allowed regarding the composition of private industiT
councils and their' mode of operation. In fact, our studies have indi-
cated that organizational nrrimg,Nments best suited to particular com-
munities and situations tend to vary quite, widely.

Now as relates to both private and public employment services;
In this area, our recommendations appear to go further than the

administration's proposals. Our statement recommends that appropri-
ate administrative and, if necessiiry, legislative actions be taken to
bring the U.S. Employment, Service rind CT together. We also feel
that

a E A
the employment, service would become more effective if it were

relieved of numerous enforcement and compliance functions that are
not related to its basic mission of job placement.

An essential requhement for incivased effect iveness of the employ-
ment service is to establish a. more productive relationship with
employers.

Pi ogress in this direction has been made in some localities. One
promising arrangement is the use of in account representative system
under wldch a particular employment, service officer is assigned to a
block of companies with which he becomes fully familiar. however,
greatly intensified etro-a is required to develop such improved services
to employers throughout the country.

We also think there is a need for substantially larger roles for
specialized private job-finding agencies in developing job opportuni-
ties for the hal4.1-to-emplov. CET ,1. and the employment service, should
be clearly authorized and encouraged to enter into subcontraots with
such agencies,

-Ii 'inally-, as ecgai'dS categorical employment tax credits we also be-
lieve there should be considatably greater emphasis on Government
incentives to induce private employe's to increase training and job
opportunities for the lurid4o-employ, including iminy of those who
now receive Government income support or hold public service jobs.

In addition to direct training subsidies and stipends for apprentices,
we favor greater experimentation with categorical employment tax
credits targeted to the hard-to-employ, particularly unemployed
youths. Such credits should be especially useful for training and em-
ployment in small business firms.

Persons eligible for such eategoriettl credits should not only include
the welfare clients now covered under the WIN program, but also the
long-term unemployed and lower-income groups eligible for public
service employment. We think the prospects for the success of these
P Tog rams will be considerably imploved if they are carried out with
the active osistance of the:local industry councils to be created under
the new title VII.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,



Senator Nnisox. Well, we have heard differing views on flit utiliza-
tion of the employment, service.

Would you expand on its utilizat ion in this field ?
-Afr. Smarr. Experience with the employment service varies in dif-

ferent Darts of the, counti-y. The employinolit, Service cannot really he a
y effective service if employers don't want to list. jobs with it Many

employers are not interested in doing-so.
We have found iii our caw studies there are, casesChicago is one

examplewhere much more effective relationships between the em-
ployment service and employers have been developed in a Yety ffs-
tematic way. The main inst rnment for this has been the account, l'epre-
sentative system that. f described earlier. under which particular
employment service officers are given special responsibility to work
with particular Corporations. When T looked into this some time ago.
however, such special services to employem existed in only about 10
percent of the employment service offices.

We have also recommended that each emplovment service office
should have an agent. for more diPadrantaged people, to watch out for
I hat aspect ; hot we. do not think th;it, there should lie as many legisla-
tive requirements as now exist to (rive priorities to vn ious p-roups. Such
provisions become too diverse so th :it they tie the hands for the service.

also recommend much closer coordinnt ion at all Ciaverrunent
levels between the employment SPI'VieC aiiel CETA lire think that. it
lot can be done in this respect, but basically, the important thing is
to make sure that. at the meal level. the agenries that now exiift, the
employment service rime CETA really work together. While Nye do not
call for a rigid assignment, of tasks. we do feel that the emplovinent
service should have the main responsibility for job placement and that
CETA's principal task should he to concentrate on making people job
ready.

Wn have mine across various instances of (Implication and of lack
of communicatiln between the employment service and CETA. I -would
agrPei with Senator Rie710 that close coordination cannot be achieved
overnight everywhere, hilt Hien, ought to he a, great emphasis on seeing
that the efforts of these agencies work in some unified way.

[Th following was subsequently supplied :1
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Highlights of testimony by Frank W. Schiff
Vice President and Chief Economist of cm

before the
Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratory Labor

of the
Senate Committee on Human Resources

March 1, 1978

1. Renewal of the CETA authorization is clearly desirable.
The proposed changes closely parallel many of cEB's recommendations in
its recent policy statement On "Jobs for the Hard-to-Employ: Hew
Directions for a Public-Private partnership". This particularly applies
to the provisions for increased targeting on the disadvantaged; sub-
stantially increased private sector involvement in training and job
creation; and greater emphasis on training, upgrading and relocation
programs.

2. A welcome new feature is the proposed 18-month limit on
the time an individual can remain in a public service job, though
OED's preference is for an even stricter limit of 12 months. On the
other hand, it would not seem desirable to relax the present require-
ment that persons eligible for public service employment must have
been unemployed for 15 weeks.

3. The addition of a new Title _ specifically concerned
with private sector jobs for the economically disadvantaged is highly
commendable. Various questions remain, however, on how the new title
is to be applied. It is suggested that this title, and the proposed
private industry councils created under it should serve:es a major
instrument for promoting greater private sector involvement in the
full range of CETA activities. The proposed local private industry
councils must be given adequate powers and funding to allow them to
carry out this task. In addition, incentive funding should be pro-
vided for prime sponsors who perform particularly well in encouraging
such involvement. Business, Labor and community representation on
local CETA planning councils should be strengthened.

4. CED favors bringing the Employment service and CETA
into a closely integrated stricture, relieving the Service of many
of its present enforcement functions, and expanding special ES
services to employers, such as the Account Representative System.
CETA and ES should be encouraged to enter into subcontracts with
specialized private job finding agencies for the hard-to-employ.

5. Other recommendations cited include CEO support for
greater experimentation with categorical employment tax credits
and the proposed establishment of a permanent clearinghouse of
information about succeSsful instances of public-private coopera-
tion in aiding the hard-to-employ.

1.
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Responsibility for The Committee for Economic Development is an
independent research and educational organization

CED Statements of two hundred business executives and educators.
on National Policy CED is nonprofit, nonpartisan, and nonpolitical.

Its purpose is to propose policies that will help to
bring about steady economic growth at high em-

ployment and reasonably stable prices, increase productivity and living
standards, provide greater and more equal opportunity for every citizen,
and improve the quality of life for all A more complete description of the
objectives and organization of CED is to be found on page 98.

All CED policy recommendations must have the approval of the
-Research and Policy Committee, a group of trustees whose names are
listed. on these pages. This Committee is directed under the bylaws to
"initiate studies into the principles of business policy and of public policy
which will foster the full contribution by industry and commerce to the
attainment and maintenance" of the objectives stated above. The bylaws
emphasize that -all research is to be thoroughly objective in character, and
the approach in each instance is to be from the standpoint of the general
welfare and not from that of any special political or economic group: The
Committee is aided by a Research Advisory Board of leading social scien-
tists and by a small permanent professional staff.
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The Research and Policy Committee is not attempting to pass judg-

ment on any pending specific legislative proposals; its purpose is to urge
careful consideration of the objectives set forth in this statement and of the

best means of accemplishing these objectives.
Each statement on national policy is preceded by discussions, meet-

ings, and exchanges Of memoranda, often stretching over many mouths.

The research is undertaken by a subcommittee, assisted by advisors

chosen for their competence in the field tinder study. The members and

advisors of the soliconunittee that prepared this statement are listed on

page 6.
The full Research and policy Committee participates in the drafting of

findings and recommendations. Likewise, the trustees on the drafting sub-

committee vote to approve or disapprove a policy statement, and they
share with the Besearch and Pettey Committee the privilege of submitting
individual comments tOr publielittion, as noted on this and the following

page amid on the appropriate page of the text (lithe statement. *

Exceptfivr t/iP members iifthe Research a Ild Palley Committee am

responsible %throw:awe. the rucommendations presented herein are rmot

lieCeSSarilY eialorscel by of trustees or by the advisors. contributors.

staff nwminT,s, or others (15501 toted with GEO.
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ROBERT C HOLLA,SH I BoCto .111.4
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CHARLES KELLEB, J11 II( nk ARO L; II- I'EIISFiti WILLIA54 C STOLK

LANIES ti:. st.py
romp sl KLUT,,,,ACK
RAUB IAZAKCS
FRANKLIN A. UN osW
c BARRON MALLOW'
TILOWAS R
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* Memoranda 4f comment, reservation, or
dissent opPoar on pages B to 91.
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Purpose
of this Statement

TEN veAns Act), AT A TIME OF crtEAT Trtounx in many urban areas, there

was a strong outpouring of business commitment to bring jobs and busi-

nesses back to the central city. However in many cases, these commitments

were made without an understanding of the problems involved and with-

out, the experience necessary to develop effective programs. As a result,

many of these efforts failed. Many business leaders concluded that there

was really very little they could do that would he effective mid lasting. It

became, in their minds, primarily a problem for government,
However sonic business groups continued to work at the problems of

the hard -to- employ and began to gain in experience and deeper under-

standing. In the past two years there has been a renewal of business's

commitment to developing jobs for die hard-to-employ, and for helping

prepare the disadvantaged, particularly minority yonths,for steady, re-

sponsible jobs. What makes current efforts different from those of the

1960s is that now there is a realization of the difficulties involved and an

understanding of the effort that must be put into each job and into pre-

paring each individual for that job.
The CED subcommittee that prepared this report spent two years

examining what kinds of programs have worked, what kinds have not,

and why. in cooperation with the Work in America Institute, CED has

conducted a survey of its own trustee companies and other firms that are

carrying out many of the types of efforts called for in this statement. The
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results of this survey are contained in Training and Jobs Programs in
Action: Case Studies in Private Sector Initiatives for the hard -to -Eon plod,
which is being issued with this statement.

Achieving high employment has long been a national goal. Yet after
more than two years of recovery from the nation's worst post-war reces-
sion, unemployment rates remain distressingly high.

Over the years, the basic response to high unemployment has been
to develop a set of fiscal and monetary policies that can promote a vig-
orous and sustained demand expansion without causing undue inflation.
Yet both business and government arc coming to realize that while fiscal
and monetary policies and other sound economic policies are essential,
special measures are needed to deal with the growing problem of struc-
tural unemploymentthe kind of unemployment that even in the best of
times affects the undereducated, the unskilled, and those' who are con-
sidered ton young or too old, or who are subject to discrimination.

This statement by the CEO Research and Policy Committee focuses
on ways of overcoming unemployment and underemployment for those
groups that typically experience high or prolonged joblessness. Front the
beginning of this project, we have felt that finding,- ways to deal with
structural unemployment is vital to achieving the longer-term goal of high
employment without inflation.

A Practical Approach. One of our major conclusions was that unem-
ployment and underemployment arc both costly to society and to the
economy. Therefore we believe that the kind of steps we recommend are
not only good social policy, but also good business. In addition, we agreed
that the principal stress of public policy shoule. he on developing produc-
tive jobs rather than on paying people fur not working.

Although there is an important role for government in the employ-
ment picture, it is the private sector that provides most of the jobs in the
American economy. Therefore, the statement calls for increased training
and job opportunities in the private sector and stepped-up transition of
the hard-to-employ front government income support and subsidized jobs
into permanent private employment.

Expanded private sector efforts should not be limited to large cor-
porate employers, hut should take advantage of the many opportunities
to be found among small businesses.

New Directions for the Private Sector. Both business and govern-
ment have gained valuable lessons from the training and jobs efforts of
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the last decade. During the 1960's tuatiy programs were hastily conceived

often in response to various forms of social unrest.

The country has now moved beyond Ibis crisis atmosphere, and there

are already many private sector ',ingrains throughout the eolintry that

arc meeting both the needs of business and the hard-to-emphiy.

The Importance of Work. The subcommittee that prepared this

policy statement was also concerned %vat a concept of work that goes

beyond simply being a source of income. Work and the work ethic have

intrinsic benefitsto the individual and to society, \Void; provides U., paint

of identilleation, a source of sell- esteem, and a vital part of most people's

system of values,
l3erause of the importance of work, we were also concerned with the

social and economic consequences of separating millions of people from

productive jobs. in addition to the personal desperation and frustration

that stems from unemployment, there are major economic costs in terms

of lost output, waste of human and capital resources, and support of 01)

ever increasing number of nonworkers.
While no firm should Ile asked to make special efforts if it would

jeopardize their efficiency, we see several strong indications that lioth

business and society will benefit from an increased private sector com-

mitment to training and hiring the hard-to-employ.

As the economy grows, tliere will he au increasing need for skilled

workers. This need will he even greater if, as population trends suggest,

the work force grows more slowly than in the past.
There is also a growing invareuess on the part of government that the

private sector should play a larger training and employment role and a

growing concern over the inflationary impact of broadening the scope of

public sector programs.
No one policy or set of programs will work for all businesses, mini

is needed instead are increased options and incentives for businesses,

unions, and profit and nonprofit organizations to enlarge employment and

training programs for groups that face special difficulties,

Acknowledgment-8. The GED subcommittee that prepared this

statement brought together all extraordinary range of talents, interests,

nod experience. The list of subcommittee memhers appears on page

The sidieommittee benefited greatly from the skilled and persuasive lead-

ership of its chairman John L, horns, fernier president of IICA and former

hoard chairman and chief eseentive officer of Cities Service Company.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Summary
of Major Recommendations

AMEIRICANti 11A SI DEMI) it a basic goal to have the opportunity

to work, to earn a decent living, and to provide for their families, Fur the

vast majority of adults, what they do to earn that living constitutes a vital

part of their identity and sense of values.
Yet, the United States has within its population a growing number of

people with special burdens that keep them out of the mainstream of the
labor force. Most jobs in this country arc designed for prime-ago, full-time,
socially disciplined workers. I however, there are large groups of people in

this country who want to work hut canunt obtain useful jobs, even in

relatively good times, because they

are undereducated, unskilled, or inexperienced
are considered too young or too old

are unable to work full time
are subject to discrimination or restrictive labor ma .ket practices
lack the baste work disciplines iind abilities necessary to get and

hold a steady job

11
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For the past thirty years, high employment has been a major goal of
the nation's economic policy. But except during wartime, this goal has
rarely been achieved. During recent years, in fact, the official unemploy-
ment rate reached its highest level since the Great Depression. In the first
eleven months of 1977, the average number of unemployed still amounted
to 8.9 million persons, or 7.1 percent of the civilian labor force.

We believe that this country must make a strong national commit-
ment to high employment and to a situation in which the number of fob
openings essentially matches the number of those seeking jobs at reason-
able wages and in which people able and willing to work have adequate
opportunities to be trained and guided toward suitable job vacancies
within a reasonable period of time. This commitment must, of course, be
pursued in a manner consistent with the nation's other major economic
and social objectives, especially the need to curtail inflation.

'The primary meant of developing adequate training and job oppor-
tunities is through strengthening the demand for goods andservices in the
economy as a whole and in particular sectors and regions.'

A vigorous and sustained demand expansion isnecessary to overcome
cyclical joblessness (which stems primarily from an overall deficiency in
demand). It is also the single most effective means of reducing structural
unemployment which affects particular groups of job seekers because their
educations, skills, or locations do not readily match available jobs or be-
cause they are handicapped by discrimination and other labor market
barriers. However, experience has shown that by itself, a demand expan-
sion strong enough to result in a dramatic rise in jobs for the hard-to-
employ is also likely to create serious inflationary pressures.

But the tasks of achieving sustained high employment and conquer-
ing inflation are not mutually exclusive. They can and must be attacked
simultaneously. Therefore, any steps toward healthy demand expansion
need to be accompanied by a range of measures to make the economy less
inflation-prone. These should include steps to increase its competitiveness
and efficiency, to eliminate restrictive practices in product and labor mar-
kets and to enlarge capacity and supply availability.

In earlier policy statements, GED has dealt extensively with ways to
improve overall demand management, strengthen economic efficiency and
investment incentives, and fight inflation. We are continuing active studies
in all these areas. In addition, our new study Revitalizing Arneri(a-s. Cities
is examining the massive problems of the nation's urban centers, including
the plight of the deteriorated inner cities, where unemployment is highest,
We will explore ways to create the conditions that might bring needed
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jobs back to these areas and, where necessary, to help bring inner-city
residents to suitable jobs in other locutions. in other studies, we shall ex-

amine means of averting or overcoming the special unemployment prob-
lems caused by such factors as unfair foreign trade competition and ex-

cessive government regulation.
In this policy statement, we are primarily concerned with the urgent

need for a wide variety of measures to cope directly with the structural
unemployment problems of those groups that have consistently had spe-
cial difficulties in the labor marketparticularly the young, the old, and
the disadvantagedand to increase incentives for productive svork.

Unfortunately, there is no single solution or major policy program

that can eliminate unemployment for all these chronically affected groups.
What is needed instead is an integrated set of public and private actions
that will benefit groups and areas of the economy with particularly severe
unemployment problems tvithout aggravating the existing inflation.

Government programs to train and provide jobs for the hard-to-

employ, including public-service employment, must continue to play a
major role in national manpower policy We welcome the recent in-
creased emphasis by both Congress and the Administration on direct
measures to deal with the unemployment problems of hard-hit groups,
particularly disadvantaged youths and veterans.

However, four out of five lobs in the United States are in the private

sector. A stronger private-public partnership must be developed to in-
crease training and job opportunities in that sector and to speed the transi-

tion of the hard-to-employ from government income support and sub-
sidized public or private jobs to permanent private ertiployment. Key

ways in which this can best be accomplished are the focus of this study.

In particular, we recommend the following measures:

New and expanded use on a nationwide basis of private - sector

programs that already work effectively and creation of a clearing-
house for disseminating information about successful and innovative

programs Chapter 4)

O Stronger organizational mechanisms to mobilize private-sector
involvement (Ste Chapter 4), including much wider use of

direct government manpower contracts with private nonprofit
organizations created by consortia of business firms
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other types of in inediory orgailizations t hat con Brio business
handle job development, t raining, and placement activities
jobs corporations to provide training arid jobs for the hardest-
to-ernploy
--cooperative community efforts, Muds Mg husinessest nonprolit
organizations, unions, seliutils, :mil governments, to increase tia M-
ing and job opportunities

Increased incentives and reduced disincentives for private em-
ployment of the hard -to- employ, including additional experimenta-
tion with categorical tax cleats, stipends for trainees and appren-
tices, selective exemptions Irian the minimum wage, and increased
social security earnings ceilings (see Chapter 4)

Improved approaches to the problems of particular g
the hard-to-employ (sec Chapter 5), including

11

increased stress on business involvement in skill training 1sod
upgrading of the disadvan Liged
--an improved transition from school to work for youths as well
as other age-groups, Mehl ding increased use of apprenticeship
and cooperative education programs
more productive use of ruidea veer and (Ale %vorkers, including
steps to smooth the transition from regular work to retirement
increased and wider use of alternative work patterns to make
more employment available to the young, old, and other workers
who cannot conform to :1 full-time work schedule

Greater business use of alternatives to outright layoffs in reces-
sions, including skill upgrading :And work sharing (sec Chapter 5)

o Improved management and closer integration of government pro-
grams that facilitate the employment of the harcl-to-eniploy, particu-
larly the U.S. Employment SiVICE' :aid the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act ( CETA ) programs (see (;Intpter 6)

This agenda for action is neither impractical nor visionary. In fact,
many businesses, nonprofit organizations, and governments throughout
the country are currently carrying wit many such programs that are in-
creasing training and job opportunities for the hard-to-employ. Ira mince-

92
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tion with this policy statement, CED has Noroyed its oWn trustees com-

panies and other firms and has found numerous instances of successful

private-sector programs and constructive husiuessgovermucut coopera-

tion. Examples of these programs are cited iv Cluapters 1 and 5. We will

publish fuller descriptions of close to 60 private sector prognmis in a

companion volume of ease studies.

These and other successful programs cam aid should serve as models

for more action and innovation by both large and small businesses and for

more active business-government-commimity cot/pentium Focusing at-

tention on these program; should irlso help govern Meta agencies and civil

servants to he more receptive to such initiatives

To be fully effective, the approaches that we recommend in this

statement must he paralleled by continuing strong efforts to overcome the

barriers to employment and career advancement that are the-result of

discrimination Fur example, even the best skitraining program for the
hardto-employ is of little use if those who complete it arc rehised jobs

because of their race, sex, or age, There is also a tolnor need for identifying

and changing, various existing legislative recmireroents, ,tovernment regu-

lations, and onion or business practices that tend to discourage employ:

ment of the disadvantaged and other hard-to-employ groups,
There have hoot suggestions that the nation caii learn to live with

unemployment and can simply give income support to those who are

poorly equipped to compete for rvailable jobs. Hovever, we believe

that this country cannot justifiably deny its ciavens the opportunity to

work for an adequate income and to be free from the desperation and

frustration that fregnent or long-term nocinploymetat can bring. or can

the country ignore the huge economic and social costs of goods not pro-

duced and services nut rendered and the truly enormous costs of support-

ing an increasing number of nonworkers. I n the long terns, such wasteful

use of resources is likely to add to rather than co flail inflation.

Both government and business must acknowledge these costs and

begin to break down the harriers that separate millions of people from

productive work. In doing so, they will find, we "believe, that most people

want to work, that most of the unemployed areemploy_able and that most

of the untrained are trainable.
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Chapter 2
The Dimensions and
Costs of Unemployment

T. PEO., it seems paradoxical that this country is experiencing
high and continuous unemployment at a time when the total number of
jobs is increasing at near-record rates and when in various areas and occu-
pations the number of job vacancies apparently exceeds the number of job
seekers The fact is that today's unemployment is not the result of an ab.
solute reduction in the total number of jobs, as had been true during the
recent business downturn. Indeed, the proportion of Americans working
today Is actually somewhat higher than it was a decade ago, But the num-
ber of persons seeking work has risen even faster than the number of
available jobs over the decade, and the rate of unemployment is now
almost double what it was ten years ago (see Figure I and "Changing
Character of the Labor Force " ).

Why is it so difficult to attain high Cntployinent One reason is
that the tradition-al remedy of creating jobs by expzinding total demand
through fiscal and monetary polici.% cannot be pushed beyond a certain
point without creating scrams intladonary pressures. Such inflation would
not only he harmful by itself hut could also serve to worsen the unemploy-
ment problem. Equally important, however, is the fact that traditional

16
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remedies alone cannot adequately resolve the unemployment problems of

many groups that typically experience unusually high or prolonged levels
of joblessness: the young, the old, and the disadvantaged, especially blacks
and members of other minority wimps living in inner cities.

WHO ARE THE UNEMPLOYED?

In 1976, an average of 7.3 million persons, or 7.7 percent of the civil-

ian labor force, was out of work each month. Over 20 million persons ex-

perienced unemployment sometime during the year. Many were jobless
fora relatively short time; dose to 40 percent were unemployed for less
than five weeks. However, 32 percent of the total suffered m feneei, peri-

ods of joblessness (fifteen weeks Or more), compared with 24 percent in

1072.
The official unemployment totals provide only a partial indication of

the real extent of unemployment. Not counted in the overall number for

1970 were 910,000 discouraged workers who wanted a job but were not
looking for one because they believed that none was available. It is also
noteworthy that in 1975 over 4 million persons were employed full time

but their income remained below the poverty level.

Heads of households, the group that the public usually associates
with high unemployment, constituted less than 40 percent of the total
unemployed in 1976. The 5.1 percent unemployment rate for this onp

was far lower than the national average.
For some groups and regions, however, uuenipluyurunt has typically

been much higher than for others (%ce Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1 of

the Appendix).

Yining people (16 to 24 years of age) accounted for close to half
of the total mieniployed in KI70, even though they constituted less
than a quarter of the labor force. The unemployment rate for 16- to
19-year-olds was 19 percent; for 20- to 24-year-olds, it was 12 percent.

The 1976 unemployment rate for nonwhites ( 18.1 percent ) was
almost twice as high as that for xyliit es (7 percent), roughly the same

differential that has prevailed for over two decades.

Less educated workers and those with limited skills suffered pare
ticolarly high rates of unemployment. Iligh school dropouts had au
uneniployment rate of 32.9 percent in 1975.. In some inner cities, the
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Figure 1 . Although the employed proportion of the U.S. population is
higher today than it was ten years ago, the unemployment rate has almost
doubled, and the number of persons looking for work has risen much faster
than the number of available fobs.

unemployment rate for dropouts wa.
percent_

rep 01 d to he as high as 60

The unemployment rate in 1976 for rich& women (7.4 percent)
was significantly higher than that for adult men ( 5.9 percent).

Unemployment was far higher in sonic cities and areas than in
others. In 1976, the central cities of Detroit and Saint Louis had un-
cmploy-rnent rates of 13.1 percent and 12.8 percent, respectively,
compared with the national average of 7.7 percent.

Aithongh the unemployment rates for older workers were lower than
the average, these workers tended hi he (put of work for a much longer
time (see Figure 4). Alsoand this is not adequately reflected in the
statistics a significant limber of older .vorkers would like to work lint
have been pressed into early retirement. Moreover, the number of dis-
cooraged workers among both older workers and nonwhites tends to he
particularly high.

thutrnployment problems are multiplied when a person belongs to
more than one high-onemployment4isk category. Unemployment among
black teen-agers was close to 10 percent in 1976, and the percentage was
oven higher for black teen-gagers living in inner cities.

A major factor complicating the U.S. unemployment problem is the
presence and continuing inflow of a large mnnher of illegal immigrants.
Estimates of the number of illegal aliens in this country vary greatly, but
the total clearly comes to several million. Some recent estimates have
placed it at over 8 million.' Illegal aliens are often in direct competition

11 For inure detailed discussions. see National Council oil Einployinvol Policy. Illegal
Aliens: An itcvexsuirai 01 the INNnex(Octolwr 1976), and DiNdopincilt Coun-
cil of New Yenk.. The Illegal Alien and the Economy (April 1977).

18
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Employment-Population Ratio
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Figure 2. For some groups, unemployment in the last twenty years has
consistently been much higher than It has for othersin good times as
well as bad. The unemployment rate for white teen-agers has remained
three to four times as high as the rate for male adults, and the unemploy-
Meat rate for black teen-agers has been approximately double the rate for
white teen-agers. The Jobless rate for adult women has also been persis-
tently higher than that for adult males.

with the most disadvantaged groups in the regular U.S. labor force for
unskilled and low-skill jobs. Partly because of their illegal status, many are
willing to accept working conditions and pay not acceptable to legal
residents, and employers hiring illegals can often avoid payment of pay-
roll taxes for such workers.

In our view, the illegal alien problem and its relation to unemploy-
ment have by now reached such serious proportions that they call for
priority attention and action by both government and the private sector.
We urge that a major effort be undertaken promptly to obtain more accu-
rate information regarding the size of the illegal alien problem and to
develop remedial steps, such as use of universal social security cards and
stronger penalties for employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens.'

THE CHANGING CHARACTER
OF THE LABOR FORCE

Future employment strategies must take careful account of the
changing character of the labor force during the next ten to fifteen years.
(See Appendix, Tables 2, 3, and 4 for the latest CensusBureau of Labor
Statistics projections of population trends and labor force participation
rates and the resultant percent distribution of the labor force according
to age and sex.)

Nearly two-thirds of the growth of the labor force over the last dec-
ode reflected the large number of women and youths entering the job
market. For example, 16- to 24-year olds, represented approximately 24
percent of the labor force in 1976, compared with 17 percent in 1960.

'See m urundum by w. D_ MALE, page 89
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INelorcoyer, women constituted 40 percent of the labor fore in 1976, com-
pared with 33 percent in 1960.

But this does not mean (as is often mistakenly ass tuned ) that women
and teen-agers account for most of the recent rise in joblessness. On the
contrary, the increase in unemployment associated with the recent re-
cession was most pronounced among adult men and heads of families.
Although unemployment rates for these groups are still far higher than at
the prerecession peak, these are also the groups that will be more readily
absorbed into the work force as the recovery progresses.

In the next ten to fifteen yews, labor force growth will he concen-
trated in the prune-age groups, as persons horn during the postwar baby
boom move from their teens into their twenties. Thus, although the
importance of teen-agers in the labor force will decline only gradually
through 1980, it will fall in both percentage and absolute terms by 1990,
when they will represent only 6.7 percent of the labor force, compared
with 9.5 percent in 1976.

A second major trend will be a continued upturn in the labor force
participation of women. According to the projections issued by the Bureau
of Lotior Statistics in December 1976, the rate of female labor force
participation can be expected to increase from 47 percent in 1076 to 52
percent by 1990. In recent months, the rise in this rate has substantially
exceeded the projected trend, it seems quite possible that female
participation rates will prove to be considerably higher by 1980 and 1990
than current official projections indicate.

A third factor will he the changing role of older workers. The share
of persons aged 0 and over in the total population will continue to rise
through 1990, Partly because of the trend toward early retirement, the
recent Bureau of Labor Statistics projections iudicated Oat labor force
participation rates of workers .3,5 and older will decline significantly, par-
ticularly among men. However, the pending 1977 legislation that would
prohibit mandatory retirement before age 70 for most workers could
modify this projected decline.

In general, current trends suggest that the coming decade's labor
force is likely to be more stable and probably more productive because a
Larger percentage of the total labor force will become concentrated in the
prime age-groups, which have relatively regular attachment to the labor
market. These developments may make it easier to achieve somewhat
lower overall unemployment rates with given levels of capacity utilization
and rates of economic expansion than has been the case in recent years.

Nevertheless, serious problems remain. The percentage of teen-agers
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Figure 3: Unemployment Rate, by Race, 1956 to 1977
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Figure 4. Older workers have lower overall rates of recorded unem-
ployment than other age-groups. However, they include a higher percentage
of persons who want a job but are too discouraged to look for work and
are not counted as unemployed. Furthermore, when older workers become
unemployed, they tend to remain jobless longer than other age-groups.

in the economy is not expected to drop significantly during the remainder
of the decade, and projections indicate that the percentage of nonwhite
teen-agers will not drop at all during the next ten years. At the same time,
the fact that after 1980 there will be fewer young entrants into the labor
force increases the possibility of future shortages of skilled workers. These
statist'.z-s Also raise troubling questions about whether this society may
serioukv underutilize the productive resources represented by older
workers.

THE COSTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT:
HOW SERIOUS?

Although there is a widespread consensus that current unemploy-
ment levels are too high, there are different views of how severe unem-
ployment is and by how much it can and should be reduced. However, the
full costs of unemployment, not only to the individuals affected but also
to all sectors of the economy and society, are often not taken into account.

Economic Hardship. For many, joblessness means serious hardships
and deprivation, not only in terms of foregone income but also in terms
of lost skills, self-respect, and general physical and emotional well-being.

11ov/ever, the degree of hardship caused by unemployment can vary
widely. For example, there is a difference between the hardships expoi-
enced by an unemployed worker who is perinanently laid off and by one
who expects to be recalled within a relatively short period, particularly if
his income is almost fully protected by regular and supplemental unem-
ployment benefits. Similarly, very different problems are faced by the
unemployed head of a low-income family and by teen-agers or other
secondary wage earners, particularly those from families with above-
average incomes.
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Characteristics of Older Unemployed Workers, in 1976
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THE .UNEVEN RECOVERY
2ND THE PROBLEM Of BLACK UNEMPLOYMENT

A striking feature of the economic recovery since the recession
trough of May 1975 is that the net reduction in unemployment has been
largely due to reemployment of experienced workers in the prime age-
groups- For these workers, unemployment had been cut by about one-half
by mid-1977, In contrast, there has been little net change in unemployment
levels for new entrants or reentrants into the labor force (primarily teen-
agers and women). Moreover, reemployment has been lagging for laid-off
minority members and workers over 40, Ir: previous periods of upswing,
new entrants and other marginal labor force groups were also usually by-
passed in the first several years of the recovery (or at least until the ex-
pansion became vigorous enough to move the economy closer to capacity
levels). But this pattern seems to be more pronounced in the current
expansion.

The Situation is most serious for black Americans, especially black
teen-agers_ In November 1977, the black unemployment rate of 13.8 per-
cent was only about 1/2 percentage point below its 1975 recession peak:
whereas the while unemployment rate (6 percent) was more than 2 per-

For many, the extent of hardship ssociated with a given overall
unemployment rate today is less severe than it was ton or twenty years
'ego,. A significantly higher percentage of the labor force consists of teen-
agers and adults front two-income families, many of whom ;ire lives de-
pendent on full-time employment than heads of households. in fact, noire
than one -hall of today's unemployed min. from families that have one or
more members with a full-time job. Another major change is the inurki_11
improvement in the amonot and coverage of unemployment insurance
benefits and the dramatic use in fedora' Meome-se enrity transfer pay.
tomb.

Although these changes have been sigitifiCalit, Iliwitiployment still
ealtses considerable hardslup. Por example, Inc no nwans all unemploy-
ment of teen-agers and women can be regarded ;is or secondary impor-
time. About one-fourth of the women in the labor force are heads of
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cenlage points below its record 1975 high. Black teen-age unemployment

stood at 39.0 percent, compared with white teen-age joblessness (14.5 per-

cent) This also constituted a widening of the blaCk-white unempioyment

gap since 1975. A number of factors contributed to these developments: The

working-age black population is expanding at a much more rapid pace

than the comparable white population. As economic conditions have un-

proved, many blacks who had previously been too discouraged to look for

work have started to enter the labor market. Black employment has grown

much more slowly than white employment.
In part, this slower employment growth reflects the fact that the

largest employment gains in the current recovery have been in industries

with a low concentration of black workers. More fundamentally, the dis-

ProPerlionate share of blacks among the unemployed can in large parl be

traced to the effects of colony and past discrimination; -As a recent Labor

Department study showed, it also reflects the related high concentration

of black workers ce,Ar;i: -7-,oes. where suitable jobs are often unavailable;

their disproportionie ree e'aentation in the nation's poverty areas; their

generally lower !,7%-°.-e of educatIonal attainment; and their overrepresenta-

tion in low-payinu, fus-, led jobs.

households, arscl forand many families, 1.4_ paycheas for both husband

and wife have become a matter of neces,.!.; faniiiN, is to ihnintain its

standard of living, particularly at the cur-,:u ratcs of inflation. In

Coining years, furthermore, more mal I tIOCV 111 wit arc lifally Co view regu-

Ins employment as a basic mot of their way of life. fa the case of teen-

agers, it is noteworthy that a sizable proportion of 16- and 19-year-olds is

no longer in school. Failure to absorb these youths into productive ens-
_me can du perinaucut harm to their long-ploymeot within a xcasonable

terns lob prospects. Moreover, for many young people who are still in
school, part-time work is often essential to their remaining lo school,

A closer look at the unemployment statistics suggests that many of

the real hardship cases arc concentrated among poor black and other
low-income families livuig in inner cities and crania those elements in

the youth and older populations tvho have the greatest diEculty coping
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with work. It is striking that the share of discouraged workers is particu-
larly high among these groups. For example, inclusion of discouraged
workers would almost double the unofficial unemployment rate for all
nonwhite flier and would triple the rate for nonwhite men between the
ages of 45 and 54. Among teen-agers, the most serious problems of unem-
ployment are concentrated among lower-income, out-of-school youths
who have been jobless for fifteen weeks or more.

Social and Munson Costs. Statistics on income losses by no means
tell the full story of the human DA social damage that frequent or pro:
longed unemployment can impose, Many of these costs are indirect and
may be felt only after considerable delay. Nevertheless, they are very real.

A recent study conducted at the Johns flop kins School of Hygiene
and Public Health shows a strong correlation between higher unemploy-
ment rates and increases in mental disorders, heart diseases, alcoholism,
homicide rates, and suicide among adults and in infant and Maternal
mortality. There is also a positive correlation between the rate of unem-
ployment and applications for disability benefits under social security.
Although many of the medical problems resulting from increased un-
employment can he traced to the stress, uncertainty, and despair of pro-
longed joblessness, there are also direct effects. For example, because of
the loss of medical insurance benefits, unemployed persons tend to post-
pone the use of health services, -which can lead to increased disabilities.

For some groups, prolonged or frequent wiemploythent can also lead
to alienation from many of the values that are basic to the mainstream of
American society, including belief in the work ethic and the importance
of a regular day's work. This problem is especially serious for many un-
employed youths, particularly disadvantaged teen-agers in deteriorated
inner cities who have diopped out of school. Such youths rinty spend their
formative years in a setting in which regular jobs are not readily available
and in which many of those with whom they come hr contact live in a
nonwork environment.

Older workers are also seriously affected by high unemployme t
This may Seoul surprising because average unemployment rates are lower
for older age-groups thin for younger ones. But as we have noted, the
duration of unemployment tends to he greater for older wolk#.,rs, and they
make up a disproportionate share of tho discoura;),eck,orker category.

Of course, the unemployment problems of teen-agers and older
workers are not necessarily separate Nthen older workers become nnern-
ployed, their teen-age children may be forced to leave school to seek a job,
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MEASURING HARPS HIP

There is no regular official index that can be used to measure

the degree of hardship associated with unemployment. However, one

attempt to construct this kind of measurement has been made by SW

Levitan and Robert Taggart, who have proposed the use of the Em-

ployment and Earnings Inadequacy Index (EEO_ This index Initially

Inc Iades all persons now covered in the unemployment total and

those wanting a job but not actively seeking work because they be-

lieve they cannot lind it persons working part time but looking for

full-time work, and those employed family heads and single persons

not living with famiiies whose earnings for the previous year have

been below the poverty levet. The index then excludes from the total

those groups among the unemployed that can be assumed to include

many people who are not suffering hardship, including all unem-

ployed persons 65 or Older, all those under 22 who are going to

school, and all individuals who are members of families earning more

than the median incOrrie. These exclusions are, of course, somewhat

arbitrary and are lixoly to be on the high aide. For example, by no

means ail unemployed parsons 65 or older are without hardship. Using

this approach, the index shows that in 1975, 13 percent of the labor

force was suffering hardship from unemployment or low incomes,

compared with the official unemployment rate 01 9,1 percent.

Comparable figures are not available for significantly earlier

periods. Therefore, the Index does not necessarily alter the conclusion

that the degree of hardship associated with a given total unemploy-

ment figure may have lessened over the past ten lo twenty years.

However, the index does suggest that the extent of hardship stern-

ming from the combined effects of unemployment and tow incomes

is still very substantial : it may, in feet, be greater than the official un

employment statistics alone suggest. Moreover, the index highlights

the special severity of unemployment and 'Ow earnings for nonwhite

families. Thus, for black female heads of households, the Employment

and Earnings Inadequacy Index amounted to a staggering 56 percent.
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Waste of Resources. Even when the potential hardships of unem-
ployment are alleviated by various forms of income maintenance, society
suffers a loss in terms of the goods and services that persons who are out
of work or underemployed could have produced if they had been ade-
quately employed. Other costs to society arise from a decline of skills and
self - confidence through long-term unemployment, reduced training, the
loss of tax revenues that would otherwise have resulted from higher out-
put, and the expense of supporting the unemployed, In addition, society
suffers major losses in terms of budgetary outlays and deterioration in the
quality of life as it tries to cope with the costs imposed by higher levels of
enme, illness, alcoholism, family breakup, child abuse, and other social
burdens and disorders.

One type of cost involves the loss of output of goods and services
when the economy operates below high-employment levels, in the re-
cession year 1975, this loss is estimated to have amounted to about $140
billion in 1972 dollars) if high employment is associated with an unem-
ployment rate of 5 percent. Also added to this cost in terms of foregone
output should be the costs of reduced training and deteriorated skills that
are consequences of extended joblessness.

A second measurement of cost focuses on the impact of unemploy-
ment on the federal budget in terms of both lost revenues and added
expenditures. The Senate Budget Committee has estimated that for eaeli
1 percent increase in the unemployment rate (involving an increase of
about 1 million unemployed ), the U.S government lost approximately $12
billion in potential income tax revenue in 1975 and was forced to pay
an additional $5 billion for such items as unemployment insurance, Med-
icaid, food stamps, and welfare. In addition, each 1 percent rise in job-
lessness was estimated to have added 86 to $7 billion to state and local
budget costs through revenue losses and added expenditures, This added
up to a total budgetary loss of $22 to $213 billion for each 1 percent rise in
the unemployment rate.

The Congressional Budget Office has estimated that in fiscal 1077,
federal-program outlays for creating employment, increasing worker em-
ployability, and providing assistance to the unemployed will total $48.6
billion. This total does not include other federal, state, and local govern-
meet costs that are indirectly created by unemployment, such as foregone
tax revenues and increased expenditures for welfare, food stamps, and
Medicaid. Nor does it take into account the added expenses of dealing
with increased crime, illness, and other social problems directly correlated
with higher unemployment.
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Clearly, these numbers provide only a partial indication of the waste

of resources caused by unemployment. Eliminating that waste goes be-
yond measures to secure jobs for the unemployed, The real need is to
develop ways 'to make the most productive use of this country's total work
forceof younger as well as older people, of those who could profitably

work on a part-time basis, of the unskilled as well as the skilled. Among
other things, this calls for eliminating job discrimination based on race,

sex, or age; making productive use of persons who are now subject to
mandatory- retirement but who are able and eager to continue working

either full or part time; giving a larger proportion of young people some
work experience while they are still in school; and creating part-time or

part -year jobs for parents with young children, students, older people,
and others who are not able to work full time.

If the nation does not begin to utilize its available labor force more

fully and productively, the burden of work will increasingly be imposed

on a declining portion of the total population, thus making it more and
more difficult for society to bear the growing burden of retirement costs

and other social payments.

Unemployment and inflation. }Ugh and persistent unemployment
erodes the efficiency and flexibility of the economy. This further cost of
unemployment stems from wasteful and ire IF_ ient use of human and
physical resources as large numbers of persons who are unable to find

work or to contribute to society's output have to be supported by society

and as many firms are forced to operate below optimum capacity. More-

over, with general slack in the economy, the incentives for investment in
both physical and human capital are reduced, and existing skills atrophy.
Thus, the economy's ability to produce more during any future period
of stronger demand will he handicapped, the risks of capacity and skill

bottlenecks in particular areas and industries will be heightened, and
inflationary price rises may he triggered more quickly.

The fear of unemployment also promotes uneconomic practices that

add to costs and this may generate further unemployment, Attempts by
different groups to protect themselves against possible job losses often
result in protectionist trade policies, restrictive labor-union practices, and

resistance to the introduction of improved production processes. More-

over, the secondary effects of unemployment in the form of increased

illness, crime, and social conflict can add significantly to living costs by

raising insurance rates and causing retailers to mark up their prices.
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Over shorter periods, increased cyclical unemployment can limit
wage demands to some extent and enable some frets to operate more
efficiently by eliminating less needed positions. Even when these factors
do exert a short-term anti-inflationary influence, however, the immediate
benefits must be weighed against the longer-run adverse effects of unem-
ployment on investment, skills, and overall economic productivity.

Appropriately expansive demand-management policies (i.e., fiscal
and monetary policies that affect total demand) are, of course, central
to any strategy for vigorous and enduring economic growth. However,
past experience has made it painfully clear that exclusive reliance on
strongly expansive demand-management policies to stimulate growth and
overcome unemployment is apt to produce high or even accelerating rates
of inflation. Properly designed demand policies must be combined with a
wide range of other programs in order to improve the likelihood that in-
creased demand will lead to higher employment and output rather than
to more rapidly rising prices. The main elements of such a multipronged
strategy to achieve high employment without inflation will be examined
in Chapter a.



Chapter 3
An Integrated

Employment Strategy

WE BELIEVE THAT OED's long-held goal of achieving noninflationary

high employment must be neither modified nor abandoned. Pursuit of

that goal is not only sound economics and humane social policy but also

good business. Today more than ever, !here is a need for a strong national

commitment to high employment that will snake it possible for all those

who are willing and able to work to find suitable lobs at reasonable wages

within a reasonable period of time.
Adequate job-vacancy statistics that would make it possible to rnea.

sure progress toward high employment as defined in this statement are not

now available. We urge that more intensive efforts be devoted to exploring

the feasibility and specific means of developing adequate data in this area

and that the newly appointed National Commission on Employment and

Unemployment Statistics include this matter as a priority item on its

agenda.

SETTING TARGETS

High employment cannot be, achieved overnight. Interim targets

need to be set to assure adequate progress toward the high-employment

33
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goal. Interim high- cmploynicict targets and the choice of policies fur
achieving them should be developed in conjunction with appropriate
targets for reducing inflation. The task of ing high enipHyment
and conquering inflation arc not mutually vxchisise. They con awl lutist
be attacked simultaneously,

Because of the changing character and composition of the labor force
and the unemployed, interim higleemployinent goals should not he ex-
pressed in terms of a single national unemployment rate. We endorse the
recent recommendation of the National Commission for Manpower
Policy that at least three measures he used to assess the nation's progress
toward high employment: the overall unemployment rate, the net change
in the number of employed persons, and changes in the unemployment
rates of the disadvantaged and other groups that typically experience
unusually high unemployment.

As more specific targets, we endorse the commission's suggested rate
of job formation in the rouge of 2..5 million persoils a year between now
and 1980, a lowering of the ovenill national unemployment rate to .5 per-
cent by the end of 1980, and a substantially more rapid reduction of on.
employment rates than in past recovery periods for those segments of the
labor force that tend to experience particularly difficult problems in the
labor markets. We believe tliat these goals are both desirable and attain-
able prodded they are pursued as part of a tureint and nacgrajed overall
strategy to combat both unemployment and inflation.

ELEMENTS OF POLICY STRATEGY

Expanding Demand. The single most effective meaus cat reducing
unemployment is a strong economy. This Committee has long been com-
mitted to appropriate demand-inanagement policies that aim at steady
but vigorous economic growth to achieve high employment. We reject
prescriptions for using Inalsi %I uncinploy ineot or chronic stagnation as a
moans of combating inflation. Snell a conrse inhibits adequate capital
formation, weakens productivity growth, and results in large-scale waste
of human skills and resonrces. It is counterproductive river the long run.

Measures to expand effectiiie demand must go well beyond the use
of general fiscal and monetary policies to expand total spenaing. Within
the constraints of a S01111(1 liVerall budget, they must also include specific
sectoral policies for snort purposes as revitalizing the nation's cities, re-
II:Oak:lung deteriorated housing and transport:ition. :old accelerating
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nergy development and enruerva fatly of these policies call for

effective basic approaches, rather than simply increasing govern-

ent cmtlays. Moreover, in recessions, there is usually need for special

government expenditure programs such in cutuitercyclical public-so vice

employment.
A 'yignroos and sustained demand -expansion is not only needed to

the cyclical joblessness; by and large, it is also the most effective

Single means of reducing sinictural unemphtyrnent. As labor markets

tighten, the incenticas for business firsts to train and employ the unskilled

and disadvantaged increase, the search for available workers becomes

more intense. and discrimination becomes mow costly. 13v no means all

the structural problems of the more marginal labor force groups disappear

as overall demand pressures increase. Nevertheless, past experience has

shown that in a briskly growing economy, the scope for finding useful

training and jobs for the unskilled, the poorly educated, and other struc-

turally unemployed groups is often much greater than had previously

been thought possible.

AntiInflation Po/icies. Unfortunately, the pace of demand expansion

that win by itself result in a dramatic rednetion in structural unem-

ployment is also likely to create serious inflationary pressures as capacity

and supply bottlenecks develop, findi a rapid expansion can also tend to

produce skilled labor searcities aml serious costlnish pressnres. Accord.

ingly, demand growth should nut he ptished lo so rapid a pace,

To maximize the scope for demand expansion without intensified

inflation, a wide range of policy measures should be used to improve the

functioning of the market system, enlarge capacity and supply avail-

ability, and generally make the economy less it illatiowprone. Stich policies

theinde tax and related measures to stimulate more capital investment,

steps to anticipate and avert materials and skill butt lortecks, and measures

to increase productivity and competitiveness,
Even if relatively 1. moroits detnauti t'N Vtitisgni IS accompanied by

srifie anti - inflation measures, it does trot seem likely that these policies

rortlil It al thriosefry 4' OW (A1.9.:111 unemployment rate to less than

5 to Ti percent 1.e this decade without producing intensified

infiatimi.2 That major lived fin combining such policies

2./ The situation desoibcd here is ttttttrtiltrt.s aril

way it) whic.h retit,Tit hchi
pre =till 0 111c1111 that there is no

a 8 percent without a sharp
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more direct approaches for dealing with structural unemployment.

Direct Measures for Attacking Structural Unernfloyment. A third
component of the needed policy strategy, therefore, is the use of a wide
range of public and private measures specifically designed': to deal with
the unemployment problems of particular groups and to strengthen
incentives for productive work. Such a targeted approach is needed to
achieve major reductions in the chronic unemployment of groups that
cannot be adequately reached by other means. Furthermore, by concen-
trating on high-unemployment sectors or areas in which the risks of Ingo.
tors are lowest and by raising the productivity of the groups involved, it
can also enable the economy to move more vigorously toward noninfla-
tionary high employment than would otherwise he possible.

Recent actions by the Administration and Congress have placed
greatly increased emphasis on such measures. The new youth employment
legislation, in particular, provides a major increase in targeted assistance
to youth for training and work experience, and the size of the Job Corps
has been doubled. Moreover, the Administration's new welfare reform
proposals call for a dramatic increase in welfare clients' incentives to work
and for special incentives to do so in the private sector.

The Labor Department has indicated that both the cut rent expansion
in subsidized public-service jobs and the projected additional large-scale
increase in such jobs under the proposed welfare reform program are to
place major focus on new types of jobs to provide needed services to local
oommunities. These are to include improving public safety by patrolling
dangerous areas and escorting people through such areas, providing home
services and other aid to the elderly and the sick, building and repairing
recreational facilities, expanding child-care services, assisting in weather.
ization of risting low-income housing and in environmental rnorntoeing,
and numerous other activities.

We welcome this increased stress on dealing more directly with
structural un.?mployment and the announced emplusis on providing use-
ful work. However, the precise directions that these policies are to take

acceleration of inflation. This is not necessarily true. As we have noted, the linemploy-
ment-inflation relationship can be changed 1w specific mu-inflation policies aimed at
expanding capacity and supply and by measures to reduce structural unemployment.
Moreover, changes in the composition of the labor force in corning years, particularly
the declining proportion of teen-agers. shank! tend to lower the unemployment rate
at which demand expansion would trigger accelerated inflation.
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still need to 17,..; We believe that an effective attack on structural
uncle that makes optimum use of both government
and ; es should be based on the following general principles:

1. sulutions should be carefully tailored to the character of
the groups, regions, and problems involved. In particular, a clearer dis-
tinction should be made between programs designed to overcome tern-

.porary cyclical unemployment and those directed at longer-term struc-
tural problems.

2. Government policies should provide for an equitable sharing of
employment and training opportunities among different target groups.
Greater efforts need to be devoted to developing employment-creating
strategies for individual gi :ps, particularly teen-agers and older workers,

t are complementary and mutually reinforcing rather than competi-
e In eases where competition does occur, priorities should be deter-

mined in a fair and carefully con,i, lewd manner.

3. The principal emphasis of public policies to deal with the unem-
ployment problems of those who are able to work should be on providing
useful job and training opportunities rather than on paying people for
not working.

4. There should be a substantially greater effort to find or create
these added training and job opportunities in the private sector, both profit
and nonprofit. Although special public-sector training and employment
programs must continue to be a substantial component of the efforts to
overcome unemployment, the eventual aim of such programs is to move
a high proportion of the persons covered into regular private employment.
Direct placement of the unemployed in the private sector avoids the need
for such a shift.

5. A range of additional incentives should be developed to help the
private sector provide such opportunities, and disincentives should be

eliminated.

6. Pariicular stress shook: be placed on intensified training_ of the
disadvantaged for job vacancies that already exist.

7. There is a special need for enlarging training and employment in
the small business sector. Public policies to deal with unemployment have
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underemphasized this sector. Yet, small businesses account for about one-
half of private-sector employment covered by social security' and play a
patticularly important role in many service industries, in which the poten-
tial for added employment of the young, old, and disadvantaged is es-
pecially high.

8. Public and business policies should he designed to respond to the
needs and capacities of unemployed individuals as well as to the various
groupings in which they are classified,

$./ This estimate applies if the small business sector is defined as including chase
firms with 100 employees or less. Firms with 500 employees or less constitute about
tkree-fourths of private employment covered by social security.
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Chapter 4
Toward a Stronger

Private-Public Partnership:

Enlarginging the Private Sector's Hole

WM-UN 111E STRATEGY PACKAGE
outlined in Chapter 3, a key feature

should be the enhancement of the role of the private sector. This will re-

quire some changes in approach. The federal budget for 19778 provides

for a substantial expansion in training and job assistance targeted to the

bard-to-employ, particularly youth and the disadvantaged. llowever, of

the total $11 billion budget program devoted to employment and training

in fiscal 1978, less than 10 percent is scheduled to he devoted directly to

private-sector programs. We believe that this proportion should be sig-

raficantly enlarged.

THE IMPROVING CLIMATE
FOR PRIVATE-SECTOR INVOLVEMENT

Creator reliance on the private
Partly because of the recent deep ret
rent in special training and empl,
vantaged groups is much less today

early 1970s. When private firms art.

ar will not be easy to achieve.
tal private-sector involve-

programs for severely disacl-

t been in the late 1960s and
t ;ay off part of their regular

9
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work e, they usually have little opportunity or inclination to provide
extra training and jobs for groups that they at.: reluctant to employ in more
normal times. But other factors also contributed to lagging private sup-
port for special training and job programs, including concern that these
activities were imposing an undue burden on the firms' regular profit-
making operations, disappointments with particular program results, and
impatience with the red tape and hick of stability in funding and manage-
ment frequently connected with federally assisted private programs.

We strongly agree that individual firms should not be asked to create
training and job opportunities for special groups if this jeopardizes their
efficient functioning. But for a number of reasons, we also believe that the
time is ripe for significantly increased private involvement in .such ac-
tivities in ways that will be sound business practice as well as good public
policy. These reasons include the following:

if the economy is able to maintain a healthy rate of expansion,
business will be in a much better position than it was in the recent
period of severe recession to provide special assistance to youths,
older workers, and the disadvantaged.

Both business and government have gained valuable lessons from
the experimce with special training and placement efforts in the last
decade and have developed a variety of new approaches that can be
used to overcome past difficulties.

There is increased recognition that the character of structural un-
employment problems will be changing ,wer the next five to ten years
and that it is in the interest of business itself to search for new types
of solutions to deal with these problems. Business is already finding
that many skilled jobs remain unfilled. More business firms see the
need for a more productive labor force, fir help;ng to avoid further
_skill bottlenecks, and for providing great;::- flexibility in work sched-
ules, job design, and retirement arrangements to assist youths, work-
ing parents, and older workers.

There is increased concern that without greater private involve-
ment, the current rapid expansion in pi,' 'fie training and employ-
ment programs could lead to excessive increases in public-sector
employment and spending and add to inflationary risks. At the same
time the feeling is growing that greater reliance on training and
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employment-creating activities in the private sector may in many

cases prove to be more efficient and less costly.

Both the executive branch and Congress are showing increased

interest in greater private involvement in special training and em-

ployment activities. Numerous special provisions and incentives to

facilitate this involvement have been included in recent legislation.

In addition, the Administration's proposed welfare reform program

provides strong incentives for the placement of welfare recipients in

regular private-sector jobs, in part by making it financially more at-

tractive for welfare recipients to accept such jobs rather than spe-

cially funded public-service positions.

We do not believe that any one policy prescription or type of incen-

tive to aid the young, old, and disadvantaged will work for all fims or

industries er even for different branches of a single firm operating in dif-

ferent parts of the country. Bather, the need N to provide business firms,

labor unions, and voluntary agencies with incicased options to make use

of approaches and incentives that will help to enlarge employment and

training opportunities for the groups that face special difficulties in the

labor market.

PRIVATE-SECTOR APPROACHES AND INCENTIVES:
INCREASING THE OPTIONS

New and Expanded Use of Private-Sector Programs that Work. Al-

though total private-sector involvement dealing with employment prob-

lems has lagged in recent years, there are numerous specific instances of

special training and job - creation programs conducted by private firms

and nonprofit organizations that are working effectively. Many of these

are new and imaginative, and quite a number represent the result of joint

efforts b ;.Irivate firms and government manpower programs operating

within the CETA framework.
These programs arc often Nmail in Million to the size of any one

company's total employment, but most are of the type that could he car-

ried out bymany other companies in many more comminities. We believe

that there would he a substantial increase in the plicate sector's contribu-

tion tor- :ard reducing structural unemployment if private programs that

already work in some f urns and areas u -lre i^ be adapted on a wider scale

nationally and by a much ger number of f;,,ns.*

'see mernorenaurn by FRAZAR a. WILDE. PEige 90
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In Chapter 5, we present a number of more specific recommendations
regarding key areas in which substantially wider use of existing private-
sector activities could make a very substantial Lontribution toward solving
the special employment problems of youths, older workers, and the dis-
advantaged. These areas include, in particular:

ti Improve .1 transition from education to work

More productive use of older workers and retie

Improved job-readiness preparation, skill training, and upgrading
for the disadvantaged

Better matching of job seekers and job opportunities through
greater business support for more effective public and private place-
ment services and through development of more flexible work sched-
ules and job arraigements

Work sharing and other means of minimizing the volume of un-
employment associated with given reductions in business activity
during recessions

A major obstacle to wider use of existing private- sector programs is
the fact that far too little information about the nature and results of
such programs is available to the business community as a whole or to
national and local government officials. The volume of case studies that
we will publish on the basis of the Subcommittee's survey of CED trustee
companies will cover only a part of existing private ector activities that
deserve to be more widely recognized. We believe it would he highly
useful if such information could he made available on a broader and more
continuous basis. We recommend establishment of a clearinghouse kg-
information about the character, problems, and success of private- sector
programs concerned with assisting those groups in the labor force that
have the highest or most persistent rates of unemployment. Such a e'en-
inghouse might best be operated by a private organization but should
receive active federal support and funding.

Stronger Mechanisms for Active Business Participation. A key in-
gredient in many successful business efforts to increase trainity4 and em-
ployment opportunities has been active and coordinated support by na-
tional and local business leadership groups working closely with local
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community organizations, labor unions, and government units. Such na.

tionwide organizations as the National Alliance of Businessmen can be a

major element in energizing such support. However, some of the most

effective cases of private participation have also involved the creation of

new types of organizational mechanisms at the local level. Here are four

noteworthy examples:

in Chicago, twenty of the largest companies have combined with

twenty leading minority firms and organizations to form Chicago
United, which seeks to attack the eity's most intractable social
problems. The Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower Services
(CABMS), a branch of Chicago United, is a private nonprofit or-
ganization with a permanent staff that is able to act as a direct con-

tractor for federally financed manpower programs, This organization

has been unusually innovative and effective in carrying out a wide
variety of activities designed to serve the training and employment
needs of marginal groups in the labor force.

In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Union Carbide and a group of forty.
three Southern colleges and universities have been remarkably suc-

cessful in jointly operating a technical-skill-training program for

unskilled and disadvantaged enrollees and in assuring placement in
useful jobs for over 90 percent of the program's graduates.

With the active support of major business firms and the National
Manpower Institute, a network of local education -work councils is

being developed in twcritz selected communities to facilitate the
transition from school to work.

The Greater Philadelphia Partnership, active since 1974, is a con-

sortium of business leaders that fosters community development and
employment in Philadelphia and particularly aids inner-city housing

services and supported -work progmins for the hardest-to-employ.

We urge leading bu.',_ v firms in communities that have not already

formed such special organizations to take the initiative in developing
similar cooperative ventures in a form best suited to the circumstances in
their individual communites. We also urEin national firms that have been
leaders in successful programs in thi.,7, darter cities to strongly en-

courage their local managers try n... and support similar pro-

grams in other areas where the firms have significant operations.
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This Committee has been particularly impressed by the potential of
direct contracting for training and employment programs with a private
nonprofit organization, such as CABMS, that is formed by a coalition of
business firms. CABMS currently handles the direct marketing and man-
agement of all of the city of Chicago's federally supported on-the-job
training (OJT) contracts with private and nonprofit employers. By mak-
ing direct use of business experience, expertise, and innovation, this ar-
rangement has led to a sharp reduction in the delays and red tape pre-
viowly involved in awarding OJT contracts (approval time has been cut
from several months to ten days), costs of training programs have been
cut significantly, a large number of subcontractors (particularly smaller
firms) have been brought into the OJT effort, and various innovative ap-
proaches to job placement have been developed. (See Chapter 5 for a
fuller discussion.)

We recommend that government-assisted training and job programs
make substantially greater use -af direct contracts with private nonprofit
organizations that are organiud by consortia of business firms and cow-

unity groups.

Strengthening Intermediate Organizations. One of the most impor-
tant ways of increasing private firms' efforts to overcome structural-unem-
ployment is greater use of intermediate profit or nonprofit organizations
to handle ob development, training, and placement activities for groups
with special problems in the labor market. For example, Opportunities
Industrialization Centers of America, Inc. (OIC), a nonprofit organiza-
tion founded and run by blacks that operates in forty-seven states, con-
centrates on skill training and job placement for members of minority
groups. A recent study showed that from 194 to 1975, 350,000 persons
received OIC training, 250,000 were placed in jobs, and retention rates in
these jobs were relatively high Other examples include such community-
based nonprofit groups as the Urban League; Services, Employment and
Redevelopment (SER ); the Boys' Club of America; the Vocational Foun-
dation in New York; various organizations that aid the handicapped; and
specialized agencies for the placement of older workers. Some profit-
making organizations can also perform valuable intermediary functions.

It is clear that many business firms are reluctant to train or hire the
disadvantaged directly. However, they will often do so if specialized in-
termediate organizations help them deal with these groups. For many
fines, the use of an intermediary organization means that they can he re-
lieved af many troublesome tasks that skill training and other programs
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might ordinarily entail; this is particularly irnvortant gaining s

for such programs among line mimagels, organizaturan can

be very helpful in dealing with the red tape. al:d ..-arolicatic;:: often

involved in government contracting, an cu; +. ; enind, es with the

inevitable paper work associated ovv of ,lisadvartagsd

workers, and can furnish needed counselii,z and support sei vices

individual trainee. Moreover, they help provide co Itinisity it spccial

training and related programs because they have a sei !+titerir, seeing

to it that the programs are effective and gain new fund:, +g.
L,Tdiary organizations can also help private firms :u.:.rcii2e the

ways in which they can help the stractarally unemployed. For example,

firms that are not willing to directly hire workers with special labor market

disabilities can 'still provide physical facilities for training courses, special

transpcntatiorr, and technical advice. Some firms can spccialize in pro-

viding technical training under contract while relying on inPrmediary

groups to arrange for the placement of trainees. Other companies are

willing to hire a specified number of persons who have graduated from

special skill - Training programs but prefer not to conduct these programs

themselves. Specialized intermediate organizations can also be helpful in

mobilizing retirees to assist in private-sector job placement of both youths

and older workers. (See Chapter 5 for a fuller discussion of this issue.)

We urge that private_business firms as well as government training

and employment agencies give strong encouragement to greater reliance

on intermediate organizations in efforts to deal with the special problems

of youths, older workers, and the disadvantaged, particularly in areas of

chronically high unemployment.

Greater Reliance on Jobs Corporations for Dealing with the hard -to-

Employ. In our 1970 per), statement Training and jobs for the Urban

Poor, ..7e recommended the. Ar,dmental introduction of a new form of

intermediate nonprofit organizi..ion known as a fobs corporation. This cor-

poration was designed to provide training and jobs for marginal workers

and hard-core unemployed who would become the corporation's "em-

ployees'. and then be placed ill training and public or private employment.

special feature of the proposal was that the corporation would be partly

financed by welfare and other public assistance funds that would have had

to be spent on the "employees" in the absence of the program. Local man-

agement of each corporation was to be entnistecl to a board of directors

that included business representatives, public personnel officers, labor-

union officials, and the representativeof client groups.
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Since the publication of that statement, an experimental jobs cor-
poration, the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC),
has been established that closely follows the format suggested in the state-
ment. MDRC is a nonprofit organization that oversees supported-work
programs in thirteen different locations around the country; it currently
employs about 1,900 persons:, Its clients are sonic of the most severely dis-
advantaged groups in the labor force; ex-addicts, ex-offenders, long-term
welfare mothers, and minority youths from low-income families. They are
provided with partially su';sidized (supported) work, both in the public
and in the private sector, inco which they are muved under conditions of
"graduated stress." In time, they are expected to take on regular full-time
jobs. Funding is provided primarily by government agencies and private
foundations.

The results of the program ( which are further discussed in Chapter
5) have been quite encouraging. An initial analysis of a sample of persons
involved in the supported-work program showed that after the first nine
months of the program, participants worked more hours, earned more
money, and received fewer or smaller welfare payments than a control
group of nonparticipants equally eligible for the program. There were
additional positive results. Those in the program used drugs and alcohol
less frequently and were less often involved in criminal activity.

ttiestions remain about whether a substantial enlargement of the
present relatively small-scale experiment would encounter an equal de-
gree of success. Nevertheless, the known experience with MDRC confirms
our belief that the jobs corporation model holds special promise as an
organizational mechanism for dealing with the problems of the hard-to-
employ and for providing the private sector with greater opportunities to
participate constructively in that effort.

One major advantage of this form of organization is that it allows
strong focus on the problems of the individual. Employees can he placed
in different types of training and employment on the basis of their needs
and capabilities. There is a central place to which they can turn for special
counseling and other assistance. At the same time, the jobs corporation
can take advantage of the shifting economic situation to seek out alterna-
tive job opportunities for its clients l'or VXIIITI plc, as the economy strength-
ens, workers who had been placed hi public employment can he shifted to
suitable private job opportunities as more of these open up.

Because of the need for more aggressive efforts to deal with Arne-
tural unemployment problems in the next few years, we urge a major
enlargement of the existing jobs corporation effort. The possibility of
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utilizing the jobs corporation format for groups other than the most

severely disadvantaged should also be explored.

Legal and administrative changes to provide incentives for private-

sector training and employment. As we noted earlier, recent legislation

governing federal employment and training assistance contain numerous

provisions that encourage wider private-sector participation. For example,

part of the funds for public-service employment is to be devoted to socially

useful projects that can be carried out by private nonprofit groups. The

new youth employment legislation provides for a sizable amount of dis-

cretionary funds to be used for innovative programs, including those ad-

ministered by the private sector. Under the newly launched program,

Help through Industry Retraining and Employment ( HIRE), federal sub-

sidies are to be provided to create approximately 100,000 private-sector

job- training positions over the nest eighteen months, mostly for unem-

ployed veterans. The HIRE program is being ac,-..,leo,yeied by a new

national drive to induce large corporations to take !,,!:.!:,.ites of the pro-

gram .'t:; permanent employees.
Government agencies and private firms shoe.' use of these

increased options for private-sector involvemel.1 lieve that the

volume and scope of federally assisted on-the.ji:- reining programs

should he expanded through simplification of contract procedures and

extension of the HIRE program to a larger number of nonveterans.

Another possible method of inducing employers to train or hire more

of the structurally unemplo, td is the use of wage subsidies in the form of

employment tax credits. Congress recently enacted an incremental em-

ployment tax credit that benefits firms which raise their total employment

to more than 102 percent of the prior year's level. However, because the

total credit is limited to $100,000 per firm, this provision is of assistance

mainly to small businesses.
We have strong reservations about the economic merits of the incre-

mental employment tax credit, mainly because of the fact that in an ex-

panding economy, many firms will receive the credit for employees they

would have hired in any ease. Nevertheless, now that this tax credit has

been enacted, we believe that information about its availability' should be

widely disseminated and that business should support efforts tc._ conduct

careful evaluations of the effects of the new approach, Moreover, the fed-

eral government should give high priority to economic and operaiional

research regarding the use of a her forms of wage subsidies as a 'neves of

creating jobs for the hard-to-employ.
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Despite our reservations about the incremental empitypnel r.--
ereflit, we believe that additional experimentation with categorical I': ..
credits to subsidize private - sector training and employment is Justified.
Such credits, which apply only to specified categories of the unemployed,
are more likely to add to net employenen4 than incremental credits be-
cause they would cover groups not likely to be hired without a subsidy
even after the recovery is well on its way. To be sure, there are important
disadvantages in using tax credits rather than direct contracts to subsidize
jobs, and we continue to favor direct contracts as the primary form of sub-
sidy. Actual experience with one existing categorical tax credit to aid
employment, the 20 percent Work Incentive Program ( WIN) credit appli-
cable to employment of welfare recipients, has been quite discouraging.

However, given the fact that direct contracts have also had only
Limited success in the past, we feel teat further experimentation with
categorical tax credits as an added tool is justified. Such tax credits might
be particularly useful for small business firms, and as we have noted,
expanding training and job opportunities in the small business sector
deserves high priority. Moreover, we believe that improved design of a
categorical tax credit may produce better results than those achieved by
the WIN program. Persons eligible far categorical credits should include
not only the welfare clients now covered by the Work Incentive Program
but also the long-term unemployed and lower-income groups eligible for
public-service employment programs. In addition, the credits might be
specifically geared to youths and older wnekers. Experiments might also
be conducted to determine whether a hiL ,;er percentage subsidy of first-
year wages and decreasing subsidies n subsequent periods would prove
more successful in attracting business participants.

Reducing disincentives to pri - sector training and jobs far tiie
hard.to-employ. Existing laws and regulations contain numerous provi-
sions that inhibit increased private employment for the young, old, and
disadvantaged. Some, such as minimum wage laws and social security
payroll taxes, reduce employers' demands for labor by increasing labor's
price. Others, such as earning restrictinels for ,ocial seetirity and welfare
recipients, hold back the supply of labor,

Before such laws and regulations are modified, however, a number of
things should be determined. For example, would a change intended to
aid one group cause increased unemployment for another? If so, would the
change on balance still benefit the economy as a whole? Would the budget
costs involved ( if any) be worth the expected benefits? Could the same
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amount of dollars be more effectively used in a different fashion? The an-

swers to these and related questions will vary depending not only on
the type of disincentive involved but also on the basic demographic and

economic changes.
With regard to the possible use of a differential minimum wage, for

example, this Committee recommended in Training and Jobs for the
Urban Poor that "some differentiation in [minimum wage] rates be made

for the below-20 age group, the aged, and the partially disabled to avoid

the real danger that employers will r-fuse to hire inexperienced or other-
wise less productive workers at wages as high as those required for the
more experienced and able." Various attempts nutde since that time to
legislate broad-scale differentials of this type have failed. Labor unions, in

particular, have been opposed to such provisions because they fear that
jobs would be taken away from prime-age workers.

A number of recent studies suggest that a uniform minimum wage
does have some adverse effects on the employment of teen-agers, although

estimates about the extent of these effects vary considerably. There is also
evidence, however, that a lower minimum wage for all teen-agers would

lead to some job losses fcr adults. Because the main increase in new young

job seekers in the next few years will come from the 20- to 24-year-old age-

group rather than from the teen-age population, the question is _raised
whether a lower minimum wage for all teen-agers might not draw an un-

due number of jobs away from 20- to 24-year-olds at the very time when

some of the most serious youth unemployment problems are hecomin,
concentrated in that age-group.

For some youths, lower minimum wages already exist. The
Department grants about 155,000 to 175,000 exemptions from the zi;o:-

mum wage requirement each year to full-time students who worts
time in retail and service establishments and to some other youths
participate in special training programs. The allowable quota for six i.-x-

rniptions is usually not filled. Procedures also exist for exempting appert-
tices and handicapped workers in regular prixute industry, but these !lave

jecn used only on a very small scale. However, a sizable number el handi-
capped workers can be employed below the minimum wage in federally
,elbsidized sheltered workshops, such as Goodwill industries rederal out-

for vocational rehabilitation of handicapped workers came to about

4 ,otillon 1977.
It.at before a lower minimum wage is introduced for

all (,?.agers, utd,fr workers, and the partially disabled, there should be
addlitional experimentation with wider use of administrative exemptions
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from minimum wage requirement nor selected groups and with simpli-
fied procedures for granting such ---,ions.* We also believe that much
more use should be made of stipend:, ter trainees and apprentices that
come to less than prevailing wages and may start below the minimum
wage but are then progressively raked as the trainees gain the experience
and skill needed to move into regular jobs.

Another proposed incentive to employers to hire young people would
be to exempt youths under 21 from the required employer and employee
contributions to social security. This would result in a payroll tax savings
of about 6 percent for the employer and an equivalent increase in take-
home pay for the employee. However, it would also produce a sizable loss
for the social security system, which is already faced with major financing
problems. Moreover, the proposed exemption would benefit many youths
from relatively well-to-do backgrounds unless it was restricted to mem-
bers of low-income families.'

More specifically targeted direct wage subsidies or categorical tax
credits, such as those discussed in the preceding section, might be -
fective way to increase employer incentives for hiring teen-LqTrSaL i-s
in greatest need of special assistance in obtaining L0:11

In any event, we believe that careful experin gild 1, -.alder-
taken in selected areas to test proposals for increase, itives for teen-
age employment. Because experience has shown that the lang-term pros-
pects of disadvant:Ted teen-agers greatly increase after they have stayed
in one job for six months to a year, these experiments should also cover
moposals for special incentives during the first critical year en the job.
Such proposals could include exempting teen-agers from social security
payments during the first year of employment or offering specia', bonuses
and subsidies for icrmaining in one job for a full year

Other possible steps involve the relaxation or elimination of the earn-
ings limits applying to social security reeipieats under age 72. Under the
statutory provisions in effect during 1977, a person's social security bene-
fit was reduced by $1 for every $2 earned in excess of $2% a month

41 Restricting the exemption to tow wage teen.agrrs wiada not necessarily be ap-
propriate. Recent studies show that the family income of low.wage teen-agers tends
to be higher than that of high-wage teenagers.

5./ In addition to this 'rrnplicit tax,- the earnings of social security recipients are. also
subject to regular taxes. As a result, the net take-home pay resulting from extra work

1 .27 0 78 81

'See memorandum by HOBERT k7, r Ti-_MN, page 90










